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sins, Testament of lscariot, Acts of Darkness, Tbe six wounds and
The Bride of Battersea, and two travel books, Tbe oul's watcbsong:
A study of Istanbul and rhe companion Guide to lugoslauia. A
Dictionary of Literary Terms,the basis of this work, was begun while
he was on a fellowship at cambridge in rgl9and was completed seven
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two-million word account of most of the spoms and games of the
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PREFACE TO THE THIRD
EDITION

As is usual in the making of anything, on€ of the main problems at
the outset in compililg this dictionary was ro decide *hrt to put in
and what to omit. In the 6rst place, it is not easy to decide what a liter-

T{ te.rm really is, because, by most standards, it is a vegue classification.
Epic is one, hexamerer is, and so is elegy. But are poiiography, patter-
t"lg. and apocrypha? In the sborter oxford Diaiona$ th. main
definition of 'literary'.*m 

thur: 'of or pertaining to, nr of the narure
of, literarure, polite- learning, or booki and Jri*en compositions;
pertaining- to that kind of writren composition which has ialue on
account of its. qualities of form.' If we 

""l.pt 
this as a working indica-

tion of what is meanr by "literary', rhen wfrat is to be done a6our the
terms (and there are- many) used by prinrers and compositors? \flhar

l.b"ul 
the.language of grammariar,r 

"nd 
the proliferating terminology of

linguisticians ? Most or all of these are relaredl however tCrruouslv itt iont"
cases, to the literary and to literature. After a good deal of defiberation
on these maters, I decided to be judiciously selective and include a few
terms of printers, g{ammarians, philologisis and linguisticians. so, for
instance, I have included quarto and folio but left Jut fine-block and
qdl.y. Paragraph and loose and periodic sentence are in; supine and
declension are nor. Keneme and morpheme are in; diphtho"g *a hbial
are not.

Another poser was whether to include all literary terms from all or

Pott languages and literatures and to provide illustrations and examples,
but this would surely have seemed like assuming the function of the 

"n"y-clopaedist, and greatly lengthened the book. Itiany case, some rerms are
so obscure (and rare) as to be of interest only to the specialist.

!ilhat I have endeavoured to do, then, is to providJ a serviceable and
fairly. comprehensive dicdonary of rhose theiary rerms which are in
regular use in the qrorld. rcday;terms in which intlligent people may be
expected to have some interest and about which th"y t"ay wish to find
out something more. If by any chance they do ,rot Lno* (or have for-
gotten) what a haiku is, or nerso tronco, or how blue-stockings came to
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Prefacc to the Third Edition

be so named, then I hope that this dicdonary will provide them with the

basic information.
I say'f.airly comprehensive' because any work of orismology is bound

to be limited by the author's reading and knowledge. No man or woman

can be expected to have read even a dthe of everything. I am familiar with

Classical, European, Slavonic and Near Eastern literatures and have some
knowledge of the literarures of Nonh America and of Commonwealth
nations. But my knowledge of Oriental literatures and those of Spanish
America and South America is limited. There are, therefore, inevitably,
considerable gaps.

Most of the terms are drawn from Greek, Latin, English, French,

German, Spanish, Italian, Russian, Arabic, Japanese, Old French, Old
Provengal and Old Norse. A few are Serbian, Chinese, Persian, Turkish,

\felsh or Korean.
Twelve main categories can be distinguished at the outseq as follows:

r. Technical terms (e.g. iamb, pentameter, metonymy' ottasd rima).
r. Forms (e.g. sonnet,ailknelle, limerick, tanka, clerihew).

3. Genres or kinds (e.g. pastoral, elegy, fablia*, Miirchen, conte).

4. Technicalities (e.g. pivot word, tenor and vehicle, communication
heresy aesthedc distance).

y. Groups, schools and movements (e.g. Pl6iade, Parnassians, Pre-

Raphaclites, School of Spenser).
6. lfell-known phrases (e.g. willing suspension of disbclief, negative

capabiliry discordia concors, in medias res, qnod semPer quod,

ubique).

7. -isms (e.g. realism, primitivism, Platonism, plagiarism, structural-
ism, orientdism).

8. Motifs or themes (e.g.
leitmotifl.

abi st4nt, cdrpe diem, Faust-theme,

9. Personalities (e.g. scop, jonglerro villain, gracion, gxskr).
ro. Modes, attitudes and.styles (e.g. dolce stil numta, irony, Marinism,

grotesque, sentime{rtal comedy).
rr. Objects/artefacts (e.g. coranto, holograph, manuscript, gazette,

buskin, book).
rz. Concepts (e.g. sinceriry the sublime, concrete universal, noble

saYage, decorum).

These rwelve categories account for afair proponion of literary terms

but there are scores which do not belong to any particuler family or
phylum, and any kind of axonomical approach soon breaks down as one

begins to classify. The following haphazard list suggests the difficulty
of satisfactory division: abstracq belles lettres, brief, cenmrship, forgery

xii



Preface to the Third Edition

Freytag's pyramid,. hamartia, inspiration, juvenilia, Grub Street, palin-
drome, quotation titles - to mention no others.

..Th. glan of rhe dictionary is simple. It is alphabetical and runs from
Abbey Theatre (though it would hive been rnore suitable to start with
ab ozto)to-zerlgma; and, so to speak, from epic ro limerick. Each term is
given a brief description or definition. In so*e cases, but by no means

.a\ays, when I thought it might be helpful and/orof interest,'I give some
brief etymology of the rerm. This is particularly necessary *hln a rerm
comes from one thing butn-ow denotes another. For instance, the Spanish
estribillo: the word signifies 'little 

stirrup', being the diminutirre of
estribo'stirrup'. It here denotes a refrain ot chorui (also a pet word or
phrase) and is a theme, verse or stanza (of from two to four lines) of a
villancico; and there is more to it than that. Fit (a division of a poem, a
canto or stave) and skng are other interesting examples. ;

Many indications of origin are added in brackets. 
'where 

it was
not possible to do this in a simple fashion I have shown the history at
greater length within the definition of the term. Often this descripiiort
explains the etymology and what the rerm denotes. For literary ftrms
and genres I have provided arisumd of origins, history and developmenr,
and I. have also-provided details of norable examplei and distinguishej
practitioners. I have not included bibliographies; to have done so"would
have been to lengthen the book by perhaps a third as much again. Bur,
where appropriare, I have referred io the classic work on a iarticular
themeor subject (".g. c. S. Lewis's Tbe Allegory of Lozte,A. o. Lovejoyt
The Great chain of Being, Maud nod[int Arcbetypal patteris'in
Poetry).

I would have liked to provide an example in full to illustrate every
goe1ic. f"{T and gerire (e.g. rondeau, ode, e1"gy, lyric), but this *", ,r*
feasible either. I would also have liked to in"Iude'a quotation for eve.ry
kind of metrical scheme, but this again would harre expanded the bool
inordinately. It would have entailed quoting in at leasf sixteen different

lalsua8es and this would have required translation in many instances.
Moreover, it would have involved using seven alphabets (Greek,
Japanese, Hebrew, Arabic, cyrillic, sanskriiand chinese) in addition ro
the Roman, Thus, in rhe interests of simpliciry and brevitS I have settled,
whenever possible, for a quotation in Engfisl verse.

{ptopos versification I am obliged to mention the matter of terms
used in Classical prosody. Miscellaneous hierophanrs have pointed out
that Classical prosody, its systems and classificaiions, bear lit^tle relation-
ship to English verse. This may well be so, but we have inherited the
terms (as have other nations and languages); they have been in use for
some hundreds of years; and it will be flund that rhe vast majoriry of

xnt



Preface to the Third Edition

poets have a very thorough knowledge and understanding of them.
Moreover, if in doubt about their udliry one might ash is it easier to say
(or write) 'an iambic pentameter', or 'a line of verse consisting of five feet
with a rising rhythm in which the 6rst syllable of each foot is unstressed
and the second stressed'? The Greeks in fact didhave a word for almost
everything and we have inherited these terms whether we like them or
not. And it seems to me much simpler to understand and use them rather
than to pretend they do not exist, or find verbose alternatives.

Some entries were peculiarly difficult to condense, and none more so
than novel. The chief problem here was what to include out of the thou-
sands of possible examples. In the end I decided to go by that principle
which guided me throughout the making of the dictionary and to include
only those writers whose books I am familiar with and which have
seemed to me to be of particular merit. Naturally enough, the selection
must often coincide with what, in all probability, most other people
would choose. Some novelists have to go in whether you like them or
not because the general consensus over the years has confirmed that their
novels are outstanding or at any rate of notable quality. On the whole,

as far as the novel is concerned, I have mentioned most of those who I

believe are maior novelis$, and I have provided a selectiort of minor nov-

elists. Inwitably, the treatment of the novel (like the ffeatment of travel
books, short stories, detective stories, spy, ghost and horror stories) has
involved long lists.

I have some misgivings about the lists but I have kept them fairly

detailed in order to be fair, as it were, and also in the hope that the
browser or reader may encounter things that they have not met before

or which thcy have forgotten existed. For instance, the works of sorne
authors of distinction have, unhappily, sunk leaving few traces. A
mention of their neglected books may help to revive interest.

\flith regard to works of fiction in general, I would have liked to
include rnore evaluative comments, however brief, but to have done this

would have been to double or even triple the length of the entries.
As for dates - these, as we all know, can become boring. On the other

hand, their absence can be frustrating. Accordingly" I have attempted a

compromise. [t seemed otiose to put in the dates of every author each
time I referred to him or her, especially the famous. There are, for

instance, many references to Aristotle, Plato, Florace, Dante, Chaucer,
Sir Philip Sidney, Shakespeare, Molilre, Dryden, Pope, Goethe, Keats,
Thomas Mann, James Joyce, \f. B. Yeats and T. S. Eliot - to cite only a

handful. I$(rhen referring to the famous I assume that the reader is famil-

iar with the approximate period in which they flourished. W'hen refer-

ring to the not-so-famous, but, nonetheless, important (e.g. Archilochus,
Lucian, Cavalcanti, Dunbar, Cl6ment Marot, Thomas Campion, Tieck,

xiv



Preface to the Third Edition

L?dy l$(iinchilse4 James sheridan Knowles, Th6ophile Gautier, eueiros)
I have, in rnany instances, included sorne indication of their d"i"rl In anv
event it is clear as a rule when they lived because I refer ro the 

""n*ry,or I give the dates of their works whenever it is helpful or necess ^ry io
do so. The dates given refer, unless orherwise indicated in the text, to th€
first.perfo{m-anc9 of plays, the first publication in one volume oi pror"
works, and the first collected publication of poems. I diverge from this
system-only wherg it might be misleading. I Lave cited in Eirglish those
titles of works which are less familiar in thiir original form to i English-
speaking reader. The dates given in such 

""r.s 
r-.f., to the first pu6li"a-

tion in the original language.
The whole dictionary is cross-referenced so thar the user can move

easily frorn one enrry to-another. The references are the plumbing and
*tftrg of the book. If, for example, you look up ballad yo,r *rlll b.
referred to REFRATN, oRAL TRADITToN, HoMERrc EprrHET, KENNING,
TNCREMENTAL REPETTTION' NARODNE PESME, BROADSIDE, FoLKsoNG, LAy
and uennatrvE vERsE.

. 
In the.T.lry years since this book was firsr published a grear deal has

fappened in the world of literature. Thousands of novels hie been pub-
lished in many languages, thousands of short srories, poems, biographies
and autobio_graphies; several hundred new plays have been ptoi.r""d -
and so on. since the early r,g7o7 the full impact of strucrurilist theory
has been.experienced and has been succeeied or added to by post"-
structuralism, of which deconstruction is a vital part. Feminist criticism
has-burgeonedl so, to a lesser extent, have Marxisi criticism and psycho-
palytic and Freudian criticism. Reader-response and reception iheories
have devel"p99, such conceprs as narratology and grr-ri"tology have
become established. Indeed, literary theory has profiferated, soriletimes
counter-productively in so far as there are commentaries about com-
mentaries about commenraries so thar we approach that state of affairs
so vividly predicted by E.M. Forster in his admonitory short storv Tbe
Machine stops. A select bibliography of books, essays and miscellaneous
discourses concerned with literary theory durin[ the last fifteen to

lqrelty years (in the major languages of the world) may mn to five
hundred or more entries.

\7ith the theories and the theories about theories have come a consid-
erable number of what might be_called 'technical 

rerms' (e.g. aporia, dif-
firance, dissemination, 1titure fdminiye, indeterminacy, iit.rt"*r.ruliiy
logocentrism, metalanguage, phallogocenrrism, pto;tirtiouiorooii,
readerly/writerly, sapplilrnent, q q.v.).

In this revised and expanded edition I have attempted a r6snm6 and
clarification of these matters which, very often, 

"r" 
J*t *mely complex

and not infrequently abstruse to the point of being arcane: io ,.r.i ,r,
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extent, in fact, that sometimes one is reminded of 'the lone scholars'
sniping at each other from the walls of learned periodicals.

However, the raison d'Otre of a dictionary is, I take it, to provide infor-
mation - be it commonplace or recondite. A decent dictionary of geo-
graphy, for instance, will tell us what exfoliation, jungle end Karst are. It
should also inform us about katabatic winds,poljes and diastrophism. So,
in this edition, in response to quite a large number of letters (one from a
man who requested a list of all the rare technical terms left out of earlier
editions) I have included a good many esoteric technical terms and semi-
technical terms, plus information about important theatres and theatri-
cal companies which have had a potent influence in the world of drame.

I have also devoted a good deal of space to some of the more 'popular'

forms or modes. In earlier editions there were no entries for ghost story
or horror story. In view of the wide and apparently increasing interest
irr these I have now included quite long accounw. The original entry
for detcctive otory was totally inadequate and that has been much ex-
panded. I have also expanded the entries on, for example, gothic novel,
iimericlq nons€nse, spy story and thriller, and included entries for,
among other things, censorship, literary forgery, literery prizcs, police
p'rocedural, roman policier and Vcatern.

I should also add thag as this is a personal book, I have, occasionallS
spread myself with entries on subjects of particular interest to me; for
example, conceig danse macabre, the limcrick, nonsense, primitivism,
reyenge tragedy and tablc talh - to name brrt a few. But every euthor and
reader has his or her favourite themes and subjects..It is probeble thaq
from time to time, I have allowed my opinions (and perhaps some Pre-
judices) an ea$y rein; but when one has read many t'housands of volumes
of verse, pleys and fiction, esseys, discourses, serrnons, conrtesy boohs,
eneyclopaedias, nwelh, Festschriften, trtets and interpretations (and
what not?) perhaps one is entitled to ventilate a few opinions. They are
unlihelS I feel, to do any harm in such circumstances, and they may have
the beneficial effect of provoking argument, comrnent or disagreement.

I have also aken the liberry of contributing a few items of my own:
firstl5 a double-dactyl verse - under that heading; secondly an example
of synthetic rhyme - under that heading; and thirdly, three neologisms -

namely birooat, sffiringette and oerbooap (all under neologism). At
afly rate,I put in a modest claim for having devised these ghost-words.

I wrote above that this is a'personal'book, but, naturally, in the course
of making it, I have consulted a number of friends and I would like to
take this opportunity of thanking them for giving me the benefit of their
knowledge and advice. They are: Mrs Heywood, Margaret J. Miller, Mr

John Basing, Dr Derek Brewer, Mr Paul Craddock, Mr Vincent Cronin,
Professor Ian Jack, Mr Kevin Jackson, Dr Harry Judge, Mr Paul
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Moreland, Mr T. R. Salmon, Mr Philip rVarnett, Professor and Mrs
Singmaster, Mr and Mrs McNally, Dr David Stockton, Mr Hardcasde,
Mr Clive'$7ilmer, Mr Michael Charleswofth, Mr Alastair Ogilvie, Mr
Colin Chambers, Mr Steve Gooch, Mr Andrew Brown, Mr Stuart
Thomson, Mr Harry Jackson, Mr Barry Duesbury and Mr Kenneth
Lowes.

I remain much indebted to my original editors in the Language Library
Series, the late Professor Simeon Potter and the late Eric Partridge.
Professor Potter showed much patience and gave me the unstinting help
of his wide learning and experience; Eric Partridge, often by means of his
famous postcards, sustained my sometimes flagging spirits with help,
praise and encouragement.

I am also much indebted to Mr Martin Vright who devoted many
hours to checking the manuscript of this edition and to making sugges-
tions for improving it, and to Mr Michael Rossington who also gave
much time and thought to many entries. FinallS my thanks also to my
current editors for their help: Mr Alya Shipton, Mr Philip Cartwright,
Miss Helen Jeffrey and Miss Caroline Richmond.

J. A. Cuddon
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PREFACE TO THE FOURTH
EDITION

I make not therefore my head a grave, but a treasure of knowledge;
I intend no monopoly, but a community in learning; I study not for
my own sake only, but for theirs that srudy not for themselves.

Thomas Browne, Religio Medici

Charles Cuddon was the author of twelve plays, three libretti, five novels,
two travel books, two dictionaries, and many short stories and essays;
he was the editor of ghost and horror stories, a schoolmester, a talented
sportsman, rnd even, in his youth, a photographic model. \[hen this
remarkable man died in the spring of ry96, he left, among these many
worlrs, the incandescent Oail's Watcbsong ft96o) (his astonishing elegy
to Istanbul), the colossal and witty Dinionary of Spon and Garnes (r98o),

and the present work, the Diaion4ry of Literary Terms and Literary
Theory Ggl6),which he was readyingfor its fourth edition. The number

and qualiry of his literary remains are his own memorial: they are the tes-
timonial of the range of his interests, his lucid scholarship, his large intel-

ligence, his delightful sense of humour, and his elegant prose. Above dl,

they are a record of his generosity, to friends, students, scholars, and all

who have benefited, and will benefit, from his labours.
Like one of his favourite writers, Sir Thomas Browne, Charles

Cuddon would not mahe his head a gravei at his death in March 1996,

he was far advanced in the revisions which are contained in this new

edition of his Dictionary; the task of incorporating the new entries and

the corrections to existing ones which he left among his extensive notes
has therefore been pleasant and easy. Charles also left proposals for many

new entries which he could not himself 6nish, and a substantial number

of these have been adopted and written, often according to rough drafts
he had alrerdy sketched out.

Over the years, Charles and his Dictionary prompted corresPondence
from readers and friends who suggested improvements and additions;
forRrnatels a number of these were willing to be dragooned into the
project of completing the fourth edition, and their help was indispens-
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able. Anna Cuddon, Jean Gooder, Eric Griffiths, Kevin Jackson, John
Kenyon, John Kerrigan and Ato Quayson fielded random queries and
supplied vital information. Three others produced major rewriting as
well as entirely new entries for the Diaionaryi John Lennard wrote
'Rhyme', 'Punctuation' and 'Crime fiction'; Clive \irilmer wrote 'Verse

novel', 'Dramatic monologue', 'Sonnet cycle', and a number of shorter
entries; and Anne Henry wrote'Ellipsis'. I should like to record special
thanks to Anna Cuddon, Charles'widow, for her constant encourage-
ment; and to Clive \filmer for his interest and enthusiasm for the
Diaionary, both in its new form and over the long years of his friend-
ship with Charles.

C. E. Preston
Sidney Sussex College

Cambridge
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Abbey Theatre The most famous of Irish theatres and one of the most
famous in the British Isles, if not in Europe. It was the centre of the
Irish dramatic movement founded in 1899 by \f.8. Yeats and Lady
Gregory. The aim of the movement was to present Irish plays on Irish
subjects performed by Irish actors. The building itself was the result
of a conversion of the old theatre of the Mechanics' Institute in Abbey
Street and the old ciry morgue next to it. Its creation was made
possible through the munificence (and tea) of Annie Horniman

Q86o-r937), who was later the pioneer of the Manchester School
(q.".).It was opened in ryo4 and in the next eighty-five years was to
bring forward plays by almost all Irish dramatists of any note. Apart
from Annie Horniman, the main moving spirits of the Abbey were
\f. B. Yeats,J. M. Synge and Lady Gregory plus the Fay brothers. The
first plays presented were On Baile\ Strand and Cathleen ni Houliban
by Yeats and Spreading the Neax by Lady Gregory. Later came
Synge's The Pkyboy of the Westem World (tgo7), which caused riots
because Irish moraliry was offended by a reference in the text to a
womant shift (i.e. a chemise). The fornrnes of the theatre declined
somewhat with the removal of Annie Horniman's financial support.
Synge died in ryo9 and Yeats resigned as a result of a dispute with
Lady Gregory who was to continue until she retired in ry28. Among
disdnguished Irish playwrights to have their plays produced at the
Abbey in its earlier years were Padraic Colum $88vt972), St John
Greer Ervine (r883-r97r) and Lennox Robinson (1885-1958), who
was manager of the Abbey from rgro to rgzj @pan from a short
break), in which year he became director, After the First rUforld \$flar

there were more financial troubles, which were partly relieved by three
famous plays by Sean O'Casey (r88er964): namely, Shadoat of a
Ganrnan (r94),Juno and the Paycoch (tgz+) andThe Plougb and the
Stars (1926). In r92t the Abbey received a government grant and
became the first state-subsidized theatre in the English-speaking
world. After O'Casey's departure for England (the Abbey rejected



abccederius

Tbe Silaer Tassic in r9z8 and O'Casey was deeply offended) the
theatre was sustained by a number of fine plays by George Shiels
(r88Gr949). There was dso emphasis on plays in Gaelic. The theatre
burned down in r95r; a new one openedin ry66. See csrtrc REVIVAL;
CELTIC TVILIGHT.

abccedarius SeeAcRosTIc.

Abentcuerroman (G 'adventure novel') A form of fiction (related to
the Scbelmenromdn or picarcsque novel) primarily intended as enter-
tainment but sometimcs with a serious purpose. It appears to be trace-
able to medieval verse tales (of the Spielmannsdirhtung, e.o., variety)
such as Herzog Ernst, Kiinig Rother and Salman und Morolf, and also

' 
to tales in prose of the r6th c. of the Volksb;icber kind. Georg
Vickram's Der Goldtfaden $ttz) is an example. There was also the
Voksbacb Fortunatns (ttog), which became widely known in Europe
in several languages. Thomas Deklter wrote an agreeable comedy titled
Old Fortunat*s (16oo). A noable example of the fully fledged
Abenteaenomdn w^s Johann Grimmelhausen's Der abenteuerlicbe
Simplicissimus Q66).Johann Beer (r5y t-r7oo) also wrote some. Later
derivatives, in the rSth c., were the Schanenorune (q.o.) and the
Ritter- und Niuberromdne (q.t.), See ako corHlc xovsl,/ncrloN;
prc,AREseup r*rbvnu noBINsoNADE voLKsBUcH.

ab ovo (L'from the egg') This term may refer to a story which starts
from the beginning of the events it narrates, as opposed to one which
sterts in the middle - in medias res (q.v.). Horace used the expression
in Ars Poetica.

abridged edition An abbreviated or condensed version of a work.
Abridgement may be done in order to save space or to flrt out Pas-
sages which are thought unsuitable for some sections of the reading
public. School editions of Shakespeare were often abridged (and still
are occasionally) lest the sensibilities of adolescents be offended. See
also sovoLERIzE.

absence/presence Terms or concepts given a pafticular meaning by the
French philosopherJacques Derrida G%t ). Speech and the spoken
word imply the immediate presence of somebody: a speaker, orator'
actor or politician, for example. Vriting does not require the writer's
presence. Thus, the originator of the word is absent.

absolutism The principle or doctrine that there are immutable stan-
dards by which a work of art may be judged. The absolutist contends
that certain values are basic and inviolable. See RELATTVIsM.



abstract poem

abstract (a) A summ ary of any piece of written work; (b) Not concrete.
A sentence is abstract if it deals with a class of things or persons: for
example: 'All men are liars'. On the other hand'Smith is a liar' is a
concrete statement. The subject of a sentence may also be an abstrac-
tion, as in 'The wealth of the ruling classes'. Something may be
said to be abstract if it is the name for a qualiry like heat or faith.
Critics use the terms abstract and concrete of imagery. For instance,
Pope's:

Hope springs eternal in the human breast,
Man never is, but always to be, blest.

is abstractl whereas the following by the sime poet is concrete:

Fair tresses man's imperial race insnare
And beauty draws us with a single hair.

In poetics the concrete has tended to be valued above the abstract.
Sidney, for example, in Apologie for Poetie (rlpl), praised poetry's
concreteness. Neoclassical thought preferred generality. A preference,
in theory for concreteness reappears with \(ordswofth, Coleridge and
Shelley. In the zoth c. the distinction between concrete and abstract
has undergone further change. Ezra Pound and T. E. Hulme
attempted to formulate a theory of concrete poetry. Eliot reinforced
this with his 'objective correlative' (q.a.).

For the most part poetry is the language of concreteness; prose that
of the abstract. At any rate prose tends to be better able to deal with
the abstract because it is more precise; not necessarily, therefore, more
accurate. See also ABsrRAcr poEM; rMAcrsrs; NEoclAssrcrsM.

abstract poem Edith Sirwell used this term for verses which depend
primarily on their sound for meaning. In their more extreme forms
sense is almost completely sacrificed to aural effects. Edith Simell
herself was a gifted practitioner of such poetry especially in the col-
lection Fagade. Gerard Manley Hopkins also made daring use of ono-
matopoeic and melopoeic devices; so did the French poet Rimbaud.
Among writers using English Roy Campbell (r9or- 57) was perhaps
the most outstanding and.prolifc experimenter. This example is taken
from his series Mithraic Fieze, published in Mithraic Emblems;

Of seven hues in white elision,
the radii of your silver Eyre,
are the seven swords of vision
that spoked the prophets' flaming tyre;
their sistered stridencies ignite
the spectrum of the poets' lyre



whose unison becomes a white
revolving disc of stainless 6re,
and sights the eye of that sole star
thaq in the heavy clods we are,
the kindred seeds of fire can spy,
or, in the cold shell of the roch,
the red yolk of the phoenix-cock
whose feathers in the meteors fly.

See also ABsTRAcr.

abusio .SeecerecxREsrs.

academic Four basic meanings may be distinguished: (a) that which

belongs to the school of thought of Plato - from academy (q.v.); (b) a
person or work that is scholady and erudite; (c) concerned with the
rules of composition rather than with the result of the act of creation;
(d) of litde importance or note. In the second and fourth senses the

word is often used pejoratively.

academic drama Plays, considerably under the influence of Roman
comedy, which were performed in schools and colleges in England

early in the r6th c. The works of Terence and Plautus were particu-

larly popular. Eventually, origind plays, based on Classical models,

appeared in English. An early-possibly the earrliest- example is Ralpb

Roister Doister (written c. rJi3; printed c. tt67), a knockabout
comedy by Nicholas Udall, written for the boys of 

'Westminster

School. It follows Roman prototypes in divisions arid unities (q.o.),in

motivation and plot (q.o.). See also coMEDY; JEsurT DRAMA; scHoot,

DRAM{ SENECAN TRAGEDY.

academy The word is derived from the name of a park near Athens
where Plato's Academy was situated from 387 tc to AD 5z9.The name
was adopted in Italy by scholars during the Renaissance and now

usually applies to some sort of institution devoted to learning, even if

it be only the trade of war - as at the Royal Military Academy. There

are a large number of academies scattered round the world. Most of

them are concerned with research and culrure and have limited mem-
berships. Some are very exclusive. Probably the most famous is the

Acad6mie Frangaise, founded by Richelieu in 1631. This is primarily
a literary academy, one of whose main tasks is the compilation and

revision of a dictionary of the French language. The British Academy
was founded in rgoz for the promotion of moral and political sciences.
The exclusiveness of many academies may account for the pejorative

use of the word 'academic' (q,o.). The Acad6mie Frangaise, for

4
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instance, has been described as the'h6tel des invalides de la litt6rature'.
The pejorative use may equally derive from the anti-intellectualism of
modern literery culture. See also AcADEMrc.

acatalectic (Gk 'not lacking a syllable in the last foot') It denotes, there-
fore, a metrical line which is complete. If a line lacks one or more unac-
cented syllables, it is truncated (see cATALExrs). If a line contains an
extra syllable it is then hypercatalectic (or hypermetrical, redundant
or extrametrical). In the following stanzafrom Villiam Blake's Art and
Artists the first line is catalectic, the third acatalectic, and the fourth
hypercatalecdc:

\U(hen S'Joshua Reynolds died
AIl Nature was degraded;
The King dropp'd a tear into the Queent Ear,
And all his Pictures Faded.

See sRAcHycATALEcrrc; cATALExrs; DrcATALEcrrc.

accelerated rhyme .See nnyur.

accent The emphasis or stress (q.o.) placed on a syllable, especially in
a line of verse. It is a matter of vocal emphasis. \7here the accent comes
will depend on how the reader wishes to render rhe sense. In the fol-
lowing lines the metrical sffess is fairly clear, but the accents can be
varied:

All human things are subject to decay
And, when Fate summons, Monarchs must obey.

The variables are 'all', 'human', 'and', 'when', 'Fate', 'Monarchs',
'must', and 'obey'. At least half e dozen emphases are possible.
Obviouslp where the metrical scheme is very strict, then accent vari-
ation is limited. In blank verse (q.o.), however, meny subtleties of
accent are possible. See BEAT; HovERTNG AccENT; rcrus; LEvEL srREss;
LOGTCAL STRESS; QUANTITY.

accentual verse .See rvrctrn.

accidence That branch of grammar which deals with 'accidents'; that is,
the inflexions or the variable endings of words.

acclamatio .See rprpHoNEMA.

acephalous (Gk'headless') A metrical line whose first syllable, accord-
ing to strict meter, is wanting. An iambic line with a monosyllabic firsr
foot would be acephalous.

acervatio See porysYNDEToN.
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acmeism The Acmeists were a group or school of Russian Poets' who,
early in the zoth c., began a ne\f,t anti-symbolist movement. Much
of their work and their theories were published in the magazine
Apollon. They were in favour of an Apollonian (q.o.) lucidity and
definiteness and strove for texture (q.a,) in their verse. The movement
did not last very long (it seems to have faded out by c. tgzo) but it
included some distinguished poets: principally, Nikolai Gumilyev
(1886-19zr), Osip Mandelstam (r89r-r9407) and Anna Akhmatova
(1889-1967), who is still highly regarded as a writer of lyric (q.a.)

Poems.

ecroama (Gk'something heard') Two meanings may be distinguished;
(a) a dramatic entertainment or a recital, during a meal or on some such
occasion; (b) a lecture to the initiated; for instance, a discourse given
by a gurn,professor or comparable Gamaliel.

acronym (Gkaoon,'tip, end' + onyma, 'name') A word formed from
or based on the initial letters or syllables of other words. For example:
ENSA (Entertainments National Services r'lssociation); NAAFI
(Navy, Army and z{ir/orce /nstitute); NATO (Nonh.ddantic Treaty
Organrzation); NIMBY (Not In My Back )'ard); OPEC
(Organization of Petroleum ^Exponing Countries); PEN (Poets,
Playwrights, Cditors, Essayists and Novelists); RADAR (Radio
Detection and Ranging).

acrostic Ap"n from puzzlee in newsPaPers and magrzines the com-
monest kind of acrostic is a poem in which the initid letters of each
line make a word or words when read downwards. An acrostic might

. also use the middle (mesostich) or find (telestich) lener of each line.
In prose the first letter of each paragraph or sentence might make up
a word.

The acrostic may have been first used as a kind of mnemonic device
to aid oral transmission. In the Old Testament most of the acrostics
belong to the alphabetical or abecedarian kind. The forming of words
from the initials of words is also a form of acrostic. Chaucer used a
simple acrostic device in ABC, a twenry-fovr sturza Poem in which
the first letter of the first word in each stanza is the appropriate letter
of the alphabet, from A to Z. Some dramatists have Put the titles of
their plays in acrostic verses which give the argument (q.o.) of the play.
A, witl-known instance is Ben Jonson's Argument pretacing The
Alchemist.

A famous example
of. palindrome (q.a.),
ongrn:

'all round' acrostic, which is a form
Cirencester word square, Roman in

of an
is the



R O T A S
O P E R A
T E N E T
A R E P O
S A T O R

There has been much learned debate as to the possible meanings of
this acrostic, which is known in a second form from an Egyptian
papyrus of the late 4th or early 5th c. e,o, rhus:

S A T O R
A R E P O
T E N E T
O P E R A
R O T A S

Various permutations suggest that one meaning may be: 'the sower
Arepo holds the wheels carefully'.

This, like many acrostics, may have magic xrd/or religious
significance. In Ethiopia in the 6th c. rhe five words, corrupted ro
Sador, Alador, Danet, Adera and Rodas, were used as the names of the
five nails of Christ's Cross.

The word square is known to have been used in France as a form
of charm (q.o.); a citizen of Lyon was cured of madness by eating three
crusts of bread (each inscribed with the square) while making five
recitations of the Pater Noster in remembrance of the five wounds of
Christ and the 6ve nails. In the rgth c. in South America it was used
as a charm against snake bites and also to aid childbirth. See also
LOGOGRIPH.

acryology .See rupnrMrsM.

act A major division in a play. Each act may have one or more scenes.
Greek plays were performed as continuous wholes, with interpolated
comment from the Chorus (q.".).Horace appears to have been the first
to insist on a 6ve-act stnrcture. At some stage during the Renaissence
the use of five acts became standard practice among French dramatists.
Plays by Shakespeare and his contemporaries have narural breals
which can be taken as act divisions. In shaping their plays Elizaberhan
dramatists were influenced by Roman models (e.g. Seneca). The act
divisions were marked as such by later editors. BenJonson was largely
responsible for introducing the five-act structure in England. From the
second half of the rTth c. the vast majority of plays were in five acts.
The introduction of the proscenium and the currain (unknown in the
Elizabethan theatre) during the Restoration period (q.".) had some
influence on strucfi.rre. In the Restoration period the curtain rose ar



the end of the prologue (which was spoken on the forestage) and

stayed out of sight until the end of the play. By c. rTto the curtain was

dropped regularly to mark the end of an act. Ibsen (1828-19o6) cut

the number of acts to four. Dramatists like Chekhov (r86er9o4) and

Pirandello (fi67-ty6) also used four. Since early in the zoth c. most

playwrights have preferred the three-act form, though the two-act play

is not uncommon. In modern productions, especially in the cases of

five- and four-act plays, there is only one curtain-drop and interval.

Thus the first three or two acts are run together without a break. Many

modern plays are written and presented in a sequence of scenes.

Pirandello, Shaw, Brecht and Beckeft, among others, have been

responsible for an increased flexibiliry. T. \f. Baldwin gives an illumi-

nating account of Elizabethan methods in Sbahespeare's Fioe-Act

Stractare (tg+il. See scrNB.

actant SeexeRnetor,ocY.

action Two basic meanings may be distinguished: (a) the main story (in

cinematic iargon 
'story-line') of a play, novel, short story narrative

poem, etc.; (b) the main series of events that together constirute the

plot (q.u.). Action is fundamental to drama, and implies motion

forward. Much action is achieved without physical movement on

sage, or even without anything being said. An essential part of acdon

is the unfolding of character and plot. See coNrllcr.

activism At the end of the First \florld War (in German
Ahtioism*.s) denoted active political commitment or engagement
among and by intellecnrals. Historicdly it is closely associated with
expressionism (q.2.), and as far as drama was concerned it required
realistic solutions to socid problems. It is panicularly associated with
Kun Hiller, who organized the Neuer Club for expressionist Poets,
and with the magazine Ahtion, founded in r9r r by Franz Pfempfen.
Now, activism is predominantly a political term.

actual reader See ruplrro nreoBn/AcruAl READER.

adage A maxim or proverb (qq.".). A well-known collection of adages
was made by Erasmus and published as Ad,agia (ryoo).

adaptation Broadly speaking, the re-casting of a work in one medium
to fit another, such as the re-casting of novels and plays as film or tele-
vision scripts. For example, Stephen Hero, A Passage to India, The
Prime of Miss Jean Brodie and Les Liaisons dangereases as stage plays;
Tbe Forsyte Saga, Daniel Deronda, War and Piace, Bridesbead
Revisited andThe Jearcl in tbe Crown as television dramas. Sometimes
a cycle or sequence is adapted: for instance, the dramatiz^tion(q.a.) of

8
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some of the Canterbary Tales as a musical comedy Gg6il. Short stories
and poems are oftgn equally suitable.

As an extension there are works like the TV version of Peyton Phce
and Colditz, of which episodes continued to be presented long after
the original stories had been used up.

addendum (L 'something to be added') An addition or an appendix to
a book (pl. addenda).

Addisonian In the manner or style of Joseph Addison Q67z-rV9):
equable, relaxed, good-humoured and urbane. Some would also add
complacent. Addison is chiefly famous for his contributions ro the
periodical essay (q.".).

address A statement or speech of some formality, which may be deliv-
ered or written. It also denotes the kind of audience or reader an
author intends. He may be self-communing or addressing a single
person or a group of people.

adiunctio ,See zrucun.

adnominatio SeeporyproroN.

adonic A line consisting of a dacryl (q.".) followed by a spond ee (q.v.).
The founh and last line of the Sapphic (q.a.) is usually adonic.

adonius See eooxrc.

adversaria (L adoersaria soipta, 'things written on rhe side')
Miscellaneous collections of notes. The kind of things that most
writers accumulate in a notebook, day book, journal or diary. .See
ANNOTATION; DIARY AND JOURNAT.

advertiser A journal or newspaper which publishes adverrisemenrs,
like Tbe Advertiser\ Weekly.

adynaton (Gk 'not possible') A form of hyperb ole (q.v.) which
involves the magnification of an event by reference ro the impossible.
There are famous examples in Marvell's poem To His Coy Mistess and
his The Definition of Love, which begins:

My Love is of a birth as rare
As 'tis for object strange and high:
It was begotten by despair
Upon Impossibility.

ae freislighe In Irish prosody (q.o.), a quatrain (q.q,.) of seven-syllable

lines, rhyming abab. The poem should end with the same first sylla-
ble, line or word with which it begins.



Acolic

Aeolic The name derives from the Greek dialect which Alcaeus and

Sappho used for their poetry. Thus it applies to Pafticular meters in

which dactyls and trochees (qq.o.) are brought close together so that

the choriambs (see cHoRIAMBus) are very noticeable. See ercercs;

SAPPHIC ODE.

Aeschylean In the manner or sryle of Aeschylus (yz5-4;5 nc), the first
of the great Greek tragedians. Thus - sombre, magnificent,lofry pos-
sessing grandeur.

aesopic language A name invented by Mikhail Salrykov $826-89) ro
discribe the language of dissident political writing. It was a form of
literary disguise to pass the censorship. So named after Aesop (5th c.
ac), the Greek fabulist who is sometimes thought of as making pol-
itical points. Much aesopic writing is circumlocutory or cast in fable
(q.".) form. The reader has to read berween the lines and interpret the
hints and allusions. Saltykov himself wrote a large number of satirical
sketches couched in such language. .See orssroENT vRrrERs.

acsthetic distancc The term implies a psychological relationship
berween the reader (or viewer) and a work of an. It describes the atti-
tude or perspective of a person in relation to a work, irrespective of
whether it is interesting to that person. A reader may dislike a Poem'
for instance, for subiective reasons but this should not vitiate his objec-
tive reaction. The reader or critic has at once to be involved with - and
detached from: what he is concentrating on. The work is 'distanced'

so that it may be appreciated aesthetically and not confused with realiry.
The writer bears the responsibiliry for gauging and determining the
distance (not in any spatial sense) at which his work should be viewed.
If he bullies the reader into attending, then his reader may be repelled;
if he undertakes too much, then his reader may not get the point.

The concept of aesthetic distance has become established in the eoth
c., though it appears to be inherent in lgth c. aesthedcs; and, as long
ago as r79o,Kant, in his Citiqae of Judgement,hadalready described
tlie disinterestedness of our contemplation of worhs oI art.In tgrz,
E. Bullough published an essay entitled Psychical Distance as a Faaor
in Art and an Aestbetic Principle (Britisb Joumal of Psychology, V) in
which he defined'psychical distance'. This is an important essay in the
history of the concept. Since Bullough a number of critics have
addressed themselves to the rnatter, including David Daiches in ,4
Study of Literatwe for Readers and Citics (rf+S). More recently'
Hans RobertJauss, in developing his theory of the 'horizon of expec-
tations' (q.o.), has given the term a very different additional
significance. In his theory literary value is measured according to 'aes-



aestheticism

thetic dismnce', the degree to which a work departs from the'horizon
of expectations' of its first readers. .See ALTENATToN EFFEcT; suBtEc-
TMTY AND OBJECTTVITY; VTEVPOINT.

aestheticism A complex term'pregnant'with many connotations. The
actual word derives from Greek aisthEta,'things perceptible by the
senses'; and the Greek aisthEtEs denotes 'one who perceives'. In ryp
A. T. Baumgarten published Aesthetica, a trearise (q.o.) on the criti-
cism of taste considered as a philosophical theory. Gradually, the term
aesthetic has come to signify something which pertains to the criticism
of the beautiful or to the theory of taste. An aesthere is one who
pursues and is devoted to the 'beautiful' in art, music and literature.
And aestheticisrn is the term given to a movement, a cult, a mode of
sensibility (a way of looking at and feeling about things) in the rgth
c. Fundamentally, it entailed the point of view that art is self-sufficient
and need seffe no other pulpose than its own ends. In other words,
art is an end in itself and need not be (or should not be) didactic, pol-
itically committed, propagandist, moral - or anything else but itself;
and it should not be judged by *y non-aesthetic criteria (e.g. whether
or not it is useful).

The origins of this movement or cult are to be found in the work
of several German writers of the Romantic period (q.".) - notably
Kant, Schelling, Goethe and Schiller. They all agreed that art must be
autonomous (that is, it should have the right of self-government) and
from this it followed that the artist should not be beholden ro anyone.
From this, in turn, it followed that the artist was someone special, apart,
from others. Tennyson expressed the post-Romantic idea that the poet
was superior to ordinary mortals:

Vex not thou the poet's mind
\Ufith thy shallow wit:

Vex not thou the poet's mind;
For thou canst not fathom it.

This attitude helps to explain why, later in the rgrh c., the artist devel-
oped the image of being a Bohemian and a non-conformist. This was
the long-term result of Romantic subjectivism and self-culrure; of the
cult of the individual ego and sensibiliry.

The influence of the Germans referred to above was very consider-
able, especially that of Goethe. Their ideas were diffused in Britain by
Coleridge and Carlyle; in America by Edgar Allan Poe and Ralph
\7aldo Emerson; and in France by what we would now call 'culrure

vultures' in the shape of Madame de Sta€I, Victor Cousin and
Th6ophile Jouffroy.
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beatrry') we have the doctrine of 'art for art's sahe' (q.v.), end
Approximately concurrent the new aesthetic (or 'science of

the
movement known as Parnassianism.

Gautier's Preface to Mademoiselle de Maupin (r8ll) is often quoted
as one of the earliest examples of a new aesthetic point of view.
Thereafter, Poe and Baudelaire between them (and later Flaubert and
Mallarm6) virtually launched aestheticism as a cult and their combined
influence on the symboliste poets in France was very greet(see svunor
AND syMBousu). In England aestheticism was the result of French
influence and native ideas.

The major implication of the new aesthetic standpoint was that art
had no reference to life, and therefore had nothing to do with moral-
ity (Poe, for instance, had condemned the 'heresy of didacticism'), and
in the later Victorian period we find Swinburne (who was much
influenced by Baudelaire) proclaiming the art for art's sake theory.
I0alter Pater advocated the view that life itself should be treated in the
spirit of art. His collection of essay s The Renaissance USl1) had a deeq
influence on the poets of the r89os, especially $?ilde, Dowson, Lionel

Johnson and Symons.
Art, not life. Art instead of life, or as an alternative to life. Life as

art, or as a work of an. The outstanding orample of the aesthete's vrith-
drawal from life is J.-K. Huysman's A reboars (1884), in which the
hero, Des Esseintes, seeks to create an entirely artificid life. The work
'illustrates'I0ilde's flippant dictum that'The first duty in life is to be
as anificial as possible. Vhat the second dury is no one has yet dis-
covered.'Much of the attinlde was neady summarized by Villiers de
I'Isle-Adam when he has his hero in Axel (rS9o) say: 'Live? Our ser-
vants will do that for us.'

In part eestheticism seems to have been a ldnd of reaction against
the materialism and capitalism of the later Victorian period; and also
against the Philistines who embodied what has been described as the
'bourgeois ethos'. Cenainly one can detect a widespread disenchant-
ment in the literature of the 'aesthetes', and especially in their poetry.
By contrast it is noticeable that many novelists of the period (e.g.
Dickens, Zola, Gissing and Sa4uel Butler) uere dealing with reality
in a forthright and unsqueamish fashion.

Aestheticism in poetry (as in art) is closely identified with the Pre-
Raphaelites (q.o.) and shows a tendency to withdrawal or aversion.
Many poets of the period strove for beautiful musical effects in their
verses iather than for sense. They aspired to sensuousness and to what
has become known as 'pure poetry' (q.t.). They also revived archaistic
modes and archaic language (in this respect they were heavily
influenced by Spenser and Keats) and revived an extensive use of

with
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affective fallacy

Classical mythology as a framework for expressing ideas. Medievalism
(q.o.) and the interest in chivalry and romance was an important parr
of the aesthetic cult. Tennyson, Villiam Morris, D. G. Rosserti and
Swinburne are the major writers in these respects. Tennyson's 7}e
Lotos-Eaters embodies many of the feelings inherent in the aesrhetic
ideal. Ah, why should life all labour be?

Among English aftists Burne-Jones, D. G. Rossetti, \fifliam
Morris,James McNeill I(histler and Aubrey Beardsley were the main

' exponents of aestheticism. It should also be noted that George Moore
(an enthusiast for pure poetry), Arthur Symons and Edmund Gosse
did much to popularize the works of French poers and painters in
England in the r89os.

Aestheticism is particularly associated with that decade; with
Aubrey Beardsley, with OscartUflilde (long rhe'folk hero'or'cuh hero'
of the aesthetic movement), with The Yelloat Booh (q.v.), with dandy-
ism, with affectation, and with Max Beerbohm. But by the r89os it
was becoming less intense. As Beerbohm drolly observed: 'Beauty had
existed long before r88o. It was Oscar Iflilde who managed her d€but.'
Vith this period, too, are associated ideas about the Bohemian and
immoral life of the artist. The cult of Bohemianism (itself a kind of
rejection of a commercially orientated society) had been influenced
earlier in the cennrry by Henri Murger's Scbnes de k vie de Bohdme
( r 8 1 r ) .

At its best aestheticism was a revitalizing influence in an age of ugli-
ness, brutaliry dreadful inequality and oppression, complacency,
hypocrisy and Philistinism (q.r,.).It was a genuine search for beaury
and a rcalization that the beaudful has an independent value. At its
worst it deteriorated into posturing affectation and mannerism, to
vapid idealism and indeed to a kind of silliness which is not wholly
dead. Nothing could be more 'Bohemian' rhan the post-war culrural
revolution of the so-ca[ed 'freaked out' society. 'Pop' is another kind
of aestheticism, another kind of reaction against a corrupt and com-
mercial world. See oncnoENcE; pARNAssrANs.

affectation The adoption of a mode or style of writing unsuited to the
matter, form or occasion. In the rSth c. writers were particularly sen-
sitive to inappropriateness of this kind. See DEcoRUM.

affective fallacy A term defined by r$(/imsatt and Beardsley (Tbe Verbal
Icon, rytd as 'a confusion between the poem and its results (what it
is and what it does)'. It is said to be a critical error of evaluating a work
of art in terms of its results in the mind of the audience'. It would be
a mistake, therefore, for a reader to conclude that Spenser's Faerie

Queene was a bad poem because it inspired in him a repugnance ro
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Protestantism. The principles involved in this fallacy can also be
applied to prose works. See rNtsNtroNAL FALLAcY.

affective stylistics See nreorR-REsPoNsE THEoRY.

afflatus (L'blown upon') As far as poetry is concerned, the equivalent
of inspiration (q.v.). The usual phrase is 'divine afflarus'. The implica-
tions are that a writer's inspiration is vouchsafed to him by some
supranormal or supernatural power, like a Muse (q.o.) or the gods. See
oonnfn; FANcy AND IMAGINATToN; INvENTIoN; LIGNE ooxxfn.

after-piece A short play, often a one-act farce or comedy (qq.v.), pre-
sented after the main plav in a programme, and regardless of whether
that play was a tragedy or comedy or eny other form of drama. Th:y
became popular in the r8th c. as a result of the introduction of the
half-price system - an entrance fee for latecomers. Theatrical managers
had to pad out a programme for these patrons and felt iustified in
charging them. Originaln they had been allowed in for nothing. The
hdf-price arrangement pro'ailed in London and elsewhere until at
least-the r87os. In the rSth c. not a few playwrigha wrote notable
after-pieces. David Garrick (tlrl-zg), Samuel Foote Q7ze77) nd
Arthur Murphy (t727-r8q) excelled at them. Murphy wrote some
very good two-act after-pieces, including Tbe Apprentbe $756), The
Upbiktner GZSS),The Citizen $76r) andWhat We Mrst All Come
To $76$..See cuntrlN RAIsEn.

agcnt, litcrary The first agents began to appear towards the end of- 
the rgth c. and A. P. \[att (r834-r9r4) is often taken to have been the
first Among his clients were Thomas Hardy, Rudyard Kipling and
Nder Haggard. Other notable agents were J. B. Pinker (t863-r9zz),
Curtis Brown $86Grg41) *d John Farquharson. For many years
there was a good deal of opposition to agents, and authors were by
no means in agreement as to their desirabiliry and usefulness.
Nowadays it is rare to find an author who has not got one. As in any
other line of business (including publishing) there are some who are
unscrupulous or plain crooked. An agent's iob is many-sided and
includes the placing of manuscripts with publishers/editors/theatrical
managements, etc., negotiating contracts and rights, dealing with legal
matters and advising in general. It has been said th* a successful
relationship between author and agent is comparable to a successful
marriage.

age of r€ason A term applied to the Restoration and Augustan periods
(qq.v.). So named because it was a period when the workings of reason
wefe revered. Form, balance, restraint, harmony, decorum (q,rt.) and
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agitprop drama

order are some of the main characteristics of the literature of rhe
period. See NrocrAssrcrsM.

agitprop drama The term'agitprop'is a conflation of the words'agi-
tation' and 'propaganda' (q.".) and derives from the name of rhe
Department of Agitation and Propaganda created in September rgzo
as part of the Central Committee Secretariat of the Soviet Communist
P^rty. The Bolsheviks wished to use arr as a weapon in the revolu-
tionary struggle, and the agitprop department mobilized culture across
the vast and largely illiterate country to stimulate people's under-
standing of and involvemenr in such important matters as health, san-
itation,literacy or the military siruation. Cine-trains and boats showed
short agitational films and colourful posters carried stirring slogans
(q.".).In drama, the Blue Blouse movement, named after the indus-
trial clothes a worker would wear, drew on these visual forms, on tra-
ditional folk an and on avant-garde (q.v.) techniques to develop its
own accessible and popular forms of agitprop.

Blue Blouse troupes usually performed away from conventional
theatres, in pubs and clubs, on wagons or platforms. They used col-
loquial language and music in cartoon-sfle Living Newspapers (q.v.)
and revues (q.cr.) that fearured political analysis of a single topic pre-
sented in a montage of effects. This new form was physical, flexible
and mobile. It relied on striking but simple cosrume, minimal props
and little or no scenery The qroupes worked collectively and affemp-
ted to create a new sryle of performance to match their new form of
non-literary non-naturalistic drama. They were predominantly
amateur and reached the height of their influence in the mid-r9zos,
but were eclipsed by the rise of official, dogmatic socialist realism
(q.v.).

In the wake of the Russian Revolution, agitprop drama spread to
Europe, Scandinavia and America through visits abroad of Soviet com-
panies and by way of the international Communisr movement, par-
ticularly during its extreme sectarian period at the end of rhe rgzos
and the beginning of the r93os. Agitprop was seen as a proletarian anti-
dote to bourgeois drama and in each counrry it evolved as a mix of the
imported model and indigenous traditions. Outside the Soviet IJnion,
Germany had the most powerful agitprop movemenr until Nazism
suppressed it. The German troupes were noted for their cabaret forms
and mass or choral speaking and were associated with, among others,
Erwin Piscator (t8y-r966) and Bertolt Brecht (1898-1956), whose
film Kiihle Wampe shows an agitprop group in performance. Agitprop
influenced the development of epic rhearre and the Lehrstiick (qq.rr.)
or didactic play and in the long run affected techniques of dramatic
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presentation. Britain and the USA had numerically smaller agitprop
gtoups, but each played a vital role in animating drama when the
eommunist Left sought to build alliances in the Popular Front period
up to the SecoRd \U(rorld \Ufl'ar.

The American tVorkers'Theatre was absorbed by the government-
financed Federal Theatre Project (q.o.\ in r93y and had direct links
with the Group Theatre and the plays of Clifford Odets (rgoG$).
The British Vorkers"Theatre spawned the influendal amateur Uniry
Theatre (q.v.) movement, and, after the war, the professional Theatre
Workshop (q.o.) of Joan Littlewood (r9r+- ) attd Ewan MacColl
(r9r y-89).

Hard-hitting agitprop linhed to workers' campaigns resurfaced in
Europe and America at another period of international and political
turmoil in the late r95os and r97os, by which time the term agitprop
was being applied loosely to any drama that was seen to place ideol-
ogy abovi aesthetics. A new movement came and went as it had fgTy
y-ars previously but again was marked by innovation, energy and far
left views. See also DocuMENTARY THEATRE.

See pux.

agon (Gh 'contest') In Greek drama a verbal conflict between two

characters, each one aided by half the Chorus (q.a.). See ANrecoNlsr;

PROTAGONIST.

agrarian movement A 'back to grass roots', 'back to the soil', and-'back 
to nature' cult that had some vogue in Germany and America

early in the eoth c. Sherwood Anderson was one of its examplars. See
NEV CRITICISM.

aiodos An itinerant Greek singer of songs and poems. See also cUsI/rR;
MINNEsINGE$ scop; sI(ALD; TRouBADoun; rr.ouvlnr.

air It usually denotes a song (q.v.), tune or melody, or all three.
Frequently used in the late r6th c. and during the rTth when many-
collections were published. For example: John Dowland's Second
Booh of Airs ( r 5oo); Robert Jones's .First Book of Songs and Airs ( r 6oo).
Cowper suggests the general sense when, in A Winter Walle at Noon,
he writqs:

There is in souls a sympathy with sounds;
And, as the mind is pitch'd the ear is pleased
Vith melting airs, or maftial, brisk, or grave:
Some chord in unison with what we hear,
Is touch'd within us, and the heart replies.

See also MoTET.
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akhyana An Indian beast epic or folk tale (qq.v.) in prose. The central
part, or that which deals with the climax, is in verse.

Alazon The braggart in Greek comedy. Other examples of the type in
drama are the miles gloriosas of Plaurus, Molibre's Tartuffe and, con-
ceivably, Falstaff. See also ERAGGADocTo; srocK cHARAcTER.

alba Spanish for aubade (q.o.).

album (L albas, 'white') For the Roman an album was a white tablet
or register on which the praetor's edicts and other such public notices
were recorded. The modern album dates from the r6th c. and com-
prises a blank book for the inserrion of photographs, autographs,
newspaper cuttings, excerpts, etc. In short, it is a kind of scrap book.
One of the earliest examples is the album Amicoram.

Alcaics A four-lined smnza or strophe (qq.tt.) named after the Greek
poet Alkaios (Alcaeus, a narive of Lesbos, l*e 7th to early 5th c. rc).
The arrangement, predominantly dactylic, is:

/ l

The mark indicating an unsrressed syllable placed above a srress mark
denotes a possible variation.

The scheme was often used between the r5th and rSth c. by Italian
poets, but has seldom been popular in England. However, Swinburne,
Clough, Tennyson and R. L. Stevenson experimented with alcaics. A
well-known example is Tennyson's sixteen-line poem on Milton which
begins:

6 mfghuy- | morithEd in I v6ntdr df I hdrmdniEs,
O skflled to sing 6f I Tfme 6r t, I t6rnitf,

G6d-giftEd | 6rgin- | v6ice df I Englind,
Mfltdn, i I nime t6 rE I s6und fdr I igEs.

hT:,*"t 
known is Stevenson's Alcaics: to H.l1 .B., whose first sranza

Br6ve ldds lin 6ldEn I mtisicil I c6ntiriEs
Sing, night I bf night, I I d6riblE I ch6r[s6s,

Sit lite bf I ilehduse I d6ors in I April
Chiunting -nl j6y is thE I m6on wis I rising.

See erorrc; DAcTYL; sAPpHrc oDE.

l / u t / l / u , v t /

7 / v / l / w , u t /

l / u ' / 7 / u ' / /

/ u t u t / w w , / r - t
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Alcmanic verse A metrical form used by and named after Alcman (7th

c. nc). It consists of a dacrylic tetrameter (q.o.) line. It was used in

Greek dramatic poetry and is occasionally found in Latin dramatic

poetry. The Alcmanic strophe (q.o.) combines a dactylic hexameter
(q.o.) with an Archilochian (q.v.) verse. See pectvr.

aleatory writing (L aleatoril,rs, from ahator, alea,'dice') 'Aleatory'

means depending on the throw of a die, and it here refers to writing

(as well as to the composition of music, sculpture and painting)

achieved by some random means, by leaving things to chance or acci-

dent. No doubt m^ny creative artists have depended on the element

of luck and chance, the totally irnexpected; and the history of inspira-

tion (q.o.) provides many instances of fornritous experience which

have helped in the creative act. In fact, one might go so far as to say

that it may be a fundamental pan of the Process of inspiration and

invention.
Those who practise aleatoric techniques are somewhat more delib-

erate. They do not leave things to chance; they create the oppornrni-

ties of chance. There is a certain 
'method' in their'madness', as it were.

For example, a writer mey write down alarge number of words on

different pieces of paper, throw the pieces of paper into the air, see

how (like dice) they fall - and them join the words together accord-

ing to their random disposition. Or, he might shuffle them like cards

"t 
d th"n record the sequence that ensues. There are a number of ways

of setting about it.
\(lilliam Burroughs, for example, is well known for his 'cut-up'

technique in which he snips up pages and allows the random fdl of

the words and phrases to guide him. B. S. Johnson composed Tlre

unfortunates - a'novel in a box'. It consists of a box of separately

bound chapters which the reader is invited to reaffange as he or she

pleases and to read in any arder.Tom Fhillips's Hamument is the result

of taking a Victorian novel called A Human Docament by V. H.

Mallock and inking out words and letters to find a book within a book.

Ian Hamilton Finlay has also made various experiments of an aleatory

kind in the creation of concrete Poetry @.".). Mallarm6's Coap de dds

is a good example of a poem which et eny l.ate a?Pears to be the result

of aleatoric techniques. It is a long Poem about a shipwreck in which

phrases are repeated in lines stretched right across the page; the-ori-

ginal version was printed on very large pages. Dream sequences have

also been used as aleatoric guides. De Chirico's novel Hebdomeros

comprises a series of linked dream sequences. Many other experimen-

tal efforts might be cited. In music and paintingr tooy we find aleatoric

methods. The composer John Cage has been successful with them;
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Jackson Pollock tried them with many paintings. See also ALTERNA-
TM LITERATURE; ANTI-NOVEU POST-MODERNTSM.

alejandrino A Spanish verse form of two hemis tichs (q.a.) with seven
syllables each. It derives from Alexander the Great, whose legendary
deeds were celebrated in this meter in the Libro d.e Alejandre (c. rz4o),
a rnester de clerecia (q.".) poem.

aleluyas (Heb hallelu,'praise ye' + Jab,'Jehovah') Thus ballelujab,
allelaiah. A Spanish term for verses printed below wood-block prints
or other illustrations on broadsheets or broadsides (q.v.). At 6rst they
were basically religious; later they became secular. They were popular
from the end of the ryth c. until some way into the rgth c. See also
PLIEGO SUELTO.

Alexandrianism The term refers to rhe works, styles and critical prin-
ciples of the Alexandrian (Greek) writers who flourished berween c.

321 and 3o Bc. Some of the main forms they used were: elegy, epigram,
epyllion, lyric (qq.v.). They also wrote drama. Much of their work was
marked by ornateness and obscurity (q.o.).

alexandrine In French prosody a line of twelve syllables and known as
tdtramdtre (q.".).It has been the standard meter of French poetry since
the r6th c., especially in dramatic and narrarive forms. The equivalent
in English verse is the iambic hexameter (q.v.).The earliest alexan-
drines occur in Le Pdlerinage de Cbarlemagne i Jirasalem, an early
r2th c. chanson de gestes (q.o.), but the term probably takes its name
from a later poem - the Roman d,'Alexandre (towards the end of the
rzth c.). The meter was used by Ronsard and members of the Pl6iade
(q.".) and was perfected by the great rythc. French dramatists. These
two lines are from Racine's Andromaque (r,ii, r7-4):

La Grbce en ma faveur est trop inqui6t6e:
De soins plus importants je I'ai crue agit6e.

It has never been a popular meter in English verse, largely because it
is rather unwieldy, just a little too long; though Spenser used it to good
effect for the last line of his Spenserian stanza (q.v.) n The Faerie

Queene. Other English poets to use it fairly successfully were Drayton
in Poly-Olbion, Browning in Fifine at tbe Fair, and Bridges in Tbe
Testarnent of Beaaty. A classic example of its use occurs in Pope's
Essay on Criticism:

A needless Alexandrine ends the song,
Thdt, like I i w6undlEd sndke, I drigs its I sl6w l6ngth il6ng.

See tnrurtnr.
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elicnation effcct

alicnetion cffcct Often abbreviated to A-effect. An imPoftent element
in Brechtb theory of drama; in German,Verfremdungseffekt. Brecht's
view was that both audience and actors should preserve a state of criti-
cal detachment from the play and its presentation in performance. He
required the audience to be reminded from time to time that they were
only watching a play, a representation of life, and therefore they should
control their identification with the characters and action. Likewise
the actors should keep a kind of distance from the parts they are inter-
preting; they should have an a,ttitude toaurds the character rather than
try to efface themselves within it. See also couuITMENT; coNYENTIoN;
Eprc THEATRE; ESTRANGEMENT; TLLUSION; SOCTALIST REALISM.

alin6a .See purqcru.trron.

aliamiado A Spanish composition written in Arabic characters.

allegory The term derives from Greek allegoria, 'speaking otherwise'.
As a rule, an allegory is a story in verse or Prose with a double
meaning: a primary or surface meaning; and a secondary or under-the-
surface meaning. It is a story therefore, that can be read, understood
and interpreted at two levels (and in some cases at three or four levels).
It is thus closely related to the fable and the parable (qq.o.). The form
may be literary or pictorial (or both, as in ernblem-books, {.u.). An

{l.g"ry has no determinate length.' 
fo distinguish more clearly we cen take the old Arab fable of the

frog and the scolpion, who met one day on the bank of the River Nile,
which they both wanted to cross. The frog offered to ferry the scor-
pion over on his back provided the scorpion promised not to sting
him. ll'he scorpion agred so long as the frog would proryrsg not to
drown him. The mu$al promises exchanged, they crossed the river.
On the far bank the scorpion snrng the frog mortally.

'I[hy did you do that?'croaked the frog, as it lay dying.
'Ifhy?' replied the scorpion. 'I[e're both Arabs, aren't we?'

If we substitute for the frog a'Mr Goodwill' or a'Mr Prudence', and
for the scorpion 'Mr Treachery' or'Mr Two-Face' and make the river
any river and substitute for ''We're both Arabs. . .' '\(/e're both men
. . .' *" can rurn the fable into an allegory. On the other hand, if we
ilrn the frog into a father and the scorpion into a son (boatman and
passenger) and we have the son say ''We're both sons of God, aren't
we?', then we have a parable (if rather a cynical one) about the wicked-
ness of human nature and the sin of parricide.

The best known allegory in the English language (if not in the
world) is Bunyan's Pilgim\ Progress $678). This is an dlegory of
Christian Salvation. Christian, the hero, rePresents Everyman. He flees



allegory

the terrible Ciry of Destruction and ser off on his pilgrimage. In the
course of it he passes through the Slough of Despond, the Interpreter's
House, the House Beautiful, the Vdley of Humiliarion, the Valley of
the Shadow of Death, Vamty Fair, Doubting Castle, the Delectable
Mountains, and the country of Beulah, and finally arrives at the
Celestial Ciry. On the way he meets various characters, including
Mr Vorldly Viseman, Faithful, Hopeful, Giant Despair, the fiend
Apollyon, and many others. In the second part of the book Christian's
wife and children make their pilgrimage accompanied by Mercy. They
are helped and escorted by Great-heart who destroys Giant Despair
and other monsters. Eventually they, too, arrive at rhe Celestial City.

The whole work is a simplified representarion or similitude (q.zt.)
of the average man's journey through the trials and tribulations of life
on his way to Heaven. The figures and places, therefore, have an arbi-
trary existence invented by the author; and this distinguishes them
from symbols (q.v.) which have a real existence.

The origins of allegory are very ancient, and it appears to be a mode
of expression (a way of feeling and thinking about things and seeing
them) so natural to the human mind that it is universal. Its fundamental
origins are religious. Much myth (q.qt.), for example, is a form of alle-
gory and is an attempt to explain universal facts and forces. The myth
of Orpheus and Eurydice, for instance, is a notable example of the alle-
gory of redemption and salvation. In fact, most Classical myth is
allegorical.

Early examples of the use of allegory in literature are ro be found
in Plato's Timaeus, Pbaedrus and Symposiurn. The myth of the Cave
in Plato's Repablic is a particularly well-known example.

In the lost sixth book of De REublica by Cicero (rst c. rc) there
is a dream narrative (usually known as the Somnium Scipionis) in
which Scipio Aemilianus makes a journey through the spheres and
from this vantage point sees the shape and structure of the universe.
Late (c. eo 4oo) Macrobius Theodosius compiled a comment ry on
the Somniam Scipionis which uras to have a considerable influence in
the Middle Ages.

The journey through the underworld and the journey through the
spheres are recurrent themes in European literature.

Another example in Classical literature is Tbe Golden,r{ss (znd c.
eo) of Apuleius. The fourth, fifth and sixth books deal with the alle-
gory of Cupid and Psyche. A further key-work for an understanding
of Graeco-Roman allegory is Aboat Gods and the World (4th c. eo)
by Sallustius. But perhaps the most influential of'all is Prudentius's
Psychomachia (ath c. AD), which elaborates the idea of the battle
within, the conflict between personified vices and virnres for the
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possession of the soul. It is thus a kind of psychological dlegory 1d
establishes themes which were used again and again during the Middle
Ages as we can readily verify by examination of sermon literature,
homilies, theological handbooks, exempla and works of moral counsel
and edification. Above all, we find the themes in the Mordiry Plays
(q.o.),which in their turn had a deep influence on the development of
comedy (q.o.) and especially comedy of humours (q.2.).

Allegory largely rypological, pervades both the Old and the New
Testamints. The events in the Old Testament are 'ryP"t'or'figures' of
events in the New Testament. ln Tbe Song of Sobmon, for instance,
Solomon is a'type' of Christ and the Queen of Sheba rePresents the
Church: later explained by Matthew $zz 4z). The Paschal Lamb was
a 'type' of Christ.

Scriptural allegory was mostly based on a vision of the universe.
There were two worlds: the spirirual and the physical. These corre-
sponded because they had been made by God. The visible world was
a revelation of the invisible, but the revelation could only be brought
about by divine action. Thus, interpretation of this kind of allegory
was theologicd. St Thomas Aquinas analysed this in some detail in his
Samma (rlth c.) in terms of fourfold dlegory; thus having four levels
of meaning(q.o.).This exegetical method can be applied, for instance,
to the Ciry of Jerusalem. On the literal level, it is the Holy Ciry; alle-
gorically, it stends for the Church militanq morally or as a trope, it
Jignifies the iust souh and anagogically (q.o.), it represents the Church
triumphant. In his Conofuia Dante elaborated this theory in terms of

Poetry.
Some noable instances of allegory in European literanrre are:

Bernadus Sylvestris's De Mnndi (Jniaersiute (rzth c.); Alan of Lille's
Antichndianus (rzthc.); the Ronan de k Rose (tlth c.) by Guillaume
de Lorris, and larcr continued by Jean de Meung; Dantet Dhtina
Commedia (tfth c.); Langlend's Piers Phutman (t+th c.); Tasso's
Gerasalemme Liberau (tSZ}; Spenser's Faerie Qaeene (rt89, tSg6);
Bunyan's Tbe Life and Death of Mr Badman (163o) end The Holy
War (1682); Dryden's allegorical satires Absalom and Acbitopbel
(168r), Mac Flecknoe (1684) and The Hind and the Panther (168);
Swift's Tale of a Tab (tZo+) and Gullioer's Traoels (1726); Villiam
Blake's prophetic books (late rSth c.); Hawthorne's Tbe Marble Faun
(r85o); Samuel Butler's Erewhon Q87z) and Erewhon Reoisited $9ot);
C. S. Lewis's Pilgim's Regress (rpf f); Virginia 

'Woolf's 
Between the

Aas $94r); and George Orwell's Animal Farm (tg+).More recent
developments of allegory in the novel have been Robert Coover's Tbe
(Jniversal Baseball Association, Inc., J. Henry Waugh, PrrP.(1968)'
which uses baseball as a kind of metaphor to satirize religious attirudes
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in America; and Richard Adams's story of a group of rabbits in
Watersbip Doan UgZr.

Allegorical drama, since the demise of the Moraliry Plays, has been
rare. Two interesting modern examples are Karel Gpek's The Insea
Pky Qgzr) and Edward Albeet Tiny Alice (rg6+). See aNecocrcAl;
BEAST EP[C; MOCK-EPrC.

allegro A musical term which, when used as a literary term, means
much the same thing: in a lively and brisk manner. The rhythm and
movement of Milton's L'Allegro, from which these lines are taken,
indicatd the meaning:

Haste thee nymph, and bring with thee

Jest and youthful Jollity,
Quips and cranks, and wanton wiles,
Nods, and becks, and wreathbd smiles,
Such as hang on Hebe's cheek,
And love to live in dimple sleek;
Sport that wrinkled Care derides,
And Laughter holding both his sides.
Come, and trip it as you go
On the light fantasric roe.

alliteration (L 'repeating 
and playing upon the same letter') A figure

of speech in which consonants, especially at the beginning of words,
or stressed syllables, are repeated. It is ^ very old device indeed in
English verse (older than rhyme) and is common in verse generally. It
is used occasionally in prose. In OE poerry alliteration was a conrin-
ual and essential part of the metrical scheme and until the late Middle
Ages was gften used thus. However, alliterative verse (q.rt.) becomes
increasingly rare after the end of the ryth c. and alliteration - like as-
'sonance, 

consonance and onomatopoeia (qq.zt.) - tends more to be
reserved for the achievement of the special effect.

There are many classic examples, like Coleridge's famous descrip-
tion of the sacred river Alph in Kubk Kban:

Five miles meandering with a mazy motion

Many others are less well known, like this frorn the beginning of
Norman MacCaig's poem Mutual Life:

A wild cat, fur-fire in a bracken bush,
Twitches his club-ail, rounds his amber eyes
At rockabye rabbits humped on the world. The air
Crackles about him. His world is a rabbitt size.
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And, from the 6rst stanzaof R. S. Thomas's The Welsh Hill-Country:

Too far for you to see
The fluke and the foot-rot and the fat maggot
Gnawing the skin from the small bones,
The sheep are grazingat Bwlch-y-Fedwen,
Arranged romantically in the usual manner
On a bleak background of bald stone.

Alliteration is common in nonsense verse (q.o.),

Be lenient with lobsters, and ever kind to crabs,
And be not disrespectful to cuttle-fish or dabs;
Chase not the Cochin-China, chaff not the ox obese,
And babble not of feather-beds in company with geese.

in tongue-cwisters (q.o.),

Betry Botter bought some bufter,
But, she said, the bu$er's bitter;

. If I put it in my batter
It will make my batter bitter,
But a bit of better butter,
lhat would make my batter better.

in jingles (q.r,.),

il:t:,*'xhlT:fi:
The dog's away to Bellingen
To buy the bairn a bell.

and in patter (q.tt.), beloved of drill sergeants and the like:

Now then, you horrible shower of heathens, have I your complete
hamention? Hotherwise I shall heave the whole hairy lot of you into
the salt box where you will live on hopeful hallucinations for as long
as hit pleases God and the commanding hofficer.

See dlso AssoNANcE; cAcoPHoNY; INTERNAL RHYME; RrrYME.

alliterative pfose A good deal of OE and ME prose alliterates and uses

some of the techniques of alliterative verse (q.o.).In OE Aelfric (c.

9rt-c.roro) and \flulfstan (d. roz3) wrote outstanding alliterative

prose. Notable instances in ME belong to what is called 'The

Katherine Group': five works. of devotional prose, in MS Bodley 34,
dating from c. rrgc-l2zt They are Seinte Marherete, Seinte'Iuliene,
Seinti Kateine (hence the group name), Sawles Warde and Hali

Meiohad. Thev come from Herefordshire.
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alliterative revival A general term for a collection of poems composed
in the second half of the r4th c. Alliteration had been the basic device
in OE poetry and was then again used, especially by Langland in Piers
Ploatman and by the author oI Sir Gawain and the Green Knight. See
ALLITERATION; ALLITERATIVE VERSE.

alliterative verse Alliterative meter is an essential feature of Germanic
prosody. Alliteration (q.a.) was a basic part of the strucrure. Nearly all
OE verse is heavily alliterative, and the patrern is fairly standard - with
either two or three stressed syllables in each line alliterating. This
example is from Beoarulf (9th c.):

pa waes on burgum Beowulf Scyldinga,
leof leodcyning longe prage
folcum gef.rr,ge feder ellor hwearf,
aldor of earde-, op paet him eft onwoc
heah Healfdene.

In succeeding centuries the systematic partern is gradually loosened.
These lines from the beginning of Passus III of Langland's Piers
Ploasman (rath c.) show some of the changes:

Now is Mede pe Mayde .and namo of hem alle
Sfiith bedellus 6c wi! bayllyues brouSt bifor pe ky.g.
The kyng called a clerke can I nougt his name,
To take Mede pe mayde and make hire at ese.

Another but similar alliterative sryle is adopted in S# Gaanin and tbe
Green Knigbt (c. ry5c--7):

The brygge wat3 brayde doun, and pe brode Sare3
Vnbarred and born open vpon bope halue.
pe burne blessed hym bilyue, and !e bredeg passed;
Prayses pe porter bifore pe prynce kneled.

The poem Pearl (c. ryZ) is also elaborately alliterative, and many of
the Medieval Mystery Plays (q.t.) were written in rough alliterative
verse. These lines come from the start of the York version of The
Harroaing of Hell:

(Iesus. M)anne on molde, be meke ro me,
And haue thy Maker in pi mynde,
And thynke howe I haue tholid for pe
rVith pereles paynes for to be pyned.

The uqe of alliteration dwindled steadily during the ryth c. and the
only notable poet to make much use of it in Tudor times was John
Skelton. Shakespeare used it occasionally, as in Sonnett XXX:
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I7hen to the sessions of sweet silent thought
I summon up remembrance of things past,
I sigh the lack of many a thing I sought,
and with old woes new wail my dear time's waste.

It was not until late in the rgth c. that Gerard Manley Hopkins
revived the alliterative tradition. He experimented a great deal. These
lines from Spring suggest how:

Nothing is so beautiful as Spring -

\[hen weeds, in wheels, shoot long and lovely and lush;
Thrush's eggs look little low heavens, and thrush

Through the echoing timber does so rinse and wring
The ear, it strikes like lightnings to hear him sing;

Later Ezra Pound also experimented with it. In rgrz he published
Ripostes,which contained a fine rendering of the OE elegiac lyicThe
Seafarer. These are the opening lines:

May I for my own self song's truth reckon,

Journey's jargon, how I in harsh days
Hardship endured oft.
Bitter breast-cares have I abided,
Known on my keel many a care's hold,
And dire sea-surge, and there I oft spent
Narrow nighrwatch nigh the ship's head
lfhile she tossed close to cliffs.

Three other poets in recent y@rs have shown mastcry of this form:
Richard fberhaft, C. Day Lewis and ![. H. Auden. Eberhart's
Brotberhood of Mn is a distinguished experimcnt, so are C- Day
Lewis's As One Who Wanders into Old Worhings nd Flight to
Australia.The latter, particularly, shows the influence of the OE meter
and the sryle of Langland. The third stanza runs:

Fog first, a wet blanket, a kill-ioy, the primrose-of-morning's
blight,

Blotting out the dimpled sea, the ample welcome of land,
Th. g"y glance from the bright
Cliff-face behind, snaring the sky with treachery sneering
At hope's loss of height. But they charged it, flying blind;
They took a compass-bearing against that dealer of doubt,
As a saint when the 6eld of vision is fogged gloriously steels
His spirit against the tainter of air, the elusive taunter:
Th.y climbed to win a way out,
Then downward dared till the moody waves snarled at their

wheels.
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\Uf. H. Auden made skilful use of alliterative meters, as in The Age of
Anxiety:

For the others, like me, there is only the flash
Of negative knowledge, the night when, drunk, one
Staggers to the bathroom and stares in the glass
To meet one's madness, when what mother said seems
Such darling rubbish and the decent advice
Of the liberal weeklies as lost ^n erc
As peasant pottery for plainly it is not.
To the Cross or to Chrtd or to Common Sense
Our passions pray but to primitive totems
As absurd as they are savage; science or no science,
It is Bacchus or the Great Boyg or Baal-Peor,
Fortune's Ferris-wheel or the physical sound
Of our own names which they actually adore as their
Ground and goal.

allcostrophe (Gk'irregular strophe') A rare term. Used by Milton in
his preface to Samson Agonistes to describe verses composed in stanzas
of irregular length; verses not in the traditional strophic form. See
STROPHE.

allonym Someone else's name used by an author. See psnuooNyM.

allusion Usually an implicit reference, perhaps ro another work of lit-
erature or ert, to a person or an event. It is often a kind of appeal to a
reader to share some experience with the writer. An allusion may
enrich the work by association (q.o.) and give it depth. \flhen using
allusions a writer tends to assume an established literary tradition, a
body of common knowledge with an audience sharing that tradition
and an ability on the part of the audience to 'pick up' the reference.
The following kinds may be roughly distinguished: (a) a reference
to events and people (e.g. there are a number in Dryden's and
Pope's satires); (b) reference to facts abour the author himself (e.g.
Shakespeare's puns on V/ill; Donne's pun on Donne, Anne and
Undone); (c) a metaphorical allusion (there are many examples in
T. S. Eliot's work); (d) an imitative.allusion (e.g. Johnson's to Juvenal
in London).

almanac A book or table which comprises a calendar (q.a.) of the year
which shows: days, weeks and months; a register of feast days and
saints'days; a record of astronomical phenomena. Sometimes it con-
tains meteorological forecasts and agriculrural advice on seasonal
activities. The word may be connected with late Greek almenikhiak,i
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and we find it in medieval Latin as almanac. In Roger Bacont Opus
Majus (c. ry6) the term denoted permanent mbles which showed the
apparent movements of the stars and planets.

Among the earliest were the 'clog' almanacs of the Danes and
Normans. These crude tables consisted of blocks of wood on which
the days of the year were notched. The first printed almanac dates from
t4t7. Most English dmanacs were published by the Stationers'
Company, and they became very popular in IZth c. England, especially
in the period 64tr7a. Besides astronomical and astrological tables
they contained a wide range of information, including feast days,
agricultural notes, prophecies and verses. Particularly weJl-known
compilers and publishers were Richard Allestree, John Gadbury and
!flilliam Lilly (r5oz-8r), the astrologer, who published almanacs for
some fony years. These often sold in huge quantities (up to 3oo,ooo
per year). The best known to us now is the Vox Stelhrum (r7oo) of
Francis Moore (t657-t7r$, aphysician and astrologer. This was a col-
lection of weather predictions and was intended to promote the sales
of his pills. It survives x Old Moore's Almanac and still sells in large
numbers. Whiuher's Ahmanach (first published in 1868) is a com-
pendious volume of general information about the world.- 

A fifferent kind is the Almanach de Gotba, which has been pub-
lished annually since 1753,. It gives royal and aristocratic Senealogies
and statistics of the world.

a lo divino (Sp'in religious terms') A literary treatment through which
popular secular themes were transformed into religious themes by the
use of Christian allegory metaphor or symbol (qq.o.).It was Particu-
larly common during the Golden Age (q.v.).

als ob (G 'es if') In 1876 Hans Vaihinger put forward the idea that it
was a prerequisite of any idealism that we must act on the assumPtion
that something presented as art is as it appears. Thus it is as r/we were
watching a real representation. See vELING SUSPENsION OF DISBELIEF.

altar poem Also known as a carmen figflratlrm (L 'shaped poem'), it is

a poem in which the verses or stanzas are so arranged that they form

a design on the page and take the shape of the subject of the Poem.
The device is believed to have been first used by Persian Poets of the

yth c. and it was revived during the Renaissance period when it was

practised by a number of poets - including Sfither, Quarles, Benlowes,

Herrick and Herbert. Puttenham, in his Tbe Arte of English Poesie

(rl8l), devoted a complete chapter to the shaped Poem and provided

a number of interesting illustrations. Herbert's The Abar and his

Easter Wings are two particularly well-known instances. The letter is

arranged thus:
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Lord, who createdst man in wealth and store,
Though foolishly he lost the same,

Decaying more and more,
Till he became

Most poore:
I7ith thee
O let me rise

As larks, harmoniously,
And sing this day thy victories:

Then shall the fall funher the flight in me.

The second stanza is arranged in the same fashion.
A well-known recent example is Dylan Thomas's Vision and Prayer,

a series of twelve devotional poems; but the device has been exploit-
ed with other motifs. Rabelais, for example, wrote a bottle-shaped
song, his epileni.e, in honour of Bacchus; and Apollinaire wrore a poem
called Il pleat (in Calligrarnmes) which was printed so that the letters
trickled down the page like falling rears. See also coNcRErE poErRy;

EMBLEM-BOOK; PATTERN POETRY.

altercatio (L 'argument') A Roman legal term signifying rapid cross-
questionings and replies. Applied to literature, it refers to a series of
short questions and answers. Common in drama, dialogue and debate.
See srrcHoMYTHrA.

alternance des rimes In French prosody the term refers to the rules
regulating the alternation of masculine and feminine rhymes (qq.t:.).
The principles were more or less established in the r5th c. and were
accepted until well on in the rgth c. Les symbolistes tended to ignore
them. In the 2oth c. they have often been ignored. One of the more
rigid rules was that in alexandrine verse a couplet with a masculine
rhyme must be followed by a couplet with feminine rhyme (or vice
versa). Also known as imes pktes or rirnes suivies. See also ALExAN-
DRrNE; RHyMq RrMEs cnorsfes; RrMEs Brrmnessf,Bs; RrMEs rra6rfrs.

alternate rhyme The rhyme of the sanza form abab. See querRArN.

alternative literature A vague and loose term usually used to describe
literature which does not belong to the'mainsrream'. Ii/hether or riot
such literature acrually exists is open to doubt. If it does, then broadly
speaking it appears to be anti-raditional, anti-establishmenq way-our,
off-beat and possibly the product of the literate or semi-lircrate
members of the so-called alternative sociery and its sub-cultures(q.zt.).
Had the term existed in the r92os it might have been applied ro poerry
composed during the worst excesses of the Futurist revolution, or thar
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composed by the Smithy Poets (q.rr.) or those suffering from imagin-

ism (4.2.). By the same token, in the lgtos' it might have referred to

the poetry of the Beat generation (q.v.), much of whose best work has

long since been 'mainstream'. Some forms of anti-novel (q.o.\ might

be described as alternative literature. See also AIEAToRY vRITING;
ALTERNATM THEATRE; POST-MODERNISM.

alternative theatre A term loosely applied to any kind of dramatic pre-

sentation which is basically non-conformist and non-traditional and

thus outside the standard repertory productions one would exPect to
find in the rVest End of London, on Broadway,in boulevard theatres

or in regional theatres in cities and large towns. It tends to be aoant'
garde (q.o.), experimental and off-beat. See terrpRoP DRAMA; cELE-

BRATORY THEATRq FRINGE THEATRq OFF-BROADVAY; THIR"D THEATRE;

TC'TAL THEATRE.

ambiguity Ever since \Tilliam Empson published Seoen Types of
Ambignity (tglo) this term has had some weight and importance in
critical evaluation. In brief, Empson's theory was that things are often
not what they seem, that words connote at least as much as they denote
- and very often more. Empson explained thus: .We call it ambiguous
. . . when we recognize that there could be a ptzzle as to what the
author meant, in that alternate views might be taken without sheer
misreading. . . An ambiguitS in ordinary speech, means something
very pronounced, and as a nrle witry or deceitful.' He uses the word
in an extended sense and finds relevance in any 'verbd nuence'
however slight, which gives room for alternative reactions to the same
piece of language'. 'The machinations of ambiguity', he says,'are
among the very roots of poetry.'

He distinguishes seven main types, which may be summarized as
follows:

r. I7hen a detail is effective in several ways simultaneously.
z. Sflhen two or more alternative meanings are resolved into one.

3. I7hen rwo apparently . unconnected meanings are given
simultaneously.

4. I7hen alternative meanings combine to make clear a complicated
state of mind in the author.

y. A kind of confusion when a writer discovers his idea while actually
writing. In other words, he has not aPParently preconceived the
idea but come upon it during the act of creation.

6. \fhere something appears to contain a contradiction and the reader
has to find interpretations.

7. A complete contradiction which shows that the author was unclear
as to what he was saying.
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In varying degrees Gerard Manley Hopkins's poem The Bngler's
First Comrnunion exemplifies all seven types. See also ALLUsToN; Asso-
crATroN; coNNoTATr oN; DENOTATTON; pLURrSr GNATTON.

amblysia (Gk'blunting') A device related to euphemism (4.o.) where
language is reduced or modified by way of preparation for the
announcement of something tragic or alarming. Often used by the
bearers of bad news, it is the equivalent of saying'I am afraid you must
prepare yourself for a shock'. In Classical tragedy the Messenger had
the task. Two good examples are Ross (in Macbeth) malrmg ready to
break the news to Macduff of the murder of the latter's wife and chil-
dren; and the Messenger in Milton's Samson Agonistes gradually
working his way up to the description of how Samson destroyed the
temple.

American Renaissance The writing of the period before the Civil Iflar
(r85r-5), beginning with Emerson (r8o3-82) and Thoreau (r8ry42)
and the Transcendentalist movement (q.o.), and including Vhitman
(r8r59z), Hawthorne (18o4-64), and Melville (r8r9-9r) among
others. These writers are essentially Romantics of a distinctively
American stripe. See F. O. Matthiessen's The Atneican Renaissance
(rg+r).

amoebean (Gk'interchanging') This term relates to verses, couplets or
stanzas spoken alternately by rwo speakers. A device very similar to
sticbomytbio (q.a.) and highly effective in creating tension and conflict.
It is common in pastoral (q.r.) and not unusual in drama. A good
example is to be found in Oaober, the tenth Eclogue in Spenser's
Sbepbeard\ Calendar, where Piers and Cuddie have a debate. Such an
exchange (at its best the amoebean verse involves competition) is rem-
iniscent of the ddbat and poetic contest (qq.r.).

amour courtois .9ee counrlY LovE.

ampersand A corruption of and per se and. Per se means 'standing by
itself'. Thus: 'and', standing by itself, means 'and'. Ampersand is the
old way of naming and spelling the sign & (formerly €'), the ligature
of. et.

amphiboly (Gk'thrown on both sides') An ambiguity (q.a.) produced
either by grammatical looseness or by double meaning. For example:
(a) He spoke to the man laughing; (b) The article in question is the
thirty-ninth. .See DouBLE ENTENTE.

amphibrach (Gk'short at both ends') A metrical foot consisting of a
stressed syllable flanked by ffio unstressed ones: \-, / v. It is not
common in English verse and very seldom indeed functions as the
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main foot of a poem. However, occasional amphibrachs (mixed with
other feet) occur quite often in stress grouPs. Matthew Prior's Jinny
the lust is a fairly well-known instance of a poem which has a basis of
amphibrachs. This is the first verse:

REl6as'd fr6m I thE n6ise 6f I thE BftchEr I lnd Bdker
\Ufh6, fty 6ld I Fridnds bE th6nked, I did s6ld6m I f6rsike hEr,
And frOm th6 | s6ft Drins 6f I riry Lindl6rd I thE QuikEr,

Many three-syllable words in English are amphibrachs. For example:
dEp6ndEnt, irringemEnt, c6ntf si6n. See also tuprtIMAcER.

amphigory (Gk'circle on both sides') The term has come to mean a
kind of burlesque or parody (qq.r.), especially a kind of nonsense verse
(q,v.) which appears to be going to malte sense but does not. A well-
known example is Swinburne's Nephelidia.

amphimacer (Gk 'long at both ends') The opposite of an amphibrach
(q.o.),tihus: / r., /. Also known as the Cretic foot, it is believed to have
originated with the Cretan poet Thaletas (7th c. rc). Rare in English
verse, except when mixed with other feet. Tennyson used it in The
Oahz

Live thi Life,
Y6ung ind 6ld,

Like y6n 6ak,
Bright -rn spring,
Living g6ld.

And Coleridge described and imitated it:

First ind List I b6ing l6ng I middlE, sh6n I Amph'imicEr
Strikes his thun I dEring ho6ves I hke i pr6ud I high-br6d RicEr.

In the second line the pattern is not so regular, and unless 'like a' is
counted as one syllable and '-bred' is unstressed the meter does not
really fic

amphisbaenic rhyme The term derives from the Greek word amPhis-
baina,'a monster with a head at each end'. It denotes a backward
rhyme. For example: liar/rail. A rare poetical device.

amplification A device in which language is used to extend or magnify
or emphasize. A part of rhetoric (q.o.) and common in oratory. Often
used to attain a particular effect, as in this passage firom Our Mutual
Fricnd by Dickens:

Mr and Mrs Veneering were bran-new people in a bran-new house
in a bran-nev/ quarter of London. Everything about the Veneerings
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was spick and span new. All their furniture was neq all their friends
were neq all their servants were new, theirplate was ne% their car-
riage was new, their harness was ne% their horses were new, their
pictures were ne% they themselves were new; they were as newly-
married as was laurfully compadble with their having a bran-new
baby, and if they had set up a great-grandfather, he would have come
home in matting from the Pantechnicon, without a scratch upon
him, French-polished to the crown of his head.

-anu As in Holmesiana, Victoriana, etc. A suf6x adopted in continen-
tal literature and deriving from the neuter plural of Latin adjectives
ending in -anus.Johnson defined '-an^'in his Diaionary thus:

Books so called from the last syllables of their titles; as Scaligerana,
Thuaniana; they are loose thoughts, or casual hints, dropped by
eminent men, and collected by their friends.

A particularly important example is Thraliana, a mixed bag of
poems, jokes, diary entries and anecdotes, compiled by Mrs Hester
Thrale, Dr Johnson's dear friend, between ry76 and r8o9. This
collection was edited and published in 1942. Other examples are
Baconiana (t61il; Bhckguardiana (c. ry8); Addisoniana (r8q);
Boxizna (r8r8-29); Feminiana (r8f l). .See ANrcoorE; BrocRApHy;
TABLE-TALK.

anabasis (Gk 'a going up') The rising of an acrion to a climax or
d6nouement (qq.a.).In drama, for instance, the approach to the climax
in Othello when the Moor murders Desdemona (V).

anachorism (Gk 'something misplaced') Action, scene or characrer
placed where it does not belong. See eNacHRoNrsM.

anachronism (Gk 'back-timing') In literazure anachronisms may be
used deliberately to distance events and to underline a universal
verisimilirude and timelessness - to prevenr somerhing being 'dared'.

Shakespeare adopted this device several times. Two classic examples
are the references to the clock in tulius Caesar and to billiards in
Antony and Cleopatra. Shaw also does it in Androcles and the Linn
when the Emperor is referred to as 'The Defender of the Faith'. See
ANACHORISM.

anaclasis (Gk 'back bending') The interchange of a long and a short
syllable in verse.

anacoluthon (Gk'lacking sequence') Beginning a senrence in one way
and continuing or ending it in another. 'You know what I - but let's
forget it!'
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anacre6ntica

anacre6ntica A Spanish poetic genre named after the Greek poat
Anacreon of Teos (5th c. rc). It was a kind of pastoral (q.r,.) or nanrre
poem particularly popular in the r8th c. See mtecntoNTlc vERsE.

anacreontic verse Named after Anacreon of Teos (6th c. nc). The
Anaoeontea or Anacveontics consist of sixty-odd short Poems on love,
wine and song. They had a considerable influence on Ronsard and
Belleau in France; on Tasso, Parini and Leopardi in Italy; and on some
r8th c. German lyricists. There are not many examples in English lit-
eranrre, though Abraham Cowley wrote some Anaqeontiques, and so
did Thomas Moore in a translation called the Odes of Anaoeon. But
this example is by Thomas Campion $567-16zo):

Follow, follow,
Though with mischief
Armed, like whirlwind
Now she flies thee;
Time can conquer
Love's unkindness;
Love can alter
Time's disgrace;
Till death faint not

' Then but follow.
Could I catch that
Nimble traitor,
Scornful Laura,
Swififoot Laura,
Soon then would I
Seeh avengement.
\7hat's th'avengement?
Even submissely
Prostrate then to
Beg for mercy.

,9ee ervacRe6Nrrce.

anacrusis (Gk'striking up') One or more initial syllables in a line of
verse which are unaccented, as in Blaket The Tyger:

ffin the sii-rs threw Ag" their:pears
Arid watered he.-ven wifi their tears.

The'and' is unaccented.

anadiplosis (Gk 'doublitg') The repetition of the last
clause at the beginning of the following clause to

t+

word of one
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effect. For example, Samson at the beginning of Milton's Samson
Agonistes:

I seek
This unfrequented place to 6nd some ease,
Ease to the body some, none to the mind
From resdess thoughts.

It is not uncommon in prose, as in this instance from Dr Johnson's
Rambler No. zr:'Labour and care are rewarded with success, success
produces confidence, confidence relaxes industry and negligence
ruins the reputation which diligence had raised.' See EpANADos;
EPANALEPSIS.

anagnorisis (Gk 'recognition') A term used by Aristotle in Poetics to
describe the moment of recognition (of truth) when ignorance gives
way to knowledge. According to Aristotle, the ideal moment of anag-
norisis coincides with peripeteia (q.v.), or reversal of fortune. The
classic example is in Oedipus Rex when Oedipus discovers he has
himself killed Laius. See tnecroy.

anagogical (Gk 'mystical sense') The anagogical meaning of a rexr -

especially, for example, in the Bible - is its spiritual, hidden, allegori-
cal or mystical meaning. Thus, anagogy or anagoge is a special form
of allegorical interpretation. See eurconr.

alnegram (Gk 'writing back or anew') The letters of a word or phrase
are transposed to form a new word. For instance, the word'stanhope'
can be rurned into the word 'phaetons'. A common feature of cross-
words. Samuel Butler's title Erewhon is an anagram of 'nowhere'.

analects (Gk 'things gathered up') A collection of passages, obiter diaa
(q.r.), pensdes (q.o.) taken from an author. They are crumbs or glean-
ings. Confucius, though he is supposed to have written nothing, is
credited with the authorship of analects. A well-known Confucian
example is: 'Do not do unto others what you would not wish done
unto you'. There are also a number of ribald Confucianisms. See
TABLE-TALK.

analogue A word or thing similar oi parallel to another. As a literary
term it denotes a story for which one can find parallel examples in
other languages and literatures. A well-known example is Chaucer's
Tbe Pardoner's Tale, whose basic plot and theme were widely distrib-
uted in Europe in the Middle Ages. The tale is probably of oriental
origin and a primitive version exists in a 3rd c. Buddhisr rext known
as the Jata&as; but the version usually taken to be the closest analogue
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to Chaucer's tale is in the Italian Libro di Nooelle e di Bel Parhr
Gentile (tr7z),which is nearly two hundred years later than Chaucer's
story.

analysis A detailed splitting up and examination of a work of literature.
A close srudy of the various elements and the relationship between
them. An essential part of criticism. As T. S. Eliot Put it, the tools of
the critic are comparison and analysis. Analytical criticism helps to
make clear an author's meaning and the structure of his work. It is
argued that analysis spoils an intuitive and spontaneous response to a
work of literature. Those in favour of 'deep' analysis contend that, on
the contrary, it enhances the readert enjoyment.

analytical language A language (like English) which is not highly
inflected (as Latin, for example, is).

anamncsis (Gk 'recdling to mind') The recollection of ideas, people or
events (in a previous existence). This is common in memoirs and auto-
biography (qq.o.),but it may also pervade a worlc of fiction or a Poem.
It is a special kind of harking bach and the maizutic processes of the
writer often involve it. Proustt A k rechercbe da temps perda is a good
example in fiction. Among poets, the anamnesic element is particu-
larly noticeable in the work o{ t[lr. B. Yeats, Ezra Pound, T. S. Eliot
and W. H. Auden.

anenym (Gk'behind name') A name or word written backwards. See
BAC.r SI.ANG.

anapacst (Gk'beaten back') A metrical foot comprising tcro unstressed
syllables and one stressed: ut ut /. The opposite of a dactyl (q.o.).ltis
a running and galloping foot and therefore used to create the illusion
of swiftness and action. As Coleridge illustrates it in Metrical Feet:

rUflith ileip I ind I botind I thE swift A I nlpaEsts thr6ng.

Originally it was a martial rhythm used in Greek verse, and was
adapted by the Romans for drama. In English literature it is mostly
found in popular verse until early in the r8th c. Thereafter it was used
fairly frequently for 'serious' works by poets like Cowper, Scott,
Byron, Morris and Swinburne. In the zoth c. Belloc, Chesterton,
Masefield and Betjeman have all employed it successfully. Most
poets at some time or another have occasion to use anaPaests in com-
bination with other feet. A famous anthology piece which illustrates
the anapaestic rhythm is Byron's Destruction of Sennacbeib. The fol-
lowing example comes from \Tilliam Morris's The Message of the
March Wind:
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Brit 16, I thE 6ld tun, I Ind thE lights, I ind thE ffre
Ana tne fiddllErt 6ld tfne I Adlhe shffflling 6f fe6t;
So'on f6r fs I shill bE quflEt ind r6st I ind dEsire,
And t6*Orlr6w's iprfliing t6 d6eds I shlll bE sw6et.

anaphora (Gk'carrying up or back') A rhetorical device involving the
repetition of a word or group of words in successive clauses. It is often
used in ballad and song, in oratory and sermon (qq.v.), but it is
common in many literary forms. A fine example in verse occurs six
verses from the end of Chaucer's Troilas and. Criseyde:

Swich fyn hath, lo, this Troilus for love!
Swich fyn hath al his grete worthynesse!
Swich fyn hath his estat real above,
Swich fyn his lust, swich fyn hath his noblesse!
Swich fyn hath false worldes brotelnesse!
And thus bigan his lovyng of Criseyde,
As I have told, and in this wise he deyde.

An equally fine instance in prose is the lament for Lancelot in Malory's
Le Morte D'Arthur:

Said Sir Ector. . . Sir Launcelot. . . thou weft never matched of
earthly knight's hand; and thou wert the courteoust knight that ever
bare shield; and thou wert the truest friend to thy lover that ever
bestrad horse; and thou wert the truest lover of a sinful man that
ever loved woman; and thou weft the kindest man that ever struck
with sword; and thou wert the goodliest person that ever came
among press of knights; and thou weft the meekest man and the
gentlest that ever ate in hall among ladies; and thou weft the sternest
knight to thy mortal foe that ever put spear in the rest.

See also INcREMENTAL REpETTTIoN; RfryME.

anaphoric rhyme See nrryME.

anastrophe (Gk 'rurning back') The inversion of the normal order of
words for a particular effect. The word order in these lines, from the
beginning of Belial's speech in the Council of Pandemonium in
Paradise lost, is deliberately confused to suggest Belial's speciousness:

I should be much for open war, O Peers,
As not behind in hate, if what was urged
Main reason to persuade immediate vfar
Did not dissuade me most, and seem to cast
Ominous conjecture on the whole success.
\Uflhen he who most excels in fact of arms,
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In what he counsels and in what excels
Mistrustful, grounds his courage on despair
And utter dissolution, as the scope
Of all his aim, after some dire revenge.

Anastrophe is also common
Richard'Whateley's Elements

in prose. This example comes from
of Rhetoric (1828): 'The question

between preaching extempore and from a written discourse, it does
not properly fall within the province of this discourse to discuss on
any but what may be called rhetorical principles.'

anatomy (Gk'cutting up') A detailed analysis of a subject; an exhaus-
tive examination. Vell-known examples are: Lylyt Enphues or tbe
Anatomy of Wit (rllil; Philip Srubbes's Anatomie of Abuses (rl8f);
Thomas Nashe's Anatomic of Absurditie $589), a reply to Stubbes;
Roben Burton's Anatomy of Melancholy Q6zr), perhaps the most
famous of all. Among more recent instances one should mention
Rosamund Harding's Anatomy of Inspiration (t94o). In his Anatomy
of Criticism (tgs) Northrop Frye treats 'anatomy' as a form of fiction
associated with Menippean satire (q.o.),and thus a compendious, if not
encyclopaedic, satirical analysis of human behaviour, attitudes and
beliefs.

ancients and moderns Ttre phrase refers to two literary parties which
grew up in France and England in the late rTth c. OriginallS in France,
there were arguments over the relative merits of French and Latin for
literary purposes, an issue disctssed by du Bellay long before in his
Deffense et Illastation OS+il. The increasing influence of the French
Academy in the ryth c. helped to provoke further argument.
Fundamentally, it was a case of progress and the modern rationalistic
spirit of inquiry versus reverence for Classical rules and precepts.
Some moderns thought they were bener than the ancients; others did
not. A number of distinguished writers joined the fray, including
Perrault, Bayle, La Fontaine and Boileau. By ryoo the quarrel was
over, but the issues were sdll unresolved. Neoclassicism (q.".) was to
prevail in France for avery long time (far longer than anywhere else)
and the moderns did not really gain their victory until the rgth c. was
well advanced.

In England the casus belli was an essay by Sir \ililliam Temple,
published in r59o, on the comparative merits of ancient and modern
learning. Temple praised ancient learning at the expense of the
moderns. In so doing he praised the spurious Epistles of Phalaris. This
provoked the indignation and criticism of Sflilliam \Totton and
Richard Bentley.
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Anglo-Saxon period

Flowever remote and even esoteric such intellectual and literary
fracas may now seem, this one at any rate had good side-effects.
Among other things it produced SwifCs The Battle of tbe Books (t7o4),
a prose satire in which the ancients have the advantage.

anecdote A brief account of or a story about an individual or an inci-
dent. The anecdotal digression is a common feature of narrative in
prose and verse. In the history of English literature and of literary
characters the anecdote has a specific importance. In his Di.ctionary

Johnson defined the term as 'something yet unpublished; secret
history'. During the r8th c. an interest in 'secret' histories increased
steadilS and no doubt there is some connection between this and the
growing popularity of -ana, table-talk and biography (qq.o.) at that
time. During the second half of the rSth c. there was almost a'creze'
for'secret' histories. In the last thirty years of it over a hundred books
of anecdotage were published in England. Isaac Disraeli, father of
Benjamin, became one of the best known and most assiduous glearr-
ers of anecdotes. In rygr he published three volumes titled Curiousities
of Literatare, consisting of Anecdotes, Characters, Sketches, and
Obseruations, Literary, Historical and Critical. These he followed with
other collections: Cakmities of Authors (r8rz-r3) in two volumes, and

Quanels of Authors (r8r4) in three volumes. In r8rz John Nichols
published the first of nine volumes in a series titled Literary Anecdotes
of the tStb c. Such works remained popular during the Victorian
period. Nor is the appetite for collections of anecdotes assuaged. In

ry75 there was The Oxford Book of Liter1ry Anecdotes.

Anglo-Norman period (r roer3;o) During this time, Anglo-Norman,
a western type of French, was spoken and written in Britain. It con-
tinued to be used for official documents and in English courts of law
long after it was no longer spoken. Some literature of merit in Anglo-
Norman survives, notably the mystery pley (q.v.) Mystire d'Ad,am (c.
r r 5o) and The Voyage of Brendan (first half of the welfth century).

Anglo-Saxon period (or Old English period) The period from the
invasion of Celtic England by the Angles, Saxons and Jutes in the first
half of the yth c. up till the conquest in ro66 by \Xrilliam of Normandy.
After their conversion to Christianity in the 7thc. the Anglo-Saxons
began to develop a written literature (priot to that period it had been
oral). The Benedictine monastic foundations played an impoftant part
in the development of culrure, literacy and learning. Two outstanding
scholars of the period were the Venerable Bede (c. 6Zfn) and Alcuin
(c. 75-8o4). From the Anglo-Saxon period dates what is known as
Old English literature (composed in the vernacular Anglo-Saxon). It
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,ngr! young man

includes the epic (q.v.) Beouulf and some fine lyric Poems such as TDe

Wanderer,Tie Seifarer and Deor. Much of the literature that survives

is anonymous, bui the names of two Poets-are known: Caedmon (fl.

larc 7th c.) and cynewulf (late 8th and early gth c.). They wrote on

biblical and religious rhemes. Alfred the Great (c. 84819), who was

king of Iflessex,- 87t-gg, was largely respons-ible fo_r the restoration

of l-earning in England after the Viking invasions. He translated into

old Engli-sh varilus books in Ladn and is believed to have been

,.rporrrilble for planning the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle which continued

from his reign, in the Peierborough version' until r r34- This is written

in old Edlish prose and is an invaluable source of Anglo-Saxon
history.

angry young man .The term or phrase seems to have been first used as

itt. iittr olf 
"tr 

autobiography by Leslie Paul published in r9;r.-It

became a catch-pht"t. it n;iaitt itt the middle and late lgtos' and by

196o atthe latesi was a much used clich6: 4part from $9 journalists,

tf,e *rite, mainly but indirectly responsible for its populallr wasJohn

osborne whoseplay Looh Bach in Anger (tgsil spoke for a genera-

tion of disillusioned and discontented young men who were strongly

opposed to the establishment; to its social an{ noliticd attitudes and

^or"., and indeed to the whole'bourgeois ethic'. jimmy Porter,-the

anti-hero (q.o.) of Osborne's play, wasreally the prototypal modern
.*gry young man'. In a short time all such vocd protesters wer€

clas:si'fied * '-*gry young men'or as 'the young angries', Osborne's

excellent play sirvit.t; th. clichd is now hardly ever used. See also

EEAT GENERANON; KITCHEN-SINK DRAMA.

anisometric (Gk'of unequal lengths') A stanza compoocd of lines of

unequal lengths; as in the first stanza of John Donnc's Tbe Messagez

Send home my long strayd eyes to mee'

Which (Oh) too long have dwelt on thee;

Yet since there they have learn'd such ill,

Such forc'd fashions,
And false passions,

That they be
Made by thee

Fit for no good sight, keep them still.

annals (L 'year books') Notable examples are:- the Anglo-Saxon

Chronich, made in a number of recensions, of which seven survive,

from the lth c. to the middle of the rzth; and the AnruJes Cambriae,

the ancient annals of rUflales whose earliest extant manuscriPt dates

from the second half of the roth c. See also c'dir..oNlclE; YEAR BooK.
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annotation Textual comment in a book. It may consist of a reader's
comment in the margin, hence the term marginalia (q.tt.), or printed
explanatory notes provided by an editor. See also ADvERSARTA.

anomoiosis Seecournest.

anonymous There is a great body of anonymous literature, especially
that belonging to early or primitive societies, most of which is of the
oral tradition(q.v.). Much Homeric poetry was anonymous in origin,
so was OE poetry (of which Beoarulf is a notable example), and the
South Slav narodne Pesme (q.".).Folk literature of all kinds tends. to
be anonymous; so are many sagas, ballads, medieval chansons de gestes,

fabliaux, proverbs, nursery rhymes, etc. (qq.o.). See also psEUDoNy-

MOUS LITERATURE.

anonymuncule (L 'nameless little man') A derogatory term for a petry
type of anonymous writer. A mean, shifty writer who hides behind
anonymity.

antagonist In drama or fiction the antagonist opposes the hero or pro-
tagonist (q.o.). ln Otbello Iago is antagonist to the Moor. ln Tbe
Mayor of Casterbidge, Farfrae is antagonist to Henchard.

antanaclasis (Gk'breaking back against') A figurative device in which
a word is used twice or more in two or more of its possible senses.
S[rhen Othello is about to murder Desdemona (Othello, V ii) he
says: 'Put out the light, and then put out the light'. The'first 'lighr'

refers to a candle or taper; the second to Desdemona's life. See pur.r;

PARANOMASIA.

anthimeria (Gk antbos, 'flower' * meros,'part') The substitution of
one part of speech for another; often a form of metaphor (q.o.).The
term carries with it the idea of 'flowerizing' or 'making decorative'.
This example comes from Shakespeare's Corioknus (Y t, l):

A mile before his tent fall down, and knee
The way into his mercy.

And this from Edward Young's Comphint, or Night Tboughts:

That ghastly thought would drink up all your joy
And quite unparadise the realms of light.

anthology (Gk 'collection of flowers') in Classical times anthologies
tended to be collections of epigrams, elegiac and otherwise, and date
back to the Garhnd of Meleager (c. 6o rc). Philippus of Thessalonica
(c. no 4o) made a further collection of Greek epigrams. The first major
anthology is known as the Paktine or the Greele Anthobgt compiled
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c. 92t by Constantinus Cephalas, a Byzantine Greeh. In tlre r6th c.
anthologizing became commonplace. From this period date turo
imponant Latin anthologies: CataleAa oeterum Poetaram (r173) and
Epigramnata et Poemata oetera (tlfo). In England several notable
collections appeared: Tottel's Miscellany (Songes and Sonettes) QS1fl;
Very Pleasawnt Sonettes and Storyes in Myter $y,66);Tbe Paradice of
Dainty Deoices $S16l; A Gorgious Gallery of Gallant Inventians
(rlZS); Tbe PhoenixNest (tlff); Enghnds Parnassns (16oo); Enghnds
Helicon (16oo); Poetical Rhapsody j6oz); then limle of note until
Percy's Reliques |fi).In r83r Southey put out Selea Worhs of the
British Poets, and in 186r came Palgrave's Golden Treasnry, probably
the rnost famous of all English anthologies. Others worthy of mention
are T. H. I7ard's Englisb Poets (rS83) and Arther Quiller-Couch's
Oxford Book of Englisb Verse (rqoo). In the last fifty years anthologies
have proliferated endlesslp especially anthologies of verse. Many are
little more than commercial publishing packages which provoke the
invention of anaemic academic 'joke' tides such as The Oxford Book
of Cambri.dge Light Verse, Tbe Cambridg, Book of Oxford Light
Verse,Tbe Oxbridge Book of Heavy Verse - and so forth.

antibacchius .See perruneccnlus.

enticlimex According to Dr Johnson's definitionticlrmex Accordmg to Lrr Johnson's denrutron (and he epPears to
have been the first to record the word) it is 'a sentence in which the

(and he

last pan expresses something lower than the 6rst'. In fact, a bathetic
declension from a noblc tone to one less exalted. The effect can be
cornic and is often intended to be so. A good example occurs in
Fieldingfs burlesque (q.v.), Tom Tbumb:

King fAnhur, to his queen Dolallola]
. . . lFhence flow those Tears fast down thy blubber'd cheeks,
Like swoln Gutter, gushing through the Streets?

The effect can also be unintentionally comic. There is a well-known
example in Crashaw's Saint Mory Magdalene, or tbe Weeper:

And now where e'er He strays,
Among the Galilean mountains,
Or more unwelcome ways,
He's followed by two faithful fountains;
Two walking baths; two weeping motions;
Portable, 6c compendious oceans.

See rnrnos.

anti-hero A {non-hero', or the antithesis of a hero of the old-fashioned
kind who was capable of heroic deeds, who was dashing, strong, brave
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anti-masque

and resourceful. It is a little doubtful whether such heroes have ever
existed in any quantity in fiction except in some romances (q.zt.) end
in the cheaper kind of romantic novelette (q.o.\. However, there have
been many instances of fictional heroes who have displayed noble
qualities and virnrous attributes. The anti-hero is the man who is given
the vocation of failure.

The anti-hero - a type who is incompetent, unlucky, tactless,
clumsy, cack-handed, stupid, buffoonish - is of ancient lineage and is
to be found, for instance, in the Greek New Comedy (q.o.). An early
and outstanding example in European literature is the endearing figure
of the eponymous knight of Don Qaixote (16o5, r6ry). But perhaps
the first anti-hero who fits the modirn image is Hylas, in d'Urf6's very
successful Astrde $627), who is a contrast to the conventional hero
C6ladon. Another notable instance is Tristram Shandy - in Sterne's
Tristram Sbandy Q76frfl. One can find isolated representatives in
European literature from the r8th c. onwards, for example Ha5ek's
Schweik in Tbe Good Soldier Schweik (t9z*4). A case could be
argued that Leopold Bloom inJoyce's Ulysses $9zz) is a kind of anti-
hero. Camus's Meursault in L'Etranger $942) is an example. Charles
Lumley in John \U(aint Huny on Doann (tgS) is another. \(rhen
Kingsley Amis created Jim Dixon in Luchy Jirn (t95$ the post-war
anti-hero tyT)e was established, and the anti-heroJimmy Porter of John
Osbornet play Look Bach in Anger (tgSil produced a succession of
personalities of the same kind. Other examples are Sebastien in J. P.
Donleavy's Tbe Ginger Man (tgll), Herzog in Bellow's Herzog

Og6+), and Yossarian in Joseph Heller's Catch-zz.(196r). The princi-
pal male characters in several of Graham Greene's novels are also anti-
heroes. See eNcny youNc MAN; ANTr-NovEL; NouvEAU RoMAN.

anti-literature A term coined by the poet David Gascoyne ft9fi- )
in 1935 to describe literature which nrrns traditional rules and con-
ventions upside down. Gascoyne was a staunch advocate of surreal-
ism (4.2.) and in r93 5 published z{ Short Santey of Sarealisrn. See also
ALTERNATIVE LITERATURE; ANTI -HERO ; ANTI -NOVEL.

antilogy (Gk'against knowledge') An illogicaliry or contradiction in
terms.

anti-masque An innovation by Ben Jonson in 16o9. It took the form
of either a buffoonish and grotesque episode before the main masque
(q.".\ or an interlude, similarly farcical, during it. \(hen performed
beforehand, it was known as an ante-masque. One form of it was a
burlesque (q.".) of the masque itself, in which case it had some affiniry
with the Greek satyr play (q.o.).
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antimetabole (Gk 'opposite change /variety') The repetition of words
in successive clauses, in reverse grammatical order. As in this example
by DrJohnson in one of his Rambler essays: 'It ought to be the first
endeavour of a writer to distinguish narure from custom, or that which
is established because it is right from that which is right only because
it is established.' See also cHIAsMUs.

antinomy (Gk 'contradictory law') A kind of division or contradiction
between laws or principles, yet the term also contains the idea that the
contradictions are reconcilable. For instance, Kant proposes that, on
the subject of taste (q.r,), there can be no argument, and at the same
time there can be. .See,rporrowreN/pr oNysrAN; clAssrcrsM/noueNrr-
crsM; HssRArsr4/HELLENTsM; NAIv UND SENTTMENTALTscH.

anti-novel This kind of fiction tends to be experimental and breaks
with the traditional story-telling methods and form of the novel
(q.o.).Often there is little attempt to create an illusion of realism or
naturalism (qq.r.) for the reader. It establishes its own conventions and
a different kind of realism which deters the reader from self-
identification with the characters, yet at the same time persuades him
to 'participate' but not vicariously. One has only to compare novels
by, say, Thomas Hardy and HenrTJames, with those by, say, Nabokov
and Samuel Beckem, to see how the work of tlre latter writers comes
into the anti-novel cetegory; though anti-novel is a thoroughly mis-
leading term.

\fe can see the process of lnti-novel innovation at work in the maior
experiments of James Joyce in Ulysses and Finnegans Wake, in several
novels by Virginia \floolf (e.g. Mrs Dalluoay, Tbe Waoes, and To the
Ligbthouse) and in the early fiction of Samuel Bechett (e.g. Molhy and
Mnrphy).However, it may be that the possibilities were perceived long
before by Laurence Sterne. Tristram Sbandy $76oa) might be cited
as a kind of anti-novel. Horace \flalpole described it as 'a kind of novel
. . . the great humour of which consists in the whole narration always
going backwards'.

Some of the principal features of the anti-novel are: lack of an
obvious plot; diffused episode; minimal development of character;
detailed surface analysis of objects; many repetitions; innumerable
experiments with vocabulary puncruation and synta:q variations of
time sequence; alternative endings and beginnings.

Some of the more extreme features are: detachable pages; pages
which can be shuffled like cards; coloured pages; blank pages; collage
effects; drawings; hieroglyphics.

Of notable and influential contributions to the anti-novel - apaft
from those referred to above - one should niention Sartre's La Nausde
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(rpl8); Flann O'Brien's At Saim-Tan-Birds Gglil; Nathalie
Sarraute's Tropismes (tglg\ and her Le Pkndtarinm (r9y); Maurice
Blanchot's Thomas l'obscur (tg+t), Aminadab (r94r), Le Trbs-Haut
(rg+8); Camus's L'Etranger (tg+z); Philip Toynbee's Tea aith Mrs
G o o dman (t g +il; Robbe-Grillet's La J alo a sie G g S il; Butor's L' E mp loi
du temps (tgt) and La Modification Gy1il; Nabokov's Pale Fire
Q96z); Rayner Heppenstall's The Connecting Door $962) and The
Sbearers (tg6g); Christine Brooke-Rose's Out Gg6+), Such Q966) and
Between (r95S); Claude Simon's La Roate des Fkndres (r95o).

It is worth noting that as far back as t6z7 Charles Sorel subtitled
his novel Le Berger extraoagdnt an anti-roman. See also eNrr-HERo;
AVANT-GARDE; EXPRESSIONTSM; FASULATION; NOTMAU ROMAN; NOU-

VELLE VAGUE; STREAM OF CONSCIOUSNESS.

antiphon Either a hymn (q.".) in alternative parts or a lyric (q.a.) con-
taining responses, as in this example from George Herbert, which
again is a kind of hymn:

cHoRUs Let all the world in every corner sing, My God and King.
vERsrcLE The heavens are not too high,

His praise may thither fly;
The eanh is not too low'
His praises there may grov/.

cHoRUs Let all the world in every corner sing, My God and King.
vERsIcLE The church with psalms must shouq

No door can keep them out:
But above all, the heart
Must bear the longest part.

cHoRUs Let all the world in every corner sing, My God and King.

The Divine Office is sung antiphonally.

antiphrasis (Gk'expressed by the opposite') The use of a word in a
sense opposite to its proper meaning. Common in irony and litotes
(qq.t.) .

anti-play A dramatic work which not only ignores the traditional con-
ventions but actively distorts them. There is no observable plot and
little development of character. Dialogue is often inconsequential or
totally disconnected. Playwrights of the Theatre of the Absurd (q.t.)
have used anti-play techniques. Sometimes they have been very suc-
cessful. See HepprNING.

antipophora (Gk 'against answer') A figurative device in which a
person (or character) asks a question of himself and then answers it
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himself. There is a succession of them in Falstaff's famous disquisition
on'honour' in Henry IV,PI I (V i). See nnnroRlcAr. euEsrroN.

antisagoge (Gk 'leading into against') A complex figurative device in
which an order or precept is given and a reward offered if it is obeyed,
and punishment threatened if it is ignored. As when Leontes speaks
to Camillo in Tbe Winter's Tale (1, ii):

Do't, and thou hast the one half of my heart;
Do't not, thou split'st thine own.

antispast (Gk 'drawn in the conuary direction') A metrical foot com-
prising two stressed syllables flanhed by mo unstressed ones: ,-t / /
,.r. In other words, an iamb and a trochee (qq.o.). It is by no means
certain if this foot (q.o.\ actually existed in Classical prosody.

antistoichon (Gk'bdanced opposition of ideas') An antithetical device
in which statements counterbalance each other. .See evtrrnnsrs.

antistrophe (Gk 'counter-turning') In Greek drama the return move-
ment of the Chorus from left to right. It also refers to the choric song
accompanying this movement. It was also the second of a pair of
movements or stanzes in an ode (q.r.), exacdy the same metrically as
the preceding strophe (q.tt.).See ako EpoDE.

antisyzygy See oxruonolr.

anti-theatre The term was devised some time in the r9;os and denotes
any form of drama which is not naturalisdc, traditional, conven-
dond or'legit'; thus, theatre which disobeys or actively goes against
accepted laws and rules of dra.nraturgy. It has been used to describe
the Theatre of the Absurd (q.o.), See also AcrrPRop DRAMA; NiTERNA-
TIVE THEATRq ANTI.HERO; ANTI-LITERATURE; ANTI.NOVEU T}IIRD
THEATRE.

antithesis (Gk'opposition') Fundamentally, contrasting ideas sharp-
ened by the use of opposite or noticeably different meanings. For
example, Bacont apophthegm (q.zt.):'Crafty men contemn studies;
simple men admire them; and wise men use them.'

It is common in rhetonc (q.o.) and was particularly favoured by the
Augustan poets and users of the heroic couplet (q.".). These lines from
Dryden's Absalom and Achitophel ere strongly antithetical:

Rais'd in extremes, and in extremes decry'd;
'With Oaths affirm'd, with dying Vows deny'd.
Not weighed, or winnow'd by the Multitude;
But swallow'd in the Mass, unchew'd and Crude.
Some Truth there was, but dash'd and brew'd with Lyes;
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To please the Fools, and puzzle all the !fise.
Succeeding times did equal folly call,
Believing nothing, or believing all.

Pope was an expert at the antithetical, as this compact example in his
Moral Essays shows:

Les wit than mimic, more a wit than wise.

It is also used frequently in prose to telling effect, as in this example
from DrJohnson (in the London Chronicle, zMay ry6g) on the char-
acter of the Reverend Zecanah Mudge: 'Though srudious, he was
popular; though argumentative, he was modes! though inflexible, he
was candid; and though metaphysical, yet orthodox.'See rrrcneu;
OXYMORON.

antode (Gk'opposite song') In Greek Old Comedy (q.o.), during the
parabasis (q.2,.) the antode was the lyric song sung by one half of the
Chorus in response to the ode (q.v.) sung earlier by the other half.

antonomasia (Gk 'naming instead') A figure of speech in which an
epithet, or the name of an office or digniry is substituted for a proper
name. So 'the Bard'for Shakespeare, 'a Gamaliel' for a wise man; 'a

Casanova'for a womanizer; and'a Hitler' f.or atyrant. See a/so euwr
EDNA; METONYMY; SYNECDOCHE.

antonym A word of opposite meaning to another: fierce/mild;
ugly/beautiful; abstract/concret e. S e e syNoNyM.

anxiety of influence A phrase coined by the American critic Harold
Bloom in the eponymous book (rgl) to describe his conception of
the Oedipal relation of individual poets to their lirerary precursors,
who fulfil the function of the father in the Freudian family drama.
Bloom explains the artistic development of the great poet as a progress
moving from admiration and imitation of the poetic forebear to rejec-
tion and displacement, and finally to a crucial'misprision' (misread-
ing) by which the new poet deforms and recasts the work of the
precursor to make something quite new. The struggle of \(ordswofth
with Milton, Shelley with \flordsworth, and 

'Wallace 
Stevens with

Vhitman are some of Bloom's exemplary cases of the strong origin-
aliry born in the overthrow of the earlier influential writer in the
creative psyche of the nascent later one. See nrr.etEDNEss; FREUDIAN
CRITICISM.

apestail A name for the symbol '@', adapted from its Dutch name,
'aapestaartje' (aap, ape * stadrt, tail; cf. Serbo-Croat, in which this
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symbol is called the'monkey'). In e-mail addresses English speakers
usually designate @ as an emphatically pronounced'at'.

aphaeresis (Gk 'e taking away') The suppression of an initial,
unstressed syllable, usually a vowel: "mongst' f.or amongst; "mid' for
amid; "tween' f.or between. See a/so epnrsrs.

aphesis (Gk'lening go') The loss of an unstressed initial vowel:'squire
from esqaire. See also ApHAEREsrs.

aphorism (Gk'marking off by boundaries') A terse statement of a ruth
or dogma; a pithy generalization, which may or may not be witty. The
proverb (q.o.) is often aphoristic; so is the maxim (q.a.). A successful
aphorism exposes and condenses at any rete e peft of the truth, and is
an apergu or insight. For instance, the anonymous'Conscience is a cur
that will let you get past it, but that you cannot keep from barking'.

The aphorism is of great antiquiry timeless and international. The
Classicd, Hebraic and Oriental worlds have all made great contribu-
tions, and the common stock of wisdom and knowledge everfwhere
has scattered these nuggets of truth in the writings and sayings of many
civilizations. Of the thousands who have added to the store the
following deserve special mention: Aristotle, Plato, St Augustine;
Monaigng Pascal, Le Rochefoucauld, Chamfort, Lt Bruybre,
Vauvenargues, Joubert, de Tocqueville, Val6ry, de Chazal, Remy de
Gourmont, Prousq Camuq Chaucer, Frarrcis Bacorq Sir Thomas
Brovrne, George Hdifax, Pope, Dr Johnson" Lord Chesterfield,
Villiam Blake, Coleridge,Iflalter Bagehog Hazlitt" Samuel (Erewbon)
Buder, Oscar Iflilde, Bernard Shaw, A. N. Ifhitehead, Tf. H. Auden;
Ralph \flaldo Emersorq Thoreau; Goethe, Schopenhauer, Lichtenberg,
Nietzsche, Karl Kraus; Kierkegaard; Chehhov; Cesare Pavese; Ortega
y Gasset; Santayana. John Snrart Mill composed a short piece on apho-
risms and John Morley wrote a brief discourse on them. Two valuable
modern collections are The Faber Booh of Aphorisms $96$ compiled
by If.H. Auden endTbe Oxford Book of Aphoisms (1983) compiled
by John Gross. See also sENTENTTA.

apocalyptic literature The term 'apocalyptic' derives from Greek
apocalypse,'to disclose', and Apocalypse is the name given to the last
book of the New Testament, The Revektion of St John. Such litera-
nrre comprises prophetic or quasi-prophetic writings which tend to
present doom-laden visions of the world and sombre and minatory
predictions of mankind's destiny. An early example is Vulfstan's
homily (or address) to the English (c. ror4). In the later Middle Ages
chiliastic movements in Europe evoked a large number of diatribes
against the wickedness of humanity and the imminence of the end of
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Apollonian/Dionysian

the wodd. Sermon literature abounds in apocalyptic visions. But it is
a very general term quite often used loosely. It might certainly be
applied to a good deal of Blake's poetry and to such works as James
Thomson's despairing poem The City of Dreadfal Night G8Zd, H. G.
'S0'ells's 

profoundly depressing Mind. at tbe End of lts Tether (tg+S)
and perhaps Orwell's Nineteen Eighty-Foar (tg+g). Latterly, such
novels * The Drowned World $962) by J.G. Ballard, Tbe Armies
of the Nigbt (1968) by Norman Mailer and The Four-Gated City
(tg6g) by Doris Lessing have been deemed to possess apocalyptic
characteristics.

apocope (Gk 'cutting off') The dropping of a letter or letters from the
end of a word. Fairly common in verse to achieve an elision, especially
with the word'the'. Other examples are: taxi(cab); edit(or); curio(sity);
cinema(tograph). .See necr-roRMATIoN.

Apoerypha (Gk 'things hidden') rUfritings of unknown or uncertain
authorship. Fourteen books of the Greek version of the Old
Testament, contained in the Septaagint but not in the Hebrew Bible,
were rejected from the Canon (q.tt.). Vritings ascribed on insufficient
evidence to certain authors (e.g. Chaucer and Shakespeare) are also
called apocryphal.

Apollonian/Dionysian Terms derived from the names of the Greek
gods Apollo and Dionysus. Apollo was the messenger of the gods, ind
the presiding deity of music, medicine, youth and light, and was some-
times identified with the sun. Dionysus was the god of vegetation and
wine and, it might be said, of 'permissiveness'. Nietzsche used the
terms inThe Birth of Tragedy ont of tbe Spirit of Music $872). He was
making a distinction between reason and instinct, culture and primi-
tive nature; possibly brains as opposed to loins and heart. Apollonian
is also often thought rc signify 'sunny' and 'serene', whereas the
Dionysian means'stormy' and'turbulent'. Nietzsche argued that these
elements formed a unity in Greek tagedy where dialogue pro-
vided the Apollonian element and the dithyrambic choral songs the
Dionysiac. In the rgth c. this antinomy (q.o.) was much elaborated,
particularly in the work of Schopenhauer, but it was Schiller who
originally rnade the distinction between naiv and sentimentalisch
(q.".). Among more modern writers D. H. Lawrence was deeply inter-
ested in it. He might be described as a Dionysiac writer whereas
Stendhal and Andr6 Gide were Apollonian. Of course, a combination
is possible, as in Shakespeare's sonnets, or the love poems of Donne
and Burns. See also clAssrcrsM/nouervtrcrsM; EMorrvE LANGUAGE;
TTSSRATST'I/HELLENISM.



epologue

epologue See renrs.

apology (Gk'defence') A work written to defend a writer's opinions
or to elaborate and clarify a problem. A well-known example is Plato's
Apology in which Socrates defends himself against the governing body
of Athens. Another notable instance is Sir Philip Sidney's Apologie for
Poetrie, or Defence of Poesie (r1gil, an essay which examines the art
of poetry and discusses the state of English poetry at the time. Shelley
also wrote a Defence of Poetry (r8zr), a remarkable achievement in
which he vindicates his views on the elements of love and imagination
in poetry. A very different work was Lamennais's apologia, Paroles
d'un Croyant (t\4), a'reply'to a Papd Encyclical.The most famous
example of more recent times is John Henry Newman's Apologia Pro
Vita Saa (1854): a masterly exposition of Newman's beliefs, and a refu-
tation of Charles Kingsley's accusation that Newman did not regard
truth as a necessary virnre.

apophasis (Gk'from speaking') Affirming by apparent denial, a stress-
ing through negation. A famous example is contained in Hamlet's
paning words to Gertrude at the end of the'bedroom scene' (III, iv):

Not this, by no means, that I bid you do:
Let the bloat King tempt you again to bed;

He goes on to emphasize a series of injunctions.

apophthegm (Gk'speaking out plainly') A terse, pithy saying - akin
to proverb, madm and aphorism (qq.a.). A well-known collection
from antiquity was the Apopbthegm4ta Patrum,a compilation of anec-
dorcs and sayings from the Egyptian Desert Fathers. The work was
probably compiled late in the lth c. Francis Bacon made a collection
entided Apophtbegms New and Old Q6z4), which contained the
saying'Hope is a good breakfast, but it is a bad supper'. See also
GNOMTC VERSE; SENTENTTA.

aporia (Gk 'impassable path') A term used in the theory of decon-
struction (q.rr.) to indicate a kind of impasse or insoluble conflict
between rhetoric and thought. Aporia suggests the 'gap' or lacuna
between what a text means to say and what it is constrained to mean.
It is central to Jacques Derrida's theory o{ dffirance (q.v.). In his
excellent book on Derrida's critique of philosophy (Denida, ry8il
Christopher Norris discusses this central feature of deconstruction as
'the seeking-out of those oaporias', blindspots or moments of self-
contradiction where a text involuntarily betrays the tension berween
rhetoric and logic, between what it manifestly means to say and what
it is nonetheless constrained to mean'.
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aposiopesis (Gk'becoming silent') A rhetorical device in which speech
is broken off abruptly and the sentence is left unfinished. A memo-
rable example occurs in a speech by King Lear (II, iv) in which he ful-
minates against Regan and Goneril:

- No, you unnatural hags,
I will have such revenges on you both,
That all the world shall - I will do such things, -
\$flhat they are, yet I know not; but they shall be
The terrors of the earth.

apostrophe (Gk'turning away') A figure of speech in which a thing, a
place, an abstract qualiry, an idea, a dead or absent person, is addressed
as if present and capable of understanding. Classic instances are
Goldsmith's opening of The Deserted Vilkge:'Sweet Auburn, love-
liest village of the plain. . .'; Antony's cry in Julius Caesar: 'O

Judgement! thou art fled to brutish beasts . . .'; *d'\il(ordsworth's pas-
sionate appeal in London rSrz: 'Milton! Thou should'st be living at
this hour. .  . '

Apostrophe is also the name of the symbol', used to indicate elision
and (with or without 's') the possessive case. See a/so puNcruenoN.

apparatus (or apparatus criticus) A feature of scholarly editions of lit-
erary works, historical documents, etc. It includes textual footnotes,
emendations, variant readings, marginalia, appendices, glossaries, and
so forth.

appositum See nprrnrt.

aptronym A name that fits the nature and character of a person
and/or their occupation. This is how names were originally acquired
or bestowed (e.g. Flunter, Farmer, Cooper, Smith, Mason, Miller,
Draper). Aptronymic titles have often been used in literature as a kind
of label (Villiam Archer called them 'label names'). They were
common in the Moraliry Plays (q.v.), in allegories like Spenser's Faerie

Queene and Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress, in novels (especially those of
Fielding, Dickens and Thackeray) and in dramatic comedy (e.g. plays
byJonson, Congreve, Sheridan and Goldsmith). Famous instances are
Mr \florldly \7iseman, Mrs Malaprop and Mr Gradgrind. See errcc-
oRY; COMEDY OF HUMOURS; HUMOURS.

Arcadia Originally a mountainous district in the Peloponnese. For
Classical poets Arcadia was the symbol of rural serenity, the harmony
of the legendary Golden Age. Virgil's Echgaes illustrate an ideal way
of pastoral life in Arcadia, where shepherds'and shepherdesses,
removed from 'real life', devote themselves to their flocks and their
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songs. During the Renaissance the idea was popularly revived by a
number of writers, especially Sannazzaro, who published a series of
verses linhed by prose called L'Arcadia (r 5or), and by Sir Philip Sidney
who published a prose romance, also called Arcad,ia (tlgo).Spenser's
pastoral (q.".) poems also depict this ideal existence.

archaism This term denotes what is old or obsolete. Its use was
common in poetry until the end of the rgth c. The reasons are various.
Sometimes the older form of a word was more suitable metrically.
Many archaisms were used because of their associations with the past,
especially those linked to the age of chivalry and romances (q.a.).

Spenser, who much admired Chaucer, was the person chiefly respon-
sible for the fashion - particularly in Tbe Faeie Qreene (t t89, rt96).
Spenser, in order to try to re-create the spirit and atmosphere of chiv-
alry and devotion in the Middle Ages (as seen from his point of view),
used a son of poetic diction (q.o.) which was paftly archaic and panly
of his own devising. Miltor5 who greatly admired Spenser, used them
qparingly; but in Milton we find a different kind of archaism - namely
the use of a synta:r and word order characteristic of Latin, which was
by his day a dead language. The r8th c.'Spenserians'continued the
tradition; so did Keats (much influenced by Spenser), Coleridge and
S7illiam Morris. Tennyson used archaisms for the same pu{poses as
Keats and Spensei. Late in the rgth c. Gerard Manley Hopkins also
resuscitated a number of archaisms, but they were seldom of the
Spenserian type. He was interested in'working'words, rather than the
decorative or atmospheric.

This stanza from Thomas Parnell's A Fairy Tale (c. rTao) illustrates
a grotesque use of the Spenserian variety:

\[ith that Sir Topaz, hapless youth!
In accents faultering, ry f.or ruth

Intreats them pity graant;
For als he been a mister aight,
Betray'd !f wan{e1ing in the night
[o tread the circled haunt.

The italicized words were all archaisms by the time this was written.
On the other hand, in Keats's The Eae of Saint Marh (c. r8r9) we

find a deliberate archaism to suggest something written in the r4th c.
The maiden fair Bertha is reading the'legend page'of 'Holy Mark':

'Gif ye wol stonden hardie wight -

Amiddes of the blacke night -

Righte in the churche porce, pardie
Ye wol behold a companie
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Appouchen thee full dolourouse
- For sooth to sain from everich house

Be it in ciry or village
\flol come the Phantom and image
Of ilka gent and ilka carle
rVhom coldb Deathb hath in parle
And wol some dry thatyery yeer
Touchen with foulb venime spear
And sadly do them all to die -

And so on for a further nineteen lines before he reverts to normal lan-
guage thus:

At length her consrant eyelids come
Upon the fervent marryrdom;
Then lastly ro his holy shrine,

fti}'ffif 
the taPers' shine

Except in parody (q.o.), archaism is rare in prose. A noteworthy
example is C. M. Doughty's Travels in Arabia Deserta (r8SS). In this
extraordinary work Doughry used a mixrure of Chaucerian and
Elizabethan English combined with Arabic.

archetypal criticism The investigation and analysis of archerypal and
mythical narrative patterns, character rlpes, themes and motifs in lit-
erature and their recurrence in literature. It owes much to the original
work of the schoql of comparative anthropology at Cambridge, to
J. G. Frazer's monumental study Tlte Golden Bougb (r89o-r9ry),
which ffaces elemental parterns of myrh and ritual, and to the depth
psychology of C. G. Jung. The term has often been used since Maud
Bodkin's remarkable book Archetypal Pattems in Poetry Gn}.
Northrop Frye's Anatomy of Citicism GgSil is perhaps the classic
work. See encnerypE; MvTH; NARRAToLocy.

archetype (Gk'original pattern') A basic model from which copies are
made; therefore a protorype. In general rcrms, the abstract idea of a
class of things which represents the mosr typical and essential charac-
teristics shared by the class; thus a paradigm or exemplar. An arche-
rype is atavistic and universal, the product of ;the collective
unconscious'and inherited from our ancestors. The fundamental facts
of human existence are archerypal: birth, growing up,love, family and
ribal life, dying death, not to mention the struggle be$/een children
and parents, and fraternal rivalry. Certain character or personality
types have become established as more or less archerypal. For instance:
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archi-6criture

the rebel, the Don Juan (womanizer), the all-conquering hero, the
braggadocio (q.a.), the country bumpkin, the local lad who makes
good, the self-made man, the hunted man, the siren, the witch and

fernme fatale, the villain, the traitor, the snob and the social climber,
the guilt-ridden figure in search of expiation, the damsel in distress,
and ihe person more sinned against than sinning. Creatures, also, have
come tobe archerypal emblems. For example, the lion, the eagle, the
snake, the hare and the tortoise. Further archetypes are the rose' the
paradisal garden and the state of 'pre-Fall' innocence. Themes include
the arduous quest or search, the pursuit of vengeance, the overcoming
of difficult tasks, the descent into the underworld, symbolic fenility
rites and redemptive rituals.

The archetypal idea has always been present and diffused in human
consciousness. Plato vras the first philosopher to elaborate the concePt
of archetypal or ided forms (Beaury Truth, Goodness) and divine
archetypes. Since the turn of the rgtlr c. the idea and subject have been
explored extensively. Practitioners of the two sciences of comparative
anihropology and depth psychology have made notable contributions.
The major works in this vennrre of discovery include: J.G. Frazert
The Golden Bough (r89o-r9rl); C. G. Jung's 

'On the Relation of
Analytical Psychology to Poetic An' (r9zz) in Cantribrtions to
Analytical Psychology (1928) and 'Psychology and Literature' in
Modem Man in Search of a Sonl (rgf f); Sigmund Freud's A General
Introduction to Psychoanalysis $9zo'1; Maud Bodkin's Archetypal
Patterns in Poetry (tfl+); G. Vilson Knight's Starlit Dance (r94r); E.
Cassirer's Language and Myth (trans. g+6); Roben Graves's The
White Goddess (rg+S); Richard Chase's Qaest for Mytb (rg+g);

J. .Campbell's The Hero aith a Thousand Faces Og+g); Philip
\flheelwrighr's Tbe Barning Founuin GgS4) and his Metaphor and
Reality Og6z);8. Seward's The Symbolic Rose $95o);Nonhrop Fry9's
Anatomy o,f Citicism FgSil and The Archetypes of Literature' in
Fables of ldentity (1963), plus several other inquiries. See also
TMAGERY; MYTH; STOCK CHARACTER; STOCK RESPONSE; STOCK SrTUA-

TroN; SYMBOL AND SYMBOLISM.

archi-6criture .lee pnorqocENTRrsM.

Archilochian verse So called after the Greek satirist Archilochus (c.

7oo rc). He is believed to have invented lines or couplets in which dif-

ferent meters were combined. The main forms eret Greater

Archilochian - a dactylic tetrameter (q.o.) plus a trochaic tripody

(q.v.); and the Lesser Archilochian - a dactylic trimeter catalecdc. He

dso used the dacrylic tetrameter catalectic, the iambelegus and the ele-

giambus. In addition he is credited with four different kinds of strophe
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(q.o.). 'His work had a major influence on Horace. See cATALExrs;
DACTYL; TROCHEE.

archive (Gk'public office') Archives are either the repository of public
records, or the records themselves.

arch-rhyme See RHYME.

argot A French word of unknown origin. It means slang or canr (qq.o.)
and usually refers to the slang used by social outcasrs or those who
are disapproved of socially. Much abstruse drgot of this kind has been
assembled by Auguste le Breton in Langile aerte et noirs desseins

Q96o). See also BAcK sLANG; pATorq RHvMTNG sLANG.

argument (a) In literary use an abstract or summary of. a,plot prefacing
a work. For instance, each book of Paradise Lost is preceded by an
explanation of what is going to happen. This used ro be common prac-
tice with a long poem, a novel or a ffeatise of some length and sub-
stance. The practice survives in the summaries sometimes found in the
contents pages of a book. (b) An argumenr is also a division of a
speech. (c) The term is also used to describe the diale ctic (q,a.) in a
poem. The argument in this fine poem by Thomas Beedome, for
instance, is set forth in four different but interlocked satements and
is concluded in the resolution of the final couplet:

Tbe Question and Ansuer

Sflhen the sad ruines of that face
In its owne wrinkles buried lyes
And the stiffe pride of all its grace,
By time undone, fals slack and dyes:

\flilt thou not sigh, and wish in some vext fit,
That it were now as when I courted it?

And when thy glasse shall it present,
Vithout those smiles which once were there,
Showing like some stale monument,
A scalpe departed from its haire,

At thy selfe frighted wilt not starr and sweare
That I belied thee, when I call'd thee faire?

Yes, yes, I know thou wilt, and so
Pitty the weaknesse of thy scorne,
That now hath humbled thee to know,
Though faire it was, it is forlorne,

Love's sweetes thy aged corps embalming not,
\ilhat marvell if thy carkasse, beaury rot?
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Then shall I live, and live to be
Thy envie, thou my pitty; say
lUflhen e're thou see mee, or I thee,
(Being nighted from thy beautie's day),

'Tis hee, and had my pride not wither'd mee,
I had, perhaps, beene still as fresh as hee.

Then shall I smile, and answer:'True thy scorne
Left thee thus wrinkled, slackt, corrupt' forlorne.'

argumentum ad (L 'appeal to') There are several phrases: (i qd
baculum ('to the stick', and thus the argument according to force); (b)

ad cvamenam ('to the wallet', the argument which appeals to a person's

material instincts); (c) ad hominem ('to the matt', that is, personal); (d)

ad ignorantiam ('to ignorance', that is, the argument which depends

upon the person being ignorant or uninformed); (e) ad populam,('tg

die people', that is the argument which is intended to rouse the feel-

ings of the crowd); (f) ad oerecundiam ('to modesty', that is an argu-

ment so constructed tlrat the other person has to make a cautious reply

in order to avoid being indecorous).

ars est celare artem (L 'art is to conceal art') The implication is

the best art seems spontaneous though in all probabiliry it is

outcome of extremely hard work. Or 'hard writing makes easy

reading'. See rNsprnetroN; sPoNTANErrY.

arsis and thesis (Gk'lifting up' and'setting down') The terms describe

the upward and downward beet heeping time in Greek verse.The long

sylla6le of a dactyl (q.rr.\ was the thesis; the arsis comprised the t'ro

short beats. See ttrrsrs.

arte mayor (Sp 'major art') In the first place an eight-syllable verse in

stanzas of eight lines; later of twelve syllables. It was usudly employed

for longer poems and there were several variations on the basic form.

The twelve-syllable line would have a caesura (q.v.) after the sixth syl-

lable and therefore this scheme amounted to a pair of oersos de

redondilla menor. But whereas the latter was only stressed on the fifth

syllable, in arte mayor there is a stress on the second syllable. The

rhyme scheme was usually abba acca. Intimations oI arte mdyor begin

with Juan Ruiz, the Archpriest of Hita (c. rz8*c. 13t r) and stories in

the Condc Lucanor.Juan de Mena (14rr-56) brought a new serious-

ness to Spanish poetry and was one of the masters of. arte mayor. See

ARTE MENOR; REDONDILLA.

arte menor (Sp'minor art') A Spanish metrical term denoting lines of

two to eight syllables with accent on the penultimate, and either asso-
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aside

nance or rhyme. This rype of line being relatively easy ro compose 4rte
rnenor can be said to be a rather vague term. Popular poerry of many
types falls readily into this category.It is found in traditional narra-
tive poetry popular song, and dramatic work. .See nnrn MAyoR.

art for art's sake The phrase connores rhe idea that a work of art has
an intrinsic value without didactic or moral purpose. This concept
seerns to have been first put forward by Lessing in Laohoon Q766),
and became something of an aftistic battle-cry or slogan (q.a.)
following the publication of Gautier's Preface to Mademoiselle de
Maupin (r8ll).Throughout the rgrh c. it became a guiding principle
for many writers. Oscar \filde was one of its leading advocates. See
AESTHETTCTSM; DECADENCE; PARNASSIANS; REALISM.

articulus SeenRAcHroLocY.

artificial comedy See couroy oF MANNERs.

art nouveau (F 'new art') Primarily a sryle of architecture and decora-
tion which had a wide vogue in Europe and America in the r89os and
up to c. rgr4.It was ornate, decorative, asymmetrical and somewhat
fantastic. As far as the literary scene is concerned it had a considerable
influence on book production and periodicals in the r89os, a decade
which saw such productions as The Century Guild Hobby Horse
(r884), The Dial (fi8y9),Tbe Yellou Booh (t8g+-il andTbe Savoy
(r8891).The art noaveau book was adorned by distinguished illus-
trators: principallS Aubrey Beardsley $872-98), Charles Ricketts
(186o-193r), Laurence Housman ft865-ry79), Charles Conder
(1868-19o9) and Thomas Sturge Moore (t87ery4o).

arts, the seyen liberal See queouvruM.

Arzamas A shortlived Russian literary group which flourished
r8r;-r8. Its members were in favour of literary and srylistic reforms
and included Karamzin, Zhorkiski, Batynashkov, Yyezemski and
Pushkin.

escending rhythm See nrsnrc RrryrHM.

Asclepiad A meter named after the Greek poer Asclepiades (c. z9o nc)
of Samos. It cornprised one spondee (q.v.),rwo or three choriambs (see
cHoRrAMBus) and one iamb (q.rr.).It was used for lyric and tragic verse
and was much employed by Horace. It is rare in English verse. r$(/. H.
Auden was probably the first poet since Campion to use accentual
Asclepiads (in In Dae Season).

aside In drama a few words or a short passage spoken in an undeftone
or to the audience. It is a theatrical convention and bv convenrion rhe
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words are presumed inaudible to other characters on stage; unless of

course the aside be between two characters and therefore clearly not

meant for anyone else who may be present. It was in continual use

until early in the twentieth cennrry (especially in comedy and melo-

drama, qq.v.).The advent of 'naturalistic drama' (q.rt.) led to its almost

complete exclusion. However, it is still liberally used in pantomime
(q.v.) and in farce (q.o.).

associetion The shared connection between an object and ideas.

Coleridge spoke of it in Biographia Literaria:'Ideas by having been

, rogether acquire a power of recalling each other; or every partial rep-

resentation awakes the total representation of which it had been a

Paft.'- 
Ary sensory perception or idea may be associated with something

from the past- Prousds .r{ h recherche du terryps perdu is a sustained

exercise in the use of associations. Nearly all poetry is strongly asso-

ciative. See nIurrCUITy; CoNNoTATIoN; DISSoCIATIoN oF SENSIBILITY;

SUGGESTION.

essonance Sometimes called 'vocalic rhyme', it consists of the rePeti-
tion of similar vowel sounds, usually close together, to achieve a Par-
ticular effect of euphony (q.o.). There is a kind of drowsy sonority in
the following linesfrom Tennyson's Lotos-Eaters which is assonantal:

The Lotos blooms below the barren peak:
The Lotos blows by every winding creek:
Alt day the wind breathes low with mellower tone
Thro' every hollow cave and alley lone,
Round and round the spicy downs the yellow l'otos-dust

is blown.

In Strange Meeting\Tilfred Owen trrJ" vocalic or half rhyme (q.o.)
to similar effect:

It seemed that out of battle I escaped
Down some profound dull tunnel, long since scooped
Through granites which titanic wars had groined.
Yet also there encumbered sleepers groaned,
Too fast in thought or death to be bestirred.

See also ALLTTERATI9N; coNsoNANcE; EUPH6NY; MEL9P6ETA;

oNoMATOPOETA; PHANOPOEIA; RTTYME; VOVEL RHYME.

asteismus (Gk'clever talk, wit') A contrived turning or rwisting of the
meaning of something said so that it implies something else. Related
to the double entente and pun (qq.".).

asterisk See puwcruerrou.
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astracanada A form of Spanish farce (q.zt.), often broad and bawdy. It
developed c. rgoo and remains popular. Two playwrights were largely
responsible for the creation of. this genre: Pedro Mufioz Seca
(r88r-1936) and Enrique Garcia A$varez (r873-193 r).

asynertete (Gk 'disconnected') Applied to a poem whose divisions
have different rhythms and meters. The creator of this sort of verse
was Archilochus (7th c. rc) who used dactylic, trochaic and iambic
verse. Hence the term Archilochian verse (q.v.).

asyndeton (Gk'unconnected') A rhetorical device where coniunctions,
articles and even pronouns are omitted for the sake of speed and
economy. Puttenham, in The Arte of English Poesie (rl8p), calls ir
'loose language', but it has been particularly popular in modern poerry
(e.g. the work of V. H. Auden, Robert Lowell andJohn Berryman) as
a means of achieving compact expression. Milton often used it, in
Paradise losr especially:

The 6rst sort by their own suggesrion fell
Self-tempted, self-depraved; man falls, deceived
By the other first; man therefore shall find grace,
The other none . . .

See rrrtpsrs.

asyntactic (Gk 'not arranged') Applied to prose or verse which is loose,
ungrammatical in structure and therefore which breaks the normal
conventions governing word order. See syNrnx.

Atellan fables See ranur,e.

atmosphere The mood and feeling, the intangible quality which
appeals to extra-sensory as well as sensory perception, evoked by a
work of art. For instance, the opening scene in Harnlet where the
watch is tense and apprehensive, even'jumpy'.By conrrast, the begin-
ning of Ben Jonson's The Alchemist indicates clearly that the play is
going to be comic to the point of knockabout. An excellent example
in the novel is Hardy's depiction of Egdon Heath in Tbe Return of the
Nathte.

atmosphere of the mind A phrase invented by HenryJames ro denote
what the subjective writer of the novel tries to convey to the reader.
After a time we in a sense 'inhabit' the writer's mind, breathe that air
and are permeated by his vision.

atonic (Gk 'without tone or stress') Generally used to describe the
unaccented syllables of a word; or, in verse, the unstressed syllables of
a word or foot (q.".).
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Atticism A sryle adopted by Greek and Roman orators; distinguished
by its simplicity and directness and by its lack of rhetorical device.

aubade (F 'dawn song') The Provengal and German equivalents are
alba ndTagelied (q.o.) resPectively. The dawn song is found in almost
all the world's early literatures and expresses the regret of parting
lovers at daybreak. The earliest European examples date from the end
of the r2th c. There is a theory that the aabade grew out of the night
watchman's announcement from his tower of the passing of night and
the renewal of day. The exchange between Romeo andJuliet at the end
of their wedding night is a good example. Perhaps the most beautiful
and moving one in English literature occurs in Book III of Chaucer's
Troilns and Ciseyde:

Myn hertes lif, my trist, and my plesaunce,
That I wes born, allas, what me is wo,
That day of us moot make disseveraunce!
For tyme it is to ryse and hennes go,
Or ellis I am lost for evere mo!
O nyght, dlas! why nyltow over us hove,
As longe as whan Almena lay by Jove?

Thus Criseyde begins when she hears the cock croq and the exchange
continues between the lovers for a funher fourteen stanzas. An inter-
esting modern example is lfilliam Empson's Arbade (rg+o). See pne,-

MATIC MONOLOGUE.

audessus de la m0l6e (F 'above the battle') The expression had some
vogue during the First l(rorH lflar (r9r4-r8), as the title of an article
in ihe Journal de Geninte (Sept. r9r4) and also of a pamphlet. This
comprised articles by Romain Rolland $86Gr944), who was- symPl-
thetically inclined to German literanrre and music. Rolland was in
effect making a plea for tolerance and Peace. Flowever, among writers,
only Hermann-Hesse Q877-t962) agreed with Rolland's attitude.
Moit people strongly disapproved. The expression came to stand for
indifference and unacceptable detachment.

audio books The term developed in the r98os for one or more audio
cassettes which contain the taped version of a printed book.
Abridgement of the book is common.

audition color6e See svxe.ssrHEsrA.

Aufklirung A German term for Enlightenm entt (q.v.)-

Auguitan age During the reign of the Emperor Augustus (27 rc-eo
14) many distinguished writers flourished, notably Virgil, Horace,
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author, death of

Ovid and Tibullus. The term has been applied to that period of English
history in which Dryden, Pope, Addison, Swift, Goldsmith, Steele
and, to some extent, Johnson lived and imitated their sryle: that is the
final decades of the rZth c. and the first half of the rSth c. So the phrase
suggests a period of urbane and classical elegance in writing, a time of
harmony, decorum (q.r.) and proportion. Goldsmith contributed an
essay to Tbe Bee on 'the Augustan Age in England', but he confined
it to the reign of Queen Anne (r7oz-r4).In French literature the term
is applied to the age of Corneille, Racine and Molibre. See also
ENLIGHTENMENT; NEOCLASSTCTSM.

Aunt Edna The rypical theatre-goer invented by Terence Rattigan and
called by Kenneth Tynan 'a mythical, middle-class admirer. . . back-
bone of the theatre . . . she follows, never leads, intelligent taste'. An
instance of antonomesia (q.o.).

aureate language A kind of poetic dicdon (q.r.) used by Scottish and
English poets in the r ;th c. It was a rather ornate and ornamental lan-

' 
Buage, often consisting of vernacular coinages from Latin words. It
is particularly noticeable in the poems of Dunbar and Henryson
in Scotland, and Lydgate, Hawes and King James I of Scotland

U3g+-t+1il. James I was detained in England for nineteen years and
there composed The Kingis Quair (written l.44-4) in aureare style.
However, Dunbar was probably its best exponent. These lines by
Dunbar give some indication of the sryle:

Hale, sterne superne, hale in eterne
In Godis sicht to schyne;

Lucerne in derne for to discerne
Be glory and grace devyne:

Hodiern, modern, sempitern,
Angelicall regyne,

Our tern inferne for to dispern,
Helpe, rialest rosyne.

Ave Maria, gracia plena,
Haile, fresche floure femynyne;

Yerne us, guberne, virgin matern,
Of reuth baith rute and ryne.

author, death of ln Tbe Deatb of tbe Autbor, an essay first published
is Mantdia V in 1968, Roland Barthes attacks the common and tradi-
tional view of the author as the ultimate 'explanation' of a work.
Barthes (and post-structuralist theory) contends that the author can
no longer be regarded as the omniscient and all-pervading presence
and influence in a work of literature; indeed, he implies that the reader
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tahes over as the prime source of power in a text. At the end of the

essay Banhes suggests that'the binh of the reader must be at the cost

of the death of the Author'. The author becomes little more than an

hypothesis, a'person'projected by the critic from the text, and a con-

venient catch-all for the critic, whereas the reader is at liberry to see

the plurality of the text.
Barthes explains the idea of 'the death of the author'via a specific

French literary tradition - that of Mallarme and Yel6ry. Mallarm6's

poetics consists in suppressing the author in the interests of writing.

ln a memorable phrase, he wrote of the poet's role being to 'cede the

initiative to words'. Barthes also refers to the'modern scriptor', imply-

ing a comparison berween'classic realist' and'modern/post-modern'
fiction. Itihould be remembered that his essay (1968) is close to SlZ

$gZo) and the essay From Worh to Text (r97r), which are, inter alia,

critiques of bourgeois ideology.
Riaders have become conditioned by the idea and'construct' of an

Author - be the author dead or alive. Barthes is at pains to dismande

this idea; and deconstructive practice' for example, has shown anyway

that authors are extremely unreliable; they often do not know what

they are doing; and there is a big discrepancy between intention and

result. Authorial authority is highly questionable.
A key passage in Barthes's essay is:

the image of literature one can find in contemporery culture is

ryrannicdly centred around the author, his person, his history his

tastes, his passions; criticism still consists for the most Part in saying

that Baudllaire's @aore is the failure of Baudelaire the man, that

Van Gogh's euvre is his madness, and Tchaikovskyt his vice: the

explanation of the @uore is always sought on the side of the man

w[o has produced it as if, through the more or less transParent alle-

goryr of the fiction, it was always in the end the voice of one Person
alone, the author, who was giving us his confidences.

Foucault's essay Wbat is an Autbor? (t96) should also be noted.

Foucault historicizes the notion of authorship in a sceptical way and

envisages anonymous texts at the end. But this is distinct from

Banhes's point of view.
Finally, it should be said that, arguably, the 'death of the author'

was initiated in Anglo-American literary criticism by the New Critics
(see rvrv cnrrrcrsu), who, like deconstructionists, advocated the

primacy of the tert (though with totally different results). Barthes has

irgued that the New Critics have consolidated the position of the

author. See PrcoNsrRUcTroN.
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autobiographical novel M*y novels are in part autobiographical.
Some are more obviously so than others. Fairly well-known repre-
sentative examples are: Goethe's Die Leiden des j*ngen Werthers

UZZ+), E.J. Trelawny's Tbe Adaentures of a Yoanger Son (r83r),
Thomas Aldrich's Tbe Story of a Bad Boy (r87o),somerset Maugham's
Of Hunun Bond.age (r9rt), Gertrude Stein's The Autobingriphy of
Alice B. Tohks (rgli, Henry Millert Tropir of Cancer (1934) and
Maureen Duffyt That's Hout ItWas Q96z).The most famous instance
in English literature is probably Joyceb A Portrait of tbe Artist as a
Young Man (rgft), which developed f.rom Stephen Hero begun by

Joyce c. rgo4 (publ. ry44\. See LrEMorR-NovEL; NovEL; \rERTHERrsM.

autobiography An account of. e person's life by him- or herself. The
term appears to have been first used by Southey in r8o9. In Dr

Johnson's opinion no man was better qualified to write his life than
himself, but this is debatable. Memory may be unreliable. Few can
recall clear details of their early life and most are therefore depend-
ent on other people's impressions, of necessiry equally unreliable.
Moreover, everyone tends to femember what he or she wants to
remember. Disagreeable facts are sometimes glossed over or repressed,
truth may be distorted for the sake of convenience or harmony and
the occlusions of time may obscure as much as they reveal.

An autobiography may be largely fictional. Rousseau's Confessions
(published posthumously in r78r and r7S8) are a case in point. They
are unreliable as literal truth; they have a different lfterary value.

From Classical times little in the way of autobiography survives,
and it is likely that linle was written. Then history and autobiography
were almost the same thing - as we can see from the Histories of.
Herodotus, Xenophon's Anabasr and Caesar's Comrnentanes. Tacitus
repofts that Rutilius Rufus and Emilius Scaurus both wrote autobio-
graphies, but they are not extant. The nearest we get to the modern
conception of autobiography at this period is the Meditations of.
Marcus Aurelius, and these are of the znd c. AD.

The first autobiography of any note was St Augustine's Confessions
of the 4th c.: an intensely personal accounr of spirirual experience and
an extraordinery instance of deep psychological self-analysis of a kind
that has become commonplace only in modern times.

In his Ecclesiastial History, Bede (c. 5Zl-n) gave a brief accounr
of his own life. Thereafter, there is little of note until the r yth c. whefi
we find an unusual kind of spiritual autobiography in the shape of
The Boole of Margery Kempe (c. t4zo) by the mystic Margery Kempe
(c. rj73-c. r$il. It was not until the r6th c. that autobiographies
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started to become common. The sculptor Benvenuto Cellini (r 5oo-7r)
was the author of one of the most vivid autobiographies ever written.
Another important instance was the De Vita Propria Liber by Cardan

$pr-76), "n 
e*tt.mely personal account. A curiosiry of that period

is Thomas Vhythorne's account of his life, which, despite its title of
A Book of Songs and Sonetts, is autobiographical. This work was dis-
covered in rgyt and published in ry6r. Much more remarkable is the
autobiography of John Gerard, SJ, an account of his life as a hunted
priest in England. He began it c. t6o9, but it was not translated from
ihe Latin and published until rytr. In r58o the first Essais by
Montaigne appeared - thoughtful and analytical excursions into his
oortr relf. It ieems that the cult of anthropocentric humanism during
the Renaissance period encouraged people to explore and analyse
themselves in greater detail. The analysis of character and personality
in plays, essays and character sketches became frequent. Increasing
subjectivity was almost bound to produce autobiography.

From early in the rnh c. it became more and more the practice to
keep a diary or a journal (q.o.),and to compile memoirs; and soon the
mofe or less 'straight' autobiographical narrative became common-
place. Notable instances were: Thomas Bodley's brief account of his
own life published in 647;Margaret CavendishtsTrue Rehtion of My
Birth, Bieeding and Life $6fi);John Bunyan's Grace Aboanding to
tbe Cbief of Sinners G 666) and Richard Baxter's RelQuiae B axterianae

$696).During the same period Evelyn and Pepys x/ere comPiling their
famous diaries. Sir Thomas Brown€'s Religio Medici (:,642) was a
highly self-revealing form of autobiography.

So*. autobiographies written in the rTth c. were not published
until much later for political reasons. Three such distinguished exam-
ples were Lord Herbert of Cherbury's account of his life up until r524,
which was eventually printed by Horace WalpoJe in ry64, Sir Kenelm
Digby's Pioate Memoirs,which were not published until fl27-8, and
Clarendon's Life of Chrendoa, which came out in rytg-

At the end of the rVhc. George Fox published his/ournal (t6g+),
a fascinating document. It set something of a vogue for rSth and rgth
c. Quakers like Ellwood,Ifoolman, Pearson and Shilleto.John \[rcsley
and fellow 

'Wesleyans, 
too, wrote similar kinds of 'confessional'

biographies.'Wesley's Journalcame out in ry7r4.Later Silas Todd and
Sflilliam Black published their lives.

Several other such works of great merit appeared during the r8th c.
For example, Colley Cibber's Apology for the Lrft of Colluy Cibber
(t74o), bilieved to be the first 'theatrical' autobiography; David
Hume's My Oan Lrft GZZ); and Edward Gibbon's Memoirs (tZg6)z
which were put together by Lord Sheffield. AP"n from these and
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Boswell's copiousrloannals, the two most famous personal accounts of
the rSth c. were Benjamin Franklin's Aatobiography Q766) and
Rousseau's Confessions (r78r and 1788), the latter being one of the
most influential books ever written.

During the r8th c. we 6nd there is some connection berween auto-
biography and the then relatively new form of the novel. For example,
Defoe's Robinson Crusoe (tltil and Sterne's Sentirtental toumey
ft768) are taken to be a kind of autobiographical fiction, or fictional-
ized autobiography. A good deal of fiction since has been fairly thinly
disguised autobiography; and there has been an enorrnous quantiry of
it in the last fifty years or so, owing in considerable measure, to the
development of the stream of consciousness (q.zr.) technique. Very
occasionally, too, the long poem has been used for autobiography. The
classic instance is'Wordswofth's The Prelude completed in r8oy, and
published posthumously in r8;o.

From early in the rgth c. autobiography of almost every kind
(factual, detached narrativel self-communing narrative;'progress of
the soul' narrative) has proliferated. Some of the most norable works
are: Goethe's Die Wahloerutandtschaften (r8o9); Leigh Flunr's
Autobiograpby (r8yo); Benjamin Haydon's Autobiograpby and
loumals (rSll); George Sand's Histaire de ma oie Q8l+-l); Sergei
Aksakov's A Family Cbronicle (r8y5), Recollections $856) end Tbe
Cbildhood Years of Bagroo Grandson (r81S); Cardinal Newman's
Apologia Pro Vita Saa (t864); Alfred de Vigny's Journal d'un poite
QS6); John Stuart Mill's Autobiograpby (tSZf ); Carlyle's
Reminiscences (r88r); Mark Twain's Life on the Mississippi $8\);
Trollope's Aatobiograpby (t8\); Renan's Soaaenirs d'enfance et de
jeanesse (r883); Ruskin's Praeteita (r336); Darwin's Life and Letters
of Charle s Danpin ( r 8 87); George Moore's Confession of a Yoang M an
(r888), and'in his later trilogy Hail and Farewell (r9r r-r4); Stendhal's
Joarnal (1888), covering the years rSor-r8, and his Vie de Henri
Brfr.krd (r89o) and Souoenirs d'Agotisme (1892), which covers rhe
period tSzz-3o; Herbert Spencert Autobiograpby (t9o$; Oscar
\Ufilde's De Profundis Qgo);A. R. \(allace's My Lrf, (rgot); Edmund
Gosse's Father and Son Ogo); \f. H. Davies's The Autobiography d
a Saper-Tramp (t9o8); Gorki's Childhood bgtt), which he was later
to follow with Among People (tgtl) and My (Jnioersities (rgz).

The First \Uflorld Sfar produced a number of very fine autobio-
graphical records: T. E. Lawrence's Seven Pilkrs of Wisdom $926);
Robert Graves's Good-Bye to All That QgzT); Edmund Blunden's
Undertones of War (1928); and Siegfried Sassoon's Memoirs of an
Infantry Officer (rglo). Sassoon also gave vs The Memoirs of a
Fox-Hunting Man $928); Sberston's Progress Qye36); The Old
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Century (rff S); The Weald of Youth Gg+z); nd Siedricd's Jowney
(tp+l) .

Other notable examples after the First Wodd Var have been:
Barbellion's Journal of a Disappointed Man (rgr9); Forrest Reidt
Aposute Q9z6); Vera Brittain's Testament of Yonth (tglf); Edith
![harton's A Backuard Ghnce (tpf+); H. G. lVells's ExVeiment in
Autobiograpby (rgl4; J. M. Barrie's Tbe Greenanood Hat $gl:);
Frank Swinnerton's An Autobbgrapby (tglil; Havelock Ellis's zt/y
Life (t9aQ; e. I.. Rowse's A Cornish Childhood (rg+z); George
Bernard Shaw's Sixteen Self-Sketcbes Q948); Sir Harold Actont
Memoirs of an Aesthete (r949),which he followed with More Memoirs
(tgZo); James Agate's autobiographicd diary in nine volumes titled
Ego $y1-48); and Sir Osben Sihrell's Left Hand! Rigbt Hand!
(rb++-lo), the first and title volume of a five-volume account of his
life. This is one of the longest autobiographies ever written. Two
copious collections of autobiographical iournds stretch over the inter-
war period and indeed began befirre the First Iflorld 

'Var. 
They are

Arnold Bennett's Jonrnals, which he began in 1896 and eventually
published in ry32-3, and Andr€ Gide's toarnals, which he kept over
much of his life - the r881-1939 period being published in 1939, the

ryr9-.42 period in ry46, and the r94za period in r95o.
From c. rgta autobiography started m proliferate on a huge scale

and here it is possible to mention only a few of the marly worth
reading: Roy Campbell's Light on a Darh Horse (rglr); Stephen
Spender's World Witbin World ( r g l t ); Conrad Aiken's U shant $g f z);
Carl Sandburg's Always the Yoang Strangers (tfll); Brendan Behan's
BoTsuI Boy Q958); Primo Levi's Se qresto i un romo (rglS), which
he-was to follow with tc tregua (rf6lh $imone de Beeuvoir's
Mdmoires d'une"jeane flle rangde Ug$) and her later La Farce de l'&ge

Gg6r) - she published four volumes of autobiography altogether;
Gerald Brenan's A Ltf, of One's Ostn $g5z), which he was to follow
with Personal Record OgZ$; P.J. Kavanagh's The Perfea Stranger

Og6i; Sir Herbert Read's Tbe Contrary Experience $gfi); Elmer
Rice's Minority Report (tg6); Andr6 Malraux's Antimimoires Qg67)
- a remarkable work and very different in method from most auto-
biographies; V. S. Prirchett's The Cab at the Door: Eorly Years $968),
which he was to follow with Midnight OiJ (tglt); Storm Jameson's
Journey from tbe Nortb (tg6il; Vernon Scannell's The Tiger and the
Rose (r97r); Graham Greene's A Sort of Ltfe GgTr), which he was;o
follow wirh Ways of Escape (r98o); Naomi Mitchison's Srnall Tal'h
(rgZi, All Change Here (tgl) and You May Well Ash (tg7); Peter

Quennell's The Marble Foot (r97); Edward Lucie-Smith's Tbe Bumt
Child (tglil; John Monimer's Clinging to the Wrechage (1982); Sir
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Geoffrey Keynes's Tbe Gates of Memory (rg8f); Peter Levi's The
Flutes of Autumn (rpSf); V. S. Naipaul's Finding tbe Centre $984).

There was also an extensive work by Leonard \(oolf in the shape
of a five-volume life: Soaing $96o), Grouting (196r), Beginning Again
(rg6+), Doanhill All the Way j96fl and Tbe Joumey not the Ariaal
Matters (rg6g); the third volume gives an interesting account of the
Bloomsbury Group (q.t.).There is also Sir Compton Mackenzie's
marathon My Lrft and Times (t9$-7r), in ten octaves; a work which
could have been cut heavily to its advantage.

To these might be added six highly individual and readable books
of an autobiographical nature: namely, \f. H. Fludson's Far Away and
Long Ago (r9r8); \finston Churchill's My Early Life (tglo);
Christopher Isherwood's Lions and Shadows Qy8); Denton'Welch's
Maiden Voyage (rg+); Flora Thompson's Lark Rise to Candlefmd
Gg+il and Still Glides tbe Stream (tg+8); Richard Church's Ozter tlte
Bridge (rg+l), to which The Golden So,uereign $g1il was a less suc-
cessful sequel; and John Lehmann's autobiographical trilogy: Tbe
Whispering Gallery (rg1); I am My Brother g96o); Tbe Arnple
Proposition $966).

Since the Second Vorld lU[ar almost anyone who has achieved dis-
tinction in life - and many who have not - has written an account of
his life; especially politicians, statesmen and high-ranking memhers of
the services. See also LITERATURE; SUBJECTIVITY AND

oBJECTMTY.

autoclesis (Gk'self-invitation') A rhetorical device by which an idea is
introduced in negative terms in order to call attention to it and arouse
curiosity. A classic example is Mark Antony's use of the will intulius
Caesar (III, ii) in order to rouse the mob's interest.

automatic writing \Triting which is attempted without conscious
control. It is more likely to be possible in states of hypnosis or under
the influence of drugs.'S0hen dadaism and surealism(qq.o.)were fash-
ionable, the disciples of the creeds 'went in for'automatic writing. It
produced the equivalent of a 'happening' (q.n.). Nothing of any impor-
tance survives.

autorhyme See RHYME.

autos sacramentales An allegorical and didactic genre of Spanish reli-
gious drama intended to expound the doctrines of the Church. The
allegories were taken from biblical, Classical and historical themes.
The plays were put on by the civic authorities and staged with pomp.
Calder6n (r6oe8r), the most famous of the playwrights who com-
posed them, is credited with over eighry. Aatos were performed until
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ry65, when they were banned by Charles III. See a/so er,rncont;
MYSTERY PLAY.

autotelic (Gk'self-compledng') A iargon term employed in the New

Criticism (q.o.) to denote that a poem, for instance, has no other end

or purpose but to &e; therefore it has no didactic, moral or any other

additional purpose. The origins of the idea are found in the work of

the rSth c. Swiss critics J.J. Bodmer and Breitinger. It helped to

promote the doctrine of art for art's sake (4.2.) and also seems to have

influenced those involved in the aoa.nt-garde (q.2,.) cveacionismo (q.tt.)

movement which developed c. r9t6 in the Spanish-speaking world and

in France. The main theorist was Vicente Huidobro (r893-1948), the

Chilean poet, who had some influence on the development of concrete

poetry Q.o.).In France, Pierre Reverdy, a friend of Huidobro, was the

main theorist.

auxesis SeeeuprrFrcATroN.

avant-garde An important and much used term in the history of art

and literature. It clearly has a military origin ('advance guard') and, as

applied to art and literature, denotes exploration, pathfinding, inno-

t"tiott and inventionl something ne% sornethiirg advanced (ahead of

its time) and revoludonary.
In r84;, Gabriel-D6sir6 Laverdant published a work called De k

mission de l'art et da r6le des artistes.In it he wrote:

Art, the expression of society, manifests, in its highest soaring, the

most advanced social tendencies: it is the forenrnner and the re-

vealer. Therefore, to know whether art wonhily fulfils its proper

mission as initiator, whether the artist is truly of the avant-garde,

one must know where Humaniry is going, what the destiny of the

human race is. . .

In 1878 Bakunin founded and published for a short time a period-

ical devoted to political agitation called L'Aoant-garde. Even at this

period it is rare to find the term applied to art and literature alone.

Baudelaire treats it with scorn. In his personal notebook" Mon ceur

mis i na,he refers to'les litt6rateurs d'av*rt-garde', and elsewhere he

speaks of 'la presse militante' and 'la litt6rature militante'. He is refer-

ring to radical writers, to writers of the political Left.
During the last quarter of the rgth c. the term and concept aPPear

in both culrural and political contexts. Gradually the cultural-artistic
meaning displaced the socio-political meaning. For a long time it has

been commonplace to refer todettnt-garde artor literature. Nowadays

we are accustomed to thinlt of the symbolist poets Verlaine, Rimbaud



awdl

and Mallarm6 as the first members of the aaant-gard,e; likewise the
playwrights of the Theatre of the Absurd (q.o,) and novelists like Alain
Robbe-Grillet, Michel Butor, Nathalie Sarraute. See aNrr-NovEL;
NOtryEAU ROMAN; NOUVELLE VAGUE.

aversio .SeeepostRoPHE.

awdl Originally this \felsh term was a vbriant oI od,l and came to
acquire several meanings in succession: a stave (,q.r.t.) bearing the
rhyme, a series of monorhymes, a poem in monorhyme (q.a.), a poem
in particular audl meters, and then a poem of some length in
cynghanedd (q.".) and in one of the strict merers (q.".).In \flales an
awdl is regarded as the summit of bardic achievement. See BARD;
EISTEDDFOD.
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bacchius A metrical foot consisting of one unstressed syllable followed

by rwo stressed ones: ut / /. The name may derive from the use of the

foot in Greek drinking songs and verses devoted to the god Bacchus.

Rare in English versq not many three-syllable words take such quan-

tities. .See peuuaeccgrus.

back-formation The formation of whaitanears to be a root-word from

a word which might be (but is not) a derivative of it. For example:

bargle from burghr edit from editor. See e,pocopr.

back slang A simple form of cryptic slang which consists merely of

reversing words and saying them backwards. Thus,'There aren't any

apples for sale today'becomes 
'Ereth tonera yna selppa rof elas yadol'.

Cockneys are believed to be the originators of it and it can still be

heard occasionally in London markets. It enables stall-holders to

communicate with one another without bystanders or customers

understanding. See ARGor; PATorq sLANG.

Baconian theory The theory that Francis Bacon (ry6t-r625) wrote the

plays ascribed to Shakespeare. This hypothesis began to achieve some

vogue in the middle of the rgth c. but is not now taken seriously.
In rgzo the unfornrnately named T. J. Looney identified Edward de

Vere, rTth Earl of Oxford (r 5;o-16o4), as the author of Shakespeare's
plays. Since then the so-called'Oxfordians' have tried to Promote the

claim.

bailes (Sp 'dances') A term used in Golden Age (q.rt.) literature to

denote compositions for music, song and dance, usually performed

between the second and third acts of three-act comedias. A notable

example is Las flores by Alonso de Olmedo, used as an interlude (q.tt.)

in Calder6n's Hado y diaisa (r68o). Bailes were comPosed by many

euthors.

Bakhtinian See cenrtrvAllzATroN/cannrverEsQur; HETERocLossIA.
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balada A dance song of Provengal origin. It was not a fixed form but
it had a refrain (q.".) that was often repeated.

ballad Like balkde (q.o.) and balleg the word derives from the late
Latin and Italian balkre'to dance'. Fundamentally a ballad is a song
that tells a story and originally was a musical accompaniment to a
dance. V'e can distinguish certain basic characteristics common to large
numbers of ballads: (a) the beginning is often abrupt; (b) the language
is simple; (c) the story is told through dialogue and action; (d) the
theme is often tragic (though there are a number of comic ballads); (e)
there is often a refrain (q.zr.).To these features we may add: a ballad
usually deals with a single episode; the events leading to the crisis are
related swiftly; there is minimal detail of surroundings; rhere is a
strong dramatic element; there is considerable intensity and immedia-
cy in the narration; the narrator is impersonal; stock, well-tried epi-
thets are used in the oral tradition (q.r.) of kennings and Homeric
epithets (qq.o.); there is frequently incremental repetition (4.2.); the
single line of acdon and the speed of the story preclude much atrempt
at delineation of characteq imagery is sparse and simple.

'We 
may distinguish further between two basic kinds of ballad: the

folk or traditional ballad and the lfterary ballad. The former is anony-
mous and is transmitted from singer to singer by word of mouth. It
thus belongs to oral tradition (q.o.).In this manner ballads have been
passed down from generation to generation over centuries. Inevitably,
this has led to many variations of one particular story. The folk ballad
has tended to flourish among illiterate or semi-literate peoples in rural
environments, and is still a living tradition in nonhern Greece, in parts
of the Central Balkans (e.g. Bosnia-Hercegovina, Montenegro and
Serbia) and in Sicily. Faroese and Icelandic ballad-makers continue to
add to the corpus of traditional ballads. The latter kind of ballad is not
anonymous and is written down by a poet as he composes it. These
considerations apart, ballads of both traditions have distinct similari-
ties. Here are rwo examples: firstly a traditional oral ballad; secondly
aliterary ballad by a modern poet, Charles Causley.

The Tan Corbies

As I was walking all alone,
I heard twa corbies making a mane;

The tane unto the t'other say,
'\flhere sall we gang and dine to-day?'

'In behint yon auld fail dyke,
I'wot there lies a new-slain knight;
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And naebody kens that he lies there,
But his hawk, his hound and his lady fair.

His hound is to the hunting Bil€,
His hawk, to fetch the wild-fowl hame,

His ladyt h'en another mate,
So we may mak our dinner sweet.

Ye'll sit on his white hause-bane,
And I'll pike out his bonny blue een.

I(/'i'ae lock o'his gowden hair,
'We'll 

theek our nest when it grows bare.
'Mony a one for him makes mane,

But nane sall ken whare he is gane;
O'er his white banes, when they are bare,

wind sall blaw for evermair.'

Mothq, Get Up, Unbar the Door

Mother, get up, unbar the door,
Throw wide the window-pane,
I see a man stand all covered in sand
Outside in Vicarage Lane.

His body is shot with seventy stars,
His face is es cold as Cain,
His coat is a crust of desert dust
And he comes from Alamein.

He has not felt the flaking frosq
He has not felt the rain,
And not one blow of the burning snow
Since the night that he was slain.

O mother, in your husband's arms
Too long now you have lain,
Rise up, my dear, your true-love's here
Upon the peaceful plain.

Though, mother, on your broken brow
Forty long years are lain,
The soldier they slew at twenty-rwo
Never a one does gain.

I will unlock the fine front door
And snap the silver chain,
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And meek as milk in my skin of silk
I'll ease him of his pain.

My breast has been for years eighteen
As white as Charles's wain,
But now I'm had by a soldier lad
'Whistling Lili Marlene.

Farewell to Jack, farewell to Jim,
And farewell Mary Jane,
Farewell the good green sisterhood
Knitting at purl and plain.

Go wash the water from your eye,
The bullet from your brain.
I'm drowned as a dove in the runnel of love
And I'll neoer come bome again.

Many historians and critics distinguish a third kind of ballad - the
popular. This has much in common with the traditional or folk ballad.
However, it tends to be associated with semi-literate or literate urban
rather than rural communities, and is often very realistic, unheroic and
comic or satirical (e.g. The Darkston Dogfight,Wed.nesbury Cocking).
Occasionally it may be tragic: for example,Tbe Gresford Disaster and
The Sonoafnl Lamentation, Confession and Last Fareutell to the
World of John Lomas.It is sometimes called the broadside ballad (see
below) or street ballad and, like the traditional ballad, has influenced
many poets (e.g. Pope, Byron, r$(/ordsworth, Blake, Coleridge, Shelley
and Oscar \flilde).

Ballad is a poetic form of great antiquity. Apart from those ballads
which we may presume vrere the mSin materials for Homer's epics,
the main ballad tradition in Europe begins to be evident in the late
Middle Ages: in Denmark in the r2th c., in Russia in the r3th, in Spain,
Scotland and England in the r4th. By the end of the r4th c. the ballad
tradition was already well established in Scandinavia and in South Slav
countries.

The ballad poet drew his materials from community life, from local
and national history from legend and folklore. His tales are usually of
adventure, war, love, death and the supernatural. A very notable cycle
combining all these themes and elements is the group of epic ballads
or narodne pesme (q.".) qrhich grew up in Serbia as a result of the Battle
of Kosovo in 1389. In the British Isles the border conflicts between
English and Scots produced many splendid ballads. Further important
sources of balladry in England were the stories and legends of Robin
Hood.
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Among traditional ballads on various themes one should mention
particularly The EIfin Knigbt; The Tuta Sisters; Lord Randal; Tbe
Cruel Mother; Tbe Three Raoens; Clerh Coltti\ Young Beichan; The
Wtft 

"f 
lJsher's Well; Tbe BaW's Daaghter of Islington; The Gypty

Laddie; lames Haris; The Demon Lorten and Get up and Bar the
Door.

Of the Robin Hood and Border Ballads the following are among
the better known: Robin Hood and the Monk; Robin Hood,'s Deatb;
Cbevy Chase; Johnnie Annstrongi Johnnie Coch; and Capuin Car.

In the rSth c. the ballad tradition was particularly alive in Scotland,
from which period survive Edward; Sir Patrich Spens;Thomas Rymer;
Tam Lin; Geordic end Marie Hamilton.

There are also a number of famgus broadside (q.o.) ballads, some
of which are anonymous and some of which are ascribed to authors.
For instan ce: A Balhde of the Scottyshe Kynge ( t I I l) by John Skelton;
The Journey into France; A Balkde Upon a Wedding by Sir John
Suclrling; On the Lord Mayor and Conrt of Aldcrman Q67$ by
Andrew Marvell; Cleoer Tom Clincb going to be hanged i7z6) by
Swift; Neugate's Garhnd, (tZril byJohn Gay; Tbe Fine Old English
Gentleman (r8ar) by Charles Dickens; Wednesbnry Cockingi Miss
Baihy's Ghost; and Danny Deeoer by Rudyard Kipling.

There are also many 6ne Irish traditional bdlads, particularlyz Brian
O'Linni Danhain Green; Brennan on the Moon Tbe Rocky Road to
Dablin;The Night before Lorry atas Stretcbed; Ittrrs M&ratb;Tbe Old
Orange Flutq; Kevin Booy; The Balhd of Persse O'Reilly, and Van
Diemen's Land.

Among Australian and American ballads the following are more or
less famous: The Wild Colonial Boy; Tbe Death of Morgan; Stir the
Walkby Stea4 Barbara Allen; Tlte Jam on Jerqls Roch; The Dying
Cowboy; Bloat tbe Candle Ont

Among ballads in the literary tradition there are several distin-
guished works, especially Coleridge's Rime of the Ancient Mariner;
Keats's La Belle Dame Sans Merci; \flilde's The Balkd of Reading
Gaol; \f. S. Gilbert's Bab Balkds; Chesterton's Balkd of tbe White
Horse; Kipling's Banack-Room Balkds; and Masefield's Sah-water
Balkds.To these should be added works which are in the ballad style.
For instance, Scott's Loy of the Last Minstrel aind Locbinoar;
Macaulay's Lays of Ancient Rome; and a number of works by Alfred
Noyes (especially The Higbanyman). Robert Senrice also wrote many
poems which owe much to the traditional ballad - particularly The
Sbooting of Dan MacGrean. More recently the tradition of balladry has
been sustained with many good poems by Charles Causley. Vernon
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'!flatkins's 
long narrative peom The Balhd of the Mari Lw:yd also

shows how alive and flexible this form still is.
Since early in the rSth c. there have been several important collec-

tions of ballad literature, namely: Allan Ramsay's Tbe Teauble
Miscelkny (3 vols, ry2412); Percy's RelQues of Ancient English
Poetry $16); J. Ritson's Pieces of Ancient Popukr Poetry GZgr);
\(alter Scott's Minstrelsy of the Scottish Border (3 vols, r8oz-3); F.J.
Child's Tbe Englisb and Scottish Popuhr Balkds (8 vols, fit7-9,
r88z-98); B. H. Bronson's The Traditional Tunes of the Child Ballads
(3 vols, rySN6);A. Clark's The Shirbum Balhds (tgoil;Cecil Sharp's
Folk Songs of England (y vols, r9o8-rz); A. Quiller-Couch's Zle
Oxford Booh of Balhds (r9ro); The Faber Booh of Balkds (rg6).
See also BALLAD METER; BALLAD opERA; FoLKsoNG; LAy; NARRATTvE

VERSE.

ballade An OF verse form, panicularly popular during the r4th and
r ;th c. The commonest type consists of three eight-line stanzas
rhyming ababbcbc, with a four-line enztoi (q.2,.) rhyming bcbc. The last
line of the first stanza serves as the refrain (q.".) repeated in the last
line of each stanza and of the enztoi.Its rhyming complexity makes the
ballade a difficult form.

The balkde was standardized in the r4th c. by French poets like
Guillaume de Machaut and Eustache Deschamps, and perfected in
the next century principally by Villon (especially in, for instance,
Balhd,e des pendus and Balkde des dames du temps jadis).By the rTth
c. there was little regard for the form; it was mocked by MoliEre and
Boileau.

Medieval English poets (especially Chaucer and Gower) occasion-
ally imitated it but it never became popular. It was nor until the rgth
c. that English poets - notably Dobson, Lang \$f. E. Henley and
Swinburne - revived it with mixed success. Since then the few who
have attempted it include Chesterton, Belloc and Sir John Squire. See
also wstt-en; BALLAD METER; cHANT RoyAL; TERN.

ballad meter Traditionally a four-line stanza or quatrain (q.zt.) con-
' 

taining alternating four-stress and three-stress lines. The rhyme
scheme is usually abcb; sometimes abab. A refrain (q.v.) is common.
Here is the opening stanza of Earl Brand:

Rise up, rise up, my seven brave sons,
And dress in your arnour so brighq

Earl Douglas will hae Lady Margaret awa
Before that it be light.
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ballad opera It may be considered an early form of musical (q.0.)- k
combines dialogue in dramatic prose (which is spoken rather than
'sung' or chanted in any way) with music and songs, usually set to tra-
ditional and contempor^ry melodies. It was virnrally invented byJohn
Gay when he compos ed The Beggar's Opera Q7z8\, a pla,y with music
and songs interpolated (the music was arranted byJ. C. Pepusch). This
has remained a regular favourite with amateur and professional theatre
companies (cf. Atan Ayckbourn's Chorns of Disapprooal, ry87). There
were many imitations of Gay's work in the rSth c. and ballad oPera
was very popular for some twengy years. Gay wrote a sequel, Polly,
to Tbe Beggar's Opera, and this was evennrally produced in ry77.
Other r8th c. works of note which $e very like ballad oPera were
Arne and Bickerstaffe's Thomas and Sally $76o) and, Loue in a Vilhge

$762). Sheridan also made a contribution to this form with The
Duenna (tlZ). In the 2oth c. Bertolt Brecht experimented with
the form and produced one outstanding example in the shepe,of The
Thwepenny Opera (1928), a reworking of Gay's theme and story.
Thereafter the main practitioner was Ewan MacColl (r9r1-89), who
wrote several. His iohnny Noble (tg+) was Particularly fine. See
BALLAD; OPERA.

barbarism An impropriery of langUage. The term includes a mistake in

the form of a word and the unwarrantd use of foreign words.

barcarole (It barur 'boat') A poem or song whose subject maner is in

some way connected with boats or water; also one whose aural effects

can suggest the movement of water. Dates from the Middle Ages.

bard (Welstr" bardd;Irish, bard) Among the ancient Celts a bard was a

sort of official poet whose task it was to celebrate national events -

particularly heroic actions and victories. The bardic Poets of Gaul and

Britain were a distinct social class with special privileges. The 'caste'

continued to exist in lreland and Scotland, but nowadays are more or

less confined to Iflales, where the poetry contests and festivals, known

as the Eisteddfodau, were revived in rSzz (after a lapse since

Elizabethanlimes). In modern Velsh a bardd is a poet who has taken

part in an Eisteddfod (q.a.). In more common parlance the term

may be half seriously applied to a distinguished Poet - especially

Shakespeare.

bardolatry Excessive praise and veneration of Shakespeare, rnost com-

monly associated with the development of the cult of Shakespeare in

the mid-eighteenth cenflrry particulady with David Garick's ry69
Shakespeare jubilee at Stradord. Hence,'bardoloter' (by analogy with
'idolator'), anyone who idolizes the Bard.
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baroque The term probably derives from the word baroco, often used
in the late Middle Ages to describe any form of grotesque pedantry.
It is a term more commonly used of the visual arts (and music) than
literature, but it may be used judiciously to describe a particularly
ornate or sumpnrous style. It can be applied, for example, to the
prose of Sir Thomas Browne and to the more extravagant conceits
(q.tt.) of Crashaw and Cleveland, all writers who flourished in the
Baroque period. See rupHursM; coNGoRrsM; MANNERTSM; MARTNTSM;
SECENTISMO.

baruelletta (It'joke, funny story') An Italian verse form. Originally it
was a mixture of disconnected and nonsensical matter presented in
variable meters and rhymes. It the r4th c. it denoted epigram and
didactic verse. Later it was used by love poets but seems to have
remained avery flexible form with which 

" 
poet might do much as he

pleased. See also NoNsENsE.

basic English A language devised by Ogden and Richards and pre-
sented in r93o. Its carefully selected vocabulary consisted of only 83o
words - of which 5oo were nouns, and rto were adjectives. The
remainder were what they called 'operators': that is, verbs, adverbs,
prepositions and conjunctions. Though the range of expression was
limited it was serviceable

batch An early English word for a stanza (q.a.). See also Frr; srAvr.

bathos (Gk'depth') In a mock critical ffeatise called Pei Batboas, or,
Of the Art of Sinking in Poetry $728), Pope assures the reader that he
will'lead them as it were by the hand. . . the gentle downhill way ro
Bathos; the bottom, the end, the central poinq the non plus ultra, of
true Modern Poesy!'

Bathos is achieved when a writer, striving at the sublime, over-
reaches himself and topples into the absurd. Pope illustrates bathos
himself with the lines:

Ye Gods! annihilate but Space and Time"
And make tqro lovers h.ppy.

There is a fine collection of the bathetic in The Stuffed O,wl (r93o,
rev. edn 1948), an antholoy ofbad verse selected by {iyndham Liwis
and C. Lee. See ANTrcLrMArK.

battle of the books .See nNcrpNTs AND MoDERNs.

beast epic An allegorical tale, often, but by no rneans always, long, in
which animals are characters and in which the sryle is pseudo-epic.
The rst c. collection of Latin fables made by Phaedrus was, after
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Aesop, the source and inspiration of ^ very large number of fables in
European literature. The prototypal beast epic is almost ceftainly
Ronan de Renart, composed late in the rz,th c. by Piere de Saint-
Cloud. The first episode is the Chanticleer story later used by Chaucer
in the Nun's Piest\ Tale (c. 1119). Spenser continued the tradition in
Mother Hnbbard's Tale (t y9o). Goethe used it in his Reinehe Frchs

$Zgd.The intention of this form was often satirical, like many fables.
Orwellt Animal Farm Gg+) is in the same tradition. See abo r.trl-
GORY; BESTTARY; EPIC; FABLE; MOCK-EPIC.

beat Metricd emphasis in poetry sometimes used as a synonym for
stress (q.o.). See also AccENT; METER.

Beat generation The term 'beat', in this restricted sense, is generally
believed to have been devised byJack Kerouac (t9zz49).It bears con-
notations of down-beai off-beat, down-and-out, drop-out and beati-
rude, and denotes a group of American writers (especially poets) who
became prominent in the rgtos. Th.y are particularly associated with
San Francisco, USA, and their generally accepted father-figures were
Kenneth Rexroth, Henry Miller and l?illiam Burroughs. The Beat
writers (and many of the'Beat generation') developed their own slang
and a highly idiosyncratic style. Their convictions and attitudes were
unconventional, provocative, anti-intellecnrd, anti-hierarchical and
anti-middle-class (the'squares'). They were infl uenced by iazz, by Zen
Buddhism and by American Indian and Mexican Peyote cults, and
their Bohemian life-style was popularly associated with drugs, 'free'

sex, drink and permissive living in general. It was in some resPects
anarchic and provohed considerable hostiliry. Allen Ginsberg's Houtl
and Otber Poems (rfl6) represents as well as anything the disillu-
sionment of the bcat movement with modern sociery its materialism
and militarism and its outmoded, sruffed-shirg middle-class vdues and
mores. Ginsberg's Kaddisb (196o), an elegy for his mother, and Reality
Sandaicbes (r^967)- were other important publications. So were
Lawrence Ferlinghetti's Pictures of the Gone World Gglt) and .A
Coney Isknd of the Mind (rgl8), Gregory Corso's Gasoline (rgl8)
and Bomb (tgtg), and Gary Snyder's collection of work songs and
baikas (q.r.) in Riprap (ty1il.Jack Kerouac himself made memorable
contributions to the Beat movement and literature with his prose
worls On tbe Road (rg1il, The Dharma Bnms (rplS) and Big Sur
(r962).The novels of Villiam Burroughs (e.g.Junhie, rgJi,The Naked
Luncb,9J9, Minutes to Go, ry6o) andJohn Clellon Holmes (e.g. Go,

ry12, The Horn, rytg) are also closely associated with the Beat move-
ment, whose influence was to go far beyond the English-speaking
world. It is discernible, for instance, in the work of the Russians
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Yevtushenko and Voznesensky. It created a cult and affected pop
culture. See also BLAcK MouNTATN poETs; IAzzpoETRy; suB-cuLTuRE.

beginning rhyme This is rare. An example occurs in Thomas Hood's
Bridge of Sighs:

Mad from life's history
Glad to death's mystery.

belatedness In Harold Bloom's theory of the anxiery of influenc e (q.v.),
belatedness denotes the state of mind and predicament of the poet who
feels that his predecessors have already said anything wofth saying,
that there is no room for further creativity.

belles lettres (F 'fine'letters') The term is the literary counte{paft of
beaux arts. Former[5 it was the equivalent of the 'humanities' or
Iiterae burnaniores (literallS 'the more human letters'). Swift appears
to have been the first to use the term in English literature, in Tatler
No. z3o (r7ro), where he refers to '. . . Traders in History and
Politicks, and the Belles lettres'. Now it is applied almost exclusively
to literary srudies, the aesthetics of literature and, conceivablS what
may be described as 'light' literature, but not fiction or poetry. Often
the essay (q.rt.) is the favoured form of the belle-lettrist. The vrorks
of Max Beerbohm provide good examples. So do those of Aldous
Huxley, many of whose collecdons of essays (Themes and Variations,
Vulgarity in Literature, Music at Nigbt, etc.) are listed as belles lettres.
They are witry elegant, urbane and learned - the characteristics one
would expect of belles lettres.

bergette -A single-strophe (q.r,.) rondeaa (q.".) without a refrain (q.rr.).
Now used sometimes for light verse (q.v.).

Berliner Ensemble An important and influential theatrical company
founded in East Berlin in ry49. It moved to the Theater am
Schiffbauerdamm in ry14. A new theatre was opened in r98o. Bertolt
Brecht was a vital influence on its work and many of his plays were
performed by it; Brecht's wife, the actress Helene t$7eigel, made an
invaluable contribution. Manfred \(ekwerth $929- ) has been its
most notable direcror.

Besserungsstiick (G 'recovery' or'improvement' play) A minor dra-
matic genre of Viennese provenance which was popular in the early
part of the rgth c. The themes of such plays srere concerned with the
remedy and cure of some evil or malady. or grave shomcoming in the
main character. Among notable examples are Die Musihanten drn
bohen Marht (r8ry) and Der Berggeist (r8r9), both byJoseph Gleich

$772-r84r). See also :.,oxl.:tpossE; volKssrucK.
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bestiary A medieval didactic genre in prose or verse in which the
behaviour of animals (used as symbolic rypes) points a moral. The pro-
totype is very probably the Greek Pbysiologm (rnd-4th c. eo), a com-
pendium of some fifty fabulous anecdotes. This was widely translated,
especially into Latin. During the rzth c. additions v/ere made to Latin
versions, and these derived from the Etymologiae of Isidore of Seville

$le6$). The period of greatest popularity for bestiaries in Europe
was from the rzth to the r4th c., especidly in French. The develop-
ment and combination of story and moral in the bestiaries had some
influence on the evolution of the exemPltlm and the f.able (qq.tt.).
Literary sleut}s have surmised that such stories as Orwell's Animal
Farm(tg+S\ and Richard Adams's Watersbip Doutn (rgZr) are modern
developments of the bestiary. See also BEAsr Eprc.

best-seller This term first came into frequent use in the r92os, and in
its proper sense denotes a book that at any given time (in a particular
country) is selling more copies than any other work. It is one that cap-
trrres popular interest and imagination; for example, Voltaire's Candide
(tZSg) or Byron's Don Jnan (r8r9). More recent inst4nces are
Remarque's All Qniet on the Western Front (t929),Margaret Mitchell's
Gone vtith the Wind (tg$), Nicholas Monsarrat's The Cruel Sea

OgSt) and John Le Carr6's The Spy Who Came In from tbe Cold

Gg6). Jane's Figbting Sbtps, Airoaft Recognition and the Bible are
perennial best-sellers.

bhakti (Skt'serve, enjoy') The term denotes popular religious poetry
in the vernacular languages of medieval India.

bibelot A French word for a very small book.

biblio- A number of words, apart from bibliography (q.tt.),which relate
to literature, are built on this stem. The main ones are: biblioclasm
(Gk'breaking of a book'): the destruction of a book or books for reli-
gious, ideological or odrer reasons; biblioclast a destroyer of books;
bibliogony (Gk'book making'): the production of books; bibliolatry
(Gk 'book worship'): an excessive devotion to or reverence for a book
or books. (The bibliophile (q.a.) is susceptible to iq so are worship-
pers of the Bible and other sacred books (q.".).); bibliomancy (Gk
'divination by book'): the practice of opening the Bible or a comPa-
rable work at random and interpreting the first verse or verses as a
form of prophecy or precognition; bibliomania (Gk 'book madness'):
a manic devotion to the collection and possession of books; biblio-
phile (Gk 'book lover'): one who collects, cherishes and preserves
books for their value as physical objects, as well as for other reasons;
bibliopole (Gk 'book merchant'): a book-seller or book dealer; bib-
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liotaph (Gk 'book' and 'tomb'): a burier of books; a concealer and
hoarder; one who keeps them under lock and key; bibliotecha (Gk''book' 

and 'repository'): a collection of books; a library; a bibliogra-
pher's catalogue.

bibliography (Gk 'book writing') A list of books, essays and mono-
graphs on a subject; or a list of the works of a particular author. More
strictly the historical srudy of the make-up and form of books as phys-
ical objects. The snrdy of printing and the physical composition,
formag of books is known as 'analydcal' or'critical bibliography'; the
detailed and formal description of books is 'descriptive bibliography';
and the application of the methods and the evidence to texrual criti-
cism (4.o.) is'textual bibliography'.

bibliothEque bleu The forerunner of the livre pocbe (q,v.). Early in the

ryth c. publishers produced small books wrapped in blue sugar paper.
These were sold by colporteurs. The trade was centred on Troyes. It
spread through Rouen, Paris and elsewhere. They were mostly written
by hacks (q.o.) and literary journeymen who recycled legends, adven-
tures, lives of saints, popular tales and so forth. The bookler were very
cheap, sold in huge numbers and made an important contribudon to
the development of literacy. Like almanacs they were intended for the
non-bookbuying classes. They might be read aloud to semi-literate
audiences such as village oeill6es. See corpoRTAcE.

Biedermeier In the first place this was a grotesque figure who origi-
nated in Fliegende Bhtter, the German Panch. The caricanrre sym-
bolized narrow-minded Philistinism and a head-in-the-sand attimde.
Ludwig Eichrodt parodied the type in nonsense verses published in
1859 as Biedermeiers Liederlu.rt. Later the name Biedermeierstil was
given to the type of early Victorian furniture and d6cor common
in Germany between r8r5 and 1848. The term was also extended
to describe painting, sculpture, music and literature. See also
GROBIANISM.

biens€ances, les A French term closely related to vraisernbknce (q.r.),
which means and implies appropriate decorum, of which there are rwo
kinds: external and internal. The former requires that a character
behave as his rank, position, title, etc. demand; the latter that a char-
acter behave in character as he or she is depicted within the plaS novel
or story. See also coNsrsrENcy; vERrsrMrLrruDE.

Bildergedicht (G 'picture poem') See ALTAR poEM; coNcRETE
porrnv/vsRsE; LETTRTSM; MER4 eATTERN poETRy.

Bildungsroman (G 
'formation novel') This is a term more or less

synonymous with Erziehangsrotndn - literally an 'upbringing' or
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'education' novel (q.".). \U7idely used by German critics, it refers to a
novel which is an account of the youthful development of a hero or
heroine (usually the former). It describes the processes by which matu-
rity is achieved through the various ups and downs of life. The earli-
est example is usually taken to be \Tieland's Agathon $7614). The
most famous (and most often imitated) examples are Goethe's Die
Leiden des jangenWertbers (tZZ+) and his Wilbelm Meisters Lebriabre
(rlg1-6) - which became well known in Britain through Thomas
Carlyle's translation of 1824. Other celebrated examples in German
are Tieck's Sternbalds Wanderungen (tZg}), Keller's Der griine
Heinich (t8l+), Freytagt Soll und Haben (r8ll), Stifter's Der
Nachsommer (t8y7), and Raabe's Der Hangerpastor (1864). Plus, in
the zoth c., Thomas Mann's Kiinigliche Hoheit (t9o4), Der Zauberberg

Ggr+) and Josepb und seine Briider (rgll-+z).In France Flaubert's
L'Edrcatiott sentimentale Q86) is an instance. Novels in English that
might be put into this category are Defoe's Moll Fknders (t7zz),
Fielding's Tom Jones (tZ+il, Jane Austen's Emma (r8r6), Dickens's
David Copperfield (r849-yo), Meredith's The A&tentares of Henry
Richmond (r8Zr) and Samuel Buder's Tbe Way of All Flesb, though
autobiographS too (rgol).Joyce's A Portrait of the Artist as a Young
Man (1916) has also been so classified but Germans would call
this a Kiinstlenoman (q.v.), or 'artist novel'. A recent instance is
Doris Lessing's five-volume work Cbildren of Violence $91rt9),
whose heroine is Manha Quest. See also AuToBrocRAPHrcAL NovEu
ZEITROMAN.

binary opposition The tErm 'binary' denotes 'composed of rwo',
'twofold'; as in a binary star, 'one of a pair of stars held together
by gravitation'. Language, too, has countless binary oppositions:
up/down; slow/fasq sense/nonsense; trutVfdsehood; blacVwhite;
man/woman - and so on. The concept of binary opposition is central
to structuralism (q.v.) and structuralist practice. As a structuralist
concept it derives especially from L6vi-Strauss's studies of mytho-
logy. Linguistics and structuralist analysis use the notion of binary
opposition not only in terms of words or concepts but in terms of
the conventions or codes of a text. For deconstruction, and post-
structurali sm (qq.o.), the notion of binary opposition is unsatisfac-
tory because it represents a nostalgia for'self-presence' or'centring'.
Derrida's Structnre, Sign and Pky in the Disconrse of the Human
Sciences $966) criticizes L6vi-Strauss's hankering for essences in his
interpretation of mfh.The very idea of a binary opposition implies
a centring or irnposition of order: such binary signification is stable
and systematic to structuralists, and unstable and decentred to Post-
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structuralists. Deconstructive practice seeks to undermine, loosen,
such analogical oppositions (which tend to over-simplify meaning) and
reveal how a text undermines the imposition of binary structure on it
through aporia, and indeterminacy (qq.".) and through its inherent
'disseminations' (i.e. the 'surplus' or 'overspill' of meaning). .See
DISSEMINATION.

biography An account of a person's life, and a branch of history.
Dryden defined it as the'history of particular men's lives'. As a liter-
ary form it has become increasingly popular since the second half of
the rTth c., before which period it is rare.

Almost any form of material is germane to the biographer's
purpose: the subject's own writings (especially diaries and letters),
his laundry bills, official archives, memoirs of contemporaries, the
memories of living witnesses, personal knowledge, other books on
the subject, photographs and paintings.

The origins of biography are no doubt to be found in the early
accounts of monarchs and heroes; in, for example, the Old Testament
stories, in the Greek, Celtic and Scandinavian epics and sagas. The
sayings of wise and holy men are also a branch of biography; and we
can learn a lot about Socrates, for instance, from Plato's teaching; as
we can from Xenophon's Mernorabilia. However, the Roman his-
torians Plutarch, Tacitus and Suetonius were the pioneers of the form.
Plutarch's Parallel Lioes (rst c. no) covered twenty-three Greeks and
twenty-three Romans, arranged in pairs. They proved an important
source of plots for many plays, including some by Shakespeare. Sir
Thomas Nonh produced a version of them from a French translation
in rSTg.Incidentally, Plutarch seems to have been the first writer to
distinguish between biography and history. The main biographical
work of Tacitus is contained in his Histories(c. ro4-9) which deal with
the reigns of the emperors from Galba to Domitian. An outstanding
work by Tacitus is his account of Agricol4 his father-in-law. Suetonius
wrote Lives of the Caesars (from Julius Caesar to Domitian) and also
lives of Terence, Florace and Lucan. The lives of the Caesars are par-
ticularly readable because they are full of gossip and scandal, but as
history they are unreliable.

There was little in the way of biography in the Middle Ages, for,
with few exceptions, the lives of the saints were idealized according to
predictable patterns. However, hagiology does contain some notable
instances of good biography. One should mention especially Bede's
account of St Cuthben and St Adamnan's eccount of St Columba.
Eadmer wrote an admirable biography of St Anselm. Secular biogra-
phies from the Middle Ages include Asser's Life of Alfred (c. 9oo);
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Aelfric's lives of St Oswald and St Edmund; and various lives of
Edward the Confessor in both prose and verse. A remarkable work
dating from the later Middle Ages is Boccaccio's De Casibas Viroram
et Feminarum lllastium (lare r4th c.).

At the Renaissance biography, like autobiography (q.r.), acquired
considerable interest. Notable achievements in the r6th c. were Sir
Thomas More's Life of lohn Picas, Earl of Mirandoh (rlro) and his
History of Richard III (tr4j, 1517); Yasari's important Liaes of the
Painters (t t to, r y68); Thomas Cavendish's Life of Cardinal Wolsey (a
contemporary accovnt but not published until fi4r); and tX/illiam

Roper's The Life of Sir Thomas More (written c. r;;8 but not pub-
lished until 16z6). To these should be added John Leland's huge col-
lection of lives of English authors, which John Bale was to make use
of.

The Elizabethan period in England produced some notable ffans-
lations of Classical biographers and also Bacon'sThe History of Henry
VII (not published until r5zz). Like Plutarch, Bacon made clear dis-
tinctions between biography and history.

The rnh c. was the most important period for the dwelopment of
English biography. From this age date Aubrey's Brief Lraes (not pub-
lished until r8r3) attd lzaak Valton's Lioes of Donne, Sir Henry
Sfotton, Richard Hooker, George Herbert and Roben Sanderson (the
first four were written over a long period and published in one volume
in fi7o; the lasc appeared in 678). These works are major contribu-
tions to the course of biography. Less important but notable are
Bishop Burner's Lifu and Deatb of John, Earl of Rocbester (168o),
SpraCs Lrft of Cowley (1688), and Dryden's biography of Plutarch,
which prefaced his translation of Plutarch's Lioes published in 1683.
Dryden clearly understood the business of the biographer better than
most.

In the rSth c. the principal worhs are Roger North's Tbe Lioes of
the Nortbs (r74*++),Mason's Lrfe of Gray GZZ+),Johnson's Lfues of
tbe Poets $77y8r) and Boswell's Lift of Johnson GZgt).Johnson was
one of the most influential and accomplished of biographers. Before
him many biographies had been ruined by excessive adulation and, in
some cases, indiscriminate panegyric. Johnson changed all this. He was
not interested in what he described as'honeysuckle lives'but in pre-
senting a rounded and detailed portrait of a person. His life of Savage
is an outstanding example of his method. Many think that Boswell's
Life of lobnson is still the supreme example in this genre. Between
them, Johnson and Boswell virnrally decided the course of biography
in the early rgth c., when biographies began to appear in great
numbers: Southey's Life of Nelson $8r) and his Life of Wesley (r8zo);
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Moore's Life and Letters of Byron (r83o); Hogg's Early Life of Sbelley
(1832); and Lockhart's Life of Sir Waher Scor (1838).

In the mid-Victorian period a certain prudishness and gentiliry per-
vaded biographical works for the worse. The truth was glozed by the
need for 'respectability' and reticence candied over anything scan-
dalous or disagreeable. However, there were honourable exceptions,
like Carlyle's portrait of Abbot Samson in Past and Present $84)
and his account of Tbe Life and Times of Frederick the Great
(rS18-55). Earlier, in 1824, Carlyle had published a good biography
of Schiller. Mrs Gaskell's Life of Charlotte Brontd G9Sil is also a dis-
tinguished work; as is Forster's Life of Cbarles Dickens (t872-a).
Evenrually Carlyle's friend and disciple Froude produced a major
biography of Carlyle himself (r882-4). Other notable works from the
second half of the rgth c. are Masson's Milton (r8yg-8o), Morley's
Vobaire Q87z) and his Rousseau (fi75),plus a large number of works
by various authors in the Series Englisb Men of Letters and Heroes of
the Nations.

Soon after the First \forld tUilar Lytton Strachey brought about
something of a revolution in the art of biography. Like Carlyle and
Froude, he despised panegyric and prolixity. He did not hesitate to be
selective. His method was to criticize and expose, often irreverently.
He wrote with elegance, ironic wit and acute perception. His biogra-
phies are supreme of their kind and include Eminent Viaorians (r9r8),
Qaeen Victoria (r9zr), Books and Cbaraaers (r9zz), Elizabetb and
Essex (1928) and Portraits in Mini,atare Q93t).

Apart from Strachey, during the zoth c., among English biographers
Harold Nicolson is generally regarded as one of the ablest. His most
notable works are Tennyson (rg4), Byron, the Last Joumey (rgt+),
Lord Carnocle (t93o), Curzon, tbe Last Phase (tgli and Helen's
Tower (tglZ\. Hesketh Pearson, a contemporary of Nicolson, wrote
several very readable and popular biographies: on Hazliw Ggld,
Sydney Smith (The Smith of Smiths, ry34), George Bernard Shaw
ft9+r), Oscar \Ufilde (rg+6), Beerbohm Tree $956), plus avery enter-
taining one on Arthur Conan Doyle Gg+i.

Since the rgyos the art ofbiography has burgeoned, and biography
has'become a major publishing industry. Scores of new biographies
appear each year. There is a vast quantity of historical and political
biographS and the majority of those who have become prominent in
the performing arts and in sport have also had biographies written
about them. Literary biography has become immensely popular. In
fact, there appears to be no foreseeable end to the making of biogra-
phies. There are also critical books about the biographies and biogra-
phies of the biographers - and so on.
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A handful of the most eminent and monumental works since the
rgtos are: George Painter's two volumes on Proust G9t9, rg6); Leon
Edel's four volumes on Henry James (tgSl-Zz); Robert Giaings's
book onJohn Keats (1963) and his two-volume life of Thomas Hardy

Fg7t, gZ8); Richard Ellman's classic works on \U7. B. Yeats (rp+8),

James Joyce (tgSil and Oscar Vilde (tgSil; Michael Holroyd's two
volumes on Lytton Strachey (1967, ry68), his rwo volumes on
Augustus lohn (t974, rg7) and the first volume of his three'volume
life of George Bernard Shaw, which appeared in 1988.

These apart, during the last twenty-odd years there has been a
steadily increasing number of literary biographies. Here there is space
to mention but a few of the more notable (the biographers are in alpha-
betical order and followed by author subject in brackets): Kingsley
Amis (Rudyard Kipling); Jocelyn Baines (Joseph Conrad); Sybille
Bedford (Aldous Huxley); Quentin Bell (Virginia \7oolf); Vincent
Brome (f. B. Priestley); Humphrey Carpenter 0![ H. Auden and

J.R. R. Tolkien); Michael Coren (G.K. Chesterton); Bernard Crick
(George Orwell); Victoria Forde @asil Bunting); P. N. Furbank (E. M.
Forster); Victoria Glendinning (Rebecca !flest, Vita Sackville-Ifrest and
Edith Situ'ell);John Hdpern (George Gissing); Ian Hamilton (Robert
Lowell); Ronald Hayman (Jean-Paul Sanre); Richard Holmes (Shelley
and Coleridge); John Lehmann (Christopher Isherwood); Maynard
Mack (Alexander Pope); Michael Meyer (Strindberg); Nigel Nicolson
(Portrait of a Maniage - an experimental biography about Vita
Sackville-Tflest and Harold Nicolson); V. S. Pritchem (Chekhov);Je*-
Paul Sanre (Flauben); Samuel Schoenbaum (Shakespeare); Norman
Sherry (Graham Greene); Hilary Spurling (Ivy Compton-Burnett);
Christopher Sykes (Evelyn l(raugh); Ann Thwaite (Edmund Gosse);
Claire Tomalin (Katherine Mansfield); Philip Valker (Zola); Fay
Tfeldon (Rebecca I[est).

Outside England biography has flourished in many countries, par-
ticularly France where the form was already established in the Middle
Ages - for instance, de Joinville's life of St Louis written in the r3th
c. Later Jacques Amyot translated Plutarcht Lhtes (t I lg). This work
evoked great interest in biography in Europe. Towards the end of the
rTth c. Fontenelle published his 6loges, a remarkable collection of
sketches of sixty-nine members of the Acad6mie des Sciences. In r73r
Voltaire published a highly successful life of Charles XII, and later in
the century Condorcet wrote two outstanding biographies,'namely
Vie de Turgot (tlS6) and Vie de Vohaire F28il. Among other French
biographers some of the best known are Emile Legouis, Anatole
France, Romain Rolland and Andr6 Maurois. Maurois is particularly
well known in England because of his excellent portraits of English
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authors: Arial, ou La Vie d.e Sbelley G94),
(rplo) and Ditkens $y4).

0gzZ), Byron

German biographies are less eminent, but a German classic is
Eckermann's Conversdtions uith Goetbe (Gespriiche mit Goetbe,
1836). A classic in Spanish literature is Guzmin's Generacianes y
Sernbknzas (ryth c.). Ear'ly biographies in Italian were written by
Boccaccio and Bruni on Dante (r4th c.). Probably the most distin-
guished of modern Italian biographers is Pasquale Villari who wrote
great works on Savonarola and Machiavelli.

Among biographical collections some of the more valuable and
important works are: the Legenda Aurea (r3th c.) of Jacobus a
Voragine, later a source for Caxton's The Golden Legend; the Aaa
Sanctorum (t654; Dictionnaire Historique et Critique 06g+);
Biographia Britannica (tZ++); Biographie Unioerselle Ancienne et
Modeme (rSa3-65); Noaoelle Biograpbie Gdn4rale Q85246); and
Dictionary of National Biagraphy (r885-r9oo) with later Supplements.
See also -ANA; ANEcDoTE; TABLE-TALK.

black comedy The term is a translation of cornddie noire,which we owe
to Jean Anouilh (r9re88), who divided his plays of the r93os and
rg4os into pidces roses and pidces noires.It is more than likely that the
term also in part derives from Andr6 Breton's Anthologie de l'humeur
noire (rg+o), which is concerned with the humorous treatment of the
shocking, horrific and macabre. Black comedy is a form of drama
which displays a marked disillusionment and cynicism. It shows
human beings without convictions and with little hope, regulated by
fate or fornrne or incomprehensible powers. In fact, human beings in
an'absurd'predicament. At its darkest such comedy is pervaded by a
kind of sour despair: we can't do anything so we may as well laugh.
The wit is mordant and the humour sardonic.

This form of drama has no easily perceptible ancestry unless it be
tragi-comedy (q.".) and the so-called 'dark' comedies of Shakespeare
(for instan ce, Th e M erch ant of Venice, M e asur e for M e asure, All\ We U
tbat Ends Well and Tbe Winter's Tale). However, some of the earlier
works of Jean Anouilh (the pi.ices noires) are blackly comic: for
example, Voyageur sans bagage $y6) and La Sauvage (tgf 8). Later
he wrote what he described as pidces gingantes (grinding, abrasive), of
which two notable examples are La Valse des tordadors (tyz) and
Paunre Bitos $955). Both these plays could be classified as black
comedy. So might two early dramatic works by Jean Genet Zes
Bonnes (rg+fl and Les Nlgres (tg1g). Edward Albee's Who's Afraid d
Virgini,a Woolf? (t962), Pinter's The Homecoming Gg5) and Joe
Orton's Loot (t965) are other examples of this kind of play. The
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television dramatist Giles Cooper also made a very considerable
contribution.

In other forms of literature 'black comedy' and 'black humour' (e.g.

the 'sick joke') have become more and more noticeable in the zoth c.
It has been remarked that such comedy is particularly prominent in
the so-called 'literature of the absurd'. Literary historians have found
intimations of a new vision of man's role and position in the uni-
verse in, for instance, Ka{ka's stories (e.g. Tbe Tt'41, Tbe Castle,
Metamorpbosis), in surrealistic aft and poetry and, later, in the philo-
sophy of existentialism (q.".). Camus's vision of man ag an'irremedi-
able exile', Ionesco's concept of life as a 'tragic farce', and Samuel
Beckett's tragi-comic characters in his novels are other instances of a
particular \$Teltanschauung (q.o.). A baleful, even, at times, a'sick' view
of existence, dleviated by sardonic (and, not infrequently, compas-
sionate) humour is to be found in many works of zoth c. fiction; in
Sartre's novels, in Genet's non-dramatic works also, in Gtinter Grass's
novels, in the more apocalyptic works of Kun Vonnegut (junior). One
might also mention some less famous books of unusud merit which
are darkly comic. For example, Serge Godefroy's Les Loqaes ft964),
Thomas Pynchon's V Gg61) and his Tbe Crying of Lot 49 $966),
Joseph Heller's Catch-zz Qg6), D. D. Bell's Dichy, or Tbe Midnight
Ride of Dicky Vere Q97o) and Mordecai Richkr's .St Urbain\
Horsenun $966). See NorssrusE; SURREALISM; THEATRE oF cRUELTY;
THEATRE OF TrIE ABSURD.

BLck Mountain po€ts So cdled after Black Mountain College in
Nonh Carolin4 USA. In the early ryps the college hcame a centre
for 'poetics' and also for a 'school' of poets. Charles Olson, Rector of
tfte college from rgtr to 19;6, encouraged a new approech to writing
poetry'. In r9;o Olson published Projeaioe Verse, a stetejment of aims
of Black Mountain po€tics: anti-academic, anti-intellectual, anti-
traditional; pro-spontaneity and pro the dynamism that may derive
from using breathing exercises. Robert Creeley and Robert Duncan
have been among the more celebrated poets in this 'school'. The
quality of the work produced by the Black Mountain poets has been
variable. It may be assessed in the magazine Oigin $95v6) and in
the Bkch Mounuin Rwiew (tg1+-il.

black theatre ,Drama which, initiallS was concerned with the con-
sciousness and identiry of black Americans, and a kind of movement
which has had considerable influence outside America and which has
in turn been affected by the Black Power and the Civil Rights move-
ments. During the r96os the black theatre movem€nt became pro-
gressively more radical and there was an increasing tendency among
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blank

black playwrights to dissociate themselves from the white American
theatre and put on performances for black audiences only. A kind of
side effect has been the use of all-black casts for plays by Shakespeare
and other dramatists, including Beckett (Waiting for Godot, for
instance). The movement had some influence in England, for example
at the Dark and Light Theatre in Brixton, London. The first major
work by a black dramatist is generally reckoned to be Hansberry's,r{
Raisin in the Sun (t95). Other black playwrights of note have been

James Baldwin, Le RoiJones (who changed his name to Amamu Amiri
Baraka) and Ed Bullins. \fest African dramatists - especially S7ole
Soyinka - have also made a contribution, as has Aim6 C6saire, the
Martinique-born writer. See also NEGRTTUDE.

blank Unrhymed. Though most commonly found in the term 'blank

verse' (q.t.) the term may be applied to any unrhymed verse form:
thus Robert Lowell's unrhymed sonnets may also be termed blank
sonnets.

blank verse This was introduced by the Earl of Surrey in the r5th c. in
his translation of the Aeneid (c. r 14o) and consists of unrhymed five-
stress lines; properly, iambic pentameters (q.v.). Surrey probably took
the idea from the oersi scioltl ('freed verse') of Molza's Italian transla-
tions of rhe Aenei.d (rSlil.It has become the most widely used of
English verse forms and is the one closest to the rhythms of everyday
English speech. This is one of the reasons why it has been particular-
ly favoured by dramatists. It was almost certainly first used for a play
by Sackville and Norton in Gorboduc (156r), and then became the
standard verse for later Tudor and Jacobean dramatists who made it a
most subtle and flexible instrument for instance, Thomas Heywood
in A Woman Killed aith Kindness (16o3):

O speak no more!
For more than this I know, and have recorded
\flithin the red-leaved table of my heart.
Fair, and of all beloved, I was not fearful
Bluntly to give my life into your hand,
And at one hazard all my earthly means.
Go, tell your husband; he will rurn me off,
And I am then undone. I care not, I:
'Twas for your sake. Perchance in rage he'll kill me,
I care not, 'twas for you. Say I incur
The general name of villain through the world,
Of traitor to my friend; I care not, I.
Beggary shame, death, scandal, and reproach"
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For you I'll hazard all why, what care I?
For you I'll live, and in your love I'll die.

Thereafter it was used a great deal for reflective and narrative poems'
notably by Milton in Paradise Lost (1667). During the late rTth c. and
the first half of the r8th c. it was used much less often. Dryden, Pope,
indeed the majority of rSth c. poets, preferred the heroic couplet (q.o.).
However, Thomson used it in Tbe Seasons (r7zL3o), so did Young in
Night Thoughts (tZ+z) and Cowper in The Tash ft78). 

'Wordsworth

especially and Coleridge, made much use of it. All the poets of the
Romantic period (q.tt.)wrote blank verse extensively, and so did most
of the great poets of the rgth c. It is still quite widely practised today
and dramatists like Maxwell Anderson and T. S. Eliot have experi-
mented with it in freer forms in their plays. See nnvur.

blazon (F'coat-of-arms'or'shield') As a literary term it was used by
the followers of Petrarchism (q.o.) to describe verses which dwelt
upon and detailed the various pafts of a woman's body; a soft of cata-
logue of her physical atuibutes. Such a catalogue was a convention
established in t}e r3th c. by Geoffrey of Vinsauf and often used after
Marot published his Bhson du Beau Tdtin (rn6).Elizabethan son-
neteers and lyric poets frequently listed the physical beauties of their
mistresses. A well-known instance occurs in Spenser's Epitbakmion
( r rg l ) '

Her goodly eyes like sapphires shining brighq
Her forehead ivory white,
Her cheeks like apples which the sun hath rudded,
Her lips like cherries charming men to bite,
Her breast like to a bowl of cream uncrudded,
Her paps like lilies budded,
FIer snowy neck like to a marble tower,
And all her body like a palace fair.

Such inventories or litanies are also to be found in Thomas'Vatson's
Hehatompathia (t y8z), Sir Philip Sidney's Astrophil and Stelh (rtgr)
and Thomas Lodge's Phillis (rlgf).As a rule, there was nothing origi-
nal in this form of conceit (q.".). Most of the images were used long
before by the elegiac Roman poets and the Alexandrian Greek poets.

Almost inevitably the convention became a clich6 and we find poets
parodying this kind of conceit in the contrebkzoz. Sir Philip Sidney,
for example, copied Francesco Berni's device of using conventional
descriptions for the 'wrong' parts of the body, thus producing a sort
of grotesque mutent. Mopsa's forehead is 'iacinth-like', her cheeks are
opal, her rwinhling eyes are 'bedeckt with pearl' and her lips are 'sap-
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blue stocking circle/society

phire blue'. Shakespeare turned the blazon upside down in his famous
sonnet which begins: 'My mistress' eyes are nothing like the sun'; and
Greene, in Menapbon (1589), reduced the bhzon to absurdiry:

Thy teeth like to the tusks of fattest swine,
Thy speech is like the thunder in the air:
\flould God thy toes, thy lips, and all were mine.

It was only a few years earlier that Sidney had written one of the most
famous bhzons of all, beginning:

\flhat tongue can her perfections tell?

See also cATALocuE vERsE.

Bloomsbury Group A coterie of writers who lived in the Bloomsbury
area, London, before, during and after the First rUforld lflar. The main
figures were Virginia \U[oolf, Leonard lU(oolf, Lytton Strachey, Clive
Bell, Vanessa Bell, Roger Fry Duncan Grant, Maynard Keynes, E. M.
Forster and David Garnett. Indirectly (they did not form a 'school')

they had a considerable influence in the world of letters, art and
philosophy.

blue blouse movement See ecrtpnop DRAMA.

blue book A cheap (blue-covered) kind of thriller (q.zt.), spine-chiller,
shocker, horror story romance (q.zr.) which sold in large quantities at
the end of the rSth c. and the beginning of the rgth. A relation of the
penny dreadful, the dime novel (qq.r.), and others. Also, most com-
monlS a Parliamentary report.

blues, the Solo Negro folksongs. Not to be confused with Negro spir-
iruals (q.t .).Many blues songs are based on a three-line lyric and are
often expressive of despair, grief, and a general feeling of hopelessness
and oppression; hence suffering from 'the blues'.

blues stanza A form of triplet (q.o.) stanz^ (q.rr.) which derives from
traditional jazz among black Americans. Customarily, the mood is one
of lament or complaint (qq.a.\. The first two lines are identical rhymes
(e.g. dark/dark). A line usually comprises a flexible iambic penta-
meter (qq.v.) measure, with incremental repetition (q.o.) of the first
line in the second.

blue stocking circle/society The Blue Stockings were a group of intel-
ligent, well-educated and gifted women who, frorn early in the r75os,
held receptions or soir6es, in the French salon (q.zr.) tradition, at their
homes in London, and continued to do so through most of the second
half of the r8th c. The 6rst hostess was almost certainly Mrs Vesey.
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blurb

Other regular hostesses were Mrs Montagur Mrs Carter, Mrs
Chapone, Mrs Boscawen, Mrs Delaney and, later, Hannah More, who
s'rote an agreeable poem, Bas blen $786), which described the plea-
sures and activities of the Blue Stocking Society. Those who anended
the meetings were fashionable and literary and included a number of
famous men such as: Joshua Reynolds, David Garrick, Horace
Wdpole, James Boswell, James Beattie, Samuel Richardson, George
Lyttleton and DrJohnson. Members of the aristocracy were frequent
attenders. The main object of the meetings was conversation; there
were no cards and no alcohol, and politics, swearing and scandal were
forbidden. Their tide derives from the worsted blue stockings of
Bishop Benjamin Stillingfleet. He could not afford evening clothes and
anended in his ordinary everyday gear. Traditionally it was Admiral
Boscawen who nicknamed the group thus. \Uflhen used peiorativelS
as it often has been (and was in the rSth c.), the term 'bluestocking'

denotes a woman who affects literary tastes and behaves in a dilettante
fashion; a female pedant. Henry James described George Eliot as 'a

horse-faced bluestocking'.

blurb A brief description of the contents of a book printed on the dust
jacket. Often couched in enthusiastic and, at times, extravagent teffns.
The word is believed to have been coined by the American author
Gelen Burgess who defined it as'a sound like a publisher'. Earlier the
term'puff' was used, probably after Mr Puff in Sheridan's The Critic
GZlil. See ako PUFFERY.

boasting pocm Common in oral literanrres in many parts of the world,
especially in the epic and ballad (qq.o.) traditions. A warrior or hero
'blows his own trumpet' about his exploits. It is debatable whether
there is an example of a boasting poem in English literature, though
there are instances of something akin to it in Beoarulf - especially the
slanging match between Unfenh and Beowulf himself, when Unfenh
taunts the hero at being defeated by Breca in a seven-day swimming
match at sea. Beowulf defends himself by giving the true account of
the Breca episode. A funher example occurs when Beowulf tells
Hygelac how he overcame the monster Grendel. See a/so rAnse;
GIERASA.

bob and wheel A metrical device found in alliterative verse (q.a.).The

first short line of a group of rhyming lines is known as the'bob', and
tlre following four as the'wheel'. Often the group ends a strophe (q.o.).

The bob contains one stress preceded by one and sometimes t'uro
unstressed syllables. Each line of the wheel contains three stresses. The
device is used throughout Sir Gaanin and the Green Knight, For
example:
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bonnes lettres, la soci6t6 des

On many bonkkes ful brode Bretayn be seeteS
wyth wynne,

tU7here werre and wrake and wonder
Bi sype3 hatS wont perinne,
A.nd oft bope blysse and blunder
Ful skete hat3 skyfted synne.

Flere'wyth wynne'is the bob; the final four lines form the wheel.

Boedo Street group A literary group of the r92os named after alower-
class area in Buenos Aires largely inhabited by Creole immigrants.
Little of the writers' work survives. See ruonrpe, sTREET GRoup.

Boerde A MDu term for tales which tend to be bawdy or satirical, akin
to the Frenchfabliaa (q.a.) and the Italian novelle (q.2,.), and the kind
of tale that Chaucer and Boccaccio delighted in. Many of them hail
from Indian and Arabic legends.

bombast Originally the word described the cotton or horse-hair used
in tailoring for padding. The term came to mean inflated and extrava-
gant language. In Otbelh (I, i), Iago; complaining to Roderigo of how
the Moor has passed him over for promotion, says:

But he, as loving his own pride and purposes,
Evades them [i.e. three great ones of the ciry] with a

bombast circumstance
Horribly stuff'd with epithets of war;
And in conclusion
Nonsuits my mediators.

There are many instances of ranting and bombastic speeches in late
Tudor drama (especially in Marlowe's plays) and few better than
Hotspur's tirade in Henry IV,PI I (I, iii):

By heaven methinks it were an easy leap
To pluck bright honour from the pale-fac'd moon

But Shakespeare burlesqued bombast in the play in Hamlet.
Sometimes bombast has been used for humorous effect, as in Fielding's
Tom Tbumb $7o). See also FUSTIAN; HypERBoLE; RoDoMoNTADE.

bonnes lettresr la soci6t6 des There v/ere several such societies after the
restoration of the monarchy in France and their members were mosdy
young men who had religious and monarchical sympathies. They had
literary as well as political and altruistic interests and they had quite
close links with the Congrdgatioas (the lay and clerical associations
which originated from the Jesuits in the r5th c., were suppressed
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during the Revolution, and were regarded with some suspicion when
they were revived during the Empire).

book The word probably derives from boks, 'beech' (Germanic), the
wood of that tree usually providing the tablets on which runes (q.t.)

were carved (cf. 'Barbara fraxineis pingatur runa tabellis', Venantius
Fornrnatus VI). A book is either a written document or a recordl or
a written or printed literary composition. It may also be a volume of
accounts or notes. It has a further meaning when it denotes a sub-
division of a work (e.g. Paradise Lost is made up of twelve books).
Occasionally, novels are divided into separate books, or perts. See also
LEDGER; MANUSCRIPT; ROLL.

Booker McConnell Prize A prize for fiction in English. It was founded
in ry69 and is financed by Booker McConnell, a multinationd con-
glomerate. It is awarded annuallyby apanel of judges for what, in their
opinion, is the best fulllength novel published in the previous welve
months. The award is accompanied by considerable publiciry and
media r^zzmttezz. It has become tlre best known literary prize in
Britain; but some other literary prizes are deemed more prestigious.
The first winner was P. H. Newby. Since ry6g rhe following have won
it: r97o - Bernice Rubens; rgTr - V. S. Naiparil; t97z - Joltn Berger;
ryn -1. G. FarrelL ry74- Nedine Gordimer and Stanley Middleton;
r97t - Ruth PrawerJhabvala ry76 - David Storey; ry77 - Paul Scott;
1978 - Iris Murdoch; ry79 - Penelope Fitzgerald; r98o - William
Golding; r98r -SalmanRusMie; r98z-Thomas Kenedly; 1983 -J. M.
Coetzee; 1984 - Ania Broohner; ry9t - Keri Hulme; ry86 - Kingsley
Amis; 1987 - Penelope Lively; 1988 - Peter Cerey; 1989 - Kazuo
Ishiguro; r99o - A. S. Byan; rggr -Ben Okri; rgg2 - Michael Ondaatje
and Barry Unsworth; rgg1'- Roddy Doyle; ryg4-Iemes Kelman; rygt
- Pat Barker; ry96 -Grahan Swifq rggT -Arundhati Roy.

book ofhours See cernxoen.

boulevard drama In rygt the French theatres w.€re given their
freedom, the Boulevard du Temple became a centre of theatrical activ-
iry and many theatres were opened. Popular drama was presented,
often of a melodramatic kind. Guilbert de Pixer6covrr (r77t-r844),
who wrote at least fifry melodramas, was one of the most prolific and
popular dramatists. Alexandre Dumas (pire, rSoz-7o), wes enother.
Many of the melodramas presented were about contemporary crime.
Boulevard drama also fostered the Romantic movement in the French
theatre. Eventudly boulevard drama became a generic term for
popular French drama from the mid-r9th c. onwards. The plays con-

-sisted 
for the mostpaft of farce and domestic comedy (qq.r.) and were
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boy's companies

a distinctly commercial entertainment. Two of the best known drama-
tists were Eugbne Labiche (r8ry-S8) and Ludovic Hal6vy
(r 834-19o8). See MELoDRAMA.

bourgeois drama Now a slightly pejorative term describing modern
naturalistic drama (q.".) concerned with middle-class social problems.
Many dramatists were engaged in writing this kind of play during
the first fotry years or so of the twentieth century. An outstanding
example was Galsworthy, especially such works of his as Strife (t9o9),

Justice (r9ro), The Skin Game (r9zo) and Loyahies $9zz).

boustrophedon (Gk'ox-turning'when ploughing up and down a field)
Lines written alternately from right to left and left to right, as in
ancient Greek inscriptions.

bouts-rim6s (F 'rhymes without lines') A versifying game which
appears to have originated in rnh c. Paris. It became a vogue and
spread to England. The idea was, given certain rhymes, to compose
lines for them and make up a poem which was natural. For instance,
given the rhyming words 'might', 'dog', 'sleight' and'fog', compose
a four-line poem. The diversion remained fashionable in France,
England and Scotland until the rgth c.

bovarysme From Flaubert's Madame Bovary (t8lz). A tendency
toward escapist daydreaming in which the dreamer imagines himself
or herself to be a hero or heroine in a romance. Madame Bovary suf-
fered from such a condition.

bowdlerize Derived from the name of Thomas Bowdler, MD

$754-1825), who in r8r8 produced The Family Shakespeare.
Bowdler removed from the plays whatever in his opinion was 'unfit

to be read by a gentleman in the company of ladies'. Other editors,
for example A. \f. Veriry when producing school editions of
Shakespeare, cut out passages which they regarded as indecent. See also
ABRIDGED EDITION.

boys'companies Companies of boy actors which flourished during the
r5th c. Early records show that the choristers of the Chapel Royal had
performed plays by tlr5. Choristers at St Paul's also performed them
c. rt2t.In ty6 Richard Farrant, Master of the Children of the Chapel
at \findsor, leased premises in the Blackfriars to present commercial
theatrical performances. The Marprelate controversy in r 188- led to
the prohibition of the companies in the r 59os. However, at the begin-
ning of the rTth c. they were revived and a number of well-known
dramatists composed plays for them, including Beaumont and
Fletcher, Chapman, Dekker, Ben Jonson, Marston, Middleton and

L
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braces

Webster. By c. 1613 they were again fdling into desueude. See also

JESUIT DRAMA; SCHOOL DRAMA.

braces SeepuNctuATIoN.

brachiology (Gk 'shon speech') Terse and condensed expression.
Characteristic of the heroic couplet (q.".). See esrNoEroN.

brachycatalectic (Gk 'short left
two syllables or a foot and is
ACATALECTIC.

off') A metrical line which lacks
therefore an incomplete line. See

brackets See pur.Icruerror.r.

Bradleyan Characteristic of the method and style of A. C. Bradley's
criticism of Shakespeare's plays, as typified in his celebrated book
Shaheryearean Tragedy Q9o$. Bradley (r85r-r935), who displayed
remarkable insight and perception, tended to a naturalistic inter-
pretation, treating characters as if they were real people and ignoring
dramatic and stage convention (q.o.). Later criticism, more concerned
with myth, symbol, patterns of imagery (qq.rr.), etc., and with con-
vention, was a reaction against his approach.

braggadocio The term came into English c. rtgo from the verb to brag,
to which the Ialian augmentetive suffix was added. It denotes a swag-
gering, idle man; usually a coward. Spenser created a character called
Braggadochio in Tbe Faerie Qaeene, a typical braggan who is finally
shown to be what he really is. Fdstaff is probably the most famous
.braggadocio type in English Literature. See also ALAzoN; MrLEs
GLORIOSUS.

Bread and Puppet Theatre Founded in ry& by Peter Schumann, who
regarded bread and theatre as equally sacramental and disributed
home-made bread to the audiences. The type of work presented was
close to performance art (q.".) and visual impact was all-important,
not least in the use of huge puppets (up to tsrenty feet high). Anti-
materialist in spirig Schumann's presentations were often in the open
air. Notable productions were: A Man Says Goodbye to His Mother
(1968), The Cry of tbe People for Meat (196g), A Monament for Ishi
(tgZ) and A'ue Maris Stelh (tgZ8).

Brechtian Characteristic of the style and technique of the plays of
Bertolt Brecht (r898-1956), the German poet, playwright and direc-
tor. He is particularly associated with the alienation effecg epic theatre,
Lebrstiick and the Berliner Ensemble (qq.".).

bref double In French prosody, a fixed form (q.v.) and a kind of qua-
torzain (q.o.). It may be an ancestor of the soRnet (q.o.) and is a
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broken rhyme

fourteen-line poem, in three quatrain stanzas ending with a couplet
(qq.a.). There are only three rhymes in such a poem but every line is
rhymed. The a rhyme appears somewhere in the three quatrains and
once in the couplet. Likewise, the b rhyme. Rhyme c ends each
quatrain.

breve See uone.

breviary (L 'summary abridgement') The book contains the Divine
Office for each day and is used by Roman Catholic priests. It con-
tains: Calendar; Psalter; Proprium de Tempore (i.e. collects and
lessons); Proprium de Sanctis (i.e. collects for Saints' Days); Hours of
the Virgin; burial services.

brief 
'We 

may distinguish the following meanings: (a) a summary; 6) a
list or memorandum; (c) a letter; (d) a Papal communication on disci-
plinary matters; (e) a summary oI a law case prepared for counsel.

Briefroman (G 'letter novel') In Germany there were two kinds of
epistolary novel (q.a.), (a) those in which all the letters are by one
person; (b) those in which the letters are by two or more people
(though most of them are by the main character). Examples of (a) are:
Goethe's Die Leid.en de s j ungen Werth ers (tZl +), Hcilderlin's Hypeion

G7g7, t7g9) and the anonymously published Biefe die ihn nicht
erreicbten (tpol) - which was written by Baroness von Heyking.
Examples of (b) are: Johann Hermes's Sophiens Reise aon Memel nacb
Sachsen GZ6g-l) and Sophie von La Roche's Geschicbte des Friiuleins
aon Sternbeim Q77r).

broadside A sheet of paper printed on one side only and usually dis-
tributed by hand. Broadsides were used largely for disseminating news
and information and also for the publication of songs and ballads.
They were hawked about Britain from early in the r6th c. until the
,9ror. See also BALLAD.

brochure (E brocher, 'to stitch') A pamphlet or comparably short work
which is stitched, not bound. Nowadays brochures are mostly used
for a variery of commercial and advertising purposes.

broken rhyme This occurs when a word is 'broken' or split in order
to get a rhyme. Not unusual in light verse or for some comic effect,
but rare in serious verse. Flowever, Gerard Manley Hopkins uses it
successfully in several poems, as here from 7o What Serttes Mortal
Beauty?:

To what serves mortal beauty | - dangerous; does set danc-
ing blood - the O-seal-that-so I feature, flung prouder form

Than Purcell tune lets tread to? | See: it does this: keeps warm
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Men's wits to the things that are; I what good means - where a
glance

Master more may than gaze,l taze out of countenance.

brut A transferred use, in French or in S7elsh, of. Brutrrs, the name of
the legendary and eponymous founder of Britain and the reputed
grandson of Aeneas. The Roman de Brut and Lagamon's Brut (of the
late rrth c.) were well-known accounts of English history that went
back to Brutus. Thus, a chronicle (q.o.).

bucolic .See pesroner.

bucolic diaercsis So called because it was so corlmon in bucolic poetry
and occurred after a dacryl (q.".) in the fourth foot. See DIAERESIs.

bugarltice The term probably derives from the Serbo-Croatian word
bugariti,'to chant', and denotes a long line of verse of fifteen or sixteen
syllables, with a caesura (q.s.) usudly after the seventh. They were
used in the composition of heroic songs or epic ballads which for the
most paft dealt with combat against the Turks in Ddmatia and other
pafts of what was Jugoslavia from the r yth c. onwards. ,See cuslery
NARODNE PESMq PEVACT.

bull (L 'bubble, round object') The lead seal on an official document,
especially one of papd origin, and thus the document itself. It is also
used to denote a tall story (q.n.),or a story which strains creduliry; for
example, a cock-and-bull story @.o.). More generally it may apply to
a literary incongruity or howler.

bulletin The term derives (via French) from the Italian word bulletino,
'a little document', from bulh, a'bubble', 'seal' or'document with a
seal'which is the origin of papal bull (see rurr). As a literary term bul-
ledn may denote rliter*y or scholarly periodical (it may be the narne
of a periodical), and it is often used to describe a summary or cata-
logue of activities or events. It also, of course, denotes news, which
may be spoken or recorded in print.

bululd A single ambulatory actor in r6th and rTth c. Spain. In some
respects a descendant of the juglar or jongleur (q.2,.). rUfhere two trav-
elled and played as a pair they were known as fiaque; if four es a gdn-
garilla; and there was a standard company of six - five men and one
woman - known as a cambaleo. The cambaleo has been recorded as
late as the r93os.

bunkum Originally nonsensical oratory; now applicable to almost
anything said or written if it is regarded as rubbish. It derives from the
neme of Buncombe County in Nonh Carolina, because a member of
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burlesque

that districg while attending the r6th Congress debate on the
'Missouri 

Question', persistently declared, when pressed for a
'Question', that he was obliged to make a speech for Buncombe.

burden (Or bourdon or bunhen) The word probably derives from the
late Latin bnrdo, 'drone bee'. The term denotes either the refrain (q.r.)
or chorus (q.".) of a song or its theme or principal sentiment.

biirgerliches Trauerspiel A genre of German dramatic tragedy (q.t.) -
the term originated mid-r8th c. to describe the kind of play which did
not deal with the fall of nobles and princes but dealt rather with that
of middle-class people (burghers) in a middle-class environment (i.e.
blirgerlicb). Such plays weri written in prose. Probably the earliest
example is Lessing's Miss Sara Sampson (rzSS). Lessing was influenced
by George Lillo's ragedy Tbe London Mercbant Gly ), a rariry then
because it made ordinary commercial life the theme of tragedy.
Diderot was also influenced by it in his Ze Fils natarel $7g). See
DOMESTIC TRAGEDY.

burlesque The term ierives from the Italian burlesco, from burk,
'ridicule'or'joke'. It is a derisive imitation or exaggerated'sending up'
of a literary or musical work, usually stronger and broader in tone and
style than parody (q.".).For the most paft burlesque is associated with
some form of stage'entertainment. Aristophanes used it occasionally
in his plays. The satyr plays (q.".) were a forrn of burlesque. Clowning
interludes in Elizabethan plays were also a type.

An early example of burlesque in England is the play of Pyramus
and Thisbe performed by Bottom and his companions in A
Midsammer Night's Drearn (c. tfg).Here Shakespeare was making
fun of the Interludes (q.v.) of earlier generations. A few years later
Francis Beaumont created one of the first full-length dramatic bur-
lesques - namely The Knigbt of the Buming Pestle (c. 6o).In fi7r
George Villiers, Duke of Buckingham, had produced The Rehearsal,
generally regarded as an outstanding example of a full-scale dramatic
burlesque. In it he ridiculed contemporary actors and dramatists as
well as the heroic tragedies of the period. Later Henry Carey did the
same thing with his Chrononhotonthologos Q74). He dso burlesqued
contemporary opera in The Dragon of Wantley (tZl+). Fielding did
much the same thing with Torn Tbnmb (rZlo) and his Historical
Register for the Year rn6. Samuel Foote employed the same kind of
caustic, but his plays and sketches ridiculed people rather than con-
temporary drama. One of the most famous works in this genre is
Gay's Tbe Beggar's Opera QTzB), in pan a burlesque of Italian opera.
His work anticipates the kind of entertainment that became popular
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burletta

in the rgth c. in the hands of Gilbert and Burnand. Other dramatic
burlesques of note from this period ar.e: Tbe What d'ye Call it (r7r5)
by Gay; Three Hoars After Mariage (tZry) by Gay, Pope and John
Arbuthnot; Tbe Covent Garden Tiagedy (rzlz) by Henry Fielding;
Distress upon Distress $7yz) by George Alexander Stevens; The Citic

$lzil by Sheridan; Tbe Rovers GZSS) by George Canning, John
Hookham Frere and George Ellis; and Bonbastes Fuioso (r8ro) by
rU7illiam Rhodes. In the USA a theatrical burlesque is an entertaiment
with songs, dances, routines and extensive use of a chorus line and
leg-show.

Burlesque was not confined to drama. In the mid-r7th c. the French
dramatist Scarron wrote a burlesque in verse called Virgile tdoestie
(1648), and a little later Samuel Butler published Hadibras Q66z), a
mock-heroic (q.o.) poem ridiculing romance, chivalry and Puritanism.
In 16T4 Boileau wrote a famous mock-epic (q.t.), Le Latrin, in which,
with much irony and grave epic decorum (q.o.), he made fun of
Classical epic. Dryden burlesqued the animal fable in The Hind and
tbe Pantber (t68); and, later, Pope showed great mlstery of the pos-
sibilities of burlesque in his mock-epic The Rape of the Locb $7r4)
and in Tbe Dunciad Q728, 1742, r7$).From this period also dates
an agreeable burlesque by Swift - Batcis and Pbilemon $7o9). A
curiosity is Mlliam Blake's fragment An Ishnd in the Moon (origi-
nally untitled), which he wrote c. ry84-1, a kind of 'send-up' of cul-
turd and scientific pretensions. In fiction, Peacock came close to
burlesque of the Godric novel (q.n.) with his Nightmare Abbey
(rSr8). See also ANTr-MAseuE; cARTcATURE; rARcE; rRoNy; rNvncrrvE;
SATIRE.

burlctta Like burlesque (q.o.), the term derives from the Italian barh,
'jolce' or 'fun'. A barletu is a comic play with music, or a play spoken
to music, popular in the rSth and ryrt c. theatre. It is of minor impor-
tance in the history and development of drama, except that, in
company with musical burlesques and the later musical comedies, it
may well have had some influence on the conception of the modern
musical.

Burns stanza Also known as Burns meter, 'Scottish stanza' and
'Habbie stanze'.In fact, Burns did not invent it. It has been found in
r rt} c. Provengal poems and in medieval English romances. However,
it takes its name from the frequent use Burns made of it. It com-
prises a six-line stanzd rhyming aaabab. The firsq second, third and
fifth lines are tetrameters (q.o.) and the others dimeters (q.a.) as in 7b
a Mountain Daisy:



Ev'n thou who mourn'st the Daisy's fate,
That fate is thine - no distant date;
Stern Ruin's ploughshare drives elate

Full on thy bloom
Till crush'd beneath the furrow's weight

Shall be thy doom.

buskin The derivation is disputed, but it occurs in a number of
European languages. It denotes a thick-soled half boor (cothumus\
worn by actors in Athenian tragedy, and contrasted with the low shoes
(soccus) or 'sock' worn by comic actors. Thus it describes figuratively
the spirit or style of tragedy. There is a famous reference in Ben

Jonson's poem of praise to Shakespeare:

To hear thy buskin tread,
And shake a stage: or, when thy socks were on,
Leave thee alone, for the comparison
Of all, that insolent Greece, or haughty Rome
Sent forth, or since did from their ashes come.

Milton, in L'Allegro, refers 1o Jonson's 
'Learned sock'.

business novel See uonny NovEL.

Buizenscheibenpoesie (G 'archery rarger poetry') A type of late rgth
c. poetry which displays a kind of decadent or degenerate romanticism
(q.".) with an emphasis on medieval themes and nationalistic attitudes
and values. Prominent practitioners were J. V. von Scheffel, Rudolf
Baumbach and Julius Volff. Batzenscbeibenpoesie was a derogatory
terrn invented by Paul Heyse (r83o-r9r4).

bylina (R byl'that which happened') A type of Russian epic (q.v.) Iolk-
song and poetry often associated with an historical event or move-
ment. The rcrm bylina is of academic provenance and came into use
in the r83os; the peasants use the word starina ('what is old'). These
songs are mostly about the exploits of the bogatyrs, warrior heroes at
the court of Prince Vladimir (978-tor5) in Kiev, and the very earliest
examples may pre-date Vladimir's era. For many centuries they
belonged to oral tradition (q.o.). People were beginning to write them
down in the r6th and r1th c. Possibly the first collector was an
Englishman, RichardJames, who was chaplain to the English embassy
in Moscow in l,6ry. The main garnering belongs to the rgth c. when,
anryay, there was widespread interest in Europe in collecting and
studying these ballad and epic forms of verse. In fact, many byliny still
belong to oral tradition among peasants, particularly in areas where



byr a thoddaid

literacy is minimal. Ttre same is true of the narodne pesme (q.o.) among
the South Slavs.

Byli"y vary in length from, say, a hundred lines to a thousand or
more. There are two basic categories: (a) the heroic, concerned with
deeds of valour; (b) the romantic, concerned with love, deceit,
infidelity, magic and wealth. The former far outnumber the latter.
Traditionally, they are sung or chanted, without musical accompani-
ment, by specialist narrators/singers called shaziteli ('narrators'). Some
shaziteli are blind and in m{ry respects are close kin of the Anglo-
Saxon scopas,the Scandinavian shalds and the South Slav guski. Like
these bards of honoured and ancient vocation, the skaziteli are often
poets as well as. reciters, and a skilled one will amplify' embellish and
improvise on traditional material with words, phrases and lines of his
own devising. The verse tends to be free, with a pattern of a fairly fixed
number of stresses and considerable flexibility in the number of
unstressed or 'slack' syllables. Rhyme is occasiond. StronB, plain
similes, of the 'white as a swan', 'brown as a berry', 'fresh as a daisy'
ilk, are a conspicuous feature. Fixed or Homeric epithets (q.".) are fre-
quent and obligatory. Incremental repetition (q.".) is also common; as
are periphrastic figures, and figures comparable to the kenning (q.o.)
of skaldic and Old English verse. See ako BALLAD; DuMY; cusLAR;
SKAZ.

byr a thoddaid In lfelsh prosody a quatrain (q.a.) stanza which com-
bines a couplet (q.s.) of eight syllables per line with another couplet
of ten syllables in the first line and six in the second. In the ten-
syllable line the main rhyme comes before the end of the line and the
syllables that follow the main rhyme are linked by alliteration, asso-
nance (qq.v.) or secondary rhyme with the early syllables of the first
pan of the six-syllable line.

Byronic stanza See orteve RIMA.

Byzantine age A period which runs approximately from the beginning
of the 6th c. until r4y3, the year in which Constantinople fell to the
Turks.
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caccia (It'hunt') An Italian verse form which may have evolved from
the madrig^l (q.".). A poem of short lines with a refrain (q.rr.) but no
rhyme. The name suggests that at some stage rhe subjects of the caccia
v/ere connected with hunting. The form was used mostly in the r4th
and ryth c.

cacoethes scribendi (Gk 'evil disposition' + L 'of writing') This phrase
goes back to Juvenal's insanabile (incurable) stibendi cdcoethes
(Satires, VII, 1z).

cacophony (Gk 'dissonance') The opposite of euphony (q.".).Harsh
sounds are sometimes used deliberately by writers, especially poets,
to achieve a particular effect. A well-known example occurs in

, Tennyson's Morte D'Arthun

Dry clashed his harness in the icy caves
And barren chasms, and all to left and right
The bare black cliff clanged round him, as he based
His feet on juts of slippery crag that rang
Sharp-smitten with the dint of armed heels -

And on a sudden, lo! the level lake,
And the long glories of the winter moon.

The alliteration and assonance (qq.r.) of the first five lines are self-
evidently rough; the last two lines, containing the same devices, are
mellifluously smooth and euphonious. See also oNoMATopoErA.

cadence In particular it refers to the melodic pattern preceding the end
of a sentence; for instance, in an interrogation or an exhortation; and
also the rhythm of accented units. In more general rcrms it refers to
the natural rhythm of language, its 'inner tune', depending on the
arrangement of stressed and unstressed syllables; so, no% a rising and
falling. It is present in prose as well as verse. Almost every writer wirh

' any individuality of sryle at all has particular cadences which are really
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his own 
'voice', the inherent and intrinsic melody of linked syllables

and words, of phrases, sentences and paragraphs, which at once tran-

scends and suppofts the meaning. Sense and sound are inseparable.

The cadences of prose writers as various as Sir Thomas Browne,

Edward Gibbon,Jack London and Samuel Beckett are instantly appar-

ent. In verse, even within traditional metrical arrangements, dif{ering

cadences are apparent, especially in free verse (q.o.).See nxrrrru;

RHYME.

caesura (L 'a cutting') A break or pause in a line of poetry dictated by
the natural rhythm of the language and/or enforced by punctuation.
A line may have more than one caesura' or none at all. If near the
beginning of the line, it is called the initial caesura; near the middle,
medial; near the end, terminal. The commonest is the medial. An
accented (or masculine) caesura follows an accented syllable, an unac-
cented (or feminine) caesura an unaccented syllable. In OE verse the
caesura was used rather monotonously to indicate the half line:

Da waes on burgum ll Beowulf Scyldinga
leof leodcyning ll longe Prage.

So long as alliterative verse (q.".) was the favoured form, there was not
a great deal of variation, as these lines from Langland's Picrs Plowman
show:

Loue is leche of M ll and nexte owre lorde selue,
And also pe graith gate ll pat goth in-to heuene.

The development of the iambic pentameter (q,o.) in Chaucer's hands
produced much more subde varieties:

\fith him ther was his sone, ll a yong Squier
A lovyere ll and a lusty becheler,
\(rith lokkes crulle ll as they were leyd in presse.

(Prologue to the Canterbury Tales)

Blank verse (q.o.) allowed an even wider range in the Preservation of
speech rhythms, as these lines from Shakespeare suggest:

I have ventur'd
Like little wanton boys ll that swim on bladdrs,
This many summers ll in a sea of glory;
But far beyond my depth. ll My high-blown pride
At length broke under me, ll and now has left me,
\7eary and old with service, ll to the mercy
Of a rude sffeam ll that must for ever hide me.

(King Henry VIII, III, ii, 3y9)
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The identical placement of caesurae in successive lines produces a
regular causura-to-caesura line ('My high-blown pide/ At length
broke under me', 'and now has left me,/ lUfeary and old with.service')
which counterpoints the actual verse lines, and produces eroching lin-
eation which is the motor of much Shakespearean blank verse, a ter-
minal couplet commonly acting as a brake. In the heroic coupler (q.o.)
end-stopping tends to prevent the development of rocking lineation,
and the often regular caesurae act instead to enforce 6alance, as
Dryden shows:

In squandering wealth ll was his peculiar art:
Nothing went unrewarded, ll but desert.
B"ggar'd by fools, ll whom still he found too late:
He had his jest, ll and they had his estate.

(Absalom and, Acbitophel, Pt I, t t g)

In more modern verse there is a great deal of variation in the placing
of the caesura, as can be seen in the work of outstanding innovators
like Gerard Manley Hopkins, \f- B. Yeats, Ezra Pound and T. S. Eliot.
Take, for instance, these lines from Yeats:

That is no country for old men. ll The young
In one another's arms, ll birds in the trees
- Those dying generations - ll at their song,
The salmon-falls, ll the mackerel-crowded seas,
Fish, flesh, or fowl, ll commend all summer long'\Thatever 

is begotten, ll born, ll and dies.
Caught in that sensual music ll all neglect
Monuments of unageing intellect.

(Sailing to Byzantinm)

It will be noticed that the last line has no caesura.
It can be seen from these few examples thar the caesura is used, basi-

cally, in two contrary v/ays: (a) to emphasize formaliry and to stylize;
and (b) to slacken the stiffness and tension of formal metrical patterns.

calembour .See pux.

Calderonian honour El honor calderiano implies an exaggerated
concept of honour. A product of ryth c. Spanish drama, and particu-
larly of the plays of Calder6n (16oo-8r). The following are especially
noteworthyz El mddico de su bonra, A seoeto agravio, setretd oen-
ga,n4d, El Pintor de su deshonra, El mayor rronstrilo, los celos. The
usual situation is that the play's climax centres on rhe sacrifice of the
wife, who is either really or supposedly unfaithful. The atmosphere of
the d6nouement (q.o.) is harsh and even bloody. For instance, in the
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first of the above four plays the jealous husband engages a blood-letter

to perform the deed in his wife's bedroom where she is apparently ill,

thus purging his own besmirched honour by'surgery'.

calendar The term derives from Latin calendae (calends, or kalends),

the first day of the month and the date on which accounts were

due. Hence Latin calendaium,'tn account book'. The ordinary cal-

endar is a table giving the divisions of the year. Some of the major

calendars are: the Julian, the Gregorian, the Jewish, the Chinese' the

French Republican and the Mohammedan. The pelperual calendar

provides the year, the dominical letter (i.e. the dies dominica, Larin

for'sunday'; a convention adopted in tables to indicate that day in

January on which the first Sunday falls in any Pafticular year), fol-

lowed by the regnal years, their beginning and ending. It also shows

the fixed feasts and saints' days, which are important in the dating of

documents.
Another kind of calendar is the book of hours (les heures), an illus-

trated prayer-book based on the priest's breviary (q.".) and ordered

according to the hours of the Divine Office in monasteries. Such books

made their appearance in the r2th c. and quite soon became popular,

especially in France and the Netherlands. Some of them were of

remarkable beauty and exquisitely illustrated. A very well-known

example is the Duc de Berryt Tris Riches Herres of the rtth c. which

was illustrated by the Limbourg brothers. Such a work contains the

usual calendarium, the Limle Office of Our L"dy, the Penitential

Psalms, the Litanies, the Office for the Dead, The Adoration of the

Cross, Devotions to the Holy Ghosg and others.
A notable insance of thc form of the cdendar being used for a

Po€tlcic work is Spenser's Shepheard\ Calendar $gg), which com-
prises twelve eclogues - one for each month of the year. John Clare
anempted something similar in Tbe Sbqberd,\ Calend'ar Q8z).

Another type of calendar is a sort of register (q.".).An unusual
example is Tbe Neutgate Calendar, or Malefactors' Bloody Register
(c. ,77+), a work which gave an account of the more infamous crimes
perpetrated from rTooto 1774. A further series came out c. t826.

A curiosity in the genre is Nicholas Breton's Tbe Fantasticks (t626),
a collection of observations arranged in calendar form according to
hours, days and seasons. Sea.arMANnc.

calligramme A design using the letters of a word; more particularly a
poem written and printed in a specific shape. Guillaume Apollinaire
(r88er9r8) publishedCalligrammes (rgfi} which contains the well-
known llpleat,printed with letters trickling down the page like'tears'.
Rabelais had done something comparable with his epilenie: a song in
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honour of Bacchus. printed in the shape of a bottle. See erreR poEM;

coNcRETE portny/wnss.

calypso Usually an improvised song or ballad (qq.t.) composed and
sung by \(est Indians on festive and public occasions - like carnivals,
elections and test matches. The word happens to be the same as the
name of the nymph who detained Ulysses on the island of Ogygia,
but there appears to be no connection.

Cambridge Festival Theatre This theatre existed from r9z5 to rgSj
and became a centre of innovative theatre design and production in
Britain. Notable feaftrres were its thrust stage and revolving stage and
remarkable experiments with lighting. The inspiration of the enrer-
prise was Terence Gray, assisted by Harold Ridge. Gray's other col-
laborators included Ninette de Valois, his cousin, and Humphrey

Jennings. The Festival Theatre was evennrally sold to the Cambridge
Arts Theatre, founded by J. M. Keynes. In ry98 the theatre was sold
to commercial developers by the Gankrupt Trust.

Cambridge School A term applied to a group of critics associated with
Cambridge University in the rgzos and r93os. Its luminaries were
I. A. Richards (1893-1979), F. R. Leavis (1891-1928), Q.D. Leavis
(r9o5-8r), and \(rilliam Empson (r9o6-8a). They had a profound
influence on the development of literary criticism and its techniques,
especially in practical, analytical criticism. The Leavises had much
influence through the periodical Soutiny (tglz-tl\. See closE
READTNG; PRACTICAL CRTTICISM.

campus novel A novel which has a university campus as its setting. The
maiority have been written by those who were or are academics.
Noable instances are: Tbe Grooes of Academe (rg1z) by Mary
McCarthy; Pictures from an Institution $954) by Randall Jarrell;
Luchy lim Q95$ by Kingsley Amis; Giles Gaat-Boy $966) by John
Barth; The War between tbe Tates (tgZ+) by Alison Lurie; Changing
Phces (tgZ) by David Lodge; The History Man Q97) by Malcolm
Bradbury; and The Rebel Angeb (1982) by Robenson Davies. See
NO\IEL.

canci6n The term is now generally applied to any Spanish poem con-
sisting of strophes (q.o.) with alternate lines of eleven and seven syl-
lables. This, the Italianate canci6n was introduced into Spain neer the
middle of the r6th c. See rrne; REMATE; srlvA.

cancioneiros Pornrguese songbooks and, in particular, collections of
medieval Galician and Pornrguese poems extant in three manuscripts
- namely Cancioneiro de Ajada,Cancioneiro d.a Vaticana and Colocci-
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Brancuti. They cover the period from late in the r2th c. to the middle
of the r4th c. These collections contain mostly love lyrics and satires.
The later Cancioneiro Geral Q5fi) is a huge anthology (q.rt.) which
contains verses written by court poets. Many of the Poems are also
love lyrics.

cancrine (L 'crab-wise') Verses that read both ways, md which thus
form a palindrome (q.v.).

canon A body of writings established as authentic. The term usually
refers to biblical writings accepted as authorized - as opposed to the
Apoaypba (q.v.).The term can also apply to an author's works which
are accepted as genuine. For example: the ShakesPeare Canon.

canso IJso cbanso and cbanson (q.".) A Provengal love-song or lyric
(q.".). The lyrical canso has five or six stanzas with an enooi (q.o.).
Metricd virnrosity in the canso was much prized. The themes were
almost invariably those of courtly love (q.o.). See oon; soNNET.

cant The jargon or slang (qq.".) of a panicular class, grouP, trade,
calling or profession. Usually associated with pedlars, thieves, gipsies,
tinkers and vagabonds. Professional tramps or roadmen, for instance,
have a vanery of cant terms - like: bhgging hard - travelling f.asg castle
- tlre house, flat or office of a wealthy person; ooher -fourpence; dead
bard mark - a place only approachable by * expeft tramp; dollcie -

well-off; front tbe gaff - call at the entrance of a large house; gry - ^
horse (of Romany origin); lark - a ffamp's favourite stopping place;
mark - a house, its resident or the sign outside;merry - a gSrl;postman
- a fast-moving tramp; sbam - e gentlem$\ stedmer - a mug, a sim-
pleton; top-coch - e master tramp; wheeler - a pauper who circles near
institutions and who is despised by the real roadmcn or'pikers'who
refer to the road as 'the stem', 'the grit', 'the white'.

cantar In Spanish literature the word has often been used vaguely to
denote words for a song. In modern times it has come to mean an octo-
syllabic quatrain (q.o.), with certain characteristics: assonance (q.".)
and, occasionally, consonance (q.rt.) in the even-numbered lines, and
unrhymed oxytones (q.o.) in the odd ones.

cantar de gesta (Sp 'song of deeds') The Spanish equivalent of the
French chanson de gestes (q.r.),but differing in some resPects from the
French chansons, which tend to be in assonanced kisses (q.o.) of ten
syllables whereas the Spanish type is usually in longer lines, but of
varying length with a leaning towards fourteen syllables, in four-accent
laisses with all four having the same assonance. The most complete and
most famovs &tntdr de gesta is the Poema de mio Cid (c. rr4o) whose
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composer probably had the advantage of reading the French chansons,
including Rohnd.

cantar de pandeiro A Galician folksong in the threelined tercet (q.".)
form, sung to the accompaniment of the pandeiro or timbrel; some-
times written in groups and interconnected in theme.

cantares Spanish narrative poems of the epic (q.v.) genre which derive
from oral tradition (q.v.), originally sung or accompanied by music.
Two notable examples of cantdres de gesu ere Poema de mio Cid
(c. r r4o) end Bemardo del Carpio (c. rzoo eo). During the Romantic
period there was renewed interest in this genre. See also RoMANTTc
REVIVAL,

cante jondo An Andalusian term for cd,nte bondo,'deep song'; also
called a cdnte fhmenco. A typ" of folksong which is rypical of south-
ern Spain. Traditional subjects are love, its loss, and death.

cantica de serrana In the r4th c. book called Libro d.e buen arnor,by

Juan Ruiz, the Archpriest of Hita, the canticas de senana are pastoral
lyrics intended for singing. The serrdnd is a shepherdess or cow-girl.

canticle A form of hymn (q.".,) with biblical words, other than those
from the Psalms.

canticum In Roman drama that part of a play which was declaimed or
sung, as opposed to the diverbium (q.".) or spoken dialogue. There
are a lerge number of. cantica in the plays of Plautus; few in Terence.

cantiga The term usually refers to Iberian folksongs and to the collec-
tion of Galician and Pornrguese lyrics of the Middle Ages which are
contained in the Cancioneiros (q.o.).

canto (It 'song') A sub-division of an epic (q.a.) or narrative poem;
comparable to a chapter in a novel. Outstanding examples of its use
are to be found in Dante's Diztina Comrnedia, Spenser's Faerie

Queene, Pope's The Rape of the Lock rnd Byron's Childe Harold.

canzone An Italian and Provengal form of lyric (q.v.) which consists
of a series of verses in stanza form but without a refrain (q.v,). Usually
written in hendecasyllabic lines with end-rhyme (q.".\. There were
three main styles: tragic, comic and elegiac. r$filliam Drummond of
Hawthornden was one of the few British writers to use it. The canzone
had considerable influence on the evolution of the sonnet (q.v.). See
CANZONET; OTTAVA RrMA.

canzonet Canzonetta is a diminutive of the Italian canzone (q.v.), and
a cdnzonet is 'a limle song'; a light-heaned song akin to the madrigal
(q.u.).
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capa y espada (Sp 'cloak and sword') The term describes r6th and rTth

c. comedies about more or less melodramatic love and conspiracy
among the aristocracy. Two of the main playwrights were Lope de
Vega and Calder6n. See also cLoAK-AND-DAGGER sToRY; coMEDY;
COMEDY OF INTRIGUE.

capitolo (It 'chapter') An Italian verse form which is either an imita-
tion or a parody (q.a.) of Dante's terza irna (q.".).It has all the char-
acteristics of that form and has been widely used since the r;th c.,
especially for satire (q.t.).

capsule criticism A term used by Alexander Woollcott (1887-1943) as
the title of an essay on dramatic criticism. It denotes a clever, witry
epigrammatic one-liner (usually damning). Examples are: 'I watched
this play at a disadvantage; the curtain was up'; 'A bad play saved by
a bad performance'; 'Business was so bad they were shooting deer in
the balcony'.

caption (L captio/captionis,'taking', from capere,'to take'). Its com-
monest use is as a title or explanation, usually in a brief paragraph,
which is put above a picture, diagram, cartoon or any kind of illus-
tration in books, magazines or newspaPers (qq.o.)

cericaturc In literature (as in an) a portrait which ridicules a person by
ernggerating and distorting his most prominent features and charac-
teristics. Quite often the caricature evohes genial rather than derisive
laughter. English literature i." exceptionally rich in examples. The fol-
lowing are a few of the more outstanding: Sir Andrew Aguecheek,
Malvolio and Sir Toby Belch (T-tlftb Night); Pistol and Fluellen
(Henry V); Falstaff (Henry.IV and The Merry Wioes of Windsor) -

all by Shahespeare. Other eNamples are Sir Gilcs Overreach in
Massinger's A Neat Way to Pay Old Debts; Sir Epicure Mammon in
Ben Jonson's The Alchemist; and Jonsont Volpone in Volpone; Sir
Fopling Flutter in Etherege's The Man of Mode; Captain Brazen in
Farquhar's The Reouiting Officer, Sir Lucius O"Irigger in Sheridan's
Tbe Rioak; Tony Lumpkin in Goldsmith's Sle Stoops to Conquer,
Lady Bracknell in \7ilde's Tbe Importance of Being Eamest;
Drinkwater in Shaw's Captain Brassbound's Conoersion.

There are many in satirical poems: for instance, Dryden's caricature
of Shadwell in Mac Fleclenoe; and Pope's of Cibber in The Danciad.

There are so many in novels that the list would be almost endless.
The works of Fielding, Smollett, Dickens, Thackeray and Surtees are
especially rich in them.

On the whole caricature belongs to the province of comedy (q.v.).

, r]"*..r, 
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carnivalization/carnivalesque

minor characters. For instance, the weak and gullible Roderigo in
Otbello; and Osric, the pansy courtier, in Hatnlet

carmen (L 'song') Usually a song or lyric (qq.r.) but the word has been
applied to a wide variety of forms ranging from epic (q.r.) to legal
formula. Now almost an archaism (q.v.) and, if used, likely to be very
nearly facetious, except when referring to Catullus's Carrnina or
Horace's Odes or a cdrmen figaratum (q.".).

carmen figuratum See erten PoEM.

Carmina Burana A collection of Goliardic poems from the
Benedictine monastery of Benedictbeuern in Bavaria. See cotrennrc
VERSE; SONGBOOK.

cernivalization/carnivalesque Originally, a carnival was a feast
observed by Roman Catholics before the Lenten fast began. The word
camival derives, apparently, from the Latin cdrneln levarer'to put
away flesh'. Traditionally meat was not eaten during the Lenten fast;
thus, a carnival would be the last occasion on which meat was per-
missible before Easter. Broadly speaking, a carnival is an occasion or
season of revels, of.merrymaking, feasting and entertainments (e.g. a
Spanish fiesta). In times past there were carnivals which were symbolic
of the disruption and subversion of authority; a turning upside down
of the hierarchical scale (e.g. the Feast of Fools, the Abbot of Misrule,
the Boy Bishop). Mikhail Bakhtin (t895-r97y) coined the word
'carnivalization' (he introduces it in the chapter 'From the Prehistory
of Novelistic Discourse', in his book The Dialogic Imagination -

translated in r98r) to describe the penetration or incorporation of
carnival into everyday life, and its shaping effect on language and
literature.

Early examples of literary 'carnival' are the Socratic dialogues (in
which what appears to be logic is stood on its head and shown to be
illogical) and Menippean satire (q.".). A carnivalesque element is also
characteristic of burlesque, parody and personal satire. Bakhdn
puts forward the theory that the element of carnival in literature is
subversive; it disrupts authority and introduces alternatives. It is a kind
of liberating influence and he sees it as pan of the subversion of the
sacred word in Renaissance culture. He cites Rabelais as an example
of a writer who used carnival (e.g. in Gargantua and Pantagrael,
ryz-46).

In his book Problems of Dostoievshi\ Poetics (rgzg) he develops the
idea of the carnivalesque in making a contrast between the novels of
Tolstoy and Dostoievski. In Tolstoy's fiction he sees atype of 'mono-

logic'novel where all is subject to the author's controlling purpose and
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hand, whereas Dostoievski's fi ction is'dialogic' or'polyphonic'. Many

different characters express varying, independent views which are not
'controlled' by the author to represent the author's viewpoint (q.".).

Th.y are 'not only objects of the author's word, but subiects of their
own directly significant word as well'. Bakhtin sees this quality as a
kind of dynamic and liberating influence which, as it were, concePnr-
alizes reality, giving freedom to the individual character and subvert-
ing the rype of 'monologic' discourse characteristic of many rgth c.

novelists (including Tolstoy).
Dostoievski's tde Boboh (tSzf) is a particularly good example of

carnival. The dead, disencumbered of natural laws, can say what they
like and speak the truth for fun. But Bakhtin does not pretend that an

author is not still in control of his material while allowing his charac-
ters to be subversive. He aclmowledges the role of the author as direct-
ing agent. See etrnroR, DEATIT oF; DrAlocIc/Ivroxolocrc.

carol The word derives from the Itdian carok.It seems very probable
that originally a carol was a kind of ring or round dance, then the song
accompanying the dance. Now a carol denotes a light-hearted song
sung in a spirit of joy at Christmas time (and also, occasionally, at
Easter). Thus, a festive religious song. It appears to have been an

ancient practice in the Church to sing carols, and throughout the
Middle Ages the clergy wrote tnany of them - usually in sequences
like the Laetabundu.r. Most of the carols we know today are not earlier
than the r ;th c. In r yzr Wynkyn de 

'!florde, 
a pupil of Caxton, printed

the first collection of Christmas carols. Counterparts of the carol
elsewhere are the nodlin France (dating from the r5th c.), and the

Veihnachtslied in Germany. After the Rcformation the practice of

composing carols dwindled, though in the rnh c. several poets
(Southwell, Herbert, Vaughan, Crashaw and Milton) wrote poems and
songs which belong to the carol genre. Milton's Natiztity hymn is an
outstanding example; so is Southwell's The Burning Babe. Among
well-known carols mention should be made of. The Swen Joyt t
Mory; I saat Three Ships;God Rest You Merry, Gentlemen;Tbe Virgin
Unspotted; Jesus Bom in Bethlebem; and The Tarclae Days ,f

Christmas. Other kinds of carol have moral and satirical themes. There
are also love carols. See also LyRrc; soNG.

Caroline period Of the time of Charles | (t621-4), from the Latin
Carolus, 'Charles'. During this period the Civil'War was fought and
a large number of distinguished writers were active. The following
were pre-emrnenc Donne, Burton, ShirleS Massinger, Milton,
Edward and George Herbert, Sir Thomas Browne, Thomas Carew,
Crashaw, Vaughan, Quarles, Thomas Killigrew (the elder), Flerrick,



casbairdne

Sir John Suckling and Lovelace. See a/so cnvnurR DRAMA; cAvALTER
POETS.

carpe diem
(I, xi):

(L 'snatch the day') The phrase occurs in Horace's Odes

Dum loquimur, fageit invi.da
Aetas: carpe diern, quam minimurn cveduk postero.

In shorc 'Enjoy yourself while you can'. Horace elaborates on the
motif (q.".) in Odes III, xxix. It is found in Greek as well as Latin
poetry recurs frequently in many literatures and obviously arises from
rhe realization of the brevity of life and the inevitabiliry of death. It
might be assessed as the motto of epicureanism.

At some point, possibly in the work of the 4th c. Roman poet
Ausonius, the rose became the symbol (q.o.) of the beauty and trans-
itoriness of life, a thought finely expressed by Ausonius in De Rosis
Nascentibu.s.'Whatever its origin the symbolism persisted through the
Middle Ages and is to be found associated with the cdrpe d,iem motif.
in Goliardic verse (q.v.) and in much French and English poetry. At
sorne stage the rose came to represent virginity; and its death, loss of
virginity. The r yth and r5th c, love poets incorporated both theme and
symbolism in their appeals to their mistresses not to deny them or
disdain them. The Cavalier poets (q.o.) were among the last to elabo-
rate the idea (for example, Herrick's poem To tbe Virgins, to Mahe
Mucb of Time begins: 'Gather ye Rose-buds, while ye may'), but it has
never entirely lost its hold on the poet's imagination - as is evident in
the work, for instance, of Yeats.

The carpe diern motif in more specifically Christian and didactic
writings, appears in many sermons and much devotional literature
during the Middle Ages and thereafter, but the import tends to be
admonitory: life is short - prepare to meet thy doom. However, it is
the more pagan and epicurean spirit of the motif that has made the
greatest appeal to writers, and in few places is it better expressed than
in a poem about a Syrian dancing girl, in the Appendix Vergiliana,
which concludes:

Pone merum et talos, peredt qui cvastini curat.
Mors durem vellens,'viaite', ait,'venio',

See also uBr suNT.

carwitchet See puN.

casbairdne In Irish prosody, a quatrain (q.o.) stenza of heptasyllabic
lines. The second and fourth lines rhyme and the first and third lines
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catachresis

consonate with them. There are at least two cross-rhymes in each
couplet (q.o,).

catachresis (Gk'misuse') The misapplication of a word, especially in a
mixed metaphor (q.v.). Puttenham, in The Arte of English Poesie
(r l8g), described catachresis as a figure of 'plain abuse, as he that bade
his man go into his library to fetch his bow and arrows'. A famous
instance occurs in Milton's Lycidas:

Blind mouths! that scarce themselves know how to hold
A sheep-hook, or have learned aught else the least
That to the faithful herdman's art belongs!

catalccts Literary works which are detached (or demchable) from the
main body of a writer's work. See axerrct.

catalexis The omission of the last syllable or syllables in a regular met-
ricd line. Often done in trochaic and dactylic verse to avoid mono-
tony. The second and founh lines of this verse from Hood's lle
Bridge of Stghs illustrate the point:

One m6re rin I f6n[nite,
V6a.y 5f I breith,
R shlf im I p6rtinite,
G6ne t6 hEr I deith!

It ma5 however, be argued that the second and fourth lines are cho-
riambic feet. See AcATALEcrrc; cHoRrAMBUs.

catalogue raisonn6 A descriptive and annotated catalogue of boolss or
wor[s of aft. Often divided into subiect groups.

catalogue verse The term describes a list of people, things, places or
ideas. It is a device of ancient origin and found in many literatures.
Sometimes its function has been didactic. In any event its usual object
is to reinforce by elaboration. There are many instances in epic (q.rt.)
poetry like this from Milton's Parad,ise Lost (X,695):

Now from the north
Of Norumbega, and the Samoed shore
Bursting their brazen dungeon, armed with ice
And snow and hail and stormy gust and flaw,
Boreas, and Caecias and Argestes loud
And Thrascias rend the woods and seas upturn;
\fith adverse blasts upnrrns them from the south
Notus and Afer black with thunderous clouds
From Serraliona; thwart of these as fierce
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caudate sonnet

Forth rush the Levant and the Ponent winds
Eurus and Zephir, with their lateral noise,
Sirocco, and Libecchio.

See also BLAzoN; EPrc srMrLE.

catastasis Two meanings may be distinguished: (a) the narrative part
that comes in the introduction of a speech (q.a.); (b) the third of the
four divisions of a vagedy (q.o.) - the first, second and fourth being
protasis, Eitasis and catastrophe (qq.o.). See also FREvTAG's pyRAMrD.

catastrophe (Gk 'overturning') The tragic d6nouement (q.v.) of a play
or story. For example, the Moor's murder of Desdemona and his own
suicide at the climax (q.zt.) of Otbello. See cArAsrAsrs; rRryrr,c's
PYRAMID.

catch In verse the term denotes an extra unstressed syllable at the
beginning of a line when the regular meter requires a stress. A famous
example occurs in Gray's poem On Vicissitude:

New-born flocks, in rustic dance,
Frisking ply their feeble feet;

Forgetful of their wintry trance,
The birds his presence greet -

In contrast to 'new-born' and 'frisking', the word 'forgetful' takes a
stress on the second syllable.

A catch is also a 'round' for three or more voices. A singer starts a
line, another follows him. They take each other up and harmonize. A
good example occurs in Tarclftb Nigbt (II, iv) when Sir Toby Belch,
Sir Andrew Aguecheek and Feste are fooling about and getting drunk.

catharsis (Gk'purgation') Aristotle uses the word in his definition of
tragedy (q.".) in Chapter YI of Poetics,andthere has been much debate
(still inconclusive) on exacdy what he meant. The key sentence is:
'Tragedy through pity and fear effects a purgation of such emotions.'
So, in a sense, the tragedy (q.2,.), having aroused powerful feelings in
the spectator, has also a therapeutic effect; after the storm and climax
there comes a sense of release from tension, of calm.

cauda (L 'tail') The short line or tail which, in a stanza (q.o.) of longer
lines, usually rhymes with another short line. The use of caudae was
common in medieval metrical romances (q.v.). See also TArL-RHIME.

caudate sonnet A form of sonnet (q.r.) in which the normal pattern of
fourteen lines is modified by one or more codas or'tails'. The practice
is believed to originate from Francesco Berni, the r6th c. Italian poet.
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causenc

The form is rare in English verse, though it has been used for satirical
pulposes: for instance, Milton's poem On the Nelat Forces 

"fConscience Under the Long Parliament. See TAIL-RHYME.

causerie (F caaser, 'to tallc, converse') It denotes an informal talk, essay
or ardcle particularly on literary topics. The term comes from Sainte-
Beuve's Causeries du lundi, his contributions to Le Ghbe aind Le
Constitationnelin the rgth c. See a/so rsser; PRoPos.

Cavalier drama In the r53os the Queen gave patronage to a rype of
couft play called Cavalier drama. It was a decadent form,'ardficial and
ponderous in style, unoriginal in subject matter. The main playnrights
were SirJohn Suckling,James Shirley and Thomas Killigrew. The Civil
Var put an end to it.

Cavalier poets A group of English lyric poets who were active, aPProx-
imately, during the reign of Charles | ft625-4). The label is much later
than the rzth c., but it is fair to include in the group Lovelace, SirJohn
Suckling Herriclq Carew and I(aller; plus some minor ones like
Godolphin and Randolph. These poets virnrally abandoned the sonnet
(q.".) form which had been the favoured medium for love poems for
a cennrry. Th.y were considerably influenced by Ben Jonson. Their
lyrics are lighg *iay', elegang and, for the most part, concerned with
love. They show much technical virnrosity. Good representative exam-
ples are: Suckling's Wby so pale and ann, fond looer?; Herrick's
Delight in Disorder; Lovelace's 7b Althea, from Prison. See cenotrxr
PERIOD.

celebratory theatre A form of festive and popular theatrical entertain-
ment which may celebrate and dramatize some important event or
events. It may combine elements of pageang ableau, son et lumidre
(qq.o), the circus and the attoo. It may also include song, music,
dance, mime, acrobatics and rirual. There is an emphasis on spectacu-
lar and ceremonial presentation. A notable example was the celebra-
tion of the French Revolution in Le Th6itre du Soleil's t789, created

by Ariane Mnouchkine in r97o. Perer Brook Ggzt- ) has been a
pioneer of celebratory theatre in Britain and abroad. See also cARNI-
vALTzATIoN/cenNrver,EseuE; LTvING THEATER.

Celtic revival A recrudescence of interest in culture, myth, legend and
literature of Celtic people took place in the second half of the rSth c.
and was to continue through the Romantic period, and indeed on into

the zoth c. Interest in the Gothic and in early Celtic culture was

becoming apparent by c. 176o. It is evident in, for example, Thomas

Gray's Pindaric ode The Bard (tzsil and in The Tiiumphs of Oarcn
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Celtic twilight

Q768). Gray was influenced by a big collection of \Uflelsh poetry
namely Some Specimens of the Poetry of the Ancient Wekb Bards.
Transhted into English . . . ft76$ by Ieuan Brydydd. Interest riras also
stimulated by James Macpherson's Ossianic poems, which were forg-
eries (see LTTERARI FoRGERTEs) but which were enormously popular
and widely influential. In the rgth c. a number of translations of Celtic
works began to appear, including Charlotte Guest's version of the
Mabinogion (fi38-4) and Hersart de la Villemarqu6's Barzaz Breiz
(r8lg) and les Bardes bretons du sixidme sidc/e (r85o). In r814 Ernest
Renan published his celebrated study La Podsie des races cehiques,
which may have caught the attention of Matthew Arnold. In r85y-5
Arnold delivered a series of lecrures on Celtic literature at Oxford; this
linked all Celtic literatures and helped to promote the foundation of
a Chair of Celtic at O#ord in fi77. During the rgth c. several English
writers were affected by Celtic culture; notable instances are Thomas
Love Peacock, Tennyson and Gerard Manley Hopkins. So, too, were
\7elsh, Scottish and Irish writers. Among the Scots we should mention
particularly the novelist \Uhlliam Black (r84r-98) and the poet and
novelist Villiam Sharp (r8yy-r9o5), whose verse and prose romances
on Celtic themes were published under the pen-name Fiona Macleod,
a literary aher ego or heteronym (q.v.).Irish writers of the Irish liter-
ary renaissance (see cELTIc rvrrrcnr) looked back to Celtic origins.
In 1893 If. B. Yeats published Tbe Celtic Tailigbt, a collection of
stories in folklore. The creation of the Abbey Theatre (q.".) and its
promotion of Irish plays by Irish dramatists can be considered as an
aspect of the Celtic revival. Renewed interest in the srudy of Gaelic
was another aspect, and continues to be.

Celtic twilight A vague term used to describe that atmosphere, that
romantic and somewhat dreamy sense and evocation of the past, which
was cultivated and admired in Ireland towards the end of the rgth c.
Irish writers, in what has been called the Irish literary Renaissance,
wishing to dispel the influence of English literature, turned to their
own heritage in search of myth and legend and the glories of a puta-
tive 'golden age'represented by such heroic figures as Finn MacCool.
It was an attempt, partially successful, at a revival of Irish Celtic
culture.

Three influential works in this recrudescence were: O'Grady's
History of lreknd: Heroic Period QS78);I[. B. Yeats's Tbe Wanderings
of Oisin (r8S9) and his Tbe Celtic Tailight (rSgf). Yeats, with other
distinguished writers, founded the Irish Literary Society in London
and the Irish National Literary Society in Dublin. In 1899 he, George
Moore and Edwin Martin founded the Irish Literary Theatre; and, in
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c6nacle

r9or, the Abbey or National Theatre Society was established. Yeats,

Lady Gregory and Synge supported it. As the movement gained pop-

ulariry libraries were created, books on Irish subiects published, lec-

rures delivered and the Gaelic language revived. Other notable writers

associated with the movement were: 'AE' (pseudonym of George
tWilliam Russell), Oliver St John Gogarty, Sean O'Casey and James
Stephens. Many people ridiculed the movement and James Joyce dis-

missed it with a scornful phrase 'cultic twalette'.

cdnacle (F 'supper room') The cdnacles were grouPs or coteries which

formed round the early leaders of the Romantic movement. The first

is believed to have been formed in the salon of Chades Nodier

Q78efi4$ at the BibliothEque de l'Arsenal. The second gathered at

Victor Hugo's house. Later a group of 'disciples' sat at the feet of

Sainte-Beuve.

censorship Forms of censorship began to be introduced very soon after

the invention of printing. Rulers, governments and the Church quickly

realized the power of the printed word to spread sedition and heresy.

Proclamations against seditious and heretical works began in England

under Henry VIII in :, 129. ln r;38 laws were introduced that

books must be licensed for printing by Privy Council or other royal

nominees. The-reafter, throughout the r5th c., there was a series of

proclamations and prohibidons. British monarchs were Particularly
loncerned about the importation of foreign bools. In Europe there

were similar measures. Underground and illegal printing Presses were

soon in operation. Thus a pattern was set for the next 4to years.
In ry57 there was an imponant development when the Stationers'

Company got a'charter of incorporation', after which only members

of thc company (or others holding a special patent) were allowed to

print any work for sale in the kingdom. In 1586 the $ar Chamber

devised an ordinance which directed that no printing press might be

set up ir *y place other than London - apart from one each in the

university towns of Oxford and Cambridge. The Star Chamber con-

dnued to exercise considerable power and in :,537 imposed harsh

penalties on offending printers. The Star Chamber was abolished by

the Long Parliament in 164r, but this did not mean the press was

liberated. In fact restrictions and controls became, if anythingr even

tougher. During the r64os there were numerous suppressions, Prose-
cutions and imprisonments. ln fi15 Cromwell stopped all unofficial

periodicals (e.g. the cora,ntos, q.zt., and other forms of newsletter). The

Rump Parliament of 69 permitted licensed newsbooks but their

issue was restricted.
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censorship

During the Restoration period (q.".) control and licensing of the
press continued. In l,6,62 a Licensing Act was passed in Parliament, ini-
dally for rwo years; it was renewed and extended to 1679.Inthat year
it lapsed, to be renewed in r58y.ln l,f,94 Parliament declined to renew
again. Later, the Secretary of. State was responsible for dealing with
any libellous or offensive matter. This covered anything published
which might constitute a breach of the peace, or bring king, govern-
ment or Parliament or the administration of justice into contempt. The
authorities had wide-ranging powers. Offenders might be imprisoned
and prosecuted. Standard punishments were the pillory imprisonment
and fines. Not a few writers, journalists and printers fell foul of the
law. In r719 John Mathews was hanged for high treason because of his
pamphlet Vox Populi Vox Dei.In ryq Daniel Defoe was arrested,
imprisoned and pilloried for his pamphlets on ecclesiastical issues.
During the r8th c. interference with and restrictions on the press were
gradually reduced but there were a number of celebrated controver-
sies, particularly those in which John Vilkes was concerned. People
still had to be careful what they wrote and published. Vhen Thomas
Paine published The Rights of Man ft79t-z) both he and his book
were regarded as subversive and he had to flee the country. In rSro
\filliam Cobbett was sent to prison for two years and fined fr,ooo (a
huge sum in those days) because he denounced flogging in the army.
During the rgth c. restrictions on the press in Britain were further less-
ened and the Stamp Duty (introduced under the Stamp Act of ryrz)
was abolished in r8tt .

Censorship and control of the theatre, plays and performers were
established in the rSth c. Some companies of players were attached to
the court and to noble households, and there were also wandering
troupes of players who had no patrons. In the interests of public order
some controls over stage performances vrere in operation by c. r;5o.
The licensing of individual plays began in 1549 (or earlier). By an Act
in r57z all players (actors) were deemed 'rogues and vagabonds'unless
they belonged to a baron of the realm (or somebody of higher rank),
or were licensed by rwo justices. Plays were popular at court (Queen
Elizabeth herself enjoyed them), but the civic authorities of London
were basically not in favour of them. The Corporation produced an
Act of Common Council which required all players (and all plays) to
be licensed by the Corporation. There were ways of evading these reg-
ulations. For example, the first theatre to be built in London was in
Finsbury Fields (an area outside the Lord Mayor's control). ln c. t574
the post of Master of the Revels was created. He was a couft official
and no play could be performed in England without his licence. In
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censorshiP

r;8r he was given powers to imprison offenders. From 16o6 he had

the power to license the printing as well as the performance of plays.

During the reigns of James I and Charles I the London theatrical com-
panies worked under royal patents. The authorities were concerned
with matters of religion and government, but not morals.

The Puritans were hostile to all forms of theatre and regarded the
stage as immoral. In fi42 the Long Parliament prohibited all dra-

matic performances. The theatres were closed. Even so, there were
various evasions, such as the drolls (q.".). At or after the Restoration

Charles II issued patents (see rarrNT THEATREs) to Davenant and

Thomas Killigrew (the Elder). These patents allowed them to form

two companies of actors with the right to perform in London and

Vestminster. However, many disputes ensued - not least with the

Master of the Revels - and eventually Killigrew was appointed to this
post. Gradually censorship became very slack. Scurriliry indecency

and licentiousness became rife. !(hat came to be known as Restoration

comedy (q.a.) no doubt reflected the manners and morals of. the

period, but some of it caused offence. Matters of religion and politics

were also treated in an offensive fashion. A reaction set in. In 1698

Jeremy Collier published his celebrated diatribe (q.v.) on the 'pro-

faneness and immoraliry of the stage'. The following year arcyalorder
forbade the presentation of anything contrary to religion and good

manners and the Master of the Revels was prohibircd from licensing

plays which might offend propriety. Here, perhaps, we see an asPect
of the Augustan Age's regard for decorum and good taste.

In due cource it became the Lord Chamberlain's iob to exercise con-

trols. During the first thirty-odd years of the rSth c. some dramatic

performances gave offence (e.g. John Gay's Tbe Beggar\ Opera and

Polly, and Fielding's Pasqnin and The Historiral Register for tbe Year

rn6). The government and the King were touchy about political and

social satire. In ry37 the Licensing Act was passed. This was the result

of \falpole's effons and was intended to control dramatic perfor-

mance. It was more positive and comprehensive then earlier measures.
The Lord Chamberlain became licenser of theatres in London and
'Westminster, 

but his powers (at any rate in theory) covered Great

Britain. If a new play was to be performed then the Lord Chamberlain
had to receive a copy of it. Moreover, the Lord Chamberlain had an

official at his disposal in the shape of an 'Examiner of Plays'. Like

many such measures the Licensing Act was unpopular, and there were

not a few evasions. There were also some fairly absurd prohibitions

and censorings. In the rgth c. one of the bemer known Exanriners of
Plays was George Colman (the Younger), himself a dramatistahd poet,

who had the post from r8z4 to r836. Charles Kemble, the actor, suc-



censorshiP

ceeded him and he in turn was succeeded,by his son. Various nonen-
tities followed.

In r83z a select committee of the House of Commons, under the
direction of Edward Bulwer Lytton, was set up to look into the pro-
visions of the ry17 Act. Out of this came another Act (in r84j), which
was more or less a case of Plus ga change. . . Censorship of drama
remained the Lord Chamberlain's job and he had powers to prohibit
the performance of any play (or part of a play) whenever, in his view,
it might be contrary to the preservation of good manners, decorum or
'the public peace'. This was on a par with the famous clause in King's
Regulations for the army about behaviour contrary to good order and
military discipline. There continued to be much criticism of the Lord
Chamberlain's role and powers (this criticism was to continue until
the r96os).In ryo9 another select committee (this time drawn from
the House of Lords and the House of Commons) reviewed the whole
situation. There was no legislative action as a result of the committee's
submissions. It was recommended by the committee that the Lord
Chamberlain should continue to be the licenser of players, but that
unlicensed plays might be performed and theatre managements would
apply for a licence if they wished to.

Eventually, in 1968, the Theatres Act was passed. This abolished the
Lord Chamberlain's job as licenser of plays and thereafter it was no
longer necessary to get a licence. In effect, matters were at last left to
the good judgement, intelligence and artistic integrity of all those who
were involved in putting on e play.

It is'of some historical interest that in r98z a private prosecution
was brought against the National Theatre in London. This concerned
Howard Brentont play Tbe Rornans in Britain The prosecution
alleged that the director had 'procured an act of gross indecency' (in
this case the simuladon, on stage, of a homosexual rape). The prose-
cution's case foundered on technical grounds.

In general, Britain may be said to have escaped fairly lightly in
matters of censorship. However, in the rgzos DORA (Defence of the
Realm Actlhad some influence. Clauses in this Act provided for forms
of censorship, which, in the hands of a reactionary or puritanical
Home Secretary might be invoked.

Elsewhere, during the zoth c., censorship controls of the most
stifling kind have been imposed by all totalitarian and repressive
r6gimes. Censorship departments in Communist-bloc countries
(especially the USS& Czechoslovakia, Hungary Romania and
Albaqia) were extremely careful about what they would allow to be
publiphed, and equally careful in their control of the importation of
foreign books, papers and magazines. In the rgth c. Russian writers
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had long been accustomed to rigorous censorship under the Czarist
16gime.-It 

is wofth noting that in rgTz ^ periodical named Index on
Censorsbip was founded by Writers and Scholars International: a

$oup of writers, scholars, intellecruals and artists. This grouP Y1s
iot-"d primarily at the instigation of the English poet- and critic
Stephen Spenderand the Soviet dissident Pavel Liwinov. The group is

"ott..rn.d 
with the promotion of intellectual freedom in countries

which suffer from repressive r6gimes, and the periodical publishes
work by writers who are restricted or suPPressed in their own coun-
tries. It also contains accounts of censorship and the imprisonment of
authors. See pnope,cexDA; SAMIZDAT.

cento (L 'patchwork') A collection of bits and pieces from various
writers. A patchwork poem made up of verses by different writers.
Such works were common in later antiquity (e.g. Falconia Proba ded-
icated to Honorius a Cento Vergilianu.r dealing with events of the Old
and New Testaments). Perhaps the most outsbnding example of a
cento is that by Decimus Magnus Ausonius (c. .ro 3re9o). }Jis C-ento
Nrptiatis runi to r3r lines, ihe lines or half lines being taken from,
variously, Virgil's Aeneid, Geargics and Eclog*es. He derives the term
from Greek EentroU and in his introductory exposition to Paulus
defines and explains it:

It is a poem compectly built out of a variery of p-assages and-dif-
ferent meanings, in such eway that either tn'o half-lines are ioined
together to form one, or one line and the following- half with
an6ther half. For to place two (whole) lines side by side is weak,
and three in successiott mere trifling. But the lines [i.e. the lines of
the poet from whose works the cento is compiled] are dividcd at
any-of the caesurae which herclic verse admis, so that either a
penthemimeris can be linlced with an anaPaestic continuation' or a
trochaic fragment with a complementary section, or seven half-feet
with a choric anapaest, or after a dactyl and a half-foot is placed
whatever is needed to complete the hexameter: so that you may say
it is like rhe puzzle which the Greeks have called ostomacbia.

(Ostomachiais apvzzlein which fourteen different pieces of bone rep-
resenting different geometrical shapes are placed in.combinations to
represent vanous o6jects.) Ausonius's Poem is a kind of epithalamion
(q.".). These are the opening lines (with references):

Accipitehaecanimislaetasqueadvertitementes'I
ambo animis, ambo insignes Praestantibus armi$' :
ambo florentes,3 genus insuperabile bello.a



chain Yerse

(r. Aenei.d, V r. 3o+; z. Aenei.d, XI, t. 2gri t. Eclogues, VII, r. 4; 4.
Aeneid,IV, r.4o.)

An ingenious modern example is that by A.Alvarez in his intro-
duction rc The Neat Poetry (rev. edn ry66). The synthesis contains
lines from eight different modern poets:

Picture of lover or friend that is not either
Like you or me who, to sustain our pose,
Need wine and conversation, colour and light;
In short, a past that no one now can share,
No matter whose your future; calm and dry
In sex I do not dither more than either,
Nor should I now swell to halloo the names
Of feelings that no one needs to remember:
The same few dismal properties, the same
Oppressive air of justified unease
Of our imaginations and our beds.
It seems the poet made a bad mistake.

See correcE; PAsTrcHE.

Centre 4z A scheme which was the brain-child of Arnold 
'Wesker

0%z- ), the dramatist. He planned to create an arts centre support-
ed by the trade unions and Labour movement. In r95o the Trades
Union Congress passed a resolution (No. +z)by which the arts should
be supported. Festivals were held in ry62 and for a while it was hoped
that the Round House in London would be the centre. Eventually
lack of money meant the whole plan was aborted. See also THEATRE
TTORKSHOP.

centres dramatiques Theatres (in some cases combined with a drama
school) established in the purlieus of Paris and some provincial towns
from r94y. The idea was to take theatre and drama'to the people': to
the workers and those of the lower-middle-class bracket. 

'Work 
done

by the directors had discernible leftist tendencies and many of the
directors belonged to the Left. A number of these centres were com-
bined with maisons de k cnlture and not a few were highly success-
fuI. In Britain they have had counterpafts comparable in some
respects. For instance, the Unity Theatre, Centre 42, Theatre
Vorkshop (qq.z,.).

chain yerse A rhyming scheme, like rime riche (q.a.), where the last
syllable of a line is repeated in the 6rst syllable of the next line; but
though the sound is the same, the sense is different. It is rare in English
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chair ode

The term is also applied to a verse in which the last line of each

stanza becomes the first line of the next. Again, this is rere. See
VILLANELLE.

chair ode That ode which, at the Eisteddfod (q.o.), gains the prize of a

carved oaken chair.

change of heart A term associated in the r8th c. with sentimental

comedy (q.".). By'^change of heart' the'baddies' became'reformed
characters' so that sentiments might not be offended and all should
look well. Basically, a rather crude theatrical contrivance - often totally

implausible.

changga (K 'long poem') A 'popular' Korean verse form, usually of ten

or more lines or stanzas with refrains. A frequent theme was love.

chanson A form of love-song, perticularly among the Provengal trou-

badour (q.".) poets. The chansonhed five or six stanzas, dl of the same

construction, and an envoi (q.o.) or tornafu (q.v.). A high degree of

originaliry and technical virtuosity was required, but the therires and

subjects were usudly the same: devotion to a lady or mistress in the

courtly love (q.v.) tradition.

chanson I danser Song from the Middle Ages (the earliest extant dates
from the first half of the r3th c.) composed as an accompaniment to

dance. The metrical forms varied considerably. The principal dance

was the carole,from which evolved the poetic fiormrondet de carole -

similar to a tiolet (q.".).\\e ballette was another dance song consist-
ing of three stanzas and a refrain (q.o.). See abo c.ARoL; vrRELI.

chanson i perconnages Medievd song in didogue form. Popular

themes were a dispute bemreen husband and wife, an exchange
between lovers paning at dawn" a meeting between a knight and a

shepherdess. See AUBADE; ofrer; PAsToURELLE; REvERnrE.

chanson de gestcs (F 'song of deeds') OF epic poerns which relate the
heroic deeds of Carolingian noblemen and other feudal lords. Some

describe wars against the Saracensl others are devoted to intrigue,

rebellion and war among the nobles. They exhibit a combination of

history and legend (q.".) and also reflect a definite conception of reli-

gious chivalry. There are three main cycles: the cycle of Guillaume
d'Orange; the cycle of Charlemagnq the third mostly develops the

themes of a lord's revolt against his seigneur.They were very popular
(a literature of entertainment) between the r rth and r4th c. and over

eighry survive. Easily the most famous is the Cbanson de Roland (the

Song of Roland), probably composed in the second half of the r rth c.

See also EpIc; NARRATTvE vERsq RoMANcE.
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chapbook

chanson de toile Toileis 'linen, canvas, cloth'. The cbansons de toile are
associated particularly with northern medieval France, the idea being
that they vrere sung by women while they were sewing, pinning or the
like. They were short poems in the form of monorhyme stanzas with
a refrain (q.rr.) and related some love episode or sorrow. They tended
to be simple, and touching by their immediacy of feeling.

chansonnier A collection of Provengal troubadour (q.v.) poems in
manuscript form.

chant (OF cbanter, L cantare, 'to sing') The term may denote,almost
any song or melody particularly the melody to which the Psalms are
sung. It may denote the Psalm itself. Chants are commonest in litur-
gical services. Gregorian plain song or cantus firmas is the most famous
form of chant and has been the most influential. Anglican chant and
the chants of the Orthodox churches are also notable. Vhen a poem
is chanted the musical elements are subordinate to the verbal. This pro-
duces a srylized qualiry noticeable in the recitation of the choral pieces
in Classical dram4 or choral pieces modelled on the Classical style.
Also in the recitation of epic ballads. The gaski (q.rt.) for instance,
chant their poems to the accompaniment of a one-string fiddle called
a gusle.

chante fable (Pr) A romance (q.a.) of adventure composed of alternat-
ing prose and verse. Aucassin and Nicolette (early r3th c.) is believed
to be the only survivor of a genre which probably had some popular-
ity in the rzth and r3th c.

chantey .See sneNtv.

chant royal A metrical and rhyming scheme related to ballade (q.2,.)
forms. It consists of five eleven-line stanzas rhyming ababccddedE,
followed by an enztoi (q.o.) rhyming ddedE. It also has a refrain (q.zt.)
as indicated by the capital letters, at the end of each stanza and includ-
ing the last line of the ennoi. A further complication is that no rhyme
word may be used twice except in the envoi. The formidable techni-
cal difficulties involved make it a rare form except in the r4th c. when
distinguished poets like Eustache Deschamps, Charles d'Orl6ans and

Jean Marot used it.

chapbook A form of popular literature hawked by pedlars or chapmen,
mostly from the r5th to the r8th c. Chapbooks consisted of ballads,
pamphlets, tracts, nursery rhymes and fairy stories (qq.v.). They were
often illustrated with wood-blocks and were sold at e penny to six-
pence. Old romances like Bevis of Hampton and Guy of Wanoick were
favourites.
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chapka

chapka (K'miscellaneous songs') Long narretive poems sung by pro-

fessional Korean minstrels.

character, the A literary genre which became popular early in the rTth
c. At this time there was an increasing interest in the analysis of char-
acter (we may have here the beginning of the novelist's approach to
character) but the'Character'had already a long history in one form

or another, in European literature: in exemPlum, allegory fable, tale
(qq.".) (for instance, the character studies in Chaucer's General
Prologue to tbe Canterbury Tales), and in the dramatic and psycho-
logical doctrine of humours (q.a.), influenced by Horace's precepts on
dramatic types. Moreover, it seems there was a disposition towards
and an interest in Charactery because of the by then well-established
idea that man in litde was an embodiment of the universe.

In his Advancement of Learning$6o) Francis Bacon discusses the
ancient opinion that'man was minocosmr4s, an abstract or model of

the world'. And in his History of tbe World Q6r$ Sir Vdter Ralegh
wrote' .. . because in the little frame of man's body there is a repre-
sentation of the Universal; and (by allusion) a kind of participation of
all the parts there, therefore was man called Mi.cvocosmos, or the little
Vorld'. Later, Sir Thomas Browne, in Religio Medici Q64z),observed:
'\U7e carry within us the wonders we seek without us: there is all Africa
and her prodigies in us; we are that bold and adventurous piece of

Nature, which he that studies wisely learns in a compendiam wha,t
others labour at in a divided piece and endless volume.'

'Writers 
and thinkers of the period vrere very attracted to the

microcosm/macrocosm concept, but the popularity of the'Character'
may also be attributed to the publication in r.9z of a Latin transla-
tion, by Isaac Casaubon, of the Characters of Theophrastus of Lesbos

$7v287 Bc) - the prototypal work - which was followed in r ,% by
an English version of Casaubon's Latin byJohn Healey. Other works
which very probably had some influence were pamphlets by Nashe
and Greene and Nicholas Breton's The Fantasticks Q6z6).

The first major collection of character studies was Joseph Hall's
Characters of Virtaes andVices (r5o8). A minorwork by'T[.M.'called
The Man in the Moon came out in 16o9. The next major work was Sir
Thomas Overbury's Cbaracters (1614), some of which are believed to
have been written by \flebster, Dekker and Donne. Another minor

,work was Geffray Mynshul's Essays and Charaaers of Prison and
Prisoners $6t). By now the connection between the essay (q.zt.) and
the 'Character' is becoming clear, and one may suppose that the
influence of Montaigne is to be detected here. Then, in 162.8, John
Earle published MioocosmograPhie. Earle is the truest descendant
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charm

of Theophrastus and his characters are Benerally thought to be the
best.

The subjects of Characterology fall into roughly three categories:
(a) a type - a self-conceited man, a blunt man; (b) a social type - an
antiquary an old college butler; (c) a place or scene: a tavern or cockpit.
The idea was to create an individual while formulating a type. There
was usually an attempt at universality. For instance, a pretender to
learning might be found in any part of the world at ainy time. The
miniature portraits were aphoristically terse, a style particularly con-
genial in the ryth c.

Hall, Overbury and Earle had many imitators. The more notable
authors and works were: Donald Lupton's Long and Country
Carbonadoed (tQz); Richard Flecknoe's Enigmatical Characters
(r5y8); Francis Osbornt A Miscelkny of Sundry Essays (1559). An
elaborate extension of the whole idea of 'charactery' is George
Halifaxt The Character of a Trimmer (1588).

One of the most famous of all such collecdons was La Bruybret
Les Caraoires Q688), in the great French tradition of Montaigne,
Pascal and La Rochefoucauld. He combined ranslations of
Theophrascus with his own observations - which are shrewd, tartly
laconic, aphoristic (like La Rochefoucauld's Maxims) and presented
with Baconian terseness.

The practice of 'charactery'was carried on in the following century
in the periodical essay (q.o.), especially by Steele, Addison, Goldsmith
and Johnson. They took the process a stage further by naming the
characters (for instance, Sir Andrew Freepon, rVill Honeycomb, Dick
Minim), and these essay characters, though types, were also pafticular
individuals. The essay character gave place to and made possible the
character of the novel (q.r.), as can be seen in Fielding's novels Joseph
Andrews (tZ+t) and Tom lones (tZ+il.

Modern 'charactery' tends to be the portrayal of individuals, though
many of Dickenst characters are also typical - just as virtues and vices
are typical in most parts of the world. Something in berween the
characters of Earle and the novel character is to be found in such
works as Dickens's Shetches by Boz (r8lp), Thackeray's Boole of Snobs
(r8a8) and George Eliot's Theopbrastas Sucb (r8Zil.See also MAXIM;
pBusf,r.

charm A spell or incantation, which may consist of songr verse or mere
mumbo jumbo and abracadabra to invoke supernatural or supra-
normal powers. It is one of the earliest forms of written literature and
appears to be almost universal. The OE Charrns are among the first
extant written works in our language. There are several: For a sudden
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chastushka

stitch; Against a dwarf; Against wens; For taking a swarm of bees; A
land remedy; A journey spell; Against the theft of cattle; The nine
herbs charm. Examples of charms incorporated in a more literary
context are to be found in Elizabethan and Jacobean plays. Famous
instances are the lVeird Sisters'charms in Macbetb (c. fio6). Quite as
good are those in BenJonson's The Masque of Qaeens (r6o9), and the
lyric of Campion's which begins:

Thrice toss these oaken ashes in the air;
Thrice sit thou mute in his enchanted chair;
Then thrice three times tie up this true love's knot,
And murmur soft: 'She will, or she will not.'

See INcANTATToN.

chastushka (R'part-song') A form of Russian folksong. It usually con-
sists of two, four or six lines (four being the commonest) which rhyme.
Often humorous and epigrammatic, most of them are love-songs.
Some cbastusbki are concerned with political events such as the
Revolution, the Second Iflorldltrfar, and not a few express anti-Soviet
attirudes. As a kind of brief lyric poetry, they are sung solo or choral-
ly and may be accompanied by guitar, balalaika or accordion.

Chaucerian stanza See nrrvur RoyAL.

cheville (F 'plug, stopgap') A word or phrase used by poets to secure
the necessary number of syllables in a line of verse so that it scans
properly. Chaucer frequently uses such 'plugs'with'I trow' or'ywis'.

Chevy Chasc stanza See rerrep METER.

chiasmic rhyme See nrrvuB.

chiasmus (Gk 'a placing crosswise') A reversal of grammatical stnrc-
tures in successive phrases or clauses. As in this example from Dr

Johnson's The Vanity of Human Wishes:

By the day the frolic, and the dance by night.

And this from Pope's Essay on Man (Epistle I):

His time a moment, and a point his space.

The device is related to antithesis (4.2.). See a/so erqluETABoLE;
ZEUGMA; RHYME.

Chicago critics A group of critics associated with the University of
Chicago who in r95z published Critics and Criticism: Ancient and
Modern, ed. R. S. Crane.
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children's books

children's books Until about the middle of the r8th c. there was linle
in the way of books specifically for children, except for didactic works
of one sort and another like text books, books of etiquette and works
of moral edification. For entertainment and diversion they had Aesop's
Fables, romances, travel books, chapbooks, broadside ballads (q7.o.)
and any'adult'reading they could lay their hands on. Notable exam-
ples of this are Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress (1678), Defoe's Robinson
Crusoe (tZtil and Swift's Gullhter's Traoels Q7z6).In France children
had been a little better off because of F6nelon's Tdl4maque (1699),
Perrault's fairy tales, endTbe Arabian Nigbts,which came to England
via a French translation early in the rSth c.

In England one of the first people to realize that there was a demand
for children's books was John Newbery $V3-67), a bookseller who
issued a variety of works illustrated with woodcuts or engravings at
low prices. His two best known publications were A Little Pretty
Pocket-Boob $7aa) and The History of Little Goody Two-Sboes

f t765?).
Apart from imitations of Robinson Crusoe (e.g. The Hermit, or. . .

The Adoentures of Mr Pbilip Quarll, r7z7) there was still not much
available until the latter half of the r8th c. when a number of writers
(among them several women) produced juvenile literature. Some of the
better known works are The History of Sand,ford and Merton $7\-9)
by Thomas Day, Fabulous Histories Q786) by Sarah Trimmer,
Eztenings at Horne (t7924) byJohn Aikin and Mrs Barbauld, andThe
Parent's Assistant (t796-fior) by Maria Edgeworth, the novelist.

Early in the rgth c. Charles and Mary Lamb wrote their famous
Tales From Shahespeare.

A certain amount of verse specifically for children was written in
the r8th c., notably Isaac !?'atts's Diaine Songs for Child,ren (t7r5),
Cotton's Visions in Verse (r7tt), and Christopher Smart's Hymns for
the Amusernent of Children (tn). There were also elarge number of
ballads (q.2,.) in circulation and nursery rhymes (q.rr.).In r8o4-y there
came out Original Poems for Infant Minds, a collection of moral
verses; and in r8o7 Villiam Roscoe published The Batterfly's Ball and,
tbe Grasshopper's Feast, which was very popular.

From this point on we find an ever increasing number of publica-
tions for children in Europe and America. Outstanding works are:
Grimm's Fairy Tales (t823), Catherine Sinclair's Holiday House
(r8lg), Edward Lear's A Booh of Nonsense (t846), Hans Andersen's
Fairy Tales,which were translated into English in 1846, Lane's version
of The Arabian Nigbts (r839-4r), Ruskin's Kizg of tbe Golden Rhter
(r85r), Thackeray's The Rose and the Ring (r8lt), Kingsley's Water
Babies (1853), Jean Ingelow's Mopsa tbe Fairy Q869), George
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Macdonald's At tbe Bach of the North Wind (r87r). Probably none of
these is as famous as Lewis Carrollt Alice's Adaentures inWonderhnd
(1861) rndThrougb the Loohing-Glass Q87z). Other works of impor-
tance in the rgth c. are Lang's collections of feiry tales, Flawthorne's
Tanglewood Tales (r85I) and Kingsley's Heroes (r8y5).

School stories have also proved ^ very popular form of fiction
among children and adolescents. A few of the more or less classic
works in this field are: Sarah Fielding's Governess (tZ+il; Harriet
Martineau's Crofton Boys Q84r); Thomas Hughes's Tom Broutn's
Scboolday.r (r8y7); Dean Farrer's Eric or Little by Little (r818); Talbot
Baines Reedt The Fifth Form at St Dominic's Q88); Kipling's Stalhy
& Co. (r Sqp); Richmal Crompton's Just William (r9zz), which she fol-
lowed up with thiny or more'lU6lliam' books; and the famous Billy
Bunter stories by Frank Richards which first appeared in The Gem
and The Magnet and were then gathered into volume form es Billy
Banter of Greyfriars School (tg+il.

The fairy tale (q.a.) is a widespread form of fiction for children.
Again there are a number of classic works, like Tbe Arabian Nigbts,
Perrault's tales, the stories by the Grimm brothers and Hans Andersen,
Chandler Harris's [.Jncle Remns (r88o), Lewis Carroll's Alice's
Adventares in Wonderknd (1865), A. A. Milne's Winnie tbe Poob

Q9z6) and The Hoase at Poob Corner Q9z8), Carlo Lorenzini's
Pinoccbio (1883), \flaldemar Bonsels's Maja (tgrz) and Selma
Lagerlcif's Nils Holgersson (t9oG7).

There are also elairge number of what may be described as animal
stories. Notable instances are Anna Sewell's Blach Beauty (t8Z),

Kipling's/zngle Books (r8g+-t), J. V. Fonescue's Story of a Red Deer
(t89il, various stories by Grey Owl and Frances Pitt. In this field
Henry I0illiamson wrote two classic works in the shape of. Tarka tbe
Otter (rgz7),which was not, in fact, intended as a children's story and
Salar tbe Salmon (rgl).

Other children's stories of note are: Elizabeth \flether ell's The Wi'de,

Wide World (I8yo); Charlotte M. Yonge's The Daisy Chain (r815);

Richard Jefferiest Bevis (1882); Frances Hodgson Burnett's Little
Lord Fauntleroy (r336) and Tbe Secvet Garden ftgrr); Edith Nesbitt's
The Story of the Treasure Seehers (t8g9), and Tbe Phoenix and tbe
Carpet (tpo+); Noel Streatfield's Ballet Shoes (rg$); and a number of
very good books by Arthur Ransome.

Some notable instances of children's verse are Christina Rossetti's

Sing-Song Q87z); R. L. Stevenson's A Child\ Garden of Verses (r38y);

Hilaire Belloc's The Bad, Cbild's Book of Beasts (t596) and his

Caati.onary Tales $9o8); T. S. Eliot's OId Possam's Booh of Praoical
Cats Qy). This last is a kind of nonsense verse (q.o.), a genre to
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which (for children) several famous writers have made outstanding
contributions - especially Lewis Carroll and A. A. Milne. \(alter de la
Mare and Eleanor Farjeon have written some fine poetry for children.
Robert Graves, Charles Causley and Ted Hughes have also written
excellent verse specifically for children; and Roald Dahl's poetry for
children has been immensely popular, particularly his wo collections
Revohing Rhymes ft982) and Dirty Beasts (rg8+). In recent years
Puffin has published some of the best anthologies of children's verse,
namely, Junior Voices (in four different books) and Voices (in three
books).

In the 2oth c. there are a number of works in the fairy tale catego-

ry which have become classics. Obvious examples are:'J.M. Barrfu's
Peter Pan (r9o$; Kipling's Just So Stories (r9oz), Puck of Pooh\ Hill

$9o6) and Reasards and Fairies (r9ro); A. A. Milnet Christopher
Robin series (begun in the rgzos); Hugh Loftingt Dr Dolittle series
(also begun in the rgzos). To these should be added Kenneth
Grahame's Wind in tbe Willoar (r9o8), and the many Beatrix Potter
stories, the first being published in r9oz.

Adventure stories, most of which have been intended for boys, first
became popular in the rgth c. An early and well-known example is
Marryat's Masterman Ready (r84r-z). R. M. Ballantyne's The Coral
Isknd (1858) is a classic of the genre. So are Stevenson's Treasure
Isknd, (r88r-z) and Rider Haggard's King Solomon's Mines (rS8y).
Early science fiction (q.".) written byJules Verne and H. G.'Vells was
immensely popular and of a high order. \f. E. Johns's Biggles stories
had a great vogue from the rgzos onwards.

Most crime and detective story (q.".) novels have been written for
adults, but have proved very popular among children; especially
Conan Doyle's Sherlock Holmes stories and G. K. Chesterton's Father
Brown stories. A classic in crime fiction aimed primarily at children is
Erich Kistner's Emil and the Detectioes, a;nd many works by Enid
Blyton.

Outside English literature some of the other better known out-
standing works are: the Comtesse de S6gur's Les Malbeurs de Sophie
(r85a); Louisa M. Alcott's Little Women (r868-9); Hector Malot's
Sans Famille (r87S); Mark Twain's Adztentures of Tom Saaryer

Q876) and his Adventures of Hacklebeny Finn $88$;Johann Spyri's
Heidi (r88o-8r); and L. M. Montgomery's Anne of Green Gables
( r9o8) .

Since the r95os literature intended specifically for children has
become a publishing industry in its own right. There are specialist
guides, and, in the more reputable newspapers, specialist reviewers.
The whole approach has become highly professional. Different age
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groups are carefully catered for, and so are the sexes. Close attention
has been given to racism and sexism, and also to what is acceptable or
unacceptable politically and ideologically. Not a few prize awards have
been created: for example, the Kate Greenaway Medal for illustration,
the Newbery Medal, the Eleanor Farjeon Medal and the Carnegie
Medal.

Some authors have become enormously popular and have what is
almost a cult following. A notable example is J. R. R. Tolkien
(r892-r97), who published The Hobbit in ry37 and followed this
wirh Tbe Lord of the Rings in three volumes GgS+-) and The
Silmaillion (tgZil. C. S. Lewis (1898-1963) has been equally popular
and is considered by many to be a far better writer. Apart from his
science fiction novels, he wrote the Narnia series: seven stories begin-
ning with Tbe Lion, the Witcb and the Wardrobe (rglo) and ending
with Tbe Last Battle (tg16).In the r97os the author and illustrator
Raymond Briggs (tgr+- ) achieved fame with a series of outstanding
stories; principally, Jim and tbe Beanstalh Q97o), Father Christmas

Ggl), Father Chistmas Goes on Holiday (tgl), Fungus tbe
Bogeyman (rgl) and The Snoanman (tglil. This last inspired a bril-
liant short film. Besides his.verse for children Roald Dahl also wrote
many notable stories, including James and the Giant Peach (196r),

Charlie and the Chocohte Faaory Og6+), Danny, the Champion of
tbe World (rgt), The BFG (r9Sz) and, Esio Trot $9go).

Of the dozens of other writers who have produced distinguished
literature for children since the r9;os we should mention panicularly
Nina Bawden, Maurice Sendak, Ian Serraillier, Philippa Pearce, Alan
Garner, Rosemary Sutcliff, Leon Garfield, Margaret J. Miller, Ursula
Le Guin, Joan Aiken,I0illiam Mayne, Robert'Westall, Stan Barstow,
Bill Naughton, John Prebble, Penelope Lively and Barry Hines. Plus
the Americans Virginia Hamilton, Paula Fox, Betsy Biars and Lee
McGiffin; and the Australians Patricia \(rrightson and Ivan Southall.
See also coMrcs.

chimerat A form of folk-tale story of the Indo-European culture which
possesses the quality of universality (q,zt.). Thus it does not depend for
its verisimilitude on any particular place or period. .See Nowrret.

choka A Japanese verse form which comprises lines of five and seven
syllables alternating regularly and concluding with two successive
seven-syllable lines.

choliambus (Gk'lame' or'limping iambic') A meter used by Hipponax
of Ephesus (c. y4o nc) and so called because of the substitution (q.o.)

of a spondee or trochee (qq.v.) for the normal iamb (q.tt.) in the sixth
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foot of the iambic trimeter (q.".).If the 6fth foot was also a spondee
the verse was called ischiorrhogic or 'broken hipped'.

choree See rnocnrr.

choriambus (Gk 'chorus iamb') An iamb and a trochee (qq.o.) com-
bined to make a metrical foot of rqro stressed syllables enclosing rwo
unstressed: / utw, /.In English verse, rare as the basic scheme of a
poem; but not infrequently found in combination with other feet.
Swinburne, a skilled and indefadgable experimenter in meter, shows
its use well in Cbori,arnbics:

Swe6t thE I kfssEs 5f dedth I s6t 5n thi lips
C6ld6r ire th6y I thin mfne;
C6ldEr I sfreli thin p6st I kfssEs 6f l6ve

P6ured f6r thf lfps I is ri'ne.

choric/choral character Usually in a play, the choric character or'pre-
senter' comments on the action and perhaps also introduces it. This
character is related to the Chorus (q.t.) in Greek drama. The choric
character may not take much part in the main action, and the com-
mentary is likely to be omniscient or ironical. Vell-known choric
characters are Thersites in Shakespeare's Troilus and, Cressid,a (c. 16oz),
\Wong in Brechtt The Good Wornan of Szecbaan (r938-4r), and the
lawyer in Arthur Miller's .,{ Vieat from the Bridge G9t). See
CONFIDANT.

chorography (Gk 'writing about countries') An archaic term for the
description of place, particularly of nations or regions. It is perhaps
distinct from topographical poetry (q.v.),which is concerned with par-
ticular fearures such as towns rather than with larger districts; but the
two terms are largely interchangeable. The foremost chorographers in
English are \Ufilliam Camden, Britannia (ry85), and Michael Drayton,
Poly-Olbion (16rz, t6zz). See also ToporHEsIA.

Chorus (Gk 'dance') Originally the Chorus was e group of perform-
ers at a religious festival, especially fertility rites. By some process of
grafting or symbiosis Greek tragedy (q.".) acquired (or grew out of)
these choral rites. At any rate, the Chorus became an essential and in-
tegral part of Greek tragic drama. In the works of Aeschylus the
Chorus often took part in the action; in Sophocles it served as a com-
mentator on the action; and in Euripides it provided a lyric element.
The Romans copied the idea of a Chorus from the Greeks, and
Elizabethen dramatists took it over from the Romans. However, a full
scale Chorus has seldom been used in English drama, or indeed
European drama.
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chosism

Usually the Chorus has been reduced to one person, as in Henry V

OSgg), Pericles (c. I5o8) and The Winter's Tale (c. 16o1ro). Milton
used a full Chorus in his closet drama (q.rt.) Samson Agonistes $67r),
but thereafter there are few instances until T. S. Eliot's Murder in the
Catbedral (tgll), in which the remarkable Chorus of the women of
Canterbury takes part in the action, comments on it and provides
mood and atmosphere. Eliot also used a Chorus of the Eumenides
in The Famrly Reunion Ogg).There have been occasional uses of a
single Chorus as commentator on the action (moving in and out of the
play). Notable instances are the scurrilous Thersites, in Shakespeare's
Troilus and Cressida (c. 16oz), the Fool in King Lear (t6o5), and
Antony's henchman Enobarbus in Antony and Cleopatra (c. r6oG).
Other important instances in drama are to be found in Brecht's
Tbe Caucasian Chalk Circle (tg$-), Anouilh's Antigone (tg++),

Tennessee \flilliams's The Gkss Menageie (r94y) and Arthur Miller's
A Vieat from tbe Bidge (tgl l). The use of a kind of group Chorus is
also to be found occasionally in novels. For example, there are the
rustics in George Eliot's Sihs Marner (r86r),the Mellstock musicians
in Thomas Hardy's Under tbe Greenutood Tiee $872) and the rustics
in his The Return of tbe Native (r87S). A not dissimilar use of Chorus
is to be found in some of Villiam Faulkner's novels: for instance, The
Hamlet (t94o), Tbe Mansion GgSil and Tbe Reiaers $962).

chosism (F 'thingism') It denotes the highly detailed description of
objects, things (often inanimate) - their shape, colour, texture, density
'that some French novelists associated with the noileeau roman (q.".)

tended to go in for. It had its fascination but when overdone it could
become counter-productive. Alain Robbe-Grillet and Michel Butor,
among others, were particularly skilled at it. See a/so rnoprsu.

chrestomathy (Gk 'useful learning') An anthology (q.2,.) of passages
in prose or verse (or both); particularly one to be used for learning a
language.

Christabel meter The meter of Coleridge's poem ChristabeL lt com-
prises free couplets with a pattern of four stresses. Much of the time
the feet are iambs or anapaests (qq.o.). Coleridge claimed that the
meter was based, not on a syllable count but on an accent count, that
this was a new principle and that the length of the line varied with the
amount of passion expressed. In fact the principle was not new but it
is true that the passion does vary occasionally. One feature of the poem
is that in a few lines he manages monosyllabic feet.

chronicle A register of events in order of time, often composed con-
temporaneously with the events it records. Early examples are the
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chronicle

Roman Fasti Consakres or Capitolini compiled in the reign of
Augustus. There were many medieval chronicles, in verse and prose,
which are important sources for the historian. Among the earliest are
the 6th c. chronicle of Gildas, De Exci.d,io et Conquestu Britanniae,
Bede's Ecclesiastical History k.nr),the Historia Britonwm of Nennius
(c.7g6), Asser's 9th c. chronicle covering the period 84y87, and the
Historia Remensis Ecclesiae by Flodoard of Rheims which covers the
period 91946. From the second half of the roth c. dates the Annales
Cambria,e. The Anglo-Saxon Cbronicles are very valuable records of
events in England from the beginning of the Christian era until the
middle of the rzth c. Several Latin chronicles belong to the r2th c.,
including Florence of 

'Worcester's 
Chronicon ex Chronicis, which he

took down to rrrT and which was then extended by others until rz9;.
Eadmer's Historia Nooorum in Anglia goes as far as r rzz. rUfilliam of
Malmesbury one of the best and most famous chroniclers, compiled
several records: particularly the Gesta Regurn Anglorum (44g-rrz7)
and Historia Noztelk, which covers English history as far as rr4z.
From the rzth c. also date Geoffrey of Monmouth's Historia Regam
Briunniae, Roger of Hoveden's Cronica, Jocelin de Brakelond's
chronicle of his abbey, several records by Giraldus Cambrensis and
\flilliam of Newburgh's Historia Rerum Anglicaram (ro66-1198). In
the r3th c. some schools of history developed, particularly at St Denis
where a large number of Latin chronicles were produced which even-
tually became the Grandes Chroniques de France; and at St Albans
where Matthew of Paris compiled his great chronicles (tzlS-1il. From
the r3th and r4th c. we should also note Robert Gloucester's chroni-
cle from earliest times down to rz7z, Richard of Cirencester's
Speculurn Historiale (447-ro66), Froissart's Chroniques (ry25-r4oo)
and Andrew of \Ufl'yntoun's The Orygynale Cronyhil.In the r'th c.

John Capgrave made several important chronicles, and in the r5th c.
we 6nd an increasing number of such records: Robert Fabyan's
Concordance of Histories $5 16), an anonymous History of Richard III
(rl3+), which was something of a landmark in history and biography
(q.2,.), Polydore Vergil's Anglicae Historiae Libri xxai (tfi4-jt),
Camden's Britannia (r586), Holinshed's Chroni.cles (tt77), Edward
Hall's The Union of tbe Noble and llluste Famili,es of Lancastre and
York, a number of very valuable Chronicles by John Stow (especially
his account of London), and \flilliam Harrison's Descviption of
England (included in Holinshed's Chronicles). Early in the ryth c.

John Speed published Histoie of Great Britain (16rr), and between
tr,99 and 1636 Sir John Hayward published several biographies. By
this stage the writing of history and the making of records was very
different from what it had been earlier. Biography, autobiography
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chronicle novels

(q.v.), memories, diaries, logbooks, travel books, narratives of sea
voyages and exploration were becoming commonplace and thereafter
the chronicle was no longer a form of any note. The writing of history
as is evident from, for instance, Sir'$Talter Ralegh's History of the
World $614), was to become a much more specialized business. See
ANNAL; CHRONICLE PLAY; DIARY AND JOURNAL; TRAVEL BOOK.

chronicle novels See srrouwcsRoMAN; RoMAN cyclE; RoMAN-FLEUVE;

SAGA NOVEL.

chronicle play Also known as a History Play, and therefore based on
recorded history rather than on myth or legend (qq.a.).Early exam-
ples are The Persians by Aeschylus, and Oaaaia, ascribed to Seneca.

Early chronicle plays in England were like pageants interspersed
with battle scenes. However, some dramatists saw the possibiliry of
the history play. Bale wrote what is generally regarded as the first: King

tohn (c. rfi4).Two other important works in the transition from
Interlude (q.rr.) and Moraliry Play (q.o.) to historical drama were
Sackville and Norton's Gorboduc (156r) and Preston's Catnbises
(tt6g).Later, Marlowe also saw the possibilities of such presentation
and, using Holinshed, dramatized the life of Edward II (ry93).

Shakespeare followed with a succession of chronicle plays which
covered the English monarchy from Richard II to Henry VIII.
Shakespeare also wrote KingJobn (probably adapted before r598 from
an earlier work and not printed until the Folio (q.v.) of l.3.4). After
him Fletcher, with Bonduca $6ry), and Ford, with Perkin Warbech

$4+), continued the tradition successfully.
Thereafter chronicle plays are fdrly rare, though a number of

dramatists attempted Roman historical subjects in the rSth and
rgth c. James Sheridan Knowles, Darley Tennyson, Browning and
Swinburne all rurned to history for their subjects but with little success
- largely because they were out of touch with the requirements of the
theatre and insufficiently familiar with the state. Thomas Hardy also
attempted a dremetization of history in the shape of The Dynasts
(t9o4, 19o6, t9o8), which also proved unstageable. By general agree-
ment Schiller in theWallensteinTrilogy Ozgil and Maria St*art (r8oo)

was the only subsequent dramatist to manage this kind of play with
much success.

Since the Second \7orld \$(/'ar there have been several notable chron-
icle plays. For example, Arthur Miller's The Crrcible (rg1), Robert
Bolt's A Man for All Seasons $96o) and State of Rwolution (tg77),

and Rolf Hochhuth's The RePresentdtiae (t966) and Soldiers (rg6).

See cHnoNrcLE; EPIc THEATRE.
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chronogram (Gk'time writing') An inscription in which letters form
a date in Roman numerals.

Ciceronian In the style of Cicero $o6-q nc). Thus, dignified, bal-
anced, melodious, well ordered and clear. Cicero had much influence
on the writing of prose from the Renaissance onwards.

cielito (Sp 'little heaven') In gaucho literature (q.".) an octosyllabic qua-
rrain (q.v.) rhyming in the second and fourth lines. A well-known
practitioner was Bartolom6 Hidalgo (r788-r8zz), the Uruguayan
poet, who was primarily responsible for the creation of gaucho
literature.

cinquain A five-line stanza with a variable meter and rhyme scheme.
It may be of medieval origin. The American poet Adelaide Crapsey
worked out a particular kind of cinquain consisting of five lines
with a fixed number of syllables: two, four, six, eight and two
respectively.

cipher A mode of writing which employs the substitution or transpo-
sition of letters. A private and secret means of communication.
Interesting if childish examples occur in Mary Leith's letters to
Swinburne. For instance:

Cy merest dozen,
Ansk thawfully for your kyind letter. Since you and Mr'Watts

kyindly give us the choice of days (or doice of chays) may we name
'Wednesday 

all things being propitious? . . .
This little delay has allowed me more time to devote to your

most interesting Eton book. . . even tho'it be only the tavings of a
nrg, or even the topping of a mug, it is exceptionally amusing to
your mi', tho' I could dish that it wealt with a pater leriod.

See spooNERrsM.

circumambages The devices of periphrasis (q.o.). A rare term.

circumlocution Roundabout speech or writing. Using a lot of words
where a few will do. See rupHnMrsM; pERrpHRAsrs; TAUToLocy.

circumstance, tragedy of A tragedy (q.v.) in which some kind of exter-
nal force like fate or the gods brings about the doom of the hero or
heroine (and other characters).

citizen comedy A type of play which had some vogue early in the rTth
c. It was usually about life in contemporary London and the charac-
ters were based on those likely to be found among the middle or lower-



middle classes. Vell-known examples of the genre are Dekker's The
Shoemaher\ Holiday (16oo), Middleton's A Chaste Maid in Cheapside
(c. r613) and BenJonson's Bartbolomeat Fair (r6ra).

civic critics A name given to Russian critics (especially those of the rgth
c.) who tended to evaluate literature in terms of its social and politi-
cal ideas and amirudes and were concerned with whether or not it was
progressive. They were opposed to the Parnassians and Parnassianism
(q.o.) and the aesthetic of art for art's sake (q.a.).

civic poetry The name given to rgth c. Russian poetry which is chiefly
concerned with the expression of political and social consciousness
and thus with the way of life that people lead (e.g. the peasantry). Its
originator was probably Kondrati Ryleyev (t795-r825), much of
whose poetry was about the Cossacks, whose democratic ideals and
standards he admired. Other poets of note who were practitioners of
this kind of verse were Nikolai Ogaryov (t9r3-7), Nikolai Nekrasov
(r8zr-78), Ivan Aksakov (r823-86), Ivan Nikitin (r824-5r), Alexei
Pleshcheyev (r8zy13), Nikolai Vilenkin (r81y-r937) and Semyon
Nadson (r852-87). Civic poetry as a tradition came more or less to an
end in the r89os with the advent of symbolism (4.2.).

claque (F ckquer, 'to clap') An early form of 'rent-a-crowd'. A band
of people hired by a theare manager to'applaud during plays at
specific points and passages. A contract, drawn up between the
manager and the cbef de chqne,was called 'un entreprise de succis dra-
matique'. The origins of the claque are said to date from the Emperor
Nero's period. \flhen he performed before the people applause was
carefu lly orchestrated.

classic A number of meanings may be distinguished, but principally: (a)

of the first rank or authoriry; (b) belong.ing to the literature or art of
Greece and Rome; and (c) a writer or work of the first rank, and of
generally acknowledged excellence.

Originally a soiptor ckssicus wrote for the upper classes; a scriptor
proletaius for the lower classes. Gradually, for the Romans, the term
'classic' carne to signify an author of the first class quality. During the
Middle Ages the word merely meant a writer who was srudied (in
the class room) regardless of his merit. At the Renaissance (q.o.) only
the major works by Greek and Ladn authors were regarded as of first
class importance, and the humanistic ideal established the view that the
best Classical authors had reached perfection. Nowadays we tend to
use classic in one of three senses: (a) first class or outstanding (we have
'classic' races); (b) ancient; (c) typical (for instance, a classic example
of a disease).
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classicism

The adjective 
'Classical' usually applies to anything pertaining to

Greece and Rome. Nearly always there is the implication of the'best',
a standard of excellence worthy of emulation. 

'When 
applied to liter-

ature the word Classical suggests that the work has the qualities of

.order, harmony, proportion, balance, discipline. . . In short, nothing
can be taken away from it or added to it without doing it some injury.
See cressrcrsu/nouANTlclsM; NEoclAssrcrsM.

classicism A term as replete with varied and contradictory meanings as
romanticism (q.o.) and considerably complicated by the antinomy of
classicism/romanticis m (q. v.).

In general when we speak of classicism we refer to the styles, rules,
modes, conventions, themes and sensibilities of the Classical authors,
and, by extension, their influence on and presence in the work of later
authors. For the Romans classicism was Greek influence. Seneca, for
example, imitated the Greek tragedians; Virgil was much influenced
by Homer. Then, in the rzth c., we find Graeco-Roman models used
by writers of the French and German courtly romances. The imitation
of the rules of Classical poetics is another very impoftant develop-
ment. Aristotle's Poetics and Horace's Ars Poetica were two major
influences in the ryth and r5th c. Aristotlet shadow lies heavily, and
in some cases not at all helpfully, over much drama from the r6th c.
to the end of the rSth c. Many commentators on Aristotle in the r5th
c. diffused his theories of imitation (q.zt.). His views of tragedy and
epic were regarded almost as gospel. The principal commentators
on Aristotle were mosdy ltalian: Robortelli, Segni, Maggi Vettori,
Castelvetro and Piccolomini. In England Scaliger's Poetica (r55r) is a
key work. Horacet remarks on decorum (q.o.),the appropriateness of
language and style, the appropriateness of action to character, and his
observations on the need for excellence in craftsmanship, were also
taken up, analysed and disseminated by commentators in the r6th c.;
principally, Vida, Robonelli, Joachim du Bellay, Ronsard, Sir Philip
Sidney (in Apologie for Poetie, rt9) and Opitz.

Another major Classical influence on drama was Seneca, especially
in tragedy; to such an extent that we have a sub-species known as
Senecan tragedy (q.".).

Classicism was strongest in France in the rTth and rSth c. but it was
also very strong in England. In France, the main authors to follow
Classical precepts were Corneille, Racine, Molibre, Voltaire, Boileau
and La Fontaine. The most influential ffeatise by a Frenchman in this
respect is undoubtedly Boileaut Art Podti.que (t674). The major
English authors to follow Classical rules and modes were BenJonson,
Dryden, Pope, Swift, Addison and Dr Johnson. The influence of
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classicism/romanticism

classicism is also very noticeable in the work of many German writers
in the second half of the rSth c. (notably, ttrflinckelmann, Lessing,
Goethe, Schiller and Hcilderlin), and also in the work of some ltalian
authors - especially Alfieri. The Germans, however, were not inter-
ested in French Neoclassicism(q.a.) or the Roman authors. They went
back to the Greeks and imitated Greek forms.' 

Classicism in literature is by no means extinct. In the zot}r c. there
has been a considerable revival of interest in Classical themes in
drama, fiction and verse, especially in French drama, and particularly
in the plays of Sartre, Cocteau, Giraudoux and Anouilh. See also
NEOCLASSICISM.

classicism./romanticism An antinomy (q.o.) devised by Friedrich von
Schlegel (r772-fi29) and expressed in Das Atbendearn UZSS). Schlegel
saw classicism(q.o.) as an attempt to express infinite ideas and feelings
in a finite form and romanticism (q.a.) as an attempt to express a kind
of universal poetry in the creation of which the poet made his owq
laws. Mme de Sta6l (t766-r|r7) first publicized this idea in De
l'Allemagne (r8r3) and it was through this work" as much as through
Schlegel's, that English and French writers became acquainted with the
theory. Mme de Sta€l rejected classicism. Once this antinorny was
established, many people modified and expanded it. The most notable
person to do so was Goethe who equated classicism with health and
romanticism with sickness. This over-simplified antinomy has been
much debated ever since.

clausula A form of prose rhythm invented by Greek orators as a punc-
hration for oral delivery. Latin authors, particularly Cicero, adopted
the device and introdtced chusahe in the writing of prose. Prose
is scannable, in the same way that verse is; thus writers developed
the trick of concluding sentences and periods with regularized
cadences.

clef See rrvnp i crnn.

clench/clinch A quibbling form of pun (q.o.).Also a statement that
settles an argument; one that clinches it. See IARANoMASIA.

clerihew A four-line verse consisting of tvio couplets, invented by
Edmund Clerihew Bentley (1875-1955). He is supposed to have
devised the form during a boring chemistry lesson - hence this:

Sir Humphrey Davy
Abominated gravy.
He lived in the odium
Of having discovered sodium.
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cloak-and-dagger story

At their best they are witr;', deft and epigrammatic. For instance:

George the Third
Ought never to have occurred.
One can only wonder
At so grotesque a blunder.

Many people have composed good clerihews and making them up has
become a parlour game. The inventor's son, Nicolas Bentley, is the
author of a famous one:

Cecil B. de Mille
Rather against his will
'Was 

persuaded to leave Moses
Out of the'Wars of the Roses.

See also BouTs-RrMfs; oounrE DAcryL; LTMERIcK.

clich6 (F 'stereorype plate') A trite, over-used expression which is life-
less. A very large number of idioms (q.".) have become clich6s through
excessive use. The following sentence contains eight common ones:
.\0'hen the grocer, who was as fit as a fiddle, had taken stock of the
siruadon he saw the writing on the wall, but decided to turn over a
new leaf and put his house in order by taking a long shot at eliminat-
ing his rival in the street - who was also an old hand at making the
best of a bad job.' Hackneyed literary phrases (often misquoted) are
another form of clich6. Pope remarked caustically on these in his Essay
on Criticism (Il,Itoffl when criticizing the stereotyped mannerisms
of r8th c. poetasters (q.v.):

lUfhere'er you find 'the cooling western breeze',
In the next line it 'whispers through the trees';
If crystal sffeams 'with pleasing murmurs cr€€p'r
The readert threatened (not in vain) with'sleep'.

Eric Partridge's z{ Diaionary of Clichds is one of the best guides to
these literary tares. See conoeuIALISM; DEAD METApHoR; sLANG.

climax That part of a story or play (for that matter, many forms of
narrative) at which a crisis (q.v.) is reached and resolution achieved.
See also ANTTcLTMAx; cATAsrRoerm; ofNouEMENT; FALLTNG AcrroN;
FREyTAG'S PYRAMID; RISING ACTION; TURNING POINT.

clinch .See cnxcH/crrncn.

cloak-and-dagger story Usually applied to the novel of adventure
which involves disguise, espionage, daring exploits, acts of sabotage
and anarchy, and, in general, subversive and illegal activiry. The phrase
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clogyrnach

has strong associations with rgth c. and Victorian melodrama(q.v.),in
which saturnine and double-dyed villains (often heavily disguised)
wore cloaks and carried weapons such as swordsticks and poignards
(plus poison and explosives). There may be some connection berween
cloak-and-dagger and the genre of Spanish drama known as comedias
de capa y espada (q.".).English literature is rich in cloak-and-dagger
tales, by such authors as Anthony Hope, Baroness Orczy, Rafael
Sabatini, A. E. \$(/. Mason, John Buchan, Edgar \U7allace, Sydney
Horler, Sapper, Dornford Yates, Dennis \(heatley Leslie Charteris,
Eric Ambler, Len Deighton and Frederick Forsyth - to name only a
handful. See spv sroRY; THRTLLER.

clogyrnach A form of syllabic Velsh verse in a sestet (q.".) stanza. The
number of syllables in each line is eight, eighq five, five, three and
three. The rhyme scheme is aabbba.

closed couplet Two metrical lines (almost invariably rhyming) whose
sense and grammatical structure conclude at the end of the second line.
It is very common in the heroic couplet (q.rr.), as in these lines from

Johnson's London:

In vain, these Dangers pest, your Doors you close,
And hope the balmy blessings of repose:
Cruel with Guilt, and daring with Despair,
The midnight Murd'rer, burits the faithless Bar;
Invades the sacred Hour of silent Rest
And leaves, unseen, a Dagger in your Breast.

See also END-sToppED LINE; ENJAMBEMENT; opEN coupLET.

close reading Detailed, balanced and rigorous critical examination of a
text to discover its meanings and to assess its effects; particularly used
in reference to the andytical techniques developed by I. A. Richards
in Praaical Citicism (r9r9), and by the Cambridge School (q.v.). See
PRACTICAL CRITICISM.

closet drama A play (sometimes also called a dramatic poem) designed
to be read rather than performed. The terrn may also apply to a play
which was intended to be performed but hardly ever is, and yet has
survived as a piece of worthwhile literature. Vell-known examples are:
Milton's Samson Agonistes Q67r); Landor's Count Julian (r8rz);
Byron's Manfred (r8r7); Shelley's Cenci (r8r9); Keats's Otho tbe
Great (r8r9); Shelley's Prometheas Unbound (r8zo); Swinburne's
Botbarcll GSZ}; and Hardy's The Dynasts (t9o4, t9o6, r9o8). See also
SENECAN TRAGEDY.
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code

clou (F'p.g') A situation or episode upon which everything hangs. The
meaning is implicit in the phrase 'And thereby hangs a tale.'

cobla In Old Provengal, the normal word f.or stanza (q.2,.).It may also
denote a poem composed of a single stanza. From the rzth c. onwards
cobks are fairly comrnon. Their themes are similar to those of the sir-
ventes (q.".).In some compositions one cobla is'answered'by another,
in which cases it is akin to the tenson (q.".). See also ofrnr; poETIc

CONTESTS.

cock-and-bull story A long, rambling and improbable story related to
the tall story @.o.). The origin of the phrase is obscure, but it is plau-
sible that it derives from fables (q.".) in which cocks and bulls were
characters. There are a number of references in literature. In his
Anatomy of Melancholy Burton refers to men who delight to talk 'of

a cock and a bull over a pot'. See also BEAsr Eprc; BEsTIARv; BULL.

cockney rhymes False rhymes brought about by London pronuncia-
tion, like time and name: time/nime.

cockney school of poetry This term was first used in Bkclewood's
Magazine (Oct. r8r7) and thereafter employed derisively of a group
of writers who were Londoners by binh or adoption. They included
Keats, Leigh Flunt, Shelley and Hazlitt. Leigh Hunt was a favourite
target. See also LAKE PoETs.

coda (L caada, 'tail') Basically a musical term denoting a passage which
forms the completion of a piece and rounds it off to a satisfactory con-
clusion. In literature it is pretry well the equivalent of an epilogue
(q.tt.).At the end of the play fruntpers (rglr) by Tom Stoppard there
is a good example of a coda.

code A variety of meanings may be distinguished: (a) a collection or
digest (q.o.) of laws; (b) a system of rules or regulations; (c) a volume;
(d) a system of signals; (e) a cipher; (f) a system of words, letters or
symbols for the purpose of secrecy or economy in transmission; (g) a
set of rules and characters for the conversion of one form of data to
another (as in computing), and the resulting representation of data;
(h) in socio-linguistics, the language system of a communiry or a par-
ticular variety within a language.

In siructuralism (q.2,.) the term code has acquired rather specific
senses. It denotes a culture's system of significadon through which
realiry is mediated. The theory of structuralism is that all culrural phe-
nomena are the product of codes or a code, and it maintains that it is
the relationship between the elements of such a system which gives it



codex

signification, and not the relationship berween the elements and
'reality'.

In his celebrated analysis of Balzac's short story Sanasine, Roland
Barthes posits five codes: hermeneutic, semic, symbolic, proairetic and
culrural. Through these the text is constituted and these codes are
shared by author and reader. According to Barthes each code is 'one

of the voices of which the text is woven'. Barthes suggests that the text
itself supplies the codes which enable him to correlate, grammatically
and semantically the various elements of the story. He does not
impose any'hierarchy'on the codes; they are all held to be equal.

Each code may be described approximately thus: (a) the bertneneu-
tic code; this comprises 'all the units whose function it is to articulate
in various ways a question, its response, and the variety of chance
events which can either formulate the question or delay its answer; or
even constitute an enigma and lead to its solution'. This is the story-
telling code, which poses questions, brings about suspense and
mystery by means of the narrative; (b) theproairetic code (Gkproaire-
srs, 'action of choosing'): this code describes the way a code of actions
is constructed for the reader: the sequential logic of action and behav-
iour. As Barthes puts ic 'The proairetic sequence is never more than
the result of the artifice of the reading.' So it governs the reader's con-
struction of plot; (c) the symbolic code: this gathers together the pat-
terns of antithesis in the texq these'groupings'are repeated by various
modes and means in the text; (d) the semic code:the code of semes and
signifiers and thus of recurrent connotations or themes in the texg this
code makes use of hints or 'flickers of meaning' generated by certain
signifiers; (e) the referential or cahural codcz this code groups all the
references in the text to the culrural and social background and knowl-
edge of Balzac's period; thus it is concerned with the assumptions that
Belzac makes.

In the analytical application of these codes Barthes breaks down the
text into lexies - that is, reading-units of varying length. See also
srcwrrrrn/srcNrFIED.

codex The term derives from the Latin cod.ex,a block of wood split into
leaves or tablets and then covered with wax for writing on. 

'$(rhen

paper and parchment replaced wood, the word was retained for a
book. Thus, a volume of manuscript. The Vercelli Booh, which con-
tains several important Anglo-Saxon works, is a famous example.

codicology The study of manuscript (q.v.) volumes. See coorx.

cofradia A travelling company or guild of Spanish actors in the r5th
md ryrh c. They gave performances in the main towns on Sundays
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and feast days in order to make money for charities. At first they per-
formed in existing courtyards (conales) then in the new theatres, of
which there were three in Madrid by ry84. Before the time of Lope
de Vega they played cornedias (simply, plays) based on authors like
Plautus and Seneca.

cognitive language See ruorrvE LANGUAGE.

coin To invent and put into use a new word or expression. See NADSAT;
NEOLOGISM.

cola The plural of colon (q.".).

collage (F 'sticking' or'pasting things on') A term adopted from the
vocabulary of painters to denote a work which contains a mixture
of allusions, references, quotations, and foreign expressions. It is
common in the work of JamesJoyce, Ezra Pound and T. S. Eliot. The
influence of surrealism (q.v.) in this respect has been considerable.
These collage lines come from David Jonest Anathemataz

Her menhirs
Drs MANIBus of
many of a Schiller's people
many men
of many a Clowdisley's ship's company:

for she takes nine
in ten!
But what Caliban's Lamia

rung him for his Hand of Glory?
(And where the wolf in the quartz'd height

- O long long long
before the sea-mark light! -

saliva'd the spume
over Markt lost hundred.

Back over the hundred and forty rnensde drowned
in the un-apsed eglarysaa, under.
Back to the crag-mound

il:T.f'*ned 
coed

Collage techniques have also been employed by modern novelists;
particularly in the so-called anti-novel (q.".). See csNro; DADAIsM.

colloquialism A colloquial word, phrase or expression is one in every-
day use in speech and writing. The colloquial sryle is plain and relaxed.
This sentence is colloquial: 'The man, a dodgy customer with a shifty
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look in his eye, was clearly up to no good.'See crrcH6; IoIou; KINc's
ENGLISH; SLANG; STANDARD ENGLISH.

colloquy A dialogue (q.r,.) or discussion. A colloquinm. As a title and
as a form there are a few instances: the Colloquia of. Erasmus (c. r5z6),
and Southeyt Sr Thomas More: Colloquies on the progress and

Prospects of Society (r829).

colon (Gk 'limb') A metrical term which denotes a number of feet or
metra. See root.

colon (cola) See psnroo (t).

colophon (Gk 'summit, finish') A publisher's emblem which appears
on the title page of a book (or at the end of it), and/or information
about the date, place, printer and edition.

colportage The literature of colPortdge comprises the miscellaneous
publications hawked through town and counry by colporteurs
(pedlars) during the French ancien r6gime (i.e. pre-Revolutionary) attd
into the rgth c. Almanacs, broadsheets, pamphlets and the booklets of
rhe bibliotbdque blea (qq.v.) were the usual kind of stock. Their coun-
terparts in England were chapbooks (q.".) hawked by chapmen.

comedias de capa y espada (Sp 'cloak and sword plays') A species of
Spanish Golden Age (q.v.) drama (also known as comedias de ingenio),
thus called because the protagonists were normally gentlemen or
nobles who wore a cloak and carried a sword. Any plebeian charac-
ters wore everyday dress, Thry yrere mostly about domestic intrigue.
One of the first known x Comedia Himenea by Bartolom6 de Torres
Naharro (r+81?-r524?). Many Golden Age dramatists wrote them,
incuding Pedro Calder6n de la Barca. See also II-oIK-AND-DAGGER
STORY.

comedias de figur6n A genre of Spanish drama. The plays tended to
have stock themes and stock characters (q.2,.), particularly the
pompous and pretentious fool (male or female). The style and comic
ideas and siruations were closely associated with commedia dell'arte
(q.o.). An early and well-known example is Entre bobos anda el juego
(t6+) by Francisco de Rojas Zorrilla. Augustfn Moreto (r5r8-69) also
wrote some cornedias de figar6n. See corurov.

comedias de ruido (Sp 'noisy plays') Thus named in Spanish Golden
Age (q.zt.) drama because they required many stage props, contrap-
tions and mechanical devices. By the rTth c. stage machinery had
become very ingenious and spectacular effects were achieved, but it
did mrke rather a lot of noise. Many of the cornedias had as their main
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theme the life of a saint. Others had mythological and historical
themes. Lope de Vega (r562-t611) is believed to have written over rwo
hundred of them.

com€die Originally in France this did not necessarily denote a play that
was comic, but rathe r e play that was not a trage dy (q.r.).It might be
a serious play which contained some comedy (q.".). A good example
in English dramatic literature is Eugene O'Neill's Long Day\ loumey
into Night (rgt6). See oneur.

com6die-ballet Molibre developed this dramaic form from ballet by
interspersing ballet between the acts of a comedy (q.v.).It was a satiri-
cal or farcical interlude related to the theme of the play. The first
instance is les Fhcheax $66r). Molibre wrote fourteen plays of this
kind. See also ANTr-MAseuE; sATyR pLAy.

comddie de mcurs French for'comedy of manners' (q.v.).

Com6die-Frangaise The first state theatre of France; also known as Le
Th6itre FranEais and La Maison de Molibre. Its origins were in the
company of actors created by Molibre Q6zz-7) in r558 at the Th6itre
du Petit-Bourbon. After Molilret death the company merged with
that of the Th6itre- du Marais and became known as the Th6itre
Gu6n6gaud (after the street of that name). In 168o the companies of
the Th6itre Gu6n6gaud and the H6tel de Bourgogne (q.v.) amalga-
mated to form the Com6die-Frangaise.

During the revolutionary period from ry89 the company became
divided into factions: Republican and Royalist. The pro-revolutionary
group formed the Th6itre de la R6publique, but this had become
defunct by ,zgg. The Royalist faction were put in prison. Ultimately
the government re-formed the original company which had its head-
quarters in the rue de Richelieu in the theatre known as the Th6itre
FranEais; this took place in ry99 and the company still occupies it.
Napoleon himself redrafted its constitution in r8rz, and there have
been few changes since. Vhile on probation its members are known
as pensionnaires; thereafter they become soci4taires or full members.

The theatre's contribution to French drama and the French theatri-
cal tradition and history is immeasurable. It has had enormous
influence in France and Europe and most of the leading French drama-
tists have had plays performed by it.

com6die larmoyante (F 'tearful comedy') The French counterpart to
rSth c. sentimental comedy (q.v.) in England. In France, its leading
exponents were Nivelle de la Chauss6e and Diderot: in Germany,
Gellert and Lessing.
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com6die noire See nrecx coMEDY.

com6dies rosses See rnfArRE LIBRE.

comedy (Gk homo.s, 'revel, merrymaking') Comedy includes: comddie;
comidie-ballet; comddie krmoyante; comedy of humours; comedy of
ideas; comedy of intrigue; comedy of manners; comedy of morals;
comrnedi.a dell'arte; commedia erudita; burlesque; black comedy;
drawing-room comedy; domestic comedy; farce; high comedy;
musical comedy; romantic comedy; satirical comedy; sentimental
comedy; tragi-comedy (qq.o.),in addition to all those plays which may
be classified under the heading of Theatre of the Absurd (q.v.).

Greek comedy (in speaking of which we distinguish berween Old,
Middle and New Comedy) was from the beginning associated with
fertiliry rites and the worship of Dionysus; thus, with kornos. From
Aristophanes onwards it has been primarily associated with drama
(except during the Middle Ages). Aristophanes (c. 448-c. 38o rc) wrote
e vaiety of comedies which combine fine lyric verse, dance, satire,
buffoonery social comment, fantastic plots and remarkable characters.
Already, then, at an early stage we find a dramatist supremely con-
fident in this mode. The following are his extant works: Acharnians,
Knigbts, Cloads, Peace, Wasps, Birds, Frogs, Plutas, Lysistrata,
Ecclesiazasae rnd Thesmophoriaznsae. The other great Greek 'come-

dian'was Menander (c.t+t-c. z9r ac). Apan from Dysholos only f.rag-
ments of his plays survive but much is known about them because
the Romans were familiar with them. In fact Menander had a great
influence on succeeding dramatists. His themes were more social
than politicd, and the theme of youthful love was a favourite one.
Aristophanes belongs to what is known as the'school' of Old Comedy
(q.a.),and Menander to New Comedy (q.".).In berween came Middle
Comedy (q.".).

The other major comic writers of antiquity were the Romans
Plautus (c. 214-184 nc) and Terence (r9o-r t9 Bc). Both of them wrote
imitations of Menander, and their themes also tended to be concerned
with youthful love. Like Menander they used stock characters (q.v.),
and the characters and situations they devised were used as models for
many comedies during the Renaissance period and later. The extant
works of Plautus arc: Amphitruo, Asinaria, Aalahria, Bacchides,
C ap tizl i, C asin a, C ist e lkria, C ur c u lio, Ep idic u s, M e n a e c b mi, M er cat or,
Miles, Mostellari,a, Persa, Poenulus, Pseud,olus, Rudens, Stichus,
Trinumrnns endTruculentas. Terence wrote six plays: Andria, Heryra,
H e autontimor ilrne no s, E an a ch u s, P h ormio and A de lp b o e.

Between the death of Terence and the late Middle Ages little
comedy of note was produced; or, if it was, it has not survived. In the
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late Middle Ages, however, we have the developmenr of farce and
comic Interludes (q.".) in the Mystery Plays (q.".).

As for the theory of comedy thus far, there is not much to record.
In Poetics, Aristotle disdnguishes ir from tragedy (q.".) by saying it
deals in an amusing way with ordinary characters in rather everyday
situations. From the 4th c. AD we have a few generalizations by the
grammarians Evanthius, Diomedes and Donatus. Evanthius says rhar
in'comedy the men are of middle forrune, the dangers rhey run into
are neither serious nor pressing and their actions conclude happily.
He goes on to say that whereas in tragedy life is to be fled from, in
comedy it is to be grasped. Diomedes observes that the characters in
comedy (unlike those in tragedy) are humbled and private people
(thus, not heroes, generals and kings). He adds that two of the main
themes of comedy are love affairs and the abduction of maidens.
According to Donatus, comedy was a tale containing various elements
of the dispositions of town-dwellers and private people who are
shown what is useful and what is not useful in life, and what should
be avoided.

The next major reference to comedy occurs in the Ars Versificatoria
of Matthieu de Vend6me (c. rr;o), where he refers to comedy as an
allegorical figure who comes surrepririously with a work-a-day (or
daily) grin or in a work-a-day dress, bearing his head in a humble
fashion and not bringing any pretensions or suggesrions of gaiety.

This sriking description is a little ambiguous, but the implications
dre that comedy is unlike tagedy, and in comedy it does not look as
if things are going to turn out well.

A century later, Vincenr de Beauvais (in Specalum maius tiplex)
describes a comedy as a poem changing a sad beginning into a happy
ending. In rz86,in Catbolicon,Johannes Januensis makes a distinction
similar to that of Evanthius and Diomedes. Tragedy and comedy
differ, he says, because comedy is concerned with the acts of private
(or ordinary) men, and tragedy has to do with kings and people of
importance. Comedy uses a humble style, tragedy a Iofry style.
Comedy begins with misfortune and ends with joy. Tragedy is the
opposite.

By now a certain pattern is becoming clear. It is made even clearer
by Dante in his Epistle to Can Grand,e in which he explains what he
is setting out to achieve in the Divina Commedia (which he began
c. r 3 r o). He derives the word comedy {rom como.s, 'a village' , and oda,
'a song'; thus comedy is a sort of rusdc song. He goes on to say that
comedy is a form of poetical narrative which is different from any
other kind. He contrasts comedy and tragedy and points out thar
comedy begins with harshness but ends happily. Its sryle is negligent
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and humble. Thus, the Dioina Commedia begins with misfornrne in

the Inferno and concludes with pleasure and happiness in the Paradiso.

Surprisingly enough Chaucer uses the word 'comedye' but once,

and that right at the end of Troilus and Ciseyde, a tragic story:

Go, litel book, go, litel myn tragedye,
Ther god thi makere yet, er that he dye,

So sende myght to make in som comedye!

Here the usage is antithetical.
Frustrating though it is that Chaucer never told us what he thought

comedy was, he comes very near to describing it in Tbe Canterbnry

Tales. The Knight interrupts the Monk's long catalogue of tragedies

and says that he would like to hear a different kind of story:

I seye for me, it is a greet disese
\tr7her-as men han ben in greet welthe and ese,
To heren of hir sodeyn fal, allas!
And the contrarie is Ioye and greet solas,
As whan a man hath been in povre estaat
And clymbeth up, and wexeth fornrnat,
And there abydeth in prosperitee,
Swich thing is gladsom, as it thinketh me.

The Knight's description of a person climbing out of misfornrne to

prosperiry to the 'gladsom', is as satisfactory a definition of the

medieval conception of comedy as one will find. A description later

confirmed by Lydgate in his Cbranicle t Troy (r43o):

A Comedy hath in his gynnYnge,
A pryme face, a manner comPlaynYnge,
And afterwarde endeth in gladnesse.

But it must be remembered that in the Middle Ages a comedy was a

poem with a sad start and a happy end.- 
At the Renaissance a very different view of comedy prevailed, as

one can soon discover from a brief examination of the English critics.

For the most part they held the view that the object of comedy was

corrective, if not actually punitive. Representative points of view were

expressed by Sir Philip Sidney and George Puttenham.In his Apologie

for Paetrie (t lgl) Sidney says that:

Comedy is an imitation of the common errors of life, which he rep-

resenteth in the most ridiculous and scornful sort that may be; so

klit 
is impossible that any beholder can be content to be such a
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Now, as in Geometry the oblique must bee knowne as wel as the
right, and in Arithmetic the odde as well as the even, so in the
actions of our life who seerh not the filthines of evil wanterh a great
foile to perceive the beauty of vertue. This doth the Comedy handle
so in our private and domestical matters, as with hearing it we get
as it were an experience, whar is to be looked for. . .

In The Arte of Englisb Poesie (r l8g), Puttenham wrore:

. . . but commonly of marchants, souldiers, ardficers, good honest
householders, and also of unthrifty yourhes, yong damsels, old
nurses, bawds, brokers, ruffians, and parasites, with such like, in
whose behaviors lyeth in effect the whole course and trade of man's
life, and therefore tended altogither to the good amendment of man
by discipline and example. It was also much for the solace and recre-
ation of the common people by reason of the pageanrs and shewes.
And this kind of poem was called Comedy. . . .

It is certainly true that many comedies of the Tudor and Jacobean
periods had some moral and corrective purpose but quite a few had
not. They were intended to give pleasure and entertainmenr.

Ralph Roister Doister (c. r;l) by Nicholas Udall is generally
regarded as the first English dramatic comedy, and it looks almost pre-
mature because another forty years were to pass before comedy as a
principal dramatic form really exercised the attention of playwrights.
From that period only fwo comedies of note survive. They are
Gammer Garton's Needle (6rst acted in 1566), and George
Gascoigne's Sapposes (first acted in r566), which is our earliest extanr
comedy in prose. In using prose, Gascoigne, a considerable pioneer,
thus anticipated by many years what was ro become standard pracrice
in dramatic comedy. Apart from these instances, mosr dramatic liter-
ature with any pretensions to comedy at this dme consisted of
Interludes (q.r.), a popular form of enrertainment.

The two major writers of comedy berween c. rjgo and the rd3os in
England were Shakespeare QS64-r6t6) and Ben Jonson $57-f i3).
In their conception and treatment of comedy they were very differ-
ent. Shakespeare wrote almost every kind excepr satirical comedy;
Jonson hardly wrote any that was not satirical.

Shakespeare's early experimenrs were The Comedy t Enors (c.
rtgo) based on the Menaechml of Plautus, The Taming of tbe Shrew
(r.tr94), a farcical comedy (much of which is in prose), and The Tuo
Gentlernen of Verona (c. tSg+-) and Love's Laboar's Lost (c. rtgt),
both of which could be described (with reservarions) as romantic
comedies (q.v.).
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These he followed with A Midsammer Night's Dream (c. r595-6),

which is certainly a romantic comedy, md The Merchant of Venice (c.

1196), a play which revealed darker and more sombre elements while

yet possessmg a strong romantic theme. Shakespeare's next comedy

was- Much Ado About Nothing (c. 1598-), which might well be

classified as comedy of manners (q.a.). Like Gascoigne's Sapposes end

Tbe Taming of the Shrea4 it is important in the evolution of comedy

because about 8o per cent of it is in Prose, which was to become the

chosen medium for comedy from the end of the tTth c. onwards. z{s

You Lihe .Ir followed Much Ado and this was another romantic

comedy influenced by pastoral (q.tt.) drama. Tbe Merry Whtes of

Wi,ndsor (c. r6oer) is in many ways a light-hearted romp verging on

farce, while Tarclfth Night (c. r5oo-r) md The Tempest (c. ftrr) are

perhaps Shakespeare's finest examples of romantic comedy, though

they possess elements of sadness and even bitterness.

Shakelpeare's other plays which have been classified as comedies all

contain darker qualities and sometimes a measure or acerbity which

make them difficult to caregorize. They might be described as black

comedy or tragi-comedy (qq.t.) but those terms would probably be

roo strong. The French term comidie (q.".).fits them more accurately.

These so-lalled 
'dark' comedies were: All\ well that Ends well (c.

l/loz1), Measure for Measure (c. 6o4),The Winter's Tale (c. 16o1ro)

and Cymbeline (c. r5ro). In most of his comedies the main characters

are happily united after undergoing various misfortunes, but if we con-

sider ihe great variery of comic elements in all these plays (and his use

of comedy in the History Plays and the Thagedies) then we 6nd that

Shakespeare did not wish to restrict himself too much to any particu-

lar form or convention.
Renaissance theory about the nature and function of comedy is

borne out in the practice of Ben Jonson who, in his early Comedy of

Flumours (q.n.), drew on the medieval teaching about the various

humours (q.rr.) and who, in most of his plays, was concerned to exPose

the vices, foibles and follies of the society as he saw it. His main works

in the genre of comedy were: Eoery Man in His Humour ft 598), Eoet7

Man Ont of His Hurnonr (t1gg), Cynthia\ Rwels (16or), The

Poetdster (16or), Volpone $6o6), Epicene (t6o9)' The Alcbetnist

(16ro), Bartholomew Fair (1614), The DeoiJ is an Ass Q6r6) and The

Staple of News (t6z).
Sh*k.rp.rre and Jonson had many imitators, but there were also

many original works written in the period. Notable minor works are

John Lyly's Endirnion (tSgt); Robert Greene's Friar Bacon and Friar

Bangay (t1g}; George Peele's The Old Wioes' Tale $595); Dekker's

The- Shoemaker's Holiday (16oo), OId Fortunlttus (16oo); John
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Marston's Tbe Dutch Coartezan (r5oy), Wbat You Will $6o);
Chapman's All Fooh (16o), Eastasard, Ho! $6o), Monsienr D'Oliae
$6o6); Massinger's A Neu Way to Pay Old Debts (16i,) - plus several
plays by Beaumont, Fletcher and Heywood. Marlowe wrore no com-
edies but there is so much rough and ready comedy in Dr Faastus (c.
ry88) that at times it is almost farcical. one should also menrion the
sombre tragedies of Vebster and Tourneur which depend for much of
their effect upon comedy of a peculiarly sardonic and ironical kind.

The most important conrributions to dramatic comedy outside
England had hitheno come from Italy in the genre known as cornn e-
dia erudita (q.v.) and from Spain with what is known as comedy of
intrigue (q.".).

Vith the coming of the Civil tUfar, the closing of the theatres and
the Puriian or Commonwealth period (qq.r.), comedy, like other
forms of drama, was not produced in England. Flowever, in France,
in the middle of the cenrury there appeared a man whom many
regard as the greatest comic dramatist of all - Molibre; an immensely
prolific playwright and many of whose works have become classici.
Like Ben Jonson he was a satirisr. His most remarkable plays are: Les
Pr4cieuses ridicules (r65il; L'EcoIe des femmes $662); Tartuffe,written
c. 1664 but not produced publicly in its entire form until 1669; Don
Juan $661); L'Amoar mddecin 966); Le Misantbrope 9666); Le
Mddecin rnalgrd lui(t666); L'Aoare (r558); Le Boargeois Gentilhornrne
Q67o); Les Femrnes sdndntes Q67z); Le Malad,e imaginaire (t6Z).
Contemporaries of Molibre's who wrote some good comedies were
Racine, Quinault, Montfleury and Cyrano de Bergerac.

In the last thirty-odd years of the r1th c. what is now known as
Restoration comedy (q.".) kept the English theatre alive. There were
five outstanding dramatists: Sir George Etherege $94?-9t ?); Villiam
\(ycherley (164*1716); Sir John Vanbrugh 9664-t726); \filliam
Congreve (167*17zg); and George Farquhar ft678-t7o7). tUfhat they
wrote was predominantly comedy of manners (q.o.) and was succeed-
ed by what is called sentimenral comedy (q.o.), which was popular in
the early pan of the r8th c. in France and England. After the vogue of
sentimental comedy no new comic form emerges in drama until the
Theatre of the Absurd (q.o.), but many dramatists worked within the
conventions already established, modifying rhem and exploiting them.
A particularly popular form of comic drama in England in the r8th c.
was burlesque (q.o.).

In the second half of the r 8th c. rwo Irishmen (of that glittering suc-
cession of Irish dramatists without whom English comedy would
scarcely have existed since the Restoration period) wrote outstanding
plays which combined some elements of comedy of manners, satirical
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comedy (q.v.) and sentimental comedy. They were Goldsmith and

Sheridan. Goldsmith's two plays are Tbe Good-Natured Man (t768)

and Sbe Stoops to Conqaer (tZZ). Sheridant two main works are The

Rioals (tlz) and The Scbool for Scandal (tZzl\, but he also wrote a

farce (Sr Patick's Day; or the Scherning Lieutenant), a comic oPera

(Tbe Daenna) nd a burlesque (Tbe Citic).

The outstanding Italian comic dramatist of the r 8th c. was the

\/enetian Carlo Goldoni OZoZ-g) who wrote nearly three hundred

plays in French or Italian (sometimes in both), an output-that perhaps

bnly the Spaniard Lope de Vega exceeded in the whole history of

drama. An entertainer of unflagging €D€rg/r Goldoni was at some

pains to promote written drama as a substitute for the then somewhat

decadenico mmedia dell'arte (q.".).In his attemPts at theatrical reform

Goldoni had opponents, principally Pietro Chiari (I7r r-85) and Carlo

Gozzi (t7zvfio6), another Venetian. Gozzi, a more gifted dramatist

than Chiari, tried to revitalize commedia dell'arte. Gozzi was not Par-
ticularly sympathetic to Chiari; he described him and Goldoni as
'those two deluges of ink'. Goldoni's plays have worn better than those

of his rivals and he is now chiefly remembered for: Il Moliere 07tr),
La Locandiera $7g), Un Curioso Accidente (tZt7),1 Rusteghi $76o)
and Le Barffi Cbiozzotte $762).

During the r8th c. in France the most notable comic dramatists were

Marivaux-, Destouches, Voltaire, Diderot, Mercier, Lesage and

Beaumarchais. There was little chance for comedy during the revolu-

tionary period in France, and it did not really revive 'until. the Empire

period. In England, roo, there is little of note after Goldsmith and

Shetidan, except for Dion Boucicault(t8zz-9o), an Irish dramatist and

actor who wrote a great many plays and adapted a large number from

the French. His best comedy was probably London Assarance (r84r).

But during the first half of the rgth c. there was one important i*o-
vator in France, namely, Scribe, who wrote a large number of suc-

cessful comedies most of which have worn badly and come into the

category of the 'well-made play' (q.a.). Scribe's most successful

follower in this form was Sardou whose influence near the end of

the rgth c. was considerable and provoked Shaw to condemn

the superficiality and contrivance of the 'well-made play' as
'sardoodledom'.

In general, during the rgth c., farce (q.".) proved the most popular

dta*atic form of comedS until approximately the last twenty years of

the century when we find a remarkable resurgence of vitality in the

theatre in Europe, England and Russia. In Russia this had been pre-

saged to a certain extent by the work of Gogol and Turgenev, and in

particular by Gogol's Tbe Gooefnment Inspector (rS35) and his farce
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The Maniage $\7-42); and by Turgenev's.z,l Month in tbe Country
(r8yo). Turgenev wrote several other comedies which anticipate the
work of Chekhov.

In the r89os Chekhov first made his influence felt. Subdued, ironi-
cal and sad, his comedies (which are very nearly tragi-comedies) rep-
resent something approaching perfecdon. His four main works were
The Seagull $896), Uncle Vanya (r8gg), Tbe Three Sisters (r9or) and
The Cbeny Orchard Ggo+).

In the r89os, too, Vilde revived comedy of manners (q.v.), and this
was just in time because he wrote for an audience that scarcely existed
after the First'\Dflorld \(ar. His main works were: Lady Wind,errnere's
Fan (t892), A Woman of No Importance $8y), An ldeal Hasband
(t8gl) and The Irnportance of Being Earnest (tSql).

In the same period Shaw broke upon the scene and was to be a dom-
inating force in the theatre for many years. His plays showed a wide
range of talent but most are comedies of one sort or another, though
not always easy to classify. His major works were'Wido,rpers' Houses
(r 892), Arrns and the Man 9894), Cand.id,a (r 891), The Deail's Disciple
(r8gil, Caesar and Cleopata (1898), You Ne,uer Can Tell Q899), Mrs
Warren's Profession (r9oz), Major Barbara (t9ot), The Doctor's
Dilemma (t9o6), Misalliance (r9ro), Androcles and the Lion (r9tz),
Pygrnalion (tgrz), Heartbreah House (r9t7), The Apple Cart (t929).
Other notable works were Man and Superman (r9or), Bach to
Methuselah (r9r8-zo), Tbe Millionairess (tgl).

Since approximately the r87os the energy which generated the
revival of drama (and, specifically, of comedy) has hardly flagged. In
the last hundred years a great number of gifted dramatists have exploit-
ed the comic forms in differenr ways and directions. The most remark-
able feature of the whole period, therefore, is the extraordinary vaiety
of comedy that_ has been created. In many cases the traditional
classifications ar€ not adequate, but the variety certainly includes satir-
ical comedy, drawing-room comedy,'French-window' comedy, social
comedy, domestic comedy, comedy of manners, tragi-comedy, and
many works which come under the heading of 'Theatre of the
Absurd'. There are also a large number of plays which may be put
under the French category of drame (q.tt.) - serious plays with comic
elements.

The following are a few of the better known and more notable
achievements in dramatic comedy from c. r87o onwards: T. r$fl.

Robertson's Caste (r86),a landmark in realistic comedy;J. M. Barrie's
The Professor's Loue Story (r8g+); Jarry's [Jbu Ro,i Q896), a landmark
in the Theatre of the Absurd; J. M. Barrie's The Little Minister (t8gil;
Pinero's Trehuny of tbe 'Wells'(r89S); 

J. M. Barrie's The Adrnirable
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Cricbton $9oz);Synge's Tbe Well of Saints (tf l) and his The Phyboy
of the Western World (tgoil;J. M. Barrie's Wbat Eaery Woman Knoans
(i9o8); Ferenc Molnir's Tbe Guardsman (r9ro); Granville-Barkert
The Madras House (I9ro); Montague and Glass's Pousb and
Perlmutter (rgrt); Evreinov's The Fourth Wall (tltl); Chiarelli's la
maschera e ilvoho $9fi);Harold Brighouse's Hobson's Cboice (r9r6);
Somerset Maugham's The Circle (t9zt); Frederick Lonsdale's Aren't
We All (tgz); Somerset Maugham's Our Betters Ogz); Nodl
Coward's Tbe Young ldea (t923); Ashley Duke's The Man aith a
Load of Miscbief $gz+\; Eden Phillpott's The Farmer's Wife Ggz+);
Sidney Howard's Tbey Kneat What Tbey Wanted (rgr+); NoEl
Coward's Hay Feoer (tgr) md Fallen Angels (rgz); Vitrac's Viaor
(1928); Somerset Maugham's Tbe Constant Wife (1928); Giraudoux's
Ampbitryon'j8 (r9z); NoEl Coward's Pioate lioes $yo\ Somerset
Maugham's The Breadatinner (rglo); Bridie's Tobias and tbe Angel
(tglo); Dennis Johnston's Moon in the Yelloat Rhter (tplt); Eugene
O'Neill's Ah, Wilderness (t93); J.B. Priestley's Laburnum Grooe
(tgll); J. B. Priestley's Eden End (ry$; Terence Rattigan's Frencb
aitbout Tears $y6);!acques Deval's Tmtaitch $y6);Claire Boothe's
Tbe Women Qy6); Gerald Savory's George and Margaret Qy7);
Esther McCracken's Quiet Wedding (rgfS); Emlyn 

'Villiams's 
|De

Com is Green (tgf S); George Kaufman's Tbe Man Who Came to
Dinner (tglil; Philip Barry's The Philadelpbia Story Og9); \lrilliam
Saroyant The Time of Yoar Life Onil; NoEl Coward's Blitle Spiit
(tg+i); Esther McCracken's Quiet Weeh-End' (tg+r); Thornton
\(rilder's The Shin of Oar Teetb (tg+r); NoEl Coward's Present
Laaghter Gg+);R. F. Delderfield's Worm's Eye Vieat (r945);J-ohnVan
Druien's I Remember Mama (tg+); \Talter Greenwood's The Cure

for Love (rg+); Marcel Aym6's Lucienne et le boacher $946);Jean
Anouilh's L'Invitation an cbhteau (1947); Christopher Fry's The
Lady\Notfor Burning(rg+8); Hugh Flastings's Seagulk wer Sortento

Gg+g); T. S. Eliot's Tbe Cochtail Party (tglo); Rattigan's Wbo is
Syloia? (tglo); Jean Anouilh's Colombe $95r); Ustinov's The Loae of
Foar Colonels (r91r); John \Uflhiting's Penny for a Song $9y ); John
Van Druten's I am a Camera (tgl t); Marcel Aym6's La T1te des at'rtres
(tg1z);Jean Anouilh's La Valse des tordadors Og1z);Samuel Taylor's
Sabrina Fair $95); Roger MacDougall's Escapade $913.); John
Patrick's Teahoase of the Aagust Moon (rg1); Sartre's Kean (tg1i)1'
N. R. Nash's The Rainmaher (tgS+); Thornton \filder's The
Matchmaker (tgS+); 'William Douglas Home's The Reluctant
Debatante (tgt); Enid Bagnold's Tbe Chalh Garden (rg1); Sartre's
Nekrassoo (rgS); Anouilh's Pau'ure Bitos FgS6); N. F. Simpson's,4
Resosnd,ing Tinkle (tg1il;Stephen Lewis's Spaners Can't Sing Q96o);
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Villis Hall and Keith 
'Waterhouse's 

Billy Liar $96o); Ann Jellicoe's
The Knach (t96r); Tennessee rU(rilliams's A Period of Adjustrnent
(tg6t); Arthur Kopit's Oh, Dad, Poor Dad, Marnma's Hung You in
tbe Closet and I'm Feelin' so Sad (196r); Enid Bagnold's The Chinese
Prime Minister (tg6); Alan Ayckbourn's Rektiztely Speaking Og6il;
Alan Bennett's Forty Years On $965); Tom Stoppard's The'Real
Inspeaor Hound (r963); Peter Barnes's The Ruling Chss (1963); Peter
Nichols's Tbe National Heahb Gg6g); Christopher Hampton's The
Pbikntbropi,st $97o); Simon Gray's Butley (tgl); Tom Stoppard's

Jumpers (tgZt); Alan Ayckbourn's Absurd Person Singakr (rgZ);
Tom Stoppard's Travesties (tgZfl; Alan Ayckbournt Norman
Conqaests (tgZfl; Simon Gray's Otbenoise Engaged (rgZ); Michael
Frayn's Alphabetical Order (rgl); Tom Stoppard's Dirty Linen

OgZ6); Christopher Hampton's Treats (tgZ6); Michael Frayn's
Donkeys' Years (tgZ6) and Cloud,s (tgl6); Alan Ayckbournt Joking
Apart (tgZil; Ronald Harwood's Tbe Dresser (r98o); Michael Frayn's
Mahe and Breale (r98o); Peter Nichols's Passion Phy Q98r); Julian
Mitchell's Another Country (r98r); Nell Dunn's Stearning $98);
Caryl Churchill's Top Girls $982); Alan Ayckbourn's Intimate
Exchanges (rpS+); Peter Barnes's Red Noses (rpSl); David Hare and
Howard Brenton's Praztda (rgSl); Michael Frayn's Benefaoors ft986);
Doug Lucie's Progress (1985); Caryl Churchill's Serioas Money Ug8);
Alan Bennett's An Englisbrnan Abroad and A Qnestion of Attibution
( re88) .

The term comedy is still usually applied to drama; occasionally,
though, a novel may be described as a comedy. Yet it is more likely
that we should speak of a 'comic novel'. Moreover, we would be dis-
inclined to refer to a'tragic'play or a'comic'play. And, nowadays,
we would never refer to a poem as a comedy.

The comic novel (q.".) has become a well-established form from
Fielding onwards, and many of the great European novels are 'come-

dies'. In verse there are fewer instances of works which are intended
to be comic. Outstanding examples are Butler's Hudibras,Boileau's Ze
Lutin, Pope's The Rape of the Lock, Byron's Tbe Vision of tudgment
and Auden's Letter to Lord Byron. A'serious'comic poem is rare, and
most comic poetry is classified as light verse (q.r.); or nonsense verse
(q.t.); or aers de soci4td (q.".).

comedy of humours A form of drama which became fashionable at the
very end of the r5th c. and early in the r7th. So called because it
presented 'humorous' characters whose actions (in terms of the
medieval and Renaissance theory of humours (q.".) were ruled by a
pafticular passion, trait, disposition or humour. Basically this was a
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comedy of ideas

physiological interpretation of character and personality. Though
there were ample precedents for this in allegory (q.o.),Tudor Morality
Plays (q.2,.),and Interludes (q.zt.), BenJonson appears to have been the
first person to have elaborated the idea on any scale. His rwo out-
standing works in this kind of comedy are Eoery Man in His Humour
(r lp8) and Every Man Out of His Humour O1gil; plus minor works
likeTbe Magnetic Lady: or Humours Reconciled (t$z). Following the
practice of the Moralities and Interludes, Jonson named dramatis
personae aptronymically: Kitely, Dame Kitely, Knowell, Brainworm
and Justice Clemenr (in Eoery Man in His Hurnour); Fasridious
Brisk, Fungoso, Sordido, and Puntarvolo the vainglorious knight,
and so fonh (in Eoery Man Out of His Harnour). The indication of

character in this fashion became a common practice and continued
to be much favoured by dramatists and novelists in the r8th and
rgth c.

John Fletcher, a contemporary of Jonson's, wrote a number of
'humour' comedies, and other plays of note from the period are

Chapman's All Fools (c. fto4), Middleton's A Tiich to Catcb the Old

One (16o) *d Massinger's A Neat Way to Pay Old Debts $62).
Shadwell revived comedy of humours late in the rTth c. with Tbe

Sqaire of Alsatia (1588) and Bury Fair Q68fi.
The use of an individual to formulate a type in this way was also

practised by those who wrote books of Characters, as in Earle's
M icvoco smograpb ie. See lptnoNyM; cHARAcTER; EssAY.

comedy of ideas A term loosely applied to plays which tend to debate,
in a witty and humorous fashion, ideas and theories. Shaw is an out-
standing exponent in Man and Superman (t9ot), The DoAor's
Dilemma (tgo6), Androcles and tbe Lion (r9rz) and The Apple Cart
(tgzg).

comedy of intrigue A form of comedy which depends on an intricate
plot full of surprises and tends to subordinate character to plot. This

distinguishes it from comedy of manners (q.v.), though the latter may

also have complex plots. The form originated in Spain and was largely

.the work of a group of four famous dramatists: Lope de Vega
(t162-r$y), Tirso de Molina $17e:(.48), Alarc6n Q58vr$9) and

Moreto Q6r8-6fi.It has not appealed much to English dramatists, but

Mrs Aphra Behn made some distinguished contributions: Tbe Roc)er

$577-8r) and The City Heiress (r68e). In France, Beaumarchais's Ie

Barbier de S4oille (tll) deserves special mention.

comedy of manners This genre has for its main subjects and themes
the behaviour and deportment of men and women living under specific
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social codes. It tends to be preoccupied with the codes of the middle
and upper classes and is often rnarked by elegance, wir and sophisti-
cation. In England Restoration comedy (q.o.) provides the outiand-
ing instanees. But Shakespeare's cornedies Lavte's Labo*r\ Lost (c.
rrg) ar:d- Mucb Ad,o Aboat Nothing (c. r598a) are also comedies of
manners. MoliBre's Les Prdcieuses idicules ft658), Sheridan's The
School for Scandal (rnil and \flilde's Lady Windermere's Fan (1892),
A Woman of No Importance (rSgf) and Tbe Importance of Being
Eamest (r8ql) ar€ other outstanding examples of the genre. Latrerly,
some of the 'drawing-room' comedies of Sornerset Maugham mighl
be so classified; and so might several plays by No€l Coward, especially
Priaate Lioes (rplo). See couBDy; DoMEsrrc coMEDy; DRA\rrNG-
ROOM COMEDY.

comedy of menace A term first used by David Campton by way of
subtitle to his four short plays The Lunatic Vieat Q95). It denotes a
kind of play in which one or more characrers feel that they are (or
actually are) threatened by some obscure and frightening force, power,
personaliry etc. The fear and the menace become a source of comedy,
albeit laconic, grim or black. Harold Pinter, among others, exploited
the possibilities of such a situation in such plays as The Birthday Party
(rgl8) andThe Dumb Waiter $96o). See also BLAcK coMEDy; THEATRE
OF THE ABSURD.

comedy of morals Satirical comedy (q.v.) designed to ridicule and
correct vices like hypocrisy, pride, avarice, social pretensions, simony
and nepotism. Molibre is the supreme playwright in this genre. Ben

Jonson and Shaw are other notable instances.

comic relief Comic episodes or interludes, usually in tragedy (q.o.),
airned to relieve the tension and heighten the tragic element by con-
trast. They are or should be an essential and integralpart of the whole
work. If not acrually extended into an episode or interlude, the relief
may take the forrn of a few rernarks or observations (or some form of
action) which help to lower the emotional temperarure. The humour
involved tends to be wry or sardonic. Good representative examples
are lago's gulling of Roderigo in Othello, the drunken porrer r".ni itt
Macbeth (regarded as a locus chssicus), Hamlet's laconic and witry
treatm€nt of Polonius, Rosencrantz end Guildenstern and Osric in
Hamlet (and the Gravediggers 'scene' in Hamler) and the Fool's
mockery in King Lear. Other outstanding examples are ro be found
in Marlowe's Dr Faastus, \flebster's The Duchess of Malfi and The
White Devil, and Tourneur's The Reoenger's Tragedy and The
Atheist's Tragedy.
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There was good precedent for such relief in some Mystery Plays

(q.rr.).A remaikabli example is the York lvlystery Cycle version of

tie Crucifixion inwhich the four soldiers talk in the colloquial, matter--

of-fact sryle of everyday life as they go about their business of

nailing Christ to the Cross. In a different vein is the almost slapstick

(q.".) and buffoonish comedy that occurs in Marlowe's Dr Fanstus,

*tri.tt itself is a counterpoint and contrast to the wry ironies of

Mephistopheles.
Sitr.. the r6th c. hardly a tragedian of any note has failed to make

use of the possibilities of comic relief. See also BLAcK coMEDY;

coMEDY; FARCE; LO\r COMEDY; TRAGI-COMEDY.

comics The first comics and comic strips began to aPPear towards the

end of the rgth c. Among the forerunners wx Ally Sloper's Holf-

Holiday (1884-1923). Comic strips had already appeared in newspa-

pers (eg. The Grapbic, fi6yrg3z). Ally Sloper was a kind of anti-hero

(q.".) attd th" prototype of the stock character (q.o.) in the comic.

Another popular publication was The Boys of Enghnd (t86G9fi. Ar

the turn of the cennrry there began to aPPear such vintage comics as

Cornic Cuts (r89o-r9y3), Chips (r89er953), and the evergreen

The Gem Q9o719) and, Tbe Magnet Q9o8-4o). These became

particularly famous in large measure owing to the contributions of-Charles 
Hamilton $876-196r). Under the pseudonym Frank Richards

he wrote for The Magnet, and as Martin Clifford he wrote far Tbe

Gem.It was he who created such household names and characters as

Billy Bunter, the fat boy who was always exPecting a remittance. Billy

andthe rest of the gang belonged to Greyfriars School - also a house-

hold name and part of British school folklore. Very famous comics

to start up in the inter-war period were Adztentttre (19zr-6r),

Wizard (t9zz4), HotsPar (t%1-c. r98r), Beano (tglS- ) and Dandy

(rgll- ). The last two are very much alive and many of the original

characrers survive. The first coloured comic was Rainboat Q9t4-56).
In r9;o Eagle was founded by the Lancashire clergyman Marcus

Morris. Eagle ended in 1969, but Dan Dare continued in zooo AD.

Morris alsofounded Girl for girls. Many comics flourish and keep up

with modern developments in technology, not least in the exploration

of space, and have been influenced by ever proliferating modes of

science fiction (q.o.). See also cHILDREN'S BooKs.

comma(ta\ See rnnroo (3).

commedia dell'arte In medieval Italy the arti were groups of aftisans

or guilds; hence the term means 'comedy of the professional actors'.

The absolute origins of this dramatic genre are obscure, but they are
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probably Roman. Commedia dell'arte,as we understand it now, devel-
oped in r6th c. Italy and had a considerable influence on European
drama. The troupes or companies who performed the plays travelled
widely through Europe, especially in France. The plots of commedia
dell'arte were usually based on love intrigues involving people of all
ages; masters and seryants, mistresses and confidantes. Both plot and
dialogue were often improvised after basic rehearsal (improvisation
was important because performance could be adapted to local and con-
temporary needs) and the success of a piece depended very largely on
the comic ingenuiry of the performers, who would include mime, farce
(qq.a.),clownish buffoonery and music in the presentarion. Characters
were stock types. The main male characters were: Pantaloon, the
Captain, a Doctor, the Inamorato, the servants Harlequin, Brighella
and Scapino. The main female characters were also stock rypes.
There was Inamorata, her confidante the Soubrette - as like as not
in love with one of the servants - plus Canterina and Ballerina who
provided interludes in the main action. In spirit, if not in fact, a play
like Shakespeare's Comed,y of Enors GSg+) owes something to the tra-
ditions of commedia d,ell'arte, and one can detect the influence of the
form in the work of BenJonson, Molibre and Goldoni; in pantomime,
f.arce (qq.a.), puppet plays and ballet. ,9ee courpy.

commedia erudita (It 'learned comedy') A form of comedy (q.".)
favoured in Italy in the r5th c. It was often a learned imitation of
Classical comedies, particularly those by Terence and Plaurus. Ariosto
was one of the main developers of the form: Machiavelli and Aretino
were two of the best known dramatists to follow him. Machiavelli's
La Mandragok (c. r yzo) is widely regarded as an outsranding example.

commitment A committed or engagd writer (or anist) is one who,
through his work, is dedicated to the advocacy of certain beliefs and
programmes, especially those which are political and ideological and
in aid of social reform. In order to achieve this he needs to detach
himself from the work in order to calculate its effect. Notable drama-
tists who have been'committed'are Shaw, Brecht, Sartre and Arnold
\fesker. There have been many novelists, among whom one should
mention: Sartre, Malraux, James Aldridge, Doris Lessing and Gtinter
Grass. Commitment is common in the work of writers who belong to
the so-called Communist bloc. See also ALTENATToN EFFEcT; Eprc
THEATRE; PROPAGANDA; SOCTALTST REALTSM; THESTS NOVEL.

common measure The quatrain (q.a.) of the ballad meter (q.v.), also
called the hymnal stanza (q.t.). The CM of the hymn books. See also
HEPTAMETER.
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commonplace book A notebook in which ideas, themes, quotations,
words and phrases are jotted down. Almost every writer keeps some
kind of commonplace book where he can put things into storage. In
a properly organized one the matter would be grouped under subiect
headings. A famous example is Ben Jonson's Timber: Or Discoveries
(164o), which comprises a draft for a treatise on the art of writing and
on types of literature, miniature essays, sententiae, pensdes (qq.o.) and
so forth. Two very agreeable modern examples are Maurice Baring's
Have You Anything to Dechre? Og16), the work of an exceptionally
civilized and well-read man, and John Julius Norwich's Christmas
Crackers (r98o).

common rhythm See nuNtrNG RHYTHM.

Commonwealth period This extended from the end of the Civil Var
(t6+g) to the Restoration (166o). It is sometimes called the Puritan
period because England was ruled by a Puritan parliament. The thea-
tres were closed as they were held to be immoral. The main English
writers who flourished in these years were Hobbes, Izaak \flalton, Sir
Thomas Browne, Edmund Valler, Davenant, Milton, Thomas Fuller,

Jeremy Taylor, Cowley, Marvell and Vaughan.

communication fallacy A term used by the American poet Allen Tate
to describe poetry which attempts to convey ideas and feelings which
would be better served by and expressed in prose; at eny rate, not in
poetry. Propaganda (q.v.) verse, for instance, may stimulate reactions
which have little to do with the aesthetic qualities of the verse.

comnunication heresy A term used by the American critic Cleanth
Brooks. It refers to the belief that the function of a poem is to convey
an idea, whereas Brooks's contention is that the reader should have a
total aesthetic experience of the poem. In shorq the substarrce and form
of a poem are not separable; though, of course, one may analyse both
sryle and matter individually.

community theatre Theatre seen as responding to the concerns and

serving the needs of the communiry to which it is performed.
'Communiry'in this sense may be defined either geographically or as

a 'constituency of interest' (e.g. working-class, ethnic, women, the

elderly, etc.).
It originated in the mid-r97os with theatre companies such as:

the Half Moon, Common Stock and the Brighton Combination at the

Albany in London; Pentabus and Theatre Foundry in the \[est
Midlands; Perspectives in the East Midlands; Pit Prop in Lancashire;

DAC in Yorkshire; Solent People's Theatre in SouthamPton; Avon

Touring in the South-west and Bruwers in the North-east.
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comParatist

Venues which have housed community-oriented theatre include
Chapter Ans in Cardiff, Croydon 

'Warehouse, 
Phoenix Arts in

Leicester, the Tron in Glasgow and the Leadmill in Sheffield.
Community theatre is more away of relating content and a demo-

cratic method of organization to perceived community concerns rhan
a specific aesthedc model. Productions have ranged from virtual
cabaret through musicals and plays with songs to serious drama.

Examples of plays include: Taking OurTime by Red Ladder (tgZ8);
My Mother Says I Never Shoald by the 

'Women's 
Theatre Group

OgZ); the plays of Les Miller for Inner Ciqr, among them Finger in
tbe Pie (rqSl) and Hot Staff (rg9il; the plays of John McGrath for

7:84 and the Liverpool Everyman, for example, The Cheztiot,The Stag
and the Bkck, Blach Oil and Fish in the Sea; and the plays of Steve
Gooch, including Will Wat, If Not, What Will? g97z) and Female
Transport (rgZi. Steve Gooch also wrote an excellent book on com-
munity theatre: AII Togetber Now (rf8+).

Both organizationally and aesthetically, community rheatre shares
much common ground with socialist touring theatre (7184, Belt.6r
Braces, Monstrous Regiment, etc.), as well as with Theatre-in-
Education and Young Peoplet Theatre - many companies providing
both 'communiry' and 'young people's' productions. It is always a
form of professional theatre (unlike in the USA) and has little in
common with 'the community play', a rerm for the production model
established by AnnJellicoe's Colway Theatre Trust; the Trust employs
professional directors and playwrights (e.g. Howard Barker, Nick
Darke, David Edgar) to work with large numbers of amateur per-
formers drawn from the local (usually rural) community, to which the
play (usually on a local historical subject) is also performed. An inter-
esting example of a community play is Edgar's Enteruining Strangers
(1988), eventually given a full-scale production with professional
actors and actresses at the National Theatre (q.".).

commus See xouuos.

commutatio See crrresuus.

compar See rsocoloN; PARrsoN.

comparatio See eNfitHEsrs.

comparatist One who follows the compararive method in linguistics
(q.v.) or literature. Comparative philology began in the r8th c. and
entails the srudy and identification of those characteristics which dif-
ferent languages have in common and the hypothetical reconstruction
of parent languages (e.g. 'Indo-European'). The great editors of The
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comperative criticism

Oxford Englisb Diaionary were all concerned with tracing the prob-

able origins of words in English as far back as possible. Comparative

methods in literature involve making comparisons betqreen literary

works and architecture, music and paintings, and also comparison

between different literatures. Among modern writers, Sacheverell

Sirwell (r897-1988) was adept at this.

comparative criticism See cnrttcrsu.

comparative linguistics See rrNcursrlcs.

comparative literature The examination and analysis of the relation-

ships and similarities of the literatures of different peoples and nations.

Thi comparative study of literature, like the comparative srudy of

religions, is relatively recent. We see little evidence of it before the

rgth c. .See wrrrlITERATUR.

compensatio See lxrrsecocn.

compensation An adjustment for an omitted syllable or foot (q.v.) in

a metrical line. It is either made up for by * additional foot in the

next line, or compensated for by an added foot in the same line. A

pause or rest (q.o.) sometimes compensates for a missing foot or part

of a foot.

A distinction in linguistics made by Noam
Chomsky (1928- ), the American linguistics professor.'Cornpetence'

denotes a person's knowledge of his or her language and its rules

(grammar, iytttat, usage), while 'performance' denotes individual and

specific utterance: thus, the use of the knowledge. Chomsky's distinc-

tion revises/develops Saussure's distinction between kngue and p arole

(q.v.).Jonathan Culler's notion of 'literary comPetence' extends this

idea from linguistics to the knowledge of the conventions acquired for

reading literary tetfts.

complaint A plaintive poem; frequently the complaint of a lover to his

inionstant, unresponsive or exacting mistress. For example, Surrey's

Compkint by Nigbt of tbe Loaer not Belooed.The theme or burden

of complaint became a convention, and findly a clich6, of a great

deal of lolre po"t.y, but it was still being worked successfully in the

middle of the ryth c. by the Cavalier Poets (q.o.), and particularly well

by poets like Thomas Carew and Thomas Stanley.
Thete are other types of complaint; most of them lament the state

of the world, the vicisiitudes of Fornrne and the Poet's personal griefs.

An early and fine example is Deor, an OE Poem about a minstrel who

is out of favour and has been supplanted by another. To this may be
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added two of the best, both by Chaucer: A Compkint [Jnto Pity, in
which the poet seeks some respite for his unhappy state; and the more
light-hearted Cornphint of Cbaacer to his Purse. Spenser's minor
verses and juvenilia contain some complaints, includingThe Ruines of
Time. Complaint can be a distinctive female genre.

There are a number of curiosities in this genre. For instance, Sir
David Lindsay's poem Tbe Drerne, an allegorical lament on the mis-
government of the country and the same poet's Compkynt to tbe
King, and his Testament and Compkynt of Our Soverane Lordis
Papyngo - both of similar import and tone as The Dreme.

Thomas Sackville's The Complaint of Buchingham in Mirror for
Magistrates is another notable example. So is Cowley's ode The
Compkint, and Young's long didactic poem, in elegiac mood, The
Cornpkint, or Night Tboughts. See orncr; DRAMATTc MoNoLocuE;
ELEGY; LAMENT.

complex metaphor See rrrrscopED METAnHoR.

composite verses Those composed of different kinds of feet. For
instance, those which combine dactyl and trochee (qq.zt.).

composition Textbooks on this subject distinguish four kinds of prose
composition: exposition, argument, description and narrative.

conceit (L conceptus,'concept', influenced by It concetto) By c. r5oo
the term was still being used as a synonym for 'thought', and as
roughly equivalent to 'concept', 'idea' and 'conception'. It might
also then denote a fanciful supposition, an ingenious act of deception
or a witty or clever remark or idea. As a literary rerm this word has
come to denote a fairly elaborate figurative device of a fanciful
kind which often incorporates metaphor, simile, hyperbole or oxy-
moron (qq.o.) and which is intended to surprise and delight by its wit
and ingenuity. The pleasure we get from many conceits is intellectual
rather than sensuous. They are particularly associated with the
Metaphysical poets (q.o.), but are to be found in abundance in the
work of Italian Renaissance poets, in the love poetry of the Tudor,

Jacobean and Caroline poets, and in the work of Corneille, Molibre
and Racine.

\7e can distinguish various kinds. The sonneteering conceits are
among the commonest. These tend to be decorative, and the writers
of love sonnets had a large number of convenrional conceits (many of
them exernpk conceits) which they could make use of and many of
which are of the Petrarchan type. The origin of the majority of them
is Cupid's analysis of the lover's complaints and maladies in Tbe
Romaant of the Rose (r4th c.). There is, for instance, the conceit of
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oxymoron. A classic example is Sir Thomas \Iflyatt's version of

Petrarch's r34th sonnet, which begins:

I find no peace and all my war is done;
I fear and hope, I burne and freeze like ice.

In a jealousy conceit a lover wishes he were an ornament, article of

clothing or creature of his mistress so that he might be that much closer

to her. As in Romeot lines when he first sees Juliet:

See! how she leans her cheek uPon her hand:
O! that I were a glove upon that hand,
That I might touch that cheek.

(Romeo and Juliet,II, r)

A third type is the inventory of bhzon (q.v.) conceit, which com-

prises a catalogue of a mistress's charms and perfections, as in Sir Philip

Sidney's ninth sonnet in the Astrophil and Stelk sequence:

Queen Virnre's Couft, which some call Stella's face,
Prepar'd by Nature's choicest furniture,
Hath his front built of alabaster pure;
Gold is the covering of that stately place.
The door by which sometimes comes forth her grace
Red porphir is, which lock of pearl makes sure,
\U(hose porches rich - which name of cheeks endure -

Marble, mixt red and white, do interlace.

Another notable example occurs in Spenser's Epithahmion. A founh

type is what may be called the cdrpe d.iem (q.rt.) conceit the appeal to

thi mistress not to delay loving because beaury fades and time is a

devourer. Herrick made this famous in:

Gather ye Rose-buds, while ye malt
Old Time is still a-flying;

An extension of this is the kind of conceit which contains an assur-

ance that though beauty may fade and die, the poet's verses will be

immortal.
Such conventions and devices were often parodied by Tudor and

Jacobean poets. A well-known example is Shakespeare's r3oth sonnet

in which he satirizes rhe bkzon form:

My mistress'eyes are nothing like the sun;
Coral is far more red than her lips'red:
If snow be white, why then her breasts are dunl
If hairs be wires, black wires grow on her head.
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I have seen roses damask'd, red and white,
But no such roses see I in her cheeks;
And in some perfumes is there more delight
Than in the breath that from my mistress reeks.

Thus he 'sends up' the traditional conceit of the idealizers.
Yet another kind is that which incorporates hyperbole (q.v.) (it has

been called 'pastoral hyperbole'), and commonly expresses the view
that the loved one has a powerful effect on the natural order. Constable
expresses such a conceit in Diana:

My lady's presence makes the roses red,
Because to see her lips they blush for shame;
The lilies' leaves for envy pale became,
And her white hands in them this envy bred;
The marigold abroad the leaves did spread,
Because the sun's and her power is the same.

Marvell used the same idea very ingeniously in his poem Upon
Appleton House:

'Tis she that to these gardens gave
That wondrous beaury which they have;
She straightness on the woods bestowsl
To her the meadow sweetness owes

\flhat is known as the heraldic conceit is also common in the r5th
and ryth c. It displays the language and images of heraldry. A fairly
complex example sustains Villiam Dunbar's Tbe Tbistle and the
Rose, a work which celebrated the marriage of Margaret Tudor and

James IV of Scotland. The red and white rose to which Dunbar
refers alludes both to Margaret's complexion and to the fact that her
father was a Lancastrian and her mother a Yorkist. The thistle is self-
explanatory.

Related to the heraldic conceit is the emblematic type. Both kinds
tend to be more esoteric and recondite, what we should now call
'way-out' and which in the rTth c. were described as 'far-fe{ (or far-
fetched), 'far-fet'being a term often used in critical discussion of con-
ceits at this dme. Emblem-books (4.2.) contained verses with a moral
accompanied by a picture which the verses explain. 'Conceited'poets

or coneettisri used the emblem idea to elucidate morals in descriptions
of the natural order; as in these lines by George Vither on the
marigold:

How duly every morning she displays
Her open breast when Titan spreads his rays;
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How she observes him in his daily walk
Still bending towards him her tender stalk;
How, when he down declines, she droops and mourns,
Bedewed (as 'rwere) with tears till he renrrns;
And how she veils her flowers when he is gone,
As if she scorned to be looked on
By an inferior eye; or did contemn
To wait upon a meaner light, than him.

rUfither then elaborates the moral thus:

Ifhen this I meditate, methinks, the flowers
Have spirits far more generous than ours,
And give u's fair examples to despise
The servile fawnings and idolatries
\fherewith we court these eafthly things below,
Which merit not the service we bestow.

A fine example of the verbal emblem is Vaughan's beautifulpoemThe
Water-fall:

Vith what deep murmurs through times silent stealth
Doth thy transparent, cool and watry wealth

Here flowing fall,
And child, and call,

As if his liquid, loose Retinue staid
Lingring, and were of this steep place afraid,

The common pass
I7'here, clear as glass,
All must descend
Not to an end:

But quickned by this deep and rocky grave,
Rise to a longer course more bright and brave.

Then the verses change to a different rhythm, meter and line length to
suggest the ranquil waters of the stream beyond the fall. The lines
quoted most skilfully suggest the movement of the waterfall in what
is known as phanopoeia (q.o.).

The etymological conceit depends upon the meanings of names.

For example, Ralegh's poem The Ocean's Love to Cynthi'a is a kind of

double conceit. Ralegh compliments Queen Elizabeth by saying
that she has the same influence upon him as the moon has upon the
tides. Cynthia was a name frequently used to denote the Queen as a
moon-goddess and '\(ater' was the Queen's pet-name for Sir Valter
Ralegh.
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Typological conceits were rather more abstruse still. The following
lines from George Herbert's poem The Agony illustrate the method:

A man so wrung with pains, that all his hair,
His skin, his garments bloody be.
Sin is that press and vice, which forceth pain
To hunt his cruel food through every vein.

A form of literary exegesis is required to squeeze out the full sense of
this. The image of the wine-press is typological of the Passion. Christ
described himself as the 'true vine'. Grapes and wine were sacred. The
tale of the men from Canaan bearing a cluster of grapes was rypo-
logical of the Crucifixion. Vice is clearly a kind of pun (q.t.) which
suggests that Christ suffers in the grip (or vice) of our vices. In a bril-
liant and witty essay (The Conceit, 1969), K. K. Ruthven showed how
this kind of exegesis can be best undertaken.

The conceit was much used to embellish the sermon in the rTth c.
and such conceits were known as concetti predicabili.They tend to be
learned, witty, allusive and paradoxical, as in this instance from
Crashaw's Steps to the Temple:

Give to Caesar - and to God - Mark XII
All we have is God's, and yet
Caesar challenges a debt,
Nor hath God a thinner share,'Whatever 

Caesar's payments are;
All is God's; and yet'tis true,
All we have is Caesar's too;
All is Caesar's: and what odds,
So long as Caesar's self is God's?

A minor poet of the rTth c. who had a great reputation in his day, John
Cleveland (1613-18), gives his name to another form of conceit - the
Clevelandism (now; as a rule, a pejorative term). The following lines
come from his To tbe State of Lone, or, Tbe Sen'ses' Festioalz

My sight took pay, but (thank my charms)
I now impale her in my arms,
(Love's Compasses) confining Iou,
Good Angels, to a circle too.
Is not the universe strait-laced

, \fhen I can clasp it in the waist?
, My amorous folds about thee hurled,

\Ufith Drake I girdle in the world.
I hoop the firmament and make
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This my embrace the zodiac.
How would thy centre take my sense
rUflhen admiration doth commence
At the extreme circumference.

Here the poet has condensed a series of related and interlocking
emblems while elaborating one of those microcosm/macrocosm argu-
ments dear to poets and readers of the period. Such cosmological acro-
batics were then much admired, but Dryden castigated Cleveland for
his abstruseness; and indeed many Clevelandisms are far-fetched to the
point of being grotesque. Such whimsical imagery has now come to
be regarded as gross catachresis (q.".) and a sign of decadence.

In general one may say that a juxtaposition of images and compar-
isons between very dissimilar objects is a common form of conceit in
the rTth c. and the so-called metaphysical conceit is the kind that most
readily springs to mind. A famous example is Donne's A Valediction:

forbidding mourning. He is comparing two lovers' souls:

If they be nvo, they are two so
As stiffe twin compasses are two,

Thy soule, the fixt foot, makes no show
To move, but doth, if the other doe.

And though it in the center sit,
Yet when the other far doth rome,

It leanes, and hearkens after it,
And growes erect, as that comes home.

Such wilt thou be to mee, who must
Like th'other foog obliquely runne;'%Txi:,*":"T:Ji:"1:iT:'*"".

By the middle of the ryth c. or soon afterwards the concettisti were
becoming 'over-conceited' and conceits were devised for the sake of
themselves rather than for any particular function. Meretriciousness
had set in. Apart from Cleveland, this is especially noticeable in the
poetry of Edward Benlowes (t6oS-76) - conspicuously in Theopbik
or Loae's Saoif.ce $652). Andrew Marvell, however, most of whose
best poems were produced well after 16;o, showed himself to be a
supremely adroit artist in the use of the conceit.

The conceit fell into desuetude and literary theory required some-
thing different. The recondite, the erudite, the'far-fet'were displaced
by, to paraphrase Thomas Sprat in his History of tbe Royal Society

$667), a closer, easier, more naked and more natural way of speaking.
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In fact, easiness and naturalness became wholly desirable attainments
and modes in writing, and were so for a long time.

conceptio .See svrrrpsrs.

conceptismo (Sp concepfo, 'conceit') A literary practice and attirude in
rTth c. Spain and very closely associated with the cuheranismo (q.a.)
of the same time. Foi the sake of convenience G6ngore may be taken
as the best representative of. cuheranismo end Lope de Vega of con-
cePtismo. But the leader of the conceptisrno pafty was Francisco
G6mez de Quevedo y Villegas (r;8er64;), usually referred to as

Quevedo. He was the sworn enemy of. calteranismo,and betwe en t6z6
and fi3t wrote many satires against this movement and its devotees.
The conceptistas disapproved of obscure references, arcane (and
archaic) language and any kind of hermeticism (q.o.). They insisted
that language should be precise, correct and idiomatic in the pure
sense. Yet they d,id f.avour the use of conceits - especially the metaphor
and pun - hence their title. Lope de Vega was not a prominent or active
theorist. He practised the art of. pleasing beloved of MoliEre. Hp liked
and believed in good taste, sense, sensibiliry, order and balance, and
lacked the aggressive spirit of G6ngora. The different kinds of conceit
were classified by Graciin in Agudezd. y drte de ingenio $642). See
GONGORISM.

concordance An alphabetical index of words in a single text, or in the
works of a major author. It shows, therefore, the number of times a
particular word is used and where it may be found. There are con-
cordances for the Bible and for Shakespeare's works . See also Drcrro-
NARY; GLOSSARY.

concrete poetry/verse A recent development of the altar poem (q.".)
and the carmen f.gturatutn. The object is to present each poem as a dif-
ferent shape. It is thus a matter of pictorial typography which pro-
duces 'visual poetry'. It may be on the page, or on glass, stone, wood
and other materials. It is extremely difficult to do well but the tech-
nique lends itself to great subtlety, as Apollinaire demonstrated in
Calligrammes (t9r8). The modern concept of concrete poetry was
developed under the influence of Max Bill (r9o8- ) and Eugen
Gomringer $921- ) and presented at an exhibition of concrete art ̂ t
Sio Paulo in 1956. This was the work of Brazilian designers and poets.
The Brazilian Noigandres Group was also a pioneer influence. A
vogue or movement was created which has since become widespread
and has led to further developments and refinements, such as 'emer-

gent poetry' (which involves cryptographic tricks with letters),
'semiotic poetry' (which uses symbols), 'kinetic poetry' (q.zt.) and
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logograms. In Germany ^ school of concrete Poets has grown,

called the Konhretisten. The group includes the Austrian Ernst

Jandl, Achleitner, Heissenbiittel, Mon and Riihm, and Gomringer
himself, who edited an anthology of such poetry: Konhrete Poesie.

Deatschsprachige Autoren (t972). Since the Second Vorld'War notable

experiments have been made by several British Poets, including Simon

Cutts, Stuart Mills, Dom Sylvester Hou6dard and Ian Hamilton

Finlay. Finlay is regarded by many as the best. In the more way-out

examples of this kind of verse sense is abandoned; there is no syntax

or grammar. Good representative collections are An Anthology of

Conrete Poetr\ edited by E. Villiams G96il, and Conctete Poetry:

An Intemational Antbology, edited by S. Bann (tg6)..See NoNsnNsr;

PATTERN POETRY.

concrete universal The term derives from idealist philosophy. Hegel

expanded his theory of the concrete universal as a solution to the

problem of the nature and reality of universals. As far as a work of art

is concerned, it refers to the unification of the particular and the

general; perhaps a general idea expressed through a concrete image. As

Sir Philip Sidney put it:'the poet coupleth the general notion with the

pafticular example'. This term has produced much discussion of late.

Two of its principal debaters have been'$7. K. \Wimsatt in The Verbal
Icon Qy$ andJohn Crowe Ransom inThe World\ Body (1938). See

ABSTRACT.

condition of England novel This rather clumsy title denotes fiction

which developed in the r84os as a result of a disrurbance of the social

conscience among the middle classes about the way of life of those

working in industrial cities and in factories. The industrial revolution,

especially in the Midlands and the North, resulted in poor housing,

over-crowding and inadequate or non-existent sanitation. Factory

conditions, in what Blake had described as 'dark Satanic mills', were

barbarous. Such environments generated pollution, filth and vermin.

Poverty, ill-health, disease and misery were widespread. A great many

people (particularly f.actory owners and bosses) grew rich at the

expense of the working classes, both adults and children, and gave

scant attention to the lot of their workers who were paid miserly

wages.
Anxiety and concern about this state of affairs were primarily stim-

ulated by Thomas Carlyle Q79yt88r), who inveighed against the

mechanical age and its effects at length in t'qro important books:

Chartism (r8ff) and Past and Present (r843). Using apocalyptic lan-

gu€e, he described the conditions, warned of the consequences (above
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all, revolution) and prescribed various remedies - especially faaory
legislation.

Prominent novelists turned their attention to the matter and their
interest produced a spate of novels, many of which offered miscella-
neous solutions. Some of the main works were: Disraeli's Coningsby
(tS++) and Sybil (rS+l); Mrs Gaskell's Mary Barton (rSa8) end North
and Soutb ( r 8 I l); Charles Dickens's Dornbey and Son ( r 8a8) and Hard
Times (r8l+); Charles Kinglsey's Yeast (1848) end Abon Locke (r8yo);
Charlotte Bront6's Shirley (r8+g); Dinah Mulockt John Halifax,

*:::K_lfJJ,, 
and George Eliot's Fetix Hott (rs55). see atso

conduct book A species of guide (q.v.) to good behaviour, concerned
with morality deportment, manners and religion. It is quite closely
related to the courtesy book (q.r.) and a sort of successor to that as
well as being a precursor of books of etiquette, which proliferated in
the rgth c.

Among the first of the conduct books, which were to become very
popular during the r 8th c. and were often devoted to the conduct of
girls and young women, was Richard Allestree's Tbe Whole Duty of
Man Q658), which he later followed with The Ladies' Calling (16Z).
The Wbole Duty was a kind of devotional work which expounded
mant duties to God and his fellow men. Two years later came Hannah
Voolley's The Gentlutoman's Companion $67) and in :,f,94 the
anonymous The Ladies' Dictionary.

Many followed, and they give a fascinating insight into the attitudes,
assumptions, mores and conventions of the period. Some of the atti-
tudes, accompanied by pompous and complacent moralizing, would
be enough to drive modern feminists quite distracted and it is no
wonder that the unhappy M"ry'Wollstonecraft was to inveigh against
the position of women in her book A Vindication of tbe Rights of
Woman (tlgr).

Some of the best known conduct books are as follows: M^ry Astell's
A Serious Proposal to the Ladies for the Adztancement of Tbeir Time
and Great Interest (t7or); Lady Sarah Pennington's An Unfortunate
Motber's A&tice to Her Absent Daughters (t76r), which she followed
later with Tbe Polite Lady, or, A Coarse of Fernale Education in a Series
of Letters, from a Mother to Her Daugbter (tn); Fordyce's Sermons
to Yoang Women (tZ6); George Edmond Floward's Apophthegms
and Maxims on Various Sabjects for the Good Condua of Life €'c

GZ6il and Instrwaions for a Yoang Lady in Eoery Spbere and Period

"f 
Lrft GZZ); Hester Chapone's Letters on tbe Improaernent of the
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Mind (tn); Dr John Gregoryt Legaq to His Daaghters (tZZ);
Clara Reevet Phns of Education: With Remarks on the Systems of
Other Writers. In a Series of Letters betaneen Mrs Darnford and Her
Fiends OZgz); Laetitia Matilda Hawkins's Letters on the Female
Mind, its Power and Parsuits (r7y); Thomas Gisborne's An Enquiry
into the Duties of Men in the Higher and Middling Chsses of Society
OZgd end An Enquiry into the Duties of the Female Sex $796); Jane
\fest's Letters to a Young Man (r8oz) and Letters to a Young Woman
(r8o5); Miss Hat6eld's Letters on the Importance of tbe Female Sex:
With Obsetttatinns on Their Manners, and on Education (r8o3);
Hannah Moret Coelebs in Search of a Wift (tSo); Elizabeth
Appleton's Pioate Edacation, or, A Praaical Pkn for the Studies of
Young Ladies. Witb an Address to Parents, Priaate Gooernesses, and
Young Ladies (r8ry).

Numerous books of etiquette have been the successors of these
erudite disquisitions. These concentrate on the do's and don'ts and are
often guides for social climbers. They cover such weighty matters as
how to address a marquis and the degree of hand pressure permissible
by her partner on the waist of a young lady dancing a waltz.

conduplicatio Seeprocr.

confessional literature Into this rather vague category vre may place
works which are averypersonal and subjective account of experiences,
beliefs, feelings, ideas, and states of mind, body and soul. The follow-
ing widely different examples are famous: St Augustine's Confessions
(ath c.); Rousseau's Les Confessions (r78t, 1788); De Quincey's
Confessions of an English Opium Eater (r8zz); James Hogg's Tbe
Pioate Memoirs and Confessions of a Justified Sinner (r824); Alfred
de Musset's Confession d'un enfant du sibcle'(rS35); Chateaubriand's
Mdmoires d'outre-tombe Q84y1o); George Moore's Confessions of a
Yonng Man $888). See euroBrocRApHy; coNFEssIoNAL NovEL; DIARv
AND JOURNAL; TESTAMENT.

confessional novel A rather misleading and flexible term which sug-
gests an 'autobiographical' type of 6ction, written in the first person,
and which, on the face of it, is a self-revelation. On the other hand it
may not be, though it looks like it. The author may be merely assum-
ing the role of another character. An outstanding modern example is
Camus's La Chute GgS6) in which the judge penitent 'confesses' to
the reader. In the last fifty years this rype of novel has become
common.

Another form of confessional novel is that which employs a varia-
tion of the 'frame story' (q.rr.) technique: a story in which the novel-
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ist is actually writing the story we are reading. This device was used
by Andr6 Gide in Tentatives dftr.ouret4ses (r89r) and in Les Faux-
M onnay e ars $ 9 z6). See coNrrssIoNAL LTTERATURE.

confessional poetry It may be argued that much poetry especially lyric
(q.a.) poetry is, ipso facto, 

'confessional' in so far as it is a record of a
poet's sates of mind and feelings and his vision of life (for example,
much that was written by \(ordsworth, John Clare and Gerard
Manley Hopkins). However, some poems are more overtly self-
revelatory more detailed in their analytical exposition of pain,
grief, tension end joy.

The term is now usually confined to the works of certain writers in
the UK and USA in the late r95os and r95os. The work of four dis-
tinguished American poets may be cited in illustration: Robert
Lowellt Life Studies (t9t9), \f. D. Snodgrass's Heart's Needle (tgSil,
Anne Sexton's four volum es To Bedkrn and, Part Way Back $96o), AII
My Preny Ones (1962), Lizte or Die Q966), Lwe Poems (1969), plus
a number of poems by Sylvia Plath. .9ee coNrrssroNAl LTTERATURE.

confidant A character in drama and, occasionally in fiction (feminine
confid4nte) who has little effect on the action but whose function is to
listen to the intimate feelings and intentions of the protagonist (4.2.).
He is trusted friend, like Horatioin Harnlet.Fromfiction one example
is Maria Gostrey, the confidante of Strether in Henry James's The
Ambassadors. James also used the term f.celle (French for the string
which a puppeteer uses to manipulate his puppets) to denote a
confidant. He describes Maria Gostrey as a 'ficelle', who is not so
much Strether's friend but, rather, the reader's friend. The confidant is
also a common feature of the detective story (q.".). Dr 

'Watson, 
in

Arthur Conan Doyle's Sherlock Holmes stories, is an outstanding
example. See coIvtuEDrA DELL'ARTE; FTcELLE; IDEAL spEcTAToR.

conflict The tension in a situation between characters, or the acrual
opposition of characters (usually in drama and fiction but also in nar-
rative poetry). In Othello, for instance, the conflicts between Iago,
Roderigo, Othello and Desdemona. There may also be internal
conflict, as in Hamlet's predicament of wishing to avenge his father
and yet not knowing when and how to do it. Conflict may also occur
between a character and society or environment. An example is Jude's
efforts in Thomas Hardy's Jude the Obscure to overcome the social
obstacles which keep him from university.

conformatio See prnsor.lrFlcATroN.

cong6 (F 'leave, quittance') A lyric poem of farewell. The first known
instances are by Jean Bodel (late rzth c.-early r3th c.), who, when he
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developed leprosy and was obliged to withdraw from the world, said
goodbye to his friends with a poem of forry-two stanzas (one stanza
per friend). This was later imitated by Adam de la Halle (c. rz4tc.
rz88) bv his withdrawal was for political reasons and his valediction
was a satire at the expense of his fellow citizens.

connotation The suggestion or implication evoked by a word or
phrase, or even quite a long statement of any kind, over and above
what they mean or actually denote. For example: 'There is a cock-
roach', may inspire a shudder of dismste in one person; but a scientific
inquiry like 'r$flhat is it? Blatta orientalis or Bktta Germanica?' in
another Person.

A connotation may be personal and individual, or general and uni-
versal. Probably nearly all words with a lexical meaning can have
public and private connotations. The sentence 'The Fascist activities
were continuous'would be likely to have different connotations for a

Jew and a professional historian. See AssocIATroN; DENoTATIoN;
KENEME; MEANING.

consciousness, stream of See stnreu oF coNscrousNEss.

consistency In the structure, style and tone of a literary work, consis-
tency implies ^n essenti4l coherence and balance. An untimely comic
episode in a tragedy might be disastrous to its consistency.
Inaoorooriate words and usase mav mar consistencv of swle. A char-Inappropriate words and usage may mar consistency of sryle. A char-
acter suddenly acting completely 'out of character' might produceproduce
inconsistency. So might a breach of literary convention (q.o.); for
instance, the use of soliloquy in a naturalistic drawing-room comedy.
See also srnxsfANcrs.

consonancc The close repetition of identical consonant sounds before
and after different vowels. For example: slip - slop; creak - croak;
black - block. See also AssoNANcE; EvE-RHvME; HALF-RHxME; oNo-
MATOPOEIA; RHYME.

constructiyism The constructivists were a group of young Russian
poets who flourished in the rgzos and were influenced by futurism
(q.o.). They were inspired by technology (like the Futurists) and were
anti-traditional. They held that a poem should be a'construction'(like
a piece of engineering) and that all images, devices, language, etc. in a
poem should be closely related to the theme and subject of the poem.
The chief poets were Vera Inber (r89o-?) and Ilya Selvinski (rS91?).
The members of the constructivist movement were pro-Bolshevik
and in favour of the proletarian writers. By c. r93o the movement had
fallen into desuetude. .9ee also pxotETARsKAyA rur'TuRA; sMrTHy
POETS.
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contamination This usually refers to the Roman practice of adapting
and combining Greek New Comedy (q.".). Such a work was known
as e fabula palliata. The main authors of palliatae were Andronicus,
Naevius, Plautus and Terence. See FABULA.

conte (F 'tale, story') The term denotes a kind of fictitious narrative
somewhat different from the romdn and the nouvelle (qq.rr.).The true
conte tended to be a little fantastic (not realistic), droll and witty. They
were often allegorical and moral. \flell-known examples are La
Fontaine's Amours de Psychd et Cupidon Q66), Perrault's Contes de
ma rnire l'Oye (t6gil and Voltaire's Candide Q759).In this category
one might also include Swift's Gulliver's Trauels Q7z6), Voltaire's
Zadig (tz+il,Johnson's Rasseks (rzfg), and the anonymous Japanese
romance Wasobyoe (tZZ+-g), which has affinities with Galliz.ter's
Travels.It was a popular form of fiction in the r8th c. when the other
main authors were Hamilton, Cr6billon fi.ls and Voisenon. From the
rgth c. the term has tended to denote merely a short story (q.zt.).For
example, Flaubert's Trois Contes Q87). Maupassant called his short
stories contes. See also ALLEGoRv; coNTE ofvor; LAI; TALE.

conte d6vot (F 'pious tale') A French genre of the r3th and I4th c. A
tale in verse or prose designed to instruct and therefore having
affinities with hagiography (q.".) and the moral tale. A good many
contes ddvots were inspired by the collections of tales called the Vitae
Patrarn and the Miracles Nostre Dame. Two well-known examples are:
Tornbeor Nostre Darne and Conte del'ltermite et del jongleour. See
CONTE.

contests See portrc coNTEsrs.

contextual criticism A mode of critical analysis of a literary text char-
acteristic of the New Criticism (q.r.), especially as practised by
Murray Krieger and Eliseo Vivas. Krieger discusses the methodinTbe
New Apologists for Poetry GgS6) and Theory of Citicism (t976). He
describes contextualism as the claim'that a poem is a tight, compelling,
finally closed context' and suggests that it is necess ^ry to analyse and
judge such a work as bn 'aesthetic object'without reference to any-
thing outside or beyond it. There is an obvious connection here with

Jacques Derrida's dictum that'there is nothing outside the text'. The
emphasis on close reading in contextual theory has had considerable
influence on critical methods. See also DEcoNsrRUcrIoN.

contextualism A jargon term current in the New Criticism (q.t.)
which denotes a particular kind of aesthetic experience of (and
response to) a work of literature. The work is experienced as a self-
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contained artefact and possessed of 'murually opposing energies of a
tension-filled object that blocks our escape from its context and thus
from its world'(src).

contractions In verse there are rwo kinds: synaeresis and syncope.
They are forms of elision (q.".) used to keep the syllable count regular.
Synaeresis occurs when a poet joins two vowels to make a single syl-
lable, as in this line from Dryden's Absalom and Acbitopbel:

Titles and Names 'rwere tedious to Reherse

'Tedious'counts as a two-syllable word.
Syncope occurs when a vowel flanked by two consonants is not

pronounced, as in this line from the seme poem:

Him Staggering so when Hell's dire Agent found,

'staggering'is taken as a disyllable.
Such contractions were common between 166o and r8oo. The met-

rical demands of the heroic couplet (q.a.) encourated them.

contrapositum See svNrcrosrs.

contrast The juxtaposition of disparate or opposed images, ideas, or
both, to heighten or clarify a scene, theme or episode. A famous
example is the life-in-death image in Andrew Marvellls To His Coy
Mistress;

Thy beauty shall no more be found;
Nor, in thy marble Vaulq shall sound
My echoing song: then'!7orms shall try

'That long preserv'd Virginity:
And your quaint Honour turn to dust;
And into ashes all my Lust.
The Grave's a fine and private place,
But none I think do there embrace.

See tuecrRY; METAPI{YsICAL.

conundrum A word of very obscure origin, it denotes a form of riddle
(q.v.) whose answer involves a pun (q.".).

convention In literature, a device, principle, procedure or form which
is generally accepted and through which there is an agreement between
the writer and his or her readers (or audience) which allows various
freedoms and restrictions. The term is especially relevant to drama.
The stage itself, as a physicd object and areao establishes a convention
by creating boundaries and limitations. The audience is prepared to
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suspend disbelief and to experience a representation of scenery and
action, of lighting and words. The use of verse, blank or rhymed,
dance, song (q.v.), a Chorus (q.v.), the unities (q.rr.), the aside (q.o.),
the soliloquy (q.n.), are all examples of dramatic convention. \U(orking

within the conventions and using them to the best possible advantage
is essential to the art of the dramatist. The people in the audience are
pany to the agreement and their acceptance makes possible dramatic
illusion.

Dr Johnson summarizes the matter in a famous passage
Preface to Sbahespeare:

Delusion, if delusion be admitted, has no certain limitation; if the
spectator can be once persuaded, that his old acquaintance are
Alexander and Caesar, that a room illuminated with candles is the
plain of Pharsalia, or the bank of Granicus, he is in a state of ele-
vation above the reach of reason, or of truth, and from the heights
of empyrean poetry may despise the circumscriptions of terrestri-
al nature. There is no reason why a mind thus wandering in exstasy
should count the clock, or why an hour should not be a century in
that calenture of the brains that can make the stage a field. The truth
is, that the spectators are always in their senses, and know, from the
first act to the last, that the stage is only a stage, and that the players
are only players.

In fact every writer accepts conventions as soon as he begins. It can
be argued that conventions are essential to all literature as necessary
and convenient ways of working within the limitations of the medium
of words. And we may not, as Maritain puts it, abuse the limitations
of our medium. Thus, in literature, as in the other afts, there are recur-
ring elements.

By convention the sonnet (q.".) has fourteen lines (though there are
exceptions), and terza rima (q.v.) rhymes aba, bcb, cdc, and so on. The
ballad (q.r.) tends to have a particular kind of diction and stanza form,
and the pastoral elegy (q.".) traditional essentials. The epic (q.".) tends
to begin in rnedias res (q.o.) and the Cavalier lyic (q.a.) presents
certain attitudes towards love. The stock character (q.".) is also a con-
vention. So is tragic love in grand opera, and the flash-back (q.zt.) in
the novel (q.".).

A convention may be established as an invention: for instance,
Gerard Manley Hopkins's sprung rhythm (q.".) and Chaucer's rhyme
royal (q.".).One may be revived - as alliterative verse (q.v.) was
revived in the r4th c. by Langland and other poets, and again in this
century by ,U(.H. Auden and C. Day Lewis. Or one may be aban-
doned- as the heroic couplet (q.".) was towards the end of the r8th

his
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c. (though there have been recent revivals by Roy Campbell in Tbe
Georgiad, and by Nabokov (as a parody) in Pale Fire).

Periodically conventions are broken or replaced. rU7ordswonh's

rejection of r 8th c. poetic diction (q.".) is an obvious instance; so is
the substitution, in drama, of naruralistic conventions for the tradi-
tional dramatic ones.

Ignorance of convention may lead to misunderstanding and misin-
terpretation. To criticize a work for not being what it was never
intended to be is a fault. A classic example is Johnson's misunder-
standing of Milton's Lycidas. He condemned it for its 'inherent

improbability', mainly because (apart from disliking pastoralism) he
was not aware of the pastoral conventions. See a/so errcNATroN
EFFECT; DECORUM; ORTGTNALTTY; NATURALTSM; NEOCLASSICISM;

REALISM; TRADITION.

conversation piece A form of poem which has a relaxed and fairly
informal style and tone, may even be 'chatty', tends to display a per-
sonal mood, but nevertheless has quite serious subject matter. Horace's
Epistles end Satires are generally taken to be conversation pieces
(Pope caught the tone of Horace very well in his Imitations). The
r,wo English poets who have excelled at them were Coleridge and
\Ufordsworth. Coleridge's This Limetee Bower My Prison, for
example; and \(ordsworth's Tintern Abbey. Other poets who have
mastered this genre are Robert Browning, Robert Frost and V. H.
Auden. Auden's Letter to Lord Byron is an outstanding example.

copla (Sp 'couple') In prosody a couplet, strophe or stanza. A metrical
combination of great antiquity which has been used by many Spanish
poets and still is. There are various kinds of. coph, for instance, co?h
de arte mayor (q.r.), copk de pie quebrado (q.a.), cophs de cahfnos
(meaning 'useles5', from the character of Calainos in the Spanish books
of chivalry), and cophs de ciego(literally'blind man's cophs' and there-
fore bad verses).

Generally the copla will be of four octosyllabic lines assonanced in
pairs. But it can also be rhymed and may have a length of eleven or
twelve syllables; or again octosyllables may alternate with heptasylla-
bles. It may consist of three, four, five or even more lines and is found
in the ailhncico, rhe redondilk, the qaintilla and sextilla (qq.r.).

copyright Until the middle of the r6th c. authors had little or no pro-
tection against plagiarism (q.t.), or downright filching and pirating.
rVhen this became a serious problem printers' guilds were granted
rights to protect their members. The first English copyright law dates
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from ryo9. Under the ryfi Act the copyright covers an author's life-
time and fifry years thereafter.

coq-i-l'ine Derived from an OF proverbial expression C'est bicn satuta
da cocq a l'asne, which signified incoherent speech or writing. The
term denotes a satiricaL genre of verse devoted to ridiculing the vices
and foibles of society. Cl6ment Marot is believed to have created the
form in r53o. At any rate he composed a number of poems which
come into this category. See also FATRAsIE.

coquillards (from F coquille, 'shell') The shell was the traditional
emblem of pilgrims and the term came to be applied to the dispos-
sessed members of a band of vagrants, rogues, vagabonds, deserters,
discharged soldiers et al. who, after the Hundred Years lWar, were itin-
erant in France. They evolved what was almost a sub-culture (q.v.) of
their own and had a secret language called jargon (q.".).Frangois
Villon (r43r-?) composed for them his Balkd.es en jargon.

coranto The term appears to derive from the French word coil.rnnt,
'runner'. It was the name applied to periodical news-pamphlets issued
between r6zt and 164r giving information about foreign affairs taken
from foreign newspapers. One of the earliest forms of English jour-

nalism. The corantoi were followed by the newsbook (q.".).See also
GAZETTF.

coronach The Gaelic word means 'wailing together'; thus a funeral
lament or dirge (qq.o.).Such laments originated in Ireland and the
Scottish Highlands. See also coMpI*AINr; ELEGv.

corpus (L 'body') A term used to denote the body (i.e. the bulk or all)
of a writer's work. For example, the corpus of T. S. Eliot's poetry. It
may also denote a particular collection of texts, such as the corpus of.
Old English literature. See ANGLo-sAxoN pERIoD.

correctio See rpeNoRTnosrs.

correctness Adherence to and conformiry with rules, convention, and
decorum (qq.o.).In the rSth c. a much pnzedideal and standard which
writers frequently discussed, especially with regard to verse.

correlative verse Verse in the shape of abbreviated sentences where
there is a linear correspondence between words, as in the last rwo lines
of this stanza from a sonnet by George Peele:

His golden locks time hath to silver turned;
Oh time too swift, Oh swiftness never ceasing!



correspondence of the arts

His youth'gainst time and age hath ever spurned,
But spurneth in vain; youth waneth by increasing:

Beauty, strength, youth, are flowers but fading seen;
Duty, faith, love, are roots, and ever green.

correspondence of the arts The idea that all the arts have certain fea-
tures in common and resemble each other. In Classical times it was
believed that art imitated nature but that each art was a separate and
distinct activiry. In the rgth c., and not, apparently, before, the belief
that the ans contained certain correspondences began to take hold.
This was encouraged by experiment with drugs and synaesthetic expe-
riences they produced. The French Symbolist po€ts, especially, made
use of the knowledge of these effects. See penecoNE; poEsls; syMBoL
AND SYMBOLISM; SYNAESTHESTA; UT PTCTURA.

cosmists See surtnv PoETs.

cosmopolitan writing As the epithet 'cosmopolitan' (Gk hosmos,
'order, world, universe' + pohtihos, 'citizen') suggests, such writing is
concerned with global/universal themes and issues (political, social
and othervise) and also with the attirudes and language involved in
any discourse on such themes and issues. It is concerned.too with indi-
vidual persons: for instance, immigrants. The post-colonial (or decol-
onized) world has seen the advent of emergent countries and nations
and what has come to be known as the Third Iflorld (of which there
are many representative writers, especially novelists), and also massive
immigration and transmigration to erstwhile imperial 'centres'. Not
least to Britain, where there has been a big influx of non-white peoples
from South Asia, Africa and the Caribbean, and to North America -

from Asia and Latin America. To a lesser extent there has been com-
parable immigration to France, to Canada and Australia. This diaspo-
ra has been described by Gordon Lewis as 'colonialism in reverse'.
Large ethnic minorities now exist in these countries and these multi-
ethnic microcosms have influenced the national culrures and brought
about a kind of 'neo-colonialism'.

In the past there have been many'national'novels seeking to depict
the communiry that is or was the nation (witness the numerous block-
busting'epic' narratives produced by American authors). There have
also been what are described as 'novels of Empire', works of fiction
set in a colonial world or with a kind of 'colonial' background.
Obvious examples are Rudyard Kipling's Kim(r9or), Conrad's Heart
of Darhness (r9oz), plus several of his novels set in the East, E. M.
Forster's A Passage to India (tgz+), Graham Greene's The Heart of
the Matter Q948), Anthony Burgess's The Mahyan Tiilogy G97r),
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V. S. Naipaul's novels about Trinidad and his novel.r{ Bend in tbe Rfuer

$gZg), set in a French-speaking Central African state, and Paul Scott's
The Jearcl in the Croam tetralogy Q966, 1968, r97r, 1975) about India
and the Raj. Such fiction has only in part represented the attitudes,
way of life and so forth of the indigenous peoples.

Cosmopolitan writing is an attempt to cross the boundaries and
frontiers of nations and nationalism; it stresses the global nature of
everyday life and tries to depict societies and individuals as globally
representative. The use of myth, fable and parable (qq.o.),which tend
to have universal parallels and analogies, is a feature of such writing.
Cosmopolitan writing can now also begin to be seen as an attempt to
come to terms with the state and position of the immigrant.

In post-war and post-imperial Britain, a highly cosmopolitan
centre, there has been next to no fiction which is concerned with immi-
grants, their difficulties in adjustment to an alien culture, etc. An
obvious exception to this generalization is the work of Colin
Maclnnes $914-76), in particular the novel City of Spades (1957), an
original affempt to depict teenage and immigrant black culture in
London. Later, Salman Rushdie tried to come to terms with cos-
mopolitanism in Britain, especially in connection with the Muslim
community, in his novel The Satanic Verses (r98S). Because he was
alleged to have made opprobrious remarks about the Prophet, he was
placed under sentence of death by way of. afatua from Iran. His earlier
novels, M idnigh t\ Children ( r 9 8 r ) and Sb ame ( t p8 I ), might be viewed
as cosmopolitan in so far as they are efforts to present a more truth-
ful picture of the sub-continent of India to the \(est and in terms
widely relevant to other countries. Rushdie is preoccupied with the
'in-between' state of the cosmopolitan, aperson who, as he has put it,
is in a state of 'translation', of being borne or carried across. This has
also been referred to, if somewhat uncouthly, as a state of 'trans-

culturation'.
Other writers of note who have been described as cosmopolitan

are Isabel Allende, Bharati Mukherjee, Derek'Walcott, Mario Vargas
Llosa and Gabriel Garcia Mdrquez. Derek'Walcott, for instance, in his
fine poetry using a mixture of patois (plural) dialect and standard
or Queen's English, has essayed a kind of synthesis or 'alchemy' of
Africaq Indian and European influences and origins (with their his-
torical and racial conflicts and contradictions) to achieve something
characteristically Caribbean.

Using very different methods and by the elaboration of particular
images and symbols, Mario Vargas Llosa, the Peruvian novelist, has
sought to present social and political simulacra which have cos-
mopolitan significance. This is evident in La casa verd,e $966). The
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'casa verde' is a brothel - a sufficiently global site, and symbolically.
the jungle and the green earth itself . In Conaersaci6n en 'La Catedral'

Ug6g) the symbolic location is a seedy run-down bar called, with
perhaps heavy-handed irony,'La Catedral'.

In Gabriel Garcfa Mdrquez's Cien afios de soledad|g6) the myth-
ical town of Macando is a global and cosmopolitan urban image of
decay, corruption, poverry and isolation, and the various misfornrnes
which befall it and its inhabitants are represented by biblical analogies.
See also MAGIc REALIsM; NovEL.

cossante A Spanish verse form associated with a Castilian round dance;
one of the forms arising from the old danza pima (q.t.). The lines are
in assonanced couplets separated by a short third line which remains
unchanged throughout the poem. See also cANTrcA.

costumbrismo The Spanish word costumbre denotes 'custom, habit';
costumbista : the person or writer responsible. The term is used of
prose forms which appeared early in the rgth c. - afticles, sketches,
short novels and which concentrated on regional customs.
Prominent authors of the genre were Larra Mesonero Romanos and
Estdbanez Calder6n. The bigger novels which followed when this
style became popular were consequently based on real observation of

rypicd life in particular regions. One such which became famous was
La Gaoiou by Fernin Caballero (t79Gr87Z). The early work of
Blasco Ibafiez is also of this type. See NovEU REALISM; REGIoNAL
NOVEL.

coterie A literary group, set, or circle, sometimes exclusive, joined by
friendship and interest. Commoner in France than in other countries,
hence the cdnacle and salon (qq.".).The Bloomsbury Group (q.o.)
might be taken as an instance of an English coterie, as might the Great
Tew Circle of poets in the rrh c. The term refers, by extension, to
the literature produced by such groups, which is not designed for

popular consumption. The masques (q.rr.) made by Ben Jonson
and Inigo Jones for the court of James I and Charles I are coterie
enteftainments.

cothurnus See nusxrN.

counterplot Seesur-prot.

counterpoint A term adopted by literary critics. In music it means
the simultaneous combination of two or more melodies. !flhen applied
to verse it denotes metrical variation - which is very common. If the
basic meter of a poem is iambic and there are dactylic and trochaic
variations, then a counteqpoint is achieved. The counterpoint effects
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in this st^nza from George MacBeth's The God of Lo,ue are very
noticeable:

i fofnd thEm bErw6en fdr hflls, bi ifr6z1n l6ke,
6n i pitch 6f bire gr6und. ThEy wEre gr6uped

in i s6lid rfng, like 6rk 6f h6rn. Atrd lrorind
ThEm cfrclEd, sl6wli cl6sing fn,

ThEir t6ngues l6lling, thiir edrs fl6ttEned igainst thE wind,

A whirlpodl 6f w6lves

See sunsrrTuTroN; TENsroN.

counter-turn Describes the function of the antistrophe (q.v.) and the
response to the strophe (q.".) in choral song. It may also refer to the
surprise d6nouement (qn.) at the end of a short story ('the twist in
the tail'), and, conceivablS a wholly unexpected development in a play
or storlri unexpected, that is to say, by either the characters or the
reader/audience. See coup or rrrfArnB.

country house poem A minor genre of verse which had some vogue
in the ryth c.It was a type of complimentary poem which extolled the
good qualities of a patron and also the fruitfulness, sound manage-
ment, and beauties of his house and estate. A notable instance is Ben

Jonson's To Penshurst (t6t6). Penshurst Place in Kent belonged to
the Sidney family (Sir Philip Sidney was born there). Jonson paid
an elegant tribute to the gardens and landscape, the 'high huswifery'
of its lady, the generosity of its lord and the virtues of the whole
household. Later examples of the genre are Thomas Carew's 7ro
Saxham (r54o) and Andrew Marvell's Upon Appleton House (written
c. ftyc_5z).

coup de th6ltre An unexpected and theatrically starding event which
twists the plot and action. For instance, the sudden leap into activity
of the supposedly invalid and bedridden wife of General St P6 in Jean
Anouilh's play La Valse des tordadors. See couNtER-TURN; DEUS Ex
MACHINA.

couplet Two successive rhyming lines, as here from the beginning of
Chaucer's Merchant's Talez

\fhilom ther was dwellynge in Lumbardye
A worthy knyght, that born was of Pavye,
In which he lyved in greet prosperitee;
And sixry yeer awyflees man was hee,
And folwed ay his bodily delyt
On wommen, ther as was his appetyt



courtesy book

The couplet is one of the main verse units in'\Vestern literature and is
a form of great antiquity. Chaucer was one of the 6rst Englishmen to
use it, inTbe Legend of Goodwomen and for most of The Canterbury
Tales. Tudor and Jacobean poets and dramatists used it continually;
especially Shakespeare, Marlowe, Chapman and Donne. The drama-
tists at this time employed it as a variation on blank verse (q.o.), and
also (very often) to round off a scene or an act. This is virtually a con-
vention (q.o.) of the period. The couplet composed of bwo iambic pen-
tameter (q.v.) lines - more commonly known as the heroic couplet
(q.v.) - was the most favoured form. This was developed particularly
in the ryrh c. and perfected by Dryden, Pope and Johnson; but
Chaucer had already shown many of its possibilities. It was also used
for heroic drama (q.v.) during the Restoration perio d (q.".) in England.

The octosyllabic couplet (or iambic tetrameter) has also been much
used. Outstanding instances are Milton's L'Allegro and Il Penseroso,
Samuel Butler's Hudibras and Coleridge's Chrisubel.

The couplet in all forms of meter (even monometer, dimeter and
trimeter, qq.v.) has proved an extremely adaptable unit: in lines of dif-
ferent lengths; as part of more complex stanza forms; as a conclusion
to the sonnet (q.t.); as paft of. ottava ima and rhyme royal (qq.o.);
and for epigrams (q.o.).

In French poetry the rhyming alexandrne (q.v.) couplet has been a
major unig and used with especial slcill by Corneille, Racine, MoliEre
and La Fontaine. During the rTth and r8th c., paftly owing to French
influence, this unit was used extensively for Germen and Dutch nar-
rative and dramatic verse. Later Goethe and Schiller revived the
Knittehters (q.zt.), a tetrameter couplet.

In the zoth c. the couplet has fallen somewhat into desuerude, but
it is still used periodically in combination with other metrical units.
See cLosED coupLET; END-sroppED LrNE; ENJAMBEMENT; opEN
COUPLET; RI{YME.

courtesy book Basically, this is a book of etiquette, but many of the
early courtesy books (especially those of the r5th and rTth c.) were
much rnore than this in that they embodied a philosophy of the art of
living (elegantly, withvirtit) and a guide to it. Moreover, many of them
were extremely well written and are an invaluable source for the
history of education, ideas, customs and social behaviour.

Some very early examples date from the r3th c.: Thomasin von
Zirclaria's Der Walsche Gast, Bonvincino da Riva's De le zinquanta
cortexie da tavok, and two poems by Francesco da Barberino. The
best known of the early English books was the Babees Booh (a col-
lection of pieces from the r;th and r6th c.), which, like Master
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Rhodes's Booh of Nurture, was a useful primer for youths who went
to serve in the houses of noblemen in order to learn how to behave.
Two r yth c. works in verse, Tbe Bohe of Curtasye and Urbanitatis,
were also popular. Though often crudely naive in their delineation
of the principles of civilized conduct, they all aimed to encourage
good manners, chivalry courtly behaviour and the knightly ideal
exemplified in Chaucer's description of the Knight in the Prologue to
the Canterbnry Tales; an ideal which, it may be argued, owes much to
the early medieval tradition of the Christian knight whose paragon and
exemplar was Christ. Courtesy meant rather more than merely good
manners.

After the year r4oo behaviour, especially that of the better educated,
was profoundly affected by the invention of gunpowder and printing.
Fire-arms evenrually reduced the importance of skill-at-arms with the
sword and altered the ideals of chivalry. Printing made available a large
number of books from which people might learn to behave in a more
civilized manner.

In the Tudor period there developed the conception of a 'gentle-

man', a civilized 'all-rounder' or 'universal man' (sometimes called
'Renaissance man').'We can broadly distinguish two types. Type A: Sir
Thomas'Wyatt, Sir Philip Sidney, Sir \flalter Ralegh, Cellini. Type B:
Leonardo da Vinci, Erasmus and Sir Thomas More. All these men, like
others less known, in many ways exemplified the attainments and
ideals of humanism (q.a.). They were, so to speak, the beati of the
humanist calendar.

Italian scholarship and culture had much to do with this humanist
conception of many-sided excellence, and the most influential of all
the courtesy books was Castiglione's Il Libro del Cortegiano (The
Book of the Courtier) published in Venice in r 528, and translated into
English by Sir Thomas Hoby in r55r. In 1576 came a translation of
Della Casa's Galateo (still much read in Italy). The other most famous
and influential Italian work was Guaazo's La ciztil conversatione,trans-
lated into English in r;8r.

However, before these events English writers had addressed them-
selves to manuals of instruction. Sir Thomas Elyot's Boke named tbe
Goaemour (tlrr) was the first treatise on education to be printed in
England. About the same time appeared Thomas Lupset's Exhortation
to Yonge Men, persanading tbem to walhe in tbe pathe a)dy that leadeth
to boneste and goodnes; and in ryl;, the anonymous Institution of a
Gentlernan.

Spenser's Faerie Queene (tt89, rt96) can almost be described as the
Bible of Renaissance anthropocentric humanism, which, in its most
idealistic form, was a sort of apotheosis of man. Spenser's greatest
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work presents both the medieval and the Renaissance conceptions of
knightly and chivalrous conducl He made his purpose clear in his
Dedication, when he wrote: 'The generall end therefore of all the
booke is to fashion a gentleman or noble person in vernrous and gentle
discipline.' It was the most ambitious courtesy book of all.

In the early ryth c. appeared James Cleland's Institation of a Young
Nobleman (16o); Richard Braithwaite's The Englisb Gentleman
(r63o), end The English Gentleanman (r$r); and Henry Peacham's
The Compleat Gentleman (t6zz), a work of considerable charm. A
lesser one was Richard \[este's Tbe Schoole of Vertue (1619). Such
couftesy books were comprehensive. Advice ranged from education,
the duties of parents and the exercise of the nobler faculties, to exacdy
how one should eat, blow one's nose, and clean one's teeth; plus other
admonitions:

Let not thy privy members be
Layd open to be view'd,

It is most shameful and abhord,
Detestable and rude.

Retain not urine nor the winde,
Ifhich doth the body vex,

So it be done with secresie
Let that not thee perplex.

There was also emphasis on what the Italian courtesy books called
sPrezzatard - doing things gracefully, with nonchalance bordering on
disdain, however difficult they might be. It is also important that the
vast majoriry of these works were concerned with worldly and secular
matters (this secular morality is particularly noticeable in Della Casa)
and not with religious morals. The medieval conception of the
Christian knight and chivalrous hero had been modified.

Other ryrh c. works of note were Obadiah \flalker's Of Edacation,
especially of Young Gentlernen (t6n), Gailhard's The Cornpleat
Gentleman Q678); and two influential books translated from the
French: The Rules of Cioility by Antoine de Courtin, and an anony-
mous work called Youth's Behaviour. To these one might add George
Halifax's Adoice to a Daughter Q688), a work of much charm and
urbane good sense.

By this time, manners, dress and generally polished behaviour were
tending to become an end in themselves, and thus leading to affecta-
tion and posturing, all too apparent in Restoration Comedy (q.v.).The
Tudor ideals of amateur ztirfir, of 'the glass of fashion and the mould
of form', were being reduced. Nevertheless, the rSth c. produced one
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notewofthy contribution in the shape of Lord Chesterfield's Letters
to His Son (r77$, which may well be regarded as the last of the tra-
ditional courtesy books concerned with the principles of gentlemanly
behaviour as well as with the details. They were highly praised
and make delightful reading. However, Dr Johnson, who felt he had
been badly let down by Chesterfield as a patron (cf. the famous letter
of 7 Feb. ryy5, rebuking him for not offering financial support
to the plans for the projected Dictionary), castigated Chesterfield
roundly for teaching'the manners of a dancing master and the morals
of a whore'.

Long before Chesterfield's Letters the courtesy book had
been replaced by the conduct book (q.".).

Part

courtly love The term drnoar courtois (Italian arnore cortesei Provengal
domnei) was coined by Gaston Paris in 1883 to describe that courtly
love which had its origins in southern France and was celebrated in
the poetry of the troubadours (q.v.).It was primarily a literary and
aristocratic phenomenon, though there were indeed actual courts of
love where amatory problems were discussed.

Before the rzth c., women, for the most part, were regarded as
inferior to men, but courtly love idealized qromen; and the lover,
stricken by the beauty of his lady, put her on a pedestal and was obe-
dient to her wishes. The idea was that the lover's feelings ennoble him
and make him worthier of his sovereign mistress. He longs for union
with her in order to attain moral excellence. Paradoxically, though the
lover adored his lady, genuflected at her door and observed Christian
behaviour strictly, the troubadour version of this form of love was
adulterous. In fact, adultery was glorified; partly, perhaps, because
medieval marriages were the result of practical convenience (they were
'arranged') rather than romance, and partly because of the theory that
true love had to be freely given and was not possible between husband
and wife.

The literary origin of this very remarkable development in the rela-
tionship of the two sexes is to be found in Ovid's Ars Amatoria (pub-
lished at the very beginning of the Christian era), and most of the rules
were laid down by a monk, Andreas Capellanus, late in the rzth c. in
De Amore - also known under the title De Arte Honeste Amandi.

The feudal concept of vassalage to an overlord and the medieval tra-
dition of devotion to the Virgin Mary also influenced the evolution of
courtly love. It is noticeable that the later devotional lyrics of the
Middle Ages become more and more secular in their attitude and lan-
guage as the eafthly mistress replaces the celestial goddess and Queen
of Heaven. By the time the sonneteers are producing their sequences
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we have almost an 'overlady', and, on the face of it, the equivalent of
a masochistic devotion to beaury.

The troubadour tradition spread to Italy where it attained its
sublime form in the work of Guinicelli and Cavalcanti, the gentlest of
the dolce stil naovisrr. It also permeated to nofthern France where it
is established in the work of the trouvdres (q.v.), and in the romances
(q.".) - particularly in the work of Chr6tien de Troyes. In Germany
its ideals are presented in the poetry of the Minnesingers. In England
the tradition appears in Chaucer, especially in Troilus and, Criseyd.e
(though Chaucer is in a way rejecting it); and in the work of Gower
and Usk. But the ideals of courtly love do not really manifest them-
selves in English literature until the r6th c. (via Petrarch) in the great
sonnet (q.a.) sequences of Sidney, Spenser and Shakespeare.

Courtly love is an example of an idea about heterosexual relation-
ships which became widely diffused (just as a political theory might)
in various cultures and environments and was suscepdble to a variety
of different interpretations and expressions. Nevertheless, there appear
to be some fundamental elements which are fairly universal: (a) the
four marks of courtly love are humiliry courtesy, adultery and the reli-
gion of love; (b) the love is desire; (c) it is an ennobling and dynamic
force; (d) it generates a cult of the beloved.

It will be found that, over a very long period, its ideals, and the atti-
rudes towards women implied in them, have gradually influenced the
changing conception of woman's position in society. Nowadays the
nearest thing to the discussions in the courts of love are the advice
columns in women's magazines. Several outstanding books have been
written on the subject of courtly love including C. S. Lewis's lle
Alkgory of Lcae (tgl6), A. F. Denomy's The Heresy of Coartly Love
(t9+l), M.J. Valency's In Praise of Looe (rglS) and Peter Dronke's
Medieoal Latin and the Rise of tbe Enropean Lwe Lyric (z vols,
196y4).

courtly makers A group of poets at Henry VIIIT court who imported
Italian and French poetic forms. The best known are Sir Thomas
'Wyatt, 

who wrote the first English sonnets (q.r.), and Henry.Howard,
Earl of Surrey, who introduced blank verse (q.".). Much of the work
of the court poets was published in Tottel's Miscellany (tlSZ), a col-
lection which had a considerable influence on Elizabethan writers.

Cowleyan ode An ode (q.".) in which the stanzas or verse paragraphs
are irregular in rhyme, line length and number of lines. It is named
after Abraham Cowley Q6t8-6) and has been used a good many
times since. Notable instances are: Dryden's Song for St Cecilia\ Day
and rUflordsworth's Intimations of Immortality.
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cradle bools Books printed before rtor are known by this name, or
Latin incunabak,'swaddling clothes': G Wiegendriicleer.

craft cycle .See rutsrtRY PLAYs.

crambe Applied to unnecessary and disagreeable repetition. From

Juvenal's phrase oambe repetita, 'rehashed cabbage'.

crambo A versifying game. A word or a line of verse is given and then
each player has to supply a rhyme or rhyming line. In dumb crambo
the players are given a word rhyming with another word which is con-
cealed on a piece of paper. The players 'act' out possible rhyming
words until they find the right one. Crambo also denotes a bad rhyme.
See also nours-nrufs.

cratylic Referring to the imagined innateness or 'truthfulness' of
proper names, from Plato's dialogue Cratylus, in which the epony-
mous character successfully argues that names express their bearers,
against the view that names are (like all words) conventional, 'acci-

dental' designations of persons. The debate is centred on the existence
of a natural language, and, in the Christian era, of a specifically
Adamic, Edenic one. Defenders of cratylism include the Old and New
Testaments,Jerome, Augustine, Isidore of Seville, and G6rard Genette;
some anti-cratylists are Aristotle (On Interpretdtion), \Uilittgenstein,

and A. J. Ayer.

creacionismo An avant-garde (q.v.) movement which began c. 1916.
Its founding luminary was the Spanish-born Chilean poet Vicente
Garcfa Huidobro Q8y-r948). Among his followers were Gerardo
Diego (rS95-?) and Juan Larrea (r895-?). Vhen in Paris, Huidobro
had some influence on French aednt-garde writers such as Pierre
Reverdy. Huidobro was a novelist and playwright as well as a poet'

and to some extent influenced the development of modern concrete
poetry (q.".). He went in for rypographical eccentricities in the menner
of Apollinaire's Caligrdrnrnes. Reverdy was associated with cubism
and surrealism(qq.o.) and founded the review Nord-snd (c. ryr).The
'creationists' were in favour of 'poetic' vocabulary striking metaphors
and the bizarre juxtaposition of images which did not so much reflect
the natural order by any form of imitation' (q.".) but, rather, con-
veyed a magical vision of creation. See also uLTRArsM.

Cr6olit6/cr6olisation A theory of French Vest Indian literature and
culture as distinctly 'Cr6ole', comprising African, European, Asian
and Amerindian influences. The theory has Francophone and
Anglophone adherents: Jean Bernabd (Eloge de h Cr6olit6, 1989), and
Patrick Chamoiseau and Raphael Coupant (Lettres cv6oles, g9r);
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Kamau Brathwaite (Contradiaory Omens: Cuharal Diztersity and
Integration in the Caibbean, g74), and \filson Harris (Tbe Womb
of Space: The Cross-Cuhural Imagination, ry83). By contrast, 'nr6gri-

wde' (q.rt.) stresses the importance of the survival of African culture
in the rVest Indies. See Nfcnrtuos.

crepuscolari The poeti ffePr'tscohri ('rwilight poets') were a group of
Italian writers who flourished at the end of the rgth and the beginning
of the zoth c. The term oepuscohn was 6rst applied to Marino Moretti
(t885-197) by Giuseppe Borgese (r882-rgt2).However, the main
five were Caesare Pascarella (r8y8-r94o), Salvatore di Giacomo
(r85o-r934), Guido Gozzano (r883-19r6), Corrado Govoni
(1884-1955) and Sergio Corazzini (r886-19o).They were so called
because their poetry was subdued, sombre and melancholy in tone,
and the poets dwelt on the grim realities of life - not least the approach
of death. An atmosphere of doom and helplessness pervaded much of
their work, and two of them did die young.

cretic See eupnrMAcER.

crime fiction The commission and detection of crime, with the motives,
actions, arraignment, judgement, and punishment of a criminal, is one
of the great paradigms of narrative. Texnralized theft, assaulg rape and
murder begin with the earliest epics, and are central to Classical and
much subsequent tragedy. The most important Classical detective is
Oedipus, whose dual roles as investigator, and subsequently as
revealed criminal, exemplify the blurring of the boundary between
morality and immoraliry or order and anarchy, with which much
subsequent crime fiction has been concerned. A similar trajectory may
be ascribed to Hamlet, since Hamlet begins by investigating the
murder of a king and ends by killing one, having been directly or indi-
rectly responsible for at least four other deaths in the process; and the
process is equally explicit in Middleton's Tbe Reoenger's Tragedy.
Other late Elizabethan and Jacobean plays are notably obsessed both
with horrific crime and with aspects of criminal psychologp and the
same period produced some of thp earliest 'true crime' in ballads of
murder, robbery kidnap and piracy, and in the'cony-catching'pam-
phlets which detailed criminal methods and language with as much fas-
cination as formal condemnation. More salutary biographies of
criminal downfall run through the classical and medieval periods to
the Nearyate Calendar, an r.8th c. collection of the lives of those
executed in Newgate Prison, while financial shenanigans, child theft,
rape and/or prostitution and family law dominate much rSth c. prose
fiction. The obsession with sexud violence, highly sensationalized and
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often coupled with the supernatural, was cenral to the Gothic novel,

as well as to some of the greatest Romantic poetry. Particularly in the
early Victorian period, rgth c. novels tended to be less explicit, but
were no less concerned with financial crime, and also began to explore
the criminal underworld of the new industrial cities in a manner
reminiscent of Jacobethan drama; nor did poetry lag behind, both
Tennyson, in Maud (t8l l), and Browning, in (most notably) Tbe Ring
and the Book (r858), producing major works centring on criminal
violence. Since the r88os, however, crime fiction has astonishingly
burgeoned, through the detective story and its prose successors, and,
especiall5 filrn and TV.

Critical work on the genre has overwhelmingly concentrated on the
detective story defined by the adoption of the investigator as prot-

agonist, and studies, especiallyJulian Symons's very influential Bloody
Mnrder 0972), have dealt in great detail with the rgth and early to
mid-zoth c. development of fictional detection. The founding fathers
are usually regarded as \Uflilliam Godwin Q756-r836), for Caleb
Williams; EugEne Vidocq Q775-r857), for his Mdrnoires; E. A. Poe

Q8o9-49), for the Dupin stories, especially 'The Murders in the Rue
Morgue'; Charles Dickens (t8 t z*7o),principally for Inspector Bucket
in Bleale Honse;\filkie Collins (r824-89), for Tbe Moonstone andThe
Woman in White; and Emile Gaboriau (r8ll-n), for a series of short
stories, particularly Le Petit Vieux de Batignolles. l.S. LeFanu
(r8t4-7) and Fyodor Dostoievski (r8zr-8r), whose Crime and
Panishment is sometimes argued to be the greatest of all crime fictions,
are also commonly cited. All agree that the detective story came of age
in the creation by Arthur Conan Doyle (t859-r93o) of Sherlock
Holmes: the first Holmes novel, A Stady in Scarlet, was not an over-
whelming success when it appeared in 1887, but the Holmes short
stories which Doyle began to publish in the r89os attracted an enor-
mous and devoted audience which they have never lost, and when
Holmes was joined by Father Brown, the creation of G. K. Chesterton

$874-ry6), the first Golden Age of Detection, centred on the short
story began. This period ended in r9r4, and while short stories about
detectives have continued to be written in large numbers, the second
Golden Age, beginning in the late r92os and lasting until 1939, centred
on the novel, the form which has been dominant ever since. The
second Golden Age is notable for two particular features: the pre-
eminence of the three 'Queens of Crime', Agatha Christie

$89tr976), Dorothy L. Sayers $8y-r9y7), and Margery Allingham

$9o4-66), establishing a female presence in crime writing to date
exceeded only in romantic and historical novels; and the growth of
detective fiction in other countries, particularly America.
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It is with the American 'hard-boiled'writing 
of Dashiell Hammett

Q894-r96r), James M. Cain (1892-1977), end Raymond Chandler
(r888-r9y9), many of whose works were rapidly and very influen-
tially filmed, that this 'established' history begins to run into prob-
lems, and to reveal the essential weakness of an account centring on
the detective story considered as a genre formed in the rgth c. The
classic Golden Age novels are hermetically sealed, typically by loca-
tion in a country house (though any isolated setting will do), and struc-
rurally consist of a discovery (the body), a sequence of red herrings (a
parade of suspects), and a d6nouement (the detective announces who-
dunit): with the consequence that they are, for the most partr pro-
foundly unreal, as the persistently amateur stanls of their detectives,
and the omission of any forensic or proper police investigations, attest.
The hard-boiled school reacted against this highly anificial model with
stark and violent stories, usually in grimly urban settings, which fea-
rured both lone but professional investigators and police, and blurred
the moral distinctions befireen criminals and agents of law enforce-
ment. Proponents of the established history have attempted to cate-
gorize American vs. English, professional vs. amateur, closed vs. open,
and 'the detective story' vs. 'the crime novel', but the hard-boiled
novelists have a stronger connection with, historically, the brutaliry of
ballads and the Neutgate Calendar, and, proximdly, the urban con-
cerns of modernism, than with puning Agatha Christie in her place.
They also return to the urban locations used by Poe and Dickens, and
influence the profound explorations of criminality and social psy-
chology which recur in the work of Chester Himes,Iflilliam Faulkner
and Friedrich Diirrenmatt - to cite only the most distinguished exam-
ples. From this perspective it is the rwo, primarily English, 'Golden

Ages'which form an offshoot from the history of crime fiction, and
not crime fiction which was regrettably brought into existence by an
uncivilized, and largely American, reaction against the perfected detec-
tive story.

Since r94y crime fiction has become one of the principal forms of
prose in both the UK and the LJS, as well as in many other European
countries and Japan, bolstered by a symbiotic relationship with the
mass media of entertainment and information. Especially in the US
this has been increasingly reflected in the academic attention given to
the genre, but in the UK serious study has been inhibited by an
entrenched snobbery which classifies it as inferior and unliterary:
P. D. James, for example, is thought fit to chair the panel of judges for
the Booker Pnze, but it remains inconceivable that one of her own
crime novels could win it. Given the extraordinary richness and
quality of post-war crime fiction no potted history is possible, but
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among the strands that deserve mention are the development of the
'police procedural', novels giving extensive demils of official inves-
tigative-methodology, and most-recently of the computerized arnd
profiling techniques necessary to apprehend serial killers; the persis-
tent investigation of sexuality, both in the presentation of sexual crime
and in the creation of gay or lesbian victims and protagonists; the con-
tinuing success and importance to crime fiction of female authors; the
frequency with which fictional investigators, especially in the tJS, are
veterans of war, and (panly in consequence) substance abusers; the
extensive overlap with novels of place, evident in the detailed and
specific use of real locations, often (though not exclusively) major
cities; and the very popular (though not always distinguished) group
of historical and particularly medieval detectives. Among the modern
authors who deserve mention are, in the US, Linda Barnes, Lawrence
Block, Lilian Jackson Braun, James Lee Burke, Robert Campbell,
Michael ConnellS Patricia Cornwell, Amanda Cross (the pseudonym
of Carolyn Heilbrun), James Crumley, Stephen Dobyns, John
Dunning, James Ellroy, Loren D. Estleman, Sue Grafton, Thomas
Harris, George V. Higgins, Tony Hillerman,Faye Kellerman, Joe R.
Lansdale, Elmore Leonard, Ed McBain, Sharyn McCrumb, \Walter

Mosley, Sara Paretsky Robert B. Parker, Dorothy Uhnak, Andrew
Vachss and Eve Zaremba; in the UK, Catherine Aird, \Uf. J. Burlep
Liza Ccidy, Lindsey Davis, Colin Dexter, Dick Francis, B. M. Gill,
Lesley Grant-Adamson, John Harvey Reginald Hill, Bill James
(one pseudonym of James Tucker), P. D. James, Alanna Knight,
Villiam Mcllvanney, Val McDermid, Janet Neel, Mike Phillips,
Ian Rankin, Ruth Rendell, Mike Ripley, Dorothy Simpson, Joan
Smith, Mark Timlin, Minette 

'Walters 
and R. D. rUfingfield; in Italy,

Umberto Eco and Leonardo Sciascia; in Spain, Manuel Yizqvez
Montalb6n and Maria-Antonia Oliver; in Denmark, Peter Hoeg; in
South Africa, James McClure; in Australia, Claire McNab; and in
Israel, Batya Gur.

criollismo A literary movement in Venezuela and Colombia c. rgoo
which encouraged the development of regional literature. Among the
moving spirits were Tomis Carrasquilla (r8y8-r94o), Blanco-
Fombona Q874-r944) and Ricardo Gtiiraldes $886-1927). See also
COSTUMBRISMO.

crisis That point in a story or play at which the tension reaches a
maximum and a resolution is imminent. There may, of course, be
several crises, each preceding a climax (q.o.).ln Othello, for instance,
there is a crisis when Iago provokes Cassio to fight Roderigo, another
when Othello is led to suspect his wife, a third when Othello accuses
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Desdemona of infidelity. Several other minor crises precede the
murder of Desdemona. See ofnouruBrr.

criticism The art or science of literary criticism is devoted to the com-
parison and analysis, to the interpretation and evaluation of works of
literature.

It begins with the Greeks, but little of their work has survived.
Aristode's Poetics is mostly devoted to drama; and Plato's theories of
literature are scarcely literary criticism. From the Romans the major
works are Horace's Ars Poetica (c. t9 nc) and the works on rhetoric
(q.t.) composed by Cicero and Quintilian. The first important critical
essay in the Christian era is Longinus's On tbe Sublime, and the first
medieval critic of note was Dante who, in his De Vulgari Eloqaentia
(c. r3o3-5), addressed himself to the problems of language appropri-
ate to Poetry.

The Renaissance writers and critics for the most part followed the
Classical rules on the principle that the ancients were bound to have
been right; but there were some attempts at originaliry. For example,
Vida's Poetica (rtr7), a treatise on the art of poetrlri du Bellay's
Dffinse et lllustration Q1+il;and Lope de Vega's Neu Art of Mahing
Cornedies (r5o9). In England there is little criticism of note until
Puttenham's The Arte of Englisb Poesie (r139) and Sidney's Apologie

for Poetrie (tSg), which is important because it is a detailed exam-
ination of the art of poetry and a discussion of the state of English

Poetry at the time.
For nearly a hundred years the major critical works rc appear

tended to reinforce the Classical tradition and rules (4.2r.). Some of the
main works were Ben Jonson's Timber or Discorteies (t64o), Pierre
Corneille's Discours $66o) and Boileau's L'Art poitQue (tGZt). \0rith
Dryden, however, in his Essay of Dramatic Poesy $665) - not to
mention his prefaces, dedications and prologues - we find a critic of
judicious discrimination and open-mindedness whose critical essays
are works of art in themselves. He, if anybody, showed the way to the
proper function of criticism.

In the next cennrry there was a very pronounced emphasis on fol-
lowing the rules in the creation of literature and a considerable empha-
sis on imitating the laws of nature. As Pope put it in An Essay on
Criticisrn $Vt):

First follow Nature, and your judgment frame
By her just standard, which is still the same;
Unerring NAruRE, still divinely bright,
One clear, unchang'd, and universal light.
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In the r8th c. G. B. Vico, the Italian critic and philosopher, was rhe
pioneer of the historical approach to literature. Historicism, as it is
called, completely changed, in the long run, critical methods. It
enabled people to realize that the rules that held good for the Classical
writers do not necessarily hold good in a later age, and that there were
not absolute principles and rules by which literarure could be judged
(which was Dr Johnson's point of view).

There was thus a reaction against Neoclassicism (q.o.), an increas-
ing interest in literatures other than those of Greece and Rome, and a
greater variety of opinions about literature, about the language to be
used, and about the creative and imaginative faculties and processes of
the writer. The new views found expression in'Wordsworth's preface
to the second edition of the Lyrical Ballads (r8oo), Coleridge's
Biographi.a Literaria (r8r7), Shelley's Defence of Poetry (r8zo) - a
reply to Peacockt ironical debunking in The Foar Ages of Poetry
(r8zo) - Poe's The Poetic Principle (r81o) and The Pbilosophy of
Composition (1846), and Matthew Arnold's Essays in Citicisrn (r85y,
r888). The writings of Valter Pater on culture and art, especially Tbe
Renaissance (rBZ) and Appreciations (r 889), had a profound influence
on critical thinking.

By the second half of the rgth c. many different critical theories had
begun to proliferate, as is clear from a srudy of the philosophy of aes-
theticism (q.v.), the doctrine of art for art's sake (q.o.) and the work
of the symbolist poets. There were fewer rules of any kind as more
and more writers experimented. At the same time the work of the best
critics continued in the tradition and method of Vico. Sainte-Beuve,
with his immense range of learning and his keen sense of critical and
judicious detachment, was the supreme exponent of historicism.

Recent criticism has tended to be more and more closely analytical
in the evaluation and interpretation of literature, as is evident in the
achievements of major critics like M. H. Abrams, Eric Auerbach,
Roland Barthes, 

'Walter 
Benjamin. A. C. Bradley, Cleanth Brooks,

R. S. Crane, Christopher Caudwell, T. S. Eliot, \flilliam Empson,
Northrop Fry., T. E. Hulme, Arnold Kettle, Frank Kermode, G.
\Wilson Knight, F. R. Leavis, George Lukdcs, Ezra Pound,John Crowe
Ransom, I. A. Richards, Alain Robbe-Grillet, Jean-Paul Sartre, Allen
Tate, Lionel Trilling, Raymond 'Williams, Edmund \[ilson, \f. K.'Wimsatt 

and Yvor \(inters. See sttvrsor. AND syMBoLrsM.

critique A full-dress, detailed review and assessment of aliterery work.
The term may also denote a treatise (q.o.), such as Kant's Critique of

Judgment (rlgo).
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cross-rhyme Also known as interlaced rhyme, this occurs in long cou-
plets (q.o.) - especially the hexameter (q.s.). \(rords in the middle of

each line rhyme. Swinburne used the device successfully in Hymn to

Proserpine, as these lines suggest:

Thou hast conquered, O pale Galilean; the world has
grown grey from Thy breath;

Ve have drunken of things Lethean, and fed on the
fullness of death.

Laurel is green for a season, and love is sweet for a day;
But love grows bitter with treason, and laurel outlives

not May.

See also LEoNTNE; RHYME.

crotchets SeepuwcruATloN.

crown of sonnets A sequence of seven, so linked as to form a 'crown'

or panegyric (q.v.) to the person concerned. The last line of each of
the first six sonnets is the first of the succeeding one, and the last line

of the seventh repeats the opening line of the first. The best known
English example introduces Donne's Holy Sonnets. The crown is a
prologue to the main sequence. The seven are named La Corona,

Annunciation, Natioitie, Temple, Cracifying, Resanectbn and

Ascension. See soxNrt; soNNET cYcLE.

crown poem That work which is awarded the bardic crown at an
Eisteddfod (q.t.).See also cHArR oDE.

cruelty theatre of See rnsATRE oF cRUELTv.

cuaderna via (Sp 'quaternary way, quaternary manner') A fourJine

verse form containing fourteen syllables to the line. All the lines
rhyme. The model for this form may be Latin Goliardic verse (q.".).

Never a couftly form, it was commonly used in the Middle Ages and
it seems that it was employed for the very last time in a collection of
poems titled Rimada de Pakcio by the Chancellor Pero L6pez de
Ayala (gyz-r4o). They were probably composed c. 1385 when he

was imprisoned (in an iron cage). See also MEsTER DE cLEREcie; qua-

TERNARY FORM.

cubo-futurism The term for a movement in art and poetry which

began in Russia just before the First Vorld'\U7ar and lasted through the
early stages of the Bolshevik Revolution. It was to have some influence

on the poetry of Vladimir Mayakovsky (r893--r%o) and also on the
practitioners of zaum (q.".) and was part of the Futurist movement
launched by Filippo Marinetti in ltaly. The cubo-futurist Poets tended
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cup-and-saucer drama

to be 'iconoclastic' in attitude and published manifestos which
advocated the rejection and abandonment of most, if not all, literary
conventions. They were more interested in the possibilities of sound
than of sense. See also DADATsM; EGo-FUTURTsM; FUTURTsM; puRE

POETRY.

culteranismo In rTth c. Spain there came to a head a difference of prac-
tice and attirude between two schools of writing and poerry conve-
niently known as 'calteranismo' and'conceptisrno' (q.r.).It is easier
now to cor.npile the names of the opposing teams than it would have
been for some of the protagonists themselves. Though famous per-
sonalities were involved, this is not to sa)r they were team leaders.
It is therefore an over-simplification to say that it boiled down to
G6ngora versus Lope de Vega. In practice most of the propaganda was
produced by others of less distinction, bur sometimes of clearer aim
and warmer feeling.

G6ngora (r56r-t627) began to write in a style which called for a
knowledge of earlier literatures and their languages if his references,
couched in refined and stylized terms, were to be appreciated or
understood. Two outstanding examples were the Soledades arnd the
F,ibula d,e Polifemo y Gahtea.The learned and elaborate language can
be compared with that in the movement known as k prdciositd (q.a.)
in France. One of the elements of culteranismo which provoked oppo-
sition was its slavish imitation of Latin syntax. Among writers who
were trying to reach a wide audience, such a tendency would have been
suicidal. Lope de Vega, a natural enemy of such a tendency and re-
garded as the leader of the conceptismo movement, assefted that poetry
should cost great trouble to the poet but little to the reader. .See
GONGORISM.

cultural code See copr

cultures, the two In ry59 C. P. Snow delivered the Rede Lecture in
Cambridge and in the course of it deplored the increasing gap between
the humanities and technology between the arts and science, the rwo
cultures. This lecrure caused a great deal of controversy.

cup-and-saucer drama A term applied to the plays of T \[. Robertson

$829-7r) and his imitators. Robertson wrote plays in which he paid
attention to realistic domestic detail, hence the slightly pejorative label.
The six comedies that he had produced in fi65-7o (among the best
were Society, 1861, Ours, t866, and Caste, fi6fl set standards for such
realism that were tci have a considerable influence on a revival of
serious drama. See also coMEDy; DoMEsrrc coMEDy.
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cursus (L 'running') A term applied to the rhythm (q.".) or pattern of
prose. See ceorNcn.

curtain raiser An entertainment, often of one act, which precedes the
main part of the programme. They are rare now, but in the late rgth
and early 2oth c. were often used to divert audiences while late-
comers arrived. In this way, the main programme would not be inter-
rupted. See rencr; oNE-Acr pLAy; euART D'HEunr; sorlE.

curtal sonnet Literally a sonnet (q.zr.) cut short. Gerard Manley
Hopkins used the term in his Preface to Poems (r9r8) to describe a
curtailed form of sonnet of his invention. He reduced the number of
lines from fourteen to ten, divided into two stanzas: one of six lines,
the other of four - with a half-line tail-piece. ln Poems there are curtal
sonnets called Peace and Pied Beauty. The latter is as follows:

Glory be to God for dappled things -

For skies of couple-colour as a brinded cow;
For rose-moles all in stipple upon trout that swim;

Fresh-firecoal chestnut-falls; finches' wings;
Landscape plotted and pieced - fold, fallow, and plough;

And 6ll trides, their gear and taclde and trim.

All things counter, originaf spare, strange;
Iflhatever is fickle, freckled (who knows how?)

\Ufith swift, slow; sweet, sour; adazzle, dim;
He fathers-forth whose beauty is past change:

Praise him.

See gu^crnelN; sEsrET; TAIL-RI{IME.

cut-up A technique probably first used by the writer \Ufilliam S.
Burroughs Q9r4-r992) in some of his books. A text, typed or written,
is cut up into fragments, segments (words, phrases, sentences, etc.) and
then reassembled at random in an 'accidental' order which is eventu-
ally printed. Burroughs' The Trcket that Exploded Q96z) is an instance
of the technique. See eueroRy; coLLAGE.

cyberpunk/steam-punk A term which denotes a sub-species of science
fiction (q.".). The word is a conflation of qbemetics and punh. Punk
is a word of unknown origin and with a variety of meanings; cyber-
netics derives from Greek hybemetes ('a steersman') and denotes the
comparative study of automatic communications and control in func-
tions of living bodies and in mechanical electronic systems (such as
computers). Cyberpunk stories and novels are usually set in the near
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cyhydedd naw ban

cultural references. The characters inhabit a world where no one is
'ordinary'; they are punks, space Rastas, compurer jockeys and elec-
tronic drug addicts. Technology is important; hence artificial intelli-
gences, laser, neon, synthedc music and so on. Among its better
known practitioners are Villiam Gibson, K. \Uf. Jeter and Valter Jon
Villiams.

cycle A group of poems, stories or plays which are united by a central
theme. The term'epic cycle'was first used by the Alexandrine gram-
marians to describe a group of epic poems which, by c. 8oo nc, had
grown up in connection with the battle for Troy. The individual epics,
in some cases fairly short ballads, were elaborated and eventually
joined with others to form an epic cycle. The result vre now know as
Ffomer's llidd.

This kind of accretive process has been repeared in many civiliza-
tions. Conceivably, quite a large number of the Old Testament stories
were originally separate and gradually formed a more or less homo-
geneous unit. The same may well be true of stories about Buddha and
other great religious leaders and rulers; and also the accounts of the
lives of some saints. Legend and fact intermingle.

Old Irish epic poetry bears all the marks of cyclical structure. The
Scandinavian, Arthurian and Charlemagne cycles ere analogous.
Russian bylr"y and suriny are also grouped about a parricular hero or
town. The South Slav narodne pesrne (q.".) - srill part of living oral
tradition (q.".) - are similar, and form an outstanding example of the
cycle. One should mention also the Albanian Geg Mujo-Halil cycle,
and other Albanian cycles which survive in south-eastern Italy and are
concerned with the exploits of the hero Skandarbeg.

Into the cyclic category may also be placed such collections of tales
as Boccaccio's Decameron and Chaucer's Canterbury Tales. A series
of lyrical poems may also form a cycle. For instancez Dante's Vita
N uov a, Petrarch's C anzoniere, and Shakespeare's S onnets.

Finally there are the cycles of the Mystery Plays (q.r.), which
attempt an encyclopaedic dramatization of the Old and New
Testaments. See BALLAD; cHRoNrcLE pLAy; Eprc; soNNET sEeuENcE.

cyhydedd hir A rUflelsh syllabic verse form. The octave (q.v.) stanza
comprises two quatrins (q.zt.) of four lines with five, five, five and
four syllables respectively. The five-syllable lines rhyme with one
another.

cyhydedd naw ban A Velsh syllabic verse form with a line of nine syl-
lables. To form a couplet (q.".) it must rhyme with another line of
equal length.
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cynghanedd

cynghanedd A Velsh term which denotes sound correspondences
peculiar to \(relsh poetry particularly alliterati on (q.a.) and internal
rhyme (q.o.). Gerard Manley Hopkins called such devices'chimes'. See
also liwol-.

cyrch a chwta A \(elsh syllabic verse form. It comprises an octave
(q.t.) stanza of six rhyming or consonating seven-syllable lines plus a

couplet. The second line of the couplet rhymes with the first six lines,

and the first line of the couplet cross-rhymes in the third, fourth or
fifth syllable of the eighth line.

cywydd A Velsh metrical form developed by the r4th c. rU(elsh poet
Dafydd ap Gwilym. It comprises rhyming couplets, each line being of

seven syllables.

cywydd deuair hirion In \(elsh prosody a light-rhyming seven-
syllable couplet. The first line has a masculine ending and the second
a feminine.

cywydd llosgyrnog A \flelsh syllabic verse form. It comprises a sestet
(q.".) stanza whose syllable counts are eight, eight, seven, eight, eight
and seven. The first two lines rhyme and cross-rhyme with the middle
syllable of the third line, lines four and five rhyme and cross-rhyme
with the middle syllable of the sixth line and the third and sixth lines
rhyme with each other. Rime cou6e or tail-rhyme (q.o.) has a similar
scheme.



D

dactyl (Gk 'finger') A metrical foot consisting of one stressed syllable
followed by two unstressed ones: / ,-' .-r. Just like finger joints.
Dactylics were often used in Classical verse, but not often by English
poets until the ryth c. when Scott, Byron, Tennyson, Browning and
Swinburne (among many others) experimented with them. Tennyson,
for example, used them in his Charge of the Light Brigade. One of
the best known instances of dactylic verse is Browning's The Lost
Leader:

Jtist f6r i I hrindfd df I silvEr hE I l6ft rls,

Jdst f6r i I riblnd td I stfck in his I c6at -

F6und thE 6ne I gfft 5f which I f6rnlne bE I r6fr ris,
L6st ill thE | 6thErs shE ll6ts is dElv6te.

Dactylics are not unusual in light verse (q.o.), as in these 'Railway

Dactyls'by G.D.:

H6re wE gd | 6ff 5n thE | 'L6nd6n ind I Birminghim',
Bidding i I di6u t6 thE I f6ggy mEltr6p6lis!

Striying 5t I h6me with thE I drimps in cdnlffrming'Em: -

M5ti6n Ind I mfnh ire i I fflip t6 | life.

The dactyl,like the trochee (q.o.),produces a falling rhythm (q.o.) and,
as this is not the natural rhythm of English verse, poems composed
entirely of dactylics are rare. But the dactyl, like the ilochee, is often
used in combination with other feet to provide counterpoint(q.v.) and
to act as a substiruted foot. See also ANArAEsT; ELEGTAc DrsrrcH; IAMB;
PYRRHTC; RTSTNG RHYTHM; SPONDEE; SUBSTITUTTON.

Dadaism (F dddd, 'hobby-horse') A nihilistic movement in art and lit-
erature started in Zurich in c. ryt6 by a Romanian, Tristan Tzara, an
Alsatian, Hans Arp, and two Germans, Hugo Ball and Richard
Huelsenbeck. The term was meant to signify everything and nothing,
or total freedom, anti rules, ideals and traditions. Dadaism became
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popular in Paris immediately after the First Vorld Var. The basic
word in the Dadaist's vocabulary was 'nothing'. In art and literature
manifestations of this 'aesthedc'were mostly collage (q.a.) effects: the
arrangement of unrelated objects and words in a random fashion. In
England and America its influence is discernible in the poetry of.Ezra
Pound and T. S. Eliot and in the art of Ernst and Magritte. By rgzr

dadaism as a movement was subsumed by surrealism (4.2.). F{owever,
its influence was detectable for many years. See also cuBo-FUTURIsM;
EXPRESSIONISM; ULTRAISM.

daina A type of folk poetry @.".) to be found among Lithuanians and
Lawians. It is usually a four-line poem, though sometimes several are
joined up to make a longer one. The meter is dactylic or trochaic and

there is usually some rhyme. The verses are sung to the accompani-
ment of the hanhlys, a harp. See also BALLAD; DUMv; FoLK LTTERATURE;
FOLKSONG; NARODNE PESME.

dimonisch A term used adjectivally of a daemon (or daimon) who is a
spirit which occupies a middle place between the gods and men (e.g.

the daemon or good genius of Socrates) and is associated with inspi-

ration (q.".). During the Romantic revival (q.tt.) not a few writers
(especially poets) ascribed their inspiration and energy to the opera-
tions of such a spirit that'drove' them, and it might easily be destruc-

tive or self-destructive (hence the concept of a daemonic/demonic
agency). In his autobiography (q.".) Dichtung rndWahrheit (r8tr-33)

Goethe suggests that diimoniscb describes a kind of irrational phe-
nomenon or power which controls or directs a person's destiny, as in

the case of the eponymous hero in Egmont Q79t). See also anr-
ERONYM; MUSE; STORM OF ASSOCTATION.

danse macabre Also known as the Dance of Death. The etymology of
the word macabre is obscure. So far as its form is concerned it might
be a corruption of OF Macabre - Maccabers. An example of Judas
Macabre' has been found; and in the r yth c. the Dance of Death was

called Chorea Machabaeoram in Latin, Mahkabeusdans in Dutch. It

may be that the original reference was to a miracle play in which the

slaughter of the Maccabees under Antiochus Epiphanes was enacted.
It seems likely that the first use of the word dates from 1376 when it

appeared in a poem written by Jehan Le Fbvre called Respit de h Mort:

Je fis de macabre la dance'.
Le Fbvre used it as a noun and after his time it was limited as an

adjective in the phrase 'dance macabr6'. Since the period of romanti-
cism (4.2.) it has been freely used to designate 'une impression of se
m6langent le funEbre et le grotesque', and an 'amalgame singulier de
burlesque et de tragique'.
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danse macabre

The Dance of De4th (in an and literature) depicted a procession or
dance in which the dead lead the living to the grave. It was a reminder
of mortality, of. the ubiquity of death and of the equality of all men in
that state. It was also a reminder of the need for repentance. Apart
from its moral and allegorical elements it was very often satirical in
tone. The dead might be represented by a number of figures (usually
skeletons) or by a single personification of death. The living were
usually arranged in some kind of order of precedence - Pope, cardi-
nal, archbishop; emperor, king, duke, etc. - almost, in Johnson's fine
phrase, in the 'cold gradations of decay'. Many different media were
employed: verse, prose, manuscript illustrations, printed books, paint-
ings on canvas, wood and stone, engravings on stone and metal, wood-
cuts, sculpture, tapestry embroidery, stained glass and so on. Its many
and various versions were also widespread geographically - chiefly in
France, Spain, Germany, Switzerland,Italy,Istria and Britain - and
were shaped and altered by ntlmerous classes of people in a variety
of social milieux: by printers, publishers, artists, merchants, friars,
scribes, lay and church men.

The theme or subject was especially popular in the late Middle Ages
and the r6th c. and the influence has continued to our own time. It
appealed particularly to artists. The two major works were Holbein's
engravings, and the pictures and verses in the cloisters of the church
of the Holy Innocents in Paris.In Britain there survive the stone screen
in the parish church of Newark-on-Trent and the paintings in Hexham
Priory. On the continent the best known are at Liibeck, Basel, La
Chaise Dieu, Kemaria and Beram. There is a curious absence of pic-
tures in Spain but a multirude in Italy. In Germany'and Switzerland
especially there are many poems in block-books and on woodcuts and
frescoes.

There is an early suggestion of the danse macabre in a late r2th c.
poem, Les Vers de'k Uon (c. rr95), written by H€linand, a monk of
Fiordmont, in which death is encouraged to travel about visiting dif-
ferent people in order to warn them that they must die. Other prede-
cessors were the r2th c. Dibat du corps et de I'hrne, the r3th c. Vado
Mori poems and the Dit des Trois Mors et des Trois Vifs (c. rzSo) (a
macabre tale of three living men being told by three dead men of their
future decay), Chaucer's Pardoner's Tale (late r4th c.) and its analogues
- all in the same rnefttento rnori tradition. From the following century
there survive rhe Ballo delk rnorte from Italy, Guyot Marchant's
Danse Macabre (r+81) and his Danse Macabre des Femmes (1485), the
Spanish Danza general de k rnuerte (mid-r yth c.), a Catalan Dance of
Death translated from the French, and Lydgate's version in The Falles
of Princes (c. r43o). The theme seems to have come to England via
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danza prima

translations of the danse macabre verses in Paris. It is Lydgate who,
with characteristic English laconicism, sums it up:

The daunce of Machabree wherin is lively expressed and shewed the
state of manne, and how he is called at uncertayne tymes by death,
and when he thinketh least theron.

The motif (q.v,) of the dance is echoed in many ubi sunt (q.".)

poems, and we find macabre elements in the work of many writers:
in the sombre tragedies of tVebster and Tourneur, in the work of
Poe, Baudelaire and Strindberg, and particularly in Espronceda's
eerie poem El Estudiante de Sakmanca (r8lg), whose DonJuan hero
dances with a corpse.

The personification of death and the motif of the macabre is recur-
rent and appears to exercise a considerable fascination for writers and
aftists. Death is, as it were, presented as a kind of sardonic joke. Death
is 'la Railleuse par excellence' 

'vari6e i l'infini, mais toujours bou-
fonne'. The skull's grin is the last mocking laugh at the doleful jest of
life. Richard II sums it up in one of the speeches that Shakespeare gives
him:

for within the hollow crown
That rounds the monal temples of a king
Keeps Death his court, and there the antick sits,
Scoffing his state, and grinning at his pomp.

An outstanding modern variation on the traditional medieval idea of

the dance of death was achieved in the Nationd Theatre's spectacular
version of the Vakefield Mysteries in 1981. See also BLAcK coMEDY;
CARPE DIEM; DIRGq ELEGY; LAMENT.

danza prima Primitive Spanish folksongs of the early Middle Ages;
then found in Galicia and still found in Asturias. They display re-
petitive forms of an unusual kind in that pairs of lines of identical
wording, except for the last word, succeed one another to unfold a

stor)'i and each pair has a slight difference of assonance (q.tt.) adhered
to in pairs. See also cossANTE.

dark comedy A term coined by J. L. Sryan in the title of his book TDe

Darh Comedy Q96z).It denotes comedy which is tragic-comic in tone
and form; plays in which laughter, grief, wretchedness and despair
are intermingled. The plays of Chekhov (r86er9o4) are outstanding
examples. See nrecr coMEDy; TRAGr-coMEDY.

deachnadh mor An Irish syllabic verse form, similar ro the ran-

naigbeacht (q.v.), but the first and third lines ere octosyllabic and the
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d6bat

second and fourth lines are hexasyllabic. All line endings are in disyl-
labic words.

dead metaphor A metaphor which has been so often used that it has
become lifeless and lost its figurative strength. In other words, a clich6
(q.".)..There are some hundreds, possibly thousands, in the English
language. For example: 'green with envy', 'the heart of the matter', 'top

dog', 'to beat about the bush', 'pride of place', 'at one fell swoop'. .See
also totov'.

d6bat A form particularly popular in the rzth and r jth c. It was usually
a kind of poetic contest (q.".) in which some question of morality
politics or love was discussed. A typical ddbat began with an intro-
duction of the matter to be discussed and/or a description of the cir-
cumstances. There followed the discussion, which hai so-e dramatic
quality. At the end the issue was referred to a judge.

This form has a long history. There are some early instances in the
plays of Aristophanes, especially Frogs and Cloads. The eclogues of
Theocritus and Virgil contain pastoral contests of wit. This kind of
debate survives into the 4th c. in the work of Calpurnius, Nemesianus
and Vespa.

A well-known example of a debate on a love theme is the rzth c.
Altercatio Pbyliddis et Florae. There are a good many examples in
Provengal and OF literature. A famous instance is the Ddbat du corps
et de I'i.me (rzth c.). Later Villon wrote a Ddbat du coeur et dn cor?s.
In English literature the theme of the soul versus the body is found
in OE literature and later. Probably the most notewofthy in England
is the r3th c. debate of The Owl and the Nightingale ascribed to
Nicholas of Guildford. The solemn owl and the gay nightingale rep-
resent the religious poet and the love poet. In the debate they discuss
the benefits they confer on men.

Ddbat, in various forms, was an important influence in the early
stages of the development of drama; probably as important an
influence as the exelrrplnm (q.tt.) in the sermon (q.v.). The debate was
especially concerned with the war between God and the Devil. In the

4th c. Prudentius represented the conflict of good and evil for the soul
of man in Psy ch omacb ia. Inthe r zth c. Bernard of Clairvaux and Hugo
of St Victor made the debate of the Four Daughters of God in which
Mercy and Peace plead against Truth and Righteousness for Man's
Soul (or Mansoul). It was not such a long step from this to more
complex allegory (q.".) and also to rudimentary psychological drama
of the kind we find in the Mystery Plays (q.v.).

Notable ddbat works which influenced the development of drama
were the rjth c. Interludiam de Clerico et Puelk; the Ludas de
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decadence

Bellyale (r47i, based upon the treatise of Jacobus de Theramo called
Processus Belial (r38r); and the Processus Satbanae (ry7e8o), but this
is almost ceftainly a much earlier work.

Various versions of the Four Daughters of God appear in the
Mystery and Moraliry Plays (qq.o.).One should mention also what
is generally regarded as the first seculer play - namely, Medwall's
Falgens and Lucrece (l*e r;th c.), which is a dramatized ddbar. An
interesting example of a metaphysical poem in ddbat form is Andrew
Marvell's r{ Dialogue betarcen The Resoloed Soul and Created
Pleasure (c. 164o).

Dramatic debate makes a re-appearance in the work of George
Bernard Shaw; especially in Tbe Apple Cart $92) and Man and
Superman (r9or). See also AMoEBEAN vERsEs; cHANsoN A PERsoN-
NAGES; DIALOGUE; DIT; FABLIAU; JEU PARTI; PASTORAL; PREGUNTA.

decadence The term usually describes a period of art or literature
which, as compared with the excellence of a former age, is in decline.
It has been applied to the Alexandrine period (3oo-3o rc), and to the
period after the death of Augustus (e,o r4). In modern times it is used
of the late rgth c. symbolist movement in France, especially French
poetry. The movement emphasized the autonomy of aft, the need for

sensationalism and melodrama, egocentricity, the bizarr e, the artifi cial,
art for art's sake (q.".) and the superior'outsider'position of the artist
ais-i-ais society - pafticularly middle-class or bourgeois society.
Much'decadent' poetry was preoccupied with personal experience,
self-analysis, perversiry elaborate and exotic sensations.

In France the 'high priest' of decaden€ was Baudelaire (about

whom Gautier wrote one of the most perceptive analyses of deca-
dence), and Baudelaire's Les Fleurs da mal08Sil was a sort of mani-
festo of the movement or cr;/ir. Le Ddcadent (r SS5-9) was tJre journal

of the movement. Huysmans's novel A rebours (r8Sa) was what
Arthur Symons described as its 'breviary'. Des Esseintes, the hero,
exemplifies the decadent figure who is consumed by mahdie fin de
siicle. He devotes his energy and intelligence to the replacement of the
natural with the unnatural and artificial. His quest was for new and
more bizarre sensations.

Other notable figures who showed allegiance to this aesthetic cult
and spirit were Villiers de l'Isle-Adam, Rimbaud, Verlaine,'and
Laforgue. Disenchantment, world-weariness and ennui pervaded their
work. Verlaine's remarks on the word decadent itself display the truth
of the matter:

Ce mot suppose. . . des pens6es raffin6es d'extrOme civilisation,
une haute culrure litt6raire, une ime capable d'intensives volupt6s
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. . . Il est fait d'un m6lange d'esprit charnel et de chair triste et de
toutes les splendeurs violentes du Bas-Empire.

The preoccupation with decay and with ruins, with sadness and
despair, was apparent much earlier in the Ossianic poetry of James
Macpherson in the ry6os. Some would contend also that Leopardi, the
great Italian lyric poet, was a decadent. The more morbid and
flamboyant aspects of Poe's stories reveal a decadent element.

The cult did not catch on much in England, but the influences of
the French movement are clear in the work of Oscar \flilde (for
instance, The Pictare of Dorian Gray, r89r), in Dowson's Cynara,and
in various works by Rossetti, Swinburne and Aubrey Beardsley.
Decadent verse was published in The Yellow Booh (q.".).Gilbert and
Sullivan satirized decadence and the aesthetic movement in Patience
(r88r). See ensrrrETrcrsM; EspRrr ofceorxr; syMBoL AND syMBoLrsM.

decastich (Gk 'ten rows') A poem or stanza (q.".) of ten lines.

decasyllable A line of verse of ten syllables. It seems to have first been
used c. royo in France. It became an increasingly popular form and
was used by Dante, Petrarch and Boccaccio. Chaucer's discovery of it
is important because he worked out a five-stress line which became
fundamental to the development of the sonnet, the Spenserian stanza,
the heroic couplet and blank verse (qq.".).In practice, often enough,
a decasyllabic line has eleven syllables (occasionally nine) but the extra
one is often negotiated by an elision (q.".). This couplet from Pope's
Moral Essays illustrates the two kinds of line:

To observations which ourselves we make,
'We 

grow more partial for th'observer's sake.

d6cima A much used and classic Spanish smnza form. It consists of ten
octosyllabic lines rhyming abbaaccddc.

decires A genre of Spanish poetry of the r yth c. The themes tended to
be didactic, couftly or political, in contrast to the amorous themes of
the cantiga.l and canciones (qq.o.).

deconstruction The term denotes a particular kind of practice in
reading and, thereby, a method of criticism and mode of analytical
inquiry. In her book The Citical Difference (r98r), Barbara Johnson
clarifies the term:

Deconstruction is not synonymous with'destruction', however. It
is in fact much closer to the original meaning of the word 'analysis'

itself, whiah etymologically means 'to undo'- a virtual synonym
for'to de-construct'. The deconstruction of a text does not proceed
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by random doubt or arbitrary subversion, but by the careful teasing
out of anning forces of signification utithin the text itself lmy
ialics]. If anything is destroyed in a deconstructive reading, it is not

the text, but the claim to unequivocal domination of one mode of
signifying over another. A deconstructive reading is a reading
which analyses the specificiry of a text's critical difference from
itself.

One could say that while post-structuralism (q.".) develops as a
response to, and displacement of, strucruralism (a European phenom-
enon largely), deconstruction focuses on rhetoric and reflexitivity
(i.e. the self-referential aspects of language) in aw^y that the American
New Critics (see NEv cRITIcrsu) had encouraged earlier in the century.

Deconstruction owes much to the theories of the French philoso-
pher Jacques Derrida (t%e ), whose essay Structare, Sign and Pky
in tbe Disconrse of the Human Sciences Q966)- which he was to follow
with his book Of Grarnmatologlt (tg6il - began a new critical move-
ment. Deconstruction, so far, has been the most influential feature of
post-structuralism because it defines a new kind of reading practice
which is a key application of post-structuralism.

Derrida shows that a text (any text - be it a polemic, a philosophi-
cal treatise, a poem, or, for that matter, an exercise in deconstructive
criticism) can be read as saying something quite different from what
it appears to be saying, and that it may read as carrying a pluraliry of

significance or as saying many different things which are fundamen-
tally at variance with, contradictory to and subversive of what may be
(or may have been) seen by criticism as a single, stable'meaning'. Thus,
a text may 

'betray' itself. A deconstructive criticism of a text reveals
that there is notbing excEt tbe text. ln Of Grammatology Derrida
makes the now well-known axial proposition that this is so (his key
words are 'il n'y a rien hors du texte', or, alternativelS'il n'y a pas de
hors-texte'). That is, one cannot evaluate, criticize or construe a
meaning for a text by reference to anything external to it.

Derrida carries his logic still funher to suggest that the language
of any discourse is at variance with itself and, by so being, is capable
of being read as yet another language. Thus, hypothetically, one
may envisage an endless regression of dialectical interpretations and
readings without any smble, essential meaning. In short, a text may
possess so many different meanings that it cannot have A MEANING.
There is no guaranteed essential meaning. An immediate deconstnrc-
tive practice would be to question the foregoing sentence by asking
what is meant by 'guaranteed', 'essential' and 'meaning' in that
context.
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The implications are that any form of traditional literary criticism
which employs the practical tools of comparison and analysis pa-
tiently and attentively to elucidate meaning is a self-defeating practice
since the rhetoric of both the literary text under analysis and literary
criticism is inherently unstable.

The initial stage of Derrida's deconstructive theory is the contention
that both speech and writing are signifying processes which lack 'pres-

ence'. Derrida destabilizes and displaces the traditional'hierarchy' (he
calls it a 'violent hierarchy') of speech over.writing to suggest that
speech can only ever be subject to the same instabilities as writing; that
speech and writing are forms of one science of language, grammatol-
oW @.a.). This is not a reversal of the priority, since Plato, of speech
over writing but a displacement which produces a state of indetermi-
nacy'(q.".).

Derrida has devised a number of terms to isolate and clarify what
he is driving at. He uses the term sappl1ment (q.v.) to denote the un-
stable or indeterminate relationship between speech and writing. The
French word supplder means 'to take the place of' as well as 'to sup-
plement', and it is his contention that writing both supplements and
takes the place of speech, though this is by no means the only oppo-
sition to which sappl4menr applies.

The inherent, subversive, self-contradictory and self-betraying ele-
ments in a text'include'what is not in the text, what is outside the text
(dehors de texte), what is not said. But despite the presence of what is
absent, Derrida's dictum that'il n'y a pas de hors-texte'must be seen
as a sine qud non of deconstruction. The elements referred to above
would 'include' assumptions and propositions. \(hat is not said con-
stitutes a 'gap', 'lacuna' or aporia (q.".).

The rigorous probing and analysis of a text, the process of dis-
mantling it or taking it apart, also reveals what Derrida refers to as
'dissemination'and 'trace' (qq.o.). The former is the scattering or dis-
persal of meaningi the latter is something that is absent in a sign (e.g.
a signifier) but which, by virtue of the absence of its signified, suggests
a nostalgia for 'self-pres€nce'.

Derrida's deconstructive theory also involves the key distinction of
dffirance (q.r.) and dffirence, which concerns the principle of the
continuous (and endless) postponement or deferral of meaning.

Deconstructive theory among American critics has been much in
Derrida's debt. Paul de Man's main collections of essays are Blind.ness
and Insight $97r), Allegoies of Read.ing (tgZil and The Resistance to
Theory Q986). Derrida and de Man met in ry66 and found that they
were working on the same obscure text of Rousseau - On tbe Origin
of Languages - but de Man worked for the most part independently
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of Derrida. De Man produced a famous critique (Tbe Rbetoic of
Blindness) of Derrida's early tefi Of Grammatologlt, in which he

deconstructs Derrida's own reading of Rousseau. In Blindness and
Insight de Man works out a complex theory that critics achieve insight
at the cost of critical 'blindness' .ln Allegories of Reading he aftemPts
a deconstruction of figurative and rhetorical strategies in Rousseau,
Nietzsche, Proust and Rilke, and contends that literary language is
fundamentally self-reflexive rather than referential and that texts
deconstruct themselves.

Other deconstructive theories have been elaborated by Geoffrey
Hartman (e.g. Saoing the Text, tg8r, Easy Pieces, ry86) and Harold
Bloom (e.g. Tbe Anxiety of Inflnence, r97t, A Map of Misreading,
r97il.ln Tbe Citical Difference Barbara Johnson analyses the net-
works of differences in both literary and critical texts, and decon-
structs Roland Barthes's celebrated analysis of Balzac's Sanasine, in
which he applies the implications of his distinction between the read-

erly and the writerly text. Basically,Johnson shows that Barthes makes
his 'writerly' analysis by making the story 'readerly' and that Barthes
constructs castration as the meaning of the story in a way which
Sanasine refuses (i.e. Barthes constructs a version of the story which
the story resists). See nrepnnrv/vnrtBnrx.

decorum In literature, and especially in poetry decorum is consis-
tency with the canons of propriety (q.tt.);a matter of behaviour on the
pan of the poet qua lis poem, and therefore what is proper and
becoming in the relationship between form and substance. Action,

character, thought and language all need to be appropriate to each
other. At its simplest, the grand and important theme (for instance that
of Paradise Lost) is treated in a dignified and noble sryle; the humble

or trivial (for example, Skelton's The Tanning of Elynonr Rumming)
in a lower rnanner.

Decorum was of considerable importance to Classical authors.
Aristotle deals with irin Poetics; Cicero in De Oratore; Florace in Ars
Poetica. \flhat they said had wide influence during and after the
Renaissance, though there were many who did not subscribe to their
dictates.

Many Elizabethan plays, for example, show an awareness of certain
rules of decorum. An obvious instance is Much Ado Abont Nothing
(c. 1598-q). It being a comedy of manners (q.tt.), all the comic passages'
especially the badinage between Beatrice and Benedick, are written in
colloquial dramatic prose; the romantic episodes and themes are
always rendered in verse. As soon as Benedick and Beatrice realize
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they are in love, the emotional temperanrre rises and they speak in
verse.

Decorum became of great importance towards the end of the rTth
c. and during the r8th when Classical rules and tenets were revered.
The use of correct language was of particular interest. For instance,

Johnson observed that the words'cow-keeper' and'hog-herd' might
not be used in our language; but he added that there were no finer
words in the Greek language. Though the subject matter of r8th c.
writers was often what they thought of as 'low', if not vulgar, they
managed to dress it in appropriate language. Pope combines elegance,
wit and grace with an almost brutal forcefulness and succeeds in
writing of the crude, the corrupt and the repulsive without offending.

'\Uflordsworth 
and Coleridge found the doctrines of Neoclassicism

(q.".) too restrictive; hence \(iordsworth's attempt, as expressed in the
Preface to Lyrical Ballads, to rebel against 'false refinement' and
'poetic diction' (q.v.).

Since then writers have always considered maffers of literary
decorum, though in a more flexible way. Dickens is a good example
of a writer who adjusts his sryle to the needs of the moment.
Fundamentally, most people have an awareness of the need to adjust
their language to the occasion, whether they are writing or speaking.
See nrrectefloN; coNvENTIoN; pERrpHRAsrs; sryr-E.

deep structure A term originating in the linguistics (q.o.) of Noam
Chomsky. Deep structure and surface structure are the complemen-
tary concepts upon which his Transformational Grammar is based.
According to this still disputed theory all statements have two struc-
tures: a visible surface structure and a deep structure uqderlying it. The
deep structure can usually be transformed into several surface struc-
tures. For example, the deep structure of Shakespeare's line'That time
of year thou may'st in me behold' could be transformed into avariety
of alternatives: 'Thou may'st behold that time of year in me', 'In me
thou may'st behold that time of year', 'That time of year in me thou
may'st behold', and so on.

Literary critics and theorists have broadened the application of
the term to such an extent that their use of it should be understood
figuratively. Thus, it is possible to say that two novels of Jane Austen's
have the same deep structure. This would imply that they share the
same basic plot, or a common theme, or the same set of closely related
issues.

defamiliarization A concept and term introduced by Viktor Shklovsky
(1983-?), an important member o{ the Russian School of Formalism
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(q.a.).It is a translation of the Russian ostranenie'making strange'. To
'defamiliarize' is to make fresh, nevr, strange, different what is famil-
iar and known. Through defamiliarization the writer modifies the
reader's habirual perceptions by drawing attention to the artifice of the
text. This is a matter of literary technique. \[hat the reader notices is
not the picture of reality that is being presented but the peculiarities
of the writing itself. In his essay Art as Technique (rgr) Shklovsky
makes his point pretty clear:

The purpose of art is to impart the sensation of things as they are
perceived, and not as they are known. The technique of art is to
make objects 'unfamiliar', to make forms difficult, to increase the
difficulry of length and perception, because the process of percep-
tion is an aesthetic end in itself and must be prolonged. Art is a

a,,ay of expeiencing the artfulness of an objea; the objea is not
important.

Linked with this is the idea of 'laying bare', or exposing, the
techniques and devices by which a work of art is constructed. The

classic example analysed by Shklovsky is Sterne's Tristarn Shandy

ft76oa). Russian Formalists tend to be interested in texts which are
'anti-redist'1 hence they privilege Tristram Shandy or modernist
works.

The concept of defamiliarization is closely connected with the con-
cepts of foregrounding and literariness (qq.o.). See also DoMINANT;
NTEPSRLY/VTRITERLY; REFLEXIVE NOVEL.

defective foot A metrical foot lacking one or more unstressed syllables.
In the line:

This is the forest primeval

one would expect a final dactyl (q.o.) but it ends with i trochee (q.a.).

Only the purists would regard this kind of variation as a fault. See
CATALEXIS.

definitio .SeeHonrsuus.

definitive edition Either an author's own final text which he wishes to
be regarded as the accepted version, or a work which is deemed to be
'the last word' on a subject. It may, for example, be the edition of a
text, a biography or a work of reference.

deibhidhe An Irish syllabic/accenrual verse form. It comprises a qua-
train (q.v.) stenza rhyming in couplets (q.v.).In each line two words
alliterate. There are ̂ t least two cross-rhymes betcreen the third and
fourth lines and each lines has seven svllables.
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deixis (Gk 'to show') In grammar and linguistics, the use of words
relating to the person, time and place of utterance. For example, per-
sonal pronouns (I/ yon, itlthem), demonstrative adjectives and adverbs
(this, that, here, there, trow, then) (adjectival form: 'deictic').

delayed rhyme ,See nrryur.

demotic (Gk 'of the people') The language of the common people, thus
of the market, the street, the pub, etc. It also denoted a popular and
simplified form of the ancient Egyptian script (as opposed to the
Hieratic (q.o.), or priestly script.

demotion In prosody (q.v,) the use of a stressed syllable where, in a
regular iambic verse line, an unstressed syllable would normally be
used. Demotion usually slows the rhythm of a line, as in the trochaic
inversion in'And sometimes like a gleaner thou dost keep/Steady thy
laden head across a brook' (Keats, To Autamn, r8r9), where the
trochee (q.o.)'steady' occupies a place in the line which would nor-
mally contain an iamb (q.o.). See sussrrrurroN.

denotation The most literal and limited meaning of a word, regardless
of what one may feel about it or the suggestions and ideas it connotes.
Apartheid denoies a certain form of poliiical, social rnd racial r6gime.
It connotes much more. See coNnlorATroN; MEANTNG.

d6nouement (F'unknotting') It may be the event or events following
the major climax (q.".) of a plot, or the unravelling of a plot's com-
plications at the end of a story or play. ,See cnrsrs; DESENLAcE;
DISCOVERY.

de regimine principum (L 'concerning the rule of princes') A form of
didactic literature of the discourse or treatise (qq.o.) kind which gives
advice to rulers (e.g. kings, princes) on how torule. There *"r 

" 
p"r-

dcularly large number of them in Pornrguese and Spanish. However,
easily the best known is Machiavelli's Il principe ft5ry).

descending rhythm See rerrrNc RHvTHM.

descort Either a synonym for the Provengal ki (see rer), or a term for
a poem whose stanzas are in different languages. Also a Galician verse
form expressing the'discord' felt by the poet when he is suffering the
pangs of unrequited love. Line length and meter are variable.

desenlace (Sp'untying, unlacing') Directly comparable both in original
meaning and in usage with its virnral synonym in French, ddnouement
(q.o.).

desert island fiction A form of fiction in which a remote and 'uncivi-

lized' island is used as the venue of the story and action. It has a
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particular attraction because it can be placed right outside the 'real'

world and may be an image of the ideal, the unspoilt and the primi-

tive. It appeals directly to the sense of adventure and exploratory
instinct in most people (it also appeals to a certain atavistic nostalgia)
and many a child must have thought at least once how splendid it
would be to be shipwrecked on a desert island.

The publication of Defoe's Robinson Crusoe in r7ry marked the
inception of a literary genre which has attained universal popularity.
In France desert island stories came to be known as Robinsonnades;
in Germany as Robinsonaden. In ryr9 Defoe also published Tbe
Farther Adaentures of Robinson Crusoe, and in the same year an imi-
tation appeared, called The Adoentures and Surpising Delhterance of

James Duboardieu and his Wife from the Uninbabited Part of the
Ishnd of Paradise. French and German editions of. Robinson Crasoe
came out in r7zo, and since that time there have been 196 English edi-
tions, some r3o translations into two dozen different languages, about
rzo adaptations and approximately z8o imitations (many of which
have been translated).

The theme of Crusoe has appeared in numerous other works, of
which some of the more notable are: The Hermit, or. . . The
Adoentnres of Mr Phtlrp Quarll Olrfl; Johann Schnabel's Die Insel
Felsenburg (rZlr-+); Johann Campe's Robinson der Jiingere
Q77y8o); and the European classic Der Scbweizeiscbe Robinsonby
Ifyss, which was translated into English asTbe Swiss Farnily Robinson
in r 8 14. The increasing populariry of children's books (q.r.) in the rgth
c. produced a good many developments of the Crusoe theme, like

J. Taylor's Tbe Young Ishnders (r84r), Madame de Beaulieu's Le-Robinson 
de douze ins (1824) and Jules Ve.rne's L'ile tnystdrieuse

(r8Zl). One should note several other works in the \flyss tradition;
namely, Marryat's Masterman Ready (r84r), R. M. Ballantyne's Tbe
Coral Ishnd (r8y8) and his Dog Crusoe (r86t), R. L. Stevenson's
Treasure Isknd (r883), and, more recently, r$(/illiam Golding's Lord of
the Flies (tgSi, a story which reverses the image of an unspoilt and
semi-paradisal existence. By contrast Aldous Huxley depicted an
utopian way of life in Isknd ft966). Related to this genre are Gerhart
Hauptmann's Die Insel der grossen Mil.tter (tgr+), Giraudoux's
Suzanne et le Pacifique Qy) and Michel Tournier's Vendredi bg6).
See also NoBLE sAvAGE; pRrMITIvrsM; RoBTNsoNADE; uroplA.

detective story .lee cnrur FrcrIoN.

detractio SeeBcrrpsrs.

deus ex machina (L 'god out of the machine') In Greek drama a god
was lowered onto the stage by amechanE so that he could get the hero
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out of difficulties or untangle the plot. Euripides used it a good deal.
Sophocles and Aeschylus avoided it. Bertolt Brecht parodied the abuse
of the device at the end of his Threepenny Opera. Today this phrase
is applied to any unanticipated intervener who resolves a difficult
situation, in any literary genre.

deuteragonist In Greek drama, a second actor - often the same as the
antagonist (q.t .). See pnotacoNrsr.

Deutsches Theater A famous and very important Berlin theatre
founded in 1893. It is particularly associated with Max Reinhardt

$873-194), who developed many techniques in the use of stage
devices, machinery etc., and who had a powerful influence on pre-
sentation and performance in general. In 1933 the Nazis took it over
and in ry45 it became the main theatre in the Soviet sector of Berlin.
Brecht's Berliner Ensemble (q.o.) developed from it.

diachronic/synchronic (Gk'through/across time' and'togethertime')
A term coined c. r9r3 by Ferdinand de Saussure ft857-r9tj). A
diachronic approach to the study of a language (or languages) involves
an examination of its origins, development, history and change. In
contrast, the synchronic approach entails the srudy of a linguistic
system in a particular state, without reference to time. The importance
of a synchronic approach to an understanding of language lies in the
fact that for Saussure each sign has no properties other than the specific
relational ones which define it within its own synchronic system. See
srcNrrrrn/srcNrFrED.

diacope (Gk 'cutting through') The separation of a compound word.
For instancei neaer the less; a$at so ez)er.

diacritic A sign under or above a letter to distinguish different values
or sounds. For example: d, 6, E, g, 15, i-

diaeresis (Gk 'taking apart') A sign put over the second of two vowels
to indicate that they are pronounced separately. For example: noEl.

dialect A language or manner of speaking peculiar to an individual or
class or region. Usually it belongs to a region, like the rU(est Riding or
East Anglia. A dialect differs from the standard language of a country
in some cases very considerably. Greek, German and Sicilian dialects,
for instance, show great variations from the standard.

A good deal of literature is in dialect, especially that created in the
earlier stages of a country's civilization. As far as England is concerned,
all English medieval verse is in dialect. For example: Robert Mannyng's
Handlyng Synne (North-east Midland or Lincolnshire); Sir Orfeo
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(South-west);Ayenbite of Inaryt (Kentish); Sir Gauain and the Green
Knigbt (tUfest Midland or Lancashire or Cheshire); The Pearl (rUflest
Midland); Langland's Piers Ploatman (South Midland); Sir John
Mandeville's Traaels (South-east Midland); not to mention many of
the medieval Mystery Plays (q.".) and romances (q.v.).

Chaucer (who wrote in the East Midland dialect, and thus helped
to establish it as the vernacular of educated people) uses words from
other dialects quite often; sometimes to suggest local characteristics,
sometimes to secure a rhyme.

Since the r6th c., dialect in writing has been used less and less
because of the development of Standard English. Scottish poery has
been the most consenrative and retentive of dialect forms, as can be
seen by comparing the work of Henryson and Dunbar with that of
Burns and Edwin Muir. Burns was easily at his best when using the
Ayrshire dialect. Villiam Barnes is probably the most distinguished
example of an English dialect poet since the r4th c. Most of his Poems
of Rural Life (in three series, 1844, 1859, t86) are in the Dorset
dialect. Thomas Hardy also used the didect successfully in Wessex
Poems and Otber Verses. Tennyson experimented with itin Northern
Farmer - Old Style. James Russell Lowell's Bigeloat PaPers rather
comically take off New England rural speech; and, if Cockney is
accounted a dialect, then Kipling's Banach-Room Balhds provide
good examples of its use. A large number of novelists have used dialect
forms, particularly to give verisimilirude (q.a.) to dialogue. Dickens,
George Eliot, Thomas Hardy and D. H. Lawrence are notable
instances; recent examples are Irvine \Uflelsh and Roddy Doyle. See also
SLANG; VERNACULAR.

dialectic A method of philosophical inquiry and reasoning. Plato's
Socratic Dialogues are exercises in dialectic through question and
answer analysis.

The term may also be applied to the ideas, logic and reasoning
which run through and hold together a work, or works, of literature.
'We 

may refer, for instance, to the dialectic of Donne's love poems, or
of Coleridge's Biographia Literaria or of Aldous Huxleyt essays or
of Sartre's novels. See also ARGUMENT.

dialectical theatre See rprc THEATRE.

Dialektdichtung German literature composed either wholly or partly
in dialect. There was much of it during the rgth c. and there has been
a good deal during the 2oth c. An early example of a collection of
dialect poetry is Alemanniscbe Gedichte (r8o3). Some five'hundred
writers have used the High German dialect in their works, and rwenty
or more the Low German. See also volKssrucK.
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dialogic/monologic Terms used by the Soviet critic Mikhail Bakhdn

$895-r97y) in his discussions of language and discourse in literature
in which he examines the different'voices'and suggests how the use
of discourse in, for example, a novel may influence and, in a sense,
'disrupt' the authoriry of a single voice. In his book Problerns of
Dostoieaski's Poetics (tgrg) he makes a contrast between Dostoievski's
novels and Tolstoy's. In his view Dostoievski's novels are in the dia-
logic (or polyphonic) form, which allows characters to speak'in their
own voices', as it were. In Bakhtin's words, they are liberated to speak
'a plurality of independent and unmerged voices and consciousness, a
genuine polyphony of fully valid voices . . .' which are not subject to
the authoritative control of the author. By contrast, characters in
Tolstoy's novels are subject to such control. However, Bakhtin's dis-
tinction does not imply that characters are necessarily differentiated
by an idiosyncratic style of speech or by their idiolect (q.o.).In fact,
Tolstoy's characters (e.g. in War and Peace) are more easily distin-
guishable in this respect than are Dostoievski's (e.g. in The Possessed).
Bahktin claims that his approach in this theory is translinguistic rather
than linguistic. In an essay published in translation in The Dialogic
Imagination $98r) he elaborates his earlier opinions and avers that
the dialogic/polyphonic form tends to be rypical of the novel. See
cARN rvAr.lzntr oN/ceRNrvALEse uE.

dialogue Two basic meanings may be distinguished: (a) the speech of
characters in any kind of narrative, story or play; (b) a literary genre
in which 'characters' discuss a subject at length.

Of the latter, the earliest examples are believed to be the mimes of
Sophron of Syracuse (c.43o nc), but only fragments survive. To the

4th Bc belong Plato's Socratic Dialogues, which are philosophical
debates or dramas which employ the heuristic and dialectical method
of question and answer. These are supreme examples of dialogue.
Aristotle used the form for more specifically didactic purposes.
Lucian's Greek Dialogues of the Dead (znd c. e.o) were modelled on
Platob, but Lucian used dialogue for comic and satirical ends and as a
form of entertainment (rather as Plato did in The Syrnposium). Plato's
method was imitated in the Renaissance by Juan de Vald6s and Tasso,
and Lucian's in the rlh and rSth c. by Fontenelle and F6nelon.

Notable instances in English of dialogues are: Thomas Starkey's
A Di"alogue betarcen Reginald Pole and Tbomas Lupset (c. 193-6);
Dryden's Essay of Dramatic Poesy Q668); Hume's Dialogaes concern-
ing Natural Religion (tZZil; Landor's Imaginary Conztersations

Q8z4a), followed by his Imaginary Conoersations of Greehs and
Romans (r8lf); and Oscar \7ilde's Tbe Critic as Artist (r89r). Shaw
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used the form dramatically in The Apple Cart (r9z). An interesting
minor example of a Platonic dialogue is that by Gerard Manley
Hopkins: On the Origin of Beauty (1865).

In France the Platonic form was revived by Val6ry and his Socratic
debates are generally thought to be outstanding for their structure and
lucidity. The two works were: L'Arne et h danse end Eapalinos on
l'Architecte $94). See also ofser.

dialysis (Gk 'dismembering') The-term denotes a method of analysis,
argument or inquiry by which all the possible reasons for or against
something are put forward and then disposed of rationally. See also
ofner; DrALEcrrc; DrALocuE.

diary and journal Diaries and journals can be roughly divided into two
categories: the intimate and the anecdotal. Examples of the first are
Swift's Journal to Stelh, the journals of Benjamin Haydon, Amiel,
Shelley, M^ry Godwin, Constant, Tolstoy and Andr6 Gide. Into the
second cetegory come Pepyst Diary, Evelyn's Jonrnal, Boswell's

Journal of a Tour to the Hebides, and the diaries of Charles Greville
and Thomas Creevey.

It seems that keepinga diary became habirual in the rTth c., though
one may assume that there are similar records from earlier times which
have been lost; and there are a few which are extant from the r5th c.,
like the diuy kept by King Edward VI as a boy. Sir lflilliam Dugdde
(r6oy-86), historian and topographgr, kept a journal of great interest.
Other minor English diarists of the ryth c. were Edward Lake, Henry
Teonge and Roger Lowe. Late in that century Celia Fiennes began a
dir"y (c. 1681) which she finished in approximately r7o3 (parts of
which were first published by Southey in r 8 r z). But the two great r zth
c. diarists (by many considered the greatest of dl) were John Evelyn
(r6zvt7o6) and Samuel Pepys (r6y-r7oj). Evelyn's Journal covers
much of his life but was not published until r8r8. Pepys's diary,which
also covers a long period, was written in a cipher which was not deci-
phered until r8zy, and not published in its entirety until t89t-9.

Many diaries and journals survive from the r8th c., a period when
women kept them regularly. Some of the more notable female
diarists were Mrry Countess Cooper (t68yr7z4), Elizabeth
Byrom (t7zz-r8or), Fanny Burney $752-fi4o), Lady M^ry Coke
(r756-fi29), Mrs Lybbe Powys (r756-t8o8). From the rSth c., too,
dates one of the most agreeable and interesting diaries in English lit-
erature - Parson \(oodforde's. Titled The Diary of a Country Parson,
it was published in five volumes (t9z41t).It gives memorable pic-
rures of life in college and on a country parish. Pre-eminent in this
period are Fielding's toumal of a Voyage to Lisbon (tZS), Swift's



diary and iournal

Journal to Stelk $766, 1768) and Boswell's Joumal of a Tour to tbe
Hebrides (tZ8t), plus his very detailed accounts of his travels pub-
lished in many volumes in the zoth c. A curiosity of the r8th c. is
Defoe's A toumal of the Pkgae Year (r7zz), an historical reconstruc-
tion of the Great Plague of London fi64-5.

From the end of the r8th c. and throughout the rgth we find many
other examples of diaries. Again, some of the best were kept by
women; for instance: Lady Holland (t77c-t84t), Mary Frampton

Q77-t846), Ledy Charlotte B.try $775-t86r), Ellen 
'Weeton

Q776-fi5o), Elizabeth Fty (r78o-r845), Caroline Fox (r8r57r) and
Margaret Shore (r8r9-39). These are works of minor importance.

From near the end of the r8th c. and for many years, Dorothy
'Wordsworth 

kept detailed diaries and journals which tell us much

about 
'Wordsworth. 

The separate works arc: The Alfurxd'en Joumal
GZSS); the Journal of a Visit to Harnburgh and A Journey from
Hamburgb to Goshr (tZgS); the Grasmere loamal (r8oo-3);

Recollections of a Joumey made in Scotknd (r8q); loumal of a
Mountain Ramble by Dorothy and William Wordsatorth Q$o);
lournal of a Tour on tbe Continent (r8zo); A Tour in Scotknd (r8zz);

end A Tour in tbe Isle of Man (r828). The complete journals were pub-
lished in ry4r.

Two other important women published diaries in the rgth c.,
namely George Eliot and Queen Victoria. The Queen's contribution
was Leaves from the toarnal of Our Life in the Highlands (1862), and
More Leaoes (1883). George Eliot's lournals came out in r88y.

Diaries and journals by men of note in the rgth c. are numerous.
Here there is space to mention only a few of the more remarkable ones,
like the journal of Benjamin Haydon Q786-r845), the painter, whose
records were published as an autobiography in 1853. Of greater
importance, especially from the point of view of the biographer and
the social historian, are the diaries of Creevey and Greville. Thomas
Creevey (r768-1838) kept extensive diaries which were published as
the Creevey Papers in r9o3. Charles Greville Q794-t865) had pub-
lished three series of 'Greville Memoirs'. The first (r874) covered the
reigns of George IV and \ffilliam IV; the second (1885) covered the
years 1837-52; and the third (r887) covered the period fi52-6o. Lord
Byron also kept copious journals. In addition to these one should
mention a work of great charm and interest, the diaries of the clergy-
man Francis Kilvert $84t79),which were edited by Villiam Plomer
and published in 1938. At the very end of the rgth c. George and
'Weedon 

Grossmith published the novel Diary of a Nobody (r89$, a
minor classic. It is a record of Charles Pooter, an assistant in a mer-

cantile business towards the end of the rgth c., and is an unpretentious
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diatribc

and immensely readable account of social, domestic and business
problems.

Most of the works mentioned have not been by poets, novelists
or dramatists, though some have been the records of what may be
called occasional writers. There are, however, a large number of works
which are part diary, paft iournal and part notebook. Some of the
more valuable and interesting examples are: Shelley's Noteboohs (not
published until r9r r); Samuel Butler's Noteboohs (r9rz); \Uf. N. P.
Barbellion's Tbe Joarnal of a Disappointed Man Ggry); the loarnal of
Katherine Mansfield (tgzil; C. E. Montague's A Witer's Notes on his
Trade (rllo); Arnold Bennett's Joumals (rgn-+), a remarkable work
in which Bennett kept a detailed record almost daily from 1895 until
his death in ry3r; and Somerset Maugham's A Witer's Notebook

Fg+g)-
Sometimes authors keep a journal of the creation of a book. An

interesting recent example in English literature is Graham Greene's
In Searcb of a Cbaraaer $962). This is a short journal of his travels
in the Congo and contains the basis of his novel A Burnt-Out Case

$e6r).
In France the habit (especially among writers) of keeping diaries,

journals and notebooks is deeply engrained. Here there is space to
mention only a few instances. French writers, exhibiting a certain
Gallic thrift, have a predilection for the joarnal intime. Among the
more famous are: Constant's Journal Intime (r8gt, r9t2) and his
Cahier Roage (t9o7);Amiel's/ormal Intime, which he kept for thirry-
odd years from fi47; Le Joarnal des Goncourts,keptby the Goncourt
brothers from r8;r to r87o, and thereafter kept by Edmond, the sur-
vivor; Andr6 Gide's Jorrnal, which he started in r88g and was still
adding to in ry47. Among the many other well-known Frenchmen
who have lcept this kind of journal are: Baudelaire, L,6on BloS Du Bos,
Renard and De Vigny. The painters Gauguin and Delacroix also kept
diaries and journals which are of much value and interest. .See AUTo-
BIOGRAPHY; CONFESSTONAL LITERATURE.

diatribe (Gk'rubbing through') It now has the more or less exclusive
meaning of a rather violent attack on a person or work, couched in
vitriolic language. .See ruvrrNc; rNvEcrrvE; LAMpooN.

dibrach A metrical foot of two short unstressed syllables: - *-r. Also
a pyrrhic (q.".). Very rare in English verse.

dicatalectic A metrical line which lacks a syllable of the basic meter in
the middle and at the end. See ecerelEcrrc; cATALExrs

diction See porrrc DrcrroN.
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dictionary

dictionary The word derives from medieval Latin (liber) diaionains
or (manuale) diaionaium,from diaio, 'saying'. It is primarily a book
containing the words of a language arranged alphabetically. It contains
definitions of the meanings of words, which are often accompanied by
some etymological explanations. In some dictionaries quotations are
given to illustrate meanings and usage over the years. Two-language
dictionaries provide corresponding words, phrases and meanings in
other tongues - again arranged alphabetically. Special dictionaries (like

this one) give information about one particular subject
Dictionaries of language are relatively recent. Neither the Greeks

nor the Romans had anything like a modern dictionary. On the other
hand, the glossary @.".) appeared quite early. Apollonius's Homeric
Lexicon was compiled in the 3rd c. Bc.

In r53z Robert Estienne completed his great Diaionariutr sea
linguae ktinae thesaurus, and in tyTz his son Henri Estienne pub-
lished his Tbesaurus graecae lingaae, a landmark in Greek lexicogra-
phy and a work on which others have built steadily. ln fi78 Charles
du Fresne du Cange produced his monumental dictionary of medieval
Latin titled Glossariurn ad Sriptores Mediae et Inf.mae Latinitatis;
and, ten years later, a companion work on medieval Greek.

All the major dictionaries of modern ethnic languages were first
compiled in the ryrh c. Nomble examples are the Italian Vocabukio
degli Accademici d,ella Crusca (16rz), and the great dictionary of the
French Academy in l,6,94.In the following century the Academy of
Madrid published their Spanish dictionary $726-lg). In England the
most outstanding work of that century was Johnson's Dictionary
(tl1), on which he worked single-handed for many years. The fore-
runner of this was Nathan Bailey's Diaionary $7zt).Johnson's work
is remarkable for its range and knowledge, for the compression and
adroitness of its definitions and also because Johnson allowed his pre-
judices and opinions to appear in the definitions.His Preface is one of
the finest pieces of prose in the language.

In 1854 Jakob and \flilhelm Grimm began rheir magnnrn opus on
the German language. The work has been carried on by others ever
since. A majestic achievement in French lexicography was Emile
Littr6's Diaionnaire de h hngue frangaise, which came out in four
volumes (r363-78). In that latter year was begun the monumentalNew
English Diaionary on Historical Principles (1884-1928), edited by Sir

James Murray Dr Henry Bradley Sir Villiam Craigie and Dr C. T.

Onions. It is a work without parallel in the history of lexicography
and gives all the uses of every English word since at least the rzth c.
It also provides illusrative quotations to show shifts and changes of
meaning. In 1989 a second edition of this majestic work was published.
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didactic

It was 'prepared' (sic) by J. A. Simpson and E. S. C. \Ufleiner - the
editors. It weighs well over a hundredweight and on publication cost
f,rr;oo. Some of the entries run to 5o,ooo words.

Other dictionaries of great note which should be mentioned here
are: \febster's American Diaionary of the English Langaage (1828);
Vebster's Neu., Intemational Dictionary 091.4, r96t); A Didionary of
Arnerican English on Histoical Principles Qy8-4$ edited by Craigie
and Hulbert; and Tbe Oxford Diaionary of English Etymology $966)
edited by C.T. Onions - a remarkable work for which its editor has
the reputation of never making a mistake.

Other special dictionaries are Ebenezer Brewer's Diaionary of
Phrase and Fable (r87o) and Eric l'artridge's A Dictionary of Slang and
Unconaentional English (rglil.In the rgtos Penguin Books started a
useful series of special dictionaries on politics, art and artists, archi-
tecture, biology, music, natural history psychology sailing, etc. See
coNcoRDANCE; EN CYCLOPAEDTA; THESAURUS.

didactic (Gk 'that which teaches') Any work of literature which sets
out to instruct may be called didactic. Didactic poetry is almost a
special category of its own. Early works are Greek; for instance,
Hesiod's Worhs and Days and Theogony (8th c. rc). The former com-
bines a farming manual with moral precepts; the lacer is an account
of the gods and creation. The major works in Latin verse are
Lucretius's De Reram Natura (rst c. nc) and Virgil's Georgics (rst c.
nc). Lucretius expounded the Epicurean system and Virgil expatiated
on husbandry and moral principles.

The Middle Ages produced the bulk of the didactic literature in
Europe and most of it was in verse. Proverbs, charms, gnomic verses
(qq.o.), guides to the good life, and manuals of holy living were abun-
dant. In English literature the rzth c. Poema Morale and the r3th c.
Ormalum and Proaerbs of Alfred were essentially didactic. In
Handlyng Synne (r3oj), Robert Mannyng of Brunne (Bourne in
Lincolnshire) told stories to illustrate the ten commandments, the
seven deadly sins, and the seven sacraments. Gower's Confessio
Amantis (r38S) contained a good deal of instruction.

Consciously didactic poetry had a revival in the rSth c. A number
of poems, somewhat in the Virgilian tradition, combined pastoral life
with ethics; but they cannot be taken very seriously today. Indeed, at
times they appear naively comic. Notable examples are John Philips's
Cyder (r7o8), Armstrong's Art of Preseruing Heabh (tZ++) and Dyer's
Fleece (rZSil. Near the end of the cennrry came Erasmus Darwin's
Botanic Garden (t789, r79t),which was in heroic couplets in the style
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diff6rance

of Pope. Part I dealt with the 'Economy of Vegetation', Part II with
'The Loves of the Plants'.

It has been argued that all poetry is, by implication, didactic; that
it should and does instruct as well as delight. Horace's Ars Poetica,
Boileau's Art Podtiqne, in imitation of Horace, and Pope's Essay on
Criticism were intended to instruct poets in their crafit. See also x;-r-
GORY; COURTESY BOOK; EXEMPLUM; PROPAGANDA.

diegesis A narrative (as opposed to amimetic,(q.".)) account. In drama
and in film diegesis can take the form of voice-over, choric interven-

tion, and on-stage description of mimetic action. Similarly, music or
sound-effects not emanating from the mimetic action but superim-
posed on it: sonnets and songs performed by characters in Shakespeare
are mimetic; atmospheric background music is diegetic. See urivtrsrs.

diffErance A word coined by the French philosopher Jacques Derrida
which he uses in opposition to logocentrism (q.v.).It is intentionally
ambiguous (and virtually untranslatable) and derives from the French

d.ffirer, meaning'to defer, postpone, delay' and also'to differ, be dif-
ferent from'. Derrida :uses diff1rance as e way of pushing Saussure's
theory of language to its 'logical' conclusion (it was Saussure who
posited that 'signs' in language are arbitrary and differential), and
argues that to differ or differentiate is also to defer, postpone or with-
hold. The word itself illustrates Derrida's point that writing does not

copy speech; the distinction between the two different forms dif-

firance and dffirence does not correspond to any distinction in their
spoken form. In his view the process of deferring applies to the written
and spoken word: deferraUdffirance. Thus, meaning is continuously
and (in theory) endlessly deferred since each word leads us on to yet
another word in the system of signification. Derrida sees a text as an
endless sequence of signifiers (q.o.) which can have no ultimate or
determinate meaning.

Two key passages in Derrida's discourse on'Diffdrunce' may help
to clarify:

The verb 'to differ' [diff6re.d seems to differ from itself. On the
one hand it indicates difference as distinction, inequality, or dis-

cernibility; on the other, it expresses the interposition of delay, the
interval of a spacing and ternporalizing thatputs off until 'later' what
is presently denied, the possible that is presently impossible.
Sometimes rhe different and sometimes the defened correspond [in
French] to the verb 'to differ'.

Later in the same essay he writes:
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\flhat we note as diffdrance will thus be the movement of play
that 'produces' (and not by something that is simply an activity)
these differences, these effects of difference. This does not mean that
rhe dffirance which produces differences is before them in a simple
and in itself unmodified and indifferent present. Dffirazce is the
nonfull, nonsimple'origin'; it is the structured and differing origin
of differences.

(Cf. Balletin de k Sociitd frangaise de philosophie, LXII, No. J,
July-Sept. ry68;reprinted in Speech and Pbenomena and Other Essays
on Husserl's Theory of Signs, trans. by D.B. Allison, r9n).See also
APORTA; DECONSTRUCTTON.

digest Either a publication which abridges books or articles (or both)
which have already been published; or, the abridgement itself. See
ABRIDGED EDITION; BOVDLERIZE.

digression Material not strictly relevant to the main theme or plot of a
work. Sterne proved himself an incorrigible digressionist in Tristram
Shandy.

di-iamb A metrical foot which consists of two iambs (q.r.), ut / ut /.
It is taken as one unit.

dilogy An expression of statement with a double meaning, like double
entente (q,r.). See eurrcurry; AMpHrBoLy.

dime novel A cheap form of melodramatic and exciting fiction, so
called because it cost a dime. Most of the stories are concerned with
romance, historical episodes, warfare and violent action. Many of them
were set in America, during the Civil\Ufar, Revolution and frontier
periods. There was a great vogue for them from r85o to c. r895, begin-
ning with the publication of Ann Sophia Stephens's Maheska: The
Indian Wife of the Wbite Hr4nter. They were superseded by pulp (q.r.)
magazines and series about Tom Swift, Frank Merriwell and the Rover
Boys. Such stories celebrated the robustness and individualism of
Americans. Among the more famous authors were E. Z. C. Judson,
Prentiss Ingraham, Edward L. \$(heeler (the creator of 'Deadwood

Dick') andJ. R. Coryell (the creator of 'Nick Carter'). The dime novel
was akin to the shilling shocker and the penny dreadful (q.o.).See nrue
BOOK; THRTLLER; VESTERN.

dimeter A line of verse containing rwo feet. The third and fourth lines
of the limerick (q.zt.) are dimeters.

diminishing metaphor A figure of speech in which there is a kind of
discrepancy or conjunctive discord between tenor and vehicle (q.o.).
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dirge

It occurs when a thought and the image which embodies it are brought
together in such a way that they are not wholly congruous. The result
is often witty, arresting and intellectually stimulating. Such metaphor
is common in metaphysical poetry @.2,.) and a good deal of modern
poetry. A famous example begins T. S. Eliot's The Love Song of l.
AIfted Prufroch:

Let us go then, you and I
Vhen the evening is spread out against the sky
Like a patient etherised upon a mble;

See orscoRDrA coNcoRs; DISsocIATIoN oF sENsrBrlrry; METArHoR;
oBJECTTVE CORRELATTYE.

Dinggedicht (G 'thing poem') A form o{ poetry which attempts to
describe objects from within rather than externally. Notable examples
are to be found in Rilke's Neae Gedichte Ggoil. See ruecrsts.

dinumeratio See nurnrPrsMus.

Dionysian See nporroNrnN/oroNysrAN.

dipody A pair of any metrical feet which are taken as a single unit. It
also denotes verse constructed rhythmically so that in scansion (q.".)
pairs of feet must be considered together. It is common in children's
rhymes, nursery rhymes (q.tt.) and ballads (q.o.). Occasional in other
verses. For example, in John Masefield's Cargoes:

Quinquireme of Nineveh ll from distant Ophir
Rowing home to haven ll in sunny Palestine

Here the sound of the rhythm requires grouping of feet
line. The same effect occurs in Chesterton's Lepantoz

The cold queen of England ll is looking in the glass.
The shadow of the Valois ll is yawning at the Mass.

See roor.

dirge A song of lament, usually of a lyrical mood. The name derives
from the beginning of the antiphon of the Office of the Dead: Diige,
Domine. . . 'Direct, O Lord . . .' As a literary genre it comes from the
Greek epicediurn (q.o.), which was a mourning song sung over the
dead and a threnody (q.".) sung in memory of the dead. In Roman
funeral processions the nenia, a song of praise for the departed, was
chanted; and the professional wailing women (praeficae) were hired
for the task on some occasions. Later the dirge developed into a lyric
poem, as in Sir Philip Sidney's poem included in Arcad,iz (t l9o), which

each half
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discordia concors

begins, 'Rirg out your bells, let mourning shews be spread', and
Henry King's Exequy on his yount wife, 'Tell me no more how fair
she is.'Both are very fine poems.

Occasionally dirges occur in plays. There are two particularly
famous ones by Shakespeare: Ariel's song for Ferdinand's dead father
in The Tempest (I, ii), and Fidele's dirge in Cymbeline (IY, ii). Very
nearly as famous as these is Cornelia's song over Marcello in Vebster's
Tbe Wbite Dwil (V iv). See couplArNr; ELEGy; T.AMENT; LyRrc;
MONODY; SONG; UBI SUNT.

discordia concors A phrase used by Johnson in his Lrft of Coutley
when referring to metaphysical poetry (q.o.). The relevant passage is:
'I7it, abstracted from its effects upon the hearer, may be more rigor-
ously and philosophically considered as a kind of discordia concors, ̂
combination of dissimilar images or discovery of occult resemblances
in things apparently unlike. Of wit thus defined they [Donne and the
other Metaphysicals] have more than enough.' (It is an inversion of
Horace's concordia discors 'harmony in discord.') See DIMTNIsHINc
METAPHOR.

discourse Usually a learned discussion, spoken or written, on a philo-
sophical, political, literary or religious topic. It is closely relati to a
treatise and a dissertation (qq.v.). In fact, the three terms ere very
nearly synonymous. A famous example is Descartes's Discoarse on
Metbod (t6til.

In linguistics 'discourse' denotes a 'stretch of language' larger than
a sentence.

Latterly, the term has acquired much wider meanings and much
wider implications. Basically it is language which is understood as
utterance and thus involves subjects who speak and write - which pre-
supposes listeners and readers who, in a sense, are'objects'. Discourse
has an object and is directed to or at an object. Thus, in theory at any
rate, discourse might include any modes of umerance as a part of social
practice. They are differentiated by their intention. Thus, discourse
may be poetry or prose. It may be a poem, a philosophical essay, a
political tr^ct, a biblical commentary a speech on the hustings, a
funeral address, a polemic, a dialogue or an exercise in deconstructive
criticism. It may be any number of things.

discovery In a literary work the revelation of facts hitherto unknown
to one of the principal characters. It often comes at the time of the
d6nouement (q.v.) or climax (q.a.). There are two good examples in
Tbe Winter's Tale: first, when Leontes discovers the identity of Perdita;
second, when Polixenes realizes that Perdita is Leontes's daughter.
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dissident writers

disemic (Gk'of t''wo time-units') A term applied in Classical prosody

when a long syllable was regarded as two short ones. .See MoRA.

disinterestedness (In criticism)'Disinterestedness' is an important

term in Matthew Arnold's essay The Function of Citicism at the

Present Time, first delivered as a lecture in r864 and later published in

Essays in Criticism (r85y). Arnold spoke of the need, in the srudy of

all branches of knowledge, to see the object 'as in itself it really is'.

This depended on the attitude of the critic, which, in his view, ought

to be objective and open-minded; a kind of involved detachment.

dispersed rhyme See nnvur.

dispondee Two spondees (q.v.) combined into a single unit. It is rare,

and a series of spondees is extremely rare.

dissemination The verb to disserninate means 'to sow or scatter

abroad', 6to propagate', 'to diffuse'; hence the idea of scattering,

spreading and impregnating; especially the spreading of seed (L serlren,
'seed').'Dissemination' basically suggests that'pluri-signification', or

a multiplicity of meanings, is not something that is under control as it

is in the New Criticism (4.o.), where the fact that a text can be inter-

preted in more than one way is treated as a dimension of its inherent

and organic 'greatness'. 'Dissemination' has a deliberately sexual and

procreative connotation. It suggests a textual 'free play'which is both
joyous, unstable and 'excessive'- close, in fact, to the Nietzschean idea

of the Dionysian in art, which Jacques Derrida, the French philoso-

pher, is clearly influenced by. Derrida uses 'dissemination'in a special

sense with regard to language. By it he refers to the'spilling' or'dif-

fusion' of meaning: the 'surplus' or excess of meaning which is inher-

ent in the use of all language. See also coNNorATroN; DENoTATIoN;

TRACE.

dissertation Like a discourse (q.o.), a dissertation is usually a substan-
tial and erudite disquisition. Sir Thomas Brownet Vulgar Errors

$6a6) and Burke's Thoughts on tbe Present Discontent GZlo) might
fair|y be put into this category. Occasionally such work may be droll,
as Lamb's Disserution upon Roast Pig in Essays of Elia (1823). See
TREATISE.

dissident writers Those who do not conform to the political and cul-

tural ideology of their country. Most of them have belonged to coun-

ries ruled by the Communist Party. Prominent dissidents have

included the Russians Boris Pasternak, Mikhail Zoshchenko, Anna

Akhmatova and Alexander Solzhenitsyn; and the Czechs V6clav Havel

and Milan Kundera. See also AEsoPIc I-ANGUAGE; zHDANovsHcHINA.
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dissociation of ideas

dissociation of ideas In rgor Remy de Gourmont published La Cahure
des iddes, which contained an essay called Dissociation des iddes in
which he put forward the point of view that it was necessary to avoid
the unquestioning acceptance of ideas and associations of ideas which
have become everyday commonplaces.

dissociation of sensibility The phrase was used by T. S. Eliot in
his essay Tbe Metaphysical Poets Qgzr). The relevant and self-
explanatory passage is:

Tennyson and Browning are poets, and they think; but they do not
feel their thought as immediately as the odour of a rose. A thought
to Donne was an experience; it modified his sensibiliry. $flhen a
poet's mind is perfectly equipped for its work, it is constantly amal-
gamating disparate experience; the ordinary man's experience is
chaotic, irregular, fragmentary. The latter falls in love, or reads
Spinoza" and these two experiences have nothing to do with each
other, or with the noise of the typewriter or the smell of cooking;
in the mind of the poet these experiences are always forming new
wholes.

'We 
may express the difference by the following theory: The

poets of the seventeenth centur/r the successors of the dramatists of
the sixteenth, possessed a mechanism of sensibiliry which would
devour any kind of experience. They are simplg artificial, difficult,
or fantastic, as their predecessors were; no less nor more than Dante,
Guido Cavalcanti, Guinicelli, or Cino. In the seventeenth century
a dissociation of sensibiliry set in, from which we have never recov-
ered; and this dissociation, as is nacural, was aggravated by the
influence of the two more powerful poets of the c€ntur/r Milton
and Dryden. Each of these men performed certain poetic functions
so magnificently well that the magnirude of the effect concealed
the absence of others. The language went on and in some respects
improved; the best verse of Collins, Gray, Johnson, and even
Goldsmith satisfies some of our fastidious demands better than that
of Donne or Marvell or King. But while the language became more
refined, the feeling became more crude. The feeling, the sensibiliry
expressed in the Country Charchyard (to say nothing of Tennyson
and Browning) is cruder than that in the Coy Mistress.

Eliot contended that modern poets like Corbibre and Laforgue had
avoided the 'dissociation of sensibility'. Certainly they had a consid-
erable influence on Eliot, and the combined effect of the influence of
Hopkins, Yeats, Pound and Eliot has been potent. See nssocrATroN;
SENSIBILITY.
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dithyramb

dissolutio See esvr',roEToN.

dissonance The arrangement of cacophonous sounds in words, or
rhythmical patterns, for a particular effect. A very common device in
much poetry. The following stanzas from Browningt Childe Rohnd
to the Dark, Tower Carne illustrate the possibilities of dissonance:

If there pushed any ragged thistle-stalk
Above its mates, the head was chopped; the bents
\?'ere jealous else. \(hat made those holes and rents

In the dock's harsh swarth leaves, bruised as to baulk
All hope of greenness? 'tis a brute must walk

Pashing their life out, with a brute's intents.

As for the grass, it grew as scant as hair
In leprosy; thin dry blades pricked the mud
Vhich underneath looked kneaded up with blo,od.

One sdff blind horse, his every bone a-stare,
Stood stupefied, however he came there:

Thrust out past service from the devil's stud!

A more subtle effect, using the same means, is achieved by Crabbe in
these lines from Peter Grimes:

Here dull and hopeless he'd lie down and trace
How sidelong crabs had scrawl'd their crooked race,
Or sadly listen to the tuneless cry
Of fishing gull or clanging golden-eye;
\(rhat time the sea-birds to the marsh would come,
And the loud bittern from the bull-rush home,
Gave from the salt ditch side the bellowing boom:

Particularly good examples can also be found in the work of more
modern poets likeJohn Berryman and Robert Lowell. See essoNexcn;
'cAcoPHoNY; 

CONSONANCE.

distich (Gk 'two rows') A pair of metrical lines of different lengths,
usually rhymed and expressing a complete idea. Commonly used in
Classical elegiacs (q.".).Often it consisted of a dactylic hexameter
(q.v.) followed by a dectylic pentameter (q.zt.).

distributed stress See novnnlNc srREss.

dit (F 'something said') A rather vague term used of some types of
medieval didactic poetry (q.v.), related to the ddbat, the fabliau, conte
and lai (qq.o.). See also ExEMPLUM.

dithyramb Originally a Greek choric hymn, with mime (q.".) describ-
ing the adventures of Dionysius. It may have been introduced into
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ditrochee

Greece early in the 7th c. Bc, and thereafter, for at least three hundred
years, it underwent various developments. In modern literature
dithyrambs are very rare. Dryden, in Alexander's Feast, is one of the
few poets to have used the form successfully. The opening stanza gives
and indication of the shape and mood:

'Twas 
at the Royal Feast, for Persia won,

By Philip's warlike son:
Aloft in awful State
The God-like Heroe sate
On his Imperial Throne;

His valient PEers were plac'd around;
Their Brows with Roses and with Myrryles bound.

(So should Desert in Arms be Crown'd:)
The lovely Thais by his side
Sate like a blooming Eastern Bride
In Flow'r of Youth and Beaury's Pride,

H"ppy, h"ppy, happy Pair!
None but the Brave,
None but the Brave,

None but the Brave deserves the Fair.

Dithyrambic is an adjective which may be applied to any form of
rather'wild' song or chant.

ditrochee Also dichoree. Two trochees (q.t.) / v / r.r tahen as one met-
rical unit. Also called trochaic monometer (q.v.).

ditty A composition to be sung; perhaps a lai (q.a.) or any short songr
even a ballad (q.v.).It can denote many kinds of composition in verse.'
It may also refer to the words of a song, its theme or burden (qq.r.).
.lee xourqoEt,AY; soNc.

divan (P deuan, 'brochure, account, custom-house') An oriental
council of state or council chamber; also the long seat against the wall
of a room. But also a collection of poems. It has a large number of
other meanings. See also G:nAZEL.

diverbium The spoken dialogue in Roman drama, as distinguished
from the canticur, (q.r,) - the sung parr.

divertissement (F 'entertainment, 
amusement, recreation') A French

term for a ballet given as a kind of interlude berween longer pieces.
In effect, the cornddie-ballet (q.o.) developed by Molibre. Mori gen-
erally the term is used to describ e a literary trifle, something slight
and gay.
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divisional pause See carsune.

dizain A French poem or stanza of ten octosyllabic or decasyllabic
lines, such as Maurice Scbve's poem Ddlie (rS+d which contains 449
connected dizains.In some cases three or five dizains combined with
an enaoi (q.r.), formed a balkd,e (q.t,.) or chant royal (q.".).

dochmiac (Gk 'slanted') In Classical prosody a metrical foot of two
unstressed syllables and three stressed, normally occurring thus:
ut / / u, /. Dochmiacs were confined to Greek tagedy and were used
for the very emotional passages. It has been argued that some five-
syllable English words like'originally' are dochmiacs.

document Something written that provides information or evidence in
the shape of a record: yearbooks, annals, gazettes, registers, diaries
(qq.o.) and so forth; also state papers, wills, certificates, archives, files
and dossiers. See also oocvMENTARy NovEL.

documentary novel This form of fiction was invented by the Goncourt
brothers, Edmond QSzz-96) and Jules (r83e7o), in the r85os. They
used the term roftutn docurnentaire (q.v.) but their novels were rather
different from their documentary successors. In the 2oth c. such a
novel has become a form of ficdon which, like documentary drama, is
based on documentary evidence in the shape of newspaper afticles,
legal reports, archives, and recent official papers, sometimes described
as'instant fiction'. Memorable examples have been Theodore Dreisert
An Arnerican Tragedy (tgz) and Truman Capote's In Cold Blood

Q966). Another kind of documentary novel is that which deals with a
prominent contemporary matter almost by anticipation, for example:
Graham Greene's The Quiet Ameican (rgll) and Morris \flest's.Iz
the Shoes of tbe Fisherman (tg6).An interesting recent use of docu-
mentary technique combined with conventional naffative occurs in
V. S. Naipaul's In a Free State (r97t). See THEsIs NovEL.

documentary theatre A form of drama, related to epic theatre (q.o.),
which is propagandist and didactic, and may make use of relatively
recent history and documentary evidence of the kind provided by
newspapers, reports, archives, official histories, diaries and journals.
Recent exemplifications are: Hochhuth's The Representdtiee Qg66),
which examined the role of the Pope and the Papacy in the Second
Vorld 

'War; 
and his Soldiers (tg6il, which investigated part of Sir

\ilinston Churchill's career during the same period; Kipphardt's In the
Matter of l. Robert Oppenheimer $968),which investigated the USA's
atomic energy commission; and Peter Brooht US $969). Robert
Nichols's Front Page Q97z) was a kind of updating of. Front Pdge
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(1928), a tough comedy drama about newspaper life written by the
Americans Ben Hecht and Charles MacArthur. More recent instances
(perhaps of a semi-documentary nature) are David Edgar's Mory
Bames (rgZ) and The Jail Dbry of Albie Sacbs Ggfi). See
DOCUMENTARY NOVEL; LTVTNG NEVSPAPER.

doggerel Probably from dog, with contemptuous suggestion asin dog-
Latin. After Chaucer has broken off his burlesque (q.".) Tale of Sir
Thopas the Host makes a remark about 'rym dogerel'. This seems to
be the earliest reference to doggerel, a term which originally applied
to verse of a loose and irregular measure, as in Skelton's Colyn Cloute
(rlrg) and Butler's Hndibras (t6$-78). Now it has come to describe
rough, badly made verse, monotonous in rhythm and clumsy in
rhyme, usually on a trivial subject. See nuorsRlsrrc vERsE; JTNGLE;
MACARONTC; NONSENSE; SKELTONTCS; TUMBLING VERSE.

dog-Latin Mongrel Latin. Rough, impure, cross-bred, unidiomatic
Latin. See also DoccEREL.

dogma A dogma is a tenet, doctrine, law or principle. Something laid
down as being so. Dogmatism in criticism (q.o.) is as emphatic. The
dogmatic critic ascribes to himself a kind of. ex cathed,ra authority.

dolce stil nuovo (It'sweet new style') The style of Italian lyric poetry
in the second half of the r3th c. The term was first used by Dante, in
the Purgatorio,of. his own literary sryle; but, more importantly, it rep-
resented an atti$de towards women and eanhly love which derived
from the troubadour (q.v.) tradition. 

'Woman, 
represented as the

embodiment of God's beaury was believed to inspire gentle love which
should lead the lover to Divine love. The stilnuoaisti poets (other
notable ones were Guinicelli and Cavalcanti) attempted to reconcile
or, in a sense, combine sacred and profane love. See country LovE.

domestic comedy A counterpart to domestic tragedy (q.t.),ir is a form
of drama abouq predominantly, upper-middle or middle-class life and
characters. It has been particularly fashionable since late in the rgth c.,
and, as the words suggest, is often concerned with family situations
and problems. An early example is Massinger's A Neat Way to Pay
Old Debts (c. :6.zr). Goldsmith's Sbe Stoops to Conqaer Oni might
also be taken as an instance. In the rgth c. a most talented playwright
in this form was T. \f. Robenson whose best works are Oars (r856),
Caste Q86), Pky (fi68) and School (1859). Harold Brighouse's

. Hobson's Choice (rgr l) is another excellent play in the genre. Several
plays by Somerset Maugham in the rgzos were highly successful
domestic comedies; particularly Our Betters, Home and Beauty, The
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Constant Wife and The Breadatinner. Domestic comedy continued ro
fill the theatres in the r93os and during the post-war period. Other
notable dramatists in the genre are NoEl Coward, Tennessee \U6lliams,

Jean Anouilh, N. C. Hunter, Terence Rattigan, Alan Ayckbourn and
Bill Naughton. .See rourrvARD DRAMA; coMEDy; DRAvTNG-RooM
coMEDY; NATURALTSTIC DRAMA.

domestic tragedy A play about middle or lower middle-class life which
concentrates on the more personal and domestic element of tragedy
(q.v.), as opposed to tragedy in the grand menner which involves
kings, princes and enterprises 'of great pitch and moment'. There are
a number of examples in Tudor andJacobean drama. For instance: the
anonymous Arden of Faoersham (ty9z); the anonymous A Vaming

for Fair Wornen (r1gil; Thomas Heywood's A Woman Killed ztitb
Kindness (16o3); the anonymous A Yorhsbire Tragedy (16o8); and
Middleton and Rowley's Tbe Changeling (t64). There was some
domestic tragedy in the r8th c. like Lillo's The London Merchant
(tZlt).Hebbel's Maria Magd.alena (r8++) is also taken to be in this
genre. The term might also be judiciously applied ro some of the work
of Ibsen, Strindberg, Eugene O'Neill, Tennessee Villiams and Arthur
Miller. See also DoMgsrrc coMEDy: DRAME

dominant, the A concept of some importance in rhe literary theory of
formalism developed in the Prague School (q.".) of linguistics and thus
of later provenance than Russian Formalism (q.o.). Roman Jakobson
defined it (in r93y) as'the focusing component of a work of art: it
rules, determines, and ransforms the remaining components'. The
dominant gives a work its Gestah (q.a.), its organic unity; thus bring-
ing about the unified whole of a work.

The concept of 'the dominant' can be seen to emerge as a develop-
ment and response within the Prague School to Shklovsky's earlier
definition of 'defamiliarization' (q.o.) in Art as Tecbniqze. IUil'hereas

Shklovsky has suggested that form or technique was in itself a defam-
iliarizing agent, later Formalists, including Yuri Tynyanov writing in
the rgzos, stressed that the defamiliarizing effect of a device depend-
ed on its function in the work in which it appeared. Thus a work may
include some automatized elements which are subordinate to the
defamiliarizing or foregrounded elements. This foregrounding (q.v.)
of a group of elements comes to be seen later byJakobson as 'the dom-
inant'. The dominant emphasizes the distinction berween those formal
elements which funcdon to defamiliarize and those which function
passively. This view of the literary rexr as inherently dynamic and
dialectical is developed in the workof the Prague School; io acknowl-
edge that a device which was once defamiliarizing can become
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automatized is to recognize one aspecr of the momentum in literary
his_tory. Both Russian Formalism and the Prague Linguistic Circle
refine their theories through acknowledging the fact of litirary history.

donnde A French word which signifies something'given'in the sense
that it is an idea or norion implanted in the mind or imagination: the
seed, so to speak, of a creative work; what Henry James called 'the

!peck'. It may be a phrase, a conversation, the expression on a person's
face, a tune, indeed almost any kind of experience which rt"nr a series
of thoughts and ideas in the writer's mind. \wrhat species of creative
magic brings such an event about is not really known. see errrerusg
FANCY AND TMAGTNATTON; TNSPTRATTON; LrcNE OOr,{Nfr; MUSE;
SPONTANEITY.

Doric Doris is a region of Greece, south of Thessaly. Doric denotes the
rustic and unsophisticated as opposed to the Artic - the urban and
urbane. Milton's lines in Lycidas:

He [the uncouth swain] touch'd the tender stops of various quills,
\$/ith eager thought warbling his Doric lay.

suggest the pastoral (q.zt.) connotations of the word.

double dactyl A metrical form comprising wo dactyls: / ,-, u, / ut u,.
A fixed form in light verse in which there are rwo stanzas of four
double dacryl lines. The rules, such as they are, require the last lines
of each stenza to rhyme and rhe last lines to be truncared. The first
line should be a jingle, the second line a name, and one line in the

. second stanza should consist of one word, as in this trifle by J. A.
Cuddon:

Higgledy-piggledy
Nicholas Villiamson
Sat in the bathtub and
Scratched at his nose.

Seldom was schoolboy so
Anthropocentrically
Gifted with flexible
Bendable toes.

See lrncrr; NoNsENsE.

double-decker novel A term which came inro use in the rgth c. to
describe novels which were published in rwo parrs or volumes. Novels
of the period tended to be long and m ny of them were published in
serial form first. A three-decker novel came out in rhree volumes. See
NOVEL.
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double entente, un mot i A French term signifying an ambiguiry
(q.v.).-A-wgrd or expression_ so used that it can havJrwo -."rJrrgr;
one of which is usually frivolous or bawdy. There are a large ,rrrmb".i
of doubles ententes in \Tycherley's Tbe country wife in.oi.Jlving the
word 'china'. It is commoner novr to use the phiase double ,nt"idrr.
See rnorvy; puN.

double rhyme .lee rrurNrNE RHvME.

drab A term first used by c. s. Lewis in a restricted sense in his intro-
duction to Englisb Literatare in tbe sixteenth century (r9y4) to
describe the poetry and prose of the later medieval period 

"p 
i" th.

early Renaissanc e (q.rt.). He was distinguishing it from a 'goldJn, 
e.".)

period sryle (c. ry8o-rdo3). It is generally agreed that m-uch th"i *a,
written in the rSth c. and the early Tudorperiod was drab. But the
period also includes John skelton (t46o?-r 5 zfi and sir Thomas \ilflyatt
(t5o3-42), who were far from drab.

drama In general any work meant to be performed on a srage by actors.
A-more particular meaning is a serious play; nor necessaiilyiragedy.
Diderot and Beaumarchais were respotrribl. for this restricied 

""rrg..See couf,orE; coMEDy; DRAME; TRAGEDv.

drama of ideas See couroy oF rDEAs; THEsrs pLAy.

drama of sensibility See srwrruENTAL coMEDy.

dramatic irony \flhen the audience undersrand the implication and
meaning of a situation on stage, or what is being said, but the charac-
ters do not. commo" j" qagedy and comedy(qq.".). oedipus does
not realize his crime. sir Perer Teazle (in scitoolior scandil, ry iii)
does not hnow his wife is behind the screen when he is talhing 

"borther to Joseph Surface.
Another kind of dramatic irony occurs when a character,s words'recoil' 

upgn him. For instance, Macbeth's'bloody instructions, which'rerurn 
/ To plague th' inventor'. In the ernetri he is the one thus

plagued..See rnoNy.

dramatic lyric See onerraeuc Lroxorocur.

dramatic monologue A poem in which there is one imaginary speaker
addressing an imaginary audience. In most dram"tic" -onotg.r.r,
rgTe attempr is made to imitate natural speech. In a successful exaLple
of the genre, rhe prrsona (q.v.) will not 

-be 
confused wirh the po.t.

In its most fully devcloped form, the dramatic monologre is a
victorian (q.".-) g.en{e,.effgctively created by Tennyson and Briwning
yet the idea of alyric in the voice of an imagined persona seems to bl
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very ancient. Its origins are obscure. The idylls (q.r.) of Theocritus,
written in the 3rd c. rc and acknowledged by Tennyson as a primary
source, are dramatic in form and include long speeches; these tend to
be self-revelatory and are conversational in idiom. Ovid's Heroides
(rst c. rc) is a collection of lecers or speeches ascribed to various
figures from myth and literature. Very often they are female charac-
ters, who look at the actions of their heroic men from an emotional
or domestic viewpoint: they are therefore among the 6rst works of lit-
erature to focus on interioriry at the expense of action. The same talent
for dramatizing emotion is apparent in Ovid's love lyrics, as also in
those of his contemporary Propertius.

Such poems, especially Ovidt, were influential throughout Europe
during the Middle Ages and the Renaissance. The influence is to be
noted in the radition of complaint (q.o.), so prominent in those eras;
and many complaints, though written by men, pulport to be spoken
by women. In English, the earliest example of this phenomenon is an
OE poem, Tbe Wife's Lament, written down in the roth c. Other
important examples of the sub-genre were composed by Chaucer,
Robert Henrysoun, the Earl of Surrey, George Gascoigne, Spenser and
Samuel Daniel. All three of Shakespeare's longer poems include exam-
ples of female complaint, much of it dramatic in feeling. In one of
them, A Lover's Comphint (16o9), a young woman discarded by her
lover pours out her sorros's to 'A reverend man that grazed his cattle
nigh'. This man, something of whose history is given us, must be taken
as an early example of the silent interlocutor as later used by the
Victorian poets.

The aubade (q.o.), or dawn-song, comes to be related to the sub-
genre of female complaint. A song in which lovers lament the coming
of morning is ancient and widespread in world culture. The Provengal
troubadours (q.o.) introduced the refinement of grving the lament to
the female voice. This convention proved influential. The best-known
example of it in English is John Donne's Breahe of Doy.

Donne and his followers in the metaphysicel (q.zt.) school made
much use of dramatic exclamation and sudden shifts of emotion, such
that the poet seems to adopt a dramatic role in what remains, none the
less, a personal lyric. For this they were indebted to Ovid and
Propenius, but they took the technique much further. Examples of
such approaches to dramatic monologue are Donne's The Apparition
and The Canonization and George Herbert's The Colkr, while
Andrew Marvell's The Nymph Cornpkiningfor the Deatb of her Faun
is a metaphysical version of female complaint.

The poetry of the r8th c. is not noted for its dramatic qualities,
though there are moments of self-dramatization in Pope's satires and
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his Eloisa to Abelard borrows its strategy from the Heroides. As an
imaginary epistle (q.r.), however, its convention is meditative rather
than drarnatic.

\flith the advent of Romanticism (q.t.), the dramatic potential of
lyric utterance takes on a new importance. Several of the Romantic
poets draw on the use of monologue and dialogue in the traditional
ballad (q.".).Examples of this include \[rordsworrh's The Tborn,
Coleridge's The Rime of the Ancient Mainer and Keats's La Belle
Dame sans Merci. Perhaps more significant in the history of dramatic
monologue, though, is the use of the dramatic in personal poems, in
particular such 'conversation pieces' (q.o.) as Coleridge's Frost at
Midnight and \(ordsworth's Tintem Abbey. In these poems one is
conscious of the following characteristics of the full-blown dramatic
monologue: (r) a distinctive manner of speech; (z) the presence of a
silent interlocutor; (3) the poet's changing responses to the very imme-
diate circumstances in which, and of which, he is writing.

These characteristics are indispensable to an understanding of the
innovations made in the r83os by Tennyson and Browning, though
three other influences on them must be adduced. (r) The soliloquies
(q.a.) of Elizaberhan (q.v.) and Jacobeau,r. (q.v.) drama; it is notewor-
thy that many Victorian monologues are written in blank verse (q.a.),
the standard medium of the old plays. (z) The monologues or tirades
(q.r.) that occur in epic and other narrative poems, especially in
Miltont Paradise Lost - again, a poem in blank verse. (3) The long
speeches from The Di,tine Comedy, particularly as rendered in The
Vision of Dante (r8o5-r4), the blank-verse transladon of Dantet poem
by the Revd H. F. Cary a book of considerable fame in the early ryrh
c. Many of Browning's personae compel their interlocutors' attention
in a way that recalls the inmates of Dante's Hell.

It is the role of the interlocutor, more than anything else, that gives
the Victorian monologue its innovatory distinctiveness, though this is
less true of Tennyson than of Browning. Both poets published their
first monologues in r 842, though both began their experiments con-
siderably earlier. Tennyson seems to have written his first four in r833
- St Simeon Stylites, Ulysses, Titbonus and Ttresi.a.r - though Supposed
Confessions of a Second-Rate Sensitiae Mind and the female complaint
Oenone, both written earlier, anticipate many aspects of the genre.
Tennyson developed the form in unpredictable ways throughout his
career, notably in the lyric narrative Maud (t8ll), inThe Holy Grail
(r369) from his sequence ldylls of tbe King and in several late poems,
of which the most striking is Rizpah (r88o). \flith a few exceptions -

Tbe Holy Grail being much the most important - Tennyson represents
the speaker addressing a not very closely defined audience. Browning,
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by contrast, begins with soliloquies (e.g. Porphyria's Louer end The
Soliloquy of the Spanish Cloister) and then discovers the potential of
the silent interlocutor - in his case, always a specified personage,
whose role and reactions are inferred from the speaker's words. The
presence of this figure also focuses the reader's sense of time, place and
occasion. The outstanding example of this device, as Browning uses it,
is My Last Duchess, in which an Italian Renaissance duke, addressing
the envoy of a prospective father-in-laq appears to confess to the
murder of the wife he is hoping to replace. The Duke begins by inspir-
ing the reader's engaged attention and ends by condemning himself
out of his own mouth. This sort of self-revelation is the hallmark of
the Browning monologue. Other notable examples erez Andrea del
Sarto, The Bishop Orders bis Tomb in St Praxed\ Churcb, Fra Lippo
Lippi and Caliban upon Setebos.In cenain otherpoems of Browning's,
the speaker is not himself the object of interest, but either addresses
in imagination the character who is, or describes the character to an
unnamed person. A Toccata of Galuppl's is an example of the former
and Hoat it Strihes a Contemporary of the latter. Browning tended to
classify his monologues as either dramatic lyrics or dramatic romances.
The distinction is not always very clear but he seems to have meant,
by the first, a rhymed lyric ascribed to an imaginary persona, and by
the second, a narrative dramatically related.

Many other Victorian and early zoth c. poets contributed to the
genre in its Browningesque or Tennysonian modes. Among the best
are \flilliam Barnes, Roben Fros! Thomas Hardy, Rudyard Kipling,
I7illiam Morris, Christina Rossetti and the now all-but-forgotten
Sebastian Evans. The subsequent history of the genre, however,
emerges by way of the French Symbolist (q.o.) poets, many of whom
transform the dramatic monologue into what the critic Val6ry Larbaud
was to call the interior monologue (q.zt.). These interior reveries are
the source for many important modernist (q.o.) poems, such as T. S.
Eliot's Tbe Lozte-Song of J. Alfred Prufrock and Gerontion. Elior's
friend and ally Ezra Pound, was also affected by the monologue,
though he remained more loyal to Browning's example. Several of
Pound's early poems are free translations of foreign lyrics into dra-
matic speech. Examples include Sestina: Altaforte (from the Provengal
of Bertran de Born), Homage to Sextus Propertius (from the Roman
love poet) and Cathay (from various Chinese masters)."

Today the dramatic monologue is accepted as one of the funda-
mental poetic genres, so much so that its existence is barely noticed.
However, few poets attempt the sort of dramatic illusion associated
with Browning. Most modern dramatic monologues are indistin-
guishable from interior monologues. It is also common for poets to
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create personae distinct from, and yet connected with, themselves; this
is especially true of Philip Larkin's poems (e.g. Mr Bleaney and
Dochery and Son). Most contemporary poets have made at least one
attempt at some version of the genre. Poets especially associated with
it include: Carol Ann Duffy, Geoffrey Hill, Robert Lowell, Andrew
Motion and Peter Porter. See also MoNoDRAMA; MoNoLocuE; sTREAM
oF coNscrousNEss.

dramatic proverb See pnovrRBE DRAMATIeuE.

dramatic romance See oneuanrc MoNoLocuE.

dramatis personad The characters in aplay. Usually the names of these
characters are printed at the beginning of the text.

dramatization The act of making aplayout of a story in another genre;
from a chronicle, novel, short story (qq.v.) and so forth. In medieval
drama the Bible was dramarized into the Mystery Plays (q.z:.). In
the Tudor period dramatists 'lifted' plots, stories, and ideas from
historians like Plutarch and Holinshed, and novelists like Lodge and
Nashe. But it was not until the rSth c. that dramatization really began
to flourish. Then novels provided the material. For example,
Richardson's Pamek, dramatized by James Dance, was extremely
pogular. There'followed dratnatization of novels by Mrs Radcliffe,
\(alpole, Godwin, 'Monk' Lewis and Clara Reeve. In the rgth c.
Dickens and Scott were the authors most used; so were Lord Lytton,
Charlotte Brontti, Charles Reade, \flilkie Collins, and many more. The
arrival of a group of original dramatists towards the end of the century
saved the theatre from this deadening activity. But it is a practice by
no means extinct, as television and recent theatrical history amply
demonstrate.

dramaturgy (Gk dramatourgia, 'playwright'; drama + ergon, 'a

work') The term denotes the principles of dramatic composition and
theatrical art, and a dramaturge or dramaturgist is a playwright. In
German a Dramaturg is a member of a theatrical company who selects
the repertoire and may help in the arrangement and production of
plays; a kind of literary advisei.

drame A term given in France to the kind of play which was neither
tragedy nor comedy, but a serious play somewhere between the two.
Diderot expatiated on this genre in the prefaces to his plays Le Fils
Naturel(r75) and Le Pdre d,e Famille (tZSB).There were earlier exam-
ples by Voltaire, and by Nivelle de la Chauss6e, who was the main
dramatist of comddie hrmoyante (q.o.). Diderot's theory was that such
plays were serious dramas concerned with middle-class domestic
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problems. Their counterpart in England was domestic tragedy (q.o.).
See oneur RoMANTIqUE; METATHEATRE.

drame romantique A rgth c. French dramatic form, in prose and verse.
Vorks in this genre tend to be melodramatic, emotionally torrid, and
intricate in plot at the expense of characterization. Apan from Hugo's
Hernani (r83o) the most,famous example is unquestionably Rostand's
Cyrano de Bergerac $897), which is a 6ne play by any shndards and
arguably the best of the drames romantiqaes. See also ouun.

dr6pa (From ON drepa, 'to strike' [the chord of a musical instrument])
A complex form of skaldic heroic poem. The stanza was usually the
dr6ttleoatt (q.o.) and there was a refrain (q.".) of two or more half
lines. Such a poem normally consisted of an introduction (upphafl, a
middle section (the stef or stefjarnil) and a conclusion (the sl.amr).

drawing-room comedy A species of drama which had a considerable
vogue in the early zoth c. Sometimes known disparagingly as'French-
window comedy', owing to the frequency with which the main set has
such windows opening on to a garden or balconS it is often concerned
with the comic predicaments of the English middle classes and is
therefore akin to domestic comedy (q.v.). Out of the scores of
examples extant the following are well known: Shaw's Candi.da (r8pl);
Coward's Hay Fever (tgr);Terence Rattigan's The BroaningVersion
(tg+S); N. C. Hunter's The Waters of the Moon (rplr); Enid Bagnoldb
The Chalh Garden (rgril.

drcam vision A form of literarure extremely popular in the Middle
Ages. By common convention the writer goes to sleep, in agreeable
rural surroundings and often on a May morning. He then beholds
either real people or personified abstractions involved in various activ-
ities. The commentary of Macrobius (c. eo 4oo) on Cicero's Sornniam
Scipionis, and the work itself, is generally agreed to have had great
influence on the genre. Very often the vision was expressed as an alle-

Sory @.v.). Probably the best known example of all is the Roman de
la Rose (r3th c.), which had a wide influence in this period and was
translated, probably by Chaucer. Chaucer made use of the dream con-
vention in The Booh of the Ducbess (116g), the Parlernent of Foules,
The Hoase of Fame and the prologue to Tbe Legend of Good Wornen
(all believed to have been written between r37z rnd 1386). Flovrever,
Langland's vision o{. Piers Ploannan (ry66-9) is probably the best
known English vision poem, to be compared with the anonymousThe
Pearl (c. rj;o-8o), and many visions of heaven, hell and purgatory;
and accounts of journeys there and back. These were almost a form of
travel literature and have been taken by some to be the precursors of
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science fiction (q.rr.). A common figure of these works is the guide:
Virgil in Dante's Diaina Commedia, an angel in the rzth c. Vision of
Tundale. The angelic guide became a kind of convention in itself,
splendidly parodied by Chaucer in the prologue to Tbe Summoner's
Tale when the vengeful Summoner gets his own back on the Friar.

The dream vision device has been used many times since and its
evergreen popularity can be judged by the tens of thousands of com-
positions from school children who use it.

Three later examples are John Bunyan's Pilgrirn's Progress $678),
Keats's second version of Hyperioz (r8r8-r9) and Lewis Carroll's
Alice's Adventures in Wonderland (rS6y). James Joyce's Finnegans
Wdhe has also been taken as a kind of cosmic dream.

droighneach An Irish syllabic verse form. A line may consist of nine
to thirteen syllables and it always ends in a trisyllabic word. The rhyme
is ababcdcd and so on. Cross-rhymes and alliteration occur in each
couplet.

drolls Also known as droll-humours. They were brief farces and comic
scenes adapted from plays or merely improvised and invented by
actors, and traditionally presented in public houses or in taverns
during the Commonwealth period (q.rr.) when the theatres were shut
and stage plays forbidden. Some of these enteftainments were collect-
ed and published by Francis Kirkham in a work titled Tbe Wits, or
Sport upon Sport (1662, 6li.

dr6ttkvrtt (ON dr6tt, 'The King's bodyguard' * hoad,i, 'poem song')
Also known as the dr6ttkpa6r hdttr, this is the normal meter of the
ON dr,ipa (q.r.).It consists of eight-line stanzas, each line having three
main stresses and internal rhyme. Each line has a regular trochaic
ending. The commonest and most intricate of the skaldic poetic forms,
it survives in contemporary Icelandic poetry; and, originally, was the
noble meter, suitable for recitation before the dr6tt, the chosen body
of warriors in the king's personal following. See HnvNnENT; KENNING;
SKALD.

drowned-in-tears, school of the A derisive term applied to those early
Romantic poets who were inclined to dwell on the sadder and more
morbid aspects of life. See cRAvpyARD scHoot- oF poETRy.

dualism .9ee enttxouv.

duan A Gaelic term for a poem or a canto (q.a.).

dumb show A mimed dramatic performance whose purpose was to
prepare the audience for the main action of the play to follow. The
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dumb show was popular in Tudor England and at first tended to be
allegorical, using symbolic characters rather than those from the play.
Elizabethan playwrights were quick to see its possibilities. Early and
important examples may be found in Gorboduc (r56r), where it plays
a considerable part throughouq and in Kyd's The Spanish Tragedy (III,
xvi). Peele used it in The Old Whtes' Tale (t lgl), and it also appears
in the anonymou s A Warning for Fair Women 0 Sgil. Perhaps the most
famous instance occurs in Hamlet (III, ii), where the players word-
lessly enact the murder of a king. In Harnlet it is strange that the
precise action of the dumb show is repeated in words immediately
afterwards. Conceivably, Shakespeare was using it in an archaic way
since the fashion for introductory dumb shows was by then over
(i.e. c. 16oz).

In such plays as Peele's Battle of Alcazar Gfg} and Greene's Friar
Bacon and Friar Bangay (tSg+) the dumb show provided the drama-
tist with the means of including more action in his play (without using
more dialogue) and of varying the action by showing the audience, as
well as characters on stage, something that is happening elsewhere.
There are good examples in the latter (II, iii; IV iii): in the one in Act
IV two young men, with the aid of Bacon's magic glass, see how their
fathers meet and kill each other. Closely parallel to this is V'ebstei's
use of the dumb show in The Wbhe Deail (U, ii). By contrast, in
Middleton and Rowley's The Cbangeling GV, i), the dumb show
merely represents details necessary to the play's action which it would
be tedious or dramatically difficult to present on stage in the normal
way. During the Jacobean age (q.v.) the dumb show was increasingly
used in the masque (q.v.).

From the r5o3s the dumb show seems to have fallen into desuetude,
though it is worth noting that the English diarist Abraham de la Pryme
records how, in 1688, a body of Danish soldiers stationed in the north
of England 'acted a play in their own language'. He noticed that 'all

the postures were shown first. . . and, when they had run through all,
so then they began to act'. It may be that the Danish custom of the
dumb show was a device to draw the audience's attention to the play
to stop them talking to one another. So, with Hamlet.

Later, dumb show was to reappear in a different guise - in harle-
quinade and pantomime (qq.v.). It also had a function in melodrama
(q.r.) in the rgth c. There is a dumb character in Thomas Holcroft's
A Tale of Mystery (r 8oz), and it became something of a standard device
among writers of melodrama to use a mute to convey essential facts
by dint of dumb show. Not a few rgth c. plays -"d. use of dumb
show in various ways (e.g. Tbe Dumb Boy, tSzr,The Dumb Brigand,
fi32, The Dnrnb Recrait, r84o, The Damb Drhter, fi49, Tbe Dumb
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Sailor, r8l+). The use of dumb show and mime was a well-known
feature of Mme Celeste's performances. Between r83o and r84o the
house playwrights at the Adelphi, London, composed a number of
dumb shows for her.

Two modern instances occur in Andr6 Obey's Le Viol de Lucvdce
(tgtt) and in Tom Stoppard's Rosencrantz and Gaildenstem are Dead
(1966). See urur; REvENGE TRAGEDx.

dumy A form of lyric-epic song of Ukrainian origin. The lines are of
uneven length, the meters vary and the rhyme scheme is variable;
sometimes there is no rhyme. They were chanted or recired, as a rule,
by blind beggar minstrels (a remarkable parallel here with the South
Slav gashri (q.".) ro rhe accompanimenr of. a hobza or bandura, which
is similar to a Spanish guitar. The form developed in the r6th c. and
belongs to the oral tradition (q.a.) of poetical composition. In this
respect, as in others, there are clear counterparts in the shape of
the Russia" byliny (q.o.), the Lirhuanian and Lawian daina"(q.v.), the
South Slav narodne pesrne (q.r.), the ballad (q.".) in general and the
Homeric ballad- The durny were mosrly concerned with the bajd,ak-
type warfare that the Cossacks conducted against the Turks, rhe Tatars
and the Poles. .See rorr LTTERATURE; FoLKsoNG.

duodecimo (L in duodecimo'ina rwelfth') The size of a book in which
one page is one melfrh of a sheet (abbreviated rzmo). See rorro;
ocTAYO; QUARTO.

duologue A conversation between two characters in a play story or
poem. See orerocun.

duple meter This comprises rwo syllables to a metrical foot, as with the
iamb, spondee and trochee (qq.v.\. Duple merer is rare. A fairly well-
known example is Herrick's [Jpon bis departure hence:

Thus I
Passe by,
And die:
As One,
IJnknown,
And go.

Here he combines iamb, spondee and trochee. See MoNoMETER.

duple rhythm This occurs when the metrical scheme requires turo-
syllable feet. It is thus common in iambic and trochaic verse..See reun;
TRIPLE RHYTHM; TROCHEE.

duration one of the four characteristics of the spoken word, the others
being pitch, loudness and quality. In poetry the duration of syllables
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(that is, their phonetic time value) is of particular importance. In these

lines, for instance, from D. J. Enright's poem Tbe La*ghing Hyena,

by Hohusai, the varying duration of the syllables contributes subtly

to the general effect:

For him, it seems, everything was molten. Court ladies flow in

gentle streams,
Or, gathering lotus, strain sideways from their curving boat,

A donkey prances, or a kite dances in the sky, or soars like

sacrificial smoke.
All is flux:. waters fall and leap, and bridges leap and fall.

Even his Tortoise undulates, and his Spring Hat is lively as a pool

of fish.
All he ever saw was sea: a sea of marble splinters -

Long bright fingers claw across his pages, fjords and islands and

shattered trees -

,Sea uone; oNoMAToPoErA.

dyfalu A Velsh term for a form of fanciful conceit (q.".) in which, by-

a succession of metaphors, an obiect is compared with a number of

different things. There are many good examples in the work of the

great r4th c. \felsh poet, Dafydd ap Gwilym.

dysphemism (Gk 'not fair speech') The opposite of euphemism (q.a.)'

it emphasizes defects - as in saying 'a filthy dirty f.ace',

dystopia See trropre.
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echo The repetition of the same sound, or a combination of sounds,
fairly close togethe5 so that they 'echo' 

each other. A common device
in verse to strengthen meaning and structure, and also to provide tune
and melody. Assonance, alliteration, consonance, the various kinds of
rhyme (qq.".) and also the refrain (q.".) are all varieties of echo. See
also Ectro vER$o.

echo verse Normally a poem in which the 6nal syllables are repeated
as by an echo (q.a.) with a change of meaning. Early examples ere to
be found in the Greeh Antbology (compiled c.gzr). The form became
popular again in French, Italian and English verse in the r6th and
rTth c. Sir Philip SidneS George Herbert and Swift, among orhers,
composed notable echo verses. The following is an exrract from
Herbert's Heaaenz

O who will show me rhose delights on high?
EcHo. I.

Thou, Echo, thou art monall, all men know.
EcHo. No.

\flert thou nor born among the trees and leaves?
Ecrro. Leaves.

And are there any leaves that still abide?
Ecno. Bide.

\flhat leaves are they? impart the matter wholly.
Ecrro. Holy.

See also EcHo.

Eckenstrophe A twelve-line stanza with a rhyming pamern of aab, aab,
cd, cd, ee, used in the MHG epic poems Echenlied, Goldemar, Sigenot
and Virginal.

eclipsis (Gk 'a leaving out') The omission of essential grammatical
elements.
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eclogue (Gk'selection') A short poem - or paft of a longer one - and

often a pastoral (q,o.) in the form of a dialogue or soliloquy (qq.tt.).

The term was first applied to Virgil's pastorals or bucolic Poems.
Thereafter it describes the traditional pastoral idyll (q.o.) that

Theocritus, and other Sicilian poets' wrote. The form was revived by

Dante, Petrarch and Boccaccio and was Particularly popular during

the r;th and r6th c. A major influence came from the Eclogaes of

Mantuan. Alexander Barclay wrote some distinguished eclogues while

at Ely (r1r1-zr). Spenser's Tbe Shepheard\ Calendar (rflil was out-

standing. Later Pope attempted it in his Pastorals,and Gay burlesqued

itin Sbepherd's Weeh (tZt+). By the r8th c. the term merely referred

to the form, and there were non-pastoral eclogues. A good example is

Swift's A Town Eclogue, 17Io. Scene, The Royal Excbange.In modern

poems like Frost's Build So4 MacNeice's Eclogue from lceknd and

Audent The Age of Anxiety: a Baroque Eclogue, it is the medium for

any ideas the poet feels a need to express. See also cEoRGIc.

6cole parnassienne See panNessrANs.

economic novel See uonrv NovEL.

ecphonema (Gk 'outcry') At exclamation: of jo5 woe, amazement.

ecphrasis .Seetrsirnesrs/Ecsnnesrs.

6criture artiste A term used by the Goncourt brothers, Edmond
(tlzz-96) and Jules (r83o-7o), to describe their mannered, sensitive,

impressionistic and 'nervous' style, which is particularly evident in

thiir romans documentaires (q.zr.).They were hypersensitive and

very fastidious men and, as Remy de Gourmont Put it, possessed
'un don particulier et une sinsibilit6 sp6ciale'. Th.y were latter-day
'prdcieux;, and described themselves as 'historiens des nerfs'. See also
pnfcrosrr6.

dcriture fdminine (F 'feminine writing') A concePt ProPosed by the

French feminist H6lbne Cixous. It denotes writing which is rypically'

characteristically feminine in style, language, tone and feeling, and

completely different from (and opposed to) male language and dis-

"orir. 
- though she does say in The Laagh of the Medusa Q976\ that

this is not to do with biological determinism; women often write in

male discourse and men can write in a feminine way. She cites the
'source' of. 1qiture fdminine in the mother and in the motherihild

relationship before the child acquires 
'conventional' language. She

proposes that this potendal language when eventually used in writing
(by mtn or reomen) subvefts logic and the rational and any element

which may constrain the free play of meaning.
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On the other hand, Luce Irigaray posits a 'woman's language',
which is multiple, fluid, diverse and heterogeneous and which evades
male phallocentric monopoly. This theory has a morphological basis
associated with the structure and shape of the genital organs.

A third and related point of view is proposed by Julia Kristeva: a
'language'which is pre-Oedipal and pre-linguistic and is fundamen-
tally semiotic (associated with the chora - Greek for 'womb') as
opposed to male-controlled language which she describes as sym-
bolic (see posr-srRucruRAltsM for her theory of the semiotic
element). Toril Moi's Sexual/Textnal Politics: Ferninist Literary Theory
(rg8l) is a fascinating discourse on these marters. See also FEMrNrsr
CRITICISM.

flcrivainllcrivant In an essay of ry6o called Ecrivains et Acrivants,
Roland Barthes distinguishes between rwo sorrs of writer (and rwo
sorts of writing). He sugges* thar the author performs a function and
the writer an activity; that there are (a) the 'transitive' 

writer (6cyioant)
and (b) the 'intransitive' writer (6cvivain). The former wrires about
things and the language he uses is the means ro an extra-linguisric end,
to a meaning or reality which is, in a sense, 'beyond' 

the writing; the
latter does not intend to take the reader beyond his writing but to call
the attention of the reader rc tbe aaioity of writing itself.The 1cvivain
has 'nothing but writing itself, not as rhe opure' form conceived by
an aesthetic of art for art's sakefq.a.l but, much more radically, as the
only area for the one who writes'. Thus, one might surmise that
Flaubert, Zola and Ernest Hemingway are'transitive' writers, and
Proust, Joyce and Samuel Beckett are 'intransitive' writers. Barthes's
taxonomy here is closely connected with his distinction berween the
lisible and the suiptible, or the reederly/writerly (q.".),

6crivant See rcnrverrq/BcxrveNt.

edda (ON 'great-grandmother') A term used metaphorically for two
collections of ON literature, with the implication thar they are com-
posed of ancient tales. Other suggestions for the derivation of. edda
include that which connects the world with Oddi where Snorri
Srurlusson (try9-rz4r) * the Icelandic chieftain and historian ro
whom is attributed the authorship of the prose Edd,a - grew up;
another derives the word f.rom odr'poerry', since the pror.- Eddals
largely a handbook of poetics.

Snorri's Edda consists of four parrs: Prologue, Gylfugi.nning,
Sk,ildshaparm,il and H,ittatal. Of these it is most likely that the last
was written first. r$(/hen Snorri returned home from a visit with the
Norwegian king, Hdkon Hdkonarson, and Jarl Skfli in rzzo, he
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composed a poem in their honour which was finished in the winter of

rzzz-j. The poem consisted of roz stanzas in roo different meters.

Hence the work was called Htittatal or 'list of meters', and was, in

essence, a practical ars poetica. The work is complete with a full Prac-
tical commentary in prose; the poem itself has little poetic value and

suggests that Snorri was a better interpreter than writer of poetry.

The prose Eddd also contains a section of specifically poetic words,

the so-called heiti and kennings (q.a.). Many of these circumlocutions

can only be understood with a knowledge of some of the tales to which

they refer. So, in Sleildshaparm,il('poetic dicdon') Snorri re-told many

of the old mythological stories. The fourth and best known section,

Gylfuginning ('the beguiling of Gylfi'), recounts how the wise king of

Sweden, Gylfi, travelled to Asgardr - the dwelling of the gods or seslr
- to question them about the world's origin, the gods and the destruc-

tion of the world. The work becomes a comprehensive survey of ON

mythologS indispensable to the srudent of the old Scandinavian

world.
The prose Edda was intended as a book of instruction for shalds

(q.",). Skaldic poetry enjoyed a renaissance in the rSth c. but Snorri's

work also had some influence on the saga writers since it led to an

increase in the number of. husantfsur - individual occasional verses

connected with definite situations or episodes which were incolpo-

rated in the main works of the saga age.
The poetic Edd,a (also called Elder Edda) is a collection of Poems

found in a manuscript c. IzTo and which, from linguistic and literary

evidence, originate from a period earlier than the sefflement of Iceland
(sZo).They poetry of the Elder Eddafalls into two grouPs: the mytho-

logical lays and the heroic lays.
The mythological poetry is composed of lays about the gods in

various meters and of various ages. Some are didactic and can be

regarded almost as treatises on pagan belief and legend. Such a lay is

Viforndlsm,il, which consists of a dialogue between Odinn and the

glantiant Vaf6rudnir, whom Odinn visited in disguise. The god and the

[iant entet on a contest of wits, each wagering his head. Odinn ques-

iions the giant on the origin of the earth, sun and moon, the winds and

the gods. The giant answers readily but finally forfeits his head when

Odinn asks him the question: 'r$[hat did Ooinn whisper into the

ear of his son (Baldr) as he was laid on the funeral pyre?' Of course,

only O6inn knew the answer to this. Other poems of this sort are

Grimnismil and H,ioam,il.
The heroic lays represent a form of poetry which was at one time

current among all Girmanic tribes from the Black Sea to Greenland.

Such lays were probably designed, in the first place, to be declaimed
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Eisteddfod

in the halls of chieftains, often to the accompaniment of the harp. They
differ in many ways from epics, with which they might naturally be
associated, not only in length but also in scope and choice of subject.
They dealt not with the whole life of the hero but wirh one or rwo
incidents in that life, usually of a tragic or a moving nature. Such a lay
is Ham\ism,il where the heroes Ham6ir and Sgrli, in the full knowl-
edge that death is inevitable, meet that death courageously and readily
at the cruel hands of Jgrmunrekkr. This particular lay, like Atlakvioa
('The Lay of Atli'), appears to be derived from continental poems as
old as the yth and 6th c.

edition The total number of copies of a book printed from one set of
type. If the original type is chahged and the book is re-printed then
the term second edition is used. One edition may have several impres-
sions or printings. The term issue usually describes a book to which
new material has been added or which is somehow altered in format.
The term re-issue may describe the re-printing of a book without
changes. The term edition is also used to describe, say, rhe edited col-
lected works of an author. For example: the Twichenham Edition ot
Pope's works.

Edwardian Pertaining to King Edward VII's reign (r9or-ro): a period
of considerable change, and reaction against Victorianism.

ego-futurism A jargon term coined by the Russian poet Igor
Severyanin Q887-r942) to describe a movemenr in early zoth c.
Russian poetry. The ego-futurists were anti-traditionalist and wrore
highly personal verse in which they wbnt in for neologisms (4.2.). The
movement did not last long. See also, cuBo-FUTURTsM.

egotistical sublime A phrase coined by John Keats (t795-t8zr) and
applied to rUililliam Vordsworth's qualities of genius (q.".). See also
NEGATIVE CAPABILITY; SUBLIME.

eidyllion .9ee rovn.

eight-and-sixmeter .See rounrEENER.

Einftihlung See nrupernr.

Eisteddfod A \Xrelsh term denoting an assembly of bards. Basically a
form of contest at which litenry, musical and dramatic works are pre-
sented. The main prizes are a carved oak chair awarded for the best
poem in strict Velsh meters (known as rhe chair ode), and a silver
crown for the best poem in free meters (known as the crown poem).

The Eisteddfod is an event of some antiquity: there are records of
a bardic festival as long ago as rt76 at Cardigan. After the r6th c. rhe
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Eisteddfodau seem to have degenerated into rather casual gatherings

in village inns. The event was restored to its original dignity and splen-

dour in the rgth c. since when it has become the supreme cultural fes-

tivd of \fales. See also BARD; poETIc coNTEsrs.

ekphrasis/ecphrasis (Gk'description') The intense pictorial descrip-

tion of an object. This very broad term has been limited by some to

the description of art-objects, and even to the self-description of
'speaking' an-obiects (objects whose visual details are significant). A

more generous account would define ehphrasis as virnrosic description
of physical reality (objects, scenes, persons) in order to evoke an image

in the mind's eye as intense as if the described object were actually
before the reader. The Horatian (and Renaissance) dicrum ut pictara

poesis (q.o.) seemed to suggest that poetry should yield, in George
Puttenham's phrase, 'resemblaunce by imagerie, or Pourtrait, dluding

to the painters terme, who yeldeth to th'eye a visible rePresentatio[n]

of the thing he describes and painteth in his table'. Critical expositions
of ekphrasis include Gotthold Lessing, Laohoiin Q756), Jean
Hagstrum, The Sister Arts: Tbe Tiadition of Literary Piaorialisrn and

Englisb Poetry from Dryden to Gray (tlt8), \$(t J.T. Mitchell,

Iconology: Image, Text, Ideology (1986), Murray Krieger, Ekpbrasis:

Tlte lllnsion of the Natural Sign $992). See a/so rcoN.

elegantia Regarded by the Romans as one of three essential anributes

of a discourse, the others being compositia and dignitas. They subdi-

vided elegantia into Latinitas and erpknatio. The former required the

absence of linguistic faults, like solecisms; the latter made the matter

of the speech or discourse clear.

elegant variation A term used by H. rIf. and F. G. Fowler to denote

a particular fault of style: namely' the too obvious avoidance of

repetition.

elegiac distich The Greek elegeion was a distich (q.a.) or couplet com-

prising a dacrylic hexameter (q.".) followed by a pentameter (q.zt.). k

ieetttt to have been first used in the 8th or 7rh c. Bc, especially by

Archilochus. The form was used for many purPoses by Greek and

Latin poets, but is rare in English. Poets who have imitated it are

Sidney, Spenser, Clough, Kingslep Swinburne and Sir \6lliam
'Vatson, 

from whose Hymn to tbe Sea the following lines are taken:

\[hile, with throes, with raptures, with loosing of bonds,
with unsealings,

Arrowy pangs of delight, piercing the core of the world,
Tremors and coy unfoldings, reluctances, sweet agitations,
Youth, irrepressibly fair, wakes like wondering rose.
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It will be noticed that the lines are not wholly dacrylic and that they
alternate double and single terminals. The form is also known as ele-
giacs. See uecrrr,; ELEGv; EpIcEDruM.

elegiac meter The meter used in the elegiac distich (q.o.).

elegiac stanza Also known as Hammond's meter, heroic quatrain (q.".)
and elegiac quatrain. It seems that a quatrain (q.".) of iambic penra-
meters (q.o.),rhyming abab, has acquired the name elegiac stanza from
its use by Grey in Elegy Written in a Country Charchyard Q7p).
James Hammond's Lozte Elegies (tl+) is probably the earliest
example..See Brrcy.

elegy (Gk'lament') In Classical literature an elegy was any poem com-
posed of elegiac distichs (q.r.), also known as elegiacs, and the sub-
jects were various: death, war,love and similar themes. The elegy was
also used for epitaphs (q.o.) and eommemorative verses, and very often
there was a mourning strain in them. However, it is only since the r5th
c. that an elegy has come to mean a poem of mourning for an indi-
vidual, or a lament (q.v.) for some tragic event. In England there were
few attempts in the rSth c. ro imitate elegiacs because the language is
unsuited to prolonged series of dactylic hexameters and penramerers.
r5th c. French writers like Doublet and Ronsard had the same
problem.

Near the rurn of the r6th c., the rerm elegie sdll covered a variety
of subject matter. For example, Donne wrote Elegie. His Picture, and
Elegie. On bis Mistris. Later the term came ro be applied more and
more to a serious meditative poem, the kind thit Coleridge was hinting
at when he spoke of elegy as the form of poerry 'natural to a reflective
mind'. English literature is especially rich in this kind of poerry which
combines something of the abi sunt (q.".) morif with the qualities of
the lyric (q.a.) and which, at times, is closely akin to the lament and
the dirge (qq.r,.).For instance, the OE poems The Wanderer, The
Seafarer and Deor's Lament, several medieval lyrics, Thomas Nashet
song 'Adieu, farewell earth's bliss', Johnson's Vanity of Haman'Wishes, 

Goldsmith's Tbe Deserted Vilkge, Gray's Eltyy Written in a
Country Charchyard, Young's Nigbt Tboughts, Kears's Ode to
Mekncholy and \(ralt 

'S0'hitman's 
Wben Likcs Last in the Dooryard

Bloomed - to name only a handful of the scores that exist.
Many elegies have been songs of lament for specific people. Sflell-

known examples are: Thomas Carew's elegy on John Donne, John
Cleveland's on BenJonson, Henry King's Exequy,Pope's Verses to the
Memory of an Unfortunate Lady, Dr Johnson's On the Death of Mr
Robert Levet, Tennyson's Ode on the Dedth of the Dake t
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Wellington, and, more recently, Auden's In Memory of W. B. Yeats.ln

addition to these there are Astrophil and Daphnalida, and the four

major elegies in English literature - Lycidas, Adonais, In Memoriam

and Thyrsis.
The major elegies belong to a sub-species known as Pastoral elegy,

the origins of which are to be found in the pastoral laments of three

Sicilian poets: Theocritus (3rd c. nc), Moschus (znd c. ac) and Bion
(znd c. nc). Their most important works were: Theocritus's Lament

for Daphnis, which is pretty well the prototype for Milton's Lycidas;

Moschus's Lament for Bion (a doubtful attribution), which influenced

Milton's Lycidas, Shelley's Adonais and Matthew Arnold's Thyrsis;

and Bion's Lament for Adonis, on which Shelley partly modelled his

Adonais.
Spenser was one of the earliest English poets to use for elegy what

are known as the pastoral conventions; namely in Astrophil $1,86), an

elegy for Sir Philip Sidney. It is a minor work but important in the

history of the genre. Spenser also wrote Daphnatda (rtpt), on the

death of Sir Arthur Gorges's wife.
The conventions of pastoral elegy are aqProximately as follows: (a)

The scene is pastoral. The poet and the person he mourns are rePre-

sented as shepherds. (b) The poet begins with an invocation to the

Muses and refers to diverse mythological characters during the poem.

(c) Nature is involved in mourning the shepherd's death. Nature feels

the wound, so to speak. (d) The Poet inquires of the guardians of

the dead shepherd where they were when death came. (e) There is a

procession of *outn.rs. (0 The poet reflects on divine iustice and

contemporary evils. (g) There is a'flower'passage, describing the dec-

oration of the bier, etc. (h) At the end there is a renewal of hope and
jop with the idea expressed that death is the beginning of life.

After Spenser, Milton established the form of the pastoral elegy in

England with Lyci"d'as $$7), a Poem inspired by the death of Henry

Ki"g. In the same tradition as Astropbil md Lycidas are Adonais

(1821), Shelley's lament for Keats; and Thyrsis Q867), Matthew

Arnold's lament - he calls it a monody (q.rt.) - for A. H. Clough. They

follow Bion's Lament for Adonis by having a hopeful conclusion and

all except Spenser's dwell on the poets' own problems and anxieties.

However, in The Ruines of Time (tt9t), an allegorical elegy on the

death of Sidney, Spenser laments the neglect of letters and refers to his

own position.
In-Memorian (r8yo), Tennyson's elegy for Hallam, differs from the

others in that it lacks the pastoral conventions. But most of the other

features are retained and the element of personal reflection is much

more marked.
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Gray's Elrgy is also in a class of its own because it laments the
passing of a way of life.

Since In Metnoriarn many poets have written elegiac poems (e.g.
Gerard Manley Hopkins's Wreck of the Deutscbknd), but the formal
pastoral elegy has not been favoured. Many recent British and
American poets have composed fine elegies. A distinguished example
is Douglas Dunn's Elegies (r98y): thirty-nine poems, linked in theme
and mood, and written in a wide variety of forms and meters, which
comprise a poignant and profoundly moving in rnemoriam tribute to
his wife, who died young. Tony Harrison's V(r98y), a powerful med-
itation on a churchyard, is also outstanding.

Many European poets have made varied and noteworthy contribu-
tions to the elegy, or have written noble elegiac poems. The ballades
of Villon, for instance; some poems by Camo€ns (r;24?-ry8o),
Chiabrera Q15z-638) and Filicaia (1642-17o7); Ronsard's Eligies in
the r6th c., Pushkin's Elegy on tbe Portrait of F-M. Barcky de Tolly;
several poems by the Slovene Preleren in Slovo od mladostl (r83o) and
Sonetje nesrece (r8l+); several poems, also, by the Sardinian Satta

$867-1914), particularly some in Canti Barbaricini (r9ro); nor ro
mention Rilke's Duino Elegins (tgzz), and several collecdons by Juan
Ram5n Jim6nez - Elegias puras (t9o8), Elegfas intermedias (r9o9) and
Elegias kmentables (r9ro). But perhaps Leopardi, more than anyone
else, in making despair and noi,a beautiful, achieved the best of elegiac
poetry. See also ELEGTAc srANzA; EprcEDruM; cRAvEyARD scnool oF
POETRY; OCCASIONAL VERSE.

elision The omission or slurring of a syllable, as in the following
lines from Paradise Zost describing the opening of the gates of
Hell:

On a sudden open fly
Vith impetuous recoil and jarring sound
Th'infernal doors, and on their hinges grare
Harsh thunder

The rSth c. poets often practised elision in order to secure a level deca-
syllabic line. The omission of one or two adjacent vowels is also called
synelepha.,See coNrRAcTroN; syNAEREsrs; syNcopE.

Elizabethan period A rather vague classification applied as a rule to
the second half of the r6th c. and the early part of the r7th. Elizabeth
acrually reigned from ryy8 to 16o3. Some take the period ro run from
her accession to 1642, the year when the theatres were shut. In this
case it includes the Jacobean and much of the Caroline period (qq.o.).
The forty-odd years of Elizabeth's reign alone were remarkable for
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ellipsis

their creative activity and output in English literature, especially

drama. At this time there flourished some dozens of dramatists, many

of whom were prolific writers. Apart from drama, almost every liter-

ary form was exploited, developed and embellished. Among the more

famous writers of the age were: Marlowe, Sir Philip Sidney, Greene,

Kyd, Nashe, Spenser, Daniel, Sir Francis Bacon, Lodge, Shakespeare,

Sir Iflalter Ralegh and Ben Jonson.

(Gk 'leaving out') A rhetorical figure in which one or more

are omitted. In classical and medieval texts ellipses were

unmarked, but the practice of marking them originated in late l6th c.

drama as a manifestation of the imperfections of the voice: the omis-

sions, pauses, and interruptions fundamental to spoken language.

From their inception ellipsis marks were variable in aPPearance, and a

continuous rule (-), a series of hyphens (---), or a series of points
(. . .) were all used, depending upon the resources and inclination of

the printer. Asterisks (+'e*) were first employed to display hiatuses in

the printer's copy-text, but as rules and points ceme to be used for

othJr forms of omission (such as censorship or citation) strings of

asterisks became interchangeable with alternative forms of ellipsis

marks.
It was not until the late rgth c. that clear distinctions began to be

made between the marks. The dash, or continuous rule, had become

the most common of the symbols, signalling abrupt changes or breaks,

whereas points began to imply a longer, more hesitant Pause. Points

also became the preferred mark for indicating omissions from quota-

tions, leaving the asterisk the primary role of marking footnotes. Such

standardization has become increasingly pervasive throughout the

2oth c. due to the uni{ormity imposed on writers and printers by the

house-sryles of large publishing firms, a resulting dependence on

sryle manuals, and lanerly the spread of the word-processor. These

influences have also standardized appearance: hyphens now rarely

make up a rule, dashes are usually one em in length, and an 'ellipsis

mark' is comprised of three points (or four if a full-stop is added),

rather than the indiscriminate number of points, rules, or asterisks that

previously signified ellipses.

El Teatro Campesino (Sp 'the farmworkers' theatre') A theatrical

group createdln ry65 by Luis Valdez ^s part of a trade union. Valdez

was pafticularly concerned with the plight of the Chicanos, an impov--

eristied and underprivileged North American racial grouP of Spanish

and American Indian aneestry and he wished to use theatre in support

of a Chicano farm labourers' strike. The aims were political and
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documentery. A permanent base for the company was established at
San Juan Bautista in ry7r. By t. r98o there were believed to be some
eighty Chicano theatre companies. See also DocuMENTARy THEATRE.

emblem-book A book of symbolic picrures with a motto. The picrures
were usually woodcuts or engravings to illustrate the word or motto,
plus an explicatio, or exposition. Among the earliest emblem-books
was the Ernblematurn Liber (t ll t) by the Milanese writer Alciati. The
earliest English emblem-book was probably Geoffrey'Witney's Cboice
of Emblente"s (ry85); and the most famous was 

-certainly 
Francis

Quarles's Emblernes (t6lt). About the same time George rVither pro-
duced a Collecti.on of Emblemes. Some makers of emblems wrote
verses in the shape of objects like crosses and altars - hence altar poem
(q.r.) and carmen figuratun. \firher acrually wrote a dirge (q.a.) in
rhomboidal form. The early emblem-books were plundered for images
by Elizabethan and r1th c. poets. \flilliam Blake revived the emblem
form in The Gates of Parad*e $lg). A noteble work.on the subject
is Rosemary Freeman's Englisb Emblem Books (tg+8). See also
coNcErT; GNOMTC VERSE.

emendation The correction or alteration of text or manuscript where
it is, or appears to be, corrupt.

emotive language Language intended ro express or arouse emotional
reactions towards the subject. To be distinguished from referential
or cognitive language, which aims only to denote; for instance, the
language of the scientist and the philosopher. In The Meaning of
Meaning Ggz) C. K. Ogden and I. A. Richards made rhe distinctions
clear. See Apor-r,oNraN/oroNvsreN; AssocIATroN; coNNorATroN;
DENOTATION.

empathy The word was introduced in ryo9 by Titchener when trans-
lating the German word Einfiihlung. The idea of empathy was devel-
oped in Germany by Lotze in Mihrokosmas (r81S). \[hen we
experience empathy we identify ourselves, up to a point, with an
animate or inanimate object. One mighr even go so far as ro say thar
the experience is an involuntary projection of ourselves into an object.
Thus the contemplation of a work of sculprure might give us a phys-
ical sensation similar ro rhar suggested by the work. This is related ro
the common experience of lifting a leg when watching a man or a horse
jumping. In a different way, reading, for instance, Gerard Manley
Hopkins's The Windboner, one might empathically experience sorne
of the physical sensations evoked in the description of the movemenr
of the falcon.
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Sympathy, on the other hand, suggests a conformity or agreement

of feelings and temperament, and an emotional identification with a

Person.

enallage (Gk'exchange') A figurative device which involves the sub-

stitution of one grammatical form for another. Common in metaphor.

For example: 
'to palm someone off'; 'to have a good laugh'; 'to be

wived'; 
'to duck an appointment'. See also HYPALLAGE

encadenamiento (Sp 'chaining together') In a tyPe of Galician Poetry
in which parallel stanzas are a fearure there is a variation known as

encadenamiento inwhich the first line of the third stenza is the second

line of the third stanza. This is followed by a new line. See also rn*ze'

RIMA.

enchiridion (Gk'manual') A book that can be carried by hand' See
GUTDEDOOK; HANDBOOK; MANUAL; VADE MECUM.

encomium (L from Gk 'praise') Formal eulogy in prose or verse
glorifying people, objects, ideas or events. Originally it was a Greek
ihot"i song itrcelebradon of a hero, sung at the komos or triumphal
procession at the end of the Olympic games. Pindar v/rote some enco-
miastic odes praising the winners. Many English Poets have produced
encomiastic verse: Milton's Ode on tbe Morning of Cbrist\ Natiztity

$62); Dryden's Song for St Cecilia\ Day $687); Gray's Hymn to
Adoersity Gl+z); 

'Vordsworth's Ode to Drtty (r8o5). Encomium can
also be the vehicle of irony (q.o.) as Erasmus demonstrated in Moriae
Encomium 'The Praise of Folly' (ttog), a setire directed against the
follies of theologians and churchmen. A curiosiry in this genre is the
Panegyrici Ldtini,a collection of encomia on Romen emPerors dating
from 289 to 389. See also EPTNIcIoN; occAstoNAl vERsE; oDE;
PANEGYRIC.

encyclical An official statement by a Pope. They are known by their
opening words (in Latin). Famous recent examples have been: Rerann
Novorim (r89r) by Pope Leo XII! Quadragesimo Anno (r93r) by
Pope Pius XI, so called because it came forty years after Pope Leo's;
Paiem in Terris Gg61) by Pope John XXIII, a landmark in the
Aggiomarnento; and Redemptor Horninis (tglil by Pope john Paul II.

encyclopaedia The term derives from the Greek enkyh,lios'circular' or
'geneial' and paideia'discipline' or 'instruction'. Though not known
to Classical writers, the term embraced that 'circle' of instruction
which included gramrnar, rhetoric, music, mathematics, philosophy,
astronomy and gymnastics. The 6rst use of the term in English aPPears
to be that in Sir Thomas Elyot's Boke named the Gooernour (rJ3r), ̂
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treatise on education. 
'We 

again find the term in the title of Paul Scalich
de Like's Encyclopaediae seu orbis disciplinarurn tdrn sacrarr4rn qudtn
profanaram epistemon $ 5 5 9).

There are three basic kinds of encyclopaedia: (a) those which are
encyclopaedic in intent but not universally comprehensive; (b) com-
prehensive encyclopaedias; (c) special encyclopaedias.

Some famous early encyclopaedic works are Varro's Rerum
Humanarum et Dioindrurn Antiquitates.(rst c. nc), the Elder Pliny's
Historia Nataralis (rst c. e,o), Isidore of Seville's Originum seu
Etymologiarutn Libri (7th c.), Martianus Capella's De Naptiis Mercurii
et Pbilologiae (5thc.) and Rabanus Maurus's De (Jniaerso (gthc.). The
greatest medieval encyclopaedia was the tripartite Speculun of Vincent
de Beauvais (r3th c.):. Speculum Historiale, Speculum Naturale and
Speculum Doctinale. Also to the r3,th c. belongs Bartholomaeus
Anglicus's De Propietatibus Rerum later translated into English by

John of Trevisa (rfgS).
During the Renaissance period and the ryth c. orher encyclo-

paedic works were Johann Heinrich Alsted's Enqtclopaedi,a Carsus
Philosophici (16o8), which was later developed by the author into
Encyclopaedia septern tomis distincta (t6zo). This was one of the last
encyclopaedic works in Latin. Hereafter it was customary ro use rhe
vernacular. Later in this century there appeared Mor6ri's Grand
Dictionnaire Histori4ue (1643-8o), Flofmann's Lexicon Universale
(t62il, Thomas Corneille's Dictionnaire des Arts et des Sciences (t6g+)
and Pierre Bayle's Dictionnaire historiqne et cyitique $69) - all major
works.

In the r8th c. alarge number of important works in English, French
and German were published. Some of the principal ones were:
Universal, Historical, Geograpbical, Chronological and. Classical
Dioionary (tZo); John Harris's Lexicon TechnicaFn, or an Universal
English Diaionary of Arts and Sciences (tZo+); Ephraim Chambers's
Cyclopaedia, or An Uniztersal Diaionary of Arts and Sciences $728).
Upon this monumental work was based the Enqtclop1die ou
Dictionnaire raisonnd des Sciences, des Arts et des Mdtiers $71v76),
which was compiled by D'Alembert and Diderot in 3; volumes.

In ry7t appeared the first edition of the Enqtclopaedi.a Bitannica.
The ten-volume edition - and this was the first atrempr in the English
language to encompass the sum of human knowledge - appeared soon
afterwards (IZZZ-\+). Eminent scholars and scientists have con-
ributed to it. It remains, in its various successive editions, and
continuous revisions, one of the best of all encyclopaedias.

In the rgth and 2oth c. there were an increasing number of ency-
clopaedias which attempted to cope with rhe vast quantities of
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knowledge accumulating daily. Some of the more famous are: Enqt-
clopddie mdthodique ou Pdr ordre de matidres, a work in zoo volumes
which came out between r78r and r83z; a successor to Chambers's
work called rhe Neat Encyclopaedia (r8oz-zo), in 4t volumes;
Brewster's Edinburgh Encyclopaedia Q8oy3r); the Encyclopaedia
M e tr op o liun a (r 8 r 7 - 4 ); Ersch and Grube r's Allge me in e E nq c lop ii die
der Wissenschaften rnd Kiinste (this was 6rst published in r8r8 and
thereafter r57 volumes were produced); rhe Penny Encyclopaedia,
begun in r8j3; the Encyclopaedia Ameicana $8zy3z); another-
veision of Chambers's Encyclopaedia Q86e68); Larousse's Le Grand
Dictionnaire da XIXe si|cle Q866-76); the Encyclopddie Frangaise
(rff l); the Encyclopedia luliana (t9zy39); the Bolshaya Sottietshaya.
Entsiklopedi.a $928-47), in 65 volumes; the Enciclopedia aniaersal
ilustrada earoPeoan eicana (r9oy-3o), in 7o volumes.

There are also many specialist encyclopaedias. The following are
especially notable: the Encyclopaedia of Gardening $8zz) by Loudon;
A Diainnary of Music and Musicians (r87S-9o) by Sir George Grove,
most recently reworked s The New Grove (r98o); the Diaiontry of
National Biography (r882-r9or), to which there ere m^ny supple-
ments; theJeaisb Encyclopaedia $9ot4); the Catholic Encyclopaedia
(tgoZ-t+); the Dictiandry of Applied Cbem*try (r89r, revised in
various editions since); Allgemeines Lexicon der bildender Kiinstler

$9o7-+7), in 37 volumesg rhe Encyclopaedb of Religinn and Etbics
(r9o8-25); and the Encyclopaedia of the Social Sciences Q91*3)- See
DICTIONARY.

endecha (Sp 'dirge, lament') The term may derive from Latin indicia,
'manifestations'. A metrical combination used repeatedly in composi-

tions on sombre themes and made up of Six- or seven-syllable lines,

usually with assonance. The strophic form of th e end.echa real or'royal

lameni', introduced in the r6th c., was usually of four lines. The

endecha is sometimes called e romancillo. A well-known example is

Lope de Vega's Pobre barquilh mta.

end-rhyme This occurs at the end of a line of verse, and is distinguished

from head-rhyme or alliteration (qq.v.) and internal rhyme (q.t.).

end-stopped line A term applied to verse where the sense and meter

coincide in a pause at the end of a line. End-stopped couplets were

characteristic of a great deal of r8th c. poetry. This passage from Popet

Essay on Manillustrates both the end-stopped line and the open-ended

line:

All narure is but art unknown to thee,
All chance, direction which thou canst not see;
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All discord, harmony not understood;
All panial evil, universal good;
And, spite of pride, in erring reason's spite,
One truth is clear:'S(hatever is, is right.

The incidence of the end-stopped line has been used to date
Shakespeare's plays and other works. ,See crosrD coupLET; coupLET;
ENJAMBEMENT; HEROTC COUPLET; OPEN COUPLET; STNGLE-MOULDED

LINE.

engagement See cor{MTTMENT.

English sonnet See soNrr.rBr.

English Stage Company Founded in ryJ6 by George Devine
Q9re66) at the Royal Court Theatre, London. The Royal Court had
opened in 1888 and was originally named The Court. Early on ir
became distinguished in theatrical history because it was there that
Harley Granville Barker $877-1945) established George Bernard
Shaw in the theatre, besides presenting classics, Shakespeare, new plays
and the work of European playwrights, all in the course of the years
rgo4-7. Devine's contribution to a revival of British drama was
immeasurable, and it was he who established dramatists such as John
Osborne, Arnold'Wesker, Edward Bone, David Storey, N. F. Simpson,
Christopher Logue, Samuel Beckett, John Arden et al. Classics were
also presented, plus the plays of some European dramatists such as

Jean-Paul Sartre, Jean Genet, Brecht and EugEne Ionesco. After his
death Devine's adventurous policy vras continued under various

. directors and yet more dramatists were inroduced, including
Heathcote 

'Iflilliams, 
Joe Orton, Christopher Hampton, E. A.

Vhitehead, David Hare, Athol Fugard, Brian Friel, Howard Barker,
Howard Brenton and Caryl Churchill. In ry69 the srudio Theatre
Upstairs was opened.

englyn A group of strict \felsh merers. The englyn monorhyme (q.r,.)
is the most popular of all the strict meters. See also cvNGHANEDD;
CYITYDD.

enjambement (F 'in-striding' from jambe,'leg') Running on of the
sense beyond the second line of one couplet (,q.v.) into the first line of
the next. The device was commonly used by r5th and rTth c. poers
but much less frequently in the r8th c. The Romantic poers revived its
use. This was part of the reaction against what were felt to be restric-
tive rules governing the composition of verse. This example is from
Keats's Endymion, a poem in which he used it often:
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Vho, of men, can tell
That flowers would bloom, or that green fruit would swell

To melting pulp, that fish would have bright mail,
The earth its dower of river, wood, and vale,
The meadows runnels, runnels pebble-stones,
The seed its harvest, or the lute its tones,
Tones ravishment, or ravishment its sweet
If human souls did never kiss and greet?

See crosEo coupLET; END-sroPPED LrNE; REJET; RUN-oN LrNE.

enlightenment A term used to describe a literary and philosophical

rnou.nt.nt in Europe berween c. t66o and c. r77o.InGerman the term

is Aufhkrung and the period is referred to as rhe Zeitaher der

Aufhhrung. It England it is sometimes referred to as 'the- Age of

Reason'. fhe period was characterized by a profound faith in the

powers of human reason and a devotion to clarity of thought, to

h"r-otry, proportion and balance. Most of the best writers and

philosophers of the period expressed themselves in lucid and often

luminous prose. Some of the most notable figures were: (a) in

Germany - Kant (r724-r8o4), who included Wbat is Enlightenment?.
(rZ8+) among his many works; Moses Mendelssohn $72y86); and

Lessing Q7z9-tr); (b) in France - Voltaire $694-177S) and Diderot

$713-8$; (c) in England - Locke (r632-t7o4); Newton (r642-t727);

Berkeley $685-t79); Johnson (r7oy-84); *d Hume (tVr-76). See

also wcvsrAN AcE: DEq9RUM; 6REAT cHArN oF BErNG; sruRM UND

DRANG.

finoneil/€nonciation Technical terrns in structuralist thoery. The

hnoncd is the utterance; 1nonciation is the act or Process of utterance.

The latter half of this distinction has allowed post-structuralist theo-

rists to differentiate between the narratorial voice and the voice of its

subject, pafticularly in first-person narratives, where, in the sentence
'I must ad-it that when I was young I found it difficult not to credit

the existence of ghos$', the narrator's voice is the 1nonciation and that

of the reported"earlier belief in ghosts is the 6nonc6. Enonciation is

much more marked in first- (and second-) person narratives, where

the difference becween the narrating voice and its past self (or that of

its other subjects) is obvious and pronounced; third-person narratives

can often occlude the distinction by emphasizing the 6nonc6, as in the

phrase .W'hen he was young he found it hard not to credit the exis-

irt.r of ghosts', where the narrative voice, though undoubtedly

present, is not so clearly marked out by personal pronouns. See

NARRATOR.
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enoplius A term in Classical Greek prosody which has the meaning and
force of being'in martial arms', or'up in arms'. The verse scheme was
either:

u t / t t v / v r - t / /

or:
ut r-, / ut u, / ut ut/ /.

enlahda (Sp 'salad, medley, mix-up') Colloquially a 'hodge-podge'

and, in literature, a poem comprising lines and strophes of varying
lengths and various rhyme schemes. Usually a composition of a lyric
nature. Possibly the earliest known example in Spanish is by Fray
Ambrosio Montesinos c. rtoo.

ensenhamen An Old Provengal form of didactic poem. They were
usually composed in a non-lyrical meter. Their burden (q.o.) was nor-
mally advice or instruction, on a variety of topics. .lee prpecrrc
POETRY.

entelechy A term used by Aristotle to denote the realization or com-
plete expression of something that was porential. Later it was used by
writers to signify what helped to develop perfection.

entertainment As a specific literary classification, a term used by
Graham Greene to distinguish his serious novels from his more light-
hearted ones. For instance, he classes The Poarcr and the Glory and
The End, of tbe Affair as novels; A Gun for Sale end Oiur Man in
H aaana as'entertainments'.

entr'acte (F 'between act') A short interlude, often musical, to divert
an audience between the acts of a play.

entrem6s A Spanish term deriving from French entremet* A diversion
(dramatic or otherwise) between the courses of a banquet. In Catalonia
they were called entra.lneses and the term was later applied to dra-
matic interludes during the Corpus Christi procession. In Castilian,
during the r5th and ryth c., they were brief comic interludes per-
formed between the acts of a play. Many were written by well-known
dramatists, including Cervantes, Lope de Vega and Calder6n. In the
r8th c., similar enteftainments were named sainete; and in the rgth c.,
the gdnero chico was comparable. See a/so rNtn'ecTE; TNTERLUDE;
INTERMEZZI.

entremets Seenvrnrufs.

envelope \7hen the envelope device is used a line or a stanza is re-
peated, either in the same form or with a slight variation, to enclose
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the rest of the poem. There are several variations. Keats uses the first

four lines of Tbe Mermaid Tartern to envelop the rest of the Poem at

the end.
An envelope stanza also denotes a group of lines which has enclosed

rhymes - say, abba. Tennyson used this stanza form in In Memoriarn.

envoi (F 'a sending on the way') Also enooy. A final st^nza, shorter

than the preceding ones, often used in the balhde (q.2,.) and cbant

royal (q.v.).ln a balhde there are usually four lines, in chant royal five

or seven. The enz,oi also repeats the refrain (q.v.) of the Poem. Among

English poets Chaucer used it in Lenaoy de Chaacer i Scogan and in

Lenvoy de Chaucer i Buhton. But Chaucer's envoi to Scogan was

equal in length to the other stanzas. Scott, Southey, Swinburne and

\flilde, among others, also employed the device. More recently'

Chesterton, in A Ballade of an Anti-Puritan;

Prince Bayard would have smashed his sword
To see the sort of knights you dub -

Is that the last of them - O Lord!
\[ill someone take me to a pub?

epanados (Gk 'a repeating of words') A figure of speech in which a- 
word or a phrase is repeated at the beginning and middle, or at the

middle and end of a sentence. As in this line from Philip Sidneyt

Arcadia: 'Flear you this soul-invading voice, and count it but a voice?'

See rpeNe.r,EPsls.

epanalepsis (Gk'a taking up again') A figure of speech which contains- 
a repetition of a word or words after other words have come between

them. There is good example at the beginning of Paradise Loit:

Say first, for Heaven hides nothing from thy view,

Nor the deep tract of Hell, say 6rst what cause

Moved our grand Parents, in that htPPy state. . .

See eNaorpt,osrs; EPANADoS; REPETTTToN.

epanaphora SeenNepuone'.

epanorthosis (Gk 'setting straight again') A figure of speech in which

something said is corrected or commented on.

epic An epic is a long narrative poem, on a grand scale, about the deeds- 
of warriors and heroes. It is a polygonal, 

'heroic' story incorporating

myth, legend, folk tale and history. Epics are often of national

significance in the sense that they embody the history and aspirations

of a nation in a lofty or grandiose manner.
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Basically, there are two kinds of epic: (a) primary - also known as
oral or primitive; (b) secondary - also known as literary. The first
belongs to the oral tradition (q.o.) and is thus composed orally and
recited; only much later, in some cases, is it written down. The second
is written down at the start.

In category (a) we may place, for example, Gilgamesh, Ili,ad and
Odyssey, Beowulf, the lays of the Elder Edda and the epic cycles or
narodne pesrne (q.".) of the South Slavs. In category (b) we may pur
Virgil's Aeneid, Lucan's Pharsalia, the anonymous Song of Roland,
Camo6nst Os Lusiadas, Tasso's Gerusalemme Liberara, Milton's
Paradise Lost and Victor Hugot La L6gende des sidcles.

There is also ^ very large number of other poems which might be
put into one or other category. The majoriry belong approximately to
category (b).

Gilgarnesb, the Sumerian epic (c. 3ooo rc), is the earliest extanr work
in the oral tradition. It recounts the adventures of the king of that
name, his travels with Enkidu the wild man, Enkidu's death and then
the journey of Gilgamesh to the Babylonian Noah, Utnapishtim - the
only man known to have discovered the secret of immortality.
Utnapishtim shows him the plant of life. On his return a snake robs
Gilgamesh of the plant, but the king consoles himself with the fame
he has gained as the builder of the walls of Erech. The poem; which is
in twelve books, is an account of a man's search for glory and eternal
life.

Next come the Homeric epics, Iliad and Odyssey (c. rooo nc),
whose heroes are Achilles and Odysseus respecrively. The lliad
recounts the story of the wars between the Greeks and the Trojans,
and in particular the anger of Achilles caused by Agamemnon's slight,
and how Achilles slew Hector and dragged his body round the walls
of Troy. The Odyssey relates the adventures of Odysseus during his
return from the Trojan wars to his island home in Ithaca.

Beowulf survives in a single MS (probably of the roth c., though a
much earlier date is ascribed to the composition of the poem - very
likely some time in the 8th c.). The poem relates the exploits of a le-
gendary Geatish hero who first rids the Danish kingdom o{ Hrothgar
of two demonic monsters: Grendel and Grendel's mother. Later in the
story, after a,long reign (a period which appears to have been of little
interest to the epic poet), Beowulf meers a dragon, kills it with the help
of \trfliglaf, but dies of his wounds.

These primary epics have features in common: a cenrral figure of
heroic, even superhuman calibre, perilous journeys, various misad-
vennlres, a strong element of the supernatural, repetition of fairly long
passages of narrative or dialogue, elaborate greetings, digressions, epic
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similes (panicularly in the Homeric poems), long speeches, vivid and

direct descriptions of the kind favoured by the ballad-maker and, in

general, a lofty tone; the tone of Classical tragedy. All is larger than

life. A furcher and important characteristic of primary epic is the use

of the stock epithet, known as the Homeric epithet and the kenning
(qq.a.).

Primary epic is, in many cases, the result of a number of lays
ballads being gradually joined together by a poet or bard. The lays or

ballads are of common knowledge and of common inheritance and

have been often recited by ebard, rhapsodist, scop, shald, gushr, trou-

badour or gleeman (qq.o.).There eventually comes a time when, in an

increasingly literate society, the lays or ballads are written down for

the use of minsrels.
In Book VIII of the Odyssey there is a kind of inset' description of

the blind bard or musician which gives us an insight into the comPo-

sition of oral epic. Homer describes how a herald leads in a favourite

bard who is placed in a silver-srudded chair in the midst of the

company. The herdd then hangs the bard's lyre on a Peg iust above

his fiead and guides the bard's hand to it. After the company has

finished eadng and drinking the bard is inspired by the Muse to sing

about famous men. He chooses a Passage from a well-known lay

which recounts a quarrel beween Odysseus and Achilles and how

they fell out at a ceremonial banquet.
About a third of the way throu gh Beowalf there is an account of

how a thane of the company began to comPose alay about Beowulf.

Now and then the famous warriors let their bay horses gallop, -

run on in races, where the country tracks seemed suitable, - excel-

lent in repute.
At times a thane of the king, a warrior filled with poetic elo-

quence, who remembered many lays, who recollected countless old

tiaditions, framed a new story in words correcdy linked. The man

began to set forth with shill the deed of Beowulf, and fluently to

tell a well-told tale, - to weave together his words.
(J.R. Clark Hall's translation)

There are many other instances of oral epic and one may suPPose

that in the more primitive societies the Homeric tradition of primary

epic still exists. It certainly does among the South Slavs.

Secondary epic is composed by being written down in the first

place. Early and important instances in Classical literatuie are the

works of Naevius and Ennius. Naevius (c. z7vc.l99 nc) wrcite a long

epic in Saturnian verse about the First Punic lVar. Ennius (u i9-r69 rc)
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composed Annales, in eighteen books. Neither work survives
complete.

Both these authors wrote of Roman history and legend, but Virgil
is generally regarded as the first national poet. The Aeneid (c. 3o-rg
nc) records and celebrates the foundation of Rome by Aeneas after
many hazardous adventures following upon the Trojan wars and the
fall of Troy. As in many other epics (primary and secondary) there is
the central heroic 6gure, and there are many elemenrs of Homeric epic
in the poem. One might even say that the Aeneid was rhe Roman's
answer and challenge to the Greek epics. Certainly Virgil's style and
method recall Homer's (invocations, digressions, similes), but Virgil is
a more 'civilized'poet, a more conscious and 'contriving' 

artist. He
also has an intense feeling for and sense of the past.

Two other Latin poets wrote works on an epic scale: Ovid and
Lucan. Ovid's Metamorphoses (rst c. eo) in fifteen books, in tone and
style - indeed, in many ways - is epic in the manner of Virgil, but, by
comparison, it is a diffused, episodic and very nearly sprawling.cre-
ation; and it has no central hero. Broadly speaking Ovid adopted the
framework of epic and worked into it anything he felt like including,
rather as Dante did in the Diztina Commedia though that is a rnuch
more elaborately constructed poem. In more modern times, and at a
humbler level, Ezra Pound inCantos and DavidJones inAnathemata
have both composed major works in the mode of what may be called
'collage' epic. It should be noted that Ovid's influence in the late
Middle Ages and during the Renaissance period was immense, very
nearly as great as Virgil's.

Lucan's Pbarsalia (rst c. eo) is an epic poem about the civil war
between Caesar and Pompey. Lucan based the structure and style on
that of other epic poets and, though unfinished, the poem was intend-
ed to have the full epic treatment, and did include many, by then, estab-
lished epic conventions. Flowever, it seems generally agreed that
Pharsalia is very uneven, though fitfully splendid - largely because of
its fine descriptive passages and glittering epigrams.

Apart from the llias Latina, aLatinversion of the lliad composed
in the rst c. AD, there is little of note in epic in Europe for the best
part of a thousand years. Outside Europe, however, there are the great
Indian epics, the Mahabbarata and the Ramayana - both of. very
uncertain date though the former is ascribed to a period AD joo-too.
Towards the end of the first millennium the Persian Firdowsi com-
posed Sbab-Nameh, a national epic, the equivalent of the Aeneid and
Os Lasi,adas.

Though epic appears to be dormant in Europe for a thousand years
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we may suppose that the oral tradition was still alive and that materi-

als weie being gathered for the good reason that in the rrth and rzth

c. a considerable body of epic poetry oral in origin, was being written

down in order to preserve it, and a considerable quantity of literary

epic was also composed.
The Chanson de Rohnd (c. rroo) was probably the best of all the

chansons de gestes (q.o.). Then came the Spanish Poema de mio Cid (c.

rzoo); the Provengal epic Chanson de h Croisade Albigeore (r3th c.);

the German Kudrun (c. tz4o) and the Nibelangenlied (early r3th c.);

the French epic Haon de Bordeaux (c. rzzo); the Middle Dutch epic

Beatijs (r4th c.); Heliand, the only surviving German epic in alliter-

ative long lines; the Dede Korknt stories, which are rwelve Turkish epic

tales of the oral tradition collected in the r4th c.; not to mention the

great body of Eddic and Skaldic Poetry and the Icelandic sagas (q.o.).

Other notable epics are: (a) a group of Armenian tales (comparable

to Russian bylina, q.o.)belonging to the roth or r rth c. and first taken

dos'n in dialect versions in 1873 and given the general title Daaid of

Sasan; (b) the Tatar epic Edigei (r4th-r yth c.); (c) the Finnish nation-

al epic Kalevah ('Land of Kalevala'), comprising numerous folksongs

collected and taken down in the rgth c.; (d) the Kaleoid, the Estonian

national epic.
At some stage primary and secondary epic were, in a sense, begin;

ning to overlap and ittfluence each other. In some parts of the world

thisprocess wes to continue for a long time. For example, the Serbian

noridnt pesme ('peoples' songs'), which comprise various cycles of

national epic, were being collected and recorded in the r9th c., but one

could still hear them being composed and recited according to ancient

oral tradition in the r95os.
In general, from early in the l3th c. litertry or secondary epic

becomes the main form - and in this, Virgil is the principd influence.

This is particularly apparent in the works of the two great Italian Poets
Dante and Petrarch. Early in the r4th c. Dante wrote his Divina

Commedia (c. 13ro) in ltalian; later in the century Petrarch wrote his

epic Africa in Latin. The Diaina Comrnedia is a'personal'epic, a kin!

oT autobiographical and spiritual Aeneid. Africa records the struggle

between Rome and Carthage.
Neither Langland's Piers Plown dn nor Chaucer's Canterbury Tales

(both late r4th c.) have any claims as conventional epics, but by virnre

of their range, diversiry and scale they are of epic proPortions - just

as Ovid's Metamorphoses are. Their imaginative depth and scope, too,

rival the aspirations of their great epic predecessors.

A hundred and more years later two Italian Poets cre*edwhat was

very nearly a new form of epic - a long Poer,n which was both roman-
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tic and comic. Hitherto the world of epic had been overwhelmingly
masculine and any love interest or anything approaching a heroine
was rare. Boiardo's unfinished Orlando Innantorato (late r Sth c.)
dealt with three main themes: Charlemagnet wars against Gradasso
and Agramante; Orlando's love for Angelica; Ruggiero's love for
Bradamante. Ariosto's Orkndo Furioso (tllt) was a sequel to it.
Orlando is driven mad by love for Angelica; but the heroine is
Bradamante, and the love between her and Ruggiero is the main
subject of the work. The poem contains a certain amount of mockery
of chivalric ideals and knightly prowess.

There are two other outstanding European epics of the r5th c.,
namely Camo6ns's Os Lusiadas $572) and Tasso's Gerusalemrne
Liberata (r1l1 ).The first is Classical and Virgilian in structure and
spirit, and indeed Camo6ns set out to do for Portugal what Virgil had
done for Rome. It has for its theme Vasco da Gama's discovery of the
sea*route to India. In the course of the poem, by narrative and ihrough
'prophecy', Camo6ns covers the whole history of Portugal, and in
doing so creates a 'nationalistic' epic in which the poet sees the
Portuguese waging a holy war against paganism. Tassot subject is the
recovery of Jerusalem in the First Crusade. It is thus a Christian rarher
than a 'nationalistic' epic. It has many heroes and heroines, owes a
good deal to the tradition of the medieval romance (q.".) and contains
a strong element of the chivalric and supernatural. It is also a didactic
and allegorical poem.

Spenser's Tbe Faerie Qaeene (tt89, rt96) was the greatest narrative
poem in r5th c. English literature. It is a mixture of epic and romance
for which Spenser designed what has come to be known as the
Spenserian stanza (q.".). He apparently planned it in rwelve books, but
only six, and a further fragment, survive. The poet was obviously con-
scious of working in the grand epic tradition. In the prefatory letter,
to Sir'Walter Ralegh, he mentioned as his four greatest predecessors:
Homer, Virgil, Ariosto and Tasso.

Spenser orgarized the poem as an extended and elaborate allegory
or 'darke conceit', as he put it, using the material of the Arrhurian
legends and the Charlemagne romances. The hero of each book rep-
resents a virnre, and the poem is throughout a didacdc work of aston-
ishing complexiry richness and allusiveness.

In addition it should be noted that it is a courtesy book (q.o.), rhe
most elaborate and couftly of all books of etiquette in an age which
produced so many of them. In the same prefatory letter to Sir'Walter
Ralegh, Spenser made perfectly clear what his intention was: 'The gen-
erall end therefore of all the booke is to fashion a gentleman or noble
person in vernrous and gentle discipline.'
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The Faerie Queene brings to an end the tradition of the epic of
chivalry - and the whole cult of chivalry which, by this dme, was

beginning to come under satirical attack. However, ultimately, Spenser
was to have almost as much influence (some of it baneful) on the form
and style of the narrative poem as Milton was to have a cenrury later
with Paradise Lost; arguably the greatest of all the post-Classical epic

Poems.
There was something of e creze for epic near the middle of the lTth

c., especially in France where a number of poets produced works, most

of which are now barely readable and are certainly seldom read.
Among them one might mention Saint-Amant's Moyse saaztd G6S),
Godeau's Saint Panl $6y4), Chapelain's La Pucelle (t616), Desmarets's

Clovis (t6SZ), Louis le Laboureur's Cbarlemdgne (t66$ and Carel de
Saint-Garde's Childebrand. $666). One might also mention at this
point Cowley's unfinished Davi.deis $656), a twelve-book epic in the
Virgilian tradition, in rhyming couplets. Two years later Milton began
dictating Paradise Lost,rhetheme of which was the loftiest" the grand-

est and, in many ways, the most difficult ever undertaken by any poet.
At the very beginning of the poem, in a traditional and conventional
manner, he states his intention and makes clear the magnirude of his
task:

Of Man's first disobedience, and the fruit
Of that forbidden tree, whose mortal taste
Brought death into the \florld, and all our woe'
\fith loss of Eden, till one greater Man
Restore us, and regain the blissful seat,
Sing Heavenly Muse.. .

I thence
Invoke thy aid to my adventurous song,
That with no middle flight intends to soar
Above th'Aonian mount, while it pursues
Things unattempted yet in prose or rime.

Then he invokes the aid of the Holy Ghost Himself.
Milton's least soluble problem was how to create a convincing God:

the first cause uncaused, omniscient and omnipotent; and at the same

time preserve an element of doubt and suspense in his story.
Milton was an immensely learned poet and had srudied the work

of his predecessors in epic in great detail. Preparing long and
beginning late, he trained himself for the feat. One feels that he

was fully conscious of the fact that he was competing at an Olympic
level in the most arduous maratJton of all and was staking everything
on it.
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Thus, the poem has the full epic apparaflrs: invocations, digressions,
similes,legend, history folklore, magic and the supernatural, eloquent
speeches, perilous journeys, battles, and scenes in the underworld. The
range is colossal, the sweep majestic.

The sequel, Paradise Regained, (r67t), is also an epic poem (in four
books). Most people would probably agree that in this poem Milton
has run out of steam, and he only occasionally attains the level of
Paradise Lost in the scenes of the temptations of Christ.

It has become a commonplace that Milton wrote the last mai.or epic,
or the last poem that can be described with minimal reservations as
epic. It may be so, but the last Joo years have produced a large number'
of narratives (in prose and verse) which have continued the epic tra-
dition by virtue of their scale, their heroic themes and their elevated
style.

In the late ryth c., when there was something of an obsession with
the 'heroic', there set in a reaction against the heroic. This resulted in
mock-epic (q.".).In general, poets tended to modify and reduce the
scale and scope of narrative poems, even while retaining the mode and
manner of the full-dress epic with all or much of its conventional eppa-
ratus. Dryden's Absalorn and Achitophel (r58r), for instance, is con-
ducted in fully ceremonial manner. Later came Pope's TIte Rape of tbe
Locle $7r$ and The Dunciad, (1728, r73).It should be noted also
that Dryden did a fine ranslation of the Aeneid and that Pope did an
equally good one of rhe lliad.

The next major poet to attempt an epic-type poem was Byron,
whose Don Juan (t8ry-24) has many of the trappings and features of
epic even though it is satire. Keats, his contemporary after a careful
scudy of. Parad,ise Lost, wrote Hypeion (r8r8-r9); again epic in
manner and in both versions unfinished. Later in the rgth c. Matthew
Arnold, \Tilliam Morris, Tennyson, and Browning all wrote epic
works. Arnold's principal attempts are Sohrab and Rustum (t81;), in
the Homeric and Miltonic style and marked by some particularly
magnificent Miltonic similes; and Balder Dead (r8ll), which was
much more in the Homeric manner. \filliam Morris's The Lift and
Death of Jason Q86) is an uneasy mixture of Chaucerian and Miltonic
influences. Tennyson's contribudon to epic was ldylls of tbe King.
Tennyson spent well over fory years, on and off, creating this work;
beginning in r84z wirh Morte D'Artbur and concluding with the
melfth idyll in r88y. Browning also wrote a twelve-book epic called
Tbe Ring and tbe Booh (1858), a highly original poem in style and
subject. In the rgth c. we also find examples of what may be called
'autobiographical'epic (a kind which has been considerably developed
in the 2oth c.). The outstanding instances in the rgth c. are
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\(ordsworth's The Prelade
published until I8yo), and
r 8 r4).

In France the r 8th c. produced one considerable epic in the shape
of Voltaire's La Henriade Q7z8), but this is not generally thought to
be one of his best works. His mock-heroic La Pucelle (tlS) is much

readable. In the following century French poets were prolific
epic form, or at any rate in long narrative poems. There are

many instances of which the following are notable: Alfred de Vigny's
Hdl*na (r8zz), Le Ddluge (r8zj) and EIoa (r824); Lamartine'sJocelyn
(1835) end La Chute d'un ange (r83S); Louis M6nardt Prorndtbde
ddlfurd (r8+f); Soumet's Jeanne d'Arc (r8+l); Viennet's Franciade
(r863); Victor de Laprade's Pernette (r868); Leconte de Lisle's Quain
(r86fl; and, above all, Victor Hugot La Ldgende des siicles (t8t9,

r877,  r883) .
There have been other attempts 4t epic which should be mentioned.

For example, the American Joel Barlow's Vision of Colambus (t787),

which was re-named the Colambiad in r8o7. Also Valt 
'S(Ihitman's

Leaves of Grass (t8tt, 1856, r85o) and Ferguson's Congal $S7z).
In the zoth c. several poets have written works of merit on an epic

scale, such as Pound's 'collage' epic Cantos Q9z5-6). An earlier work,
less well known, but reminiscent in some ways of the Cantos is
Paterson (t9aG58)-by Villiam Carlos Ifilliams. This, too, is a kind of
collage of autobiographical material. So is David Jones's Anathemata
(rgsz).

Most people would probably include three other long poems of the
2oth c.: Saint-John Perse's Anabase (tgz+), which was translated by
T. S. Eliot and published as Anabasis in ry3o; Kazantzakis's Odyssey,
a twenty-four book poem of over 3j,ooo lines which continues the

story of Odysseus after he has returned home; and Vasco Popa's
Secandary Heaaen Q968),a series of cycles which constitute a diffused
autobiographical work.

In some respects it seems that the zoth c. epic poet has tended to
employ the subjective stream of consciousness (q.".) method of the
novelist. This is apparent in several of the works mentioned, and also
in Andrew Young's remarkable poem A Tratteller in Time (r9yo), in

rwelve pafts plus a thirteenth which is a kind of conclusion or epi-

logue. It is a form of pilgrimage of the soul, the memory and the mind
back to early Christian times; almost a 'pilgrim's regress'.

In the last hundred years or more the novel, the cinema and, to a
lesser extent, the theatre have been much favoured media for narra-
tives on an epic scde. In retrospect it seems fairly logical that as the
novel (q.".) developed so the novelist would find it an increasingly
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suitable vehicle for a grandiose treatment of individual and national
destiny. Indeed, there has been an impressive number of novels which
can fairly be described as epic in their range and magnitude. Famous
instances are: Flerman Melville's Moby-Dich ft85r); Tolstoy'sWar and
Peace Q865-72) and Anna Karenina Q8754); Jaroslav Haiek's Tbe
Good Sold,ier Schweih (r9ze4), a 'comic' epic in the picaresque (q.v.)
tradition; Joyce's Finnegans Wake (rglil; Steinbeck's The Grapes of
Wrath (tglil; Ivo Andri6's Travniiha Kronika (translated as 'Bosnian

Story') ry41, and, Na Drini Caprija (translated as 'Bridge on the
Drina') ry48;Parrick rUfl'hite's Tbe Tree of Man (rg16) and Voss (rg1il1'
and Pasternak's Dr Zhioago (tgSZ).

The cinema has tended to be the medium for creations on an epic
scale in the zoth c. but often the epic makers have been too big for
their books; a shortcoming cleverly summarized in the clerihew (q,o.),

Cecil B. de Mille
Rather against his will
'Was 

persuaded to leave Moses
Out of the\trflars of the Roses.

In a more modest fashion, epic theatre (q.o.) has had some success.
Uldmately epic aspires to grandeur of no common sort; ro a srate

where men transcend their human limitations and, for a time at least,
become more obviously in the image of God-like creatures. In epic the
men are ten feet tall. In epic, to apply \(ordsworth's lines from Book
I of Tbe Prelude, no familiar shapes remain,

no pleasant images of trees,
Of sea or sky, no colours of green fields;
But huge and mighty.forms, that do not live
Like living men

See npvtrtoN; NARRATTVE vERsE; RoMANcE.

epicedium (Gk 'funeral song') A song of mourning in praise of a dead
person, sung over the corpse. A threno.s (or dirge, Q.a.), on the other
hand, might be sung anywhere. See rrrcrec DrsrrcH; ELEGv; MoNoDy.

epic simile An extended simile (q.o.), in some cases running to fifteen
or twenty lines, in which the comparisons.made are elaborated in con-
siderable detail. It is a common feature of epic (q.,,r.) poetry but is
found in other kinds as well. A good example will be found in Milton:
'as when a wandering fire . . . So glistered the dire snake' (Paradise
Lost,IX,6l+-++). See also cATALocuE vERsE.

epic theatre A form of drama and a method of presentation developed
in Germany in the rgzos.It originated in the neae Sachlicbkeit (q.v.)
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period in Berlin and the term was 6rst used of the early plays of Arnolt
Bronnen, particularly Vatermord Qgzz), which very nearly caused a
riot, and of Alfons Paquetb Fabnen (t924),which was subtitled'epic'
and was produced by Erwin Piscator for his socialist theatre. Piscator
was the founder and director of this influential movement. Since then
the term 'epic theatre' has been most closely associated with Bertolt
Brecht ( r 898-1 9 5 6). Epic theatre was a break with established dramatic
styles. In Brecht's words, the 'essential point of epic theatre is that it

appeals less to the spectator's feelings than to his reason'. It denotes a
form of narrative/chronicle play which is didactic, which is not
restricted by the uniry of time and which presents a series of episodes
in a simple and direct w^y: a kind of linear narration ('each scene for
itself'). Notable features are the use of a Chorus (q.o.), a narrator, slide
projection, film, placards and music. Much epic drama was devoted to
the expression of political ideas and ideals, though not overtly propa-
gandist. In many ways it has much in common with documentary
theatre (q.rr.).

Brecht discusses the concept in various works. He summarized it
in his Mabagonny notes in r93o, and wrote at length of it in his essay
Uber die Verutendung der Musih fiir eine episcbe Biihne (r93y). He
also expressed views about it in his unfinished dialogue Der
Messinghaaf, written ber'q/een ry37 and r91t, end in ry49 published
Kleines Organon fnr das Tbeater, his main theoretical work on the
toPlc.

Piscator's dramatization of HaSek's novel Tbe Good Soldier
Schweih (in r9z8) and War and Peace (in r94z) are two of the major
works in epic drama. Brecht's Tbreepenny Opera QgzS) and Mother

Courage and Her ChiJdren (tg+t) are two others. M*y dramatists
have been influenced by Piscator's work and by Brecht's theory and
the practice of that theory in his plays. Among playwrights writing
in German one should mention Diirrenmatt, Dorst, Frisch, Flacks,

Hildesheimer, \falser and \(eiss. See also AGITPRoP DRAMA; ALrEN-
ATrON EFFECT; CHRONTCLE PLAY; COMMTTMENT; EXPRESSIONTSM; PRO-

PAGAND$ TOTAL THEATRE.

epideictic (Gk 'shown upon') Epideictic oratory was a branch of clas-
sical rhetoric (q.o.) used to praise or blame somebody or something in
public. For example, a funeral oration, a panegyric (q.a.). So anything
epideictic is intended for public display. Such poetry is for a special
public occasion. For example, occasional verse (q.",). See rxcouruu;
EPITHALAMION; ODE.

Epigon lCXE;,'after' * gon,'birth') Aterm generallyusedin German
to describe writers who are derivative and who work in and are
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influenced by the manner and tradition of distinguished predecessors.
Hence the idea of a later generation who follows on. Its use is associ-
ated with Karl Immermann's popular novel Di.e Epigonen $$6).

epigram (Gk 'inscription') As a rule a short, witry statement in verse
or prose which may be complimentary satiric or aphoristic. Coleridge
defined it as:

A dwarfish whole,
Its body brevity, and wit its soul.

Originally an inscription on a monument or starue, the epigram devel-
oped into a literary genre. Many of them are gathered in the Greeh
Anthology (compiled c. 92t).Roman authors, especially Martial, also
composed them.

The form was much cultivated in the rTth c. in England byJonson,
Donne, Herrick, Villiam Drummond of Hawthornden, Dryden and
Swift, and in the r8th c. by Pope, Prior, Richard Kendal, Burns and
Blake. Coleridge also showed adroitness in the form, as in these lines
on John Donne:

Vith Donne, whose muse on dromedary rom,
'Wreathe 

iron pokers into true-love knots;
Rhyme's sturdy cripple, fancy's m ze and clue,
\flit's forge and fire-blasq meaning's press and screw.

In the rgth c. Landor is generally regarded as the expeft of the genre.
He wrote a good many, and this is one:

Go on, go on, and love away!
Mine was, another's is, the day.
Go on, go on, thou false one! now
Upon his shoulder rest thy brow,
And look into his eyes until
Thy own, to find them colder, fill.

Mention should also be made of Belloc and'$falter de la Mare, both
of whom made distinguished contribudons to this form. For example,
Belloc's:

\(hen we are dead, some Hunting-boy will pass
And find a stone half-hidden in tall grass
And grey with age: but having seen that stone
(\ftich was your image) ride more slowly on.

And de la Mare's:
'Homo? Construe!' the stern-faced usher said.

Groaned Georger'A man, sir.'.'Yes,
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Now sapiens?'. . . George shook a stubborn head,
And sighed in deep distress.

Occasionally in verse an epigram takes the form of a couplet or qua-

vain (qq.v.) as part of a poem, as in this example by Pope in the Essay

on Criticism:

Ve think our fathers fools, so wise we gro%
Our wiser sons, no doubt, will think us so.

In more recent times the verse epigram has become relatively rare,

but very many (especially from the r6th c. onwards) have used the
form in prose or speech to express something tersely and wittily. These

are fairly recent examples: A Protestant, if he wants aid or advice on
any matter, can only go to his solicitor (Disraeli); Forty years of
romance make a woman look like a ruin and forry years of marriage
make her look like a public building (Oscar \Ufilde); He fMacaulay]
has occasional flashes of silence that make his conversation perfectly
delighdul (Sydney Smith); The optimist proclaims that we live in the
best of all possible worlds; and the pessimist fears this is true (J.H.

Cabell); God made women beautiful so that men would love them;
and he made them stupid so that they could love men (attributed to
La Belle Otero, the rgth c. courtezan).

Some other famous epigrammatists have been Lord Chesterfield,
Byron, George Bernard Shaw, F. E. Smith (Lord Birkenhead) and
Ogden Nash. See also ANTTTHEsTs; EPTTAPH.

epigraph Four meanings may be distinguished: (a) an inscription on a

starue, stone or building; (b) the writing (legend) on a coing (c) a quo-

tation on the tide page of a book; (d) a motto (q.r,.) heading a new

section or paragraph.

epigraphy (Gkepi,'upon' + graphein,'to write') The srudy of inscrip-
tions incised on a durable material (e.g. marble, stone, mehl, steel) and
found on tombs, statues, plaques, tablets, public buildings, sarcopha-
gi, etc. Inscriptions are a vital source of knowledge about the ancient
world. See rprcnRpn.

epilogue Three meanings may be distinguished: (a) a short speech to be
delivered at the end of a play. It often makes some graceful and witty

comment on what has happened and asks for the approval, if not the
indulgence, of the audience; (b) the end of a fable (q.".) where the
moral is pointed; (c) the concluding section or p^ragraph of any liter-
ary work, sometimes added as a summary but more often as an after-

thought. See also PRoLocuE.
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epimythium A summary of the moral of a fable (q.2,.) placed at the
end of the fable. If at the beginning it was called a Prom.ythium. See
EPILOGUE.

epinicion A triumphal ode (q.o.) commemorating a victory at the
Olympic Games. As a rule it comprised a number of groups of three
stanzas each, arranged as strophe, antistrophe and epode (qq.zt.) and
gave an account of the victor's success. Simonides, Pindar and
Baccylides all composed epinicia. Euripedes also wrote one for
Alcibiades. See BNcoMruM.

epiphany (Gk'manifestation') The term primarily denotes the festival
which commemorates the manifestation of Christ to the Gentiles in
the persons of the Magi. The feast is observed onJanuary 6th,'Twelfth
Night', the festival of the 'Three Kings'. More generally, the term
denotes a manifestation of God's presence in the world. James Joyce
gave this word a particular literary connotation in his novel Stephen
Hero, part of the first draft of A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man,
which was first published in ry;f.. The relevant passage is:

This riviality made him think of collecting many such moments
together in a book of epiphanies. By an epiphany he meant a sudden
spiritual rnanifestation lmy italics], whether in the vulgariry of
speech or of gesture or in a memorable phase of the mind itself. He
believed that it was for the man of letters to record these epipha-
nies with extreme care, seeing that they themselves are the most del-
icate and evanescent of moments. He told Cranly that the clock of
the Ballast Office was capable of an epiphany.

A little further on he says:

Imagine my glimpses of that clock as the gropings of a spiritual
eye which seeks to adjust its vision to an exact focus. The moment
the focus is reached the object is epiphanized.

Joyce elaborates this theme at considerable length. The epiphany is
a symbol of a spiritual state. This aspect of aesthetic theory is left out
oI A Portrair, but a knowledge of it is essential for an understanding
of Joyce as an artist. Dubliners, A Portrait, Ulysses and Finnegans
Wahe are a series of increasingly complex and revealing insights of
grace as well as intuitions of immortaliry. However, Joyce's descrip-
tion of such an experience does not imply t d,iscooery on his part.
Many writers, especially mystics and religious poets, have conveyed
their experience of epiphanies. Striking instances are to be found in the
poems of George Herbert, Henry Vaughan and Gerard Manley
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Hopkins. And there are particularly fine passages in tVordswofth's

Prelude (Book Ylll, 53y59, andVII, 6o8-23) which describe epipha-
nies (the term he uses is 'spots of time'). Shelley calls these visionary
occasions'moments'; De Quincey,'involutes'.

epiphonema (Gk'after show') A terse summary of an argument (q.a.);

often expressed by means of epigram or sententia (qq.o.). Shakespeare
concludes his sonnets with a neat rhyming couplet which sums up the

argument.

epiplexis (Gk'on-stroke') A form or style of argument which seeks to

shame the interlocutor into seeing the point. For example: 'If you had

any sense at all, you would understand that . . . .'

epiploce (Gk'plaiting together') A term used by Classical prosodists
to denote the various possibilides irr the scansion (q.rt.) of metrical
lines.

epirrhema (Gk'that said afterwards') A speech delivered in the Pdra-
basis (q.zt.) of Old Comedy (q.n.) by the leader of one half of the
Chorus (q.v.) after that part of the Chorus had sung an ode (q.a.). Tt
was usually satirical, didactic or exhortatory.

epische Op"t A term devised by Bertolt Brecht (r898-1915) to contrast
his concept of opera (q.o.) with'dramatic opera'. The principles and

characteristics of epic opera are similar to those of epic theatre (q.o.).

The music had a didactic function. Brecht invented the word 'Misuk'

to denote this and to distinguish it from'Musik'.

episode Two meanings may be distinguished: (a) an event or incident
within a longer narraiwel a digression (q.o.); (b) a section into which
a serialized work is divided.

epistle A poem addressed to a friend or patron, thus a kind of 'le$er'

(q.".) in verse. There are approximately two types: (a) on moral and

philosophical themes (e.g. Horace's Epistles); (b) on romantic or sen-

timental themes (e.g. Ovid's Heroides).
In the Middle Ages the Ovidian type was the more popular. It

influenced the theories of courtly love (q.".) and may have inspired

Samuel Daniel to introduce the form in, for instance, Letter frorn
Oaaaia to Marcus Antonius (r5o3). During the Renaissance and there-
af.ter it was the Horatian kind which had the greater influence.
Petrarch, Ariosto and Boileau all wrote such epistles, and there were

two outstanding Spanish ones; Garcilaso's Epistola a Boscrin (tl+f);

and the Epistok Moral a Fabio (early rTth c.) ascribed to various
authors. In F.ngland Jonson appears to have been the first to use the
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Horatian mode, inTbe Forest (1516). Vaughan, Dryden and Congreve
also produced epistles of the Horatian kind. Pope proved to be the
most skilled practitioner of this form, especially in his Moral Essays

Gllv) and An Epistle to Dr Arbwthnot (rZl).More recent poets
have revived the form, which was not much favoured in the rgth c.
Auden's Letter to Lord Byron is a good example; so is his New Year
Letter. Louis MacNeice wrote Letters frorn lcehnd.

epistolary novel A novel (q.".) in the form of letters. It was a particu-
larly popular form in the r8th c. Among the more famous examples
are: Richardson's Parnek (ry+o) and Clarissa Harlowe (t747, 1748);
Smollet's Humpbry Clinker (rZZt); Rousseau's La Nouaelle Hdloise

$76r); and Laclos's Les Liaisons dangerenses (1782). Less well known
are Harriet Lee's Enors of Innocence $786),John Moore's Mord.aunt
(r8oo) and Swinburne's Love's Cross Curents (t9Zil. Such a technique
has not been often favoured, but Mark Harris's Wake Up, Stupid

GgSil and John Barth's Letters OgZil are interesting modern exam-
ples. It is not unusual for letters to make up some part of a novel, See
a/so rRrBnRoMAN.

epistrophe (Gk'upon turning') A figure of speech in which each sen-
tence or clause ends with the same word.

episyntheton (Gk 'compound') Meter composed of different cola
(q.a.).

epitaph (Gk '[writing] on a tomb') Inscription on a tomb or grave; a
kind of valediction which may be solemn, com.plimentary witty or
even flippant. Simonides of Ceos (55Ga6S nc) wrote epitaphs of sim-
plicity and power, including the famous one on the Three Hundred
who fell at Thermopylae:

Go, tell the Lacedaimonians, passer-by,
That here obedient to their laws we lie.

The major collection of Classical epitaphs is to be found in Book IV
of the Greeh Antbology. They vary from comic to serious and had
considerable influence on Roman and Renaissance writers. Villon's
Balkde des pendas (r yth c.) is a fine example.

Famous epitaphs include: Vfi[iam Browne on the Countess of
Pembroke:

Underneath this sable hearse
Lies the subiect of all verse,
Sidney's sister, Pembroke's mother;
Death! ere thou has slain another,
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Fair and learn'd, and good as she,

Time shall throw a dart at thee.

Dryden on his wife:

Here lies my wife: here let her lie!

Now she's at rest, and so am I.

John 
tWilmot, Earl of Rochester' on King Charles II:

Here lies a great and mighry king
'Whose 

Promise none relies on;

He never said a foolish thing,
Nor ever did a wise one.

Dr Johnson on Oliver Goldsmith:

To Oliver Goldsmith, Poet" Naturalist, and Historian, who left

scarcely any sryle of writing untouched, and touched nothing that

he did not adorn.

And vitliam cory's rendering of an epigram by callimachus which

begins:

They told me, Heraclitus, they told me you were dead,

Thi brought me bitter news to hear, and biner rears to shed.

cdlimachus (c. 3ro-after 246 rc), as well as being a fine pg-et, w1s an

enrdite scholar, Libliophile and librarian at Alexandria. \[riliam 9"ty
(r84-92)was an assisiant master at Eton; his only other claim to fame

is that he composed the Eton'Boating Song'.

Not a few writeri have composed their own epitaphs. Thomas Gray,

for example, appended his o*t to hrs Eleglt.$7t?). one of the most

famous is th"t by Sir Valter Ralegh (said to have been written on the

eve of his execution in 1618):

Even such is Time, that takes in trust

Our youth, our joys, our all we have,

And pays us but with earth and dust;
'Who, 

in the dark and silent grave'
'When 

we have wandered all our ways'

Shuts up the story of our daYs.
But from this eanh, this grave, this dust"

My God shall raise me uP, I trust.

Another well-known example is that composed by John Gay:

Life is a iest, and all things show it.

I thought so once; but now I know it.
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And Alexis Piron's clever one:
' 

Here lies Piron, a complete nullibiery.
Not even a Fellow of a Learned Sociery

There are also Kipling's moving poem The Appeal, and R. L.
Stevenson's Requiem:

Here he lies where he long'd to be;
Home is the sailor, home from sea,

And the hunter home from the hill.

Quite a few epitaphs of a more general import approximate to elegy
or lament (qq.o.). For instance, Thomas Nashe's fine poem in
Surnmer's Last Will and Testament,which begins:

Rich men, trust not in wealth,
Gold cannot buy you health,
Physic himself must fade.

This poem contains a solemn and knell-like refrain (q.r.)t

I am sick, I must die:
Lord have mercy on us.

There are also \(ebster's splendid song in The Duchess of Malfi,
beginning:

Hark, now everything is still,
The screech-owl, and the whistle shrill. . .

And the marvellous dirge (q.r,.) in Shakespeare's Cymbeline:

Fear no more the heat o'the sun. . .

Plus Gerard Manley Hopkins's poem Felix Randall ar'd Matthew
Arnold's Requi.escat.

Occasionally one encounters a good epitaph on a tombstone. The
best tend to be witty and/or laconic, such as this on a Devonshire
slab:

Here lie I by the chancel door;
They put me here because I was poor.
The further in, the more you pay,
But here lie I as snug as they.

And this:

A[[ who come my greve to see
Avoid damp beds and think of me.
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See also g9MPLAINT; coRoNAcH; EPISEDIUM; EPT6RAM; MoNoDY; uBr

SUNT.

epitasis (Gk 'near intensification') That part of a play,when the d6noue-

ment or climax (qq.o.) approaches, when the plot thickens. It precedes

the catastroph e (q.v.). See also cATAsTAsIs; FREYTAG's PYRAMID;

PROTASIS.

epithalamion (Gk 'at the bridal chamber') .A song- or poem sung

outside the bride's room on her wedding night. Sappho is believed to

have been the first Poet to use it as a literary form. Theocritus wrote

one; so, among other Latin Poets, did Catullus. At the Renaissance'

poets revived ih. fot- and many created memorable epitbakmiaz

T"rro, Ronsard and du BellaS to name three Europeans; and in

England Sir Philip SidneS spenser, Donne, Ben Jonson, Flerrick,

Malrvefl, Crashaw and Dryden. ny general agreement one of the finest

of all is Spenser's. The traditional conventions of this form required

the circumstances of a wedding, the events of the wedding da5 and

the celebration by the poet of the married couple's experience. Spenser

may have wrinen his in honour of his own wedding-(ry9a). SilJo-hn

Suckling (t6oy4z) wrote an agreealle parody of such songs calld.'{

Ballad ipo" i Wedding. After Dryden-the epithalamion went out of

fashion. Much later, at the beginning of the rgth c., Shelley wrote aq

Epitbakmiurn (the -ium ending is the Latin form) and Tennyson-

ciosed In Memoriam with an epithalamion. There was also A. E.

Housman's song'He is here, IJrania's son'. see PROTHALAMION.

epithet Usually an adjective' or phrase expressing. som€ quility or

attribute whiih is characteristic of a Person or thing. For example:

Long John, Dusty Miller, Chalky \ilhite, Nobby Clark, Richard the

Lionheart. See also HoMERIc EPITHET; PoETrc DrcTroN.

epitome (Gk 'cutting short') An abridgement or summary. A long
' 

scientific treatise or historical work may be comPressed into a single

book. A good modern example is the one-volume edition $9zz).o{
Frazer,s hht Gotdtn Bowgli, which originally appeared in twelve

volumes (r89rr9r y).

epitrite (Gk 'a third as much again') In Classical prosody a metrical
' 

foot containing one unstressed and three stressed syllables: '.t / / /.

Like the pa"otr (q.o.), the epitrite had three other forms: / u,, / /;

/ / ut /i ^id t / / ur-.They *rrt kno*n as first, second, third and fourth

epitrites. Rare in Englisir verse; occasionally use{ in combination with

oih.t feet. Gerard Manley Hopkins, who experimented with paeonic

feet, sometimes used them. See also sPRUNG &HYTHM.
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epizeuxis (Gk'fastening together') A figure of speech in which a word
or phrase is repeated emphatically to produce a special etf.ect. See
INCREMENTAL REPETITION; REFRAIN.

epode (Gk 'additional sorig') In a lyric ode (q.rr.) by a Classical writer
the epode completed the strophe and anti-strophe (qq.v.) and its met-
rical form was different. It is not often found in English verse, but
there is an interesting example of its use in Gray's Pindaric ode The
Progress of Poesy.

eponymous (Gk'giving the name to') An eponymous hero, heroine or
protagonist (qq,a.) gives,,his or her name to the title of the work. For
instance: King Lear, Pamqla, Silas Mamer, Dr Zhfuago.

epopee (Gk'poem making')xAn epic (q.".) poem or epic poetry.

epos (Gk 'word, song') A name given to early epic (q.a.) poetry in the
oral tradition (q.zt.).

epyllion (Gk 'little epos', 'scrap of poetry') The sense of 'little epic'
appears to date from the tgth c., when it was used to describe a short
narrative poem in dacrylic hexameters. The genre included mytho-
logical subjects and love themes. The poems are usually learned,
elaborate and allusive. They were popular in the Alexandrian period,
the late Republican and early Augustan periods. The Byzantine poets
also wrote epyllia. As a form of narrative verse (q.".) it has some
affinities with the Russian byh"y (q.o.), the South Slav narod.ne pesrne
(q.o.) and Greek kleftic songs. There are a great many poems in English
literature which might be described as epyllia.In Renaissance poetry
they tended to be a kind of erotic treatment of a mythological narra-
tive. For example, Shakespeare's Venus and Adonis, Marlowe's Hero
and Leander, Thomas Lodge's Scillaes Metamorpbosis (1189) and
Francis Beaumont's Salmacis and Hermapbroditus Q6oz). More gen-
erally the term might apply to such poems as Arnold's Sobrab and
Rustu.rn and C. Day Lewis's Flight to Aultralia. See rnrc; NARRATTvE
VERSE.

equivalence In quantitative verse the rule that two shorr syllables equal
one long.

equivoque See puN.

erasure A form of jargon in the theory of deconstruction (q.o.). lt
involves paradox (q.".) and the idea is to suggest suspicion of an
idea/concept by marking it as crossed and thus erased. This is a'signal'
that the idealconcept is at once unreliable andindispensable. In French
it is called sons natil,re ('under erasure').
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erotesis (Gk'question') A rhetorical device in which a question is asked
in order to get a definite answer - usually 'no'.

erotic poetry It is necessary to distinguish berween erotic poetry and
love poetry. Erotic poetry is about sex and sexual love; love poetry
tends to avoid sexual details, though there are exceptions,like some of
Donne's love poems. Erotic poetry tends to concentrete on the more
physical aspects of love and passion; while love poetry dwells more on
the nobler manifesmtions of love, the 'higher' feelings.

Much erotic poetry comes from the Indian and Arab cultures. In
early Sanskrit literature there is the Medbaduta (;th c.). To the 7th or
8th c. belongs the collection of quatrains known as the Sringasataha.
A third important series of erotic poems is the Pancaciha. From Arab
civilization we have rwo major collections of poems: the Hamasa and
the Mnalhhat, of. the roth c. The lyric form of the ghazel (q.v.) was
widely used for the expression of erotic feelings in Persian, Arabic and
Turkish verse in the Middle Ages.

There is also a considerable body of Greek erotic verse, particu-
larly by Sappho and Anacreon; also a number of erotic epigrams in
rhe Greek Antbologlt (compiled c. g2r).Most Greek erotic poetry is
lyrical. The major Roman authors are Catullus, Propertius and Ovid.
Ovid's Amores end Ars Amatoria are important since they had a con-
siderable influence on medievd literature, and in particular on the
concept of courtly love (q.a.\

Medieval Latin lyric poetry was often erotic, and the Goliards made
a notable contribution. Their work is extant in the Carmina Barana
(q.a,). Memorable examples of the treatment of erotic love are also to
be found in Gottfried von Strassburg's Tristan (r3th c.) and Chaucer's
Troilas and Criseyde (late r4th c.). Less exalted erotic themes are
worked out in the medievalfabliaux (q.".) and in stories like Chaucer's
Miller's Tale (late r4th c.).

During the Renaissance period many poets wrote what can be
regarded as erotic poet\t especially Boiardo, Tasso, Ariosto, Spenser,
Marlowe and Shakespeare. Marlowe and Chapman's Hero and
Leander (rlgS) and Shakespeare's Venus and' Adonit (rSg1) are out-
standing examples. The Italian Renaissance poets of the humanistic
movement composed erotic verse, especially Giovanni Pontano and
Marino. In French literature Ronsard's Les Amours de Marie (r 1y 5) is
a major example.

The last half of the rgth c. sees a noticeable increase in this kind of
poetry especially by the French symbolist poets - Gautier, Baudelaire,
Mallarm6 and Verlaine. In England the Pre-Raphaelite movement
(q.".) encouraged an interest in erotic themes. Both Dante Gabriel
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Rossetti and Swinburne wrote erotic verse. One should mention espe-
cially Rossetti's Tbe House of Ltfe (r88r), and Swinburne's Poems and
Balkds Q866).

The sometimes close relationship between love poetry and devo-
tional religious poetry has produced what may be called religious
love poetry in which the poet uses worldly and secular imagery and
language to express divine love. The result is a species of erotic verse.
The most famous example is the mystical poetry of St John of the
Cross, the rSth c. Spanish mystic. His Canciones entre el alma y el
Esposo, Canciones del alma en k intima comunicaci6n de uni.6n de
d,rnor de Dios and Coplas del mismo hechas sobre un 4xtasis de alta

:::::Or* 
are remarkable expressions of- mystical love and

Erwartungshorizont See HoRIzoN oF ExpEcrATroNs.

Erzihlung (G 'narration, narrative') The term denotes the actual
process of telling a story and has also been used to describe a short
story @.".) and a Novelle (see novrrr,e).

Erziehungsroman .See nrr.ouNGsRoMAN.

escape literature See rrrsRAtuRE oF EscApE.

esperanto One of several anificial 'international' languages com-
pounded of words from different tongues. The word appears to derive
from the Spanish esperdnza,'hope'. L.L. Zamenhof invented the lan-
guage and published it in r887.

espinella A Spanish stanza form believed to have been invented by the
poet Vicente Espinel (ty1efiz4). It is an octosyllabic ten-line stanza
which rhymes abba: accddc. Since its innovation it has been widely
used.

esprit d6cadent A phrase associated with decadence (q.o.) in the period
c. r88o-c. r89o. It has been attributed to the poetJules Laforgue and
he may have 'derived' it from Verlaine's sonnetJfe suis I'Empire h k f.n
de la ddcadence.It refers to the state of mind and spirit which pre-
vailed among and was affected by a large number of poets and men of
letters in France in that era. It is particularly associated with small lit-
erary societies which flourished briefly at the time, and which met for
the discussion of poetry and literature in general, art, politics, philo-
sophy, etc. Decadence (which has nothing to do with decade, from
the Greek word for ten) implies decay, degeneration, a vrasting away
of moral (and physical) fibre and vigour. L'espit ddcadent verged on
a posture of affectation, and was the expression of disenchantment and
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disillusionment - the fin de sidcle malaise - with life. A species of ennui

and pessimism expreisive of the futiliry of life, a disdain of the eyery.-

day-and ordinary(and natural), and a rePugnance to moral and reli-

gious convention and taboo. See svunol AND sYMBoLrsM.

essay (F essai'attempt') A composition, usually inprose (!"p* M?*1.

irroy, in verse 
"r. 

* exception), which ma,y be 9f 94y a fey hundred

*ori, (like Bacon's Essays) or of book length (like Locke's Essay

conceming Human (Jnderstanding) and which discusses, form_ally_or

informaily]a topic or a variery of topics. It is one of the most flexible

and adaptable of all literary forms.

It was known'to the Classical writers (Bacon observes that 'the

word is late, but the thing is ancient') and the CharaAers of.

Theophrastus (3rd c. Bc), the Meditations of. Marcus Aurelius (znd c.

ao) and Senecat Epistte to Lucilius rst c. e,o) all qualify for inclusion

in this genre.
Moniaigne coined the word essai when, ir 158o,_he_ gave the dtle

Essais to hit first publication. ln 1597 Bacon described his-Essays as
'grains of salt which will rather give an aPPetite than offend with

sltiety'. \flhereas Montaigne was discursive, informal and intimate

(writing on such subjects as Liars, The Custom of \Tearing Clothes

and Th"e Art of Conversation), Bacon was terse, didactic and aloof,

though choosing not dissimilar topics (of Envy, of Riches, of

NegJtiating, Of-the Vicissitude of Things). Montaigne's essays often

*ri to *"1"y thousands of words; Bacon's seldom. exceed a few

hundred. sii william cornwallis's Essayes (16oo-r) were personal

and unassuming reflections very much in the style of Montaigne.
Somewhat latei Nichplas Breton, a contemporary and friend of

Bacon's (and of Florio's who translated and published Montaigne's
Essaisin itro3), composed The Fantasticks $626), a collection of obser-
vations arranged in lalendar (q.v.) form according to seasons,_days and

hours. More-important than 
-Breton 

were Sir Thomas Overbury and

John Earle (and ieveral other similar writers who flourished in the first

Laff of the rTth c.). overbury modelled his collection of. Cbaraaers

Q6t$ on Theophrastus, and so did Earle in a collection of character

rk.r"h"r titled fuIinorot*ogrdphie (1628). Between the essay and the
.character, (q.v.) there was rkind of cross-pollination whose good

influences are apparent for two hundred years or more.
In the ft6oi- Abraham cowley became the second important

pioneer (after cornwallis) of the English e-1say l" +" Montaigne
iradition of personal and reflective informality. Coyley knew and

admired the Frenchman's essays and, like him, chose to poftray

himself. He wrote of such subiects as liberry, solirude, avarice, the
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breviry of life and the uncertainty of riches; he even wrote an essay O/
Myself. His work was published posthumously in ft68.

Cowley and Saint-Evremond, the French critic, between them stim-
ulated interest in Montaigne's work; and Sir lUfilliam Temple and
Dryden consolidated the form of the essay. Both were to have a con-
siderable influence on Steele and Addison. Temple's essays were, for
the most part, in the manner of Montaigne. His Miscellanea appeared
in r58o, 169o and ryor. Dryden was more formal as, for instance, in
his best known work in this genre, the Essay of Dramatic Poesy $668),
which was in fact, in dialogue (q.o.) form.

Towards the end of the r1th c. there were a number of forerunners
to the Tatler and the Speoator, and it is clear that by this stage the
essay was becoming an increasingly popular form of diversion. There
were, for example, Sir Roger IJEstrange's Obseruator pepers Q68v);
Edward'\?ard's Lond,on Spy $698-17oo); Tom Browne's Arnusernents
Serious and Cornical $7oo); andJohn Dunton's The Athenizn Gazette
(t69o-9).

Daniel Defoe's journalistic essays and pamphlets, and especially his
Reaieat (t7o4-ry),influenced the evolution of the essay, but even more
important was the type of periodical essay established by Addison and
Steele in the Tatler (r7og-rr) and the Speaator (r7rr-rz). They wrote
on such subiects as the Tombs in'W'estminster Abbey, Ladies' Head-
dress, the Cries of London, and Recollections of Childhood. Addison
invented a kind of club of 'characters' for the Speaator in the
Overbury/Earleftheophrastian tradition. At this period also, a large
number of relatively short-lived periodicals published a variety of
essays. Some of the better known periodicals were: The Guardian,
March-Oct. rTrj; The Englishman, March-Oct. r7r3i The Lozter,
March-May r7r4; The Reader, April-May ryr4; Town-Talh, Dec.
r7r;-Feb. ryfi; Tbe Plebeian, March-April r7rg; The Theatre,

Jan.-April r72o. No fewer than ninety different periodicals came out
between ryo9 and t7zo.

In the middle o{ the r8th c. Johnson made his contribution to
the essay with Tbe Rambler and Tbe ldler. He also contributed to
other publications like rhe Gentlerndn's Magazine. Johnson for the
most paft was moral and didactic (though there are moments of
levity in some of The ldler pepers) and his prose was lapidaryi avery
considerable contrast to Addison and Steele who set out to divert and
amuse and whose style was urbanely relaxed. Oliver Goldsmith is
nearer to them in spirit and manner, especially in such essays as
Beaa Tibbs, The Man in Blach, National Prejudices and A Party d,t
Vauxhall Gardens. Goldsmith published his own journal, The Bee,in
17 t9 .
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The essay has flourished ever since. Lamb, Hazlitt, Thomas De

Quincey, Coleridge, Macaulay, Leigh Hunt, Carlyle, Ruskin, Matthew
Arnold, Valter Pater, \falter Bagehot and R. L. Stevenson were all
outstanding essayists. Lamb, Hazlitt, De Quincey, Leigh Hunt and
Stevenson wrote very much in the tradition of Montaigne; as Lamb's
Essays of Elia (1823, 1833) demonstrate, or Hazlitt's On Persons One
arculd Wisb to baoe Seen, and On Life in General; also his essays on

John Buncle and Cavanagh, the fives player; Leigh Hunt's On Getting
Up on Cold Mornings;De Quinceyt On the Knoching at the Gate in
Macbetb; and Stevenson's z{ Plea for Gas Lamps. The other essayists
just mentioned wrote more often of aesthetics, philosophy, literary and
historical topics, which have usually been the subjects chosen by
European essayists.

Since towards the end of the rgth c., the essay has proliferated. The
informal and familiar type of divertissement retained its popularity
until fairly recently, while weightier matters have been covered more
and more by the form. Literary critics, reviewers, journalists and
columnists have found the essay to be an indispensable medium.

ln And Even Noat (r9zo) Max Beerbohm produced an outstanding
volume of essays. Both Chesterton and Belloc were extremely prolific
and readable essayists on a wide variery of topics, often polemical.
E. V. Lucas and A. A. Milne were very nearly as talented and nearer
in mood and style to, say, Llewellyn Powys of the Dorset Essays
(tgll). Harold Nicolson's Srnall Talk is one of the best collections of
modern essays. Again inthe Montaigne tradition, he chooses such sub-
jects as Good Taste and Bad, On Being Polite, On Telling the Truth.

Among the many others who have adorned this genre one should
mention Lytton Strachey Arthur Symons, E. M. Forster,Ivor Brown,
Robert Lynd, James Agate, Neville Cardus, Augustine Birrell, J. B.
Priestley Berrrand Russell, Richard Church, D. H. Lawrence, Cyril
Connolly and Aldous Huxley. All show a wide range of subject,
style and knowledge; with, perhaps, Huxley pre-eminent for his wit,
brudition and urbaniry (..g. his collection Adonis and tbe Alphabet,
r9t6).

In the second half of the zoth c. fewer familiar and informal essays
have been published because there have been fewer periodicals to take
them. At the same time the literary and critical essay and the essay of
ideas have become commonplaces, especially in the numerous acade-
mic publications. From time to time distinguished authors produce a
volume of them. Among the scores of collections that exist, the fol-
lowing are some of the most notable Virginia \$floolf's Tbe Comrnon
Reader (tgr) and A Room of One\ Own $9rg), which has become
something of a classic in feminist criticism (q.r.);T. S. Eliot's Seleaed
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Essays (rglr.) and On Poets a:nd Poetry (tgSil; Arthur Koestler's I&e
Yogi and tbe Comrnissar and Other Essays (tg+il; George Orwell's
Critical Essays (tg+6); Graham Greene's Tbe Lost Cbildbood and
Otber Essays (tgSt) and his Collected Essays Gg6g);\(allace Stevens's

. The Necessary Angel: Essays on Reality and the Irnagination (r95r);
Aldous Huxley's Collected Essays (rgll); \U(. H. Auden's The Dyer's
Hand (tg6) and Second,ary Worlds (1958); Malcolm Bradbury's
Possibilities Ggl) and No, Not Bloomsbury bg\il; Philip Roth's
Reading Myself and Otbers bglt); Gore Vidal's Matters of Faa and
Matters of Fioion, r9n-6 (rgZil; C. H. Sisson's The A,uoidance of
Literature: Collected Essays (rgZ8); Seamus Heaney's Preoccupations
(r98o) and Tbe Goaernment of tbe Tongae (r98S); Villiam Golding's
A Mozting Target $982); Chinua Achebe's HoPes and Impediments;
Philip Larkin's Retiqired Writing (rg8l); Anthony Burgess's Hornage
to Qarcrt Yuiop Gdgq; David Lodge's Write On: Occasional Essays
r96y-r98y (r985).

Apart from the few Americans mentioned above, other distin-
guished American essayists in the rgth and zoth c. include: \(ashington
Irving, Emerson, Edgar Allan Poe, Oliver \fendell Holmes, Thoreau,

John Muir, John Burroughs, Frank Moore Colbn Agnes Repplier,
Clarence Day, Christopher Morley, E. B. Vhite,James Thurber, \f. C.
Brownell, Paul Elmer More and George Santayana.

The essay form has flourished no less in Europe, where there have
been many distinguished practitioners. Basically, European essayists
have used' the form for the discussion of ideas, for polemic and for
political phr.por.r rather than attempting the informal and familiar
approach a4{ style characteristic of the English tradition. Among the
many famous French essayists we should mention La Bruytsre, Sainte-
Beuve, Montesquieu, Henri Bergson, Maurras, Frangois Mauriac,
Andr6 Gide, Jean-Paul Sartre, Albert Camus and Andr6 Malraux.
Three famous Spanish essayists are IJnamuno, Ortega y Gasset and
Salvador de Madariaga. Eminent Italians are Carlo Gadda, Natalia
Ginzburg, Italo Calvino and Alberto Moravia. Among Germans
the following have been outstanding: Paul Ernst, Rudolf Kassner,
Heinrich Mann, Thomas Mann and Rudolf Schriider. See also
CAUSERTE; PROPOS.

estancia A general and ultimately vague Spanish term for a series of
verses forming a rhythmic whole. Some are regular, following an
ordered plan; some irregular and giving an effect of caprice or dis-
order. Often of four, six, eight or ten lines; six or eight syllables or
even alexandrines (q.".) may be found. The poet chose his form
according to his feelings as he composed.
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estates satirc TraditionallS the estates of the realm are three: Lords
Spiritud, Lords Temporal and Commons. The ancient Parliament of
Scotland comprised the king and three estates: (a) archbishops,
bishops, abbots and mired priors; (b) the barons and commissioners
of shires and stewaftries; (c) the commissioners from the royal burghs.
In France, the three estates were nobles, clergy and the plebs (they
remained separate until r78o). The fourth eshte is, colloquially, the
press. The concept of a gradated, society is ancient and universal.
During the Middle Ages society was carefully structured in a hierar-
chical svstem: at its simolest from kine down to beeear. sav. Thengchical system; at its simp beggar, say. The
concept extended to embrace the natural order. The eagle was top bird,
the lion top animal. In fact, the idea of degree was so penasive that it
included a kind of rank order in the sport of falconry for example.
Gyr falcons were exclusively for royalry peregrines for noblemen,
merlins for noblewomen, goshawks for yeomen, sparrowhawks for
priests and kestrels for knaves or servants. In one kind of hierarchical
scheme the religious were at the top, laymen ne:rtland all women
at the bottom. At the beginning of the Generd Prologue to the
Canterbary Tales Cheucer thinks it'acordaunt to resoun'to tell us the
condition of his pilgrims:

And whiche they weren, and of what degree,
And eek in what ^rray that they were inne . . .

Thus, he begins with the knight (the senior in social rank among
the pilgrims) - but later abandons the rank order. Satires on the estates
(many of them were in Latin) were a hind of exposition of the duties
and responsibilities of different members and the characteristics of
individual groups plus criticism of their shortcomings: To a-certain
extent Chaucer-does this in the Prologue, which contains some quite
scathing ponraits of individud types (e.g. Friar, Sunfpliner and
Pardoner). Langland drew on the same tradition in Piers Plowrnan,
and its use is discernible in, for example, the anonymous fofitical alle-
gory Wynnere and Wastoure (c. r3yz) and the early r yth c. anonymous
ME poem Mum and the Sothsegger. Much'later we find an interesting
development of the tradition in Sir David Lindsayt curious Morality
Play (q.o.) Ane Pleasant Satyre of the Thrie Esuitis (t l+o).

The numerous artists who created illustrations for the danse
rnacabre (q.a.) from the r4th to the r6th c. also showed an awareness
of this rank order. Often satirical in tone and purpose, the illustrations
depict, through the democratic equality of death, the various estates
of men and women going to their doom.

There is a perceivable connection, too, with the character (q.zt.)

studies which became popular early in the rTth c.: collections of gen-
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eralized and detailed studies of the behaviour, character and appear-
ance of individual classes or types.

Finally, the general concept of a hierarchical system of 'estates' is
also inherent in the theory of the 'Great Chain of Being' (q.o.).

estrambote In Spanish verse a term denoting an addition of a few lines
which may be made to a stanza or a sonnet (qq.zr.). Sometimes used
for a comment or gloss (4.2.) on what has gone before.

estrangement Apart from its everyday meaning, this term has been
used to refer to the results of the alienation effect (q.a.) when the spec-
tator or receptor (q.t.) detaches himself emotionally from the work
the better to follow its didactic import.

estribillo (Sp 'little stirrup'; diminutive of estribo,'stirrup') The equi-
valent of the French ritournelle; in Spanish it denotes a refrain or
chorus (also a pet word or phrase). It is a theme-verse or stanza (of
from rwo to four lines) of a villancico (q.v.) and may have originated
in the Arabic zdjel (q.a.).'We first come across it in the rrth c. in the
form of the romance jarcba (q.v.) of a Hebrew poem. After oilkn-
cicos ceased to be written they developed another lease of life as the
coph (q.v.) of modern times. The estribillo is thus a diachronic element
in Spanish popular lyric poetry. Sometimes the estibillo formed air
introductory stanza, stating the theme of a poem, and then'was re-
peated at the end. Also used in ballad. Estribote is an augmentative
from estribo.

estridentismo A lircrary movement in Mexico initiated in ryzz by
Manuel Maples Arce (r898-r98o). Those associated with it espoused
and glorified the industrial furure at the expense of the 'classical' or
'romantic'past. Their symbols tended to be engines, machinery, indus-
trial plant, etc. The movement soon frzzled out. See rurunrsr"r.

estrofa (Sp 'snophe') The equivalent to the English usage of stanza
(q-o.).

estrofa mauriqueffa A rype of coph de pie quebrado named afterJorge
Maurique (c. r44v79), with the rhyme pattern ABc ABc, where c is
the short broken line. The effect is produced by having the rwo octo-
syllabic lines (A and B) followed bya four-syllable line (c). See cone;
PIE QUEBRADO.

Eugene Onegin stanza .See olrcrN sTANzA.

euhemerism Euhemerus was a Sicilian who served Cassander of
Macedonia (3 r r-298 nc). In his Sacved History he put forward the
qu€stionable theory that the Greek gods had formerly been kings or
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heroes who enjoyed posthumous deification from those they had
ruled. Such a treatment of myth (q.rr.) was thus called 'euhemerism'.

euphemism (Gk 'fair speech') The substitution of a mild and pleasant
expression for a harsh and blunt one, such as 'to pass away' for'to
die'. Euphemism has become the bane of much writing in the zoth c.,
especially in the jargon (q.tt.) language of sociologists, educationists
and bureaucrats. It is common in officialese (q.r.); also in broadcast-
ing and newspapers. So widespread is it and so insidious its influence
that it frequently becomes a form of Newspeak (q.zt.). The following
are current euphemisms of a general nature, with their 'interpreta-

tions': (a) a man is helping the police with their inquiries/A suspected
criminal is detained by the police and probably under close arrest; (b)

a large accident/the explosion of a nuclear power station; (c) a clean
bomb/a bomb with a minimal fall-out which kills tens of thousands
of people as opposed to hundreds of thousands;, (d) armed emer-
gency/a small-scale war in which large numbers of people are being
killed, buildings destroyed, etc; (e) under-achiever/a school-child who
is backward or merely bone from the neck upwards; (f) the locus
of evaluation/the class-room; (g) lower ability group/slow learners;
(h) a member of the lower socio-economic bracket/a poor person;
(i) terminal illness/a fatal illness. See DyspHEMIsM; METALEPsTS;
PERIPHRASIS.

euphony (Gk 'sweetness of sound') The term denotes pleasing,
mellifluous sounds, usually produced by long vowels rather than con-
sonants; though liquid consonants can be euphonious. The almost
voluptuously drowsy vowel sounds in the following lines from Keats's
Hypeion soothe the ear:

As when upon a trancEd summer tighq
Those green-robed senators of mighty woods,
Tall oaks, branch-charmbd by the earnest stars,
Dream, and so dream all night without a stir,

Consider also the effect of the liquid sounds in this stanza from Gerard
Manley Hopkins's Wrecle of tbe Deutschhnd:

Is out with it! Oh,
lUile lash with the best or worst
Vord last! Now a lush-kept plush-capped sloe
!flill, mouthed to flesh-burst,
Gush! - flush the man, the being with it, sour or sweet,
Brim, in a flash, fullt - Hither then, last or first,
To hero of Calvary Christ's feet -

Never ask if meaning it, wanting it, warned of it - men go:
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See AssoNANcE; cAcopHoNy; DrssoNANcE; MELopoErA; oNo-

MATOPOETA; TONE COLOUR.

euphuism An ornately florid, precious andmazy style of writing (often
alliterative, antithetical and embellished with elaborare figures of
speech) which takes its name from a fwo-parr work by John Lyly;
namelS Eupbues, the anatomy of uyt (tSZ9) and Euphues and his
England (rSyo). In Greek eaphues means 'well endowed by narure'.
Gabriel Harvey dubbed Lyly's style 'euphuism'in Adoertisement far
Papp-Hatchet ftfig). Lyly's works are imporranr in the history and
development of English prose. They were written at a time when many
writers were experimenting with prose style. Euphuism appears to
have had a certain amount of influence. It is evident, for example, in
Shakespeare's Comedy of Errors,Tzuo Gentlernen of Verona and Loae's
Labour's Zosr. Shakespeare parodied the style in Henry IV,Pt I. One
can hardly imagine, either, that Sir Thomas Browne had not readLyly.
In fact, the more ornate and baroque (q.o.) prose sryles of some of the
early ryth c. writers suggest that Lyly's influence was considerable.

The following passage gives some idea of the euphuistic manner:

\(lhich things, Lucilla, albeit they be sufficient to reprove rhe
lightness of some one, yet can they not convince every one of lewd-
ness, neither ought the consrancy of all to be brought in quesrion
through the subtlety of a few. For although the worm entererh
almost into every wood, yer he eateth not rhe cedar tree; though the
stone cylindrus ar every thunder clap roll from the hill, yet the pure
sleek stone mounteth at the noise; though the rust fret the hardest
steel, yet doth it nor eat into the emerald; though polypus change
his hue, yet the salamander keepeth his colour; though Proteus
transform himself into every shape, yer Pygmalion retaineth his old
form; though Aeneas were too 6ckle to Dido, yet Troilus was too
faithful to cressida; though others seem counterfeit in their deeds,
yet, Lucilla, persuade yourself that Euphues will be always currenr
in his dealings.

See also coNGoRrsM; MANNERTsM; MARTNTsM; sEcENTrsMo.

eupolidian (Gk 'well varied') In Classical prosody a rerm denoting a
varied metrical form: a retramerer (q.zt.) with mixed choriambic and
trochaic feet. See CHoRTAMBUS; TRocHEE.

eutrepismus (Gk'turning about') The numbering of the different parts
of an argument (q.".).

excursus (L 'running out') A detailed examination and analysis of a
point, often added as an appendix to a book. An incidental discussion
or digression.
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exegesis In Roman times the exegetes were professiond and official

iiterpret.rs of charms, omens, dieams, sacred law and oracular pro-

nouncements. Thus the term has come to mean an exPlanation or

interpretation and is often applied to biblical srudies. As far as litera-

nlre is concerned, it corrers iritical analysis and the elucidation of

difficulties in the text. A variorum edition (q.r.),for example, contains

a great deal of exegesis.

exemplum (L 'example') A short narradve used to illustrate a moral'

The term applies piimarily to the stories used in medieval sermons.

Occasionalf/ the i*r*plom found its way into literature. Two 8o"9

examples in Chauce r ire The Pardoner's Tale and The Nun's Priest's

Tale ilate r4rh c.). Gower, in Confessio Arnantis (c. 1381), makes use

of exempk when illustrating sins against Venus..In the Middle Ages

ii.otogilrl handbooks for-preachirs contained large numbers .of
exemp"h. Two particularly important works of this kind were John-

Bromyard'" Si*rna praidicaitium and the Liber Exemploru* 1d
Usui Praedicantiam (r4th c.). One of the most famous sourcebooks

was the rSth c. Latin Gesu Romanorum. other notable collections in

the rzth, i3th and r4th c. were: the Alphabet of Tales;Nicolas Bozon's

Maophiri rhe Early South Englisi LegSnday;.Jacob\ Well; Dan

tvtichelt Azenbite oi In*yt;Joh" Mirc's Festial; the Myroure of Onl

Lady;Robert of Brunne'i Handlyng Synne; the Speculutn Cbristiani;

rn"'Sp t *t"m Laicor um; and the ip elaium S ac erdotale. Marry ?? *p lo
.m L" traced back to the early Fathers and are contained in the

Patrologia Latina. See olso FABLE; FABLIAU; GE5T$ sHoRT sToRY.

exergasia (L 'amplification') A deyigg by which a number of figures of

sp"ee"h amplify a point and embellish a Passage. See also EUPHUIsM'

Exilliteratur (G 'exile literature') Literature composed by German

authors while in exile when they sought refuge abroad during the

period of the National socialist r6gime. Am?igl!. more famous were

b.rtolt Brecht, Lion Feuchrwanger, Heinrich Mann, Thomas Mann

and Stefan Zweig. See also HETMKEHRERLTTEx'a*TUR'

existentialism (Or Existenzphilosopbie) In philosophy, the terms erist

and existen 
" 

i.rror. uotn.thit g active rather than passive and thus are

closely dependent on the Latin root eI' 'out' * sistere from stare,'to

,t"rrdi. The term existentialism means 
'pertaining to existence'; or, in

logic, 'predicating existence'. Philosophiqafly' it now applies to a vision

oithe condition-and existence of man, his place and function in the

world, and his relationship, or lack of one, with !od. It is generally

,grr"i thar existentialisir derives from the thinking- of Ssren

iii.rk.g""rd ( r 8 r 3-5 I ), and especially in his books Fear and Tremb ling
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(r8+3), The Concept of Dread (r8++) and Sickness (Jnto Death (r8a8).
In these and other works Kierkegaard was for the most parr re-stating
and elaborating upon the belief that through God and in God man
may find freedom from tension and discontent and therefore find
peace of mind and spiritual serenity; an idea that had prevailed in much
Christian thinking over many centuries. Kierkegaard became the
pioneer of modein Christian existentialism. Aftlr him existential
thought was greatly expanded at the beginning of the zoth c. by
Heidegger and Jaspers (German philosophers), whose ideas in rurn
influenced a large number of European philosophers (e.g. Berdyaev,
LJnamuno, J. d. Gautier and B. Fondane) and in whose work are ro
be found the sources of atheistic exisrentialism.

An important feature of atheistic existentialism is the argumenr thar
existence precedes essence (the reverse of many traditional forms of
philosophy) for it is held that man fashions his own existence and only
exists by so doing, and, in that process, and by the choice of what he
does or does not do, gives essence to that existence.

Jean-Paul Sartre is the hierophant of modern existentialism and his
version, expressed through his novels, plays and philosophical wrir-
ings, is the one that has caught on and been the most widely influential.
In Sartre's vision man is born into a kind of void (le ndant), a mud
(le visqaeux). H. has the libeny to remain in this mud and thus lead
a passive, supine, acquiescent existence (like Oblomov and Samuel
Beckett's sad tatterdemalions) in a'semi-conscious' state and in which
he is scarcely aware of himself. However, he may come out of his sub-
jectiye, passive situation (in which case he would 'stand out from'),
become increasingly awere of himself and, conceivably, experience
angoisse (a species of metaphysical and moral anguish). If so, he would
then have a sense of the absurdity of his predicament and suffer
despair. The energy deriving from this awareness would enable him to
'drag himself out of the mud', and begin to exist. By exercising his
power of choice he can give meaning to existence and the universe.
Thus, in brief, the human being is obliged to make himself what he is,
and has to be what he is. A now classic staremenr on this situation is
Sartre's description of the waiter in L'Etre et le ndant.

In L'Existentialisme est iln humanisme $946) Sartre expressed the
belief that man can emerge from his passive and indeterminate condi-
tion and, by an act of will, become engag6; whereupon he is com-
mitted (through engdgement) to some acrion and part in social and
political life. Through commirmenr man provides a reason and a srnrc-
ture for his existence and thus helps to integrate society.

In ry46 Sartre founded the review Les Temps modemes, a medium
for existentialist writings. Apart from Sartre, some of the main
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exponents of existentialisme have been Albert Camus, Simone de

Beauvoir, Merleau-Ponty and Jean \flahl. The main exponent of

Christian existentialism has been Gabriel Marcel, the philosopher and

dramatist, who has written some brilliant critical analyses of Sartret

point of view, and who, in his Existence et objectittitd ft921), was very

probably the first to introduce the rcrm existentialisme into the vocab-

,rl".y of French philosophy. Marcel's influence has been discernible in

the work of some French novelisr, notably Jean Cayrol and Luc

Estang. See also coMMITMENT; THEATRE oF THE ABsuRD.

exordium The introductory part of a speech (q.".) as laid down by the

Classical rhetoricians. ,9ee a/so nsrtonrc.

experimentalism Intellectual/imaginative/creative activity which en-

lails the exploration of new concepts, techniques, etc.' which go

beyond convention. Aoant-garde (q.v.) movements come into this cat-

egory.The zoth c. has seen an enormous amount of experimentalist

activity. See oADersM; ExPREssroNIsM; M6DERNISM; NouvEAU R9MAN;

VORTICISM

experimentelen (Du'experimentalists') Members of a Duch movement
in art and literature who were active in the rgtos. The term was in-
vented by the painter Asgar Jorn.

explication A formal and close analysis of a texc its structu-re, st-y-le,
iorrt.rrt, imagery - indeed every aspect of it. As a method of elucida-
tion it is commonly practised in French schools, and to a certain extent
now in England since the l92os. Key works in the development of
this kind of critical analysis arez A Saruey of lllodernist Poetry Q9z8)
by Laura Riding and Robert Gravesl Praaical Criti.cism Q929,) by
I. A. Richards; and Seven Types of Ambigaity $yo) by Mlliam
Empson.

expolitio Seetxnncesre.

exposition At the beginning of his play the dramatist is often commit-
ied to giving a cettain amount of essential information about the plot
and the .'t 

"tttt 
which are to come. He may also have to give informa-

tion about what has 'already happened'. All this comes under the
heading of exposition. A skilful dramatist is able to inuoduce this
materiil without holding up the action of the play and without
recourse to the obvious devices of narrative. See a/so pnOtenc

CHARACTER.

expressionism The term (probably used by Vauxcelles after a series
tf paintings by Julien-Auguste Herv6 in rgor under the title
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Expressionisrnes) refers to a movemenr in Germany very early in the
2oth c. (c. ryo) in which a number of painters sought to avoid the
representation of external reality and, instead, to project themselves
and a highly personal vision of the wodd. The term can be applied to
literature, but only judiciously. t

Briefly summarized, the main principle involved is that expression
determines form, and therefore imagery puncftation, syntax, and so
forth. Indeed, any of the formal rules and elements of writing can be
bent or disjointed to suit the purpose.

The theories of expressionism had considerable influence in
Germany and Scandinavia. In fact, expressionism dominated rhe
theatre for a time in the r92os. Theatrically it was a reaction against
realism (q.".) and aimed to show inner psychological realities. The
origins of this are probably to be found in Strindb erg's The Dream
Pky $9o7) and The Ghost Sonata Ggo).Vedekind's plays of the
same period were also strongly expressionistic. He wrote violent
anti-bourgeois plays, three of which are chiefly remembered: Spring
Aanhening (r89r), Lulu (intwo parrs, rSgl) and Pandora's Box (tgoz).
At the age of nineteen Reinhard Sorge wrore what is regarded by some
as the first drama of German expressionism, namely Der Bettler
(tgrz). However, Carl Sternheim has a rival claim with his Di.e Hose
(r9ro), which he followed with Der Snob in ryr4. Ernst Toller is
accepted as a spokesman of German expressionism in the theatre. He
was something of an extremist and a revolutionary in style. His first
major play was Die Wandlung (t9r) which, presented in thirteen
tableaux, depicted the horrors of war as he had experienced them. This
he followed with Masse Menscb Qgzo) tnd Massenschkcht (r9zr).
Another dramarist to make a great impression at the time was Fritz
von lJnruh, author of Offiziere (rgrt), Prinz Louis Ferdinand von
Preussen (tgrl) and Ein Geschlecht (tgtil. During the rgzos he wrote
several other expressionistic plays. Georg Kaiser was the most prolific
dramatist of this movement and is credited with no fewer than ieventy
plays. Among his main works were Von Morgens bis Mitternachts
$916) and his trilogy which comprises Die Karalle (t9r7), Gas I
(r9r8) and Gas II (tgzo). Valter Hasenclever also made an impact with
Der Sohn (rgr+) and Antigone (r9r7). Most of these dramatists were
to influence Brecht and in some of their plays we can see rhe makings
of epic theatre (q.".).

By the mid-r9zos expressionism in the theatre was nearly exrinct
and it did not catch on much outside Germany - nor was it much
understood. In France the influence has been negligible. In England
and America the dramatists are really the only writers to have been
affected; particularly Eugene O'Neill, Elmer fuce and Thornton
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Vilder. Up to a point T. S. Eliot, V.H. Auden and Christopher

Isherwood have also been influenced.
It can be argued that expressionistic theories have also had some

effects on writers like \fyndham Lewis and Virginia tlfoolf, as they

cenainly had upon Kafka, Schickele and Edschmid. The more involved

and exaggerated prose experiments of James Joyce, Villiam Faulkner

and Samuel Beckett also bear signs of it. The long-term influences are

discernible in the anti-novel (q.v.).

Merely sonic and colour effects in poetry and attempts at synaes-

thesia (q.r.),where much of the sense is sacrificed for the sake of sound
(as in some of the work of Gerard Manley Hopkins and Roy

Campbell), might also be described as expressionistic. Edith Sitwell

wro; some whimsical expressionistic poems (like I Do Like to be

Beside tbe Seaside) and the possible range of expressionism aPPears to

remain very wide. Much more recendy, for example, Christopher

Middleton has written poems which might be described as exPres-

sionistic. See also uLTtAIsM.

expressive form, fallacy of A term adopted by R. P. Blackmur-(t9o4-6) 
from observations made by the poet and critic Yvor'$?'inters

(r9oo-58). 
'l7inters 

wrote of the 'heresy of expressive form' aProPos

Coleridge's concept of organic form (q,o.) and gave the view that it

was not possible or desirable artistically to express or describe the dis-

integratibn of a belief or a civilization in a chaotic form. For example,

he thought that Joyce's lJlysses $9zz) was 'disintegrated', whereas it

should [ave been disciplined and integrated. Critics pointed out that

the transformation of inchoate material into the aPParently chaotic

was a matter of appearances, the result of the art that conceals art.

T. S. Eliot's poem fbe Waste Land $9zz) was not aaually chaotic; it

only appeaied to be, The fallacy of expressive form refers to the ideas

thai if i poet feels with sufficient intensiry then this will be enough to

create a iuccessful poem. But, if a Poet depends only on inspiration

(q,o.), then this will not be adequate. He or she must also judge,

compare, analyse. See also ARs Esr CELARE ARTEM; sPoNTANEITY.

expurgated edition An edition of a book from which passages have

b."tt d.l.ted, to purify it of anything which might be deemed offen-

sive, noxious or erroneous. See rOwpr,ERIZE; INDE1 EXPURGATORIUS.

extenuatio Seeurrosrs.

external rhyme See RHtMr.

extravaganza The word derives from the Italian strm)484n21 whic\

means, approxlmately, 
'influenced by extravagance'. It is a form of
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eye-fhyme

rgth c. English drama which consisted of an elaborately presented
fairy tale (q.t.) or some mythical story: a sort of mixrure of musical,
pantomime (q.v.) and ballet. The spirit was always light, gay, evenfar-
cical, and reminiscent of burlesque (q.v.). The most talented writer of
this form of entertainment was J. R. Planch6 who got his inspiration
from a French diversion described as 'f6erie folie'. It was at the
Olympic Theatre, London, that a Madame Vesris perfected the form.
A famous extravaganze was Chu-Cbin-Chou ft96), by Frederick
Norton and Oscar Asche. It was based on the story of Ali Baba and
the Forry Thieves and ran f.or 2,238 consecutive performances (a
record which stood for many years). Nowadays the nearest thing to
an extravaganza is a revue (q.r.).

eye-rhyme See RHYME.
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fable (L fabuk, 
'discourse, story') A short narrative'in Prose or verse

which points a moral. Non-human creatures or inanimate things are

normally the characters. The presentation of human beings as animals

is the characteristic of the literary fable and is unlike the fable that still

flourishes among primitive peoples.
The genre probably arose in Greece, and the first'collection of

fables is ascribed to Aesop (6th c. nc). His principal successors were

Phaedrus and Babrius, who flourished in the rst c. no. Phaedrus

preserved Aesopt fables and in the roth c. a Prose adaptation of

Phaedrus's translation appeared under the title Romulus,a work whose

popularity lasted until the ryrh c. A famous collection of Indian fables

was the Bidpai,which were probably composed originally in Sanskrit

c. AD 3oo. Many versions of these were made in prose and verse in

different languages betureen the 3rd c. and r5th c. The best of the

medieval fabulists was Marie de France who, c. r2oo, composed roz

fables in verse. After her came La Fontaine who raised the whole level

of the fable and is generally acknowledged as the world's master. He

took most of the stories from Aesop and Phaedrus but translated them

in his verse. His Fables cboisies were published in twelve books Q668,
1678-9, 16g+).

La Fontaine had many imitators: principally, Eustache de Noble,

Pignotti,John Ga5J. P. C. de Florian and Tomds lriarte. Later, Lessing

followed the sryle of Aesop. John Gay's Fifty-One Fables in Verse

were published in ryzT.lnRussia the greatest of the fabulists was Ivan

Krylov, who translated a number of La Fontaine's fables and between

r8ro and rSzo published nine books of fables. More recendy Kipling

made a notable contribution to the genre withJust So Stories (r9oz).

Mention should also be made of James Thurbert droll Fables of Our

Time Q94o) and George Orwell's remarkable political satire Animal

Farm (rg+), which is in fable form. See also ALLEGoRY; BEAsr EPrc;

BESTIARY; CONTE.
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fabliau A short narrative in octosyllabic (q.v.) verse, usually of 3oo to
. 4oo lines. The genre flourished in France between r r;o and r4oo AD.
About rto are extant. The earliest known is Richeut (trtg), but it
seems likely that they existed earlier because disapproval of them was
expressed in Egbert's Poenitentiale of the 8th c.

Fabliaux tended to be ribaldly comic tales. They were sarirical, in
a rough and ready fashion, often at the expense of the clergy. Their
caustic attitude towards women may have been a reaction against the
apotheosis of women in the tradition and cult of courtly love (q.o,).
The form is primarily French, but there are examples in English
literature, like Chaucer's Miller's Tale and Reeoe\ Tale (late r4th c.).
See also FABLE; LAY.

fabula (L 'narrative, story mle') The Latinfabuhe wereforms of drama
among which we may distinguish the following: (a) Fabak Atelkna,
so called after the Oscan town Atella. A kind of southern Italian farce
(q.r.) popular in Rome until the period of Augustus (53 rc-e.o r4).
They were bawdy pantomimes (q.a.) with stock characers (q.o,) who
were represented by masks. Some of the main dramatis personae (q.v.)
were: Bucco, the clown; Maccus, the fool; Pappus, the grandfather or
foolish dotard; Manducus, a glutton; Dossenus, a hunchback. (b)
Fabak crepidata., Roman tragedies based on Greek themes. The
Roman word f.or cotburnus (q.a.) worn by the tragic acrors was
crepida; a term rendered in English by buskin (q.o.).(c) Fabuk palli-
at a (p a lliata fr om Larin p a llium,' clo ek' ). A typ" of comedy fi rst intro -

duced in Rome by Livius Andronicus in the 3rd c. rc. It remained
popular for well over a hundred years and consisted for the most part
of adaptations o{ Greek New Comeb b.zl). The only exranr palli-
atde werc created by Plautus and Terence. (d) Fabula prAetextd, so
called from the togd prdetexta - a garment worn by priests and ma-
gistrates and bordered with a purple stripe. Such fabuke were dramas
based on Roman history which presented well-known Roman per-
sonalities. Thus, a kind of history play (q.o.). The invention of the
form is attributed to Naevius of the 3rd c. Bc. (e) Fabuh saltica, so
called from saltire, 'to jump', they were a form of Roman ballet and
pantomime. (f) Fabula stataria,so called because it tended to be a sraric
form of drama, in distinction from the rytotoria or rapidly moving
comedy (or what we should now call farce) with stock iharacters. (g)
Fabula togata, so named from the toga - the traditional Roman
garment. Such dramas were a form of comedy based on Greek models
but dealing with Roman life and characters. The main dramatist was
Afranius and this rype of comedy had some vogue in the la*er part of
the znd c. Bc. See also FoRMALTsM, RUssrAN.
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fabulation A term used td describe the anti-novel (q.a.).It appears to

have been introduced by Robert Scholes in The Fabaktors (tg6z).

Fabulation involves allegory (q.o.), verbal acrobatics and surrealistic

effects. However, it is not entirely a new term; Caxton used Fabuhtor

in r484.

facetiae A bookseller's term for humorous or obscene books.

faction A portmanteau word (q.o.) of obvious composition which ori-

ginated c. ry7o and denotes fiction which is based on and combined

with fact. Notable examples are Truman Capote's In Cold Blood

ft966),Norman Mailer's Armies of tbe Night (1958) and Alex Haley's

Roots.It is a vague rerm at the best of times and its usefulness has been

questioned. It might easily apply, for instance, to historical novels

which combine a great deal of period fact with fictional treatment,

or to novels which incorporate acrual living personalities (e.g. the

President of the USA, the British Prime Minister or the General

Secretary of the United Nations) in t nxrative about recent events

which pertain to historical fact. Faction has proved to be quite a con-

troversial matter, particularly in connection with television.

fairy tale The fairy tale belongs to folk literature (q.o.) and is part o{

the oral tradition (q.v.). And yet no one bothered to record them until

the brothers Grimm produced their famous collection of Kinder- und

Haasmiirchen or Household Tales (r9n, 1814, rSzz).

In its written form the fairy tale tends to be a narrative in prose

about the fornrnes and misfornrnes of a hero or heroine who, having

experienced various adventures of a more or less suPefxanrral kind,

lives happily ever after. Magic, charms, disguise and spells are some of

the major ingredients of such stories, which are often subtle in their

interpretation of human fiature and psychology.
The origins of fairy tales are obscure. Some think they may have

come from the East. The Thousand dnd One Nights or Arabian

Nights' Entertainrnents were written in Arabic and were translated

into French in the r 8th c.
In European literature there are three major collections: (a) Charles

Perrault's Contes de ma mdre l'Oye i697),which were translated into

English by Robert Samber in ry29; G) the collection made by the

Grimm brothers already mentioned; (c) Hans Christian Andersen's

Fairy Tales (Eaentyr) published in r83y. Other fairy tales have been

composed by Ruskin, Thackeray, Charles Kingsley, Jean Ingelow and

Oscar \ffilde. Stories about Prince Charming, Red Riding Hood, Puss

in Boots and Cinderella have a European background. See coNTE;

SHORT STORY; SUPERNATURAL STORY
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Falkentheorie A theory of the novelk (q.v.) worked out by the
German writer Paul Heyse (r83o-r9r4). This theory is based on the
ninth tale of the 6fth day of Boccaccio's Decameron (c. r349-5 r). It is
the story of Federigo who wasted his substance in the fruitless wooing
of a rich mistress; wasted it to such an exrenr that he had only his
favourite falcon left. This, too, he sacrificed - and his mistress was so
moved by the act that she surrendered. The falcon is thus symbolic
and denotes the strongly marked silhouette - as Heyse puts it - which,
according to him, disdnguishes one naoelk from another and gives it
a unique quality. An interesting but elaborate theory which is only
another way of saying that each story is different from the others.

falling action That part of a play which follows the d6nouemenr or
climax (qq.".)..See rREyrec's pyRAMrD; RESoLUTToN; RrsrNG AcrroN.

falling rhythm This occurs when the stress parrern is thrown back-
wards in a line of verse so that it falls on the first svllables of the feet.
The dactyl and the troche e (qq.o.) are the rwo basic feet in falling
rhythm. The following example (basically trochaic) comes from
Shakespeare's The Passionate Pilgim:

Cribbed 6ge ind yorith
Cdnndt lfve tdg6thEr;
Yorith is frill 5f pleisS,nce,
Age is fiill 6f ciie;
Y5uth like srimm& m6rn,
Age like wintEr's weithEr;
Y6uth like sdmmEr brive,
Age fike wint& bdre;
Y6uth is frill 6f sp5rt,

see nrsrNc *"-rr.ogEs 

bredth is sh6n'

false masque .See aNrr-uAseuE.

familiar verse See rrcnr vERsE.

f.ancy and imagination Two much used and much debated terms in
the history of critical theory. As on so many mairers relating to litera-
rure, its forms and principles, issue was joined again during the Middle
Ages and at the Renaissance in the names of the rwo critical world-
champions - Aristotle and Plato. Medieval thought on matrers of
invention was dominated by Aristotle. Renaissance thought was dom-
inated by Plato. Shakespeare's Theseus represents the Platonic point
of view in A Midsurnrner Night's Dream (V i)t
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The lunatic, the lover, and the poet,
Are of imagination all compact;

And again in that play:

The poet's eye, in a fine frenzy rolling,
Doth glance from heaven to earth, from earth to heaven;

And, as imagination bodies forth
The forms of things unknown, the poet's pen
Turns them to shapes, and gives to airy nothing
A local habimtion and a name.

For the Elizabethans poetry had something in it of the divine; it

enabled one to express things that were beyond the rational powers.

Intuitive perception gave insight by the 'feigning' (q.t .\ of poetry. As

Bacon put it in Book II of.The Adoancement of Leaming, Poetry was

always thought:

to have some participation of divinesse, because it doth raise and

erect the Minde, by submitting the shewes of things to the desires

of the Mind, whereas reason doth buckle and bowe the Mind unto

the Nature of things.

In his Apologie for Poetie (rSgil, Sir Philip Sidney Puts th€ point

that poetry pleases and instructs by mimesis (q.r,), by metaphotr bI

counierfeiting, and at the same time the poet ransforms what he finds

in Nature, creates forms that did not exist.
Hall way through the rTth c. Hobbes addressed himself to the

matter of the poetic imaginationin Leoiathan Q65r). All knowledge,

he avers, comes from sensory exPerience. Images of obiects are

stored in the memory. Judgement and fancy (or imagination) between

them develop from this store. In a famous Passage in his Ansaner to

D'Anenanr (r5yo) he writes:

Time and Educadon beget experience; Experience begets memory;

Memory begets Judgement and Fancy; Judgement begets the

strength and srucrure, and Fancy begets the Ornaments of a Poem.

In Leoiathanhe expresses the view that fancy is a faculry which finds

likeness, and that judgement distinguishes differences. Judgement
which, for Hobber, *.J very nearly the same thinB as memory needs

to hold fancy in check.
Dryden's views about poetic composition were very similar to those

of Hobbes (see Drydent preface to Annus Mirabilis). Hobbes's theory

was very influential indeed.
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The next major contribution to this topic came fromJohn Locke in
his Essay Conceming Haman Understanding Q69o). H. describes
'wit'in very much the same terms that Hobbes had used for'imagi-
natiop', and their views of the function of iudgement are almost iden-
tical. Locke also developed the theory of the 'association of ideas'.
Locke's influence was also great, and it can be said that between them
Locke and Hobbes laid the basis of psychological theory in aesthetics
and literary criticism which was to prevail in the r8th c. Addison, too,
made a vital contribution in his Speaator papers on The Pleasures of
the Imagination. These were widely read. Addison amplified the asso-
ciative theory and showed that the connotations of words were quite
as important as their denotatlons.

During much of the rSth c. the creative and inventive processes of
the mind were analysed in considerable depth, particularly by Hartley
in Obsentations on Man (tZ+g), by Joseph Priestley in Hartley\
Theory of the Human Mind,, by Hume in Treatise of Hnman Nature

Gllil and his Enquiry Conceming Human Understanding $748),by
Shaftesbury in Charaaeristicks (r7r r), by Alexander Gerard in Essay
on Genins (rZZd, and by \filliam Blake who took a wholly different
point of view from the empiricists. Blake's view was different because
the last thing he believed or wanted to believe was thar the world was
a great machine and God its divine mechanic. Blake held that the
human soul existed before binh and had intuitive knowledge and
understanding of the spirit world from which it came. To Blake the
natural order was an external manifestation of the spirirual and tran-
scendent world. Everything in the natural world had for him a spiri-
tual meaning and thus it was full of symbols, symbols of ideal forms.
As Baudelaire was later to express it in Conespondances:

La Nature est un temple oi de vivants piliers
Laissent parfois sortir de confuses paroles;
Uhomme y passe i travers des for6ts de symboles

To Blake, the function of the imagination was to decipher these codes,
symbols and celestial hieroglyphics, these outward signs of an inward
universal grace, and render their meaning in poerry. Thus Blake had
not an intellectual and philosophical system. He trusted to intuition
rather than analysis.

But, fundamennlly, during the rSth c., fancy and imagination were
usually taken to be, if not synonymous, very nearly the same thing,
and judgement was regarded as the superior and stronger faculty
because it controlled (or ought to control) the fanciful and imagi-
native processes. Scattered about Johnson's various writings, for
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example, we continually find stricrures on flights of fancy and admo-

nitions to guard against them. Johnson was deeply suspicious of the

potency of the fancy and imagination, but it may be said that in general

people would have agreed with him. Moreover, iudgement was the

power of reason, of sobriery of restraint, of balance and order. The

neoclassicists prized these qualities.
It was eventually Coleridge who made the most telling and lasting

observations on this topic. His theory of imagination is contained

in Biograpbia Literaria (I8r7). Coleridge was in search of the unified
personality and believed that the imagination was the means to

attain it. The imagination, he wrote, was the'synthetic' and'magical'

power which could bring about the fusion of human faculties. \(Ihen

Coleridge heard \$flordsworth reading his own poetry he speculated

about the imagination and later wrote in Biograpbia Literaria thathe

suspected that:

Fancy and Imagination were two distinct and widely different

faculties, instead of being, according to the general belief, either

two names with one meaning, or' et furthest, the lower and higher

degrees of one and the same powe'r.

Frorn being a follower of Locke and Hartley, Coleridge turned to

Platonism (q,t.) and then became a follower of Berkeley whose main

philosophical principle was that to be is to be perceived and that every-

ihing exists as an idea in the mind of God. Thus Nature is part of God

and is the language of God. Coleridge expressed these new beliefs in

Destiny of Nations:

All that meets the bodily sense I deem
Symbolical, one mighty alphabet

' To infant minds; and we in this low world
Placed with our backs to bright reality )
That we might learn with young unwounded ken

The substance from the shadow.

Having discovered this 'eternal language' of Nature, Coleridge was at

pains to work out the function of the imagination. In this venture

he *as considerably influenced by Kant, Schelling and Spinoza and

he finally expressed his theories in Chapter XIII of Biographia

Literaria.
He decided that fancy was a mode of memory 'emancipated from

the order of time and space'which received all its materials 'made from

the law of association'. The real imagination is either primary or sec-

ondary. The primary mediates between sensation and perception and

is the iirring power and 'prime agent of all human PercePtion', and this
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faculty is common to all percipient human beings. The secondary or
poetic imagination is:

an echo of the former, co-existing with the conscious will, yet still
as identical with the primary in the kind of its agency, and differ-
ing only in degree, and in the mode of its operation. It dissolves,
diffuses, dissipates, in order to recreate: or where this process is
rendered impossible, yet sdll at all events it struggles to idealize and
to unify.

In the preface to his Poems (r8r5) \flordsworth took a rarher
different point of view, which Coleridge disagreed with:

Fancy, as she is an active, is also, under her own laws and in her
own spirit, a creative faculty.In what manner Fancy ambitiously
aims at a rivalship with Imagination, and Imagination stoops to
work with the materials of Fancy, might be illustrated from the
compositions of all eloquent writers, whether iri prose or verse.

This is plainly much less precise than Coleridge's views but the
implications are that imagination is the more important and more
powerful faculty. In general it seems that imagination is regarded as
the superior faculty, the transubstantiator of experience; while fancy
(a contraction of fantasy; L phantasia, a transliteration from the Greek)
is a kind of assistant to imagination. See also ATFLATUs; ooNnfn;
FETcNTNG; rNspIRATroN; rNvENTroN; LIGNE ooNNfr; MUsE; vrr.

farce The word derives from the Latin farcire,'to stuff'. As applied to
drama the term derives from the OF farce, 

'stuffing'.

The object of farce is to provoke mirth of the simplest and most
basic kind: roars of laughter rather than smiles. It is a marter, there-
fore, of humour rather than wit (q.r.).It is associated with burlesque
(q.o.) - though it must be distinguished from burlesque - with clown-
ing, buffoonery slapstick (q.a.) and knockabout. It is 'low' 

comedy -

and it is broad. The basic elements of farce are: exaggerated physical
action (often repeated), exaggeration of character and siruatiort, absurd
situations and improbable events (even impossible ones and therefore
fantastic), and surprises in the form of unexpected appearances and
disclosures. In farce, character and dialogue are nearly always sub-
servient to plot and situation. The plot is usually complex and events
succeed one another with almost bewildering rapidiry.' 

The absolute origins of farce are obscure, though it may be reason-
ably supposed that it precedes anything merely literary.At its simplest,
perhaps, it could be described as a form of prehistoric horseplay. In
Classical literature farcical elements are to be found in the plays of
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Aristophanes and Plautus. The Aristophanic plot combined low

comedy (q.".) - in the shape of ridiculous situations and ludicrous

results, ribaldry and junketings - with serious satire (q.".) and invec-

tive (q.o.). Plaurus also used the absurd siruation (especially that arising

from mistaken idendty), knockabout and bawdy. The farcical is also

discernible in the Greek satyr play (q.o.) and in the Roman fabak
(q.r-).

The first plays to be described as farces were French and belong to

the late Middle Ages.'The 'sruffing' consisted of comic interludes

berween scenes in religious or lirurgical drama. Such 
'stuffings' or

'g"gr' were usually written in octosyllabic couplets, and an average

length was too lines. These interpolations poked fun at the foibles

and vices of everyday life (particularly at commercial knavery and

conjugal infidelity) and are related to the fabliau and the sotie (gq.y.).

This kind of comedy is well illustrated in Chaucer's Miller's Tale (lare

r4th c.).
Later, in the French theatre, these farcical interludes developed into

a form of their own: a one-act farce. About r yo of these survive. Some

of the better known are: Maitre Piene Patbelin, La Farce du Pitd et

de k Tarte, Le Chaudronnier, Le Poalier, Le Caoier and Le Meanier

et le Gentilhomme.
The English Mystery Plays (q.a.) also contain comic interludes and

these (as, occasionally, in France) were provided with demonic and

grotesque figures behaving in a buffoonish manner, gambolling about

and letting off fireworks. There is some connection between these
'characters'who ran clowning among the audience and the Vice (q.a.)

of the Interludes (q.zt.) and later Moraliry Plays (q.o.).

The influence of French farce is discernible in Imly, Germany

and in England where the first writer of note to use the form was

John Heywood who borrowed from and imitated French farce. His

interludes became almost a comic genre of their own. For example:

The Pky of the Wether (ttll), Tbersites (c.tSlil and Tbe Foure P's

(r. t r+r).
No doubt Heywood influenced Tudor dramatists who began to

introduce farcical episodes in their plays: Ralph Roister Doister $55);
Gammer Gurton's Needle $566); Friar Bacon and Friar Bungay

GSg1); Shakespeare's Cornedy of Enors (c. r59o), Tbe Tarning of the

Sbreat (c. rt94), Henry IV (c. rt9) and Henry V (rrgg), The Merry

Wioes of Windsor (16oo- t),Tarclfth Night (r5oo-r) and The Tenryest
(c. l6tr); the anonymous Mucedoru.s (published in r y98); BenJonsonb

Volpone (15o6) andThe Alcbemist (r5ro).

It should be noted also that something approachingfarce was some-

times used in tragedy (q.a.) for comic relief (q.".).Notable instances
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occur in Marlowe's Dr Faustus (IV, vii), a play which, though possi-
bly as late as c. r t93, contains much that is characteristic of the
Morality Plays.

However, in this period, apart from Tbe Comedy of Enors and Tbe
Taming of tbe Shrew, there is little that could be described as farce
without some reservations. Later, we have Jonson's Bartholomew.t Fair
(t6r4), an outstanding farcical comedy. And then, in the middle of the
r1th c., Molibre showed himself a master of the genre - especially with
Le Malade imaginaire $672).In Restoration comedy (q.r.) and r8th
c. comedy there are plentiful farcical episodes, particularly in bur-
lesque (q.".) plays. In the r8th c. also we find a number of short farces
used as curtain raisers (q.o.).

Fully developed and mature farce finally established itself in the
rgth c.; in France with the work of Labiche and Feydeau; in England
with the work of Pinero. \Uf. S. Gilbert also helped to popularize the
form.

Some of Labiche's major works are Monsieur de Coislin (1838); Ze
Cbapeau de paille d'Italie (r8yr); Le Voyage de Monsieur Perrichon
(r85o); and La Cagnotte $86a). Feydeau was a prolific writer of farces,
and some of his most important plays are: Un fil A la patte (t8g+);
Hotel Paradiso G\g+); Le Dindon (rS9S); La Dame de chez Maxim's
(r9gg); La Pace i l'oreille (rgoil; Occupe-toi d'Am4lie (r9o8); and On
purge bdb6 (t9ro). Pinero's main achievements in farce were: The
Magistrate (r881); The Scboolmistress (r885); Dandy Dick Q88); and
The Cabinet Minister (r89o).

From this period, too, date three one-act farces by Chekhov: Tbe
Bear (t888); The Proposal (rS89); and Tbe Wedding (r89o); and rwo
full-length farces by Georges Courteline: Zes Gattds de l'escadron
(r886) and Boubourocbe (r8gl). To the r89os also belongs a classic
farce in the English repertoire: Brandon Thomas's Charley's Aunt
(r892). Some would describe Oscar lVilde's The Importance of Being
Earnest (t8ql) as a farce; but it is really a beautiful example of farce
combined with comedy of manners (q.r.). The same might be said of
Gogol's The Goaernnlent Inspector (r336).

In the 2oth c. the genre of farce continued to flourish in, for
example, Somerset Maugham's Home and, Beaaty (rgtg); Frederick
Lonsdale's On Approaal $92);Joseph Kesselring's Arsenic and Old
Lace (r94t); Rattigan's'While the Sun Shines (rg+i;R. F. Delderfield's
Worm's Eye Vieat (rg+);John Dighron's Tbe Happiest Days of Your
Life Q9a7); Marcel Aym6's Clerernbard (tllo); Jean-Paul Sartre's
Kean (tgl); Joe Orton's Loot (rg6) and his What the Butler Saw
(tg6g);Tom Stoppard's Real Inspector Hound (1968), a clever farcical
parody of the stage thriller (q.o.), and his Dirty Linen Q976); Alan
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Bennett's Habeas Corpus Ogz); and Michael Frayn's Noises Off

(1982). To these should be added four highly individual and brilliant

farces by Dario Fo, namely: Accidental Death of an Anarchist (rglo)

and its sequel Knock, Knock! Who's There? The Police (1972), We

Can't Pay, We Won't Pay (t97$ andTrumpets and Raspbenies (r98a).

For many years two London theatres produced successful farces.

At the Aldwych many good farces by Ben Travers were staged:

Cackoo in the Nest (1921); Roohery Nooh Q9z6);Tharle Ogzil; A Bit

of a Test (tgli; and Banana Ridge (tglS). Later the \Thitehall Theatre

presented many farces by Brian Rix: Reluctant Heroes (tglo); Dry Rot

GgS+); Simple Spymen (tgl8); and One for the Pot Q96r).
Since Labiche and Feydeau, and thanks to them, what is known as

the'bedroom farce', whose themes are sexual infidelity and amorous

escapades both in and out of wedlock, has been one of the most

popular forms.
Other distinguished dramatists who have made contributions to

farce are: Andr6 Roussin, Ferenc Molnir and Jean Anouilh. See also

BLACK COMEDY; COMEDY; THEATRE OF T}IE ABSURD; VAUDEVILLE.

firsa A rype of boasting poem (q.".) found among the African Galla
tribe. Such poems recite a litany of heroes and their heroic deeds. See
a/so crrnese.

farsas Medieval Spanish religious plays, often with a comic interlude
(q.v.), as in Farsas y 1glogas al rnodo y estilo pastoil y castelkno by
Lucas Ferndndez (t47+-r542). The modern Spanish/arsahas the same
intention as farce (q.o.).

fashionable novel A form of fiction which was popular in the period
r8zy-;o. The novels were mostly about wedthy, fashionable members
of the upper classes. Theodore Hook (r788-r84r), an accomplished
writer of light verse (q.o.),was one of the principal Practitioners. Some
of his better known novels were: Sayings and Doings (1842-8),
Maxwell (r83o), Gilbert Gurney (r\6),Jack Brag (t\7) and Gurney
Manied (r33S). Bulwer Lytton's Pelham (r828) was also very popular,
as was Plumer Vard's Tremaine, or a Man of Refinement (t821). Other
authors particularly associated with the fashionable novel were: Susan
Ferrier (r782-18y4), Mrs Gore (tZ9fr86r), T. H. Lister (r8oo-42)
and Disraeli (r8o4-8r). Ouida (r839-r9o8) - the pseudonym of Marie
Louise de la Ram6e - also wrote a number of fashionable novels later
in the rgth c.

Fastnachtspiel (G 'shrove Tuesday play') A dramatic genre whose
origins ere to be found in r yth c. Shrovetide masquerades. They were
mosdy short - not much more than 'playlets' - and were presented
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and performed by townspeople. They might, in fact, be considered as
early instances of community theatre (q.o.). Some of the main themes
were domestic - such as marital problems - and they were often
devised as a kind of trial or court process. Some are comedies in
the form of dramatized Scbutiinhe (q.o.). Many were composed in
Knittelz:erse (q.v.). The earliest known writer of them is Hans
Rosenpliit (r yth c.). Other notable dramatists were: Hans Folz
(c. r4oo-c. IJTJ), Hans Sachs (t4g+-ry76), Hans Rudolf Manuel
(t525-7r) and Jakob Ayrer (t543-r6o), who wrote thirry-six
Fastnachtspiele.

fate drama .See scHrcrsAlsrRAcoDrE.

fatrasie (F 'medley rubbish, farrago') A French medieval verse form,
usually of eleven lines. They were popular from the r3th to the r5th
c. and are one of the earliest forms of nonsens e (q.,u.) verse. It seems
that they were intended to be travesties of traditional fixed forms and
the conventional rules of prosody, and are sometimes to be found in
the form of macaronics (q.zt.). See coq-i-r'Atr; sERMoN JoyEUx;
SORAISMUS.

Faust theme At some time during the r5th c. a late medieval legend
about a man who sold his soul to the Devil became linked with the
man calledJohann Faust (c. r488-r y4r), an itinerant conjuror. The first
known account of this mant life, the Historia von D. Johann Fawsten,
was published in 1587 and described a magician's pact with the Devil.
The publication coincided with a noticeable increase of interest in
demonology and Satanism in Europe; an interest which was ro con-
tinue late into the rTth c. and produced an astonishing number of
demonologies, as well as ecclesiastical and civil measures against
Satanism.

Faust appears to have been a magician of the same lineage as
Solomon, Simon Magus, Pope Sylvester II and Zyto. He is also asso-
ciated with Theophilus, another who pledged himself to the Devil and
whose story was widely known in medieval legends from late in the
8th c. onwards. Versions of these are to be found in French medieval
drama, Low German and Middle Dutch drama and also in miscella-
neous tales in verse and prose in Dutch and English.

It may well be that by an allotropic process stories of human pacrs
with the Devil became more and more associated with Faust until he
became a representative figure.

Christopher Marlowe appears to have been the first writer of merit
to perceive the possibilities of the Faust theme and he dramatized them
in his Tragical History of Dr Faastus (c. r y88-93), a drama which owes
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much to the Moraliry Play (q.rt.). Marlowe's version travelled to

Germany, via a troupe of players known as the'English Comedians'.

A derived play fromthe German text survived. Later in the rnh c. the

story of Faustus was rendered in puppet theatres, but in these Presen-
tations Faust was a buffoon and the Devil a bogeyman. Other versions

of the Historia sustained the legend and the idea of a diabolic Pact was

inherent in a number of early ryth c. works. In some it was overt; for

instance, Mira de Amescua's EI esckao del demonio (16rz) and

Guevara's El Diablo conjuelo $64r).
However, it is not until the r8th c. - a period during which there

was a singular absence of interest in anything to do with devilry - that

we find the theme taken up in earnest. ln ryo7 Lesage published l,e

Diable boiteux, a kind of picaresque (q.v.) novel (q.v.) in which the

demon Asmod6e becomes the servant of Don Cl6ophas Zambullo.
Then, in ry3r, a Dutch play titled De Hellettart r)on Doktor Ioan Faust

was produced - and the basis of this was a play derived from the

German text of Marlowe's tragedy of more than a cenilry earlier. In

1759 Lessing published his Faastspiel, but only parts of it survive. In

ry 7 1 P auLtUfleidmann produced rlo h ann F au st : e in alle gori s cb e s D rama,

and, somewhat later, the writers of the Sturm and Drang @.rr.) move-

ment used the legend for satirical purposes and combined domestic

tragedy with the Faust story. The following year Friedrich Miillerpub-

listied part of his Fausts Leben, and in ry78 completed the first of its

6ve parts. Klinger's novel Fausts Leben came out in r7gr. Meanwhile

Goethe had been working on the theme. In ry71he published the Ur-

Faust, and in ry9o end r8o8 Part I of Faust. Part II was not published

until 1832. Goethe's version of the story is generally regarded as the

best.
During the rgth c. the theme proved no less attractive to many

writers. In r8o3 Chamisso published a drarmatic fragment, Faast: ein

Veisuch,and in r814 produced his well-known suPernafural tale Peter

Scblemibl - the story of a man who sold his shadow to the Devil.

Byron was influenced by Goethe's Faust and treated the theme in

Manfred (r8r7). Heine, too, who translated the first act of Manfred

into German, began a Faust play in 1824. Later Heine did a ballet-

scenario of Faust.In r85z Friedrich Vischer parodied the theme in

Faust: der Tragiidie, dritter Teil.
Early in the rgth c. the Faust legend and the Don Juan legend

became mingled and Faust became a DonJuan type profligate.In r8o4

Schink and-von Voss collaborated to produce Faust: Dramatische
Fantasie, nach einer Sage des r6.lh. They also wrote Fa*st: Tiauerspiel

mit Gesang und Tanz (r84). Grabbe's tragedy Don luan'und Faust
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(1829) was-inspired by Manfred and by Klingermann's Faustz ein
Trauerspiel (r8r y).

Other notable works which we should remark on are: Lenau's Faust
(r835); P.J. Bailey's Festus (tSig); Woldemar Niirnbergert trearment
in an epic poem (r842); Dorothy Sayers's play The Deoilto Pay (rglil;
Yaliry's unfinished Mon Faast $9a6); and Thomas Mann's long and
opaque novel Dobtor Faustus (tg+l).

Nor has the peculiar fascination of this theme been confined to
dramatists and poets. A number of rgth c. composers were inspired
by it in various v/ays. Outstanding instances are: Spohr's opera
Faust (r8r5); \flagner's Faust Ozterture (t8fp); Berlioz's cantata The
Damnation of Fawst ft8a6); Schumann's Scenes from Goethe's Faust
(rSll); Liszt's Faust Sympbony G8S:); Gounod's opera Faust (rSlg);
Liszt's Episodes from Lenau's Faust (r85r) and his four Mephisto
waltzes; Boito's Mepbistophele (t868). To these we should add
Busoni's opera Faust (r9zo), and Arthur Benjamin's comic operu The
De,uil Take Her Gnr).

Fazetie (L facetia, facetus,'merr1r., witty') A German term for a clever,
witty, well-phrased anecdote which may or may not be bawdy
and/or erotic. Fazetien are to be found in humanistic Latin literature
of the Renaissance period (q.rr.). For example: Facetiae Latinae et
Germanicae (t486), Facetiae (ryo8-lz) and Facetiae (c. r5oo). Not
common in German vernacular, but the bawdy and humorous
Schwanle (q.r.) is related to them. See recrtrer.

Federal Theatre Project An enterprise inaugurated in the USA in ry35
to provide employment for people in the theatre and to offer more
entertainment during the Depression. During its most active period it
had a wide range, covering some forty states and giving work to over
ro,ooo people. Its director was Hallie Flanagan Q89o-r969) and it
contained many 'units', such as the one-act-play unit, the German
unit, the poetic drama unit, the Negro Youth Theatre and so on. It
also influenced the development of the Living Newspaper (q.o.).
Unfortunately, the activity of many of its members aroused the inter-
est of the House UnAmerican Activities Committee. Flanagan herself
was arraigned before it and in ry39 Congress ended the project.

feigning 'To feign' means 'to invent' (as well as 'to pretend falsely'),
and derives from the Latin fingere,'to form, mould, conceive or
contrive'.

Plato would not allow poets in his ideal commonwealth of The
Republic because they were'liars'- in the sense that they imitated the
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truth. In Poetics Aristode took a contr^ry point of view and held that

the poet told a kind of truth by imitation. Betvreen them they raised

an issue that was much debated on and off for cennlries, and particu-
larly at the Renaissance. However, imitation, or feigning, then came

to be regarded as indispensable to the poet. Now, it is generally ac-

cepted that poetry conveys something beyond the literal verisimilirude
(q.o.\. Mutatis mutandis, the same is true of fiction in prose. The gist

of the matter is suggested in ,,{s You Lihe /t (II[ iii) in an exchange
between Audrey and Touchstone:

AUDREv: I do not know what poetical is: is it honest in deed and

word? is it a true thing?
ToucHsToNE: No, truly; for the truest poetry is the most feign-

ing; and lovers are given to poetry and what they swear in poetry
may be said as lovers they do feign.

See rnrvcv AND IMAcINATToN; rMrTATroN.

F6libres, les In c. r8y4 a movement known es le Fdlibige began in order

to restore Provengal as a living language and to revive interest in

Provengal literature, history customs, etc. There was even a move

to get Provengal taught in schools. In r8y 5 les Fdlibres founded the

annual L'Armana PfoflI)engrul which published Provengal literature.

The founders of the movement were: Paul Gi6ra (1816-6r), Joseph
Roumanille (r8r8-9r), Jean Brunet $824-94), Anselme Mathieu
(r828-19zy), Th6odore Aubanel (r82186), Fr6d6ric Mistral
(r83o-r9r4), Remy Marcellin (r83r-r9o8) and Alphonse Tavan
(r833-r9ol).They all wrote in Provengal.

fellow travellers This phrase was used by Trotsky $87yt94o) to

describe those Soviet authors who accepted the r9r7 Revolution

without necessarily accepting Bolshevik ideology. In fact they main-

tained that literature should not be subject"to political tenets or

coercion. See srneproNovY BRATYA.

feminine caesura A caesura (q.".) which comes after an unstressed

syllable, as a{ter'open' in this line from John Berryman's Hornage

to Mistress Bradstreet;

The winters close, Springs open, ll no child stirs

See uescuLINE cAEsuRA.

feminine ending An extra unstressed syllable at the end of a line of

verse. Common in blank verse, with the slack eleventh syllable, as in

the third line of these three from George Chapman's De Guina (the

first two have massculine endings, q.o.):
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O incredulity! the wit of fools,
That slovenly will spit on all things fair,
The coward's casde, and the sluggard's cradle.

See rBurNrNE RHYME.

feminine rhyme Vhen words of two or more syllables rhyme it is
known as feminine or double rhyme. It is particularly common in
humorous verse, as in the first two lines of this flippant epitaph:

Here lie I and my four daughters,
Killed by drinking Cheltenham waters.
Had we but stuck to Epsom salts,
!7e wouldn't have been in these here vaulm.

See rrurrvrNE ENDTNG; MAscuLrNE RHIME; RHvME.

feminist criticism A development and movemenr in critical theory and
in the evaluation of literature which was well under way by the late
r96os and which has burgeoned steadily since. It is an attempt ro
describe and interpret (and reinterpret) woment experience as de-
picted in various kinds of literarure - especially the novel (q.o.); and,
to a lesser extent, poetry and drama.

It questions the long-standing, dominant, male, phallocentric ide-
ologies (which add up to a kind of male conspiracy), patriarchal atti-
tudes and male interpretations in literature (and critical evaluation of
literature). It attacks male notions of vplue in literature - by offering
critiques of male authors and representations of men in literature
and also by privileging women writqrs. In addition it challenges rra-
ditional and accepted male ideas abour the nature of women and about
how women feel, act and think, or are supposed to feel, act and think,
and how in general they respond to life and living. It thus quesrions
numerous prejudices and assumptions about women made by male
writers, not least any tendency to cast women in.stock character (q.".)
roles.

The inquiry (or discourse, q.v.) has posed a number of questions.
For example, the possibility or likelihood of 1criture fdminine (q.r.),
writing t[at is essentially, characteristically, feminine or fe-afe in
language and style. And, if such a thing exists, whether or not it is a
fruitful idea to make distinctions between male and female writing;
whether or not the making of such distinctions would merely result
in'sexual polarization'.

There is debate in feminism itself about how producdve are: (a)
the notion of an essential difference expressed in writing - a kind of
separatism; (b) a radical desire to recognize th^t male representations
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of women are as important as vromen's writing, and also to recognize
that the notion of an 4oiture fdminine surrenders to a traditional
marginalization of women's voices

Here perhaps one may amplify to make a crude but serviceable
distinction between the 'essentialists' and the 'relativists'. The essen-
tialist position holds the view that there is a fundamental distinction
(based not on biological determinism so much as on social and econo-

mic factors and their psychological consequences) between the way

women and men think and write - to such a degree that there is

such a thing as 1cviture fdminine: that is, a way that women have of

expressing themselves totally opposed to the representative aspecm of

male language and discourse. This position is associated with French
feminists. The relativist position - broadly associated with Anglo-

American critics - is that the analysis of the rePresentation of men

and women by male and female authors is important. No fundamen-

tal difference separates men's and women's writing excePt the way

male critics and authors have undervalued the latter.

Feminism has its origins in the struggle for women's rights which

began late in the r8th c., more particularly with M"ry \$(ollstonecraft's

A Vindicatian of tbe Righ* of Woman GZgz).Later came John Sruart

Mill's The Subjeaion of Women (1859) and the American Margaret

Fuller's Woman in the Nineteenth Century (rS+l). The suffragette

movement at the beginning of the 2oth c. carried on the campaign. In

the rgzos there were clear signs of new and different approaches in

relation to women writers and literature. This was noticeable in the

critical work of, for example, Rebecca'!UUist, and in Virginia'W'oolf's

esseys on women authors who suffered from economic and culrural

disadvantages in what she termed a 'patriarchal' society. Her book z{

Room of One's Own $9zg) was to become a classic'document' (q.a.)

of the feminist critical movement. She addressed herself to the issue

of why there were so few women writers and why it is frequently

difficult or impossible for a woman to write. There was also Dorothy

Richardson's very important twelve-volume stream of consciousness
(q.".) novel Pilgrimage, the first volume of which appeared i1 r9r5
(and the last, posthumously, in ry6), This centres on the female

consciousness of the heroine Miriam Henderson, is conducted in

unpunctuated female prose and caused Virginia Voolf to observe that

Riihardson had invented'the psychological sentence of the feminine

gender'.
An important landmark in the evolution of feminist criticism

in the post-war period was Simone de Beauvoir's Le Detxiime Sexe
(tg+g), a seminal work which questioned the whole position and

rote of women in sociery and was a critique of women's cultural
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identification. She also addressed herself to the matter of the repre-
sentation of women by various male writers, such as Stendhal and
D. H. Lawrence. Her writing was 'political'in tone and she was one
of the 6rst to examine v/ays in which men depict women in fiction.

In the late r96os there began a spate of diverse criticism, often
of a polemical nature, which shows no sign of abating. Much of it -

especially that on literature (e.g. work by Mary Ellman, Germaine
Greer, Kate Millett, Elaine Showalter et al.) - was often political and
expressed anger and a sense of injustice that women had been
oppressed and exploited by men. Indeed, a substantial amount of
feminist criticism goes well beyond literature to explore the socio-
economic status of women; and, where literarure is concerned, to look
at women's economic position as authors and the problems they have
with allegedly prejudiced male publishers and critics.

In America the spate began with Mary Ellman's Tbinhing About
Women $968), a witty and at times scathing analysis of the ways
women are represented in literature by men. In ry69 Kate Millett pub-
lished Sexual Politics, in which she examines how power relations
work and how men manipulate and perpetuate male dominance over
women. She addressed herself to such writers as Norman Mailet
Henry Miller and D. H. Lawrence. In ry79 Sandra Gilbert and Susan
Gubar published The MadwotT?an in the Attic: Tbe Woman Writer and
tbe Nineteenth Century Imagination. This famous and monumenral
study is about, among many other things, the typical modfs and pat-
terns in the works of rgth c. women writers. One of their main argu-
ments is that these writers chose (as Toril Moi puts it in her essay on
ferninist literary criticism in Mod,ern Literary Tbeory, ry82, ed. by

Jefferson and Robey) 'to express their own female anger in a series of
duplicitous texrual strategies whereby both the angel and the monsrer,
the sweet heroine and the raging madwoman, are aspects of the
author's self-image, as well as elements of her treacherous anti-
patriarchal strategies'. A notable example of the psychological dupli-
city is the grotesque counter-figure to the heroine. For example,
Bertha Rochester, the madwoman in Charlotte Bront6's tane Eyre
(r8+Z). Such a figure is, as Gilbert and Gubar put it,'usually in some
sense the authort double, an image of her own anxiety and rage'.

Such analyses come into the category of what has been called by
Elaine Showalter 'gynocriticism': that is, criticism concerned with
writings by'women (including lefters and journals) and all aspects
of their production and interpretation. Showalter herself made a no-
table contribution in the shape of. A Literature of Tbeir Own: British
Women Noaelists from Brontd to Lessing (tgl). Other notable works
in this mode include Tbe Female Imagination (tgZ) by Patricia Meyer
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Spacks, and Literary Women Gy6) by Ellen Moers. Toril Moi's

Sexual/Textual Politics: Feminist Literary Theory (rq8l) is a long,

in-depth description, critique and analysis of Anglo-American and

French feminist theory and criticism.
\[flhereas Anglo-American critics and theorists have been primarily

concerned with thematic studies of writings by and about women,

French feminist critics have been concerned with the theory of the role

of gender in writing. In their theories they have been influenced by

theories of post-structuralism, semiotics and deconstruction (qq.rr.).

They have been interested in a critique of language. They maintain

that all or most 
'Western 

languages are male-dominated and male-

engendered, and that discourse is predominantly 'phallogocentric'

(q.a.), as Jacques Derrida puts it. They are thus concerned with the

possibiliry of a woman's language and of 1aiture fdminine. Among the

main French theorists areJulia Kristeva (author of Desire in Language:
A Semiotic Approach to Literature and Art, t98o), Luce Irigaray
(author of Speculum of the Other Woman, r98i, and This Sex Whicb
Is Not One, 1985), and H6lbne Cixous (author of The Neaiy Born

Woman, ry86). Some of their theories may seem a little far-fetched
occasionally, but the concept of an 4criture fdminine which is not 'con-

taminated'by or appropriated into phallogocentric language is a most

interestini and valid one.
A notable by-producq) so to speak, of the whole movement of fem-

inism and feminist theory and criticism has been the rediscovery of a

hidden tradition of woment writing and the rediscovery and republi-

cation of numerous novels (and other works) by women which had
long since sunk more or less without trace - except in library cata-
logues. For example, books by Susan Ferrier, Harriett Martineau,
Margaret Oliphant, Elizabeth Gaskell, Christina Rossetti, Mary

Sinclair and Edith Durham. Three publishing houses in particular
(Virago, Pandora and the'Women's Press) have been responsible for

this recovery.
Other miscellaneous works of importance in feminist criticism (in

chronological order) are: Psychoanalysis and Ferninism Q97) by Juliet
Mitchell; The Laugb of the Mednsa (in Signs, vol. I, 1976) by H6llne

Cixous; The Resisting Reader GgzS) by Judith Fetterly; The Dialectic

of Sex (rgZg) by Shulamith Firestone; Women Witing and Writing

about Women (tgZg), edited by Mary Jacobus; Women and Language

in Literature and Society (r98o), edited by Ginet-McConnell, Borker

and Furman; On Lies, Seoets, and Silence: Seleaed Prose (r98o) by

Adrienne Rich; Wornen's Oppression Today: Problems in Marxist
Feminist Analysis (r9so) by Michele Barretq New French Feminisms:
An Anthology (r98r), edited by Ellaine Marks and Isabelle de
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Courtivron;Writing and Sexual Dffirence (1982), edited by Elizabeth
Abel; Feminism and. Psychoanalysi.s: The Daughter's Sed,uctinn (1982)
by Jane Gallop; Contemporary Feminist Thought Q98$ by Hester
Eisenstein; Tbe Neat Feminist Criticisrn: Essays on Women, Literature
and Theory $986), edited by Elaine Showalter; Feminist Literary
Theory: A Reader (1985), edited by Mary Eagleton; Gender and
Theory: Dialogues in Feminist Criticism (rg8g), edited by Linda
Kauffman. S e e also nrrrf nencE; cyNocRrrrclsM; erersrnf ourssANcE;
READER- REspoNsE THE o Ry; nreonnry/rrRrrERly.

fescennine verse A very early form of bawdy Latin verse which prob-
ably originated in festivals celebrating the gathering of the harvest and
the grape crops. They were also wedding songs. They are important
as possible ancestors of drama (because some were in dialogue form)
and of satire (q.".) - because some of them were caustic as well as
coarse. The derivation of the word is obscure. It may be a corruption
of fascinium, a phallic emblem worn as a charm; on the other hand it
may cdme from the town of Fescennium in Etruria.

Festschrift (G 'celebration writing') The term denotes a symposium
(q.".) compiled in honour of a distinguished scholar or writer. The first
'homage volume'of this kind was presented to Friedrich Ritschl, clas-
sical scholar, in 1857; but yet more famous was that compiled in
honour of the eminent historian Theodor Mommsen under the title
Comrnentationes Philologicae (t87).

f6te des fous See sBnuoN JoYEUx.

feuilleton (F'literary article/story'l'feuille,'leaf, sheet of paper') A sup-
plement issued with a newspaper. The best known of the early feuille-
tons was that produced by Julien-Louis Geoffroy $76-fir4), the
dramatic critic of the Journal des Ddbats. It was a kind of appendix,
printed on the bottom part of a page and detachable. Other journals
copied the idea, printing literary and dramatic feuilletons and,later,
ro rnan s-f e u ille ton s (q. 

".).
ficci6n (Sp 'fiction') A genre invented by the Argentine poet and critic

Jorge Luis Borges. A fi.cci6n is a story-essay which glosses human
dreams and illusions. It is ironical in tone and also didactic. Borges
published a collection called Ficciones in ry44.

ficelle Henry Jamest term (from the French for 'puppet strings'),for
the confidante character whose role within the novel is to elicit infor-
mation, which is conveyed to the reader without narratorial interven-
tion. Some examples of the f.celle are Mrs Heaney in Edith lVharton's

The Custorn of the Country Ggr j), and, brilliantly, James's own Maisie
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Farange in What Maisie Knean (t8gil, the naive but preternaturally
wise child in whom all the warring parents, step-parents and lovers

casually confide, and through whose eyes the story is told. See

CoNFIDANT; NARRATOR.

fiction A vague and general term for an imaginative work, usually in

prose. At any rate, it does not normally cover poetry and drama

though both are a form of fiction in that they are moulded and con-

trived - or feigned. Fiction is now used in general of the novel, the
short story the novella (qq.o.) and related genres.

figurae causae
srylistic shape
PulPose.

figurate poem

In Classical rhetoric (q.".) the term denotes the
and pattern of a speech in relation to the speaker's

See erten PoEM; PATTERN PoETRY.

figurative language Language which uses figures of speech; for

example, metaphor, simile, alliteration (qq.v.). Figurative language
must be distinguished from literal (q.".) language. 'He hared down the

street' or'Ffe ran like a hare down the street'are figurative (metaphor

and simile respectivel)r). 'He ran very quicltly down the street' is

literal. See HvprnsoI.E; METoNyMy; syNEcDocHE.

fin de sibcle See prceoENcE.

finida (Sp 'finish') One or more lines of verse providing the conclusion
of. a cantiga or decir (qq.r.). The equivalent of the Provengal tomada
(q.o.).

fit The division of a poem, a canto (q.".). The term may have acquired

its meaning from the ONy't 'a hem', or the German Fitze, a skein of

yarn or the thread with which the weavers marked off a day's work.

Lewis Carroll's The Hunting of tbe Snarh consists of eight fits. Now
hardly ever used. .See srnNze; srAvE.

fixed form The term denotes a form in poetry for which there are Pre-
scribed and established rules with regard to the number of lines, the

meter, line length, rhyme and so fonh. For example, the sonnet,
rondeau and ailhnelle (qq.o.). There are many of them. Most OF

forms are fixed. Before c. rSoo most poetry was written according to

traditional and received patterns and it was believed that particular

forms were appropriate for certain subjects and ideas. The r8th c.

English poets had great respect for traditional structure and conven-

tional models, hence the liking for imitation (q.a.). This respect for

established form did not prevent them from achieving a high degree

of originality.
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flyting

Late in the r8th c. and at the beginning of the rgth c. there was a
pronounced turning away from traditional strucrures to whar is
known as 'organic form' (q.rr.), where the structure follows the ideas
and content. This is particularly noticeable in the developmenr of the
ode (q.a.). Later there was to come free verse (q.".) and seemingly
endless developments in organic forms. The limerick (q.o.) is one of
many examples. See oro FRENcH AND pRovENqAL FoRMs.

flamenca See sscurorna.

flashback A term which probably derives from the cinema, and which
is now also used to describe any scene or episode in a play, novel, story
or poem which is inserted to show events that happened at an earlier
time. It is frequently used in modern fiction.

flat and round characters Terms used by E. M. Forster in Aspeas of
the Novel Ggtil to describe two basically differenr rypes of character
- and characterization. A'flat'character does not change in the course
of a story or play; a 'round'one develops and thus alters. Forster cites
Mrs Micawber as a flat character and Becky Sharp as a round one.
Shakespeare's Henry /V (Pts I and II) provides a suitable contrast in
the shape of Hotspur and Prince Hal. The former is a 'flar' character;
the Prince changes and develops considerably in the course of the play.
See also BURLEseuE; cARTcATURE.

fleshly school of poetry A derogatory term used by Roben Buchanan,
writing under the pseudonym Thomas Maitland, in The Contem-
pora,ry Review (Oct. fi7r) to describe Rossetti, Swinburne and
Villiam Morris. Buchanan regarded these writers as decadent, morally
irresponsible, aesthetic (in the pejorative sense) and over-interested in
the carnal or sensual. Buchanan was a misguided man and his viru-
perations caused considerable controversy. Swinburne replied to him
with some venom. See also AEsrHETrcIsM; IRE-RArHAELTTEs.

Florida Street group A literary group of the r92os named after a cos-
mopolitan and urbane street in Buenos Aires. Their artitudes were
avant-garde (q.u.) and they tended to learn from the pracrice of
European writers. Jorge Luis Borges (r899-1988) was the best known.
See also BoEDo sTREET GRouP.

Flugschriften The German term for broadsheets or broadsides (q.v.).
Frequently used for propaganda (q.zt.) purposes in religious and polit-
ical controversy during the r6th and, ryth c. They were ofren polem-
ical and scurrilous and were illustrated by woodcuts.

flyting (from OE flitan,'to contend, strive or wrangle') A flyting (or

fliting) is a cursing match in versel especially between two poets who

!
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hurl abuse at each other. An early instance of a kind of flyting is the
vehement exchange between the leader of the Vikings and Byrhtnoth,
the English leader, in the OE poem The Battle of Maldon The r6th c.
Scottish poets were particularly fond of the form. A well-known
example is the Flyting of Danbar and Kennedie. Skelron appears to
have been influenced by this kind of invective (q.r.).See also DIATRIBE;
LAMPOON; POETIC CONTESTS.

folia (Sp an folio, 
'a folio'; foliar, 

'to number pages') A Spanish stanza
form of four lines in which the lines may be octosyllabic or shorter.
Of uncertain origin, they are known to have existed before 16oo and
are related to a kind of Portuguese dance-song. The term has also been
applied variously to: light music and popular music; the sound and the

figure of the Spanish dance which used to be danced only with cas-

tanets; a fiesta in certain provinces, with evening bonfires, etc. See
SEGUIDILLA.

foliation To number the leaves, not the pages, of a volume.

folio (L folium, 
'leaf') Made by folding a printer's sheet once only, to

form rwo folios or four pages. It also refers to editions of Shakespearet
plays published after his death: the First Folio appeared in ft4. There
were three others in 1632, fi63 and ft85. See DUoDEcIMo; LEAF;

ocTAvo; QUARTO.

folk drama This kind of drama almost certainly has its origins in fer-

tiliry rites so ancient that it is not possible to do much more than guess

at them. However, folk drama is a common and living phenomenon
in many parts of the world - especially in Europe - and often shows
affinities with the sword dance (q.".).In the British Isles there are swo

basic folk plays: Tbe Mumming Phy (or St George Phy) and The

Plough Monday Pky (qq.v.). See also xnvnsBY PLAY.

folk literature Under this general and somewhat vague term one may

include folksong, ballad, fairy tales, drama, proverbs, riddles, charms

and legends (qq.v.).For the most part, folk literature (or, perhaps,

more properly, folklore) is the creation of primitive and illiterate

people - and therefore much of it belongs to oral tradition (q.v.).lr

becomes literature in the correct sense of the word only when people
gather it together and write it down. \(hen this happens, it is usually

a sign that the folk literature in question is in decline.
There were few systematic attempts to gather such literature to-

gether until the rgth c., when, for example, the brothers Grimm made

their famous collection of fairy tales, and the great Serbian scholar Vuk
. Karadiie collected many of the epic ballads or narodne pesme (q.".)
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folly literature

which rhe gaskri (q.".) had been reciting and passing down in oral tra-
dition since the r4th c.

Since then, increasingly, individual scholars, cultural societies, acad-
emies, universities and many other organizations have laboured to pre-
serve folk literature from oblivion. See rorr DRAMA; FoLKsoNG; FoLK
TALE.

folksong This kind of song belongs to oral tradition (q.v.) and is thus
passed on from mouth to mouth. It is a communal form of expression
and appears to be universal. Many of them have now been written
down. The category includes ballad, carol, sea shanty and lullaby
(qq.o.).Marching songs, work songs, hobo songs and Negro spiriru-
als are also forms of folksong. To these should be added the dumy,
daina, bylina and the narodne pesrne (qq.o.).

Other special kinds of folksong are the serenade or serendtd - the
song the lover sings when he visits his beloved at night; the aubade
(q.o.), or song the lover sings on leaving his beloved at dawn; the pas-
tourelle (q.".) or wooing song; and the coronach (q.v.), a type of lament
(q'".).

folk tale Like the folksong (q.rr.) many folk tales belong to oral tradi-
tion (q.a.). Some thousands have been collected in the British Isles
alone. They include legends, fables, tall stories, shaggy dog stories,
fairy stories, ghost stories (qq.v.), stories of giants and saints, devils
and spirits; husband and wife tales; master and man tales; and what are
known as 'rhozzums' (q.v.), short humorous tales, often about local
characters. See also FoLK LITERATURE; IrrlncHrN; suIERNATURAL
STORY.

folly literature The title given to a variety of literature that had some
vogue between the r 5th and the ryth c. Most of the works in this cat-
egory are a form of satire (q.rr.) and can be regarded as early instances
of 'the absurd'. They combine elements of fantasy, nonsense and the
zafiy, but have a serious intent to expose, ridicule and 'send up' the
more risible aspects of human behaviour. Like the nonsense verse (q.".)
of more recent times, and the Theatre of the Absurd (q.rr.),they display
an attempt to correct overmuch seriousness as well as to combat the
pretensibns and hypocrisies of this world. A way of 'laughing things
off'; so it is also called 'Fool Literature'.

An early and classic example is Brandt's Nanenschiff,'The Ship of
Fools' (r+g+), a 'travel' tale reminiscent of Lucian's fantasies. Brandt
filled his ship with rrz different kinds of recognizable fool, but
become so interested in showing the characters that the ship never left
port; rather as if Chaucert pilgrims never left the Tabard Inn. The
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success of the work was instant.ln 1497 Locher Philomusus trans-
lated it into Latin under the title Staltifera Naois.In the same year
Pierre Rivibre translated it into French under the title La Nef des Folz
du Monde. Other translations followed in rapid succession. Alexander
Barclay did an English version (in verse) in r;o9, and adapted the ori-
ginal so that it should 6t with the English scene. It gives a picture of
contemporary English life (dwelling in particular on affectations of
manners, customs and clothing, social evils, venal officials and corrupt
courts), and provides an early collection of satirical types. Later,
comedy of humours and the character (q.".) sketch were to be a devel-
opment of this kind of treatment of individuals and rypes.

Another English work of note belonging to the r6th c. is Cocke
Lorell's Bote, a satire in which various tradespeople embark on a ship
and 'sail' through England. The captain of the ship is Cocke Lorell, a
tinker. This work in verse gives a vivid picture of 'low life'in England
at that time.

In r 5o9, also, Erasrnus wrote his Moriae Encomiam, 'The Praise of
Folly', which was published in r; r r. This had enormous success (forty

editions came out in the author's life-time). ln 1549 Dedekind wrote
Grobianus: De Morarn Simpliciute, a poem which burlesqued social
conditions in Germany. He.took his title from Brandt's St Grobianus
(in Nanenscbiff),who was symbolic of boorish behaviour. This work
was translated into English and German.

Such books, among several others, influenced the jest-book and the
emblem-book (qq.a.), both of which had considerable popularity in

the r6th and ryth c. Dekker's Gull\ Hombooh (t6o9), for instance,
was a satire at the expense of fops, gallanm and other forms of fool.

Folly literature very probably helped writers to develop character
in drama and romance (q.v.) and also probably influenced the
picaresque (q.".) narrative. Later instances of folly literature are
Gulliaer's Traoels Q7z6) and Candide $7g).ln ry62 Katherine Anne
Porter published Sbip of Fools, a novel which updated the themes and
ideas of Brandt's Narrenschiff.The celebration of folly is still a popular
activiry as we can see in the books of, for example, Spike Milligan. See
BIEDERMEIER; GROBIANISM.

foot A group of syllables forming a metrical unit; a unit of rhythm. The
Classical prosodists and poets established nearly all the known foot
formations. \Ufl'e measure feet in terms of syllable variation: long and
short syllables, stressed and unstressed. The following are the names
of the principal feet, illustrated with their stress petterns: / denotes
a long syllable or a stressed one; ., denotes a short or unstressed
syllable:
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foregrounding

amphibrach ., / ,v

amphimacer / v /
anaPaest v ut /
andbacchius / / ut
a n t i s P a s t u t / / r . t
bacchius u, / I
choree (trochee) / .,
choreus (by resolution) u, ,.r r-r
choriamb / ut tt /
cretic (alternative for amphimacer) / ,-,, /
dactyl / u, vt
dibrach *, .,
di-iamb w' / ,t /
d i s p o n d e e / / / /
d i t r ochee /u , , / , - '
dochmiac ,.t / / 'w / (plus any other combinations of the same

pattern)
epitrite w, / / / (known as first, second, third or fourth according

to the position of the first syllable)
iamb ,, /

[x;n::'l:i,
mollossus / / /
paeon / u, u .-, (known as first, second, third or fourth according

to the position of the stressed syllable)
palimbacchius (alternative for antibacchius) / / u
proceleusmatic r..r u t\./ \-,
pyrrhic (alternative for dibrach) ., .,,
spondee / /
tribrach \,, \-,, \J (and see choreus)
trochee (alternative for choree) / w

The commonest feet in English prosody are: iamb, ffochee, dactyl,
anapaest and spondee, in that order. See reruNc RHITHM; RrsrNG
RHYTHM; ROCKING RHYTHM; SCANSION; SPRUNG RHYTHM.

foregrounding The English rendering of the Czech word aletualisace.
The term denotes the use of devices and techniques which 'push' the
act of expression into the foreground so that language draws attention
to itself. This draws attention, in turn, to the way that literal-,y language
represents realiry. Foregrounding occurs especially in poetic language.
The Czech linguist Jan Mukaiovsky (in his essay Standard Language
and Poetic Language) observes: 'The function of poetic language con-
sists in the maximum foregrounding of the utterance . . . it is nor used
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forensics

in the services of communication, but in order to place in the fore-
ground the act of expression, the act of speech itself.' In a sense, fore-

grounding is the art which reveals art rather than concealing it. Sterne's
Tristram Shandy Q76o-6) is often cited as a good example of this
sort of literariness (q,rr.), which is closely connected with Viktor

Shklovsky's concept of 'making strange' and 'defamiliarization' (q.r.).

Sterne, by various literary devices, persistently calls the reader's atten-
tion to what he is doing. So have many more recent writers as diverse

as, for example, Rimbaud, James Joyce, \flilliam Faulkner, Flann

O'Brien, B. S. Johnson, Claude Simon and Samuel Beckett. Beckett,

in answering Joycet detractors, once wrote: 'You complain that this

stuff is not written in English. It is not only to be read. It is to be
looked at and listened ro. His witing is not aboat something; it is that

something itself lmy italics].' This, perhaps, gives an idea of the nature

of foregrounding, which Coleridge had been aware of long before. In

the Biographia Literaria (r8r7) he speaks of the'prime merit' of liter-

ary genius as the representation of 'familiar objects' in order to evoke
'freshness of sensation'. Coleridge and'Wordsworth (in the preface to
Lyrical Balhds) can be said to have been alert to this important aspect
of literary theory. However, Coleridge (like Vordswonh) was a
romantic and here he is thinhing of the display of new light on things
perceived, rather than the literary means and effect. See also ARs Esr

cELARE ARTEM; nneprnrv/wRITERLY.

forensics A term applied to poetry which is concerned with debate and

argument (e.g. the French ddbat and the Spanish Pregant*, qq.a.).
Robert Herrickt Upon Loae, by Way of Qaestion and Answer (in the
form of ^ pregilnt4) gives an idea of the method. It begins:

I bring ye love: Quest. \7hat will love do?
Ans.Like, and dislike ye;

- I bring ye love: Quest. \[hat will love do?
,42s. Stroke ye to strike ye;

foreshadowing The technique of arranging events and information in

a narrative in such a way that later events are PrePared for or shad-
owed fonh beforehand. A well-constructed novel, for instance,
will suggest at the very beginning what the outcome may be; the end

is contained in the beginning and this gives structural and thematic
unity.

foreword (Modelled onG Vonsort) Usually a short introductory piece

to a book. It is similar to a preface (q.o.) and an introduction, but is
generally composed not by the author but by someone else.
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Formalism, Russian

forgery A literary forgery occurs when someone deliberately tries to
pass off a piece of writing as being by someone else, or as something
else. There have been many famous instances: the Letters of Phahris
(znd c. eo); Psalm^nazer's Historical and Geographical Desription
of Formosa (rZo+); Villiam Lauder's attempts to discredit Milton in
An Essay on Milton's Use and Imiution of the Modem.s (r7yo);
Chatterton's Rowley Poems Gftil; the Ossianic forgeries by James
Macpherson (176o, 1762, tl6); and Thomas I7ise's forgeries of
bibliographies in the rgth c. which led to a large number of bogus
first editions. There have been a large number of Shakespearean
forgeries of various kinds. See rrtrneRy FoRGERTEs; rLAGTARTsM;
PSEUDEPIGRAPHA.

form Vhen we speak of the form of a literary work we refer to its shape
and structure and to the manner in which it is made (thus, its style,
q.v,) - as opposed to its substance or what it is about. Form and
subshnce are inseparable, but they may be analysed and assessed
separately.

A secondary meaning of form is the hind of work - the genre (q,zr.)
to which it belongs. Thus: sonnet, short story essay (qq.".).

Formalism, Russian A literary theory which developed in Russia in
the early r92os. Practitioners and followers were called'Formalis6', a
pejorative term to imply limitations. 'Russian Formalism'was also a
peiorative label. It was finished by ry3o because of Stalinist and
Socialist-Marxist pressures on the individuals involved. The terms
'formalism' and 'formalist' are applied generally, not exclusivelS to
' liter ary','linguistic' theoretical approaches.

The theory of Russian Formalism had begun earlier, in the Moscow
Linguistic Circle (founded in ryry) and in OPOJAZ (an acronym
for 'The Society for the Study of Poetic Language', based in St
Petersburg), founded in r9r5. The main 6gure in the Moscow
Linguistic Circle was Roman Jakobson (r896-t982), who helped to
found the Prague School (q.".) in ry26.

The Russian Formalis$ were primarily interested in the way that
literary texts achieve their effecm and in establishing a scientific basis
for the study of literature. In their early work, human content in lit-
erature (e.g. emotions, ideas, actions, 'reality' in general) did not
possess, for them, any significance in defining what was specifically
'literary'about a text. Indeed, the Formalists collapse the distinction
berween form and content. And they regard the writer as a kind of
cipher merely reworking available lherary devices and conventions.
The writer is of negligible importance. All the emphasis is on the



format

'literariness' (q.a.) of the formal devices of a text. OPOIAZ went so
far as to suggest that there are not poets or literary figures: there is just

poetry and literature. Viktor Shklovsky (r893-?) summarizes the atti-
tude in his definition of literature as 'the sum total of all the stylistic
devices employed in it'.

The early phases of Formalism were dominated by Shklovsky's
ideas, which were partly influenced by the Futurists (see rurunlsu).
One of his important contributions was the concept of ostranenie or
'making strange', later to be called'defamiliarization' (q.".).

The Formalists also developed a theory of narrative, making a dis-
tinction beween plot and story. Syuzbet ('the plot') refers to the order
and manner in which events are acrually presented in the narrative,
while fabuh ('the story') refers to the chronological sequence of
events.

Boris Tomashevsky, another of the Formalists, used the term 'modf'

(q.".) to denote the smallest unit of plot and distinguished between
'bound' and 'free' motifs. The 'bound' motif is one which the story

absolutely requires, while the'free' is inessential.
The concept of 'motif is clearly linhed to 'motive' and thus to

'motivation'. Formalists tended to regard a poem's content as sub-
ordinate to its formd devices. This dependence on external 'non-

literary'assumptions was called 'motivation'. $hklovsky defined the

motivation of a text as the extent to which it was dependent on 'non-

literary' asflrmptions, and he cited Sterne's Tristram Sbandy as an
example of a work totally without motivation.

In later development of Formalist theory the concept of 'device'

gave way to the concept of 'function' in a work of literature, depend-
ing on the purpose or mode or genre (q.tt.).It was no longer the device
per se which was defamiliarizing but its function in the work. One of

the key works in the evolution of the theories of 'function' and 'struc-

ture' is the Jakobson-Tynyanov Theses Ggzg). As important is

Tynyanov and Jakobson's essay Problems in the Study of Literature
and Language (r9z). The Prague School was to unite Russian
Formalism and Saussurean linguistics. It developed a concept of struc-
ture close to Saussurean linguistics and via Jakobson was to contribute
to structuralism (q.".). See also MARxrsr cRrrlcrsM; nreprnrv/
vRTTERLI; sEMlorrcs/sprraroroct.

format The physical make-up of a book (q.rr.).

fornyrdislag An ON Eddic metrical form which comprises a four-line

stanza in which each line is divided by a caesura(q.rt.) into two half
lines. Each half has rwo accented or stressed syllables, and two or three
unstressed syllables. As in OE verse, alliteration (q.".) is a notable
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fourteener

feature of the form. Most of the Eddic poems are composed in this
measure. See also rvr6unArrn; r;odenirrn; uAreHdrrn.

Forsterian Characteristic of the style, tone and attitudes of E. M.
Forster (t879-r97o). Thus, relaxed, informal, ironical, liberal and
humanistic.

Four Ages of Poetry The title of a provocative essay by Thomas Love
Peacock published in r 8zo. '$(rith a certain amount of drollery Peacock
classified Poetry into four periods: iron, gold, silver and brass. Shelley
took the matter seriously and replied with Defence of Poetry (r8zr);
and in ryz6 L A. Richards published an equally serious refutation in
Science and Poetry.

four levels of meaning The origins of the four levels of meaning are
not certain, but an awareness of them is manifest in the Middle Ages.
It was Dante who explained most clearly (in the Epistle to his patron
Can Grande della Scala) what they consisted of. He was introducing
the matter of the Di,uina Comtnedia and he distinguished: (a) the literal
or historical meaning; (b) the moral meaning; (c) the allegorical
meaning; (d) the anagogical.

Such criteria applied to, for instance, Orwell's Anirnal Farm Og+),
might suggest the following: (a) the story is about the revolt of the
animals against their human overlords, and the outcome of that revolt;
(b) 'power tends to corrupt'; (c) Major : Lenin; Napoleon : Stalin;
Snowball : Trotsky; Jones : corrupt capitalist landowners - and so
forth; (d) human (and animal) nature does not change. See Rrrtconv.

four meanings In Practical Criticism (tgrg) I. A. Richards distin-
guishes four different meanings in a poem: (a) the sense - what is actu-
ally said; (b) feeling - the writer's emotional attirude towards it; (c)
tone - the writer's attirude towards his reader; (d) intention - the
writer's purpose, the effect he is aiming at.

fourteener Also known as a heptameter and a septenary. A line of seven
feet and fourteen syllables; usually seven iambics (q.".).It was used in
Greek and Latin verse and flourished in English narrative verse (q.o.)
in the later Middle Ages and in Tudor times. The Elizabethans coined
the term 'fourteener'. It has not been much used since,largely because
it is rather unwieldy, as the following lines (alternating with hexame-
ters) from Surrey show:

In winter's just return, when Boreas gan his reign,
And every tree unclothbd fast, as nature taught them plain,
In misty morning dark, as sheep are then in hold,
I hied me fast, it sat me on, my sheep for to unfold.
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frame story

The rhyming couplet of the fourteener, written as four lines, became
what is known as the eight-and-six meter of the common ballad (q.t.)

stanza (q.o.).

frame story A frame story is one which contains either another tale, a
story within a story or a series of stories. Vell-known instances are
the Arabian Nights (of uncertain date, but mentioned in the 9th c. AD);
Boccaccio's Decameron (c. r349-1rr); Chaucer's Canterbury Tales (late

r4th c.); Marguerite of Navarre's Heptamdron (ryy8). Much later
Goethe used this Boccaccio technique in Unterhahungen deatscher
Ausgewanderten (rZgil.Other nomble writers who have used this
structure are: Tieck, Hoffmann, Keller, R. L. Stevenson and G. F.
Meyer. See also DIGREssToN; RAHMENrnzArrurc.

Franciscan literature The considerable body of writings which were
produced in many countries during and after St Francis of Assisi's life.
A well-known collection is the Fioretti di S. Francesco compiled by an
anonymous Tuscan in the first half of the r4th c.

free association A term commonly used in psychology but which has
achieved some currency in literary criticism and theory. The point
involved is that a word or idea acts as a stimulus or trigger to a series
or sequence of other words or ideas which may or may not have some
logical relationship. Some writing loohs like free association. Much
writing that looks like it is probably the result of carefully thought out
and contrived arrangement. In his Ulysses $9zz) James Joyce was one
of the principal pioneers of this kind of technique. In the following
passage, for instance, words and images are 'freely' associated:

Ineluctable modaliry of the visibls at least that if no more, thought
through my eyes. Signatures of all things I am here to read, sea-
spawn and seawrack, the nearing tide, that rusty boot. Snotgreen,
bluesilver, rust: coloured signs. Limits of the diaphane. But he adds:
in bodies. Then he was aware of them bodies before of them
coloured. How? By knocking his sconce against them, sure. Go
easy. Bald he was and a millionaire, md.estro di color che sanno. Limit
of the diaphane in. \flhy in? Diaphane, adiaphane. If you can put
your five fingers through it, it is a gate, if not a door. Shut your eyes
and see.

See srnreM oF coNsclousNEss.

free indirect style/discourse The presentation of thoughts or speech of
fictional characters which seems by various devices to combine the
character's sentiments with those of a narrator. In its most primitive
form, indirect discourse is signalled by the narratorial 'framing'of the
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thought or utterance, as in 'Archer tried to console himself with the
thought that he was not quite such an ass as Lefferts' (the unframed,
direct version would be 'Archer thought: "I am not quite such an ass
as Lefferts"'). The free indirect style can produce more complex
effects, however, in what has been called'the commitments and absten-
tions of the authorial voice'. Fruitful ambiguity is created when the
author's hand in the passage is not clearly marked out from the voice
of the character in the following lines: "'Niceo women, however
wronged, would never claim the kind of freedom he meant, and
generous-minded men like himself were therefore . . . the more chival-
rously ready to concede it to them. Such verbal generosities were
in fact only a humbugging disguise of the inexorable conventions
that tied things together. . .' (Edith r$?'harton, Tbe Age of Innocence,

ryzo).

free meter A term rarely used in matters of English prosody; but
among the \flelsh it refers to all those meters which are not'strict'. The
'strict meters' (q.".) were those laid down in the r;th c. Among the
better known are: awdl, cyzoydd and englyn (qq.".).

free verse Called aers libre (q.o.) by the French, it has no regular meter
or line length and depends on natural speech rhythms and the coun-
terpoint (q.".) of stressed and unstressed syllables. In the hands of a
gifted poet it can acquire rhythms and melodies of its own.

Its origins are obscure. There are signs of it in medieval alliterative
verse (q.r.) and in the Authorized Bible translations of the Psalms and
The Song of Songs. Milton was clearly experimenting with itin Lycidas
and Samson Agonistes. Interest in its possibilities was renewed in
Europe after the period of Neoclassicism (q.r.). Heine and Goethe (in
Germany), Bertrand, Hugo and Baudelaire (in France), Macpherson,
Smart, Blake and Arnold (in England) were some of the better known
writers who experimented. It was very probably Valt \0'hitman, the
American poet (who influenced Baudelaire), who did more than
anyone else to develop it. The other main innovator in the rgth c. was
Gerard Manley Hopkins. In the zoth c. many poets employed iq
including Ezra Pound, T. S. Eliot, D. H. Lawrence and Villiam Carlos'\(rilliams. 

The following example comes from \Thitman's After the
Sea-ship:

After the sea-ship, after the whistling winds,
After the white-grey sails taut to their spars and ropes,
Below, a myriad myriad waves hastening, lifting up their necks,
Tending in ceaseless flow toward the track of the ship,
$(i'aves of the ocean bubbling and gurgling, blithelt prying,
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'\trflaves, 
undulating waves, liquid, uneven emulous waves'

Toward that whirling current, laughing and buoyant, with
cuffes,

Vhere the great vessel sailing and tacking displaced the
surface . . .

See also pRosE poEM; spRUNG RHxTHM; vERsE PARAGRAIH; vERs
rrn6nfs.

Freie Btihne A Berlin theatrical company or sociery founded in r889.
It was a subscription theatre and sponsored private performances of
plays banned by the censor and plays which were unlikely to succeed
in the commercial theatre. It lasted for only four years but in that time
had considerable influence, presenting plays by Ibsen, Hauptmann,
Holz, Schlaf, Bjornson and Strindberg. The society also published an
infl uential monthly journal.

French forms See oro FRENcH AND pRovENqAL FoRMs.

Freudian criticism/psychoanalytic criticism Broadly speaking, so-
called Freudian criticism or classical psychoanalytic criticism - which
is often speculative - is concerned with the quest for and discovery of
(and the subsequent analysis of ) connections between the artists (cre-

ators, artificers) themselves and what they actually create (novels,

poems, paintings, sculpture, buildings, music, etc.). As far as literature
is concerned it analyses characters 'invented' by authors, the language
they use and what is known as 'Freudian imagery'. Thus, in the
Freudian method a literary character is treated as if a living human
being; whereas, for example, in the method of Jacques Lacan literature
is seen as a 'symptom' of the writer.

Applying his own principles of psychoanalysis (a word he coined
in r896), Sigmund Freud (r816-1939) himself contributed fascinating
interpretative essays. For example, in The Interpretation of Dreams
(r9oo) he discussed the characters of Oedipus and Hamlet. In his essay
on Tbe Theme of tbe Tbree Cashets (tgrl) he discussed aspects of Tbe
Merchant of Venice (Bassanio's choice of the leaden casket which con-
tains Portiat portrait) and King Lear (the reconciliation of Lear and
Cordelia). In Sorne Cbaraaer-Types Met With in Psychoanalytic Work
(trtl) he examines the characters of Lady Macbeth, Richard III and
Ibsen's Rebecca 

'West - the heroine of. Rosmersholm (1386). He also
wrote an analysis of Dostoievski's Tbe Brothers Karantazov and, in
Delusion and Dream (tgtil, he produced a detailed study of rJfilhelm

Jensen's novel Gradfua. Later, the psychoanalyst Ernest Jones, fol-
Iowing up Freud's suggestions about Hamlet, wrote Hamlet and
Oedipas (tg+g), which explores the theme of the Oedipus complex.
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Two major 2oth c. critics to be variously influenced by Freudian
ideas were Lionel Trilling (t9ot-7), author of The Opposing Self

OgS) and Sincerity and, Authenticity 0972), and Edmund Vilson,
who, in The Wound and tbe Bout $94r), examined, with much
brilliance, the idea that there is a relationship between the 'wound'

of a childhood experience in an artist and the artist's creation and
creativity.

\U(rhat might be called a'pbychobiographical'approach to the search
for and discovery of a writer's intentions and motives (a quest to track
down causes, stimuli, reasons, the background of inspiration, q.o.) is
exemplified in Livingstone Lowes's extraordinary study of Coleridge:
The Road to Xanadu $92). The relationship between a poet's
mind/personality and the poetry he or she writes was examined by
C. S. Lewis and E. M. \(. Tillyard in what they coniointly described
as 'the personal heresy' (q.".).

A critic and scholar very plainly influenced by Freudian methods
and principles is Erik Erikson (r9oz- ), who was educated at the
Vienna Psychoanalytic Institute and is largely responsible for pio-
neering what is now named psychobiography (q.".).

More recent psychoanalytic criticism reveals considerable diversity.
For example, Harold Bloom has devised a highly original and chal-
lenging theory based on the Oedipus complex which he expounds
in his book The Anxiety d Inllaence GgZ). He advances the idea
that every poet (especially since Milton) is, in a sense, 'belated' and
oppressed by anxiety because of 'precursor' poets - the great ones
above all. For instance, a putative poet now is growing up as a poet in
the shadow, so to speak, of the great poets of the past. This poet stands
in the relationship of 'son' to them, or to one of them in particular,
and feels oppressed by that relationship. Carrying through the
Oedipal idea, Bloom suggests that such a'son'is a rival to the father
poet who is a 'castrating precursor'. The 'son', powerfully influenced
by a parent-poem or poems of the 'father', experiences ambivalent
feelings, compounded not only of love and admiration but also of envy
and fear - and perhaps even hatred. The fear and hate are caused by
the son's great need to reject and rebel against the 'father', to be
autonomous and original and find his own 'voice'. M. H. Abrams
analyses this predicament very concisely in A Glossary of Literary
Terms bgSZ),

The belated poet unconsciously safeguards his own sense of auton-
omy and priority by reading a parent-poem'defensively', in such
a way as to distort it beyond his own conscious recognition.
Nonetheless, he cannot avoid embodying the malformed parent-
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poem into his own doomed attempt to write an unprecedentedly
original poem; the most that even the best belated poet can achieve
is to write a poem so 'strong' that it effects an illusion of 'priority'

- that is, an illusion both that it precedes the father-poem in time
and that it exceeds it in greatness.

Bloom proposes six distortive processes (described as 'revisionary

ratios') which function in the reading of a precursor poet, and he
explains these on the model of Freud's defensive mechanisms. FIe con-
cludes that it is not possible to know a 'poem-in-itself' and that all
interpretation is a 'necessary misprision', that all reading is misprision
or'misreading'.

Bloom followed Tbe Anxiety of Inflaence with further detailed ana-
lytical inquiries on various poetic texts in A Map of MisreadingGgl),
Kabbahh and Criticism Ggl) and Poetry and Repression $976).

Another development of psychoanalytical criticism is '.go-

psychology', expounded by Norman Holland in The Dynamics of
Literary ReEonse (1963) and Ffue Readers Reading (tgZ). The theory
is concerned with reader-text psychology and thus conc6ntrates on
the relationship between reader and text. Thus, as Elizabeth nflright
puts it in her essay Modem Psychoanalytic Citicisrn (in Modcm
Literary Theory, ry82, ed. by Jefferson and Robey): 'Holland sees it
as the scene of a collusion between author and reader, upon which he
founds an aesthetics of response.' He analyses how reiders respond to
a given text and suggests that readers use a text to sadsfy unconscious
wishes. On the face of it there is nothing startlingly original about
t}is theory or its quasi-clinical method, since it is a reasonably safe
assumption anyway that, by a combination of empathy and sympa-
thy, many readers 'identify' with a fictional character. More recently
Holland has stressed that it is the reader who does the work, not the
text. The reader re-creates identiry.

Much more subtle and intricate are the methods and theories pro-
pounded by Jacques Lacan (r9or-8r) in his examination of language
and its relationship to the unconscious (in his Eoits, 1977, end The
Four Fundamental Concepts of Psycbo-Analysis, rg7il.In his Ecrits
Lacan sets out to reinterpret Freud in terms of structuralist and post-
structuraliit theories of discourse. The theories are so complex and
couched in such convoluted and, at times, inspissated prose that here
there is space to make but rwo points..According to Lacan: (a)

Signifiers and signifieds do not match (as in Saussure); signifiers 'float

free' of what they refer to, because they are symbols of other symbols
(i.e. dimensions of a symbolic language which is never real, or refer-
entia,l in a stable sense). This is basically Freud's position in relation
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to the unconscious and the interpretation of dreams. The notion of
reality drops away and one is left with an endless chain of. substitu-
tions. (b) Lacan privileges the signifier in relation to the naming of
social roles. The following is an example of (a): a child knows its iden-
tity at the 'mirror stage' when it enters into the symbolic order, in
which the world of law and the social communiry is defined * associ-
ated with the father-figure. This identity or selfhood is constructed in
relation to this patriarchal symbolic order. So the'I'in Lacanian terms
can only be a signifier, since it relates to a symbolic realm; it is not tied
to a stable reality.

It is Lacan's contention not only that the unconscious is structured

lHJ::-x'*TT';::";':,",Y:,x:!W#,;Tfi '#'Jff.'.:;
Freud's view was that the unconscious existed before language took
effect.

Jungian psychology and Jung's theories about the collective uncon-
scious and the archetype (q.".) have also provided a fruitful but less
influential development in psychoanalytical criticism. See orcou-
sTRUcrroN; srcurrrrn/srcNrFrED; srRucruRAlrsM.

Freytag's pyramid The German critic Gustav Freytag, in Die Tecbnik
des Drama.s (r852), analysed the structure of a typical five-act play
thus: (a) introduction; (b) inciting moment; (c) rising action; (d) climax;
(e) falling action; (f) catastrophe. The climax is the apex of the pyra-
midal structure. The pattern can be applied to a large number of plays.
See cerAsrRopHE; cLrMAx; FALLTNG AcrroN; RrsrNG AcrroN; TURNING
POINT.

fringe theatre A general term (often equated with and synonymous
with alternative theatre, q.o.) for drama which is presented away from
the main centres (e.g. Broadway and the Vest End of London). It was
first used in the late rgyos to describe drama which was staged on the
edges, so to speak, of the Edinburgh Festival. Often aztant-gard,e (q.".)
and anti-establishment in earlier days, fringe theatre is now very well
established. Numerous small theatres (particularly in pubs) present a
wide range of dramatic work, including plays that have long been a
part of the standard repertoire. See AGITpRop DRAMA; oFF-BRoAD\rAy.

frottola SeenenznrLETTA.

Friihromantik See nouenrrcrsM.

fu A Chinese prose poem, but one which contains rhyme and lines of
constant length which are not metrical. It was perfected in the znd c.
nc, but used thereafter.
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Fugitives, the A group of poets and critics from the Southern States
who gathered at Vanderbilt University in the early rgzos where they
published a magazine called The Fugitive. In politics and poetry they
were traditionalists and regionalists, opposed to the industrial and
urban development of the Nonh. The group was distinguished and
had among its members Allen Tate, John Crowe Ransom, Donald
Davidson and Robert Penn \U7arren.

full-rhyme See nrrvuB.

functional metaphor See oRGANIc METArHoR.

fustian (from MedL lpannns] fastanens,'cloth of Fostat, suburb of
Cairo') Formerly a coarse cloth made of cotton and flax; now a thick,
willed cotton cloth. In the r6th c. it was used to describe inflated,
turgid language. Pope mentioned it in the Epistle to Arbutbnot:

And he, whose fustian's so sublimely bad,
It is not poetry but prose run mad.

See nourest.

futurism Initially, alitenry movement which originated in Itdy at the
beginning of the 2oth c. Its long-term influences were to be seen in
other afts, particularly painting and music (hence neo-impressionism
and braitisme). Its main protagonist was Filippo Marinetti
(t87it944), who founded the periodical Poesia.in ryo1. The first and
maior manifesto (q.rr.) of futurism was drawn up by him and published
in Le Figaro in Paris in r9o9. Several other manifestos followed. They
advocated a complete break with tradition and aimed at new forms,
new subiects and new styles in keeping with the advent of a mecha-
nistic age. They extolled dynamism, the machine (and machinery in
general), speed (there was a speed cult) and the splendour of war and
patriotism. Early in the r92os the movement became politically
Fascistic, and also had some indirect effect on Dadaism, expression-
ism and surrealism (qq.t.). It seems not to have had all that much
influence on literature except in Russia, where it provoked vociferous
activity from c. rgro under the leadership of Viktor Khlebnikov
(r88y-r9zz). The Russian Futurists were against symbolism (4.o.),
mysticism and the cult of 'puref beaury. They set out to shock people
and 4pater les bourgeois. The manifesto of. rgrz was titled 'A Slap in
the Face of Public Taste' and was intended as a literary and culrural
purge. Pushkin, Dostoievski, Tolstoy et al.were to be chucked'over-
board'. It was vituperative in tone and followers were enjoined to
develop a new vocabulary called zdamny ydzyh (see znurvr) and cleanse
themselves of the'filth'and'slime'of such writers as Leonid Andreyev
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$87vr9t9). After the October Revolution many Futurists had
official positions in control of literature but the Party did not care for
their avant-garde (q.t.) policies. The movement died out in the r92os.
.See cuno-FUTURTsM; EGo-FUTURTsM; FoRMALTsM, RUssrAN.

fyrtiotalisterna In the r94os a group of modernist Swedish poets
founded a literary magazine called 4o-tal ('the forties'). So the term
means 'poets of the 4o-tal). The leaders of the group were Erik
Lindegren (r9re-68), Karl Vennberg (r9ro- ), Stig Sjd'din (t9r7- ),
Karl Aspenstriim (r9r8- ), Sven Alfons (r9r8- ) and RagnarThoursie

Ggrf ). Their work is marked by extreme pessimism and great sty-
listic complexity in the use of free association (q.o.), allusion (q.o.)"and
startling images. They appear to have been influenced by T.S. Eliot
and the French surrealist poets.
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gai saber A Provengal term which denotes the art of composing poetry.

See snrrn.

gaita-gallega (Sp gaita, 'bagpipe', gallega, 'Galician') Conceivably, in
origin, a form of verse or song which was recited or sung to the music
of a bagpipe - and such verses or songs accompanied by bagpipe can
still be heard in the Balkans. In prosody it denotes a hendecasyllable
(q.o.) formed by using dodecasyllables with the first syllable omitted.
The form was used byJuan de Mgna $4rr56),leader of a new school
of humanist poets. It is worth noting that de Mena wrote his long epic-
didactic poem Laberinto de Fortana to be sung. In the following
century such verses were sung to lively dances like the zarabanda and
the rtnaga.

galante Dichtung This form of elegant and srylized German erotic
verse derived from thepodsie gaknre produced in rTth c. French salons
(q.o.). However, there was no counterpart to the salon in Germany.
A well-known collection of gaknte Dichtang is Herrn r)on
Hoffmannsanldau and anderer Deutschen auserlesene und ange-
druchte Gedichte ft6g5-r7z). There are anonymous anthologies
dating from the same period.

galanter Roman A minor genre in German fiction which is funda-
mentally erotic in content and tone and is concerned with amorous
intrigues and exploits, often treated in a fairly light-hearted fashion.
Examples are Hunold's Die liebensaiirdige Adalie (t7oz) and
Schnabel's Der im Ingarten der Liebe herumtaumelnde Cavalier

$zt8).

galliambic A meter associated with the worship of Cybele, the mother
' goddess. The term derives from the name of the priests - the Galli. Its

technical name is ionic tetrameter (q.v.) catalectic; thus, four ionic feet
per line with the final syllable missing. The Attis poem of Catullus is
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the most famous example of this meter, which was used by George
Meredith in Phaethon and by Tennyson in Boad,icea.

gatha A form of metrical hymn (q.o.), of usually four, five or seven
words to the line. Found in Buddhist writings; and, in group form, in
the Aaesta.

gathering A printed sheet folded into pages is called a signature (q.".).
The signatures are then gathered - hence the term.

gaucho literature Verse and prose in Spanish which derived from a
particular interest in the way of life of the gauchos on the plains of the
River Plate in the Argentine. The gaucho songs (to the guitar) were of
special interest. However, the composers of this literature were zot
cowboys. Gaucho poetry and fiction described and celebrated the
nomadic existence of the herdsmen, laying stress on their courage,
endurance and skills and their love of horses and catde. A lost poem
titled Corro by Juan G. Godoy OZ%-1864) is generally regarded as
the first example of this literature. Other very well-known works
are the novel Don Segundo Sornbra $926) by Ricardo Gtiiraldes
(1886-1927) and the narrative poem Martin Fieno (1859) by Jos6
Hernindez (t834-86). In Uruguay, Bartolom€ Hidalgo (r788-t9zz)
also made an important contribution to gaucho literature.

gazette (It gazzetta from Venetian gazeta, a coin of small value) The
Oxford Gazette was the first newspaper, other than a newsletter, pub-
lished in England in fi65 when the Court took shelter in Oxford from
the plague. It later became the London Gazette, which is no longer a
newspaper, but a record of official appointments, bankruptcies and so
forth. See coneuTo; NErrsBooKs.

gazetteer A geographical index or dictionary.

Gebrauchs- (G 'utility-') In Germany this term is associated with func-
tionalism in, for example, anthropology, psychology and architecture
and in pafticular with the neue Sachlichkeit (q.".) period of 'utiliry

music' (Gebrauchsmusik) and 'utility poetry' (Gebrauchslyrih). The
so-called utiliry poetry tended to be satirical (it had a specific purpose
and objective) and was so named in r9z8 by Kurt Tucholsky (r89o-
r%t).Erich Kistner $899-t974), among others, also wrote utility
poetry of a satirical kind.

Geistesgeschichte (G 'spirit/mind history') A term with complex con-
notations and implications coined by Friedrich Schlegel in r8o8 which
achieved much increased currency with the publication of 'Wilhelm

Diltheyt Einleitung in die Geisteswissenschaften (i.e. 'sciences of the
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spirit') in 1883. It is associated with the concept of Zeitgeist (q.v.) or
'spirit of the times' and in the zoth c. has been a dominant fearure of
much study of German literature by German scholars and writers. It
involves concentration on and theunderstanding and interpretation of
the prevalent'spirit'and'mind'of an epoch or age, its essentially char-
acteristic fearures and development as expressed and exemplified in its
literature, art, music, philosophy, religion and culrure and in its social
life and institutions. .Sea also nnnuENEUTIcs.

geistliche Tageweise German medieval songs based on the form of the
Minnelied known as Tagelied (q.t.), or dawn song. In the geistliche
Tagearcise the waking up is symbolic of awakening from a state of sin.
Some te edaptations of profane or secular songs. See eureon;
KONTRAFAKTUR.

generaci6n del (or de) 1898 Following the break-up of the Spanish
empire, and as a result of an alleged fin d,e sidcle (q.".) feeling among
Spanish intellectuals, a movement arose among a section of the latter
which was a kind of miniature renaissance. Usually referred to as k
generacifin del'98 ('the r 898 generation') because mention of that year
focused attention on the severance of the last remnant of the once vast
Spanish empire, and because the Cuban war had produced talk of
' r egener aci6n nacional'.

Although supported by prominent Spanish writers and scholars
(such as Azorfn, Onis, Ortega Munilla and Madariaga), others, like
Baroja, Ramiro de Maeztu and Unamuno, were sceptical. Azorin first
drew general attention to the movement in r9r3 in his book CLisicos
y modernos. One of the main precepts was that there should be a
rebinh of energy, ideas and achievement in the zoth c., to replace
those losses, both material and culrural, which were blamed fairly
specifically on the rgth c. - by then already held in scorn.

The idea of a'generation' had been applied to history both before
and elsewhere. Ortega Munilla had called it a new and integral social
corpus with its select minoriry and with its crowd, and having a vial
and determined path to follow. The character of each 'generation'

would depend on two elements: the received and the spontaneous. If
the second predominated, the generation would be one of combat. The
generation of '98 in Spain was one such.

The common interests binding a single literary generation were held
to include proximity of binh-dates, homogeneity of formation, a state
of conscience created by an historical fact and an identity of inspira-
don. Of particular importance to the protagonists of this '98 genera-
tion were a fresh enrichment of the language from outside, the reform
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of expression and style, the search for naturalness and truth, and a new
lyricism.

generaci6n del ry27 A group of Spanish writers (mostly poets) also
known as the Nietos del '98.In 

ry27 the tercentenary of G6ngora's
death produced a number of learned works about him and seems ro
have inspired a number of poets to launch a new movement which
was basically non-traditionalist, anti-realist and anti-Romantic. Their
innovations in prosody included new words, new styles, free verse
(q.o.) and so fonh. Among the leading members were: Pedro Salinas,
Manuel Altolaguirre, Jorge Guill6n, Gerardo Diego, Federico Garcia
Lorca, Rafael Albeni, Juan Jos6 Domenchina, Dimaso Alonso,
Vicente Aleixandre and Emilio Prados. See also cnNrnecr6N orr r898.

general and particular See ensrnecr.

generative grammer A concept developed by Noam Chomsky in
Syntaaic Structures (tgSl).His fundamental theory is that it is pos-
sible by the application of a finite number of 'rewrite rules' ro predict
(that is to say, 'generate') the infinite number of sentences in a lan-
guage and to specify their structure. Of various models available he
discusses three: finite state grammars; phrase structure grammars;
transformational grammars.

g6nero chico (Sp 'lesser genre') The term includes the one-act zarzuela
(q.".) nrcnor and the one-act sainete (q.".) as opposed to the gdnero
grande (i.e. tragedy, comedy, opera).

genethliacum An occasional poem wrirten in honour of a birth. See
OCCASIONAL VERSE.

Geneva school A school of criticism acrive in the r94os and r95os
which developed a variery of theories in phenomenology (q.o.). The
main figures were the Belgian Georges Poulet, the Frenchman Jean
Pierre Richard and the Swiss critics Jean Starobinski and Jean Rousset.

genius Originally a genius was rhe rutelary spirit or deity that guarded
a person from birth, or presided over a place (genius loci). Later it was
applied to the general tendency or guiding principle of an ^ge or a
nation. In the r8th c. it acquired the meanirig of a man's innate abiliry
as opposed to what he could learn. In the Romantic period (q.".)
people were beginning to think of a genius as a person of exceptional
powers, and this is the approximate meaning we accept today. Ve
might say, therefore, that a genius is gifted with an intellecrual,
imaginative and creative ability of an outstanding order, and with
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remarkable powers of original speculation and invention. See

KRAFTGENIE.

genre A French term for a kind, a literary tyPe or class. The majo-r
Classical genres were: epic, tragedn lyric, comedy and satire, to which
would now be added novel and short story @q,o.). From the
Renaissance and until well on into the rSth c. the genres were care-
fully distinguished, and writers were expected to follow the rules pre-
scribed for them. See col.IvpNTIoN; DEcoRUM; NEocLAssIcIsM.

Georgian poetry Poetry which appeared in 6ve anthologies edited by
Edward Marsh and published berween rgrz and rgzz, during the reign
of George V. The major poets rePresented were: A. E. Housman,
\f. H. Davies, 'Walter de la Mare, John Masefield, Ralph Hodgson,
Edward Thomas, James Stephens, James Elroy Flecker, J- C. Squire,
Andrew Young, Siegfried Sassoon, Rupert Brooke, Vilfred Owen,
Robert Graves, Edmund Blunden and D. H. Lawrence.

georgic A poem about rural life and husbandry so called from the- 
Gieek *oid for 'earth worker, farmer'. This is a form of didactic
poetry @.o.) and its principal purPose is to give instructions on how
to do something. As Addison put it in his essay on the georgic, it con-
sists in giving 'plain and direct instructions'. The georgic also tends
to extol the rural life and nature. A very early example is Hesiod's
Works and Days (8th c. nc). Virgil's Georgics are the best known, and
they had a wide influence. James Thomson's Seasons $7261o) and
cowper's The Tash (rz8l) were very much in the virgilian tradition.
Other georgics include Poliziano's Rusticus (r+81);Vida's De Bombyce-
(ryz7)fAlamanni's La Cohioazione OS+6); Tusser's Five Hundred
points of Good Husbandry GSZ); and Rapin's Horti (166)- See also
ECLOGUE; PASTORAL.

Gesamtkunstwerk (G'complete art work') A term coined by Richard
'Wagner 

(r8r3-83) to denote a work of art which combines music,

drama, poetry mime, painting in d6cor, etc. to create a whole. Idealln

all should proceed from a single creative mind and hand.

Gesellschaftslied (G'song of fellowship') A form of German song for

several voices which originated in the latter half of the r6th c. and

whose main themes were love, drinking and dancing.

Gesellschaftsroman (G 'society novel') A term used to describe novels

which portray a 'society' as a whole (or in particular) and in whjc!

this feature is as important as the characters. Thus, it may be a kind of

regional novel (q.o.). Some well-known examples are: Die Ritter aom

Giiste (r8;o-yr) by Karl Gutzkow; Das Landhd,.rs am Rhein (r869)
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by Benhold Auerbach; and Der Zauberberg (rgz+) by Thomas Mann.
See also ZETTRoMAN.

gesta (L 'deeds') The gestlt werc accounts of deeds or tales of adven-
ture. For example: the Gesta Francorum, a medieval Latin chronicle
(q.".) about the First Crusade; the Gesta Historiale of the Destruction
of Troy (r4th c.); and the Gesta Romanorurn, the most famous of all
medieval collections of such stories, compiled in the r4th c. (c. r33o)
and first printed c. r472.It was later translated by \Uflynkyn de r$(/orde

c. r t ro. It remained a popular work until well on in the r5th c. It con-
sisted of legends of the saints, romances, tales from Jewish and Indian
lore and so forth, and was often used by preachers for exempk. A
moral was attached to each tale. See cnnrvsoN DE GEsrEs; ExEMeLUM;
ROMANCE.

Gestalt (G 'form, figure, shape') A term imported from German
philosophy and occasionally used in literary criticism to denote the
unified whole of a literary work; its organic unity. .See srnucruRE.

Gestus A term used by Lessing in ry67 to denote something distinct
from 'gesture'. In c. r93o the word was taken up and used to indicate
something that was a kind of combination of 'gesture' and 'gist'; thus
attitude or bearing (the early meaning of gest) plus point. According
to the dramatist Bertolt Brecht Q898-r956), a play or a scene in a play
should have a fundamental 'gest' to it, and so a play would comprise
a succession of 'gests' and they would be conveyed through all the
means at the dramatist's disposal. Meanwhile, the performers ought ro
be 'gestic', conveying to the audience not only the meaning but also
their attitude to what is being said and done, plus a definable attitude
about it.

ghazel (or ghazal) An Arabic word for love-making, it has come ro
denote a love-song or love poem. A lyric form widespread in Arabia,

i Persia and Turkey, used by a very large number of poets. The two mosr
-- famous are the Persians Sa'di (r3th c.) and Hafrz (r4th c.). See also-

DtvAN; EROTTC POETRY.

ghost story A fictional narrative, usually in prose (there are some in
verse, such as R. H. Barham's tales in The Ingoldsby Legends), of vari-
able length, but usually in the range of r,ooo to 2t,ooo words, in which
the spirit of a person (or the spirits of persons), no longer bound by
natural laws, manifests itself, or seems to do so (either embodied in
some form or disembodied), and 'haunts' a place, p€rson or thing
as a kind of 'presence'. As a genre the ghost story proper does not in-
clude demonic pacts, doppelgiingers, vampires, werewolves, succubi,
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poltergeists et al. Nor as a rule does it involve witchcraft and the pro-

lepses of magic, or occult practices associated with such activities as

Cumberlandism, exorcism, spiritualism, telekinesis, hylomancy and so

forth.
Ghost stories probably antedate literature and belong to a primor-

dial world in'the dark backward and abysm of time'. In primitive reli-

gion, mythology and ancient epic (q.o.) the inter-relationship of the

living and the dead, the narural and the suPernatural, is commonplace.

All societies which hold animistic beliefs have been (and are) disposed

to believe in ghosts and it is next to impossible to find societies which

do not have such beliefs. There is a host of ghost stories in oral tradi-

tion (q.v.) and in Britain alone there are many hundreds of places

reputed to be haunted. Many tales have been recorded by historians

of folklore.
Such beliefs pervade pre-Christian literature in Europe and in the

Near and Middle East. In the Christian era from the 4th c. onwards,
in the Patrologia Latina, in philosophical treatises, in chronicles, in

collections of legends, exemPk, homilies and sermons, in theological

handbooks (qq.o.), as well as in a wide range of other didactic litera-

ture and in an extensive variery of literature designed primarily to

divert and enteftain, there are numerous references to ghosts and anec-

dotes about them. Christian precept, doctrine and belief, derived from

the Old Testament, the Gospels and the Acts, confirmed the existence

of the supernatural order repeatedly. Metaphysical theology and phi-

losophy iatified the teaching of the Church. The Son of God Himself

was the most illustrious ghost in history (to say nothing of the

Holy Ghost). Christ made eleven separate aPPearances after the

Resurrection.
Until very early in the rgth c. most stories about ghosm were anec-

dotal (often with a basis of fact) and could not be regarded as fiction

in the way that we now regard the ghost stories of, say, Charles

Dickens and Henry James. However, long before the modern era we

find striking examples of stories which are very near to being fiction

or are so fashioned that they approach that category.
For instance, there is Luciant tale of the haunted sandal in his satir-

icd slretch of the pathological liar. And in Petronius's Satyricon arnd

Apuleius's The Golden Ass there are inset ghost stories which come

close to the modern form and idea. Pliny the Younger tells two spooky

stories involving ghostly apparitions. Different from these (and much

more detailed) is the account in the Grettir saga of the haunting of

Thorwall's farm by a troll, a monster ghost. Different again are

Chaucer's two inset ghost stories (both originally related by Cicero

and Valerius) which are part of Chauntecleer's disquisition to Pertelote
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in Tbe Nan's Priest\ Tale. Other notable examples are to be found in
Froissart's Chroniques, which cover the period ry2t-r4oo.

The Tudor and Jacobean dramatists perceived the rich possibilities
of using ghosts as 'characters' in their plays. In doing so they were
influenced by Seneca's tragediesl for example, Agarnernnon, in which
the ghost of Thyestes delivers the prologue, and Thyestes with the
prologue ghost of Tantalus. There are literally scores of ghosts in the
meny plays written and produced between c. ry8o and c. :53o. They
are particularly prominent in the chronicle and history play, and in
tragedy and revenge tragedy (qq.o.). Some are malignanr and revenge-
ful (e.g. the ghost of Andrea and Revenge in Kyd's Tbe Spanisb
Traged,y); some have an important parr in the plot (e.g. the ghost
of Hamlet's father); some have a premonitory role (e.g. the specrre
of Caesar who appears ro Brutus before Philippi); and some have
walking-on parts, so to speak, to give the audience an additionalfrisson
of fear (e.g. the apparitions of Isabella and Brachiano in'Webster's Tbe
Vbite Deztil). After the Jacobean period the 'stage ghost' had a vari-
able history. It never had a place in comedy, but it flourished in melo-
drama (q.".\ in the rgth c. and is by no means defunct in the modern
theatre (witness the role of the gravedigger's boy in Edward Bond's
Lear, r97z),

Stage spooks epart, ghosts virtually'disappear'from European lit-
erature during the rTth c. and they do nor reappear unril the advent
of the Gothic novel (q.2,.) in the latter paft of the r8th c. Nevertheless,
they are mentioned frequently in works pertaining to supernarural
matters and there is litde diminution of their presence and activiry in
oral tradition, in ballad (q.".) and folklore, in folksong and popular
superstition, and also in the more durable form of stories and poems
printed in broadsides and chapbooks (qq.rr.).

Among educated and sophisticared people in the Neoclassical
period and the Augustan Age (q.tt.) ghosts were not a marter much
talked of or written about, though in ryo6 Daniel Defoe created
something of a sdr with his celebrated journalistic accounr of. A True
Rektion of the Appaition of one Mrs Veal: a srrange haunting in
Canterbury which he investigated personally.

The arrival of the popular 'Graveyard Poetry' @.rr.) in the ry4os
marked the beginning of a shift in sensibiliry (q,v.), and the sepulchral
meditations of those later called 'graveyard poets'were to have a pro-
nounced influence on the evolution of the Gothic novel, which was
soon to appear and, with it, the ghost in fiction (e.g. the monstrous
ghost in Valpole's Tbe Castle of Otranto, ry64), plus much other
supernanlral apparatus. The overall effect of Gothic fiction was
remarkable, and the way was prepared for the ghost srory.
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At the beginning of the rgth c. the then newly emerged form of the

Nwelle (see Novrrre), as conceived by Goethe, coincided with the

advent of the short story (q.v.). This had existed in embryo, as it were'

all along. It was what might be called an inherent form. Rather sud-

denly (and, perhaps, a little unexpectedly) w€ not only find the short

story more or less fully-fledged; we also find the ghost story - as d

sbort story - in the work of Heinrich von Kleist and E. T. A.

Hoffmann.
Kleist's Das Bettelweib non Locarno ('The Beggarwoman

Locarno') was published in Berliner Abendblaner in r8ro and

Erziiblungen in t8r r. Very short (some eight hundred words), it con-

tains, in little, many of the constituents of a traditional ghost story in

a highly concentrated form. It is a sinister and frightening tale. A few

years later (r8r7) Hoffmann published a very long ghost story, Das-Majorat 
('The Entail'). It is thirry times longer than Kleist's and (with

the notable exception of Henry James's Tbe Tam of tbe Sreat) very

probably the longest'short' story in existence which involves a ghost.

Both authors display that strong sense of the past which was to

become central to the development of the ghost story in the next

hundred years. Strangely, from their time on and up to the Present day

German writers have made a minimal contribution to the genre of the

ghost story - which has been dominated by British writers, especial-

ly the English. There have been some Americans of note and a handful

of continental writers, but a quantitative suney suggests that some-

thing like 98 per cent of ghost stories are in English and about 70 Per
cent of those are by English writers.

The first ghost story of importance by an American author was The

Legend of Sleepy Hollout by \(ashington Inring. It was published in

The Shetch Booh (r8zo) and accompanied by The Spectre Bridegroom.

Both show German influence and the latter is set in Germany.

Sir \(ralter Scott's novel Redgauntler (1824) contains one of the best

ghost stories -WanderingWillie's Tale.Scon's other two ghost stories

were The Tapestied Chamber and My Aunt Margaret's Mirror,both

first published in Tbe Keepsa&e in r828. Scott also wrote an extreme-

ly interesting essay - On tbe Supematural in Firtitious Composition
(tsz). This displays an astute understanding of what can and cannot

be done in such fiction. FIe advises against 'coarse handling' and
'repeated pressure' and advocates brevity. Many a ghost story and

many a horror story (q.v.) has failed precisely because of 'coarse

handling' and 'repeated pressure' and because of attempts to keep up

suspense too long.
In the r83os Edgar Allan Poe began to make his impact. His first

collection of short stories, Tales of the Grotesqae and Arabesqae,
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appeared in 1839. His influence on the evolution of the ghost srory
(and the horror story) was very considerable and, in the case of some
writers, not by any means beneficial. In the r83os, too, rhe English
parson R. H. Barham, besides his good ghost stories in verse, wrote
rwo long ones in prose: Tbe Spectre d Tappington end The Leech of
Folleestone. In 1834 Pushkin published The Queen of Spade.r. This
remains one of the best ghost stories but is a rarher isolated phenom-
enon. Few Russian writers have written ghost stories, though Gogol
and Dostoievski, among others, made extensive use of supernatural
elements (e.g. Gogol's tale Viy).

The effect Charles Dickens had on the genre was ro be of the urmosr
importance. His earliest ghost stories were inset tales in The Pickuich
Papers (t8lZ).There followed A Cbristmas Carol (t8+l), and a suc-
cession of Christmas books: The Chimes (1844), Tbe Crichet on tbe
Hearth (t8+l), Tbe Battle of Life (rSa6). Of his later stories rhe
best known are The Tri.al for Murder and No. I Branch Line: The
Signalman It was Dickens who more than anyone associated such
tales with Christmas. In r85r he began a special supplement ro the
magazrne HouseholdWords,to which he invited writers to submit sea-
sonal offerings. The r81z supplemenr- A Round of Christmas Stories
by tbe Fire - included Elizabeth Gaskell's splendid The Old Nurse's
Tale. From r8y4 the framework became more elaborate. In r8y9 he
started All The Year Round. Again, ghost stories were a special fearure
of Christmas supplements.

In the r86os and r87os many ghost-story writers were women,
among whom we should mention particularly Amelia Edwards
(author of Tbe Engineer and Tbe Phantom Coach), Rosa Mulholland,
Mrs Braddon, Mrs Riddell and Mrs Oliphant, who wrore Tbe Open
Door - one of the best of all ghost stories. In fact, many of the out-
standing ghost stories are by women.

Thackeray tried his hand at the genre; Vilkie Collins was prolific.
In r8y6 he published After Darh and Otber Stories (z vols), in r859
The Queen of Hearts (3 vols) and in fi79 Little Nooels. He collabo-
rated with Dickens (who was a close friend) and contributed to his
magazines. Bulwer Lytton also wrote ghost stories at this time and was
commissioned by Dickens.

More famous than these, ultimately, as a practirioner of the genre,
was Sheridan Le Fanu (r814-73) - the name is pronounced L6ff-anew
- whom M. R. James considered 'in the first rank as a writer of ghost
stories'. By the time Le Fanu died the ghost srory was fully established.
His first attempts date from r838-4o. In the next thirty years he wrote
many, displaying a particular gift for depicting srates of guilt and fear.
His ghosts are uncannily'real' and convincing. He could also write
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humorous ghost stories (e.g, The Ghost and tbe Bone'setter). The

stories were evenrually collected in a famous volume titled In a Gkss

Darhly (1872). Many years later, M: R. James gathered and edited a

collection of forgotten stories by Le Fanu. It was called Madam

Crowl's Ghost and Other Tales of Mystery $94). Le Fanu's 'psychic

doctor' Hesselius, the protagonist in a number of stories (like serial

detectives), was to be followed by Algernon Blackwood's John Silence

and Villiam Hope Hodgson's Carnacki - a psychic research investi-

gator or parapsychologist.- 
During the second half of the rgth c. there was a great deal of inter-

est in psychic phenomena, spiritualism, psychotherapy and extreme

psychological states. F. \f. H. Myers (r843-r9or), who was deeply

inierested in Mesmer's theories, helped to found the Society for

Psychical Research (rs8z). Drugs and their effects, dualiry and double

identiry dreams, madness, diabolism, the diabolic pact, black magic,

witchcraft, the occult in general also aroused much interest. Curiosiry

about the preternatural and speculation about life after death proved

beneficial io mediums - and photographers. Photographic archives

of the Victorian period contain many examples of 'spirit photographs'

of, apparently, palpable ghosts. The Victorians were fascinated by

ghosts.
From the r85os ghost stories proliferated. There were scores of

them. Many of them seem poor stuff now, hackwork, but they were

read avidly. It is almost as if they were beginning to fulfil a kind of

spirirud need; as if the possibility of ghosts was a reassurance of after-

life. Besides, ghosts were a link with the past, with tradition, benn'een

the living and the dead. Moreover, writers did not regard their ghost

stories (and other tales of the supernatural) as mere diversions and

entertainment. In writing them they had serious intentions: exploring

of consciousness, examining aspects of appearance and reality,states oI conscrousness, examrrung asI
investigating the meaning of eiistence.lnvestrgatrng

Robert Louis Stevenson (rSley+) and Rudyard Kipling

$865-ry6) made highly individual contributions. Two of Stevenson's

best known xe Thraam Janet (in The Meoy Men, 1887) and the tale

of Tod Lapraik (in Catriona, fi93). Kipling wrote several, published

in 1887-8 in the Cioil and Miltitary Gazette. Later came The Retum

of Imray (r89r), Tbe Phantom Rickshaat $897) and They (r9o4). In

the same period Guy de Maupassant (r81o-93), one of the few con-

tintental authors to write ghost stories, produced four superior ones:

Le Hork andWas it a Drearn? Q99),followed by An Apparition and

Who Know.sl (r89o). In c. 1898 Emile Zola(r94eryoz) made his soli-

tary contribution with the excellent Angeline - a product of his exile

in England in r898-9. During the last twenty-odd years of the rgth c.
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the Americans Ambrose Bierce (t842-r9t4?) and O. Henry flffrilliam
Sidney Porter, t86z-t9ro) were publishing their ghost stories. Out-
standing among Bierce's are Tbe Middle Tbe of the Right Foot and An
Occurrence at Owl Creek Bridge (both r89r) andThe Moonlit Road
(r8g+). O. Henry wrote several but is chiefly remembered for The
Fumished Room (t9o6).

At this period, too, Vernon Lee (Violet Paget, fifi-r935) made
idiosyncratic contributions. Her major collection, Haantings:
Fantastic Stoies, came out in r89o. She was considerably influenced
by Nathaniel Hawthorne (r8o4-6$ andmore particularly by his novel
The Marble Faun (186o). This is not a ghost story per se, but it has a
mysterious stranger, the'death-scented apparition', who is murdered.
The novel is haunted by a sense of the pasr and three major characters
are haunted by guilt. Like some other writers of the period Vernon
Lee took an obsessive interest in the pasr ('rhar is the place we ger our
ghosts from').

Few writers have possessed a keener, more delicately subde and per-
vasive sense of the past than Henry James (r8q-r9t6), who was also
much affected by The Marble Faun.In his unfinished novel The Sense
of tbe Past (rgry) he wrote of a kind of haunting in a way which
nobody else could have done. He began writing ghost stories in the
r86os when Dickens and Le Fanu were still alive, and forry-odd years
later he vras sdll experimenting. His firsr rwo, Tbe Rornance of Certain
Otd Clothes (r868J and De Grry' A Rornance (1868), both showed
Hawthorne's influence. Later, among others, were Oarcn Wingrave,
Sir Edmund Orme, A Passionate Pilgrim and The Jolly Corner (r9o8),
plus what most people regard as his masterpiece in the genre - The
Turn of the Ssew (rS98).

In the late r89os M. R. James (t862-ty6) began his celebrated
Ghost Stories of an Antiqnary (first issued under that title in r9o4).
More Ghost Stoies of an Antiqaary f.ollowed in r9r r and the collect-
ed stories were finally published in r93 r. They were written to be read
aloud, usually to friends at Christmas rime. M. R. James was a student
of the rgth c. ghost story (he read hundreds of them) and he shows
a thoroughly 'professional' 

approach to the craft of writing them.
He worked out his own rules, which appear in brief prefaces to his
collections of tales. He is the only writer of ghost stories whose col-
lected works have remained continuously in print, and he is rightly
regarded as a master of the genre.

Unlike James, Algernon Blackwood (t869-r95r) was very inter-
ested in psychic phenomena and wrore some powerful stories with
supernatural themes. His first collection wx Tbe Empty House and
Otber Ghost Stories Q9o6), followed by Jobn Silence, Pbysician
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Extraordinary QgoB). last collection, Tales of tbe Uncanny and

Supematural, came out in ry49. A near contemPorary was lVilliam
His
,t in

Hope Hodgson (r877-r9t8), whose parapsychologist, Carnacki, dif-

fered from Blackwood's John Silence in that he used equipment and

instruments to track down spirits. Two of his better stories are The

Horse of the Invisible and The Wbistling Roorn. Also contemPorary

was Arthur Machen $8$-1947), who was much influenced by

Stevenson and experimented with a variety of ghost stories.

The Benson brothers, A.C. (t862-r9zt),  R.H. (r87r-r9r4) and

E. F. (r367- r94o), all published stories about ghosts and the suPernat-

ural at the turn of the 2oth c. A. C. Benson's work is seldom read now,

but some of R. H.'s stories have survived, and E. F. had a long and suc-

cessful career as a novelist and short story writer. He excelled at ghost

stories and, at his best, rivals masters of the form. His first collection,

Tbe Room in tbe Toam and Other Stoies (rgtz), was followed by

Visible and Invisible $92) and Spooh Stoies (1928).

Many other ghost stories date from the rurn of the century and the

early years of the zoth c. Some of the classics are: Robert Hichens's

Hoat-Love Came to Professor Gaildea (r9oo); Oscar Vilde.t delight-

ful comic tile Tbe Cantentille Ghost, about the spook who could not

frighten anyone however hard he tried; \f. t$f. Jacobs's terrifying -The
Monleey's Paut (r9oz), a standby to anthologists for mlny years; Oliv-er

Onioni's The B echoning Fair One (r 9rr ); Saki's spoof ghost story, Th e

Open Windoa4 and some of the tales in E. M. Forster's Tbe Celestial

Cimnibas (r9rr). Edith'![harton's collected Tales of Men and Gbosts
(r9ro) are cerebrd stories in the manner of her friend Henry James:
the ghosts are proiections of men's mental obsessions. Much later

$gl)), another collection titled Ghosts appeared. At her best (e.9. in

Alt Souk and Afterward) she is as brilliant as Henry James and M. R.

James.- 
Between the wars the genre continued to flourish, though not with

the style, vigour, variery and originaliry of the years between, say, r 8 5o
and r9ro. The First \forld Var had greatly affected people's feelings

about death - and thus about ghosts and ghost stories. The cataclysm

produced tens of thousands of 'ghosts': the missing, the believed killed

in action, the walking wounded of a spectral no-man's-land who were

to haunt the memory of Europe for years.

Nevertheless, there were many ghost stories.In the r92os A. J. Alan

(Leslie Harrison Lambert) became a well'knov/n raconteur of his own

stories on the BBC. They were later gathered into the collections Good

Eoening, Everyone (1928) and .r{. t. Alan\ Second Book (tgl). They

were clever and yi,ty. In the r92os' too, L. P. Hartley $891-1972)
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wrote a number. Nigbt Fears and Otber Stories was published in 1924,
and more were to come sporadically during the next forty years.

In r9zz. David Lindsay published Tbe Haunted Wonran, an unusual
novel in the form of a ghost story (ghosr stories of novel length
are very rare) which was before its time in that its main theme is the
need for a revolution to bring about equaliry between the sexes so that,
as the heroine suggests, men exist as much for women as women for
men.

H. P. Lovecraft, Machen's American disciple and a specialist in tales
of horror, wrote some ghost stories of variable qualiry. During the
same period (and later) Elizabeth Bowen published some outstanding
stories. A selection of the best were collected in The Demon Lover

Gg+s).
Valter de la Mare (r87-r955) was the most prolific English writer

of ghost stories between the wars. Like Henry James he explored the
shifting and ill-defined frontiers which lie berween what seems to be
reality and other zones: 'the world around the corner. . . the evil in
the dark closet'. He excelled at the evocarion of atmosphere. There
were several collections, includi ng Th e Riddle (, 9 4), Tb e Connoisse ur
Q9z6), On tbe Edge (rgjo), The Wind Bloan Over (tgl6) and, A
Beginning and Other Storics lgf ).

At that time other distinguished contributions were being made by
Lord Dunsany, Hugh tValpole, Cynthia Asquith, Margaret Irwin
(author of the excellent Tbe Earlier Sentice), A. M. Burrage (who also
wrote under the pseudonym Ex-Privare X), the author of several good
tales, includingSmee and One Wbo Sau, and H. G. \U[ells, whose inge-
nious tour de force The Inexperienced Gbost combines the comic and
the horri6c. He also wrote Tbe Motb and Tbe Red Room.

Some followed the sryle and conventions of M. R. James, but it
was complimentary and successful 'imitation'. 

Chief exponenrs of the

Jamesian techniques were H. Russell Vakeford (They Walk at Night,

ry28), \fl. F. Harvey (Moods and Tenses, 1933), A. N. Munby (The
Ahbaster Hand, rg49), and, more recently, tU7illiam Croft Dickinson
(Darh Encounters, ryfi).

Many other authors of more recent times have written memorable
ghost stories. They include Ann Bridge, Thomas Mann, Mario Soldati,
Muriel Spark, Rosemary Timperley, James Turner, Marghanita Laski,
Ray Bradbury Edward Hyams, Fielden Hughes, Joan Aiken, Ronald
Blythe, \(rilliam Sansom, Angus'Wilson, Villiam Trevor, Roald Dahl,
George Mackay Brown, Elizabeth \U/alter, Penelope Fitzgerald and
A. S. Byatt. Numerous anthologies suggest that there is a widespread
demand for such tales. The Oxford Book of Ghost Stories, The Virago
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Booh of Ghost Stories and Tbe Pengain Booh of Ghost Stories are

recent rePresentative examples.
Ghost stories of novel length have remained rare and seldom

work. However, in ry69 Kingsley Amis published The Green Man, a

novel about a pub haunted by a rTth c. magician called Dr Thomas

Underhill. This clever story is the most sustained imitation of M. R.

James and was a considerable success; so was Susan Hillt novel

The Woman in Bhch (tg8l), a sinister and spine-chilling tale -

successfully adapted for both television and theatre. See suPER-

NATURAL STORY.

ghostword A term invented by \fl.\(/'. Skeat, the great rgth c. editor of- 
medieval texts, to describe words which have no real existence. Such

spurious words are often the result of inadvertent errors made by

copyists, printers and editors. See PHANToM voRD.

ghost-writer One who does literary work for someone else who takes

the credit. It has become a common practice for professional writers

to 'ghost' the autobiographies, memoirs or reminiscences of famous

personalities.

gierasa A boasting poem (q.".) akin to the firsa (q.".) of the African

Galla tribe. It extoli the strength and accomplishments of a particular

warrior hero.

Glasgow Citizens' Theatre Started in r94t when James _Bridie
(rft8-r9;r) created a company at the then Royal Princess's Theatre,

which was built in 1878 in Glasgow's Gorbals. Up until 1969 the

policy was to present new plays (especially Scottish ones) rather than

classics. ln ry)o the present Citizens' Company was formed, and for

some time it has been directed by Giles Havergal, Philip Prowse and

Robert David MacDonald. Since its formation the grouP has based its

repertoire on British and foreign classics and has performed l5t Plo--
ductions of plays from the foreign (ry British premilres) and British

(r3 world premibres) repertoire. In Britain it has become famous

for its originality and enterprise; the comPany has achieved an inter-

national riputation (it has made guest and festival appearances in

zz f.oreign cities) without in any way losing local support and

popularity.

glee (OE gba4 g/Ao, 'minstrelsy, merriment') A glee or glee-song was a

part-song for three or more voices, not necessarily with an accomPa-

tti*ettt. They had a pafticular vogue from c. rTto to c. r8;o. Choirs

of glee-singers are still to be heard in the United States.

Globe Theatre One of the most famous of all theatres, it was built in

rt9g, onBankside in Southwark, in the shape of a polygon with three
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storeys. The roof was thatched, with the centre open to the sky. In
t576 James Burbage (c. r53o-9) had leased land in Shoreditch on
which he had built (of wood) the first building in England specifically
designed for plays. In r577 it became known as 'The Theatre'. In r 598
the fabric was removed to the Bankside and set up as the Globe. At
first it was the home of the Lord Chamberlain's Men (Shakespeare was
one of them), after Queen Elizabeth's death renamed the King's Men.
Many of Shakespeare's plays were performed in it and Shakespeare
had a share in the theatre. It was destroyed by fire in fir3 when a
discharge of cannon during a performance of Henry VIII ignited the
thatched roof. Rebuilt on the same site, it reopened the next year. It
was finally demolishedin ft44, but a reconstruction of the theatre was
begun in the late r98os and it opened in ry97.

glosa A Spanish metrical form invented by the court poers late in the
r4th c. or early in the r tth. It is a poem of a single line or a short stanza
which introduces the theme of the work and which is then followed
by a stanza f.or each line of the introductory cabeza. The stanza
explains or 'glosses' the line. See also cANTrcA; EseTNELLA; cr.oss;
MOTE.

gloss In the first place an interlinear (or marginal) comment on or
explanation of a word or phrase. Classical Greek manuscripts fre-
quently had glosses in Latin. Occasionally poems have been published
with marginal glosses. A good example is Coleridge's Rirne of the
Ancient Mainer, which he glossed himself. Another well-known
example is E. K.'s gloss to Spenser's Shepbeard's Calendar. See also
GLOSSARY.

glossary An alphabetical list of unfamiliar or difficult words and
phrases, sometimes appended to the edition of a particular text, and
sometimes published as a separate volume like,,{ Sbahespeare Glossary
by C.T. Onions (r9rr, ryr9). See also coNcoRDANcE; DrcrroNARy;
GLOSS.

Glossen (G 'glossaries') Explanations/translations of Latin words or
sentences in medieval German literature. Marginal glosses are
Randglossen; those above the lines are'interlinear'; those in the lines
are Textglossez. Such glosses are useful to philologists since they
provide evidence about the development of the German language in
the Middle Ages and also give some idea of Latin texts in use. See
GLOSS; GLOSSARY.

glyconic The name of a Greek lyric meter named after Glykon, a poet
(date unknown). There are two basic patterns: either: / f l/ u' y,, /
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1. ,  /  or :  |  |  l /  u ,  u ,  l l  I  l .  I twasusedforear lyGreek lyr icpoet ry
and drama. See pnnnEcRETEAN.

gnomic verse Gnomic derives from the Greek word for'opinion' or
'judgement', and a gnome has come to mean a short pithy statement

of a general truth; thus a maxim or aphorism (qq.rt.).The adjective

gnomic was 6rst applied to a group of 6th c. nc Greek poets but there

are much earlier examples of. gnornes in Chinese, Sanskrit and

Egyptian. The Book of Proverbs, which follows The Psalms in the Old

Tistament, is one of the best examples of gnomic utterance. Old

English, Irish, Norse and Germanic literature provide many instances.

Beowulf contains a number of gnomic passages. In more recent times

Francis Quarles's Booh of Embleme.s (1533) is one of the best

known collections. See also APoPr{THEGM; EMBLEM-BooK; PRovERB;

SPRUCH.

gobbledegook An onomatopoeic word which no doubt derives from
the noises thatpoultry make. The term denotes unintelligible language,
gibberish, and thus nonsense (q.".).It is often applied derisively tg the
fund of language cherished by lawyers, bureaucrats, art, music and lit-
erary critics and other purveyors of jargon (q.".).

golden A term used by C. S. Lewis in the introduction to Ins English
Literature in the Sixteentb Century GgSd to distinguish the literature
of the later Elizabethan period (q.v.) from its predecessors in what he
called the'drab' (q.o.) age. The period runs roughly from ry8o to 16o3.
See also GoLDEN AGE.

golden age An era when things were at their best. The nations and- 
civilizations of antiquity all had their so-called golden ages, usually

associated with panicular reigns and dynasties. For example, the Tang

dynasry $zG8$ and particularly the reign of Tae-tsong (618-26) in

China; and the reigns of Sethos I and Ram'eses II in Egypt (ryF

nz4 r,c). The sme is true of modern nations. For instance, the

reigns of Elizabeth I of England (r558-r5o3) and of Czar Peter the

Grlat of Russia Q67z-r7z). As far as literature is concerned

there have been several golden ages: the golden age of Spanish litera-

ture (r6th and rTth c.), French drama QTth c.), English literature -

especially drama - (c. t58o-c. r53o). See also AUGUsTAN AGE; DRAB;

GOLDEN.

The Golden Legend A collection of saints' lives originating as the

Legenda Aurea of the Italian friar and bishop Jacobus de Voragine
(r3th c.), subsequently translated with other homiletic material and

popularly published in English by Caxton in 1483.
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Goliardic verse The Goliards were wandering scholars and clerks of
the rzth and r3th c., called vagi scholares aat goliard,i.It is not certain
how they got their name. As there are references ro their belonging to
the 'household of Golias', some believe this may be the origin. But
there was no guild of Goliards, na orda qragorurn. The name may have
derived from Golias, Goliath of Gath, the giant of lawlessness and evil
associated later with the Latin word guh'glwtony'. Much Goliardic
verse consists of satire (q.a.) against the Church, and extravagant praise
of the delights of love-making and drinking. It is full of zest, caustic
humour and a rough earchiness; at times almost pagan in its unabashed
hedonism. The theme of carpe diem (q.a.) is recurrent. See cARMTNA
BURANA.

Gongorism A style of writing derived from the name of the Spanish
poet Luis de G6ngora y Argote (t56t-t6zz). It is a baroque (q.v.) md
affected style whose chief characteristics are: Latinistic vocabulary and
syntax, intricate metaphors, excessive hyperbole (q.r.), rich ctlour
images, mythological allusions and a general sffangeness of diction.
Comparable fearures are to be found in the French la prdciositd (q.o.).
Such a style provoked mixed reacrions and some considerable
opposition, especially from the devotees o{ conceptisrno (q.a.); but
many discerning critics have given the highest praise to G6ngora's best
work among which rhe Soledades rnd La Fdbuk de Polifemo y
Galatea persist as favourites. G6ngora, who did not always write like
this, had many imitators. Gongoristic elements are ro be found in a
number o{ ryth c. English writers including Sir Thomas Browne
and Richard Crashaw. See also nupnursM; MANNERTSM; MARTNTSM;
SECENTISMO.

good sense During what is known as rhe period of Neoclassicism (q.v.)
in France and England, that is during the latter half of the rTth c. and
for much of the r8th, good sense was a much pnzedcriterion of excel-
lence in art and literature. If a work displayed good sense then it pos-
sessed order, balance, harmony, restraint, appropriateness of style to
subject matter, and a general absence of excess or flamboyance. Good
sense implied sane understanding and good manners. See coxvBll-
TroN; DECORUM.

Gothic noveVfiction A type of romance (q.a.) very popular from the
t76os onwards until the r8zos. It has had a considerable influence on' 
fiction since (still apparent in the r99os), and is of much importance
in the evolution of the ghost story and rhe horror story @q.o.).

One of the earliest examples of the genre is Tobias Smollett's
Ferdinand Count Fathont. (tZSi, very probably the first novel (q.".)
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- a form then newly developed - to proPose terror and cruelty as its

main themes. Much better known than this is Horace Valpole's lle

Castle of Otranto $16+), which he wrote in his house at Strawberry

Hill, Twickenham, near London. lValpole 
$717-97) settled there in

ry47. He made his abode into 'a little Gothic castle' and established a

private press (q.o.). 'strawberry Hill Gothic'became a common term

for any lxample of romantic gothicized architecture of the period. This

was the era of the Gothic revival in architecture, brought about by a

renewed and romantic interest in the medieval.
The Castle of Otranto, a gruesome tale of passion, bloodshed and

villainy (it includes a monstrous ghost), was set in the rzth and r3th

c. It was an immensely popular book and is believed to have gone

through no fewer than r r y editions since it first appeared. \trflalpole's

intention was to scare the daylights out of his readers, md no doubt

he succeeded. This novel proved a seminal work which had much

influence on the development of a genre which was ultimately dubbed
'Gothic novel'; paftly,perhaps, because Walpole wrote his book in his
'Gothic castle', and partly because the content of such novels was asso-

ciated with the Middle Ages and with things wild, bloody and bar-

barous of long ago.
Most Gothic novels are tales of mystery and horror, intended to

chill the spine and curdle the blood. They contain e strong element of

the supernatural and have all or most of the now familiar topography,

sites, props, presences and happenings: wild and desolate landscapes,

dark foreits, ruined abbeys, feudd halls and medieval castles with dun-

geons, secret passages, winding stairways, oubliettes, sliding panels

*d to.ntte chambersi monstrous apparitions and curses; a stupefying

atmosphere of doom and gloom; heroes and heroines in the direst of

imaginable straits, wicked tyrants, malevolent witches, demonic

po*ets of unspeakably hideous aspect, and a proPer complemenl of

lpooky effects and clanking specres. . . The whole apparatus, in fact,

that has kept the cinema and much third-rate fiction going for years,

is to be found in these tales. The most popular sold in great quantities

and they were read avidly.
After Tbe Castle of Otranto there came a succession of such novels,

of variable quality. Many of them were dramatized (as was The Castle

of Otranto). Some of the major examples of the genre are Clara Reeve's

Tbe Old, Englisb Baron (tlZ8), Villiam Beckford's Vatheh $786) -

Beckford lived in the Gothic extravaganza of Fonthill Abbey - Ann

Radcliffe's Mysteries of IJdolpbo (tzg4), Ann Yearsley's Tbe Royal

Capthtes Olg), M. G. ('Monk') Lewis's Ambrosin and The Monk

$ig6),C. R. Maturin's Tbe Fatal Reaenge (r8o7) and his Melrnoth the

Wanderer (r8zo) and Mary Shelley's Frankenstein $8rB) - the all-
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important progenitor of scores of horror films and science fiction
(q.2,.). Godwin's Caleb Williarns (rZgd has often been classed
as Gothic, but has a special importance as an early instance of the
propaganda novel (see rHesrs Novn) and the novel of crime and its
detection.

By the turn of the rSth c. dozens of Gothic novels and tales (many
of them hackwork sunk without trace except in the vaults of the major
libraries) were being published. The demand for cheap, sensational lit-
erature was high. Publishers, scenting large pro6ts, exerted themselves
(as they seldom do otherwise). So did the authors of such stories; they
wrote fast.

There were many short stories and this was at the time that the short
story @.".) was developing as a form and genre in its own right. Like
most of the well-known Gothic novels they are curiosities, 'period

pieces', ludicrously melodramatic and wildly over-written, with reso-
nant dtles designed to cause a thrilling shudder of apprehension in the
sturdiest of breasts. For example: The Abbey of Clunedale by Dr
Nathan Drake; The Anacondaby 'Monk'Lewis; The Monh of Honor,
or Tbe Conclave of Corpses (anonymous); The Bkck Spi.der (anony-
mous); Tbe 

'Water 
Speare by Francis Lathom; Seqets of Cabalisrn, or

Ravenstone and Alice of Huntingdoz by 'William Child Green; Tbe
Dance of the Dead (anonymous); Leixlip Castle by Charles Maturin;
Tbe Assassinsby Shelley; Tbe Burial by Byron; The Unknown! or The
Knight of tbe Blood,-Red Plume by Mrs Julia Anne Curtis (known
as Anne of Swansea); The lron Shroad (anonymous); and The
Astrologer\ Predioion, or The Maniac's Fate (anonymous). A good
many were written by women and they vrere very popular among
female readers.

By early in the r8th c. readers had supped full with horrors and
there was a growing demand for even more lurid and sensational
fiction. Decadence (q.o.) was setting in. Graveyards, charnel houses,
the crepuscular and the necropolitan, the macabre (see DANsE
Ivrecenne) had become increasingly popular elements; and here,
perhaps, one may discern the long-term influence of the so-called
graveyard school of poetry @.o.) of the r74os, which had marked a
shift of sensibility (q.tt.) and something of a reaction against the atti-
tudes and codes of the Augustan Age (q.a.).

By ,. r8r;-zo the need for something different and rather more
sophisticated was stafting to be felt. Enough had been as good as a
feast, as it were. Jane Austen suggested as much in Nortbanger Abbey
(published in r8r8, but begun in ry98 and prepared for the press in
r8o3). In r8r8, too, Thomas Love Peacock published Nightmare
Abbey, which is a kind of burlesque (q.v.) of Gothic excesses. And in
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r8r9 Leigh Hunt observed ruefully in his preamble to his Tale for a

Cbimney Corner:'a man who does not contribute his quota of grim

story nowadays, seems hardly to be free of the republic of letters. He

is bound to wear a death's head as part of his insignia. If he does not

frighten everybody, he is nobody. If he does not shock the ladies, what

can be expected of him?' Later he takes 'Monk' Lewis to task: '\U0'hen

his spectral nuns go about bleeding, we think they ought in decency
to have applied to some ghost of a surgeon. His little Grey Men, who

sit munching hearts, are of a piece with fellows who eat cats for a

wager.' After some other happily phrased observations he relates a

short ghost-cum-horror story of his own.
Meanwhile, Gothic had travelled to America, where Isaac Mitchell

achieved some reputation with The Asylum (t8rr) and Charles

Brockden Brown attained something approaching fame with a suc-

cession of Gothic romances: Wieknd OZSS), Arthar Meruyn

$79yt8oo), Ormond (tlgil and Edgar Huntly (rZyg).Some of the

main influences on Brown were Samuel Richardson, Sfilliam Godwin
and Anne Radcliffe. In turn, Brown was to influence Nathaniel
Hawthorne, Mary Shelley and Edgar Allan Poe - one of the most

Gothic of all rgth c. writers of short stories whose long-term contri-
bution to the horror story the tale of suspense and mystery and the

detective story @.".) was immeasurable.
During the latter half of the rSth c. German writers were develop-

ing their own brand of sensational and Gothic fiction. In the rSth c.

considerable interesg in English literature arose in German literary

circles. Klopstock, Gellert and \flieland, for instance, were much

affected by Shakespeare, Milton, Edward Young and James Hervey
(and, it seems curious now, by Samuel Richardson). Goethe even con-

sidered Young to be in the same league as Milton.
In England there was corresponding interest in German literature.

'Monk' Lewis, for example, was well read in German, was a gifted
translator and was to influence E. T. A. Hoffman. Translation of thetranslator and was to E. T. A. Hoffman. Translation of the
Schaaerroman (q.a.) and German 'terror fiction' began in the r 89os

with the publication of an English rendering of Benedikte Nauben's

Herrnann von (Jnna. A series of translations followed. They in-

cluded works by Karl Grosse, Leonhard 
'Wachter, 

C. H. Spiess and

Heinrich Zschokke. Christian Vulpius's Rinaldo Rinaldini proved

very popular. Ann Radcliffe was impressed by Schiller's strange and

powerful story Der Geisterseher GZSII); and Schiller's plzy Die

Riiuber $782), translated in t79z,was perhaps most important of all.

Samuel Coleridge, among many others, was enraptured by Schiller.

In passing it should be noted that there was a difference between

the German and English conceptions of the function of the Gothic
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story. Many of the German writers were politically committed. Their
fictional heroes were 'political'. Critical social commenr (e.g. anti-
clericalism) was implicit and explicit in the tales. Schiller, particularly,
expressed the point of view of the individual against social convenrion
and taboo. The Ritter- und RAuberrotnane (q.zr.) which, wirh the
SchauenomAn, were a kind of counterpart of English Gothic, were
aspects of the Starrn und Dran7 @.rr.) revolutionary literary move-
ment. The Gothic in Germany was to hold sway for some time and is
discernible in, for instance, the work of Fouqu6 and Tieck.

English Gothic novels were much read and imitated in France in
the rgth c. Their influence, plus the influences of German Gothic, the
Scbauenoman and especially E. T. A. Hoffmann's stories, becomes
apparent in French literature - particularly in horror stories and tales
of the supernatural, by such writers as Nodier, Balzac, G6rard de
Nerval, Prosper M6rim6e and Petrus Borel.

There was also Gothic drama. Playwrights had no inhibitions about
displaying horrors on stage. Dramatized versions of Gothic novels
(and there were many of them) set out to frighten audiences. For
example there was Le Comte de Comrninges (t76+) by Frangois
Baculard D'Arnaud. This spine-chiller was set in the burial crypt
of. a Trappist monastery. The necropolitan action was so blood-
curdling that members of the audience passed oul ro be revived by
the management with cordials. And there was von Gerstenberg's
Ugolino Q768), which was based on the story of Ugolino recounted
by Dante in the Inferno (Canto XXXIII). Such plays were to have a
considerable impact on the development of melodrama (q.rr.), which
was becoming an established popular form of enrertainment by
c. r83o.

The last thirty-odd years of the r8th c. and the first twenty to thirty
years of the rgth c. are marked by quite important changes in the ways
people thought and felt about the metaphysical and the prerernarural,
and also what they felt about such matters as madness, srates of fear,
extremes of suffering, cruelty, violence, crime, torture and murder. It
is as if, after a" long period of radonalism and apparenr menral, spiri-
tual and psychological stability, the rediscovery of 'old worlds' and,
more especially, the rediscovery of the world of supernatural or quasi-
supernatural evil, had a strong disruptive and purgative effect. A whole
bag of tricks was opened up, a veritable Pandora's box. Out of it came
devils, wizards, magicians and witches, trolls, hobgoblins, werewolves,
vampires, doppelgiingers - and what not? None of all this had had any
place in the'Age of Reason'. Nor for that matter, had Satanism, pos-
session, black magic, sorcery exorcism or diabolic pacts. In shorg the
whole caboodle of the occult. Most conspicuous of all was the ghost,
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'revived', after an absence of a great many years (an absence dating

back to the Jacobean dramatists), as a figure and 'character'. The ghost

story was a natural development from the Gothic novel and Gothic

tales in general.
If Gothic fiction had never happened, rgth c. fiction in English

would look very different, and so would not a little zoth c. fiction. It

would be minus many hundreds of stories of mystery and suspense;
minus thousands of ghost and horror stories; minus innumerable tales

about vampires, werewolves, succubi, incubi, lamias, doppelgiingers

and demonic pacts.
Moreover, there is a strong Gothic strain discernible iq much main-

stream rgth c. fiction. It is very clear in the works of the BrontEs (e.g.

Charlotte Bront€'s Villette, r8t3), in Sir \(alter Scott and Charles

Dickens (e.g. Bleak House, r8y3, and Great Expecutions, r86r). It is

also abundandy clear in much fiction by minor novelists; particularly,

G. P. R. James $79yr86o), Bulwer Lynon (r8o3-73), rUfilliam

Harrison Ainsworth (r8oy-8r) and G.'!Uf. M. Reynolds Q8r4-7fl.
In the 2oth c. Gothic has flourished vigorously in the cinema

(Franhenstein, Dracuh - and all their progeny) and in popular horror

fiction (e.g. the novels of Stephen Ktg). rVhat has been dubbed Neo-

Gothic is discernible in the fiction of Isak Dinesen (e.g. Seven Gothic

Thles, r9j4),Mervyn Peake (e.g. Titas Groan, 1946, and Gormenghast,

rgio), \(lilliam Faulkner $897-196z), Daphne du Maurier (r9o7-89),

Carson McCullers $9t7-67), Flannery O'Connor Q92144), Diane

Johnson (r%+- ), Johtt Gardner (tgll- ), Joyce Carol Oates
(rgl8- ), Emma Tennait GglS- ) and Angela Carter (rg+* ).

A scholarly and academic interest in Gothic literature of the r8th

and rgth c. has been manifest for some while, and 'Gothics' have

become standard fare on some school examination syllabuses.
There seerns to be a fair|y straighdorward reason for the continued

popularity of flesh-creeping and spine-chilling stories in general
(Robert Louis Stevenson named them, suitably, 

'crawlers') and of
'Gothics' in one form or another. As long ago as ry73 Mrs Anna

Laetitia Barbauld (the wife of a clergyman) wrote a story called Slr

Bertrand. The knight loses his way on dreary moors. Benighted,

he comes upon an antique mansion marked by the injuries of

time. Undaunted he enters the mansion and Pursues a weird will-

o'-the-wisp blue flame. Funher and further he goes until he is in

total darkness:

with his arms extended, [heJ began to ascend the second staircase.
A dead cold hand met his left hand, and firmly grasped ig drawing

him forcibly backwards - he endeavoured to disengage himself, but
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could not - he made a furious blow with his sword, and instantly
a loud shriek pierced his ears, and the dead hand was left powerless
with his. He dropped it and rushed forward with a desperate valour
. . . The saircase grew narrower and narrower, and at length termi-
nated in a low iron gate. Sir Bertrand pushed it open - it led to an
intricate winding passage, just large enough to admit a person upon
his hands and knees . . .

And so on. The collection of blood-curdlers in which this appeared
was prefaced by an essay: On the Pleasure Derhted frorn Objects of
Terror. See also cRorEseuE; suBLrME; SuIERNATURAL sroRy.

Gtittinger Dichterbund A group of German poets (also known as the
Hainbund) who were studenm at Gottingen University between r77z
and ry76. Disciples of Klopstock, they revived the folksong(q.v.) and
wrote some notable lyric poetry. See srunr"r uND DRANG.

grace That mysterious, even magical, attribute or quality which is, as
it were, the spirit of beauty; beauty being the outward sign of inward
grace. Because of its mystery it is a je ne sais quoi (q.o.). The quality
of gracefulness was much prized, among Classical writers, at the
Renaissance and during the r8th c. Pope in his Essay on Criticism,
wrote of snatching 'a grace beyond the reach of ar{, suggesting
perhaps the qualities of ease and elegance which, though elusive, might
be caught upon the wing.

gracioso (Sp'graceful, gracious, amusing, droll') A comic actor. On the
Spanish stage the gracioso is often of much impoftance; the part may
be small but it may have great impact. The usual role is that of paro-
dying the actions of the principal character, and its creation is credit-
ed to Lope de Vega. It was also used by Calder6n to provide comic
relief. The gracio.so is perhaps comparable to the Fool in Shakespeare.
Until the time of. Zorrilla (t6o7-48) the humour in a play was nearly
always reserved for the gracioso.

gradatio See crruex.

grammatology A coinage of the French philosopher Jacques Derrida
(tgje ) to denote a 'science' of the written sign, which he expound-
ed in Of Gramrnatology Gg6il, Writing and Dffirence (t96) and
Speech and Pbenomend Gg6il.Grammatology is not to be confused
with semiology. In Modern Literary Tbeory (1982), Ann Jefferson
emphasizes the difference: 'In Derrida's writing the science of semi-
ology is replaced by grammatology which, as he says, takes the form
of a question rather than of a new science . . . of writing.' For Derrida
a text and its meaning are not one and the same thing. There can be no
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science of writing for Derrida since the whole idea of dffirance (q.a.)

is that there is a permanent instabiliry of reference (unlike for the struc-

turalists). In his theory of dffirance he argues that the 'deferred' or
'deferring' nature of writing makes it impossible for a text and meaning

to have a total and simultaneous identity and co-existence. Moreover,

a text cannot have a final and ultimate meaning. In the theory of gram-

matology Derrida conceives of writing as something that has its oan

reality;something that is sui geneis;atiting in its own rigbt, as it were,

which is separate from and different from any description of or repro-

duction of. reality, or eny version of it. Thus, he is concerned with

utriting itself,and not with writing as any kind of substitute or replace-

ment for voice, or as the transparent medium through which meaning

is communicated. The possibilities of such writing are evident in, for

example, Joyce's Finnegans Wah.e, in some concrete Poetry (q.o.) and

in ideogrammatic characters used, for instance, in Chinese.
A vital part of Derrida's theory is that 'writing' has always been

excluded, degraded, distrusted ever since Plato. r$(/riting has been seen

as inferior to speech, and as the improper area in which to discuss

language and meaning. Now, Derrida does not seek to 'redress' or
'correct' this 'imbalance'- all words of which he would be suspicious
- but his point is that there is nothing outsi'd'e utiting; there is no

proper prioriry inherent to speech in terms of either time or ideas. As

iuch, writing is to be evaluated not as a medium for something else,

as a'carier' or 'bearer' of meaning, but as the only phce in which the

dffirance in language is exposed.

grand guignol Guignol is the name of a French marionette or PuPpet
'create{' in Lyon towards the end of the r8th c. The puppet master

Mourquet $744-1844) may have been the creator. This PuPPet was

believed to represent the main characteristics of the peasant and

provincial man in the district of Dauphin6. By some symbiotic Process
Polinchinelle (or Punch) and this character became one. The brutaliry

and violence of the Punch and Judy show may have been an influence

here. At any rate, the name Guignol was given to Paris cabarets which

presented decadent shows. Later the Th6itre du Grand Guignol spe-

cialized in melodramatic plays whose subjects were horrific: rnurder,

rape and suicide. Since then the term has denoted any kind of play

which is bloody, gruesome and sensational. See rrnrooRAMA; THE6TRE

OF CRUELTY

grand style In his Oxford lectures On Transkting Homer and On- 
Transkting Homer: Last Words (r85r, fi52), Matthew Arnold used

this now famous phrase. Such a style, he maintained, aris.eS when a

noble nafure'poetlcally gifted, treats with simplicity or with severity
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a serious subject'. Arnold refers to Homer, Pindar, Virgil, Dante and
Milton as exponents of the grand style. It was a lofty or elevated style
(q.v.) suitable for epic: a style which Arnold himself attempted in, for
instance, Sobrab and Rustum Q85).

Grand Tour The term appears to have been first used in a printed work
by Richard Lassels in his Voyage of luly j67o).It came to denote a
regular tour of many sights and cities of Europe, especially those in
the Nethedands, Germany, France, Austria, Switzerland and Italy. The
climax of this journey was a visit to Rome and Naples. The Grand
Tour is of some interest and importance in the history of literature
because a number of famous writers undertook it, and rhe journeys
produced a substantial variety of entertaining travel reminiscences and
travel books (q.rr.).Indeed, it became so popular that detailed guide-
books (q.rr.) were compiled to assist travellers. Some of the more inter-
esting examples are: James Howell's Instruoions for Foneine Travell
j64z), the earliest of the continental handbooks; Henry Logan's
Directians for such as shall traztel ta Rome (16l+); The Gentlentun's
Pochet Companion For Traoelling into Foreign Parts $7zz);Nemeitz's
Sijour de Paris (t7r7), one of the most popular and useful guides of
the period; Thomas Nugent's The Grand Tour containing an Exao
Descviption of most of the Cities, Towns and Remarkable Phces of
Earope (t7+i, in four volumes, an essential vade lnecurn; Thomas
Martyn's A Gentleman's Guide in bis Toar through France $78); and

Johann Ebel's Tbe Trazteller's Guide through Suitzerknd (r8r8).
At least a hundred years before Lassels used the phrase an exten-

sive tour of Europe was regarded as an invaluable part of a genrleman's
education; this at a time when there was some premium on education
and considerable cacbet was attached to the importance of learning to
behave as a gendeman should. Hence the number of courtesy books
(q.".) of the period.

In Elizabethan England tours abroad were recognized as a means
of collecting information about foreign countries which might be of
use to England. Sir Philip Sidney is a notable example of a man sent
abroad for three years to acquaint himself with foreign courts. Trips
like this were often subsidized by the Queen.

Curious travellers set off on their own account, even though travel
in Europe in those days was dangerous, arduous and expensive. One
of the earlier and more adventurous ones was Fynes Morison, who
publishedhis ltinerary of. travels in fir7. During the rTth c. increas-
ing numbers of Englishmen explored Europe, including John Evelyn
and Milton.By rToo the Grand Tour was an established practice, and
the influence of continental manners and customs became observable
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in England; so observable that Restoration dramatists poked fun at

imported affectations.
During the r8th c. the tour became more fashionable. Thomas Gray

toured the continent with Horace \U(alpole for three years (tllf+t).

Other famous tourists were the intrepid Lady M"ry Vortley Montagu,

Thomas Sterne, Tobias Smollett, Dr Johnson, Boswell, Gibbon, Lord

Chesterfield and \filliam Beckford. Among Europeans easily the most

famous writer to make the trip was Goethe, who subsequently pub-

lished his Italieniscbe Reise (1785-8).
By the middle of the cenrury if not before, the Tourist had become

an object of caricaturel' a target not to be missed by Pope who sniped

at one kind of traveller in The Dunciad:

Led by my hand, he saunter'd Europe round,
And gather'd ev'ry Vice on Christian ground;
Saw ev'ry court, heard ev'ry King declare
His'royal sense of Op'ras or the Fair;
The Stews and Palace equally explor'd,
Intrigu'd with glory and with spirit whor'd;
Try'd all hors d'oeuvres, all liqueurs defin'd;

Judicious drank, and greatly daring dined;
Dropt the dull lumber of the Latin store'
Spoil'd his own language and acquir'd no more;

All Classic learning lost on classic ground,
And last turn'd Air, the Echo of a Sound!
See now, half-cur'd and perfectly well-bred,
rUflith nothing but a Solo in his head.

Forty-odd years later, in Tbe Progress of Enor,Villiam Cowper, more

genially than Pope, satirized the Oxbridge tourist broadening his mind

on the Grand Tour.
The French Revolution and the Napoleonic'I0'ars combined to Put

an end to the tour es it had been known in the rSth c. After Peace
came, there began the great railway development. Permanent way was

laid over much of Europe and hotels were readily available at railway

stations. Soon Thomas Cook started his circular tours of the conti-

nent. By the r86os one could reach Rome in three days, whereas before

it had taken three weeks or more.

Grangerize To illustrate a book by the addition of prints, engravings

and so forth, and particularly those cut out from other books. In t769

James Granger (r74-76)published a Biographical History of England

with blank pages for the addition of engraved portraits or other kinds

of illustration. For a time Grengerizing became an innocent hobby.
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grapheme The sma[est unit of a written language; thus, a letter of
the alphabet. The study of graphic signs in a language is called
'graphemics' or'graphology'.

graveyard school of poetry The poets who have been put into this
school wrote atype of mournfully reflective poetry with emphasis on
the brevity of life and on the sepulchral (and the hope of immortality)
which had some vogue in r8th c. England, and in the latter half of
the century was a widespread phenomenon in Europe. It was pos-
sibly part of a reaction against Augustan principles of decorum (q.a.)
which did not favour anything melancholy or self-indulgently piteous.
One of the earliest examples is Thomas Parnell's Nigh*Piece on Death

QTzr). The best known works are Edward Young's Nigbt Thoaghts

GZ+r) and Robert Blair's Tbe Grazte (tZ+).Some would include
Gray's Elegy (rZSo) and Ugo Foscolo's De' Sepolcvi (r8o7), but the
general opinion seems to be that these two poems are not typical of
the graveyard school. Indeed, they transcend its limitations. See rrrcv;
UBI SUNT.

great chain of being The phrase summarizes an idea of considerable
antiquity; namely, that all that exists in the created order is part of
natural hierarchn a scah ndtr4rde from the lowest possible grade up ro
the ens perfeaisiimurn.It implements the concepithat Nairre 

"bhorsa vacuum. Emerson epitomized the concept adroitly in a well-known
couplet:

Striving to be man, the worm
Mounts through all the spires of form.

The concept has pervaded philosophy,literature and scientific thought
from the dme of Plato and Aristotle onwards.

Apart frorh Ulysses's famous speech on 'degree' in Shakespeare's
Troilas and Cressida (I, iii), one of the clearest statements of the idea
in English literature occurs in Pope's Essay on Man:

Vast chain of being! which from God began,
Natures aethereal, human, angel, man,
Beast, bird, 6sh, insect, what no eye can see,
No glass can reach; from Infinite to thee,
From thee to nothing. - On superior pow'rs
'Were 

we to press, inferior might on ours;
Or in the full creation leave a void,
'$(here, 

one step broken, the great scale's destroy'd;
From Nature's chain whatever link you strike,
Tenth, or ten thousandth, breaks the chain alike.
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The classic work on the subject is A. O. Loveioyt Tbe Great Cbain

of Being: A Study of the History of an ldea (.ry6).

Greek tragedy This form of tragedy (q.".\ had a definite structure
which was more or less prescribed. There were four main Parts to a

play: (a) The ProloSot or Prologue: an introductory scene of mono-

logue or dialogue. This exposition established the subject and theme

of the play and portrayed one or more characters. (b) Parados: the

entrance of the Chorus (q.a.); the choral song provides funher exPo-
sition and foreshadows subsequent events. (c) Epeisodrz: episodes
(perhaps four or five) which constitute the main action of the play.

One or more characters take part in these with the Chorus. Each

episode is separated by a choral ode or stasimon.In some plays, a Part
of the episode may involve a hommo.s - a kind of lamentation in which

both characters and Chorus take part. (d) Exodos: the conclusion,
which follows the last ode (q.o.) sung and danced by the Chorus. The
Exodos includes two features: the messenger's speech and the deus ex

machina (q.zr.); but the de*s ex machina was used only by Euripides.

green baize From the Restoration period (q.2,.) until well on into the
rgth c. it was traditional to lay a green carpet on the stage when a

tragedy was to be performed. The object was to protect the costumes
of those characters who had to die in the action.

Greenwich Village An area of New York City which has long-

standing literary associations and connections and might be described
as a sort of counterpaft to Chelsea" London, where painters, writers,

musicians, singers et al. were wont to congregate. It is panicularly

associated with Henry James (t84;-rgr6), who lived there; andlater,

during the r94os and r9yos, with such figures as Jack Kerouac

$92249) and Allen Ginsberg $9261), rwo moving spirits of the
Beat generation (q.".) or movement. In the r96os the Village ex-

panded and became associated with the so-called Alternative Society

and hence with 'underground literature' (q.".). See also ALTERNATTYE
LITERATURE; ALTERNATIVE THEATRE.

gregueria Brief observations in prose by the Spanish writer Ram6n
G6mez de la Serna (1888-1953) and defined as 'humour plus
metaphor'. The author has referred to them as attempts to define the
indefinable and to capnrre the fugitive. Almost a form of aphorism
(q.r,.),with an element of the conceit (q.a.). An example is 'The bat is
the devil's Holy Ghost.'

Grobianism The word Grobian derives from the German Grobbeit,
'rudeness'. Grobian was an imaginary person continually referred to
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by ryth and r5th c. writers in Germany as a paradigm of coarseness
and rudeness. In hisNanenscbiff (t494) Brandt invented St Grobianus
- a figure typical of boorish and uncouth behaviour. Through this
character Brandt was able to satirize contemporary manners. In r y49
Dedekind wrote Grobianus: De Morum Sirnplicitate, a poem in Latin
elegiacs which was a burlesque (q.zr.) at the expense of the uncivilized
social conditions in Germany. In this work he gave rules for the guid-
ance of boors. This was translated into German and English and pro-
vided Dekker with the idea for his Gull's Hornbook g6o9),which was
a satirical attack on the fops and gallants of the day in the guise of
a book of manners or courtesy 

-book 
(q.".). Dedekind's lronical

approach had a good many imitators. This type of literature coin-
cided with a large number of manuals on good behaviour and a
gready increased interest in urbane conduct. See srsonnMErER; FoLLy
LITERATURE.

grotesque The word derives from Italian grotte, 'caves', whose adjec-
tive is grottesco; the noun being Ia grottesca. In French we find
ffotesque being used c. r53z for the first time; and this form was used
in English until it was replaced c. t64oby grotesque.Its correct tech-
nical sense has little to do with its normal usage. It denotes a kind of
decorative ornament consisting of medallions, sphinxes, foliage, rocks
and pebbles. Because they were found in grottoes they were called
grotteschi. The term came to be applied to paintings which depicted
the intermingling of human, animal and vegetable themes and forms.
Some of the works of Raphael and Arcimboldo are typical grotesques.
It has also been used to describe architectural embellishments like gar-
goyles, hideous diabolic shapes and, again, the complex interweaving
of themes and subjects. An outstanding instance is Radovan's main
doorway of Trogir cathedral.

The extension of the word to a literary context may well have
occurred in r6th c. France. Rabelais, for example, uses it apropos
parts of the body. But it does not seem to have been used regularly
in a literary context until the r8th c., the period of the age of reason
and Neoclassicism (qq.t.),when it was commonly employed to denote
the ridiculous, bizarre, extravagant, freakish and unnatural; in short,
aberrations from the desirable norms of harmony balance and
proPortion.

In art the use of grotesque effects had been frequent. Outstanding
instances ere to be found in the works of such painters as
Hieronymus Bosch, the Brueghels, Goya, Gustave Dor6, Daumier,
Fuseli, Piranesi, John Martin, Max Ernst and Salvador Dali - among
many others. It is very noticeable that these artists use the grotesque
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Group, the

for comic, sardonic and exaggerated satirical effects. Much of the

comic impact of graphic caricature (q.".) also depends on the skilful

use of grotesque; witness the work, for instance, of George Grosz and

Gerald Scarfe.
In a comparable way the writer employs grotesque for comic and

satirical purposes. In literature one is most likely to find grotesque ele-
ments in caricature, parody, satire, invective, burlesque, black comedy,
the macabre and what is known as the Theatre of the Absurd (qq.rr.).

Grotesque is often a consdnrent of comic relief (q.r.), the sick joke,

sick verse (q.o.) and pornography (q.a.).Excellent examp'les of the

grotesque can be found in the worhs by Rabelais, Skelton,'Webster,
Tourneur, Swift, Pope, Smollett, Byron, E. T. A. Hoffmann Victor

Hugo, E. A. Poe, Zola Dickens, Browning, Kafka, Alfred larrf,
Samuel Beckett, Evelyn tVaugh, Mervyn Peake, Genet, Ionesco and
Roald Dahl - to name but a few. See also cornrc Novrr/FrcrloN.

Group, the A poetry society founded by Edward Lucie-Smith in the
late r9yos, It had weekly meetings at which poets read and talked

about their work. Among the members were Ted Hughes and Peter
Redgrove. It was later called Poetry \forkshop. See also MoVEMENT.

Group Theatre There have been two main companies bearing this title:
(a) A New York theatre company founded in r93r whose main objec-
tive was to present plays which depicted contemporary social condi-

tions. It lasted for ten years and was run by Lee Srasberg, Cheryl
Crawford and Harold Clurman. Among their more famous produc-

tions were Clifford Odetst Waitingfor Lefty (tgll), Robert Ardrey's
Tbmder Rock $ng\ and I(tilliam Saroyan'" My Heart's in the
Higbhnds (rglil.6) A company founded in ry32 at the Vestminster
Theatre, London. It gave the first performances of a number of now
well-known verse dramas, including Auden and Isherwood's Tbe Dog
Beneatb tbe Shin (rgS6), Tbe Ascent of F6 Gglil and On tbe Frontier

Gglil, T. S. Eliot's Sweeney Agonistes Ogl) and Stephen Spendert
Trial of a Judge (rgf 8). It closed in ry1.1.

Grub Street According to Dr Johnson, this was 'originally the name
of a street near Moorfields in London, much inhabited by writers of
small histories, dictionaries, and temporary poems, whence any mean
production is called grubstreet ' It now describes anything in the way
of literary hackwork. See Hecr.

Grupo de Guayaquil A literary group of the r93os that began a revival
of the Ecuadorean novel. The novels were mainly about regional
Ecuadorean life, in the tradition of costumbismo (q.v.\,and combined
social comment and protest. The authors were Joaquin Gallegos Lara
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(r9rr- ), Enrique Gil Gilbert (r9rz- ) and Demetrio Aguilera Malta
(rsor- ).

Gruppe 47 A group of predominantly left-wing German writers
founded by Hans Richter in ry47. They gathered annually between

ry47 and ry67 when they read each other's work and offered criticism.
During those twenty years they had considerable influence on German
literature. Among the more famous were Heinrich Brill, Giinter Grass
and Johannes Bobrowski. Others were Paul Celan, Uwe Johnson,
Erich Fried and Hans Enzensberger.

Gruppe 6r A group of left-wing revolutionary German writers centred
on Dortmund c. 196r. Their principal objective was to promote
writing - particularly fiction - about work by working men. The
fwo most prominent members were Max von der Gnin and Josef
Reding. [t seems that the group fell into desuetude without achieving
much.

guidebook A book designed to help travellers. Guidebooks range
widely from mere hackwork to elegant writing. An early and distin-
guished example is the Helkdos Periegesis of Pausanias (znd c. en), a
remarkably well-informed and interesting guidebook to Attica,
Central Greece and the Peloponnese. From the rzth c. dates the
Mirabilia Urbis Romae, a guidebook to Rome which was still being
kept up to date in the r 5th c.

Until travel for diversion and holiday (as opposed to that for explo-
ration, proselytizing and commercial enterprise) became fashionable
there was little in the way of organized guidebooks; though since the
Middle Ages there have been ̂ very large number of travel books (q.".)
and reminiscences, often of considerable literary merit.

In the rTth c. the Grand Tour (q.2.) caused a number of writers to
produce detailed guides for Europe. Possibly the earliest instance of a
handbook for continental ffavel was James Howell's Instruaions for
Foneine Travell $542). As the Tour became more and more popular
so the number of guidebooks multiplied, and there were many in the
rSth c. For the most part they were well written, well organized and
still make interesting reading.

However, the guidebook proper really belongs to the last hundred
years or so - a period which has produced such series as: Munay's
Handbooks of Traoellers,Nagel's Guides,the Baedeker Guides, Fod.or
Guides, the Guid,es Bleas (outstanding for their comprehensiveness
and accuracy) and the Micbelin Guides (which also set a high standard
of accuracy and detail). These are the result of ioint efforts by teams
of investigators.
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Occasionally an author has produced a more personal type of
guidebook. Richard Ford, for instance, who wrote Handbooh for
Trat,ellers in Spain (r8+l); and Augustus Hare, who wrote Days near
Rome (t8Zl), and Cities of Northern and Central ltaly Q876). From
recent years one might cite Villiam Collins's Companion Guides and

Jonathan Cape's Traaellers' Gnides.
Since the Second Vorld'War, travel having become a simple under-

taking for millions of people, guidebooks have proliferated in large
numbers all over the world and there is litde sign of any diminution.
In many instances the quality, too, has improved. In fact, the guide-

book may be good literature which, at its best, is distinguished by
learning, an elegant style and a high degree of readability. See HAND-
BOOK AND MANUAL; VADE MECUM.

guignol ,See cneNo cuIGNoL.

guillemets The French equivalent of inverted commas, marked * 'n. See
PUNCTUATION.

guslar The gasle is a one-stringed fiddle plaved by a guslar (pl. guskri).

The guslari were blind minstrels among the South Slavs; professional
and itinerant reciters of national heroic poems of the oral tradition
(q.zr.) called narodne Pesme (q.v.).These men corresponded to the
Greek rhapsodists, the Celtic bards, the Old English scopas, rhe

Scandinavian shalds (qq.t), and the French trouadres and jongleurs

(qq.v.). Their profession dates from the r4th c. or before.
M"ry of them composed heroic poetry as well as reciting it. They

are sdll to be found occasionally in the Central Balkans (especially in

Bosnia, Serbia and Macedonia) and they carry on the ancient tradition
of making up and chanting (to the accompaniment of the gusle) heroic
poems. The author has seen and heard a blind guskr (in the uplands
of Bosnia) making up such a poem. Its subject was an engagement
between the Panisans and the Germans in the Second \(orld \(ar. See

also pnvttt.

gwawdodyns A \X/elsh syllabic verse form. It comprises a quatrain
(q.".) stanze with lines of nine, nine, ten and nine syllables respective-
ly. The first, second and founh lines have end-rhyme with each other.
The third line may rhyme internally with itself, or a syllable before
the end of the line may rhyme into the fourth line.

gynocriticism A branch of feminist literary theory and studies which

focuses on women as writers, as distinct from feminist criticism and
evaluation of male writers. The term was coined by Elaine Showalter.
See rrurNtsT cRITrcrsM.
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Habima (Heb 'stage') A theatre founded in Moscow in r9r7-r8 to

stage plays in Hebrew. It became one of the studios of the Moscow
Art Theatre (q.o.\ and in r93r moved to Tel Aviv. From r9y3 it has
been the national theatre of Israel.

hack The word derives from bachney,'a hired horse, a hireling', and
denotes a person who churns out the written word for a pittance. It
suggests a low grade of work. In the r8th c. it was associated with
writing for booksellers, and produced terms such as 'hack writer',
'hack worker', 'Grub Street (q.".) hack'.

hadrth (A'statement') The term given by Muslims to those traditions
which are believed to embody the practice and precepts of the Prophet.
Many statements were ascribed to the Prophet after his death and a
number of bad,tth compilations were made. How authentic they were
has been much debated.

hagiography (Gk'sacred writing') The writing or study of the lives of
the saints. Also known as hagiology; it is, as a rule, the specialized
study of saints, often inspired by veneration. There are two main
groups of such works: the literary and the lirurgical. Notable exam-
ples of the literary are: Eusebius of Caesarea's record of the martyrs
of Palestine (4th c.); Theodoret's account of the monks of Syria (yth
c.); Gregory the Great's of the monks of Italy (6th c.); the Byzantine
Menology (rzth c.) - the menology (q.".) being a sort of calendar of
the Greek Church which incorporates biographies of the saints; the
Chronicle of Nestor (c. rrr3), written by a priest of that name and
known as the primary Russian Chronicle; the Golden Legend of

Jacobus de Voragine (r3th c.). Liturgical sources are documents,
very often calendars (q.o.), which record information about devotion
paid to saints. These were local as well as universal calendars; also
known as martyrologies. I(ell-known examples were compiled by
Hieronymian (yth c.), Bede (8th c.), Adon and Usuard (9th c.). There
was also the Rornan Martyrology of the late r6th c.
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To these instances one should add the Aaa Sanctorr,tm, a series of

lives of the saints arranged in order of their feasts in the ecclesiastical
year. This was begun by the Bollandists, a body of Belgian Jesuits
(named after John Bolland, a Flemish Jesuit), in the rTth c. The first
volume appeared in fi41 and the last of the original series in t786.
There are also the Aaa Sanctorum Ordinis Sancti Benedicti, a history
of the saints of the Benedictine Order, published between 1668 and
r7or.

A curiosity in this genre in English literature is John Foxe's Actes

and Monurnents (popularly hnown asThe Booh of Martyrs), first pub-
lished in Latin in r159 and in English in t563. This vast work (about

twice the length of Gibbon's Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire)
was a history of the Christian Church but contains detailed accounts
of many martyrs, particularly the Protestant martyrs of Queen Mary's
reign. See also sAcRED BooKs; syNAxARIoN.

haiku A Japanese verse form consisting of seventeen syllables in three
lines of five, seven and five syllables respectively. Such a Poem ex-
presses a single idea, image or feeling; in fact, it is a hind of miniature
'snap' in words. It was first established as a form in the r5th c.
Originally it was called a hokhu (haiha, the current term' is rgth c.)

and was the opening verse in a linked sequence or rengd. Many

Japanese poets have used the form, but two were especially gifted:
namely, Bash6 (pseudonym of Matsuo Munefusa, lf,44'94); and

Kobayashi Issa (pseudonym of Kobayashi Nobuyuki, ry63-r828).
Recently it has attracted the interest of poets associated with T. E.

Hulme and the Imagist movement. Ezra Pound made use of the prin-

ciples of the haiku in Maaberley and the Cantos. Other poets to be
influenced by it were Amy Lowell, Robert Frost, Conrad Aiken and
'!Uf. 

B. Yeats. But few \flestern poets have been able to imitate it suc-
cessfully. James Kirkup is one of the few, as in Eoening, the last of a
sequence cdled Four Haihil on the Inhnd Sea:

In the amber dusk
Each island dreams its own night.
The sea swarms with gold.

See also IMAGISTS; TANKA.

half rhyme See RHYME.

hallel (Heb 'praise, celebrate') A hymn of praise consisting of Psalms
rr3-r8, each of which is headed wirh Hallelujab, 'praise ye'. Thus, a
song of praise to God, sung at the four main Jewish festivals: Passover,
Pentecost, Dedication and Tabernacles. See nanrcLUJAH METER.
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halleluiah meter Named from its frequent use in hymns. It consists of
^ starnza of six iambic lines: four trimeter, and two tetrameter (qq.r.).
See also HALLEL; HYMNAL srANzA.

hamartia (Gk 'error') Primarily, an error of judgement which may
arise from ignorance or some moral shortcoming. Discussing tragedy
(q.rr.) and the tragic hero in Poetics, Aristotle points out that the tragic
hero ought to be a man whose misfortune comes to him, not through
vice or depravity, but by some error. For example Oedipus kills his
father from impulse, and marries his mother out of ignorance.
Antigone resists the law of the state from stubbornness and defiance.

iff$:. 
is consumed by her passion for Hippolyte. See HUBRTs; rRAGrc

handbook and manual (OE handboc) (MedL liber manualis) L small
book for handy use like the manual for ecclesiastical offices and ritual.
Many guidebooks (q.zt.) are handbooks, and there are a very large
number of handbooks published by way of general information and
reference on nations, technical subiects, arts and crafts. In America
handbooh has another and particular sense of 'betting book'. In most
cases manual and handbook are synonymous.In the medieval Church
a manual contained the forms to be observed in the administration of
the sacraments. Other examples are the manual of daily prayer; and
specialist works like the various manuals for military training; or the
BR rule book, a remarkable publication which caters for almost every
conceivable contingency in a railwayman's life. This is a masterpiece
in its way because of its opaque, convoluted and, at times, mandarin
prose which might have been written by Henry James while under
hypnosis. The section on emergency action in fog is especially note-
vrorchy. See also VADE MEcuM.

hapax legomenon A Greek phrase meaning 'said once'; thus, a word
found once only in literature. See NoNcE rroRD.

happening The term appears to have been first used by the painter
Allan Kaprow in the late rgyos and about that period came to denote
a form of improvised or spontaneous theatrical performance, often of
a non-naturalistic and non-representational kind. Aural and visual
effects may be juxtaposed and may include music, dance, film, stro-
boscopic lights, violent noises, even smells: thus, a form of mixed
media presentation. Such pieces were first developed and staged at
Black Mountain College, North Carolina, in the r9tos. Early hap-
penings were also presented in Vienna by the \Tiener Gruppe in the
19tos. Devisers of such entertainments appear to have been influenced
by Dadaism, the Theatre of the Absurd and the Theatre of Cruelty
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(qq.o.); and also by the German concept of. Gesamtkunstwerh ('com-

plete art-work', q.a.).In the r95os the 'light show' developed and was
a kind of happening. A celebrated example was Andy $(/'arhol's
'Exploding Plastic Inevitable'. In the same period happenings were
associated with pop art and also with environmental art. A notorious
instance of the latter was the covering of a considerable area of cliff in
Australia with huge sheets of polythene.

harangue An exhortatory speech, usually delivered to a crowd to incite

them to some action. The fire-and-brimstone sermon (q.".) is a kind

of harangue. Henry V's pre-banle speeches in Henry V nd Mark
Antony's oration over Caesar's body in Julius Caesar are two well-
known examples of harangue in dramatic literature.

Harlem Renaissance A literary and culrural movement among black
Americans which flourished from early in the rgzos to early in the
r9jos. It was dso called the'New Negro'or'Blach Renaissance'. The
movement put considerable emphasis on the African heritage of
American blacks. Among the more prominent figures were Claude
McKay, Jean Toomer, Countee Cullen and Langston Hughes. They
produced novels and poetry and in rgzy Alain Locke published an

anthology of work titled The Neat Negro. See also Nfcnrtups.

harlequinade A form of theatrical entertainment derived from com-

media dell'arte (q.o.) and introduced into England early in the r8th c.

by John Rich (c. 169z-176), the dancer, acrobat and mime who took
over the management of the theatre in Lincoln's Inn Fields, London,
in ryr4. He adopted the characters of commedia dell'arte and special-
ized in the non-speaking pan of Harlequin - the ltalian Arlecchino.
He presented the courtship of Harlequin and Columbine as a kind of
interlude (q.a.) during plays. The harlequinade was eventually to

develop into a pantomime (q.rt.). The character of Pulcinella in com-
media dell'arte had long before. (c. 161o) arrived in England as

Punchinel and subsequently became Punch.

headless line See ecspHAlous.

head rhyme See ALLITERATIoN.

Hebraism/Hellenism This antinomy (q.a.) was elaborated by Matthew
Arnold in Chapter IV of Cultare and Anarchy (1369). Arnold sees the

essence of Hebraism as 'strictness of conscience'; that of Hellenism as
'sporltaneiry of consciousness'. He regards a combination of these rwo

as a necessary pre-requisite to a mature life. Th.y are not contradic-
tory because, as he puts it, 'the desire, native in man, for reason and

the will of God, the feeling after the univefsal order', is their common
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aim. This is one of several antinomies worked out in the rgth c. See
also tpowouraN/oroNysrAN; clAsslclsM/RorvreNrrclsM; NArv uND
SENTTMENTALISCH.

Heimkehrerliteratur (G 'returning home literarure') A term dating
from c. ry46 to denote fiction and drama concerned with the plight of
demobilized soldiers on their return to a country that had been ruined
by war, and the difficulties they faced in coming to terms with civil-
ian [ife. Examples are lVolfgang Borchert's play Draussen aor der Tiir

Gg+il, Gerd Gaiser's novel Eine Stimrne bebt an (tgyo) and Heinrich
Boll's cycle of war stories Wo uarst d,u, Adam? (rplr).

hemiepes (Gk 'half-hexameter') In Classical prosody a dactylic
meter catalectic (qq.o.) ending in a long syllable. See oecrvr.

hemistich (Gk 'half line') Half a metrical line divided at the caesura
(q.".).Very common in OE, OHG, ON and medieval alliterative verse
(q.".).In drama the half line is used to build up tension and create the
effect of cut-and-thrust argument. It is a highly effective device. In
drama it is called hernistichomythia. See srrcuoMyrHrA.

hendecasyllable (Gk 'eleven syllables') A metrical line of eleven
syllables. The usual scheme is either: ,.t ,.t / ut ut / ut / u,t / / or:
,.., / / vt / / ut / r-t / u,. Itwas often used by Greek and Latin poets,
and also employed by Dante and Petrarch in sonnets, terza rima and
ottdad rima (qq.zt.). It has not often been used by English poets, but
Tennyson and Swinburne experimented with it. Landor wrote some
Latin hendecasyllabics.

hendiadys (Gk'one through two') A figure of speech in which one idea
is expressed by two substantives, as in 'gloom and despondency' or
'darkness and the shadow of death'.

hephthemimeral A form of caesura (q.".) which occurs within the
fourth foot of a hexameter (q.v.)line.

heptameter A metrical line of seven feet, also known as a septenarius
or a 'fourteener' (qq.o.). Greek and Latin poets used it, mosdy for
comic verse, but it has been little used in English verse since the Tudor
period. Thereafter it is rare in English verse, though Tennyson and
Elizabeth Barrett Browning both attempted it. This example of tro-
chaic heptameter comes from Tennyson's Locksley Hall:

Cursed be the social wants that sin against the strength of youth!
Cursed be the social lies that wa{p.rr ftorn the livin[ truthi
Cursed be the sickly forms that err from honest nature's rule!
Cursed be the gbld that gilds the straitened forehead of the fool.
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The heptameter readily breaks down into standard ballad meter or
common measure (qq.o.) of alternating foun and three-stress lines.

hcptastich (Gk 'seven lines') A stanza of seven lines, much used by
English poets. For example: Chaucer's rhyme royal (q.".) in Troilas
and Criseyde; Spenser used itin The Raines of Time, Daphnaida, and
in his four Hymns in honour of Love, Beauty, Heavenly Love and
Heavenly Beautyi Cowley in Tbe Lover to bis Lyrt; Shelley in To
Night and Mutability; Robert Browning in A Looer's Quanel;
Longfellow in Oliae Basselin;lohn MasefieldinThe Widoat in tbe Bye
Street, Dauber and Dffidil Fields; and, more recently, \f. H. Auden
in Letter to Lord Byron.

heptasyllabic A line of seven syllables.

heresy of paraphrase A term introduced and examined by Cleanth
Brooks in The Well-Wrought Urn (tg+il.Brooks's thesis is that if
paraphrase means 'to say the same thing in other words' then it is not
possible to paraphrase a poem, because a poem means more than
merely what it says.

hermeneutic code See copr.

hermeneutic of suspicion This phrase (and the related phrase 'circle of
suspicion') occurs in psychoanalytical criticism in connection with
the act of probing into the 'unconscious' of a text in order to reveal
the processes and the 'dream-work' by which it was produced. The
method or technique focuses on what are referred to as 'symptomatic

places' (e.g. ambiguities, ambivalences, repetitions of words and
phrases, evasions, words not said, actions not performe4 and so on)
in the text. The probing also endeavours to expose the elements of the
'latent content' and the 'sub-text' (q.o.) and by so doing concentrates
on both what the text says and how it acrually works. See rnruoreN
cntrrcrsu/psycHoANAlyrlc cRITrcIsM; HERMENEUTIcS; INDETERMI-
NAcY; nslptnrv/\TRITERLY.

hermeneutics (Gk bermener.rs,'an interpreter') In Christian theology
hermeneutics is the finding and interpretation of the spiritual truth in

the Bible. This is an important quest, so that the truths of the Gospels,
for instance, may be interpreted and reinterpreted from generation to
generation and thus made relevant in different eras. In more general
terms, more recently, hermeneutics has been concerned with the inter-
pretation and understanding of human action (this includes what
people do, say and create) and, particularln with human action
through what sociologists refer to, in particular senses, as institutions
(i.e. political, culrural, economic and kinship institutions). As far as lit-
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eranrre is concerned it is to do with the way textual meaning is com-
municated. In literature the main impetus of hermeneutic theory
comes out of the conflation of German'Higher Criticism' of the Bible
and the Romantic period (q.a.).

The history of hermeneutic theory dates from the work of German
Protestant theologians of the rTth c. who developed methods of
understanding the Bible to support their theological views. In the
Romantic period the most prominent figure vras Friedrich
Schleiermacher $768-1834), who introduced the concept of the
'hermeneutical circle'. fn an essay titled Reading and Interpretdtion
(in Mod,em Literary Tbeory, 1982, ed. by Jefferson and Robey) Ian
Maclean describes this central feature thus:

The circle is that movement from a guess at the 'whole' meaning of
a work to an analysis of its parts in relation to the whole, followed
by a return to a modified understanding of the 'whole' of the work.
It embodies the belief that part and whole are interdependent and
have some necessary organic relationship. In this version of inter-
pretation, the historical gap which separates literary work from
critic or reader is a negative feature to be overcome by an oscillat-
ing movement between historical reconstruction on the one hand
and divinatory acts of empathy on the part of the critic or reader
on the other.

It was the German philosopher and historian Vilhelm Dilthey
(r833-r9rr) who imported the term hermeneutics from theological
srudies to the realm of philosophy in order to define more clearly the
methods of. Geisteswissenschaften, or'sciences of the human spirit',
as opposed to the scientific method of the natural sciences
(Naturwissenschaften). It was he, too, who revived the term
Geistesgeschichte (q.a.). Dilthey was concerned with essential meaning
and essence, and thus with understanding (Versteben). The influence
of his methods on scholarly interpretation was profound and lasting,
and it is partly through his thinking that hermeneutic interpretation
has been developed in literary and critical theory. In this field it relates
to a general theory of interpretation, to methods, procedures and prin-
ciples involved in extracting meaning from texts. It has particular rel-
evance to a reader's involvement in the creation of meaning. A text
may have totally different meanings for different readers at different
times. Thus, what readers bring to a text (knowledge, assumptions,
cultural background, experience, insight, etc.) affects their interpreta-
tions. A reader is in a position to oeate tbe meaning of a text.

In the zoth c. hermeneutical methods and ideas have had con-
siderable influence on phenomenology, reader-response theory and
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reception theory @q.o.) and thus on such prominent theorists as
VoHgang Iser, Hans-Georg Gadamer, E. D. Hirsch and Stanley Fish.
See also AEsrHETrc DrsrANcE; HERMENEuTTc oF susprcroN.

Hermeticism Hermes Trismegistos, the'thrice great Hermes'to whom
Milton refers in Il Penseroio, was the name given by the Neoplatonists
to the Egyptian god Thoth who was regarded as identical with the
Grecian Flermes and the author of mystical doctrines. Some works
have survived. Much attention was paid to Hermes Trismegistos in late
mediwal and Renaissance literature and Marsilio Ficino Qq319),rhe
Italian philosopher and scholar, translated the so-called Hermetic
co{pus. Hermeticism also refers to poetry which uses occult symbol-
ism arid the term has been used particularly of the French symbolist
poets. Hermeticism in this connection was defined and analysed in

ry36by Francesco Flora in Lapoesia ertnetica.In this work Flora takes
Baudelaire, Mallarml, Yal!ry and Ungaretti as the main Hermetic
poets. The Italian poet Arturo Onofri (r88y-r928) is usually ac-
cepted as the principal influence in Italian poetry. Loosely, the term
denotes obscure, difficult poetry in which the language and imagery
are subjective and in which the 'music' and the suggestive power of
the words are of :rs great an importance (if not greater) as the sense.
See also puRE poETRy; syMBoL AND syMBoLrsM.

hero and heroine The principal mde and female characters in a work
of literature. In criticism the terrns carry no connotations of virnrous-
ness or honour. An evil man or a wicked woman might be the central
characters, like Macbeth and Lady Macbeth.

heroic couplet It comprises rhymed decasyllables, nearly always in
iambic pentameters rhymed in pairs: one of the commonest metrical
forms in English poetry but of uncertain origin. It is gerrerally thought
that it developed with Chaucer, possibly because he was familiar with
the OF decasyllabic rhymed couplets. However, it is iust as possible
that as the old alliterative meters were adapted and modified so the
rhyming couplet emerged. But there can be no doubt that Chaucer was
the first poet to make extensive and successful use of this verse form.
The ryth c. poets used the couplet occasionally but it is not until the
r5th and r7th c. that it becomes firmly established. Then one can see
poets gradually exploiting its possibilities and gaining a mastery of it.
Of the many poets who used it at some time or another the most mem-
orable are Spenser, Shakespeare, Ben Jonson, Hall, Drayton, Fletcher,
Beaumont, Donne, tValler, Denham and Oldham.

Thereafter Dryden, and then Pope, made it their own. One might
say that Dryden was the farrier and artificer who wrought it into
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shape; and that Pope was the silversmith who, with elegance, wit and
subtletS polished and refined it to near perfection. The following quo-
tations suggest some of the differences. The first is taken from the
beginning of Dryden's Mac Flechnoe:

All humane things are subject to decay,
And, when Fate summons, Monarchs must obey:
This Flecknoe found, who, like Augustus, young
\D[as call'd to Empire and had govern'd long:
In Prose and Verse was own'd, without dispute
Through all the realms of Non-sense, absolute.
This aged Prince now flourishing in Peace,
And blest with issue of a large increase,
'Worn 

out with business, did at length debate
To settle the Succession of the State;
And pond'ring which of all his Sons was fit
To Reign, and wage immortal \far with \7it,
Cry'd, 'ds resolv'd; for Nature pleads that He
Should onely rule, who most resembles me:
Shadwell alone my perfect image bears,
Mature in dullness from his tender years;
Shadwell alone of all my Sons is he
\$(ho stands confirm'd in full srupidity.
The rest to some faint meaning make pretence,
But Shadwell never deviates into sense.

Dryden made the couplet a flexible, robusq resonant instrument for
satire (as he did for his plays). For the most part his verses move with
a stately and deliberate speed, a canonical tread. By contrast, Pope is
more nimble, acrobatic and elusive. He is more like a spiky and chuck-
ling magician, whose wit glitters sardonically. These lines come from
Epistle II: To a Lady: Of tbe Characters of Women:

Narcissa's nature, tolerably mild,
To make a wash, would hardly stew a child;
Has ev'n been prov'd to grant a Lover's pray'r,
And paid a Tradesman once to make him stare,
Gave alms at Easter, in a Christian trim,
And made a \fidow h"ppy, for a whim.
t$(hy then declare Good-nature is her scorn,
tilflhen 'tis by that alone she can be born?
Vhy pique all mortals, yet affect a name?
A fool to Pleasure, and a slave to Fame:
Now deep in Taylor and the Book of Martyrs,
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Now drinking citron with his Grace and Chartres.
Now Conscience chills her, and now Passion burns;
And Atheism and Religion take their turns;

. Throughout the r8th c. the heroic couplet was the most favoured verse
form, and some of the best verse was written in it, especially by

Johnson, Goldsmith, Crabbe and Cowper. In the rgth c, it was used
much less; nevertheless, Byron, Keats, Shelley, Browning, Swinburne
and \filliam Morris all made use of it. In the 2oth c. the heroic couplet
is rare, but mention should be made of Roy Campbell's Georgiad - a
satire in the Augustan manner; and Nabokov's dazzlingparody in his
anti-novel (q.o.), Pale Fire. See also RIDING RHvME.

heroic drama A name given to a form of tragedy (q.".) which had some
vogue at the beginning of the Restoration period (q.t.).It was drama
in the epic mode - grand, rhetorical and declametory; at its worst,
bombastic. Its themes were love and honour and it was considerably
influenced by French classical drama, especially by the work of
Corneille. It was staged in a spectacular and operatic fashion, and in
it one can detect the influences of opera, which at this time was estab-
lishing itself. The two main early works were by Sir \Tilliam Davenant
who was virrually the pioneer of English opera. His Tbe Siege of
Rhodes Q656) and The Spaniards in Peru (r658) helped to establish
heroic drama. The main dramas thereafter were Robert Howard's The
Indian Qaeen Q66), Dryden's Tbe Indian Emperor $56), Tbe
Conqaest of Granada $66y7o) and Aareng-Zebe (16l). Dryden was
the best of the heroic dramatists. This kind of tragedy was satirized
and burlesqued by Buckingham in Tbe Rebearsal $672), and much
later again by Sheridanin The Citic (tlZil. See also EURLEseuE.

heroic quatrain A four-line srenze rhyming either abab, or aabb.

heroic verse The meter (q.s.) used for epic poetry. For the Classical
writers it was the dacrylic hexameter (q.v.).In England the unrhymed
pentameter (q.v.) line was commonly used, as in Paradise Lost, or the
heroic couplet (q.".).The French epic writers normally used the
alexandrine (q.o.), and the Italians the hendecasyllabic line (q.a.). See
also sptc srMrLE; HERorc euATRAIN.

Heroldsdichtung (G 'herald poetry') A form of 'heraldic' poetry
which originated in the r3th c. with Konrad von'Wtirzburg. It com-
prises descriptions of coats of arms, shields, weapons and so forth, and
these descriptions are sometimes combined with a eulogy of a dead or
living person (".g.a knight).
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heteroglossia (Gkbetero, 'other, different' * glossa, glotta, 'tongue') A
term coined by Mikhail Bakhtin (t891-r975) - the Russian is raznore-
cie - ro describe the variety and diversity of languages used in epic and
in the novel (qq.r.). He distinguished berween the language used to
represent the attitudes and opinions of the author and that used by
individual characters in fiction and epic. See also orerocrc/
MONOLOGIC.

heteronym (Gk'other name') A term invented by the Portuguese poet
Fernando Pessoa (r888-1935) to denote a kind of creative aher ego: a
separate character and personality who produced poetry and prose.
He invented three main personalities, namely Alberto Caeiro, Ricardo
Reis and Alrraro {e Campos, on whom he bestowed lives and histo-
ries of their own. In effect one may conclude that they represented
different facets of his own many-sided personality. For him they
had a real existencq they were not pseudonyms (q.o.).In a letter to
Adolfo Casais Monteiro (r3 Jan. ryt) he describes in detail how
they came to exist and how they tended to take over in the creative

Process.
A number of contemporary poets have also experimented with

alternative identities. The poems in Christopher Reid's Katerina Brac
(tqSl) purport to be translations from the work of a woman poet who
comes from an unnamed country in Eastern Europe. In Lioing in
Disguise Q986),the Afro-Caribbean poet E. A. Markham takes on two
different identities. The first is an English housewife named Sally
Goodman; the second, Paul St Vincent, speaks through a further char-
acter known as Lambchops. Most interesting of all, the American poet

John Peck,inTbe Poems and Translations of HI-L| (rgrr), poses as a
Chinese poet living in Europe. Hi-Lo not only writes his own poems
in English, but translates into English from several other tongues. In
sensibility, however, both poems and translations remain Chinese,
recalling translations from that language by Ezra Potnd and Arthur
r$(raley that have irreversibly modified English poetry. See also
oAuoNlscH; rNsprRATIoN; MusE; sroRM oF ASsocIATIoN.

hexameter (Gk 'of six feet') A metrical line of six feet. In Greek and
Latin verse it is often dactylic, especially in epic (q.".). Often the first
four feet were spondees (q.o.), the fifth a dactyl (q.o.) and the last a
spondee. It is not a form that has much suited English poets, though
there have been many experiments with it especially in the rgth c. by
Southey, Kingsley, Coleridge, Longfellow, Clough, Tennyson and
Swinburne. But it has never proved a very wieldy line. The occa-
sional heximeter or alexandrine (q.zt.) has often been used for a
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pafticular effect as in The Faeie Queene. Michael Drayton in Poly-
Olbion (c. r5ro) was one of the first poets to write at length in iambic
hexameters:

\$flhen Phoebus lifts his head out of the winter's wave,
No sooner doth the earth her flowery bosom brave,
At such time as the year brings on the pleasant spring,
But hunts-up to the morn the feathered sylvans sing:
And in the lower grove, as on the rising knoll,
Upon the highest spray of every mounting pole,
Those quiresters are perched with many a speckled breast.

The basic foot here is the iamb (q.o.).

hexastich (Gk'six lines') A stanza of six lines. A very common stanz^
form. See snsrtr; sEsrrNA; sExArN; soNNET.

hiatus Either a gap in a sentence so that the sense is not completed, or
a break besween rwo vowels coming together where there is no inter-
vening consonant. The indefinite article tahes an'n'- as in'an answer'.

hicratic (Gk 'priestly') A style characterized by elaborate, mandarin
language; the opposite of demotic (q.o.).It also denoted an ancient
Egyptian script used by the elite, priestly class.

High Comedy A term introduced by George Meredith inThe ldea of
Comed,y GSZil. By it he meant a form of comedy of manners (q.r,.)
marked by grace, wit and elegance; an urbane form whose appeal was
primarily to the intellect. Such creations as Shakespeare's Mrcb Ado
About Nothing, Molibre's Tartuffe, Congreve's Woy d the World,
\[ilde's A Woman of No Importance and Shaw's Pygmalion might all
be put into this category. At the other end of the scale we have Low
Comedy (q.".).The term Middle Comedy (q.".) has a more special-
ized meaning. The term High Comedy can be applied to both poems
and novels: Pope's Tbe Rape of the Loch,for instance, in verse. Among
novels we might mention Pierre de Laclos's Les Li,aisons dangereuses;

Jane Austen's Pide and Prejudice; Thomas Mann's Der Zanberberg;
and Aldous Huxley's Crome Yellozo. Not to mention works by
George Meredith, Henry James and Evelyn rU(augh. .See coMeov.

higher criticism In biblical srudies higher criticism is concerned with
the date and composition of the Scriptures, their authorship, their
inter-reladonship and their cultural and historical backgrounds. This
critical technique has its roots in the University of G<ittingen late in
the r8th c. During the rgth c. it was extended far beyond biblical
studies and adopted as a discipline.
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hilarody A form of ancient Greek mime (q.rr.) which burlesqued
tragedy. See runrrseuE; MAGoDy; sATyR pLAy.

Hildebrandston A variant of the Nibelungenstrophe (q.".) stanza form
in which the rhyme may occur before each caesura(q.v.) and not only
at the end of the line; thus a form of internal rhyme (q.".). The name
derives from its use in Jiingeres Hildebrandslied (r3th c.).

histoire du livre .See Hrstonv oF THE BooK.

historical novel A form of fictional narrative which reconstructs
history and re-creates it imaginatively, Both historical and fictional
characters may appear. Though writing fiction, the good historical
novelist researches his or her chosen period thoroughly and strives for
verisimilitude (q.2,.).In Britain this genre appears to have developed
form Mme de La Fayette's Princesse de Clives Q678) and then via the
Gothic novel (q.r.). Much Gothic fiction was set in the Middle Ages.
Maria Edgeworth's Castle Raclerent (r8oo), usually taken to be the first
example of a regional novel (q.".) in English, is the first fully fledged
historical novel. She followed this with Adelaide in r8o5. Jane Porter
published The Scottisb Chiefs (r8ro) andTbe Pastor's Fireside (r8ry).
In r8r4 Sir Valter Scott published Waverley, the first of his many
novels. Scott remains the supreme example of the historical novelist in
English literature. As a result of his massive contribution to the genre
its popularity spread during the rgth c. Many well-known writers (and
many now little known) produced them. For example, there were:
Thackeray's Vanity Fair Q8+7-8), Charles Kingsley's Hypatia (r8t3),
Westward Ho! Q8yy) and Herezaard. the Wake $86,6); Charles Reade's
The Chister and tlte Hearth (186r) and Grffitb Gaunt (r865); Arthur
Conan Doyle's Micah Ckrhe (r889), The White Company $89r),The
Exploits of Brigadier Gerard (rS95) and Rodney Stone $596); Stanley
'Weyman's 

A Gentlernan of France (1893), Tbe Red Cockade (t8ll),
Under the Red Robe (1895), Count Hannibal (r9or) and Chippinge

$9o6); Maurice Hewlettt The Forest Looers (rS98) andThe Queen's
Quair (tgo+). In r9o, Baroness Orczy published The Scarlet
Pirnpemel (which had sequels); plus, later, many others. Charles
Dickens, Bulwer Lytton, George Eliot and Thomas Hardy also wrote
historical novels,

In the 2oth c. this kind of fiction has not been so popular; never-
theless, there have been a number of distinguished practitioners. For
example: Robert Graves, author of I, Ckudius (ty$ *d several
others; Georgette Heyer, who wrote a great many historical romances
set in the Regency period, such as Deail's Cub Qy4), Regency Buck

G9l), Faro's Daughter (tg+r); Naomi Mitchison, author of The Com
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King and the Spring Queen (tllt) and The Blood of the Martyrs

Gglg);Mrry Renault, author or The Last of tbe Wine Q9y,6),The King
Mast Die (rg18), Tbe Bull from tbe Sea Q96z) and Funeral Games
(r98 r); T. H. \(hite, who explored the possibilities of Arthurian legend
inThe Once and Future King (rf l8); \Tilliam Golding, author of The
Inberitors (tg11), The Spire (tg6+), and the trilogy (q.o.) Rites of
Passage (r98o), Close Quarters Og8) and Fire Doam Belout (rg8q);
and J. G. Farrell, who wrote the outstanding novel The Siege of
Krishnapar Ggli.

Other historical novelists of note have been Charlotte Yonge, ZoE
Oldenburg, Carola Oman, Janet Lewis, Patrich O'Brian, M^ry
Stewart and Alfred Duggan. Among European historical novelists
Balzac, Stendhal, Thomas Mann and lvo Andri6 have been pre-
eminent. Tolstoy's War and Peace is the greatest of the Russian his-
torical novels. ,See lcovrr.

historical rhyme A rhyme which was acceptable and good when com-
posed but is no longer so because of a change in pronunciation. A well-
known instance occurs in Pope's Essay on Criticismz

Good nature and good sense must ever join;
To err is human, to forgive, Divine.

In Pope's day join was pronounced jine.

history of the book The srudy of the book as a subject first developed
in France; hence histoire du lfure.It is especially in the province of

li-bliographers, historians (social historians in panicular, and those
devoted to cultural movements and the history of ideas) and librari-
ans. All aspects of the book come within their range: manuscripts,
printing bindinS libraries and their organization, information
retrieval. They are also concerned with censorship, copyright (qq.s.),
the role of the book in social life, and catalogues in public and private
libraries. Research includes the investigation of what books were read
by different people at different times. In this field marginalia and anno-
tation (qq.".) are of special interest. See also BIBLIo-; BIBLIocRApHy;
cATALocun nnrsoxNf.

history play See cnnoNIcLE PLAY.

Hochromantik SeenoueNTrcrsM.

htifische Dichtung (G 'courtly poetry') There were tw'o main kinds:
(a) lyric and epic (qq.o.); (b) poetry of laudation and entertainment.
The lyric and epic belong roughly to the period rr;o-rz5o (the
Bliitezeit or'blossom period"). The poems were composed by knights
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and expressed the ideals and values of knightly and courtly life and
manners. They were performed in courts by song, chant or declama-
tion. The laudatory poems were composed by court poets (profes-
sionals) and designed to praise and flatter princes and nobles. See also
MINNESINGER; SPRUCH.

hiifisches Epos (G 'courtly epic') A type of MHG courtly poem of epic
proportions which was popular in German courts in the rzth and r3th
c. They were intended as entertainment and extolled knightly and
chivalric ideals and virtues. Many derived from French sources. Three
of the most notable poets were: Flartmann von Aue (c. r r5o-c. rzro),
'Volfram von Eschenbach (c. rrTo*c. tzzo) and Gottfried von
Strassburg (fl. rzth c.-early r3th c.).

hokku See nelru.

holograph (Gk 'entire writing') A manuscript or letter written en-
tirely by the person in whose name it appears.

holophrasis (Gk 'entire phrase') The use of one word to express a
number of ideas.

holorhyme (Gk 'whole rhyme') An ingenious form of versification in
which whole lines have the same sound but different meanings, as in
Victor Hugo's couplet:

O! fragiles H6breux! Allez, R6becca, tombe!
Offre i Gilles zEbres, oeufs; i l'Eribe, h6catombe!

More ingenious and elaborate are the following lines, akin to the
holorhyme:

Freine ce romance qu'un trime haine, laine demi yeux hier ce.
Ail comme tout b6ret six ares note tout prbs cime
De Yves; elle dattes mbne d'oi livres safre; te sEme
De gourdes, hisse oeuf tines tertre vite, d'air Beaune ce.

\flhen these lines are pronounced aloud slowly one recognizes the
beginning of a well-known speech:

Friends, Romans, countrymen, lend me your ears;
I come to bury Caesar, not to praise him.
The evil that men do lives after them,
The good is often interred with their bones.

Qulias Caesar,III, ii)

Forty of these sleights of tongue have been devised by John Hulme to
make up a book which is a piece of clever and inspired whimsy titled
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Guilhume Chequespiene and the Oise Salon (rg8l), with critical
apparatus of notes, glossary and bibliography (q.v.).There are other
collectionsz Mots d'heures: goasses, rdrnes; N'heures sou* ratnes; and
Miirder Guss Reirns. See NoNsENsE.

homeotelcuton (Gk 'similarity of endings') A term first used by
Aristotle in Rbetoric. It has two basic meanings: (a) a figure consist-
ing of a series of words with the same or similar endings; (b) the occur-
rence of similar endings in rwo or more adjacent words, clauses or lines
of writing. See also RHYME.

Homeric epithet Homer joined adjectives and nouns to make com-
pound adjectives known as 'Homeric epithets'when applied to stock
nouns. Two famous examples are 'wine-dark sea' and'rosy-fingered
dawn', but there are a great many in the lliad and the Odyssey and
they become an important feature of poetry in the oral tradition (q.o.).
Examples from the lliad arez'Hector with glancing helm', 'swift-

footed Achilles','well-greaved Achaeans','cloud-gathering Zeus',
'white-armed Hera', 'bronze-clad Achaeans', 'god-like Paris', and
'loud-roaring sea'. Examples from the Odyssey ^rei 'god-like

Odysseus', 
'much-enduring noble Odysseus', 'Odysseus of many

counsels', 'bright-eyed Athene', 'Menelaos dear to Ares', 'sharp

sword','broad heavens','splendid armour', and'well-built hall'. See
also TNcREMENTAL RErETTTIoN; KENNTNG; pERrpHRAsIs; poETIc

DICTION.

Homeric simile See rprc srMILE.

homily (Gk 'discourse') Either a sermon (q.".) delivered to an assem-
bled congregation, or a written work of an admonitory kind edifying
the reader morally. Two well-known books of Homilies were pub-
lished in 1147 and r 163 and appointed by the Church of England to
be read at Divine Service.

The Blirkling Homilies (c. glo) and the Vercelli Hornilies (c. rooo),
collections of nineteen and twenty-three pieces respectively, are
valuable OE prose texts, whereas the Lambeth Hornili.es (c. rzoo) are
important in ME.

homograph (Gk 'same writing') A word written in the same way as
another, but having a different pronunciation and meaning, e.g.
rout / roa4 tearl tea4 lead/ lead. See nrrvur.

homonym (Gk 'same name') A word having the same sound and
spelling as another, but a different origin and meaning, e.g. rest
' repose' / rest'remaind er' ; bay' galf' / bay'laurel'. .See nnvur.
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homophone (Gk'same sound') A word which is pronounced the same
as another but has a different spelling and meaning, e.g.: foul/fowl;
wood/would; pearl/purl, See RHYME.

homostrophic A term used in prosody (q.o.) to denote a single
repeated stanza form. As in some of Horacet odes. Other examples
are Marvell's An Horatian Ode apon Crornarcll's Retum frorn
Ireknd (r51o) and Keats's ode To Aatumn (r8zo).

Horatian ode So called after the Roman poet Horace who perfected
the form. Each stanza has the same metrical form and pattern. See opr.

Horatian satire Gently derisory essentially comic ridicule of persons
or ideas'(in contrast to the more virulent diatribe of. Javenalian satire,
q.a.); originating with Horace, Roman poet and essayist (rst c. nc).
Pope's Epistles and Ben Jonson's Bartholomew Fair are examples of
Horatian satire. .See rucrrrAN sATIRE; MENIrrEAN sATTRE; sATIRE.

horismus (Gk 'marking out by boundaries') A short definition of the
attributes of a subject.

horizon of expectations A term (the Germtn is Erwartangsborizont)
devised by Hans Robert Jauss to denote the criteria which readers use
to judge literary texts in any given period. It is a crucial aspect of

Jauss's aesthetics of reception, and the term designates the shared set
of assumptions which can be attributed to any given generation of
readers. The criteria help consdnrte readers' judgements of, say, a
poem (e.g. pastoral or elegy, qq.o.) in a trans-subjective way. Horizons
of expectation change. The poetry of one age is judged, valued and
interpreted by its contemporaries, but the views of that age do not
necessarily establish the meaning and value of the poetry definitively.
Neither meaning nor value is permanently fixed, because the horizon
of expectations of each generation will change. As Jauss puts it: 'A

lirerary work is not an object which stands by itself and which
offers the same face to each reader in each period. It is not a monu-
ment which reveals its timeless essence in a monologue.' Each age
reinterprets poetry (and literature in general) in the light of its own
knowledge and experience, its own cultural environment. Literary
value is measured according to 'aesthetic distance' (q.zt.), the degree to
which a work departs from the 'horizon of expectations' of its first
readers.

Jauss's essay Literary History as a Challenge to Literary Theory
(tg6) attempts to provide a theory of literature based on a socio-
historical context and a solution to the problem of how texts are
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evaluated. In Reading and Interpretation (an essay published in
Modern Literary Tbeory, 1982, ed. by Jefferson and Robey) Ian
Maclean comments helpfully on the concept: 'The 'horizon of expec-
tationso . . . is detectable through the textual strategies (genre, literary
allusion, the narure of fiction and of poetical language) which confirm,
modify, subvert or ironize the expectations of readers.' 'Aesthetic dis-
tance' becomes a measure of literary value, 'creating a spectrum on one
end of which lies 'culinary' (toally consumable) reading, and, on the
other, works which have a radical effect on their readers'. See
HERMENEUTTCS; READER-RESPONSE THEORY; RECEPTION THEORY.

hornbook A sheet of paper, bearing the alphabet, combinations of
consonants and vowels, the Lord's Prayer and the Roman numerals,
which was mounted on a piece of wood resembling a small paddle
or old-fashioned butter-patter and then covered with transparent
horn. It was used for teaching children to read up until the rSth c.,
when it was replaced by the primer. In fio9 Dekker published Ile
Gall\ Hornbooh, which was a kind of spoof book of manners, or
courtesy book (q.v.), for the fops and gallants of the time. See also
GROBIANISM.

horror story A fictional narrative (usually in prose) of variable length
(but tending to be between, say, 2,ooo words and too,ooo or more)
which shocks or even frightens the reader, and/or perhaps induces a
feeling of repulsion or loathing. The word honor derives from Latin
bonere'to make the hair stand on end, tremble, shudder'. It is not
clear when the term'horror story'first came into use. The NED cites
a number of uses of 'horror' in the radition of the sublime (q.o.) -

notably from Hazlitt's observations on dramatic literature. Like the
novel, it is one of the Gladstone bags of literature. Apan from being
about murder, suicide, tornlre, fear and madness, horror stories are
also concerned with ghosts, vampires, doppelgtingers, succubi, incubi,
poltergeists, demonic pacts, diabolic possession and exorcism, witch-
craft, spiritualism, voodoo, lycanthropy and the macabre, plus such
occult or quasi-occult practices as telekinesis and hylomancy. Some
horror stories are serio-comic or comic-grotesque, but none the less
alarming or frightening for that.

From late in the r 8th c. until the present day - in short, for some
two hundred years - the horror story (which is perhaps a mode rather
than an identifiable genre) in its many and various forms has been a
diachronic feature of British and American literature and is of con-
siderable importance in literary history especially in the evolution of
the short story (q.".).It is also important because of its connections
with the Gothic novel (q.".) and with a multirude of fiction asso-
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ciated with tales of mystery suspense, rerror and the supernatural,
with the ghost story and the rhriller (qq.o.) and with numerous stories
in the rgth and 2oth c. in which crime is a central theme.

In the hands of a serious and genuinely imaginative writer the
horror story (of whatever length it may be) explores rhe limits of what
people are capable of doing and experiencing. Such a writer venrures
into the realms of psychological chaos, emotional waste-lands, psychic
trauma, abysses opened up by the imaginarion. He or she explores rhe
capacity for experiencing fear, hysteria and madness, all that lies on the
dark side of the mind and the near side of barbarism; what lurks on
and beyond the shifting frontiers of consciousness (where some kind
of precarious vigilance and control are kept by convention and taboo
and by the repressive censors of feelings) and where, perhaps, there
dwell ultimate horrors or concepts of horror and terror (e.g. Room
ror in Nineteen Eigbty-Four): paradi*ms, images and figures of suf-
fering and chaos, and thus of various kinds of hell - taking 'hell' 

to be
a more or less universal symbol of an extreme condition: for example,
intense grief, an overwhelming feeling of irredeemable loss, acure fear,
irrational foreboding or physical pain.

The horror story (like the 'literature of rerror' which, through the
Gothic novel, was so popular at the end of the r8th and the beginning
of the rgth c. and which has had an immeasurable long-term influence
in the zoth c.) is part of a long process by which people have tried to
come to terms with and 6nd adequate descriptions and symbols for
deeply rooted, primitive and powerful forces, energies and fears which
are related to death, afterlife, punishment, darkness, evil, violence and
destruction.

'\trilriters 
have long been aware of the magnetic attraction of the

horrific and have seen how to exploit or appeal ro parricular inclina-
tions and appetites. In Classical literarure Seneca (c. 4 nc-eo 6y) is an
obvious example. Like the Jacobean pracririoners of revenge tragedy
(q.o.), he was profoundly interested in extremes of human suffering.
Horror is piled on horror in the mosr sensational fashion. In Classical
epic (q.v.) numerous scenes are concerned .with violence and the
horrific (e.g. Virgil's Aeneid. and Lucan's Pbarsalia). Statius, Silicus
Italicus and Valerius Flaccus made much of gruesome episodes. In his
Metamorphoses Ovid (43 nc-eo 18) has some hideous inset horror
stories. In Lucian's Philopseadcs (znd c. eo) and in Petronius's
Satyricon (rst c. eo) there are comic-groresque anecdotes which
contain components of the fully developed thing. Apuleius (fl. znd c.
eo, in The Golden Ass, displays a penchant for the superrurtural and
grotesque and combines the comical/absurd with the horrific; and he
has a knack for the tall story @.o.) which takes some beating.
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The Byzantine civilization produced no horror literature, but in the

literature of Europe in the Middle Ages there are plenty of passages

of horror and violence comparable with those to be-found in

Gilgamesb and in the poems of Homer, Virgil and Lucan. For example,

the Icelandic satas (q,rr.) and the Old Norse Eddas (q.o.); not to

mention Beoarulf, where there are some nasty moments - to Put it

mildly. One of ih. b.tt of the medieval horror stories is Chaucer's

Pardoner's Tale.
It was the poets and artists of the late medieval period who figured

out and expressed some of the innermost fears and some of the

ultimate horrors (real and imaginary) of human consciousness. Fear

created horrors enough and the eschatological order was never far

from peoplet minds. Poets dwelt on and amplified the ubi st4nt (q.n.)

motif and artists depicted the spectre of death (hence the cult of

rhe danse macabre, q.a.) in paint, through sculprure and by means

of the woodcut. The most potent and frightening image of all was

that of hell the abode of eternal loss, pain and damnation. There

were numerous 'visions' of hell in literature, the most famous being

the rzth c. Vision af Tundale and Dante's Inferno (early r4th c.).

Countless painters also depicted hell. It was the ultimate horror.

Gradually, imperceptibly, during the r6th c. hell was'moved'from
its traditional site in the centre of the eanh. It came to be located in

the mind; it was ap^rtof a state of consciousness. This was the begin-

ning of che growth of the idea of a subjective, inner hell, a psycho-

logical hell; a personal and individual source of horror and terror, such

as the chaos of a disturbed and tormented mind, the pandaemonium
(a word invented by Milton) of psychoPathic conditions, rather than

the abode of.Iux atra and everlasting pain with its definite location in

a measurable cosmological system.
Such a concept is suggested, with momentous simpliciV, bY

Mephistophilis in Marlowe's Dr Faustus (c. 1188) when, in the guise

of a Friar, he says:

Hell hath no limits, nor is circumscrib'd
In one self place, for where we are is hell,

And where hell is, must we ever be.

This concept was to be echoed by many writers, including, among

others, Sir \flalter Ralegh (in History of the World), Sir Thomas

Browne (in Religio Medici) and Milton (in Paradise Lost).
The horror 'stories' of the late r5th and early ryth c. (like the ghost

'stories') are provided for us by playwrights. The Elizabethan and

Jacobean tragedians were deeply interested in evil, crime, murder,

iuicide and violence. They were also very interested in states of
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extreme suffering: pain, fear and madness. They found new modes,
neur metaphors and images, for presenting the horrific and in doing so
they created simulacra of hell. One might cite perhaps a thousand or
more instances from plays in the period c. r;8o to c. 164z in which
hell is an all-purpose, variable and diachronic image of horror whether
as a place of punishment or as a state of mind and spirit. Horrific acrion
on stage was commonplace in the tragedy (q.".) and revenge tragedy
of the period. That satiety which Macbeth claimed to have experienced
when he said:

I have supp'd full with horrors;
Direness, familiar to my slaughterous thoughts,
Cannot once start me. . .

was rePresentative of it.
From the middle of the ryth c. horror and violence on srage were

rare and were not to be seen again regularly until towards the end of
the r8th c. when Gothic novels were dramatized,and during the vogue
for melodrama(q.v.) in the rgth c. By then a new form of horror story
was well established.

The creative and intellecrual atmosphere of the Augustan Age (q.o.)
was not one in which the horror srory was likely to flourish, but by
the mid-r74os there had developed a discernible change or 'shift' in
sensibility (q.r.).The advent of this was signalled by, among other
events, the works of what came to be known as the graveyard. school
of poetry (q.r.), verse which was preoccupied with death and suffer-
ing, with the necropolitan, with corpses and charnel houses. The d,anse
rnacabre would have appealed to the graveyard poets.

Such writings had an influence on the Gothic novel which wps
shortly to appear and with it rhe ghost and the horror story in fiction.
It also had an influence on German writers of 'terror fiction'and what
was called the Scbauerrofttan (q.o.) ar the turn of the rSth c.

During the r8th c. (as during the rgth), in onhodox doctrine taught
by various 'churches' and sects, hell remained a place of eternal fire
and punishment and the abqde of the Devil. For the most parr writers
of the Romantic period and thereafter did nor re-create it as a visitable
place (an obvious exception is Beckford's Vatbek, ry86). However,
artists were drawn to 'illustrate' earlier conceptions of hell. \flilliam
Blake did roz engravings for Dante's Infemo. John ('Mad') Martin
illustrated Paradise Lost and Gustave Dor6 applied himself to Dante
and Milton.The actual hells of the r8th and rgrh c. were rhe gaols, the
madhouses, the slums and bedlams and those lanes and alleys where
vice, squalor, depravity and unspeakable misery created a social and
moral chaos: terrestrial counterparts to the horrors of Dante's Circles.
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The recorder of those scenes was \flilliam Hogarth.Vety nearly con-

temporaneously Piranesi was creating the extraordinary and terrifying

niglitmare world of his'Prisons' (Carcei d' I nql enzione), the grandiose-

vizual equivalent images of Kafkat casdes and penal colonies, of

panoptic gaols, of labour and concentration camPs and of all those

-.galo*"t iac punitive establishments designed by men to break and

desiroy men. They are also the visual equivalents of a metaphysical

and mental hell.
Piranesi's vision prefigures the horrors of the psychological and

subiective 
'hell' and the state of metaphysical anguish which many

writers were to explore in the rgth and zoth c. For example, there are

the novels and short stories of Dostoievski, Gogol and Kafka, the

despairing lyrics of Leopardi, Lautr6amont's extraordinary lyrrsal

fragmentJ in prose in Les Chants de Maldoror (1868), fumbaud's

equally extraordinary'fragments'in Une saison en enfer (r9Z),James

Tlomsont terrifying poem The City of Dreadful Night (t8Zi - and

so on. One might cite many instances.
Towards thC end of the rSth c. the Devil received a new 'lease of

life'as a figure and personalitS and was to become a dominant figure

in lgth c. literature, more particularly in tales of horror. It is in no way

su{Pnsmgising that the Faust theme (q.rr.) also became of great interest

agail. This in turn inspired tales of terror and comic-grotesque horror

stones.
Closely associated with the recrudescence of the Devil as a 'char-

acter' is that major theme of the Romantic period, the divisibiliry of

the human identiry; the ancient dualiry; the good and the bad man; the

two souls co-existent; the divided self. This came into literature (or

returned to literature, since it had been inherent in the Morality Plays

and in allegory qq.o.) via German folklore. Flowever it arrived or

returned, the dopp elgiinger (' double-goer, double-walker') is German

in origin and was a theme of persistent interest through the rgth c., a

source of some of the most powerful psychological horror stories, in

which mental and spiritual states are examined and exposed and in

which fear, madness, cruelry and evil predominate.
Chamisso was one of the first to explore the possibilities in depth

in his story Peter Schlemihl (r8r4). E.T.A. Hoffmann treated it in

Die Elixiere des Teufels (r8ry-r6) and in Das Friiulein tton Scuderi

(r8r9). More terrifying was James Hogg's The Prioate Memoirs and

Confessions of a Justified Sinner (r8za). Edgar Allan Poe (who was

coniiderably influenced by Hoffmann) wrought variations on the
'double' theme in William Wilson (rSrg) and A Tale of the Ragged

Moantains (tS++). Dostoievski's Tbe Doable (rSa6) and Theodor

Srorm's Ein Doppelgiinger (r 837) display other possibilities. In English
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literature easily the most original and most famous doppelgiinger
stories are Stevenson's Dr lehyll and Mr Hyde (1885) - Jekyll is
pronounced jeehle to rhyme with treacle - Oscar lVilde's The Pioure
of Dori.an Gray (r89r) and Conrad's The Shddou Line (r9r7).

Vampirism also became of interest during the Romantic period and
has inspired numerous horror stories ever since (not to mention films).
Vampires flourish from China to Peru and there are numerous books
on them - including guidebooks (q.o.). The more scientific scholars
adopt a taxonomic method in classifying them. John Polidori (for a
while secretary and companion to Byron) was one of the first to write
a fictional or semi-fictional vampire srory in the rgth c. It was called
The Vampyre and published in r8r8, the same year as M^ry Shelley's
Frankenstein.There is little about bloodsucking in it; it is mosdy con-
cerned with sex; as are many vampire stories. However, the protago-
nist (q.v.), Lord Ruthven, was to become the model for the English
vampire in 6ction.

By this stage the vampire was becoming a prominent symbol among
Romantic writers. For example: Geraldine in Coleridge's Cbristabel
GZgil; the spectral bloodsucker in Byron's Tbe Giaour (r8r3); the
figure of Misery in Shelley's Invocation to Misery (r8r8); and Keats's
beautiful and merciless dame who sucked the blood from the knight.

In due course the vampire became a standby for writers of horror
stories and also for playwrights who wrote melodrama. There was
already a flourishing 'horror drama' which had begun with dramati-
zations of Gothic novels long before. An early instance was Le Comte
de Comrninges (t76+) by Frangois Baculard D'Arnaud; an early
manifestation of the Theatre of Cruelq (q.".) with a setting in the
burial crypt of a Trappist monastery. The German Schicksalstragiid.i.e
(q.".) also provided sensational dramatic horror.

In fiction early examples of the vampire tale are Charles Nodier's
Le Vampire (r8zo) and Gogol's Viy (tSll). In r83; Poe published
Berenice,which has implications of vampirism; being a necrophile and
a thanatophile, Poe could hardly fail to be interested in this subject.
In 1836 Th6ophile Gautier published La Morte arnoureuse, regarded
as the most famous vampire story in French literarure. Sheridan
Le Fanu (pronounced L6ff-anew) produced one good one, namely
Camilk (t872). Luigi Capuana's A Vampire (tgo) was an original
variation on a by then hackneyed theme. E. F. Benson, an experr in the
blood-curdling, produced Mrs Amworth, ^ memorable account of a
sturdS bridge-playing blood-drinker in the ersrwhile stockbroker
belt. In fi97 Bram Stoker published the most famous of all vampire
stories, Dracuk - a tale of horror which has produced numerous imi-
tations, and variations. For instance, F. G. Loring'sThe Tornb of Sarah
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(c. r93o), and the inset vampire stories in Durrell's Bahhazar (1918)

and in Simon Raven's Doctors Wear Scarlet $96o).
There are some horror stories in which a 'creature' (akin, say' to a

lamia or a succubus) haunts characters and feeds off them emotion-

ally and psychologically. A kind of ghost parasite, Maupassant's, Le

Hork (r887) is a notable example. In English literature outstanding

instances are How Lo'ue Came to Professor Guildea (t9oo) by Roben

Hichens and The Bechoning Fair one (rgrr) by oliver onions. All

three are tales of horror. The victims are driven to insanity and death.

D. K. Broster's Couching at the Door (tgl), a most sinister tale,

exploits the idea of a'familiar'which grows in size.
The *.t"*olf theme became of interest early in the rgth c. and has

been a fruitful source of horror stories. Many languages have a word

for such a creature (the OE is arcreanlf), and belief in them is ancient.

The fairy :.ale Beaaty and tbe Beast (the best known version aPPels

in the French contes of Mme de Villeneuve, r744i and there is a similar

story in Straparola's Piaceztoli Notti, rtto) is cleady related to the

werewolf theme. One of the famous stories is Marryat's The White

Wolf of tbe Hartrz Mountains (t Sf f). G. \f. M. Reynolds used the ideas

in Wagner, the Webr-Wolf $8a6-7). Later, R. L. Stevenson, Kipling

and Algernon Blackwood tried out its possibilities with success,

Stevenson with Oklk (1887), Kipling with Tbe Marle of the Beast

(rSS7) and Blackwood with Tbe Camp of the Dog (r9o8). Later vari-

ations are to be found in Ambrose Bierce's The Eyes of tbe Panther

and C. H. B. Kitchin's The Beauty and the Beast. Two other well-

known stories are Garnett's Lady into Fox (r9zz) and Peter Fleming's

Tbe Kill Fg+z).Perhaps the best and most horrible of all the lycan-

thropic tales is Geoffrey Household's Taboo (c. tglil-
The ghost and, in general terms, the preternatural agency or agent

(often evil), have also been an inspiration to writers of horror stories.

The advent of the ghost story at the very beginning of the rgth c. was

to affect profoundly the development of the horror story. As it

happens t[e ghost story and the horror story as a short story arrived

more or less simultaneously. Indeed, the short story as a form was basi-

cally born as these two genres. Both derive from the Gothic novel, and

from Gothic tales in general, not a few of which were in short-story

form. During the rgth c. the growth of both horror and ghost story

tends to .o"[.tc. and they cross-pollinate. It is not easy to establish

objective criteria by which to distinguish them. A taxonomic approach

soon breaks down. There are scores of supernatural 
'horror' stories

('crawlers' as R. L. Stevenson called them) from the last r4o years or

so which are difficult to classify. However, it might be argued that

Vilkie Collins's A Tenibly Strange Bed (t855) is a horror stor)rr
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Elizabeth Gaskell's The Old Nurse\ Tale Q85z) is a ghost story and
that Sheridan Le Fanu's Green Tea (1869\ is a combinarion of both.
On balance it is likely that the ghost srory will contain an element of
horror, but there are hundreds of horror srories which have nothing
to do with ghosts.

At the beginning of the rgth c. uwo prime crearors of the ghost and
the horror story - and the short story as a form - were Heinrich von
Kleist $777-r8rr) and E. T. A. Hoffmann 1776-18zz). Eschewing
the excesses and sensationalism of the Gothic mode, and using the
short story and Nottelle (see Novrne) form, they between them set
standards for the ghost and horror srory which have seldom been
equalled. The main texts are: Kleist's Das Bettelweib von Locarno
(r8ro) and Das Erdbeben in Cbili (r8o7); Hoffmann's Die Elixiere des
Teufels, Ignaz Denner (r8r5), Der Sandmann (t8ft), Das Majorat
(r8r7) and Das Friiwlein aon Scud.eri.

In fact neither ghost nor horror story flourished subsequendy in
German literature, though the influence of Gothic was to prevail for
some time (discernible in Fouqu6 and Tieck). Demonic agency and
supernanrral forces fearured in a number of Novellen. Occasionally
one finds a horror story. For example, Gotthelf's Die schuarze Spinne
(r842) and Gustav Meyrinkt Der Golem (t9r t), a weird and eerie tale
of the Prague ghetto. More recently Hans Ewers (t87vt94j) wrote
some horror novels and short stories of a melodramatic and lurid kind.

In France, English Gothic novels were much read and imitated.
Their influence, plus the influences of German Gothic, the
Scbauerroman and Hoffmann's tales, becomes apparent in French
literature. Some of Nodier's work (e.g. La Fde aux miettes end Smana
oa les Ddmons de la nuit, r8zr) ventures into rhe horror mode. The
same is true of some of Balzac's stories, such as El Verdugo, La Grande
Bret€che and Melmoth reconcilil $\y) - this last being a frightening
reworking of the 

'!ilTanderer 
theme: the sale of one's soul - on rhe

principle of the transferable bargain - to the Devil in return for long
life.

G6rard de Nerval wrote one fine comic-grotesque horror story in
the shape of La Main encbantde (1832): the 'adventures' of a hand,
newly severed from a corpse, which performs a series of blood-
curdling antics. This may well have been the prorotype of a number
of sinister tales of the horror phylum to which a hand is central. For
example, Le Fanu's The Nanatizte of a Gbost of a Hand, Maupassant's
Tbe Hand andTbe Withered Hand,Conan Doyleb The Brown Hand,
Theodore Dreiser's Tbe Hand, Louis Golding's The Call of tbe Hand,
!(r. F. Harvey's The Beast uitb Fioe Fingers, and, of course, \f. \Uf.

Jacobs's classic spine-chiller The Monhey's Paat.
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Several of Prosper M6rim6e's nouvelles are highly original horror

srories, especially Mateo Falcone (r8ll), La Vdnus d'Ille (r84r) and

Lohis (l8Zl). At a lower level were the melodramatic horror stories

of Petnrs Borel, especially Cbampaaert, contes immoraux (t8lf)

and Madame Putiphar ft\9). Other French writers to experiment

with horror themes were Barbey d'Aurevilly, who published Les

Diaboliques in fi74, and Villiers de I'Isle-Adam, who wrote Contes

ouels (r883) and Noaaeaux Contes ouels (rS88). Zola, who had a

morbid fear of death, wrote one fine horror story on the theme of

premanrre burial - La Mort d'Olivier Bdcaille. Of all the rgth c.

French writers the one with the keenest insight into fear, madness,

neuroses and the apprehension of evil was Maupassant. A number

of his stories are horrific. Two of especially nightmarish vision were

Le Horh, already mentioned, and Who Knows? (r 89o).

Gothic influence travelled to America (where Hoffmann's stories

were soon known) and affected Isaac Mitchell and Charles Brockden

Brown. Brown, in turn, was to influence Nathaniel Hawthorne and

Edgar Allan Poe, whose first collection of stories, Tales of tbe

Grotesque and Arabesque, appeared in r839. Poe had already shown

a gift for writing about the horrifi cinThe Nanatiae of Arthar Gordon

Pym (r$8). Ilit tales are shorq intense, sensational and have the

power to inspire horror and terror. He depicts extremes of fear,

iuffering and insanity and, through the operations of evil, gives us

glimpsei of hell. Among his most notable horror stories ere The Fall

of tbe Hoase of Usher (r8lg), Tbe Mnrders in tbe Rue Morgue (r84r),

A Descent into the Maelstrom (r84r), Tbe Masque of the Red Death
(1842), The Pit and the Pendulam, The Bhch Cat and Tbe Tell-Tale

Heart (all 1843), The Case of M.Valdemar (rS+l) end Tbe Cask of

Amontilhdo $8a6).
Poe's long-term influence was immeasurable (and in the case of

some writers not altogether for their good), attd one can detect it per-

sisting through the rgth c.; in, for example, the French symbolistes
(Baudelaire published translations of his tales in 1855 and 1857), in

such British writers as Rossetti, Swinburne, Dowson and R. L.

Stevenson, and in such Americans as Ambrose Bierce, Hart Crane and

H. P. Lovecraft.
Towards the end of the rgth c. a number of British and American

writers were experimenting with different modes of horror story and

this was at a time when there had been a steadily growing interest in

the occult, in supernatural agencies, in psychic phenomena, in psy-

chotherapy, in extreme psychological states and also in spiritualism.

The Society for Psychical Research was founded by F. W. H. Myers

in 1882, and there was an increasing interest in drugs and their effects
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as well as in dreams and insanity. During this period, too, the ghost
story proliferated - and was to go on doing so.

A notable practitioner of the horror story in the r89os and later was
Arthur Machen. In 1891 he published The Great God Pan and The
Inmost Ligbt.In 1896 came The Novel of the Wbite Poander, one of
the most repulsive of horror tales. During the neff forry years he
became a specialist in horror and had a considerable influence on the
American H. P. Lovecraft, who had a strong predilection for abomi-
nable physical horrors. Unfortunately he could not curb a tendency
to lurid sensationalism which at times was absurd.

Apart from Oklk and Dr lehyll and Mr Hyd.e, R. L. Stevenson
wrote three famous horror stories (as well as ghost stories) in the shape
of Markbeim $88),The Bottle Imp g89z-3) and The Body Snatcber.

Dreams, delirium, derangement of the senses, the activity of the
mind under intense pressure - these were areas of much interest to
Kipling, who, epart from a quantity of very good ghost stories, wrote
some notable horror stories. For example: Tbe Strange Ride of
Mono,rpbie Jahes (r88y), Beyond the Pale (r89r) and The End of tbe
Passage (r89r).

Henry James, who created some of the best of all ghost stories, had
a subtle and delicate understanding of horror. Tbe Turn of the Scvew
(r898), though a ghost story is so sinister and compelling in its depic-
tion of evil that it is also, ipso facto, a horror story. Less well known
is The Rornance of Certain Old Clothes (r858), which has an horrific
ending. In this, as in other'supernatural' tales, he achieved his most
powerful effects by stealth, hint and understatemenr, by'the process
of adumbration' as he put it. The reader is persuaded to create his own
fear and apprehension; he is enabled to 'think the evil'.

Very different styles and techniques were used by Ambrose Bierce,
an exact contemporary of James and also American. A number of his
horror stories have withstood the long-distance tests of taste and time.
Several collections of short stories were published, including Tales of
Soldiers and Ctuilians (r89r) and Can Such Things Be? (r8gl). Some
of his best horror stories arc The Man and, tbe Snalee, A Watcher by
th e D e ad, T b e D arnne d T b ing, T b e B o ard,e d W in dow and A H orseman
in tbe Shy.

In the same year rhet Can Such Things Be? was published, another
American, Robert V. Chambers, produced a collection of original
horror stories titled The King in Yellow. Some of rhem are powerful
descriptions of mental breakdown. One of the best is The Repairer of
Reputations, a study of megalomaniac insaniry. Yet anorher American
writer to produce tales of horror was F. Marion Crawford. Among his
best are The Dead Smile, The Upper Berth and The Scvearning Shull
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(all r9r r). Like Machen and Lovecraft he had a detrimental tendency
to over-write.

Many of M. R. James's ghost stories are also horror stories in their
own right. The best contain a moment of deadly chill, the icy touch
of fear, and he excelled at arousing physical revulsion. An almost exact
contemporary (though he lived longer), Algernon Blackwood, had a
very astute understanding of the psychology of fear. Among his best
tales are Ancient Sorceries and Seoet Worsbip (r9o6), The Willows,The
Insanity of Jones and Tbe Dance of Deatb (rgo).A near contemPo-
rary Villiam Hope Hodgson, besides ghost stories, wrote such flesh-
creeping tales as Tbe Island of Ud, The Whistling Room and The
Derelia. Conan Doyle also tried his hand et horror fiction.
Collections were published in r9zz, titled Tales of Twilight and the
(Jnseen and Tales of Mystery and Tenor. They included The Brown
Hand (mentioned above), Tbe Neu Catacomb, Tbe Case of Lndy
Sannox, Tbe Brazilian Cat, Tbe Tenor of Blue tohn Gap and The
Honor of tbe Heights.

Saki (pseudonym of H. H. Munro) also wrote stories in the horror
category. For example, The Music on tbe Hill, The Open Windoat (a
kind of spoof ghost story), Sredni Vashtar, The Easter Egg and
Gabiel-Ernest, a kind of werewolf tale about a naked savage boy
who lives off child-flesh. E. F. Benson (a specialist in ghost stories)
produced some excellent horror stories, including Tbe Confession of
Charles Linhutortb.

Some of H. G. \[ells's stories depend on susPense and a strong
element of horror. For instance, the threat to man by some non-human
crearures, asinThe Abyss arfiThe Sea-Raiders (both fig7),The Valley
of the Spi.ders (tgol) and The Empire of the Ants (tgrr). Others are
concerned with aspects of hallucination and obsession: for example,
Tbe Remarkable Case of Davidson's Eyes end The Floarcing of tbe
Strange Orchid (both r89t), and The Motb (t8gl), a weird horror-
cum-ghost story. Pollock and the Ponoh Man Q897) has a voodoo
theme. Both The Lord of the Dynamos (r89y) and The Cone GSgl)
are horror stories carrying a similar idea: vengeance in the form of
'sacrifice'of a human being. The Red Room (r896) is a spine-chiller in
the Gothic and Edgar Allan Poe tradition.

Between the world wars many well-crafted short horror stories
were published (and often anthologized) by such writers as A. J. Alan,
Elizabeth Bowen, D. K. Broster, A. M. Burrage, John Collier, A. E.
Coppard, Lord Dunsany, L. P. Hanley, I$f. F. HarveS Percival
Landon, C. E. Montague, Augustus Muir, Evelyn Nesbit, John
Russell, L. A. G. Strong, H. Russell Vakeford, Dennis 

'Wheatley (a
specialist in the occult), Alexander r$foollcom et al. Hartley is often
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mentioned in connection with the genre. His Night Fears and Otber
Stories was published in 1924. Later Ggjr) another collection came
out: The Tra,uelling Grave, which contains Tbe Killing Bottle, Conrad
and the Dragon andTbe Tbought. The title story is a particularly good
example of the macabre and comic-grotesque type of tale - 'macabre'

applying to not a few of his stories.
During these same years the long-term influence of the Gothic

novel was clearly discernible and Gothic received another lease of life,
as it were, in the horror film. In the early r93os there was a succession
of horror films now particularly associated with the directors Tod
Browning and James \flhale and with the acting of Boris Karloff as
Dr Frankenstein's 'creature' and Bela Lugosi as Dracula. The horror
film continued to proliferate up to the r99os when it showed no sign
of losing popularity.

Since the rgyos short horror stories (and what purport to be horror
stories) have also proliferated. In fact, one could say they have tended
to do so for most of the zoth c., and it is a mode or genre which has
shown remarkable diversificadon. Many professional writers have
rurned their hand to it at least once, as they have to the ghost story.
Besides those already mentioned any list would be bound to include
the following (in alphabetical order): Sir Charles Birkin, Robert Bloch,
Heinrich Boll, Marjorie Bowen, E. F. Bozman, Ray Bradbury Thomas
Burke, Truman Capote, Mark Channing, Sir Hugh Clifford, Richard
Connell, Roald Dahl, Monica Dickens, Isak Dinesen, Guy Endore,
Paul Gallico, Thomas HardS Dorothy K. Haynes, E. and H. Heron,
Patricia Highsmith, Richard Hughes, John Jasper, Vill F. Jenkins,
F. Tennyson Jesse, Gerald Kersh, Vernon Lee, Daphne du Maurier,
Richard Middleton, Fitz-James O'Brien, Vincent O'sullivan, Roger
Pater, V. S. Pritchett,'I7illiam Sansom, 

.lUtr 
8. Seabrook, Muriel Spark,

Elizabeth 
'Walter, 

Edward Lucas Vhite, Angus Vilson and John
\UTyndham.

The enormous increase in science fiction (q.o.) since the r9;os has
diversified horror fiction even more than mighr ar firsr be supposed.
New maps of hell have been drawn and are being drawn; new dimen-
sions of the horrific exposed and exploredl new simulacra and exempla
created. Fear, pain, suffering, guilt and madness (whar has already been
touched on in miscellaneous 'hells') remain powerful and emotive
elements in horror stories. In a chaotic world, which many see to be
on a disaster course, through the cracks, 'the faults in reality', we and
our writers catch other and vertiginous glimpses of 'chaos and old
night', fissiparating images of death and destruction.

The work of some modern novelists (as well as that of the pracri-
tioners of the short horror story in, for instance, the collection Prime
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Eoil, ry88), re-creates internal and external microcosms of hell: dislo-

cated *oildt seen through dislocative visions. It might be called

modern Gothic, an increasingly portmanteau term.

The fiction of J. G. Ballard is an obvious instance, pafticularly The

Terminal Beach (rg6+) and The Atrocity Exbibition (rg7o), and some

of his short stories (e.g. The Billennium, ry64).Other horror novel-

ists - though perhaps not quite so well known as Ballard - are: John
Hawkes (ruthor of The Cannibal, 1962, and The Blood Oranges,

U7t);Joyce Carol Oates (A Garden of Earthly De-lights, 196-7, and

Eipi"i;"1 People, ry68); Thomas Pynchon (The Crying.of ,Lot 49,
,926, and Giat,ity\ Rainboat, ry7); and James furdy 

(Eustace-

Ch*hot* and thi Worhs, ry6il.The grotesque Gothic fantasies of

Mervyn Peake might easily be classed as horror; as might. some of

\(lilliam Burroughs's work (especially The Nahed Lunclt, r9t9),

Anthony Burgesi's A Clockatorh Orange i96z) and Angela Carter's

Heroes and Vilkins $96).
Since then another generation of contrivers of horror and pedlars

of nightmares has come forth and a period of thirty.years has seen a

wideliversification in the literature of horror in which the pervasive

influence of Gothic modes is easily discerniblei plus, to a lesser extent'

the influence of science fiction. Not a little of the horror fiction of

recent times sets out to shock in ways which are sometimes crude and

even somewhat obvious. The storiei are often inventive, skilful, slick

or efficient but not so many have much psychological depth or display

a serious attempt to explain or come to terms with the subversive

and compl.* ,rit rrc of the human personalitl. the best tend to be

"orr...rr.i 
with the nature of evil as a force within man and about

him. And some neo-horror literarure is poor stuff, reminding one not

of the 'worst excesses of the French Revolution' but, rather, of the

lurid sensationalism of old-fashioned pulp (q.o.) magazines' Popular

authors who should be mentioned are Clive Barker (e.g. his Boohs of

Blood series), Ramsey campbell, Peter Straub, James Herbert,

Graham Masterton, John Saul and, especially, Stephen King' The

reading public's .pp.iit. for the f.are of horror aPPears insatiable. The

booksl? Stephen iGng (to name no others) sell by the million each

year.

H6tel de Bourgogne The first Paris theatre, completed in r;48. It was

built by the Confraternity of the Passion and erected in the ruins

of the palace of the dukes of Burgundy. IJ enioyed its heyday in. the

rTth c. with the King's Players. In 168o they were amalgamated into

the Com6die-Frangaise (q.v.), and the Italian Players (known as the
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Com6die-Italienne) occupied the H6tel de Bourgogne until it became
defunct in r783.

House UnAmerican Activities Committee A committee founded to
eradicate Communism and Communistic activities in the USA. It was
very active beween 1938 and 1968 and affected a large number of
writers, including Bertolt Brecht, Clifford Odets, Lillian Hellman and
Arthur Miller, as well as other artists. The committee's qualifications
in matters of literature may be assessed from the fact that when Hallie
Flanagan made a reference to the English dramatist Christopher
Marlowe (tS6+-g) they wanted to know whether Marlowe was a
Communist.

hovering stress or accent This occurs when it is not absolutely clear
in verse whether a syllable should be stressed or not, or whether it
should be half stressed. It is a very common phenomenon, as in these
lines from Robert Lowellt Man and Wife:

Tamed by Miltown, we lie on Mothert bed;
the rising sun in war paint dyes us red;
in broad dayligbt her gilded bed-posts shine,
abandoned, almost Dionysian.
At last the trees are green on Marlborough Street,
blossorzs on our magnolia ignite
the morning with their murderoas five days'white.

Hovering stress in these lines occurs on the syllables italicized. Also
known as distributed stress. See tnvrr srREss; VARTABLE svLLABLE.

howler A blatant or glaring error, as in these examples from examina-
tion papers by schoolboys: (a) 'The worm is an hermaphrodite, but it
has to meet another worm before it can do anything'; (b) 'I always
wanted to come to school because I thought it was'Wandsworth 

Prison, but that is not the real reason'; (c) 'born of the
Virgin Mrry deceived of the Holy Ghost'. Called howlers because
they are so'loud'.

hrynhent A form of skaldic meter. It consists of an eight-line st^nza
and is similar to the dr6tthoatt (q.".) except that each line is length-
ened by a trochee (q.".). Used in court poems berween the rrth and
r3th c., and still in use today by Icelandic poets. See also sKALD.

hubris (Gk 'wanton insolence') This shortcoming or defect in the
Greek tragic hero leads him to ignore the warnings of the gods and to
transgress their laws and commands. Evenrually hubris brings about
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downfall and nemesis (q.v.), as in the case of Creon in Sophocles's

Antigone and Clytemnestra in Aeschylus's Oresteia trilogy. See

HAMARTIA; TRAGEDY.

Hudibrastic verse So called from Samuel Butler's Hudibras (1663,

fi74, 167g), a mock-heroic satirical poem in octosyllabic couplets.

Butlir's wit, exuberance and invention in this poem have made it an

outttanding instance of what may be called 'low satire'. These lines

from Canto I gin. an idea of the tone and rnanner (they are about the

Metaphysical Sectarian):

He was in Logick a great Critick,
Profoundly skill'd in Analytick.
He could distinguish, and divide
A Hair'twixt South and South-Sflest side:

On either which he would disPute,

Confute, change hands, and still confute.

He'd undertake to Prove bY force

Of Argument, a Man's no Horse.
He'd prove a Buzard is no Fowl,
And that a Lord may be an Owl;
A Calf an Alderman, a Goose a Justice,
And Rooks Committee-men and Trustees.

See nrrnrap.

huitain A stanza or strophe (q.v.) of eight lines, each of eight or-ten

syllables, normally writien on three rhym91-Qne rhyme occurs four

times, and the rhyine for the founh and fifth lines is the same. This

form was popular in France in the rlth and l6th c. Villon wrote his

tais (q.o.) rtti *"tty of his balkdes (q.v') in haitains. Marot also used

this form. See ottrve RrMA.

humanism In the first place, the humanists of the Renaissange period

were snldents of literai hurnaniores (q.o.); the literature of the Greek

and Latin poets, dramatists, philosophers, historians and rhetoricians.

At the Rinaissanc e (q.o.) there was a great revival of interest in

Classical literature and thought and this revival was, to some extent,

er the expense of medieval scholasticism (q.a.). The long-term

influencestf thit revival were immense and incalculable, and they led

to an excessive devotion to Classical ideals and rules in the late tTth

c. and rSth c.
Humanism, a European phenomenon, was a more worldly and thus

more secular philosophy; and it was anthroPocentric. It sought to

dignify and ennoble man.
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In their more extreme forms humanistic attitudes regarded man as
the crown of creation; a point of view marvellously expressed in
Hamlet, by Hamlet:

. . . tUflhat a piece of work is man. How noble in reason, how
infinite in faculty. In form and moving how express and admirable
in action, how like an angel in apprehension, how like a god. The
beauty of the world. The paragon of animals.

It would have been inconceivable that anyone in the r4th c. should
have expressed such a view. Then Hamlet adds: 'And yet, to me what
is this quintessence of dust?' And in that one line he summarizes
another attitude or feeling, which a man in the r4th c. would have
responded to instantly.

At its best, humanism helped to civilize man, to make him reilize
his potential powers and gifts, and to reduce the discrepancy berween
potentiality and attainment. It was a movement that was at once a
product of and a counteraction to a certain prevalent scepticism; away
of dealing with the disequilibrium created by the conflict berween
belief and doubt. Humanism turned out to be a form of philosophy
which concentrated on the perfection of a wordly life, rather than on
the preparation for an eternal and spiritual life.

The popularity of the courtesy book (q.".) in the r5th and rTth c.,
for instance, suggests what a radical change there had been in man's
view of himself. He was increasingly regarded as a creature perfectible
on earth. Hence the secular emphasis in courtesy books.

Humanistic ideas and beliefs pervade much other literature of the
Renaissance period. Ficino (t +l l-gg); Pico della Mirandola G +6 l-g +);
Erasmus (t466-r136); Guillaume Bud6 9468-114o); SirThomas More
j478-t ljl); Juan Luis Vives (r492-ry4o); and Montaigne (rSll-gr)
were outstanding humanists.

humanisme A short-lived movement in poetry begun by Fernand
Gregh in t9oz. Its manifesto (q.v.) was published in Le Figaro. k
represented a re.action against the symboliste poets (see svrranor. AND
syMBoLrsM) and against the Parnassians (4,2.).

humanities A term generally used in Europe and America for litera-
ture, languages, philosophy, art, history theology, music, as opposed
to the natural sciences and the social sciences. .See Huuenrs*r.

humiliatio .SeeteprNosrs.

humours The term humour (it derives from Latin burnorr 'moisture';

hence humid.) was used in the Middle Ages and during the Renaissance
period - in the tradition of Hippocratic pathology and physiology -
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to denote the four humours of the body. These depended on the four

fluids: blood, phlegm, yellow bile and black bile. The admixture or

commingling of these determined a person's disposition, character,
mind, morality and temperament. The humours released spirits or

vapours which affected the brain, and thence a person's behaviour.

According to the predominant humour a man was sanguine, phleg-

matic, choleric or melancholy. Robert Burton, in his Anatomy of
Mehncholy, I, ii, 3 Q6zr), gives an excellent description of the
qualities of the humours.

VestigiallS the theory of humours survives in such expressions as:
'ill-humoured','good-humoured','black with rage','in a black mood',
'yellow with jealousy', 'green with envy', 

'yellow-livered', 'red with

remorse', and so fonh. And we still use'sanguine'or'melancholy'to
describe certain temperaments.

The theory of humours had a considerable influence on writers

when it came to the creation of characters. Dramatists devised char-
acters based on the theory of the imbalances that occurred between

the bodily fluids. Comedy of humours (q.v.) developed characters

who were dominated by a particular mood, inclination ol peculiarity.

Ben Jonson is the most notable instance of a dramatist to do this - in

Every Man in His Humoar (ry98); almost certainly the first play

created on the theory of personality and ruling passion. This he

followed with Eoery Man Oat of His Humoar (r1gil.

It may be no coincidence that at this period writers were also

addressing themselves to the depiction of 'characters' in character

sketches, and analysing character and temperament.
It is not until the rSth c. that we find 'humour' associated with

laughter and being used in contradistinction to wit (q.v.). See

APTRONYM; CHARACTES MORALITY PI.AYS.

hyangga (K 'native songs') A form of Korean folksong composed

of four, eight or ten lines divided into two stanzas. The number of

syllables in each line varies from four to fifteen. It is believed that

only twenty-five of these poems survive, all of the r3th c.

hybrid (L 'half-breed, mongrel') A word formed {rom a stem or word

in one language plus a suffix or prefix from another. For example:

teleoision (Greelt and Latin); gullible (English and Latin).

Hydropathes, les One of three French literary societies associated with

the beginnings of the symbolist movement. The others were les

Hirsutes and les Zntistes. These societies had some vogue in the r 88os.

Paul Bourget,Jean Mor6as, Frangois Copp6e and Guy de Maupassant
were among the better known Hydropatbes. See a/so srIvrsor, AND

SYMBOLISM.
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hymn (Gk 'song in praise of a god or hero') Early examples are the
Homeric Hymn to Demeter (c. 7th c. nc) and the first Delphic Hymn
(c. r38 nc). Many Latin hymns date from the Middle Ages: Pange
lingua gloriosi; Te lucis ante terminum; Iam lucis orto sidere; Veni
Creator Spiritus; Veni Sancte Spiitas; lesu dulcis memoria; Stabat
Mater; Dies lrae. Most English hymns of repute date from the rTth to
the rgth c., their authors being: Nahum Tate, Isaac'Watts, John and
Charles 

'Wesley, 
Reginald Heber, John Keble, and John Mason Neale.

In the 2oth c. there have been few contributions, though some of these
are notable, e.g. Vaughan Villiams's settings of Herbert.

Among English-speaking poets of note who have attempted the
form one should mention George Herbert, Dryden, Milton, Villiam
Blake, Villiam Cowper, Henry 

'Wadsworth 
Longfellow, John

Greenleaf 
'Whinier, 

Tennyson, Christina Rossetti and Rudyard
Kipling. See also ANTIIHoN; cANTTcLE; HvMNAL sTANzA; LAUDA; LyRrc.

hymnal stanza A four-line stanza in iambics with a rhyming scheme
of either abcb or abab. It is also known as common measure. This
example is the first stanza of a hymn by Nahum Tate:

Vhile shepherds watched their flocks by night,
All seated on the ground,

The angel of the Lord came down,
And glory shone around.

See also HALLELUJAH METER; HyMN; LoNG MEASuRE; sHoRT MEAsuRE.

hypallage (Gk'exchange') Also known as transferred epithet. A figure
of speech in which the epithet is transferred from the appropriate
noun to modify another to which it does not really belong. Common
examples arei'a sleepless night'; 'the condemned cell'; 'a happy day'.
It is a very common poetic device, as in these lines from Part One of
T. S. Eliot's The Waste Land:

'Winter 
kept us warm, covering

Earth in forgetful snow, feeding
A little life with dried tubers.

Clearly, the snow is not 'forgetful', but rather conceals, muffles,
'shrouds' the earth, so that for a time we forget what the earth looks
like. See a/so pnor-epsrs.

hyperbaton (Gk'overstepping') A figure of speech in which words are
transposed from their usual order. A very common poetic device.
Milton, for instance, uses it constantly - as in these lines from Paradise
Lostz
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High on a throne of royal state, which far
Outshone the wealth of Ormuz or of Ind,
Or where the gorgeous East, with richest hand
Showers on her kings barbaric pearl and gold,
Satan exalted sat.

hyperbole (Gk 'overcasting') A figure of speech which contains an

exaggeration for emphasis. For example, Hotspur's rant in Henry IV,

Pt I  ( I ,  i i i ,  zor):

By heaven methinks it were an easy leap
To pluck bright honour from the pale-fac'd moon,
Or dive into the bottom of the deep,
Vhere fathom line could never touch the ground,
And pluck up drowned honour by the locks.

Hyperbole was very common in Tudor and Jacobean drama, and in

heroic drama (q.v.).It is an essendal part of burlesque (q.zr.).There are
plentiful examples in writers of comic fiction; in Dickens, especially.

Everyday instances, of which there are many, are: 'I haven't seen
you for ages'; 'as old as the hills'; 'terrible weather', and so on. See
ADYNATON; BOMBAST; LITOTES; TAPINOSIS.

hypercatalectic (Gk'beyond the last metrical foot') A line is so called

when it has an extra syllable at the end. Also known as hypermetrical

and extrametrical. Each of these three lines from Crashaw's Wisbes'to
His Supposed Mistress illustrates the point:

Sydnaean showers
Of sweet discourse, whose powers
Can crown old Winter's head with flowers.

hyperdochmiac A trochaic tripody (q.o.) which is catalectic (q.v.);that

is to say, short of half a foot at the end of the line. See pocnMlAc;

FOOT.

hypermetric syllable See HypERcATALEcrrc.

hyphaeresis (Gk 'taking asiay from beneath') In general the term

denotes the omission of a letter from a word: 'o'er' for'over'; 'e'en'

for'even';'heav'n' for'heaven'. See rtrsroN.

hypocorism The term derives from a Greek word meaning'to play the

child'. Commonly used of pet-names, like'Mike'for Michael, and the

use of familiar terms like these: Vill Shakespeare' Jim Boswell, \fillie
Yeats, Tom Eliot. Also endearments like: 'money spider', 'cherry

. blossom', 'honey', 'chuck'.
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hysteron proteron

hyporchema (Gk 'song accompanied by dancing') A choral song
accompanied by dancers is believed to have been invented by Thaletas
of Gorryn, Crete (7th c. nc). The Cretic measure was used for the
verse. It was used as a hymn (q.".) in honour of Apollo and was related
to the paean and the dithyramb (qq.o.).

hypostatization A form of personification (q.".) in which an abstracr
quality is spoken of as something human. For example: 'Truth insists
I tell the story'; 'Decency compels me to admit the truth'. Not
uncommon in everyday usage.

hypotaxis (Gk'under arrangement') Subordination; syntactic relation-
ship between dependent and independent constructions, e.g.'He who
knows will tell us' as against ''Who knows? He will tell us.' .See
PARATAXIS.

hypotyposis A figurative device by which something is represented as
if it were present. For example: John of Gaunt's dying speech in
Richard II $I, i, 3r) in which he'sees'England as a sceptred isle and
creates a general word image of the country.

hypozeugma .Seeznucua.

hysteron proteron (Gk 'latter former') A figurative device in which
events in the temporal order are reversed. Sometimes used for comic
effect, it implies 'putting the cart before the horse'. There is an agree-
able examplein Mwch Ado About Nothing (IV ii, zo), when Dogberry
is holding forth to the \Watch, and investigating the malefactors
Conrade and Borachio.
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iamb The term derives from a Greek word of unknown etymology and

denotes a metrical foot consisting of an unstressed syllable followed

by a stressed syllable, thus: v /. For instance: dEf6at. It was probably
first used by Archilochus (7th c. Bc). In antiquity the iambic rhythm

was thought to be the nearest to speech and it is the commonest tyPe

of foot in all English verse because it fits the prevailing natural pattern

of English words and phrases. Of these lines from Pope's Prologue to
Addison's Cato,the first is in regular iambic meter and the next three

have slight variations - as the ear soon informs one:

Td wike I thE s6ul I bf t6nldEr str6kes I df 6n,
T6 rdise I thE g6ni[s, I Ind t6 m6nd I thE h6an;
Td mike I minkind I in c6nlscio'us vfrlru--e b6ld,
Live over I elch sc6ne, I Ind b6 | whit th6y I bEh6ld.

iambelegus In Classical prosody, an iamb (q.o.) followed by a dactylic

colon (q.o.).

iambes, les French satiric poems in which a twelve-syllable line alter-
nates with one of eight syllables. The iambe came into use with the

publication of Ch6nier's lambes $787-go) and Barbier's Les lambes
(r83o-3r ) .

iambic trimeter A line of six iambic feet (each pair of feet taken as a

unit or dipody), used for satirical verses by Archilochus (7th c. oc) and

Simonides (6th-yth c. nc) and common in Greek and Latin drama. See

also svzvcv.

ibidem (L 'in the same place, in that very place') Often abbreviated to

ibid. or ib., the term indicates a reference to or quotation from 'the

same place' in a book or chapter or on a page. See roru; oPEREcITATo.

icon (Gk'image') A quasi-literary term used to describe the depiction

of an object or person in figurative language, but in a particular way

as in George Herbert's The Cburch-floore:
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id6e fixe

Mark you the floore? That square 6c speckled stone
which looks so firm and strong,

ls Patience:
And th'other black and grave, wherewith each one

is checker'd all along,
Hamilitie:

See also EMBLEM-BooK; EKPHRAsTs.

ictus (L 'blow, stroke') The stress or accent (qq.r.) placed on particu-
lar syllables in a line of verse. Gerard Manley Hopkins used it quite
often to show which syllables he wanted the reader to stress; some-
times syllables which would not normally be so, as in these lines from
Spelt frorn Sibyl's Leaaes:

For earth I her being has unbound; her
dapple is at end, as-

tray or aswarm, all throughther, in throngs; I self in self steepdd
and pished - qtiite

Disremembering, dism6mbering I 6ll now. Heart, you round me
right

Vith: Our 6vening is over us; 5ur night
will end us.

See spnuNc Rr{YTHM.

I wh6lms, wh6lms, dnd

ideal reader Vhat every author wants. That imaginary person who, the
writer hopes, will understand completely the experience he is trying
to convey, and respond to it as he wishes. See also tosllt spEcrAToR.

ideal spectator Two basic meanings may be distinguished: (a) the
'everyman' for whom the dramatist writes; for all practical purposes
synonymous with the average person; (b) a character in a play who
either expresses the attitudes and feelings of the dramatist or is repre-
sentative of the majority of the audience.

The French term is raisonnenr and both 'characters' are related to
the Greek Chorus and the single character acting as chorus (q.v.), as
well as, possibly, to the confidant (q.t,.).

The ideal spectator of category $) is not much involved in the plot
but is rather an onlooker; a sort of neutral character, like Horatio in
Hamlet, Kent in King Lear, Lord Goring in An Ideal Husband and
the lawyer in Arthur Miller's play A Vieat frorn tbe Bridge. See also
IDEAL READER.

id6e fixe (F 'fixed idea') A preconception, an unshakable conviction;
hence a dominating theme; a monomania. Quite a common term in
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id6c rcgue

music; rare as a literary term, but important in connection with

Val6ry's theories on the subject expressed in ldde fixe Qyz), a dia-

logue. Like Heraclitus, Hegel and \(rilliam James (among others)
Va16ry denies that an idea is ever quite the same on two occasions of

its occurrence. An idea, it is argued, cannot be fixed because the mental

state is transitory. Some ideas have the propeny of reappearing to

consciousness more often than others. Their appearance may be relied

on in appropriate contexts; thus they are 'fixed' in the sense that a

roulette wheel can be fixed. These are 'privileged' and their privilege

is shown, not only in the frequency of their reaPPearances but also in

their status.
It is in the nature of an idea to intervene in the mind's normal state

of disorder and inattention, and to accentuate and momentarily arrest
(or retard) some element in it. The idea is, in fact, this momentarily
favoured element which, by thus being coagulated as it were from

the general psychic mass, suggests comparisons and hypotheses,

whereby the animal flux of images and instincts becomes transmuted

into thinking. \$[hen the arrestation becomes habitual and the same

idea recurs repeatedly in a variety of mental 'situations', we have

what may be called an idiefre. Recurrent symbols, word complexes,
images and themes in a writer's work are also associated with the fixed

idea.

id6e regue (F'received idea') This term is perhaps most Prominent in

connection with Flaub ert's Dictiannaire des iddes re7ues, published

posthumously in ryr3 from a mass of half-completed notes. It attacks

the sin of affirming without examining. Flaubert, who had a Particu-
lar aversion to the platitude, conceived the idea as a youth. There are

t'wo main themes: an attack on the clich6 (q.o.); and the peril of ac-

cepted ideas. \Uilriting to George Sand in r87r Flaubert said 'All our

trouble comes from our gigantic ignorance. \flhen shall we get over

empry speculation and accepted ideas? \[hat should be srudied is be-

lieved without discussion. Instead of examining, people pontificate.'
Reference to Flaubert's Bouvard et Pdcucher (r88r), a bitter condem-
nation of human stupidity, helps to show the relevance of. iddes regr,tes

to everyday life. Flaubert also collected specimens for a Catalogue des

iddes chics in order to complete this unfinished novel.

idem (L'the same') Often abbreviatedrc id.,it denotes the same word

or name or title already referred to. See also tstonv^; oPERE crrATo.

identical rhyme See RHvIvts

ideogramic method A method of verse composition devised by the

modernist (q.".) poet Ezra Pound. It is based on the iuxtaposition of
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ideograph

words and images and, by avoiding abstraction and consecutive dis-
course, aims to achieve greater force and immediacy.

Pound hit upon the method around r9r4 when reading the note-
books of Ernest Fenollosa, a deceased American orientalist. According
to Fenollosa, as Pound understood him, the characters of the Chinese
alphabet are ideograms. That is to sa5 each one is either a simplified
picrure of the object it refers to, or a composite of such pictures which
can stand for an idea. For example, the character which means 'east' is
a composite of the characters for 'sun' and 'ffee': it represents the rising
sun entangled in a tree's branches. Thus, the simple characters are
direct representations of things like 'sun' or 'tree', while the complex
ones are visual metaphors.

In Chinese poetry which Pound now began to translate, he found
a representational directness, especially in the syntax, which for him
registered the physical world with more vigour, economy and direct-
ness than anything he knew in'Western literature. He ascribed this to
the way the Chinese language appeared to derive its concepts, not from
abstract symbols, but from concrete particulars. The Chinese poeq,
moreover, give one image to each line, so the lines are juxtaposed with
one another.

The method is present in Pound's poetry from r9r4 on, but
it does not achieve its full potential until he embarks on his epic
poem, Tbe Cantos $925-6fi. This proceeds by association, not by
narrative. Meaning is generated from a matrix or field of juxtaposed

objects, events and quotations. By setting these items in productive
tension, he provokes their re-connection in the reader's mind. The
reader thus becomes a vital part of the creative process: we derive
meaning from concrete 'facts', much as we do from the objects of
exPerlence.

Poundt understanding of the Chinese alphabet has been seriously
impugned - apparently, only ro per cent of Chinese characters can be
construed as pictorial symbols - and the method of The Cantos has
been condemned as widely as it has been praised. It is none the less
impossible to ignore the beauty and intellectual stimulation of Pound's
achievement. Its revitalizing effect on the English poetic tradition,
moreover, has been incalculable. The many poets who have learnt from
the ideogramic method include: T. S. Eliot (notably in The Waste
Land), \filliam Carlos \6lliams, Basil Bunting, Charles Olson. C. H.
Sisson and John Peck.

ideograph A written symbol. A picture of the thing itself or a repre-
sentation of the idea. The Chinese and Japanese languages are
ideographic.
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ideynost

ideynost (R'ideological expression') One of the requirements demand-
ed under socialist realism (q.".). Literature must embody ideas, esPe-

cially political and social ideas, of a progressive nature. Censors and

critics do not accept literature lacking in ideological content, or
literature which is merely intended to divert or entertain. See

CENSORSHIP; NARODNOST; PARTYNOST,

idiolect The aggregate of speech habits peculiar to an individual.

idiom A form of expression, construction or phrase peculiar to a lan-

guage and often possessing a meaning other than its gramm ticel or
logical one.

Some languages have thousands of idioms and English is no exceP-

tion. Thes e are a handful out of the many in existence and use: by
chance; far and wide; again and again; spick and span; wear and tearl
neither here nor there; off and on; as fit as a fiddle; better late than

never; no wonder; to nrrn adrift; to hang fire; to have the upper hand;

to back the wrong horse; at daggers drawn; to lead by the nose. See

crrcn6; coLLoeurALIsM; DEAD METArHoR; SLANG.

ido An international language devised by Louis Couturat in ryo7. k
was a 'child' of Esperanto (q,a.), in which language ido means
'offspring', but was in many ways.a simplification of Esperanto. By

many it has been thought to be an improvement on the parent
language.

idyll (Gk'little form') It can refer to either a poem or an episode in a
poem, or to a poem which describes some episode or scene in rural
life (in which case it is very nearly synonymous with pastoral, q.a.),

or a description of any scene of tranquil happiness. In common Par-
lance'idyllic' is used to describe a serene and euphoric state or envi-
ronment which is remotely attainable and idealized. It is not therefore
a definite poetic genre, though having strong association with the

bucolic, e.g. the ldylls of Theocritus. It has indeed been used for a
variety of works, like Victor de Laprade's ldylles hdroiques (r8y8),

Tennyson's ldylls of the King Q84z-85), Browning's Dram.atic ldylls
(r879-8o) and Barrie's Auld Licht ldylls (r8SS). See also EcLocuE;
PASTORAL.

illocutionary ,ct An act which is carried out by a speaker in the actual

utterance of words. For example, an order, a promise, the striking of

an oath. see prnroRMATrvE UTTERANCE; PERLOCUTTONARY ACT.

illusion The semblance of realiry and verisimilirude (q.rr.) in art which

most writers seek to create in order to enable readers to think that

they are seeing, feeling, hearing, tasting and smelling' or, conceivably,
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imagery

having some extra-sensory or kinaesthetic experience. The creation of
illusion is a co-operative act between writer and reader. It brings about
in the reader what Coleridge called 'the willing suspension of disbe-
lief' (q.zt.). However, the writer also destroys illusion, sometimes for
a specific purpose: for example, to address the reader directly - a not
uncommon practice among r8th and rgth c. novelists. The contrast
helps the illusion and at the same time sharpens and clarifies the
impression of things happening at a distance. Illusion should be dis-
tinguished from delusion and ballacination.

il n'y a rien hors du texte See oncoNsrRucrroN.

imagery (L 'making of likenesses') The terms irnage and imagery have
many connotations and meanings. Imagery as a general term covers
the use of language to represent objects, actions, feelings, thoughts,
ideas, states of mind and any sensory or extra-sensory experience. An
'image'does not necessarily mean a mental picture.

In the first place we may distinguish between the literal, the per-
ceptual and the conceptual. These lines from Robert Lowell's Our
Lady of Walsinghanr ill:ustrate the basic differences:

There once the penitents took off their shoes
And then walked barefoot the remaining mile;
And the small trees, a stream and hedgerows file
Slowly along the munching English lane,
Like cows to the old shrine, until you lose
Track of your dragging pain.
The stream flows down under the druid tree,
Shiloah's whirlpools gurgle and make glad
The castle of God.

The first two lines are a literal image (without figurative language)
which may or may not convey a visual image also. The phrase
'hedgerows file slowly' is a perceptual image because of the meta-
phorical use of the world 'file'. The phrase 'castle of God' is concep-
rual. One can hardly visualize it but one may have an idea of it.

Many irnages (but by no means all) are conveyed by figurative lan-

Buage, as in metaphor, simile, synecdoche, onomatopoeia and
metonymy (qq.v.).An image may be visual (penaining to the eye),
olfactory (smell), tactile (touch), auditory (hearing), gustatory (taste),
abstract (in which case it will appeal to what may be described as the
intellect) and kinaesthetic (pertaining to the sense of movement and
bodily effon).

These lines from Peter Redgrove's Lazarus and the.sea contain all
these kinds of image:
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The tide of my death came whispering like this
Soiling my body with its tireless voice.
I scented the antique moistures when they sharpened
The air of my room, made the rough wood of my bed,

(most dear),
Standing out like roots in my tall grave.
They slopped in my mouth and entered -y plaited blood

Quietened my jolting breath with a soft argument
Of such measured insistence, untied the great knot of my heart.
They spread like whispered conversations
Through all the numbed rippling tissues radiated
Like a tree for thirty years from the still centre
Of my salt ovum. But this calm dissolution
Came after my agreement to the necessity of it;
\fhere before it was a storm over red fields
Pocked with the rain and the wheat furrowed
Vith wind, then it was the drifting of smoke
From a 6re of the wood, damp with sweat,
Fallen in the storm.

It is often the case that an image is not exclusively one thing or

another; they overlap and intermingle and thus combine. Thus, the
kinaesthetic may also be visual.

In this quotation the first two lines are clearly auditory but the use
of the word 'soiling' may suggest the tacdle; on the other hand, for
some, the word may have olfactory associations. The third line is olfac-
tory. In the fourth and fifth lines we have a combination of the tacdle
and visual. The sixth line intermingles the tactile, olfactory and gusta-

tory. The phrases 'quietened my joldng breath' and 'through all the
numbed rippling tissues' are kinaesthetic, but are also visual and
tactile. 

'But this calm dissolution/Came after my agreement to the
necessiry of it;' is abstract. 'Untied the great knot of my heart' is visual-
cum-kinaesthetic. The other images in the poem fall readily into one
of the categories mentioned. See encnETYPE; sYMBoL AND sYMBoLIsM.

imagination See rexcv AND IMAGINATIoN.

imaginism A short-lived Russian poetic movement originating in ryr9.
Its attirudes were fundamentally anti-Bolshevik and expressed disen-
chantment with the Revolution. The members of the imaginist groups
made a cult of a Bohemian and permissive life, which tended towards
hooliganism, and wrote poems intended to shock. The only well-
known poet in the group was Sergey Yesenin (r895-r9zy). The move-
ment, such as it was, was defunct by c. r92t. See also FUTURISM.
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Imagists A group of poets who were prominent immediately before
the First \forld'War. The best known wereEzra Pound, Amy Lowell,
T. E. Hulme, Richard Aldington and H. D. (Hilda Doolittle). They
believed that a hard, clear image was essential to verse. They also
believed that poetry should use the language of everyday speech and
have complete freedom in subject matter. Pound edited the 6rst
anthology, Des lrnagistes (r9r4), and in r9r5 Amy Lowell published
some imagist poets. This work contained a statement of the ideals of
imagism (or 'amygism', as it was called). T. E. Hulme's Aboae the
Doch is a good example of a poem in the imagist manner:

Above the quiet dock in midnight,
Tangled in the tall mast's corded height,
Hangs the moon. \[hat seemed so far away
Is but a child's balloon, forgotten after play.

See also ABSTRAcT; DTNGGEDIcHT; HArKU; syMBoL AND syMBoLrsM;
VORTICISM.

imitation Three basic meanings can be distinguished: (a) copying or
plagiarism (q.o.); (b) the adoption of the tone, style and attitude of
another writer; a re-creation; (c) a representation. Literary theory
during and after the Romantic period (q.".) regarded imitation in sense
(b) as a somewhat inferior practice, derivative, lacking in originality.
Prior to that and for many centuries (especially during the r8th) it had
been regarded as a wholly respectable practice. Aristotle advocated it,
so did Cicero and Horace. The idea was that a writer should learn
everything he could from the masters who were his predecessors. This
point of view prevailed during the medieval and Renaissance periods
and continued into the r8th c. Pope, who composed some of the best
imitations (Irnitations of Horace), gives the r Sth c. view in An Essay
on Criticism (r7rr):

Those RULES of old discover'd, not devis'd,
Are Nature sdll, but Nature Methodiz'd;
Nature, like Liberty is but restrain'd
By the same Laws which first herself ordain'd . . .

You then whose Judgment the right course wou'd steer,
Know well each ANCIENT'S proper Character,
His Fable, Subjects, Scope in ev'ry Page,
Religion, Country, Genius of his Age:
\fithout all these at once before your Eyes,
Cavil you may, but never Criticize.
Be Homer's'Works your Srudy, and Delight,
Read them by Day and meditate by Night,



implied reader I actual reader

Thence form your Judgment, thence your Maxims bring,
And trace the Muses upward to their Spring;
Still with It self compar'd, his Text peruse;
And let your comment be the Mantuan Muse. . .

Nowadays, imitation is seldom used as a critical term. \fhen it is, it is
roughly synonymous with mimesis (q.".). See rlxno FoRM; NoVELTY.

implied readerlactual reader Terms invented by \{rolfgang Iser and
discussed by him in his books Tbe Implied Reader (tgZ+) andThe Aa
of Reading: A Tbeory of Aestbetic Response (1976, trans. 1978). The
'implied reader'is a'model' or'role'. Such a reader is active as well as
passive; the text structures his or her response, but he or she also pro-
duces meaning and has the task of 'consistency building' (the expres-
sion used by Iser). The 'actual reader', by contrast, receives mental
images while reading; but these images are, inevitably perhaps,
modified by the experience and knowledge (and thus other images)
which the reader brings to the text. The hypothetical implied and
actual reader co-exist, are one and the same person responding to a
text in different ways and at different levels of consciousness. This
view of the reader can be taken in conjunction with Umberto Eco's
distinction between the'open' and'closed' text. See nreonR-REsPoNsE
THEORY; RECEPTION THEORY.

imposed form See rrxro FoRM.

impression Seenorrron.

impressionism The term very probably derives from Claude Monet's
painting Impression: Soliel Leoant (first exhibited in Paris in 1874).
The Impressionists were a school of painters who were particularly
concerned with the transitory effects of light, and they wished to
depict the fleeting impression from a subjective point of view. They
were not interested in a precise representation; the resulting impres-
sion depended on the perception of the spectator. The terms impres-
sionist and impressionismhave crept into literary criticism, but they are
vague terms which we might well dispense with. French Symbolist
poets have been called impressionlst; so have English poets like Oscar
\6lde and Arthur Symons. The term impressianisrnhas also been used
to describe the novelist's technique of concentrating on the inner life
of the main character rather than on external realiry. Abundant exam-
ples of this technique are to be found in the work of James Joyce,
Marcel Proust, Dorothy Richardson and Virginia \[rooH. See also
STREAM OF CONSCTOUSNESS; SYMBOL AND SYMBOLISM.
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incantation

imprimatur (L 'let it be printed') The term signifies that the Roman
Catholic Church has sanctioned the printing of a work. It is a decla-
ration that a book or pamphlet is free of moral or doctrinal error. But
it does not imply that those who have given the irnprirnatur agree with
the contents of the book. Many religious orders require the approval
of their own authorities. This, when given, is attested by the additional
words imprimipotest ('it may be printed'). Closely related is the phrase
nihil obstar ('nothing stands in the waI'), which implies there is
nothing in a book or pamphlet which is objectionable in terms of the-
ology or morals.

imprimi potest See rupnruATuR.

imprint (a) Publisher's name, place and date of publication at the
bottom of the title page; (b) Printer's name with that of the printing
press traditionally on the final page.

incantation A formulaic use of words to produce a magical effect and
to create an intensifying emotional temperature. The words may be
chanted or spoken. It is very common in primitive literatures and is
much used by sorcerers and witches, and also for rirual purposes as in
a charm (q.o.).Famous examples are the incantations of the weird
sisters in Shakespeare's Macbeth, Faustus's in Marlowe's Dr Faustus,
and in Ben Jonson's The Masqae of Queens, from which these lines

The owl is abroad, the bat and the toad
And so is the cat-a-mountain;

The ant and the mole sit both in a hole,
And the frog peeps out o' the fountain.

The dogs they do bay, and the timbrels play,
The spindle is now a-turning;

The moon it is red, and the stars are fled,
But all the sky is a-burning:

The ditch is made, and our nails the spade:
Vith pictures full, of wax and of wool,
Their livers I stick with needles quick;
There lacks but the blood to make up the flood.

Quickly, dame, then bring your part in!
Spur, spur upon little Martin!
Merrily merrily make him sail,
A worm in his mouth and a thorn in his tail,
Fire above, and fire below,
$flith a whip in your hand to make him go!
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O now she's come!
Let all be dumb.

incremental repetition A term invented by Francis Gummere in The
Popahr Balhd (rgo) to describe a rhetorical device of the ballad (q.o.)

form. It has been widely used in ballads for hundreds of years and is
very typical of poetry in oral tradition (q.rr.). The following stanzas
from the traditional ba,lladtames Harris (The Demon Lover) illustrate
well the use of the device:

'O where have you been, my long, long love,
This long seven years and mair?'

'O I'm come to seek my former vows
Ye granted me before.'

'O hold your tongue of your former vows'
For they will breed sad strife;

O hold your tongue of your former vows,
For I am become a wife.'

He turned him right and round abouq
And the tear blinded his ee:

'I wad never hae trodden on Irish ground,
If it had not been for thee.'

'I might hae had a king's daughter,
Far, far beyond the sea;

I might have had a king's daughter,
Had it not been for love o thee.'

This kind of repetition is thought by some to be peculiar to English
and Scottish ballads, but a very similar device is frequent in South Slav
narodne pesme (q.v.) of the oral tradition. .See ANAPHoRA; REPETITIoN;
SYNTHETIC RI{YTHM.

incrementum see erraprrFlcATroN.

incunabula See cneorE BooK.

indeterminacy Elements in, say, a novel or short story which depend
for their effect or result on a reader's interpretation and which may be
interpreted in a number of different (and, conceivably, mutually
conflicting) ways are said to be'indeterminate'. Indeterminacies tend
to multiply in accordance with the length and complexity of a text. See
RECEPTION THEORY; SUB-TEXT.

index (L 'forefinger') The plural is indexes or indices. An alphabetical
list of subjects treated in a book, with page references. It is now found
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initiating action

at the end, but in older books it may serve as a table of contents at the
beginning.

index expurgatorius A list of passages in a book which, by order of
the Roman Catholic Church, must be deleted before it can be read by
members of the Church. This index was abrogated in ry66. See also
IMPRIMATUR; INDEX LIBRORUM PROHIBITORUM.

index librorum prohibitorum A list of books (not atthors) which
Roman Catholics are forbidden by the Church to read, or books
which may be read only in an expurgated edition (q.".).This index was
abrogated in ry66. See also rMpRrMATuq INDEX ExpuRGAToRIUs.

indirect speech The changing of spoken words (oratio recta) into
reported speech (oratio obliqua). For example: 'I won't go tomorrow,'
said Fred - becomes 'Fred said that he would not go on the following
d"y.'

induction An archaism (q.v.) for introduction or prologue (qq.v.). A
good example occurs at the beginning oI The Taming of the Sbrew,
where Christopher Sly, a drunken tinker, is brought in by a lord and
his huntsmen and is then treated as a lord and persuaded that he has
lost his wits. He is then obliged to watch the play of the taming of the
shrew performed by a troupe of srolling players. Another well-
known example is that by Thomas Sackville in Minor for Magistrates
(znd edn rJ6J), in which Sorrow leads the poet into the dominions of
the dead.

inflection Two basic meanings may be distinguished: (a) A change in
the form of a word, to show a change in its grammatical function.
Usually at the end of a word; the case in a noun for instance.
Inflections are common in Latin and Greek and in Slav languages but
there are few in English. (b) The term is also used to describe changes
in pitch. For example, the word 'well' as a noun, adjective and excla-
mation could be said in a number of different ways.

infrahistoria A term coined by Miguel de Unamuno (r846-ry36) to
denote narratives concerned with the unrecorded lives and traditions
of ordinary humble people (in a sense,'short and simple annals of the
poor') and also ordinary or unimportant places and events. Some
writers of the generaci6n del t898 (q.2,.) composed infrahistoria.

initial rhyme See errrrrRATroN; RHIME.

initiating action The event or events in a plot which bring about a state
of conflict and tension. See also ct-tultx; ExposITIoN; FALLING AcrIoN;
RISING ACTION.
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inkhorn terms

inkhorn terms Pedantic terms and learned borrowings from foreign
tongues: Thomas \7ilson, in his Arte of Rhetoique (tll3), observed
that the first lesson to be learned was never to affect 'any straunge
ynkhorne termes, but to speak as is commonly received'. An inkhorn
was a small vessel for ink fastened to the clothing. See lonx voRD.

in medias res (L 'into the middle of things') The origin is Horace's
remark in Ars Poetica:

Semper ad eventum festinat et in medias res
Non secus ac notas auditorem rapit.

('He always hastens to the issue and hurries his hearers into the midst
of the story as if they knew it already.') The phrase has become almost
a clich6 (q.o.) to describe a common method of beginning a story - in
other words, stafting in the midst of the action at some crucial point,
when a good deal has already happened. The writer is then able to
shuttle back and forth in time between inter-related incidents. Milton
does it very effectively in Paradise Lost by beginning his narrative in
Hell, after the fall of the rebel angels. .See also ts ovo.

In Memoriam stanza So named because Tennyson used it in In
Mernoriam (r85o). A four-line iambic tetrameter rhyming abba:

I held it truth, with him who sings
To one clear harp in divers tones,
That men may rise on stepping-stones

Of their dead selves to higher things.

Tennyson claimed to have hit upon the stanza independently, though
it had previously been used by two Jacobean poets: Ben Jonsonin An
Elegie ('Though Beautie be the Marke of praise') and Lord Herbert of
Cherbury in An Ode apon a Qaestian mwed, Whether Lwe sbould
continae for eoer? Both these poems exhibit the same indented lay-out
as In Memoriam.

inscape and instress Terms invented by Gerard Manley Hopkins. By
'inscape' he meant the individual 'distinctive' form, the 'oneness' of
a natural object. For the energy of being by which things are upheld
and for the natural sress which determines an 'inscape', he used the
word 'instress'. This is ahin to what Shelley called 'the One Spirit's
plastic stress', and instress is the 'sensation of inscape'- a kind of mys-
tical illumination or insight into the underlying order and uniry of cre-
ation. The poet's notebooks and journals, which are of enormous
interest, reveal his preoccupation with both terms. .See spnuNc
RHYTHM.
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inspiration There are two basic theories about inspiration: (a) that
it comes from outside the writer; (b) that it comes from within. The
first is the older. Many Greek and Latin writers attempted to explain
it by suggesting that inspiration was of divine origin - the action of a
muse (q.o.). Invoking the muse was common and became a literrry
convention (q.".).Homer often did so. Plato and Aristotle both
suggest that inspiration is divine. For the most part during the
Renaissance period the Classical view was retained - at any rate ts a
convention.

The external-force theory prevailed and proved the more attractive
of the two until late in the r8th c. when writers started to favour the
second theory and ascribed inspiration to the workings of individual
genius (q.o.).Psychology and theories of psychoanalysis suggest that
the unconscious or subconscious is the main source of creative activ-
ity. Few people no% except those with 'romantic' ideas about it,
believe in inspiration. As Villam Faulkner once put it tersely,'No one
ever told me where to find it.' One of the more interesting modern
comments on the subject is provided by Graham Greene in The End
of the Affair (r9t t), a comment which, in its way, covers both theo-
ries. 'So much in writing', he says, 'depends on the superficialiry of
one's days. One may be preoccupied with shopping and income-tax
returns and chance conversations, but the stream of the unconscious
continues to flow undisrurbed, solving problems, planning ahead: one
sits down sterile and dispirited at the desk, and suddenly the words
come as though from the air: the situations that seemed blocked in
a hopeless impasse move forward: the work has been done while
one slept or shopped or talked with friends.' See also AFFLATUS;
oArraoNrscrr; ooNNfE; FANcy AND TMAGINATToN; TNVENTIoN; LrcNE
ooNNfr; MUsE; sroRM oF AssocrATIoN.

instress See rrvscepE AND rNsrREss.

intention .lee roun MEANTNGs.

intentional fallacy The error of criticizing and judging a work of lit-
erature by attempting to assess what the writer's intention was and
whether or not he has fulfilled it rather than concentrating on the work
itself. Modern criticism (since the rgzos) has tended to the point of'view 

that anything except the work itself is irrelevant. This point of
view is especially noticeable in the criticism of I. A. Richards and T. S.
Eliot in the rgzos and that of the American New Critics (see NEv cRI-
rrclsrvr) in the r94os and r9;os. ln ry46 \f. K.'Wimsatt (in collabora-
tion with Monroe C. Beardsley) published his essay The Intentional
Falkqt (reprinted in his The Verbal lcon, ryt4), a document central
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to the development of modern critical theory. They express the point
of view that a poem 'is not the critic's own and not the authort (it is
detached from the author at binh and goes about the world beyond
his power to intend-about it or control it). The poem belongs to the
public. . .' \fimsatt's contentions have often been disputed. Some of
the New Critics (for example, Cleanth Brooks and John Crowe
Ransom) refer to a 'total intention', meaning the total meaning or
organization of a work. See also AFFEcTIVE FALLAcI; PERsoNAL
HERESY.

interior monologue The technique of recording the continuum of
impressions, thoughts and impulses either prompted by conscious
experience or arising from the well of the subconscious. The phrase
originates in an essay on James Joyce by Val6ry Larbaud and is often
regarded as synonymous with 'stream of consciousness' (q.v.). There
is, however, some dispute as to which of the two is the larger term.
Some critics argue that stream of consciousness includes dl imitations
of interiority; according to this view, the interior monologue is one
method among many. To other critics, interior monologue is the larger
category and stands for all methods of self-revelation, including for
instance some kinds of dramatic monologqe (q.a.); according to
this view, stream of consciousness refers to an uninterrupted flow, in
which logic, conventiond syntax and even at times puncruation are
abandoned.

It is certainly the case that the origins of this lcind of fictional rep-
resentation are in poetry and specifically in the kind of rgth c. poetry
that is broadly dramatic in method. The English dramatic monologue,
as used by Browning and Tennysonr pufpofts to be spoken, but it is
often the case that speech dissolves into reverie. This seems to have
been taken up by the French Symbolist (q.a.) poets and their associ-
ates. Projections of interior musings, often deeply ambiguous, are to
be found in the poems of Tristan CorbiEre, Jules Lafortu€, St6phane
Mallarm6, Arthur Rimbaud and Paul Yal6ry. Th"y in rurn influenced
the fiction of Edouard Dujardin, Dorothy Richardson, James Joyce
and Virginia rWoolf, as well as the verse monologues of T. S. Eliot (e.g.

Gerontion) and V. B. Yeats (e.g. the 'Crazy 
Jane'poems).

interlaced rhyme See cnoss-RuyME.

interlude (L'between play') A short entertainment put on between the
courses of a feast or the acts of a play. During the Middle Ages and up
to the r5th c. the term was used to describe avariety of dramatic enter-
tainments. Italian Renaissance drama had intermezzi. In France
and Spain similar diversions were called, entremets and entremeses.
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Interludes were particularly popular in England in the r;th and r6th
c., and especially between ryyo and r58o. In the Annals of Englisb
Drama 97t-r7oo Harbage lists ninety or so plays which could qualify
as interludes. It is very likely that they form a link between the
Mystery Play, the Miracle Play and the Morality Play (qq.o.), and the
psychological drama of the Elizabethans. Dividing lines are not clear.
Many of them are very similar to Moralities and in some cases are
indisdnguishable from them. They were often allegorical and didactic
(many also were farcical) and written in rough verse; at times so rough
that it becomes doggerel (q.o.).They were usually about a thousand
lines long and there seems little doubt that most were intended as
entertainment at banquets at court, in the houses of nobility at
Universiry colleges and at the Inns of Court. Two main rypes can be
distinguished: (a) the popular (e.g. Youth, The Pride of Life and
Manleind); (b) the aristocratic or courtly (e.g. Fulgens and Luoece and
Appius and Virginia).

One of the earliest instances is the Interludiurn de Clerico et Puella
(rzgc-ryt). A list of the most notable examples (some of these are
also classified as Moralities) should include: Tbe Pride of Lrfe (c.
r3oo-25); Mankind $465-7o); The Castell of Perseverdnce (r4oez);

Wisdorn Qa6o-g);Medwallt Falgens and Luoece (t49er5oo); Youth
(c. ttry-28); Heywood's Tbe Pky d tbe Wetber (c. r1zil; A Pky of
Looe (c. tJ3d; Thersites (t1l); Tbe Foure P's (c. tJ+il; Redford's lVir
and Science (c. ttj r-+il; Respablica, possibly by Nicholas Udall (c.
rfi1); Appius and Virginia (c. 156); Lihe Will to Lihe (c. t567). See
MORAL INTERLUDE; TATELSPEL.

intermezzi Light, comic interpolations put on between the acts of
serious plays in Imly during the rlth and r5th c. They were usually
devoted to mythological subjects. They were similar to the morneries
and entrernets in France, and the entrerreses (q.".) in Spain. See also
ENTR'ncrE; INTERLUDE.

internal evidence A term used in analytical and textual criticism (espe-
cially in the dating of a literary work) to refer to features of style (e.g.
imagery syntax, idiom, spelling, rhyme, punctuation), or details of
environment, fashion and period, which might give some indication of
when the work was written. Sometimes it is possible to date within a
few years.

internal rhyme It occurs when two or more words rhyme within a
single line of verse as in \$[. S. Gilbert's libretto for Patiencez

Then a sentimental passion of a vegetable fashion
must excite your languid spleen,



Intcrnational Centre of Theatre Research

An attachment i la Plato, for a bashful young potato,
or a not too French French bean!

Though the Philistine may jostle, you will rank as an
apostle in the high aesthetic band,

If you walk down Piccadilly with a poppy or a lily in
your medieval hand.

Shelley also used it very successfully in Tbe Claud. See also cRoss-
RHYME; LEONINE RHYME; RHYME.

International Centre of Theatre Research Founded in ry7o at the
Mobilier National in Paris under the directorship of Peter Brook
(tgz1- ). The main objective was to gather actors and actresses of
various nationalities and races and create a 'universal language' of the
theatre. In r97r Orghast was staged in the open air as part of the Shiraz
Festival at Persepolis. In ry72-1. a group travelled through Africa,
improvising and developing performances of The Conference of tbe
Birds.In ry71 the Centre opened the Th6itre des Bouffes du Nord
with The Ih, an attempt to display the impact of civilization on an
African tribe. See also TorAL THEATRE.

interpretant In the science of semiotics (q.a.) the term denotes the
response to a pafticular sign, and not to a Person (who is the inter-
preter). The usage was coined by the American semiotician C. S. Peirce
(r\yr9r$, and also by the behaviourist Charles Morris $9or79).

intertextuality A term coined by Julia Kristeva in t# to denote the
interdependence of literary texts, the interdependence of any one lit-
erary text with all those that have gone before ir Her contention was
that a literary text is not an isolated phenomenon but is made up of a
mosaic of quotations, and that any text is the 'absorption and rans-
formation of another'. She challenges traditional notions of literary
influence, saying that intertextuality denotes a transposition of one or
several sign systems into another or others. But this is not connected
with the study of sources. 'Transposition' is a Freudian term, and
Kristeva is pointing not merely to the way texts echo each other but
to the way that discourses or sign systems are transposed into one
another - so that meanings in one kind of discourse are overlaid with
meanings from another kind of discourse. It is a kind of 'new articu-
lation'. For Kristeva the idea is part of a wider psychoatalytical theory
which questions the stabiliry of the subject, and her views about inter-
textuality are very different from those of Roland Barhes and other
theorists. See srnucruRAlrsM.
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introduction Normally an essay (of varying length) which states the
author's intention and gives the reader some idea of the theme and
scope of a work. It may also refer to the first part of a speech (q.".).
See rox.BvoRD; PREFAcE.

invective Speech or writing which is denunciatog abusive or vituper-
ative. The term is related to the verb inveigh,'to bring in' or 'intro-

duce' or'denounce'; as in the phrase'inveigh against'.
In literature examples of invective are to be found fairly evenly dis-

tributed in verse and prose, and it is closely associated with satire,
lampoon and caricat:vre (qq.v.). Many writers have employed invec-
tive for avariety of purposes, the commonest being to express dislike,
disgust, contempt and even hatred. It is often directed against a par-
ticular person (e.g. Junius on the Duke of Gra{ton in The Letters of

Junius); occasionally against a class or group (e.g. Swift on the English
nobiliry in Gulliver's Traoels); against an institution (e.g. Villiam
Prynne on the stage in Histiomastix); a scene (e.g. Smollett on the
night-life in London in Humphry Clinher); and on life itself (e.g.

Jeremy Taylor in Of Holy Dying).
As a mode of expression invective is very ancient. Archilochus (7th

c. Bc) had a reputation for being a mordant wit (Eustathius called him
'scorpion-tongued') in his writings, of which, unhappily, few are
extant. There are plentiful instances of invective in the plays of
Aristophanes, and there are supposed to have been examples in the
Sermones of Lucilius (r8o-roz nc), but these last have not survived.
Persius (e,o 34-52) was influenced by Lucilius, and in his Flrst Satire
is fairly abusive of the poetasters (q.".) and decadent literary tastes of
his period. But the greatest of inveighers in Classical literature is
unquestionablyJuvenal (rst c. AD), who wrote ferocious attacks on the
vices and abuses of the Roman 'life-style'. He was particularly savage
at the expense of the rich, and of women - to whom he devoted his
Sixth Satire: a sustained and bitter diatribe (q.".) in which women are
compared unfavourably to many different animals.

There is little in the way of invective in European literarure from

Juvenal's age until the late Middle Ages and early Tudor times, if we
except some Latin verse, some Goliardic poetry the occasional indig-
nant outburst from the pulpit (like Vulfstan's celebrated homily to the
English c. ror4), and the flytings (q.".) of some Scottish poets like
Dunbar. \[e find, also, some instances in the poetry of Langland and
in the balkdes of Villon. Then comes John Skelton who lashed out in
his good-humoured and boisterous fashion at the evils of society and
at the expense of individuds (particularly Cardinal Volsey). More
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moderate invective is to be found in the Folly Literature (q.o.) of the
period; and John Knox's famous First Bkst of tbe Trarnpet against tbe
Monstrous Regiment of Wornen (rllS) is a splendid example of
objurgation.

The late Tudor dramatists and pamphleteers found invective a most
effective sreapon. Good examples in Shakespeare's plays are to be
found inz Troilas and Cressida (1, ii); King Lear (ll, ii; IV i); Tbnon of
Athens (IY i); Coriohnus (III, iii); Cymbeline (II, v) end Tbe Tempest
(I, ii; If ii). Thomas Lodge,John Marston and Ben Jonson were other
writers of the period well capable of exploiting abusive language. A
curiosity of this time was King James I's z{ Counterbkste to Tobacco
(r6oa). Among r7th c. writers Samuel Butler and Dryden are two
witty exponents of invective; the former in Hudibra.s, the latter in Mac
Flecknoe nd Absalom and Acbitopbel. In the following century one
should note Pope (especially in Epistle to Arbntbnot, Epistle to Sir
Richard Temple and The Danciad), Swift in Gallhter's Tiavels arnd
Smollet in Hamphry Clinker. Therafter et passirn in the works of
Burns, Byron, Macaulay, Dickens, Thackeray, Carlyle, Swinburne,
Shaw, Belloc and G. K. Chestenon, to name only a few.

invention The term derives from the inaentioof Classical and medieval
rhetoric. Inuentio was the first of the five 'parts' of oratory. Invention
equdled discovery. Later it came to be applied generally to original
discovery and the organization of any literary work. Flowever, it has
had many special and particular meanings at different times. It has
been contrasted with 'imitation' (q.t .),and with judgement. It has been
used to describe things incredible and the products of f.ancy.
Sometimes it has meant the production of fiction as opposed to his-
torical truth; or the combination of fiction and historicd truth. One
of the key remarks on invention occurs in Johnson's Life of Pope,
where he describes it as the faculty by which'new trains of events are
formed and new scenes of imagery displayed'and by which'extrinsic
and adventitious embellishments and illustrations are connected with
a known subject'. In general one may now take it that invention
denotes the discovery of an idea or fact, and the arranging of words
and ideas in a fresh and arresting fashion. See reNcv AND IMAGINA-
TION; INSPIRATION; ORIGINALITY.

inversion In rhetoric the turning of an argument against an opponent.
In grammar the reversal of the normal word order of a sentence; as in
these lines from Paradise Lost:

His spear, to equal which the tallest pine
Hewn on Norwegian hills, to be the mast
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Of some great admiral, were but a wand,
He walk'd with to support uneasy steps
Over the burning marle.

In prosody the turning of feet by substiturion (q.v.).

invocation An appeal or request for help (for instance: for inspiration,
q.a.) addressed to a muse (q.tt.) or deity. In epic, it is a literary con-
vention. It usually comes at or near the beginning of a poem. Good
examples are to be found in the lliad, the Od,yssey and Paradise Lost.
Mock-heroic (q.a.) poetry produced mock invocations (as in Popet
The Rape of tbe Lock). It is seldom used now but a good modern
example is to be found in Hart Cranet Tbe Bridge.

involute See rprprrRNv.

involuted novel See Ne.nneton.

ionic A verse form believed to have originated with the Ionians of Asia
Minor. It is thought that they used it in odes in praise of Dioirysus and
Cybele. There are two kinds of ionic f.oot: a majore: / / u, .-r; and a
minore: u, u, / /. Ionics are found in the work of Anacreon, Euripides
and Horace. They are very rare in English verse, except as occasional
feet in combination with others, Browning attempted lesser ionics in
the Epilogae to Asolando Q88l} his last volume of poems, which was
published on the day of his death:

At thE midnfght I in thE sfl6nce I df thE sle'ep-tfme,
\fhEn ydu s6t yo'ur I fdnci'es fre'e,

Vill thEy pd.ss td wh6re - bf deith, fo'ols think,

L6w hE lies wh6 6nce s6l6r"'fl%;,Ti1* yo,, l6ved s6?
- Pftf m6?

It can be seen from this how difficult it is to maintain ionics for long
without forcing words into an unnatural stress pattern.

Irish dramatic movement See nnnrv THEATRE.

Irish literary renaissance See crrtrc r\rILrcHT.

irony (Gk'dissimulation') First recorded in Plato's Republic (4th c. rc),
where it has approximately the meaning of 'a glib and underhand way
of taking people in'. In the Platonic dialogues Socrates himself takes
the role of the eiron or'dissembler' and, assuming the pose of igno-
rance and foolishness, asks seemingly innocuous and naive questions
which gradually undermine his interlocutor's case and trap him
(through the lattert admissions) into seeing the truth. Hence what is
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known as Socratic irony (q.".). Demosthenes regarded an eiron as a
man who ducked his responsibilities as a citizen by pretence of illness
(what we should now call'swinging the lead','malingering' or'draft
dodging'). Theophrastus regarded an eiron as a person who was slip-
pery in his speech, non-committal; a man who does not come out into
the open. In Greek comedy the eiron was the underdog, a feeble but
crafty and quick-witted character who got the better of Alazon - the
braggadocio (q.a.) type who was loud-mouthed and block-headed.

For the Roman rhetoricians (in panicular Cicero and Quintilian)
ironia denoted a rhetorical figure and a manner of discourse in which,
for the most part, the meaning was contrary to the words. This double-
edgedness appears to be a diachronic feature of irony.

It is not until r to2 that we find the first mention of irony in English:
'yronye'-'of grammare, by the whiche a man sayth one & gyveth to
understande the contrarye'. This suggests a cornmon usage. Later we
find a gloss by'E. K.'to the October Eclogue in Spenser's Shepheard\
Calendar (rSZg) in which he refers to a passage as 'An Ironicall
Sarcasmus spoken in derision. ..'The term irony did not come into
general use until late in the rTth c., or early in the r8th, though at this
period irony, as a mode of thinking, feeling and expression, was begin-
ning to attain a high degree of sophistication. Curiously enough,
Dryden appears to have used the term only once, but then there had
been (and still were), as D. C. Muecke has pointed out in a splendid
essay on the subject, called Irony G97o), a number of other well-tried
and homely words which had served for the idea of the ironical; words
like fleer, gibe, jeer, moch, rail and scorn, Such words suggest the rough
and readiness of abuse and invective (q.o.); they smack of the inn and
the market-place, of sleeves rolled up; whereas irony is redolent of
something altogether more refined and polished, more considered and
deliberate. It is a more literary term. Puttenham may have been feeling
for this quality of urbaniry when, in The Art of Englisb Poesie (tt8g),
he rendered the Latin ironia as 'Drie Mock'.

One receives the general impression that in England and Europe the
concept of irony developed gradually and lagged far behind the prac-
tice of it. This is especially noticeable in view of the fact that by ry5o
Dryden, Swift, Voltaire, Pope, Fielding and Johnson (to name only a
handful of writers) had shown themselves supremely adept in the use
of this particular form of expression.

In the wake of an increasing number of practitioners came the ana-
lysts and theorists. At the rurn of the r8th c. the concept of irony
inspired some careful thinking in Germany, where A. \Uf. and F.
Schlegel, Tieck and Karl Solger all addressed themselves to the
extremely difficult task of understanding this subtlest of manifesta-
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tions of the comic spirit. Friedrich Schlegel, for instance, perceived the
irony of events in Troilus and Cressida, where the fine speeches and
grandiose ideas eventually produce nothing, except the equivalent of
a ridiculous rnusi and the tragic irony in King Lear - by which, one
presumes, Schlegel meant the act (and the results of that act) of Lear's
rejection of the daughter who loved him most. Once we are alerted to
the nature of this kind of irony then we can find numerous instances
(e.g. the essential irony of the predicament of Oedipus, the irony of
the laconic Mephistopheles in Marlowe's Dr Faustus, the almost
unbearable irony inherent in the relationship between Iago and
Othello). A. \f. Schlegel pointed out the ironical narure of the equi-
librium or equipoise maintained berween the serious and the comic
(e.g. the sub-plots in Elizabethan and particularly Shakespeare's plays).
Comic relief (q.".) itself, can, by contrast, intensify the irony of a situ-
ation. Karl Solger introduced the concept that true irony begins with
the contemplation of the fate of the world; a concept which goes under
the titles of \florld Irony or Cosmic Irony or Philosophical Irony. The
Schlegels and Solger also used the term irony in connection with the
detached and objective viewpoint (q.a.) of the arrist qua his work (see
below). And it was Friedrich Schlegel who worked out the idea of
Romantic Irony (q.".).

An important work in the history of irony is Thirlwallt essay Oz
the Irony of Sophocles (r833). He discussed verbal or rhetorical irony,
and also what he calls 'Dialectical Irony' (which is the same as
Socratic). In the same essay he points out the paradoxical nature of
irony.

InThe Concept of lrony (r84r) Kierkegaard elaborated the idea that
irony is a mode of seeing things, a way of viewing existence. Later,
Amiel, in his Journal Intime (1883-7) expressed the view that irony
springs from a perception of the absurdity of life. Others who devel-
oped theories about irony were Nietzsche, Baudelaire, Heine and
Thomas Mann. For them, most irony is Romantic. (See RoMANTIc
rnoNr.)

By the end of the rgth c., then, we 6nd that most of the major forms
and modes of irony have been explored and, to some extent, identified
and classified. But it seems to be of the essential nature of irony (the
need to use the word 'seems' rather than 'it is' is a product of the
inherent ambiguousness of the whole concept) that it eludes definition;
and this elusiveness is one of the main reasons why it is a source of so
much fascinated inquiry and speculadon. No definition will serve to
cover every aspect of its nature, just as no defnition will serve to
explain and describe mirth and why we find some things risible and
others not.
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Howwer, it seems fairly clear that most forms of irony involved
the perception or awareness of a discrepancy or incongruity between
words and their meaning, or berween actions and their results, or
between appearance and reality. In all cases there may be an element
of the absurd and the paradoxical.

The two basic kinds of irony are verbal and irony of siruadon (for
the latter one may substitute, on occasions, irony of behaviour). At its
simplest, verbal irony involves saying what one does not rnean.

Johnson defined it as a mode of speech in which the meaning is con-
trary to the words; such as 'Bolingbroke was a holy man'. Such ironies
are often hyperbole (q.".) or litotes (q.tr.). At their very crudest: 'I

haven't seen you for ages', from one man to another when they meet
every day; or'That's not bad', said of something superlatively good or
beautiful.

Situational irony occurs when, for instance, a man is laughing
uproariously at the misfornrne of another even while the same mis-
fornrne, unbeknownsq is happening to him. To call the roll of the great
ironists in literature, or the roll of those in much of whose work the
spirit of irony prevails, is to mention a large number of distinguished
writers: Aeschylus, Sophocles, Euripides, Aristophanes, Plato,
Horace, Carullus, Tacitus, Chaucer, Ariosto, Erasmus, Sir Thomas
More, Shahespeare, Cenrantes, Ben Jonson, Pascal, Molibre, Boileau,
Dryden, Samuel (Hadibras) Butler, Racine, Defoe, Swifq Voltaire,
Pope, Johnson, Fielding, Gibbon, Burke, Goethe, Jane Austen,
Stendhal, Byron, Balzac, Heine, Kierkegaard, Samuel (Erewbon)
Butler, Anatole France, Thackeray, Dickens, Baudelaire, Thomas
Hardy, Gogol, Dostoievski, Flaubert, Meredith, Ibsen" Tolstoy, Mark
Twain, Henry James, Shaw, Chekhov, Joy"e Gide, Pirandello, Proust,
Ha5elq Thomas Mann, Kafka, Brecht, Andrii, Silone, Evelyn Vaugh,
Camus, Lampedusa" Heinrich 86ll, Ivy Compton Burnett and Iris
Murdoch.

As irony is such an oblique qualiry or mode of expression, it would
be true to say that in many works by many of these authors we find
not so much direct or overt irony, but, rather, an ironic temper or tone;
an ironic way of looking at things and of feeling about them. In this
respect, writers like Voltaire, Swift, Gibbon, HenryJames and Thomas
Mann are supreme ironists. The dry teasing, laconic, detached sensi-
biliry which permeates their work develops an individual vision of
human beings and existence. These five authors in particular share the
ability to make the smile on the face of their readers broader and
broader and broader, very, very slowly, until, finally, they find them-
selves laughing. Of the five, Thomas Mann is probably the most
accomplished at this kind of sustained ironical joke.
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lrony

Many writers have distanced themselves to a vantage point, a quasi
god-like eminence, the better to be able to view things. The artist
becomes a kind of god viewing creation (and viewing his own creation)
with a smile. From this it is a short step to the idea that God himself
is the supreme ironist, watching the antics of human beings (Flaubert
referred to a'blague sup6rieure') with a detached, ironical smile. The
spectator in the theatre is in a similar position. Thus the everlasting
human condition is regarded as potentially absurd.

This kind of standpoint and attirude is evident in, for example,
Lucan, Dante, Chaucer, Shakespeare, Voltaire, Swift, Gibbon,
Flaubert, Thomas Hardy, Henry James and Thomas Mann. In fact
Mann, expert on the ironical, when speaking of the novel (in Die Kanst
des Romans, ry..9) says that the novel keeps its distance from things
and by its very nature is distanced from them; it 'hovers' over them,
and 'smiles down upon them'.

Irony has many functions. It is often the witting or unwr
instrument of truth. It chides, purifies, refines, deflates, scorns
'sends up'. It is not surprising, therefore, that irony is the most pre-
cious and efficient weapon of the satirist.

It can be no accident that the beginning of the great age of satire
(q.2,.) in the second half of the rTth c. roughly coincides with the
increasing use of irony as a means of expression throughout a work.
It is as if before then many writers (as has been suggested) were fully
aware of the possibilities and uses of irony but had not considered it
to be a mode for conducting or bearing a whole work. Socrates uses
his naive irony; Dante's vision of the damned in the Inferno displays
many ironies; Sir Thomas More grows more and more ironical in
Utopia; the comments of the fool in King Lear provide ironical coun-
terpoint to the tragedy of the old man; Falstaff is a kind of ironical
parody of and counterpart to Henry IV; ironic tones illuminate the
sombre tragedies of the Jacobeans and the love'poetry of Donne.

\$7e can see Milton working his way towards using it in this fashion
in Areopagitica (t644), and Dryden beginning to employ it more and
more in his satires. The increasing pleasure taken in parody and bur-
lesque (qq.o.) suggests a growing awareness of the possible scope of
irony. Then, at the beginning of the r8th c. irony becomes 'fashion-

able'. Everybody starts using it: Addison, Defoe, Arbuthnot, Steele,
Swift and others; and, a little later, Pope, Johnson, Fielding and
Voltaire. Among the many works by these authors one may mention
Defoe's The Shortest Way witb Dissenters (t7oz) and Tbe Political
History of the Deail;Arbuthnot'sTbe History of John Bull$7rz),The
Art of Political Qin7 $7rz) and The Mernoirs of Scviblerus Q74r);
Swift's A Tale of a Tub (t7o4), Gullitter's Travels Q7z6) and A Modest

ttmg
and
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irregular ode

Proposal for Preoenting the Cbildren of Poor People in Irehnd from
being a Burden to tbeir Parents or Country $2ril. The other writers
mentioned above employed an ironic tone in much of their work.

Irony went 'out of fashion' later in the r8th c. but was revived by
the prose writers of the rgth c. (e.g. Peacock and Thackeray). Ironical
verse is rare in this period, but Byron's is an honourable exception. In
prose the consummate ironist of the rgth c. is Samuel Butler, whose
major achievements in irony (in the manner of Swift) were Ereutbon

$872), The Fair Haven (t872), Ereafion Revisited (r9or) and Tbe
Way of All Flesh (t9o).

\fith the decline of satire in the zoth c. irony ceases to be the prin-
cipal mode except in Thomas Mann's novels; though it is frequently
occasional, so to speak, in verse, prose and drama. See ako MEIosrs.

irregular ode An alternative term for the Cowleyan ode (q.v,).See opB.

irregular rhyme See nnvur.

isochronism (Gk'equal timing') In Classical prosody the assumption
that meter comprises a succession of units (like the foot) which are of
the same duration. They are then said to be isochronous.

isocolon (Gk'equal list') A sequence of clauses or sentences of identi-
cal length.

issue See sortrox.

Italian sonnet See prtneRcHAN soNNET.

ithyphallic verse The term derives from the Greek for an 'erect

phallus', and denotes an ode (q.o.) or dance performed at festivals of
Dionysus. It is also applied to the verse form: / ,.t / tt / u, X X, which
is known as trochaic dimeter brachycatalectic or trochaic tripody. It
was used by Archilochus in the 7th c. Bc.

ivory tower InThe Song of Songs (724) Solomon tells his beloved: 'Thy

neck is as a tower of ivory'; (F Ton coa est cornme il,ne tour d'ivoire).
Sainte-Beuve (18o4-69) is believed to have applied this simile to de
Vigny suggesting that he lived in an ivory tower, thereby meaning that
he was detached and isolated from the world, haughtily aloof from it.
This connotation has survived. If we say that a writer or artist lives in
an ivory tower, we imply that he is remote from the world, out of
touch with realiry and probably devitalized.
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iabberwocky A form of nonsense; unintelligible speech or writing.At
its worst it degenerates into whimsy, that apparently ineradicable
cancer of English humour. Lewis Carroll invented theJabberwock and
wrote a poem calledJabberwocky in Alice througb tbe Looleing-Glass
(1872). Alice discovered the poem printed backwards in a looking-
glass book. She held it up to the mirror and read (the first verse):

'Twas brillig, and the slithy toYes
Did gyre and gimble in the wabe:

All mimsy were the borogoves,
And the mome raths outgrabe.

Humpty Dumpty says that 'brillig'means 'four o'clock in the after-
noon - the dme when you start broiling things for dinner'.

The reader can invent for himself. 'slithy toves' are, perhaps slith-
ery creatures. 'Gyre and gimble'perhaps suggests a slow and solemn
dance of joy. 'Mimsy' - delicate, and bearing blossoms?

The work had some influence on Joyce's Finnegans'Wahe (tglil.
See cnosrwoRD; JTNGLE; NoNsENsE; NURSERv RHyMEs.

i6caras A Spanish term (of obscure etymology) which denotes ballads
of 'low life' about criminals, prostitutes et al. A jicara may be bawdy
or obscene. In the golden age (q.a.) of Spanish comedia they were sung
between acts to replace the spoken entremis or bailes (qq.a.). Many
distinguished writers composed them.

Jacobean age So called f.rom lacob,zs, James', and thus belonging to
the reign of James I Q6q-z). A period which, like the Elizabethan
age (q.o.), was particularly rich in literary activity. The King himself
published at least four books: two on poetry a work on demonology,
and the famous A Counterbhste to Tobacco (16o4). Among dramatists,
Shakespeare, Ben Jonson, Beaumont 6c Fletcher, 

'Webster, 
Tourneur,

Ford, Middleton and Rowley were all very active. Donne and Drayton
were two of the most famous of the lyric poets of the period. Bacon
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iarcha

and Robert Burton were the best known prose writers. In 16r r was
published the King James Bible.

iarcha See xHenye.

iargon (OF 'warbling 
[of birds]') Coleridge still used jargon in this

sense inTbe Ancient Mariner (rlg8), but by the end of the r;th c., and
perhaps earlier, it came to signify unintelligible or secret language. For
example, Frangois Villon (r43r-?) composed several Balkdes en
jargon in the cant or secret language of the coquilkrds (q.t.). rVe are
accustomed to using it derogatorily now to describe a private or
technical vocabulary peculiar to a trade or profession. Bureaucrats,
lawyers, medical practitioners, engineers, scientists of all kinds,
plumbers, builders, diplomats, sailors, architects, psychiatrists, psy-
chologists, sociologists, geneticists and ecologists (to name only a few)
all have extensive jargon vocabularies. One of its latest manifestations
is the barbarous 'Euro-babble', the 'language' of Common Market
officials. See corroeulAr.rsM; EUeHEMTsM; coBBLEDEGooK; rDroM;
oFFTCTALESE; PERIPHRASIS; REGTSTER; SLANG.

iazz poetry Poetry which is recited to the accompaniment of. jazz. hs
origins appear to be found in the ballads of Vachel Lindsay
Q879-rg3r), particularly the well-known General William Booth
(rgrl) and The Congo (rgr+). Langston Hughes (r9oz47), in the late
r93os, was one of the first versifiers to collaborate with musicians. Jazz
poetry began to take off as a popular form in the USA in the r9tos,
particularly in the hands of Kenneth Patchen (r9rt-72), Kenneth
Rexroth (r9oy-82), Amiri Beraka (rgl+- ) and Ted Joans (1928- ).
The poets of the American Beat generation (q.".) also contributed. The
vogue spread to Britain in the mid-19;os and has flourished ever since.
Notable iazz'poets have been Christopher Logue ft926- ), a pioneer
of the movement, Roy Fisher (rgte ), Michael Horowitz (rglt- ),
Pete Brown (t94e ), Spike Hawkins Gg4z- ) et al. The r97os and
r98os - ere of punk, post-punk and the new wave sub-culrures - in
turn produced a further 'generation' of. jazz poets, especially John
Cooper Clarke and the Anglo-Jamaicans James Berry and E. K.
Braithwaite. See a/so r.rvnnpoor- poETs; suB-cuLTURE; uNDERGRouND
LTTERATuRT/portnv.

je ne scai (sais) quoi (F 'I don't know what') An example of critical
jargon popular in France in the ryth c. and used to suggest the exis-
tence of some otherwise indefinable merit, qualiry properry or grace
(q.o.) in a work of art or literature. The term was first used in England
c. 1656 to describe a sensation or awareness of illness which had no
apparent cause. In the r8th c. it served, as it had in France, to describe
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Jesuit drama

otherwise indescribable merits in a poetical work. By the end of that
century it no longer functioned as a 'support', as Pope put it, to 'all

ignorant pretenders to delicacy'. However, the phrase is still used
occasionally (as it was in the rgth c.) for more or less its original
purpose. Ve would put it more crudely now. For example: 'It's got
something.'

Jeremiad A tale of woe; a sustained complaint; a prolonged railing
against the world, the times, the estate of man and God. By allusion
to The Larnentations of leremiah in the Old Testament. There are
several good examples in Shakespeare's Timon of Atbens; especially in -

the bitter exchanges berween Timon and Apemantus.

iest book A collection of stories of a kind that was particularly popular
in England and on the continent during and after the r6th c. Jest books
were descendants of such collections of tales as the Gesta Romanornm
('jest' derives from gesta or geste), volumes of moral anecdotes like the
Alphabet of Tales and Speculum Laicorurn, and theological handbooks
like John Bromyard's Summa Praedicantium (akind of guide to easier
preaching). The jests are often reminiscent of the medieval fabliau
(q.".) and for the most part are brief and didactic, humorous and satir-
ical; sometimes they are ribald. The earliest known example in English
is A Hund,red Meny Tales (c. t5z6). Later popular works were Tbe
Geystes of Skoggan $fi5-6), an account of the exploits of John
Scogan, a famous jester at the court of Edward IY; Tarlton's Jests
(c. r59z); and The Merry Conceited Jests of George Peele Q6o). A
Latin source was the Facetiae of Poggio (late r4th c.). The modern
counterpart of the old jest books is the compilation of jokes and stories
for all occasions.

Jesuit drama The drama of the Jesuit schools was similar to other
forms of scholastic drama and had a specific didactic purpose. The first
plays were performed as part of the school curriculum. They were in
Latin and their subjects were religious (or sacred): for instance, stories
of people like Saul, Herod, Absalom, Judith, Esther and St Catherine
the martyr. The plays were designed to inculcate moral virtues.

The first recorded performance was at Messina in ry5r. In the next
ten years or so plays were performed at Cordoba, Ingolstadt, Munich
and Vienna. By r y87 (only t j years after the foundation of the Sociery
of Jesus by St Ignatius Loyola), there were r48 Jesuit colleges in
Europe and at least one play was performed at them every year. In
ry86 the Ratio dtqne Institutio Studiorum provided for the acting of
tragedies and comedies. Graduallp partly because of the influence of
secular drama, ballet and opera, the plays became more ambitious and
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spectacular. Great pains were taken in perfecting the technique of
presentation. Though plays were sdll written in Latin, the use-of the
vernacular became quite common. The range of subject matter was
widened to include themes from national history and classical legend
and history (e.g. the defeat of the Saracens at Messina in ro58, the lib-
eration of Vienna in 1583, the lives of Pompey, Brutus, Croesus and
Damocles).

This form of drama prospered throughout Europe during the rTth
c. Productions became more and more sumpnrous and elaborate, and
technical effects increasingly ingenious and lavish. Such a standard of
excellence was achieved that the plays were performed increasingly for
the general public and at courts. During the r8th c. this form of drama
fell gradually into desuetude. See scnool DRAMA.

ieu d'esprit (F 'play of the mind') An epigram (q.v.), winicism or
brief flight of fancy, urbanely expressed. Oscar tVilde was particular-
ly adept at them; as in these lines from A Wornan of No Importance
(r  893) :

MRs AI-r,onrrt: They say Lady Hunstanton, that when good
Americans die they go to Paris.
LADv HUNSTANToN: Indeed? And when bad Americans die, where
do they go?
LoRD TLLTNGVoRTH: Oh, they go to America.

See vrt.

ieu parti (F 'play divided') A kind of debate poem, which had some
vogue in the r jth c., in which two characters argued over an hypoth-
esis; usually some matter of love. The argument proceeded in alter-
nating stanzas. Normally, at the end, the issue was referred to
arbitration - perhaps by a patron. Poetic 'contests' of this kind are
common in pastoral (q.".). See ako ofnar; IARTTMEN; trNsoN.

Jeux Floraux de Toulouse A form of poetic festival founded in r3z3
by seven troubadours (q.a.) of Toulouse who formed themselves into
a'college' and in r3z4 invited all troubadours to gather and compete
with poems on the theme of the Virgin M"ry.The prize was a golden
violet. The festival rurned into an annual event and two other pnzes
were added: a silver marigold and a silver eglantine. Late in the ryth
c. Dame Cl6mence Isaure endowed the college with property. Vell-
known poets who competed and won prizes include Du Bartas

Qt++-go), Philippe Fabre d'Eglantine (t7tt-94 and Victor Hugo
(r8oz-8y). Fabre adopted the name'Eglantine' because he won theprix
de I'Eglantine (i.e. a wild rose).
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iig A form of dramatic after-piece (q.a.). BasicallS it was a short farce
(q.".) with music and dancing. Common in Tudor andJacobean drama.
There are many references to them in the literature of those periods,
and a particularly well-known one in Hamlet (II, ii. a9a). \filliam
Kemp and Richard Tarlton, two famous comic actors, often performed
them.

jingle Usually a verse or verses with a catchy rhythm, emphatic rhyme
and alliteration. Often jingles verge on nonsense. For example:

Dingle dingle doosey,
The cat's in the well

Or:

One, two
Buckle my shoe;
Three, four,
Shut the door;
Five, six,
Pick up sticks.
Seven, eight,
Lay them straight:
Nine, ten,
A good fat hen.

Somewhere between jingle and patter (q.".) or chant (q.o.) comes rhis
kind of thing:

Dear Mother, the Army's a bugger: sell the pig and buy me out.
Your loving son John

Dear John, pig's gone: soldier on.

Plentiful examples are to be found in Geoffrey Grigson's Faber Book
of Popular Verse (tgl); in The Oxford Nursery Rhyme Book assem-
bled by Iona and Peter Opie (r95y); and in the Everyman Library A
Book of Nonsense $927)..See poccEREL; DouBLE DAcryL; JABBER-
\rocKY; NoNSENSE; NURSERY RHYME; TONGUE-T\TISTER.

Joe Miller A hackneyed joke, named after Joseph Miller (t684-r78),
an actor and comedian in the Drury Lane Company who had a con-
siderable reputation as a wit. Many stories and jokes were attributed
to him.

iogral A Galician term for the Castilian juglar, the equivalent of the
. French jongleur and the English minstrel (qq.o.).

Johnsonian In the sryle or manner of Samuel Johnson QToyB$.Thar
is, characterized by graird, lapidary language, balanced phrases,
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iongleur

sentences and periods, Latinistic construction, and, often, a didactic

tone. However, at its best, Johnson's full-dress manner displays a

melodious resonance and a certain martial splendour. Moreover, he

was perfectly capable of expressing in a pithy sentence what others

might labour over in a peragrarph. \{rhen verbose and pompous, lan-

guage and style are sometimes called Johnsonese.

iongleur (F jongleur, variant of jougleur, OF jogleor, L iocuktorern)
Though jonglear is a term which dates only from the 8th c., such enter-

taineri were active much earlier. They were the literary descendants of

rhe mimi end histiones of. the Roman world. Besides being minstrels

who sang and recited, many jongleurs were acrobats, jugglers and

exhibitors of animals. As versatile professionals, they made a living

where and when they could, and their audiences were plebeian as well

as patrician. They reached their apogee of popularity in the r 3th c.,

and thereafter they declined. Individual versatility gave way to sPe-

cialization. Because they were itinerant, they played a considerable

paft in disseminating literary forms throughout Europe. See cusren;

PAYADA; SCOP; SKALD; TROUBADOUn; rrOUVinr.

ioruri A form of Japanese puppet-theatre. Many mtlor Japanese plays

have been written for this form, including a number by Chikamatsu
(169-1725). Originally joruri was a kind of epic recitation which, c.

r53o, was cross-fertilized with the puppet shows to create ningyo-
jorari,The themes and subiects of these plays were mostly legends and

historical events. Productions were lavish and the PuPPets (usually

about two-thirds of life size) were manipulated by several puppeteers.

The dialogue, accompanied by music, was delivered by a group from

the side of the shge. A comparable form of drama is the Sicllian opra

d'i pupi, once performed in many PuPPet theatres all over Sicily. See

a/so xenecoz.

jouissance See prnrsrn/JoulssANcE.

iournal A paper, periodical (q.".) or magazine (q.tt.). It is often of a- 
learned niture, like: The Qaarterly Reoiea4 Jonmal des Savants;

Giornale storico delk letteratr4rd itali.dna. See DIARY AND J9URNAL.

iournalese This term denotes a manner of writing which employs- 
ready-made phrases and formulas, and which breeds its own clich6s in

abundance.
'We 

must distinguish between iournalese end headlinesei the eye-

catching and formulaic style of newsman's English. For example: Fire

Horroiin Spastic Home; Police Probe; Prime Minister Attacked in

House; Sea Drama in Channel; Mother of Eight Adopts Monkey.
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junaike pesme

Some carelessly worded headlines have become notorious: chinese
Generals Fly Back To Front; Tank Attacks Peter Out In Desert;
Infantry Push Bottles Up German Rear.

journalism The occupation or profession of journalist; journalisdc
writing. Sometimes used derogatorily in contradistinction to more
exalted and less ephemeral forms of literature. But numerous able and
distinguished authors have made a name for themselves as journalists.
Vhen newspapers increased their range early in the rgth c. many
famous writers contributed to them (e.g. coleridge, Southey,Hazlitt).
Charles Dickens was a highly successful repofter; so were Rudyard
Kipling and J. M. Barrie. American writers like Mark Twain and Bret
Harte also made a name for themselves as journalists. In the zoth c. it
has become common practice for novelists and poets to write for
newspapers (e.g.Robert Graves, Aldous Huxle;r, Ernest Hemingway,
Graham Greene, Norman Mailer). In France there has long been a
closer connection than elsewhere between newspapers and writers
eminent in fiction and drama. Men of letters like Jean-Paul sartre,
Albert Camus, Frangois Mauriac and Georges Duhamel have beeri
well known for their contributions to journals and newspapers.

Joycean Characterisric of the style, tone and peculiarities of the writ-
ings of James Joyce (r882-r94r), with particular reference to (Jlysses
ggzz) and Finnegans Wahe Gg1.p). Principally a high degree of sryl-
istic and technical inventiveness and originality in the use of the pun,
the portmanteau word, symbolism and the stream of consciousness
(qq.o.) technique. It may also allude to his inclination towards scato-
logy (q.v.), his habit of joining up numerous words and using little or
no puncnration for many pages on end. Plus his creation of what is
virnrally a 'private language', especially in Finnegans Wahe.

Jugendstil (G 'youth style') Die Jugend was an influential literary
journal first published in Munich by George Hirth in fi96.
Subsequently the journal gave its name to the style of work printed in
it. Like baroque (q.".) and impressionism (q.o.), lugendstil is a rerm
which was first used in the history of aft, architecture and decoration,
then applied to literature. It described a decorative style popular in
Germany between r89o and r9ro. An attempt, perhaps, to escape from
academic tradition. Its French counterpart is art noaoeail,

junadke pesme (S 'men's songs') Songs or poems of oral tradition and
the ballad (qq.r.) type frequently sung or chanted by South Slav men.
Their themes are often war, revenge, death and treachery. A parricu-
larly fine example is the Death of kto (Srnrt Senjanina laa). See
NARODNE PESME; ZENSKE PESME.
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Juvenalian satire

Juvenalian satire From the extremely splenetic and censorious satires- 
of the Roman poet Juvenal (rst-znd c.), whose diatribes (unlike the

more urbane and witty Horatian satire, q.'u., and the more entertain-

ing medleys of Menippean satire., q.a.) h*e serious moral PurPos,e.
Tlie English inheritors of Juvenal areJonson (e.g., inVolpone andThe

Alchemist, and 'Epistle to the Countess of Rutland') and Swift (e.g., in

A Modest Proposal and Books II and IV of Gulliaer's Travels). See

HORATIAN SATIRE; LUCILIAN SATIRE; MENIPPEAN SATIRE; SATIRE.

iuvenilia (L 'works done in one's youth') Such were Dryden's occa-
sional poem Upon the Death of Lord Hastings (16+g), written when
Dryden was still at rVestminster School and aged eighteen; Popet
Pastorals, composed in ryo4 when he was only sixteen, and published
in Tonson's Miscelkny $7o9); Byron's Hoars of Idleness (first called

Jnoenilia) published in r8o7 when Byron was nineteen.
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kabuki A type of Japanese drama. Popular rather than courtly or lyrical
drama like No (q.r.), yet habuhi may well have developed from this
in the rTth c. At any rate, it has adopted many subjects and conven-
tions from No. The plays are presented on a srage like a No stage. It
is wide and shallow and has what is called a'flower way'running from
the back of the hall or auditorium ro rhe side of the stage. Along this
actors make their exits and entrances. The stage is nearly always a
revolving one. Scenery is elaborate and detailed. Costumes are rich and
ornate. The characters are not masked (as in No) but are heavily made
up. Female roles are taken by men. The dramas usually have some
musical accompaniment, whose precise narure will depend on the kind
of play. Scenery is changed by two stage-hands: one hooded and one
not. By convention they are invisible, and are a survival from the time
when each actor had a'shadow' behind him who held a light on the
end of a bamboo to illuminate the actor's fearures.

The plays are based on popular legends and myths (sometimes his-
torical subjects) and are usually long and episodic. There are rhree
main class es: jidairnono, or histories; sewarnono, or domestic dramas;
and shosagoto, or dances. A normal programme would present a
variety of plays or scenes from these caregories.

Kafkaesque Characteristic of the style, tone and attitudes of the writ-
ings of Frrnz Kafka (1883-1924), and especially the kind of night-
marish atmosphere which he was capable of creating through the
pervasive menace of sinister, impersonal forces, the feeling of loss of
identity, the evocation of guilt and fear, and the sense of evil that per-
meates the rwisted and'absurd'logic of ruling powers. His novels IDe
Trial Q9z) and The Castle (t926) and the short story In the Penal
Colony are pafticularly notewonhy for such fearures.

kailyard school A group of writers (the best known are J. M. Barrie,

J. J. Bell, S. R. Crockett and Ian Maclaren) who wrore stories about
Scottish peasant life late in the rgrh c. The term derives from a Scottish
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karagdz

Jacobite song'There grows a bonnie brier bush in our kailyard', which

Maclaren chose as a motto for his book Beside tbe Bonnie Bier Bash
(r8f+). A kailyard was a cabbage patch or kitchen garden attached to

a cottage.

karagiiz A traditional Turkish shadow-puppet play (the equivalent of

Punch and Judy) named after the principal character, who represents

Turkish Everyman or ordinary man. The antagonist (q.".) or deuter-

agonist (q.".) is Hagivat, usually represented as a lazy or self-

importanr and officious character; clearly the 'baddy' to the 'good'

Karagoz. Both persons are believed to be based on actual characters

of the r4th c., from which period the karagoz entertainment dates.

There ere thirty-odd traditional stories involving these characters,

but one of the most popular themes is confusion arising from the

meanings of words. Karagoz uses the colloquial language of the

com-ott people; Hagivat uses literary and high-falutin'terms. A third

character, Efe (the equivalent of Robin Hood), is often inroduced to

solve the problem. The stock subjects give ample oPPortunity for

improvisation, which will include jokes, satire, songs, dances, badinage

wiih the audience and comments on current social and political

matters. The puppeteer does the dialogue. See also loxuRl; oRTA

OYT'NU.

hasa (K'song words') A Korean verse form composed of octosyllabic

lines, each line being sub-divided into two 'phrases'. There was no

limit to the number of lines.

katauta A Japanese form of debate Poem in the shape of question and

answer. A standard f.orm of. katdataconsists of three lines of five, seven

and seven syllables respectively, all unrhymed. A pajr of katailtas com-

prise a mondo.

keneme A neo-Hellenic derivation from Greek ken6s, 'empty', used to

denote a small word (ardcle, coniunction or PrePosition) with little or

no lexical meaning, whose function is mainly or entirely syntactic. For

example: tbe, and, af. Such words are also known as structttre utords

or fuiaors. By contrast words like angry (adjective), horse (noun) and

clamber (verb) have lexical meaning; that is, they do mean something

on their own. These are sometimes calledpleremes (f.romGreekpl6ra,
'full'). See also MoRPHEME.

kenning The term derives from the use of the ON verb kenn*,'to

k"o*, recognize', in the phrase kenna eitt zli6, 'to express or describe

one thing in terms of another'. The kenning (pl. henningar) was a

favourite figure in skaldic verse, where it is employed most lavishly.
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kind

It is a device for introducing descriptive colour or for suggesting
associations without distracting attention from the essential shrement.

Some Old Norse kennings were fairly complex: (a) Fr6da mjgl -
'meal (or corn) of Fr6di' and so 'gold' (Fr6di was an early and legen-
dary king of Denmark. He had a mill named Grotti which would grind
out whatever was asked of it. Gold was the first material for which
Fr6di asked); (b) Vidris rnr4nstranddr rnarr - 'the wearher-maker's
mind-sffand'; that is, 'sea of Odin's breasr' and so 'poetry'i 

@) brimils
ogllr -'seal's field' and so 'sea'; (d) malrnhrid -'metal srorm' and so
'battle'; (e) Odins eihi -'Odin's oak' and so 'warrior'.

Old English kennings were simpler: (a) helmberend - 'helmet

bearer' and so 'wafrior'; (b) beadoleornA - 'battle light' and so 'flashing

sword'; (c) sannsrad - 'swan road' and so 'sea'. See a/so nournrc
EprrHET; pERrpHRAsrs; poETrc DrcrroN; niuun.

key novel .See rrvnr A crBr.

kharia A form of popular verse written in Arabic or Romance, in the
idiom of the common people (and found in Spain). It produces an
effect of sadness or despair or longing. It is probably earlier than the
muwasbsbab of which it commonly forms rhe final parr or refrain. It
was usually given to a woman to utter, but was generally composed
by a man. See uoznnnBrc LYRrc.

kinaesthetic image Kinaesthesis denotes a sense of movement or mus-
cular effort (from Gk kineein, 'to move' + aisthesis, 'sensation'). A
sense of movement and effort is inherent in the rhythm, momentum
and energy of words in such an image. It is the visual/physical coun-
terpart of onomatopoeia (q.".).Villiam Faulkner Q897-r962), for
instance, excelled in such images in prose. Gerard Manley Hopkins
(r8aa-89) excelled at them in verse. These lines come from his Harry
Plougbman:

By a grey eye's heed steered well, one crew; fall to;
Stand at stress. Each limb's barrowy brawn, his thew
That onewhere curded, onewhere sucked or sank -

Soared or sank -,

Though as a beechbole firm, finds his, as ar a roll-call, rank
And features, in flesh, what deed he each must do -

His sinew-service where do.

See also KrNETrc PoEM; PHANoPoETA.

kind A term widely used in the rTth and r8th c. for a literary rype or
genre (q.".).Criticism determined the caregory of a work (e.g. epic,
tragedy, elegy) and then decided wherher or nor it obeyed the rules
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kinetic poem

and conventions. Dryden was one of the first to indicate that a writer

must begin by deciding what kind he wished to Practise. 
\Uflriters of

the Romantic period (q.".) rejected such an approach. See ronlrl.

kinetic poem A poem whose movement depends on the careful place-
ment and programming of words or letters line by line or page by page

in order to achieve a visual pattern. See nrre'R PoEM; coNcRETE
portnv/vrRsE; KINAESTHETIc IMAGE; PATTERN PoETRY; PHANoPoEIA.

King's English English as it should be spoken. This term was used as

early as the r6th c. Thomas Vilson refers to it in his Arte of Rhetoriqae
(tllr) thus:'These fine English ilerkes will sai thei speake in their

mother tongue, if a manne should charge them for counterfeityng

the Kinge's Englishe.' A reference to 'Queene's English' occurs in

Nashe's Strange Newes of tbe IntercEting Certaine Letters (rSg);

Shakespeare uses the term in The Mrny, Whtes of Windsor (l5oer)

and Dekker refers to the 'Kinge's English' in Satiromastix (r5oz). See

CoLLoQUIALISM; SLANG; STANDARD ENGLISH.

Kit-Cat Club A literary club founded early in the r8th c. in London.

So called because its members met at the house of a pastry-cook named

Christopher Kat or Cat (or Katt or Catling) in Shire Lane (near Temple

Bar). Kat's mutton pies were called Kit-cats. Distinguished members

of the club were Joseph Addison, Richard Steele, \U7illiam Congreve,

SirJohn Vanbrugh and Sir Samuel Garth. They later used the premises

of Jacob Tonson, the publisher, at Barn Elms. M"ny members had their

portraits painted by Sir Godfrey Kneller. They are less than half length

because the dining room was too low for half-size portraits. This size

of canvas has come to be known as kit-cat (16 x z8 inches, it shows

the head and one hand).

kitchen-sink drama A term which became popular in Great Britain in

the middle and late rgtos. Often used derogatorily, it applied to plays

which, in a realistic fashion, showed aspects of worliing-class life at

the time. The implication was that the play centred, metaphorically (or

psychologically) and in some cases literally, on the kitchen sink. The

works of John Osborne, Arnold 
'Wesker 

and Alun Owen (among

others) were all so described. It is doubtful if the term derives in any

way from \0'esker's pley Tbe Kitcben because this was first presented

in a production without d6cor in 1958, and not given a full produc-

tion until 196r. See ANGRY YoUNG MAN.

kitsch (G kitschen,'to throw together') A pejorative term for a work

which is of little merit; a mere potboiler (q.r,.); something 'thrown

together' to gratify popular taste.
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Kriminalgeschichte

klucht A form of drama which flourished in the Netherlands in the
Middle Ages, but was still alive in the ryth c. They tended to be short
plays which satirized sexual mafters.

knickerbocker group A group of early rgth c. New York writers. The
term derives from History of Neat Yorh to tbe end of the Dutcb
Dynasty, by \(ashington Irving, under the pseudonym Diedrich
Knickerbocker (r8o9). T*o of its more famous members were James
Fenimore Cooper and Henry \$Tadsworth Longfellow. Larer a publi-
cation called Knicherbocher Magazine was produced (r833-5y), but
by then the group had either died or dispersed.

Knittelvers (G 'cudgel verse') \flhat we would call doggerel (q.o.); a
term employed derogatorily in the rTth c. of a popular merer used in
r yth and r5th c. German poetry. Knittelvers consisted of octosyllabic
rhyming couplets. The meter was revived in the rSth c. by Gottsched,
and then used by Schiller and Goethe.

kommos In classical Greek drama, arype of lyric in dialogue form sung
by the Chorus (q.r.) to express profound emorion.

Kontrafaktur A German term ro denote the adaptation of a secular
song (e.g. a folksong) so that it has a religious theme and significance.
Such adaptations were common in the r;th c. and there were a good
many instances later. Luther's Christmas hymn Vom Himmel boch da
leomm ich her (r lll) is often cited as a notable example of the process.

kosmisty .9ee surrrrY PoETs.

Kraftgenie (G 'power genius') During the Sturm and Drang (q.".)
movement this term denoted crearive and imaginative originality and
dynamic energy. Goethe and some of his associates regarded them-
selves as Kraftgenies. The concepr of such a personality/character in
literature is to be found in such characters as Gcitz in Goethe's Gotz
oon Berlicbingen (tn) and in Simsone Grisaldo, rhe eponymous hero
of Klinger's play in ry76. See also oursrDER.

Kriminalgeschichte (G 'criminal hisrory') A term applied primarily to
miscellaneous writings about crime and criminals in the r8th and rgth
c. when there was an increasing (and sometimes morbid) interest in
violent crime. True criminal stories were popular reading. An early
tsrenty-volume collection of criminal histories appeared in France,
titled Causes cdlibres et intdressantes (r7j4. This was translated into
German and published under the title Der Pitaaal $7a7a$. A second
French collection was also translated into German and published in
r79z-t.Volumes of German cases came out in the period fi42-51
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Ktinstlerdrarna

under the title Der neue Pitattal. Crime had begun to attract the inter-

est of German novelists and playwrights. Schiller wrote rwo works of

fiction which had crime and murder as themes, namely DerVerbrecher

aus yerlorener Ehre (t786) and the unfinished Der Geisterseher

(tlSZ-il. E. T. A. Hoffmann contributed with his weird and frighten-

ingNovelle (see Novnre.) Das Friiulein von Scuden (I8I9). Later came

Ainette von Droste-Hiilshoff's Die Judenbnche (r842). In r8z9 Adolf

Miillner published what is very probably the first detective story (q.a.)

in German - Der Kaliber.In fact, the detective story (Detehthtroman)

did not develop in Germany as it did elsewhere. See also cxtl'.ln NovEL;

NEVGATE FICTION.

Kiinstlerdrama See rurqsrrERRoMAN.

Kiinstlernovelle See ruNsrrERRoMAN.

Kiinstlerroman (G Kiinstler,'artist' * Roman, 'novel') A novel (q.".)

which has an artist (in any creative art) as the central character and

which shows the development of the aftist from childhood to manr-

riry and later. This kind of novel tnras Particularly PoPular in Germany

and dates from very late in the r8th c. and the beginning of the rgth

c. It thus coincides with the start of the romantic revival (g.r.), a period

when the artist (whatever his m6tier) was held in high esteem' and the

man of genius (q.o.) became an exalted figure. This 'exaltation' had

been forishadowld during the Sturm und Drang (q.a.) period by the

German concept of the Kraftgenie (q.o.)-

Fictitious artistt were often favoured central figures. Goethe was

among the first to dwelop the Kiinstlefroman with Wilbelm Meisters

theatralische Sendnng(composed c. ry77-81, but not discovered until

r9o9), the original version of Wilbelm Meisters Lehriahre FZgt4),
which had a sequel inthe shape ofWilbelm Meisterswanderjqlt1e oder

Die Entsagendin,his last novel, published in r8zr. Other well-known

examples are: Tieck's Franz Sternbalds Wanderungen $798); Eduard

Morile's Maler Nolten (1832); Franz Grillparzer's Nooelle Der arme

Spielrnann (rSa8); Gottfried Keller's Der griine Heinicb (r8l+-l);

lakob 
'Wassermann's 

Das Giinsemiinnchen (tgt); Thomas Mann's

Novelle Tonio Kriiger (tgoi and his Doktor Faustus (tg+l).

There are also a number of works whose central character is an his-

torical figure. Examples are: Morike's Noaelle Mozart auf der Reise

nach Prag(r8ll); Albert Brachvogel's Fiedemann Bach (r818); \flalter

von Molo's Der Schiller-Roman (tgrz-r6); and Franz verfelt verdi

(rgz+).
Fictitious or historical Kiinstlerdramen ('artist plays') were also

popular. For instance: Goethe's Torquato Tasso (r8o7); Grillparzer's
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kyrielle

Sappho (r8r8); Hauptmann's Die versunhene Glocke (r896), Michael
Krarner (r9oo) and Gabriel Schillings Flucbt ggrz).

In English literature the most famous example of a Kiinstlenoman
is James Joycels A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man (t9r6). The
Kiinstlenoman and the Bildungsromdn (q.".) are closely associated,
and literary historians and critics have put Goethe's Wilhelm Meister
in the latter category. See also AUToBrocRApHrcAL NovEL.

Kunstlied (G Kunst,'^rt' + Lied,, 'song') An artistic and sophisticated
songr as distinguished from a Volkslied or'folksong' (q.2,.).

Kunstmirchen A German term for a'literary'folk tale, and thus one
which is written down; as opposed to one which belongs to the oral
tradition (q.".). See vorrsuAncHrlr.

Kurzgeschichte German for 'short srory' (q.o.), which is a vague
enough term in English. Kurzgescbichten tend to be brief to the point
of terseness.

kvi6uhittr (ON leoitu,'an epic song, poem or ballad' and bittr,
'meter') An ON alliterative verse (q.rr.) form, similar ro the

fomyrdiskg (q.rr.).It consists of alternating three- and four-syllable
lines. \flhat is believed to be the earliesr poem containing this form is
Ynglingat,i/ (prior to 9oo). In the roth c. the form appears in
Skallagrfmss on's Arinb j amarhv i fo and S on atone k. In general the term
means little more than the meter used for epic poems, such as the' 
Viilusp,i.

kyogen A form of Japanese comic drama which originally developed
as a type of interlude (q.a,) in No (q.r,.) performances. The plays are
short and irreverent. A stock theme concerns the smart, oppornrnist
servant who outwits his blockheaded master; the kind of theme
popular in low comedy and comntedia dell'arte (qq.a.).

ky6nggich'aega A form of aristocratic Korean poem with a fixed
refrain. The subjects were often the natural scene; a kind of topo-
graphical poetry @.".).

kyrielle A shortened form of hyrie eleison (Gk 'Lord have mercy'). A
French verse form usually consisting of eight-syllable lines in couplets.
Or, quatrains (4.o.) rhymed aabb. The refrain (q.".) may consist of the
last word in a line, a complete line, or part of a line.
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label names See lptnoNvr,t.

Labrador, Juan A stock character (q.t.) - the Spanish folk hero and
symbol of the hard-working peasant who achieves success throrrgh his
own efforts. 'Immortilized'by Lope de Vega in his play El vilkno en
su rinc6n (c. 16r r).

lai .See rev.

laisse A stanzaic or verse paragraph (q.tt.) division in OF epics.

lake poets \U?'ordsworth, Coleridge and Southey. They clme to be
known as the Lake School or'Lakers' as a result of the abusive art-
icles written by Francis Jeffrey, a Scottish judge, in the Edinburgb
Reaieu over a period of twenty years - beginning in r8oz. He associ-
ated these thrJe poets with the Lake District in Cumbria. See also
COCKNEY SCHOOL OF POETRY.

lament An expression of deep regret or sorrow for the loss of a Person
or position. A non-narrative kind of poetr!, it appears to grow uP
alongside heroic poetry and is widespread in many languages. Famous
examples are: Thi Lamenutions of Jererniah,David's Lament for Sayl
and jonathan, the OE Deor's Lament, Dunbar's Lament for tbe
Maharis, and Burns's Lament for Flodden and Lament for Culloden.
See couprArNT; coRoNAcH; DIRGE; ELEGY; EPI6EDIUM; MoNoDY; UBI

SUNT.

lampoon The term derives from the French kmpon, said to be from

hmpons 
'Let us drink', used as a refrain. It dates only from the rTth

c. The verb kmper means to'swig' or'to booze'. This suggests excess,

coarseness, a rough crudity; a lampoon in fact is a virulent or scur-

rilous form of satire (q.o.).It is more likely to be found in graphic ca-

ricature than in writing but there are ^ few notable examples in

literature,like Pope's attack on Hervey in his Epistle to Arbuthnot,a;nd
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langue d'oc/langue d'oi'l

this description by Dryden of the unfortunate'shadwell (here named
Og) in Absalom and Acbitophel (Pt II) beginning thus at line 417:

Now stop your noses, Readers, all and some,
For here's a run of Midnight work ro come,
Og from a Treason Tavern rowling home.
Round as a Globe and Liquored ev'ry chink,
Goodly and Great he Sayls behind his Link.
tVith all this Bulk there's norhing lost in Og,
For ev'ry inch that is not Fool is Rogue:
A Monstrous mass of foul corrupted matter,
As all the Devils had spew'd to make the batter.
Vhen wine has given him courage to Blaspheme,
He curses God, but God before cursr him;
And if man cou'd have reason, none has more,
That made his Paunch so rich and him so poor.

See also DTATRTBE; FLxTTNG; rNvEcrrvE; pAseurNADE.

langue and parole Terms introduced by Ferdinand de Saussure
(r857-t9r). They make cardinal distinctions and are of fundamental
importance to structuralism (q.".). Their English equivalents are
approximately, but inadequately, 'language' and 'speech'. Langue
denotes the system or totality of language shared by the 'collective

consciousness'. Thus, all the elements of a language plus the rules for
their combination (grammar, synrax and so forth). Parole is the use
which individuals make of the resources of language, which the system
produces and combines, in speech or writing. Thus, urrerance. Taken
in conjunction the terms create an antinomy (q.zt.) of the social and
shared. A further antinomy or dichotomy is implied in the idea that
langae is abstract and parole is concrete. Langue is what people use
when thinking and conceptualizing (absract); parole what they use in
speaking or writing (concrete).

Saussure makes an evaluative distinction; as Raman Selden puts it:
'The proper object of linguistic study is the sysrem which underlies
any particular human signifying human pracrice, nor the individual
utterance.' That is, langue is more important than parole.

Noam Chomsky (t928- ) made a similar dichotomy with his
terms 'competence' and 'performance' (q.v.). See also rDrolEcr;
sEM r oTr c s/sr rvu o ro cY.

langue d'oc/langue d'oil In Roman Gaul Latin was the lingua franca.
In the course of the Roman occupation the language underwent many
changes and developments in different regions and numerous dialects
evolved. Gradually these dialects formed two basic groups: kngue d'oc
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lapidaires

tnd, hngae d'oi:l.They came to be thus called after the words used in

them to represent oui ('yes'): 'oc'derived from Latin hoc,'otil'from a

contraction or vocalic glide of Latin boc ille. The Provengal language

hngne d'oc wes used south of a line which ran aPProximately-west to

easi fto- the Gironde (near Bordeaux) to the Alps. Langue d'oil was

spoken north of that line. The latter evolved into the French language.

Languedoc remains as the name of a large region in the south-east. The

troubadours (q.v.) used kngue d'oc; the trouttires (q.a.) used kngue

d'oiil. See a/so JoNcuun.

lapidaires Medieval French works which expounded the talismanic and

curative properties of precious stones. The discourse was sometimes

accompatried by allegorical interpretations. Examples of hpidaires

occur in the rzth and r3th c. Philippe de Thaon (rzth c.) was the

author of one. To about the same period belongs one in Ladn by

Marbode, the Bishop of Rennes.

Latinism A word, phrase, or grammatical construction based on a

Latin form or model. Characteristic of many Prose and verse styles

from the rTth c. onwards; and particularly in the r8th c. when the

influence of the Roman authors was at its strongest. Latinisms are

common in Milton, Johnson and Gibbon, to name only three of the

major influences.

lauda A religious poem or song adapted from the lirurgy. The earliest

examples were in Latin and date from the r3th c. Two well-known

ones were the Stabat Mater and the Dies lrae. Later they were com-

posed in the vernacular. St Francis produced a noble work in Cantico

Telle Creature, and Jacopone da Todi composed a fine collection of

laude. The chanting of knde was an important part of the activities

performed by kudesi fraternities. Religious sects like the fkgelknti
and disciplinati also made them ^pert of their ritual.

laureate See pour LAUREATE.

l^y (OF ki)A short narrative or lyrical Poem intended to be sung. The

oldest narrative /azi, mostly in octosyllabics (q.o.), are the Contes of

Marie de France (c. rry). They were stories of romance believed to

have been based on Celtic legends. The lyric lays were Provengal and

usually had love themes. The oldest in OF were by Gautier de Dargibs
(early r3th c.). The term 'Breton lay' was applied to r4th c. English

poems with a Breton setting and similar to those by Marie de France.

A dozen or more are extant in English, the best known being Sir Orfeo,

Haveloh the Dane, Sir Laanfal end Chaucer's Franklin's Tale. Since

the r6th c. the term ky has been used more loosely to denote any his-
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legend

torical ballad or narrative of adventure. Good examples areScott's Lay
of tbe Last Minstrel $8o) and Macaulayt Lays of Ancient Rome
(r842). See also BALLAD; coNTE; FABLTAU; NouvELLE; RoMANcE.

leaflet Related to the pamphlet and the tract (qq.o.), a leaflet is a small
sheet of paper folded into two or more leaves (but not stitched) and
containing printed matter. The leaflet developed late in the rgth c.

Leatherstocking Tales The title given to five novels byJames Fenimore
Cooper (t789-r8y ). They are novels of American frontier life, whose
hero, Natty Bumppo, was nicknamed 'Leathersrocking'. 

See also
VESTERN.

Leavisite A follower of F. R. Leavis $895-1978); or descriptive of one
who uses Leavis's methods and approach in the tasks of teaching and
practical criticism (i.e. criticism based on the detailed analysis of a
text). The term is used pejoratively by those who disagree with Leavis's
methods.

lectio difficilior (L 'the harder reading') That principle which may
guide an editor in choosing berween two manuscript variants of appar-
ently equal authority.

lectionary From the Ecclesiastical Latin lectionariun, denoting a book
containing extracts from the Scriptures to be read at Divine Service.

ledger The word probably derives from OE licgan, 'to lie', lecgan,'to
lay', and denotes a register (q.r.) or account book; especially the prin-
cipal books of accounts among merchants in which the entries in all
the other books are entered. Thus a sort of centralized master-copy.
See also BooK; MANUscRTPT; RoLL.

legend (MedL 'things to be read') Originally legends were the stories
of lives of saints, which, in monastic life, might be read in church or
in the refectory and therefore belonged to hagiography (q.v.). The
term came to be applied to a collection of such stories (as well as the
book in which they were recorded). An outstanding example of such
a collection is the r3th c. Legenda Aurea ('The Golden Legend') of

Jacobus de Voragine. Chaucer, no doubt, was using legend in a similar
sense in his Legend of Good Wornen, a group of stories (in the manner
of Ovid's Heroid.es) about famous women of antiquiry (Cleopatra,
Thisbe, Dido, Medea, Lucrece, Ariadne, Philomela et al.). Recently
Slovene authors like Franc6 Berk and Ludvik Mrzel have revived the
Chaucerian type in the reworking of biblical themes.

Subsidiary meanings of the term are: (a) the title or description
beneath an illustration; (b) the explanation of the symbols on a map;
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legitimate theatre

(c) a story or narrative which lies somewhere beween myth (q.zt.) end

historical fact and which, as a rule, is about a Particular figure or

person. Famous examples are Faust, the Flying Dutchman, the

Iflandering Jew, Hamlet, Beowulf, King Arthur, Charlemagne, Robin

Hood, Jasonik (the Czech Robin Hood), Skandarbeg (the Albanian

national hero), Marko Kraljevi6 (the South Slav warrior hero) and

Dhigenis (the Greek warrior hero). Any popular folk heroes (or hero-

inesl revolutionaries, saints or warriors are likely to have legends

develop about them; stories which often grow aller and longer with

time and which may eventually be written down or recited in song,

verse and ballad (q.o.), through which means the oral tradition (q,o.)

is sustained. Two modern examples of such folk heroes are Salvatore

Giuliano (the Sicilian Robin Hood type bandit and political revolu-

tionary) and Che Guevara. Quite often the stories and motifs which

accrete to such figures had nothing to do which them in the first place.

Recent and familiar examples of this accretive Process are the many

stories that have gathered about the names and personalities of men

like r$(1. G. Grace, Churchill, Rommel and Lord Montgomery - not to

mention the statements ascribed to them.

legitimate theatre Often abbreviated in the business to 'legit'. It

describes 
'straight' drama; that is, a theatrical performance without

songs, dances oi musical accompaniments and interludes of any kind.

The' term derives from the old theatre-licensing laws, which were

designed to cover only non-musical enteftainments. These regulations

could be evaded by the addition of musical interludes. See PATENT

THEATRES.

Lehrstiick (G 'didactic play') This term came into use in the I92os to

describe a hind of drtma (which was related to music theatre, q.o.)

whose purpose was to teach rather than to entertain an audience. It

oras ,rery probably a development of Hindemith's Gemeinscbafts-

musih ('communiry music'), presented in ry29 at the Baden-Baden

chamber music festival. On that occasion Bertolt Brecht, Kun'Weill

and Hindemith presented the Badener Lehrstiich aom Einverstiindnis

and the Lindberghflug (the latter on radio). The didactic element was

political and derived from Brecht's study of Karl Marx. In the early

rgjos Brecht produced other Lehrstiiche with a Communist'message'.

They were Der Jasdger nnd der Neinsager, Die Massnahme and Die

Ausnabme und die Regel. Lehrstiiche vrere an important part of his

epic theatre (q.v.) and their creation was influenced by Japanese No

drama (q.".). See also AGITPRoP DRAMA.

Lehrtheater See nptc THEATRE; r,rnnsriicr.
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Leich (G 'lyric') A medieval German lyirc (q.o.) form widely used
between rzoo and r3yo. It was sung to music and may have been
accompanied by dance. Three main types have been distinguished: the
Tanzleich or dance lyric; rhe religiose Leich or religious lyric; and the
Minneleich or love lyric. It appears that after the r4th c. the form sur-
vived only in religious poetry.

leitmotif (G Leitmotio,'leading modf') A term coined by Hans von'Volzugen 
to designate a musical theme associated throughout a whole

work with a particular object, character or emotion, as so often in'Wagner's 
operas. Thomas Mann used it as a literary term to denote a

recurrent theme (q.o.) or unit. It is occasionally used as a literary term
in the same sense that Mann intended, and also in a broader sense to
refer to an author's favourite themes: for example, the hunted man and
betrayal in the novels of Graham Greene.

lemma The argument (q.v.) or subject of
heading or title.

prefixed as a

Leonine rhyme A form of internal rhyme (q.".) in which the word
before the caesura (q.".) rhymes with the last word of the line of verse.
Traditionally it is named after Leo, a r2rh c. Canon of St Victort in
Paris, whose Latin verses contained such a device. However, Ovid
used it in Ars Amatoria, and the OE Rbyming Poem is also Leonine.

}Hrc" 
used it at random in The Reztenge, from which these lines

And the stately Spanish men to their flagship bore him then,
\fhere they laid him by the masr, old Sir Richard caught at last,
And they praised him to his face with their courdy foreign

grace;
But he rose upon their decks, and he cried:
'I have fought for Queen and Faith like a valiant man and true;
I have only done my dury as a man is bound to do:
Ifith a joyful spirit I Sir Richard Grenville die!'
And he fell upon their decks, and he died.

See also cRoss-RHYME; RHYME.

letrilla (Sp diminutive of letra, 'a shorr gloss') It is a poem in short lines
and very often with a refrain (q.".). The themes and topics were com-
monly light and satirical. A well-known example is G6ngora's Andeme
yo caliente, y rtase la gente (r7th c.).

letter Latin rhetoricians made a convenient distinction between the
private letter (personalis) and the letter of affairs (negotialis). A third
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kind is the open or general letter addressed to an individual or a news-

paper editor, and intended for publication. Some manuals of letters

iurvive from Classical times. In the Middle Ages there were a large

number of manuals on the subiect. Many medieval treatises on rhetoric

were also'guides' to letter writing.
Nearly any sort of letter may be of use to the historian and the bio-

grapher. A very famous collection is The Paston Letters (c. r4zz-t So9),
ih.-.orr.rpondence of three generations of a Norfolk family. Other

well-known collections of letters are those written by Mozart, Keats,

Flaubert and Horace Valpole.
The letter form has been adapted and exploited in various ways

since the rrh c. For example, there are Pascal's Lettres Prottinciales

$6'16-7), a defence of Jansenism, dealing with divine grace and the

ethical code of the Jesuits. Between fi87 and 1694 were published

Letters of a Turhish Spy,a form of travel book (q.r.) in epistolary folm

which sianed a new genre in European literature. These pseudo-

foreign letters.purpoft to be written by-a Juqkish spy who sendsin

reports on varrous asPects of life in England, France, Spain and ltaly.

A better known example of this genre is Montesquieu's Letters

Persanes Q7z). Voltaire made a highly individual contribution with

Lettres philosophiques (1734), better known as Lettres Anglaises.

Anothei similar work was Madame de Graffigny's Lettres d'ane

Pdraoienne (tl+).Lady M"ry \flonley Montague also wrote a series

of very entertaining Turhish Letters Gl6) which gave an account of

her travels in the Near East.
In the r8th c. the form of the epistolary novel (q.".) was developed.

Such novels included: Richardson's Pameh $74o), and his Chrissa

(tl+l-t); Smollett's Hamphry Clinker (t77i, one of the best of the

genre; and the French classic by Laclos, Les Liaisons - dangereases
(7gz). Lord chesterfield's Letters to his natural son, Philip Stanhope,

written almost every day from 1737 onwards, were intended to

educate any young man. In fact, the whole collection combined attea-

tise of education with the kind of advice found in the courtesy book

(q.o.).
During the r8th c. the letter served other purPoses. Examples are:

Bolingbroke's Letter to Sir William Wyndharn (t7t7), a political

polemic; Rousseau's Lettre h D'Alernbert sur les speaacles $758), a

iontrorr"trial treatise on the morality of drama; the Letters of Junias,
a pseudonymous invective against individuals, published in the Pnblic

Adztertisei (t769-7t);and Edmund Burke's A Letter to the Sheriffs of

Bristol (rZZ), a politicd address.
In the following cennrry two remarkable examples of letters are:

Sydney Smith's Letters of Peter Plymley (r8o7), a defence of Catholic
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emancipation; and the correspondence, published as paft of Cardinal
Newman's Apologia, Pro Vita Saa, between Charles Kingsley and
Newman. Other notable writers of letters have been George Sand,
Byron, Chateaubriand, Proust, Gide and Claudel, and D. H.
Lawrence. More recendf Albert Camus's Lettres i. an ami allemand
(rg+S) have shown once again the flexibility of the letter form. This
distinguished work is more like an essay, or open letter, in which
Camus argues moral issues arising from differing German and French
attitudes. See nprstrr.

Ietters patent .See perrwr THEATREs.

lettrism A French literary movement founded in Paris in ry46 and
particularly associated with Maurice Lemaitre and Isidore Isou.
Its members have experimented with forms of concrete poetry and
pattern poems (qq.v.).They have produced what is called phonetic
poetry and toyed with 'hypergraphy', or picture-writing. Some of it
is mere gimmickry.

leyel stress Also known as even accent (q.o.), it occurs when the stress
falls evenly on two syllables in the same word, or on two adjacent

S:TjJll"bles, 
e,g. buchwheat; gang plank. See HovsnrNc srREss;

lexicographer A maker of dictionaries. In Johnson's famous phrase 'a

harmless drudge'.

lexicography The art or task of making a dictionary @.".).

lexicon The dictionary (q.v.) itself, but usually the term denotes a
dictionary for Classical languages; also Hebrew and Arabic. See also
ONOMASTICON.

lexis In computational srylistics (that is, the analysis of an aurhor's
writing by computerized measurement) Iexis is the term for the actual
vocabulary of the author while taxis denotes the arrangement of the
words. For instance, the lexical/taxical computation of the works of

JamesJoyce would show the frequency of the recurrence of words and
parts of speech; an analysis of grammatical structurq the number of
times a particular word was used per page; the number of ablative
absolutes (for example) per chapter; variations from normal order or
structure; lengths of words by letters and by syllables; and length
of sentences. Actually, this branch of linguistic science is nor new.
A Sanskrit grammar of c. ;oo nc provides the number of syllables,
words and verses in the Rig-Ved,a. Though this might appear to be one
of the less fruitful activities of the academic industry it has been
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helpful in reconstructing blurred and missing Passages in the Dead Sea
Scrolls.

liaison (F 'binding' or'joining', formed from lier, 'to bind') In the rTth
c. a dramatic principle which required that the parts of a play be linked
by various kinds of liaison: (a) prdsence - a character remaining from
the preceding scene; (b) aue ou recherche - a character entering sees
another about to leave and vice versa; (c) bruit - a noise on stage which
brings in a character in search of an explanation; (d) discours - when
a character in hiding later speaks.

libretto (It 'little book') The text of an oPera or oPeretta (qq.v,) or any
fairly substantial vocal composition, like an oratorio, which involves
dialogue and narrative. The term was first used in England in ry42.
\flell-known librettists include Quinault, Catzabigi, da Ponte,
Schikaneder, Boito, Gilben, Hofmannsthal, J. B. Priesdey and tUf. H.
Auden.

libros de caballerfa A genre of Spanish fiction which derived from the
mid-r3th c. cycle of French Arthurian romances. The genre lost its
populariry towards the end of the r6th c. with the advent of the
picaresque and pastoral novel (qq.rt.).

Lied SeeuurstrRGEsANG.

light comedy A loose term for plays which are ajrry, graceful, amusing
(perhaps witty) and light-heafted, and which make minimal or no
demands emotionally or intellecrually. Among numerous examples the
following are well-known repertory pieces: NoEl Coward's Hay Ferter

Ggr) and his Blithe Spirit (t9+t), Terence Rattigan's French without
Tears Ggl6),\0illiam Douglas Homens Tbe Chihern Hundred's ft9a7)
and his Tbe Reluctant Ddbutante (r95). See also counDY; coMEDY or
HUMOURS; COMEDY OF MANNERS; DOMESTTC COMEDY; FARCE.

light ending See ruurNrNE ENDING.

light rhyme \flhen one of a pair of rhyming syllables is unstressed.- 
Common in ballad (q.a.), as in this stanze from the traditional ballad

Young Beichan:

O whan the porter came up the stair.
He's fa'n low down uPon his knee:
Won up, won up, ye proud pofter,

An what makes a' this courtesy?'

light stress In verse, stress (q.rr.) on a word which is not normally-accented 
in speech. In the following lines from Edgar Allan Poe's Tbe
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Raven the trochaic and dacrylic meter requires a number of light
stresses:

6nce rip6n i midnighr dre6r!, while i p6ndEred, weik ind
weiri,

6vEr mini i quiint ind cririofis v6lime 6f f6rg6tt6n l6re,
\(zhfle i n6dddd, n6arlf ndpping, sridddnl!'th6re c6me il tipping,
As 6f s6me dne g6ntl!'ripping.

light verse A vague and comprehensively flexible term used to describe
poetry that lacks serious intent. Under this heading one might place:
vers de soci6t6, occasional verse, nonsense verse, sick verse, satire,
burlesque, parody, epitaph, epigram, limerick and clerihew (q q.v.), not
to mention the acrostic and emblematic poems, the jingle and the
riddle (qq.r.) and punning verses. The following lines, from A. H.

}"ltl:la 
Musa Protensa (1889), suggest the main attributes of light

Gay, frolic verse for idle hours,
Lights as the foam whence Venus sprang;

Strains heard of old in courtly bowers,
\(hen Nelly danced and Durfey sang.

lVit, elegance, grace, ingenuity and technical virtuosiry are among the
distinguishing characteristics of light verse, as brilliantly displayed in,
say, the libretti of 'W. S. Gilbert.

At its best it is often pithy and tends to the epigrammatic, as in the
following example ascribed to \(ri[iam.Ewer:

How odd
Of God
To choose
The Jews.

To which Cecil Browne is said to have'replied'with:

But not so odd
As those who choose
A Jewish God
And spurn the Jews.

The first example has also been attributed (almost certainly inaccu-
rately) to Hilaire Belloc - an outstanding writer of light verse - who
was said to have written it on a menu card when dining with \filfrid
Meynell. 'Vhereupon Meynell (it is said) promptly improvised and
added:
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How odd, Hilaire,
That you should dare
To doubt or prod
The choice of God.

A clever 'sequel' to this is the following subscribed by Mr E. R.
Hardcastle (he composed it after readingTbe Dechration of Arbroath,
r 3zo):

Less odd
If God
Had Pict
The Scots.

Among anthologies of light verse one might mention Thomas
D'Urfey's Wit and Mirth, or Pills to Purge Mekncholy (tZrg); Locker-
Lampson's Lyra Elegantiaram Q867), and A. H. Bullen's Lyrics from
the iong-Boohs of the Elizabethan Age (r88S); as well as his Speculum
Amantis (rS8S) and Musa Proterua (1889). Tbe Oxford Book of Light
Verse (rgj8), edited by V.H. Auden, illustrates better than most the
possible scope of the form.

Much light verse is anonymous. Among the many famous and
accomplishid practitioners in English' mention should be made of
Skelton, Campion, Herrick, Lovelace, Samuel (Hudibras) Butler,
Prior, Goldsmith, Cowper, Hood, Theodore Hook, Oliver'S[rendell
Holmes, C. S. Catverley, \Uf. M. Praed, Edward Lear, Austin Dobson,
Lewis Carroll, \f. S. Gilbert, Hilaire Belloc, G. K. Chesterton, A- P.
Herbert, T. S. Elioq e. e. cummings, John Betjeman and Ogden Nash.

ligne donn6e (F 'given line') Paul Yallry (r87r-r945) spoke of the ligne- 
donn1e of a poem, thereby meaning the line that is 'given' to the poet
by God, or by nature, or by a muse (q.o.), or by some Power outside
himself. The implication is that he has to 6nd the orher lines for
himself. See erpnrus; ooNnfn; FANSY AND IMAGINATI9N; INSPIRA-

TroN; TNVENTION; SPONTANETfi.

limerick A type of light verse (q.".) and a particularly popular 6xed

verse form in English. It usually consists of five predominantly ana-

paestic lines rhyming aabba, as in:

There was a young person of Mullion,
Intent upon marrying bullion;

By some horrible fluke
She jilted a duke

And had to elope with a scullion.
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From this it will be seen that the first, second and fifth lines are trime-
ters (q.v.), and the third and fourth dimeters (q.o.), though these rwo
may be printed as a single line with internal rhyme (q.".) as in this lim-
erick by Edward Lear:

There was a Young Lady of Lucca,
\fhose lovers completely forsook her;
She ran up a tree and said 'Fiddle-de-dee!'

\{rhich embarrassed the people of Lucca.

The origin of the term is obscure. There is one theory that it was an
OF form brought to the Irish town of Limerick in rToo by soldiers
returning from the French war. Another that it originated in the
nursery rhymes published in Mother Goose's Melody (c. ry6). A third
that it stems from the refrain'\fill you come up to Limerick?'sung at
convivial gatherings where such nonsense verses were fashionable. The
limerick has also been linked with a group of mid-r8th c. Irish poets
at Croom who composed poems (in Irish) in limerick form during
their drinking sessions at a pub.

In fact, it may be a much older form than has been supposed.
Stephano's drinking song in Tbe Tempesr (II, ii) has a characteristic
limerick rhythm. And the following lines date from an rrth c.
manuscript:

The lion is wondrous strong
And full of the wiles of wo;

And whether he pleye
Or take his preye

He cannot do but slo [i.e. slay].

The limerick is to be found in the History of Sixteen Wonderful Old
Women (r8zo) and in Anecdotes and Adaentares of Fifteen Gentlemen
(r 8zz). Edward Lear, who composed a great many limericks, cited this
latter volume as the source of his idea of the form. Lear popularized
it in his Booh of Nonsense (t846). As a result M. Russell, SJ, coined
the term'learic'.

Distinguished writers, such as Tennyson, Swinburne, Kipling, R. L.
Stevenson, Dante Gabriel Rossetti, Mark Twain and \7. S. Gilbert
(among many others), experimented with the form and by the end of
the rgth c. it was well established in both the clean and bawdy vari-
eties. Early in the 2oth c. it became very popular and newspapers even
ran weekly competitions inviting readers to submit examples or to
complete the final line of a given verse. Large prizes were available. It
has flourished steadily since, often as oral poetry in clubs, messes,
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common rooms and sporting fraternities, and the tendency has been

to exploit the final line to provide a witry or surprising conclusion.

Many of the best limericks are ribald, like:

A vice both obscure and unsavoury
Kept the bishop of Leicester in slavery.
Amidst terrible howls,
He deflowered young owls,
In a crypt fitted out as an aviary.

Clean ones may be equally wiry,like this by Clement Amlee (he com-

posed it on the eve of his installation as Knight of the Garter):

Few thought he was even a starter;
There were many who thought themselves smarter'

But he ended PM
CH and OM

An earl and a Knight of the Garter.

A large number also are innocuously obscene or Pornographic, like

the famous:

There was a young lady of Niger,
\U7ho had an affair with a tiger.

The result of dre 's**'t

\U[as a bald-headed duck
Two gnats and a circumcised spider.

Though a comparatively humble form of verse, it is capable of dis-

tinction. Consider the following:

Titian was mixing rose madder.
His model posed nude on a ladder.
Her position to Titian
Suggested coition.
So he nipped uP the ladder and'ad'er.

The rather grand and solemn opening line, the adroit use of assonance

and internal rhyme (qq.a.) in the third and fourth lines and the quick-

ening rhythm and colloquial language of the last line make a pleasing

combination and contrast.
Modest form though it be it has lent itself to not a few develop-

ments and intricate variations, such as the 'double' limerick. This

example is by r$flalter de la Mare:

There was an old skinflint of Hitching
Had a cook, Mrs Casey of Cork,
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There was nothing but crusts in the kitchen,
\fhile the parlour was sherry and pork,
So at last Mrs Casey, her pangs to assuage,
Having snipped off his buttons, curried the page.
And now, while the skinflint gulps sherry and pork,
In his parlour adjacent to kitchen,

To the tune blithe and merry of knife and of fork,
Anthropophagy reigns in the kitchen.

And the'extended' limerick:

There was a strange student from Yale,
\flho put himself outside the pale.

Said the judge: 'Please refrain
'When 

passing through Maine,
From exposing yourself again in the train,

Or you'll just have to do it in jail.'

There are a number of 'reverse'limericks which are'replies'to verses
by Lear. For instance, the reply to 'There was an Old Man with a
Beard' begins: 'I've combed out my beard and I've found. . .' Yet
another kind is the 'beheaded' limerick - this example is by Arthur
Shaw - which approximates to nonsense (q.".) verse:

A chap was so pose that was adi
And the butt of such nage that was badi.

He solved that was re
Not to lay that was de

In taking steps cal that were radi.

Plus the tongue-twister (q.a.):

A flea and a fly in a flue
\[ere imprisoned, so what could they do?

Said the fly: 'Let us flee'
Said the flea: 'Let us fly'

So they flew through a flaw in the flue.

And the limeraiku (modelled on the baiku, q.v., and invented by Ted
Pauker):

There's a vile old man
OfJapan who roars at whores:
Wheret your bloody fan?'

And the limick, which Ogden Nash excelled at:
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limited edition

A young flirt of Ceylon
Vho led the boys on,
Playing'Follow the Leda',
Succumbed to a swan.

And the limerick poem, of which a famous example is the anonymous
old Man of Nantucko'"r, 

", 
his cash in a bucket.

His daughter, called Nan,
Ran away with a man,
And as for the bucket, Nantucket.

And so on.
And lastly yh1t. might be called the 'non' or 'truncated' limerick,

or even, conceivably, the'gimmerick':

A daring theologian of Aberystwyth
Met a young lady to play whist with.

She trumped his 6rst trick,
So he took out his clasp-knife and cut her bloody throat from

ear to ear.

See also MAcARoNrc.

limited edition An edition of a work which is restricted to a cerrain
number of copies. They are usually numbered and the book is not
reprinted in the same form.

line A formal structural division in a poem, normally classified accord-
ing to the number of feet it contains. For example, a pentameter (q.v.)
contains five feet, a hexameter (q.v.) six feet, and so on. See Foor;
METER.

line endings In prosody there are two general types, according to the
position of the final stress (q.".) near the end of the line. A masculine
ending has the stress on the final syllable; the feminine has the last
stress on the penultimate (occasionally the ante-penultimate) syllable.
The following verse from Sir John Suckling illustrates the two basic
kinds:

\flhy so pale and wan, fond lover?
Prithee, why so pale?

\(iill, when looking well can't move her,
Looking ill prevail?
Pr i thee, -whysopale? 

-  r !  ? ; i  '  1 '

The first and third lines are feminine; the others masculine.
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Blank verse (q.a.), especially in Tudor and Jacobean drama, has
many feminine endings (q.o.),which help to preserve colloquial speech
rhythms.

lingo A loosely colloquial term for a foreign language or eny strange
unintelligible speech; as in 'Do you speak the lingo?' It probably
derives from Portuguese lingoa, from Latin lingua, 'a tongue'.

linguistics The scientific study of language. Descriptive linguistics
classifies the characteristics; historical or comparative linguistics deals
with its growth and development. The principal branches of linguis-
tics are: etymology, semantics, phonetics, morphology and syntax..See
DEEP STRUCTURE.

linked rhyme See nHYns.

linked sonnet See sprusBRrAN soNNET.

lipogram A work which avoids using a particular letter of the alpha-
bet, such as George Perec's La Disparition (196), translated into
English as a lipogram by Gilbert Adair (A Void, r99).Although the
exercise is of ancient origin, the lipogram has become the special
province of the group of writers known as Oulipo (q.r.).

lira (Sp 'lyre') A Spanish stanz^ form and a special form of the canci6n
(q.".).It consists of a combination of five eleven-syllable and seven-
syllable lines rhyming ababb. The name derives from Garcilaso de la
Vega's fifth canci6n, which begins 'Si de me baja lira'.

lisible (F'legible') Roland Barthes's term (from S/2, ry7o) for the'read-
erly' (usually 'classic') text which is experienced with little interpre-
tive effort; the lisible is opposed to the 'scriptible' ('writerly'), the
usually Modernist work whose texture is complex, possibly even
opaque, and requires the analytical intervention of the reader. The
'scriptible' insists on the collusion of the reader in the production of
meaning; the lisible relies on established literary conventions recog-
nized (perhaps unconsciously) by the reader, and does not, as part of
its aesthetic, attempt to impose its own mechanics as the subject of
interpretation. .See nreornrv/\rRrTERly.

litany (Gk 'supplication') A liturgical prayer consisting of a series
of petitions or invocations, often chanted by a church choir in
procession.

literae humaniores (L 'the more humane letters') The phrase denotes
the 'Classics', namely Latin and Greek, and is usually used in con-
nection with the study of. the Classics; so, a student rnay 'read
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Classics'. At Oxford University literae humaniores (often abbreviated
to lit. hum.\ refers to the srudy of them in a degree course, and this
course is also'referred to as 'Mods and Greats' (courses lasting five
terms for 'Mods'or 'Moderations' and seven terms for 'Greats').  I t  is
not clear when literae bumaniore,r came to denote Latin and Greek and
their study, but during the Renaissance period it seems to have denoted
the works of Classical Latin and Greek authors, as opposed to the
theological works of the medieval schoolmen.

. 
The Society of Jesus (the Jesuits) - founded by St Ignatius Loyola

in 1134 -was approved by the Pope in r;4o, and among the litterae
bamanbres dinersarum linguaram recognized in the Ratio Studiorum
of Aquaviva (ttgg), which remained unaltered for centuries, the prin-
cipal place was always assigned to Latin as the language of the Society
and the Roman Catholic Church. TheJesuit schools - theJesuirs were
to play a very important part in education from the tTth c. onwards
- became seminaries of what is called 'silver Latin'. The Latin grammar
used in all schools for a great many years was that of Alvarez, theJesuit
Rector of the school at Lisbon (r1lr). Much more time and effort were
devoted to the study of the style than the content of the 'pagan'

Classics.
Dictionaries provide a reference to literae ltamaniores used as a

phrase in ry47. As a degree course at O#ord, literae humaniore.r came
into existence with the New Examination Statute of r8oo. It was not
confined to Classics. Candidates were examined in Divinity, Ethics,
Rhetoric, Logic, Mathematics and Natural Philosophy as well as in
'the chief Latin and Greek classics'. The first Honours Examination
under the new statute was held in r8oz. In r8o7 a new Honours School
of Mathematics and Physics appeared as a separate entity from literae
bumaniores. Classics were also introduced. In r8o8 Robert Peel (later
to be British Prime Minister and founder of the police force - hence
'Bobbies'and 'Peelers') took the first'double first'. This then meant
a 'first' in literae bnmani.ores and a 'first' in Maths and Physics, not in
both'Mods and Greats'as later. In r8o9 Brasenose College monopo-
lized the only three 'firsts' in lit. hum.

In rSyo a new First Public Examination was introduced to come
between Responsions and the Final Schools ('schools'denotes final
exams which are done in the 'Schools' building). It soon became
known as 'Moderations' or 'Mods' after the Moderators who con-
ducted it, the term'Examiners' being properly reserved for those who
examined the Final Schools. Seven Moderators were appointed, of
whom four examined in Greek and Latin literature and three in Maths.
It seems that 'Greats' had already been for some time in use as a slang
term for the Final Honours School. The OED cites its first instance
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in Cuthbert Bede's novel Tbe Adventures of Mr Verdant Green pub-
lished in fi53-7 ('Bede' was Edward Bradley's pseudonym). At some
stage 'Greats' came to be specifically applied to the Final Honour
School of lit. bunt. Originally,'Greats'had signified the Final School,
as opposed to Responsions, which were'Smalls'. It is not clear when
the pattern of five terms for 'Mods' and seven for 'Greats' became
fixed. The present stnrcture may have arisen because undergraduates
studied the poets and orators for'Mods' and the philosophers and his-
torians for 'Greats'. In the latter years of the rgth c. more emphasis
came to be laid on philosophy and Greek and Roman history in their
own rights. The pattern appears to have been well established by the
r89os. See also JEsuIT DRAMA; scHolAsrrclsM; scHoor. DRAMA.

literal Several meanings may be distinguished: (a) the misprint of a
letter; (b) taking the meaning of words in their primary and non-
figurative sense, as in literal interpretation; (c) giving an exact render-
ing of something, as in literal translation; (d) an opinion based on what
is actually written, as opposed to what is implied. See rrcuRATrvE
LANGUAGE.

literariness The object of literary srudies in the early phase of Russian
Formalism (q.".).Roman Jakobson defined it thus in r9r9: 'The

subject of literary science is not literature, but literariness, i.e. that
which makes a given work a literary work.' Literariness is closely asso-
ciated with what is known as defamiliarization (q.o.)= both concepts
emphasize that the defining features of a literary work reside in its
form.

literary forgeries Early examples of forgery date from pre-Christian
times. Heraclides Ponticus (4th c. nc) was alleged to have presented
his own tragedies under the name of Thespis, the first Athenian tragic
poet; and Lobon of Argos was accused of composing verses that he
'quoted' in a work on poets and poetry. Since those times - and
increasingly since the Renaissance period - there have been celebrat-
ed instances of forgery. One of the best known concerns the Letters
of Phalaris (r48 in all), about which there was a dispute late in the rTrh
c. Phalaris was a tyrant of Acragas in the 6th c. nc. For many centuries
the authenticity of the so-called lecers was unquestioned. In fi92 Sir
\X/illiam Temple insisted on their authenticity in his essay Of Ancient
and Modem Learning. Temple's opinions were attacked by \)flilliam
'Wotton. 

Richard Bentley then became involved in the controversy
and, in hts Dissertation on the Epistles of Phalazi, proved beyond

. ,doubt that they were spurious and were probably written by a sophist
in the znd c. no. The whole aff.air was agreeably satirized by Swift in
Tbe Battle of tbe Books (t6g).
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During the early Renaissance, frauds of one kind and another pro-
liferated as a result of the widespread enthusiasm for antiquity and
classical learning. Some of the most famous were contained in the
Antiqnitatarn variarum ztolurnina of lohannes Annius (r432-r loz).
These included matter ascribed to Fabius Pictor and Myrilus and the
five spurious books of Berosus.

ln c. 166o certain erotic dialogues were ascribed to Luisa Sigea, a
Spanish bluestocking (q.o.). They were in fact composed by one
Nicolas Chorier, an antiquarian and a lawyer, who claimed that his
Latin was a translation of Luisa's Spanish.

The annals of English literature contain some 6ne examples of
fraudulence in the rSth c. The most exotic concerned the impostor
George Psalmanazer $679?-V61.), born in southern France, who 6rst
adopted a mendicant life masquerading as a native Japanese Christian,
and then passed himself off as a kind of pagan prototype drop-out who
lived on roots, herbs and raw flesh. To make his imposture the more
plausible he invented a language of his own and devised 'religious'

ritual of a pagan kind. Having enlisted in a regiment of the Duke of
Mecklenburg, he was taken up by a villainous clergyman named
Villiam Innes, chaplain to a Scottish regiment at Sluys. Innes, who, in
effect, become his 'manager', baptized him as a Protestant convert,
persuaded him to pretend that he was a native of Formosa and brought
him to England where he presented him as a Christian Formosan who
had been abducted by theJesuits. Introduced by Innes to the Anglican
hierarchy in r7o3, he became an object of much curiosity and enjoyed
a remarkable social success. He spoke Latin fluently with Archbishop
Tillotson and dedicated his book, Historical and Geographical
Desriptian of Formostt, An Isknd Subjeo to tbe Emperor of Japan
G7o+), to Henry Compton, Bishop of London. The Bishop arranged
for Psalmanazer to be sent to Oxford so that he could teach his ficti-
tious Formosan to furure missionaries. In ryo7 Psalmanazar published
A Dialogue between a lapanese and a Formosan about Some Points of
the Religion of the Time. In c. r7o7 Innes withdrew his support as
mentor and was made Chaplain-General to the English forces in
Portugal (this was a reward for his conversion of his prot6g6 ro
Protestantism). Psalmanazar could not maintain the imposture
without the cleric's help but still found patrons. Eventually he 

-became

a distinguished Hebraist, contributed to the Unioersal History and
lived to a ripe old age. His Memoirs were published in 1764 and these
gave an account of his deception. During his heyday the bogus
Formosan was highly regarded,'even venerated, by * multitude of
eminent men, including Dr Johnson, who was wont to drink with
him in an alehouse in Old Sffeet, London. The image of the great
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lexicographer discussing aspects of phoney Formosan etymology with
such an accomplished con-man gives piquancy to a wholely bizarre
affair.

A much more serious and influential series of forgeries * which had
some bearing on the r 8th c. cult of primitivism (q.o.) - were those per-
petrated by the Scot James Macpherson $736-96). These came to be
known as the Ossianic forgeries.

ln ry58 Macpherson publishedTbe Highlander, an heroic poem in
six cantos (q.".).The following year he met John Home, the play-
wright, and presented him with his first Ossianic forgery The Death
of Oscar. Home and Hugh Blair, a Scottish divine and professor of
rhetoric, gave encouragement to Macpherson, who, in 176o, produced
Fragments of Ancient Poetry, Collected in tbe Highknds of Scotknd,
and Translated from tbe Gaelic or Erse Language. These fragments
aroused considerable interest and there were rumours that a Gaelic
epic existed. Macpherson now had a following and he scoured
Scotland collecting materials for Fingal, an Ancient Epic Poern, in Six
Books - which appeared in ry62. This was alleged to be a translation
of an epic by Ossian, the son of Finn (or Fingal). The following year
another epic, Temora, appearred. These combined events were a liter-
ary sensation. The news spread swiftly across Britain and to the con-
tinent, where German literary circles (which included Goethe, Schiller
and Klopstock) became extremely enthusiastic. However, in England
doubt and suspicion soon began to circulate.'When Macpherson was
asked to produce his originals he faked them. After Macpherson died
a committee investigated the whole imposture and found that he had
edited miscellaneous Gaelic poems and invented passages of his own.
But, such was the popularity of the Ossianic poetry that many were
reluctant to accept the fact that it was forgery.

Enthusiasm for Shakespeare's plays in the r8th c. also produced a
spate of forgeries. George Steevens forged a letter from Peele to
Marlowe on Shakespeare and passed it off for many years. Villiam
Henry Ireland $777-r\ y) produced a mortgage-deed relating to
Shakespeare, then extracts from a play titled William tbe Conqueror
and then a complete play - Vortigern and Rowena - which Sheridan
produced at Drury Lane in ry96.Itwas a disaster. By this stage Ireland
was already under suspicion and in the same year acknowledged his
deceits in An Autltentic Account of tbe Shahespearian Manuscripts.

Later, another prominent forger of Shakespeare^nawas John Payne
Collier (r789-188r). As librarian to the Duke of Devonshire he had
access,to documents and manuscripts, and he produced a succession
of frauds: Neat Faos Regarding the Life of Shahespeare (1831), Neu
Particuhrs (1835), Further Particuhrs (r8j9), The Egerton Papers
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(r84o), Memoirs of Edutard Alleyn (r84r), Alleyn Papers (1843) and
Diory of Philip Henslowe (t8+l).Many scholars and antiquarians were
duped, but Collier was gradually exposed in the r8;os.

No doubt Steevens, Ireland and Collier were affected by the suc-
cesses of George Psalmanazar, and Macpherson, and other r 8th c.
forgers such as Villiam Lauder and John Pinkerton. No doubt, too,
they were influenced by the achievements of the prodigy Thomas
Chatterton (t752-7o), who began his career as a forger when only
sixteen. ln 1768 he produced Felix Farley's Bristol Joumelt a piece of
archaic prose which he supported with fake documents. There were
also the famous 'Rowley' poems, including The Bistol Tragedie.
These purported to be the creation of a r tth c. Bristol poet, Thomas
Rowley, a friend of \lriiliam Canynge (a Bristol merchant who acrual-
ly existed). Chatterton also faked correspondence between the rvro,
plus a treatise on painting 'bie T. Rowlie' and several Ossianic prose
pieces. Controversy about his work went on for over a hundred years
and he was much admired by other poets, including'Wordsworth and
Keats.

The most notorious of more recent forgers was Thomas James'Wise
(;85yr937), the bibliographer, collector and editor who formed the
great Ashley Library. He persuaded the printers Richard Clay and
Sons to produce editions of short works by established authors that
antedated the accepted first editions. His authors included Thackeray,
Robert Browning, Elizabeth Browning, Matthew Arnold, George
Eliot" Ruskin, Tennyson, Swinburne and Kipling. His masterpiece was
Elizabeth Browning's Sonnets (Reading, 1847), which he launched in
1893. \7ise was ultimately exposed in ry34 in An Enquiry into the
Natare of Certain Nineteentb Century Pampblets byJohn Carter and
Graham Pollard. They cited fifty-four fraudulent works. Over thirry
more were found in later years.

After the Second \Uforld \flar a sensation was caused by the so-called
diary of Hitler's mistress Eva Braun. It was serialized in some news-
papers and then found to have been composed of passages taken from
Meine Vergangenbeit by the Countess Larisch (which was first pub-
lished in English in r9r3).

Other famous forgeries were: (a) The old Czech texts issued by
Viclav Hanka in 18ry and r8r8. The Zelenohorslej was ascribed to
the 9th-roth c. and the Kr,ilood&torskj rukopis to the r3th c. These
were ultimately exposed by Masaryk in 1885-7. 6) The forgery by
Constantine Simonides of what was claimed to be the oldest Homer
manuscript, which he sold in r854 to Sir Thomas Phillipps,,the great
rgth c. private collector. Simonides also invented a work by Uranius
on the kings of Egypt, which was denounced by the German scholar
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Tischendorf. (c) The fragments of Deuteronorny in Hebrew composed
by Shapira, who claimed that they had been found by a Bedouin in a
cave near the Dead Sea and that they dated from the 9th c. sc. The
French scholar Charles Clermont-Ganneau concluded that they had
been made from pieces cut from the edge of a synagogue scroll of the
Law.

Literary forgery has seldom been a subject or theme in fiction,
but Rudyard Kipling wrote one ingenious short story, Dayspring
Misbandled Q9z8), which ffeats it cleverly and convincingly. It is also
prominent in Peter Ackroyd's novel Chatterton (rg9il.

The dividing line between a forgery and a hoax may often appear
to be thin. However, basically, a forger has a serious intention to
deceive and maintain a deception. And he is likely to show much deter-
mination in avoiding exposure. Motives are various. Forgery may be
for monetary gain, for revenge, to make a fool of someone (or many),
or to discredit an authoriry; or merely to enjoy the vicarious laurels
of anonymous fame in secrecy and privacy. Pride, vanity, spite and dis-
appointment may all be motivating forces. A hoaxer, on the other
hand, has a more light-hearted approach, regards the deception as a

ioke and, sooner or later, 'comes clean'.
There have been numerous literary hoaxes. Among the most suc-

cessful were those achieved by Prosper M6rim6e (r8o3-7o), who began
his literary career with Ze Thdhtre de Clara Gazul (r8zy), which pur-
ported to be a translation of six short plays by the Spanish actress
'Clara Gazul'. These were published anonymously. Her portrait (a
faked portrait of the zz-year-old M6rim6e in a mantilla) appeared as
the frontispiece. A second augmented edition (r83o) included Ie
Carrosse du Saint-Sacretnent, a fine one-act play (q.r.,.). M6rim6e fol-
lowed his original success with another work under the improbable
and exotic pseudonym of Hyacinthe Maglanowich. La Guzk Q8z7)
was more ambitious, for it comprised 'transladons' of Illyrian
national songs and poems. See ptncrARlsM; psEUDEprcRApHA.

literary prizes The prize system in general is a zoth c. phenomenon,
the product of a century obsessed with competitions and with mater-
ial gain and reward. The system pervades all classes of 

'Western 
society

and a wide range of activities from show-jumping to art, from ball-
room dancing to the growing of vegetables. The absurd proliferation
of medals and orders is an aspect of the obsession (witness the droves
of generals who never heard a shot fired in battle and whose uniforms
are plastered with four or five rows of ribbons). It may be argued that
the need and desire to assess, judge, grade and reward human effort
and attainment is a malaise of increasingly decadent humanism (4.u.)
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which perceives worldly success and its recognition to be an essential
part of this life.

As far as literature is concerned there have been numerous criti-
cisms of the prize system and some writers have actually rejected
major prizes. For instance, George Bernard Shaw, awarded the Nobel
Prize (q.".) for literature in t925, initially refused the prize but ac-
cepted the honour. The cynic might say that as he was a rich man he
could well afford to decline the cash. Later he agreed to hold the
money until it could be put to some good use. In t925, too, Sinclair
Lewis, the American novelist, rejected the PulitzerPrize (both money
and honour). In r93o he accepted the Nobel on the grounds that it was
an international prize for excellence. In explanation of the apparent
inconsistency he cited the curious qualification under the terms of

Joseph Pulitzert will that the prize was to be given'for the American
novel published during the year which shall best present the whole-
some atmosphere of American life, and the highest standards of
American manners and manhood'. Lewis found the narrowness of this
stipulation unacceptable and gave Hemingway's A Fareutell to Anns
and Volfet Look Homeanrd, Angel as examples of novels which
should have been rewarded. In ry64Jean-Paul Sartre was awarded the
Nobel but refused it. He said: 'U6crivain doit refuser. . . de se laisser
transformer en institution.'

There are vast numbers of prizes for achievements in literature.
France alone has about a thousand of them. There are many fewer
(about fifry) in Britain - where literature is not taken so seriously.
Since ry69 the Booker McConnell (q.n.) has become the best known
in Britain. The \(hitbread Literary Awards (for novel, first novel,
biography, children's novel and poetry) are also well known. So is the
\f. H. Smith and Son Literary Award for fiction (begun in r9y9). A
prestigious prize is the Hawthornden, awarded each year to a British
writer under forty-one for a work of imaginative literature. The Arts
Council awards four prizes: for a biography, a novel, poetry and short
stories. The Royal Society of Literature (q.v.) administers the r$(rinifred

Holtby Memorial Prize (founded in ry66) for a regional novel (q.".)
by a writer under thirty-seven. The RSL also administers the Benson
Medal (founded in ryr7), and the Heinemann Award for Literature
(founded in ry44); this goes to those forms of literature which are not
so remunerative, such as poetry criticism, biography and history. The
Society of Authors (q.'u.) makes awards from the Somerset Maugham
Trust Fund (set up by Somerset Maugham in ry46) to writers under
thirry-five. The British Academy operates the Rose Mary Crawshay
Pize for English Literature - a prize awarded annually to a woman.
Another particularly prestigious pnze is the James Tait Black
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Memorial Prize (rwo awards are made annually, for a biography and
a novel). In Scotland the Frederick Niven Lirerary Award is adminis-
tered by the Scottish Centre of International PEN (4.2.) and given
every three years for a novel by a Scot. In 1964 Faber and Faber estab-
lished the Geoffrey Faber Memorial Prize: an annual award for a novel
and a volume of verse, to a writer not more than forty. Two notable
poetry prizes are the Queen's Gold Medal for Poetry (founded r%4)
and the Villiam Foyle Poetry Prize. There are several prizes for
drama, including the Evening Standard Award for the best play of the
year.

In the USA the main prize is the Pulitzer, established under the will
of Joseph Pulitzer, a newspaper proprietor. The prizes are confined to
American citizens and are offered in the interests of poetry drama, the
novel, biography and American history. Titled the 'Pulitzer Prizes in
Letters', they were established in ryry and are controlled by the
School of Journalism at Columbia University. Several prizes are
awarded by the American Academy of Arts and Letters. They include
the annual Award of Merit Medal (for a novel, poetry drama, paint-
ing and sculpture in rotation), the Sflilliam Dean Howells Medal for
fiction (every 6ve years) and the Emerson-Thoreau Medal for a
writer's whole achievement in literature. The National Institute of
Arts and Letters administers the Russell-Loines Prize which is
awarded occasionally - to an American or British poet who is of dis-
tinction but not widely recognized. Other poetry prizes include the
Bollingen (awarded every two years) and the Poetry Sociery of
America Annual Award. The Anisfield-Volf Awards go to scholarly
works and works of a creative kind in the specialized field of race
relations.

In France societies and academies award many of the prizes. The
Acad6mie Frangaise awards several each year, including the Prix dw
Roman. The Prix Goncourt is among the most prestigious and
influential awards. It is awarded by the Acad6mie Goncourt (founded
in r9o3) and goes to the best imaginative prose work, preferably a
novel, published in the preceding year. Two similar prizes are the Prix
Fernina (founded in r9o4) and the Prix Tbiophraste Renaudot founded
in ry25. Other prizes for novels are the Prix de k Renaissance (r9zr),
the Prix Interalli| (rglo) and the Prix du Quai des Orfivres $946).
This last is the most important of a number of prizes given for the best
rornan policier (q.r.) or detective novel. The Acad6mie Frangaise also
awards the Grand Prix d,e Littdrature for works of prose or poetry of
outstanding literary merit in form and content. Annual prizes awarded
by the Maison de Po6sie include the Prix Petitdidier and the Prix Paul
Verlaine.
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In Germany the Deutsche Akademie fiir Sprache und Dichtung,
Darmstadt, awards the Georg Biichner-Prels. Two other notable ones
are the Scbiller-GedAchtnispreis (for young and established writers)
and the Lessing-Preis f.or creative work in the 6elds dealt with by
Lessing. In Austria the Osterreichische Akademie der'$(/issenschaften
gives the Grillparzer-Preis for drama.

Two prestigious international prizes are the Prix Formentor, an
annual award for a work of fiction which is submitted by one of a
group of fourteen publishers of different nations, and rhe Prix
Intemationale de Littdrature for a work of fiction in any language.

Science fiction (q.".) has its special prizes such as the Hugo and the
Nebula. The world of crime fiction, mystery suspense and detection
also has special prizes. The Crime 

'$friters 
Association gives annual

awards for a novel of any crime fiction in English to a novelist from
any country. There are the Gold Dagger Award and the Silver Dagger
Award. An important American one is the Edgar Allan Poe special
award for mystery writers.

literati (L 'the learned') This term was introduced by Robert Burton

$577-t64o), author of The Anatomy of Mekncholy (:'6zr), who used
it to describe the literate class in China. Later it denoted writers and
readers of 'fashionable'literature and it is now used to refer to habitads
of the literary clubs of r8th c. Edinburgh and also to the professional
men (e.g. lawyers, clergymen) who were supporters of the Moderate
party in the Church of Scotland. More generally, the term is used
(sometimes not wholly seriously) to describe men of letters and
learned men. The meaning is not dissimilar ta cognoscenti-'those who
know' or who are'in the know'.

literature A vague term which usually denotes works which belong to
the major genres: epic, drama,lyric, novel, short story ode (qq.v.).lI
we describe something as 'literature', as opposed to anything else, the
term carries with it qualitative connotations which imply that the
work in question has superior qualities; that it is well above the ordi-
nary run of written works. For example: 'George Eliot's novels are lit-
erature, whereas Fleming's Bond books are unquestionably not.'

However, there are many works which cannot be classified in the
main literary genres which nevenheless may be regarded as literature
by virtue of the excellence of their writing, their originality and their
general aesthedc and artistic merits. A handful of examples at random
suggests how comprehensive the term can be. For instance: Aristotle's
treatises on Poetics and Rhetoric; St Augustine's CioitasDei; Erasmus's
Moriae Encomium; Descartes's Discourse on Metbod;. Berkeley's
Platonic Dialogues; Gibbons's Decline and FalI of the Roman Empire;
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Prescott's History of the Conquest of Mexico; Darwin's On the Origin
of Species; Lord Acton's Essays on Cburcb and State; Lytton Strachey's

Queen Viaoria; R. G. Collingwood's Tbe ldea of Naturel D'Arcy
'Wentworth 

Thompson's On Growth and Form; Sir Arthur Keith's z4
Neu Theory of Human Ez.tolution; Sir Charles Sherrington's Man on
His Nature; Sir Steven Runciman's z{ History of the Crusades; and
Dame Rebecca'West's Tbe Meaning of Trea.soz. Scores of others might
be added to such a list.

literature of escape From the First and Second \X/orld \(/ars came many
books about escaping - mostly from prisoner-of-war camps. They
form almost a minor genre of their own, and many of them, apart from
being very exciting, are well written. Vell-known examples from the
First Vorld !(ar are: H. E. Hervey's Cagebirds; H. G. Durnford's Tle
Tunnellers of Holzminden; Escapers All by various contributors; and
The Escaping CIub. Probably the most famous from the Second'World
'War 

is The Wooden Horse (rg+g) by Eric Villiams. There have been
many others, including T. D. Teare's The Evader; Andr6 Devigny's
Escape from Montlag David Jamest A Prisoner's Progress; Airey
Neave's They Hazte Tbeir Exits; George Millar's Homed Pigeon;
Anthony Deane-Drummond's Return Tichet;\f. B. Thomas's Dare to
be Free; Peter Medd's The Long Walle Home; \tr K. Sexton's We
Fought for Freedorn; and Anthony Farrar-Hockley's The Edge of the
Sanrd.

literature of terror See corHrc Novrr/rlcrloN; HoRRoR sroRy.

litotes (Gk from lit6s,'single, simple, meagre') A figure of speech which
contains an understatement for emphasis, and is therefore the oppo-
site of hyperbole (q.".).Often used in everyday speech (frequently
with a negative assertion) and usually with laconic or ironic intentions.
A stock instance is 'not bad' meaning 'very good'. See also IRoNy;
METOSTS; PARADIASTOLE.

littdrateur (F 'a man of letters') One who devotes himself to the study
of writing of literature. It may also suggest an amdteur or dilettante.

little magazines Minority periodicals which publish poetry and fiction,
reviews, etc. There have been many of them and they have tended to
have rather brief lives. It may be that they received their epithet'little'
after the American literary magazine The Little Reoiew (founded in

ryr4).Some of the early 'little' magazines were Tbe Saooy (founded
1896), Rhythm (r9rr-r3), Bkst (t9t4-rt), the organ of vorticism
(q.o.), and New Verse (tgtt-il. More recently, notable examples have
been Stand Ggrz), Arnbit GgSg), Agenda GgSil - all of which were
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still appearing in the r99os - The Reoieut Q96z) andThe Neat Reztieut
(rgz+t).

liturgical drama Drama originating in the medieval church and its
ritual forms of worship, especially that of the chanted dialogue
between the celebrant and the congregation during Mass. Both
medieval practitioners and modern historians have described the Mass
as a kind of ritual drama, with setting, impersonation of character, and
even comic plot (because it 'begins in adversity and ends in peace').
Secular drama in the form of Passion, Miracle and Mystery Plays
(qq.r.), developed beyond the church in the communities, probably
has its roots in lirurgical drama. (See O. B. Hardison, Chistian Rite
and Chistian Drama in the Middle 4gtt, tg6S.) As services v/ere
elaborated additional melodies (and tropes, Q.o., in dialogue form)
were interpolated. These plays became more popular, vernacular
elements were introduced, and the laity as well as the clergy took part
in them. They are almost certainly the source of the Mystery Plays
(q.tr.). See also MTRACLE PLAY.

Liverpool poets A group of poets native to the cicy of Liverpool who,
in the early ry6os, began to give public recimls of their work, often to
the accompaniment of music. Their emergence coincided with that of
the pop group the Beatles, and with the advent of the Anglo-American
jazzpoetry (q.".) movement. The principal poets were (and are) Roger
McGough, Brian Patten and Adrian Henri. Robustly Liverpudlian,
witry slangy and sometimes bawdy, their work reached a sizeable pop
audience. At first they were looked at somewhat askance by serious
critics, but by the r97os they had become more or less famous through
various anthologies and it was realized what fine poets they are. Their
merits were even appreciated by school examination boards. No doubt
as a sop to populism.

Living Newspaper A form of political propaganda (q.v.) drama which
uses topical material and journalistic techniques in the treatment of
current social and political issues. It might also be described as a kind
of document^ry revue (q.".). Such plays are usually presented in a
series of short scenes and they are often satirical. The invention of this
dramatic form is usually attributed to the Red Army of Soviet Russia
during the Revolution. The Department of Agitation and Propaganda
(Agitprop) was created in rgzo as a part of the Central Committee
Secretariat of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union. Agitprop was
responsible (as it continued to be) for a wide variety of theatrical pre-
sentations in the cause of political propaganda. Agitprop,also used all
mass media. In the United States the Federal Theater Project created
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a Living Newspaper unit in r93y. This was highly successful and ran
for four years. In England the Living Newspaper was pioneered by
the Unity Theatre (q.r,.),which was founded ry376inl.ondon. It was
a left-wing amateur group which specialized in socialist and
Communist plays and what was called'agitational'drama. During the
Second \fiorld rVar Living Newspaper techniques were used for pro-
paganda purposes. See ecrtpnop DRAMA; DocuMENTARy THEATRE.

Living Theater An ar.tant-garde (q.o.) drama company founded by

Julian Beck andJudith Malina in New York in ry47.To start with they
presented verse drama (mostly zoth c.) and later concentrated more on
improvised drama and what has come to be loosely described as 'alter-

native theatre' (q.r.). The company was itinerant in Europe and devel-
oped anarchist views. Audience participation was encouraged and
audiences were even harassed. Notable productions were Parad.ise
Now Q968) and Prornetbeu.s (1978). The company dispersed in the
mid-r98os . See also THrRD THEATRE.

livre i clef (F 'book with a key') Also known as ^ rorna.n ). clef, in
English as a key novel and in German as a Schliisselrornan. Usually a
work of fiction in which actual persons are presented under fictitious
names. The genre developed in rTth c. France, from which time
notable examples are Mme de Scud6ry's Le Grand Cyrus (t6+g-Sl)
and Cl4lie (r6y6-6o), and La Bruybre's Caraoires (1588). The 'keys'

were provided later. Periodically since, there have been other instances.
An early example in English is Mrs Manley's The New Atakntis

G7o9),published with a key to its characters. Thomas Love Peacock's
Nightmare Abbey (r8r8) contained caricatures of Coleridge, Byron
and Shelley. Disraeli's Venetia G9y) suggested notable figures of his
period. For Coningsby $8a$ Disraeli had a key to the characters pub-
lished separately. Aldous Huxley's Point Counter Point (t9z9) caused
some stir. In it the personalities of D. H. Lawrence, Oswald Mosley
and Middleton Murry were thinly disguised. Somerset Maugham
wrote several liztres h clef and earned some disapproval for his lack of
effort to disguise characters.

livre de poche A cheap paperback format first produced in France in
rgfi by Henri Filipacchi. Its forebears include the pamphlet and the
bibliothbque bleu (q.".). The format was immensely successful. By the
r98os one-third of all books published in France were in the poche
format and over two-thirds of literary texts.

liodahittr An Eddic meter. The first and third lines of each sranza are
like the usual line of the fornyrdislag (q.".).The second and fourth
lines are shorter and lack a caesura (q.".).
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loa (Sp 'praise') A kind of theatrical prologue (q.zt.) or address to an
audience intended to evoke sympathetic support. They were first used
in the early autos sdcraftrentales (q.a.) and soon became a part of
secular drama. There are between forty and fifty loas in the picaresque
(q.r.) novel Viaje entretenido (r6o3) by Rojas Villandrando.

loan word A word imported into a language from another language, or
'borrowed' from it. Very often such borrowings are permanent.
English, a particularly permeable language, has assimilated a huge
number of foreign elements, especially French, Scandinavian, Celtic,
Latin and Greek. The following common words, for instance, are of
Scandinavian origin: (a) substantives - axle, dregs, skill and window;
(b) verbs - clasp, droop, glitter, skulk and want; (c) adjectives -

awkward, muggy, sly, ugly and wrong. Two recent importations which
look likely to become a permanent part of the language are the Russian
words glasnost and perestroilea. See a/so nrorocrsM.

local colour The use of detail peculiar to a pafticular region and envi-
ronment to add interest and authenticiry to a narrative. This will
include some description of the locale, dress, customs, music, etc. It is
for the most paft decorative. Vhen it becomes an essential and intrin-
sic part of the work then it is more properly called regionalism. A
number of American authors have used local colour successfully. For
instance: Joel Chandler Harris, Thomas Nelson Page, Mary N.
Murfee, Francis Hopkinson Smith, George lVashington Cable and
Mark Twain. Zolawas also a good local colourist; so were Kipling and
Hardy. See also REALIsM; REGToNAL NovEL.

loco citato (L'in the place cited') Often abbreviatedto loc. cri., the term
indicates a reference to a book or page or passage already mentioned.
See rnronu; rDEM; oPERE crTATo.

logaoedic (Gk 'speech song') A term which describes a composition
which combines the rhythms of poetry and prose. Applied to Greek
meter in which dactyls are combined with trochees and anapaests with
iambs (qq.".).It may also apply to any mixed metre.

logical stress Also known as rhetorical or sense stress, it is the empha-
sis required by the meaning of the verse. As in these lines from T. S.
Eliot's Ash Wednesd,ay:

Lady of silences
Calm and distressed
Torn and most whole
Rose of memory
Rose of forgetfulness
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Exhausted and life-giving
\il'orried reposeful
The single Rose
Is now the Garden
Vhere all loves end

logocentrism A term coined by the French philosopher Jacques
Derrida (t%o- ). Logocentric means literally 'centred on the word',
but in Derrida's usage logocentrism implies all forms of thought
based on a desire for truth. His view is that logocentrism has
been characteristic of \flestern thought and philosophy since Plato.
Derridat principal sub-category o[. logocentrism is'phonocentrism'
('sound-centring'; hence phonocentric,'centred on sound/speech').
Phonocentrism describes the precedence of speech over writing, again
typified by most 

'Western 
thought since Plato, which decrees that

writing has a tendency to 'contaminate' the purity of the spoken word.
Derrida argues against the privileged position of speech. He contends
that this 'violent hierarchy', as he puts it, is not reversible but that it
is possible to displace it by the idea of diffdrance (q.r.,.),which is a vital
part of his theories of deconstruction (q.zt.). Diffdrance does not
correct or reverse an imbalance (that would be counter to his view of
deconstruction); it can only displace (i.e. make the question of hier-
archy obsolete). See supprf,ueNr.

logodaedalus (Gk /ogos,'word' + daedal, from Daedalus the mythical
artist) An artificer in words (e.g. 

" 
poet). Logodaedaly is verbal

legerdemain.

logogram (Gk /ogos, 'word' * gramma, 'letter') A single sign for a
word. Abbreviated to logo.

logographer (Gk /ogos, 'word' * graphein, 'to write') In Greek liter-
ature one of the earliest annalists, especially those before Herodotus.
It also denotes a professional speech-writer.

logogriph (Gk 'word riddle') An anagram (q.a.) or verses from which
anagrams or other word puzzles can be guessed. See also AcRosTrc.

logomachy (Gk 'word contest') A dispute or fight about words; or
merely in words. See rurrrNc; INvEcrrvE.

logopoeia (Gk 'making of words') A poem both meani and ls. In ABC
of Reading (tgl} Ezra Pound discusses language as a means of com-
munication and finds three ways in which language can be charged
with meaning: (a) by throwing the object, be it fixed or moving, on to
the visual imagination; this is phanopoeia (q.n.); (b) by inducing
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emotional correlations by the sound and rhythm of speech; this is
melopoeia (q.o.); (.) by inducing both of these effects, thus stimulat-
ing the intellectual or emotional associations which have remained in
the receivert consciousness in relation to the actual words or groups
of words employed; this is logopoeia. See oNonAropoEIA; syNAEs-
THESTA; TONE COLOUR.

logorrhoea (Gk 'word flowing') Excessive verbosity and prolixity.
Vulgarly known as'verbal diarrhoea'.

log-rolling Vulgarly known as 'back-scratching'. The practice by
which authors review each other's books favourably. .See purrunv.

Lokalposse (G 'local fxce, burlesque') A genre of German comedy
particularly associated with Vienna late in the r8th c. and early in the
rgth c. Its themes were local (and parochial) and they were treated far-
cically. The main playwrights were: Joseph Gleich (r772-t84r), Karl
Meisl $77yfi9), Adolf Biuerle Q78Gr859) and Johann Nestroy
( r 8o r-62). S ee also BEssERUNGssrucK; LoKALsrucK; volKssrucK.

Lokalstiick (G 'local play') A play written for a local audience in a rural
or urban environment. The dramatists tended to use local dialect. Such
plays v/ere popular in Vienna towards the end of the r 8th c., but were
also written for audiences in Berlin, Munich, Frankfurt and Hamburg.
For the most paft they were comedies. See also BEssERUNGssrucK;
LOKALPOSSE; VOLKSSTUCK.

long measure The LM of the hymn books. A variant of ballad or
common meter. It consists of a tetrameter (q.v.) in which the foot
pattern is usually iambic (but sometimes dacrylic) as in this stanza
from Burns's Lament for James, Earl of Glencaim:

The mother may forget the child
That smiles sae sweetly on her knee;

But I'll remember thee, Glencairn,
And a'that thou hast done for me.

long syllable See r,Irtrn; euANTITy.

loose and periodic sentence In a loose sentence the main clause comes
first and is followed by its dependent clauses. In a periodic the main
clause is last. In the following passage from Macaulay's Essay on
Mihon the first sentence is loose, the second periodic:

They [the Puritans] rejected with contempt the: ceremonious
homage which other sects substituted for the pure worship of the
soul. Instead of catching occasional glimpses of the Deity through
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an obscuring veil, they aspired to gaze full on his intolerable
brightness . . .

lost generation, the This term was in regular use after the First'world'$(ar 
in reference to the host of young men who were killed in it, and

also to the young men who survived and who thereafter were adrift -
morally and spiritually (and in many orher ways). The phrase is
believed to have been invented by Gertrude Stein (1874-1946), a sup-
porter and publicizer of. artisrs and writers who were acrive in the
avant-garde (q.o.) movemenrs of herperiod. The mood of the losr gen-
eration (a mood of disenchanrmenr and, somerimes, cynicism) was
well represented by some American novelists; particularly Scott
Fitzgerald (t896-rg4o). The group of men who later came to be
known as the 'war poets' (q.o.) also belonged to the lost generarion.
Forty or fifty years later men who had spenr their late yourh and early
manhood in the war still referred to themselves as members of the lost
generation.

love poetry See rnouc poETRy.

low comedy A coarse (often bawdy) type of comedy (q.r.), somerimes
used as comic relief (q.".). The mirth it provokes is likely ro come from
the belly rather than the brain. It commonly contains buffoonery slap-
stick (4.2.), violent acrion and ribald jokes. It is thus a crudely funda-
mental form which trades upon people's relish at seeing others
humiliated and ridiculed and involved in scabrous episodes. The
punch-up, the custard-pie conrest and rhe man caught with his
trousers down are common examples of low comedy situations. It is
frequent in Aristophanic comedy, farce (q.v.), medieval English drama,
Tudor and Jacobean drama, and also Resrorarion comedy (q.".).
Notable instances are ro be found inThe Meny Wives of Windsor,the
brothel scenes in Pericles (IV) and several scenes from \Uflycherley's

The Coantry Wfe. Low comedy is also to be found in the satyr play,
the fabuk and the anti-masque (qq.o.).

Low comedy is plentiful in other literary forms. Excellent examples
occur'in Goliardic verse (q.v.), Boccaccio's Decameron and Chaucer's
Canterbary Tales.It may also be applied to Samuel Butler's Hadibras,
Pope's Dunciad and a number of scenes in the sporring novels of
R. S. Surtees. Some of the Mack Sennett and early Charles Chaplin
films are masterpieces of low comedy.

Lucilian satire Formal verse sarire, originating with the Roman poet
Lucilius (znd c. rc): the occasion of satire is an encounrer, in a framing
story between the speaker and an adversary whose remarks ellicit the
speaker's social observations. This is the satirical form practised by
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Horace and Juvenal. Anita Loos's Gentlemen Prefer Blondes OgrS)
is a modern example. See HoRATIAN SATIRE; JUvENALIAN sATIRE;
MENIPPEAN SATIRE; SATIRE.

lullaby A soothing bed-time song or chant to send a child to sleep. The
first lines of some of the better known lullabies are: 'Hush-a-bye baby,
on the ree top'; 'Hush thee, my babby'; 'Rock-a-bye, baby';'Hush-
a-bye, baby'; 'Hush, little baby, don't say a word'g 'The little lady
lairdie'; 'By., baby bunting'; 'Hush ba, burdie beeton'; 'Hush-a-ba

birdie, croon, croon'. See also NURsERv RHvME.

lunule SeepuNcruATroN.

lu-shih (Ch'regulated poem') A verse form developed in China during
the T'ang and Sung dynasties. It also went under the name chin-t'i shih
to distinguish it from hu-sbih or'old poem'. Notable fearures of the
l,4-shib are parallelism (4.2.) and an elaborate tonal pattern. This kind
of formalization also affected the fo (q.".) or prose poem.

Lustspiel (G 'pleasure play') A light or amusing play. A light comedy
(q.".).

Lyon School From the town of Lyon where, in the r5th c., a group of
writers lived and met. They were chiefly poets, and were in some
cases involved in the other arts; their particular interest as a group
was a theory of spiritual love based on ideas of Plato and Plutarch
and enunciated in Antoine Fleroet's Parfaicte Amye (ry4z). The
group was notewofthy for the number of women who took an active

Paft.
The leader of the Lyon School was Maurice Scbve (c. t5o*64),

architect, musician and painter as well as poet. He is known for the
following main works: Ddlie (anagram of I'id,6e), objet de plus hauhe
oertn (tS++); Le Miuocosme (1562), an encyclopaedic poem on the fall
of man; rwo eclogues - Arion GS$) and La Sanlsaye (rS+il.Other
members of the group were Claude de Taillemont and women poets
such as Jeanne Gaillarde, Pernette de Guillet, Cl6mence de Bourges,
and Scdve's sisters Claudine and Sibylle. However, the poet Louise
Lab6 (c. ryz146) was the most prominent of ScBve's colleagues. It is
said that at sixteen this remarkable women fought on horseback in the
siege of Perpignan on the side of the Dauphin. The daughter of a rope-
maker, she married a rope-maker and became known as La Belle
Cordidre. She was a linguist and musician and her house became
known as a salon for the culrured. Some of her poetry was published
in Lyon in r 5 5 y. She also wrote a prose allegory Le D6bat de folie et
d'amour.
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lyric The Greeks defined a lyric as a song to be sung ro the accompa-
niment of a lyre (lyra). A song is still called a lyric (the songs in a
musical are known as lyrics) but we also use the term loosely to
describe a particular kind of poem in order to distinguish it from nar-
rative or dramatic verse of any kind.

A lyric is usually fairly shorr, not often longer than fifty or sixty
lines, and often only between a dozen and thirty lines; and it usually
expresses the feelings and thoughts of a single speaker (not neces-
sarily the poet himself) in a personal and subjective fashion. The range
and variety of lyric verse is immense, and lyric poetry, which is to be
found in most literatures, comprises the bulk of all poetry.

Probably the earliest lyric poerry is Egyptian (c. z6oo nc). The
Pyramid texts of this period reveal examples of the funeral song (a kind
of elegy), the song of praise to the king (a type of ode), and an invo-
cation to the gods (a form of hymn). Inscriptions on tombs of the same
period include the songs of shepherds and fishermen. Later works (c.
r y yo nc) include a love-song and an epitaph (q.r.).

Apart from some Hebrew lyric poetry the most memorable con-
tribution in ancient times came from the Greeks. Like the Egyptian
and Hebrew; the Greek lyric originatedinreligious ceremonial. Greek
lyrics were sung or chanted, sometimes to the accompaniment of a
dance. The dithyramb (q.o.) was originally sung and then took on the
shape of a formal dance. These dithyrambic rhythms were probably
the prototypes of the ode (q.r.), or song of celebration (with divisions
of strophe and antistrophe, qq.o.),which Pindar and Sophocles, among
others, were to write.

There were indeed hints of lyrical mood and subject in Hesiod and
Homer, but it was not until the 7th c. Bc rhar there appeared lyrics
proper. Here we can distinguish between the Aeolian or personal lyrics
written by Sappho and Alcaeus; and the Dorian (more impersonal and
objective) lyrics by Alcman, Arion, Ibycus and Stesichorus.

The yth c. in Greece produced some of the best of all lyric poerry
- by Simonides, Pindar and Bacchylides; and by the dramatists
Aeschylus, Sophocles and Euripides in their beautiful choral odes.
Melic poetry then predominated, in the Dorian mood. Some of
the main lyric types practised v/ere rhe dance song, the dirge, the
dithyramb, ode, hymn and paean (qq.o.).

The Roman lyricists tended to be more subjective and autobio-
graphical in the use of this form (the Aeolian mood), as in the poerry
of Catullus, Tibullus, Propertius, Ovid, Virgil and Martial.

The medieval Latin lyric, from abor.lt AD Joo onwards, showed a
remarkable range of subject and technical skill. The early Church
lyrics were hymns based on the Hebrew Psalter and Greek hymns.
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The major poets of the Middle Ages writing lyrics in Latin were
Abelard, Ausonius, Fortunatus, Paulinus of Nola, Petronius Arbiter
and Prudentius, much of whose work is gathered together in Helen
Vaddell's Medieoal Latin Lyrics (rgrg). The Church lyrics of the rzth
and r3th c. were unique in their beauty. Such were the Stabat Mater
and the Dies lrae.

A parallel development of the so-called Patristic lyric was the
Mozarabic poetry of Spain. Hymns, psalms and poems arising from
religious ceremonial were the chief contributions.

Between c. AD joo and c. AD r2oo two other traditions in the lyric
form can be distinguished. In the first place the OE lyric, of which
outstanding examples are: The Seafarer, Tbe Wanderer, Tbe Wife's
Lament, Tbe Lotter's Message and Deor. ContemporaneouslS the art
of the lyric was being perfected in China and Japan, and between the
rzth and the ryth c. was highly developed in Persia. The main
influence of the Persian lyric was not felt in England until the rgth c.

An abundance of lyric poetry survives from the later Middle Ages.
Much of it was composed by troubadours tnd trouztdres (qq.v.) and
other wandering minstrels, and by the Minnesinger (q.".). Many of the
lyric forms had specific names, like chanso, sintentes, phnh, tenso, pds-
torek and, aubade (qq.".).It was intended to be sung, and it was often
danced to. From the r3th and r4th c. a large number of religious and
devotional lyrics in English survive. Many of them are of great beauty.
The principal European poets of the period who composed lyrics to
be read were Bertrand de Born, Chaucer, Chr6tien de Troyes, Valther
von der Vogelweide, Rutebeuf, Pierre Vidal and Sordello.

The Renaissance period, however, was the great age of the lyric.
Petrarch in Italy and Ronsard in France were the rwo major poets in
this form, especially in the use of the sonnet (q.".). In England Sir
Thomas rVyatt and the Earl of Surrey made outstanding contributions
with their songs, lyrics and sonnets. Some of the finest songs in the
language date from this period. Between c. rtto and the Restoration
period scores of poets wrote lyrics, many of which are extant. The
major collection of such verse in the r6th c. was Tottel's Miscellany

GSS:). The principal lyric poets in this period were Sidney, Daniel,
Spenser, Shakespeare, Campion, Southwell, Drayton, Donne, Ben

Jonson, Herrick, Lovelace, Suckling, Carew, Marvell, Herbert,
Vaughan and Milton. To this period belong the great sonnet sequences
(q.".) of Sidney, Spenser and Shakespeare, the love poems o{ the
Metaphysicals and the mystical and religious lyrics of Donne, Herbert
and Vaughan. Not until the rgth c. do we find a comparable variety
of religious lyrical poetry.

The lyric form was not so much favoured by the rSth c. poets except
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Smart who was a norable minor lyric poet. Some other minor poets
also attempted this form - notably Lady \Winchilsea, Thomas Parnell,
\x/illiam collins and Thomas Gray. The odes of collins and Gray are
particularly distinguished lyrics.

Towards the end of the rSth c. and during rhe Romantic period
(q.".) there was a major revival of lyric poetry throughout Europe. In
the British Isles the most accomplished lyricists were Burrrs,'Wordsworth, 

Blake, Coleridge, Byron, Shelley, Keats, John Clare and
Thomas Moore; in Germany, Goethe, Schiller, Hcilderlin, Eichendorff
and Heine; in France, Lamartine, Victor Hugo, Alfred de Vigny and
Alfred de Musset; in Italy, Giacomo Leopardi; in Spain, Espronceda;
and in Russia, Pushkin.

Throughout the rgth c. many poers used the lyric form. The prin-
cipal English poets were Tennyson, Browning, Swinburne, Matihew
Arnold and Gerard Manley Hopkins. Like some of the Metaphysicals
Hopkins wrote some remarkable religious and mystical poetry. Two
minor poets are associated with him in this respect; namely, Francis
Thompson and Coventry Patmore. Other minor poers who wrote
notable lyrics were Danre Gabriel Rossetti and Christina Rossetti.

In France the major writers of lyric poerry in the later part of the
rgth c. were the Parnassians, parricularly Leconte de Lisle and
Prudhomme. The American poet Edgar Allan Poe had avery consid-
erable influence on Baudelaire who was rhe precursor of the symbol-
zsres. Baudelaire wrote some of the best lyrics in the French language.
The other symboliste poets who wrore fine lyrics were Mallarm6,,
Verlaine and Rimbaud. Since the end of the rgrh c. almost every major
European and American poet has attempted and enriched the lyric
form. One should mention especially \$f. B. Years, Ezra Pound, T. S.
Elioq Dylan Thomas, W. H. Auden, Allen Tate, John Crowe Ransom
and \filliam Carlos Villiams among British and American poets.
Among Frenchmen some of the main composers of lyric verse have
been Verhaeren, Yal6ry, Laforgue, Pierre Emmanuel and Claudel.
Stefan George and Rilke are the rwo oursranding Germans. In Spain
there have been the brothers Manuel and Antonio Machado. In Italy,
D'Annunzio, Campana, IJngaretti, Montale and Quasimodo. Besides
these, scores of minor poets have written fine lyrics.

From the thousands of such poems which exist and from which one
might choose, I take this short poem by John Clare as an example of
the lvric form:

The Secrer

I loved thee, though I told thee nor,
Right earlily and long,



lyrisme romantique

Thou wert my joy in every spot,
My theme in every song.

And when I saw a stranger face
\flhere beauty held the claim,

I gave it like a secret grace
The being of thy name.

And all the charms of face or voice
Vhich I in others see

Are but the recollected choice
Of what I felt for thee.

See also LErcH; METApHysrcAL poETRy; soNG; syMBoL AND
SYMBOLISM.

lyrisme romantique A term used to describe those qualities of French
lyrical poetry which appeared to depend greatly upon the individual
poet's personal experiences and feelings. Thus, deeply subjective
poetry. The four major poets of the French Romantic movement -

Hugo, Lamartine, Musset and de Vigny -'wrote from the heart'.

lysiody See uncoor.
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macabre See onNsr MAcABRE.

macaronic The term derives indirectly from the Italian word rndcca-
roni, an earlier form of maccheroni (denoting a wheaten paste in
rubular form). Properly speaking, macaronic verse is made when a
writer mixes words of his own language with those of another and
twists in his native words to fit the grammar of the foreign tongue (e.g.
standez,,tuornenorum).Broadly speaking, the term applies to any verse
which mixes rwo or more languages together. Latin is the language
most often used, and the intention in macaronics is nearly always
comic and/ or nonsensical.

They are first recorded in Carmen macaronicum de Patavinis $49o)
by Tisi degli Odassi. The form was popularized by Teofilo Folengo in
Liber Macaronices (ryr7). Folengo described his verses as a literary
analogue (q.r.) of macaroni ('a gross, rude, and rustic mixture of
flour, cheese, and butter'). There is a good deal of macaronic verse
in French and German literature (the Germans call it Nudeloerse)
and some interesting examples in English literature: for instance:
several poems by John Skelton, and 'William Drummond of
Hawthornden's 'epic' Polerno-Middinia. Many writers of light verse
and nonsense verse (qq.o.) have diverted themselves by composing
macaronics. This example comes from Malum Opus by the American

J. A. Morgan:

Prope ripam fluvii solus
A senex silently sat;
Super capitum ecce his wig.
Et wig super, ecce his hat.

Blew Zephyrus alte, acerbus,
Dum elderly gentleman sat;
Et capite took up quite torve
Et in rivum projecit his hat.
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and so on for three more verses to the enaoi:

Contra bonos mores, don't swear,
It is wicked, you know (verbum sat),
Si this tale habet no other moral,
Mehercle! You're gratus to that!

Occasionally we find the macaronic limerick (q.r.), of which these are
bawdy examples (they often are bawdy):

And:

King Louis, when passing through Bruges
Met a lady whose :t)'tx':t was so huge
That he said, as he came
In that fabulous dame,
'Atta girl! Apris moi le ddluge.'

There was a young lady of Nantes
Tris jolie, et tris 6l6gante,
But her '$*"'* was so small
It was no good at all,
Except for h plume de ma tdnte.

See also FATRASIE; soRAIsMUs.

maccaronische Dichtung,See uecenoNlc.

Machiavel A character type deriving his name from Niccold
Machiavelli (t46ytyz7), the Florentine statesman and political
philosopher. Machiavelli became famous for Il Principe (written in
rir3), a treatise on statecraft which justifies the use of various expe-
diencies (including cruelry, lies and treachery) in the ruling of a state.
Il Pincipe was often alluded to in Elizabethan drama and during the
Elizabethan period the name of Machiavelli became associated (at any
rate in the popular imagination) with treachery murder, atheism and
every kind of double-dyed villainy and viciousness. The sinister,
resourceful and unscrupulous villain (q.".) - usually an Italian and
often the embodiment of evil - in revenge tragedy (q.v.) of the
Elizabethan and Jacobean periods came to be regarded as a Machiavel.

machinery In his pref.ace to Tbe Rape of tbe Loch (r7tz, r7r4), Pope
refers to macltinery ^s a term invented by the critics 'to signify that
part which the deities, angels or demons are made to act in a poem'.
The term is particularly associated with Greek tragedy in connec-
tion with the deus ex macbina (q.o.) which the Greeks used, to put a
god on stage. It is also associated with epic (q.".) because Homer
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included a large number of gods in the lliad.Thus, supernatural figures
were referred to as 'machines'. There is a good deal of supernatural
'machinery' in Paradise Lost.

macrology (Gk 'long language') Verbose repetition by way of long
words and phrases. See JARGoN; oFFrcrALEsE; pERrpHRAsrs; TAUToL-
oGY; VERBOCRAP.

macron The horizontal sign (-) put over a vowel to indicate length.
See uone.

madrigal (L rnatricalis,'maternal' and so 'simple, primitive') Originally
a pastoral song, it is a short lyric, especially one to be set to music and
intended for several voices. It arose in northern Italy in the r4th c.
and Petrarch wrote a number of them. In the r6th c. there was a revival
of the form and it became extremely popular in England in Tudor
times.

Metrically it showed much veriety.In the r4th c. it tended to consist
of rwo or three tercets (q.".) followed by one or two rhyming cou-
plets. By the r6th c. there were few rules, but for the most part madri-
gals were of ten to fourteen lines and normally ended with a rhyming
couplet. The themes were usually love, the pastoral or the satiric.
Many Tudor poets attempted it, but its three famous English com-
posers were Thomas Morley, Thomas \fleelkes and John \7ilbye.

magazine (!r makhazin, pltral of. mahhzaz, 'a storehouse') A period-
ical (q.a.) publication. See rtrrrE MAGAZTNE.

magic realism This term was coined byFranz Roh and used in the title
of his book Nach-expressionisrnus, magischer Realismas: Probleme der
neuesten europiiiscber Malerei Q9z). He was concerned with the
characteristics and tendencies discernible in the work of certain
German painters of the period, especially the nene Sacbli.chheit (q.v.)
artists of Munich. Their work was marked by the use of still, sharply
defined, smoothly painted images of figures and objects depicted in a
somewhat surrealistic manner. The themes and subjects were often
imaginarS somewhat outlandish and fantastic and with a certain
dream-like quality. The effects could be powerful. Magic realism was
also associated with the rgzos Italian movement stracittd (q.o.).

Later, early in the r94os, the idea and term magic realism reappeared
in the USA. In ry43 the New York Museum of Modern Art held an
exhibition called 'American Realists and Magic Realists'. Among the
distinguished painters whose work was hung were Edward Hopper
( r 8 8 z-r 96 7) and Charles Sheeler (fl\- ry6). Subsequently, Flopper's
paintings in particular were to receive considerable publicity in Britain
and elsewhere.
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Gradually the term came to be associated with certain kinds of
fiction. In the late r94os George Saiko (r892-t962), the Austrian nov-
elist, began to publish fiction of a quasi-surrealistic nature and he
expressed his views about what he called magischer Realismus in his
book Die Wirhlichkeit hat doppelten Boden. Gedanken zum magis-
chen Realismus (1952).

In due course the term caught on in literary circles and was used by
critics. By the r98os it had become a well-established'label'for some
forms of ficdon. It has been applied, for instance, to the work of Luis
Borges (r89q-r988), the Argentinian who in rg1't published his
Historia universal de la infami.a, regarded by many as the first work
of magic realism. The Colombian novelist Gabriel Garcfa Mirquez

$928- ) is also regarded as a notable exponent of this kind of fiction,
especially his novel Cien afi.os de soledad or 'One Hundred Years of
Solitude' Gg6il.The Cuban Alejo Carpentier (r9o4-8o) is another
described as a'magic realist'. Experiments in magic realism effects and
techniques are also to be found in the fiction of Italo Calvino
(t94-8), John Fowles (1925- ), Giinter Grass (tgz7- ), Emma
Tennant (rgl8- ), Angela Carter (tg+t ) and Salman Rushdie
(rg+z- ).

Some of the characteristic features of this kind of fiction are the
mingling and juxtaposition of the realistic and the fantastic or bizarre,
skilful time shifts, convoluted and even labyrinthine narratives and
plots, miscellaneous use of dreams, myths and fairy stories, expres-
sionistic and even surrealistic description, arcane erudition, the
element of surprise or abrupt shock, the horrific and the inexplicable.
It is seldom easy to define it as a genre and a plausible case might
be made that there are plentiful instances of magic realism in the
fiction of Kleist, E. T. A. Hoffmann, Prosper M6rim6e, Fournier,
Kafk4 Ronald Firbank and Edward Upward. See also corulc
novrr/rrcrroN; HoRRoR sroRy; NovEL.

magischer Realismus See r"recrc REALIsM.

magnitizdat Seeseurzoet.

magnum opus (L 'great work') A major literary work, perhaps a
writert masterpiece. Miltont Parad.ise Lost was his magnurn opus.
These days the term is often used ironically.

magody (Gk'rude pantomime) Like lysiody (named after Lysis who
wrote songs for actors playing female characters in male attire) and
hilarody (Gk'joyous song'), magody was a form of Greek rnime (q.rr.).
The magodist took a comic plot or a theme from comedy and worked
out a mime.'Wearing female clothes, he played both male and female
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pafts. The lysiodist, by conrrasr, wore male clothes and played female
roles, to the accompaniment of a flute. Hilarody was a kind of parody
of tragedy (q.".).The actor wore male clothes and buskins (q.v.).

ifr:.fu 
was an alternative, and larer, name for hilarody. See a/so seryn

maker This was Philip Sidney's 'saucy' definition of 'poer': 'it cometh
of this word lrolew, which is, ro make . . . which nami, how high and
incomparable a title it is . . .' (Defence of Poetry). Sidney goes on ro
link the makerliness of poets with that of their Maker, so claiming for
poetry supreme power above all other human enterprises. In contem-
porary northern usage, 'maker' referred specifically to the writing of
poetry (the scottish chaucerians are self-described 'makars'). chaucer
himself, however, had reserved the word 'poer' for writers in Italian
or the Classical languages, with the 'maker' 

as a kind of English
'rhymester'. More recently, the poet John Berryman has reclaimed the
term in'Dreamsong r84'. See eonu; poEsrs.

mdlahittr (ON m,il,'a speech' andb,ittr,'meter') An ON Eddic merer,
quite similar to fornyr6islag (q.r.).It consists of a four-line sranza, each
line being divided into rwo half lines, the half lines having rqro accent-
ed and three or four unaccented syllables.

malapropism (F mal i propos, 'nor to the purpose') So called after Mrs
Malaprop, a character in Sheridan's The Rivals (tZl),who had a habit
of using polysyllabic words incorrectly. There are some characteristic
examples in the following passage from the opening Act:

Then, sir, she should have a supercilious knowledge in accounrs; -
and as she grew up, I would have her instructed in geometry that
she might know somerhing of the contagious countries . . . and like-
wise that she might reprehend rhe rrue meaning of what she is
saying. This, Sir Anthony, is what I would have a woman know; -
and I don't think there is a superstitious article in it.

But malapropisms were by no means new in ry71. Dogberry the
\flatch in Mucb Ado About Notbing (c. t598-q,, was addicted to them.
So was Mrs Slipslop in Fielding's Joseph Andreax (rZ+z). One of the
most amusing malapropists was Mrs Vinifred Jenkins in Smollett's
Humpbry Clinker (r77t), who was capable of writing: 'I have already
made very creditable correxions in this here place; where, ro be sure,
we have the very squintasense of satiety.' Another adept was Mrs
Heidelberg in The Clandestine Maniage (t766) by George Colman
(the Elder).

Fortunately malapropisms are a feature of everyday life and people
continue to produce endearing gems. Traditionally loquacious
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charwomen are a fruitful source, as these samples testify: 'He rides the

motor bike and she sits on the pavilion'; 'I'd like you to meet my

daughter's fiasco';'I've always been thin. Vhen I was a girl I had infan-
tile paraphernalia'.

Medical conditions have causedbizarre afflictions, such as 'malin-

gering' tumours,'hysterical rectums', and'teutonic' ulcers. There have
been severed 'juggler'veins and 'Cistercian' childbinhs. A middle-
aged man believed he had undergone a 'midwife' crisis, and a lady

declined to volunteer as a'blood doughnut'.

mal mari6e (F 'unhappily married') An OF form of song or poem in

which a married woman laments her marriage and calls upon her lover.
In some cases the lover comes to rescue her. A variant is the lament of

a nun who wants to be taken away from her convent by a lover. The
poems were often written in balkde (q.r.) meter.

Manchester School Originally a term used by Benjamin Disraeli
(r8o4-8r) to describe the political perty led by Richard Cobden
(r8o4-5y) and John Bright (r8rr-89), both advocates of free trade.
Later the term was used of a group of Mancunian dramatists whose
plays were produced at the Gaiety Theatre, Manchester, in the period
r9o7-t4 when it was run by Annie Horniman (t86vt937), the
founder of the Manchester Repertory Theatre. Three dramatists in

particular are associated with this'school'; namely, Allan Monkhouse

$858-ry6), \Ufilliam Houghton (r88r-r9r3) and Harold Brighouse
(r882-19y8). Many of the plays are about the trials and tribulations of
Lancashire domestic life and reveal the influence of Ibsen. A handful

of them have long since been part of the standard repertoire of
theatrical companies, especially Houghton's The Dear Departed
(r9o8) and his Hindle Wakes Qgrz) and Brighotse's Hobson's Choice
(t9t6).

manifesto (L rnanu festus,'struck by hand') A public declaration,
usually of political, religious, philosophical or literary principles and

beliefs. Literary movements are also given to publishing manifestos.
For instance, tVyndham Lewis's Blast: The Reviea) of the Great
Englisb Vortex (r9r4-ry), a manifesto for Vorticism (q.r.), and Andr6
Breton's Manifeste du sundalisrne (:'924).

mannerism A term developed in the 2oth c. to describe various mani-
festations of painting and architecture (chiefly Italian) in the period
ryz t6oo. The word maniera (from which mannerism derives) was
used by Vasari (author of Le Vite de'piir eccelenti Architetti, Pittoi et
Scultori ltaliani, rtto) to describe'the schematic quality of much of
the work produced, based on intellectual preconceptions rather than
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direct visual perceptions. Much of mannerism consists of deliberately
flouting the "Rules" deduced from classical arr and established during
the Renaissance' (A Dictionary of Art and Artists by Peter and Linda
Murray). Like baroqte (q.v.), mannerism has been applied to particu-
lar sryles of writing characterized by ornareness of language, sffange
syntax, far-fetched images and elaborate periods. The writeis (like the
painters and architects) can be called manneisti. Two authors in par-
ticular are associated with mannerism in the r6th c. They are the
Spaniard Antonio de Guevara (r48o?-ry41) and John Lyly
Qy54-16o6) famous for his euphuism (q.".).

- More generally speaking mannerism may denote the idiosyncratic
element of an author's style. Any peculiarity, affectation or quality
which sets it apart and makes it easily recognizable. For example, the
Latinistic syntax of Milton, the balanced and antithetical cadences of
Gibbon, the quaint archaisms of C. M. DoughtS the pseudo-biblical
rhythms of Hemingway. See coNGoRrsM; MARrNrsM.

man of letters A well-educared, well-read, civilized and perhaps
learned person - who may also be a writer (e.g. a belle-lettrist).-'A man
of capital letters', on the other hand, is one who thinks he is these
things but is, in fact, very limited. Pope's victims inThe Dunci.admight
be called 'men of capital letters'. See also BELLEs LETTRES; LrrERATr.

mantra An Indian religious chant (q.".). The Mantrdpatba, a prayer-
book, contains about six hundred rndntra* It is a kind of manual of
prayer for all occasions, especially domestic ceremonials.

manual See HnNosooK AND MANUAL.

manus,cript (L codex tndn,l. scviptus, 'book 
written by hand') strictly a

book or document of any kind written by hand rather rhan printed or
typed, True, a typewritten documenr is often called 

" 
-"rur.ript. It

is, in fact, a typescript.

maqama An Arabic term for stories in rhymed prose. The rwo great
masters of the form were Abu al-Fadl Ahmed ibn al-Husain al-
Hamadhani (967-rco) and Abu Mohammed al-Qasim al-Hariri
(ro54-rrzz). Most of the tales come into the category of picaresque
(q.".)-

Mdrchen A German term for a folk tale or fairy story @q.v.). The
classic collection is that made by the Grimm brothers early in the rgth
c. - the Kinder- und Hausrniircben (r8rz, r8r4, rSzz).

marginalia Notes written in the margin of a manuscript or book by a
reader or annotator. Coleridge (in r 832) was rhe 6rst English man of
letters to use this term. See also ANNorATroN.
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Marian legends Legends about the Virgin Mary were popular and
widespread in Europe in the Middle Ages and produced a consider-
able literature. Collections of Marian legends were formed in Latin in
the rrth c. and they proliferated during the next three hundred years.
Gradually they were popularized through different vernaculars. See
LEGEND.

Marienklage A genre of German poetry in monologue form composed
in the r 3th, r4th and r yth c. Their theme was the suffering and lamen-
tation of the Virgin Mary as she watched her Son suffering oh the
Cross. Marienhlagen were sometimes dramatized for performance in

church.

Marinism The affected style of the Italian poet Giovanni Battista

. Marini (1569-16z). \flriting characterized by an exaggerated and
rather artificial language and imagery. See EUrHUIsM; coNGoRISM;
MANNERISM; SECENTISMO.

Marivaudage A manner of writing similar to that of Pierre Marivaux

$688-17$), the dramatist and novelist. Marivaux's style was often
affected by being strained, over-elegant, too subtle and too nice by
half. Voltaire said of him rather cruelly that he had spent his life weigh-
ing nothing in scales made of spiders' webs. Thus Marivaudage is

usually a pejorative term. Nevertheless he had a considerable (and by
no means wholly harmful) influence on a number of French writers,
especially Alfred de Musset and Giraudoux.

Marxist criticism Karl Marx (r8r8-83) and Friedrich Engels (r8zo-9y)

were primarily concerned with economic, political and philosophical
issues and worked out explanations of the capitalist theory and mode
of production. They did not develop an 'aesthetic' of culture or liter-

ature, although they did say quite traditional things about Greek art
which suggest that Marx himself believed in the relative autonomy of

art (cf. Marx's Introduaion to the Critique of Political Economy, r8i7,

and Hans Robert Jauss's article in Netp Literary History, ided Tbe
Idealist Embarrassment). However, Marxist principles and attitudes
and modes of thought and inquiry have been adapted to create a
Marxist theory of literature: what it has been, and what it might and,
perhaps, should be. The Marxist critic (who tends to be primarily
interested in content) writes from the definite standpoint of Marx's
philosophical ideas, and from his view of history in which the class

struggle is fundamental, or in terms of socio-historical factors.
Much earlier Marxist criticism has been devoted to a reconstruction

of the past on the basis of historical evidence in order to find out to

what extent a text (say, a novel) is a truthful and accurate representa-
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tion of social reality ^t any given time. As Trotsky suggested in
Literature and Reaolution (1924): 'Artistic creation is a changing and
a ffansformation of reality in accordance with the peculiar laws of art.'

The concept of 'socialist realism' (q.".) marked an important
advance in the development of Marxist and, ipso facto, Communist
views on literature - and art in general. Basically, socialist realism
required a writer (or any artist) to be commimed to the working-class
cause of the Party. And it required that literature should be 'progres-

sive' and should display a progressive outlook on society. This neces-
sitated forms of optimism and realism. Moreover, doctrine demanded
that literature should be accessible to the masses. This was particu-
larly true of the novel.

Modernism (q.t.) in 
'Western 

literature was deemed to be decadent
(especially by critics such as Georg Lukdcs) because it was, among
other things, subjective, introverted and introspective and displayed a
fragmented vision of the world. By contrast, the rgth c. realist novel
was extolled. However, a certain amount of squaring of circles and an
element of double-think was involved, especially in relation to such
novelists as Dostoievski and Goncharov, for example, who were pro-
foundly pessimistic and introverted.

A key figure is the first major Marxist critic, namely the Hungarian
Georg Lukics Q885-r97r). He developed the critical theory of
'reflection', seeing literary works as reflections of a kind of system that
was gradually unfolding. In his view, the novel, for instance (and he
had much to say about this genre), revealed or ought to reveal under-
lying patterns in the social order and provide a sense of the wholeness
of existence with all its inherent contradictions, tensions and conflicts.
Like many Marxist critics he was mainly concerned with content;
hence his adverse comments on writers who were preoccupied with
form, technique, literary ingenuity and innovation. Lukics created his
own idea of realism and failed (or declined) to see that modernist
writers were also capable of realism - albeit of other and different
kinds. Hence his disagreement with the modernist techniques of
Brecht (and with Theodor Adorno, too), another Marxist and a didac-
tic dramatist who was at pains to show social injustice. Brecht made
clear his attitude to socialist realism thus: '\7e shall take care not
to ascribe realism to a particular period, Balzac's or Tolstoy's, for
instance, so as to set up purely formal and literary criteria of realism.'
He rejected anything formulaic on the grounds that reality changes,
and in order to represent it the means of representation must also
change. Thus, it follows that Lukics and his followers would hardly
approve of formalism, futurism, epic theatre (qq.r.) and many other
innovative theories and developments.
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The Frankfurt school of Marxist aesthetics is associated with the
Institute of Social Research founded in ry21 and affiliated to the
University of Frankfun. During the Nazi period it was exiled (in 1933)
to New York, from where it rerurned to Frankfurt in ry4y-1o. This
school (whose chief spirits were Theodor Adorno, Max Horkheimer
and Herbert Marcuse) rejected realism more or less completely and
developed what is known as 'Critical Theory'. They were much
influenced by: (a) their experience of a totalitarian r6gime and Fascism;
(b) their experience of American mass culture, capitalism and com-
mercialism. Both the Nazi and American societies were regarded as
'one-dimensional'.

'Adorno advanced the theory that literarure does not have direct
contact with realiry. He favoured modernism in literature because it is
'distanced'from 

the realiry it seeks to describe, and this 'disrancing'

enhances its critical reality. Thus, knowledge of reality is achieved indi-
rectly or obliquely. As he put it: 'Art is the negative knowledge of the
acrual world.' Horkheimer was in favour of the aaant-gard,e (q.o.) and
modernism because they are hostile'to passiviry acquiescence and sub-
mission to the political and artistic stanrs quo, and thus to any form
of inhibitive or repressive ideology. Their views were worked out in
terrns of Marxist beliefs and principles. Marcuse works through the
idea that the autonomous work of art negares a repressive sociery.

\falter Benjamin, for a while associated with Adorno, took a con-
trary view to him and was pro-Brecht. He surveyed the importance of
technology in rgth and zoth c. urban and industnalized society, and
also the enormous development of the media. As a Marxist he is inter-
ested in'mass culture'and in the way in which culrure is packaged and
consumed by the masses. In his view the media - in close contact with
realiry - have the power to eliminate the ritual and bourgeois 6litism
of art and literanrre and give it a kind of political 'freedom'. He is more
concerned with technique and with artistic forces at work than with
the correct position of art and literature socially and economically. So,
the emphasis is on the relation of a work of art ro the ever changing
conditions of the production of art itself. In his essay Tbe Worh of Art
in the Age of Mechancial Reproduction he suggesrs that modern tech-
nological innovations (e.g. the cinema [especially], radio, photography
and the gramophone) have radically transformed the whole idea of a
work of art: the very concept, sratus and value of such an object.
Technology enables individual works of art to be reproduced in
various ways, by various means, indefinitely, thus making them'avail-
able'to the masses rather than to a minority 6lite.

Yet other theories and attirudes were expressed by the Romanian
critic Lucien Goldmann, who developed a theory of 'homologies'. The
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term'homology' is more commonly used to denote a concept in the
natural sciences. For example, the pectoral fins of a fish, a bird's wing
and a mammal's forelimbs are 'homologous' because they occupy
morphologically equivalent positions in the body and are genetically
cognate. Thus, it denotes affinity of structure and origin apart from
form or use. Goldmann's'homologies'are struccural parallels between
literature, ideas and social groups. In his view literary texts are not the
work of individual geniuses but are based on 'transindividual mental
structures'which belong to groups or classes. The ideas which exist in
these structures are discovered and then re-created in literary form by
outstanding writers. Goldmann elaborates this theory throtgh The
Hidden God $961 in a discussion of Racine's tragedies, Pascal's phi-
losophy and the social group called noblesse de h robe. In his book
Towards a Sociology of the Novel (rg6+) he pursues the 'homology'

idea in an analysis of the structure of the modern novel in relation to
the structure of market economy.

The French Marxist philosopher Louis Althusser (r9r8-r99o)
developed a theory of different 'levels' within the social formation
and argued that these 'levels' possess no overall unity. They have a
'relative autonomy'.

'Relative autonomy' is a recent attempt by Marxists to get round
the problem posed by Marx's view that Greek art was eternally beau-
tiful. This 'idealist embarrassment' can be overcome if we recognize
that art is relatively autonomous.

Althusser argues that at any point one'level' may be dominant and
that level is determined (in the last instance) by the economic level; or,
it may be free of it as well - hence it is relative. Althusser's views on
literature differ from those of any traditional Marxist. In his opinion
great works of literature do not express an ideology nor do they
provide a 'conceptual understanding of reality'. He sees literature as
an ideological form/state apparatus. In Letter on Art to Andrd Daspre
and Ideology and ldeological State Apparatuses (in his book Lenin and
Philosophy, r97r), he attempts to show (with the help of Jacques
Lacan's psychoanalytic theory) how ideology works in society.
Althusser, Pierre Macherey (see below) and Etienne Balibar all empha-
size that literature is part of an ideological imposition (cf. P. Macherey
and E. Balibar in On Literature as an ldeological Form in Untying the
Text, ry8r).

Macherey, a follower of Althusser, in A Theory of Literary
Production $965) advances the idea that a literary text, by virnre of
its form and its fiction, distances itself from its ideology and also, by
the'silences'or'g"pr'in the text, by what is not said. These silences/
gaps, he contends, not only conceal but also expose ideological
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contradictions. Such absences are suppressions, so to speak, within the
text of its own 'unconscious'. As he puts it: 'There is a conflict within
the text between the text and its ideological conrent.' In Macherey's
view, the task of the Marxist critic is to make vocal those silences and
expose the text's unconscious content. Thus, he is concerned with a
kind of 'sub-text' (q.r.).

Manrist criticism in Britain has not flourished to the exrent it has
elsewhere. The first English Marxist critic of note was Christopher
Caudwell (rgoZ-lil.In lllusion and Reality (rglil and Studies in a
Dying Calture (tgl8) he attempted definitions of Marxist theories of
art. More imponant since has been Raymond'$flilliams (r9zr-88), who
attempted an historical assessment of culture and literature in Marxist
terms. His relevant works are, notably, Culture and Society r78tt9yo
(rgt8), The Long Revolution (196r), The Country and the City (tgZl)
and Marxism and Literature Gglil. The principal theorist of Marxisr
criticism in Britain is Terry Eagleton, who has developed various views
of Althusser and Macherey and suggests thar a basic problem is to
make clear the relationship between an ideology (e.g. Mamism) and
literature. In his view texts do not reflect realiry but influence an ide-
ology to produce the effect or impression of reality. By ideology he
does not necessarily mean political or Marxist ideology but all sysrems
and theories of representation which help to make up a picture of a
person's experience. He examines ideologies'outside'the text and also
the ideology of tbe text.Indeveloping his ideas he has displayed flexi-
bility and tactical open-mindedness and revises his position. Apart
f.rom Literary Theory (rt8l), a witry and challenging exposition of and
commentary on many modern ideas and '-isms', some of his main
books have been Marcism and Literary Criticism(t926), Citicisrn and
Ideology (tgZ6) and Aestbetics and ldeology (tggo).

The leading exponent of Marxist criticism in America is Fredric

Jameson, who makes eclectic use of a r^nge of theories (including
structuralism, deconstruction, archerypal criticism, e7.v., allegorical
interpretation and Jacques Lacan's interpretations [or reinterpreta-
tionsl of Freud), any or all of which he may find useful in the critical
interpretation of a literary text, and which he does use in Tbe Political
Unconscioas: Narrative ds a Socially Symbolic Aa (r98r). It is his con-
tention that Marxism'subsumes' other interpretative modes when it
comes to a political interpretation which exposes the 'political uncon-
scious' of a text. Like Macherey he is concerned with the 'sub-text'

but more specifically with that sub-text which historically and ideo-
logically constitutes the 'unspoken', the concealed and suppiessed.
Thus a Marxist interpretation looks for levels of meaning in the mode
of allegory (q.".).
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masculine caesura A caesura (q.r.) which comes after a stressed sylla-

ble, as after'moles' in the second of these lines from Matthew Arnold's

To a Republican Fiend,:

The barren optimistic sophistries
Of comfortable moles, ll whom what they do
Teaches the limit of the just and true.

See rurlrNINE cAESURA.

masculine rhyme A single monosyllabic rhyme,like thorn/scom at the

end of a line. It is the commonest type of rhyme in English verse. In

French verse it frequently alternates with feminine rhyme. See rrr"rr-

NINE RHYME; RHYME; TRIPLE RHYME.

masque (F 'mask') \U(hat is probably the first use of the term occurs in

Hallt Chronicle {or ryrz where 'maske' applies to a dance of masked

figures. According to Ben Jonson, masques were formerly called 'dis-

guisings'. John Lydgate, in the period r4z7-3t, comPosed seven of

these entertainments which he called 'mummings' or'mummings by

way of disguisings'. These may well be the first specimens of the genre

to survive.
A masque was a fairly elaborate form of courtly entertainment

which was particularly popular in the reigns of Elizabeth I, James I

and Charles I, as it was in Italy (where the masque first acquired a dis-

tinctive form), and in France. In fact, Circe (r58r), first produced in

Paris, had a considerable influence on English masque.
The masque combined poetic drama, song, dance and music. The

costumes were often sumptuous. The structure was usually simple.

A Prologue introduced a group of actors known to the audience.
They entered in disguise or perhaps in some kind of decorated vehicle.
Plot and action were slight, Usually the plot consisted of mytho-
logical and allegorical elements. Sometimes there might be a sort of
'debate', At the end there was a dance of masked figures in which the

audience joined. In short, it was a kind of elegant, private pag€ant
(q.r.).

In the Tudor period masques accompanied many festive occasions.
Towards the end of Elizabeth's reign the poetic element, thanks to the
influence of Gascoigne and Daniel, began to predominate. In the reign
of James I, Ben Jonson perfected the genre with the help of Inigo Jones
who (like Brunelleschi in Italy) created lavish sets and costumes and
performed many ingenious and spectacular feats with stage machin-
ery.By this time masques had become so elaborate that they could
almost be described as forerunners of the musical. They were ex-
tremely expensive. For example, Jonson's Looe Freed frorn lgnorance
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and Folly (r5r r) cost a little under f r,ooo, and his Oberon (16r r) cost
over f2,ooo - huge sums of money for those days.

As time went on they became more and more spectacular, and oper-
atically splendid; to such an extent that even Jonson was disillusioned
and felt that they were merely obscuring trurh. As he put it in An
Expostahtion aith Inigo lones (163r):

Oh, to make boards to speak! There is a task!
Painting and carpentry are the soul of masque!
Pack with you peddling poetry to the stage!
This is the money-get, mechanic age.

In the development of the theatre the masque was parricularly
important because it was InigoJones who was responsible for the tech-
nique of proscenium staging. Moreover, the masque had considerable

'influence oh contemporary drama, as we can see from Shakespeare's
Love's Labour's Lost (c. rJ93), Dekker's OId Fortunatas (r6oo), John
Ford's Tbe Snn's Darling Q6z4) and Nabbes's Mioocosmils G61il.
The most famous instance was the masque of Juno and Ceres within
the fourth act of The Tempest (c. 16r r), rivalled only by Miltont
Comas presented at Ludlow Castle in ft34.

Further development was prevented by the outbreak of civil war
and the closing of the theatres by the Puritans. Almost the last masque
of any note before the ban was Davenant's Salmacida Spolia (t64o).
However, when the theatres re-opened all that had been learned of
staging techniques was applied to the production of plays. And
Davenant's was by no means the last masque. Shirley's Cnpid and
Deatb was presented in 1553, Cockayne's The Masqae at Bretby in
16;8, Crowne's Calisto in t675, Davison's The Masque of Proteas and
tbe Adarnantine Roch in 1588, and Congreve's Tbe Jadgment of Pais
in  r7or .

Mention should also be made of the following contribudons to the
genre: Sir Philip Sidney's The Lady t Moy (rSZ8);Daniel's Tbe Vision
of Tarcloe Goddesses (r5o4); Jonson's Hymenaei $6o6), Tbe Masque
of Beaaty (r5o8), The Masque of Qaeens $6o9), The Masqne of
Augurs (r6zt), Neptune's Triurnpb for the Retum of Albion (l{24?),
Tbe Fartunate Isles and Tbeir Union $62$; Chapman's The Masque
of tbe Middle Temple and Lincoln's Inn (t6ry?); the anonymous The
Masque of Floarcrs $fu$; Townsend's Albi.on\ Triumpb $632);
Shirley's Tbe Triumpb of Peace 06ld; Carew's Coelurn Bitannicnm
(t6l+),; Kynaston's Corona Minentae ft$6); and Nabbes's The
Sping's Glory (r53S). Fletcher, Campion, Beaumont and Middleton
also composed masques. See ANTr-MAseuE.
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masthead A statement printed in each issue of a periodical (q.".) which
gives the name, date of foundation, motto or slogan (qq.r.),the editors'

ff*:r, 
and so forth. The term derives from the use of aflagon a ship's

maxim (L propositio maxima.,'greatest theme') A proposition, often
barely distinguishable from an aphorism (q.v.) and closely related to a
pensde (q.o.), which consists of a pithy, succinct statement (usually a
sentence or fwo, though it may run to more) which contains a PrecePt
or general truth about human nature and human conduct.

Maxims are to be found scattered about the works of many writers,
especially those of Francis Bacon, \X/illiam Blake, Samuel (Erewhon)
Butler, Alben Camus, Sebastian Chamfort, Malcolm de Chazal,
Chekhov, Lord Chesterfield, Chesterton, Coleridge, Emerson,
Goethe, Remy de Gourmont, George Halifax, Hazlitt, Johnson,
Kierkagaard, La Bruybre, Lichtenberg, Montaigne, Nietzsche, Ortega
y Gasset, Pascal, Cesare Pavese, Pope, Johann-Paul Richter, Santayana,
Schopenhauer, Shaw, Stendhal, Thoreau, de Tocqueville, Paul
Yallry, Voltaire, tUflhitehead and Oscar Vilde - to name a handful of
the most distinguished makers of maxims. Many maxims are anony-
mous; not a few echo ancient proverbs (q.".),However, the greatest
collection of maxims is unquestionably that of La Rochefoucauld. His
work Maximes Q66) was the product of a rTth c. salon (q.zt.) and
society 'game'. In this case the diversion took place in the salon of
Madame de Sabl6 in the r5yos and r65os. At their meetings the
members of the coterie 'fashioned' these general truths, polished them
like gems, and put them into durable shape. They were the result of a
group effort, but one may suppose that La Rochefoucauld was the
final 'judge' and it was he, it seems, who gave the Maximes their dis-
cerningly cynical flavour. Here are two instances:

(a) Old people are fond of giving good advice: it consoles them for
no longer being capable of setting a bad example.
(b) \t(hat men have called friendship is merely association, respect
for each other's interests, and exchange of good offices, in fact
nothing more than a business arrangement from which self-love is
always out to draw some profit.

Less well known but extremely interesting is Vauvenargues's col-
lection of maxims published in ry46 under the dtle Introdaoion h k
connaissance de I'esprit humain, suivie de rdflexions et maximes.
Vauvenargues is much less cynical than La Rochefoucauld. He sees
both good and evil, and makes much more of the virnres and the good
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impulses of man's passions and heart than does La Rochefoucauld. In
fact he is an optimist.

The only equivalent to these collections in English literature is
George Halifax's Maxims of State (thiny-three in all; circulated in
manuscript in 1692, published as a broadsheet in fty and finally
reprinted in the Miscellanies of tToo). To these should be added his
Political Thoughts and Reflections, Moral Tboughts and Refleoions
and Miscelhneous Tboughts and, Refleaions (none of which was pub-
lished until r75o, when they came our together).

maximum scene technique A jargon term for stream of consciousness
(q.".) technique.

mazarinades Pamphlets (q.t.) and satires in prose and verse directed
against Cardinal Mazerin Q6oz-6r) ar the time of the Fronde
(1648-1r). These were personal attacks on the venal life of a much
hated man.

meaning If we take as an example the following dialogue:

X: Is this a question?
Y If it is, this is the answer.

we 6nd that in this form it possesses referential or cognitive meaning.
If we change it to:

X: Is this a sensible question?
Y If it is, this is an equally srupid answer.

we introduce an emotive element, and it has what is called emotive
meaning.

Under cognitive meaning it is normal to distinguish between rwo
relations: (a) that between a word and the things it names or denotes;
hence these things are called the extension or denotation (q.zr.) of the
word; (b) that between a word and certain characteristics; these are the
intension of the word, or its connotation (q.zr.). The word snake, for
instance, denotes the genus of reptiles; but for many people it also has
very strong connotations.

measure Another word for meter (q.".). See also coMMoN MEASuRE;
LoNG MEASURE; PouLTER's MEASuRE.

mechanic form See onceNrc FoRM.

mechanism In general, it denotes the construction of a work; the rela-
tionship of the parts to the whole. 

'We 
may also speak of the mecha-

nism of a plot (q.v.); that is, how it works.

medial rhyme See nHyur.

too
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medievalism In a literary work, an emphasis on the attirudes, way of
thought, sensibility, themes, style and matter commonly associated
with the Middle Ages (c. 8oo-c. r4to). The Gothic revival, the
Romantic revival and Pre-Raphaelitism (q.r.) were all manifestations
of medievalism. Keats, for instance, strongly under the influence
of Spenser (and of Milton, who in turn had been much influenced
by Spenser, a very 'medieval' poet), exhibits many aspects of
medievalism.

Meininger The title of a German theatrical company which, under the
aegis of and with the backing of Georg II, Duke of Saxe-Meiningen
(t826-t9r4), toured Europe and visited England during the latter part
of the rgth c. It was under the directorship of Ludwig Chronegk

$\7-9), and had a considerable influence on the development of
naturalism (q.".) in the European theatre.

meiosis (Gk 'lessening') A figure of speech which contains an under-
statement for emphasis: often used ironically, and also for dramatic
effect, in the attainment of simplicity. In everyday speech it is some-
times used in gentle ironS especially when describing something very
spectacular or impressive as 'rather good', or words to that effect. In
King Lear, the old king, having suffered the most dreadful disasters,
says 'Pray you undo this button.' Meiosis may even pervade the tone
and a manner of a work. A particularly good example is Auden's TDe
Unhnown Citizen. See also IRoNy; LITorEs.

Meistergesang German poetry for singing to melodies. The
Meistersinger were mosdy burghers of the r4th, r yth and r5th c. and
were organized into guilds on a hierarchical basis. In effect one grad-
uated to the rank of Meister. The meetings v/ere informal occasions
and the songs were for the most part religious, didactic and moral. In
this respect they differed from the Minnesingers (q.v.) whose literary
descendants they were. Meistersingers were particularly common in
southern Germany and in the Rhineland. Two of the most famous
were Flans Folz and Hans Sachs.

meiurus (Gk 'tapering') An hexameter (q.".) line in which the first
syllable of the last foot is short instead of long. Also known as
teliambos.

melic poetry Lyric poetry to be sung and danced to. It was mostly com-
posed by Aeolians and Dorians, and the best work dates from the 7th
to the ;th c. nc. There were basically mo kinds: the monodic and the
choral. The former was sung by a single voice and expressed one indi-
vidual's feelings. The principal writers of monody were Sappho,
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Alcaeus and Anacreon. The latter expressed the feelings of a group and
was sung by a chorus. The main practitioners of this kind were
Alcman, Stesichorus, Simonides, Pindar and Bacchylides. See rynrc.

melodrama (Gk 'song drama') The origins of melodrama coincide
roughly with the origins of opera (q.o.) in Italy very late in the r6th
c. Opera developed from an attempt to revive Classical ragedy and
the mixture of music and drama was either opera or melodrama. In the
rSth c. Handel called some of his works opera and some melodrama.
Towards the end of the r8th c. French dramatists began to develop
melodrama as a distinct genre by elaborating the dialogue and making
much more of spectacle, action and violence.

Sensationalism and extravagant emotional appeal became popular.
One of the main influences from earlier in the cenrury was very prob-
ably the gloomy tragedies of Cr6billon (pdre). Some of the more
notable examples of inchoate melodrama were Rousseau's Pygmalian
(ry2), Gabiot's L'Auto-da-Fd $79o) and Gilben de Pixer6court's
Caelina, on I'enfant du rnystdre (r8oo). The French influence, plus the
Gothic element in the work of Goethe and Schiller, plus, no doubt,
the increasing vogue of the Gothic novel (q.".) and the populariry of
M. G. 'Monk' Lewis's melodrama The Castle Speare (rZgZ), all con-
tributed to produce an extraordinary number of melodramas on the
English stage during the rgth c., a period during which a very large
number of novels (by Scott, Reade, Dickens, Vilkie Collins and
others) were adapted for the stage in the form of melodrama. It can be
no coincidence that in this period of decadence in the theatre very little
original work of. any note was created. \7'riters had lost their 'ear' for
dramatic verse and prose.

The flourishing of melodrama in the rgth c. produced a kind of
naively sensational entertainment in which the main characters were
excessively virtuous or exceptionally evil (hence the luminously good
hero or heroine and the villain of deepest and darkest dye), an abun-
dance of blood, thunder, thrills and violent action which made use of
spectres, ghouls, witches, vampires and many a skeleton from the
supernatural cupboard, and also (in more domestic melodrama)
sordid realism in the shape of extravagant tales of the wickedness
drinking, gambling and murdering.

Among the hundreds of exant examples of the genre, the follow-
ing are some of the better known: Thomas Holcroft's A Tale of
Mystery (r8oz), an unacknowledged translation or adaptation of
Pixer6court's Caelina; Douglas Jerrold's Bhcle-Ey'd Sasan (1829);
Marid Marten; or, Tbe Marder in the Red Barn (c. r83o), a classic story
of melodrama which was worked over a number of times; Saneeney
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Todd, tbe Denzon Barber of Fleet Street (t842), which, like Maria
Marten, provided themes for a number of variations; Miss Braddon's
Lady Audley's Secvet (1863), based on the novel of that title; Tom
Taylor's The Tichet-of-leave trIan Q853); East Lynne (t87+), which
was based on Mrs Henry \food's novel The Bells (r87r); Henry
Arthur Jones's The Silaer King $882); and Villiam Terriss's The Bells
of Hazlemere $887).

During the mid-century period Dion Boucicault (r8zo-9o) wrote a
number of fine melodramas, some of which have worn well, as was
amply shown in 1988 with the National Theatre (q.".) production of
Tbe Shaugbraun (tSZ}. This was one of his best comic melodramas;
tvro others were Tbe Colleen Bawsn (r85o) and Arrah-na-Pogue
(rS6a). Boucicault was very prolific. Other successes of his were: Tbe
Corsican Brotbers (r8yz), Tbe Vampire (1852), Faust and Margaret
(r8l+), The Streets of Dablin (1864), lessie Brown; or, The Relief of
Lucknoat (rSyS) and The Octoroon (rSlq).

Mention should also be made of George Bernard Shaw's 'intellec-

tual' melodrama The Dettil's Disciple (t9gil, and his short curtain
raiser Passion, Poison, and Petification, or The Fatal Gazogene (r9ot),
a hilarious burlesque of some of the more grotesque features of
Victorian melodrama. Shaw included this among his Trifus and
Tomfooleries, but the graver hierophants of the Theatre of the Absurd
(q.".) have detected in it certain foreshadowings of 'the absurd'.

At the turn of the century Alfred l^try $87*r9o7) - who died sat-
urated with drink and ether - wrote Ubu Roi (1895), a totally origi-
nal comic melodrama, which influenced the surrealists and the
absurdists.

Since about the rgzos the cinema has largely ousted melodrama
from the stage, but the melodramatic can still draw big and apprecia-
tive audiences (hence the success of The Shaaghraun in 1988). Berween
the wars memorable successes were The Green Godd.ess (r94),
Diamond, Lil $9zB), Patrick Hamilton's Rope (rgrg) and Gasligbt
(rpl8), which he followed with The Gooemess (r94y). There were also
Edgar \flallac'e's On tbe Spot $yo) and his The Case of tbe Frigbtened
Lady (tglr).Post-Second Vorld \$Var varieties of melodrama have
been distinguished and include Sartret 'intellectual' melodrama Crime
passionel (rg+8), Maxwell Andersont Tbe Bad, Seed. $95+), Joe
Orton's The Erpingbam Camp (t966) and Loot Gg6), Tom
Stoppard's parodic The Real Inspeaor Haund, (1963) and Simon
Gray's comedy thriller melodrama Stagestrucle $97). Orron's Zoot
was an excellent example of a macabre and scintillating burlesque of
Victorian melodrama. See a/so cneNo curcNor.; THEATRE oF cRUELTv;
THRILLER.
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melopoeia (Gk'song making') The musical element in Classical Greek
tragedy. Clearly, {rom its form, it is related to onomatopoeia (q.2.) but
refers more to the tune and music of the verses, rather than to the
specific sounds for certain effects. Tennyson, for instance, achieves
some melopoeic effects in the narcotic rhythms of Tbe Lotos-Eaters.
See also LocopoErA; oNoMATopoEIA; pHANopoEIA.

memoir-novel A form of novel (q.o.) which purporrs to be a 'true'

autobiographical account but which is wholly or mostly fictitious.
Thus, a kind of literary convention or fictional device. Daniel Defoe
appears to have been the first practitioner with Robinson Crusoe

FZry) and Moll Fknders QTzz). Other examples in the r8th c. are
Smollett's Rodeicle Random (rZ+8), Goldsmith's The Vicar tf
Wakefield $766), Mackenzie's The Man of Feeling $77r) and Maria
Edgewonh's Castle Rackrent (r8oo). In the rgth c. this kind of fiction
was much less popular.

memoirs See eutouocRApHy; DIARI AND JouRNAL.

Menippean (or Varronian) satire So called after Menippus, its origi-
nator, who was a philosopher and a Cynic of the 3rd c. sc. He sati-
rized the follies of men (including philosophers) in a mixture of prose
and verse. He was irnitated by Varro (thus this rype of sadre is some-
times called Varronian) *d also by Lucian - especially in his
Dialogues.

Less formally regulated than Lucilian satire (q.o.), the classic
example of this genre in European literatureis Satire M4nippde, a pam-
phlet in prose and verse which ridiculed the Etats gdndraax of :'593
and was published in r y94. It was written byJean Leroy with the assis-
tance of Jacques Gillot, Nicolas Rapin, Pierre Pithou, Jean Passerat
and Florent Chr6tien. Its main features were caricature, parody and
burlesque (qq.r.). It has been suggested by Northrop Frye in his
Anatomy of Criticism that Burton's Anatomy of Mehncholy (l.6zr) is
in the tradition of Menippus and Varro. Other works which perhaps
owe something to this tradition of satura or medley are Rabelais's
Gargantaa rnd Pdntdgril.el, Voltaire's Candide,'Thomas Love
Peacock's Nigbtmare Abbey, Aldous Huxley's Point Counter Point
and After Many a Sammer and a number of other intellecrual charades
and fantasies which, through debate and dialogue, serve to ridicule dif-
ferent intellectual attirudes and philosophical postures. See nonanrei.r
SATIRE; JTryENALIAN SATIRE; SATIRE; LUCILIAN SATIRE.

menology (Gk'record of the month') A form of calendar (4.o.) used
especially in the Greek Orthodox Church, with biographies of the
saints and marryrs. See HAGIocRApHy; syNAxARIoN.
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merde, mystique de la Not exactly the 'mystique of shit', but a term
denoting a preoccupation with the seamier, muddier, bloodier aspects
of life, as well as, excessively, with sex and money. The term was first
used by Robert E. Fitch in 1956, and is a coarser version of. nostalgie
de la bowe. Among modern writers, Joyce, Genet, Hemingway,
Tennessee \Williams and \filliam Burroughs have all, from time to time,
exploited the possibilities of merde.

merismus (Gk 'division into parts') A rhetorical derrice in which a
subject or topic is divided into its various parts. A fairly well-known
instance occurs in Shakespeare's Troilus and Cressida (III, iii, r7r):

For beauty, wit,
High birth, vigour of bone, desert in service,
Love, friendship, charity, are subjects all
To envious and calumniating Time.

Merz It apparently derives from the word Kommerz (commerce); Merz
was the word which Kurt Schwitters (1887-1948) used as a title for his
Dada movement in Hanover in the r92os. There is also a suggestion
that the term is a kind of portmanteau word (q.".) which recalls the
French rnerde (q.o.) and the German dasrnerzen ('to extirpate').
Schwitters was a poet as well as a painter, and his work gave rise to
Merz and a form of concrete poetry @.".). See also ALTAR PoEM;
PATTERN POETRY.

mesode (Gk 'middle ode') In Greek drama, part
between strophe and anti-strophe (qq.".). It has
exrstence.

mesostich See Rcnosnc.

messenger In Classical Greek tragedy action which took place off stage
was reported by a messenger or herald. In Euripid es' Medea, for
example, a messenger entered to report that the princess was dead, and
her death was described in some detail. The messenger often figured
in Tudor andJacobean tragedy and occasionally in comedy. This char-
acter was also employed in French Classical drama; or someone per-
forming the function of messenger, like Th6rambne, the tutor of
Hippolyte, reporting the young man's death at the end of Racine's
Phdd,re.

mester de clerecfa (Sp 'art of the clerics') After the epopeya,the cdntares
de gesta (q.o.) chanted by minstrels or juglares, and referred to in con-
trast as the rnester de juglarta, came the scholars with their learned
poetry. This last is what is meant by mester de clerecia. At the

of an ode (q.zt.)
an independent
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beginning of the r 3th c. attempts were made by the clerics to improve
both style and content of the popular verse. Improvements in form led
to the caadema oia (q.o.), via the Latin Goliardic verse used by clerics
in many countries. But the vehicle was one thing and the intention
another. The clerics wished to spread to the ordinary people knowl-
edge of the lives of the saints and other sacred themes. So they used
simple methods of composition, a direct sryle and, so far as possible,
the language of the people. The character of the poetry was narrative
and real inspiration was rare - as is often the case in didactic (q.o.)

Poerry.
mester de juglaria (Sp 'occupation, or art, of the minstrel') The term

denotes oral and epic (q.zt.) narrative poetry of the rzth, r3th and
r4th c. It was composed and recited by minstrels and juglares and
intended to enteftain, unlike the mester de clerecia (q.o.), which was
didactic.

mesur tri-thrawiad A \fekh dactylic metre, of half lines.

metalanguage A 'beyond' language. In linguistics it denotes any tech-
nical language which describes the properties of language (discussed
by Roman Jakobson in his essay Linguistirs and Poetics, 196o). It is
also known as a 'second-order' language, which may be used to
describe, explain or interpret a'first-order'language. Given one meta-
language for one explanation it follows that there may be another in
turn, and a metalanguage may replace a 'first-order' language. Each
order of language implicitly relies on a metalanguage by which it is
explained. In his book Elements of Semiologlt (rg6il Roland Barthes
perceives that this could lead to an indefinite regression or aporia
(q.o.), which would ultimately undermine and destroy all metalan-
guages. InA Read,er's Guide to Contempordry Literary Tbeory (rgSl)
Raman Selden summarizes the predicament very succinctly: 'This

means that, when we read as critics, we can never step outside dis-
course and adopt a position invulnerable to a subsequent interrogative
reading. All discourses, including critical interpretations, are equally

fictizte; none stands apart in the place of Truth.' See oecoNsTRUcrIoN;
POST-STRUCTURALISM.

metalepsis (Gk'after taking, substitution') A form of metonymy (q.o.)
in which the general idea substituted is considerably removed from the
particular detail. As in these lines from Henry VIII (il,i):

Go with me like good angels to my end;
And as the long divorce of steel falls on me
Make of your prayers one sweet sacrifice,

See rupHeMIsM; PERTPHRAsIs.
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metanoia (Gk 'after thought, change of mind') A figurative device in

which a statement is made, and then withdrawn or lessened in its

impact. For example: 'I'll murder you. You will be punished.'

metaphor (Gk 'carrying from one place to another') A figure of speech
in which one thing is described in terms of another. The basic figure

in poetry. A comparison is usually implicit; whereas in simile (q.a.) it

is explicit. There are several metaphors in these lines from the begin-

ning of R. S. Thomas's Sozg at tbe Year's Tarning:

Shelley dreamed it. Now the dream decays.
The props crumble. The familiar ways
Are stale with tears trodden underfoot.
The heart's flower withers at the root.
Brry it, then, in history's sterile dust.
The slow years shall tame your tawny lust.

See oRGANrc METArHoR; TELEscoPED METAPHoR; TENoR AND
\rEHICLE.

metaphor/metonymy A theory of binary opposition (q.".) Pro-
pounded by Roman Jakobson (1896-1982) in Two Aspeas ,f

Language and Tuo Typtt of Aphasic Disturbances (1956). Jackobson
uses the distinction developed elsewhere between the two axes of lan-

$rage, syntagmatic and paradigmatic (q.o.). The first may be thought
of as a horizontal line (here one word is associated with another
through contiguity), the second as a vertical line where meanings can

be substituted one for another. Through his srudy of aphasia (a lan-
guage disorder resulting from memory loss), Jakobson extends this
model to metaphor and metonymy (qq.v.). Thus, the language disor-
der acts on the Ewo axes of language in different vrays so that those

suffering from a 'continuity disorder' tend to use substitution (i.e.

metaphor) and those suffering from 'similarity disorder' tend to use
association (i.e. metonymy). In Jakobson's words: 'Metaphor is alien

to the similarity disorder, and metonymy to the continuity disorder.'

Jakobson's point is that some forms of writing use one or the other
mode predominantly. Romantic and modernist poetry primarily uses
metaphor, and the realist novel uses metonymy. Magic realism (q.r.)

subverts the mainly metonymic axis of the narrative discourse/novel
form, as does post-modernism (q.r.).InThe Modes of ModernWiting

Ggt) and in Modem Citicism and Tbeory (1988) David Lodge dis-
cusses aspects of Jakobson's theories.

metaphysical (L a/ suffixed to Gk 'efter 
[Aristotle's work on] physics')

A term now generally applied to a group of rTth c. poets; chiefly
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Donne, Carew, George Herbert, Crashaw, Henry Vaughan, Marvell,
Cleveland and Cowley. It appears thet one of the 6rst to use the term
was \flilliam Drummond of Hawthornden in a letter written to Arthur

Johnston c. r63o.In his Discourse of the Original and Progress of Satire
(t692) Dryden said of Donne: 'He affects the metaphysics not only in
his satires, but in his amorous verses, where nature only should reign,
and perplexes the minds of the fair sex with nice speculations of phi-
losophy.' Later Johnson, in his Liaes of the Poets GZZfSr), estab-
lished the term more or less permanently as a label. Johnson wrote
somewhat disapprovingly of the discordia concors in metaphysical
imagery and referred to 'heterogeneous ideas . . . yoked by violence
together'.

The marks of rTth c. metaphysical poetry were arresting and ori-
ginal images and conceits (showing a preoccupation with analogies
between macrocosm and microcosm), wit, ingenuity, dexterous use
of colloquial speech, considerable flexibiliry of rhythm and meter,
complex themes (both sacred and profane), a liking for paradox and
dialectical argument, a direct manner, a caustic humour, a keenly felt
awareness of mortality and a distinguished capacity for elliptical
thought and tersely compact expression. But for dl their intellecrual
robustness the metaphysical poets were also capable of refined deli-
cacy, gracefulness and deep feeling; passion as well as wit. The fol-
lowing example is Marvell's The Definition of Looe:

My Love is of a birth as rare
As 'tis for object strange and high:
It was begotten by despair
Upon Impossibility.

Magnanimous Despair alone
Could show me so divine a thing,'Where 

feeble Hope could ne'r have flown
But vainly flapt its Tinsel Ving.

And yet I quickly might arrive
Vhere my extended Soul is fixt,
But Fate does Iron wedges drive,
And alwaies crouds it self betwixt.

For Fate with jealous Eye does see
Two perfect Loves; nor lets them close:
Their union would her ruine be,
And her Tyranick pow'r depose.

And therefore her Decrees of Steel
{Js as the distant Poles have plac'd,



(Though Loves whole Vorld on us doth wheel)
Not by themselves to be embrac'd.

Unless the giddy Heaven fall,
And Earth some new Convulsion tear;
And, us to joyn, the \(orlcl should all
Be cramp'd into a Planispbere.

As Lines so Loves obliqwe may well
Themselves in every Angle greet:
But ours so truly Paralel,
Though infinite can never meet.

Therefore the Love which us doth bind,
But Fate so enviously debarrs,
Is the Conjunction of the Mind,
And Opposition of the Stars.

The Metaphysicals have had a profound influence on the course of
English poetry in recent years, thanks, in great measure, to the criti-
cal appreciations of Herbert Grierson, T.S. Eliot, J. B. Leishman,
H. C. rtrflhite, Rosemond Tuve, Cleanth Brooks, Louis Martz, George
\flilliamson and Helen Gardner. See coNcnrr.

metastasis (Gk 'a changing') A cursory treatment of a matter; a gloss-
ing over as if it were of no importance.

metatheatre A term coined by Lionel Abel in ry63 to classify'serious'
plays which, he argues, do not qualify as tragedies, such as Arthur
Miller's Death of a Salesrnan (1949), Tennessee rVilliams's A Streetcar
Narned Desire (tg+g),John Arden's Serjeant Mwsgrave's Dance (tg1g)
and Robert Bolt's A Man for AII Seasons $96o). See also DRAME;
TRAGEDY.

metathesis (Gk 'transposition') The interchanging of consonant
sounds, asinthird from OE tbridda (cf. G dritte).

meter (Gk 'measure') The term refers to the pattern of stressed and
unstressed syllables in verse. In English verse, meter is based on stress
rather than quantity (q.v.). A line may have a fixed number of sylla-
bles and yet have a varying number of sresses. As a rule meter keeps
to a basic pattern, within which there are many variations. A common
form of variation is substitution (q.a.).

In English verse the following meters are the commonest iambic
,., /; trochaic / .t; anapaestic tt ut /; dactylic / ,., ut; spondaic / /;
paeonic / ut ut *, (first paeon).
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Coleridge's poem Metrical Feer helps to illustrate the 6rst five of
these feet:

Tr6cheYe trfps fr6m l6ng t6 sh6rt.
Frdm l6ng t6l6ng in s6lEmn s6n
Sl6w sp6ndet stilks; str6ng fcior y|t fll tbld
Evdr t6 c6me rip with thd dictll risy'lliblE.
iimbics mirch fr6m sh6rt t6 l6ng.
Vith ileS'p ind I bofnd thd swift inipa-ests thr6ng.

The following terms denote the number of feet per line: monometer -

r; dimeter - z; trimet.r - j; tetrameter - 4i pentameter - ;; hexameter
- 5; heptameter - Z; octameter - 8 (qq.r.). See also FooT; FREE vERsE;
PROSODY; SCANSION; SPRUNG RHYTHM.

metonymy (Gk'name change') A figure of speech in which the name
of an attribute or a thing is substituted for the thing itself. Common
examples are'The Stage' for the theatrical profession;'The Crown' for
the monarchy; 'The Bench'for the judiciary; 'Dante'for his works.
Se e also ANToNoMASTA; METALErSIS; syNEcDocHE.

metrical romance A story of adventure, love, chivdry and deeds of
derring-do. They quite often contain an element of mystery and the
supernatural. A popular form of entertainment from the Middle Ages
until the rgth c. when the prose romance, already established in the
previous century gradually superseded it. Among numerous metrical
romances, one might mention: Roman d,e Troie (c. r r5o); Rornan de h
Rose (r3th c.); Sir Orfro (mid-rath c.); Sir Gawain and the Green
Knigbt (r4th c.); Scott's Lay of the Last Minstrel (rSo5) andThe Lody
of the Lake (r8ro); Byront Giaour (r813) and The Corsair (r8r4);

Tennyson's ldylls of the King $842-81) and The Lady of Shalott
(r812); Villiam Morris's Tbe Eartbly Paradise (r858-7o). See
ROMANCE.

metrical variations The term covers various techniques used in achiev-
ing contrasts in the rhythm and meter of verse. Variations are only
possible when there is a basic metrical pattern. Substitution (q.v.) is
the commonest variation. .See couNrERPorNT; Foor; METER.

metron In Classical prosody the unit of measurement.

mezzo-zeugm (It and Gk'middle yoke') A figurative device by which
a word, usually a verb, refers to two parts of an expression or governs
it. As in this example from Pope's Epistle to Arbutbnot, in which
'ask'd' governs 'Judgment' and 'place':
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Receiv'd of Vits an undistinguish'd race,
tUfiho first his Judgment ask'd, and then a Place:

See zrucr"re.

Middle Comedy This succeeded Old Comedy (q.o.) of which the chief
writer was Aristophanes. Middle Comedy flourished from c. 4oo Bc
to c. j3o Bc. It contained a good deal of burlesque, parody (qq.a.) and
literary criticism. Antiphanes and Elixis were the main dramatists in
this genre.,9ee coruroy.

middle rhyme .See rr.rtrRNel- RHYME; LEoNTNE RHYME.

miles gloriosus Originated in a comedy by Plaurus (zy4-r84 rc). The
miles gloriosus was a braggart soldier, the prototype of a stock char-
acter (q.v.) in comic drama; one who is fundamentally a coward yet
boasts of valorous deeds and is often made a fool of by orher chaiac-
ters. In English drama he first appeared eponymously in Udall's Ralph
Roister Doister (r. tt53). Bobadill in Ben Jonson's Everyman in His
Humour (r lg8) was another such braggart. So was Captain Brazen in
Farquhar's The Renuiting Officer (17o6). The epitome of the braggart
was Shakespeare's Falstaff. See nneccADocro.

Miltonic sonnet A form devised by Milton. He retained the octave
(q.".) rhyme scheme of the Petrarchan sonner (q.v.)butdispensed with
a change of meaning or a turning point or volta (q.".) at rhe beginning
of the sestet (q.".).His rhyme scheme in the sesrer was also flexible.
His sonnet On the Late Massacve in Pied,mont is an example.

mime (Gk 'imitation') A form of drama in which actors tell a story by
gestures, originating in Sicily and southern Italy. Sophron of Syracuse
(yth c. nc) composed mime plays. So did Herodas (3rd c. rc) who later
influenced Plautus, Terence and Holace. Dumb acdng continued as a
very popular form of entertainmenr throughout the Middle Ages and
achieved a considerable revival ln Italy in the r6th c. when it was much
practised in cornmedia dell'arte (q.o.).The influence spread through
Europe and in varying degrees mime has been part of the European
dramatic tradition ever since.

Nowadays mime denotes acting without words. In France particu-
larly, mime is regarded as an enrerrainment in its own right. In the
r92os Etienne Decroux encouraged its development and Jean-Louis
Barrault aroused much interest in it through his performance in Les
Enfants da paradis. Jacques Tati has also displayed its possibilities in
the cinema. Marcel Marceau is regarded as rhe grearest mime in the
world and has virtually established his own genre of monomime. The
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rgth c. French mime play L'Enfant prodigae (in three acts) is the best
known work of the kind. See DUMB sHov; rANToMTME.

mimesis It has almost the same meaning as mime (q.r.) but the concept
of imitation (q.v.) in this case has wider connotations. Aristotle, in
Poetics, states that tragedy (q.v.) is an imitation of an action, but he
uses the term comprehensively to refer to the construction of a play
and what is put into it. \Ufle should rather use rnimesis to mean repre-
sentation, which relates to verisimilitude (q.o.). The outstanding work
on this topic is Eric Auerbacht Mimesis GgS). See also DIEcEsrs.

Minnesinger (G 'love singer') A German lyric poet who, in the rzth
and r3th c., composed poems of courtly love (q.v.) or bohe Minne.
The Minnesang was the love-song of homage to a lady. The most
renowned of these Minnesingers vrere Hartmann von Aue and Iflalther
von der Vogelweide. See a/so ;oNcLEUR; MEIsTERGESANG; TRouBA-
DouR; tnouvbnr.

minstrel (MedL ministerialis'penaining to a minister or servant') The
original minstrels were itinerant musicians, professional entertainers,
some of whom had fairly permanent positions in courts. The minstrel
was the descendant of the scoP, the gleeman, and the jongleur (qq.a,).
Minstrels flourished especially in the r3th and r4th c., but there were
many fewer after the invention of printing. They sang old, tradi-
tional stories like the chansons de gestes (q.rt.), short epics and folk
ballads. Some composed what they sang, but the art of the minstrel,
like that of the Slev gnskr (q.t.), is such that it is almost impossible to
tell where memory ends and invention begins. See also oRAL
TRADmoN; TRouBADoun; rnouvinn.

Miracle Play This dramatic genre was a later development from the
Mystery Play (q.v.). It dramatized saints'lives and divine miracles, and
legends of miraculous interventions by the Virgin. Liale of note sur-
vives in English literature, but in France there is the famous cycle of
the Miracles de Notre Dame, forty-rwo plays belonging to the second
half of the r4th c. 

'S(ritten 
in octosyllabic couplets, each dramatizes

some aspect of human activiry and each ends with a miraculous inter-
vention by the Blessed Virgin. Other European examples are the
German Marienkkge and the Dutch Marileen van Nieameghen (c.
r loo). See also TNTERLUDE; LTTURGTcAL DRAMA; MoRALITv pLAy;

PASSION PLAY.

miscellany A medley; a collection of writings in one volume. Probably
the most famous in English literature is Tottel's Miscellany Q51). See
a/so eNrnor,ocY.
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mise en abyme A literary recursion: Andr6 Gide's coinage for the lit-
erary effect of infinite regression. Gidet own Zes Faux-Monndyet'trs
(Tbe Cownterfeiters) (t926) established the device. It has been used by,
among others, Italo Calvino in If On a'Winter's Night a Trar,teller

GgZg), a novel about reading If On a Winter's Nigbt a Traneller.

Mise-en-page (F'putting-on-the-page') A collective term for those fea-
rures of a written or printed text which derive from practical consid-
erations of design and layout: thus the choice and order of words, or
the lineation of verse, are not a part of the mise-en-page, but the choice
of fount, the degree of leading, the pagination, and all ancillary
material (illustrations, ornaments, page numbers, etc.) are. It follows
that the same text (say, King Lear) will have a different mise-en-page
in each edition (Arden, Riverside, Penguin, etc.).

misprision See Rxxmrv oF TNFLUENcE.

mixed metaphor It arises when there is an incongruous dispariry
between the two elements of the implied comparison, as in the jour-
nalist's assertion that: 'a bottle neck is strangling the traffic flow' or as
in Milton's outcry (Lycidas,line rr9) against a venal clergy:

Blind mouths! that scarce themselves know how to hold
A sheep-hook, or have learned aught else the least
That to the faithful herdsman's art belongs!

See also METAPHoR.

mnemonic (Gk rnnerne,'memory') A device in verse or prose. \(ell-
known examples are: (a) Oxydation Is Loss; Reduction Is Gain. The
initial letters make OILRIG. (b) Richard Of York Gave Battle In Vain;
and Read Over Your Good Books In Verse. Here the initial letters give
the seven prismatic colours: red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo,
violet. Many mnemonics have been devised for learning Latin, such as
this one for masculine nouns:

Masculine are fons and mons

illi*i:j+ff*-f:*j:l.n"::'
Add to Masculine tridens,
oriens, and occidens,
bidens (forle): but bidens (sheep)
with the Feminines we keep.

See also AcRoNYM.
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mock-epic A work in verse which employs the lofty manner, the high
and serious tone and the supernatural machinery k.a.) of epic (q.v.)

to treat of a trivial subject and theme in such a way as to make both
subject and theme ridiculous. Almost a case of breaking a butterfly
upon a wheel. By extension the epic mode is also mocked but this is
a secondary consideration.

The acknowledged masterpiece in this genre is Pope's The Rape of
the Locle (t7rz, r7r4),which he himself describes as an Heroicomical
poem. His subject is the estrangement behreen rwo families resulting
from Lord Petre's snipping off a lock of Miss Arabella Fermor's hair.
\(lith faultless skill Pope minifies the epic scale in proportion to the
trivialiry of his theme:

lVhat dire Offence from am'rous Causes springs,
r$/hat mighry Contests rise from trivial Things,
I sing - This Verse ro Caryll, Muse! is due;
This, ev'n Belinda may vouchsafe to view:
Slight is the Subject, but not so the Praise,
If She inspire, and He approve my Lays.

Say what strange Motive, Goddess! cou'd compel
A well-bred Lord t'assault a gentle Belle?

Pope had precedents in the Homeric Batrachomyornacbia, or The
Battle of the Frogs and the Mice (translated by Thomas Parnell as a
contemporary satire in ryry); Alessandro Tassoni's La Seccbia Rapita
(The Rape of the Bucket) (t6zz); Boileau's Le Lutrin (t67+, 1583);
Dryden's Mac Flechnoe (t682); and Samuel Garth's The Dispensary

G6gg).
The mock-epic tone of Dryden's opening lines differs from Pope's:

All humane things are subiect to decay,
And, when Fate summons, Monarchs must obey:
This Fleckno found, who, like Augusnrs, young
tWas call'd to Empire, and had govern'd long;
In Prose and Verse, was own'd, without dispute
Through all the Realms of Non-sense, absolute.

Mac Flechnoe gle Pope the basic idea for Tbe Dunciad $728-q);
also a mock-epic, but more powerful, in a denunciatory manner; and
more elaborate than The Rape of the Loch. See nunmsQuE; PARoDY;
SATTRE; TRAVESfi.

mock-heroic In the style of mock-epic (q.o.), but the term has a
slightly wider application. The heroic manner is adopted to make a

trivial subject seem grand in such a way as to satirize the style, and it
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'is therefore commonly used in burlesque and parody (qq.t.). Fielding's
Torn Thumb (t73o) is a good example of a mock-heroic play, and John
Philips's The Splendid Shilling Gzo) of a burlesque poem.

mode Sometimes approximately synonymous with kind and form, and
related to genre (q.o.).It is associated with method, manner and style
(q.r.). Some incline to describe science fiction (q.2,.) as a mode rather
than a genre. Perhaps, too, the horror story k.r.) may be regarded as
a mode rather than a genre.

modernism A comprehensive but vague term for a movement (or ten-
dency) which began to get under way in the closing years of the rgth
c. and which has had a wide influence internationally during much of
the zoth c. The term pertains to all the creative arts, especially poetry
fiction, drama, painting, music and architecture. There have been
various theories as to when the movement (or its tendencies) was at
its height (some suggest the rgzos for this) and as to whether the
modernist movement is actually over. Some have suggested that mod-
ernism, as an innovative and revivifying movement, was played out by
the late r94os, and that it was then that post-modernism (q.r.) began.
In fact, such movements, of their nature, do not just start and stop; the
evolution is gradual. The impetus and energy of one diminishes (but
continues) as the momentum of another burgeons.

Nevertheless, it is valid to point out certain places and periods
where and when modernist tendencies were at their most active and
fruitful. For example, in France from the r89os until the r94os; in
Russia during the pre-revolutionary years and the rg2os; in Germany
from the r89os and on during the rgzos; in England from early in the
zoth c. and during the rgzos and r93os; in America from shortly before
the First Vorld'War and on during the inter-war period. Thus, it was
a European and ffanscontinental movement, and its principal centres
of activity were the capital cities.

Vithin the general movement or tendency, there were subsidiary
and now labelled and identifiable movements (e.g.surrealism, formal-
ism, qq.v.). Much that is loosely categorized under modernism is or
was dnant-garde (q.r.); but one may distinguish between an 'old'

aaant-gard,e (e.g. the French symbolist poets) and a 'new' aaant-garde
which is post-modernist (e.g. dramatists of the Theatre of the Absurd,
q.o., and the practitioners of the nouvea.a roTnan, q.v.). Professor
Frank Kermode made a further distinction: between palaeo-
modernism and neo-modernism. The former refers to early manifes-
tations of new movements concluding, perhaps, c. rgr4-zo; the latter
to movements since that time.

As far as literature is concerned modernism reveals a breaking away
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from established rules, traditions and conventions, fresh ways of
looking at man's position and function in the universe and many (in
some cases remarkable) experiments in form and sryle. It is particu-
larly concerned with language and how to use it (representationally or
otherwise) and with writing itself. Thus, structuralism was (and is)
from the outset closely connected with modernist tendencies, though
the theories of structuralism (q.rr.) did not gain a strong foothold until
the r95os, by which time post-modernism was well established as a
new movement.

Aspects of modernism are touched on in the following entries:
CoNSTRUCTMSM; DADAISM; DECADENCE; EXISTENTIALTSM; EXPRES-

sroNrsM; FREE VERSE; FUTURISM; TDEOGRAMIC METHOD; IMAGTSTS; NEV

HUMANTSM; PyLON POETS; STREAM OF CONSCTOUSNESS; SYMBOL AND

SYMBOLTSM; ULTRATSM; VORTICISM.

modernismo A term coined by the Nicaraguan poet Rub6n Darfo

$867-1916), it denotes simply 'modernism' (q.v.). It was Dario's
intention to modernize the language and themes of poetry in the
Spanish-American culture. He and his followers were considerably
influenced by the Parnassians (q.v.).

molossus (From a Greek place-name, Moloss6s) A metrical foot with
three stressed syllables: / / l.Yery rare anyway it hardly ever exists as
an independent foot. However, some might argue that the last foot in
the second of these two lines from Gerard Manley Hopkins's TDe
Caged Sleylarh could be scanned as a molossus:

As a dare-gale skylark scanted in a dull cage
I Mdn's mo'unting I spirit in his I b6ne-horise, I medn ho6se, dwdlls-

So the line would scan: palimbacchius/ first paeonic/ spondee/
molossus.

moment See rprpHe,Nv.

money novel (Also known as the 'business novel' or the 'economic

novel') Narrative constructed around the process of money-making or
the machinery of business; secondarily, of the political, social and
acquisitive power conferred by these activities. Often cast as rags-to-
riches stories (with both men and women as protagonists), money
novels make epic or poetic the intricacies of dealing, markets and
financial cunning; money novel heroes have epic and sometimes
Faustian qualities, their activities being translated into forms of
conflict and conquest. The Gilded Age (r86o-19oo) and its aftermath
(especially in America) and the r98os produced notable examples:
Frank Norris's The Pit (tgoz), Theodore Dreiser's 'Trilogy of Desire'
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Ggrl-+Z), and Upton Sinclair's Tbe Money-Cbangers Q9o9) are
ancestors of Tom 

'Wolfe's 
The Bonf.re of tbe Vanities (1987), Po

Bronson's Tbe Bornbardiers (tgg), and Caryl Churchill's Serious
Money (tg8Z).

Monk's Tale stanza A stanza of.eight iambic pentameters, rhyming
ababbcbc, used by Chaucer in Tbe Monk's Tale, an ABC, and some
other poems. In origin it is a French balkde (q.".) stanza. It was
used quite a lot in the r yth c. and may well have been the model from
which Spenser developed what is now known as the Spenserian stainzt
(q.".).

monodrama A theatrical entertainment in which there is only one
character. Recently Ruth Draper, Cornelia Otis Skinner and Joyce
Grenfell have excelled in this genre. However, Tennyson also used the
term to describe Maud (t8ll).A recent example is Krapp's Last Tape

OgSil by Samuel Becken. See uoNolocuE; MoNopolyl.ocuE.

monody (Gk'alone song') An ode (q.rr.) sung by a single actor in Greek
tragedy, or a poem which mourns someone's death. In his introduc-
tion to Lycidas Milton described the poem as a monody. And Arnold
called Thyrsis a monody. ,See orncr; ELEGv; EprcEDruM; LAMENT.

monogatari (J 'tales') 
Japanese legends and stories in collections;

mostly dating from the Middle Ages. Notable examples arez Tahetori
Monogatari (c.8So-9zo), one of the earliest extant works of Japanese
fiction; Utsubo Monogatari (c. 85o*rooo); Ise Monogatari (c. y9);
Ochihubo Monogatari (c. 95v9go), a novel; Yamato Monogatari (c.

9yo), stories illustrated by poems; Eiga Monogatari (c. rc92); Ohagami
(c. rr r); Hogen Monogatari (c. 1156), a story of the civil war of the
H6gen period; Heiji Monogatari (rrSg-6o); Tsatsumi Chunagon
Monogatari (rzrh c.); Heike Monogatari (c. rzrS-yo). See rovrr;
SHORT STORY.

monograph (Gk 'single writing') An essay or treatise (qq.o.) on a par-
ticular subject.

monologic Seeorerocrc/MoNoLoclc.

monologue ..d term used in a number of senses, with the basic meaning
of a single person speaking alone * with or without an audience. Most
prayers, much lyric verse and all laments are monologues, but, apart
from these, four main kinds can be distinguished: (a) monodrama
(q.o.), as in Strindberg's The Stronger; (b) soliloquy (q.o.), for instance,
the Moor's self-revelations in Othello; (c) solo addresses to an audi-
ence in a play; for instance, Iagot explanations to the audience (in
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Othello) of what he is going to do; (d) dramatic monologue (q.o.) - a
poem in which there is one imaginary speaker addressing an
imaginary audience, as in Browning's My Last Duchess. See also
AUBADE; COMPLAINT; INTERIOR MONOLOGUE; PERSONA; STREAM OF

coNscIousNEss.

monometer A line of verse consisting of one metrical foot, as in
Herrick's poem Upon bis depature hence:

I'm made
A shade
And laid
I'th'grave
There have
My cave.

An agreeable humorous example is Ogden Nash's:

Candy
Is dandy
But liquor
Is quicker
Pot
Is not.

See also DTMETER; HEITAMETER; HEXAMETER; ocTAMETER; rENTA-
METER; TETRAMETER; TRIMETER.

monopolylogue An entertainment in which one performer plays many
pafts, as in some forms of monodrama (q.o.).

monorhyme A poem or part of a poem in which all the lines have the
same end-rhyme. It is by no means uncommon in Latin, Italian,
Arabic, lfelsh and Slav poetry. It is very common indeed in Slav poetry
of the oral tradition (q.o.).In English verse, because English is not a
language rich in easy rhymes, monorhyme is fairly uncommon; but
Shakespeare achieved a nicely doggerel touch with nine such in 'All

that glisters is not gold. . ) (The Merchant of Venice,Il, vii, 67). See
also tonNrIcAL RHYME.

monostich (Gk'one line') A single metrical line, or a poem consisting
of one line.

mora (L 'delay') A unit of metrical time which denotes the duration
(q.".) of a short syllable which is usually represented thus: .r. This is
called a brezte. The time occupied by a long syllable in quantitative
verse is two morde. This is representedby /;and this is called ̂ rndcron.
.See roor; scANsIoN.
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moral The lesson to be learnt from a story poem, fable (q.zt.), play -

or indeed any work which purports to teach anything either directly
or obliquely. Thus, the point in any didactic work. As Johnson put it,
grandly, in The Vanity of Human Wishes (he was referring to the
warrior king, Charles XII of Sweden):

But did not Chance at length her Error mend?
Did no subverted Empire mark his End?
Did rival Monarchs give the fatal Vound?
Or hostile Millions press him to the Ground?
His Fall was destin'd to a barren Strand,
A petty Fortress, and a dubious Hand;
He left the Name, at which the'World grew pale,
To point a Moral, or adorn a Tale.

.9ee oroecrrc PoETRY.

moral interlude A form of drama which has something in common
with both the Morality Play and the Interlude (qq.".).It tended to
be didactic but contained more humour than the Morality. Two
well-known examples are Hychescomer (r5rz) and \(/ever's Lasty

Javentus (c. r 5 5o). But both have been taken to be ordinary Morality
Plays.

moralische'Wochenschriften German weekly periodicals published
throughout much of the r8th c. Their models were English, espe-
cially the Tatler and the Spectator. They were moral in tone and
content and concerned with morals, education and matters of taste and
aesthedcs. They were not political. See psmoorclt.

Morality Play Basically, a Morality Play is an allegory in dramatic
form. Its dramatic origins are to be found in the Mystery and Miracle
Plays of the late Middle Ages; its allegorical origins in the sermon lit-
erafirre, homilies, acempk, romances and works of spiritual edification
like the Larnbeth Homilies (rzth c.); Anoene Riaile (rzoo-yo); the
homily Saaies Warde (r 3th c.); Chasteaa d'Amoar (r4th c.);the Abbey
of tbe Holy Ghost (r4th c.); Azenbite of Inuyt (tl+o). In essence a
Morality Play was a dramatization of the battle between the forces of
good and evil in the human soul; thus, an exteriorization of the inward
spirirual struggle: man's need for salvation and the temptations which
beset him on his pilgrimage through life to death. The main characters
in Everyman (c. r yoo) are God, a Messenger, Death, Everyman,
Fellowship, Good Deeds, Goods, Knowledge, Beauty and Strength.
Everyman is summoned by Death and he finds that no one will go
with him except Good Deeds.
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In other plays we 6nd the forces of evil (the Vorld, the Flesh and
the Devil, the Seven Deadly Sins and various demons) deployed
against Man, whose champions are the forces of good (God and his
angels, and the four moral and the three theological virtues). Nearly

are
the

all the Moralities are didactic illustrations of and commentaries on a
preoccupation which dominated Christian thought throughout much
of the Middle Ages: namely, the war between God and the Devil.

The writing in the plays is often uneven, the characterization is
crude and the psychology naive. Nevertheless, in their simplicity, a
number of them have a certain robust and impressive power. The
better ones show an increasingly sophisticated analysis of character,
and point the way to that examination of human nature and morality
in depth which makes the best Tudor and Jacobean drama so
remarkable.

The most memorable Morality Plays ere: Tbe Castell of
Perseverance (c. r4z5); Mind, Will and Understanding (c, r45o); and
Mankind (r. t+l).These three are considered as a grsup because they
occur in the Macro Manuscript. Then comes Ezteryman (c. r;oo), to
which there is a slightly earlier Dutch analogue, Elcherlijh. To the same
period belong the French Moralities Bien aois6, Mal asisd and
L'Homme iaste et I'bornme mondain, and La Condemndtion d,e
Banquet. To the early years of the r6th c. belong The World and'the
Child; Hychescomer $5rz); Skelton's Magnificence (r5r5! Rastell's
Four Elements (r5ry); Mundus et Infans (c. r5zo); Henry Medwall's
Natare (c. r;3o); Sir David Lindsay's Satyre of the Three Estaitis
(rt4o), an example of a political Morality Play; and Wever's Lusty

Javentus(c. r I yo). From about the middle of the r6th c. Morality Plays
became less popular, but they were still being written and many plays
bore unmistakable marks of their influence, such as Nathaniel
'!(oodes's 

Tbe Conflia of Conscience (t563); Fulwell's Like Will to
Libe (c. ry58); Lupton's Allfor Money (c. r578);Marlowe's Dr Faustus
(c. r588). Even as late as t6;-5 BenJonson'sThe Staple of Neax showed
strong Moraliry influences, especially in the person of Lady Pecunia,
an allegorical figure representing Riches.

The long-term influence of the Moralities is discernible in the
pageant and masque (qq.a.), and in the label names or aptronymics
(q.".) given to characters in rTth and r8th c. comedy (q.a.) and also in
the names in novels. A modern example of a Morality Play was Jerome
K. Jerome'sTlte Passing of the Tbird Floor Bacle (r9o8). See entconv;
INTERLUDE; MIRACLE PLAY; MORAL INTERLUDE; MYSTERY PLAY.

morology (Gk 'foolish speech') Deliberate foolishness or nonsense for
effect. See NoNsrNsr.
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morpheme (Gk 'form') A minimal linguistic unit; like dis- as a nega-
tive prefix. See also KENEME.

mosaic rhyme A rhyme of two or more syllables, with more than one
word making a part of the rhyme unit. Common in humorous and
satirical verse. Swift provides a good example in these lines from 7o
Dr Sheridan:

I went in vain to look for Eupolis,
Down in the Strand, just where the new pole is;
For I can tell you one thing, that I can,
You will not find it in the Vatican.
He and Cratinus used, as Horace says,
To take his greatest grandees for asses.
Poets, in those days, used to venture high;
But these are lost full many a century.
Thus you may see, dear friend, ex pede hence,
.My judgment of the old comedians.

.See nrrvur.

mosaic verse A patchwork poem made up of lines from other poems.
An ingenious modern example by A.Alvarez occurs in the introduc-
tion to Tbe Neu Poetry (rev. edn ry66)..See crNto, where the example
by Alvarez is quoted in full.

Moscow Art Theatre Founded in 1898 by Constantin Stanislavsky
(1853-1938) and Vladimir Nemirovich-Danchenko (r859-r9q). It
had its first success with Chekhov's The Seagull in :'898. Later the
theatre was supported by Lenin, and the world tour of 1922-4 made
it very well known. It has continued to be an important theatre whose
company has had wide influence.

mot (F'word') Three phrases commonly used as literary terms employ
this word: (a) bon rnot - an adroitly witty remark; (b) le nlot juste -

the exact or appropriate word for the occasion; (c) le mot proPre - the
precisely necessary term for anything.

mote (Sp 'motto, device, maxim, catchword, nickname') It may also
denote a riddle, an enigma and an emblem. In verse, a poem of one or
fwo lines which expresses a complete thought. Often the thought is
glossed in verse. The whole composition is then called arnote or aglosa
(q.o.). One mote may be glossed by several poets, or by one poet in
different versions. See cross.

motet (F 'little word') A part-song; or harmonized vocal composition.
As used in the medieval period it denoted a set of words and a melody
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to which other melodies and words might be added. The melody might
be characterized by variations and counterpoint.

motif One of the dominant ideas in a work of literature; a part of the
main theme. It may consist of a character, a recurrent image or a verbal
pattern. See ceRpB DrEM; LETTMoTIF; uBr suNT.

motion The name given to puppet plays in England in the r5th and

rythc. Originally, the themes were taken from Holy \flrit but, as forms
of theatrical entenainment became increasingly secular, so the themes
became more diverse. In The Winter's Tale (IY, iii) there is a reference
to a 'motion of the Prodigal Son'. Ben Jonson refers to 'motions'

several times, as do other playwrights of that period.

motto (L mutturn, 'murmur') A short sentence or phrase (often in
Latin) adopted as representative of a person or family. In such cases it
may accompeny e shield or coat of arms or other heraldic device. For
example: per ardaa ad aha. Chaucer's Prioresse had the motto Amor
Vincit Omnia wrought in her gold brooch. Institutions such as schools
often have mottoes, as do most regiments and other units of the armed
services. They are frequently found on coins and medallions; for
instance, the motto on the \Ufelsh one-pound coin is Pleidiol aryf i'm
gafud ('Loyal am I to my country'). The term also denotes a passage
prefixed to a book or chapter which adumbrates its matter, (cf. nncu-
MENT) as well as a scrap of verse or prose enclosed in a cracker or
accomPanymg a sweetmeat.

movement A term commonly applied to a trend or development in lit-
erature. The Pldiade (q.a.), for instance, by dint of their innovations in

Poetry constinrted a movement.

Movement, the A term applied to a tendency rather than a movement
which became apparent in the work of a number of British poets in
the r9;os. It was a tendency towards traditionalism in form, and also
towards empiricism. Some of the main poets associated with the
so-called Movement were Kingsley Amis, Donald Davie, Thom
Gunn, Elizabeth Jennings, Philip Larkin and John ltr7'ain. A represen-
tative selection of their work was published in Robert Conquest's
anthology Neat Lines $956).

Mozarabic lyric The Arabic poetic {orm muwashshah was first devel-
oped in Spain c. 9th-roth c.Irs kharja (q.".) or refrain was not in the
classical tongue but in Romance or colloquial Arabic, known as the
Mozarab dialect. This form was popular in the rrth-rzth c.; it inay
have been the forerunner of the Provengal lyric.
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mudanza 
'(Sp 'change, alteration, mood') In Spanish verse, a rhymed

triplet used in the zdjel (q.".) and followed by a fourth line, known as
the vaeha (q.r.).

multiple or polysyllabic rhyme See tnrpr,n RHvME.

mumming play A primitive form of folk drama associated with funeral
rites and seasonal fertiliry rites, especially the spring festival. As
recently as the middle of the rgth c. it was widespread throughout
Britain - there is a description of such a performance in Hardy's
Return of the Nathte - and there is reliable evidence that it has been
performed regularly as far afield as the islands of Nevis and St Kitts
in the Vest Indies.

Though the 'texts' stem from oral tradition (q.v.) there is a good
deal of uniformity in the mumming play, which is performed by
Mummers. The main characters are St (or Sir) George, a Turkish
knight, a doctor, a fool in cap and bells, and a devil (usually
Beelzebub). Sometimes there is a Father Christmas and Jack Finney,
or Johnny Jack the sweeper. The plot (which is probably not earlier
than the rTth c.) and action are very simple: St George introduces
himself as a gallant Christian knight and is challenged by the Turk.
They duel and one of them (usually St George) is killed. The Doctor
then appears and delivers a boastful litany of the ailments he can cure.
He finally revives the dead man. There follows a collection of money
(often by the devil).

The theme of the mumming play is clearly death and resurrection,
which suggests that it may be connected with a pagan spring-festival
rite. But there is no evidence for such rites until long after the Middle
Ages. See pr,oucH MoNDAy pLAy; REVEsBv pLAy; s\roRD DANcE.

Miinchener Dichterkreis (G Poets' circle from Munich) A group of
German poets who flourished in the middle of the rgth c. and were
established by Maximilian II, king of Bavaria, in his court at Munich.

muse One of nine Greek goddesses who were the daughters of Zeus
and Mnemosyne (or Memory). Each presided over one activity or art:
Calliope, epic poetry; Clio, history; Erato, love poetry; Euterpe, lyric
poetry; Melpomene, tragedy; Polyhymnia, songs of praise to the gods;
Terpsichore, dancing; Thalia, comedy; LJrania, astronomy.

It was the tradition for a poet (especially an epic poet) to invoke the
aid of a pafticular muse to heip him with his work. See rNsrrRRtrow;
INVOCATION; STORM OF ASSOCTATION.

musical comedy A form of theatrical entertainment developed in the
United States during the rgth c. It combines song, music and spoken
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dialogue, and descends from light opera, ballad opera, and vaudeville
(qq.r.).In the last forty years musical comedies have become spec-
tacular. Some famous examples of zoth c. musical comedy are The
Arcadians (t9o9), Lady Be Good (t9r4), Me and My Girl (ty7), Bless
the Bride (rg+), The Boy Friend (tgll) md My Fair Lady bg16),
adapted from Shaw's Pygmalion (tgrz).

music theatre A form of entertainment related to opera. It is a musical
performance presented on a stage with some theatrical props and
costume. The emphasis is on the music, but some kind of dramatic text
may be included. This sort of entertainment is believed to have origi-
nated with the composers Gyorgy Ligeti and Mauricio Kagel. In ry56
Alexander Goehr and John Cox formed a 'Music Theatre Ensemble'
which presented works by SchOnberg, Kurt lVeill, Peter Maxwell
Davies et al.

muwashshah See r"rozeneBlc LyRIc.

mycterism (Gk'rurning.up of the.nose') A :"q+ form of derision; a

sarcasm or irony (q.o.) in which the gibe is half hidden.

Mystery Play (L mi[ni]steinm, 'handicraft') The Mystery Plays of the
Middle Ages were based on the Bible and were particularly concerned
with the stories of man's Creation, Fall and Redemption. They ante-
date Miracle Plays (q.o.).

Mystery Plays developed out of the Liturgy of the Church and in
particular out of the Quem Quaeritis trope (q.".) of Easter Day. The

earliest dremetizations were presented on the greater festivals of the
Church: Christmas, Easter, Pentecost and Corpus Christi. At first they
were in Latin and performed by the clergy in the church. There then

came an increasing admixture of the vernacular, and lay folk also per-
formed in them. This gradual secularizatioi of religious drama was

accompanied by a corresponding physical move. The drama moved

out of the church through the west door. Thus, what had'been sacred

drama became, literally, profane (pro fano, 
'before the temple'). From

the churchyard to the market-place was the next logical step. The

dramatization became more and more elaborate, the plays were

written more or less exclusively in the vernacular and their presenta-
tion became the concern of the trade guilds, each of which became
responsible for a pafticular episode or episodes. For example, the

masons' guild might present the Noah story and the weavers the

Crucifixion. The object of the cycle of plays was to dramatize the Bible

from the Creation to the Last Judgement.
Each play was mounted on a wagon with a curtained scaffold. The

lower part of the wagon was a dressing room. After the play had been
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performed the wagon moved on to where anorher play had just been
acted. Thus, in the course of a day or days, the population of a city
like York was able to see the complete cycle.

In time the presentation and setring b.."-, extremely elaborate.
Fleaven and Hell were represented; all sorts of mechanical con-
trivances contributed to theatrical effects. Costume became lavish, and
even lighting, for evening performances, was spectacular.

Most of the plays are anonymous (at any rate,we do not know the
authors) and show considerable variation in the qualiry of the writing.
For the most paft the verse is rough and characterization crude.
However, in the later work the be[innings of sophistication and
psychological realism are clearly discernible, and this development is
intensely interesting.

The principal English Mystery cycles were rhose of York (48
episodes); Coventry (42); Vakefield - also known as Towneley (32);
and Chester (25). There were also the Cornish plays and the Ladus
Coventriae (which had nothing to do with Covenrry), plus one from
Newcastle and one from Norwich. There were other cycles at
Beverley, Doncaster, Ipswich and'Worcester, but these have been lost.

Mystery Plays were widespread in Europe, and in France they were
particularly popular. The French preferred a more fixed setting. The
sedes or mansions (that is, the stages, platforms or scaffoldings on
which the plays were performed) were ser in rwo lines facing each
other in the yard, square or market-place outside the west door of the
church. Each sedes represented a particular place, like Hell, Heaven,
the House of Caiaphas, the Sepulchre, etc. They were so sited that
there was plenty of room for the spectarors ro garher round.

Other well-known examples are: (a) the Cyprus Passion Cych, a
group of Greek prose-plays depicting the events of Holy'Week, which
originated in Cyprus in the r3th c.; (b) the Oberammergau Passion
Play of Upper Bavaria, which dates from fiy; (c) the Spanish Antos
Sacvamentales, a form of religious drama performed on the feast of
Corpus Christi. These allegorical plays were sdll popular in rhe rTth
c., when they were perfected by Calder6n. See MoRALrry pLAy;
PASSTON PLAY; SACRA RAPPRESENTAZTONE.

myth (Gk mutbo.s, 'anything urtered by word of mouth') It is a rerm
of complex history and meaning. Homer used the word muthos n
mean narrative and conversation, but not a fiction. Odysseus tells false
stories about himself and uses the term muthologenLoein to signify
'telling a story'. Larer, Greek mutbos is used to mean fiction. Pl"to
refers to mathoi to denote something not wholly lacking truth but for
the most part fictirious. If has been surmised that the uansition of
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muthos to mean fiction may have been helped by a kind of association
wrth rnuein, 'to initiate into secrets' (hence, mystic, mystery). The
word rnuthihos ('mythical') went into Latin as rnythicus. Muthos has
also been equated with the Larinfabul" (q.".).Nowadays a myth tends
to signify a fiction, but a fiction which conveys a psychological truth.

In general a myth is a story which is not'rrue' and which involves
(as a rule) supernarural beings - or at any rare supra-human beings.
Myth is always concerned with creation. Myth explains how some-
thing came ro exist. Myth embodies feeling and concept - hence the
Promethean or Herculean figure, or rhe idea of Diana, or the story of
Orpheus and Eurydice. Many myths or quasi-myths are primitive
explanations of the natural order and cosmic forces.

Classical writers had a 'ready-made' mythology. Others have not
been so fornrnate and some have felt a grear need to invent or
somehow contrive a mythology which shall be the vehicle of their
beliefs. Poets, especially, have continued to fall back on the Greek and
Roman myths and, to a lesser extent, upon Germanic and Scandinavian
myths, and in some cases, upon Chinese, Indian, Egyptian and Latin
American myths. As coleridge pur it,'the old instinct brings back the
old names'. A good example of a poet who has 'invented; a mytho-
logy akin to the traditional kind is rflilliarn Blake. He said that he
felt obliged to create a sysrerh: otherwise he would be enslaved by
someone else's. Accordingly he combined his own visionary gleams
with what he 'lifted' from established mythologies, plus elements of
Christianity and ideas from Swedenborg and Neoplatonism (4.2.). A
more recent example is V. B. Yeats, who was in the fornrnate position
of being able to make use of a considerable stock of celtic lore and
legend of a more or less mythical kind. Yeats explained his 'mytho-

logy' in A Visinn g9z6). Herman Melville (Moby-Dich), James Joyce
(Ulysses) and D. H. Lawrence (The Plumed, Serpent) have also used a
variery of mythical materials, for the mosr parr those which belong to
what Jung described as the 'collective unconscious'. .See LEGEND;
MYTHEME; MYTHOPOEIA; NARRATOLOGY; STRUCTURALISM; SYMB( )L AND

SYMBOLISM.

mytheme A term coined by Claude L6vi-Strauss, rhe structuralist
anthropologist, by analogy with morpheme and phoneme (qq.v.).In
his structural analysis of myths a mytheme 'is a set of items which
share a single functional trait'. Mythemes are organized in binary
oppositions (q.v.). Three items in one mytheme for L6vi-Srrauss are:
(a) Cadmos seeks his sister, ravished by Zeus; (b) Oedipus marries his
mother, Jocasta; (c) Antigone buries her brother, Polynices, unlaw-
fully. L6vi-Strauss invented the term 'myrheme' 

as parr of the struc-
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rural analysis of myths, and it has been of some importance in struc-
tirralism (q.".) and in the theory of narratology (q.v.). See also MyrH.

mythopoeia (Gr 'myth-making') The conscious creation of a myth
(q.".). In literature, the appropriation and reworking of mythical
material, or the creation of a kind of 'private' mythology.
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nacimientos Spanish plays and poems about the Nativity of Christ.
They were performed/recited at Christmas in churches and private
houses, or in the streets. They were common in the r;th c.

nadsat A teenage argot (q.".) devised by Anthony Burgess for his novel
A Clochatorh Orange $/6z). The vocabulary comprises about zyo
words, many of which are of Slavonic origin. For example: baboochha
-'old woman'; chellovek-'man'; kleb - 'bread'; honorshoan (horoshofl
-'good'; malchik -'boy'; sladhy -'sweet'.

naiv und sentimentalisch (G 'naive and sentimental') A category or
distinction made by Schiller in his essay Aber naizte and sentimental-
ische Dichtnng $79). Schiller divides poets into two classes: (a)

the naive (e.g. Homer, Shakespeare, Goethe) who attempt to Pro-
ject nature as they embody it; (b) the sentimental (e.g. Schiller,
'Wordsworth, 

Southey) who have lost touch with nature and are trying
to depict it as a'sought-for ideal. Naive poets create instinctually; the
sentimennl, formally. Schiller pursued his theory to suggest that sen-
timental poets try to project an ideal of nature whereas the naive poet

cannot and does not do this. He is concerned with nature as it is; not
as it may be conceived. Tf we compare the work of, say, John Clare,

Vrilliam Barnes, Thomas Hardy, R. S. Thomas and Ted Hughes, with

that of, say,John Dyer,John Keats, Robert Browning, A. E. Housman
and Edmund Blunden, we find that the first group tend to be instinc-

rual in their responses to nature; the second group, formal.
Schiller also elaborated the idea that the poetic genius (q.".) is a sen-

timental poet by virnre of his feelings and idealisms, and a naive by

virnre of his genius. The combination enables him to convey a total
vision of nature: the real and the transcendental. Gerard Manley

Hopkins might well come into this category. See ANTTNoMY;
Apot,r.oNrarv/oroNvsrAN; cLAssrcrsu/RouANTIcIsM.

narodne pesme (S 'peoples' songs') The poems (pesrna also means
'poem') belong to the genre of traditional popular narrative Poetry
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based on historical events and created mainly by individual mernbers
of an illiterate or semi-literate society and preserved by oral tradition
(q.r,.) in former Jugoslavia. They exist in print now because the rgth
c. Serbian scholar Vuk Karadiii spent much of his life collecting them
from the gushri (q.a.) while there were still plenry of these itinerant
bards in existence.

There are nine epic cycles of these poems. The most famous is the
Kosovo cycle, a group of ballads (q.".) and lays which grew up as a
result of the Battle of Kosovo in 1389 when che Serbs were defeated
be the Turks. There is a pre-Kosovo cycle which treats of myth and
legend, and a Marko Kraljevii cycle which mostly concerns the deeds
of a semi-legendary warrior of that name. The founh main cycle (the
most recent) comprises all the poems dealing with the struggles against
the Turks in the rgth c. The other five deal with (a) the Serbian nobles
and their conflicts after the Battle of Kosovo until towards the end of
the r yth c.; (b) the exploits of the hajd,ules (bandit-type guerrilla sol-
diers) against the Turks; (c, d and e) Montenegrin, Bosnian and
Dalmatian struggles against invading powers.

The nine cycles consdnrte one of the most remarkable bodies of oral
poetry known. Apart from the Homeric ballads they probably have
no equals. See also rrrc; ;uNedKE pEsME; r,rvedr; Znusrr pEsME.

narodnost (R'national character') A requirement demanded of litera-
ture under socialist realism (q.".).Literature should express typical
national thought and character through a 'national sryle'. The term
also implies 'folk' and 'popular'character; thus there has been much
emphasis on folk and popular literature and language and the impor-
tance of the contribution it can make to more exalted forms of litera-
ture. See rDEYNosr; PARTYNosT.

narratee A term invented by Gerald Prince to denote the person to
whom a narrator addresses his discourse. The n^rratee is not to be con-
fused with the reader, who may be the 'virtual reader' (i.e. the kind of
reader the narrator has in mind while composing the discourse), or the
'ideal reader' (i.e. the reader who understands everything the
writer/narrator is saying and doing). See also rMpLrED nreoen/ecruAl
READER; READER-RESPONSE THEORY.

narrative verse A narrative poem tells a story. Such poetry is wide-
spread in many literatures. The three main kinds are epic, metrical
romance and ballad (qq.o.) but there are a very large number of nar-
rative poems which cannot be easily classified and which certainly do
not fit into any of the above categories, and there is no genre which
subsumes works as varied as Smart's Song to David, Arnold's Sohrab
and Rustum and T. S. Eliot's Joumey of the Magi.
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Etly examples of narrative poerry are the epic of Gilgamesh and

the poems of-Homer and Hesiod, the narrative odes of Pindar (c.

5rr-44, nc) and the Argonautica of. Apollonius of Rhodes (end of 3rd
c. nc). Callimachus, an older contemPorary of Apollonius' wrote short

epics called epyllia (q.a.).The Romans often used narrative verse.

Famous examples are: the Bellum Punicum of Naevius (c. z7vc. r99

nc), the first liistorical epic; the Annale.s of Ennius (49-t69 nc); the

Aeneidof Virgil (7erg nc) and the Metamorphoses of Ovid (43 nc-eo

l8). Narrative poems continued to be written in the following five

hundred years in both Greek and Latin. For instance, the Gospel tjory

was re-told by Juvencus in Evangeliorum Libri (r. llo); and early in

the yth c. Sedulius wrote a Paschal Poem. Later,lives of the saints in

verse were not uncommon; and historical Poems in Latin verse

appeared during the Carolingian period. In the early Middle Ages we

fini the beginnings of romance but it is not until the r2th c. that this

is an established form: for example, Benoit de Saint-More's Rornan de

Tioie (c. r r 84), believed to be the first poem in the vernacular (q.r.):

Between c. rooo and c. r3oo, for the first time since the 8th c. Bc, oral

epics were written down - in $Testern vernaculars and in Greek.

dutstanding examples are Beozoulf, assigned to the middle of the 8th

c. (though th. nnS d"tes from c. rooo), the OHG Lay of Hildebranl

(c. 8oo), the Greek Digenes Alerius (mid-r rth c.), the MHG

Nibelangenlied (c. rzoe;), the Spanish Poenu de mio Cid (c. rzoo),

the ONiollection known as the Eld.er Edda (the earliest MS c. rzTo),

plus a large number of chansons de gestes (q.t.), of which the best

kto*n is the Chanson de Rohnd (the earliest MS c. tryo).

Throughout the later Middle Ages narrative Poems were widely

written in Europe and increasingly in the vernacular: Dante's Dhtina

Commedia (c. r3ro), Chaucert Cantetbury Tales (r381-r4oo),

Langland's The Vision of Piers Plmoman (c. ryiryg), Chaucer's

Troilus and Criseyde (c. ry72-86).
The Renaissance period produced a succession of epic narratives'

notably: Orlando Innamorato by Boiardo (r44r-9 4); Orlando Farioso

by Ariosto (t47+-rfi3); Gerusalemme Liberata by Tasso (rS++-g);

and the Os Lnsiada.r by Camo€ns (r Sz4-8o). These four works con-

stitute a revival of national epic.
The turn of the r Sth c. saw the beginning of considerable poetic

activity in Dalmatia and Croatia, especially in narrative verse. The most

notable poets were: Marulii (r4;o-r;24), who wrote Judita in Croat

and an epic, Daaidijada,inlatin; Peter Hektorovie' Q487-r572) of rhe

island oi Hrr"t, the author of Ribanie ('Fishing') - a grouP of poems

which may be described as pastorals about fishing: Mavro Vetranii

(r482-r y6), who wrote an epic called The Pilgim; Petar Zorani(
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(r yo8-r S6g?),the author of a pastoral romance in verse and prose called
Planine ('The Mountains'); Brno Krnarutii (rpe7z), who wrote an
epic on a contemporary theme called the Capture of tbe City of Sziget;

Juraj Barakovii (r549-fi28), the author of Vih Slovinsha, a history of
Zadar;and Ivan Gundulid ( r I 8 8-r 53 8), Dubrovnik's most famous poet,
the author of the epic Osman - again on a contemporary theme, the
battle of the Christians against the Turks.

In the r ;th and r5th c. in England narrative poetry also flourished.
The r yth c. poets are little read now but Lydgate and Hawes were
prolific writers. Lydgate's Falles of Princes (t+g+),based on Boccaccio's
De Casibus Virorum lllustrium, was a poem of 36,ooo lines. Hawes's
Pastime of Pleasare (t log) was a long allegorical poem concerning the
pilgrimage of the soul; a kind of Everyman quest.

Major narrative poems in the r6th c. include Edward Hall's
Cbronicle (c. rt4o), Spenser's The Faeie Queene (tt89, rJ96),
Marlowe's Hero and Leander (1593), Samuel Daniel's Ciail Wars
(tlgl) and Drayton's England's Heroicall Epistles bSgil. By the end
of the r5th c. the tendency was to write shorter narrative poems; what
may be called epyllia (q.r.).

In the ryth c. the two outstanding narrative poems in English liter-
ature are Abraham Cowley's unfinished David,eis (t616), and the
greatest epic in the language - Milton's Parad,ise Lost $66). In France
in the rTth c. the principal narrative works were Boileau's Le Lutrin,
a mock-epic(q.v.) written berween :,673 and 1583, and F6nelon's prose
poem (q.o.) Til4rnaqne (t6gg).

It is noticeable that in the second half of the rythc. and during much
of the rSth c. longer poems tend to be satire (q.".).In a number of
cases these satires were a form of narrative verse. Pope's Tbe Rape of
tlte Loch (r7rz, r7r4) is a case in point. Rather than write anything
original on an epic scale poets chose to translate. Notable translations
of Classical authors were done by Dryden, Pope and Cowper.
However, there was one epic work of some merit, namely Voltaire's
Henri.ade (t728), a national epic on the religious wars.

Towards the end of the r8th c. we find a recrudescence of the genre.
It is probable that the publication of Percyt Reliques of Ancient Poetry
in ry6, revived interest. It is possible that James Macpherson's
Ossianic poems (r75o, 1762, ry6) were also an influence. At any rate,
towards the rurn of the century and continually thereafter, narrative
verse proliferates. In r785 Cowper published The Tasle. Burns wrote
a number of narrative poems and ballads. Scott was very prolific. In
r 8oz-3 he published a collection of Scottish ballads titled Minstrelsy
of the Scottish Border. This may have encouraged him to wrire Tbe
Lay of the Last Minstrel (r8o5), Marmion (r8o8) and Tbe Lady of tbe
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Lahe (t9ro). At about the same time George Crabbe made a remark-

able contribution to narrative poetry as a kind of 'regional'poet, with

three long works: Tbe Paisb Register (r8o7), The Borougb QSro) and
Tales QBtz). Crabbe was to East Anglia what Thomas Hardy was, as

a novelisq to \$fessex. \(Iordsworth, also, was a prolific writer of nar-

rative verse. Among his minor works one should mention Goody
Bhlee and, Harry Gill; among the major works Michael $8oo), Tbe

Excursion (r8r4) and Tbe Prelnde, not published until r8;o but
written many years earlier. 

'Wordsworth's 
contemporary Coleridge

wrote two of the most famous narrative poems in the language:
namely, Tbe Rime of tbe Ancient Mariner (tlg8) and Chisubel
(1816). Contemporaneously Byron wrote four notable narrative

poems of considerable length: The Giaour (t8t3), Beppo (I8r8)'

Childe Harold's Pilginage (r8o9-r8) and, Don Juan (r8r5z4).

Keatst two main narrative poems were The Eae of St Agnes (1819)

and Lamia (r8r9).
Nearly all the major poets (and many of the minor ones) of the

Victorian period (q.".) wrote narrative verse. Here there is only sPace
to mention: Macaulay's Lays of Ancient Rome (r842), Aytoun's Zays

of the Scottish Caoaliers (r8+g), Matthew Arnold's Sohrab and Rusturn
(t813), Tennyson's ldylls of tbe King USaz-8t), and a very large
number of works by Browni.g - especially: Through the Metidia to
Abd-el-Kadr $842), Hou they broaght the good near from Gbent to

Aix $8a), Soliloqay of the Spanish Cloister (1842), Inci.dent of the
French Camp (r842), My Last Duchess (r842), The Bishop orders bis

tomb at St Praxed\ Church (1842), Saal (t81), A Grammarian's
Funeral (r8ll), Cbilde Roland to tbe Dark Toarcr cdme $85), Fra
Lippo Lrppi (t8ll), And,rea del Sarto (t8;), Rabbi Ben Ezra (r864)'

Tbe Ring and the Boole Q868-9), Hentd Riel (r87r), to mention only
some. \Ufilliam Morris was also a distinguished narrative poet. His two
main works are: Jason (t86) and Tbe Eartbly Paradise (1868-7o).

Since the Victorian period much narrative verse has been written.
Of particular note are Kipling's ballads and Masefield's ballads; also
Masefield's The Eoerhsting Mercy (r9r r), Tbe Wid'oat in the Bye Street

Qgrz) and Reynard the Fox (r9r). Among the shorter narrative
poems written in the 2oth c. mention should be made of Chestertont
The Balkd of the Vhite Horse and Lepaneo, Francis Brett Young's
North-West Passage AD t497,Ezra Pound's Ballad of tbe Goodly Fere,
\(i. \(/. Gibson's Fknnan .Isle, \trilfred Owen's Strange Meeting,
Edmund Blunden's Incident in Hyde Parh r8o3, Sir John Betjeman's
A Lincolnshire Tale, Edward Thomas's up in the Wind, T. S. Eliot's

Joumey of tbe Magi,C. Day Lewis's Fli.ght to Australia, Philip Larkin's
Wbitsan Weddings, and a large number of poems by Robert Frost -
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especially Death of the Hired Man,The Mountain,Tbe Blach Cottage,
Blueberies, The Code, The Fear, A Hund,red Colkrs, Home Burial
and Paul's Wife. Conrad Aiken has also used the narrative form for
long, discursive and reflective poems, notably: Senlin: A Biograpby,
Preludes for Mernnon, Landscape West of Eden and Time in the Roch.
\$f. H. Auden has also written long narrative poems of a reflective
nature, in particular New Year Letter, For the Ti.me Being, The Sea
and the Minor and The Age of Anxiety.

To this brief selection must be added eleven outstanding narrative
poems, all long and all different in style, theme, structure and purpose:
Hugh MacDiarmid's On a Raised Beacb; Patrick Kavanagh's Tbe
Great Hunger; Andrew Young's A Tra,ueller in Time; '$f. H. Auden's
Letter to Lord Byron; l$(. S. Graham's The Nightfisbing; Vernon
\Watkins's The Balkd of tbe Mari Luyd; George Barker's Goodman

Jacksin and the Angel; Anthony Cronin's RMS Titanic, Peter Levi's
The Shearw.tdters; Stephen Vincent Benet's John Brown's Body; and
Kazantzakis's The Odyssey: A Modem Sequel. See also DRAMATIc
MONOLOGUE; EPrC; ONEGTN STANZA; SONNET CYCLE; VERSE NOVEL.

narratology Theory discourse or critique of Larcative/narration.
Structuralist analysis of narrative was begun by Claude L6vi-Strauss
(r9o8- ), who, in Anthropologie stracturale (tgl8) and elsewhere,
advanced a new theory about myth (q.t.).He puts forward the idea
that myths are variations on basic themes and that in their totality (and
there are thousands of them) their narratives contain certain constant,
basic and universal structures by which any one myth can be
explained. He sees myths as a kind of 'language'which can be broken
down into individual units or'mythemes'- by analogy with phonemes
(q.".). Myths can be read in relation to each other rather than as
reflecdng a particular version. Hence the concept of a kind of
'grammar' or set of relations underneath the surface of the narrative.
He also advances the idea that myths have a sort of collective existence
independent of individual thought, and posits myths as related to other
myths rather than to truth and reality. They are 'outside', so to speak,
decentred, and possess their own truth and logic.

This structuralist theory has been brought to bear on the srudy of
narrative in literature, or narratology. In some respects L6vi-Strauss's
theory was prefigured by the Russian Formalist Vladimir Propp, who,
in his Morphology of the Folh Tale (1928), 'reduced' all folk tales to
seven 'spheres of action' and thirry-one fixed elements or 'functions'

of narrative. The function is the basic unit of the narrative 'language'

and denotes or refers to the actions which constitute the narrative, and
the functions tend to follow a logical sequence.
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A. J. Greimas, in his Sdmantique structurale (t966), breaks the
scheme down still further, and aims at a kind of universal grammar of
narrative by attempting a semanric analysis of sentence strucrure. In
place of the 'spheres 

of acdon' he propose s the actant: a srructural unit,
which is not even character or narrative. He posits three pairs of binary
oppositions (q.2,.) which include six actants or roles: subject/object;
sender/receiver; helper/opponenr. These binary oppositions, he pro-
poses, account for or describe three basic patterns which are to be
found in narrative: (a) desire, search or aim (subject/object); (b) com-
munication (sender/receiver); (c) auxiliary suppon or hindrance
(helper/opponent). He applies this'sysrem' to d variety oI narrative.

More accessible are G6rard Geneme's theories propounded in
Narathte Discourse (rgzz) in the conrext of a detailed analysis of
Proustt A h recherche du ternps perdn. Bearing in mind the distinc-
tions made in Russian Formalism (q.v.) berween fabuk ('story') and
synzbet('plot'), he distinguishes berween: ricit (i.e. the chronological
order of events in a text/narrative); histoire (the sequence in wfuch
events acrually occur); and narration (the act of narrating itself). He
then discusses in fascinating depth the various categories bf narrative
analysis. He also has much of note ro say about the narrator (q.v.) and,
the kind of 'voice' 

he uses, and the relationship of the n"rt"tot ro the
'narra-tee' (q.a.). Plus an analysis of poinr of view or viewpoint (q.zt.).
For this aspecr he introduces some erudite jargon (q.".) of his bwn
devising. Thus, he distinguishes three basic kinds of narrator: the 'het-

erodiegetic' (where the narrator is absent from his own narrative); the
'homodiegetic' (the narrator is inside his narrative, as in a story
recounted in the first person); the 'autodiegetic' (the narrator is inside
the narrative and also the main character). Genette's essay Fronticrs of
Nanatioe $966) is also of great interest.

rfhereas Genene has a relational approach and sees narrative as a
product or result of the interaction of its differenr component levels,
and all aspects of narrative as dependent units, Roland Barthes (in his
essay Introdacti.on to the Sraaural Analysis of Nanatiae, ry77) pre-
sumes a hierarchical arrangement of levels and suggests thar, up io a
point, they can be discussed separately. He describes narrative as 'a

long sentence, just as every constative sentence is in a way the rough
outline of a short narrative'. He selects basic unirs of narrative; fot
example, 'function' 

and 'index'. The functions constitute a chain of
acts; the indices constitute information about characters. He then
amplifies this theory by linguistic arialogy, suggesting that the func-
tions are based on metonymic relations and the indices on meta-
phoric relations. In this distinction he is using Roman Jakobson's
theory of metaphor/metonymy (q.v.).Barthes also makes use of Emile
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Benveniste's distinction (discussed in Problerns in General Linguistics,

ry66) between the 'personal' and 'apersonal' aspects of language (see
suBJEcr oF ENUNcrenoN/suBJEcr oF ENuNcnrrNc) in order to
analyse the 'narration', or the manner in which the story is told.

Lastly, we should mention Northrop Frye's remarkable and ori-
ginal conception of literature proposed in his outstanding book
Anatomy of Criticism (tg1il. Frye's theory is not strictly structuralist
but it can be seen as structuralist in some respects. He sees literature
as an 'autonomous verbal structure' unrelated to anything beyond
itself, a world which contains 'life and reality in a system of verbal
relationships'. In short, a 'self-contained literary universe'. In this
'universe' there are four radical 'mythoi' - that is to say, plot forms
and basic organizing structural principles - which correspond to
the four seasons of the natural order and constitute the four main
genres of comedy romance, tragedy and satire (qq.o.). He has
developed this archetypal theory in many subsequent discourses on a
huge range of texts, including the Bible. See encHnrypAr, cRrTrcrsM;
STRUCTURALISM.

narrator Plato and Aristotle distinguished three basic kinds of narra-
tor: (a) the speaker or poet (or any kind of writer) who uses his own
voice; (b) one who assumes the voice of another person or persons,
and speaks in a voice not his own; (c) one who uses a mixture of his
own voice and that of others. Out of the thousands of examples avail-
able to illustrate the three voices the following will serve: In his poem
The Statue the poet John Berryman speaks throughout in his own
voice. In Tbe Prisoner of Cbillon,Byron assumes the voice of Frangois
de Bonnivard who was imprisoned in the castle of Chillon in the r6th
c. A good example of the combination of three voices can be found in
Paradise losr. Milton begins in his own voice in the first person to
invoke the 'Heavenly Muse'. In line 34, Book I, the impression is that
the Muse (that is the Holy Spirit) responds to Milton's formal invo-
cation (q.o.) thus beginning the main narrative. \(rhen Satan first speaks
(line Sa) the third voice is introduced. Thereafter each different char-
acter has his own voice, though all, as it were, are Milton's. At the
beginning of Book III Milton draws breath and uses his 'own'voice

agarn.
So anyone telling a story may begin, as narrator, by using his own

voice; then introduce a narrator who tells the story - in which there
are characters who, in turn, have their own voices and who, in their
turn, of course, may narrate. Potentially the progression (or regres-
sion) is infinite. Many novelists have employed this technique, one of
the most adept being Joseph Conrad.
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T. S. Eliot also makes an important disdnction in his essay The
Three Voices of Poetry (rplt)r 'The first voice is the voice of the poet
talking to himself - or to nobody. The second is the voice of the poet
addressing an audience, whether large or small. The third is the voice
of the poet when he attempts to create a dramatic character speaking
in versel when he is sayingr not what he would say in his own person,
but only what he can say within the limits of one imaginary character
addressing another imaginary character.'

rUflhat is known as the'self-conscious narrator'is one who employs
techniques related to the theories of foregrounding and defamiliari-
z tion (qq.o.).By dint of 'baring the device' (or devices) the writer
reveals to and reminds the reader that the narration is a work of fiction
while at the same time pointing up or exposing the discrepancies
between the fiction and the reality which it purports or seems to rep-
resent. Tristram in Sterne's Tristram Shandy Q76v6) is a notable
instance. Others are Marcel in Proust's A k rechercbe d,n temPs perdu
(t9r3-27) and the narrator in Byron's Don Juan (r819-24).

The method of using the self-conscious narrator lends itself to
sophisticated and complex refinements in what is known as the
'reflexive novel' (q.o.) or the 'involuted novel'. An outstanding
example of this is Andr6 Gide's Les Faux-monrutyears (1926), in
which he uses intricate narrative tactics. This book is the diary of a
novelist who is writing a novel - which is going to have the title les
Faux-monnzlyears ('The Counterfeiters') - about a novelist who is
keeping a diery about the novel he is actually writing. Gide com-
pounded this ingenuity by keeping a journal while he was composing
the novel; this was the Jonmal of tbe Counterferters, which he pub-
lished in the same year as the novel. Vladimir Nabokov's Pale Fire

$96z) is another and different instance of the involuted narrative
method.

There is also what is known as the 'fallible' or'unreliable narrator'.
Such a narrator is one whose perception and interpretation of what he
or she narrates does not correspond or coincide with the perceptions,
interpretations and opinions of the author who is or purports to be
the controlling force in the narration. Thus, there is a kind of contrived
discrepancy between the narrator (what James called 'the centre
of consciousness') and the actual author. Henry James was a past-
master of this technique (e.g. in The Aspern Papers, 1888). See also
AEsrHETrc DrsrANcE; coNFEssIoNAL NovEL; DrAlocrc/voNorocrc;
fNoNcf/fNoNcrATroN; Eprsror.ARy NovEL; FIcELLE; FREE INDTREcT
srvr,r/orscouRsE; NARRAToLocy; NovEL; PERSoNA; nfcrr; sTREAM oF
coNscrousNEss; suBJEcTIvrTY AND oBJECTMTY; VIE\TPOINT.
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National Book League Founded in ryzl as the National Book Council
by the Society of Bookmen. It is an independent charitable orgariza-
tion whose function is to promote and encourage the use and enjoy-
ment of books. It thus works with all branches of the book trade. It
was renamed the National Book League in ry41and in r98o moved
from its central London premises in Albemarle Street to Book House
in'Wandsworth, south-west London. It provides many excellent ser-
vices and administers various literary prizes including the Booker
McConnell Prize (q.r.).

National Theatre The foundation stone of the British National
Theatre was laid on the South Bank of the Thames in r9y r.ln 196z a
National Theatre board was appointed and Laurence Olivier
(t9o7-89) v/as put in charge. The Old Vic Theatre (q.a.) became the
headquarters and an inaugural performance of Hamlet was given there
in ry62. Eventually the new theare was built (it took some ten years)
with three auditoriums. In March ry76 the Lyttelton opened with a
production of Samuel Beckett's Hoppy Days; in October of that year
the Olivier opened with a production of Marlowe's Tamburkine (c.
r t9o); and in March ry77 the Cottesloe srudio theatre presented Ken
Campbellt llluminata.s. Before any of the theatres was opened Peter
Hall (r93o- ) had replaced Laurence Olivier as artistic director. Peter
Hall held the post f.rom ry73 to 1988 and during those fifteen years a
wide variety of plays, from established classics to new work by
comparatively unknown dramatists, _ yal presented - often with
conspicuous success. Hall was succeeded by Peter Eyre.

naturalism In literary criticism, a word sometimes used loosely as a
synonym for realism (q.o.), and also in reference to works which show
a pronounced interest in, sympathy with and love of natural beauty
(e.g. much of the poetry of \flordsworth). Properly speaking, it should
be used to describe works of literature which use realistic methods and
subjects to convey a philosophical form of naruralism; that is, a belief
that everything that exists is a part of nature and can be explained by
natural and material causes - and not by supernatural, spiritual or
paranormal causes.

In literature naturalism developed out of realism. The main
influences that went to forming a different point of view were
Darwin's biological theories, Comte's application of scientific ideas to
the study of society, and Tainet application of deterministic theories
to literature. Those in favour of a naturalistic approach to and inter-
pretation of life concentrated on depicting the social environment and
dwelt particularly on its deficiencies and on the shortcomings of
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human beings. The'naturalist's'vision of the estate of man tended to
be subjective and was very often sombre.

The Goncourt brothers appear to have been the first to establish the
namralistic point of view in literature; namely in Gertninie Lacerteux
(rS55). This analytical investigation of the rather squalid life of a
servant girl was much admired by Emile Zola, the high priest of the
naruralistic movement in literature.

In his preface to Thdrdse Raquin (I863) he described himself as a
naturaliste. His method was scientifically clinical, that of the pathol-
ogist and physiologist. In his view men's lives and actions were deter-
mined by environment and herediry and it was the business of the
novelist, as he saw it, to dissect, to perform an autopsy on life. In
pursuit of his aims, he'pulled no punches'. There is much in his work
which could be described as sensational and melodramatic, and it has
been noted that he concentrated excessively on the seamier aspects of
human existence: on the impoverished and underprivileged, on the
ugly and the diseased. After Th1rdse Raqnin he planned a cycle of
twenty volumes (the cycle is known as Roagon-Macqaart, t87t13)
which should give the natural and social history of a family. Out of
these twenry novels the best known are L'Assommoir (t87) and
Germinal (rS81).

fola's influence has been very considerable and is discernible in
many plays and novels of the last hundred years. It is particularly
noticeable in the work of Maupassant and J-K. Huysmans, of George
Moore and George Gissing. However, he made his greatest impact in
Germany, where naturalism as a movement was concentrated in one
literary school in Berlin and another in Munich. Here the principal
luminaries of the movement were G. M. Conrad, Holz and Schlaf,
the Hart brothers, Bleibtreu and Bolsche. The dramatist Gerhart
Hauptmann proved to be the most distinguished exponent of German
naturalism. Outside France and Germany it was apparent in the works
of lbsen, Strindberg, Chekhov, Tolstoy, Gorki, and across the Atlantic
in the novels of Theodore Dreiser, Frank Norris and Stephen Crane.
See also NATURALISTIc DRAMA; THEATRTcALISM; THEsrs NovEL.

naturalistic drama Drama which seeks to mirror life with the utmost
fidelity. It became established and popular late in the rgth c., stem-
niing from the naturalism (4.2.) of Zola and his followers, and going
beyond the realism (q.".) of Ibsen. The main French dramatist was
Henri Becque. In the late r88os Antoine established naturalistic drama
in his Th6itre Libre. There Becque and other playwrights, including
Strindberg, had their work performed. The movement of naturalism
in the theatre spread to Germany, England, Russia and America. A
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famous instance of ultranaturalism is Gorki's Lower Deptbs $9oz).
Gradually, the leading dramatists, like Strindberg and Hauptmann,
forsook this kind of play for a more symbolic form. However, natu-
ralism persisted and in its decadence considerably influenced drawing-
room comedy (q.".) and much light theatrical entertainment in the
r92os and r93os, There was a sustained effort to reproduce everyday
speech as exactly as possible, and more and more emphasis was placed
on surface verisimilitude - especially in d6cor and setting where no
effort was spared to persuade the audience that it was in fact looking
at a'real' set, such an exact representation of a room that they might
well use it themselves. Here art was attempting to deceive nature, not
reflect it. Thus the theatre was defeating its own ends and, in the aban-
donment of traditional dramatic conventions, becoming more and
more restrictive. Nevertheless, many dramatists exploited the limita-
tions very skilfully. Galsworthy was an outstanding example, and,
later, N. C. Hunter and Terence Rattigan. See rHserRIcALIsM.

Natural School, the The name given to an early phase of Russian
realism. This particular -ism was formulated by Belinsky (r8rr-48)
who was the 'interpreter' of Gogol. It was Belinsky's belief that the
writer should eschew anything like romanticism and should depict the
social evils of his period, especially the injustices of peasant and serf
life. The tenets of the natural'naya sbkok were strongly opposed to
anything artificial or idealistic.

Natureingang A German term for a kind of introductory passage
which uses images drawn form the natural order. The images are con-
ventional or'stock'. The term is usuallv used in connection with the
M innesang (see urNNrsrNcrn).

natya A form of Indian dance drama whose plots for the most part
derive from the epics Ramaydnd and Mahabbarata.

near rhyme See RHYME.

negation A form of affirmation by denial; sometimes found in litotes
(q.".). A famous example occurs in Keats's Hypeion:

No stir of air was there,
Not so much life as on a summer's day
Robs not one light seed from the feathered grass,
But where the dead leaf fell, there did it rest.

negative capability A famous phrase used by Keats when writing to
his brothers George and Thomas (zr Dec. r8r7). The relevant passage
is:



Negrismo

I had not a dispute, but a disquisition, with Dilke upon various sub-
jects; several things dove-tailed in my mind, and at once it struck
me what qualiry went to form a man of achievement, especially in
literature, and which Shakespeare possessed so enormously - I
mean negative capabiliry that is, when a man is capable of being in
uncertainties, mysteries, doubts, without any irritable reaching after
fact and reason. Coleridge, for instance, would let go by a fine iso-
lated verisimilirude caught from the penetralium of Mystery from
being incapable of remaining content with half-knowledge. This
pursued through volumes would perhaps take us no farther than
this; that with a great Poet the sense of beauty overcomes every
other consideration, or rather obliterates all consideration.

Accept, therefore, the insight into beauty and be cautious of ratio-
nalization. In his Ode on a Grecian Um Keats summarized part of his
philosophy in this matter:

'Beauty is truth, truth beaury'- that is all
Ye know on eafth, and all ye need to know.

See sun;ecrrvlTY AND oBJEcrrvrrY.

Negrismo A Latin American movement with strong indigenous tradi-
tions particularly associated with black culrure. In Cuba it is referred
to as Afro-Cubanism. It developed during the r92os and prominent
negristas have been Emilo Bdlagas and Nicolds Guill6n of Cuba, Luis
Pal6s Matos of Puerto Rico and Ildefonso Pereda Vald6s of Uruguay.
The Cuban novelist Alejo Carpentier (tgop- ) of Havana (though not
a black himself) did much to promote black art and literature.
Fernando Oniz (188r-1969) was a leading light in Afro-Cubanism.
.See NfcRrruor.

Ndgritude The term was coined some time in the r93os
C6saire (a French poet and dramatist from Martinique)
Senegalese poet and politician L-S. Senghor. It refers to and connotes
the attirudes displayed in some recent writing by African authors and,
more particularly, by French-speaking Africans. In literature it repre-
sents an aesthedc which seeks to maintain and uphold traditional
African culrure and sensibilities. The idea of N6grirude has had con-
siderable vogue since the publication of C6saire's Cabier d'un retortr
da pays natal (rglg), and as a result of Senghort work. The latter is

now regarded as the chief luminary and he has expressed a p^rt of his
philosophy in Ndgitnde et humanisme (tg6+)..See cnfourf.

nemesis (Gk 'retribution') In Greek thought a personification of the
gods'resentment and anger at man's insolence, hubris (q.o.), towards
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themselves. Thus nemesis was punishment; what overtook and befell
the tragic hero. See rnecBov.

neoclassicism The Neoclassic period is usually taken to be the
hundred-odd years c. r66vc. r78o; in other words, from Dryden's
maturity to Johnson's death OZ8+).Apart from the dramatists the
main English authors in this period were: Dryden (163r-17oo), Swift

$667-ry4), Addison (1672-t7ry), Steele (1672-r7zg), Pope

Q688*r744), Lord Chesterfield ft694-r773), Fielding (t7o7-t+),

Johnson Q7o9-84), Goldsmith OZp-Zd and Gibbon $77-94).In
literary theory and practice most writers of this period were tradi-
tionalist, and they had a great respect for the Classical authors, and
especially the Romans, who, they believed, had established and per-
fected the principal literary genres for all dme. Literature was re-
garded as an art, in which excellence could be attained only by
prolonged srudy. Thus the writers of the period were painstaking
craftsmen who had a deep respect for the rules of their art. These rules
could best be learnt from close study of the Classical authors (Horace
was a favourite) and by careful (if not sedulous) imitation of their
works. Their approach was thoroughly professional. They thought
that reason and judgement were the most admirable faculties (the r8th
c. was, after all, the Age of Reason), and that decorum (q.".) was essen-
tial. In prose, as in verse, the most desirable qualities were harmony,
proportion, balance and restraint. It follows, therefore, that the
Neoclassical writers aimed at correctness. This was nowhere more
evident than in their use of the heroic couplet.

Neoclassical beliefs and ideals generated a definite vision of man and
mankind. Man and his activities were regarded as the main subjects of
poetry. As Pope put it in An Essay on Manz

Know then thyself, presurne not God to scan,
The proper snrdy of mankind is man.

Man, man in society, man in his social environment - these were to be
the preoccupations of thepoets. The emphasis tended to be on what
men possess in common; the general and representative characteristics
of mankind. Johnson summarized it all in The Vanity of Human
Wisbes:

Let observation with extensive view,
Survey mankind, from China to Peru;
Remark each anxious toil, each eager strife,
And watch the busy scenes of crowded life.

There thus evolved a general view of nature and mankind; a general
vision of man's position and function in the universe, his relationship
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to the natural order and his relationship with and to God - mid-way
in the great -chain of being p.zr),

Despite all this the Neoclassicists were not conservative in any pejo-
rative sense. Though they were inclined to settle for the traditional and
the typical, they were ready to accept the novel and the particular,
and they were much concerned with the importance of invention, and
fancy and imagination (qq.".). Johnson often fulminated against the
perils of the fanciful, of letting the imagination run away with one. So
long as novelty and invention enhanced the subject" adorned the
chosen form, it was acceptable; it was, in a sense, 'safe'. Aarea medi-
ocritas (the golden mean) was almost a working motto (Horace himself
referred to it in one of his Odes [II, x, 5]:

auream quisquis mediocritatem
diligit nrtus, caret obsoleti
sordibus tecti, caret invidenda

. sobrius aula.)

but no one could accuse Pope, Swift orJohnson of lack of originality'
The preservation (as well as the establishment) of order, balance and

correctness was dear to them; hence their frequent use of satire (q,",)

as a corrective. It was a means of controlling excess (which was esPe-
cially repugnant to them), folly, stupidiry and corruption; indeed, mI
shoncoming in man and society which threatened to be contrery to
the maintenance of good moral order and literary discipline. As Pope
wrote, 'Order is Heav'n's first law.'Thus the writer was under some
moral and aesthetic obligation to instruct as well as to please. See also
ABSTRACT; AGE OF REASON; AUGUSTAN AGE; HEROIC COUPLET; POETIC
DrcTroN; RoMANTTCTSM; ROMANTTC RE\rML.

neologism (NGk 'innovation in language') A newly coined word;
sometimes a phrase. Neologisms are entering languages all the time
and are a necessary invigorating influence. They are basically of three
kinds: (a) a completely new word (e.g. hep; c{. hippic, bepcat, hepster)
without any discernible etymological origin or pedigree (pedigree was
formerly a neologism, formed probably from French pied de grue:
'crane's foot', from the arrowhead figure in a stemma,q.v.)l (b) a word
formed from an existing root or prefix (e.g. the many from stereo-,
pdra,-, hetero-); (c) an established word (e.g. beat, dig, bigh) which has
been given a completely new meaning.

Many neologisms are acronyms (q.o.). In many instances people
have forgotten how or why the word was created in the first place by
abbreviation using the initial letters. An obvious example of this is
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quango (Quasi-z{utonomous Non-Governmental sometimes
National Government - Organization).

Here follow a handful of neologisms of fairly recent invention: (a)
bubble-headedz frivolous, flighty; (b) carncorder: a video camera and
sound recorder combined in one unit; (c) earocydti an official con-
cerned with any organization within the European lJnion (they tend
to use a lingo known as 'Euro-babble'); (d) gramrny: (from gramo-
phone) an award, corresponding to the cinema Oscar, bestowed by the
National Academy of Recording Arts and Sciences; (e) neclekcing:
barbaric form of punishment by which a petrol-soaked tyre is placed
round the victim's neck and ignited (used in South Africa by blacks
against blacks thought to be government sympathizers); (f) poop
scooP/pooper scooper: an implement/instrument for lifting and remov-
ing faeces (especially one used by dog-owners and by environmental
statisticians making faecal surveys); (g) poarcr breahfast/luncb/tea:
high-level business discussion held during such a meal; (h) quad,relk:
an Australian term for a group of four (especially the last four) horse-
races at a meeting for which the punter selects the four winners; (i)
Stellenbosch, to: to relegate to a post where incompetence matters less
(from Stellenbosch, Cape of Good Hope, such a dumping ground); (j)
zttol (pron vE'tol): an acronym for a system enabling aircraft to land
and take off vertically (zertical take-off and /anding).

Anybody can invent neologisms and anybody does. My own con-
tributions are: (a) birocrat: a menial sub-species in the phylum bureau-
crat; (b) sufferingette: a plaintive and importunate member of the
'Womens' 

Liberation movement ; (c) v e r b o cv ap : p o|y syllabic circumlo -

cutions (the jargon, e.o., of verbocrats, educationalists, sociologists et
al.). See also cttosr\roRD; TNKHoRN TERMs; LoAN \roRD; NoNcE-
\roRD; PORTMANTEAU \rORD; VERBOCRAP.

neo-realism A kind of movement in Italy which began in the late r94os
which is particularly associated with the Italian novel (q.v.) and
also the cinema industry. It is related to the late rgth c. movement in
Italy called zterismo (q.o.).Neo-realist novelists of distinction have
been Carlo Levi (t9oz-7), Elio Vittorini (19o8-66), Cesare Pavese
(r9o8-yo), Beppe Fenoglio $92243) and Italo Calvino (t94-S).

neoteric (Gk 'new; modern') Cicero named a group of poets neoterici,
who found their inspiratiort in the work of the Greek Alexandrians.
Catullus is the best known of the neoterici. The word was quite often
used in the rTth c. to describe writers who turned to the Classics for
their ideas. Nowadays the term is rarely used, unless it be to refer to
a writer who is experimenting along new lines. See NsocrAssrclsM.
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neue Sachlichkeit (G 'new objectivity') Basically, a term for function-
alism in architecture. In literarure it referred to fiction, journalism

and poetry which made social criticism. The inherent attirudes repre-
sented a reaction against expressionism (q.2.) in the r9zos. See
cEBRAUcHs-; pRoLETARsKAyA KUL'TURA; socIALIsr REALISM.

New Apocalypse A short-lived British literary movement of the r94os.
The moving spirits were James Findlay Hendry Henry Treece and G.
S. Fraser. They described themselves as 'anti-cerebral' and their poetry
and prose was surrealistic in technique and subject matter. There were
three main anthologies: The Neat Apocalypse 0%9), The White
Horseman (tg+t) and The Croann and the Siclele (tg++). Other poets
associated with the movement were George Barker, Dylan Thomas
and Vernon \UTatkins.

New Comedy Greek comedy which flourished in the 3rd and 4th c.
sc. It differed from the Old Comedy (q.".) in that there was little or
no satire (common in Aristophanes) and both plots and characters
were very often stereotyped. The emphasis was on intricate amorous
intrigues with a h"ppy ending. Menander, Philemon and Diphilus were
the best known playwrights. They were imitated by the Romans
Plautus and Terence, who, in turn, had a considerable influence on
Elizabethan comedy. See also coMEDy; coMEDy oF MANNERS.

New Criticism A term which refers to a kind of 'movement'in liter-
ary criticism which developed in the r92os (for the most par,t among
Americans). However, it was not until r94r thatJohn Crowe Ransom
published a book called The Neut Criticism. In it he criticized the
critics I. A. Richards, Villiam Empson, T.S. Eliot and Yvor'\U[inters,
and made a plea for what he called the 'ontological critic'.

The New Critics advocated 'close reading' and detailed textual
analysis of poetry rather than an interest in the mind and personaliry of
the poet, sources, the history of ideas and political and social implica-
tions. The application of semantics to this criticism was also important.

Other leading figures were Allen Tate, R. P. Blackmur, Kenneth
Burke, Cleanth Brooks, \f. K.'Sfiimsatt and Robert Penn'Warren. The
last two, in Understanding Poetry (rgl8), helped to spread the princi-
ples of the New Criticism throughout the American academic scene.
The latest 'new' criticism is, of course, to be found in structuralism
and deconstruction (qq.v.). However, the traditional methods of criti-
cism and analysis, as in practical criticism (q.a.), are still widely
employed; not least because structuralist and deconstructive practice
tends to be inaccessible to many, and even very abstruse. See also
FEMrNrsr cRrrrcrsM; FREUDIAN cRlTrcrsM/pstcnoaNAlyrrc cRrTr-
crsM; MARXTST CRTTTCISM; NE\v HUMANISM.
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NewdigatePrize A prize at Oxford University for English verse, and
in all probability the earliest of the literary prizes (q.".) created in
England. It was founded in r8oy by Sir Roger Newdigate Q7ry-fio6).
Not a few distinguished writers have won it, but if you put all the
prize-winning works together the result would be a corpus of unre-
markable verse.

Newgate fiction A minor genre or mode which had some vogue in the
r83os; it has been called 'crime fiction'and is, perhaps, an early form
of faction (q.o.). The so-called Newgate novelists based their stories
on actual criminal cases (there was ample source material in the
Newgate Calendar). At the time there was an increasing interest in
violent crime and in criminal motives, and some of the novelists
aroused moral indignation and adverse criticism for presenting crimi-
nals and their deeds in a sympathetic light. The two novelists who are
particularly associated with this type of fiction are Edward Bulwer
Lytton $8q-7) and Villiam Harrison Ainsworth (r8o5-82). Lytton
wrote Paul Clffird (r\o) and Eugene Aram (1832), and Ainsworth
wrote Rookrpood (t8l+) and Jack Sheppard (r8lg), which consider-
ably glamorized the famous highwayman.

In fact, this sort of fiction was by no means new. Long before,
Fielding had dealt with criminal life in detail inJonathan Wild (t7$),
based on the life of the notorious thief-taker of that name about whom
Defoe had already written a biographical account; while in Caleb
Williams (tlgd, an early example of the propaganda or thesis novel
(q.".) concerned with crime and its detection, Godwin had depicted
the ruthless and arrogant criminal Falkland.

In the r83os Dickens published Olizter Twist (r337-8) and
Thackeray published Catherine (r839-4o), and their view of criminal
life constituted something of a reaction against the attitudes expressed
in Newgate fiction. A few years later Poe was to publish his remark-
able stories about crime and murder, thus becoming one of the main
progenitors of the detective story @.".). See also cALENDAR; cRIME
NOVEL; KRIMINALGESCHTCHTE; NOVEL OF SENSATION.

new historicism This term or appelation is relatively new in literary
srudies and literary theory. The practice of the approach has been
described under other names, such as the 'historical method'. There
are many kinds of historical method (e.g. those belonging to Marxist
criticism and Jauss's reception theory qq.rr.). At its simplest, the
historical method is interested not in asserting the transcendent or
autonomous aesthetic value of literary texts but, to use Marxist ter-
minology, in researching the contexts of their production, consump-
tion and shnrs. It would certainly be true to say that the 'new
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historicists' are opposed, above all, to the pure formalism of the new
criticis m, structuralis m, po st- s tructuralism and hermeneu tics (q q. a .) as
approaches to literature. They also oppose the old Leavisite preoccu-
pation with moral value, and implicitly question the way-that the lit-
erary canon in schools and universities has been arrived at, namely
through exclusion and suppression. It would not be inaccurate to say
that the 'new historicist' work has Marxist sympathies and is also
informed by some of the relativism of post-structuralism. Thus, 'new

historicists' do not always see what they are doing as incompatible
with deconstruction (q.r.) since the enemy of both schools is an
unrefined and simple idea of value implicit in the canon. New
historicism is associated with research being done in rwo periods -

especially in the English-speaking world: the Renaissance and the
Romantic period (qq.".). Much of the best research is being done in
the USA: for instance, in the Renaissance period by Stephen
Greenblatt, and in the Romantic period by Jerome McGann and
Marjorie Levinson. In Britain, Marilyn Butler is a distinguished
example of a 'new historicist' scholar of the Romantic period. The
'new historicists'tend to question labels and titles and are constantly
refining their goals in order to resist being made to seem as crude as
rgth c. philological scholars or Marxists trying to give a materialist
explanation of literature. They constantly interrogate the relationship
berween history and literature rather than making dogmatic asseftions.
Retbinhing Historicism: Critical Readings in Romantic History (rg8g),
edited by Marjorie Levinson, which includes essays by Marjorie
Levinson, Marilyn Butler, Jerome McGann and Paul Hamilton, con-
tains many interesting ideas. There is also The Neat Historicism (rg8g),
a collection of essays, mainly by American academics, edited by H.
Aram Veeser.

new humanism A movement in American literary and critical circles
which flourished berween r9r5 and 1933. The prime movers were
Irving Babbitt, Paul Elmer More and Norman Foerster. Its programme
was intended to uphold human digniry and moral rectitude and extol
the importance of the use of reason and the will. New humanists were
anti-Romantic, anti-realist and anti-naturalist. Their exemplar and
mentor was Matthew Arnold. They had a good deal of influence in
their time and some of it was beneficial. In retrospect many of their
views seem narrow and bigoted and display the shortcomings of men
who, having set themselves up as arbiters, gradually become too big
for their books. See Huuexrsu.

newsbooks Also known as diurnalls,they succeeded the coranto (q.".).
They consisted, first of all, of one printed sheet of eight pages; later of
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two printed sheets (sixteen pages). They contained domestic or home
news and were issued by journalists (under various titles) between
fi4r end fi65.They were succeeded by rhe Oxford, Gazette, which
later became the London Gazette. See e.xznrrB.

newsletters Manuscript records of parliamentary and court news sent
twice weekly to subscribers from the London office of a man called
Muddiman (a famous journalist) in the latter half of the rTth c. A relic
of these records is the 'London Letter', which still appears in provin-
cial papers.

newspeak A 'language' invented by George Orwell in his novel
Nineteen Eigbty-Four Og+g). See also EUrHEMISM; JARGoN.

Nibelungenstrophe The stanze- of the r2th c. MHG epic
Nibelungenlied.It consists of four lines rhyming aabb. The first three
lines have six stressed syllables; the last, seven.

nihilism A word invented by Turgenev in his novel Fathers and Sons
(t862).It denotes a radical or extreme radical attirude which denies all
traditional values, and, not infrequentlS moral values as well.
Turgenev invented it to describe the radical elements in the Russian
intelligentsia who were profoundly disillusioned by lack of reform and
believed that the only way to achieve anything was to destroy more
or less completely all prevailing systems. The main theorist and ideol-
ogist was Pisarev (r84o-68), who was depicted by Turgenev as Bazarov
in Fathers and Sons. Nihilistic ideas spread and nihilism threatened for
a time to develop into quite a powerful revolutionary force. Several
other novelists took nihilism as a theme in their fiction and through it
criticized the nihilists. The main nihilist works were: Pisemski's
Troubled, Seas Q86), Leskov's No Way Out (186$, Goncharov's The
Precipice (1869) and Dostoievski's The Possessed (or The Dettils,
r87vz). Some of the worst aspects of nihilism were exemplified by
Dostoievski in the immoral and unscrupulous character Peter
Verkhovensky. Few writers were sympathetic to nihilism, but in'What
is to be Done? (r863) Chernyshevski showed some sympathy for the
nihilists and portrayed them as self-sacrificing heroes and radical
leaders to be emulated.

nihil obstat See TMPRTMATUR.

nil volentibus arduum The name taken by a society of Dutch poets
founded at Amsterdam in fi69.Their purpose was to establish French
Neoclassical rules in the writing of dramatic verse. Their influence did
not last long and by the r58os was declining.
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Nine Vorthies Caxton, in his preface to Malory's Le Morte D'Arthur
(r+81) listed the Nine'$Torthies, or Heroes, of late medieval literature.
The pagan heroes are: Hector, Alexander andJulius Caesar; theJewish:

Joshua, David and Judas Maccabeus; the Christian: Arthur,
Charlemagne and Godfrey of Bouillon.

N6 (Noh) This form of Japanese drama evolved in the r4th c., proba-
bly from rirual dances associated with Shinto worship. They were lyric
dramas (there are believed to be about three hundred in all) and were
intended for aristocratic audiences. They therefore differed from the
'popular' habuhi (q.".).They were traditionally the work of a man
narned Kwanami and his son Seami. The form became fixed early in
the rTth c. It was therefore a'frozen'or'fossil'form, like traditional
icon paintings, and just about as srylized.

No plays are presented on a square stage, raised slightly from the
ground, on which the audience sit on two sides. At one side is a
balcony accommodating a chorus of ten singers. Upstage there is a
smaller platform occupied by four musicians and rwo stage-hands. The
actors enter and leave on a long slanting walk, a soft of bridge, from
stage left. There is little or no scenery except for a framework with a
roof and three symbolic trees in front of the slanting walk which rep-
resent heaven, earth and humanity.

There are usually between two and six actors in a Nd play: the
hero or leading character, sbite (or shuy); his companion, tsilre;
anhi, a kind of deuteragonist (q.rt.), and wahi's companion. There are
also a child, hohata, and an extra actor, ahi. Wdki introduces the
play with a chant and tells the audience what is going to be per-
formed. Sbite then appears disguised (in mask and elaborate costume)
and delivers a chant. He then converses with anki so that the theme
of the play is clear and the real character of sbite is revealed. The
rest of the play consists of a series of srylized dances, usually in
five movements, by the first actor. These dances are preceded by
an interlude in which an actor in ordinary clothes tells the story of
the play. All the actors (except the man playing waki) usually
wear masks and elaborate costumes and they chant in low or high-
pitched voices to a musical accompaniment. To \Testern ears the
chanting is reminiscent of the gentle warbling of slightly dispeptic
doves, and the geshrres which go with it are as arcane as Byzantine
cricket.

A full No entertainment (women never act in it and men take the
female roles) lasts about seven hours, and normally consists of five
plays separated by three hyogen - brief farcical interludes. These are
often performed in ordinary cosrume and actually parody the No plays
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themselves; rather as a satyr play (q.zt.) served as a comic relief to the
trilogy in Classical Greek tragedy.

No drama has had some influence in the'$(/'est. \f. B. Years was verv
interested in it. Ezra Pound and Fenollosa adapted some No playi.
Arthur \flaley did some translations and commentaries. Sturge Moore
wrote some No plays, and Laurence Binyon, Bertolt Brecht and Paul
Claudel all used their techniques. Their influence was especially
noticeable in the work of Thornton Vilder, particularly in Oar Toam
(rgl8).Two srudies by Noel Peri, Cinq No (tgrg) and Le No Q944),
have also helped to make No drama known in Europe.

Nobel Prizes These were established under the will of Alfred Bernhard
Nobel (t\316), the Swedish chemist who made a major contribu-
tion to the development of explosives. The rerms of his will provided
for prizes to be awarded annually for the mosr imporrant discoveries
in physics, chemistry and physiology or medicine; ro the person who
has done the most to promote 'the fraternity of nations' (i.e. the Peace
Prize); and to the person who has produced in the field of literature
'the most outstanding work of an idealistic tendency'. Some of the
awards in literatute, 

"t 
^ny rate, have, to say the least of it, looked

pretry odd. This has led people to believe that awards are made for
'political' reasons; and also that, in a lean year, rhe judges think that it
is 'so-and-so's turn' so he or she (itis nearly always a man) had better
have it, faute de mieux. The award is made to an individual, but some
awards appear to have been made on the principle that it is time for a
particular country to have one (hence political implications). The first
winner for literature was the Frenchman Sully-Prudhomme, a minor
poet, in r9or. Thereafter they were: rgoz - Theodor Mommsen; ryo3
- Bjornstjerne Bjornson; rgo4 - Jos6 Echegaray and Fr6d6ric Mistral;
rgot - Henryk Sienkiewicz; l^9o6 - Giosu6 Carducci; rgoT - Rudyard
Kipling; r9o8 - Rudolf Eucken; r9o9 - Selma Lagerlcif; rgro - Paul
Heyse; rgrr - Maurice Maeterlinck; ryrz- Gerhart Hauptmann; rgr j
- Rabindranath Tagor e; r 9 r 4* no award ; ry r t - Romain Rolland; r 9 r 6
- Verner von Heidenstam; r9r7 Karl Kjellerup and Henrik
Pontoppidan; r9r8 - no award; ryr9 - Carl Spitteler; rg2o - Knut
Flamsun; r92r - Anatole France; ryzz -Jacinto BenaventeyMartinez;
r9z3 - \Uf. B. Yeats; 1924 - \fladyslaw Reymont; rgzt - George
Bernard Shaw; ry26 - Grazia Deledda; :'927 - Henri Bergson; ry28 -

Sigrid Undset; 1929 - Thomas Mann; rgjo - Sinclair Lewis; r93r -

Erik Axel Karlfeldt; r93z -John Galsworthy; tg3j - Ivan Bunin; 1934
- Luigi Pirandello; rg1,, - no award; ry36 - Eugene O'Neill; 1937 -
Roger Martin du Gard; r%8 - Pearl S. Buck; r9j9 - F. E. Sillanpii;
r94o*4j - no awards; ry44 - Johannes V. Jenseni r94t - Gabriela
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Mistral; ry46 - Herman Hesse; ry47 - Andr6 Gide; ry48 - T. S. Eliot;
r94g - Villiam Faulkner; rgto - Bertrand Russell; rgrr - Pir
Lagerkvist; rgtz - Frangois Mauriac; ryfi - Vinston S. Churchill;
r9r4 - Ernest Hemingw^yi tgrl - Halld6r Laxness; r9y6 - Juan
Ram6nJim6nez; ryt7 - Albert Camus; rgtS - Boris Pasternak; 1959
- Salvatore Quasimodo; 196o - Saint-John Perse; ry6r - Ivo Andrii;

ry62-!ohn Steinbeck; ry$ - George Seferis; 1964-Jem-Paul Sartre;
t96t - Mikhail Sholokhov; ry66 - S. Y. Agnon and Nelly Sachs; 1957
- Miguel Angel Asturias; ry68 - Yasunari Kawabata; ry69 - Samuel
Beckett; r97o - Alexander Solzhenitsyn; rgTr - Pablo Neruda; 1972 -

Heinrich Boll; 1973 - Patrick Vhite; rg74 - Eyvind Johnson and
Harry Martinsoni ry7t -'Eugenio Montale; ry76 - Saul Bellowr ry77
- Vicente Aleixandr e; ry78 - Isaac Bashevis Singer; ry7g - Odysseus
Elytis; r98o - Czeslaw Milosz; r98r - Elias Canetti; r98z - Gabriel
GarciaM6rquez; 1983 -\flilliam Golding; 1984 -Jaroslav Seifen; ry9t
- Claude Simon; ry86 - \ilole Soyinka; ry87 - Joseph Brodsky; 1988
- Nagib Mahfouz; rgSg - Camilo Jos6 Cela; ry9o - Octavio Paz; r99r
- Nadine Gordimeri ry92 - Derek \{ralcotq ry% - Toni Morrison;
1994 - Kenzaburo Oe; ry91, - Seamus Heaney; ry96 - \Ufislawa

Szymborsk^; ry97 - Dario Fo.

noble savage, the The concept or title which connotes the exemplar
of primitive goodness, dignity and nobility uncorrupted by the evil
effects of civilization. The origins of the idea of the noble savage are
obscure, but one may suppose that they have to do with the belief that
in a primitive and'free'state there existed innocent' PrototyPal human
beings like Milton's Adam and Eve in Eden:

Two of far nobler shape erect and tall,
Godlike erect, with native honour clad
In naked majesty seemed lords of all,
And worthy seemed, for their looks divine
The image of their glorious maker shone,
Truth, wisdom, sanctitude severe and pure.

(Paradise losr, IV, 288)

Ve find Montaigne touching upon the idea of the noble savage in his
essay Of Cannibals (r18o),but it is not undl well on in the rTth c. that
it becomes prominent. The concept is handsomely embodied by
Dryden in a resonant triplet (q.rr.) in his heroic play Tbe Conquest of
Granada, Pt I, I, i Q67o):

I am as free as nature first made man,
Ere the base laws of servitude began,
\flhen wild in woods the noble savage ran.
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The idea is especially noticeable in Mrs Aphra Behn's Oroonoho:
or, The History of the Royal Skae (c. 1588). The eponymous hero
of this 'romance' is an educated as well as a noble savage (he has
learnt French and English), and he is virtuous, young, beaudful,
brave and a fine warrior; in short, the 'fair rose i' the state' of his
native Africa. Mrs Behn dwelt upon primitive innocence and
deplored the effects of civilization and man's inventions. She fore-
shadowed the 'return to nature' philosophy and doctrine which
Rousseau was to elaborate seyenty years later in Emile (t762).
'Everything is well when it comes fresh from the hands of the
Maker', wrote Rousseau, 'everything degenerates in the hands of
Man'. Chateaubriand also exploited the noble-savage idea, and it
proved a particularly aftractive concept ro many writers in the late
r 8th c. and during the Romantic period (q.v.). It was a part of the
reaction against the growth of industrialism, materialism and capi-
talism. See pnrr"rrrrvrsM.

nom de plume (F 'pen-name') A term used in English, but not in
French, to indicate a fictitious name employed by a writer. For
instance: Beachcomber was J. B. Morton; O. Henry was lVilliam

Sydney Porter; George Eliot was M^ry Ann Cross. The French use
nom de gilerre for an author's pen-name or pseudonym. A very large
number of writers have pen-names. See also ANoNyMous LTTERATURE;
PSEUDONYMOUS LITERATURE.

nominatio See oNouATopoErA.

nonce-word A word invented and used for a particular purpose,
expressly; one used for a specific occasion; for the nonce : for that
once, temporarily. Lewis Carroll's Jabberutocky is a classic example,
but over the centuries numerous neologisms have started life as nonce-
words. .See cHoswoRD; NEoLocrsM.

nonsense There are basically two kinds of nonsense involving the use
of words: (a) the unintentional; (b) the intentional. The former is
common in speech and much semi-educated writing (e.g. mala-
proprisms, Q,a.). The latter has become a minor genre in literature,
especially during the last r to years. Setting aside gibberish (for
example: gibbernog floos tink manga-ha ore doog now less and fly
high split in west), true or positive nonsense writing is never intend-
ed to make formal sense; nevertheless it has a kind of internal lunatic
logic of its own, and often comprises enigmatic variations on rhe
absurd. Most of it is verse, but there is some prose; for example, the
patter and punning and intricate witticisms of Shakespearean
Fools (especially in King Lear), James Joyce's epic Finnegans Wahe
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and some passages in Thomas Lovell Beddoes's Deatb's lest Book

( r8yo ) .
It has a long history in Europe and is to be found in all or nearly

all European languages and literatures, and in Russian literature. There

"r. 
so-i early instances from the Middle Ages: a poem'about nothing'

by Villiam of Aquitaine (ro7r-r rz7), the Middle English poem Tbe

Land of Cockaygne, every weird Poem in Latin by Cenreri De Girona

(r4th c.) and some Frenchfatrasies (q.2,.). Another notable feirly ear.ly

example is Phyllyp Sparoarc, a lamentation for a sParrow killed by a

ca! by John Skelton (146o?-rt2g). There is quite a lot of anonymous

nonsense verse rn English, French and Latin dating from the r;th and

r6th c. An important pioneer of English nonsense verse was John
Taylor, the '\flater-Poet' (1578-:,511,3), who wrote such well-known

pieces as Odcomb's Compkint, Sir Gregory Nonsense His News from
No Phce and Epitapb in tbe Utopian Tongue, which begins:

Nornrmblum callimuquash omysteliton quashte burashte. . .

And his Epitaph in tbe Bermuda Tongue, uhicb must be pronounced

aitb the dccent of tbe grnnting of a hog, and begins thus: -

Hough gruntough wough Thomough
Coratough, Odcough robunquogh. . .

The more bizarrc imagery and 'far-fet' conceits (q.v.) - especially

hyperbole and paradox(qq.a.)- of the rythc. metaphysical(q.v.) poers

begin to approximate to the nonsensical. Satire (q.o.),travestyend bur-

lesque (q.,v.), the drolls (q.".) or droll humours and Bedlamite songs

of the mid-r7th c. are also forebears of later nonsense.

From the second half of the rTth c. - and through the period of neo-

classicism (q.v.) - non-sense as a concePt, idea or phenomenon can be

seen as a contrast to'good sense' (q.o.).I[hen Dryden, Addison, Pope,

Fielding and Swift attacked nonsense they were castigating writers

whom ih.y t.g"rded as bad or useless, writers with inferior or absurd

ideas and inferior povrers of communicating them. Hence, for

example, Dryden's resounding onslauglrt in mock-heroic (q.v.) style

on Shadwell in Mac Flechnoe (t682) and Pope's scathing ridicule of

dunces in The Danciad (t7z}). Moreover, it is noticeable that in their

more extravagant and grotesque images and conceits both Poets
achieve a barbed, caricaturing nonsense of their own.

In ry3o Fielding came close to the contrivance of nonsense in his

theatrical burlesque Tbe Autbor's Farce. Meanwhile, intentional non-

sense writing had flourished. There was a certain amount of anony-

mous verse and such poems as A New Song of Neut Similies by John
Gay (r681-r7jz), which begins:
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My passion is as mustard strong;
I sit all sober sad;

Drunk as a piper all day long,
Or like a March-hare mad.

And Henry Carey's NambyPamby: or, A Panegyric on the New
Versificiation $72).It was Carey, too, who wrote the ludicrous bur-
lesque tragedy Chrononbotontbologos ('the Most Tragical Tragedy that
ever was Tragediz'd') in ry34; and he may have written 'God Save the
King'.

Even DrJohnson (r7o9-8$, with perhaps slightly unexpected skit-
tishness, composed little verses that might have been written by
Edward Lear or Lewis Carroll. For example:

I put my hat upon my head
And walk'd into the Strand,

And there I met another man
\fhose hat was in his hand.

And Mozarr Q756-9r) made a contribution with his Kanontext:

bona nox; bist a rechter ox;
bona notte, liebe Lotte;
bonne nuiq pfui, pfui;
good night, good night,
heut muss ma no weit;

ilfi )ili'i3ll'o*,,ni;*n,,
::rxl";:l':1fi-;:li

In the rSth c. Christopher Smart, Thomas Holcroft and Villiam Blake
all had a go at nonsense and Samuel Foote Q7zt77) produced one of
the classic nonsense poems - Tbe Great Panjandrum:

So she went into the garden
to cut a cabbage leaf
to make an apple-pie;
and at the same time
a Breat she-bear, coming down the street,
pops its head into the shop.
Vhat! no soap?

So he died,
and she very imprudently married the Barber:
and there were present
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the Picninnies,
and the Joblillies

and the Garyulies,
and the great Panjandrum himself,
with the little round button at top;
and they all fell to playing the game of catch-as-catch-can,
dll the gunpowder ran out at the heels of their boots.

During the rgth c. many writers were to comPose memorable non-
sense .'erses. For example: Coleridge (The Dettil's Tboughts): Charles
Lamb (Nonsense Verses); Thomas Love Peacock (A Satirical Balhd,
Tbe Wise Men of Gotham and Srr Proteus);John Keats ('There was a
naughty boy. . .'); Thomas Hood, the Elder (Solly Simphin's l-ament,

or John Jones's Kit-Cat-astrophe - which was a joke about the por-
traits of the Kit-Cat Club, q.Q. - Epicurean Reminiscences of a
Sentimentalist, Tbe Lament of Toby tbe Leamed Pig and A Flying
Visit); Thomas Lovell Beddoes (The Legend of St Gingalph's Relia
and Tbe Ooiparoas Tailor); Swinburne (Tbe Higher Pantbeism in a
Natshell); Thackeray (Foreign Literature); George du Maurier (Vers
N onsensique s);Thomas Hood, the Young er (Th e B allad of th e B ashing
Sharh); and \(. S. Gilbert (Tbe Story of Pince Agib).

However, the hierophants of nonsense in the rgth c. were beyond
question Edward Lear (r8rz-88) and Lewis Carroll (r83218). Lear
composed A Booh of Nonsense (1845), which he illustrated, contain-
ing a large. number of limericks (4.2.) of which the following is a
rePresentative example:

There was an Old Lady of Chertsey,
rUflho made a remarkable Curtseyi

She mirled round and round
Till she sunk underground,

Vhich distressed all the people of Chertsey.

He is probably better known for his Nonsense Songs,particularly The
Ahond of Swat, The Courtship of tbe Yongby-Bongby-Bd, The Dong
with the Luminous Nose, The Jumblies, The Owl and the Pussy-Cat
and The Pobble Who Has No Toes - of which one stanza reads:

For his Aunt Jobiska said, 'No harm
Can come to his toes if his nose is warm,
And it's perfectly known that a Pobble's toes
Are safe, provided he minds his nose.

The topsy-turvy world of Lewis Carroll's Alice's Adventures in
Wonderland Q86) and Tbrough tbe Loohing-Glass Q87z) contains a
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form of nonsense in which the logic seems deliberately planned and
precise; reason on the spree in a surrealistic funfair. Carroll vrrote a
number of songs which have become classics: Melodies, Tbe Pakce of
Hurnbug,Tbe Mad Hatter's Concert Song,The Mouse's Tale (a pattern
poem, e.v.), Fatber William, The Ducbess's Lulkby, How Doth the
Little Crocodile, The Mock Tartle's Song, tabberutocby (q.v.), The
Walrus and tbe Carpenter, Harnpty Dumpty's Poetic Recitation,
The Wbite Knigbt\ Song and The Hunting of the Snarh.

Lear and Carroll both belong to a long tradition of nonsense
makers, not least the makers of jingles and nursery rhymes (qq.").
There were plenty of examples in Motber Goose's Melody (c. ry6),
and more later in Narsery Nonsense, or Rhyrnes uithout Reason
(r85a). There are many anonymous nonsense verses from rhe tgth c.,
including such counting jingles as this:

Ah, ra, chickera,
RolS poly, pickena,
Kinny, minny, festi,
Shanti-poo,
Ickerman, chickerman, chinee-choo.

During the zoth c. nonsense verse has proliferated. Many major
poets have tried their hand at it, often with great success, and many
minor writers have made memorable contributions. The Learic and
Carrolline tradition has been well sustained. Among British and
American writers we should mention the following (with one or rwo
titles): Hilaire Belloc (iautionary Tales, r9o7, whiJlr verge on sarire);
G. K. Chesterton(Tbe Oneness of tbe Philosopherutith Nature);E. C.
Bentley (Cleribeats,q.o.)iJames Joyce (Tbe Balkd of Persse O'Reilly,
from Finnega.ns Wake); Marianne Moore (To Viaor Hago of My Crow
Pluto, which is a kind of macaronic, q.v., nonsense); Edith Simell
(Polha, Tbe Bat and Wben Sir Beelzebub); Sacheverell Sirwell (Rfu
Grande); Osbert Simell (On the Coast of Coromandel, a burlesque of
Rio Grande); f. S. Elior (Tbe Hippopotamus, and the poems in Old
Possunr's Booh of Practical Cats); John Crowe Ransom (Captain
Carpenter); Ogden Nash (Oh To Be Odd!,The Wombat,The Grachle
- and many others); Stevie Smith (My Hat, My Cats, Oar Bog is
Dood); Kenneth Patchen (Because lt's Good to Keep Things Straight);
Mervyn Peake (Tbe Frfuolous Cake); John Berryman (Dream Song);
D.J. Enright (A Child's Guide to Welfure); Edwin Morgan (The First
Men on Mercury); Frank O'Hara (A Tenestial Cach.oo); John
Ashbery (Farm Implements and Rutabagas in a Landscape); Bob
Dylan (Tiny Montgomery, Don't Ya Tell Henry, Ballad of a Tbin
Man); Peter Handke (The WrongWay Round); Hugh Haughton(Tbe
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Bolhm's Replwer: Farewell to Jabberutochy); James Fenton (This
Ooopas Exploits Women); Paul Muldoon (Qrool). There is also a
body of zoth c. anonymous nonsense verse.

Among continental and Russian writers and poets who have made
notable contributions the following are outstanding: Guillaume
Apollinaire (r88o-I9r8), Viktor Khlebnikov (r885-r9zz), Aleksei
Kruchenykh (r886-1963), Philippe Soupault (r897- ), Louis Aragon

$897-1982), Garcfa Lorca (r898-1936), Robert Desnos (r9oe41),

Jacques Pr6vert $9ov77), Aleksander Vat (r9oo- ), Rafael Albeni
(r 9oz- ), Giinter Eich ( r 9o7-7 z),Frirz Grasshof ( r 9 r 3- ), Vasko Popa
(r9zz- ), Miroslav Holub (tgzt- ), Andreas Okopenko (r93o- ),
lerzy Harasymowicz $93i- ), Andrei Voznesensky (tgll- ) and
Mariu Sorescu (tgl6-96).

Of the above perhaps one of the most remarkable inventors of the
nonsensical was Viktor Khlebnikov, the chief founder of Fururiim
(q.v.) in Russia. A distinguished etymologist, he created his own Poetic
vocabulary and under his guidance the Futurists tried to create a
trans-sense language or zaumny yazyh now known as zanrn (q,v.)-
Khlebnikov composed Zangesi (r9zt), a 'supersaga in zo planes' in
which the'characters'(e.g. birds) use an extraordinery onomatopoeic
language.

Apart from Lewis Carrollt Mouse's Tale,there are other ingenious
examples of nonsense pattern poetry. This is The Fish's Nigbt Songby
Christian Morgenstern (r 87r-r9r4):

rJ \.,, \,, \.,

\., \.,, \./ \J

lJ \-,, \,,' IJ

\,, I,' \J \J

:"

The fish shape scanned from top to bottom comprises the following

feec half spondee; pyrrhic; molossus and proceleusmatic (qq.".)

(alternating); concluding with pyrrhic and half spondee.
A much more ingenious pattern poem is the Cbeqaered Paem, or

Verse for a Cltess Piece $56). On each of the squares of one chess-
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board plan are words and syllables. The squares of an adjoining plan
are numbered r to 64.To 'assemble'the poem (which is in French) the
'reader' makes knight's moves all round the board following the
sequence of numbers, each of which corresponds to a word or
syllable on the other plan.

There have been a number of theories to explain the growing popu-
larity of nonsense and the absurd. An increasing distrust of the rario-
nal and a vision of man as a ludicrous figure in a universe without any
identifiable point or purpose seem to have contributed. It is as if sense
of man's function and role can be made only by seeing them as non-
sensical. 

'Witness 
the crazier elements in the works of G. K. Chesterton

and his use of paradox - especially in The Napoleon of Notting Hill
(tgo+); plus those of Getrude Stein, James Thurber, \filliam Saroyan
and J. D. Salinger, to name no others; the surrealistic stories of Edward
Upward (e.g. Tbe Railway Accident), the zany comedy of Spike
Milligan's books, rhe farfelu quality of Jacques Tatit films, the buf-
foonery of 'The Goon Show', the'freak-out' (and again surreal) nature
of the highly successful television show 'Monty Python's Flying
Circus', and, perhaps most interesting of all, the grotesque logic and
'happenings' in plays belonging to the Theatre of the Absurd (q.2,.) -

especially those of Ionesco.
In many such works (as in Erasmus's The Praise of Folly and

Rabelais's Gargantaa and Pantagruel) nonsense becomes a kind of
therapy and protective charm. A particular kind of mirth is evoked to
dispel fear and apprehension, to evade and combat the question: To
what end?

As long ago as rgor G. K. Chesterton, one of the 'philosophers' of
nonsense, touched upon the teleological theme in A Defence of
Nonsense:

This simple sense of wonder at the shapes of things, and at their
exuberant independence of our intellecrual standards and our trivial
definitions, is the basis of spiriruality as it is the basis of nonsense.
Nonsense and faith (strange as the conjunction may seem) are the
rwo supreme symbolic assertions of the truth that to draw out the
soul of things with a syllogism is as impossible as to draw out
Leviathan with a hook.

The music-hall comedians of the zoth c. have interpreted human
existence in terms of the nonsensical and their4rumour has become
darker and more sardonic with the years. The jokes have become
sicker, and it may be that the sick joke and witticism (e.g. 'Is there a
life before death?'- allegedly a graffito in a Belfast lavatory), the sick
lyric (e.g. the clever songs of Tom Lehrer), sick verse (q.o.), md,
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conceivably, black comedy (q.r.), all of which have become increas-
ingly popular in the 2oth c., are related to and are a development of
the phenomenon of nonsense.

Long before (and better than most), Beaumarchais (1732-99) sum-
marized the spirit of nonsense and the paradox inherent in life in The
Barber of Seaillez Je me presse de rire de tout, de peur d'Otre oblig6
d'en pleurer.' Hugh Haughton's The Chatto Booh of Nonsense Poetry
(r98S) is an outstanding anthology. See also BAcK sLANG; BARZEL-
LETTA; BURLEseuE; cARNrvALrzerroN/cARNrvALEseuE; DoccEREL;
DOUBLE PACTYL; FOLLY LITERATURE; HOLORHYME; LIGHT VERSE;

PALINDROME; PATAPHYSICS; PATTER SONG; PUN; RIDDLE; SURREALISM.

nota (L 'note') Any mark or text in the margins, as distinct from punc-
tuation, which occurs within the body of a text.

notebook See orent AND JouRNAL.

noucentisme A Catalan literary movement named after the rgoos or
zoth c. It started c. 19o6 when Enric Prat de la Riba published a mani-
festo (q.v.) titled La nacionalitat catakna.Members of the movement
attempted to create a new humanism (q.v.) and they had considerable
influence on Catalan literature. Among the main writers were Guereau
de Liost, Josep Carner and Carlos Riba.

nouveau roman (F'new novel') This term appears to have become Paft
of critical jargon in France c. rytt with the publication (in periodicals
and reviews) of Robbe-Grillet's essays on the nature and future of the
novel (q.a.). His theories were later gathered in Pour an noar)edu
romdn Gg6). The movement, if so it can be called, of the noil,veail
roman was somewhat biblioclastic in the sense that it rejected much
that had gone before. In his evangelical role Robbe-Grillet regarded
many earlier novelists as aieux jea. Plot, action, narrative, ideas, the
delineation and analysis of character. . . such things had little or no
place in the novel. On the contrary the novel should be a form of
'res-istentialism' - to use Paul Jennings's word. It should be about
things; an individual version and vision of things; a systematized and
analytical record of objects. And so, in practice' many of the nouneaux
ron ans were and are; and hardly anywhere is the practice better
displayed than in Michel Butor's outstanding novel La Modif.cdtion

Ggsz).
Such a view of the function of the novel was not entirely new. Long

before, Huysmans had suggested what might be done about objects
and how the novel might be depersonalized; Kafka had shown that the
conventional methods of depicting character were not essential; James
Joyce had demonstrated that plot was dispensable; and Louis-
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Ferdinand C6line, in several novels, but especially in Voyage au bout
de h nuit (tgtr), had written of themes which later preoccupied the
existentialists and rhe hodjas (mentors) of the cult of the absurd, and
especially those of the Theatre of the Absurd (q.".).Prousr, Villiam
Faulkner, Samuel Beckett and Alben Camus had also shown that it
was possible to break with a number of the traditional conventions of
the novel form.

ln ry39 Nathalie Sarraute published Tropismes and this has come to
be regarded as a probable protorype of the nour)ean rornan. Later, in
r9;2, she published a collection of essays called L'Ere da soupgon in
which she discussed this new form. In the rg4os Maurice Blanchot
wrote several nouoeaux rofitansi Aminadab (t94r), Le Demier Mot

Gg+), Les Trds-Haut (t948).These he followed with Le Ressassement
Atemel (rgtt), Celai qui ne m'accompagnait pas $95) and several
others. Robbe-Grillet, who has come to be the best known of these
novelists, wrote Les Gornmes Q9g), Le Voyeur GgS), La Jaloasie
GgS) and Dans Ie kbyrinthe Ogtil.Michel Butor has also experi-
mented in L'Emploi du ternps (rg1il and Degrds (r95o). One should
also mention other works by Nathalie Sarraute; in particul ar Portrait
d'an inconnu (t947), Le Pkndtarium (r9y) and Vous les entendez
(tglz).Another prominent member among the experimenters is
Claude Simon, some of whose best novels are: Le Tricheur Gg+t),
L'Herbe (rgl8), La Route d,es Fkndres Q96o), Histoire (tg6il and La
Bataille de Pharsale (tg6g). See eNrr-HERo; ANTr-NovEL; TRoprsM.

nouvelle The nouztelle differs from the rornan or novel (qq.".) in that
it deals with a single situation or episode. The event moves to an unex-
pected climax, and it may be comic or tragic. It is related to the novelk
and the rdcit (qq.zt.) and seldom exceeds a hundred pages.

The nouoelle followed on from the medieval kis and fabliaux
(qq.r.), and the form took definite shape in the collection of tales
known as Cent Nouvelles Nou,uelles (t462). Notable examples from
near the end of the r ;th c. were Anits d'amour andJehan de Paris.In
the next c€ntury a collection of stories titled Noavelles Rdcv1ations. et

Joyeux Devis was published c. r5y8 and ascribed to Des P6riers.
Thereafter the nouoelle was an established form, and in the rgth c. the
term conte (q.".) was often used as a synonym. The main authors from
this period were Flaubert and Maupassant, Alfred de Musset, Alfred
de Vigny, Prosper M6rim6e, Joseph-Arthur Gobineau and Anatole
France. See also sHoRT sroRY.

nouvelle vague (F 'new wave') A term which appears to have come
into regular use in the rgyos and r95os to describe a new trend in the
arts. It was particularly applied to experimental work in the cinema
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(films by Godard and Resnais, for example), and then to experimen-
tal novels (for instance, works by Alain Robbe-Grillet, Michel Butor,

Nathalie Sarraute, Alan Burns and B. S. Johnson) and also to play-
wrights like Harold Pinter, Samuel Beckett, EugEne Ionesco, Arthur
Adamov, Jean Genet, N. F. Simpson and Ann Jellicoe. See also ANTr-
NOVEL; AVANT-GARDE; BLACK COMEDY; NOITVEAU ROMAN; NOVEL;

THEATRE OF THE ABSURD.

nouvellistes Members of the Parisian population in the rTth c. who
held regular meetings at various points in the city in order to pass on
news and discuss it. Eventually they were paid to collect news by those
in a position of power and influence who needed to know the news.
The nouaellistes were active even after the establishment of the press.
Hand-written newsletters (called nouvelles i k main and gazettes d la
main) were circulated clandestinely. See also coRANTo; GAzr'TTEi
NE\TSBOOKS; NEVSLETTERS.

novas rimadas A Provengal genre of narrative verse. Normally written
in octosyllabic rhymed couplets.

novecentismo A Spanish term denoting the'spirit'of the 2oth c., taken
from Massimo Bontempelli's magezine 9oo (founded in ry26) nd
introduced by Eugenio d'Ors. It came to be applied to a group of
writers of the post-'98 generation which included Ortega y Gasset,
Linares Rivas, Martinez Sierra, Pedro Salinas andPirez de Ayala. See
crNrne.cr6N nrr r898.

novel Derived from ltdian noaelk,'tale, piece of news', and now

applied to a wide variety of writings whose only common attribute is

that they are extended pieces of prose 6ction. But 'extended' begs a
number of questions. The length of novels varies greatly and there has

been much debate on how long a novel is or should be - to the re-
duaio ad absardunz of when is a novel not a novel or a long short-

story or a short novel or a. nooelk (q.o.). There seem to be fewer and
fewer rules, but it would probably be generally agreed that, in con-

temporary practice, a novel will be between 6o-Torooo words and, say,
2OOTOOO.

The acrual term'novel'has had a variery of meanings and implica-
tions at different stages. From roughly the r5th to the r8th c. its
meaning tended to derive from the Italian noztelh and the Spanish
noveh (the French term nodaelle, q.v., is closely related) and the rcrm
(often used in a plural sense) denoted short stories or tales of the kind
one finds in Boccaccio's Decameron (c. rt49-tr), Marguerite of

Navarreb Heptamdron (c. r53o), George Pettiet A petite Palhce of
Pettie his pleasure (t1l6) and Cervantes's Noaehs ejempkres (r5r3).
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Nowadays we would classify all the contents of the above as short
stories. Broadly speaking, the term denoted a prose narrative about
characters and their actions in what was recognizably everyday life and
usually in the present, with the emphasis on things being'new' or a
'novelty'. And it was used in contradistinction to'romance' (q.v.).In
the rgth c. the concept of 'novel' was enlarged. In Germany the term
Nor.,elle (see Novnre) was still associated with the Renaissance
nooelk. '

As to the quiddiry of the novel there has been as much debate.
However, without performing contortions to be comprehensive we
may htzard that it is a form of story or prose narrative containing char-
acters, action and incidenq and, perhaps, a plot (q.rr.).In fact it is very
difficult to write a story without there being sotne sorr. of plot,
however vague and tenuous. So well developed is the average reader's
need for a plot (at its simplest the desire to known what is going to
happen next) that the reader will look for and find a plot where,
perhaps, none is intended. Moreover, as soon as the reader is
sufficiently interested in one or more of the characters (one can hardly
envisage a novel without a character of some kind) to want to know
what is going to happen to them next and to ask why, when and where
- then there is a plot. Incident and character are almost inseparable.
As Henry James pointed out: ''What is character but the determina-
tion of incident? \(hat is incident but the illustration of character?'
Thus, plot, even if slight, is likely to develop however much an author
may wish to prevent it.

The subject matter of the novel eludes classificadon, for it is the
hold-all and Gladstone bag of literature. No other literary form has
proved so pliable and adaptable to a seemingly endless variety of topics
and themes. No other literrry form has attracted more writers (or
more people who are not writers), and it continues to do so despite
the oft-repeated cry (seldom raised by novelists themselves) that the
novel is dead. If proliferation is a sign of incipient death then the
demise of the novel must be imminent.

At the moment it seems unlikely. Apart from dramatic comedy
(q.".) no other form has been so suscepdble to change and develop-
ment and the literary taxonomist at once finds himself confronted with
a wide range of sub-species or categories. For example, we have the
epistolary novel, the sentimental novel, the novel of sensation, the con-
dition of England novel, the campus novel, the Gothic novel and the
historical novel; we have the propaganda, regional, thesis (or socio-
logical), psychological, proletarian, documentary and time novel; we
have the novel of the soil and the saga (or chronicle) novel, the
picaresque novel, the key novel (see rrvnr A crnr) and the anti-novel;
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not to mention the detective novel, the thriller, the crime novel,
the police procedural, the spy novel, the novel of adventure and
the novelette (qq.v.). In French we have various kinds of roman,
especially the roman-fleuoe, the roman i tiroirs, the rornan-fenilleton,
the ricit, the roman policier (the equivalent of the detective novel), the
nour)edtr raman (the equivalent of the anti-novel) and the roman d
clef or key novel (qq.t.). In German we find the Bildungsrolr'td.n,
the Kiinstler-rorlrnn, the Ritter- und Rauberrornan (the picaresque),
the Prosarorndn, the Biefroman (epistolary), the Zeitomdn, the
Schauenornan and rhe Scbliisselroman (key novel) (qq.".).A number
of these classifications shade off into each other. For example, psy-
chological novel is a term which embraces many books; proletarian,
propaganda and thesis novels tend to have much in common; the
picaresque narrative is often a novel of adventure; a saga novel may
also be a regional novel. And so on. lUfe should also note that in other
literatures and languages similar classifications have been established.

The absolute origins of the genre are obscure, but it seems clear that
in the time of the XIIth Dynasty Middle Kingdom (c. rzoo rc)
Egyptians were writing fiction of a kind which one would describe as
a novel today. For instance,Tlte Pincess of Bachstaan;The Predestined
Prince, and Sinube. From Classical times other works of fiction have
come down to us: notably, Tbe Milesian Tales (znd c. sc), Daphnis and
Chloe (znd c. eo) by Longus, The Golden Ass (znd c. eo) by Apuleius,
and the Satyricon (rst c. no) of Petronius Arbiter. Most of these are
concerned with love of one sort and another and contain the rudiments
of novels as we understand them today. This is especially tnre of the
pastoral (q.".) romance Dapbnis and Cbloe.

But it is not until towards the end of the first millennium that
we find work more recognizably like the novels we have become
accustomed to in the last zoo-odd years. These works are in Japanese.
For example, the Taketoi Monogatari (c. 8yo-9zo), the Utsubo
Monogatai (c. 8yo-9oo), a collection of anonymous stories, the
Yamato Monogatari (c. 95o), the Ochihubo Monogatai (late roth c.),
the Sumiyoshi Monogatai (c. rzoo), a romantic novel, the Gempei
Seisuki(c. rzoo-yo), a military novel, and the Taiheiki(tt6Z-l+),a mil-
itary novel describing the period r3r8-57. However, from this period,
the most famous of all Japanese works is the tale of Genji (c. rooo)
written by a woman under the pseudonym Murasald Shikibu. This
long story of court life relating the adventures of a Japanese Don Juan
at the imperial court is an important work in the history of the genre
because of its analysis of character and its srudy of psychology in love.

It is likely that round about this time of the roth c. the collection
of stories subsequently known as the Arabian Nights' Entertainrnents,
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or The Thousand and One Nights, was in embryonic form. However,
they were not collected and established as a group of stories until much
later, and then probably by an Egyptian professional story-teller at
some time between the r4th and r6th c. These tales did not become
known in Europe until early in the r8th c., since when they have had
a considerable influence.

In ItalS in the r4th c., there was a vogue for collections of novelle
or short tales, of which the most famous is Boccaccio's Decarneron,
which had much influence on Chaucer and many of which were later
translated by \filliam Painter and published under the title Palace
of Pleasure (t566, t56il. In the r6th c. Bandello published Ze
Norselle (written between r 5 ro and r y5o), and Marguerite of Navarre
published the Heptarndron, following the form of Boccaccio.
Originally these stories 'of seven days'were called Contes d.e k Reine
de Navarre.

These were all short stories but are extremely important because
ihey were in prose, and because in their method of narration and in
their creation and development of character they are forerunners of
the modern novel.

Until the r4th c. most of the literature of entertainment (and the
novel is usually intended as an entertainment) was confined to narra-
tive verse (q.rt.),particularly the epic (q.".) and the romance. Romance
eventually yielded the word ron An,which is the term for novel in most
European languages. In some ways the novel is a descendant of the
medieval romances, which, in the first place,like the epic, were written
in verse and then in prose (e.g. Malory's Morte D'Arthar, r+81).Verse
narratives had been supplanted by prose narratives by the end of the
rTth c.

Spain was ahead of the rest of Europe in the development of the
novel form. At the very beginning of the r4th c. we find a novel called
El Caballero Cifur; and then, c. rjo4-r2,the Amad,is de Gaula (publ.
r yo8), a novel of chivalry which had several sequels and was consid-
erably imitated. The main sequels were Las sergas de Espkndiin (t1rc)
and Arnadfs de Grecia (tllo). Imitations include Palmerin de Oliva
(r5rr), Primale6n (r5rz) and Palmer{n de Inglatena (tS+).Other
notable Spanish novels from this period are La Celestina (t49g-t5oz),
Abencenaje (early r5th c.), and two famous Spanish picaresque novels
(q.o.), Guzmdn de Alfurache (1599-16o4) and Lazarillo d.e Tormes
(r I l+). The greatest of all Spanish novels is Cervantes's Don Quixote
de la Mancha (16o5, 16r;), which satirized chivalry and a number of
the earlier novels.

After the death of Cervantes the Spanish novel, having begun so
promisingly, went into decline until the rgth c.
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Apan f.rom Don Quixote the only other major work in European
literature at this time which could be called a novel is Rabelais's
Gargantna (r ll+) and Pantagrael (r llz). Both these can be classed as
novels of phanasy, or mythopoeic. It is a kind which has remained
popular until the present day. Some notable instances of this 'line' are

Gullhter's Trattels (1726), Candide (tl1il, The Shaoing of Shagltat
(r815), Zarathustra (r883-9r), The First Men in the Moon (r9or) and

scores of works which may be loosely described as science fiction
(q.v.).

In England, at the end of the r5th c., the novel was in its
From the closing years of the century there date rwo important works
in the evolution of the extended prose narrative. They are Lyly's
Enphaes (in two pafts, 1578 and r ;8o), and Sir Philip Sidney's pastoral
romance Arcadia (t lgo). Other minor but interesting attempts at Prose
narrative from this period are Gascoigne's Tbe Adttentures of Master
F.I. GSII), Greene's Tbe Carde of Fancie (rs}l), Nashe's The
(Jnfortanate Traoeller (tt9+), and Deloney's three tales: Jack of
Neubury, Tbomas of Reading and Tbe Gentle C*ft (r59Gl6oo).

In the ryth c. there is still no more major advance in prose narra-

tive and the novel form, except for Mme de Lafayette's La Princesse
de Clives (t678) - a landmarl< in the history of the novel. Minor works

of note in England were E. Foord's Omatns and Artesia $Q4) and
Mrs Aphra Behn's Oroonoko (c. 1588). Bunyan's Pilgim\ Progress

Q67S) can be taken as a kind of allegorical novel. In France there was
also D'Urf6's pastoral romance L'Astrde $6o7-28), which set a vogue

satirized by Sorel in Le Berger extra.oagdnt Q6z7'8). Minor rTth c.
French works were Sorel's Francion $64) and Furetilre's Roman

bourgeois Q666), and the romans hdrotques (q.r.).

Early in the rSth c. Congreve published Incognita: or, Lotte and
Duty Reconciled (tZt).He called it a novel and in his agreeable
preface gives us his conception of what a novel is (an early example of

a definition of the genre). First he speaks of romances, which were
generally composed 'of the Constant Loves and invincible Courages
of Heros, Heroins, Kings and Queens, Mortals of the first Rank', and

of the extraordinary things that happen in romances. But novels, he

declares, 'are of a more familiar Nature; Come near us' and represent

to us Intrigues in Practice, delight us with Accidents and odd Events,

but not such as are wholly unusual or unpresidented, such which being
not so distant from our Belief bring also the pleasure nearer us.

Romances give more'Wonder, Novels more Delight.'
Soon after this (r7r9) Defoe published his story of adventure -

Robinson Crasoel one in a long tradition of desert island fiction (q.".).
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From now on the novel comes of age and within another seventy years
is a major and matured form. Defoe's other two main contribudons to
the novel form were Moll Fknders (t7zz), a sociological novel (q.o.),
and A Joumal of the Pkgae Year (r7zz) - a reconstruction and thus a
piece of historical fiction.

No doubt because the novel form was in an embryonic state, and
there were few if any rules for it, the range and variety in the rSth c.
is remarkable. Here there is space to mention only some of the main
European works: Lesage's picaresque Gil Bks (r7rt, 1724, 1735);
Marivaux's La Vie de Marianne (t73r-4r); Pr6vost's Manon Lescaut
(tZlt); Richardson's Pamek (r7+o), Chrissa (1747, 1748) end Sir
Charles Grand,ison (rZS+); Fielding's/oseph Andrews (t742), his satir-
ical romance Jonatban Wild (tZ+) and Tom Jones (tZ+il; Smollett's
Roderich Random (tZ+8), Peregrine Pichle (tZSr) and Humphry
Clinher (rZZt); Sterne's Tristram Shandy (t76o-6); Rousseau's Ia
Nouaelle Hdlo'ise Q76r); Goldsmith's The Vicar of Wakefield (1766);
Goethe's 

'Wertber 
(tZZd; Laclos's Les Liaisons dangereuses (l.782);

Diderot's La Religieuse $796). To these should be added Voltaire's
philosophical tales Zadig (rt+il and Candide (rZSil and Johnson's
philosophical tale Rasseks (tlfil. A notable characteristic of the novel
in the rSth c. is the use of the letter. Several of the above works are
classified as epistolary novels (q.r.).

Minor but important works in English literature during this period
are: Charles Johnstone's Chrysal, or tbe Adventares of a Guinea
(t76o); \flalpole's Tbe Castle of Otranto (tZ6+), one of the earliest
examples of the Gothic novel (q.v.); Henry Brooke's The Fool of

Qn"lrty $755-7o); Henry Mackenzie's Tbe Man of Feeling (tZlt);
Richard Graves's The Spiritual Quixote (tZZr); Mrs Clara Reeve's lle
Champion of Virtue, a Gotbic Tale (t77); Fanny Burney's Eztelina

OZZS); Beckford's Vatbek Q786); Mrs Charlotte Smith's The OId
Manor House (tZgr; Villiam Godwin's Caleb Williams Q794); and
Robert Bage's Hermsprong, or Man As He is Not Q7g6), a very ear.ly
instance of the propaganda novel (q.v.). Four years later Maria
Edgewonh produced what is taken to be the first regional novel (q.o.),
Castle Rackerent.

In the early yers of the rgth c. two figures dominate English
fiction: Sir tValter Scott and Jane Austen. Scott was the greatest single
influence on fiction in the rgth c. and in his dme was infinitely more
famous than Jane Austen. He was a European figure, an immensely
prolific writer - and he established the historical novel (q.".). Some o{
his bemer known works are: Waverley (r8r4), Guy Mannering (r8r5),
Old Mortality Q8ft), Tbe Antiquary (1816), Rob Roy Q8ry), The
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Heart of Midlotbian Q8r8), The Bide of Lammermoor (r8r9),
Iaanhoe (r8r9), Kenilwortb (r8zr), Quentin Durutard (I823),
Redgauntler (r824), The Talisman (r8zy) and Woodstoch (r825).

Jane Austen was less prolific. Her major works are: Sense and
Sensibility (r8rr), Pide and Prejadice $8r3), Emma (t9ty) and
Persaasion (r8r8).

Minor novelists of note who were active at the beginning of the
cennrry were: John Galt $779-r\9), who wrote Annals of the Paish
(r8zr); Susan Ferrier (t782-r81$, who wrote Maniage (r8r8);
Michael Scott $78yt\5), who v/rote Tom Cingle's Log (1833); and
Thomas Love Peacock $785-1866), author of Headlong Hall (r8r5),

Nigbtmare Abbey (r8r8), Maid Marian (r8zz), Crotchet Castle (r83r)

and Gryll Grange (r86r). A remarkable curiosiry from the period is

James Hogg's The Pioate Memoirs and Confessions of a lustified
Sinner (r824). IU[e should also mention J.J. Morier's The Adaentures
of Hajii Baba (r824), M"ry Russell Mitford's Oar Vilhge $82412)
and Belfurd Regis (r8ll), Frederick Marryat's Peter Simple (1834) and
his popular adventure stories Mr Midshipman Easy (r\6) and
Masterman Ready (r84r), Bulwer Lyfton's Falleknd Q8z7), Pdlham
(r828) and Ergene Aram (r832). During the first hdf of the century
also, Disraeli made a name for himself as a writer of distinguished
political novels (among the first of their kind), namely Vioian Grey
(r826), Coningsby (rS++), Sybil (rS+t) and. Tancted $8a). He also
wrote a rorlrun i clef (q.zt,), Venetia U9y), on the lives qf Byron and
Shelley.

The middle years of thq rgth c. witnessed the most astonishingly
prolific output of fiction, especially from Dickens and Anthony
Trollope, and it is noticeable that much of this fiction has lasted. The
effons of Dickens included Sketches by Boz (r8lg), The Posthilrnoas
Papers of the Pichwich Club (t837), Oliver Taist (1838), Nichohs
Nichleby (t8lg), Tbe Old Curiosity Shop $84r), Barnaby Radge
(r84r), A Cbristmas Carol (r8+l), Martin Chuzzleatit (t844), Dombey
and Son (r848), Dattid Copperfield (r8yo), Bleale House (t813), Hard
Times (t8t+), Little Donit (t8ril, A Tale of Tarc Cities (t8tg), Great
Expectations (186), Oar Mutual Fiend (1865) and Edain Drood
(r87o), which was unfinished. Trollope published the Barsetshire
chronicles, among which the better known are The Warden (r8ll),

B arch e ster Toarcrs ( t 8 I Z) and Th e Last Cbronicle of B arset (1857); plus
Dr Thome (1858), Framley Parsonage (r85r), The Srnall House at
Allington (1864), Tbe Bebon Estate (1855), The Claoerings $867),
Phineas Finn (t86) endThe Eustace Diarnonds (rSZl).Berween them
Dickens and Trollope produced an English comddie humaine to rival
that of Balzac.
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Thackeray, born a year earlier than Dickens, was active at the same
time. His main novels were Bony Lyndon (t8++), Vanity Fair (1847-8),
Pend,ennis (r849-yo), Esmond (r8ye), The Newcomes (t814-1) and
The Virginians (1818-9). George Eliot, too, began publishing her
novels in the r8yos; most famous of which are Scenes of Clerical Life
(1818), Adam Bede Q859), Tbe Mill on the Floss (r85o), Siks Mamer
(r86r), Romok (r862-3), Felix Hoh (r855), Middlemarcb (r87vz) and
Daniel Deronda (t87 a-6).

\[e should also mention R. S. Surtees, a minor comic novelist of
merit who invented two immortal characters of English fiction in the
shape of Jorrocks and James Pigg. Some of Surtees's better known
books *eJonocks'Jaunts and lollities (r838), Hillingd,on Hall ft845),
Hawback Grange (t8+), Mr Sponge's Sporting Tour (r8y3) and
Handley Cross (r8+l).

To the r84os belong the classic works of the Bront6 sisters: Anne,
Emily and Charlotte. In r 847 Emily published Wathering Heights, and
in the same year Charlotte published Jane Eyre and Anne published
Agnes Grey, which she followed in the next year with The Tenant of
wildfell Hall.

Among minor novelists we should note Mrs Gaskell, who wrote
Mary Barton (r848), Cranford (r8ll), North and Soath (r85y) and
Wiztes and Daughters (1864-5); Charlotte M. Yonge, who still has a
coterie of devoted readers, who wrote The Heir of Redclyffe (t8ll),
Heartsease (t8l+) and The Daisy Chain (rSy5); George Borrow,
author of. Laaengro (r8yr) and Romany Rye Q857), who is still sup-
ported by 'Old Borrovians'; Charles Kingsley, who wrote Abon
Loche (r85o), and his brother Henry Kingsley now chiefly remem-
bered for Geoffrey Hamlyn (r8lg); Sheridan Le Fanu, perhaps better
known as a writer of good short stories, but who also produced the
novels Tbe House by tbe Churchyard (rS53) and Uncle Siks g86a);
Charles Reade, some of whose best works were It Is Never Too Late
to Mend (t8ll), The Cloister and the Hearth (r85r), Foul Pky (1369)
end Put Yourself in His Pkce (r87o); George Meredith (whom many
consider a major novelist), a prolific writer who is mainly remembered
for The Ordeal of Ricbard Feverel (r8lg), Rhoda Flerning (1861),
Vittoria Q866), Tbe Adztentures of Henry Ricbmond, (r87r) tnd Tbe
Egoist (t82il; \flilkie Collins, practically the 6rst English novelist to
write a detective story (q.o.), whose three most notable works were
The 

'Woman 
in White (r85o), Armad,ale (1865) and Tbe Moonstone

( r858 ) .
During approximately the last quarter of the rgth c. the most dis-

tinguished English novelist was Thomas Hardy. In r87r he published
Desperate Remedies, and in the next rwenty-five years wrote the
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following outstanding novels: under the Greenanod Tree (t872), Far
from tbe Madding Croud (1824, Tbe Retum of the Natioe (1878),
The Trurnpet-Major (r88o), Tbe Mayor of Casterbridge Q886), The
Woodknders (1887), Tess of the D'Urberuilles (r89rf and lude tbe
obscure (r896). Hardy is England's mosr eminent regional novelist.

During the r88os and r89os R.L. Stevenson published several
novels which have become classics: Treasure Island (r883), Kidnapped
(1885), The Master of Balhntrae (r88) and the unfinished wiir of
Henniston Q896). A conrempor^ry of Stevenson, Mark Rutherford,
published two autobiographical-type novels: The Autobiograpby of
Mqrh Ratberford (r88r) and Mark Ratherford\ Deliverarce jtt11.
A little later George Gissing, one of the best of English minor novel-
ists and a powerful portrayer of realism, wrote ("mo.tg numerous
other books): Neat Grab Street (r89r), Born in Exile (r89i), The Odd
Women (t8pl) md Tbe Pivate Papers of Henry Ryecvoft (r9o3). And
in r-8s1 the Irishman George Moorepublishedz{ Mummer'swife.This
he followed with Esther waters (r8p+), Tbe Brook Keritb (1916) and
Aphrodite in Aalis (rplo).

The developmenr of the novel as a popular form in the rgth c. was
a European phenomenon, and one of the most remarkable fearures of
its history is the speed with which it marured. From nowhere, so it
seemed, great novelists sprang up and produced novels which became
and remained classics. Early in the cenrury there were, for example,
Chateaubriand's Rend (r8oz), Benjamin Constanr's Adolphe (rtie),
Manzoni's I promessi sposi $Bz7), Stendhalt Le Roage et le Noir
(r83o) and his La Cbartrense de Parme (r8lg), Pushkifs Dnbrwshy
(1832-3) and his A Capuin\ Daagbter gS36) and Lermonrov's .A
Hero of Our Times (r84o), and the dominating figure of Balzac who
from the r8zos until his death in rSyo produced novel after novel with
amazingrapidiry; some of the better known being Les Cbouans (t829),
La Peau de cbagin (r83r), Eag4nie Grandet (r8ll), Le Pire Goriot
(r8l+-l) and Le Cousin Pons $847). At approximately the same time
Dumaspdre was achieving immense success with his novels The Three
Musheteers (r8++), Twenty Years After (t8+l) and Tbe Count of
Monte-Cristo $844-). In r84z Gogol published Dead Souls, one of
the most outstanding comic novels. In 1846 Dostoievski published
Poor People, which he was to follow with crime and Panishment
(t866), Tbe ldiot Q856), The Possessed (t87vz) and Tbe Brotbers
Karamazov (r88o). The third most famous Russian writer of the mid
years of the century was Turgenev, who, as a novelist, is chiefly
remembered for A Nest of Gentlefolh (t85), Fatbers and Sons (r862),
Smgke $86) and Virgin Soil (t876). In 1859 Goncharov published
oblomov - a masterpiece among comic novels. In the latter pan of the
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rgth c. the dominating figure was Tolstoy, whose epic novels War and
Peace $865-72) and Anna Karenina $575-6) remained unsurpassed
in Russian literature.

In France, during the second half of the rgth c. the leading novel-
ists were Flaubert, Victor Hugo, Zola, Guy de Maupassant, Huysmans
and Anatole France. Flaubert made his name with Madame Bovary
(rSlZ).His other principal works were Sakmmb6 Q86z), L'Edacdtion
sentimentale Q869), La Tentation d,e Saint Antoine (t9Zi and the
unfinished Bouaard et Pdcucbet (r88r). This last was a severe expo-
sure of human stupidity and incorporated Flaubert's ideas about the
idde regue (q.".).Victor Hugo, who,long before, had publishedNote-
Dame de Paris (r83 r), produced three of his finest novels in the r85os;
namely, Les Mis4rables (t862), Les Travailleurs de la rner (1866) and
L'Homme qui rit QS69). Zola, apart from Balzac one of the most
prolific novelists in rgth c. France, is particularly important in con-
nection with the theories of realism and naturalism (qq.v.). His
,nagnarn opas was the series of novels Les Rougon-Macquart. There
were t\ renty in all and he described them as 'the natural and social
history of a family under the Second Empire'. Before embarking on
these he wrote Tb4rise Raquin (t86fl. Maupassant's f,wo best novels
were Une Vle (r8S3) and Bel-Aml (r8S5). Huysmans's two extraordi-
nary novels A rebours (r884) and Li-ba.i (r89r) have become classics
of their kind. Huysmans is especially associated with rgth c. theories
of aestheticism and the doctrine of art for art's sake (qq.v.). Anatole
France, renowned for his irony and wit (qq.r.), vrrote many novels
among which the following are outstanding: L'Etai de nacve $892),
Les Opinions de Jdr6rne Coignard (t8gt), La Ritisserie de k Reine
Pdd.auque (r8gl), L'Orrne du Mail b8gil, Le Mannequin d'osier
(t8gil, M. Bergeret i Paris (r9or), L'Ile d,es pingouins (r9o8) and
La Rdaohe des anges (rlr+). Late in the rgth c. and at the beginning
of the zoth Maurice Barrbs published three didactic trilogies: Le Cuhe
du moi (r888-9r), Le Roman de I'4nergie nationale (t897-r9oz) and
Les Bastions de I'Est (r9o5-zr), plus the novel La Colline inspirde
(tgtt). The trilogies were ambitious and complex chronicles of his
times.

During much of the rgth c. the novel form was enriched by a diver-
sity of French writers, among whom we should also give special
mention to the following: Prosper M6rim6e, who excelled at the nou-
velle and who also wrote Chronique da rigne de Charles IX (1829);
Alfred de Vigny, one of whose best novels was Cinq-Mars $826);
George Sand, avery prolific novelist, some of whose best novels were
India.na (1832), Ldlia (rSlf ) and La Mare au diable (rSa6); Alphonse
Kerr, author of nearly a hundred novels of varying qualiry; and
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Th6ophile Gautier, author of. Mademoiselle de Maupin (r83y), le
Roman de h momie (r8yS) and Le Capitaine Fracasse (r853).

Other exceptionally gifted European novelists in the second half of
the rgth c. were: the Portuguese Queir6s, who wrote several fine
novels, particularly O crime do Pad.re Amaro $876), O pimo Basilio
(r87S) and Os Mai.as (r888); the Italian Giovanni Verga, whose later
work was outstanding, especially I Malaooglia $88r) and Mastro-Don
Gesualdo (r889); and the Pole Sienkiewicz, who became famous for
his Qzo Vadis (r896).

Right at the end of the rSth c. the novel began to be established
in Germany. Goethe's Bildungsroman (q.t.), Wilhelm Meisters
Lehrjahre, came out in ry9t-6.In rSzr the sequel appeared: Wilbelm
Meisters Wanderjahre oder Die Entsagenden. At the rurn of the
cennrry several other prominent German writers were active in devel-
oping the form. Holderlin published his only novel, Hyperion,in ry97
and ry99 - this was a Biefroman (q.a.) or epistolary novel. In r8or
Clemens Brentano published Godai oder Das steineme Bild der
Mutter, and in the following year appeared Novalisls unfinished
Heinrkb von Ofterdingen.lean Paul wrote two notable novels in the
same period: Titan (r8oe3) and Flegeljahre $8o41). At this time
Hoffmann and Kleist were establishing the short story Q.".) and the
Nauelle. In fact, the Nooelle was to become the favoured form in
Germany during the rgth c. In rSro Ludwig Arnim published Armut,
Reicbtum, Scbuld und Busse der Griifin Dalores. Eichendorff's rwo
main works were Abnnng und Gegenanrt (t9rl) and Aus dern Leben
eines Taagenirhts (r826). Gotdried Keller was prolific during the rgth
c. and is particularly remembered for Der griine Heinrich (r8l+-l).
Later, Theodor Fontane became one of the outstanding novelists of
the era, with such works as Vor dem Storm (r878), L'Adaltera (r882),

Graf Peti;fy (r884), Cdcile (r887), Inungen Winungen (r888), Stine
(r89o), Llnaiederbinglich (r89r), Frau Jenny Treibel $892), Effi
Briest (r8gl), Die Poggenpubls (1896) and the conversationpiecd Der
Stecblin (r898). Many other German writers published novels during
the rgth c.

After falling into desuerude in the rTth c. the Spanish novel was
revived with some splendour in the rgth c., during which period the
dominating figure was P6rez Gald6s, a writer who has often been com-
pared with justice to Balzac and Dickens. He was immensely prolific.
In 1873 he published the first of a sequence of forty-six historical
novels dealing with the history of Spain from Trafalgar (r8oy) to the
Restoration (1871). The whole series was dtled Episodios nacionales
and is one of the longest novel cycles in existence. Apan from this
marathon he is remembered for other individual novels: Dofia Perfeaa
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Q876), Fortanata y Jacinta (1886-7) and Angel Guena (r89o-9r).
Roughly contemporary with Gald6s was Juan Valera, author o{ Pepita

Jimdnez (rV+) and El Comendador Mendoza (r8gl).Pereda, born in
r 8 3 3, was a fine regional novelist. Two of his better known books were
Sotilega (r88a) and Pefias Aniba (rSp+). Born in the same year,
Alarc5n attained fame with El sombrero de tres picos (tBZ}. His E/
cdpitAn Veneno was also impressive. The Countess Emilia Pardo
Baz6n, famous for her wit, her brains and her ugliness, wrote some
distinguished novels about Galician life; in particular Los Pazos de
Ulloa (r885). Two minor writers, born like the Countess in the r8yos
and who lived on into the 2oth c., were Leopoldo Alas y LJrena, whose
best novel is probably La regenta $884-), and Palacio Vald6s, who
wrote La hermana San Salpicio (1889) and La aldea perdida (tgol).
The most famous Spanish novelist of the later rgth c. was cer-
tainly Vicente Blasco lbilfiez, who was considerably influenced by
Maupassant andZola and therefore by the theories of naturalism and
realism. He was also influenced by the Spanish schools of costumbris-
mo (q.v.) md rbgionalismo. His major novels werc Flor de Mayo
(r895), La barraca (r89S) and Cafias y bano (r9oz). He wrote many
other novels and is one of the few writers in historv to have become
a millionaire.

At the very end of the r8th c. Charles Brockden Brown helped
to establish the American novel with his Gothic romances Wieland
(rZg8), Artbur Mentyn (r799-t8oo), Ormond GZgil and Edgar
Hantly bZgg). Better known now is James Fenimore Cooper, author
of stirring stories of frontier life and the sea. Some of his books are:
The Spy (r8zr), one of the earliest of spy novels (q.o.), Tbe Pioneers
(1823), The Last of tbe Mobicans (1826), The Pathfinder (r84o), The
Deerskyer (r84r) mdTbe Redshins (rSa5). In r8yr Herman Melville
published Moby-Dick, a classic of American literature, with many
stylistic peculiarities. To the mid-century also, belong the major works
of Nathaniel Hawthorne - particularly Tuice-Told Tales $\), The
Scarlet Letter (r85o), Tbe House of the Seven Gables Q85t), The
Blithedale Romance (r8yz) and Tbe Marble Faun (t86o). A contem-
porary was \6lliam Dean Howells, an exponent of realism. His prin-
cipal novels were Their Vedding Joumal (t872), The Rise of Siks
Lapbam (1881), Indian Sumrner (r8S5) and A Hazard of Nea.t
Fortanes (r89o). In r884 Sarah Jewew, a neglected writer, published ,{
Country Doctor, which she followed with A Marsb Island (1881) and
The Country of the Pointed, Firs (1396). At the same time, Frank
Norris, also neglected, published an unfinished trilogy of distinction,
titled The Epic of tbe Wheat: the rwo volumes were The Oaopus
(r9or) andThe PitQgq).In r899 he hadpublished McTeague. During
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the same period Mark Twain produced Tbe Adventures of Tom Sawyer
Q876), The Adaentures of Huckleberry Finn (t885) and Pudd'n-bead
Wilson (r8g+).

During the last thi.ry years of the cenfttry and in the opening years
of the zoth c. the dominating American novelist was Henry James,
who spent much of his life in Europe. Out of his many novels the
following are of especial excellence: Wasbington Square Q88t), Tbe
Portrait of a Lady (r88r), The Bostonians (1885), Tbe Princess
Casamassima (1886), What Maisie Knew (t8g),The Spoils of Poynton

F$gil, The Auhuard Age (r8gg), The Wings of tbe Dooe (r9oz), The
Ambassadors (r9o3), The Golden Boail (rp+).

In the opening years of the 2oth c. three Englishmen and one Pole
writing in English were pre-eminent among British novelists. They
were Arnold Bennett, E. M. Forster, H. G. Vells and Joseph Conrad.
Of the seventy-dd books that Bennett wrote he is now remembered
for six of enduring merit; namely, Anna of the Fizte Toanns (r9or), The
Old Wioes' Tale (rgo8), Chyhanger (r9ro), Hilda Lessanys (r9rr),
These Tanin Q9fi) and Riceyman Steps (rgz).During the same
period, E. M. Forster, whose totd output was slight, published Wbere
Angels Fear to Tiead (tgol), A Room aitb a Viea, (rgo8), Howards
End Qgto) attd A Passage to India (rgz+). The chief novels of H. G.
\7ells were Lmte and Mr Lewisham (r9oo), The First Men in tbe Moon
(r9or), Kqpt (r9ol), Ann Veronica $9o9), Tono Bungay (r9o9) and
Tbe History of Mr Poh (r9ro). Conrad had made a name for himself
in 1895 uithAlnnyer\ Folly and then in rgoo produced his first major
novel in the shape of LordJim. This he followed withRomance (r9q),
Nostromo (rqo+), The Seoet Agent (tgo7), Under Western Eyes (r9tr),
Chance (tlr+) and Viaory 6gr). A minor novel was The Rover

Ggr).
Lesser works of great quality at this time are many and various and

certainly include Kipling's Kim (r9or), George Douglas Brown's 7le
Hoase uitb the Green Sbutters (r9or), Arthur Morrison's A Cbild of
the Jago (1896) and The Hole in tbe Wall Qgoz), Samuel Butler's The
Way of All Flesb (t9o), M*y Sinclair's The Dhtine Fire (r9o$, Villiam
de Morgan's Joseph Vance $9o6), Max Beerbohm's Zaleiha Dobson
(r9rr), Gilben Cannon's Round tbe Corner (tgtl), Compton
Mackenzie's Sinister Street (r9r3, r9r4), W. L. George's The Making
of an Englishman (t9t4), Norman Douglas's Soutlt Wind $9r7) and
several novels by J.D. Beresford - especially Jacob Stabl (rgtr), A
Candidate for Trutb (r9rz), Goslings (t9t j), The House in Demetrius .
Road Ggr+) end The Inoisible E'uent (rgrl). In ryr4 Robert Tressell
published The Ragged Trousered PhilantbroPists. The full version of
the original text of this remarkable book was not published until r95 y.
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Some would add Hugh $(alpole's Mr Penin and Mr Traill (r9rr) and
G. F. Bradby's The Lanchester Traditinn (r9r3), classics among school
stories; and Ronald Firbank's Valmouth (tgtg).

\&ile most of these authors were drawing towards the end of their
writing careers, three other Englishmen were at the same time in the
early stages of theirs and all are major though very different figures in
the history of the English novel. Th.y were Somerset Maugham,
D. H. Lawrence and 

'tU7yndham 
Lewis. Maugham published Liza of

Larnbetb tn t897, and followed it with Of Human Bondage (r9r 5) and
The Moon and Sixpence Q9t9). Much later came Cah.es and Ale (tglo)
and The Razor's Edge (tg++). Lawrence, championed by F. R. Leavis,
has come to be regarded as one of the great English novelists. His prin-
cipal works were: Tbe Wbite Peacoch (r9r r), Sons and Loaers (r9rl),
The Rainbow (r9t5), Women in Looe (r9zo), Tbe Plurned Serpent

$926) and Lad.y Chatterley's Lover (tgz9). Very different from these
two, but highly original and eccentric, was \flyndham Lewis, the
inventor of vorticism (q.v.). His best known novels are: Tarr (r9r8),
Tbe Child,ermdss (t928), the first part of the trilogy Tbe Human Age,
Tbe Apes of God (tgjo), The Revenge for Love (ty); and, in r9y5,
the second and third parts of The Human Age.

In r9r y Dorothy Richardson was the first English novelist to intro-
duce the sffeam of consciousness technique (q.".). Her marathon
sequence of novels Pilgirnage ran to twelve volumes, which came out
at intervals from rgrt to 1967.

ln 1915 James Joyce published A Portrait of the Artist as a Young
Man, in which he also employed the stream of consciousness tech-
nique. He perfected this in Ulysses Qgzz).ln Finnegans Wake (tglg)
he pushed it to its probable limits, and also experimented with lan-
guage to a point where he seemed likely to transcend the limits of his
medium. After Joyce the novel was never quite the same again. His
influence has been profound and, as one of the great innovators, he
has had many imitators.

During the rgzos and r93os the English novel flourished. So many
excellent books were written by so many gifted writers that here there
is space to mention only a handful. There was, for example, Ford
Madox Ford (in rgry he had published his admirable The Good
Soldier),who wrote the Tietjens series: Some Do Not (t924), No More
Parades (tgt), A Man Coald Stand Up (t926) and Tbe Last Post
(1928). There was L. H. Myers, a rare instance of the 'philosopher'

novelist, who wrote The Orissers (t9zz), Tlte 'Clio' (tgr) and The
Near and tbe Far $929) - this being the first of a tetralogy; the others
were Prince Jali (tyr), The Root and the Flower (tgl) and The Pool
of Visbnu (tp+o). During roughly the same period, Virginia \floolf,
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influenced byJoyce and Dorothy Richardson' was experimenting with

the stream of consciousness technique and she is chiefly remembered

f.or Jacob's Roorn (r9zz.), Mrs Dalloany Q9z), To the Lighthouse
(tgz7),The Waoes (t l l t )  and Between the Aas Q94r).In tgzz,John

Galsworthy, a prolific and much more conventional novelist, pub-

lished The Forsyte Saga. By the r92os P. G.'Wodehouse was well estab-

lished as a comic novelist with his two main characters Jeeves and

Bertie Vooster. His writingcareer lasted for over seventy years. In the

r92os, too, Aldous Huxley began to publish his novels, amont which

we should mention Crome Yelloat (r9z), Antic Hay (1923) and Point

Counter Point (1928). In ry32 appeared his anti-utopian tour de force

Braae New World and, in ry48, Ape and Essence. Others who estab-

lished themselves in the l93os were James Hilton, author of. The Lost

Horizon (tgli and the noztelh-lengrh Good-Bye Mr Cbtps (rgl+);

James Hanley (a neglected writer), who published fiction for fifry

yetrs, including Drift (t93o), The Furys (rgt), Seoet Journey $936),
OurTime is Gone Gg+o) - and many others; and StormJameson, who

was also prolific and is remembered for Company Parade (rgt+), Lorte

in Winter (rglil and None Turn Bach (tgl6).In r9z8 Evelyn \(augh

b"g* his career as a witry satirist with Decline and Fall. A succession

of novels followed: Vile Bodie.s (r93o), Bhcle Miscbief $yz), A

Handful of Dust Ogl+), Scoop (rff S)' Bidesbead Reaisited (tg+S),

Tbe Losed One Q948) and the trilogy Sword of Honoar, the first

volume of which came out in ry52. Elizabeth Bowen published her

first novel, Thb Hotel, in ry27. Later came To the Nortb Qyz), The

Death of the Heart (rgl8) and The Heat of the Day Q94). Another

distinguished female novelist who started her career at about the same

time was Ivy Compton-Burnett. Some of her many novels were:

Brotbers and, Sisters (t9rg), Men and Wives (t93 t), Daughters and Sons

Oglil, Parents and Children (r94), Elders and Betters $944) and

Darhness and Day (tll t).
From the late r92os and r93os a number of other novels have stood

the test of dme and changes of taste. For instance, J. B. Priestle'''s The

Good Companions (t929) and Angel Pavement $yo); Richard

Aldington's Death of a Hero (rgtg) and AII Men are Enemies (tgl);

H. M. Tomlinson's All Our Yesterdays (rylo);Vita Sackville-\(est's,'4,//
Passion Spent (rglr); Stella Gibbons's Cold Comfort Farm (1932), a

clever satire on the novels of Mary \tilebb (e.g. Precious Bane, ry24)
and on the novel of the soil (q.o.) in general; Lewis Grassic Gibbon's

trilogy A Scot's Quair (t93r, 1933, r93i; Valter Greenwood's Looe

on tbe Dole $y3), an impressive documentary novel (q.cr.); r$finifred

Holtby's regional novel Soutb Riding (tgl6); V. S. Pritchett's Dead

Men Leading $gtz) and Nothing Lihe Leatber (tptt); the novels of
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the Powys brothers, especially T. F. Powys's Mr Weston's Good Wine

G9r7), J. C. Powys's Wolf Solent (t929) and his ,{ Ghstonbury
Romance (rglr); Robert Gravest I, Ckadius (tgl) and his Ckudias
the God (rgld; Christopher Isherwood's Mr Nonis Cbanges Trains

Ggl) and Good,bye to Berlin (tglil;Rebecca'West's Tbe Judge ggzz)

and The Tbinhing Reed (rglr); Charles Morgan's Tbe Fountain (ryz)
and Sparkenbrohe (tgl6); Charles \flilliams's'metaphysical thrillers'
War in Heaven (tglo) and The Place of the Lion ftyr).

Perhaps the most famous English novelist to have begun his career
in the r9zos, and to have published novels consistently for some sixty
years, is Graham Greene. His first was Babbling April Ggz).Since
then he has published over twenty novels and entertainments (q.o.),
two of which have been suppressed by the author. Among the more
famous works are: Tbe Man Within Q9z9), Stamboal Train (t%z),
Brighton Roch fty9), Tbe Confidential Agent (tglil, The Poarcr and,
tbe .Glory (r9+o), The Heart of the Matter (rg+8), The End of the
Affair (t9tt), The Quiet Arnerican Ogtt), Oar Man in Havana
(rgl8), A Bamt-Out Case (t96r),The Comedians $966),Traaels aitb
My Aunt (196g), Tbe Honorary Consul $97), The Human Factor
(tgZ8), Monsignor Quixote (r98e) and Tbe Captain and tbe Enemy
( re88) .

Henry Green, a more occasional novelist of great gifts, also began
in the r92os with Blindness ft926). This he followed with Lfuing

G 9 zg), P arty G oing (r g I g), Lov ing (t g + t), N oth ing ( r p I o) and D oting
(tg1z). An even more occasional novelist is Richard Hughes, who
became famous with z{ High Wind in Jamaica (tgzg).Later came In
Hazard (tgl8), and much later The Fox in the Attic Q96r), the first
part of a trilogy. To these should be added Rosamund Lehmann, one
of the best modern novelists. Her main works are: Inoitation to the
Waltz (rgjr), The Weatber in the Steets Ggl6), The Ballad and the
Source (tg++) md The Echoing Grooe (rgli).

Since approximately ry4o several other distinguished writers have
enhanced the novel in Britain. For example, there are Arthur Koestler's
tour de f.orce Darhness at Noon (rp+o); many novels by H. E. Bates,
especially Fair Stood the Wind for France (tg++), The Purple Pkin

Gg+il and I oae for Lydia GgSd; several by P. H. Newby namely
Agents and Witnesses (1947), A Season in England (rgtt), Tbe Pimic
at Sakkara (tgS), A Gaest and his Going (tg1il and Tbe Barbary
Ligbt ft962); Gerald Hanley's Tbe Consul at Sunset (tgSr) and
Dinkers of Darhness (r95y); Malcolm Lowry's Under tbe Volcano

Gg+il;L. P. Hartley'sThe Shrimp andthe Anemone (tg++),The Sixth
Heaven Fg+6), Eustace and Hilda (rg+il andThe Go-Between (t91;);
George Orwell's Nineteen Eigbty-Fonr Gg+g).To these should be
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added Joyce Cary, one of whose earlier works was The African Witcb
(r%6). Later came Mister Johnson (tglil. Then two major trilogies of
exceptional merit: firsr, Herself Surprised (r94r), To be a Pilgrim (rg+z)

and The Horse's Moutb (tg++); second, A Prisoner of Grace (rgtr),

Except the Lord (tgll) and Nor Honour More (t951). In r94t
Elizabeth Taylor published her first novel, At Mrs Lippincotet. Many

excellent novels were to follow, including A Wreath of Roses (rglo)

and Mrs Palfrey at the Ckrernont OgZr). She excelled at the depiction
of English middle-class life.

The trilogy, the tetralogy, the roman-fleuve (q.o.) and the chronicle
or saga novel (q.".) have proved particul arly attrective schemes in the
zoth c. No doubt the influences of Bilzac and Zola are discernible
here. In recent times, as far as the novel in Britain is concerned, three
instances of chronicle may be cited: C. P. Snow's Strangers and
Brothers sequence, which began in ry4o with Strangers and Brothers;
Henry \flilliamson's Cbronicle of Ancient Sunlight Q91r-6) in fifteen
volumes; and Anthony Powell's f,welve-volume sequence A Dance to
the Masic of Time, which started with z{ Question of Upbringing in
rgyr and was completed in 1976.

Since James Joyce the main contributions from Irish novelists have

come from Liam O'Flaherty, particularly Tbe Informer (t926),

Famine (rglil end Land Ug+6); from Sean O'Faolain, with A Nest of
Simple Folk $y) md Come Bach to Ein (tg+o); from Flann O'Brien
with his remarkable anti-novel (q.rr.) At Suirn-Tuto-Birds (1939); and
from Samuel Beckett, who was influenced by Joyce. His four main
novels xe Murphy (rtj8), Watt Q944), Molloy (tgl t) and, best of all,
Malone Dies $91r). Since the l9lbs three of the younger generation
of Irish writers have achieved distinction in the novel: Edna O'Brien,
Brian Moore and r$0illiam Trevor. Edna O'Brien, much concerned with

the role and position of women in sociery published her first novel,
The Coantry Girls,in ry6o. She followed this success withThe Lonely

Girl $962), Girls in Their Manied Bliss $9$), August is a Wiched
Montb Gg6), A Pagan Pkce (t97r), Night (rgZr) and Johnny I

Hardly Kneu You Q97). Brian Moore wrote a number of outstand-
ing novels, including luditb Hearne (tg1), Tbe Feast of Lupercal
(rgtil, The Luck of Ginger Coffty $96o), I am Mary Dunne (1958),

Catholics (t97), Tbe Mangan Inberitance Q979), Tbe Cold Heaoen
(rpSl) andTbe Coloar of Blood (tggi. Among Villiam Trevor's most
memorable novels are The Old Boys Gg6+), Mrs Echdorf in O'Neill's
Hotel Gg6g), Elizabeth Alone (tgZ), Tbe Children of Dynmoutb
(tgZ6) and Fools of Fortune (tq8f).

From the mid-r9yos - the period when some people began to claim
that the novel was 'dead' - until the late r99os the novel in Britain con-
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tinued to show remarkable diversiry and resilience, and the form has
continued to attract large numbers of gifted writers. Even a 'short'

short-list would contain the names of over a hundred. Not a few have
tried all sorts of experiments (hence, for instance, the anti-novel).
Many novelists have stuck to well-tried conventional methods with
minimal devices and a total absence of gimmicks. Some have been
influenced by what has come to be called 'magic realism' (q.rt.). Some
have developed a neo-Gothic element. There follow some of the
leading writers with mention of a few of their titles.

Kingsley Amis achieved popular renown wirh Lnchy lim in ry54
and thereafter produced novels of variable quality at regular intervals,
including That Uncertain Feeling Ogl), Take a Girl Like You (t96o),
One Fat Englisbman (r9g), Jake's Thing (tgl8) and Tbe Old Deoils
(t986). His contemporariesJohn Vain and Alan Sillitoe (all three were
associated with the so-called angry young man, q.n., phase of the
fifties) also received some acclaim. 

'Wain's 
first novel was Harry on

Doun (r9S), which he followed with The Contenders Q958), A
Travelling Woman (tg1il and Strihe the Father Dead Q96z). Sillitoe
came to fame with Satnrday Nigbt and Sunday Moming (1958), but
later novels in the sixties and seventies did not live up to the promise
of his first; he had more success with short stories (e.g. Tbe Loneliness
of tbe Long Distance Runner, rytil. Francis King published two good
novels in the fifties: The Diuiding Stream (rglt) and Tbe Widou

GgSil; these he followed with Tbe Custom House g96r), The Aaion

GgZg), the psychological thriller Act of Darbness (tg8l), Voices in an
Empty Roorn (rg8+) endVisiting Cards (r99o), all impressive. In r9;8
Ruth Prawer Jhabvala published Esmond in India, which she was to
follow with z{ Neu Dominion $97), Heat and Dust (rgZ) and In
Searcb of Loae and Beauty (tf8l) - all fine novels. In the same period
\flilliam Golding made a big impact with Lord of the Flies 9914), a
kind of 'thesis'novel (4.o.), completely without humour even though
all its characters are young boys, which inspired many theses. He fol-
lowed this with The Inberitors (r95), Pincber Martin Qg56), Tbe
Spire Q96$ and Darkness Visible (tglil. Then came Rites of Passage
(r98o), the first of an impressive trilogy completed by Close Quarters
(tgSi and Fire Down Beloat (tg8g).

In ry57 Lawrence Durrell published the first volume of his
Alexandria Quartet, a somewhat meretricious tetralogy; Iater came
Tunc Q968),Nunqaarn (r97o), Monsieur (rgZi and Constance (1982).
In r9y8 John Berger had some success with z{ Painter of Our Tirne,
which he followed with The Foot of Clbe Q96z), Corker's Freedom
(rg6+) and G (tgZz). In ry57 Colin Maclnnes published City of Spades
and followed it with Absolute Beginners Gg1il; he was one of the first
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to write about black irnmigrant culture. In r9y6 Roy Fuller, better
known as a poet! published a good novel called Image of a Society.In
the same year Sybille Bedford published The Legacy, which she fol-
lowed with Favoaite of the Gods Q96z) and .,{ Compass Enor (1968).
In rgyo \Ufilliam Cooper had won praise with Scenes from Proztincial
Life; this he was to follow wirh Scenes from Manied Life Q96r) and
Scenes frorn Metropolitan Lfe (1982). During the r9;os Anthony
Burgess began to publish his first novels, thus starting a veritable
foundry unquenched thirty-odd years later. To the fifties belong Time

for a Tiger $9fi), The Enemy in tbe Bhnhet (rplS) and Beds in the
East $95); these were published as Tbe Mahyan Trilogltin ry7z.He
also wrote A Clockatorh Orange $962), a tour de force, the Enderby
novels under the nameJoseph Kell, and Earthly Poams (r9So). Brigid
Brophy's main novels were Hackenfeller's Ape (tgS), Flesh $962),
The Snoat Ball (t962) and In Transit (tg6g).Vladimir Nabokov
became famous in ry51 through Lolita. At that time few had heard of
him. In fact, he had started writing novels in the rgzas. His earlier
work was revived, especially Laagbter in tbe Darh (rgtz), Inoitation
to a Beheading $y8) nd Bend Sinister (tg+il. After Lolita his main
works were Pnin (tgSil, Pale Fire Q96z), Ada $96), Transparent
Things (rglr) and Look at the Harlequins! $972). He was unique in
that he wrote equally well in Russian and English and collaborated in
the translation of his 'Russian' novels into English, and his 'English'

novels into Russian.
Iris Murdoch also began her long career as a novelist in the rgtos

with Ilnder the Net (tgS+).She followed this with many other suc-
cessful novels, including The Bell (tgl8), A Settered Head (196r), The
Red and the Green (tg6), The Tirne of the Angels (1958), Bruno's
Dream $g6g), A Word Child (tgZ), The Sea,-the Sea (1978) and The
Philosopher's Papil (tgSl). By ry89 she had published over twenty
novels and shown remarkable consistency in qualiry. A near contem-
porary was Angus 

'ltrfilson, 
whose main works were Hemlock and

After (tgtr), Anglo-Saxon Attitudes Q956), The Middle Age of Mrs
Eliot (t918), Tbe OId Men at tbe Zoo (t96r), No Laugbing Matter

Gg6), As if by Magic (tgt) and Setting the World on Fire (r98o).
After a B^p of nearly thirty years Antonia \flhite began to publish
egain in the rgtos wirh The Lost Traveller Q95o), The Sugar House

OgS4 and Beyond the Ghss (tgS}. This revitalization renewed inter-
est in her excellent novel Frost in May of r933. Barbara Pym also pub-
lished several well-received novels in the r9tos, including Excellent
Women (t9t), Less tban Angels (rg1) and A Gkss of Blessings (r9y8).
In ry57 John Braine achieved instant fame with Room at tbe Top,bur
he was never able to live up to the promise and quality of that novel.
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Muriel Spark's first novel, The Comforters, also came out in r917. She
followed it with a succession of highly accomplished shoft, witry
satirical novels, such as Mernento Mori (rg1il,The Balkd of Peckham
Rye (t96o), Tbe Prirne of Miss lean Brodie (r96t), The Girls of Slender
Means (tg6), The Pablic lrnage (1958), Tbe Abbess of Creue (tgZ+)
and The Take Oner (tgZ6). One of the most distinguished novelists to
embark on a career in the rgtos was the Trinidad-born V. S. Naipaul.
His first two novels were Tlte Mystic Masseur (rg1il and The Suffrage
of Elaira (rql8). He followed these with the ambitious A House for
Mr Bisans (t96r).ln ry67 came Tlte Mimic Men andin ry7r In a Free
State, which won the Booker Prize (q.o.). His other most important
novels are A Bend in the Rhter (tgZil and The Enigma of Aniaal
(rgS). Naipaul wrote several non-fiction works, including two
notable travel books (q.".).Doris Lessing also established herself in
the r9;os, first with Tbe Grass is Singing (r9to), and then with her vast
Bildungsroman, Tbe Children of Violence, which comprises five
volumes: Martba Quest (tgtr), A Proper Maniage (tgS}, A Ripple

from the Storm (rgl8), Landloched (:'96) md Tbe Four-Gated City

Og6g). In ry62. she also published Tbe Golden Noteboo,6, a highly
complex novel using many different techniques. In the late r95os and
early t97os she embarked on a very different kind of fiction described
as 'inner space fiction', and thereafter began another mdgnum oprrs
which was a form of science fiction: a five-volume sequence titled
Canopus in Argus Arcbiaes.

Olivia Manning published her first novel in ry37 but it was not until
the sixties that she became known; firstly with the Balkan Trilogy: The
Great Fortune (r95o), The Spoilt City (t962) and Friends and Heroes

Gg6).Later came the Leaant Trilogy, consisting of The Danger Tree

OglZ),Tbe Battle Lost andWon (1978) andTbe Surn of Things $98o).
In the early sixties Christine Brooke-Rose wrote some very interest-
ing experimental novels influenced by the then popular French
noaneail rorndn. They include Out Q964), Such $966), Between
(1968), and, later, Thra $97) and Amalgamemnon $98$.In the same
period J. G. Ballard was also making his name with science fiction
novels. Many years later he turned away from this to write Empire of
the Sun (ty8+). In 196o Stan Barstow published .4 Kind of Looing,
which he was to follow with a number of other regional novels of
Yorkshire life such as Ask Me Tomorroat (1962) and Joby Q96a).
Barstow, Braine and Sillitoe have often been linked because they wrote
realist fiction about nofthern working-class life. In t96o, too, David
Storey published his powerful novel Tbis Sporting Ltfe,which he was
to follow with Flight into Camd,en Q96o), the ambitious Radcliffe

Gg6) and Saoile (rgZ6). By this time he had virtually abandoned the
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novel to write for the sage. Adrian Mitchell wrote one good novel in
this period, namely If You See Me Comin' Q96z); later he published
Wartime (rgZ). Julian Mitchell published three successful novels in
the r96os: Im.aginary Toys (1962), Tbe Wbite Father (tg6+) nd The
IJndisco,uered Coantry Q968). Both these writers went on to become
distinguished playwrights. B. S. Johnson, a talented experimental nov-
elist, also came to the forefront in the sixties wirh Albert Angelo Og6+),
Traail Q966), The Unfortunates Og6g) - a 'novel' which comprised
twenty-seven unbound sections in a box - and Cbristy Malry's Oan
Double-Entry GgZ).ln ry62 Penelope Mortimer won acclaim with
Tbe Pumphin Eater, which she was to follow with Tbe House (tgZt)

and Long Disunce (rgZd. By t r95o Paul Scott had already written
about ten novels and in ry66 achieved success with The leutel in tbe
Crown, the first of a tetralogy titled the Raj Quartet. The other three
wereThe Day of the Scorpion (1968), The Touters of Silence (r97r) and
A Diaision of the Spoils (rgZ).The quartet is a notable account of
Anglo-Indian relationships. Raymond rVilliams produced rwo good
novels in the r95os,.namely Border Country $962) and Second
G e ner ation (t g 6 +). ln ry6 4 A. S. Byatt established herself wirh S h a doat
of a San,which she was to follow wirhThe Gatne (tg6) and the ambi-
tious and complex The Virgin in the Garden (rgl8). Her sister,
Margaret Drabble, also embarked on her career as a novelist in the
r95os. Her works include A Snmrner Birdcage Gg6), The Ganich
Year (t964), The Millstone (tg6t), Jerusalem the Golden $967), Tbe
Ice Age Ggn) ari'd, The Radiant Way $98). An outstanding talent to
appear in the sixties was J. G. Farrell, whose second novel wes The
Lang (tg6).This he followed with Troables Q969), The Sicge of
K*bnapnr Ogt1) andTbe Singapore Grip (t978). Unhappily, he died
when approaching the height of his powers. John Fowles was another
to maki his name at that time, with The Colleaor (:.96), which he
followed with The Magus (1966), The French Lieatenant's Woman

Gg6g), Danicl Martin (rgZil and Mantissa ft982). Piers Paul Read also

established himself withThe Junhers (1968) aind Monh Dawson (tg6g);

later there came Tbe Free Frenchman (t986) and A Season in the West
(r9S8). Eva Figes also came to the fore in the sixties with Equinox

$966) and Winter Jonrney (1958). Later she produced Nelly's Version

Gglil, Light (tgSl) and Tbe Seven Ages (t986). David Lodge, one of
the best of the modern comic novelists, published his first, Ginger,
Yoa're Barmlt in ry62. He followed this with The British Museum is
Falling Down (tg6), Changing Phces Ogl), an extremely funny
campus novel (q.o.), a sequel in the form of Small World (1983), and
then Nice Work (1988), which was clever and also very amusing.
Malcolm Bradbury's Stepping Westward came out in r96t - his first
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novel had been Eating People is Wrong (rg1g) - and he followed
this with two clever satirical comedies: Tbe History Man Q975) and
Rates of Excbange (1983). Comparatively late in life Edward Upward
published his trilogy comprising .Iz tbe Tbirties $962), Rotten
Elements (tg6g) and No Home bat the S*uggle (rgZil. The complete
work, titled Tbe Spiral Ascent, was published in ry77.In 1967 Simon
Raven published the first volume in his Alms for Obliaion sequence:
a ten-volume rorndn-fleuzte, beginning with Fielding Gray and ending
with The Suntioors Q967-76), a witty and satirical depiction of
middle- and upper-class British life. In 1984 he published the first of
a new sequence, The First-Bom of Egypr, titled The Moming Star.ln
1967, too, Angela Carter, often associated with the magic realism and
the neo-Gothic fantasy element in fiction, published The Magic
Toyshop. Later came Heroes and Villains $969), and the brilliant
Nights at the Circus (rg8+). Susan Hill, a novelist of much promise,
published A Cbange for tbe Better in ry69 and followed this with I'm
the King of the Castle (r97o), Strange Meeting (tgZt) and Bird, of Night

Ggtr).
Beryl Bainbridge came to the fore in the r97os with some clever,

witty black comedies such as Tbe Dressmaker (rgn), The Bottle
Factory Outing (tgZi and Injury Tirne $g77). Kingsley Amis's son,
Martin, also began to make a name for himself in the seventies with
The Rachel Papers (tgZi, Darh Serets (tgZ), Success $978) and
London Fields (tg8g). A popular author of the period was Richard
Adams, with his strange allegorical novel Watership Down (tg7r),
which he followed with Shardick Ggld and The Plagae Dogs (tgZ).
Tom Sharpe also achieved popularity in the seventies with his satirical
novels, such as Riotous Assembly (rgZ), Porterbouse Blue (t974),Wih

Ggl6) and, later, Wih on High (tqS+). Elaine Feinstein proved herself
to be a gifted novelist in this period with The Circle Q97o), The
Amberstone Exit (rg7r),which she followed with The Snnthtors Q98z)
and Tbe Border (rq8+). Two of Peter Vansittart's better novels of this
period were Landlord (t97o) and, Quintet Q976).Isabel Colegate com-
pleted her Orlando Trilogy in ry7; later came the successfr,i The
Shooting Party (r98o) and Deceits of Tirne (1988). Salman Rushdie, a
writer associated with magic realism, published Midnight's Children
in r98r. This was followed by Sbame (rg8l).Taken up by the literary
establishmenq he achieved an inflated reputation which became global
notoriety in 1988 with the publication of The Satanic Verses - a satir-
ical novel which profoundly offended the world's Muslim communi-
ties. Another novelist with a somewhat over-rated reputation dating
from this period was Anita Brookner, who was prolific through the
r98os, publishing A Start in Life (r98r), Providence (t982), Looh at
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Me $9\), Hotel du Lac (t98+), Family and Friends (rl8l), A Friend

from England $98). r$(illiam Boyd, a mlented comic novelist, pub-
lished four books in the eighties: Good Man in Afrrca (r98r), The lce-
Cream War (t982), Stars and Bars (rg8+) and The Neat Confessions

Gglil. Yet another writer to acquire an inflated reputation in the
eighties was D. M. Thomas with The White Hotel (r98r), which he
followed with Ararar (1983) end Sutalloat Qg84). However, Peter
Ackroyd displayed considerable originality in technique and ideas in
three unusual novels: The Last Testarnent of Oscar Wilde (1183),
Hawhsmoor $98) and Cbatterton Gg8il. He followed these with
First Light $98). Julian Barnes also revealed notable originality in
Fhabert's Parrot (rfS+) and Staring at the Sun (t986). Two excellent
novels came from Paul Bailey in the r98os, namely At tbe Jerusalern
(r9So) and Gabriel's Lament (1986). There were also two good ones
by J.L. Carr: A Month in the Coantry (r98o) end The Battle of
Polloch's Crossing (rgSl). And one good one by Bruce Chatwin: On
the Bhch Hill Qetz).

During the r98os a number of women ^paft from those mentioned
above made distingqished contributions in fiction. Some achieved
success late in life. For example, Molly Keane (M.J. Farrell), who had
6rst published in the late r93os ("t M.J.F.) and was approaching
eighry when she produced Good Behaoiour (r98r), followed by Tirne
after Time (rgSl) and Loving and Gfuing (1988). Mrry lfesley vas
over sevenry when she. published Jumping the Qneue (rg8f ), which
she followed swiftly with Carnomile Lawn (rl8+), Not Tbat Sort of
Girl $986) and Second Fiddle (r98S). A little younger were Monica
Dickens, who wrote Dear Doaor LiJy (1988), and Penelope Fitzgerald,
who wrote At Freddiet (1982), Innocence (1986) nd The Beginning
of Spring (r9s8). Nina Bawden, well known for her children's stories,
published The lce Honse (rqSf ) and Circles of Deceit (rg9).In r98z
Elizabeth Jane Howard produced Getting it Right. Penelope Lively,
also well known for her children's stories, produced three novels:

tudgement Day (r98o), According to Marh (tfS+) and Moon Tiger

Gg9). Alice Thomas Ellis published The Tarcnty-Seaentb Kingdorn
(1982) and Unexplained Laugbter (tp8l). Emma Tennant made some
impact wirh Tbe House of Hospitalities ft988) and A Wedding of
Cousins (r9s8). And Fay Veldon, a militant feminist, published
three witty and satirical novels: Tbe President\ Child (1982), The Life
and Lwes of a She-Devil (t9\) and The Hearts and Lhtes of Men
(rg8z).

A large number of other novelists of talent achieved varying degrees
of success during the r98os. They include Iain Banks, NoEl Barber,
Caroline Blackwood, Charlotte Bingham, Dirk Bogarde, David Cook,
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Jennifer Dawson, Carlo Gebler, Maggie Gee, Alasdair Gray, Alan
Hollinghurst, David Hughes, Howard Jacobson, Jennifer Johnston,
Sarah Maitland, Ian McEwan, Timothy Mo, Anita Mason, Bel
Mooney, Carolyn Slaughter, Rose Tremain, Barry (Jnsworth, Marina
'Warner, 

and several descendants in the \faugh dynasty: Harriet, Daisy,
Teresa and Auberon \flaugh.

There was little of note in Australia in the rgth c., if we except the
short stories of Henry Lawson, and Marcus Clarke's powerful novel
about a penal settlement, For the Term of His Natural Life $87a).
However, in the 2oth c. a number of gifted novelists have written mem-
orable work. For example, Henry Handel Richardson (the pen-name
of Ethel Florence Richardson), whose two early novels of disdnction
were Maurice Guest (r9o8) arird, Tbe Getting of Wisdom (r9ro). She
followed these with a trilogy titled Tbe Fortunes of Richard Mahoney:
Australia Felix $9r7), Tbe 

.Way 
Home $92) and Ultima Thule

(tgtg). Later came The Young Cosima (tgtil. Her near contemporary
'Walter 

Turner wrote three novels of note: The Aesthetes (:'927), Bloat

for Balloons (r93y) and Tbe Dachess of Popocatapetl (tglil. Christina
Stead is chiefly remembered for Tbe ManWho Looed Cbildren (t94o),
For Lozte Alone (rg+t), Letty Fox: Her Luch ft945) and Cotter's
England (rg6il. The main novelist with an international reputation is
undoubtedly Patrick Vhite, who was awarded the Nobel Prize (q.".)
in ry7. Apart from his two superb epic novelsTbe Tree of Man GgSl)
and Voss (tg1:), his main achievements have been The Aunt's Story
(rp+8), Riders in the Chariot Q96r), The Solid Mandala Q966), Tbe
Viviseaor (tg7o), The Eye of tbe Storm (rgZ), A Fringe of Leaves

Ggl6) and Tbe Twybom Affair (tgZil.During the ry7os Thomas
Keneally established himself with z{ Dutiful Daagbter (t97r) and
Schindler\ Ark (t972). In r98r he published The Playmaker. In the
r98os Peter Carey produced two notable novels: Illywhacher $985)
and Oscar and Lucinda Q988).

Three Canadian novelists have made a name for themselves in the
2oth c.: Robertson Davies, Margaret Arwood and Mordecai Richler.
Among Davies's main books we should mention particularly Tempest
Tost $95t), Leaven of Malice (tgtr), A Mixture of Frailties (r958) and
'Wbat's 

Bred, in the Bone (1985). ln r97t Mordecai Richler published
St Urbain's Horsentan and there have been several others since, includ-
ingSolomon Garshy ans Here (rpgo). In ry69 Margaret Atwood pub-
lished Tbe Ed,ible Woman, which she followed with Surfacing (tg7r),
Lady Oracle (tgZ6), Life before Man (1979), Bod,ily Harrn (r98r) and
The Handmaid's Tale $98).

In the 2oth c., too, several South African riovelists have made a wide
impression; especially Villiam Plomer, author of. Turbott Wolfe (t 9 z6),
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The Case is Ahered Oglz) and A Shot in tbe Parh (rgs);Stuart Cloete,

author of. Turning Wbeels (tglil, Watch for tbe Daun (rglg), Congo

Song $9q) and The Cunte and tbe Tush (t952); Alan Paton, who
wrote the magnificent and best-selling Cry, tbe Belotted Country
(tg+8) and Too Late the Phahrope (rg1); Nadine Gordimer, who
wrote A World of Strangers (1918), Occasion for Loving $9$), A

Guest of Honour Q97o), The Consentationist (rgZ+), Burger's
Daagbter GgZil and the novella,July's People (r98r). Slighdy less well
known, perhaps, are: DanJacobson, author of. Dance in the San (1956),

Tbe Beginners (1966) and The Rape of Tamar GgZo); Andr6 Brink,
whose main novels have been Looking on Darkness (rgn-i, Rurnour
of Rain (tgZl), A Dry White Season OgZil and A Chain of Voices
(1982); and John Coetzee, whose three main novels have been In the
Heart of the Country GgZil, Waiting for the Barbarians (r98o) and
Tbe Life and Times of Michael K (1983).

Apart from Rabindranath Tagore, who wrote f,wo novels of merit
early in the zoth c. (Home and the World, r9r9, and Gora, ry24),half
a dozen novelists in India have made distinguished contributions to
the genre. Mulk Raj Anand is especially remembered for his novel
Coolie Og16), which he followed with a vilogyz Tbe Vilhge G%g),
Aooss the Bhck Waters (tt+o) and Tbe Sarcrd and the Sichle (tg+r).

His contemporary R K. Narayan published his first novel, Sanmi and
Fricnds, in r93t and then developed as a regional novelist in the cre-
ation of his imaginary town of Malgudi. For some fotry years he pub-
lished novels regularly. Some of the best are Tbe Bacbelor of Arts

OglZ),Tbe Englisb Teacher (tg+il, Mr Sampatb $949),The Financial
Erpert (tgtr), The Vendor of Sweets Og6) md The Painter of Signs

Oglil. Of the same generation are Raja Rao and G. V. Desani. Two of
Rao's best novels were Kanthapara (rglS) and Tbe Serpent and tbe
Rope Q96o). Desani is chiefly known for his eccentric comic novelAll
About H. Hatten (tg+8). Kamala Markandaya was born and brought
up in India and ultimately settled in England. Her main novels have
been Nectar in a Sieoe (rgl4, A Silence of Desire Q96o), Possession

Og6), A Handful of Rice Q966), The Coffer Dams $96fi, Tarc
Virgins (rgZ), The Golden Honeycornb Q977) and Pleasure City

$982). Anita Desai has been as prolific with such novels as Cry, the
Peacock (rg4), Voices in the City Q96), Bye-Bye Bkchbird (tg7t),

Where Sballwe Go Tbis Summer? Q97), Fire on the Mountain $977),
Clear Light of Day (r98o) and Baamgartner's Bombay (1988).

During the rgtos something approaching a 'school' of gifted
Caribbean novelists developed and they, in company with a number
of poets, began to create a literature in a region which, hitherto, had
lacked virrually any native expression. Among the most eminent
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writers there have been Edgar Mittelholzer (Guyana), who wrote.z{
Moming at the Offi.ce Ggto), Cbildren of Kayuana Q95z), Tbe
Hanowing of Hubertas (1954), Kayutana Blood (tgl8), Tbe Mad
MacMullochs Q9y,9) andThe Pilkington Drama (tg6); \Tilson Harris
(Guyana), author of the Guiana Quartet, a tetralogy comprising
Pakce of the Peacoch (t96o), Tbe Far Joarney of Oudin (t96r), The
Whole Armoar Q96z) and The Seret Ladder (rg6i, plus the novels
The Waiting Room (rg6il, Tbe Age of the Rainmakers $97r) and The
Tree of the Sun $978); George Lamming (Barbados), who wrote The
Castle of the Shin $95), Of Age and Innocence $958) and Season of
Adoenture $96o); Roger Mais (Jamaica), author of Tbe Hills were

Joyfal Together (r9t), Brotber Man (195$ and Black Lightning

GgS);John Hearne (Jamaica), who wrote Voices under the Wind,ow

GgS), Stranger at the Gate $956),The Faces of Love (tg1il, Land of
tbe Lfuing (196r) and The Sure Sah:ation (r98r); Samuel Selvon
(Trinidad), prolific for over thirry years with such novels as A Brigbter
Sun (r9y,z), An Isknd is a World (rg1), Tum Again, Tiger (r958), /
Hear Tbunder (rg6), The Housing Lark (rg6), The Pkins of Caroni
(tg6g), Tltose Who Eat the Cascadura $973), Moses Ascending GSZS)
and Moses Migrating (rg8l).

The most prominent East African novelist has been the Kenyan
Ngugi wa Thiong'o, three of whose main works are Weep Not, Cbild
(tg6+), A Grain of Wheat (tg6il and Deoil on the Cross (1982). Four
'West 

African novelists (all Nigerians) have won distinction since the
r9tos, namely: Amos Tutuola, who virtually inaugurated \il(est African
literature in English with The Palm-Wine Drunkard (tgtr), which he
followed, drawing on Yoruba folk tales, wirh Simbi and tbe Satyr of
the Darh Jungle (tgf ), Tbe Brave African Huntess (tgl8), Feather
Woman of the Jungle $962), Ajaiji and His Inberited Poverty (rg6z)

and Tbe Witcb-Herbalist of the Remote Town (r98r); Chinua Achebe,
who made his name with Tbings Fall Apart (tql8) and later produced
No Longer d.t Ea.se (t96o), Arrow of God (rg6+) and A Man of the
People (t965);\(ole Soyinka, also well known as a playwright, two of
whose main novels are The Interpreters (rg6) and Season of Anomy

GgZ); and Cyprian Ekwensi, whose most notable novels have been
People of tbe City Q954),lagna Nana (t962), Iska Q966) and Suntizte
tbe Peace (tgZ6).The Ghanaian poet and dramatist Ama Ata Aidoo
published a good novel, Our Sister Krlljoy (tglil, and she is one of the
very few women African writers.

In America, during the zoth c., the novel has flourished on the same
scale as it has in Britain and other European countries. Many distin-
guished writers have exploited the possibilities of the form. One of the
first American woman novelisrc was the formerly neglected Ellen
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Glasgow. Her first wx Tbe Descendant (rS9). For the next forry
years she published regularly. Some of her main works are The Voice
of the People (r9oo), Virginia (rgtl), Banen Ground Q9z), The
Romantic Cornedians (1926), Tbey Stooped to Folly (1929), The
Sbehered Life (tyz) and Vein of lron (1935). Better known now is
her near contemporary Edith'S(harton, whose House of Mirth (rqol)
remains a minor classic. She also wrote Etban Frome (r9r r), The Reef
(r9rz), The Custom of tbe Country (tptt) and The Age of Innocence
ggzo). Early in the century Jack London published The Call of the
Wild $9q),Wbite Fang (r9o) and lron Heel $9o). About the same
period Upton Sinclair began to make his name with The Jungle (19o6),
King Coal (rgr7), followed by Boston (t928). Later he embarked on a
hugeroman-flenoe titled World's End.The first volume,World's End,
came out in r94o. During the next thirteen years ten more were added.
\[illa Cather came to the fore at the same time, with O Pioneers!
(r9rr), My Antonia Q9r8), A Lost Lady (tgzl) and Deatb Comes for
the Archbishop $92). Contemporary with rU7illa Cather was Sinclair
Lewis, whose chief novels were: Main Street (r9zo), Babbitt (r9zz),
Anoarmitb (rgr) rnd Anne Vickers (tglf). Theodore Dreiser made
his name in rgoo with .Sisrer Canie, which he followed with Jennie
Gerbardt (r9r r), and a trilogy comprising Tbe Financier (r9rz), The
Titan (rgt+) and, finally, The Stoic (tg+). His most famous novel was
An Ameican Tiagedy (tgz). This remains one of the best novels by
an American. In rger John Dos Passos published Tbree Soldiers,
which he followed with Manhattan Transfer Ogz) and then an
impressive trilogy comprisingThe 4znd Parallel (rglo), t9ry $yz)
and The Big Money Ggl6); the whole work was published in 1938
as USA.In the rgzos Elinor \7ylie published two good novelsz Tbe
Venetian Ghss Nepbeu Ogzil andThe Orpban Angel $926). During
the rgzos Scott Fitzgerald spoke for a new generation (and for the'lost
generation', Q.a.) withThis Side of Paradise (tgzo), The Beaatiful and
the Damned $9zz) and The Great Gatsby Ggz). Later he wrote
Tender is the Night (tgl+) and Tbe Last Tycoon (t94r). In r9z9
Thomas Volfe published a minor classic in the shape o{ Look
Homeanard, Angel.In that year, too, Ernest Hemingway made a great
impact with / Fareutell to Arms. This had been preceded by his satiri-
cal The Torrents of Spring Q9z6) and Tbe Sun also Rises $926) - in
England titled Fiesta - which also spoke for the 'lost generation'. He
was to write several other impressive novels, including For Wbom the
Bell Tolls (tg+o) and the noaelk-length story The Old Man and tbe
Sea (tgyo).ln ry29 Dashiell Harnmett published Red Haruesr, which
he followed with Tbe Mahese Falcon (t9jo), The Gkss Key Qyr) and
Tbe Thin Man (1932). Hammett raised the American type of detective
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story to new levels of distinction in these books. In 1933 Nathaniel
\flest published a minor masterpiece - Miss Lonelybearts. Later came
Tbe Day of tbe Locast (tglil.

In the r92os perhaps the most famous and original of all zoth c.
American novelists began his long career; namely Villiam Faulkner,
who, apart from Thomas Hardy, is probably the best regional novel-
ist to date. Faulkner employed many experimental techniques in
novels of remarkable power. Some of his better known books are:
Soldier's Pay Q9z6), Tbe Sound and the Fury $929), Sartoris G9z9),
As I Lay Dying (t93o), Sanctuary (t9jr), Light in August $yz),Wild
Palms (rp38), The Unvanqaisbed, (rgl8), The Harnlet $94o), The
Toan (tg1) and The Mansion (rgSil.

Other eminent Americans who began their writing careers between
the wars and carried on writing long after the Second \florld War were:
Thornton Vilder, author of The Bridge of San Louis Rey Q9z), The
Woman of Andros (tglo) and The ldes of March (t948); James Gould
Cozzens, author of SS San Pedro (t93t), Castaway (tgl}, Tbe Just
and tbe Unjust (tg+r), Guard of Honour (tg+8) and By Looe Possessed

Ogs6); John Steinbeck, author of The Pastures of Heaven (r%z),
Tortilla FIat (ryt), Of Mice and Men (ry7), Tbe Grapes of Wrath

OgJil, Cannery Row (t944) andThe Winter of Our Discontent i96r);
\X/illiam Saroyan, author of The Human Cornedy (1943); John
O'Hara, author of Appointrnent in Samarra GX+), Butterfield 8

Ggl) and From tbe Terrace (rqlS); and a strange and rather lonely
masterpiece by Carson McCullers titled The Heart is a Lonely Ht4nter
(tp+o). Richard \flright is remembered for Nathte'Son (rg+o) and Tbe
Outsider (tg1). In 1948 Carl Sandburg published Remembrance
Rock, a work on an epic scale.

After the war many American writers were intent upon compiling
the great American war epic. There were some 2to attempts to achieve
this. Norman Mailer, who subsequently wrote a picture book about
the Marilyn Monroe doctrine, was responsible for what may prove to
be the best of that zyo-odd. It was called, appropriately enough, Tbe
Nahed and the Dead (rf+S). During the r94os an agreeable contrast
to these grandiose excesses was the fiction of Raymond Chandler,
whose detective stories compared favourably with many supposedly
'serious' novels. He made his name with The Big Sleep in 1939, and
followed this with Fareanell, My Lovely (r94o), The Higb Window

G94r), Tbe Lady in the Lake (t94) and, later, The Long Good-Bye
( rgr l ) .

Since c. rgjo a dozen or more American novelists have attained dis-
tinction and, in some instances, more or less enduring reputations. Pre-
eminent has been Saul Bellow, who was awarded the Nobel Prize in
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ry76. Among his earliest novels was The Viaim (rg+il.This he fol-
lowed with The Adoentares of Augi.e March (rlll), Henderson tbe
Rain King (tgtg), Herzog Og6+), Dr Sammler's Planet (tg6g),
Humboldt's Gift (tgZd end The Dean's December (1982). His con-
temporary Mary McCanhy came to the fore with a campus novel The
Gro,ues of Academe (t9yz), which she followed with A Cbarmed Lrf,
UgS),The Group Gg6t), Birds of Ameica (tgZt) and Cannibals and
Missionaries (r98o). In r9;r Herman \fouk published a fine realistic
novel, Tbe Caine Matiny, but did not follow up this success. In the
same year J. D. Salinger produced The Catcher in tbe Rye, an unusu-
ally good example of a'mood-of-the-moment'book which became a
classic. He also could not follow this success, though For Esrne, aitb
Looe and Sqnalor suggested he might. David Karp wrote one brilliant
cautionary tale, One (tg11), which rivalled Orwell's Nineteen Eighty-
Foar. His only other novel of distinction was Day of tbe Monleey
OgS). ln ry1t J.P. Donleavy achieved a rather inflated reputation
with The Ginger Man, which he later followed with The Beastly
Beatitudes of Bahhazar B $968) and Tbe Destinies of Darcy Dancer,
Gentleman (rgZil. Isaac Bashevis Singer, a Polish-born Yiddish
author, wrote several novels of merit, including The Family Moscat
(t9to), The Magician of Lublin $96o), The Skoe (t962), Tbe Manor
Gg6) and the sequel The Esute $96). In the rgtos \Ufilliam

Burroughs became notorious with his extraordinary novels about drug
addiction, for his experimental techniques in forms of anti-novel and,
later, for his fantasies of homosexuality. Some of his best known novels
areJanleie (tgS),The Nahed Lunch (tgSil,Nwa Eryress $96$ and
The Wild Boys $97r).James Bddwin also made an impact in the rgtos
with Go Tell It on tbe Moantain (tglf) and Giovanni's Room (tg16).
Later he published Another Coantry $962) andlust Abooe My Head
GgZil. Ray Bradbury better known now as a writer of short stories,
attained renown in rgtt with his frightening fururistic novel
Fahrenbeit 4y t. In ry62 he published Something Wiched Tbis Way
Comes.In r9y8 Truman Capote published Breahfast at Tiffanyt, and
followed this with a notable example of the documentary or faction
(q.".) novel, In Cold Blood (t966).

During the r95os several other novelists established themselves and
continued to build reputations. In 196o John Updike produced
Rabbit, Run. A succession of novels followed, including The Centaar
(tg6t), Couples (1968), Rabbit Redux G97t),The Coup (tgZg), Rabbit
is Rich (r98r), Tbe Witches of Eastwick (rf8+) and Roger's Version
(1936). ln ry6r Joseph Heller published Catcb-zz, a fine comic war
novel which helped to adjust the balance of the z;o epics. He followed
this success with Sometbing Happened (tgZ+), Good as Gold (tgZg)
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and Pictare This (r9SB). John Cheever wrote four good novels,
namely: Tbe Wapshot Chronicle (rgSil, The Wapsbot Scdndal Gg6+),
Bullet Park Q969) and Falconer $977). Distinctive originality has been
shown by Robert Coover with several novels, particularly The Origin
of tbe Brunists Q966), The Unhtersal Baseball Associa,tion, Inc., J.
Henry Waugh, P*P.(1958) - an ingenious allegorical novel - The
Public Burning (rgZ) and Spanking tbe Maid (r98r). Allison Lurie
wrote a successful campus novel in the shape of The War betarcen the
Tates (r97$, which was preceded by Love and Fri.endship (t962) and
Irnaginary Friends (ry6). The novels of Thomas Pynchon have dis-
played elements of magic realism, especially Gravity's Rainboat

Ggz).His novel V (g9g) showed the possibilities of allegory. His
other principal novel was Tbe Crying of Lot 49 Q966). Joyce Carol
Oates is one of the number of modern novelists who have introduced
neo-Gothic elements in fiction. Three of her best known works are
A Garden of Earthly Delights (rg6), Wonderknd $97r) and A
Bloodsmoor Romance (1982). Paul Theroux, long resident in England,
has displayed remarkable versatility in his fiction. Three of his best
novels are The Mosqaito Coast (r98r), O-Zone Q986), a futuristic
fantasy and My Secvet History GgSg).

In Europe, since the beginning of the century the novel has prolif-
erated as it has in America and elsewhere; especially in France where
dozens of gifted writers have made it one of their main modes
of expression. Andr6 Gide, for example, who wrote L'Immoraliste
(t9oz), La Porte 1troite (r9og), La Syrnpbonie pastorale Q9ry) and Le.s

' Faux-monndyeurs (t926). Gide made a clear distinction berween the
rornan and the rdcit (q.v.), Les Faux-monnd.yeilrs was a rornan;
L'Imrnoraliste and La Porte 1troite were rdcits. During that period
Alain-Fournier produced his solitary masterpiece Le Grand Meaulnes
(rgtz), Barbusse wrote a fine war novel Le Feu $9ft), Proust began
the long quest A k recberche du ternps perdu Q9ry-27), and Romain
Rolland created his huge Bildungsroman in ten volumes called Jean-
Christophe Q9o6-tz). Colette had also embarked on her prolific
career, and of her many books the following deserve special mention:
L'Ingdnue libertine (t9o9), La Vagabonde (r9rr), L'Entrar.te (r9r3),
Chdri (tgzo), Le 816 en herbe (t94), La Fin de Chdi $926) and La
Cbatte G%). The early r92os produced two masterpieces by an
infant prodigy: Raymond Radiguet, who died aged twenty. They were
Le Diable da corps (tgr) and Le Bal d.u comte d'Orgel Ggz+).In r9z8
another brilliant novel was Nadja by Andr6 Breton, the surrealist. In
the same year Andr6 Malraux published Les Conqudrants, which he
was to follow with a classic, La Condition humaine G%j), and then
Le Temps du mdpris (tgl). In the same period Montherlant was
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coming to the fore with Le Songe $9zz) and Les Bestizires (t926).
Between ry36 and ry39he produced his masterpiece of comic fiction
- the tetralogy Les Jeunes Filles. In r9z8 Saint-Exup6ry, e rare poet of
the skies and of aviation, published Coarier-Sud. Later came Vol de
nait $93r) and Pilote de guene Gg+z).In the r92os, also, Frangois
Mauriac, one of the most famous and distinguished of all French nov-
elists, published his early work: Le Baiser au l4preax (r9zz), Genitix

G94), Le Ddsert de I'amour bgz) end Tberise Desqaeyroax (t927).
Le Neud de oipires followed in ry3z.In r93 t came a sequel to Tbdr|se
in the shape of La Fin de k nuit (tgl). Other exceptional novels by
Mauriac were Le Mystire Frontenac Ogl), La Pbarisienne (r94r) and
Le Sagouin (tglo).Two other French novelists born in the r88os have
made notable contributions towards the study of mankind in the shape
of the roman-fleuae or rornan cycle. Like Zola and Belzac they are
document^ry encyclopaedists. Georges Duhamel published Vie et
Aoentures de Sakoin in five volumes (r9z*32),and followed this with
a ten-volume saga - La Chronique des Pasqaicr (ty3-41). An even
vaster panoramic work was carried out byJules Romains with his Zes
Hommes de bonne,uolont6,the generic title of a roman cycleintwenty-
seven volumes (rglr-+il. Romains wrote several other novels.
Georges Bernanos, born in 1888, was much less prolific and is now
best represented by Soll,s le soleil de Satan $926), Un Cime (tgl),

townal d'an curd de campagne fty6) and Monsiear Oaine bg+).
Two fine novelists born near the turn of the rgth c. were Jean Giono
and Julien Green. Giono is a good example of a regional novelist and
his main early works are: Colkne 0919), Un de Batmugnes (1929),

Regain (trlo) - the trilogy titled Pan. There followed Le Grand
Tronpeau (tg3r), Les Vraies Ricbesses (t%6), Bauilles dans la mon-
tdgne (rglg), and, more recently, several novels which Giono called
'cfrroniques'. Green, influenced by Zola, wrote Adrinnne Mesurat
(t927), Ldviathan (r928), Epaoes (ryz), Le Visionnaire (t%+), Minuit

Ugl6) and Varouna Q94o). In 1938 Sartre published La Nausde,
which, by virnre of the intensity of its personal vision and its philoso-
phy, is one of the most remarkable novels of the century. In ry45 came
the first volume of his tetralogy titled Les Cbemins de h libert6,
namely L'Age de raison. This was followed by Le Sursis (tg+) and La
Mort dans l'ime (rg+g). The last volume was to be called La Dernibre
Chance but this was never completed or published. Sartre's theories of
existentialism (q.o.) pervade these novels. The other most important
philosopher/novelist of modern times was Albert Camus, the mullah
of the cult philosophy of the absurd. FIe wrote three outstanding
novels which have had considerable influence: L'Etranger $942), La
Peste (r94) and La Chute (tg16), this last being a fine example of the
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rdcit and, so-called confessional literature. Jean Genet was also making
his name in the r94os with such novels as Notre-Darne des Fleurs
(tg++) and Querelle de Brest (rg+il. In ry45 Julien Gracq published
Un beau t6n6breux, an outstanding work of fiction; he followed this
with Le Rivage des Syrtes (rglr) end Un balcon en fordt (rglS).Jean-
Louis Curtis published Les Fordts de k nait in 1947 and followed this
with Les Justes Causes (r9t+), plus several others since.

The rgtos produced a group of talented practitioners of the
nouveAu rotndn (q.v. for details and names of authors). A forerunner
of the norweaa rom.an was Ze Chiendent (rgl) by Raymond

Queneau (Robbe-Grillet remarked that it was 'twenry years before its
time'). Queneau later wrote Le Dirnancbe de k z,i.e (tg1r) and Zazic
dans le mdtro Gg1il.In r9;o the Belgian novelist Frangoise Mallet-

Joris published a distinguished novel in the shape of Le Rempart des
Bdguines. In the following year Marguerite Yourcenar published
Memoirs of Hadrian, which she followed with Coup de Grkce (tg1il.
By this stage Simone de Beauvoir was becoming prominent. In
r943 she had published L'Invitie, which was followed by Le Sang des
dutres (rg++)l and in r9y4 she published Les Mand.arins. Marguerite
Duras also became prominent in the early fifties with Le Marin de
Gibraltar, which she was to follow with Ie Square (r9yy) and
Mod,erato Cantabile (tglS). In ry54 Frangoise Sagan (then aged eigh-
teen) published Bonjour Tristesse and at once became a cult figure
among the young because of her amoral cynicism and pessimism.
Later came Aimez-L,ous Brahms? (rgfg). For the next thirty years
she published novels at regular intervals. In the rgtos Pierre
Klossowski produced a distinguished trilogy in the form of Les Lois
de I'hospitalitd $99-6o), which was followed by Un si funeste ddsir
(tg6) and Baphomet $965). Christine Rochefort wrore two notable
novels: Le Repos du guerrier (r9y8) and Les Stances i Sophie (rg61.J.
In ry57 Claude Simon, winner of the Nobel Prize in 1985, came to the
fore with Le Vent. Simon was clearly influenced by the nou,ueaa.
rontan and also by Villiam Faulkner. Later, he produced several
disdnguished novels: La Route des Fknd,res (196o), Le Palace $96z),
La Bataille d,e Pharsale Q96fi and Tbe Georgics (rg8g). In ry66
H6lbne Cixous, well known now for her feminist criticism (q.v.) and
literary theories, published Le Prdnom du Dieu.In the r97os Michel
Tournier became prominent with Ze Roi d,es awlnes (tglo) and Les
Mdtdores (rglz).

Among many other French novelists who have achieved distinction
we should mention Emile Ljar, Elizabeth Barille, Nicolas Bouvier,
Louis-Ferdinand C6line, Blaise Cendrars, Bernard Clavel, Regine
Deforges, Romain Gary, Val6ry Larbaud, Violette Leduc, Yves
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Navarre, Yann Queffelec and Monique \fittig. For Georges Simenon
SCC ROMAN POLICIER.

In Germany the most eminent zoth c. novelist is Thomas Mann,
who came to the fore with his Bildangsromdn, BuddenbrooAs, in r9oo.
ln ry24 appeared Der Zauberberg, then the huge tetralogy Josepb nnd
seine Briiden Die GescbichtenJaakobs (tg1), Der jnnge Joseph (tgl+),

Joseph in Aegypten $y6) andJoseph der Erniihrer Q94z). There were
also Lotte inWeimar (tglg), Dohtor Faust,'ts (tg+) and the unfinished
picaresque novel Confessions of Felix Krall GgS+), plus some splendid
noztelle. His brother, Heinrich Mann, wrote Professor Unrat (rgot),
which was made into the film The Blue Angel Qyz), Die kleine Stadt
(tgog) and Der Untertan $9zr). Somewhat less well known now is
Alfred Dciblin, who wrote a number of distinguished novels such as
Dic drei Spriinge des Wang-lun (t9ry), Berge, Meere and Giganten
(tgr+) and Berlin Alexanderphtz $929). He also produced rwo
important trilogies: Amazones-Trilogie (tg+Z-9) and Nooember t9r8
(r948-1o). At the beginning of the century his contemporary Robert
'Walser 

had published three notable novels: Jakob oon Gunten 09o+),
Geschaister Tanner $9o6) and Der Gehiilfe (r9o8). Flermann Hesse,
another contemporary published several outstanding novels, includ-
ing Unterm Rad (t9o6), Gertud (r9ro), Der Stqpenutolf (rgr7),
Narziss nnd Goldmund (t93o) and Das GhsperlenEicl (tg+) - ^
famous example of an utopian novel. Lion Feuchtwanger was also
prolific. He is particularly remembered f.or Jud Siiss (tgzt), but there
were many others, including the notable tetralogy Der Wartesaal.
Zyhlus ans dem Zeitgescheben Q93o-44). Hermann Broch is likewise
especially well known for his trilogy titled DiE Schlafanndkr
(r93o-32), plus Bergroman (t931) and Der Tod des Vergil (1941). In
the rgJos Hans Fallada wrote three memorable novels: Banern,
Bonzen and Bomben $93r), Kleiner Mann - u)ds nun? (tglr) and Wer
einmal aus dem Blechnapf frisst (r%+), a study of criminal psycho-
logy. In a short life Joseph Roth was prolific in the rgzos and r93os.
In less than twenty years he published as many books. Some of the
better known are: Savoy Hotel (t9r+), Die Rebellion (1924), Die Flucht
obne Ende (tgr), Zipper und sein Vater (1928), Hiob (r93o),
Radetzkymarsclt (:.932), Die hundert Tage Qy6), Das falscbe Gewicht

$gl) and Die Kapuzinergruft Qy8). If there is one German novel
from the inter-war period that everyone has heard of, then it is Erich
Remarque's Im Westen nichts Neaes (t9r9), a best-seller known in
English as All Quiet on tbe Western Front- and a novel which inspired
a great German 6lm.

Of the generation who came to the fore in the rgyos Heinrich Boll
has been pre-eminent. He shares some characteristics with Thomas
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Mann and Frangois Mauriac and wrote a number of fine novels, some
of which are satirical and most of which are highly critical of Nazism
and its evils. \(/'e should mention particularly: Wo wdrst du, Ad,am?
(t9tt), a cycle of war stories, Und sagte hein einziges Wort (rg1i,
Haus ohne Huter (tgt4), Das Brot der friihen Jahre (rgttl, Bilkrd am
balb zehn (rg1g), Die Ansicbten eines Cloutns Gg6i arnd Gruppenbild
mit Dame (tgZt).Johannes Bobrowski, a contemporary of Bcill's,
wrote uwo good novels in the sixties: Levins Miihle Q964) and
Litaaische Klar.tiere Q966). Besides being an outstanding writer of
short stories, Siegfried Lenz has also written some notable novels,
chiefly Es waren Habichte in der Lufte (rgto), Duell mit dern Schatten

G9Si, Stadtgespriich Q96) and Deutschstunde (1958). Since r9y9,
when he published Die Blechtrommel ('The Tin Drum'), Gtinter Grass
has achieved an international reputation comparable with that of Mann
and Boll. He followed Die Blecbtromrnelwith Katz and Maus (t96t),
Hund,ejahre (t963), and Aus dern Tagebach einer Schnecke (rglt).
There have been several other novels. In the r96os Peter Handke, of a
younger generation, began to make a name with Die Hornissen (1966)
and Der Hausierer (tg6).He followed these with Die Angst des
Tormanns beim Elfnteter (r97o). Stefan Heym (t9r3- ), most of
whose works were 6rst published in English, became prominent in
r98r with The Wand.ering Jeat - one of many treatments in German
of this theme. Ve should also mention Arnold Zweig, of an earlier
vintage, who has had belated recognition outside Germany with two
novels: Der Streit um den Sergeanten Grischa (rgz) and De Vriendt
hehrt heim Qyz).

Two Austrian novelists with international reputations are Robert
Musil, author of a number of fine novels, including Der Mann ohne
Eigenschaften in three volumes (t93*jl), and Max Brod, whose
trilogy Ein Kampf um die Wahrheit was published in t9r6, r9z5 end
1948. Brod wrote several other novels, of which Eine Fraa, die nicht
enftAuscht (tplt) was especially notable. Stefan Zweig, also Austrian,
evenrually became famous with Ungeduld, d.es Herzens (tglg\.

Elias Canetti is an example of a writer who, though not German,
favoured that language. Canetti was born in Bulgaria of a
Spanish{ewish family, settled in England but wrote in German. He
produced one masterpiece: Die Blendung G%y) better known in
English as Auto da F6.

Lastly one must mention the mysterious and egregious B. Traven,
who wrote variously in German and English. He had many aliases and
pseudonyms and acquired many identities. At various stages of his
long life $882-t96g) he was thought to be Jack London, Ambrose
Bierce, a leper, President Adolfo Lopez Mateos, President Elias Calles,
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a group of leftist Hollywood scriprwriters and a group of writers in
Honduras (there were several other identities). He was evenrually
found to have been Otto Feige, born in Schwiebus. He remains
famous for the classic Der Schatz der Siena Madre (rgzil and Das
Totenschiff Q9z6). There were nine other novels at least, in German
and English.

Among Italian, Sardinian and Sicilian novelists a number have
achieved world-wide repute in the zoth c. Before turning to the
theatre, Pirandello was a prolific novelist, now best represented by
I ,uecchi e i gioaani (tptt) and Uno, nessano e centomih $926). kalo
Svevo was also prolific. An early novel was Una vita (t893). This he
followed wirh La coscienza di Zeno (tgz) and La noqtelk del buon
oeccbio e delh belk fanciulh $9zg). Antonio Fogazzaro achieved
some fame fairly late in life with Piccolo mondo dntico (r8gt), followed
by II santo (rgol) and Leih (r9ro). Two of Ignazio Silone's excellent
novels were Fontamara (r93o) and Pane e aino $937). These he fol-
lowed with // seme sotto k neoe Gg+t) and II segreto di Luca $gS6).
Mario Soldati is chiefly famous for La aeiti sal caso Motta (t9+t),
Lettere da Capi (tg1+), La confessione $9yy), Il oero Silaesti (rgSg)
and Le due citrt Gg6+). Vasco Pratolini's main works have been
Cronacbe dipoaeri amanti (rg+g), Un eroe de nostro temPo (t949), Le
ragazze di Sanfrediano $95r), plus a trilogy comprising Metello
(rgtt), Lo scialo (r96o) and La costa.nza delhragione (t9g). Three of
the best novels by Carlo Gadda are Il castello di Udine (tg1.+), Adalgisa

bg++) and Cognizione del dolore (rg6). Natdia Ginzburg's two best
known novelq are E satu cost (tg+il and Le ooci della sera (r96r).In
his short career Cesare Pavese wrote four outstanding works of fiction,
namely: Il compagno G947), Prima che il gallo canti (tg+g), La belk
estdte (tg+g) and La luna e ifald (tplo). Pier Paolo Pasolini, who also
had a comparatively short life, was perhaps better known for his films;
but he wrote two notable novels: Ragazzi di oiu (r9y 5) and Una vita
violenta (rglS). His almost exact contemporary Italo Calvino, wrote
several novels of distinction, including Il aisconte dimezzato (t9Sz), Il
barone rampdnte (rgSi, Il caoaliere inesistente (tgSil end Palomar
(rg8f). Carlo Cassola's three main novels are La ragazza di Bube

ft96o), Un caore arido $96t) and Il cacciatore (tg6+). Luigi
Meneghello also wrote three memorable novels: Libera nos a malo
(rg6i, I piccoli maestri Og6+) and Porno pero Q974). Carlo Levi's rep-
utatibn appears to depend on his masterpiece Cisto si E fermato a
Eboli Gg+). Quite as famous is Giuseppe di Lampedusa's only novel
- the fine Il gattopardo (rgl8). Like Pirandello, Lampedusa was a
Sicilian. In Britain, at least, the most famous 2oth c.Italian novelist has
been Albefto Moravia, who has been prolific over a long career. His
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first novel, Gli indifferenti, appeared in ry29. Fifry years later he was
still publishing. Among his best known works are: La rontana Og+il,
La ciociara (rg1l), La noia Q96o), Il conformista $95t) and r9j4
(tgSl). The only Sardinian novelist of renown is Grnia Deledda. A
regional novelist, she has been compared to Thomas Hardy. Her chief
works were: Il ztecchio delk montagna (rgoo), Elias Portolu (t9o3),

Cenere (rgo4), Nostalgia (t9ot), L'ornbra del passato (t9o7), L'edera
(r9o8) and Canne al vento (rqrl).

Among well-known Spanish novelists of the zoth c. mention should
be made of Ram6n del Valle-Inclin, who wrote FIor de santidad

G9o4), La corte de los milagros $926) and Viva rni daefi.o (1925). Also
Pio Baroja, author of El i.rbol de k ciencia (19r r), Camilo Jos6 Cela,
who had much success with his first novel, La familia de Pascual
Duarte (t944, and scarcely less wirh La colmena (t9tt), and Juan
Goytisolo, some of whose most disdnguished novels are Juegos d,e
rndnos (rg14, Duelo en el Paraiso (r9r5), Fiestas (tpt8), Sefias de iden-
tidad $966), Count Jalian (rgZo) and Juan sin tierra Q97). The
Catalan writer Mercb Rodoreda is chiefly known for La Pkga del
Diamant (t962); and the Mallorcan Llorence Villalonga is well known
for Bearn Q96t).

Of the many Jugoslav novelists easily the most famous is Ivo
Andrii, winner of the Nobel Prizein ry6t. He was primarily a region-
al novelist who wrote mosdy about his native Bosnia. Three of his
finest books are Bridge on tlte Drina Gg+), Bosnian Story (r945) antj
The Wornan from Sarajezto (tg+). He also wrote Deoil's Yard Q95$.
OtherJugoslav novelists of note are: Miroslav Krleia, who wrote Tbe
Great God Mars (t9zz), The Retam of Phthp Latino'uitz Qyz) and
On the Edge of Reason; Danilo Kis, author of Garden Asbes (tg61)

end Tomb for Boris Davidoai| (tgZ8); and Poderegin, who wrote Tbe
Daaming (t985).

The main Czech novelists of the zoth c. are Franz Kafka, Jaroslav
Ha5ek, Karel iapek and Milan Kundera. Kafka wrote in German and
achieved world fame with his short stories and his strange novels Tbe
Tria.l (t925) and Tbe Castle Q9z6). eapek, better known now for his
plays, wrote utopian romances and three realistic novels: Hordubal,
The Meteor and An Ordinary Ltfe (tgll-}.Ha5ek's reputation
depends on his picaresque, comic masterpiece The Good Soldier
Scbarcih Qgzo-4). Latterly, Milan Kundera, in exile, has won renown
in Britain and elsewhere with his novels Tlte Fareatell Party (tgZ6),
The Book of Laugbter and Forgetting (rgzg) and The Unbearable
Ligbtness of Being (tq8+). Another exiled Czech, Josef Skvorecky, has
also attained prominence with such novels as Tbe Coanrds (tgl8),
Miss Silver's Past bg6g) and Tbe Engineer of Human Souls (r97).
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Polish novelists have tended to be little known outside Europe or
even outside their own country but a few of their works have been
translated. For example, Ignacy Stanislaw \Uflitkiewicz's Insatiability
(t9Jo), a dystopian satirical novel; and Vitold Gombrowicz's novels,
such as Ferydurhe (r%), Possessed, or Tbe Secvet of Myslotcb (tglg)
and Pomografia (t96o). Tadeusz Konwicki also wrote several novels
of merit: Dreambooh of O ur Tirne $ 9g), N otbing, or N othing 0 97 t),
Tbe Chronicle of Looe Events (rgZ0 and The Polisb Complex (tgz).
Czeslaw Milosz, who won the Nobel Prize in r98o, is chiefly known
for Issa Valley (rg5).

Three Hungarian writers have come to the fore, namely, Jozsef
Lengyel, who wrote Prenn Difting Q966), Laszlo Nemeth, who
wrote Guih (tg3l), and George Konrad, author of The Casearcrher

Ug6g) and The Loser (r9So). Among Romanians we should mention
Livin Rebreanu, author of Tbe Upising Ggoil and The Forest of tbe
Hanged (tgzz), Zahmah Stancu, chiefly known for A Gamble aith
Death (t962), and Dmitriu, author of Tbe Royal Hunt (tgl).

The outstanding Albanian novelist of the era - and he is one of the
best novelists in Europe - is Ismail Kadare. He became well known
with The General of tbe Dead A*y 0g6+), and followed this with
a succession of distinguished novels: Cbronicle in Stone $97o), The
Bri.dge aitb Arcs (tgll), The Great Winter (tgZ), Nwember of a
Capiul City Q97), Brohen April GglS), Tbe Tailight of tbe Gods of
tbe Steppe OSZS) and Concert in Winter (1988).

The only 2oth c. Greek novelist of international standing is
Kazantzalis, who made e great impact with Zorba the Greeh $g+6).
This he followed wirhChrist Re-oucified $954),The LastTemptation
(rg;) and Tbe Fratricides Gg6).

Several Scandinavian writers have produced notable novels. Two of
them have been Nobel Prize winners: Knut Hamsun $9zo) and Pir
Lagerkvist (rplr).Among Hamsun's best known works are Hunger
(r89o), Mysteri.es (r892), Pan (t89$,Viaoria (rS98) andGrowth of the
Soil g9r7). Lagerkvist remains known for The Danrf $944) and
Barabbas (tglo). Cora Sandel, a Norwegian, wrote three novels of dis-
tinction: Alberta and Freedorn (r%r), Alberta Alone (ty9) and
Krane's Coft (tg+). Terjei Vesaas, also Norwegian, made a big impres-
sion with the tetralogy comprising Father's tourney (tyo), Sigrid
Stallbrohk (t9jr), The Unhnoan Men (tglz) andThe Heart Hears its
Natiae Music (rgf8).

Since the r9;os the best known Turkish novelist has been Yagar
Kemal, who made his name with Mehmed, My Hawk GgS), which
he followed with Tbe Wind from tbe Plain $96t) and several other
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novels of distinction, such as lron Earth and copper Sky and Legend.
of Ararat.

In 1988 the Egyptian writer Nagib Mahfuz, whom few had heard
of, was awarded the Nobel Prize. For much of a long life he has been
a practitioner of what has been called 'the urban novel'. Most of his
beguiling fiction is about life in cairo. one of his main works is a
trilogy comprising Bayn al Qasrayn (t9fi), Qasr ash-Shaa4 ft957)
and as-sabhar-iyya (tgsil. Each title is the name of a cairo district.

Half a dozen or more Hebrew novelists have been prolific in the
zoth c. sholem Aleichem remains known f.or Ter.,ye's Daighters (t89+),
and there were other books thereafter. shmuel Yosef Agnln, who was
awarded the Nobel Prize in ry66, wrore a number of fitt" novels,
including The Bridal Canopy (rglo) end A Gaest for the Night Gy+).
of a later generation is Yehudah Amichal, whose main novel is Not of
ghil Ttye, Not of this Pkce Gg6). Uri Orlov is remembered particu-
larly for The Lead Soldiers bgS6).His near conremporary Aharon
Appelfeld has written several novels, including skin and clothes
097t), Badenbeim r%9 G971) and The Age of Wonders g98z).
Abraham Yehoshua is known for A Late Dhtorce $9Bz). Amos Oz
has produced four novels of distinction: Elseuthere Perhaps e966), My
Michael (t968), The Hitl of Evit Counsel (rgZi and Toich'the lfiater,
Touch tbe Wind (tgt).

A number of Latin American writers have attained fame and dis-
tinction in the zoth c. The best known is probably Gabriel Garcia
Mirquez, a Colombian, who won the Nobel Prize in 1982. His mas-
terpiece is cien afios de soledad (rg6z).He wrote rwo other notable
novels, La mak hora (t966) and El otofio del patriarca $97), plus
another masterpiece in the shape of EI drnor en los tiempos del c6lera
(tp8l). Luis Borges, of the Argentine, is famous for his short stories
andhis ficcinnes (q.o.), as well as his verse and essays. However, rhere
is one notable novel, Historia aniztersal de la infarnio Ggy) - in rhe
tradition of Latin American 'magic realism'. The Mexican Carlos
Fuentes has also achieved an international name with some novels,
including La regi6n m,is transparente (tpl8), Las buenas conciencias
(tg6+) and La maerte de Arternio Cruz (rg6+).Of an earlier genera-
tion, the Argentinian Ricardo Gtiiraldes remains famous for iclassic
novel, Don Segand,o Sombra Q9z6). The Cuban Guillermo Cabrera
Infante is likewise famous for one novel in particular: Tres tristes tigres
(rg6il. one Peruvian novelist, Mario vargas Llosa, has achieved inter-
national renown with four novels: La ciud,ad y los perros Q96z),
La casa verde (t966), Los cachonos: Picbala Cudllar $967) and
Conversaci6n en' La Cated,ral' (tg6g).
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In Russia ihe novel has continued to flourish on much the same

scale as in the Igth c. The most venerable figure was Maxim Gorki,
who published The Motber OgoT), A Confessian (r9o8), Tbe
Artarnanoo's Business (t9r), and then his unfinished cycle of
novels Tbe Life of Klim Samgin, of which four volumes appeared
berween ry27 and ry36. Later, Moscow 'beatified' him when it dis-

covered thetTbe Motber was the first great novel of socialist realism
(q.".). Mikhail Bulgakov made his name withTbe Wbite Guard(tgt+).
He followed this with rwo fine novels: Bkch Snoa.t (tgl) and The
Master and Margarita (t94o). There have been several other major

Russian novelists in the 2oth c. Firstly Ilya Ehrenburg, author of. The
Looes of Jeanne Ney $94), A'street in Moscoat (t93o), The Fall of

Pais (t942), The Storm (tg+g) md The Thaat GgS}. Next, chrono-
logically, Sholokhov, who wrote Tales of the Don (1921), And Qaiet
Floax tbe Don (r9zS-38) and Tbe Don Flouts Home to the Sea $94r).
In ryg Boris Pasternak published Dr Zbioago, an epic novel often
compared to the work of Tolstoy. In the same year Dudintsev pro-

duced Not by Bread Alone. More recently, Alexander Solzhenitsyn
has emerged as a novelist of heroic stature, but as with Pasternak
his reputation has been inflated by political propaganda. Among his

best known novels ere: One Day in the Life of laan Denisovich $962),
The First Circle (1958), Cancer Ward $968) and Tbe Gukg
Archipelago, in three volumes (rgll-).In ry69 he was expelled from

the Union of Soviet Writers (q.tr.) and in r97o received the Nobel
Pize.In the following year he began a panoramic cycle of novels with
August r9r4.

A large number of other Russian novelists have achieved varying
degrees of distinction in the zoth c. For instance: Andrei Bely, who
wrote Petersburg (t9r3-l5) and Kotih Letae'r"t Q9r1-fi); M. Ageyev,
who wrote Noztel uitb Cocaine (rgzos); Zamyatin, author of the
remarkable dystopia We (rgztzr); Leonid Leonov, who was prolific,

with The Badger (1924), The Tbief (t9r7), Tbe River Sot Q9z9),
Shutareztshy (r%r), TIte Road to the Ocean (tgf l) and The Russian
Forest (rg1); Nikolai Ostrovsky who wrote Hoat tbe Steel was
Tempered (tglr-+); Alexander Fadeyev, author of The Yoang Gaard

Ug+); Yuri Trifonov, whose four main novels were: Students (t9to),

Tbe Quenching of a Thirst Gg6), The Exchange $969) and The Long

Goodbye (tglt); Yury Dombrovski, who wrote Tbe Keeper of
Antiquities (t96$; Vasily Grossman, whose two main novels were
Foreoer Floaing Og6+) and Life and Fate; Anatoli Kuznetsov, who
made a big impact with Babi-Yar (t966); Georgi Vladimov, who wrote
Three Minutes Silence (tg6g); Alexander Zinoviev, who wrote The

Madbouse; Vladimir Voinovich, who wrote the powerful dystopia!
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novel Moscow 2042; Sergei Yuryenen, author of Tbe Marhsman; Jula
Voznesenskaya, whose two main books have been Tbe Women's
Decarneron and The Star Chemobyl (1988); Vasily Aksynov, who
'wrote The Isknd of Cimea (r98r); andZinovy Zinik, author of The
M ushroom Pickers (tgS).

In the course of the 2oth c. the novel has been richly served by a
succession of Japanese writers, not a few of whom were born in the
last twenty or thirf)'years of the rgth c. and lived well into the second
half of the zoth. Japan's novelists have, incidentally, been rather better
covered by translators into English than some who have written in
other languages. Japan's first 'modern' novel is often said to be
Futabatei Shimei's Drifting Clouds (rS87). At the turn of the cenrury
Mori Ogai was active and his main work was The Wild Geese
(r9rr-r3). His contemporery Natsume Soseki wrote four memorable
novels: Young Master $9o6), Pillout of Grass Q9o6), Tbe Heart (tgt+)
and Grass on the Wayside ft9fi). Another almost exact contemporary
was Tokutomi Roka, chiefly remembered for Footprints in tbe Snow
(r9or). Of the same vintage was Shimazaki Toson, whose five princi-
pal novels were: Broben Commandment Q9o6), Sping (r9o8), When
the Cberies Ripen (r9t7), A Neat Life (tgtfi and Before tbe Dautn
(tgf l). Tayama Katai's chief work was a trilogy comprisingTbe Quilt
(rgo7), The Wife (r9o8) and Karma En (r9o8). Masamune Hakucho
and Nagai Kafu were both born in 1879 and both lived into their eight-
ies. Hakucho's chief novel was The Cky Doll (r9r r); Kafu's two main
works were Flowers of Hell (r9oz) and The Rioer Sunrida $go).Larer
came Shiga Naoya with ,,4 Dark Night's Passing $9221). Two of

Japan's most famous novelists are Tanizaki Junichiro and Yasunari
Kawabata. The latter is Japan's only Nobel Prize winner (1968).

Juniqhiro's main novels were: A Fool's Love (1924-5), Some Prefer
Nettles (1928), The Mahioka Sisters (rg+j-8), The Mother of Captain
Shigemoto (rplo) and Diary of a Mad OId, Man (1962). Three of
Yasunari's most distinguished novels are Tbe lzu Dancer $926), The
Snow Country Ggl1-+il and Tbousand. Cranes (tg+g-Sr). Another
outstanding writer of more recent times was Yukio Mishima, who
brought his career to an end by rirual suicide at the age of forry-five.
Before this he had published several notable novels, including
Confessions of a Mash (rg+g), The Sea of Fertility - a fine tetralogy -

$965-7t) and Temple of the Golden Pavilion (tgS6).Lesser known
zoth c. novelists have been: Takiji Kobayashi, who wrore Tbe Cannery
Boat (1929); Hayashi Fumiko, Japan's most distinguished modern
woman writer, who wrote loarnal of a Vagabond (r9zz-7) and
Drifting Cloads (tp+8); Dazai Osamu, author of A Clown's Flowers
Ggl), No Longer Human (tglil and The Setting Sun (t947); and
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Ooka Shohei, who wrote Fire on the Phin (tglt). Latterly, Kazuo

Ishiguro, who writes in English, has made a considerable impact with

two fine novels: An Artist of the Floating World (r9S5) and The

Remains of the Day Q98), which won the Booker McConnell Prize

that year. See vnRsr-NovEl.

novelette A work of fiction shorter than a novel but longer than a short

story @.v.). Often used derogatorily of 'cheap' fiction, sentimental

romances and thrillers of popular appeal but little literary merit. In

America the term applies to a long short-story somewhere between

the short story and the noaelk (q.".).

novel-in-verse .See vrnsr-NovEl.

novella (It'tale, piece of news') Originally anwellawas a kind of short

story a narrative in prose of the genre developed by Boccaccio. His

Decameron (c. 44y5r) was a collecdon of such stories. Later there

appeared Tomassa Guardati's Nooellino (t+6il.In the r6th c. Bandello

publirhed a collection of. zr4 novelle. Tudor dramatists often used

nozrelle as source-books for plots. Thereafter, there was little sign of

the nwelk developing for some time; unless one were to include in

this category some of the narratives of Deloney md Greene, Nashe's

[Jnfortunate Tr,aveller btg+), Emanuel Ford's lrnatus and Artesia

G\d, Mrs Behn's Oroonoleo (c. 1638) and Congreve's Incognita

FZr). But such works may also be regarded as romances (q.o.), ot

embryonic novels. It was not until late in the rSth and early in the rgth

c. that the nwelk was fashioned into. a particular form according to

certain precepts and rules. Then the Germans became the most active

practitioners, and rhe Novelle has since flourished in Germany more

than anywhere else.
Basically, theNovelle is a fictional narrative of indeterminate length

(a few pages to two or three hundred), resricted to a single event, situ-

ation or conflict, which produces an element of suspense and leads to

an unexpected rurning point (Wendepuntt) so that the conclusion sur-

prises even while it is a logical outcome. Many Nottellen contain a con-

crete symbol which is the steady point, as it were, at the heart of the

narrative.
Goethe attempted to summarize the quiddity of the Nooelle when

he said: .W'hat else is a Noaelle about but an event which is unheard

of but has taken palce?' Or, more concisely, 'an event without Prece-
dent' ('eine sich ereignete unerhcirte Begebenheit').

The first of its lcind, in all probability, was Goethe's Unterhaltungen

deutscher Ausgeuanderten $79). derived from the nooelh form used
. by Boccaccio. It is a Novelle with a cyclic frame or Rahrnez. There
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novel of adventure

has been a good deal of debate and theory ever since as to what pre-
cisely a Novelle is or should be. August schlegel theorized about it
and sffessed the importance of the wendepun&r in the narrarive. Tieck
also stressed the importance of this. Late4 Paul Heyse worked out his
Falhentheorie (q.v.) in Deutscher Novellenschatz Q87r4).In r8z8
Goethe had observed that the genre harboured 'many a wonderful
thing'.

Among the principal practitioners were Goethe himself, Kleist (a
vital influence in the creation of the short story q.v., who published
his stories as Erziihlangen), Hoffmann, Tieck, Theodor Storm,
Fontane, Paul Heyse, Hermann Hesse and Thomas Mann. The Swiss
writers Gottfried Keller and Conrad Meyer were also prolific; as were
the Austrians Ferdinand Saar and Arthur Schnitzler.

- Nowadays the term is often used to distinguish a long short-story
from a short story and a short novel {rom a full-dress novel (q.a.).
stories which might be placed in this middle-disrance caregory are
Tolstoy's The CossacAs (1852) and Tbe Death of htan llyich (1885);
Thomas Mann's Tonio Krdger and Tod in Vened,ig (rgt); Aldous
Huxley's Tan or Three Graces $926); Alberto Moravia's Conjugal
Love (r95r); Hemingway's The Old Man and tbe Sea (t952); and
H. E. Bates's trilogy The Nature of Love (tgll). Some would also
include Conrad's three long short-stories Youth, Heart of Darhness
(tgoz) and Typboon $9q)..See NovrrErrE.

novellat A form of folk tale of the Semitic tradition which is of a par-
ticular time and place. It lacks universality (q.".) and thus differs from
the chimerat (q.o.).

Novelle .See Novrrre.

novel of adventure Literarure in English is particularly rich in this
form of 6ction, which is seldom to be found in other languages. Daniel
Defoe appears to have been its main pioneer with rhe Life and strange
and Surprising A&tentares of Robinson Crusoe (tZry). This produced
.."ry imitations known as 'Robinsonades' (q.".) and a large quantity
of what is called 'deseft island fiction' (q.a.). The novel of adventure
is also related to the picaresque novel and the romance (qq,o.). Among
the numerous British exponenrs the following are some of the -ori
notable: Captain Marryat, R. M. Ballantyne, G. A. Henty, P. C.'Wren,
Stanley 

'Weyman, 
R. L. Stevenson, Anthony Hope, Arthur Conan

Doyle,John Buchan, Dornford Yares, Hammond Innes, C. S. Forester,
Alistair Maclean, Nevil Shute, rUfillard Price and John Masters. Two
famous Americans in this field are James Fenimore cooper and Mark
Twain.
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novel of ideas

novel of ideas A vague category of fiction in which conversation, intel-

lectual discussion and debate predominate, and in which ploq narra-

tive, emotional conflict and psychological depth in characterization are

deliberately limited. Such a form of novel is perhaps best exemplified
by Aldous Huxley's Crome Yellou (r9zr), Point Coanter Point (1928)

nd After Many a Surnmer (tglil. See Novn.

novel of sensation A form of fiction which had some vogue from c.

r85o onwards. As the term suggests, the themes and action of the

novels were improbable, melodramatic and lurid. The guilry secret was

a favourite theme. One of the forerunners among the authors was Mrs

Clive (r8or-73), who in r8y5 published Paul Fenoll and in r86o fol-

lowed it with Wby Paul Fenoll Killed His Wife. Mrs Clive died sen-

sationally, being burnt to death while she was writing in her boudoir.
tUfell-known examples of the novel of sensation are: \filkie Collins's

The Woman in White (186o), Mrs Henry \flood's East Lynne (186r)

and Mary Braddon's Lody Audley\ Seoet (rS5z). Mary Braddon

wrote over seventy sensation novels, many of them lurid accounts of

crime and violence. It is more than likely that the novel of sensation
was evenrudly to influence the evolution of the thriller and the detec-

tive story @q.".). See ako cRIME NovEL; cornlc Nowr/rrcrroN;

NEVGATE FICTION.

novel of sensibility See spNrruENTAL NovEL.

novel of the soil A work of fiction whose main theme is the struggle

of human beings against the natural forces of the eafth as in Ellen

Glasgow's Banen Ground (t9r), the Norwegian O. E. Rolvagg's

Giants in the Eartb (r9r7), Erskine Caldwell's Tobacco Road (tglr)

and God's Little Acve $y),John Steinbeck's Grapes of Wrath (tglg)

and Patrick Vhite's Tbe Tree of Man GgS6). M*y would include

D. H. Lawrence's The Rainboat (t9r1), the novels of Mary Vebb and

some of the work of Thomas Hardy, as well as Jean Giono's descrip-

tions of pastoral life in Provence (e.g. Colline, rgzgi Un de Baarnugnes,

ry29; Regain, r93o; Batailles dans la montll,gne' ryiil. See also NovEL;

THESIS NOVEL.

novelty A good deal was made of the importance of novelry in litera-

rure by such writers as Addison, Akenside and Dr Johnson. Johnson
approved of it so long as it was a means to an end and provided vari-

aiion and freshness. 
'Iflriters 

of the Romantic period (q.".) were also

preoccupied with the matter. Coleridge takes much the same point of

view as Johnson. The judicious test of the value of novelty must be

whether or not it is an end in itself or a means to an end. Novelty

intended solely to shock or surprise will probably run the risk of being
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nursery rhyme

meretricious or melodramatic and may, in some cases, have an unbal-
ancing effect. T. S. Eliot's sober observations in his essay Tradition and
tbe Indiztidaal Talent (rgtg) show a sense of proportion on this issue.
See rrvrrterroN; oRIGINALITv,

Nudelverse See ueclnoNrc.

null rhyme See RHYME.

number The term may refer to poems (poetry in general), verses or
metrical feet. \flhen Shakespeare writes in the rTth Sonnet:

If I could write the beaury of your eyes
And in fresh numbers number all your graces,

he is probably using it in the first sense. On the orher hand, when'Wordsworth,in 
The Solitary Reaper, writes:

Vill no one tell me what she sings? -

Perhaps the plainrive numbers flow
For old, unhappy, far-off things,

he may well be referring to verses.
Pope uses 'numbers' at least rwice, and in Esiay on Citicisrn is

almost certainly using the term in the sense of metrical feet, thus:

But most by numbers judge a poet's song,
And smooth or rough with them is right or wrong.

nursery rhyme Such rhymes belong to oral tradition (q.rr.) of litera-
ture. A nursery rhyme consists of a verse or verses recited or sung by
a mother (or other adult) ro rhe very young members of the family.
The origins of most nursery rhymes arevery obscure and are thought
to be of considerable antiquiry. certainly a large number of them are
known to have been alive in the oral tradition for two or three hundred
years. They range from a very nearly meaningless jingle (q.o.) likez

Tae titly,
Little fitty,
Shin sharpy,
Knee knapy.
Hinchie pinchy,
\flymie bulgy,
Breast berry
Chin cherry
Moo merry,
Nose napplt
Ee winky,
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nursery rhyme

Broo brinky.
Ower the croon,
And awa'wi'it.

to quite a sophisticated poem in semi-ballad form like 'Vhat can the
matter be?'

O dear, what can the matter be?
Dear, dear, what can the matter be?
O dear, what can the matter be?

Johnnyt so long at the fair.

He promised he'd buy me a fairing
should please me,

And then for a kiss, oh! he vowed
he would tease me,

He promised he'd bring me a bunch of blue ribbons
To tie up my bonny brown hair.

Somewhat more than eight hundred nursery rhymes are known to
exist in English. Many of them are counting jingles, weather rhymes,
songs from games, riddles, tongue-twisters and so forth. Apart from
these there are ballads, or rhymes in more or less ballad (q.".) form,
like Aiken Dram, Wilb Wood, Ten Little Nigger Boys, Tbe Looer's
Tashs, Tbe Twelae Days of Cb*trnas, Tom tbe Piper's Sbn, Coch
Robin, The Loae-Sick Frog, The Milh Maid, The Derby Ram and
Bobby Shaftoe. A score or more of the others could be described as
extremely well known and many children are sdll brought up on them.
For example: Ring-a-Ring o' Roses, Humpty Dampty, Goosey Gander,
Ding, Dong, Bell, Old Mother Hubbard, Solomon Grundy, The

Queen of Hearts, Miss Maffet, Little Jach Homer,Jack and Jill, Simple
Simon, The House that Jach Buih, Sing a Song of Si,xpence, Old King
Cole, Little Bo-Peep, Oranges and Lemons, London Bidge.

The earliest known collection is Tom Tbarnb's Pretty Song Book

OZ++). Motber Goose's Melody (c. ry6) is another famous compila-
tion. Mention should also be made of. Garnmer Gurton's Garland

OZ8+); Nursery Rbymes of England $842); Popukr Rbymes and
Nursery Tales Q84); and Tbe Oxford Diaionary of Nursery Rhyrnes
(t9tt), compiled by Iona and Peter Opie. Another collection by the
same editorsisThe Oxford Narsery Rhyme Book (rgf )..See turrauv.
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obelus SeepuNcruATroN.

obiter dicta (L 'things said by the way') A vaguely comprehensive rerm
for remarks 'shed' in conversation (or in writing). The aphorism (q.o.)
or a?ergu is often an obiter dioum. The table- talk (q.v.) of great men
like Goethe contains many examples. Boswell was an assiduous
gleaner of Dr Johnson's obiter diaa. See -enn; ANALEcT; pENsf,E.

obiective and objectivity See sun;rcrrvrTy AND oBJEcrrvrry.

objective correlative A term first used apparently by the American
painter \Tashington Allston in c. r84o and subsequendy revived and
made famous by T.S. Eliot in an essay on Hamlet $9t9). The rele-
vant passage is: 'The only way of expressing emotion in the form of
art is by finding an "objective correlative"; in other words, a set of
objects, a situation, a chain of events which shall be the formula of that
particuhr emotion; such that when the external facts, which musr rer-
minate in sensory experience, are given, the emotion is immediately
evoked.'Eliot goes on to suggesr that in Lady Macbeth's sleep-walking
speech and in the speech that Macbeth makes when he hears of his
wife's death, the words are completely adequate to the state of mind;
whereas in Hamlet the prince is 'dominated by a srate of mind which
is inexpressible, because it is in excess of the facts as they appear'. These
observations have provoked a good deal of debate.

In other (if Thomistic) terms a suqcessful artistic creation requires
an exquisite balance between, and coalescence of, form and matter. If
the matter (thought, feeling, action) is 'too much for' ("in excess of')
the form (in this case words) we have a discrepancy, strain, a lack of
unity (that is, insufficient correlation; they don't 'fadge'). Vice versa,
another kind of discrepancy and strain: the experience is overwhelmed
by the words. Colloquially we say 'I was speechless', 'It was inde-
scribable'. In other words we have not found the 'formula'. In reverse,
lacking the 'formula', again we over-describe, say too much. See
SYMBOL AND SYMBOLISM.
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obiectivism

objectivism A term coined by Villiam Carlos \(rilliams (1883-1963) c.
r93o and the name bestowed on a short-lived movement among
American poets in the I93os. tVilliams's early work was imagist. Later
he moved to objectivism, which he described thus: 'It looks at the
poem with a special eye to its structural aspects, how it has been con-
structed . . .' It was an attempt at greater precision. Other objectivist
poets of the period were George Oppen (founder of the Objectivist
Press), Carl Rakosi, Luis Zukovsky and Charles Reznikoff. See
IMAGISTS.

obligatory scene The English version of the French scdne d faire. lr
usually denotes a scene, probably of fairly intense emotional content,
which the audience anticipates and which the dramatist feels obliged
to include. For instance, one expects, sooner or later, a'confrontation'
between Hamlet and his mother (III, iv). One certainly could hardly
expect Shakespeare to have contrived the play without it. Vhen it
comes it is an emotional climax.

oblique rhyme See xerr RHYME.

obscurity Obscurity in literature may be deliberate or involuntary. In
either case an 'obscure' writer is one whose meaning is difficult to
discern. Some rgth c. French poets like Mallarm6 and Rimbaud were
found obscure, but seem less so now. In the zoth c.Ezra Pound, T. S.
Eliot and David Jones have been charged with obscurity. Marks of
obscurity are: an elliptical sryle (loose synta$ anacoluthonl asyndeton,
qq.o.), recondite allusion and reference, archaic or ornate language,
private and subjective imagery and the use of words and phrases
from foreign languages. A writer who wilfully disguises the fact that
he has little or nothing to say is usually found out in the end. See
HERMETICISM.

occasional rhyme See nHvun.

occasional verse Verse written for a particular occasion, perhaps to
celebrate some incident or event. It may be light or serious. The elegy
and the ode (qq.v.) have been used to produce some memorable
occasional verse. The Poet Laureate (q.".) is obliged to write a certain
amount of it (e.g. for a coronation or a royal wedding). Notable
examples are: Milton's Lycidas Q$fl and his sonnet On tbe Late
Massacve in Pie&nont; Mertell's Horatian Ode upon Cromarcll's
Retam frorn lreknd (165o); Dryden's Alexander's Feast (t6gi;

Tennyson's Charge of tbe Light Brigade (rSl+); Hopkins's The Wrech
of tbe Deatscbhnd (t. fiz); Yeats's Easter rgt6; and Auden's
Septernber rst rg7g.
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octosyllabic verse

octameter A line of eight feet; rare in Classical verse; rarer still in
English verse. Swinburne's March provides instancesl so, in the
opinion of some, does Poe's Tbe Raaen Tennyson attempted octame-
ters in Frater Aae atque Valez

Row us out from Desenzano, to your Sirmione row!
So they rowed, and there we landed -'O venusta Sirmio!'
There to me through all the groves of olive in the summer glow,
There beneath the Roman ruin where the purple flowers grov.,
Came that 'Ave atque Vale' of the Poet's hopeless woe,
Tenderest of Roman poets nineteen-hundred years ago,
'Frater Ave atque Vale'- as we wandered to and fro
Gazing at the Lydian laughrer of the Garda Lake below
Sweet Catullus's all-but-island, olive-silvery Sirmio!

It can be seen (and heard) at once what a difficult merer it is to manage
because of the length of line. The meter is trochaic. Incidentally, the
poem also illustrates the use of monorhyme (q.v.).

octastich (Gk 'eight rows') A group or sranza of eight
huitain (q.o.). A poem of eight lines. See also ocrwn.

octateuch (Gk 'containing eight books') specifically, the first eight
books of the Old Testament; namely the Pentateuch (q.r.), together
with Joshua, Judges and Ruth.

octave Also known as ocrer. A group of eight lines - either in stanza
form, in which case it is ottazta itna (q.v.), or as the first eight lines of
a sonnet (q.".). The octave in a sonnet usually rhymes abbaabba.

octavo A book in which the printer's sheers have been folded three
times to produce eight leaves or sixteen pages. Abbrev. Bvo. See also
DUODECTMO; FOLrO; QUARTO.

octonarius (L 'of eight each') In Latin verse a line of eight feet. Also a
stanza of eight lines. See also ocrAsrrcH; ocrAvE; orrAvA RrMA.

octosyllabic verse A tetrameter (q.v.) line containing eight syllables and
usually consisting of iambic and/or trochaic feet. often used in cou-
plets (g.2.). In all probability the octosyllabic couplet derives from late
medieval French poetry. It was well established in England by the r4th
c. when it was used by chaucer and Gower. Many British poets have
since employed it, including Milton, Jonson, Dyer, Collins, Samuel
(Hudibras) Butler,'$(ordsworth, Coleridge, Byron, Scott and Villiam
Morris. These lines are from Milton's II Penseroso:

But let my due feet never fail,
To walk the studious cloister's pale,

Also



ode

And love the high embowed roof,
Vith antique pillars massy proof,
And storied windows richly dight"
Casting a dim religious light.

ode (Gk 'song') A lyric poem, usually of some length. The main fea-

tures are an elaborate stanza-structure, a marked formaliry and state-
liness in tone and sryle (which make it ceremonious), and lofry
sentiments and thoughts. In shoft, an ode is rather a grand Poem; a
full-dress poem. However, this said, we can distinguish two basic
kinds: the public and the private. The public is used for ceremonial
occasions, like funerals, binhdays, state events; the private often cele-
brates rather intense, personal, and subjective occasions; it is inclined

to be meditative, reflective. Tennyson's Ode on the Death of the Duke

of Wellington is an example of the former; Keatst Ode to a
Nightingale, en example of the latter.

The earliest odes of any note - or at any rate poems which could

be put into the ode category - were written by Sappho (fl. c. 6oo rc)

and Alcaeus (fl. c. 6rr-58o nc). Fragments of Sappho's Ode to
Apbrodite and Alcaeus's Ode to Castor and Polydeilces still survive.

Next, and more important, was Pindar (5zz-442 rc), a native of

Thebes, whose odes were written for public occasions, especially in

honour of victors in the Greek games. Modelled on the choric songs

of Greek drama" they consisted of strophe, antistrophe and epode
(qq.o.); a patterned stanza movement intended for choral song and
dance.

Pindar's Latin counterpart was Horace (6y-8 nc), but his odes were

private and personal. They v/ere stanzaically regular and based on

limited metrical patterns, especially Alcaics and Sapphics (qq.zt.).

Between them Pindar and Horace were the begetters of the ode and
both influenced the development of the form in Renaissance Europe.

Meantime, the Provengal canso and the Italian canzone came near to

the ode. Dante described the canzone as e composition 'in the tragic

style, of equal shnzas without choral interludes, with reference to one

subject'. This form, as used by Dante, Guinicelli and their contemPo-
raries, survived and flourished into that period known as the High

.Renaissance, when Spenser's Epithalamion (t59) and Prothahmion

Gsg6) showed the loftiness and majesty of the fully blown ode.

Epithakmioz consists of twenty-three regularly rhymed eighteen-line

stanzas, followed by an enaoi (q.".). The stanzas are of ten-syllable
lines interspersed with six-syllable lines and each concludes with an

alexandrin e (q.v.). Precedents for Epitbalamion (Gk 'at the bridal

chamber') can be found in the works of Sappho and Catullus.
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Protbakminn (Gk'before the bridal chamber') is in the same stan-
zaic f.orm x Epithalamion but without the envoi.

Late in the r6th c. and early in the rTth \filliam Drummond of
Hawthornden, Samuel Daniel and Michael Drayton all attempted
odes, but Ben Jonson was the first to write one in the Pindaric tradi-
tionl namely,Ode to Sir Lucius Cary and Sir H. Morison Q6z9),which
contains the following famous lines:

It is not growing like a tree
In bulk, doth make man better be;
Or standing long an Oak, three hundred year,
To fall a log at last, dry bald, and sear.
A Lily of a day
Is fairer far, in May
Although it fall and die that night;
It was the plant and flower of light.
In small proportions we just beauties see;
And in short measure, life may perfect be.

Later Andrew Marvell'wrote his Horatian Ode apon Cromarcll's
Return from lreknd (r6yo), and Abraham Cowley published his so-
called Pindaric Odes, dispensing with the strophic arrangement. His
stanzas were free and varied; so are the lines and meters. This flexibil-
ity had much influence on later writers, including Dryden. His four
main contributions to the form all come into the Pindaric and public
phylum and are among the finest odes in our language. They are:
Threnodia Augustalis (r5Sy); Ode to the Memory of Mrs Anne
Killigreat (1686); Song for St Cecilia's Day (1687); and Alexander's
Feast (t6gil.One would have expected Milton to favour the ode
form, but he never described any of his poems as such. However, his
On tbe Moming of Christ's Natiaity is all that one would expect of an
ode, and Milton's conception of the grander type of lyric (q.o.) had
much influence on poets in the r 8th c. and during the Romantic period
(q.2,.).

Because of its architectonic possibilities (the elaborate rules,
formality and decorum) one would expect the r8th c. poets to be
attracted to the ode form, and indeed that period produced many
distinguished examples.

Lady Vinchilsea (r66vr7zo) wrote a Pindaric poem onThe Spleen,
and, early in his life, Pope composed an Od,e on Solitude in the
Horatian style. He also attempted the Pindaric manner in Ode for
Music on St Cecilia's Day. Consreve, too, surprisingly attempted the
ode and even wrote a discourse on the Pindaric ode. Isaac \(atts,
Akenside and Young also tried with varying degrees of success, but it
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was Collins and Gray, and, to a lesser extent, Cowper who wrote the
great odes of the Augustan Age. Collins experimented with several
metrical arrangements. The main works were: Ode to Eztening and
Ode to Simplicity (both in the Horatian mood), Ode to Fear, Ode to
Mercy, Ode on the Poetical Charaaer, Ode to Liberty (all in the
Pindaric tradition and all published in t74). Gray's odes also showed
considerable variety and versatiliry. Four of them were relatively shon
and in simple stanza forms. These were the Ode on Sping (t742), Ode
on a Distant Prospea of Eton College (r74r), Ode on Adaersity (rZ+r)
and Ode on the Death of a Favourite Cat (rZ+). To these should be
added his rwo Pindarics: Tbe Bard (tlS) and Tbe Progress of Poesy

Gzs+).
Then followed: Coleridge's France OzgS) and Dejection (t8oz);

'S(ordsworth's 
magnificent Ode on Intirnations of Immortality

(r8oz-4) and his Ode to Duty (r8o1); Shelley's Ode to the West Wind
(r8r9); and six superb odes by Keats (c. r8r9): On a Grecian Um;To
a Nightingale; To Aaturnn; On Mehncholy; On Indolence; and To
Psyche.

After that grand constellation of poems most odes have looked a
litde pale. However, four notable instances must be mentioned. They
are Tennyson's Ode on tbe Deatb of the Duhe of Wellington (r9y4),
in the Pindaric manner; end, much more recently, Allen Tate's splen-
did Ode to the Confederate Dead; and Auden's In Memory of W. B.
Yeats and In Praise of Limestone, both in the Horatian manner.

Other well-known English poets to have essayed this kind of lyric
are: Robert Herrick, \flalter Savage Landor, Matthew Arnold, Coventry
Patmore, Francis Thompson and Algernon Charles Swinburne.

Outside England the ode has flourished panicularly in Italy France
and Germany. In Italy experiments in the Pindaric mode were made
by Trissinio, Minturno and Alamanni during the Renaissance period;
and in France the members of the Pl6iade (q.a.) tried the form. The
most successful of these poets was Ronsard, who, in r 5;o, published
The First Four Boohs of Odes. Later in the r5th c., very probably
influenced by Ronsard, the Italian poets Tasso and Chiabrera also
published some notable odes. Since their day Manzoni, Leopardi,
Carducci and D'Annunzio have all written fine odes. In France the
main follower of Ronsard was Boileau (in the rythc.).In the Romantic
period Lamartine, de Musset and Victor Hugo all attempted this lyric
form. So, more recently, did Verlaine and Val6ry. In Germany the ode
was established by \fleckherlin early in the rTth c., with Oden und
Gesiinge (r618-r9). In the following century Goethe, Klopstock and
Schiller revived the use of Classical models. Holderlin, too, wrote
some notable odes. See a/so eNtopE; occAsIoNAL vERsE.
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Old Comedy

off-Broadway The term denotes drama produced in New York City
away from the main theatre 'stem'. It is often experimental drama.
There is also a sub-species known as off-off-Broadway, which is
clearly even further removed. Much of this kind of drama is in the
'happening' (q.r.) category, and may also be skit and revue (qq.o.).
However, much of it is not. An outstanding reperrory company has
been the Living Theater (q.rr.) founded in 1947 by Julian Beck and

Judith Malina in order to present new and experimental plays.

officialese A term coined by Sir Ernest Gowers in Plain Words (rg+8)
to denote the pompous, abstract, euphemistic, polysyllabic,
periphrastic and circumlocutory language often used by officials,
bureaucrats, politicians, sociologists, educationisrs and others. It is a
form of verbocrap (q.r.), and ranges from semi-literarure letters like:

. . . Ve are in receipt of your esteemed order of the zgth inst. and
beg to inform you that the articles in question have been discon-
tinued. \fle shall cause you to be informed if any such articles are
to be found in alternative sources.

to obfuscating'V/'hitehallese' like:

The efflorescence of a host of specialists in commerce and indus-
try and the ever widening inroad that the Government is forging
into our business lives are carcinogens of effective communication;
for the jargon of, on the one hand, such people as compurer pro-
grammers, systems analysts, cyberneticians, psychologists and, on
the other hand, the complex prose of Vhitehall constitute an invid-
ious growth which is challenging our ability to express ourselves in
clear simple terms.

Other works by Sir Ernest Gowers on the subject are: The ABC
of Pkin Vords (tglr) and Tbe Complete Plain Words (t919. See
EUPHEMISM; JARGON; LOGORRHEA; PERIPHRASIS.

Old Comedy Greek and of the yth c. Bc, this kind of drama developed
from fertility rites in honour of Dionysus. It was fantastic, bawdy and
scurrilous, and at times obscene. It featured three stock characters:
bornlochos (buffoon); alazon (impostor or braggart); and eiron (a self.-
derogating character). Invective and satire (qq.rr.) were essential ele-
ments in it. Much of the verse was finely lyrical. The Chorus (q.2,.)
took an important part in the action and represented the dramatist's
point of view. In what is known as New Comedy (q.".) the Chorus
disappeared. Unhappily only the plays of Aristophanes survive from
this period. The best known are Cload,s, Knigbts and Frogs. See
coMEDY; MTDDLE COMEDY; PARABASTS.
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Old French (OF) and Provengal forms

Old French (OF) and Provengal forms From about eD 8yo to about
r joo most French and Provengal literature was in verse and belonged
to oral tradition (q.a.\. From the rzth'c. many of the main forms were
becoming established. Metrically elaborate, a great many of them were
worked out by the troubadour (q.o.) poets. In succeeding centuries
most of them were adopted in England and were panicularly used by
the Victorian poets. The principal forms are: balhde, chant royal,
conte, dit, fkmenca, Iai, motet, rondeau, rondel, sestina, ttilhnelle and
airehi (qq.o.). See also cHANsoN DE GEsrEs; FIXED FoRM; ocrosYl-
LABIC VERSE; ROMANCE.

Old Vic Theatre Opened in r8r8, it was formerly known as the
Coburg and was for many years associated with melodrama (q.o.).lt

was renamed the Royal Victoria and soon came to be known as the
'Old Vic'. A troubled financial period ensued and it was closed in r 88o.
Soon after, it was bought by Emma Cons, a crusader of the temper-
ance movement, who rurned it into an amusement hall. In r898 F.mma

Cons was joined by Lilian Baylis (her niece), who became manager
in tgrz and made it famous as a theatre for the production of
Shakespeare. Berween the wars it flourished. \U[ar damage put it out of
action]but it was restored and from ry47 to r9t2 was the headquar-
ters of the Old Vic School under the director Michel Saint-Denis.
Between r9y3 and 1958 the complete First Folio of Shakespeare's worh
was presented, and inry$ it became the home of the National Theatre
Company (q.v.),which remained there until 1975. Thereafter it had a
chequered career and was empty from.r98l to 1983 when it was
bought by the Canadian millionaire Ed Mirvish, who had it com-
pletely renovated. After it reopened it began another successful career
with a range of classics, musicals and new plays.

Omar Khayy6m quatrain A stanza of four ten-syllable lines rhyming
aaba, as used in Edward FitzGerald's translation from the Persian of
Tbe Rub,i'iyit of Omar Kbayyim, first published anonymously in
fi59. See a/so quernerN.

omnibus edition Such an edition of an author's works includes in one
volume everything that he has written. The works of Oscar Vilde and
Robert Service, among others, have been concentrated in such a form.

one-act play Self-evidently a dramatic work consisting of only one act.
Usually short (a playing time of fifteen to forty minutes is about
normal). Very rare before late in the rgth c. though there are many
earlier examples of shortish plays which could qualify as one-act plays,
and the after-piece popular in the rSth c. was a kind of one-act play.
Flowever, towards the end of the rgth c. an increasing number of small
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Onegin stanza

experimental theatres greatly encouraged the development of the one-
act drama as a form in its own right and it was often used as a curtain
raiser (q.".).Since that period it has flourished and is as popular as
ever, though seldom used as a curtain raiser. A more common practice
now is to present two or three one-act plays by way of a double or
triple bill. Two recent examples of this are Harold Pinter's Landscape
and Silence (rgZo) and John Mortimer's Corne As You Are $971.

A one-act play is the dramatic equivalent of a short story and tends
to concentrate on a single episode or situation and as a general rule
has only two or three characters. In theme, mood and subject the
range is considerable - from farce to tragedy. Many famous dramatists
have attempted the form, including Chel<hov, Strindberg, Shaw,
Hauptmann, Synge, J. M. Barrie, Eugene O'Neill, Samuel Beckett and
Harold Pinter. Of the hundreds.of examples that exist the following
are some of the better known: J. M. Monon's farce Box and Cox

GS+il; Chekhov's The Bear (1888), The Proposal 9889), and Tbe
Wedding (r89o); Strindberg's Tbe Stronger (r89o), Pkying with Fire
(r892) and The Linh $89); Oscar Vilde's Salomi (r896); Yeats's Tbe
Pot of Broth Qgoz); Synge's Riders to tbe Sea Qgo$;Lady Gregory's
Tbe GaoI Gate (r9o5) and The Rising of the Moon (tgo); O'Neill's
group of one-act plays about the sea (r9r5-r8) later produced as SS
Glencaim (tgz+);J. M. Banie's Shall We Join the Lad,ies? Qgzz); NoEl
Coward's Tonigbt at 8.jo Ggl6), a series of nine one-acr plays, eight
of which were first performed in various combinations.

Some more recent ones are: Sartre's Huis-clos (tg++); Genet's Tbe
Maids Gg+i and Deatbwatch (rg+g); Rattigan's Tbe Browning
Version (rg+8); Ionesco's The Bald Pima Donna (rgto), The Lesson
(tglr) and The Cbairs (rglr); \(iolf Mankowitz's The Bespohe
O,uercoat (rglf); Ionesco's Tbe Nea.t Tenant (rg1il; Harold Pinter's
The Roorn (tg1il; David Campton's The Lunatic Vieu (rgSil;
Tennessee Villiamst Sud,denly Last Surnmer Q958), wirh Something
Unspohen in a double bill titled Garden Distria; John Monimer's
Dock Brief ft958) and What Shall We Tell Carolinel (r9y8); Beckett's
monodrama Krapp's Last Tape (rglS); Albee's Tbe Zoo Story Gg1il;
and Rattigan's Separate Thbles (tg1il, a double one-acr bill; Pinter's
The Dumb 

'Waiter 
(t96o); David Campton's Four Minute Warning

(196o); Alan Ayckbourn's Intimate Excbanges (rg8+), a series of nine
plays all interconnected and to be presented in various combinations;
Harold Pinter's Mountain Language (1988); and Alan Bennerr's double
bill of An Englishman Abroad.and A Question of Attribution (r9S8).

Onegin stanza The stanza invented by Alexander Pushkin for his
verse-novel (q.".) Eugene Onegin (r83r). Modelled on rhe sonner
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(q.".) but significantly deviating from any of the standard forms, it
consists of fourteen iambic tetrameters (q.a.) rhyming ababccddeffegg.
The a, c and e rhymes are disyllabic and provide the poet with oppor-
tunities for bathos and irony in the manner of Byron's Don Juan.The
Onegin stanza has been described as constitLrting a 'little chapter', in
which the first quatrain introduces the main idea, the second and third
develop it and the couplet epigrammatically sums it up.

It has been imitated in several languages, but English, with its
poverty of rhyme, has mostly proved resistant to its tightness. Notable
exceptions are Sir Charles Johnston's dazzling translation of Eagene
Onegin (tgZil and Vikram Seth's Californian verse-novel,The Golden
Gate (t986). The opening stanza of the latter provides a good example:

.To make a start more swift than weightS
Hail Muse. Dear Reader, once upon
A time, say, circa r98o,
There lived a man. His name was John.
Successful in his field though only
Twenry-six, respected, lonely,
One evening as he walked across
Golden Gate Park, the ill-judged toss
Of a red frisbee almost brained him.
He thoughg 'If I died, who'd be sad?
rUfho'd weep? Sfiho'd gloat?'Who would be glad?
\UTould anybody?'As it pained him,
He turned from this dispiriting theme
To ruminations less extreme.

. Seth's poem is an extraordinary tour-de-force. It has the plot of an
ordinary modern novel, which it tells in 59o of these stanzas. A wide
renge of tone and mood is achieved: elegiac, comic, satirical and
parodic. Even the acknowledgements and the biographical note about
the author are in the Onegin form.

onomasticon A Greek term for a book of names or a vocabulary.
Formerly used sometimes for lexicon and dictionary (qq.v.).

onomastics The srudy of names and naming practice, especially of the
patterns and principles adopted by writers in the selection of proper
names; hence 'onomastic', 'of names'.

onomatopoeia (Gk 'name-making') The formation and use of words
to imitate sounds. For example: dong, oaclele, moo, pop, atbizz,
uboosb, zoorn.It is a 6gure of speech in which the sound reflects the
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sense. It is very common in verse and fairly common in prose and is
found in many literatures at all times. As a rule it is deliberately used
to achieve a special effect, as in these lines from Eliot's Dry Saktages:

Vhen the train starts, and the passengers are settled
To fruit, periodicals and business letters
(And those who saw them off have left the platform)
Their faces relax from grief into relief,
To the sleepy rhythm of a hundred hours.

The whole passage is subtly onomatopoeic, the rhythm of the second
line is a beautifully skilful evocation of the clickety-click of wheels on
rails.

Pope's obiter diaum that the'sound must seem an echo to the sense'
is profoundly true of poetry in general. The following lines from
D. H. Lawrence's poem Snake illustrate the point:

He reached down from a fissure in the earth-wall in the gloom
And trailed his yellow-brown slackness soft-bellied down, over

the edge of the stone trough
And rested his throat upon the stone bottom,
And where the water had dripped from the tap, in a small

clearness,
He sipped with his straight mouth,
Softly drank through his straight gums, into his slack long body,
Silently.

In the rhythm, motion and length of the lines and in the totality of the
sound effects Lawrence has suggested very well the sinuous and slow
progression of the repdle. The sound effects are, so to speak, visual
as well as aural. This is phanopoeia (q.v.). See also ALLITERATIoN;
ASSONANCE; CACOPHONY; CONSONANCE; EUPHONY; LOGOPOEIA;

MELOPOEIA; SYNAESTHESIA; TONE COLOUR.

ontology A philosophical term which denotes the study of being.
As a literary term it has a special meaning, thinks to John Crowe
Ransom. According to him the texture (q.v.) and structure (q.v.) oI
a poem, which, combined, provide the meaning, combine also to give
it 'ontolory' - that qualiry or property peculiar to itself which
distinguishes it from anything that is not poetry.

open couplet A couplet (q.".) in which the sense is not completed in
the second line, but is carried forward into the third or fourth line; or
perhaps for several, though this is rare. This example comes from
Pope's Epistle to Augustus:



oPen stagc

Our rural Ancestors, with little blest,
Patient of labour when the end was rest,
Indulg'd the day that hous'd their annual grain,
tWith feasts, and off'rings, and a thankful strain.

See crosnD coupLET; END-sroppED LrNE; ENJAMBEMENT; HERoIc
COUPLET.

open stege The term was first used by Richard Southern, the theatre
historian, in 1913 to describe any form of staging in which the per-
formers are not separated from the audience by a proscenium arch.
Open stage techniques were developed in the first part of the 2oth c.,
particularly by \Ufilliam Poel ( r 8 I z -r 9j 4), Max Reinh erdr Q87-r943),
Vsevolod Meyerhold $874-1942), Jacques Copeau $87yr94.9) and
Nikolai Okhlopkov Q9oe67). The main forms are: (a)'thrust stage',
with an audience on three sides; (b)'end stage', with an audience facing
it from one end; (c) 'transverse stage', with an audience on two oppo-
site sides. There is also theatre-in-the-round (q.o.),where the audience
sits all round the acting area.

opere (L opera,'exertion, service', collective feminine from plural of
neuter noun opils, 'work') Originally opera was chanted tragedy, and
what is generally agreed to be the first, Rinuccini's Dof", (r y94), was
an attempt to revive Classical Greek tragedy - a form which has had
a profound influence on opera. The masque (q.v.) influenced the
development of opera. Surprisingly few writers (and very few poets)
have been attracted to opera as writers (except" of course, for those
whose expertise and business it is to compose libretti). On the other
hand, librettists and composers have drawn freely upon plays and
other works for their operas. An interesting example of a collabora-
tion between dramatist and composer is that between Bertolt Brecht
and Kurt \[eill, which produced Tbe Tbreepenny Opera $928), The
Rise and, Fall of the City of Mahagonny (1927-9) and The Swen
Deadly Sins $y). More recently A;d; and Kalhan collaborated
with Stravinsky to create Tbe Rahe's Progress (tqlt). Some notable
modern examples of adaptation are Benjamin Britten's operas from
Henry James's The Tum of the Scvew (tgS), Herman Melvillet ^Bil/y
Budd, (rglr) and George Crabbe's story of Peter Grimes in his poem
Tbe Borousb (rg+). See also BAT,LAD opERA; LTBRETTo; MELoDRAMA;
OPERETTA.

op6ra-comique A form of drama set to music. Music alternates with
spoken dialogue and thus it is akin to ballad opera (q.a.).It origin-
ated in the com4dies i aiettes which were comedies (or farces) punc-
ruated with lyrical passages sung to music. They became popular early
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in the rSth c. and were performed at the Th6itre de la Foire in Paris.
In c. r78o the company at the theatre became known as the Op6ra-
Comique and in 1783 moved to the Salle Favart.

opere citato (L 'in the work cited') Often abbreviated to op. cit., it
refers to a book to which reference has already been made. See rnrorrvr;
rDEM; LOCO CTTATO.

operetta (It'little opera') A light drama (for all practical purposes syn-
onymous with F opdra bouffe, k opera b"fft).It consists of musical
interludes and spoken dialogue, often satirical. Famous examples are
Gay's Beggar's Opera Q7z8), Sheridan's The Duenna (tZZ) and the
numerous works of Gilbert and Sullivan. See also r*l:r,-tD opERA;
OPERA.

oral tradition Poetry belonging to this tradidon is composed orally, or
made up as the poet goes along. As a rule, it is the product of illiter-
ate or semi-literate societies. It is usually sung or chanted (often to
musical accompaniment) and is the earliest of all poetry, in the sense
that it precedes written poetry. It is still alive in many parts of the
world, and in some regions of Europe: for instance, Sicily, the remoter
parts of Greece, and in the Central Balkans (especially Bosnia, Serbia
and Macedonia). In the upland districts of former Jugoslavia it is still
possible to find a guslar (q.r.) reciting verses on recent events. See also
BALLAD; BYLINA; EPIC; FOLKSONG; NARODNE PESME.

oratio oblique .See rNornrcr spEEcH.

oratio recta See rNornrcr sPEEcH.

organic form That form which derives from the nature and materials
of a writer's subject and theme, as opposed to mechanic form, which
derives from rules and conventions imposed on the nature and
materials. Shakespeare and his fellow dramatists might be claimed to
favour organic form, while the French Classical dramatists (like
Racine) had a predilection for mechanic form (indeed, in France you
were expeaed rc follow the rules). However, if a poet chooses to
express himself by means of a fixed form (e.g. a ztilknelle, Q.o.) or by
means of an established stanzaic or metrical scheme (e.g. quatrain,
terza rima, qq.v.) then the result may be a coalescence of organic and
mechanic form.

The idea of organic form is to be found in Plato's Phaedrus where
Socrates draws an analogy between making a speech and the growth
of a living crearure. It was the German Romantics and Coleridge who
worked out the analogy in considerable detail. The implications of
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organic metaphor

organic form are that a work 'grows' from a seminal concept, like a
living organism. So declared Henry James, Croce and many others.
See coNvsNTIoN; ooNNfr; INsIIRATIoN; LIGNE ooNxfB.

organic metaphor Also known as a functional or structural metaphor;
in this figure of speech the vehicle (see reNon AND vEHrcre) is sym-
bolic and carries an implicit tenor. If we examine the following passage
from Robinson Jeffers's poem Hart Haailes we may be able to disen-
tangle sense from this thicket of jargon. He has described the wounded
hawk and his feelings about it. He comes to the point where he decides
that the creature must be put out of its misery:

I gave him the lead gift in the rwilight.
Vhat fell was relaxed,

Owl-downy, soft feminine feathers; but what
Soared: the fierce rush: the night-herons by the flooded river

Cried for fear at its rising
Before it was quite unsheathed from reality.

The periphrasis and euphemism (qq.o.) of 'lead gift' clearly denote a
bullet. Ifhat follows suggests that the released 'spirit' of the hawk
soars heavenwardsl the reversal of stooping to its prey. 'LJnsheathed

from realiry' sqggests pafting from this life; the sheath being the heap
of 'feminine feathers'. Thus the vehicle is the event of death; the tenor,
the image (ue.y nearly abstract in this case), the soaring of the hawk's
'soul'. See also METAIHoR; TELEscopED METArHoR.

orientalism A term pertaining to the Orient as discovered, recorded,
described, defined, imagined, produced and, in a sense,'invented'by
Europe and the'West. As far as literature is concerned it refers to the
discourse by the'West about the East, which comprises a vast co{pus
of texts - literary sociological, sciendfic, historical, linguistic/philo-
logical, political, anthropological and topographical - which has been
accumulating since the Renaissance and particularly since the r 8th c.
and to which there is no counterpart in the East about the'West. In all,
this discourse aggregates to a 'textural universe', as Edward Said puts
it in his remarkable book Orientalism $978).It also refers to the atti-
rudes of the 

'West 
towards the East; to the Occident (the outsiders)

looking in/onlat the Orient - in fact 'watching' the East and endeav-
ouring to explain and intelpret it. A parallel to this image - a parallel
nearer home and on a more modest scale - is afforded by Albania, a
country for the most part sealed from the'West and closed to visitors
(especially writers and journalists) during the r6gimes of Enver Hoxha
and his successor Ramiz Alia. For many years there have been the
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'Albania watchers', a minority group of Albanian-speaking experts
(mostly academics who have never been to Albania) who have created
a discourse about the country.

As for what the East consists of, the profusion, in the'West, of topo-
grryhical/geographical terms suggests a certain difficulty in coping
with it, in'containing' it, so to speak, in giving it shape, boundaries,
limits. So vast and multitudinous an erea (and, with it, equally broad
concepts) has led to vague sub-divisions. In Britain we have long been
accustomed to such loose categories as the Near East, the Middle East
and the Far East (with other sub-divisions such as the Levant and Asia
Minor). These categories have their counterparts in, for instance,
German (der Nahe Osten, der Mittlere Osten and der Ferne Osten)
and in French (l'Orient,procbe Ori.ent andmoyen Ori.ent).This vague-
ness is compounded by the vexed and disputed matter of 'where East
meets 

'West' 
(and vice versa). No one has yet proposed a junction point

of general satisfaction. A number have been suggested: Aden, Suez,
Alexandria, Istanbul and even Prijedor (in north-west Bosnia), where,
until relatively recently, there stood, from the British point of view,
almost the next mosque after \Woking. The likeliest candidate is
perhaps Sarajevo: an important cultural, commercial and political
centre during the period of the Ottoman Islamic Empire and where
even today there are some eighry mosques and numerous public'ori-
ental' buildings. Moreover, it was at Sarajevo that the great camel trains
carrying merchandise from Turkestan and Baluchistan, from Persia,
Syria and Arabia, finally came to a halt. Further north and west the
climate was (and is) unsuitable for camels because they developed sore
throats, bronchitis and other pulmonary afflictions. In the ethno-
graphical museum there is a brass instrument for funnelling linctus
down the throats of ailing camels.

Orientalism as discourse is believed to have begun its formal exis-
tence with the decision of the Church Council of"Vienne in r3rz to
found a series of chairs in Arabic, Greek, Hebrew and Syriac at
Oxford, Paris, Bologna, Avignon and Salamanca. In the Middle Ages
(or the late Middle Ages) the East became of increasing interest to the
\flest. It was remote, inaccessible, inscrutable and exotic. Curiosity and
speculation were stimulated by travellers' tales and improbably tall
stories. Marco Polo (c. rzt4-c. 1324) is a prime example of an author
who began to introduce the East to the \flest with his immensely
popular book of travels which was translated into many European lan-
guages and first'Englished' byJohn Frampton in 1579. And there was
SirJohn Mandeville, the supposed author of a famous travel book also
found in many European languages after its first appearance in Anglo-
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Norman French in ry56-7. Ostensibly a guide forpilgrims to the Holy
Land, it peregrinates (with notable fabulations) through India, Egypt,
Persia, Turkey and Tartary.

By early in the ryth c. orientalism as a discourse was well under
way. The rise and spread of Islam (and thus the advent of the 'Infidel'

and the 'Heathen') had threatened Christianiry and led to the
Crusades, thus bringing East nearer to'![est. The Battle of Kosovo in
r389 enabled the Turks to establish themselves in the Balkans and the
fall of Constantinople in r4tJ was vinually the end of Christianity in
much of Asia Minor. The gradual spread of Islam and the expansion
of the Ottoman Empire threatened the \Uflest and Christianity even
more. At the height of its power and development the Ottoman
Empire's furthest western and eastern frontiers, on the Adriatic and
the Caspian respectively, were nearly two thousand miles epa;ft and at
one stage the Ottoman Empire incorporated the Central Balkans,
Hungary Bulgaria" Albania, Greece, the islands of the eastern
Mediterranean, the Levang Egyp., the North African linoral as far as
Morocco, and modern Turkey iaelf. The \Uflest became fearful of this
encroachment, and how to deal with it became a matter of urgent mil-
itary necessity. Numerous city states (especially Venice) were actively
involved in combatint the Turks. By degrees tihe expansion ceased and
over a period of some four hundred years or more the administration
of the Empire became steadily more unwieldy, incompetent and
corrupt. By the rSth c., travel through iq though often hazardous,
became possible for the intrepid. Travellers' accounts began to prolif-
erate. During the rSth c. interest in the East (Near, Middle and Far)
burgeoned and influenced literature in Europe and England. A version
of the Arabian Nigbts' Entertainments, or The Thousand and One
Nights, by Antoine Galland appeared in ryo4 and ryry and aroused
much interest in Europe. It also contributed to the vogue of the ori-
ental tale (q.".) in the rSth c. The Grand Tour (q.".) became fashioii-
able and the more adventurous travellers went far beyond the
generally prescribed itineraries of the Tour. During the latter part of
the century Sir tWilliam 

Jones, one of the first great British oriental-
ists, translated many works from Arabic and Persian and these were
to influence the oriental themes of Romantic poets such as Byron,
Southey and Thomas Moore. Richard Knolles's The Generall Histoie
of the Turhes (r5o3) was much admired during the r8th c., not least
by Johnson and, later, by Byron.

The rise and expansion of the British Empire vasdy increased the
archives of oriental studies. So, to a lesser extent, did French colonial
enterprises in the Near East and Egypt (during the Napoleonic
period); and later, in Indo-China. The rgth c. was the outstanding



orientalism

period of oriental srudies. Numerous learned and culrural societies
were established in Europe to advance them. The East, as Disraeli sug-
gested in his novel Tanoed G8+il, could be regarded as a 'career'.

Countless colonial officials, staresmen, explorers, soldiers, diplomats,
doctors, missionaries, travellers, writers, navigators and merchant
adventurers contributed memoirs, autobiographies, commentaries,
government repofts (and what nor?) ro rhe corpus of oriental srudies.
So did scholars, not a few of whom never vrent anywhere near any
part of the East. Encyclopaedic records of oriental studies were pub-
lished. one of the first important ones was the Bibliotbique orientale
G6g), a vast compendium of virtually all that was then known about
the East, by Barth6lemy d'Herbelot Q6z5-9). Another notable
example was Jules Mohl's Vingt-sept ans d'bistoire des 1tudes orien-
tales, a two-volume logbook of everything of nore rhar took place in
orientalism between r 84o and r 857. Other outstanding French orien-
talists were Abraham-Hyacinthe Anquetil*Duperron (r73r-r8o1),
Silvestre de Sacy (r7y8-r838) and Louis Massignon, who made invalu-
able contributions in the inter-war period in rhe zorh c. Ernest Renan
(t823-92) also achieved fame but was frequently at fault in his judge-
ment and assumptions. German orientalism was largely in the hands
of scholars such as Steinthal, Miiller, Becker, Goldzihea Brockelmann
and Noldeke. Numerous British adventurers, explorers and scholars
have added to the store of oriental studies. For example, Edward Lane,
the Arabist, who published his classic work An Account of the
Manners and Customs of the Modem Egyptians in r835, Alexander
Kinglake, Sir Richard Burton, C. M. Doughty, \Uf. G. Palgrave, T. E.
Lawrence, D. G. Hogarth, Gertrude Bell, Ronald Storrs, Vilfrid
Scawen Blunt, St John Philbn H. A. R. Gibb, Edward Henry Palmer
and \filfred Thesiger. Ve should also mention Lafcadio Hearn, half-
Irish, half-Greek, who wrote some.memorable boohs about lapan
late in the rgth c. French poets and novelisrs were also particularly
attracted to and influenced by the Orient, especially Chateaubriand,
Lamartine, Victor Hugo, Glrard de Nerval, Flaubert and Pierre Loti.
Chateaubriand, Hugo and Loti were responsible, among others, for
fabricating and projecting a 'romantic' view of it, and it is true that
much that belongs to the field of orientalism has remarkably little to
do with the actualities and realities of life in the Orient - wherever it
be. It is the product of 'myth', legend, assumprion and theory. It is as
if the magnetism of the East, the spell it cast, inspired Europeans ro
cr€ate'or re-create an East which would accord wirh what the 

'West

wanted it to be: mysterious, wonderful, bizarre and perhaps even
immoral. Chateaubriand 'invenred' an Orient which suited him and
what Stendhal called his 'stinking egoism'. Flugo's collection of lyrics,
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Les Orientales (1829), evokes a personal view of an Orient which is
exotic, languorous and barbaric. Loti used Constantinople as a pic-
nrresque setting for sentimental romance novels.

In the zoth c. miscellaneous British novelists - Kipling, E. M.
Forster, Anthony Burgess, Paul Scott and J. G. Farrell, for example -

attempted to depict the British and Asians under the imperial r6gime.
The relationship of the United States with the Orient only really

began with the Second Vorld Var and thus in terms of political and
military action. Since that war the military/political factor has been
pre-eminent and American orientalism is largely concerned with poli-
cies, with data, statistics, trends and commerce. Culture and literature
seldom come in to it.

The bibliography of European orientalism and oriental studies mul-
tiplies yearly. Apart from Edward Said's highly original critical analy-
sis, there have been many scholarly works in recent years. Of special
note are Raymond Schwab's La Renaissance oientale (r9to), Johann
I[. Fiick's Die arabischen Stadien in Europa bis in den Anfang des zo.

Jabrhunderts (r9yy) and Dorothy Metlitzki's The Matter of Araby in
England (tgZ).Plus traditional-rype travel books (q.v.) by such
authors as Freya Stark, Vilfred Thesiger, Colin Thubron, Paul
Theroux, \U7illiam Dalrymple and V. S. Naipaul, whose excursion into
Islam, Among the Belieoers (r98r), is a considered attempt to assess
Islamic movements and feelings today.

Much of the discourse of orientalism has been partial and preju-
diced and often condescending (especially that originating from gov-
ernment servants, colonial officers, political agents/rulers et al.).
Much, too, reveals a certain arrogance and sense of superiority - a'we
know best' attitude - on the part of the 

'Vest 
towards the East. Much

of it is marred by racism, naivery presumption and plain ignorance,
and there are often facile generalizations by people who should know
better (e.g. Ernest Renan, T. E. Lawrence) as in vague statements about
'the Arab mind', 'the Asian sensibiliry', 'the Semitic temperament'.
Moreover, not a little of it has been repetitive and reductive in so far
as writers/scholars have merely recycled the ideas and views of pre-
decessors to create a body of iddes regnes of the kind that Flaubert
called 'bromides': platitudes and trite generalizations which purport
to embody a truth.

oriental talelnovel A form of fiction which had a considerable vogue
in the r8th c. and early in the rgth c. They tended to be rather exo-
tic and extravagant tales of adventure with 'Eastern' settings (more
particularly those of the Near East). The heroes were luminously
good and virnrous; the villains suitably double-dyed and wicked.
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orta oyunu

Supernatural and/or magical elements were a prominent feature in this
literature of diversion and entertainment.

The vogue is panly explained by the fact that the Arabian Nights
appeared in an English translation in r7o;-8 and these tales became
extremely popular. Sir VilliamJones GZ+6-g+), an ourstanding orien-
talist, also made available translations of Indian and Arabic literarure
of which most people knew nothing. There was another reason: by
c. tTto there was a sizeable quantiry of ravel books (q.a.) giving
accounts of journeys to the Levant and Near East and through the
Ottoman Empire, which by that srage was huge. These travels aroused
considerable interest in the 'East' and everything to do with it. The
more intrepid travellers (e.g. Lady M*ry \(ortley Montague) who
undertook the Grand Tour (q.o.) roved as far as Constantinople (as
Istanbul was then known) and beyond.

The fiction produced displays varietS and ranges from Johnson's
sober didactic romance Tbe History of Rasselas, Prince of Abyssinia
GlSil to Beckford's improbable fantasiaVathek (t756). Other notable
examples are: John Hawkesworth's Almoran and Hamlet Q76);
James Ridley's Tales of the Genii (tl6+); Frances Sheridan's Ile
History of Nourjahad $76);Alexander Dow's Tales . . . of Inatalk of
Delhi 9768); and James Morier's Tbe Adaentures of Hajji Baba af
Ispaban (tSza).

There were also oriental narrative tales in verse, such as Southey's
Tbe Curse of Kebama (r8ro), Byron's Tbe Giaoar (r8r3) and The
Corsair (r8r4), and Thomas Moore's enormously popular Lalla Rookh
Q8t7), which had run to fwenty editions by r84o. Moore used the
frame story @.".) method with a series of tales in verse which were
connected by a narrative in prose.

originality A work may be said to possess this quality if, as a result
of the author's invention (q,r.), he innovates a new form or mode;
or, perhaps, uses hitherto undiscovered or unexploited themes and
subjects. ,See coNvrNTroN; FANcy AND TMAGTNATToN; INsprRATroN;
NOVELTY; PLAGTARTSM.

orismology (Gk'definition of knowledge') The explanation of rechni-
cal terms, which this dictionary is in aid of.. See LExrcocRApHy.

ornamentalism A term which, in Russian literary history denotes an
intricate, mannered and ostentatious prose style. It is usually related
to prose of the early part of the 2orh c. and particularly to a school of
writers led by Andrei Bely (r88ery1.,i and Alexei Remizov.

orta oyunu (T 'middle play') A kind of Turkish folk drama (q.o.) nor
dissimilar to cornrnedia dell'arte (q.rr.).The characrers are Turkish
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regional 'types' and the actors imitate their dialects while depicting
their occupations. The stage is usually an open space with an audience
all round. Occasionally a platform is used. Scenery is limited and the
actors normally sit with the audience. Each actor has his own piece of
music and introduces himself with a song or a dance. There are rwo
main characters - PiEekir and Kavuklu. The former wears a brightly
coloured costume and carries a club which he uses to hit the other
actors. PiEekir is on stage nearly all the time. The latter is the comic
character and the dialogues between them form the basis of the play.
There is also a woman (Zenne) played by a man, and perhaps one or
rwo other subsidiary characters. Each orta oy,.tnr4 normally consists of
two parts. In the first Pigekir and Kavuklu do their comic turn (rem-
iniscent of Punch and Judy), and in the second the Turkish character
types are'taken off'. See renec6z.

orthotone A word which is normally unstressed, but which, because
it occupies a certain position in a metrical line, may receive stress.
Likely words are: and, but, the, a, an, to. Orthotonic words are fairly
common in ballad (q.".).

Oscan Fable See rerul.{.

Osiris Players Britain's first all-women professional theatre group. It
was foundedin ry27 by Nancy Hewins (r9oz-78),long before radical
feminism'began. As a'tourin[ company.i *"t a forei-unner of such
companies as Cheek by Jowl and Th6itre de Complicit6 (q.a.).The
company never comprised more than seven women (all that could be
afforded). They toured Britain until the early ry6os, performing every-
where and anywhere. Nancy Hewins herself put on ry34 perfor-
mances of 33 plays (t6by Shakespeare) and played rz8 different parts.
For transportation the company used tv/o Rolls Royces which drew
two caravans. All props, costumes, lighting equipment, etc., travelled
with them.

Ossianism Ossian is the name normally given to Oisin, a legendary
Gaelic warrior and poet, who is supposed to have lived in the 3rd c.
In ry6oJames Macpherson Q76-96) published Fragrnents of Ancient
Poetry Colleaed in tbe Higblands of Scotknd, and Transhted from the
Gaelic or Erse Language.ln ry62 he produced Fingal, and in ry63
Temora. Both purported to be translations of epic poems in Gaelic by
a poet named Ossian. In fact they were a sort of fabulation of Gaelic
ballads mixed with Macpherson's own work. Nocwithstanding this,
his evocation of a remote past, a Gaelic rwilight of myth and legend,
had a considerable influence on writers in Europe and made some con-
tribution to romanticism (q.o.). Goethe was pafticularly interested in
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the Ossianic poems; so were Herder and Schiller. They were widely
translated, and the long-term effects of the so-called Ossianic move-
ment are discernible late in the rgth c. See LITERARY FoRGERIES.

ostranenie See nrrauILIARIzATIoN.

ottava rima (It 'eighth rhyme') An eight-line iambic stanza rhyming
abababcc. It is almost certainly of Italian or Sicilian origin, and it may
have developed from the canzone (q.o.) or the strdrnbotto (q.r.). A

number of medieval Italian poets employed it, including Boccaccio,
who, by usiirg it in Teseida (c. r 34o) and Filostrato (c. t34o), helped to
establish it as the main form for Italian narrative verse (q.".). Other
poets who developed it were Boiardo, Pulci and Poliziano in the
rlth c. Ariosto used it for Orkndo Farioso (ryr6) and Tasso for

Gerasalemme Liberata Q57), Spanish and Portuguese Poets followed
their example, particularly Ercilla in La Araucana (, t6g, r y 78, I y 89)
and Camodns in Os Lusi"ada.i (ry7o). The form was introduced into

English verse by Sir Thomas \(ryatt early in the r5th c. Later Spenser
and Drayton used it. It was not favoured much thereafter until Shelley
and Keats experimented. It proved the ideal vehicle for Byron's nar-
rative poems. He used it for BepPo (r8r8) andTbe Vision of Judgment
(r8zz), and, most notably, in Don luan (r8t9-24). From time to
time since, other poets have employed the form. Yeats's Sailing to
Byzantium is an outstanding example. He also wrote ottdr)d rima f.or

!X: 
School Cbildren, from which the following stanza (the last)

Labour is blossoming or dancing where
The body is not bruised to pleasure soul,
Nor beauty born out of its own despair,
Nor blear-eyed wisdom out of midnight oil.
O chestnut tree, great-rooted blossomer,
Are you the leaf, the blossom or the bole?
O body swayed to music, O brightening glance,
How can we know the dancer from the dance?

See HurterN; srcrLIAN ocrAvE; spENsERIAN srANzA.

Oulipo Abbreviation for the Ouvroir de Litt6rature Potentielle
('Workshop for Potential Literature) founded ry6o by Raymond

Queneau and others; this writers' group was interested initially in
incorporating mathematical structures in literature; latterly, it has

extended itself to all self-imposed restrictive systems. Oulipian writers
specialize in playful language games to generate their works - novels
which lack a certain letter of the alphabet (the lipogram, q.a.); well-
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known poems whose substantives are replaced by numerically deter-
mined but semantically random selections from the dictionary. Its
spin-offs include Oulipopo (Ouvroir de Policiire Potentielle, gener-
ating detective fiction); Oulipeinpo (painting); Ou-x-po (Ouvroir de
x Potentielle, ''\trflorkshop for Potential x'). Its best-known adherent is
George Perec (La Dispaition, ry69; Lrft, o User's Manual, ry78). See
LIPOGRAM.

outrides See spnunc RHYTHM.

outsider A term and concept which had some vogue in the late r9;os
as a result of a much publicized and much talked-of book called Tbe
Ontsider (rg16) by Colin Vilson. An 'outsider' may be seen as a
person (especially a creative artist) who is, in some respects, above and
'outside' the society in which he or she lives and perhaps even supe-
rior to it. There have always been the unconventional, the eccentric
and the egregious; the outsider is all these; perhaps even a kind of
'superman'. Those endowed with what is loosely known as genius
(q.".) might be regarded as outsiders. The German romantics seem
to have had some concept of such a being with their image of the
Kraftgenie (q,".). Anybody can make their own selection of outsiders.
Among 

'$flilson's 
are Nietzsche, Kierkegaard, Kafka" T. E. Lawrence

and Ernest Hemingway. Another list might include James Joyce, Jean
Genet, Samuel Beckett, Vilfred Thesiger and Jack Kerouac. In a dif-
ferent way there are outsiders as 'characters'in literarure. For example,
the hero of Camus's novel L'Etranger $942). A further category might
be the lishni cheloz,eh or 'superfluous man' (q.r.) of rgth c. Russian
novelists. In short it is one of those concepts and terms which may be
made to serve a variety of theses.

ovillejo A ten-line Spanish stanzaform with three paired rhymes (each
pair comprises one octosyllabic and one shorter line) followed by a
quatrain or redondilla (qq.".) of three octosyllables and a fourth line
repeating the three short lines. It was so named by Francisco de
Cascales Q564-1642).

Oxford movement Also known as the Tractarian movement, it origi-
nated in July 1833 as a result of a sermon by Keble on the subject of
national apostasy; a sermon against the Latitudinarian and Erastian
attitudes of the time. Men who shared Keble's views supported him,
and in r 833 there appeared the first of the famous Traas for the Times.
The most noable figures in the movement were Newman, Froude and
Pusey. The main object was to revive the position and role of the
Church of England and to re-emphasize its sacramental and divine
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mission. Ironically, in the course of this reforming effort, doctrines
akin to those of Roman Catholicism were adopted.

The movement caused avery considerable disrurbance and involved
several leading literary figures - especially Charles Kingsley and
Matthew Arnold. Kingsley attacked Newman and the latter replied in
Apologia pro Vita Sua Q86$, a major work in English literature. .See
TRACT.

oxymoron (Gk 'pointedly foolish') A figure of speech which combines
rncongruous and apparently contradictory words and meanings for a
special effect. As in Lamb's celebrated remark: 'I like a smuggler. He
is the only honest thief.'

It is a common device, closely related to antithesis and paradox
(qq.o.), especially in poetry and is of considerable antiquiry. There are
many splendid instances in English poetry. It was particularly popular
in the late r6th c. and during the r7th. A famous example occurs in
Romeo and Juliet, when Romeo jests about love:

Flere's much to do with hate, but more with love.
\fty then, O brawling love! O loving hate!
O anything! of nothing first create!
O heavy lightness! serious vanity!
Mis-shapen chaos of well-seeming forms!

Other well-known examples are Milton's description of hell in
Paradise Lostz

No light, but rather darkness visible

And Pope's reference to man in Essay on Man:

Plac'd on this isthmus of a middle state,
A being darkly wise, and rudely great.

Goldsmith has some striking ones in The Deserted Vilkge:
'W'here 

grey-beard mirth and smiling toil retired
The toiling pleasure sickens into pain

A particularly well-known example comes in Tennyson's Lancelot and
Ekine:

The shackles of an old love straiten'd him
His honour rooted in dishonour stood,
And faith unfaithful kept him falsely true.

Almost as well-known are these lines in Francis Thompson's Tbe
Hound of Heaven:



oxytone

I tempted all His servitors, but to find
My own betrayal in their constancy,
In faith to him their fickleness to me,

Their traitorous trueness, and their loyal deceit.

Probably the most famous instance of sustained oxymoron is Sir
Thomas Vyatt's version of Petrarch's r34th sonnet, which begins:

I find no peace, and all my war is done;
I fear and hope, I burn and freeze like ice;
I flee above the wind, yet can I not arise;
And nought I have and all the world I season.

Other English poets who have used the figure extensively are Keats
and Crashaw. The Italian Marino and the Spaniard G6ngora also had
a predilection for it. See pARADox.

oxytone (Gk 'sharp strain') A word or line of verse with the accent
(q.",) on the last syllable. Every iambic or anapaestic line bears the
accent or stress on the last syllabl e. See ANAPAEST; Foor; IAMB.
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pace-egging pl"y A mumming play (q.o.);usually the play of St George
(or Sir George) which used to be performed (and occasionally still is)
in the north of England, especially Lancashire. The Mummers called
themselves 'pace-eggers' after the Eastertide custom of staining hard-
boiled eggs and rolling them against one another until they broke , after
which they were eaten. Easter Monday is the traditional day for this.
Pace is northern dialect for Pascb from Heb. pesakb 'Passover'. See
also pt-oueH MoNDAy pLAy; REvEsBy pLAy.

paean (Gk 'striking' from paiein,'to strike') A song or hymn o{. ioy,
exultation or praise. In ancient Greece it was an invocation (q.o.) or
thanksgiving addressed to Apollo the Striker, 'one who strikes blows
in order to heal mankind'.

paeon In Classical prosody a foot of one stressed and three unstressed
syllables. It is known as the first, second, third or fourth paeon
depending on the position of the stressed syllable: (a) / u \J \r;

(b)  -  /  r t  . * t ; (c ) , ,  u '  /  u t ; (d)  -  u t  u t  / .Paeonicverse is foundin
Greek poetry and especially in comedy. Rare in English verse. Gerard
Manley Hopkins is one of the few poets to use it successfully and he

experimented with it a good deal. This example is taken f.rom Tbe
Windbooer: To Cbrist Our Lord:

i caright I this m6rlning m6rlning's milni6n, kfng-
d6m 6f driylightt I dariphin, I dipplE I diwn-drdwn I

Filcdn, in his I riding
6f thE r6lling I l6vEl I tind6rlne'ath him I stdadf | 6ir, ind I

striding
Hfgh thEre, h6w hE I rting ip6n thE I rein df I wfmplling wing
in his 6cstilsi! th6n 6ff, | 6ff f6rth 6n swing,

As i skite's hetl I swe'eps smdoth | 6n i b6w-bEnd: I thE
hrirl ind gliding
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Pageant

REbfiffed I thE bfg wfnd. I Mf hein lin hiding
Stfrred f6r i bird, | - thE ichi6ve 6f, I thE mistEri | 6f thE thing!

This is only one of several possible ways of scanning this piece of verse.
However it is scanned, it contains pronounced variations. The first line
is fairly even iambics with an anapeest to end. The second line scans:
paeon c I trochee I trochee I spondee I trochee. 'In his riding' is paeon
c. Line three scans: paeon c I followed by six trochees. Line four scans:
paeon a I paeon a I choriam I iamb. Line five scans: paeonic I anapaest
I spondee I spondee (but 'off forth on swing', depending on how it is
read, might be paeonic in two or possibly three different ways. It
might also be antispast: u., / / ,.r). Line six scans: paeon c I spondee I
paeon c I iamb. 'And gliding'is amphibrach. Line seven scans: iamb I
bacchius I iamb I amphibrach. Line eight scans: choriambus lpoeon c
I paeon b I anapaest. See also nptrxlTE; spRUNc RHyrHM.

pageant Originally the movable stage or platform on which the
medieval Mystery Plays (q.".) were presented, it was built on wheels
and consisted of f,wo rooms: the lower was used as a dressing room,
the upper as a stage. Later, the term was applied to plays acted on this
platform. In modeqn usage it describes any sort of spectacular proces-
sion which presents tableaux and includes songs, dances and dra-
matic scenes. This sort of entertainment was fashionable in the early
decades of the 2oth c., especially in depicting local history. The annual
Lord Mayor's Show in London carries on the tradition. A recent and
interesting example of a kind of dramatic pageant was John Arden's
Left-Handed Liberty (tg6), a play commemorating the six-
hundredth anniversary of the signing of the Magna Carta. See also
MASQUE; MORALITY PLAY:

palaeography (Gk 'ancient writing') The study of and the art of deci-
phering ancient manuscripts, inscriptions and writings.

paleface and redskin Terms appropriated in ryi.g by Philip Rahv and
used by him to distinguish two'poles' (as in north and south, but in
this case in no sense regional). The polarization, which is a kind of
antinomy (q.r.), sees a grouping of writers according to their attitude,
style, subject matter and so forth. Thus, Heiman Melville (r8r9-9r)
and Henry James (1843-1916) may be regarded as 'palefaces', whereas
'$(lalt Vhitman (r819-92) and Mark Twain (r83y-r9ro) may be re-
garded as 'redskins'. 'Palefaces' have cultured and patrician attirudes
and write in a mannered style using symbolism and lofry themes.
'Redskins' write of frontier life, working men, the plebs, low life in
cities, etc., and are more colloquial and naturalistic in style. Among
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more recent writers, r$(rilliam Faulkner might be regarded as a redskin;

John Updike as a paleface; with writers such as Saul Bellow and
Bernard Malamud somewhere in between.

palilogy (Gk 'speaking over again') A deliberare reperirion of a word
or words for emphasis. A common rhetorical device. The following
example is from Beckett's play Waiting for Godot, and comes from
Lucky's long speech in Act I:

. . . so fast I resume the skull to shrink vraste and concurrently
simultaneously what is more for reasons unknown in spite of the
tennis on on the beard the flames the tears the stones so blue so
calm alas alas on on the skull the skull the skull the skull in
Connemara in spite of the tennis the labours abandoned left
unfinished graver still abode of stones in a word I resume alas alas
abandoned unfinished the skull the skull in Connemara in spite of
the tennis the skull alas the stones Cunard. . .

palimbacchius Also known as the anti-bacchius. In Greek prosody
a foot of rwo stressed syllables and one unstressed: / / w'. In other
words, the reverse of bacchius (q.,u.). Rare in English verse, but occa-
sional examples occur in the work of Tennyson, Swinburne,
Browning, Gerard Manley Hopkins, Ezra Pound, \f. B. Yeats, and
more recent poets.

palimpsest (Gk 'again rubbed away') A surface, usually vellum or
parchment, which has been used more than once for writing on, the
previous writing having been rubbed out or somehow removed.
Medieval parchment, being expensive, was often used two or rhree
times.

palindrome (Gk 'running back again') A word or senrence (occasion-
ally a verse) which reads the same both ways. Common words are:
ciaic, level, minirn, radar, rotor. Famous examples of such phrases or
sentences are: (a)'Madam, I'm Adam', to which the reply was 'Sir, I'm
Iris'; (b) Able was I ere I saw Elba (attributed apocryphally to
Napoleon who, alas, spoke no English); (c) Sums are nor ser as a test
on Erasmus; (d) A man, a plan, a canal - Panama!; (e)'In girum imus
nocte et consumimur igni', said by Latin-speaking moths in flight; (f)
Straw? No, too stupid afad; I put soot on warts!; (g) 'Deliver desserrs',
demanded Nemesis, emended, named, stressed, reviled; (h) T. Eliot,
top bard, notes putrid tang emanating, is sad. I'd assign it a name:
'Gnat dirt upset on drab pot toilet'(by \f. H. Auden); (i) Stop Syrian!
I start at rats in airy spots; (j) Sex ar noon taxes; (k) NiEov'dv6pqpata,
pfi pdvavoq'tw ('Vash not only my face, but also my sins'- an inscrip-
tion on the phiale in St Sophia, Istanbul); (k) SIROMORIS - this was
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the telegraphic address on the writing paper of Edward Elgar

Q817-r934), who was knighted and appointed OM. There are also
numerical palindromes. A simple example is: add r1'2 to 3zr for the
rotal 363.

The best known collection of verses was that produced by one
Ambrose Pamperis in r 8oz. It consists of. 4:'6 palindromic verses
recounting the campaigns of Catherine the Great. See also AcRosrlc.

palinode (Gk 'singing over again') A recantation in song or verse.
Usually a poem in which a writer retracts or counter-balances a state-
ment made in an earlier poem. The first palinode was a lyric by the
Greek poet Stesichorus (c. 64e65t Bc) in which he withdrew his
attack on Helen as the cause of the Trojan war. Ovid is supposed to
have written his Remedia Amois in order to retract his r{rs Amatoria.
As a theme the palinode is not uncommon in love poetry. A well-
known instance of a palinode in English literature is Chaucer's Legend
of Good Women (c. r37z-86), written to atone for the story of the false
Criseyde in Troilus and Criseyde.

palinodic Adjective of palinode (q.v.).It describes a verse where two
similar stanzas or stanzaic groups (e.g. strophe and antistrophe, ee.o.)
are interrupted by another matched pair.

palliata .See re,nure.

pamphlet (AL panfletzs, possibly from a Latin erotic poem Parnpbilus
- from Greek Parnphilos, 'beloved of all'- very popular in the Middle
Ages) A small unbound book, usually with paper covers. Originally a
pamphlet vras a sort of treatise or tract (qq.".).It then came to meen
a short work written on a topical subject on which an author feels
strongly. M*y outstanding writers have used the pamphlet to express
vigorous political or religious views. The pamphlet has flourished
most notably in England in the hands of such authors as Sir Thomas
More, Tyndale, Greene, Dekker, Gerard Vinstanley, Milton, Defoe,
Swift and Shelley, plus the rgth c. Chartists. During the r8th and rgth
c. many political controversies were dealt with in pamphlets. In
France, too, the pamphlet has been much used - especially during
times of unrest like the Revolutionary period from ry89 to 1848.

pandect (Gk pan, 'everything' * dektEs, 'a receiver') A book that pur-
ports to include everything possible on a topic; originally Justinian's
encyclopaedia of Roman civil law in fifty volumes.

panegyric (Gk 'pertaining to public assembly') A speech or poem in
fulsome praise of an individual, instirution or group of people.
Originally panegyric was a branch of rhetoric (q.".) whose rules were
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laid down in the rhetorical works of Menander and Hermogenes.
Scaliger also provides its rules in Poetices Libn Septem (rydr). Two
famous examples from Classical times are the festival oration delivered
by Isocrates (q6-y8 nc) on the occasion of the Olympian games in

38o, and Pliny the Younger's (eo 6r-c. n 3) eulogy on Trajan. Mark
Antony's funeral oration in Shakespeare's Julius Caesar (r1gg) could
be described as panegyric. See nNcoMrulvt.

panoramic method A term for the omniscient viewpoint (q.v,) in
authorship, especially in writing fiction.

pantaloon The old man in harlequinade (q.v.) who is the butt of the
clown's practical iokes. Pantalone was an elderly Venetian in comme-
dia dell'arte (q.o.) renowned for being greedy, suspicious, gullible and
amorous. In Elizabethan times, a term applied to an old man. Hence
the reference by Jaques to 'the lean and slippered pantaloon' in his
speech on the seven ages of man in As You Lihe It (II, vii, r y8).

pantomime (Gk'all imitator') It may be merely a synonym for mime
(q.r.), but its principal modern meaning is an exotic and spectacular
entertainment particularly suitable for children. It first became
popular in England in the r8th c., when it was a variation on the har-
lequinade. By the rgth c. it had become the main item on a bill. Modern
pantomime is based on fairy tales, and it includes popular songs and
topical comedy. Tradition requires the hero or principal boy to
be played by a girl, and the comic older woman, the dame, to be
played by a man. Favourite subjects are Cinderella, Aladdin, Dick
\flhittington, the Babes in the'Wood, and Jack and the Bean Stalk.

The term has also been used to describe mime plays, dumb show,
melodrama (qq.o.), and r8th c. mythical ballets. In ancient Rome
actors sometimes performed a kind of pantomime, with the aid of
masks, in the dramatization of fabulous tales called fabula Atellana.
See renura

pantun A verse form of Malayan origin. A poem of no determinate
length, composed of quatrains (q.v.) with internal assonance (q.a.) and
rhyming abab. The second and fourth lines of each stanza become the
first and third lines of the next. In the last quatrain the first line of the
poem re-appears as the last, and the third line as the second. Pantun
bdrkait and pantun birileat are terms which denote sets of quatrains;
and a pdntun sindiran is an epigram (q.o.). The form was introduced
into \flestern poetry by Ernest Fouinet in the rgth c. Some distin-
guished French poets used it, notably Victor Hugo, Leconte de Lisle
and Baudelaire. It never proved popular in England. One of the better
known versions is Austin Dobson's In Town.
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parebasis (Gk 'going aside, stepping forward') Part of the choral
performance in Greek Old Comedy (q,".).Usually near the end of a
play the Chorus, without masks, came forward and addressed the
audience directly in a speech which contained the personal views of
the author on some topical matter of religion or politics. See eurooq
EPIRRHEMA.

parable (Gk'side t[rowing, comparison') A short and simple story
related to allegory and fable (qq.o.), which points a moral. Our
Lord's forty parables are recorded in the synoptic Gospels only. .See
EXEMPLUM.

paradiastole (Gk 'side separation') A form of euphemism (q.v.) where
the force and tone of a description is deliberately weakened - often in
irony (q.".). For example: 'unattractive' for 'ugly', 'perceptive' for
'sharp','uncivilized' for'savage'. See rrtorrs.

paradigm (Gk'example') A pattern, exemplar or model which, as a
literary device, points up a resemblance, as in this stanza from
Cleveland's poem To tbe State of Looe, or, The Senses' Festiaal:

My sight took pay, but (thank my charms)
I now impale her in my arms,
(Love's compasses) confining lou,
Good angels, to a circle too.
Is not the universe strait-laced
\Dfhen I can clasp it in the waist?
My amorous folds about thee hurled,
\(rith Drake I girdle in the world.
I hoop the firmament and make
This my embrace the zodiac.

How would thy centre take my sense
\7hen admiration doth commence
At the extreme circumference?

See coNcnrT; METAPHYSTcAL.

paradigmatic .See svrrecuenc/peneDrcMATrc.

paradox (Gk 'beside/beyond opinion') Originally a paradox was
merely a view which contradicted accepted opinion. By round about
the middle of the r6th c. the word had acquired the commonly ac-
cepted meaning it now has: an apparently self-contradictory (even
absurd) statement which, on closer inspection, is found to contain a
truth reconciling the conflicting opposites. Basically, two kinds may
be distinguished: (a) particular or 'local'; (b) general or 'strucrural'.
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Examples of the first are short, pithy statements which verge on the

epigrammatic - such as Hamlett line: 'I must be cruel only to be kind';

Milton's description of God: 'Dark with excessive bright thy skins

appear'; Sir Thomas Browne's magnificent image: 'The sun itself is the

dark simulacrum and light is the shadow of God'; and Congreve's neat

turn of phrase in Amoret:

Careless she is with artful care,
Affecting to seem unaffected.

The second kind is more complex. For instance, there is a paradox

at the heart of the Christian faith: that the world will be saved by

failure. A structural paradox is one which is integral to, say' a Poem.
The works of the metaphysical (q.v.) poets' especially Donne and

Marvell, abound in them. In fact Donne has been regarded as the first

major English poet to develop the possibilities of paradox as a funda-

mental structural device which sustains the dialectic and argument
(qq.r.) of a poem. Notable examples are to be found inTbe Will,Good

Friday, r6r j, Riding Westward and the sonnet beginning:

Death be not proud, though some have called thee
Mighty and dreadful, for, thou art not so. . .

Marvell's poem The Garden depends on a central paradoxical idea.

Other good instances are to be found in Milton's Lycidas; and in

Parad.ise Zosr Milton is concerned with that other general paradox at

the centre of Christian belief: the felix culpa, or 'happy fault', how

good grows from evil. In An Essay on Man Pope combined a general

statement about the paradoxical nature and condition of man with a

series of particular paradoxes:

Placed on this isthmus of a middle state
A being darkly wise, and rudely great:

' 
\fith too much knowledge for the Sceptic side,
\[ith too much weakness for the Stoic's pride,
He hangs beween; in doubt to act, or rest'
In doubt to deem himself a God, or Beast,
In doubt his Mind or Body to prefer,
Born but to die, and reasoning but to err. . .
Created half to rise, and half to fall;
Great lord of all things, yer a prey to all;
Sqle judge of Truth, in endless Error hurl'd:
The glory jest, and riddle of the world!

In modern times, apaft from George Bernard Shaw (an incorrigible

paradoxer of the more inconoclastic kind), an exPert is G. K.
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Chesterton. He uses paradox (to a fault) like a comedian who has dis-
covered an almost inexhaustible source of humour, and in his hands
the device becomes a stunt in verbal and conceprual acrobatics.

In recent verse one of the most striking series of paradoxes can be
found at the beginning of T. S. Eliot's Little Giddingz

Midwinter spring is its own season
Sempiternal though sodden towards sundown,
Suspended in time, between pole and tropic.
Vhen the short day is brightest, with frost and fire,
The brief sun flames the ice, on pond and ditches,
In windless cold that is the heart's heat,
Reflecting in a watery mirror
A glare that is blindness in the early afternoon.
And glow more intense thanblaze of branch, or brazier,
Stirs the dumb spirit: no wind, but pentecostal fire
In the dark time of the year.

Some critical theory goes so far as to suggest that the language of
poetry is the language of paradox. This idea has been elaborated
persuasively by, among others, Cleanth Brooks in his book The
Well-Wrought Urn (t g+).

A paradoxical vision of the behaviour and state of human kind is
inherent in much nonsense (q.o.) poetry and also in plays belonging
to the Theatre of the Absurd (q.o.).

The ultimate logic of deconstructive criticism implies a paradoxical
state of affairs, for such criticism suggests that the meaning of any text
is indefinitely in doubt and it follows, therefore, that by using lan-
guage in anotber text in order to interpret the meaning and language
of the first text the meaning of the second text is, ipso faao,indefinitely
in doubt - and so on. ,See prcoNsrRucrroN; DEFAMTLTARIZATIoN;
FOLLY LITERATURE; METALANGUAGE; OXYM ORON; PATAPHYSICS.

paragone (It 'comparison') A contention berween the arts, usually
spoken by representative practitioners, to determine supremacy. The
most typical paragoni pitch poetry and painting against each other,
with the ultimate conclusion that each has an indisputable excellence
and supremacy which informs the excellence and supremacy of the
other (hence the famous dictum attributed to Simonides: 'the poem is
a speaking picrure, the painting mute poetrlr'i see ut piaura poesis,
q.v.). Timon of Atbenr opens with a paragone between painter and
poeq the anonymous entertainment for Queen Elizabeth at Mitcham
(rlp8) fearures a poet, a painter and a musician. T\e Paragone is not,
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however, restricted to the fine arts: Philip Sidney's Defence of Poetry

k. r1lil plays with the convention in asserting the power of poetry

over that of personified figures of the historian and the philosopher.

Examples of the pardgone are Lodovico Dolce, Aretino (t11il;

Leonardo da Vinci, Trattato delk Pittara (c. r yoo). See connrsPoN-

DENCE OF THE ARTS.

paragram (Gk'letter joke') A play on words by alteration of a letter

or letters. Quite often a facetious and low form of humour, of tradi-

tional 'schoolboy' kind - for example: 'W'hat's homicidal and lives in

the sea?'Answer: Jack the Kipper'. However, it may attain resPect-

ability and sense on occasion - for example: 
'The straw that breaks the

bamal's back' (author's example). See also PUN; sPooNERIsM.

paragraph (Gk 'side writing') Originally a short, horizontal stroke

drawn below the beginning of a line in which there was a break in the

sense. Now, for all practical purposes, a passage' or section, or subdi-

vision in a piece of writing. Usually a p^ragraph deals with one par-

ticular point or aspect of the subject presented. It may vary greatly in

length.

paralipomena (Gk 'things left out') Matter left out of the main body

of a work and included in appendices.

paralipsis (Gk'leaving aside') A figurative device by which a speaker

or writer feigns to ignore or pass over a matter and thus draws atten-

tion to it. A famous example occurs when Mark Anthony is address-
ing the mob inJulius Caesar (III, ii, r3o).

parallelism (Gk 'alongside one another') A very common device in

poetry (especially Hebrew poetry) and not uncommon in the more

incantatory rypes of prose. It consists of phrases or sentences of similar

construction and meaning placed side by side, balancing each other, as

in Isaiah (9:z):

The people that walked in darkness have seen a great light: they
-that dwell in the land of the shadow of death, upon them hath the

light shined.
Thou hast multiplied the nation, and not increased the joy: they

joy before thee according to the ioy in harvest, and as men rejoice

when they divide the spoil.

Parallelism is common in poetry of the oral tradition (q.zt.) - for

instance, in Beoarulfand the narodne pesme (q.rt.)- and often the effect

is that of a litany (q.o.).Other interesting examples can be found in
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the work of Langland, T. S. Eliog D. H. Lawrence, and especially in
the verse of \falt \Uflhitman, who probably used the device more than
any other poet.

paraph SeepuwctuATloN.

paraphrase (Gk 'tell in other words') A version in other words of the
sense of any passage or text. It may be a free rendering or amplification
of a passage (not to be confused with pr6cis, Q.o.). As Dryden put it:
'translation with latitude where the author is kept in view. . . but his
words are not so strictly followed as his sense'. Paraphrase is often
used nowadays in re-writing technical books and articles in language
which the layman can understand.

pararhyme The repetition in accented syllables of the final consonant
sound but without the correspondence of the vowel sound. Therefore
it is a form of consonance (q.o.), which is also known as approximate,
embryonic, imperfect, near, oblique, and slant rhyme. It was common
in lcelandic, Irish and I7elsh verse. Henry Vaughan appears to have
been the first to use it in English, but it was not until Gerard Manley
Hopkins and \U[. B. Yeats that English poets began to use it regularly.
Since them there have been many examples in the work of such poets
as I7ilfred Owen,John Crowe Ransom. T. S. Eliot, Emily Dickinson,
Allen Tate and \Uf. H. Auden. The following well-known example
comes from Emily Dickinson's I like to see it W tbe miles:

I like to see it lap the miles,
And lick the valleys up,
And stop to feed itseli at tanks;
And then, prodigious, step
Around a pile of mountains,
And, supercilious, peer
In shanties by the sides of roads;
And then a quarry pare.

Uplstep, peer/pare are the pararhymes. See a/so assowercE; RHIME.

parataxis (Gk'beside arrangement') Co-ordination of clauses without
conjunctions: the opposite of hypotaxis (q.zt.). Common in Latin
and not unusual in English. The effect is terseness and compression.
Pope was expert in its use within the exacting form of the heroic
couplet (q.r.), as these lines from his Epistle IV: To Richard Boyle
suggest:

Still follow Sense, of ev'ry Art the Soul,
Parts answ'ring parts shall slide into a whole,



Parnassians

Spontaneous beauties all around advance,
Start ev'n from Difficulty, strike from Chance;
Nature shall join you, Time shall make it grow
A work to wonder at - perhaps a sro\r.

,See rrtrpsls; PoLYSYNDEToN.

parenthesis (Gk'put in beside') A rhetorical figure in which a word or
words are intercluded within a clause; in written/printed rcxts Paren-
theses (such as this one) are usually indicated by lunulae, dashes, or

commas.
The rhetorical figure dates from classical antiquity, but the practice

of marking only f.rom ry91 when lunulae were invented for the

purpose. Grammarians from the r6th c. to the Present have fre-
quently asserted that parentheses are subordinate and/or extraneous,

and (esp. in the r8th c.) have judged them to be inelegant or indicative

of srylistic incompetence; but both assertion and judgement are mis-

aken. Conventional Renaissance uses of the parenthesis include not

only the indication of vocatives and attributions of speech (which are

commonly subordinate), but also of sententiae and comparisons
(including metaphors and similes), the cruxes of arguments by author-

ity and analogy - and in these instances parenthesization is a form of
visual emphasis and not of grammatical subordination. In satire also,
while parentheses may be grammatically subordinate, they are almost

always satirically emphatic.
The popularity of parentheses has varied over time, and offers an

interesting stylistic index of the preoccupations of an age. In

Renaissanc e, rTth c., Romantic and 2oth c. writing Parentheses are

common; in r8th c. and mid-Victorian work (with the exception of

satire) relatively much rarer. See puNctuATIoN.

parison (Gk 'almost equal, evenly balanced') A sequence of clauses or

sentences which have a symmetrical structure.

Parnassians Parnassianism was an influential literary movement in

France in the second half of the rgth c. It was a kind of reaction against

the romanticism (q.".) of Victor Hugo, de Vigny and Lamartine,

against subjectivism and 'artistic socialism'. Some scholars take
Th6ophile Gaucier (r8r r-72) as the founder and star of the movement.

Others hold that Leconte de Lisle (r8r8-94) was the 'chef d'orchestre'.
They both had much influence. In the Preface to Madentoiselle de

Maupin (t8ll) Gautier put forward the belief that art was an end in
itself, not a means to an end. In Gautier's view a Poet was like a sculp-

tor, a craftsman who must be strictly objective and fashion his poem
into something almost tangible. Hence analogies with the plastic arts,
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and imagery drawn from them. And hence the idea of objective poetry
from which the personality of the poet is eliminated. This looks
forward to Eliot's dictum that the 'progress of an artist is a continual
self-sacrifice, a continual extinction of personality'. L'art ponr I'art crn
be taken as one of the slogans of. les Pamassiem. For them poetry
achieved the status of a religion.

Most oI les Pamassienr were born round about r 84o, and the main
movement started with Carulle Mendbs and L.-X. de Ricard in the
early r 86os. At their meetings Leconte de Lisle was the oracular figure
(one might say the Lenin of the movement, to Gautier's Marx). Apart
from him the important figures were: Th6odore de Banville (r823-9I),
Sully Prudhomme (t\yr9o7), Frangois Copp6e (r842-rgo8), L6on
Dierx (r838-19rz), Jean Lahor (r84er9o9), and J.-M. de Heredia

ft842-t9o).
By the r87os the theories of this Parnassian School were beginning

to be felt in England, largely through the influence of de Banville
whose Petit traitd de po1sie frangaise $872) was widely known. De
Banville corresponded with Austin Dobson, Swinburne, Edmund
Gosse and Andrew Lang, and the so-called English Parnassians
became enthusiastic followers of the French cult, especially in matters
of style and form and in the use of older French forms like balhde,
rondeau and vilhnelle (qq.o.). However, the doctrines of 'art for art's
srke' (q.o.) never really caught on in England. See also AEsrHETIcrsM;
PERSONAL HERESY; SYMBOL AND SYMBOLTSM.

parody (Gk'beside, subsidiary or mock song') The imitative use of the
words, style, attitude, tone and ideas of an author in such a way as to
make them ridiculous. This is usually achieved by exaggerating certain
traits, using more or less the same technique as the cartoon caricatur-
ist. In fact, a kind of satirical mimicry. As a branch of satire (q.v.) its
purpose may be corrective as well as derisive

If an author has a propensity for archaic or long words, double-
banked adjectives, long, convoluted sentences and paragraphs, strange
names, quaint mannerisms of expression, is sentimental, bombastic,
arch or pompous, then these are some of the features that the would-
be parodist will seek to exploit.

Parody is difficult to accomplish well. There has to be a subtle
balance between close resemblance to the 'original' and a deliberate
distortion of its principal characteristics. It is, therefore, a minor form
of literary art which is likely to be successful only in the hands of
writers who are original and creative themselves. In fact, the majority
of the best parodies are the work of gifted writers.
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The origins of parody are ancient. Aristotle refers to it in Poetics

and attributes its invention to Hegemon of Thasos who used an epic

style to represent men as being inferior to what they are in real life.

Hegemon was supposed to have been the first man to introduce

parody in the theatre, in the ;th c. rc. However, the 5th c. poet

Hipponax has also been credited with this.
Aristophanes used parody in the Frogs where he took off the sryle

of Aeschylus and Euripides. Plato also caricatured the style of various

writers in the Symposium. Lucian used parody in his Dialogues.It was

so common among Latin authors that Cicero listed its varieties. In the

Middle Ages parodies of the liturgy, hymns and the Bible were fairly

frequent. One of the first and best known English parodies was

Chaucer's Tale of Sir Tbopas (c. 1383), a skit on some of the more

absurd characteristics of medieval romances (Chaucer was in rurn to

be well parodied by Alexander Pope and \Uf. V. Skeat).
Late in the Renaissance period Cervantes parodied the whole tra-

dition of medieval romances in Don Quixote (16o5, 16r). Eramsus in

Moriae Encomiurn (tlog) and Rabelais in Gargantua and Pantagruel
(r t j4, r j32) turned scholasticism upside down. Shakespeare parodied

the euphuisrn (q.a.) of John Lyly in Henry IV,PII OSgil, Marlowe's

bombastic manner in Hamlet (c. r5o3) and the general style of Nashe

in Love's Labour's Lost (c. rig).Larer Sir John Suckling took off

Donne splendidly as a love poet, and in rTor John Philips parodied

Milton very cleverly in The Splendid Shilling. Somewhat earlier

Buckingham produced one of the few dramatic parodies which have

survived contemporary interest; namely The Rehearsal (t67r), which

mocked Dryden's The Conquest of Granada.
In ry36 Isaac Hawkins's A Pipe of Tobacco created a precedent

because it was the first collection of parodies of various authors' sup-

posed attempts on a single subject. Fielding's burlesque drama Tom

Thurnb appeared in ry3o; and Fielding's Sbamek $74r) was a com-

plete parodic novel at the expense of Richardson's Parnek $74o).To-
ihe r8th c. also belongs Sheridan's The Critic (rZZil, a successful

parody of sentimental drama and the malicious literary criticism of the

period.
The Romantic period and the rgth c. provided a succession of ample

targets for literary inconoclasts. In r8rz James and Horace Smith

published Rejeaed Addresses in which Scott, \0ordsworth, Byrorn,

boleridge, Dr Johnson and others were Parodied very successfully.

Thereafter, Burns, Byron, \?'ordsworth, Poe, Longfellow, Tennyson,

Browning, \6lliam Morris, the Rossettis, Swinburne, SoutheS
'\Uflhitman, 

Hopkins and Kipling were quite frequently parodied, often
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by writers equally distinguished. For example, Keats on'S(ordsworth,
Byron on'Wordswofth, James Hogg on'Wordswonh, Swinburne on
Tennyson, C. S. Calverley on Browning, Lewis Carroll on Swinburne,
Hogg on Coleridge - and so forth. The favourite victims were Southey,
\flordsworth, Browning and Swinburne.

Max Beerbohm refined parody to art, and his collection of his own
parodies in A Cbistmas Garhnd (tgrz), which includes pieces in the
manner of Kipling, Galsworthy, Hardy, Arnold Bennett, Edmund
Gosse and others, is generally agreed to have set a standard which may
never be surpassed.

In what has been described as the 'post Beerbohm' period of parody
there is to be found as much variety as in the rgth c. and often as
much skill. James Joyce was a gifted parodisg some of whose best
efforts can be found in the 'Oxen of the Sun'episode of Ulysses. A
classic parody of the rgJos was Stella Gibbons's Cold Comfort Farm

G%r), a clever caricature of the primitivism (q.a.) of Mary \(ebb's
novels - and also, for that matter, of the primitivism of Hardy J. C.
Powys and D. H. Lawrence. More recent and talented instances are C.
Day Lewis's parodies in Part Y of An ltalian Visit,Cyril Connolly on
Aldous Huxley, Paul Jennings on Resistentialism, KennetJr Tynan on
Thornton rU7ilder - plus a whole school of American parodists much
of whose work has appearedinThe Neu Yorker.The best known of
tlese are Robert Benchley, Peter De Vries, \Uflolcott Gibbs, S. J.
Perelman, Frank Sullivan, James Thurber and E. B. tUflhite. In ry6o
Dwight MacDonald published, Parodies: an Anthology from Chaucer
to Beerbobm and After, an admirable collection of vintage pieces. An
accomplished contemporary parodist in verse is'Wendy Cope. There
are some good examples in her collection of poems Mahing Cocoa for
Kingsley Amis ft986). See nuRrrseuE; LAMpooN; MocK-Eprc; MocK-
HEROTC; SKrT.

parole See reNcuE AND PARoLE.

paronomasia A punning play on words which uses similar or identi-
cal phonemes for its effect (an'assonant pun'). Hamlet's 'Little more
than kin and less than kind' is an extreme example; less so is J. L.
Austin's description of philosophers: 'they split hairs to save starting
them', or Greeks'exclamation'The Trojan's trumpet!'at the entrance
of Cressida. See ANTANAcLAsIS; cLrNcH; puN.

paronym (Gk 'besicle word') A word from the same root as another,
especially a word taken from another language with slight
modifications. For example: Gk ehstasis - OF eatasi.e - MedL extasis
- English ecstasy.
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paroxytone A word, or line of verse, with the accent on the penulti-

mate syllable. See oxYroNE.

partimen A form of jeu parti (q.".) and related to the tenson (q.r.). A

kind of poetic debate in which, for example, a poet presents a ProPo-
sition. A stock instance is: it is better to love a woman than be loved

by her. A second poet then defends or rejects the proposition; after

which the first again defends his proposition. The issue is then referred

ro an arbiter for settlement. There are occasional instances of a triple
partimen with three poets engaged. See porrrc coNTEsrs.

partitio SeeMrnrsr"Ius.

part-song A song whose parts are sung by different voices to create a

harmony, with or without instrumental accompaniment.

partynost (R'party spirit') One of the main requirements in literature

in socialist realism (q.tr.).'$Triters are expected to express a'party spirit'

in accordance with the objectives and methods of the Communist

Party in the Soviet Union. It is believed that Lenin was the first to

point out that this was necessary. See also IDEYNoST; NARoDNosr.

paso (Sp 'passage') A procession representing Part of the Passion of

Christ. The term has also been applied to a short dramatic piece and

a comic interlude.

pasquinade (It pasquinata, 'lampoon') Pasquinata derives from the

name Pasquino or Pasquillo given to a damaged statue discovered in

Rome in ryor. The custom developed that it was honoured on St

Markt Day by having satirical Latin verses hung on it. Hence, a

lampoon (q.o.) hung up in some public place.

Passion Play A religious drama presenting the Crucifixion of Christ,

usually performed on Good Friday. The first was performed in c.l2oo

at Siena. In rz44 The Passion and The Resunection were presented

together at Padua. In some places Passion Plays were incorporated in

thi Corpus Christi cycle; in others they remained separate. Long after

the Reformation they were performed in Southern Germany, Austria

and Switzerland. The most famous survival is at Oberammergau'
Bavaria, where the villagers have performed the play every ten years

since r633,. See LITRAcLE PLAY; MYSTERY PLAY.

passus (L 'step') A division in a story or Poem; a chapter,'a canto -(q.zt.).
Langland used the term for the sections of The Vision of Piers

Ploatman.
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pastiche (lt pasta,'paste') A patchwork of words, sentences or com-
plete passages from various authors or one author. It is, therefore, a
kind of imitation (q.".) and, when intentional, may be a form of parody
(q.o.). An elaborate form of pastiche is a sustained work (say, a novel)
written mostly or entirely in the style and manner of another writer.
A good modern example is Peter Ackroyd's brilliant The Last Days of
Oscar Wilde (tg8l), which is a diary. See crNro; coLLAGE.

pastoral (L 'pertaining to shepherds') A minor but important mode
which, by convention, is concerned with the lives of shepherds. It is
of great antiquity and interpenetrates many works in Classical and
modern European literature. It is doubtful if pastoral ever had much
to do with the daily working-life of shepherds, though it is not too
difficult to find shepherds in Europe (in Montenegro, Albania, Greece
and Sardinia, for instance) who compose poetry sing songs and
while e\rey the hours playing the flute. For the most part pastoral
tends to be an idealization of shepherd life, and, by so being, creates
an image of a peaceful and uncorrupted existence; a kind of pre-
lapsarian world.

The origins of pastoral with many of its conventions are to be found
in the works of Theocritus (c. jr6-c. z6o nc), a native of Syracuse in
Sicily, who wrote pastorals for the sophisticated Greeks of Alexandria.
He wrote what are cdled ldylls or Epyllia (qq.rr.), short mythological
narratives, and pastoral or bucolic poems: dialogues or monologues
which treated of the lives of shepherds, goatherds, neatherds, farmers
and fishermen. His shepherds are involved in the contests of piping
and the improvisation of songs. They also descant on the attractions
of girls. An important figure in his poems was Daphnis, a shepherd
who married the nymph Chloe, and was killed by Aphrodite for being
so uxoriously faithful. Nature mourned the death of Daphnis, and this
became the prototype of the pastoral elegy (q.t.) of which an out-
standing example is Milton's Lycidas.

Theocritus's successors were Bion (c. roo nc) and Moschus (c. ryo
rc), whose poems were similar. Virgil (7erg nc) modelled his
Eclogues on Theocritus and in them evoked that 'golden age'in which
innocent shepherds lived in primitive bliss.

The next work of note in the tradition is the Greek pastoral romance
Dapbnis and Chloe (3rd-;th c. AD) by Longus, the model of the
romance favoured by writers in the Renaissance. Latin poets of the
Middle Ages wrote eclogues but little of note survives except for a
poem in dialogue form by Alcuin (Zlf-8o+). This is an early instance
of the medieval form of ddbat (q.".).In the later Middle Ages we find
poems of a dramatic character which are associated with rUflhitsuntide
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and May Day games; especially a form known as the pdstourelle (q.".).
An interesting instance o{ a pastoral poem in this tradition is
Henryson's Robene and Mahyne QSrh c.).

One may suppose that by the late Middle Ages the pastoral imagery
which was an important feature of the Christian and Hebrew teach-
ing may well have had some influence on pastoral. After all, Christ
was the shepherd and human beings were His flock. Such knowledge
enhanced the conviction that the shepherd's life was a paradigm of
tranquillity and harmonious love. In this connection one should note
that The Adoration of the Shepherds was a popular medieval Mystery
Play (q.v.). The veneration accorded to Virgil in the Middle Ages
resulted from the famous lines in the Fourtlt Eclogue, which were
interpreted as a prophecy of the advent of Christ, and which accord-
ingly had some influence on the concept of p4storal and the pastoral
life.

Petrarch and Boccaccio wrote eclogues in Latin; but more
influential than these were the Latin pastorals of Mantuan
(r448-r 5 16). These had some vogue throughout Europe and were texts
for schoolboys in England in the Elizabethan period. Alexander
Barclay's frve Eclogaes (c. r;r;-zr) were also influential. Two were
translations from Mantuan, and three were adaptations from the
Miseriae Curialium (r lth c.) of Aeneas Sylvius who became Pope Pius
II.

By this time the pastoral 'novel' was also beginning to be estab-
lished. In the r4th c. Boccaccio wrote one called Ameto, and in r;o4
Sannazaro published Arcad,ia. It comprised twelve verse eclogues
linked by prose and set a fashion which Montemayor followed with
Diana (c. tt y9), and this in its turn was a kind of model for Sidney's
pastoral romance Arcad.ia (tlgo). Meantime, Spenser's Shepheard\
Calender was closely modelled on the eclogues of Theocritus, Virgil
and Manruan. It consisted of twelve poems (one for each month of the
year), all of which showed great metrical variery and skill. The ele-
ments of allegory (q.o.), pastoral elegy and the dibat were apparent.
In this Calender Spenser combined the idealized world of Classical
pastoral with the everyday world of English shepherds and gave this
combination a unity by projecting the inner world of his own imagi-
nation. Pastoral conventions were also noticeable in other works by
Spenser, especially in Colin Clout's Corne Home Again,in Dapbnalda
(an elegy on the death of Sir Arthur Gorges's wife) and Astrophil (an

elegy on the death of Sir Philip Sidney).
In the late r6th c. many other works amplified the pastoral tradi-

tion, such as Marlowe's Tbe Passionate Shepherd to His Love, which
evoked a memorable reply from Sir'Walter Ralegh. Michael Drayton
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also wrote some eclogues (r1g) in which he introduced an earthier
and more realistic qualiry to pastoralism, particularly in Daffodil,The
Sbepherd's Sirena md The Muses' Elysium.

At about this time pastoral drama appeared in ltaly with Tassot
Aminta (r18r) and Guarini's ̂ f/ Pastor Fido Qy85). The influence of
these works is discernible in a number of Shakespeare's plays; also in
Ben Jonson's unfinished play The Sad Shepherd (r54r). This was a
descendant of the \fhitsuntide pastorals. James Shirley also wrote a
pastoral play called The Arcadia (164o), which was a kind of adapta-
tion from Sidneyt work. But probably the most distinguished pastoral
play in English literature was John Fletcher's The Faithful Sbepherdess
(16o3). Masques (q.".) of the period also used pastoral themes. One of
the last to do so was Milton's Comus (t6l+).

Pastoral and pastoral drama also flourished in France in the latter
part of the r6th c. and during the r7th. \fle find early traces of Italian
influence in the poets of the Pl6iade (q.n.) and Belleau wrote a Bergerie
which used a pastoral framework for some complimentary poems. The
first major works are Nicolas Filleul's Ombres (1566) and Belleforest's
Pastorale amoilreuse (tS6g).In ry81 Nicolas de Montreux started the
publication of. Bergerics de laliette, a pastoral romance which had
several sequels. He also wrote pastoral dramas, notably Diane (rSg+)

and Aimine Qy96). From then on pastoral in one form or another
proliferated in France. Some of the more important works are:
Montchr6tien's Bergerie (16oo); Nicolas Chreestien de Croix's les
Amantes ou k grande pastonrelle (r5r3); Honor6 d'Urf6's L'Astrie
(16o7-z); Racan's Bergeri.es $62); Mairet's Sylvic et Silaanire (c.

fiz1a); Gombauld's Amaranthe (r53r). Hereabouts pastoral is
becoming decadent, as ure can see from Pichou's Foli.es de Cardenin

Q6z) and Mareschal's Inconstance d'Hyks (r53o), both of which
were based on L'Astde.In fi27 Sorel parodied L'Astrde in Le Berger
erctrdnaganr. Some time later Molibre wrote some successful pastoral
comedies, notably Mdlicerte (1666) and Les Arnants magnifiqaes

Q67o).
In England, in the rTth c., broadly speaking, the pastoral undergoes

modifications in form and content. Like Ralegh, John Donne'replied'
to Marlowe with Tbe Bait.In this poem Donne tilts laconically at the
conventions and assumptions of pastoral.

Villiam Browne, on the other hand, a friend of Drayton and

Jonson, settled for the well-established Elizabethan tradition. For the
most part his pastoralism is 'romantic' (he appealed to poets of the
romantic period, Q.a., especially Keats), and his main works,
Bitannia,'s Pastorals (r6t3, r6t6, r85z op. Post.) and Shepberd\ Pipe
(r5r4), are rather anaemic and diffuse.
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Phineas Fletcher, a contemporary of Browne, also worked in the
Spenserian Elizabethan tradition. His Piscatorie Eclogs (1533) deal
with the lives of fishermen rather than shepherds. Sannazaro had
already done this with his piscatory eclogues in t526, and in r t t t the
Dalmatian poet Petar Hektorovi6 had published Ribanje i ribarsho
prigovaranje, a realistic fishing pastoral.

Apart from these the main name in connection with the pastoral
convention in the rTth c. is Milton - who was influenced by Phineas
Fletcher and Spenser. Pastoral elements occur in his Hymn on tbe
Moming of Christ\ Nathtity, L'Allegro, Arcades, Comas and, above
all, in Lycidas (t61il. Minor works of note by contemporaries of
Milton are those by Marvell, especially his Damon the Moarcr, The
Mower against Gardens, Tbe Mower to tlte Glow-uorms, and The
Moarcr's Song. Marvell's use of pastoral is highly individual.

Later in the ryth c. Sir Charles Sedley and Dryden wrote verses
which sustained the pastoral convention. For instance, a slight work
by Sedley called Pbyllis Knotting, and Dryden's The Lad.y's.Sozg. One
should note also that Dryden wrote some good pastoral verse for the
sub-plot of Maniage d la Mode.In this play Leonidas and Palmyra
have been brought up as shepherds though they are of noble birth. In
these verses they look back to the old days.

Fundamentally, this is what pastoral is about: it displays a nostalgia
for the past, for some hypothetical state of love and peace which has
somehow been lost. The dominating idea and theme of most pastoral
is the search for the simple life away from the court and town, away
from corruption, war, strife, the love of gain, away from 'getting and
spending'. In a way it reveals a yearning for a lost innocence, for a pre-
Fall paradisal life in which man existed in harmony with nature. It is
thus a form of primitivism (q.o.) and a potent longing for things past.
Hence the myth of the golden age which, in Classical literature, is dif-
fused in Hesiod, Virgil and Ovid. In the Middle Ages Boethius, Jean
de Meung, Dante and Chaucer used it as an image or metaphor for the
Garden of Eden. During the Renaissance period the expression of a
longing for this Arcadian world was worked out in greater detail. But
it is probably not entirely a coincidence that, as the mythopoetic
attractions of pastoral happiness diminish, so utopia (q.o.) begins to
acquire a particular interest for people.

In the r8th c. pastoral was further modified. It remained a popular
mode, but too often became effete, precious, 'Dresdenesque'. ln ryo9
Pope published four pastoral poems in imitation of Spenser. These
showed considerable elegance and technical virnrosity. In the same
year Ambrose Philips also published some pastorals. Beween the two
poets there was some rivalry and envy over the respective merits of
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their poems. John Gay took Pope's part and in Shepherd's Weeh (tzt+)

attempted a parody of Philips's work. This misfired because Gay, in
his efforts to show what rustic life was really like, produced a realis-
dc 'home-spun' type pastoral. Gay also composed several ironical
eclogues.

Apart from these, most r8th c. poems in the pastoral tradition were
descriptions of particular places, and thus were topographical poetry
(q.o.). One of the earliest examples of this kind of poem was Denham's
Cooper's Hill Q64z). Others of note were Pope's Windsor Forest

OZt) and Dyer's Grongar Hill Q7z6). Vordsworth's Tintem Abbey
belonged to this kind. Longer and more ambitious descriptive poems
were James Thomson's The Seasons Q7z61o) which derives from
Virgil's Georgics. A century later John Clare wrote something rather
similar in the form of Tbe Sbepherd\ Calendar (1827). Other major
minor works, so to speak, of the r Sth c. which employ pastoral ele-
ments are: Alan Ramsay's pastoral drama The Gentle Sbepberd Ozril;
Villiam Shenstone's .r{ Pastoral Ballad (tZS); Villiam Collins's
The Persian Eclognes $724); and Thomas Chatterton's The African
Eclogues (r. tzzzf.

In his Shepherd\ Week,John Gay had shown how it was possible
to treat rural subjects in a realistic manner instead of with a srylized
and rose-tinte{ formalism. lfhen George Crabbe published Tbe
Vilkge in 1783 he painted the cot

As Truth will paint it and as bards will not.

Most of Crabbe's verse annals were outstanding for their realistic treat-
ment of rural scenes.

For Blake the shepherd was still a symbol of an innocent and
unspoilt way of life; and for \flordswofth also the country unblem-
ished nature and the uncorrupted existence of countrymen, were in
many ways ideal. However, \(Iordsworth, like Crabbe, had no liking
for the formal pastoral and was realistic in his treatment of rural
themes and scenes. In his topographical and narrative poems we have
what amounts to a new version of pastoral even though he still
stresses the simpliciry and innocence of country life. This is evident in
The Pet Lamb, The ldle Sbepherd Boys and Michael. 

'Wordsworth 
is

fully aware of the pastoral tradition and in Michael (r8oo), which is a
kind of narrative idyll, he shows the destruction of the raditional pas-
toral way of life. It is a mournful, almost tragic poem and is a coun-
terpart to Goldsmith's lament in The Deserted Vilhge (r77o). In a
remarkable passage (lines ry3 ff.) in Book VIII of The Prelude
'Wordsworth 

evoked the whole history of pastoral, contrasting the old
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idea of the shepherd's 'smooth life' with rough reality. Nevertheless,
the rgth c. produced two great pastoral elegies in Shelley's Adonais
(r8zr) and Matthew Arnold's Tbyrsis $86). Moreover Landor
returned to the pastoral manner of Theocritus in his Hellercics

Q8a6-).
From about the middle of the rgth c. onwards the pastoral tradi-

tion fissiparated, and the main results, as a rule interesting experiments,
display much variety. Later attempts at a kind of pastoralism were
made by Tennyson in Dora, The Northern Farmer and Tbe Princess;
by Villiam Barnes in his dialect Poems of Rural Life; by John
Davidson in Tbe Fleet Street Eclogues; and by Edward LeFroy in
Echoes from Tbeocritus, a series of sonnets in the tradition of
Theocritus's Idylls. To these we should add a number of poems by the
French Parnassians, the poems in A. E. Housman's A Sbropshire Lad,
miscellaneous poems byV. B. Yeats, and Eduardo Marquina's Eglogas.

Other noteworthy works which, in various ways, are associated
with the pastoral, the eclogue and pastoralism are: Ezra Pound's
An ldyll for Gkucu.r; Roy Campbell's satirical pastiche z{ Veld
Eclogue: The Pioneers, and his Jungle Eclogue; Auden's The Age of
Anxiety;MacNeice's Eclogue for Christma.s; George Barker's long nar-
rative poem in ddbat (q.t,,) form, Goodrnan tacksin and tbe Angel;
Norman Cameron's Sbepherds and Shepherdesses; and Villiam Bell's
EIegies.

Though pastoral may die in one form it is likely to be reincarnated,
and the traditional primitivist themes reanimated. To support
this one may cite the novels of Jean Giono, and the fine lyrics of
R. S. Thomas, whose austerely compassionate eye has done for the
Velsh rural scene what Crabbe, in a totally different way, did for his
parish.

pastourelle A short narrative poem of the Middle Ages (in Provengal
pastorek) whose typical subject is a meeting between a knight and a
shepherdess. A kind of 'debate' follows, and the shepherdess may or
may not succumb; or she may outwit the knight, or be rescued by
shepherds. Pastourelle u/as a popular form of entertainment in OF in
the r3th c. See also ortnnt; pAsroRAL.

pataphysics A pseudo-philosophical system devised by Alfred I^rry
$873-r9o7), and known as the 'science of imaginary solutions'. Jarry
was a precursor of surrealism (q.zt.), and after the Second Vorld Var
a number of devotees founded rhe Collige de Pataphysique. Vith
solemn whimsy they invented rules and regulations and in fact pro-
duced a sort of parody of the conventional college of learning. The
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main spirits in this 'joke' were Ionesco, Raymond Queneau, Boris
Vian, Jacques Pr6vert and Jean Dubuffet. Pataphysics are the meta-
physics of nonsense (q.a.) and the absurd, and are anti-reason. The
influence of the ideas can most clearlv be seen in the Theatre of the
Absurd (q.v.).

patavinity A rare term which denotes dialect peculiarities in writing.
It also denotes a'provincial' style. The word derives from the place-
name Pataoiurn - where Livy was born. The historian's writings were
said to possess such oddities.

patent theatres Letters patent were issued in fi62 by Charles II to
'William Davenant Q6oG68) and Thomas Killigrew (r5rz-83), which
allowed them the sole right to present plays in public within the City
of 

'Westminster. 
After their deaths the letters patent were the sourcE of

numerous legal disputes, squabbles and sales; ultimately they were
settled on the D-ry Lane and Covent Garden theatres. Legitimate
(q.".) drama was confined to the patent theatres, but there was much
dispute as to exactly what legitimate drama was. The patents existed
until r843 when the Theatres Act made them inoperative.

pathetic fallacy A phrase invented by John Ruskin in 1855 (Modem

Painters, Vol. I[ Pt IV). According to Ruskin a writer was patheti-
cally fallacious when he ascribed human feelings to the inanimate. For
Ruskin it was a derogatory term because it applied, so he said, not to
the 'tnre appearances of things to us', but to the 'extraordinary or false
appearances, when we are under the influence of emotion or contem-
plative f.ancy'. To illustrate his point Ruskin quotes from Kingsley's
The Sands of Dee:

They rowed her in across the rolling foam -

The cruel, crawling foam.

And from Coleridge's Christabel:

The one red leaf, the last of its clan
' That dances as often as dance it can.

Such passages are, according to Ruskin, 'morbid', however beautiful
they may be.

Such a form of personification (q.zt.) has been used countless times
from Homer onwards, and still is. By Ruskin's criterion, therefore,
many of the greatest poets would qualify as morbid. Nowadays the
phrase is used in a non-pejorative and therefore neutral way to define
this common poetic phenomenon.
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pathopoeia (Gk 'making of feeling') A scene or passage intended to
arouse feelings: anger, grief or passion. For example, Henry V's pre-
battle speeches in Henry V.

pathos (Gk'suffering, feeling') That qualiry in a work of art which
evokes feelings of tenderness, pity or sorrow. For example: in Hamlet,
Gertrude's speech describing the death of Ophelia; in Othello, the
death of Desdemona.

patois A word of unknown origin which denotes a local dialect, espe-
cially in France and French Switzerland. 'Ve find it in OF as patois
'rough speech'; perhaps from the OF patoier 'to handle roughly'.
Often used loosely as an equivalent of cant, lingo, slang (qq.tl). See
a/so encor.

patronage A patron is a person of wealth and position (often of power
and rank, also) who bestows bounty on an artist and thus supports
him. In return the artist dedicates his work to the patron and thus
honours him. Two of the most famous patrons were the Emperor
Augustus, and his friend Maecenas. Both were much celebrated for
their patronage of learning and letters. Maecenas was benefactor to
Virgil and Horace. Patronage wes common in classical times and
throughout the medieval and Renaissance periods. As the power of
printers and publishers increased, patronage became less frequent.
Nevertheless, quite a large number of writers continued to enjoy the
advantages of benefactors during the rTth and r8th c. See also por r
LAUREATE.

pattern As a literary term, a model, design, plan or precedent - with
the implication of being worthy of imitation. Pope's Imitations of.
Horace are based on the Roman's pattern. See also ARcHETYPE; sYMBoL
AND SYMBOLISM.

pattern poetry Probably Oriental in origin, this kind of .poem has
its lines arranged to represent a physical object, or to suggest
action/motion, mood/feeling; but usually shape and motion. Thus
geometric figures are common; other shdpes are wings, egg and spear.
Pattern poems first appear in the works of Greek bucolic poets, par-
ticularly those of Simias of Rhodes (4th c. rc). It seems that the
Planudean version of the Greeh Anthology passed on the idea. In
English literature pattern poems begin to appear in the r6th c.; for
instance, in Puttenham's The Arte of Englisb Poesie (tl8g). George
Herbert's Easter Wings is one of the most famous examples. Among
modern poets to attempt the form are Apollinaire, Mayakovsky, e. e.
cummings and Dylan Thomas. This example comes from Dylan
Thomas's series of twelve pattern poems entitled Vision and Prayer
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' 
Vho

Are you
Vho is born

In the nexr room
So loud to my own

That I can hear the womb
Opening and the dark run

Over the ghost and the dropped son
Behind the wall thin as a wren's bone?

In the birth bloody room unknown
To the burn and turn of time

And the heart print of man
Bows no baptism

But dark alone
Blessing on

The wild
child.

See ALTAR poEM; coNcRETE ronrnv/wnsq PRUNTNG PoEM;

RHOPALTC VERSE.

patter song Usually a kind of comic lyric (q.v.) half spoken, half
sung - or chanted. In ancient Greek comedy (q.a.) it was known as
pnigos (q.o.). A large number of pa$er songs developed during service
life in the First \(orld lflar and lasted thereafter. The Cockney tradi-
tion of a quick-fire line of guff, and the music hall tradition of a jokey

:H*:lt 
sung, half told, were both strong influences. Two famous

Today is my daughter's wedding day,
Ten thousand pounds I'll give aw^y. (Three cheers)
On second thoughts I think it best
To put it away in the old oak chest.

You mingy basmrd! Chuck him out! etc. etc.

And

Help, help, there's a woman overboard!
Iflho will save her?
I will!
\?'ho are you?
Ballocky Bill the sailor, just returned from sea!

Such more or less nonsense patters might be recited for no reason at
all, perhaps only to relieve tension or create a diversion. A famous
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Peking opera

example of service patter (still to be heard in training depots) is the
drill sergeant's admonitory chant to recruits:

And while you're resting I'll tell you a little tale. \7hen I was a lad
I had a box of wooden soldiers. They were beautiful wooden sol-
diers and I thought the world of them. 

'Well, 
one day I lost them

and the loss nearly broke my poor little heart. So I went to my
mother and I told her what had happened. 'Never mind, son,'she
said, 'never mind. You'll find your wooden soldiers again one day.'
(Pause for effect, and balefully appraising glance from sergeant.)
And, by God, I have, too!!

Not a few of the best patters are bawdy. One of the most famous
is The Sboutman (or The Wild West Shoat).It was known before the
First rVorld'War, but became very popular during it.

Most patter songs belong to the oral tradition (q.v,). An instance of
a'written'one is Gilbert and Sullivan's 'nightmare'in loknthe.

Patter probably derives from Pater Noster; from the rapid recita-
tion of the prayer when, for example, saying the rosary. See also

JINGLE.

pause In prose fiction a kind of resting point which allows the,reader
to reflect. Trollope uses the device quite often in his recapitulations.
In verse, the equivalent of a caesura (q.".).In drama, an indication that
there is to be a silence - often of no determined length. Some modern
dramatists (e.g. Jean-Jacques Bernard, Montherlant, Samuel Beckett
and Harold Pinter) have made extensive use of the pause: an exploita-
tion of the dramatic principle that what people do not say may be quite
as important as what they do say. See also rurl.rRE oF sILENcE.

payada In Spanish-American una Paya is an improvised song accom-
panied by a gaitair. Un payo is'a rustic', and un Payaso'a clown or
buffoon'. A payada has come to denote a dialogued poetical compo-
sition which the payadores improvise and accompany on the guitar.
Two payadores may play in counterpoint; hence payada de contra-
punto.In the Argentine this is a popular form of contest between
gauchos. In Argentina the payador is akin to our strolling player, and
thus related to the jongleur, troavdre and troubadour (qq.v.).

Peking opera It dates from the rSth c. during the reign of the Emperor
Ch'ien Lung (rZ16l), who personally collected the best actors and
singers in his realm. As a form of drama it incorporates a wide range
of traditional theatrical modes, including music, songr dance, dialogue
and acrobatics. See also vnw AND vrJ.
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PEN

PEN An international association of Poets, Playwrights, Editors,
Essayists and Novelists founded in rgzr by Mrs Dawson-Scott under
the presidency of John Galsworthy. Its function is to promote co-
operation among writers world-wide, in the interests of international
goodwill and freedom of expression and literature in general. There
are regular conferences in various parts of the world.

penny dreadful A novel or novelette (qq.v.) of mystery, adventure,
crime and action. \fithout any literary pretensions. Bound in paper
and cheaply printed. A penny, from the cost; dreadful, presumably,
because they were regarded as low, vulgar, sensational, etc. Known
among schoolboys as 'bloods', and the equivalent of the American
dime novel (q.".). G. K. Chesterton wrote a celebrated defence of
penny dreadfuls. See abo BLUE BooK; DETEcTIVE sroRy; MELoDRAMA;
RoMAN A orux sous; THRTLLER.

pens6e (F 'thought') A thought (or reflection) put in literary form. It
may be only a short sentence - like the average aphorism or maxim
(qq.r.) - or it may run to several pages. The most famous collection
of pensies is unquestionably Pascal's. It constituted the notes and
framework for an uncompleted Defence of the Cbristian Religion
(t67o). According to how they are numbered and classified there are
between eight hundred and a thousand of Pascal's pensdes. They
display a profoundly original and acute mind and constitute one of the
great works of European literature. A brief example is: 'Memory and
joy ere intuitive; and even mathematical propositions become so. For
reason creates natural intuitions, and natural inruitions are erased by
reason.'

Many writers keep notebooks, diaries, journals, daybooks and
other memoranda in which they jot down thoughts, but relatively few
have chosen to make the pensde the main vehicle of their thinking.
Indeed, had Pascal lived to complete his work the result would have
been an apology (q.o.) for the Christian faith rather than a diversity of
thoughts. However, outstanding examples of those who followed in
the Pascal tradition are Diderot, whose Pensdes philosophiques Q746)
were intended as a kind of reply to Pascal's work, and Joseph Joubert
(t754-1824), who took the pensde as his principal form. His observa-
tions on a wide variety of subjects were edited by Chateaubriand as
Recueil des pensdes (r838).

English writers have not been given so much to the pensde habit,
though many of their journals and notebooks abound in them, and
many survive in collections of table-talk (q.".). However, there have
been some notable contributions. First, Ben Jonson's Tirnber, or
Discooeries made upon Men and Matters (t64o), a collection of obiter
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diaa, sententiae and reflections on miscellaneous subjects. Some are
only a line or two; some as long as short essays. George Savile,
Marquess of Halifax, composed three collections of 'thoughts'

towards the end of the ryth c. but they were not published until r7yo,
when they appeared as Political, Moral and Miscelkneoils Reflexinns.

To these one may add three other notable collections from more
recent years: Specuktions (t924), the result of Herbert Read's editing
of T. E. Hulme's notebooks; Paul Val6ry's Rbumbs Q9z6), thus called
in reference to the navigational sense of the word rhumb or rumb (the

angular distance between fwo successive points of the compass); and
The tJnquiet Grar.te (rg++) by Palinurus, alias Cyril Connolly, an
assembly of quotations and sage aPergu.t on a wide range of topics. See
a/so crrane,crER; coMMoNpLAcE BooK; DIARv AND JouRNAL; EssAY;
OBITER DICTA; SENTENTIA.

pentameter (Gk'of five measures') The five-foot line and the basic line
in much English verse; especially in blank verse and the heroic couplet
(qq.v.). It was probably introduced by Chaucer, and was certainly
established by him. For the next five hundred years it was the line
unit commonly favoured by scores of poets. Late in the rgth c.
poets began to experiment in freer forms, hence free verse (q.a.).lt

was Ezra Pound, as much as anyone, who helped to loosen its

traditional hold ('to break the pentameter,' he said, 'that was the first
heave'). In the zoth c. poets have experimented a great deal with lines
of varying length, yet the pentameter has remained a most convenient
unit.

The first two lines from this poem, Mr Edanrds and tbe Spider,by
Robert Lowell, are pentameters; the following three are not.

i sdw I thE spfldErs mdrlching thr6ugh I thE iir,
Swimming I fr6m tr6e I t6 tr6e I thit mflldEwed ddy
in littEr I Arigirst I whEn th6 hiy
Cime cr6aking I t6 thE birn. I Brit wh6re
ThE wfnd lis w6stErl/ ...

The basic foot in English pentameters is iambic. In antiquity the pen-
tameter was a dactylic-spondaic line of two equal pafts: two and a half
feet * two and a half feet. Coleridge illustrates this use neatly in
Oztidia,n EIe giac M eter;

in th6 hExlimEtEr I risEs thE I f6untain's I silvEri I c6l[mn,
in thE pEnltimEtEtlr | fye fdll ing in m6l5df bick.

See oecrvr.; HEXAMETER; IAMB.

pentapody (Gk'five feet') A group or line of five feet.
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pentarsic

pentarsic (Gk'five rises') A line with five metrical beats,like an iambic
pentameter (q.a.). See nnsrs AND THEsIs.

pentastich (Gk 'five lines') A stanza or poem of five lines. .See
CINQUAIN; QUINTET.

pentateuch (Gk'containing five books') The first five books of the Old
Testament: Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers and Deuteronomy.
They are taken together as a connected group and ascribed (tradition-

ally) to Moses. See octerEucH.

penthimimer (Gk'of five halves') In Greek and Latin verse a metrical
unit consisting of two feet; as that forming either half of a pentameter
(q,o.) or the first part of a hexameter (q.a.).

per cola et commata See ernroo (3).

pereval (R 'the pass') A group or society of Russian writers formed in
192,3 whose leader was Alexander Voronski (r 884-ry7?). Their work
was published in his journal Red Virgin Soil. They were against the
concept and practice of proletarian literature. The group was abolished
in ry32 when'all literary organizations were compulsorily amalga-
mated in the Union of Soviet \Uflriters (q.t.).

perfect rhyme Also known as true or full rhyme, it occurs when there
is an exact correspondence between vowel sounds and the following
consonants, but not of the consonants preceding the vowel. It may be
single, double or triple: haunch - launch; dollar - collar; podium -

sodium. See also RHyME; RIMES RIclrEs; RIMEs suFFIsANTEs.

performance .See coupnrnNcr/ptnroRMANcE.

performance art A vague term for theatrical presentations or events of
the 'happenings' (q.".) kind in which there is emphasis on spectacular
visual effects. Some of the work done bg for instance, the Living
Theater, the International Centre of Theatre Research and the Bread
and Puppet Theatre (qq.o.) might be categorized as performance art.
See also TorAL THEATRE.

performative utterance The term developed by the linguistic philoso-
pher J. L. Austin to describe various executive speech acts, in other
words, utterances which possess some degree of inherent agency.
Simple declarative locutions are not inherently performative, but
become so under certain conditions, such as persuasion, oath (illocu-
tionary act, q.a.), or ceremonial conventions such as the marriage rite
or the Eucharist (perlocutionary act, q.v.). See J. L. Austin, How to
Do Things With'Words (t962) and John Searle, Speech Acts $969).
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period

period (t) A term commonly used in the history of literature for con-
venient if sometimes arbitrary classification and reference. For
example: Renaissance period, Restoration period, Augustan, Romantic
and Victorian period (qq.r.). Renaissance is associated with all the cre-
ative arts and the history of. art. Restoration has political connotations.
Augustan suggests a certain style (q.zt.) as well as having political con-
notations. Romantic derives from a literary term and implies a certain
attirude and feeling. Victorian is a matter of chronology: roughly coin-
cident with the sovereign's reign. Such classificadons have little to do
with literary norms and are often misleading.

(z) In the US, an alternative term for the full-stop.
(3) Between classical antiquity and c. rToo the largest unit of syntal!

replaced after c. ryoo by the sentence. \flhile the sentence is defined
either by minimal grammatical completeness (subject * verb + object)
or by typography (capital letter to full-stop), the period was pri-
marily a rhetorical unit, closer in many ways to the paragraph than
to the modern sentence; and while sentences are usually analysed as
one or more clauses, periods were analysed as a sequence of cok (the

words between two colons, or between a colon and a full-stop), and
cola as a sequence of cotnrnata (rhe words berween two commas' or

berween a comma and a heavier stop). So, for example, the Boatswain's
second speech in the first scene oI The Tempest ipp.*tt in the First
Folio as:

Botes. Heigh my hearts, cheerely cheerely my harts: yare, y^rei
Take in the toppe-sale: Tend to th'Masters whistle: Blow till thou
burst thy winde, if roome enough.

Despite the capital letters this is clearly punctuated as a single period,
and regarded as a whole, since each part is closely related to the others,

the Boatswain issuing an unbroken sequence of orders and exhorta-
tions. The period is divided by four colons (the marks) into five cok
(the words between the marks); and the firsq second, and frfth cok are

subdivided by commas into cornrnata.; but modernized texts will

usually change the single period into a sequence of discrete and dis-
jointed sentences, as the Rioerside Shakespeare does:

Boats. Heigh, my hearts! cheerly, cheerly, my heartst yarc, yare!
Take in the topsail. Tend to th'master's whistle. - Blow till thou
burst thy wind, if room enough!

\fith some difficulty, using medial exclamation-marks and an intra-

sentence dash, the single period has been rendered as four sentences:
some clarity may be gained, but only at the cost of grammatical and

dramatic coherence. Shakespearean texts suffer particularly badly from
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this kind of modernization, ubiquitous in scholarly editions produced
between c. ry4t and c. r98J, but almost all texts pre-dating rToo are
affected, and the recovery of periodic syntax has been a driving force
in the resurgence of facsimile, old-spelling, and unmodernized editions
since c. r98;.

Both Cicero and Quintilian considered the'average'period to have
four cola, but the Renaissance reception of these grammarians tended
to transform this observation into a prescription. In consequence the
period of four coh is frequent in works adopting a Ciceronian style,
and in euphuism (q.r.).The period remained the dominant form of
synfix throughout the rTth c. - Paradise Lost, for example, is wholly
periodic - but began to give way to the modern sentence in the last
quarter of the century probably under the influence of the stylistic
reforms promoted by the Royal Society: while Dryden's verse is
largely periodic, his prose contains many sentences, and the ascen-
dancy of the sentence was assured by its use in novels from Defoe's
Robinson Crusoe GZtg) onwards.

periodical A magazine or journal published at regular intenrals:
monthly, quarterly, etc. The periodical, as we understand it today
dates from the middle of the ryth c. The exclusively literary periodi-
cal is more recent. The first of any note to appear was the French

Joarnals des Scavansfsaaantsf in ft61. Then came the Italian Giomale
de Letterati (1668-8r), and the British Mercaius Libraius

$668-17rr). The Athenian Mercury G6gt9il and the Gentleman's

Joumal $692-$ were then precursors of the Spectator. The opening
years of the rSth c. were vital in the evolution of the periodical and
the essay (q.v.) because of Defoe's Reuieat of the Affairs of France and
All Enrope (rToyrz) - and the Tatler (rToyrt), the Speaator
(r7rr-tz) and the Gaardian (t7ry),all three of which were established
by Addison and Steele. ln r73t the Gentlernan's Magazine first came
out and was to last until r9o7. Boswell was one of its more famous
contributors. Similar publications were the London Magazine

Q7z-84), the Scots (t739-r8r7), which became the Edinburgb for
seven years after that, the Oxford (t768-82), and the European
(t782-r9z6). The Maseum AZ+6-il and the Montbly Reoiew

$74yt845) were landmarks in the development of the literary
periodical. The latter was a \fihig journal and from this time politics
were to influence the genre for many years. Three important Tory
periodicals from about the same period were: the Critical Review
(t756-r8r), the London Re'oiea) Q775-So) and the British Criti,c

$7y-r14.1,). In r8oz was published the Edinbargh Review, one of the
most famous and influential of all periodicals. It lasted until 1929. The
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Quarterly Reoieut, a Tory publication, began in r8o9 and is still pub-
lished. From this period, too, dates the foundation of Blackwood's
Edinbargb Magazine. From the beginning of the rgth c. there was a
steadily increasing number of periodicals until the First \ilorld Var.
Since then, and especially since the Second \florld'War, the number has
steadily decreased, largely because they are too expensive to produce.
Some of the more famous publications in the rgth c. were the London
Magazine, Fraser's Magazine, Dublin Unioersity Magazine, Tbe
Comhill Magazine, Longman's Magazine, London Quarterly Re'uieza,
The AthenAettnl, Spectator, Saturday Reaiean, Tbe Examiner, Truth
and The Speaker.In the 2oth c. some of the landmarks in periodical
literature have been the publication of Tbe Times Literary Supplentent,
Saturday Westminster Gazette,'Week-End Reoieu, Neu StatesrnAn,
Time and Tide, New Age, T P\ Weebly, G.K.\ Weehly and Jobn
o'London's Weekly. Sir John Squire's London Mercury was a literary
magazine of prime importance. Also Horizon.In more recent years
the London Magazine has been revived, and Encounterhas established
itself.

Outside Britain the periodical has flourished also, especially in
France, Germany, Italy and America.

peripeteia (Gk'sudden change') Peripety is a reversal of fornrne; a fall.
In drama, usually the sudden change of fornrne from prosperity to
ruin; but it can be the other way about. A much debated term, it was
first used by Aristode in Poetics (Chap. VI). The relevant passage, in
Bywater's translation, is:

[Peripety] is the change from one state of things within the play to
its opposite of the kind described, and that too in the way we are
saying, in the probable or necessary sequence of events; as it is for
instance in Oedipu.s: here the opposite of things is produced by the
Messenger, who, coming to gladden Oedipus and to remove his
fears as to his mother, reveals the secret of his binh.

See enncNoRrsrs; TRAGEDv; TURNING poINT.

periphrasis (Gk'roundabout speech') A roundabout way of speaking
or writing; known also as circumlocution; thus, using many or very
long words where a few or simple words will do. For example: Her
olfactory system was suffering from a temporary inconvenience (i.e.

her nose was blocked). Much periphrasis comes from an over-nice
regard for 'politeness', in the pejorative sense. Semi-literate people are
also tempted to this sort of pomp and verbosity. It is also much loved
by lawyers, politicians, officials, bureaucrats and verbocrats. \(hat
Sir Ernest Gowers described as 'officialese' (q.a.) is laden with the
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perlocutionary act

periphrastic. It is very often the result of slack thinking, but it may be
used deliberately - usually for comic effect, especially in the depiction
of character. In the r 8th c., particularly, propriery and poetic decorum
required periphrastic usage. See oscoRUM; EUPHEMISM; HoMERIc
EPITHET; JARGON; KENNING; METALEPSIS; PLEONASM; POETIC DICTION;

TAUTOLOGY.

perlocutionary act An act that is the effect of an utterance. It often
involves the use of imperatives. Such acts became a feature of Hitler's
rhetorical harangues. See rt-t-ocurroNARy Acr; rERFoRMATTvE
UTTERANCE.

peroration The concluding part of an oration, speech or discourse; a
summing or rounding up of what has gone before. It suggests the
grand manner favoured by Greek and Roman orators and l8th and
rgth c. statesmen. In written works Dr Johnson, Gibbon and
Macaulay, for instance, were inclined to perorate.

perqud (It perch6,'*hy') A Spanish verse form comprising a series of
octosyllabic couplets to ask rhetorical questions. Usually preceded by
e redondilh or qaintilk (qq.a.). The first on record is by Hurtado de
Mendoza in the r4th c.

p€rsone (L 'mask') Originally a mask or false face of clay or bark worn
by actors. From it derives the term dramatis personae (q.o.) and, later,
the word person.In literary and critical jargon Persond has come to
denote the 'person' (the 'I' of an 'alter ego') who speaks in a poem
or novel or other form of literature. For instance, the narrator
of Chaucer's Canterbury Tales, the speaker in Keats's Ode to a
Nightingale, the different speakers in Browning's dramatic mono-
logues, the Gulliver of Gulliaer's Traztels, Marlow in Conrad's Heart
of Darleness and other stories by him. See also AxsrHETIc DIsTANcE;
DRAMATIC MONOLOGUE; MONOLOGUE; NARRATOR; YIEVPOINT.

personal heresy, the ln ry34 C. S. Lewis contributed an article onTbe
Personal Heresy in Criticism to Essays and Stadies. In this he expressed
disquiet at and disapproval of the then fairly widely held belief that
poetry is or should be the expression of a poet's personality. In the
course of this he referred to a book by E.M.'$(/. Tillyard on Milton in
which, according to Lewis, Tillyard stated the premise that all poetry
is about the poet's state of mind. Tillyard 'replied' to this in an essay.
Lewis 'replied' to that. And so on. The two men then decided to
publish their three essays apiece in one volume (publ. ry39). The
Personal Heresy, erudite, urbane, courteous and continuously stimu-
lating, is, in its way, ^ model of how people should agree to differ in
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Petrarchan sonnet

their search after truth. See
SINCERITY.

als.o AESTHETTCTSM; PARNASSTANS;

personification The impersonation or embodiment of some quality or
abstraction; the attribution of human qualities to inanimate objects.
Personification is inherent in many languages through the use of
gender, and it appears to be very frequent in all literatures -

especially in poetry. This example is from Sylvia Plath's The Moon and
the Yeu Tree:

The moon is no door. It is a face in its own right,
\fl'hite as a knuckle and terribly upset.
It drags the sea after it like a dark crime; it is quiet
Vith the O-gape of complete despair. I live here.
Twice on Sunday, the bells shrtle the sky -

Eight great tongues affirming the Resurrection.
At the end, they soberly bong out their names.

See petHrrlc FALLAcY.

Petrarchan sonnet Also known as the Italian sonnet, the form origi-
nated in Italy in the r3th c. and was perfected by Petrarch Q3o4-74).
It is a fourteen-line poem divided into two parts: the first eight
lines comprise the octave (q.o.) or octet and rhyme abbaabba; the
following six lines or sestet (q.".) usually rhyme cdecde. Rhyme
variations in the sestet are admissible, but rhymes are limited to
five. As a rule the octave presents the theme or problem of the
poem, the thesis; the sestet resolves it. It was imported to England
in the ;6th c. This example is by Sir Thomas 

'Wyatt, 
translating

Petrarch:

The pillar perisht is whereto I leant,
The strongest stay of mine unquiet mind;
The like of it no man again can find,
From East to \[est still seeking though he went.
To mine unhap! for hap away hath rent
Of all my joy the very bark and rind;
And I, alas, by chance am thus assigned
Daily to mourn till death do it relent.
But since that thus it is by destiny,
'$fhat 

can I more but have a woful heart -

My pen in plaint, my voice in careful cry
My mind in woe, my body full of smart,
And I myself myself always to hate -

Till dreadful death do ease my doleful state?
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I7yatt here has the traditional rhyming couplet to round off the poem.
,See soNNnt.

Petrarchism In a broad sense the imitation of Petrarcht sryle. Petrarch
(rp+-14 was considerably plagiarized and imitated during and after
his life and he had a considerable influence on European poets: Bembo,
Michelangelo, Tasso, Ronsard, du Bellay, Lope de Vega, G6ngora,
Camo6ns, 

'Wyatt, 
Surrey, Sidney Spenser and Shakespeare (and

some other Elizabethans). The influence was by no means entirely
beneficial, as can be seen from the more mannered and elaborate
sonnets of Spenser and Shakespeare (especially the former). On the
other hand, Petrarch helped to develop the use of the vernacular and
established the sonnet (q.a.) form. See r;,-nzoN; rETRARcHAN soNNET.

pevaEi Muslim ballad-singers or chanters in Bosnia, where the ballad
radition was under strong Turkish influence. They were professional
minstrels of the oral tradition (q.v.) and thus kin to the Greek rbap-
sodes, the Old English scopas, the Scandinavian slealds and the Serbian
gnskri (qq.rr.).The pevaEi differed from the Christian gaslari in that
they accompanied their chant or recitation on a tambura, whereas the

' 
guskr used a gasle - a one-stringed fiddle.

phalloccntric Centred on the phallus. Phallocentrism denotes a
system which privileges the phdlus as the symbol and source of
power. A patriarchd society is phallocentric. The term has frequently
been used in feminist literary criticism (q.".\ - for example, by Julia
Kristeva and H6lbne Cixous - in attempts to dismantle such binary
oppositions (q.a.) as male/female, masculine/feminine. See also
PHALLOGOCENTRIC.

phallogocentric A term invented by the French philosopher Jacques
Derrida. It is a conflation of pballocentrir ('phallus-centred') and logo-
centric ('word-centred'1 epistemologically,'truth-centred'). Terry
Eagleton has translated it (happily) as 'cock-sure'. Applied to, for
example, society, it denotes one which controls or attempts to control
by means of sexual/social influence and power. Thus, a patriarchal
society would be predominantly logocentric as well as phallocentric.
Post-structuralists would describe modern Vestern society (or some
aspects of such societies) as phallogocentric. As far as literature is con-
cerned, the term might be applied to novels in which the male char-
acters have the upper hand and the female characters are sex objects.
The more macho features of Ernest Hemingway's novels might be
called phallogocentric. See pH,tuocENTRrc.

phanopoeia (Gk 'making something visible') A figurative or verbal
device by which the writer conveys the image of the object (be it fixed
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phenomenology

or moving) to the visual imagination. Ezra Pound discussed this
in ABC of Reading Qgl$.In these lines from Philip Larkin's The
Wbitsan Wedd.ings the rhythm and stress sequences skilfully suggest
the physical motion of the train and produce a visual image:

All afternoon, through the tall heat that slept
For miles inland,

A slow and stopping curve southwards we kept.
Vide farms went b5 short-shadowed cattle, and
Canals with floatings of industrial froth;

The heavily stressed paeonic rhythms of the first two lines relax
into iambs in the third line (except for the spondaic 'southwards').

The fourth line is also heavily stressed; the fifth is a relatively brisk

;""*Xt:: 
of two iambs and two anapaests. See rocoPoEIA;

phantom word A word that exists through the error of scribe, printer
or lexicographer, or merely through some corruptive influence.
Examples are: uilly-nilly for will he? nill he?; zuhatnot; dacious f.or
audacious; obstropolous for obstreperoas; brecksus fior breahfast. Bacon
and eggs and ham and eggs are inclined to appear on European menus
as bekendecfts and hemenex, and in other variations. The OED
Supplement has a list of such words. See cHosr\roRD.

phatic language Phatic derives from Greekphasis, 'utterance'. A term
in linguistics which derives from the phrase 'phatic communion'
invented by the anthropologist Bronislaw Malinowski (r884-t942).It

was applied to language used for establishing an atmosphere and the
communication of feelings rather than of ideas, and of logical and
rational thoughts. Phatic words and phrases have been called 'idiot

salutations'; and, when they generate to a form of dialogue, 'two-

stroke conversations'. Exchanges about the state of the weather and a
person's health fall into this category. It seems that the term may also
be applied to the kind of noises that a mother makes to her baby, a
lover to his mistress and a master to his dog.

phenomenology (GkphenornenA, 'things appearing' * Iogos, 'knowl-

edge') A method of philosophical inquiry which lays stress on the per-
ceiver's vital and central role in determining meaning. It derives from
the thinking of Edmund Husserl (r859-r938), the German philoso-
pher. In his view the proper object of philosophical inquiry is not the
objects in the world that are perceivabli through the senses buq rather,
the a priori contents of our consciousness. Thus, the method demands
a close inspection of mental and intellectual states and processes" By
using this method, he believed, it is possible to reveal the underlying
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Pherecretean

nanrre of consciousness and phenomena, and to do so in an ztempo-
ral and ahistorical way - the point being to establish a trans-
subjective theory of understanding. The implication is that an indi-
vidual human mind is the centre and origin of meaning. As far as lit-
erature and literary theory are concerned, the phenomenologist's
critical approach involves an entry to and investigation of the under-
lying nature and essence of a work of literature under scrutiny and
thus a kind of access to the author's consciousness.

A different - and perhaps more 'wlgar'- version of the phenome-
nological approach is the exploration of the unique personality behind
a work of literature. In order to do this the phenomenological critic
needs to empty his or her mind of all preconceptions and presuppo-
sitions about the author and the text he or she is to study. Having done
this, the critic is or ought to be in a highly receptive and sensitive state,
a state which may enable him or her to share the mode of conscious-

' ness of the author. This state of mind has been described as 'con-

sciousness of the consciousness of another'. It is probably doubtful if
any critic could actually bring about such a state of mind. Vith the
best will and intentions in the world the consciousness of the critic
would, sooner or later, intervene.

The influence of phenomenology has been widespread since
Husserl put forward his theories in rgoo and thereafter. Concepts of
phenomenology were developed by Martin Heidegger in Germany
and by Maurice Merleau-Ponry and, in turn, by Hans-Georg
Gadamer. The Polish theorist Roman Ingarden developed Flusserl's
ideas in Tbe Literary Worh of Art (t93r, trans. r9n) and in The
Cognition of the Literary Work of Art (t91.7, trans. ryT1).Important
German critics affected by Ingarden are \$ilolfgang Iser and Hans
RobenJauss. The influence is especially cleer in Iser's reader-response
theory (q.".) and Jauss's reception theory @.2r.). The term 'phenome-

nological criticism' has also been applied to the theory and
practice of the Geneva School of critics. The long-term effects of the
various theories are also evident in post-structuralism (q.v.). See
I{ERMENEUTICS.

Pherecretean A classical meter named after the poet Pherecrates (yth
c. nc). It is a catalectic form of the glyconic (q.o.). Basically, it allowed
a resolved foot only in the first rwo syllables. It is to be found with
one or more glyconics in Anacreon and the choruses of Greek tragedy.

philippic A denunciation in speech or writing and couched in vituper-
adve language. The term derives from Demosthenest orations in
denunciation of Philip of Macedon. See DIATRIBE; INvEcrIvE.
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Philistine The Philistines were an alien and aggressive tribe who inhab-
ited the southern coast of Palestine. From there they continually
raided the Israelites. The rerm Philister was applied by German stu-
dents to a person who was a 'townsman' in the sense that he was
not a member of the university. From this probably derives the notion

that a Philistine is a person devoted to money, material objects, the
commonplace, the prosaic and the uncultured. He has little concern
for art (of any kind), beauty or the nobler aspirations and achieve-
ments of mankind. Matthew Arnold, in his last lecture as Professor of
Poetry at Oxford $86), criticized those whom he regarded as the
Philistines of England - namely the bourgeois classes who accepted
wealth as the measure of greatness. Arnold argued that culture 

'helps

us by means of its spiritual standard of perfection, to regard wealth as
but machinery . .. If it were not for this purging effect wrought upon
our minds by culture, the whole world, the future as well as the
present, would inevitably belong to the Philistines.'See ensrHErIcIsM;
DECADENCE.

philology (Gk'love of speech, or learning') The study of literature and

scholarship. More particularly, norilr, the science of language and
linguistics (q.o.).

Philosophes, les Broadly speaking, men of letters, philosophers,
writeis, scientists et al. of. r8th c. France. Though many of them dif-
fered considerably in their individual atdtudes and convictions, they
were united in their belief and trust in the povrer and value of reason.

They were also united in their antagonism to outmoded creeds,

superstitions and institutions. Many distinguished writers and
intellectuals were numbered among them, including: Montesquieu,
Voltaire, Diderot, Rousseau, Buffon, Condillac, Turgot, Condorcet,
d'Alembert, Morellet, d'Holbach, Marmontel, HelvrStius and Raynal.
Their mdgnarn opus w^s the Encyclopddie $75166). They were fre-
quendy attacked by different and powerful groups, particularly the

Jansenists and Jesuits (who themselves were in a state of dispute). The

overall influence of their independence of mind and rebellious spirit

was immeasurable and their attitudes and doctrines did much to bring

about the Revolution.

phoneme (Gk 'speech sound') A basic sound unit in a language. For

example, in English't' and 'd' are separate phonernes;'c'and'k' may

be the same or different (compare cidea caulk, kirk);'c' and 's' may

be the same or different (compare samp, corh and ciaet);'ph' and 'f'

in English are the same.
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phonocentrism

phonocentrism The word pbonocentic means 'centred on
sound/speech'; hence, phonocentrism denotes 'sound centring' or
'sound-centredness'. 

Jacques Derrida (rlle ), the French philoso-
pher, uses the term 'logocentrism' (q.o.) to describe all forms of
thought which base themselves on notions of truth. 'Phonocentrism'

is a sub-category of logocentrism, and consists of privileging speech
over writing; this logocentric bias is based on the view that speech is
closer to truth than writing is. Derrida talks about writing not in terms
of Eeecb (the opposite of Plato who gives speech precedence over
writing), and counters with the idea of language as a kind of writing
- what he calls 'archi-6criture'. This is his way of emphasizing that
philosophy is only a kind of writing, md is a 'quasi-science' of lan-
guage. The basic point is that for Derrida language is a tissue of what
is written and philosophy therefore can make no pretensions to being
anything more than 'a kind of writing'. See also cRAMMAToLocy.

picaresque novel (Sp picaro, 'rogue') It tells the life of a knave or pica-
roon who is the servant of several masters. Through his experience this
picaroon satirizes the sociery in which he lives. The picaresque novel
originated in r5th c. Spain, the earliest example being the anonymous
Lazaillo de Tormes (rllt).The two most famous Spanish authors of
picaresque novels were Mateo Alemin, who wrote Guzmrin de
Alfarache (t1.pyr6o4), and Francisco Quevedo, who wrote La ztida
del Busc6n Q6z6). Both books were widely read in Europe. Other
picaresque novels included Thomas Nashe's The Unfortanate
Traaeller (tlg+), Lesage's Gil Bhs $7t), Defoe's Moll Fknders
(r7zz), Fielding's lonatban Wild QTaj) and Smollett's Rodeich
Randont. (tZ+8). A more recent example is Thomas Mann's unfinished
Confessions of Felix Krall (rgSd. The German terrn for this kind of
story is Riiabenoman.

picaroon See prcennseuE NovEL.

Piccolo Teatro, Milan Opened in r947,the Piccolo was the first Italian
theatre to be supported by public funds. For fomy years it had con-
tinual success ,rttd"t the diriction of Giorgio Strehler $9zr-97) and
achieved an international reputation with a company which has visited
over thirry countries. It has been particularly well known for meny
notable productions of Brecht's plays.

picturesque During the rSth c. there was a steadily increasing interest
in rural scenery and in the 'scenic'. This interest was closely
connected with landscape gardening (by, for example, \flilliam Kent,
'Capability' Brown and Humphry Repton) and landscape in general,
and with a growing amount of travel in Britain and abroad (it is notice-
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piEces noires

able that travel books, q.v.,begin to proliferate in the r8th c.). In due
course the Grand Tour (q.o.) was also to have an influence on peoples'
sensibilities and responses. Artists and writers looked at scenery in
new and different 'tilrays. The work of three painters in particular
became very popular in Britain: namelS Nicolas Poussin ft594-ft6),
Claude Lorrain (r5oo-82) and Salvator Rosa (t6r5-7). Landscape
gardeners copied scenes from Claude's compositions. The poet
Thomas Gray $7:,6-7r) carried what was called a 'Claude glass', a
kind of mirror, convex and blackened, which gave the impression of a
'Claudian'view. \Writers re*experienced the natural order through the
individual vision of these painters and others. Almost a case of visual

defamiliarization (q.o.). They began to describe scenery in detail, and
the wilder, more rembte and unspoilt it was (e.g. \flales, the Lake

District), the better they like it. Thus there developed what may be
called a 'cult of the picturesque'. Gardens were landscaped to look
'wild' and 'natural', fake ruins were built to adorn them, the grander

and more awe-inspiring aspects of the natural order were admired and

extolled. It was a matter of aesthetic taste and fashion of which people

became connoisseurs, or affected to be connoisseurs. This cult is dis-
cernible early in the r8th c. in, for instance, Addison's Remarhs on

Seaeral Parts of ltaly $zo) and Pope's Eloisa to Abekrd (r7ry).In

the course of the r8th c. and early in the rgth c. the cult produced a

certain amount of literature of interest. For example, Villiam Mason's

poem The Englisb Garden Q77v8r), Thomas Gray's travel journal

OZZ), Richard Payne Knight's The Landscape: A Didactic Poem.

Ozgd,and, of course, the delightful topographical poetry (q.r.) of the

period which relished the rural scene. There were various essays on

the matter, too, among them Villiam Gilpin's Three Essays: On

Piouresque Beauty; On Pictaresque Traztel; On Shetching Landscape

OZgz) and Sir Uvedale Price's Essay on the Pictaresqne (t79$. The

Gothic novelists went in for descriptions of picturesque scenery

and their influence becomes discernible in \(alter Scott's novels.

Eventually there came those who made fun of it and satirized it. For

instance, Jane Austenin Mansfield Parh (r8r4), Peacock in Headlong

Hall (t}fi) and \filliam Combe in Tbe Tour of Dr Syntax in Search

of tbe Piaaresqne (r8o9). The cult of the picturesque is related to

romanticism and also to the concept of the sublime (q.".). See also

corHlc Novnr./rrcrroN.

pibce i thbse See tHnsrs PLAY.

piEce bien faite See vBrr-r{ADE pLAy.

piEces noires See nacr coMEDY.
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pie quebrado (Sp pie,'foot', quebrado,'broken' - from qnebrar,'to
break') In Spanish prosody a short line of 6ve syllables at the most,
but usually four; longer in certain combinations and thus known as
copla de pie quebrado.ln general pie denotes verse, foot or syllable as
in English use, and there are therefore many ways in which pie +
adjective or past participle could be used. The first known examples
date from the r4th c. in Pedro de Veragie and Juan Ruiz, Archpriest
of Hita. See copre; REDoNDILLA.

pillow book A form of commonplace book (q.".) which appears to have
originated in Japan. It is a compilation of notes, jottings, 'occasional'

writings; the sort of thing that might go into an extended diary (q.".)
or journal. A classic example, and one of the earliest extant, is Tbe
Pilloat Book of Sei Shdnagon, which is titled Mahura no Soshi ('notes
of the pillow') and was composed c. rooo. Sei Shonagon was alady-
in-waiting to the Empress Sadako during the last decade of the roth c.
The story of its origin is that when a bundle of unused notebooks was
brought to the Empress she wondered what to do with them. The
lady-in-waiting suggested that she should have them and make them
into a pillow. That may have meant putting them into the drawers of
a wooden pillow. She subsequently filled the notebooks with random
facts and jottings,lists and so forth. This early pillow book is the fore-
runner of a traditional Japanese genre called zuihitsu ('occasional writ-
ings') which still exists.

pillow dictionary A euphemism (4.2.) for a tutor in a foreign language
or languages who, as the term implies, gives tuition in bed. A term
more commonly used by men of women than vice versa- Those who
practise hypnopaedic techniques use a different kind of dictionary. See
also tnxtcoN; PrLLov BooK.

Pindaric ode .9ee oor.

p'ing hua A Chinese term for a type of popular tale or yarn (qq.a.)
which is dominated by the narrator's presence and by the use of col-
loquial and idiomatic language. The p'ing hua rends to be fantastic in
content but is realistic in tone. It is akin to the Russian shaz and tb the
tall story @q.r.).

pivot word A word or phrase which has the effect of modifying what
precedes or follows, especially in repetition. A recent example is the
use of the word 'something' byJon Silkin in Death of a Son (who died
in a mental hospital aged one). The poem begins:

Something has ceased to come along with me.
Something like a person: something very like one.
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And there was no nobility in it
Or anything like that.

piyyut A form of Hebrew liturgical poem especially written to cele-

brate a festival. They sometimes take an acrostic (q.".) form. Theywere
common between the 3rd and 7th c. Seven are known to have been

written by the Hebrew religious poet Yose ben Yose.

plagiarism (L pkgiarizs,'kidnapper, seducer, literary thief') Hence pla-

giar!, the nounl and pkgiarize, rhe verb. C. T. Onions defined plagi-

arism as 'wrongful appropriation and publication as one's own'. As

such it is scelus sernPer et ubique. Much plagiarism has been the lifting,

filching or pirating of other people's works; a very common Practice
among dramatists during the Elizabethan period when hackwriters

blatantly stole the plays of others and presented them as their own.

These days (and for long past) such thieving is rare and authors are

now fairly well protected by copyright (q.".).

There are other forms of literary felony and pilfering which have

been regarded as less reprehensible. These may be conscious or uncon-

scious borrowing. In his conversations with Eckermann, Goethe once

pointed out (on 4[an. fi27) that through all art 'there is filiation i.e.

descent or transmission from. If you see a great master, you will always

find that he has used what was good in his predecessors, and that it

was this which made him great. Men like Raphael do not spring out

of the ground. They took their root in the antique and in the best that

has been done before them.' This is a point of view with which many

would agree, from Aristotle onwards. Imitation (q.v.) was a Practice
fully approved by the Classical authors (e.g. Aristotle, Cicero and

Quintilian) and it has been legitimate ever since Homer, who himself

borrowed from the ballads then alive in oral tradition (q.".) In fact,

the ballad-maker, almost by definition, is a borrower in the more

acceptable sense of the term. The good ballad-maker studies carefully

what has already been achieved, learns from it and then attemPts to

adapt and improve it on his own account. He assimilates, refines,

modifies and, if he is gifted, he then produces an original work of his

own which will embellish the existing tradition. This is progress. The

ballad The Unquiet Grave exists in several versions over a consider-

able period of iime and each is equally good. There are no fewer than

thirty-nine variants of Mary Hamilton - and again many of them are

equally good. To support the point we may cite Luther's highly suc-

cessful re-using of the old Church hymns, and. Burns's use of tradi-

tional material which he shaped anew to his own PurPose.
Ballad-making is a popular art and entertainment. By analogy so are

the Punch and Judy show, music hall, proverbs, games, dance songs,
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festival rimals, fertiliry rites, folksongs and folk dramas (e.g. the
Mumming Play and the Plough Monday Pley, qq.o.). All borrow.

Another form of borrowing involves the use of source-books.
Shakespeare, for instance, took many of his plots from chronicles and
well-established stories. Many of his contemporaries did the same.
Very often they transformed the source into an original work.

A less obvious example of the influence of source material can be
seen in the plays of Molidre, who made such notable use of the tradi-
tions and techniques of cornmedia dell'arte (q.".'t.

Other kinds of source are legend and myth. The pervasive influence
of these, in European literature especially, has been considerable (e.g.

Oedipus, Ulysses, Fausrus, Don Juan, The Vandering J.*).
There are also innumerable instances of verbal 'borrowing'.

Consider, for example, from Munday and Chettle's Death of Robert,
Earl of Hantingdon (c. r 598):

The multirudes of seas dyed red with blood

from Munday's Downfall of Robert, Earl of Hnntingdon (c. r598):

And made the green sea red with Pagan blood

and Shakespeare's (from Macbeth):

The multitudinous seas incarnadine,
Making the green one red.

All are fine; Shakespeare's the best by half a length.
In general nearly all artists live off each other. They borrow from

each other. Ultimately the only true test is whether or not it is
justifiable. Occasionally a man appears who is virtually a law unto
himself, the genius (q.".).After him nothing is quite the same ever
again. Lesser mortals are content to follow the rules and conventions,
but to use them skilfully and with as much originaliry as they are
capable of. Occasionally there appears the literary iconoclast; the man
who doesn't vrant to know about tradition, who wants to make a com-
pletely clean staft on the fabulous tabula rasa.They are nearly always
of inferior talents and achieve little that lasts. In fact, literary icono-
clasm (like most other forms of iconoclastic activity) usually creates a
paltry mess.

In broader senses yet, the writer (the anist) is a borrower. Using
what Coleridge, himself a noted plagiarist, referred to as 'the hooks-
and-eyes of memory' he stores and stocks his mind with the experi-
ence and creations of other writers. He teaches himself from them and
through them. The creative mind matures this knowledge, allows it to
macerate, so to speak, in'what HenryJames described as the'deep well
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of unconscious cerebration'. One can detect the results clearly enough

in many works. To take a few notable examples: Seneca was much

influenced by the Greek tragedians; so was Racine. Hosts of writers

of all kinds have 'lived off' Aristotle and Plato. Milton was much

influenced by Spenser who owed much to Chaucer who, in turn, had

borrowed from French and Italian writers. Keats was much influenced

by all three of these Englishmen. Pope, who had a profound knowl-

edge and understanding of the Classical authors, 'imitated' Horace.

Di Johnson, who had a comparable knowledge and understanding,
'imitated' 

Juvenal. The Pre-Raphaelites borrowed extensively from

medieval authors (hence medievalism, 4.a.).And one can hardly

imagine Dylan Thomas and Ted Hughes being the fine Poets they are

if they had not learnt much from Gerard Manley Hopkins. \f. H.

Auden is an outstanding example of a poet who has used many long-

established poetic forms and adapted them to his own individual needs

and purposes.
Such men (and there are scores of others) are examples of good bor-

row'ers; the kind that Jonson was thinking of (he understood the

matter very well) when, in Discozteries, he spoke of the writer who

learns from his predecessors 'not as a creature that swallows what it

takes in, crude, raw, or undigested; but that feeds with an aPPetite' and

hath a stomach to concoct, divide and turn all into nourishment'.

Jonson followed precept with practice, and no one could accuse him

of lacking orginality (q.".).
There are also plentiful examples of bad borrowing. This was Par-

ticularly common in the r8th c., largely as a result of the influence of

Milton. 
'Wordsworth 

in rurn was to exert a great influence for a

hundred or more years, and even in the r93os Poets were still writing

ponderous ''Wordsworthese'. Another notable example of wholly

unsuccessful borrowing was the kind practised by rgth c. verse drama-

tists who adopted the styles, conventions and even attitudes of the

Elizabethan playwrights and attempted to write dramatic blank verse

like Shakespeare. Basically, writers like James Sheridan Knowles,

Shelley, Tennyson and Browning did not understand the conventions.

Self-plagiarism is not uncommon among writers, and is often

.rrr"otts"ious. 
'When 

conscious, it usually involves the re-working of a

poem, as in Collins's How Sleep the Brarte, which he'lifted'and re-

shaped f.rom Ode on Colonel Ross.
Fl"itt thieving has always been fairly rare, probably because the

risks of detection are too great. However, Sterne was often unscruPu-

lous; so was Disraeli. See INvENTIoN; sPoNTANEITY.

plaint A lament (q.v.) in verse. See couprerNT; DIRGE; ELEGY; PLANH.
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plaisir/iouissance Terms used with a special signification by Roland
Barthes in his book Le Phisir dn texte (rgZ), a discussion of the
lisible/soiptible or readerly/writerly (q.rr.) text. The writerly text, he
opines, offers two kinds of enjoyment: pkisir,'pleasure'; and jouis-
sAnce,'bliss'. Joaissance carries connotations of ecstasy and sexual
delight, and Barthes offers an aesthetics based on the pleasure of the
body. To clarify his distinction he suggests that the pkisir taken in a
text comes through the more or less straightforward processes of
reading, while the jouissance, e heightened form of pleasure, derives
from a sense of interruption, a 'breakdown' or gap, where, perhaps,
something unofthodox or unexpected occurs. The comforts of phisir
are compatible with texts which ue lisible;while the comforts and sur-
prises of. jouissance arise from the sdptible. He elaborates with a kind
of erotic analogy, suggesting that the focus of erotic pleasure is the
place where naked flesh meets a garment, where'the garment gapes'.
This is analogous to jouissance. However, he also suggests that the 'text

of bliss' may impose a 'state of loss'; it is a text that discomforts and
'unsettles the reader's historical, cultural, psychological assumptions,
the consistency of his tastes, values, memories, brings to a crisis his
relation with language'.

planh A funeral lament (q.".) in Old Provengal. Some forty-odd are
believed to be extent. Most of them are laments for the death of some
distinguished person, a patron or patroness. .See coMpt*aINT; DrRGE;
ELEGY.

plateresco (Sp phtero, 'silversmith') Thus, an ornamental, 'filigreed'

sryle of writing in Spanish r6th c. romances. The English version
is pkteresqae, 'silversmith-like'. Primarily an architectural term, and
applied to an ornate sryle of architecture popular in Spain during the
r6th c. See also BARoeuE; coNGoRrsM; MARrNrsM.

platitude A dull, commonplace statement. A trite and obvious remark.
Many proverbial expressions and idioms have become platitudes. For
example: 'You cannot have your cake and eat it.'

Platonism ParadoxicallS Platonism has been a continual, pervasive and
powerful influence on poets and poetry (and other forms of literature)
down the ages. 'Paradoxically'because Plato would not'allow' most
forms of poetry in his Repablic. The point is made uncompromisingly
clear towards the end of Book X: 'But you will know that the only
poetry that ought to be allowed in a state is praise to the gods and
paeans to virtuous men; es soon as you go beyond that and admit lyric
or epic poetry then pleasure and pain become your rulers instead of
the law and the principles that are commonly accepted as best.'
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However, Plato believed that poetry might serve the communiry by

helping to educate it, and poetry which praised the gods and good men
would show people who and what they should emulate. The didactic
virtues of poetry were invoked in late Classical and medieval times to
defend the art against those who objected to it on moral grounds.
During the Renaissance (q.t .) period such a Platonic idea influenced
the belief that the poet had a special role as a kind of 'celebrant' of
nationalism. Much epic (q.v.) in the Renaissance is national epic. For

example, Camo6ns in Os Lusiadas composed a kind of historical
manifesto of Portuguese nationalism, and Camo6ns would have had a
passport to the Republic because he sang the praises of noble men.

Plato saw the world as an imperfect imitation of a divine ideal, a
shadowy and even distorted simulacrum of a heavenly prototype. It

followed that the poet imitated this (because he imitated nature) and

thus his work was merely an imitation of an imitation. As such, in the
Platonic view, poetry could not arrive at truth. Aristotle attempted to
deal with this problemin Poetics and advanced the theory that poetry
did indeed convey the truth by a form of acceptable imitation or feign-
ing (q.v.). Neoplatonic philosophers (the most distinguished was
Plotinus, 3rd c.) thought that poetry was the most estimable form of
imitation because it'copied' not nature but a divine archetype. Such

theories had much influence at the Renaissance and during the

Romantic period (q,".).
Plato, like Homer, also claimed that the poet was an inspired person.

The idea of inspiration (q.a.) found greatf^vour in later ages and there

developed the belief that the poet uras different from ordinary mortals;
that the Muse had visited him; that he had vatic powers; thaL in short,
in the creation of poetry he was in an exalted smte as the result of
divine insufflation. The image of the poet as visionary and prophet
(even, according to ShelleS as an unacknowledged legislator) had a
considerable vogue during the Romantic period.

Many of Plato's works (especially Syrnposium,Timaeus, Parmenides
and the Repablic) also include myths, symbols and images through
whose similitudes (q.".) he sought to express his ideas of Truth, Beauty
and the Good, all of which, in his view, were One: a form of aesthetic
and philosophic Trinity. These concepts were a powerful influence
from the early Middle Ages onwards, and especially during the
Renaissance when the influence of Platonism was at its greates[ thanks
in great measure to Marsilio Ficinot Latin translation of Plato's works

towards the end of the r yth c. and his attempted 
'reconciliation' of

Platonic and Christian philosophy in Theologia Platonica.Indeed, it
was Ficino who used the term Amor Platonicus more or less synony-
mously with Amor Sooaticus to denote spiritual love. Platonic love
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has become the best known idea or aspect of Platonism, and the ideal
of Platonic love has influenced'Western literature and life to such an
extent that the most unlettered person may be presumed to have some
acquaintance with it. In its origin (and the source is Plato's Syrnposium)
it was the contemplation of the idea of perfect and absolute beauty;
separate, simple and infinite beauty. By contrast, terrestrial beauty was
a shadowy reflection of it. The chief Neoplatonist philosophers were
Plotinus, Porphyry Proclus and Hypatia; they combined Platonic
ideas with oriental mysticism and drew on the theory of Platonic
love, and influenced Christian philosophy through St Augustine.
Renaissance thinkers developed it into a theory that physical beaury
was an outward expression of the inward grace and spiritual beauty of
the soul, and this spirirual radiance was an extension of the effulgent
beauty of God Himself. The Platonic lover therefore paid devotion
and adoration to a physical beauty of his mistress only in so far as that
beauty reflected her soul. From earthly and physical desire he aspired
to the contemplation of the beatific vision. Such an attirude informed
much lyric and love poetry of the late Middle Ages and during the
Renaissance. Spenser elaborated the idea in his Four Hymns. There is
a notable exposition in the fourth book of Castiglione's Il Libro del
Cortegi.ano (The Book of the Courtier; r 5z8).

During the Romantic period there was a marked revival of interest
in the concept of Platonic love, and a great interest in Platonism in
general. Blake,'Wordsworth, Shelley and Holderlin especially were
strongly influenced by it. This is particularly noticeable in Shelley's
Eptpsychidion end I?'ordsworth's Intimations of I rnmortality.

Between the end of the r6th c. and the beginning of the Romantic
period Platonism as a force and influence is not much marked in
!(i'estern thought and literature. However, mention should be made of
the Cambridge Platonists - a group of philosophers who flourished
during the middle of the ryth c. and whose headquarters were at
Cambridge Universiry. The main members of the group were Ralph
Cudworth, Henry More, John Smith and Nathanael Culverwel. This
group reacted against Puritan dogmatism and against the materialistic
philosophies of Hobbes and Descartes. They were idealists who
believed in the essentially spiritual constirution of the vrorld. Henry
More wrote some philosophical poetry which propounded some of
the ideas of the group.

Platonism has continued to be a strong fertilizing influence in the
minds of various poets, especially Coleridge, Rilke, Yeats and \flallace
Stevens. There can be little doubt that Benjamin Jowett's translations
of Plato (r 87r) did much to encourage the study of Platonism through-
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out the English-speaking world, though nowadays he has come under

criticism for inaccuracy and pseudo-archaic English.
Plato's manifold influences have pervaded much political and

utopian (see urorre) thinking. Modern Fascism and Marxist

Communism would have been repugnant to Plato, but his Repablic

depicts a prototypical totalitarian state and has had incalculable

influence.
The form in which he chose to express many of his ideas was the

dialogue (q.o.), of which there have been many celebrated examples

since. \(e should also note the continual influence he has had on modes

of thinking, methods of teaching and education in general.

play A dramatic work designed to be presented on a stage (or in a tele-
vision studio) and performed by actors and actresses. An exception is

a closet play (q.v.). See cHRoNIcLE PLAY; coMEDY; coMEDY oF

MANNERS; HIGH COMEDY; LOV COMEDY; MIRACLE PLAY; MORALITY

PLAY; MYSTERY PLAY; PASSION PLAY; THESIS PLAY; TRAGEDY; VELL-MADE

PLAY.

Pl6iade A group of r5th c. French poets named after the constellation
of the seven daughters of Atlas. Ronsard originated the term in ryy5.

Until that time he had used the term Bigade. He adopted Pl4iade

from the Alexandrine group of poets who had borne that name.

Membership of the group varied over the years but never exceeded

seven. In r5y6, besides Ronsard, it included Joachim du Bellay, Pontus
de Thiard, Jean-Antoine de Baif, Jacques Pelletier, EtienneJodelle and
R6my Belleau. They were innovators who wished to abandon the

medieval poetic tradition, and their innovations were based on a srudy
of Greek and Latin poetry. They established the sonnet, the ode and
the alexandrine (qq.r.) in France. Their theories were exPounded in

du Bellay's Deffense et lllastration de la kngue frangoise (ts+il,

in Ronsard's preface to his Odes (ty yo) and in his Abrdgd de l'art
podtique (t l5t).

pleonasm (Gk 'superfluity') Redundant use of words. It may be delib-
erate but is usually involuntary. A common fault in much writing. For

example: 'In this day and age', instead of 'now','today' or'nowadays'.
See prnrprrRAsrs; poETrc DrcrIoN; TAUToLocY.

pliego suelto (Sp 'loose sheet') Sheets of paper used for printing

Spanish ballads from early in the r5th c. Also known as literatara de

cordel ('writings hanging from a string') because vendors strung the
broadsheets from cords in stationers' shops or tents on market days.
Collections of them formed cancioneros (q.o.), nowadays normally in
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book form. The first (undated) cancionero de romancer was published
in Antwefpi presumably before r t to - the date of the second.
Followed by romanceros (q.o.), beginning in r51r with Seprilvedat.
There were also sihtas de romances and rosas de romAnces.

ploce (Gk'plaited, woven') A figurative device in which the same word
(or words) is repeated. It also denotes the complication of a dramatic
plot. See a/so INcnTMENTAL RErETTTIoN.

plot The plan, design, scheme or pattern of events in a play poem or
work of fiction; and, further, the organization of incident and charac-
ter in such a way as to induce curiosity and suspense (q.v.) in the spec-
tator or reader. In the space/time continuum of plot the continual
question operates in three tenses: tUflhy did that happen? Vhy is this
happening? tUfhat is going to happen next - and why? (To which may
be added: And - is anything going to happen?)

ln Poetics, Aristotle includes plot. as one of the six elements in
tragedy (q.o.). For Aristotle it is the 'first principle' and 'the soul of a
tragedy'. He calls plot 'the imitation of the action', as well as the
arrangement of the incidents. He required a plot to be 'whole' (that is,
to have a beginning, a middle and an end) and that it should have unitS
namely 'imitate one action and that a whole, the structural union of
the parts being such that, if any one of them is displaced or removed,
the whole will be disjointed and disrurbed.'

This is the ideal, well-knit plot which Aristotle distinguished from
the episodic plot in which the acts succeed one another 'without

probable or necessary sequence', and which he thought was inferior.
Aristotle also distinguished between simple and complex plots: in the
simple the change of fornrne occurs without peripeteia (q.o.) and
without anagnorisis (q.v.), whereas in the complex there is one or the
other or both. Aristotle also emphasized the importance of plot as
opposed to character.

His views will be adequate for some Greek tragedy, some
Elizabethan and Jacobean tragedy and some French Classical rragedy,
and elements of the application of Aristotle's theories can be found in
many plays - and novels.

Hoyrever, a plot has come to denote something much more flexible
than that envisaged by Aristotle. The decline of tragedn the rise of
comedy, the development of the novel - all have contributed to a much
looser conception and many varied theories.

A more homely approach than Aristotle's is that of E. M. Forster.
In Aspeas of tbe Novel (rgr) he provided a simple but very service-
able description of plot: 'Ife have defined a story as a narrative of
events arranged in their time-sequence. A plot is also a narrative of
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events, the emphasis falling on causaliry. "The king died and the queen

died,' is a story. 
'The king died and then the queen died of grief,' is

a plot. The time-sequence is preserved, but the sense of causality over-

shado*s it. Or again: *The queen died, no one knew why, until it was

discovered that it was through grief at the death of the kitg." This is

a plot with a mystery in it, a form capable of high development. It sus-

pends the time-sequence, it moves as far away from the story as its

limitations will allow.'
Such a description will suffice to cover a very large number of plots,

especially those in which causality among episodes is explicit or

implied. It will certainly cover an enormous number of novels. On the

other hand no theory or definition of plot can now cover adequately

the variety of works b5 say, Joyce, Bulgakov, Graham Greene, Ivy

Compton-Burnett, Heinrich Boll, Michel Butor,'William Burroughs,

Robbe-Grillet and Len Deighton - to take a handful of very different

writers at randoml or, {or that matter, Kafka, Arnold Bennett, Malcolm

Lowry Ivo Andri6, Eric Ambler, Nabokov, Saul Bellow, Grass, Bykov,

Claude Simon and V. S. Naipaul. See sun-prot.

Plough Monday plaS the In English folk-festivals Plough Monday is

the Monday after Twelfth Night. The play, which is related to the

Mumming (or St George) Play, survives in a few fragmentary texts

from the East Midlands. The play differs from the Mumming Play

in several respects. The characters are Tom the Fool, a Recruiting

Sergeant, a Ribboner or Recruit, three farm servants, a Doctor and

Beelzebubi plus rwo women, the Young Lady and old DameJane. The

play (like the St George play) in all probability symbolizes the death

ind resurrection of the year and may well be the survival of a fertiliry

rite. See a/so uuuuING PLAv; PACE-EGGING PLAY; REVESBY PLAY.

pluralist criticism This entails a critical approach to literature by which

a text is studied with an open mind and thus without any necessary or

apparent commitment to an ideological position or stance. Most

importantly it expresses the willingness to hold more than one posi-

tion. Structuralist critics have expressed disapproval of this approach.

M"ry Marxist critics - who tend to be committed to a position -

would also disapprove. See MARxrsr cRITIcIsM; srRUcTURALrsM.

plurisignation A term (it means, literally, several or many signs br

marks) used by \flheelwrightinTbe Baming Foantain (tgSd to indi-

cate that a word, a passage or a whole work may have various levels

and meanings of what is described as 'semantic thrust'. This instru-

ment of critical jargon can be useful in the work of close analysis. See

ALLEGORY; ALLUSION; AMBIGUITY; FOUR LEVELS OF MEANING.
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pnigos (Gk 'strangler') A sort of patter song (q,v.) in Greek Old
Comedy (q.o.). Traditionally in anapaestic dimeters and recited
without pause; thus liable to make the reciter run out of breath. See
ANAPAEST; DIMETER.

poem (Gk poiEma, 'something made, created'. Thus, a work of an) A
composition, a work of verse, which may be in rhyme (q.".) or may
be blank verse (q.o.) or a combination of the two. Or it may depend
on having a fixed number of syllables, like rhe haihu (q.".).

In the final analysis what makes a poem different from any other
kind of composition is a species of magic, the secret to which lies in
the way the words lean upon each other, are linked and interlocked in
sense and rhythm, and thus elicit from each other's syllables a kind of
tune whose beat and melody varies subtly and which is different from
that of prose (q.v.) - 'the other harmony'. See also MAKER; poEsrs;

POETRY.

po€me A genre invented by Alfred de Vigny. In 1837 he defined his
poiirnes, in a preface, as compositions. in which philosophic thought
is presented under an epic (q.".) or dramatic form. Thus, podmes
philosopbiques.

poesis (Gkpoiesis, from poiein,' tomake') Thus poesis denotes'making'
in general, but in particular the making of poetry. The word came into
the English language as 'poesie' in the r4th c. Later in that century the
word 'poetrie' (from L poetria) was also introduced. They were fre-
quently used synonymously. Evenrually poetry supplanted poesy.The
latter produced pos\ 'a motto verse'. See uernn; poEM.

poetaster A hack poet; an inferior versifier. The word is a combination
of 'poet' and '-aster'; dster being a suffix of substantives and adjectives
expressing an incomplete resemblance. The word is always derogatory.
Its usage dates from the r5th c.

pobte maudit A phrase which became current as a result of Verlaine's
collection of essays Les Poites maudits (r884, r888). These were brief
critical and biographical studies of six poets who, in his view, were
insufficiently appreciated and understood. They were: Marceline
Desbordes-Valmore Q786-r8y9), Villiers de I'Isle-Adam (r838-89),
St6phane Mallarm6 (r842-98), Tristan CorbiEre (t8+S-7), Arthur
Rimbaud ( r 8 y4-9 r ) and 'Pauvre Lelian', Paul Verlaine's anagram of his
own name. The phrase 'pobtes maudits' may be a reference to
Baudelaire's B4nddiction, the first poem in Les Flears du mal (r85il.
See also TEL euEL scHool.
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poetic contests There are two basic kinds: (a) A formal comPetition in

which poets enter and compete for a prize. This form of competition
goes back to the festivals in Athens. In the Middle Ages there were
comparable cdntests, mostly in France at Valenciennes, Arras, Douai,
Tournai, Lille, Rouen and Dieppe. In Germany, from the r4th to the
r6th c., the Meistersinger guilds held singing contests. The Academy
of the Jocs Florals, which originated in Toulouse in the r4th c., still
has festivals. Probably the best known of all is the National Eisteddfod
(q.o.) of 

'Wales, 
which dates at least from the r3th c. and is still held

annually. (b) An imaginary debate or contest in a play or poem. An

early example is to be found in Aristophanes's Frogs, in which

Aeschylus and Euripides argue the merits of their poetry. The device,
if such it is, occurs in Latin, Provengal, OF and ME works. One of

the most interesting examples of a poetic contest in Europe is to be
witnessed at Nuoro in central Sardinia where, at midsummer or later,

shepherds compete with one another in the improvisation of poems in

dialect. For some time before the final there have been eliminating con-
tests. See also r,l,:xo; ofner; DIALocuE; FLYTING; LAUDA; PARTIMEN;
PUY; TENSON.

poetic contractions See svxannrsls; sYNcoPE.

poetic diction In general, diction denotes the vocabulary used by a

writer. Poetic diction usually refers to that rather particular kind of
language and artificial arrangement employed by many poets in the

r8th c. who were guided by the theory and practice of neoclassicism
(q.".). Thomas Gray observed that 'the language of the age is never
the language of poetr/', and by this he meant that language must be

selected and adapted according to its appropriateness for the work in

hand. This is the principle of decorum (q.v.).Satire, for instance, a
favoured mode of expression in the r 8th c., required an urbane, culti-
vated and somewhat formal language; the style and diction of a gen-
tleman. Pope was the supreme exponent of this. An ode (q.o.), on the

other hand, or a pastoral (q.a.) required a more specialized diction.
Probably the most notable characteristic of poetic diction in the rSth

c. was periphrasi s (q.o.) for the sake of elegance and politeness. Stock
examples are: 'finny tribe' for 'fish'; 'feathered breed' for 'birds';
'wingy swarm' for 'bees'; and 'foodful brine' for 'sea'. Taken to

extremes this kind of expression could become absurd, a mere con-
tortion. Excessive use of Latinism (q.".) in r 8th c. poetic diction did

on occasion become absurd, as in these examples: 'purple groves
pomaceous' for 'orchards'; 'rich saponaceous loam' for 'good soil';
'nectareous streams' for'sheep's milk';'hyperborean' for'belonging
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rc the far north', 'mantling bliss' for 'ale' - and so on. Other features
of Neoclassical poetic diction were archaism (4.2.) and frequent use of
personifi ca tion (q. o.).

At its best the judicious use of poetic dicdon could produce agree-
able results, as in these lines from Gray's Ode on a Dktant Prospect of
Eton College $747):

Say, Father Thames, for thou hast seen
Full many a sprightly race
Disporting on thy margent treen
The paths of pleasure trace;
\U[ho foremost now delight to cleave
YVith pliant arm thy glassy wave?
To captive linnet which enthrall?
Vhy idle progeny succeed
To chase the rolling circle's speed,
Or urge the flying ball?

At the rurn of the century there set in a strong reaction against poetic
diction. This was expressed with vigour by \(rordswonh, in his preface
to the second edition of the Lyical Balhds (r8oo). He was for the lan-
guage of the common man, for everyday co[oquial speech in poetry
what Shakespeare meant by'russet yeas and honest kersey noes'; but
even \fordswofth found this difficult to achieve in practice, and the
problem of what language is appropriate for poetry and what not has
exercised writers ever since rW/'ordsworth and Coleridge addressed
themselves to the matter. Throughout the rgth c. we find many poets
trying to work out a mode and idiorir and, often enough, failing to
develop an individual one of their own. Much verse written in that age
was laboured and stilted, encumbered by archaism and sffange synta(.
Gerard Manley Hopkins tried to break free of these clogs and, in his
highly idiosyncratic fashion, proved a profoundly influential innova-
tor. But even as late as the rgzos there were poets who had still not
solved the problem of how to use colloquial language.

T. S. Eliot asked for an'easy commerce of the old and new',

The common word exact without vulgarity,
The formal word precise but not pedantic

And Vallace Stevens introduced the idea of the 'anti-poetic' as a
counter to the concept that there had to be something special about
the language of poetry.

It may be argued that any word is a suitable tool for the poet, and
that its suitability will depend on how it is used. But this immediately
raises the difficulty of technical language, iargon (q.o.) and obscure
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words. Consider the opening lines of Hugh MacDiarmid's On a

Raised Beach:

All is lithogenesis - or lochia,
Carpolite fruit of the forbidden tree'
Stones blacker than any in the Caaba,
Cream-coloured caen-stone, chatoyant pieces,

Celadon and corbeau, bistre and beige,
Glaucous, hoar, enfouldered, cyathiform,
Making mere faculae of the sun and moon,
I study you glout and'gloss, but have
No cadrans to adjust you with, and turn again
From optik to haptik and like a blind man run
My fingers over you, arris by arris, burr by burr,
Slickensides, truit6, rugas, foveoles

And so forth for a dozen more lines, before the language becomes

simpler. The general sense of the passage is clear but the average reader

would not know many of the words. MacDiarmid was a Poet who was

much preoccupied with finding an ideal diction and idiom. See also

AUREATE LANGUAGE.

poetic iustice A term invented by Thomas Rymer in Tragedies of the

Last Age Considered (t675) to convey the idea that the evil are pun-

ished appropriately and the good rewarded as they should be. It was

a widely held belief that literature should reflect a moral point of view

and that a work of literature should reward the virtuous and punish

the wicked. Towards the end of the ryth c.it was going out of fashion.

Corneille rejected it; so, later, did Addison. However, it seems that

many people still think a work of literature should show soflte sense

of justice: at its simplest, that the villain should get his deserts.

poetic licence The liberty allowed to the Poet to wrest the language

according to his needs in the use of figurative speech, archaism (q.v.),

rhyme (q.v.),strange syntax (q.o.),etc. But this liberty depends on the

end jusdfying the means. Dryden defined it as'the liberty which Poets
have assumed to themselves in all ages, of speaking things in verse,

which are beyond the severity of prose'.

poetic prose Prose (q.a.) which approximates to verse in the use of

rhythm, perhaps even a kind of meter (q.o.),in the elaborate and ornate

use of language, and especially in the use of figurative devices like ono-

matopoeia, assonance and metaphor (qq.r.).Poetic Prose is usually

employed in short works or in brief passages in longer works in order

to achieve a specific effect and to raise the 'emotional temperature'.
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Many writers have attempted it. For example: Lyly, Sir Thomas
Browne, Jeremy Taylor, de Quincey, Lautr6amont, Melville, Rimbaud,
Oscar Vilde, James Joyce, Virginia \7oolf, Villiam Faulkner and
Lawrence Durrell. There are some examples of it in the narrator's part
in Dylan Thomas's radio play Under Mille Wood (rpl+). See also
EUPHUTSM; GONGORISM; MARINTSM; POLYPHONIC PROSE; PROSE POEM;

PURPLE PASSAGE,

poetischer Realismus (G 'poetic realism') This -ism, coined by
Friedrich Schelling in r8oz, is, somewhat surprisingly perhaps, pecu-
liar to German literature. It is a rather vague term associated with,
approximately, the period r 84e8o and denoting narrative poetry of a
plain and realistic kind, traditionalist in attirude and moral and humane
in tone and feeling. The principal writers associated with poetic realism
were: Annette von Droste-Hiilshoff Q797-t848); Jeremias Gotthelf

$797-r8S$; Adalbert Stifter (r8oy-58); Otto Ludwig (r8r3-55);
Theodor Storm (r8r7-88); Gottfried Keller (r8r9-9o); Conrad Meyer
(r8zy-98); and \filhelm Raabe (r83r-r9ro).

poet laureate The origin of the term lies in the myth of Apollo who
tried to seize Daphne, whereupon she rurned into a laurel tree. Ap'ollo
ordained that the laurels should be the prize for poets and victors. It
is likely that the tradition of the court poet and professional enter-
tainer is the forebear of the modern poet laureate. The epithet knre-
ate wes applied to a number of poets (e.g. Petrarch, Chaucer, Skelton,
Ben Jonson, Davenant, and others) before the first official appoint-
ment was made, namely Dryde-n in 1568. Since Dryden's removal
(r5S8) there have been sixteen poets laureate: Thomas Shadwell

Q68y9z); Nahum Tate Q69z-r7t5); Nicholas Rowe (r7r1-r8);
Laurence Eusden (r7r8-3o); Colley Cibber (tzle1Z); \fiilliam
lU7hitehead (rylz-8); Thomas 

'Warton 
$78s-9o); Henry James

Pye Q7yr8r3); Robert Southey (r8r3-43); 'William 'Wordsworth

(r843-yo); Alfred Lord Tennyson $81*92); Alfred Austin

Q896-r9r); Robert Bridges $9r31o); John Masefield (r93o-58);
Cecil Day Lewis $968-72); John Betjeman UgZl-8+); Ted Hughes
(tg8+- ). Of these only three can be accounted major poets: namely,
Dryden,'Wordsworth and Tennyson.

poetry (MedL poetia based on Gk poEtEs,'doer, creator') It is a com-
prehensive term which can be taken to cover any kind of metrical com-
position. However, it is usually employed with reservations, and often
in contradistinction to verse. For example, we should describe
Shakespeare's sonnets as poetry and the wittily ingenious creations of
Ogden Nash as verse; though both are in verse. \7e speak of 'light
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verse' rather than'light poetry'. The implications are that poetry is a

superior form of creation; not necessarily therefore, more serious.

Aristophanes, Chaucer, BenJonson, Donne, Marvell, Pope, Byron and

Auden, to name a few; have all written witry and humorous Poems.

poet's corner A part of the south transept of \festminster Abbey,

London, which contains the tombs (or monuments) of a number of
famous English poets: notablS Shakespeare, Edmund Spenser, Ben

)ottrott, Milton, Michael Drayton, Samuel Butler, Mrs Aphra Behn,

John Gay, Lord Byron and \(. H. Auden

point of attack The moment in a play or story when the main action

begins.

point of rest See pRusn.

point of turning See crrr"rex.

polemic (Gk 'pertaining to war') A vigorous dispute. A controversy,

especially in politics and religion. A famous example of a polemic is

Milton's Areopagitica (t66$. British polemicists of note are Richard

Bendey, Jonathan Swift, Sydney Smith, Cardinal Newman, Bernard

Shaw, Hilaire Belloc and G. K. Chesterton.

police procedural A sub-genre of the detective story @.r.).Until its

advent the police were often on the side-lines and were not infre-

quently depicted as cumbersome, inept and dull-witted (very nearly
joke coppers in some instances) in contrast to the sagacious and quasi-

omniscient amateur sleuth or private detective whose greatest exem-

plar is Sherlock Holmes.
Police procedurals deal realistically with crime from the point of

view of the police and how they solve crimes and catch criminals. The

cenral figure is a professional police officer (such as Commander

Gideon).
A move eway from what was regarded as the classic type of detec-

tive story towards the police procedural took place in the late r92os

with the development of the private eye, an investigator of the 'hard-

boiled school' (of which there have been countless descendants, not

least on television). Raymond Chandler (r888-r95fi md Dashiell

Hammett (t894-r96r) were the pioneers. Later came the stories of

professional policemen using traditional police methods and resources
(increasingly sophisticated in the technological age). But they were a

long time coming. Laurence Treat's V as in Viaint (tg+) is generally

regarded as the first American police procedural. The next was Hillary
'Waugh's 

Last Seen Wearing QgSr). The develoPment of the genre in

the USA was much influenced by a very popular radio show called
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'Dragnet'. Notable practitioners have been Thomas Chastain with
such books as High Vohage (r98o) and The Diamond Excbange
(r98r), Elizabeth Linnington (r9zr- ) with her Glendale and Los
Angeles Police novels, and, most famous of all, Ed McBain $926- )
with his 87th Precinct (New York City) police procedural series intro-
duced in ry56 with Cop Hater end The Mugger.

One of the first British police procedurals was The Lonely
Magdalen (rg+o) by Henry \flade $887-1969), pseudonym of Sir
Aubrey Fletcher, who as chairman of the Buckinghamshire CC com-
mittee that oversaw the police learnt much about their procedures.
Later he was Lord Lieutenant of Buckinghamshire $9544r). Major
British practitioners in the genre have been Maurice Procter $9o6-7);
John Creasey (r9o8-73), who, under the pseudonym J.J. Marric,
created the Commander Gideon series of twenry-one books; Michael
Gilbert (tgrz- ), author of the Petrella police procedural series;

Jonathan Ross (r9r5- ), who wrote a series about crime in a provin-
cid city; John Ifainwright (r9zr- ); Jack Scott (r9zz- ); Laurence
Henderson (1928- ); Bill Knox (1928- ); Roger Busby (r94t- ), who
writes extremely well-informed procedurals; and Freny Olbrich, one
of the few woman exponents of the genre, whose series features Chief
Inspector Desouza of the Bombay CID.

The procedural is predominantly a British and American genre but
mention should be made of the two Swedish writers - Per rVahloo

$gzF7) and Maj Sfowall Gglt- ), a husband-and-wife team - who
wrote ten novels about the work of the Stochholm police and
who created quite a well-known enti-hero (q.o.) rype policeman

'named Martin Beck.

policier See cnrun FIcrroN.

politico-military thriller .9ee rnnrrmn.

polyphonic prose A kind of poetic prose (q.".) developed by Amy
Lowell (t874*r925) and named byJohn Gould Fletcher (r886-r9yo).
Amy Lowell got the idea from the Balhdes (1386) of the French poet
Paul Fort. Her most notable work is Can Grande\ Castle (r9r8).
Fletcher also used this sryle in Breahers and Granite (tgzr). This sort

. of prose has many of the attributes of verse: elaborate cadences and
runeful rhythms, assonance, alliteration and rhyme (qq.v.). See also
FREE VERSE; PROSE POEM; VERS LTBRES.

polyptoton (Gk poly,'many' + ptosis,'a falling, fall') A rhetorical
figure; a case or grammatical inflexion of any kind (e.g. of the adverb
from the adjective). The idea is that one ending (e.g. nominative case)
'falls off' the end of the word to be replaced by another (e.g.
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accusative). So, the term has come to mean the repetition of a word in

a different form. For instance: 'The live give life to the living'. A well-

known example occurs in Shakespeare's Troilus and Cressida (I, i. 7-8):

The Greeks are strong, and skilful to their strength,
Fierce to their skill, and to their fierceness valiant;

polyrhythmic (Gk 'of many rhythms') Applied to a Poem which has

different m etrical p atterns. Pindar was well known f or his polyrhythms.

polyschematic (Gk 'of many forms') In Classical prosody, varying

combinations of the trochee and the choriambus (qq.".).

polysyllabic rhyme .See truprr RHvME.

polysyndeton (Gk 'much compounded') The opposite of asyndeton
(q.o.) and thus the repetition of conjunctions. Common in poetry and
prose. The most frequently used conjunction in English is 'and'.

Ernest Hemingway, for instance, was particularly addicted to this

device in the use of 'and'. In the more eitreme instances of his pseudo-

biblical style it becomes the equivalent of a verbal tic. See HYPorAxrs;

PARATAXIS.

popular novel A loose term for a novel which has a wide readership;

it often carries slightly pejorative connotations which suggest a

middle- or low-brow'audience'and imply that such a novel may not

possess much literary merit. Many a best-seller, historical novel, novel

of sensation, thriller and novel of adventve (qq.a.) has been so

described. Some of the well-known British popular novelists have

been: Varwick Deeping, Howard Spring, R. F. Delderfield, Dornford
Yates, Angela Thirkell, Daphne du Maurier and Dennis \(rheatley.
Such a list might be greatly extended.

pornography (Gk 'writing of harlots') In all probability the term

derives from the sign hung outside a brothel or whore's establishment.
A pornographer is a writer of pornographf and a pornogrd'Ph is a

work of fiction (in the broadest sense of that term) in which there is

a considerable emphasis on sexual activity and which is, as a rule,
written in such a way as to arouse sexual excitement. It may be funny,

serious, bizarre or horrific, and, like any other kind of fiction, it may

be well or badly written.
\We may distinguish two basic sorts of pornograPhy: (a) erotica -

this concentrates on the physical aspects of heterosexual love and may
describe them in great detail; (b) exotica - this concentrates on what

are known as abnormal or deviationist sexual activities, and thus the

emphasis is on sexual perversion. Common subjects for this kind
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of pornography are: sadism, masochism, fetishism, transvestism,
voyeurism (or scoptolagnia), narcissism, pederasry and necrophilia.
Less common subjects are: coprophilia, kleptolagnia, zoophilia and
pyrolagnia.

Under phylum (a) we can put such classics as Ovid's Ars Amatoria
(rst c. rc); Vatsayana's Kama-Sntra (4th c. eo) and other Indian love
manuals; and Casanove's Memoirs (1826-38). Underphylum (b) Sade's

lastine Q768r) and his The tzo Days of Sodom AlSt), Sacher-
Masoch's Venas in Furs (c. fi7o) and Tbe Wbippingbarn Papers (lare
r 88os).

As society has become more 'permissive', so the conception of what
is obscene (and pornographic) has become more flexible. There was a
time when Joyce's Ulysses (first published in a limited and numbered
edition in ryzz), Lawrencet Lady Chatterley's Looer (1928) and
Radclyffe Hallt Tbe Well of Loneliness (1928) were regarded as
obscene and pornographic. Thry provoked abusive and scandalized
comment and legal action. Lawrence Durrell's Bhch Book (1936) was
also thoughtpornographic; so, in rgyir was Nabokov's Loliu. Anyone
who now described these books as pornographic would be regarded
as loudly ridiculous.

In the final andysis judgement must depend on the individual, on
his or her moral and aesthetic conscience, because pornographic ele-
ments (or what some would describe as such) are to be found in many
books. As a serviceable guide in the matter one can hardly do better
than take Lehmann's precept that we must distinguish between works
which have an intent to corrupt and those which have a tendenqt to
do so.

The subject is further complicatdd by such terms as 'straight porn',
'hard porn' and 'soft porn'. And works like The Pearl, A Monthly

Joarnal of Facetiae and Volaptrlotts Reading, The Naked Luncb and
Last Exit to Broohlyz might be put under any of those subheadings
aicording to taste and different criteria.

Discounting for the moment the enormous quantities of 'pulp' lit-
eranlre (illustrated and otherwise) which explores and exploits most
conceivable aspects of sexual behaviour, especially the deviant and per-
verted, and much of which is aesthetically crude, we can find some
kinds of pornography which either are literature (q.o.) or have pre-
tensions to being so.

In general the literature of pornography is vast, and some of it is of
considerable antiquity. At the outset, however, rre must distinguish
between pornography and the pornographic. Acnially it is only since
the second half of the rSth c. that pornography has been produced on
a large scale and much of this has been the pornography of exotica.
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Pornographic elements, however, are to be found much earlier and in

many literatures.
There is plentiful material in the Old Testament on the subject of

pornography in its original sense. There are pornographic elements in

ihe plays of Aristophanes (especially Lysistrata), in Tbe Satyricon of.

Petronius Arbiter (rst c. eo), in Tbe Letters of Alcipbron (c. zoo eo),

the Deipnosophistai of Athenaus (znd c. no), and the Dialogaes oI

Lucian (znd c. eo). The Milesian Tales of. Aristides of the znd c. rc

were also believed to be pornographic, but they do not survive.
In Europe, after the fall of the Roman Empire, there appears to be

no pornography and no literature with pornographic elements, though

there is quite a lot of erotic poetry (q.tt.), until late in the Middle Ages.

Then, we find bawdy or innocuously obscene elements in, for instance,

rhe fabliaux (q.o.) and some of Chaucer's tales.
The first major work of modern pornography is Boccaccio's

Decameron (c. 449-1r). Other works of note in the Renaissance

period which have been described as pornographic are: Poggio's

Facetiae (rlth c.), Rabelais's Gargantua (ry34) and Pantagruel $132),
Cellini's Memoirs (begun in r558), Aretino's Ragionatnenti (16oo),

Brant6me's Vies des darnes Gahntes (t565-6) and Beroalde de

Verville's Le Moyen de pentenir (r5ro). There are also some instances

of pornographic scenes in Elizabethan and Jacobean drama, and scur-

rilous or bawdy elements in much verse (e.g. Skelton's poetry).
The same could be said of some Restoration comedy (q.zt.) and

several r8th c. novels. From the r8th c. dates what many have regarded

as the first masterpiece of English pornography, namelyJohn Cleland's

Memoirs of a Woman of Pleasure, or Mernoirs of the Ltfe of Fanny Hill

Gz+8-g). After that, an increasing number of pornographic works

were published. The full demils and titles are to be found in H. S.

Ashbee's Notes on Curious and Uncommon Boohs $577-81) and the

Register Librorum Eroticorum by R. S. Reade (ty$).Some notable

examples are: Neu Atkntis for tbe Year $762), Useful Hints to Single
Gentlernen respecting Marriage, Concubinage and Adubery. In Prose

and Verse. With Notes Moral, Critical and Explanatory Q79z); Tbe

Meny Muses of Caledoni.a, a Collection of Faoourite Scots Songs,
ancient and modem, selected for us of tbe Chroeballan Fencibles (c.

rSoo); The Voluptuarian Cabinet (c. r8zo).
Between r8zo and r84o, and then from c. r86o onwards, a colossal

amount of erotic pornography was published (much of it illustrated).

Some notable examples are: The Bedfellous: or Young Misses' Manwal
(r8zo); Tbe Adztentnres, Intrigues and Arnours of a Lad'y's Maid
(r8zz); The Modern Ralee (1824); Tbe Lustful Turk (1828); The

Seducing Cardinale (r83o); The Favourite of Venus (r83o); The
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Festival of Loae, or Rettels at tbe Fount of Venus (r86o); Intrigues and
Confessions of a Ballet Girl Q868-7o); The Romance of Lust Q87);
The Pouer of Mesrnerisrn, a highly erotic narrative of Voluptuous Facts
and Fancies (r88o); Laura Middleton, ber Brother and her Loaer
(r89o); Venus in India, or Loae Adoentures in Hindustan Q89o);
Raped on tbe Railany: A True Story of a Lady afio was first ravished
and tben fhgelhted on tbe Scotcb Express (rSg+); Flossie, A Venus of
Fifteen: By one a.,bo kncat this Cbarming Goddess and anrshipped at
ber shrine GSgil.

Other well-known curiosities of erotic pornography are A Night in
a Mooish Harem by'Lord George Herben' (late r89os); the works
of Edward Sellon, one of the most famous English pornographers -

particularly The Neat Epicurean (t861), The Ups and Downs of Ltfe
(t86) and Letters from a Friend in Pais OSZ}.To these should be
added the anonymous My Secvet Ltf, (r.r88y) and My Life and, Loaes
(rgz1l) by Frank Harris. There are also many works in German and
French dating from the rgth c.

Most of these could be placed in the category of erotica. There are
quite as many under exoticd, or the pornography of perversion. Many
are concerned with flagellation practices, incest and various forms of
fetishism. Two celebrated names are always associated with this kind
of pornography, namely the Marquis de Sade and Leopold von Sacher-
Masoch, from whom derive the words sadist and masocb,lit. Sade's
principal works are: Jastine (rZ8r); Tbe rzo Days of Sodom (rZSl);
Aline and Valcour $788); The Philosopber in the Boadoir (rZgil;

laliette $Zg6);andThe Crimes of Love (r8oo). Sacher-Masoch's Venus
in Furs (c. r87o) is his masterpiece.

Other notable works connected with flagellation practices are
Venas Scbool-Mistress; or Birchen Sports (c. r8ro); Tbe Romance of
Chastisement Q866);Tbe Wbippingbant Papers (late r88os), to which
Swinburne contributed; Gynecotrdcy (r8gf); The Memoirs of Doh
Morton (c. rgoo).

In the zoth c. so much pornographic literature of every kind
has been published that there is no space to give an account of it.
Innumerable works, especially novels, contain pornographic elements.
Much of it is to be found in 'girlie' and 'cutie' magazines and glossy
periodicals. Most such publications combine articles and stories, case
histories, diaries and so forth with a variety of photographs. For many
of these one might coin a portmanteau word (q.r.)likepborntography
or Porntography.

As a rule the subject is taken seriously and good comic pornogra-
phy is rare. A distinguished exception in recent times is D. D. Bell's
novel Dichy, or Tbe Midnight Ride of Dicky Vere (tglo).
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A minor and innocuous branch of pornography (or perhaps more

accurately scatology) is the bawdy ballads of the oral tradition (q.v,)

kept alive in the Armed Forces and among sPorting fraternities
(especially rugby clubs). Many of them are'shit without wit', as has

been remarked, but some have style and originaliry and only in the

perfervid mind of Puritans could they be described as potentially

corruPtive.
Vhether such verses are obscene or merely bawdy is again largely

a matter of opinion and taste, and it is next to impossible (and perhaps

not particularly useful) to categorize them. However, one might

suggest as a general pointer that those in category (a) are obscene

and those in (b) bawdy: (a) Eshirno Nell, Tbe Wbeel, Tbe Great

Plenipotentia.ry, The Wbole 
'World 

Oaer, The One-Eyed Riley, The

Ball of Kirriemuir, Tbe Good Sbip Venus, TIte Street of the Thousand

Arseholes, Tbe Coaryunclter's Whore, The Rajah of Astraleban, Tbe

Harlot of Jerasalem, Nightfuck, Tbe Great Farting Contest, Diamond

Lily, The Keybole in the Door and The Traaelling Man; (b) Abdul

Abulbul Emir,Arseholes are Cheap Today,Tbe Virgin Sturgeon,Sonia

Snell, The Portions of the Female, Tbe Hedgehog Song, A Clean Story,

If I were tbe rnarrying sort, The Happy Family, Father's Gratte, Tbe

Farmer's Dog and My Jenny Wren Bride. See also Lo\fl coMEDY.

portmanteau word (F porterr'to carry' + manteau, 
'cloak') A word

formed by combining two or more words. Also known as a telescope

word. Lewis Carroll applied this term to combined words inTbrough

the Looking-Glass in explanation of some words in labberwocky
(q.".).James Joyce, in Finnegans'Wake, coined a large number of such

words. The following passage suggests how Joyce did it:

Flence when the clouds roll by, iamey, a proudseye view is enjoy-

able of our mounding's mass, now \(allinstone national museum,

with, in some greenish distance, the charmful waterloose country

and the two quitewhite villagettes who hear show of themselves so
gigglesomes minxt the follyages, the prettilees! Penetrators are Per-
mitted into the museomound free. Velsh and the Paddy Patkinses,

one shelenk! Redismembers invalids of old guard find poussePousse
pousseypram to sate the sort of their butt. For her passkey supply

to the janitrix, the mistress Kathe. Tip.

See also cnosrrroRD; NEoLocIsM; NoNcE-voRD.

post-modernism A general (and sometimes controversial) term used to

refer to changes, developments and tendencies which have taken place
(and are taking place) in literature, ert, music, archi, architecture, philoso-

r94os or rgtos. Post-modernism is different from
(ano are taKng Pl
phy, etc. since the
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modernism (q.o.), even a reaction against it. It is no easier to define
than many other -isms. Like them, it is amorphous by nature.

To talk of post-modernism is to imply that modernism is over and
done with. This is not so. There never is a neat demarcation line.
Originally, aoant-garde (q.v.) movements in literature and the arts in
general were modernist; avant-garde influences continue. It might be
said that there is a new avant-gqrd,e. Besides, post-modernism is still
happening. Vhen something else develops from it or instead of it, it
will, perhaps, be easier to identify, describe and classify.

As far as literature is concerned it is possible to descry certain fea-
tures in post-modernism. For instance, there is literature which tends
to be non-raditional and against authority and significadon. Here one
m^y cite experimental techniques, in fiction as displayed in the
not4oeaa roman and the anti-novel (qq.v.).In some cases these looked
perilously close to mere gimmi"kty. There have also been experiments
with what is called concrete poetry (q.o.),though there is nothing par-
ticularly post-modernist about that (or even modernist, for that
matter) since Simias of Rhodes was experimenting with pattern poems
(q.".) in the +th c.sc. In drama one might cite experiment with form,
.content and presentation in such developments as the Theatre of the
Absurd, Total Theatre, the 'happening' and, latterly, the Th6itre de
Complicit6 (qq.r,.).

Other discernible features of post-modernism are an eclectic
approach, aleatory writing, parody and pastiche (qq.o.). Nor should
we forget the importance of what is called magic realism (q.a.) in
fiction, new modes in science fiction (q.o.), the populariry of neo-
Gothic and the horor story @.a.).

The burgeoning of Mamist, feminist and psychoanalytic criticism
since the rg1os is yet another aspect of post-modernism. It also refers
to a critical position in criticism, in which a complete relativism exists
- hence its proximity to post-structuralism (q.".). Perhaps most
important of all are the revolutionary theories in philosoply and lit-
erery criticism expressed in structuralism and deconstruction (qq,r.).
A helpful analysis of various aspects is Jean-Frangois Lyotard's
The Postmodem Condition: A Report on Knouledge Q1SQ. See also
AI]TERNATIVE LITERATURE; ALTERNATIVE TTIEATRE; FEMINIST CRITI-

crsM; corHrc rvovsr/rrcrroN; MARxIsr cRITrcrsM; suB-cuLTURE.

post-structuralism Late in the r96os, structuralism (q.o.) became
subject to a rigorous and lasting critique of its thinking and methods.
Post-structuralism is a more rigorous working out of the possibilities,
implications and shortcomings of structuralqm and its basis in
Saussurean linguistics itself. In a sense it complements structuralism
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by offering alternative modes of inquiry explanation and

interpretation.
Post-strucruralism doubts the adequacy of structuralism and, as far

as literature is concerned, tends to reveal that the meaning of any text

is, of its nature, unstable. It reveals that significadon is, of its nature,

unstable.
Saussure's fundamental distinction between signifier and signified

(q.".) is at the heart of the instability. \flithout realizing it, Saussure, in

making the distinction, exposed not coherence between signs, but

an inherent incoherence. Post-structuralism Pursues further the

Saussurean perception that in language there are only differences

without positive terrns and shows that the signifier and signified are,

as it were, not only oppositional but plural, pulling against each other,

and, by so doing, creating numerous deferments of meaning, aPPar-

ently endless criss-crossing Patterns and sequences of meaning. In

short, what are called'disseminations' (q.r,).

A belief in the incommensurate qualities of language (a form of

inadequacy) is basic to post-stnrcturalist thinking. Hence the idea of

indeterminacy (q.o.),which is an important element in deconstructive

practice and in Jacques Derrida's theory of dffirance (q.a.). The

e*tre-e position of post-structuralist theory is that meaning is inher-

ently unstable, whereas e structuralist would hold that an explana-

tion/understanding is conceivable and possible, provided that the

conventions and codes of any literary text or culrural message are

analysed.
In post-structuralist theory Roland Barthes is of particular impor-

tance because he bridges the structuralist and Post-structuralist move-

ments. In his book Elements of Semiology Gg6il he proposed that

structuralism is capable of an explanation of any sign system of any

culture (i.e. all systems of signification). But he also perceives that such

an explanation necessitates a theory of meaning/explanation.

This gives rise to the idea of a'metalanguage' (q.o.); that is to say' a
'beyond' language or 'second-order language' which is used to

describe/explain/interpret a'first-order' language. Given one meta-

language for one explanation, it follows that there may be another in

turn, and a metalanguage may replace a 'first-order' language. Each

order of language implicitly relies on a metalanguage by which it is

explained, and ironically, therefore, deconstruction is placed precari-

ously in the position of becoming (against its principles and design) a

metalanguage itself. Thus, discourse upon discourse in regression;

and all discourses afe exposed to interrogation. This is one asPect

of Barthes's post-structuralist thinking and is, fundamentally,

deconstructive.
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Barthest later theories (post-r968) lead him to other challenging
caveats: (a) that the Author (or the concept of the Author) is dead; this
idea he elaborates in his essay Tbe Death of the Author (r95S); (b) that
there are two basic experiences to be had in reading: namely, phisir
and jouissance (q.v.); (c) that texts may be either lisible or sciptible (i.e.
'readerly' or 'writerly', 

4.v.); and (d) that given the application of
certain codes a text may be analysed and interpreted as either 'read-

erly' or'writerly' (or even as both).
Further important contributions to post-structuralist theory in the

French tradition (and the French have been the principal innovators)
have been made by Julia Kristeva. Hers is fundamentally a psychoan-
alytic approach and, though of considerable complexiry is fascinating.
ln La Rwolntion du kngage podtique (rgld she discusses the rela-
tionship between the orderly/rational and the heterogeneous/irra-
tional, bet'ween the conscious and the unconscious, the 'normal' and
the'poetic'. She suggests that semiotic material is irrational and illo-
gcd, the material of impulse and rhythm; while reason creates logic,
syntax and coherence and brings about the symbolic element.
There are implied antinomies such as feelings/thoughts, heartlbrain
m{ to reverse the sequence in the binary opposition (q.rr.),
Apollonian/Dionysiac.

Basically, she conceives dhe'semiotic'element (which is linked with
the concept of infant - a word which means 'speechless' - in the pre-
Oedipal phase) as being opposed to the 'symbolic' and sees it as a
means of undermining symbolic order, thus causing confusion,
through its fluidiry and plurality its pulsions, in any attempr at precise
meaning. Like water, the semiotic element is opposed to anything fixed
or static; and it is opposed to any binary opposition such as mascu-
line/feminine. Though, of course, there is more than a hint of binary
opposition in fluid/fixed. In a sense,'semiotic'writing is bisexud (the
pre-Oedipal phase is genderless). In English literature, James Joyce
and Virginia rUfloolf are instances of 'semiotic' writers, using a fluid,
diffuse, disseminated'writerly' mode and style; and in those respects
different from anything fixed, rigid, conventional or realistic.

Julia Kristeva goes so far as to relate sound in poetry to primary
sexual impulse and suggests that combinations of consonantal sounds,
for example, may be either feminine or masculine. There is a sugges-
tion that 'semiotic' material might be equated with a feminine ten-
dency, and the symbolic with the masculine. This raises the possibility
for feminist theory of the idea of 6cviture fdminine (q.".).

Even this very brief r6sum6 of complex matters makes it clear that
the approaches of Roland Barthes 

"ndKrirt.va 
arevery different.
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The main aspect of post-structuralist theory used in literary prec-
tice is deconstruction, for which Jacques Derrida has been primarily
responsible. His essay Structure, Sign and Pky Q966) is the first cri-
tique of structuralism and it was he who initiated the rcchniques of
particularly close reading which latterly have been largely practised in
the USA. See also DEcoNsTRUCTIoN.

potboiler A work written merely to gain a livelihood. The term is at
least as old as the rSth c. A classic example of the potboiler that tran-
scends its immediate end is Johnson's philosophical 'novel' or didac-
tic'romance' (qq.v.) Rasselas (tZ1g),which was written in the evenings
of a week to defray the expenses of his mother's funeral and to pay
her debts. .9ee rrrscn.

poulter's measure Rhyming couplets consisting of one iambic hexa-
meter (q,".) followed by an iambic heptameter (q.r,.). To be found in
the Towneley Mystery Phys and some Morality Plays (q.".\ and used
quite frequently in the r6th c. (by Sir Thomas'Wyatt, the Earl of Surrey
and Sir Philip Sidney, among others) but little thereafter because it was
found that the hexameter and the heptameter are lines too long to be
easily manageable. The term derives from the poulterer's traditional
practice of giving fourteen eggs in the second dozen, a point recorded
by Gascoigne in Steele GIas $y76). These lines come from the Earl of
Surrey's Yoath and Age:

Laid in my quiet bed, in study as f were,
I saw within my troubled head a heap of thoughts appear.
And every thought did show so lively in mine eyes,
That now I sigh'd, and then I smiled, as cause of thought did

rise.
I saw the little boy in thought how oft that he
Did wish of God to scape the rod, a tall young man to be.

povest A Russian term for a fictional narrative. It denotes the sum of
facts and events connected with an individual or a particular incident.
Alexander Pushkin ft79yr\7), who mastered all the \festern liter-
ary forms and genres, referred to a'povesr of myself', meaning the sum
total of what had happened to him. F{is Poaesti Belhin (r83o) are
notable examples of the form. Terseness and compression are charac-
teristic of poaesti, which have less complex plots than novels and are
shorter. It is perhaps the Russian equivalent of the German Nooelle
(see Novrnn) and by virtue of its length, at any rate, comparable with
the French rdcit (q.o.). The Bulgarians use the term Ponesf for a rea'
sonably long short-story; and in Croatian (which has the 'ije' dialect
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of what is commonly called Serbo-Croatian) the wordpooijest denotes
history or records or a chronicle. In Serbian Ponest means history and
srory.

power, literature of In an essay titled The Poetry of Fope (published in

the North British Review, Aug. r848), Thomas de Quincey made an
interesting distinction berween the literature of knowledge and the lit-
erature of power:

There is, first, the literature of knoutledge; and, secondly, the lit-
erature of. poarcr. The function of the first is - to teach; the func-
tion of the second is - to moae. the first is a rudder, the second an
oar or a sail. The first speaks to the mere discursive understanding;
the second speaks ultimately, it may happen, to the higher under-
standing or reason, but always througb affections of pleasure and
symPathy.

De Quincey elaborates the idea at some length. I7hat he is getting
at is that an encyclopaedia instructs and is therefore didactic; a great
play, on the other hand, moves by appealing to the emotions - and
thereby also instructs but in a totally different way.

practical criticism Criticism based on close analysis of a text in isola-
tion. Such criticism was pioneered by I. A. Richards (r893-t979) and
the term was given currency by him. His book Praoical Criticism: A
Study of Literary tudgment $gzg) was to revolutionize the teaching
and study of English and his methods were to have an immeasurable
influence: not least on the acceptance of modernism (4.o.) and the
development of what came to be called the New Criticism (q.".).

Other important, books by Richards were The Meaning of Meaning

G94), Principles of Literary Citicism (tgr+) and Science and Poetry
(t926). F. R. Leavis was an outstanding exponent of practical criticism
and influenced a complete generation of critics.

praecisio,See eposroPEsls.

praeposteratio See HvstrnoN PRorERoN.

Prague School Also known as the Prague Linguistic Circle. It was
founded in ry26 and remained active in the r92os and the early r93os.
Leading figures were RomanJakobson, Boris Eikenbaum, Trubetskoy,
Viktor Shklovsky and Mukaiovsky. They were influenced by Russian
Formalism (q,".) and by futurism (q.a.), and developed the theory of
phonology, in which sounds are analysed in sets of oppositions.

praxis A Gk term used by Aristotle in Poetics (it is normally rendered
by the word 'action') to denote the first principle and soul of tragedy
(q.".).
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pr6ciosit6, la The term denotes that refinement of language and
manners which became the concern of civilized and sophisticated
French men and women early in the rTth c. The Marquise de
Rambouillet appears to have been one of the prime movers in this
matter. From r5o8, and for forty years thereafter, she established salon
(q.rl.) life at her town house. To this venue came many of those who
wished to refine and polish manners and literary style. Honor6
d'Urf6t pastoral (q.o.) novel L'Astr6e (t6ofl inspired many aspects of
their urbane code. The main sources for a knowledge of. Ies prAcieuses
are A. B. de Somaize's Dictionnaire des prdcieu.ses (r56o), Madeleine de
Scud6ry's Le Grand Cyrus (16+g-S) and Cl1lie Q6y4-6o), and
Tellemant des R6aux's Histoiettes.The pursuit of elegance was a civ-
ilizing influence, but it also led to affectation. Some of the habituds of
this salon helped to found the Acad6mie Frangaise in r53 5. Their affec-
tations were satirizedby Molilre in Les Prdcieuses idicules $51fi. See
also stun srocKrNc crncrn/socrETy; sEcENTrsMo.

prdcis A summary or synopsis of a work. A shortened version of a

PassaSe.

preface An introduction to a literary work. Some famous examples are:

Johnson's Preface to his Diaionary GZS), one of the finest pieces of
prose in the language; Shaw's prefaces to many of his plays (in some
cases they were much longer than the plays and contained all that he
could not express dramatically); Harley Granville-Barker's Preface to
Sbahespeare (4 vols, r9z7*48), a most valuable contribution to an
understanding of the plays. See also FoRE\roRD.

pregunta (Sp 'question', from pregr'tntdr,'to ask') A form of poetic
debate practised by Spanish court-poets in the late r4th c. and in the
r tth c. A poet put a question(recuesta) onsome theme concerned with
morals, love, philosophy or religion, and a second poet provided an
answer (respuesta) in exactly the same form and using the same
rhymes.

Pre-Raphaelites, the The mid-r9th c. self-styled brotherhood of
London artists, all young, who united to resist current artistic con-
ventions and to create, or re-create, art forms in use before the period
of Raphael (r483-ryzo). They expressed their views in the magazine
Tbe Germ (r8yo). The members of the group were John Everett
Millais, \filliam Holman Hunt, Dante Gabriel Rossetti, \flilliam
Michael Rossetti, Thomas'Woolner, Frederick George Stephens and

James Collinson. Their 'movement' subsequently influenced the
writers Villiam Morris, Christina Rossetti and Swinburne, and the
aftist Burne-Jones. The poetry of the Pre-Raphaelites showed a
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distinct liking for medievalism (q.r.), r 8th c. ballads, archaic diction,
symbolism 

"id 
t"tttnousness. Thi poets were considerably under the

influence of Spenser. Tennyson had already stimulated their interest in
medievalism. Rossetti and his followers were dubbed 'the fleshly
school of poetry' Q.".). See also AEsTHETIcIsM; PARNASsIANS; PRIMI-
TrvIsM; SYMBOL AND SYMBOLISM.

press (L pressare, 'to press') The term denotes, variously: printing; a
printing machine; a printing organization; a publishing house; print-
ing activities; newspapers and periodicals collectivelli the journalisdc

profession; a newspaper; a favourable (or unfavourable) reception in a

newspaper or periodical (e.g. a review; hence a 'good' press' a 'bad'

press).
There are numerous phrases and terms which are derivative: (a)

press agent - a person who arranges for newspaper advertising and
publicity; (b) press association - an association of newspapers formed

to act as a news agency for the members of the association, supplying
local news, etc.; (c) press-book - a book printed at a private Press
(q.t.); (d) press-box - an erection provided for the use of repofters
(e.g. at sports, games, shows, etc.); (e) press conference - a meeting of

a public personage with members of the press in order to make an
announcemerlt or answer questions; (f) press-cutting - a Paragraph or

article cut out of a newspaper, periodical (q.v.) or magazine; (g) Press
gallery - a gillery for reporters (e.g. in the Flouse of Commons); (h)

pressman - one who works at a printing press, a journalist or rePorter;
(i) press-mark - a mark on a book to show its place in a library; (j)

press-proof - the last proof before printing; (k) press release - an
official satement or report supplied to the press; (l) press-room - a
room where printing presses are worked or a room for the use of iour-
nalists and reporters; (m) press-work - the operation of a printing
press; (n) at press, in press - in the course of printing or about to be
published; (o) go to press - to begin to print or to be printed; (p)

liberty, freedom, of the press - the right of publishing material without
submitting it to a government authority for permission; (q) printed
matter in general (especially newspapers) and iournalists as a group or
class.

priamel (L praeambulum,'preamble') It denotes a form of German
folkversewhich had some vogue from the r2th to the r6th c. It appears
to have developed from a kind of improvised epigram (q.zr.). Basically
a priamel comprised a variety of disconnected ideas and observations
with a surprise conclusion.

priapean From the god Priapus, a god of fenility often-represented as
a grotesque figure with an exaggerated phallus. He gives his name to
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a classical Greek meter comprising a glyconic and a pherecretean
(qq.o.). Anacreon used the measure, and it was also used for the cho-
ruses in satyr plays (q.".).

primary accent and secondary accent The primary accent or'primary'
falls clearly on the first or main syllable of a word. The secondary
tends to come on the third syllable. As in second.a4y, where the 'a' is
not so heavily sffessed. See also srRESs.

primer Originally a prayer-book for the laity before the Reformation,
and for some time after it. The medieval primer consisted of ransla-
tions and/or copies from various sections of the breviary (q.2,.).In the
r5th c. the name was given to similar works. After the Reformation
the name was used of books in which the offices for daily prayers had
been based on orders in the Booh of Common Prayer. Gradually there
developed the sense of an elementary school-book. In his Diaionary

GZS) Johnson defined a primer as a small prayer-book for teaching
children to read.

primer couplet A fixed verse form of dipodic couplets rhyming aa, bb,
cc and so on. As in t.he anonvmous Obadi.ah:

Obadiah

Jumped in the 6re,
The fire was hot,
He jumped in the pot. . .

primitivism ' In the history of art the'primitives' are taken to be those
painters of the Netherlandish and Italian schools who flourished
before c. rtoo. That is to say, all the Netherlandish painters of the late
r4th c. and the ryth c., and all Italian painters berween Giotto

Qz76-ry3) and Raphael (r483-ryzo). The term 'primitive' is also
applied to the work of many artists belonging to many periods and
milieux which displays a naive vision, a technically 'simple' concep-
tion and presentation of reality, even a certain crudeness of style.
Perhaps a kind of untutored art.

As far as literature is concerned primitivism has very different con-
notations. FundamentallS the so-called primitivist writer is, in
Horacet words, a kudator temporis acti,'an extoller of things in the
past' (though not necessarily either testy or querulous), and primi-
tivism is, and expresses, a form of nostalgiafor a primitive (or pre-
civilized) way of life. The laud,ator temporis aai is an observably
common phenomenon since there seems to be a deeply rooted aware-
ness and conviction in mankind that once upon a time there was a
paradisal era, a'golden age', to which there are plentiful allusions in
Classical literature. At its simplest, such an awareness is expressed in
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clich6s like:'It wasn'1 like that in my day';'In the old days'; 'In good

King Charles's golden days'. Thus, in the past, in youth, in a time when

all was well, in that 'never never land'. In jargon language these are

barely concealed allusions to a pre-lapsarian state, the awareness of

which is heightened by the burden of post-Fall guill The Bible and

many writers of antiquiry exalt this hypothedcal saturnia regna ('ege

of Sarurn'); so do many works of the Renaissance period when there

was a remarkable resurgence of interest in Classical learning and

literature.
The kind of atavistic nostalgia to which I have referred has impelled

man to look for his origins, for that lost'innocence', for'the good old

days'. Such impulses moved the Ialian primitives and, later, the Pre-

Raphaelites (q.v.).In fact the apotheosis or glorification of this myth-

ical state of well-being is cornmon in art and literature; and primitive

themes are even commoner, as is evident from a snrdy of utopianism
(see urorre), the pastoral (q.".) tradition and convention, and what

may be called'desert island fiction' (q.2,.).

Basically, then, the primitivist is anti-civilization, anti-materialism,

anti-industrialism, anti-progress and pro-Nature; Pro-, at its crudest,

a getting back to 'grass roots'. Thus he yearns for that dme when he

would have been: 'As free as Nature first made man'.
And the culrural primitivist, as he has been called, finds that peoples

isolated from civilization ('wild in woodsr) are preferable to those

living in civilized and urbanized milieux (under the 'base laws of servi-

rude'). The cult of the'Noble Savage' (q.tt.l in European and American

literature (a cult closely associated with some asPects of romanticism,

q.v.), is part of the ideal.
Primitivist themes are found in many literatures of the world; they

are plentiful in Classical and medieval literature. As far as Europe is

concerned it is very noticeable that, with the growth of civilizaition,

with the advance of technology, and with the development of an urban

and industrialized way of life, so these themes become more frequent

and obvious; iust as, with the decline of orthodox Christian beliefs in

an afterworld, utopian schemes proliferate.
Here there is space to mention only a few instances. Montaigne's

observations on the life of savages in his essay Of Cannibals Qy8o) is

one of the earlier suggestions of an interest in a more natural way of

life. Sir Philip Sidney's pastoral romance Arcadia (tlgo) is a fine evo-

cation of 'the golden age'. In general, pastoral verse contains strong

undertones of nostalgia for bucolic bliss. Pastoral drama, also, of the

Tudor and Jacobean periods depicts on occasions the ideal existence.

This is particularly noticeable in Shakespeare's Tbe Winter's Tale and

As You Like It.In fact, in the latter play Shakespeare refers to the
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whole idea (or primitivist syndrome, again to use the current jargon)

at th€ very beginning of the piece when Charles the wrestler speaks of
the old Duke in exile in the forest of Arden: 'They say many young
gentlemen flock to him every day, and fleet the time carelessly, as they
did in the golden world.' In both plays Shakespeare contrasts the
sophistications (and corruptions) of court life with the simpler and
healthier life of the countryside.

The primitivist concept of simplicity and felicity is even bemer
expressed in Traherne's lyric Eden:

Only what Adam in his first estate
Did I behold;
Hard silver and dry gold

As yet lay underground; my happy Iarc
'Was 

more acquainted with the old
And innocent delights which he did see
In his original simplicity.

Those things which first his Eden did adorn,
My infancy did crown; simpliciry

'Was 
my protection when I first was born.

Here we have a notable synthesis of the myth of the pre-Fall child-
hood innocence, the myth of the golden age and the myth of the
paradisal garden. Dante, Tasso, Guarini, Spenser, Milton and many
other poets expressed similar ideas.

During the r8th c. and especially in the latter part, there was a reac-
tion against neoclassicism (q.r.), civilization, luxury sophistication,
materialism, industrialism and urban corruption, and the reactionaries
were in favour of a natural, unsophisticated way of life and upbring-
ing. People became interested in the idea of primitive, simple man.
Travellers brought back tales of primitive societies totally different
from anything hitherto known in Europe. They even brought back
actual 'specimens' of primitive man, such as the native of Haiti who,
in ry76, became the object of much curiosity and respect among the
learned in London.

Miscellaneous writers contributed in various ways to this cult. For
example, there was Mrs Aphra Behn's Oroonoho: or, The History of
the Royal Skr,,e (c. r688), which became popular reading and had con-
siderable influence. It achieved even more influence through Richard
Southern's stage adaptation F6gil, which remained popular in the
theatre for many years. Rousseau, perhaps more than anyone, was
responsible for a powerful resurgence of primitivist feelings. \7ith him
the 'Noble Savage' cult becomes fully grown. In Jalie ou k Noaztelle
H4loise Q76r) Rousseau attempted to reconcile heterosexual relation-
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ships with the natural order. ln Emile $752) he expounded his theo-
ries of natural education. ln Du contrat social $762) he provided his

blue-print for the organizarion of an ideal society. The eccentric
Scottish peer Lord Monboddo 07r+-gg), judge and anthropologist,
propagated the merits of primitive societies and kept a pet orang-utan
as a kind of mascot or emblem of the infantine state of the human
species. In Cumberlandb plry The West Indian Q77r) the young hero
Belcour is 'a child of nature' and symbolizes the untainted and simple
virtues of a persona unsullied by decadent civilization. The moral of
the romantic musical comedy Inhle and Yari.co GZ8il by George
Colman (the Younger) is that you do not marry for wealth and posi-

tion but for beauty, simplicity and goodness, here exemplified by the
heroine, a black Barbadian. Mrs Inchbald (t753-r8zr) wrote two
prose romances - A Sirnple Story GZg:,) and Natare and Art OZg6) -

in which she propounds her faith in natural upbringing. And Robert
Bage's Herrnsprong, or Man as He is Not Q796) is the story of a
'natural' man brought up among American Indians.

The primitivist yearning is implicit in much rSth c. pastoralism
and in the r8th c. interest in peasant poetry. For example, the self-
educated farm labourer Stephen Duck $7o1-56) attracted much atten-
tion with his depictions of peasant life - especially his poem The

Thresher's Laboar - as did the work of Ann Yearsley, a dairywoman,
who wrote The Rural Lyre $796). The immense enthusiasm for the

work of the fake primitives Macpherson and Chatterton and the cult

of Ossianism(q.a.) late in the r8th c. is a further asPect of primitivism.
The revival of interest in early English poetry achieved by the schol-
ars Thomas Percy and Joseph futson is yet another. Another impor-

tant 6gure is Thomas Gray, whose poems The Bard and The Progress

of Poesy reflect strong feelings for a non-classical past. Primitivism is

implicit, too, in Oliver Goldsmith's eloquent and moving larnent for

a vanishing way of life inThe Deserted Village (tlZo). And though in

the r8th c. there was not much sympathy with or understanding of

the academic, old-fashioned pastoral, a strong feeling of nosmlgia per-

vades much of the poetry written in that age. This is especially notice-

able in the minor poets, and a pre-Romantic feeling for Nature is

apparent early in the century (e.g. a number of poems by Lady
\$flinchilsea).

Critical theory too, of that period underlines a taste for primitivism.
This is clear in the work of Vico, Blair, Blackwell and others who

reacted against neoclassicism and adrnired the works of 'primitives'

such as F{omer, Shakespeare, Ossian and the peasant poets. It should
be noted, as well, that when writers such as \X/illiam Cowper and
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Thomas Day came to attack slavery and the slave trade they defended
the concept of the Noble Savage. It was Day, incidentally, who wrote
Tbe History of Little Jack Q78), the tale of a young wild boy suckled
by goats. Instances of 'savage' or 'wild children' aroused particular
curipsity in the r8th c.

Ap"ti from the nostalgia for a simple rustic life and for the putative
satamia regna, primitivism has other manifestations in literature. A
number of writers have 'tapped' the primitive response in attempts.to
locate or re-locate the primitivist world, not in some remote retreat or
paradise, but in the individual. This has involved the re-creation of dif-
ferent modes of feeling and different attirudes; in other words, ani-
mistically; by the use of symbol (q.".) and mythopoeia.

This is apparent in the way \(ordswofth feels about and responds
to Nature. In his mode of sensibility he vivifies and re-vivifies the
natural scene and re-animates the thoughts and feelings in communal
myths and folklore. This re-animation is also apparent in Coleridge's
Rime of tbe Ancient Mainer (tZg8), in Fenimore Cooper's
Leatberstoching Tales (1826-4r), in Melville's stories Typee (r845),
Omoo (t9+il and Mardi (r8+g), and above all in that author's Moby-
Dich $85r).

In the zoth c. animistic and mythopoeic primitivism can be
proftably and extensively srudied in many poems by \fl.B. Yeats, in
T. S. Eliot's The Waste Land, in a number of poems by Robert Frost
and in a few by D.H. Lawrence (particularly The Ship of Death).

As far as fiction is concerned a number of works by novelists should
be cited: Conrad's Lord lim (r9oo) and his Heart of Darhness (r9oz);

Joyce's Ulysses Qgzz);M"ry Vebbt Gone to Eartb (tgril and Precious
Bane (tgr+); D. H. Lawrence's The Rainboat (t9ry) and The Plumed
Serpent (:'926), most of \filliam Faulkner's novels and those of the
French regional novelist Jean Giono; Saul Bellow's Henderson
the Rain King Q95); Villiam Golding's Lord of the Flics (t95$, The
Inheritors OgS) and Pincher Martin (tgS6); Patrick 

'White's 
Voss

(rgt i l .

printer's rhyme .lee rvr-nxyME; RHvME.

private press Such a press is usually set up and run by an individual or
a small group in order to publish works which might not otherwise
get into print. The most famous in England have been: the Strawberry
Hill Press established by Horace \flalpole in his home in ry57; Dr
Daniel's press at Oxford in r84y; the Kelmscott Press founded by
V/illiam Morris, in r89o; the Golden Cockerel Press (r9zr); the
Nonesuch Press established by Francis Meynell in ry23; and finally
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proairetic code

Eric Gill's press set up in ryy. There have been few outside England.
The best known is probably the Cranach founded at'Weimar in r9r3.
See also PREss.

proairetic code See copr.

problem play See rHnsts PLAY.

proceleusmatic (Gk'arousing to action in advance') A metrical foot
comprising four unstressed syllables: \J \./ \.,, .-r. Rare in Greek lyric
poetry and traged)r; but not uncornmon in Latin comedy. Very occa-
sional as an isolated foot in English verse.

prochronism .See eNacHRoNIsM.

proem (Gk'prelude') Colloquially a'limbering up' or'warming up'; a
preface; an introduction; a preamble. Milton sounds his proem at the
beginning of. Paradise Lost.It is the literary equivalent of an overnrre.

Professorenroman (G 'professor novel') Not, as might be thought, a
campus novel (q.a.) of the kind that Professors Bradbury Lodge and
Vain have excelled at, but historical novels and novels with archaeo-
logical themes and subjects which display a range of recondite erudi-
tion but are short on style, character and imaginative re-creation.
Exponents were the distinguished German professors Felix
Dahn (r834-r9rz), George Ebers $\7'98) and Adolf Hausrath
(r817-t9o9).

prohemio A Spanish term denoting an introduction to a cdllection of
poems. There is a well-known example by Santillana (r398-r4y8)'

addressed to the Constable of Pornrgal and giving a personal view of
Spanish poetry to date.

prolegomenon (Gk 'something said in advance') A preface (q.zt.) or
introduction; perhaps an introductory treatise. The equivalent of clear-
ing the ground in preparation for building. A good recent example is
R. B. McKerrow's Prolegomena for the Oxford Shakespeare $y9).

prolepsis (Gk 'a taking beforehand, anticipation') A figurative device
by which a future event is presumed to have happened. A very famous
example occurs in Keats's Isabelk (stanza z7):

So the two brothers and their murder'd, man
Rode past fair Florence, to where Arno's stream

, Gurgles through straitened banks

Lorenzo, the 'murder'd man', has not yet been murdered but he is
being taken into a forest by Isabella's two brothers where he aill be
murdered.
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ProPaganda

The term also denotes a pre-emptive strike in argument in the shape
of raising an objection beforehand in order to dispose of it. Also the
summary of a detailed account of something to come. See also
HYPALLAGE.

proletarian novel A novel (q.".) about the working classes and
working-class life; perhaps with the intention of making propaganda
(q.zr.) in pointing out poor economic conditions. An excellent example
is Valter Greenwood's Looe on the Dole $y). See also oocuMEN-
TARY NOVEL; THESTS NOVEL.

proletarskaya kul'tura (R 'proletarian culture') Abbreviated to the
rather barbarousproletcub,which refers to a Soviet movement started
by Bogdanov in r9t7. The group was made up of militant writers
strongly in favour of a proletarian culture. The results of such organi-
zations (the Smithy Poets, q.'u., was another) were only too apparent
in some Communist states, including the renegade Albania. Many of
the contributors to their publications were pick and shovel hack-
writers. See also coNsrRUcrIvIsM; socrALIST REALISM.

prologue (Gk'before speech') The opening section of a work; a kind of
introduction which is part of the work and not pref*ory. It was
common in drama in the rTth and r8th c., when it was often in verse.
Occasionally found in novels. In plays the prologue is usually a Chorus
(q.".).The most famous example in English is Chaucer's General
Prologae to The Canterbury Tales. See also EprlocuE; rNDUcrroN.

promythium .See npruvrHluM.

pronominatio See euroNoMAsIA.

pro-ode In Greek dramatic and lyric poetry a strophe (q.".) without a
matching antistrophe (q.zt.) which preceded the strophe and antistro-
phe of a choral ode (q.v.).It may also denote a short verse before a
longer one.

propaganda Term-'lifted' from the ritle Congregatio de propaganda

f.de (now the APF - Association for the Propagation of the Faith), a
committee of the Roman Church responsible for foreign missions and
the dissemination of the faith. It was set up in 16zz.

\(hen literature is propaganda and when it is not is a much debated
issue. If an author sets out to make a case for a particular religious,
social or political point of view, through the medium of a play or a
novel, for example, and he is seen to be doing this, and perhaps in the
process he sacrifices verisimilitude (q.v.) by contriving character and
situation to suit his thesis, then it might be said that the result is a work
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of propaganda. If what he has to say is wofth reading or listening to
long after the issue which provoked the propaganda is dead, then his
art has transcended the contingent needs of the propagandist.

Basically propaganda is devoted to the spreading of a particular idea

or belief. Much pamphlet (q.a.) literature and journalism (4.2.) has pre-
cisely this purpose. It is panial. Pamphleteering in the r8th c., for

instance, was openly propagandist. Later, notable polemicists like

H. G. tVells, Bernard Shaw, Hilaire Belloc and G. K. Chesterton wrote
a lot of propaganda to support and promulgate their political, social
and religious beliefs. Though proselytizing is forbidden to the layman,
Belloc and Chestefton came very near it at times. Ibsen might fairly
be described as propagandist in some of his plays; so might
Galsworthy. And Brecht certainly was. There have also been a number
of plays presented to spread the doctrines of Moral Re-Armament.
Matry writers in the Communist bloc have been oveftly propagandist
in aid of socialism, in novels, as well as in plays and verse. See cou-
MTTMENT; COMMUNICATION FALLACY; TITESIS NOVEL; THESIS PLAY.

propaganda novel See rnrsrs NovEL.

propagandaplay See tnssrs PLAY.

propos (F 'chat') A minor form invented by Emile-Auguste Chartier
(r868-r9yr), whose pen-name was 'Alain'.In 19o6, this distinguished
teacher started a daily series of. Propos d'rn Normand inthe DepAche

de Rouen. They were short essays of about eight hundred to a thou-
sand words on a wide variety o{ subiects. He continued them for

many years and in r933 published Propos de littdrature. See cAUsERTE;
ESSAY.

proposition That pan of a work in which the author states his theme
(q.".) or intention, and introduces the burden of the work. It may be
explicit or implicit and is likely to come at or near the beginning. Some
famous examples of propositions are: (a) the opening lines of Milton's
Paradise tosu; (b) the first sentence of Rousseau's Du contrat social; (c)

the opening sentences of Tolstoy's Anna Karenina. See pnoru.

propriety The canons of propriety are the canons of good taste, good
manners and correctness; thus, in writing, conformity with what is

suitable and appropriate. A virnre especially prized in the r8th c. when
the suiting of style and form to subiect matter was studied with more
than usual care. Hence the regard for decorum (q.a.). See also PoETIc

DICTION.-

Prosaroman A German term for prose versions of courtly verse
romances (q.".). Most of them belong to the rtth c. They are distin-
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Prosodion

guished from the Volksbncher which developed at the end of that
cenrury from the Prosarontan. See voLKsBUcH.

prose The word derives from the Latin prosa or pronersa oratio,
'straightforward discourse'. Thus, a direct, unadorned form of lan-
guage, written or spoken, in ordinary usage. It differs from poetry or
verse (qq.o.) in that it is not restricted in rhythm, measure or rhyme
(qq.".).However, there are such things as poetic prose and the prose
poem (qq.o.).

In theory there are as many different kinds of prose as there are
people to write it, as becomes plain from a cursory study of such dif-
ferent practitioners as: Sir Valter Ralegh, Sir Francis Bacon, Sir
Thomas Browne, Hobbes, George Savile Marquess of Halifax, Swift,
Locke, Addison, Johnson, Fielding, Goldsmith, Hume, Berkeley,
Macaulay, Jane Austen, Gibbon, Coleridge, Scott, Dickens, Carlyle,
George Eliot, Hardy, Lytton Strachey, Jack London, FIenry James,
Conrad, James Joyce, Virginia \floolf, Ernest Hemingway, Villiam
Faulkner, Graham Greene, Nabokov and Samuel Beckett.

prose poem A composition printed as prose (q.".) but distinguished by
elements common in poetry @.o.), such as elaborately contrived
rhythms" figures of speech, rhyme (q.zt.), internal rhyme (q.zt.), asso-
nance (q.r.), consonanc e (q.v.) and stanling images. Aloysius-Bertrand
(r8o7-4r) appears to have been one of the 6rst writers to establish it
as a minor genre. His Gaspard d,e k nuit (1842) was a collection of
fantasies in the manner of Rembrandt and Callot written in very ornate
and rhythmical language. It contains many dazzlingimages, a number
of which are grotesque. Later, Baudelaire was influenced by this work,
as is apparent from his Petits podrnes en Prose (1859). It is likely that
Bertrand's work had some influence on the symbolist poets and on the
surrealists. Other writers of note to have attempted the prose poem
are Rimbaud, Oscar\Uflilde, Amy Lowell and T. S. Eliot; plus, latterly,
Peter Redgrove and David \X/evill. A remarkable recent example is
Heathcote \flilliams's Whale Nation (1988), a long work which is a cel-
ebration of the existence and way of life of whales and a plea for their
preservation. Also notable is Geoffrey Hill's Mercian Hymns (tgZt).
See also poETrc pRosE; SuRREALIsM; syMBoL AND syMBoLIsM.

prose rhythm \(rhat Dryden called the 'other harmony of prose' has
its own rhythms which vary from writer to writer, according to their
nature, style, subject matter and purpose.

prosodion A form of religious song used in devotions to the god
Apollo in ancient Greece. It was sung by a Chorus (q.".) to the accom-
paniment of music.
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prosody The study or science of versification and every aspect of it. It

thus includes meter, rhythm, rhyme and stanza (qq.r.) forms.

prosopopoeia (Gk'face making') The term is still used sometimes for
personifi ca tion (q. o.).

prospect poem See ropocRAPHrcAL PoETRY.

protagonist (Gk'first combatant') The first actor in a play; thence the
principal actor or character. In Greek tragedy (q.t.) the playwright was
limited to the protagonist (first actor), deuteragonist (second actor)
and tritagonist (third actor). It is probable that in the first place Greek

drama consisted of a Chorus (q.o.) and the leader of the Chorus.
Thespis (6th c. rc) is believed to have added the first actor to give
greater variery to the dialogue and action. The second and third were
added by Aeschylus and Sophocles respectively. The protagonist has

come to be the equivalent of the hero (q.o.). See ecou; ANTAcoNrsr.

protasis (Gk 'stretching forward') Thus, a proposition or something
put forsrard. In Greek drama the opening section of a play in which

the characters are introduced and the situation explained. The prota-
sis is followed by the epitasis and the catastrophe (qq.o.). See cArA-
STASTS; FREYTAG'S PYRAMID.

protatic character A character introduced at the beginning of. a play,

usually for the purpose of exposition (q.o.). Probably a development

of the Chorus (q.r,.).In drawing-room comedy often a servant.

prothalamion A term invented by Spenser (by analogy with epithala-
mion, q.v.) for his poem GSg6) in celebration of the double wedding
of the Lady Elizabeth and the Lady Katherine Somerset. It thus means

a 'spousal verse' or something written 'before the bridal chamber'.

protozeugma Seezrucue.

protreptic A kind of discourse designed to persuade or hortate. Not

unusual in Classical literature. Aristotle wrote one called Protreptikos.

Proustian In the style or manner or with the technique of Marcel
Proust (r87r-r9zz), and also referring to his whole attitude towards
and feeling for what he describes. It particularly refers to his remark-

able novel A Ia rechercbe du ternPs perdu $9ry-2fl.

proverb A short pithy saying which embodies a general truth. It is

related in form and content to the maxim and the aphorism (qq.a.).

Common to most nations and peoples, it is a form of expression of
great antiquity. Many writers have made use of them. The best known

collection is The Book of Proverbs which follows The Psalms in the
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Old Testament. The following examples indicate the nature of a
proverb: Send a fool to close the shutters and he'll close them all over
the town (Yiddish); \7e cannot step twice into the same river (Classical
Greek); 

'When 
you want a drink of milk you don't buy the cow

(Cretan); If vinegar is free it is sweeter than honey (Serbian); An unin-
vited guest is worse than a Tatar (Russian); There is but an hour a day
between a good housewife and a bad one (English); It is better to wear
out one's shoes than one's sheets (Genoese); The wife carries her
husband on her face, the husband carries the wife on his linen
(Bulgarian); rUfl'atch the faces of those who bow low (Polish); If it is not
in the head it is in the feet (Czech); Visits always give pleasure - if not
the arrival, the departure (Portuguese); To tell a woman what she may
not do is to tell her what she can (Spanish); Every invalid is a physi-
cian (Irish). A fine collection of English proverbs is the Oxford
Dictionary of Englisb Proverbs (:yl).

proverbe dramatique A short dramatic sketch which illustrates a
proverbial saying. The genre had some vogue in the French salons of
the rTth and r 8th c. Their precursors were jeux des prozterbes - parlour
games in which a conversation had to be sustained by using proverbs.
Proverbes dramatiques were then written for private theatricals. In the
first place these were much the same as charades and the audience had
to guess the proverb. Then writers disclosed the proverb and illus-
trated it in their little play which was normally a one-act comedy.

Towards the end of the ryth c. a collection of. Proverbes by Mme
Durand was published. About this time Mme de Maintenon composed
proverbes to be acted by the young ladies of Saint-Cyr. Such pieces
had their greatest vogue in the mid-r8th c. Coll6, Carmontelle and
Moissy were the main authors in this period. After the Revolution the
proverbe tradition was revived in salons. In the r8zos and r83os the
best known authors were Antoine-Marie, Baron Roederer, Hyacinthe
de Latouche and Octave Feuillet. However, it was Alfred de Musset
who mastered this genre in the middle of the rgth c. Two well-known
works by him are: On ne bad,ine pas aoec l'antour, and II faat qu'une
porte soit ouaerte ou fermde.

pruning poem More accurately a 'pruned' poem. In this verse form,
which is very rare, the second and third rhymes of each stanza are
formed by pruning the first consonant of the preceding rhyme. George
Herbert's Paradise is an example. The first t'uro stanzas are:

I blesse thee, Lord, because r cRov
Among thy trees, which in a nov
To thee both fruit and order ow.
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\U(hat open force, or hidden cHARM
Can blast my fruit, or bring me HARM
tVhile the inclosure is thine nnu.

See also ALTAR poEM; nATTERN poETRy; RHopALIc vERsE.

psalm A sacred song or hymn (q.o.), especially one of the collection in

the Bible: The Book of Psalms.

psalter A book which contains psalms; a psalm-book; not to be con-
fused with psaltery, tn ancient or medieval musical instrument. See
PSALM.

pseudepigrapha (Gk'false inscription') A term for boohs or writings
which have a false dtle or are ascribed to an author who is not the real
one. See also roncrnv.

pseudonym (Gk'false name') A name other than his own taken by a
writer. Alio known as a pen-name and a nom de plume (q.".),

pseudonymous literature The use of a pseudonym, pen-name or nom
de plume (q.o.) is a well-established practice; as well established as
publishing work anonymously. Here are just a few: Montcorbier -

Frangois Villon; Gerard - Desiderius Erasmus; Frangois-Marie Arouet
Voltaire; Jean Baptiste Poquelin Molilre; Friedrich von

Hardenberg - Novalis; Marie Henri Beyle - Stendhal; the Bront€
sisters - Currer, Ellis and Acton Bell; Thackeray - Michael Angelo
Titmarsh; Dickens -Boz: M"ry Ann Evans - George Eliot; Edward
Bradley - Cuthbert Bede; Samuel Clemens - Mark Twain; Louis Marie

Julien Viaud - Pierre Loti; Jacques Anatole Frangois Thibault -

Anatole France; Villiam Sydney Porter - O. Henry; Edgar Allison
Peers - Bruce Truscot; H. H. Munro - Saki; C. Day Lewis - Nicholas
Blake; J. I.M. Stewart - Michael Innes.

pseudo-statement A term used by I. A. Richards to distinguish
'scientific' from 'poetic' truth. By 'statement' Richards means a

,scientific ekpression of fact which is verifiable as such. A pseudo-
statement, on the other hand, is found in poetry and is not necessari-
ly verifiable or even logical. Such statements have the function of
ordering and organizing the receptor's (q.o.) attitudes and feelings. The
implications of this concept and distinction are that poetry tells the
truth and its own truth in its own way by feigning (q.o.).In other
words, verisimilirude (q.v.) and a kind of truth can be attained and
conveyed by emotive as well as referential language (qq.r.). The idea
that poetry can convey a particular kind of knowledge not conveyable
by any other means is of great antiquiry.
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psittacism (L 'parrot-like speech') Meaningless and repetitive speech.
Mosque servants who memorize thousa nds of s uras (q.".) of the Koran
and repeat them suffer from psittacism.

psychic distance See ersrHETrc DrsrANcE.

psychoanalytic criticism See rnruorAN cRlTrctsu/psycHoANAlyrrc
CRITICISM.

psychobabble A term coined by R.D. Rosen in Psychobabble: Fast
Talh and Qaich Cure in the Era of Feeling (tgZil - a critique of DIY
ego-psychology - and defined as: 'a set of repetitive verbal formalities
that kills off the very spontaneity, candour and understanding it pre-
tends to promote. It's an idiom that reduces psychological insight to
a collection of standardized observations, that provides a frozen
lexicon to deal with an infinite variety of problems.' Common in
everyday speech and re-created/reproduced in fiction (e.g. Cyra
McFadden's clever satirical novel Tbe Serial: A Year in tbe Lrft of
Marin Countyt r97).It is discussed by David Lodge in a witty essay
in Working aitb Structuralism (r98r) in which he cites such instances
as: 'get centred', 'into the pits', 'flash on', 'blow aw&f', 'off the wall',
'wig out', 'upfront', 'spaced/spaced out/spacey'. All have metaphori-
cal or semi-metaphorical meanings, in some cases a good deal
removed from literal sense. For example, 'off the wall' signifies
'spontaneously'. See also NEoLocrsM.

psychobiography A form of biography which is clinical in its treat-
ment of its subject, which stresses the subject's psychological devel-
opment and applies psychoanalytical knowledge and principles. For
example, Erik H. Erikson's biography of Martin Luther - Young Man
Lutber (rg18) - makes use of Freud's discoveries and theories in ex-
amination of Luther's adolescent'identity crisis'. Notable examples of
literary psychobiogaphy are Leon Edel's Henry James $953-72) and

Justin Kaplan's Marle Tuain and His Vorld (tgZ+).See also FREUDTAN
cRrTrcrsM/psvcHoeNelyrrc cRrrrcrsM; psycuocRApHy.

psychography (Gk 'writing of souls') A terrn apparently applied
by George Saintsbury to Sainte-Beuve, who described himse$ as a
'naturalist of souls'. As a jargon term it refers to the importance'a| an
author's life in a work of art. The psychographer, therefore, will be in
search of revealing details in the life of an author in order to see what
bearing they may have on his art.

psychological novel A vague term to describe that kind of fiction
which is for the most part concerned with the spiritual, emotional and
mental lives of the characters and with the analysis of character rather
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than with the plot and the action. Many novelists during the last t'wo
hundped years have written psychological novels.

psychomachy A battle for the human soul, from Prudendust
Psychomachia (m 4oo), usually with contending virtues and vices,
angels, devils, or other external Personde representing good and evil.
Marlowe introduces the warring impulses in Faustus with a visit from
his bad and good angels, who argue for and against his involvement
with necromancy (Doaor Faustus, c. rt%). Eaeryman, the early-
sixteenth cenrury morality play, is an extended psychomachy in which
personifications of Death, Knowledge, Strength, Discretion, etc., vie
for Everyman's attention and loyalty.

public lending right This was secured by an Act of Parliamentin ry79.
It was the result of a long campaign (twenry-eight years) initiated by
the novelist John Brophy in r9yr. The Sgciety of Authors (q.v.) and
the \kiters' Action Group were closely associated with it. By this
sanrte authors receive annually a payment for the loan of books from
public libraries. The amount depends on the number of books they
have in print and the frequency with which they are borrowed. The
scheme (which has reciprocal arrangements in other countries) is
financed by a central grant from the Treasury and in Britain is admin-
istered by a registrar in Stochton-on-Tees.

puffery The kind o{ criticism which is the product of literary cliques.
Authors who belong to such cliques laud one another's works. 'To

puf is to overpraise, to 'blow up'. The tenn no doubt derives from
the character Mr Puff, the bogus and verbose critic of Sheridan's play
Tbe Critic.In publishers' jargon a puff is the equivalent of a blurb

;(q.v,). See roc-noLLING.

$op [t"r"t,r"" (L pulpa, 'flesh') 'Pulp' is a pejorative term for certain
t kinds of fibti,on (and its authors). Pulp magazines began to appear

during the First \Wrodd \Var or earlier and got their name from the fact
that they were printed on wood pulp, which gave the content a coarse'
grainy appearance. They were about 7 x ro inches in size, had gaudy
covers and comprised about r2o pages. They published short stories
and occasional extracts from novels. During the rgzos they became
extremely popular (there were well over 2oo in existence) and they
remained popular in the rgjos. Eventually, television brought about
their demise.

They are of some importance in literary history because the
American detective story (q.o.) was born in them. Vell-known exam-
ples were The Bkck Mash, Dime Detectioe, Thrilling Detectirte and
the Detectizte Story Magazine. Pulp magazines also published exam-
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ples of the horror story (q.o.), and many tales of the weird and won-
derful, the supernatural and the fantastic. Science fiction (q.o.) stories
also became very popular through the pulp magazine, especially
Arnazing Stories (first published in ry26), though this was by no means
the first SF magazine.

Pulp literature is basically trash, or something very close to iq what
Aldous Huxley would have described as 'inconceivable twaddle' or
'semi-minus epsilon'. It includes soft porn, the kitsch (q.o.),potboilers
(q.o.),poor \flesterns (4.2.), many novelettes (q.o.), the lower forms of
crime ficdon and third-rate sentimental romances.

pun A figure of speech which involves a play upon words. The Greek
term is paronomasia (q.v.); other names are calembour, clinch, quibble
and carwitchet. One of the earliest types of wordplay, the pun is wide-
spread in many literatures and gives rise to a fairly universal form of
humour. Puns are very often intended humorously but not always.
Donne, for example, puns elaborately and quite seriously in his Hymn
to God tbe Fatber thtsz

I have a sin of fear, that when I have spun
My last thread, I shall perish on the shore;

But swear by Thy self, that at my death Thy Son
Shall shine as he shines now, and heretofore;

And having done that, Thou hast done;
I fear no more.

Here'Son'means both Christ and'the sun',  and the word'done' is a
pun on the poet's name.

A famous pun in dramatic literature is Mercutio's laconic crack as
he is dying; 'Ask for me tomorrow and you shall find me a grave man'
(Romeo and Juliet,III, i).

A pun form known as asteismus involves a reply to earlier words
used in a different sense. This example occurs in Cymbeline (II, i):

cLorEN: \(ould he had been one of my rank!
LoRD: To have smell'd like a fool.

A kind of sylleptic pun is contained in the following admonitory
notice seen by the author outside a London church: 'Are you going
to sleep with the wise virgins, or wake with the foolish ones?'

James Joyce is generally regarded as one of the most compulsive and
incorrigible of punners in English literature. Ulysses'and Finnegans
Wahe abound in them. See nNrnNAcLAsIS; cLENcH; PARAGRAM;
PARONOMASIA.

punctuation Many people restrict punctuation to marks, but there are
also spaces, and the functional analysis of punctuation as elocationary,
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indicating breaths; syntactic, indicating logic; or deiaic, for emphasis,
needs supplementing.

Punctuation is co-extensive with writing, as with reading, but 8
spatial levels may be distinguished: (r) letter-forms, puncruating the
blank page; soiptio continr.ra (q.t.), wordswithoumpacesormarksbe-
tweenthem; (z) interword spaces, including paragraph-, verse line- and
stanza-breaks; (3) the marks of punctuation with their associated
spaces; (4) words or other units distinguished by fount, face, case,
colour, siglum, or position; the detail of the mise-en-page (q.o.); (y) the
organization of the page and opening; the principles of the mise-en-
page; (5) pagination or foliadon (q.o.), punctuating reading; (7) the
stnrcture of grouped pages; sections, chapters, prolegomena and
appendices, and apparatus; and (S) the book itself, as a complete object
punctuating space or constiruent volume. At all levels Puncnration
may be deictic, and at levels z-7 elocutionary or syntactic, depending
largely on whether one reads silently or aloud; but, in general, the
higher the level, the more absolute the prescription of punctuation (by

author, printer or whomever): punctuation is a tool of authoritS lim-
iting as well as generating and inflecting meaning, and has long been
of interest to church and state.

Punctuation studies have been impeded, especially in English,by ^
misconceived search for fixed rules rather than guiding principles. The
importance of word-order in analytic ̂ l (q.".) languages privileges the
articulation of syntax; and the art of punctuating is influenced by reli-
gion, utility, philosophy and aesthetics at least as much as by logic or
theoretical coherence. Individual marks have conventional uses, but
are not restricted to them: -); many combinations of marks/spaces
are possible, and in every generation some poets, dramatistsr prosi-
cians, typographers, printers, critics, and readers have developed the
art.

Historical patterns of punctuating cannot yet be properly described
or theorized, but much contemporary'Western punctuation is clearly
recent. Classical readers (so far as we know) mentally divided saiptio-
continaa into, certainly words and paragraphs (q.v.) (which might be
indicated by section-marks, S ot fl), and probably into periods (. to .)
composed of. cok (: to :) subdivided into cornntata (, to ,) (see
pERIoD (l)). In the late 7th c. some Irish texts show word-separation'
which spread to other European vernaculars, and Latin; distinctive
marks and layouts also appeared, but varying gready in shape and
function until Carolingian scholars added capital letters and began to
codify a general European repertoire of punctuation. At its late
medieval zenith that repertoire covered every mode and level of punc-
tnation, but had only 4 principal marks, the'punAus, Pnnctus inter-
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rogdtir)tts, panctas eleoatus, and virguk (roughly t.] t?] [:] and [J o.

U]). The Humanists, to complement their newly joined-up handwrit-
ing, added the exclamation-mark (r35os), lunulae (r39os), and the
semi-colon (r49os), as well as an outstanding clarity of script and print.
Crotchets appeared soon after; and in the late r6th c. inverted commas
appear (but did not reach their exact modern function until the mid-
rgth). Other marks - e i /. .. \ | { } 

* - << >, etc. - evolved in different
countries at different times, exactirude, clarity, satire and mimesis
driving innovation while unwelcome complexity, fashion, and the
inertia of conventions in an increasingly mass-market favoured stabil-
ity. Punctuation is currently in profound flux, however, largely under
the pressures of computing (including word-processors and printers,
DTP (desk-top publishing), e-mail, the Net, and 'post-modernism'),

but also in that many rgth c. practices, especially that of combining
marks:- had already been abandoned. The paucity of current general
conventions, exposed by the demands of new text media, has led to
radical and reactionary innovation, and the establishment of genre- or
medium-specific sub-repertoires of punctuation and layout.

The bottom and sidelines remain the punctuation on a QVERTY
keyboard: the stops, tonal indicators, inverted commas, a family of
brackets and slashes, rules, and some special sorts + space, tab, and
return keys. Upper- and lower-cases are available, and on word-
processors face and fount manipulation. The three principal space-
keys and appropriate capitalization can generate words, lines, stanzas
(q.v.), paragraph s (q.v.), and almost every conventional layout (letters,
recipes, drama. . .), and the marks are brutally summarized below:

The stops, commonly indicating the completion of syntactical or
rhetorical units, are the full-stop (or in the US, period) [.], colon [:],
semi-colon [], and comma [,]. They have a descending order of weight
or duration, but the full-stop doubles as a suspension-mark (and in
threes as an ellipsis (q.rr.) [. . .], indicating omissions, etc.); the con-
nection across a colon is logical, or in series, while that across a semi-
colon is tangential, or in parallel; and commas may be used in pairs,
for mild parentheses (q.2,.), or singly to end clauses or signal pauses.

The tonal indicators are the question- and exclamation'marks [? and
!1, broadly conveying (in English) rising pitch and volume respective-
ly. Both often serve as full-stops, but may be used mediallS and iter-
ated (?? or !!!) for comedy or emphasis. Spanish convention has since

ryy4 also used them initially, as 'tHow are you?' or 'iOuch!'.

Inverted commas [" and/or ""], developed, like their French equiva-
lent,guillem€fs [<< >], from the diple, a medieval nota (q.a.) used mainly
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to indicate scriptural quotations. Deployed within the text for greater
clarity and exactirude, they could from the late r5th c. indicate speech
(in which they are now supported by alin6a, a new line for each new
speaker), but continued to indicate quotation and tonal variation
(functions from which the finger-waggle has developed). A single,
raised comma doubles as the apostrophe ['], formally (but decreas-
ingly) used to indicate elision (q.o.), and with's'to indicate genitives.

The family of brackets comprises: lunulr (round), used in many con-
ventions; crotchets [square], used to distinguish editorial matter or
emendation; braces {curly} used mainly for grouping; and (angled

brackets), often used like the guillemets they resemble. All brackets
contain and display their contents, for subordination or emphasis, and
create textual strata whose meaning is only contextually definable. The
family of slashes, the common /], vertical [l], and backslash [],
develop from the virgula, and are also used variedly to signal parallel
(not sequential) constructions, or groupings (verse units in prose tran-
scription, computer-language commands).

The common rules are the hyphen [-], used to join words (or a broken
word), and the dash [-], used, often with spaces, singly to distinguish,
link, or isolate clauses or phrases, and in pairs to signal and inflect
parentheses. Longer rules may be created by multiplying dashes.

The special sorts vary between keyboards, but commonly include
(with standard arabic numerals) minimal mathematical puncruation [*
- o/ofi the asterisk [*], paraph [$], paragraphus [$], and obclus [f],
often used for annotation; the special characters of other languages;
currency symbols; and two symbols for individual words, the amper-
sand [&] for 'and', and the apestail [@] for 'at. . . (each)'.

pure poetry A question-begging term because of the ambiguities and
connotations of 'pure', and very nearly as loose, at times, as the banal-
iry of 'sheer poetry'. However, if, in Val6ry's words, we 'cleanse the
verbal situation', we can say with a degree of truth that poetry aspires
to the state of puriry in the sense that it aspires to an excellence and
by so doing is refined to all dross and impurity.

It may also be said to aspire 'towards the condition of music', as
'Walter 

Pater, in an essay on Giorgione in t873, said all art does. If
poetry does this, then the idea is suggested that the beaury of the
poem's words and its content would be in unsu{passable harmony
with the melody and sound the words conveyed.

As it happens, the theory and idea of pure poetry manifests itself in
the middle of the rgth c. Edgar Allan Poe was hinting at it in The Poetic
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Principle (r85o). Baudelaire, who was much influenced by Poe, was
referring to it in his Nores nouvelles sur Edgar Poe $85). Hereafter
there seems gradually to have developed the idea that pure poetry was
a form of music; that it expressed the essence of whatever it vras the
poet needed to express. Baudelaire, Mallarm6, Verlaine and Rimbaud,
and, later, Yallry, all explored the possibilities of this kind of purity in
verse. Thus, the theories of pure poetry are closely associated with
symbolism and the symbolist poets.

In the zoth c. the most notable advocates of pure poetry were
George Moore and the Abb6 Bremond. In an introduction to his
anthology of Pure Poetry Ggr+) Moore esteemed the works of Poe
because they were'almost free from thought'. In ry26 Abb6 Bremond
published La Podsie pilre. The Abb6 associated poetry with prayer; it
aspired to an ineffable and incantatory condition.

T. S. Eliot also regarded pure poetry as a notable development
in rgth c. verse, as he pointed out in his essay From Poe to Val1ry
(tg+g). See RrstHETIcIsM; cREATIoNIsM; HERMETIcISM; syMBoL AND
SYMBOLISM.

purism At its worst the doctrine of precisionists and pedagogues who,
to a fault, are devoted to the maintenance of absolute standards of cor-
rectness in writing; and an absolute observance of the rules of expres-
sion. However, the letter killeth and in the end such purism defeats its
own object because words, as instruments, are as imperfect as the
human beings who use them.

In a wider sense purism refers to those periodic efforts that have
been made to purify languages - especially in the exclusion of foreign
terms. In this respect the Greek Atticists were purists. The Romans,
too, were not sympathetic to Greek coinages. The most notable
attempt ever at purism was that made by the Acad6mie Frangaise, who
received a commission in ft35 to purify the French language. This task
they undertook and their dictionary was published in fi94.
Fortunately the English language, like many others, has not been sub-
jected to the misguided proprietorship, however well-meaning, of
similar custodians. It has remained, to its great advantage, a permeable
and assimilative language of whose usage and abusage the common
man and the pundit are co-equal arbiters.

It was Johnson who, in the Preface to his Dictionary (rZS1), entered
the most eloquent of all claims for a language to be free of legislators:

Vhen we see men grow old and die at a certain time one after
another, from century to century, we laugh at the elixir that pro-
mises to prolong life to a thousand years;and with equal justice may
the lexicographer be derided, who, being able to produce no
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example of a nation that has preserved their words and phrases from
mutability, shall imagine that his dictionery can embalm his lan-
guage and secure it from corruption and decaS that it is in his power
to change sublunary nature, and clear the world at once from folly,
vaniry and affectation.

\fith this hope, however, academies have been instituted to guard
the avenues of their languages, to retain fugitives, and repulse
intruders. But their vigilance and activity have hitherto been vain:
sounds are too volatile and subtle for legal restraints; to enchain syl-
lables, and to lash the wind, are equally the undertakings of pride,
unwilling to measure its desires by its strength.

purple patch In Ars Poetica (2, 1, r4-r9) Horace refers to Pr4rpr4ret4s
.. .pannils, the purple piece of cloth which is an irrelevant inseftion
of a grandiloquent passage into a work. Thus the term now denotes
an ornate, florid or over-written piece of writing which is incongru-
ous. It is nearly always used peioratively.

puy The dtle of medieval fraternities of jongleurs (q.r.) and also the
ordinary citizens of towns in northern and western France. The puys
held poetry contests at which lyric poets competed- The title may
derive from the place-name Le Puy-en-Velay (where such contests
were believed to have begun), or frompry denoting a raised stage on
which the poets recited their verses in front of a president and panel
of judges. The pnys date, in all probabiliry from the rzth c., and the
poems usually had a religious theme. For example,atthepay of Rouen
poets presented poems in honour of the Immaculate Conception.
There were simil^r ?ills at Caen and Dieppe.

puyyut (Gk poietes, 'maker, poet') A Hebrew psalm of the eady
Christian erq mosdy associated with the Baghdad region.

pylon poets Nickname for the school of poets who dominated British
poetry in the r93os. The key figures were.ttrf. H. Auden, C. Day Lewis,
Louis MacNeice and Stephen Spender, their names sometimes
conflated as 'MacSpaunday'. Taken from a poem of Spendert called
Tbe Pylons (t9ll), the nickname identifies the group with their use of
self-consciously 'modern' imagery derived from industry and tech-
nology. An obvious source for their method is the metaphysical (q.v.)

poetry of John Donne, whose 'scientific' images were much admired
by T.S. Eliot, who influenced Auden and Spender in particular. A
more immediate influence is probably Marxist materialism, which
affected them all to a greater or lesser degree. See uoonnursu.

pyrrhic (Gk 'war dance') A metrical foot comprising two short sylla-
bles: ,-' u,. Also known as a dibrach. The shortest metrical foot in
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Classical verse. In English prosody the pyrrhic of two unstressed syl-
lables often occurs but it is regarded as belonging to adjacent feet or
as a substitution (q.".).

pysma A Greek term denoting a question which requires an answer and
not merely 'yes' or 'no'. A rhetorical device by which a speaker or
writer asks a series of questions which require various forms of answer.
The Latin rhetoricians used the term qaaestium. A well-known
example is Hamlet's outburst to Gertrude (Hamlet, III, iv):

Have you eyes?
Could you on this fair mountain leave to feed,
And batten on this moor? . . . what judgement

\fould step from this to this?

pythiambic verse A combination of dactylic hexameters (q.v.) and
iambic dimeters or trimeters (qq.a.). There are some examples in
Horace's Epodes. See pvrrrreN METER.

pythian meter Also known ^s versas pytbius. A name given to the

dactylic hexameter (q.".) because it was the meter used in the Pythian
or Delphic oracles. See prnrreMBlc vERsE.
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qasida A type of formal ode (q.o.) believed to have originated in

the 6th c., and used by Arabic, Persian, Turkish and Urdu poets.
The themes were varied: elegy, eulogy, panegyric or satire (qq.a.).The
length varied also - between thiny and rwo or three hundred lines.
The form was imitated by Tennyson in Locksley Hall, using couplets
in octameters (q.v.), for the most part trochaic. Also used by Flecker
in his poetic drama Hassan (published ryzz).

In Spanish verse the qasida is probably of Bedouin Arab origin,
and was a kind of elegy in which the meter might vary whereas the
subjects (and their order) were fixed. The poet beBan with a nostalgic
reference to a re-discovery of a place which recalled his love; then
dwelt on this love; then on the ensuing sufferings it caused. There fol-
lowed a lengthy account of the various journeys he had undertaken.
Finally he sang the praises of one who, he hoped, would become the
patron of his effons. The verses were transmitted orally at 6rst; later
they were written down.

quadrivium In the Middle Ages the seven liberal arts were divided into
the qradrioiumandthetrivium. The former, being the more advanced,
comprised the mathematical sciences, namely: arithmetic, geometry
astronomy and music; the latter, grammar, logic and rhetoric (which

included oratory).

quaestium See pvsue.

quantity The duration (q.v.) of the sound of a syllable; thus, the time
needed for its pronunciation. Most Classical verse is based on quan-
tities in accordance with certain rules. In English verse the duration
of the vowels and syllables is important aesthedcally but is of no
metrical importance. Compare the first line of Virgilb Aeneid with
the first line of Milton's Paradise Lost:

Armi virdmquE cin6, Troial qli prfmis ib 6ris
Of Man's first disobedience, and the fruit
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The quantities of Virgil's dactylic hexameter (q.".) are fixed; those of

Milton's pentameter (q.o.) are flexible and the line might be read in

more ways than one according to different degrees of emphasis. .lee
" also AccENT; BEAT; HovERING AccENT; srREss; vARTABLE SYLLABLE.

quart d'heure (F 'quarter of an hour') A short one-act play (q.a.); a

curtain raiser (q.o.), common in the French theatre, rare in England.

quartet Four lines of verse, either as a separate quatrain (q.".) or as a

non-separate part of a poem. For example, the Shakespearean sonnet
(q.o.), which consists of three $oups of four lines concluded by a
'binding' couplet.

quarto (Short for Latin in quarto, 'in fourth') (") A book made from

printer's sheets folded twice to form four leaves or eight Pages. Abbrev.

ato. (b) The form in which about twenty of Shakespeare's plays were

printed. Such versions are known as First Quarto, Second Quarto, and

so forth. See ouoorclMo; FoLIo.

quaternarius Seeretvrs.

quatorzain Any poem of fourteen lines, which usually follows the

sonnet (q.r.) Pattern, but not always regularly.

quatrain A sranza of four lines, rhymed or unrhymed. The com-

monest of all stanzaic forms in European poetry it lends itself to wide

variation in meter and rhyme. Most rhyming quatrains fall into the

following patterns:

(a) abab, as in Charles Causley's The Prisoners of Looe:

Trapped in their tower, the prisoners of love
. Loose their last message on the failing air.

The troops of Tyre assault with fire the grove
\Uflhere Venus veils with light her lovely hair.

(b) xbyb, as in the same writer's The Life of the Poet:

Lock the door, Schoolmaster,
Keep the children in.

The river in spate at the schoolyard gate
Roars like original sin.

(c) aabb, as in Causley's Tirnotby Winters:

Timothy'Winters comes to school
Vith eyes as wide as a football pool,
Ears like bombs and teeth like splinters:
A blitz of aboy is Timothy'Winters.
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(d) abba, the so-called envelope stanza (q.a.) which Tennyson used in
In Mernoriam:

Strong Son of God, immorml Love,
\(hom we, that have not seen thy face,
By faith, and faith alone, embrace,

Believing where we cannot prove;

(e) aaxa, a form which is less common but well known as the Omar
Khayyim stanza:

Awake! for Morning in the Bowl of Night
Has flung the Stone that puts the Stars to Flight:

And Lo! the Hunter of the East has caught
The Sultan's Turret in a Noose of Light.

It is also possible to have a monorhymed sanza. Other complexities
are: alternate use of masculine and feminine rhymes, and irregular line
lengths. Some special names have been acquired by some quatrains.
The heroic or elegiac stanza (q.o.), used by Grry in his Elegy, consists
of iambic pentameters rhyming abab. Ballad (q.o.) meter consists of
iambic tetrameter (q.rr.), trimeter (q.a.), tetrameter trimeter, usually
rhymed abcb or xbyb. Hymn (q.2,.) forms have also received special
names: common meter, which is the same as ballad meter, or'eights-
and-sixes'; long meter, which is iambic tetrameters; short meter, which
is trimeter, trimeter, tetrameter, trimeter.

The quatrain has been used a great deal in European poetry usually
in long and narrative poems. The term can also be applied to the two
components of the octave (q.v.) of a sonnet (q.a.).In epigrammatic
utterance the quatrain has been used successfully as a poem by itself
by many writers, for example: Prior, Landor, Yeats and Ogden Nash.
Nash wrote a lot of them, like:

Sure, deck your lower limbs in pants;
Yours are the limbs, my sweeting.
You look divine as you advance -

Have you seen yourself reffeating?

Not a few are anonymous. For example:

MaLry Ann has gone to rest,
Safe at last on Abraham's breasq
Vhich may be nuts for Mary Ann
But is certainly rough on Abraham.

See also euARTET; TETRAsrrcH.
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quem quaeritis trope A trope (q.".) of vital importance in the evolu-
tion of European drama. Part of the Easter Introit, it was adapted and
elaborated into a dialogue and so became the source of lirurgical

drama. E. K. Chambers goes into the matter in great detail in his classic
work The Medieval Stage (rpor).

querelle des anciens et des modernes See ,mlcnxTs AND MoDERNs.

question, epic A device in epic poetry by which the poet invokes the

aid of a muse, patroness or superior power to explain what has

happened. Milton uses it to considerable effect at the beginning of

Books I, VII and IX of. Paradise Lost.

questione della lingua (It'dispute, problem, question or quarrel of the
language') A controversy or debate about the suitability of the ver-

nacular as opposed to Latin as language of literature. It also raised the
problem of which Italian dialects should be used. This was a medieval

debate in origin, to which Dante contributed. In De ztulgari elo-

quentia he rejected all dialects and argued for an eclectic language

composed from the best elements of all the dialects. In his Dfuina

Commedia he used the Florentine dialect; which Petrarch and

Boccaccio also used. The argument went on long after this, even

though Florentine had become the literary language of Italians. In the

r5th c. Castiglione was in favour of the language spoken in courtsl
others reverted to Dante's eclectic theory. Two schools of thought

developed, and produced an 'ancients versus moderns'conflict. Bembo

insisted on r4th c. Florentine in his Prose della volgar lingaa (rlzl).

Castelvetro and Machiavelli opted for the contemPorary Florentine.
The debate was still going on in the rgth c. when Leopardi favoured

r4th c. Florentine. In the rgth c. Manzoni also tackled the problem.

quibble See pnRoNoMAsIA; PUN.

quidproquo (L qaid pro quo,'something for something') A term

usually limited to the drama in reference to some kind of blunder or

misunderstanding on the part af the characters, perhaps from the

misinterpretation of a word or situation. Frequent in comedy; for

example: situations in Shakespeare's The Comedy of Errors,Jonson's
The Alcbernist, Goldsmith's She Stoops to Conquer and Sheridan's

School for Scandal.

quinary A metrical line of five syllables, as in \Tilliam Blakes's Tbe

Sick Rose;

O Rose! thou art sick!
The invisible worm,
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That flies in the night,
In the howling storm

quintain A stanza or verse group of five lines, as in Jack Clemo's
The Plundered Fuchsias:

They lie all around the lawn
And on the furrowed wall

Like little red bombs winged and splayed.
No gale has made them fall:
A childt whim, that is all.

See also euINTET.

quintet A five-line staize of varying rhyme scheme and line length.
A common rhyme scheme is ababb. Shelley, for instance, used this in
To a Shykrk:

Hail to thee, blithe spirit!
Bird thou never wert,

That from Heaven, or near iq
Pourest thy full heart

In profuse strains of unpremeditated art.

See also euINTArN.

quinteto In Spanish prosody a verse of 6ve lines of arte rnayor (q.o.).

quintilla (Sp 'little fifth) A five-line stanza of eight syllables and
two rhymes; or any five-line stanza with two rhymes. Verses or lines
with other numbers of syllables do exist. In Castilian, the qaintilk
is one of the commonest octosyllabic strophes. It was used by
dramatists (e.g. Lope de Vega), but perhaps the most famous instance
is Fernindez de Moratin's Fiesta de toros en Madrid of the rSth c.
See also REDoNDTLLA.

quinzain A fifteen-line stanza. Rare because of its

quod semper quod ubique (L 'which always and which everywhere')
This remains the hallmark of great literarure in time and place. The
words occur in the so-called Vincentian canon framed by St Vincent
of L6rins (near Cannes) in the ;th c. The sentence runs: Id teneo quod
semper quod ubique et quod ab omnibus cveditum est. Ir applies the
test of eterniry ubiquity and consensus. See uNrvERsALrry.

quotation titles Titles of books echoing famous phrases from earlier
literature and evoking known associations in the mind of the reader.
This kind of title has achieved considerable popularity in the 2oth c.
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when the fashion was set by E. M. Forster in Where Angels Fear to

Tread (t9ot), recalling Pope's Essay on Criticism (1.62)z

No place so sacred from such fops is barr'd,
Nor is Paul's church more safe than Paul's churchyard:

Nay, fly to alhrs, there they'll talk you dead;
For fools rush in where angels fear to tread.

But this practice was by no means new to our cenrury. After all,

Thackeray's Vanity Fair (t848) reproduced that fair in Bunyan's TDe

Pilgrirn\ Progress which was held in Vanity town by Beelzebub,

Apollyon and Legion, and through which all pilgrims passed on their

*"y to the Eternal City. Housebold Words, a weekly periodical

launched by Dickens only two years later (r8yo), harked back to King

Flenry's speech before the Battle of Agincourt in Shakespeare's Henry
y (IV, iii, 5z). Robert Louis Stevenson's Virginibus Paerisque (r88t)

was taken direct from the third book of Horace's Odes.
In the zoth c., however, Forster has had so many followers in this

respect that space allows us to select only a few: Ford Madox Ford's

Ladies Wbose Bright Eyes (r9rr) from Milton's L' Allegro (1. rzr);

A. S. M. Hutchinson's If 
'Winter 

Comes Q9z) from Shelley's Ode to

the West Wind (1. Sil Rose Macaulay's Told by an ldiot (1923) from

Shakespeare's Macbeth (V, v, z6); \flilliam Faulkner's The Sound and

the Fury (rglr) from Shakespeare's Macbetb (V 
"' 

z7); Aldous

Fluxley's Brave New World (rglt) from Shakespeare's Tbe Tempest
(V, i, r 83); and that same autho r's Eyeless in Gaza Gm6) from Milton's

Santson Agonistes (1. +t); Anthony Powell's From a Vieat to a Deatb
(tqf f) from John 

'Voodcock Graves's hunting song tohn Peel; Eric

Linklater's Ripeness is AII (tgl) from Shakespeare's King Lear (Y iit

g); John Steinbeck's The Grapes of 
'Wratb 

(tg+o) from Julia rUil.ard

Flowe's Battle Hyrnn of the Republic, Ernest Hemingway's For Whom
the BellTolls Q94o) from Donne's Meditation (1. ,il; Graham Greene's

The Pawer and tbe GIory (rg+o) from St Matthew's Gospel (6: r3);

Joyce Cary's To be a Pilgrim (tg+r) from Bunyan's Tlte Pilgim\

Progress; H. E. Bates's Fair Stood the Wind for France (1944) from

Michael Drayton's Agincourt: Iris Murdoch's Unfficial Rose (1962)

from Rupert Brooke's The Old Vicarage, Grantchesrer; Anthony

Burgess's Nothing Lihe the San (r97o) from Shakespeare's r3oth

Sonnet.
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Rabelaisian From the name of Frangois Rabelais (c. r49*rtg). The
term usually denotes ribald humour, but can also cover fantastical and
exuberant writing.

rabinal achi A form of ballet-drama found among the Quiche Indians
of Guatemala. Its theme is the heroic exploits and legend of the princes
of Rabinal. It is performed at traditional festivals.

Rahmen (G 'frame') There are two basic forms of frame story tech-
nique: the zyhliscber or'cychc' and the Einzelrabmen or 'single frame'.
The former combines a series of stories into a unified endty; the latter
constitutes a self-contained story linked to the frame by a narrator. See
RAHMENERZAXTUXC.

Rahmenerzihlung (G 'frame story') Some of the better known are
Ovid's Meumorpboses, Tbe Arabian Nights, Boccaccio's Decameron
and Chauc er's Canterbnry Tales. Goethe, Hoffmann and Tieck all used
the frame story or stories within a story. The Swiss writers C. F. Meyer
and Gotdried Keller ire regarded as the most accomplished users of
the frame story in recent times. Among their main woiks are: Meyer's
Der Heilige (r88o) and Die Hochzeit des Miinchs (1884); Keller's
Ziiicher Nooellen $876) and Das Sinngedicbt (r88r). See also
NOVELLA; STORY VTTHIN A STORY.

raisonneur (F 'reasoner') An equivalent of confdant (q.zt.).

rannaigheacht bheag An Irish verse form similar to the rannaigheacht
mbor,except that the line endings are disyllabic. See RANNAIGHEAcHTs.

rannaigheachts An Irish syllabic verse form. The rannaigbeacht
ghairid is a quarain (q.v.) stanza in which the first line has three syl-
lables and the rest seven. It rhymes aaba, and the third line cross-
rhymes with the fourth. There are variations. For example, if lines end
in disyllables instead of monosyllables, the form is called ran-
naigb e ach t ch e th arch ub aid garit r e corndrcach. Rannaigb e acht mb or is
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a quatrain sranza of heptasyllable lines which consonate abab. In this

form there are at least two cross-rhymes in each couplet and the final

word of the third line rhymes with a word in the middle of the fourth.

In the second couplet rhymes must be exact. In each line rwo words

alliterate.

RAPP An acronym for Russian Association of Proletarian \flriters.
This organization was createdin ry29 and was an off-shoot of the pro-

Ietarshaya kal'tura (q.".) movement during the first Five-Year Plan. It

was violently anti-bourgeois and strongly in favour of proletarian

culture and literature. Its militant chairman was Leopold Averbakh
(r9o3-?). RAPP was disbanded in ry32 and merged with the Union of

Soviet'$friters (q.r.).

rasa A Sanskrit term for one of the nine so-called flavours of a work
of art. The desirable nine are: the erotic, heroic, furious, piteous,

comic, fearful, repulsive, marvellous and peaceful.

rationalism At least three basic meanings may be distinguished: (a) the

theory or doctrine that human reason can provide d prioi knowledge
without intermediary sense data; (b) the theory or doctrine that reason

can pursue and attain truth for its own sake; (c) the idea or conviction
that a rational order can be found in realiry; and, alternativelS that
reason can impose an order on reality.

Rationalism, rationalist and rational are often used fairly loosely.

For example, the r 8th c. is referred to as a period of rationalism; a
rationalist may be a person who depends on reason rather than feeling

and intuitive perception; being rational may mean using the brain and

ratiocinative processes rather than any others. All three terms are occa-
sionally used pej oratively.

Riuberroman See mrrsn- uND nAunennoMA.N.

Raumbiihne The German term for theatre-in-the-round (4.2.).

readerly/writerly Terms devised by Roland Barthes (r9r1-8o), the
French critic, to make a distinction between two basic kinds of text:
the lisible ('readerly') and the sriptible ('writerly'). He expounds on
this in his book S/Z $97o). By a'readerly'text he means a book (a

novel, say) to which a reader's response is more or less passive. For

example, a'realistic'novel (or any'classic text'as Barthes terms them),
presents to us a recognizable world with easily recognizable charac-
ters and events. The reader accepts the meaning without needing to
make much effort. A'writerly'text, however, makes demands on the
reader; he or she has to work things out, look for and provide meaning.
Obvious examples of writerly texts are Joyce's Ulysses and Finnegans
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Wahe. A writerly text tends to focus attention on how it is written, on
the mechanics of it, the particular use of language. A writerly text tends
to be self-conscious; it calls attention to itself as a wprk of art. It also
makes the reader into a producer. Barthes makes the point that the
writerly text is of value because the goal of literary work (of literature
as work) is to make the reader no longer a consumer, but a producer
of the text. However, as Barthes demonstrates in his analysis of
Balzac's short story Sarrasine (which is basically a readerly story but
which Barthes discusses as a writerly one), a critic may, if he or
she wishes, read any story as either writerly or readerly. A readerly
or writerly reading is not inherent in the text but may be a part of
the reading. See a/so eutHon, DEATH oF; coDE; LISIBLE; posr-

STRUCTURALISM; STRUCTURALISM.

reader-oriented theory,See nrepER-REspoNsE THEoRy; REcEprIoN
THEORY.

reader-response theory Theory concerned with the relationship
between text and reader and reader and text, with the emphasis on the
different ways in which a reader participates in the course of reading
a text and the different perspectives which arise in the relationship.
Thus, reader-response theory is concerned with the reader's contribu-
tion to a text, and it challenges, with varying degrees of plausibility
and conviction, the text-oriented theories of Formalism and the New
Criticism (qq.t.), which have tended to ignore or underestimate the
reader's role.

FundamentallS a text, whatever it be (poem, short story essay,
scientific exposition), has no real existence until it is read. Its meaning
is in potentia, so to speak. A reader completes its meaning by reading
it. The reading is complementary; it aa*alizes potential meaning.
Thus, the reader does not have, as has been traditionally thought and
accepted, a passive rolel on the contrary the reader is an accive agent
in the creation of meaning. By applying codes and strategies the reader
decodes the text.

Various theories about this'collaboration'have been advanced since
the mid to late ry7os. For example, in his book Tbe Aa of Reading:
A Theory of Aesthetic Response (t976, trans. rg78) \(olfgang Iser puts
the proposition that all lherary texts have Leerstellen ('blanks', 'g"pt'

or'lacunae'). These blanks have to be filled in or'concretized' by the
reader in order to interpret the text. But this proposition poses a basic
question: is the text itself the cause of the reader's interpretation, or
does the reader impose, as it were, an interpretation on the text? A
possible answer to this is that the reader supplies a set of social, his-
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torical and cultural norms but the text calls them forth and in a sense

contains them.
ln ry79 Umbeno Eco, the Italian semiotician and novelist, pub-

lished The Role of the Reader. In this he proposes a distinction
between what he calls 'open' and 'closed' texts. An 'open' text (e.g.

Finnegans Vake, Eliot's Tbe Waste Land orJacques Lacan's theories

of the unconscious) requires the reader's close and active collaboration
in the creation of meaning; whereas a'closed'text (e.g. a whodunit by
Agatha Christie, a thriller by Frederick Forsyth or a scientific treatise
on lice) more or less determines or predetermines a reader's resPonse;

though, of course, in a detective story the interpretation of clues would

be an important part of a reader's response.
Yet another reader-response theory is that advanced by the

Americans Norman Holland and David Bleich. In their view reading

is a form of covert wish-fulfilment, so the reader engages with a text

as with any other form of desire. In their books - Fhte Readers
Reading (tgZ) by Holland and Subjecttue Criticism OSZS) by Bleich
- they analyse in depth the reading habits and responses of individual
readers.

In Semiotics of Poetry GSZS) Michael Riffaterre postulates what he

describes as the'superreader', who analyses a text in a search for mean-

ings beyond and below surface meanings. The 'superreader'rePresents

the sum of reactions to the language of a text manifested in the pub-

lished work of its interpreters, translators and so on. Riffaterre believes

that the srylistic function of a text can be analysed objectively, that

style has a constant trans-subjective tone. He suggests that the task of

the stylistician is to reveal what is ungrammatical or in any other way

unconventional or 'abnormal' in the way a text (e.g. a poem) is

composed.
In examination of the conventions of reading, Jonathan Culler (in

The Pursuit of Signs: Semiotics, Literdtare, Deconstruction, r98r)

attempts a structuralist theory of interpretation in the analysis of
readers' strategies, with an emphasis on the operation of interpretive
moves rather than the content of the moves.

Another theory about the reader and reader responses has been pro-

posed by Gerald Prince, who coins the term'narratee' (q.o.).The'nar-

ratee' is not the reader but the kind of person who is addressed by the

narrator.
The American critic Stanley Fish evolved a reader-oriented theory

which he calls 'affective stylistics'. He is concerned with the ways a
reader's responses develop and change in relation to the words or sen-

tences as tbey succeed eacb other in time.
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Yet another aspect of reader-response theory is contained in what
is known as 'reception theory' (q.o.), discussed by Hans Robert Jauss
in connection with what he calls the 'horizon of expectations' (q.o.).

Reader-oriented theory is fundamental to phenomenology (q.rt.)
and phenomenological criticism and also to theories of hermeneutics
(q.".). See also rMpLrED nreonn/ecruAl READER; nBeonnrv/
.VRITERLY.

realism An exceptionally elastic critical terrn, often ambivalent and
equivocal, which has acquired far too many qualifying (but seldom
clarifying) adjectives, and is a term which many now feel we could do
without.

Philosophy distinguishes two basic concepts concerning reality:
correspondence and coherence. The correspondence theory suggests
that the external world is knowable by sciendfic inquiry by the accu-
mulation of data, by documentation, by definition. The coherence
theory suggests that the external world is knowable (or perhaps can
be understood) by intuitive perception, by insight. Thus, correspon-
dence will require referential languagel coherence, emotive language.
The former will imply an objective point of view; the latter a subjec-
tive. But, as language interpenett"tet, no absolute divisions are
possible.

To simplify here are rwo approximations to reality on the subject
of a song thnrsh:

r. soNG THRUsH Turdss philomehs

Identification: 9". A brown-backed bird, with a spotted breast.
Distinguished from Misde Thrush and Fieldfare by much smaller size,
uniform brown upper-parts and yellowish-buff breast and flanks with
small spots; from Redwing by lack of chestnut on flanks and beneath
wings and lack of prominent supercilium. Shows buff beneeth wings.
Often feeds on open ground, running spasmodically. Voice: a loud
'tchuck,' or'tchi.ck,' repeated rapidly as alarml flight-call a soft'sip'
(shorter than Redwing's call). Song loud and musical, the short, varied
phrases repeated z-4 tirnes, between brief pauses. Habitat: around
human habitations, parks, woods and hedges. Nests in bushes, hedges,
ivy, etc., occasionally in buildings.

z. Terrifying are the attent sleek thrushes on the lawn,
More coiled steel than living - a poised
Dark deadly eye, those delicate legs
Triggered to stirrings beyond sense - with a start, a bounce, a stab
Overtake the instant and drag out some writhing thing.
No indolent procrastinations and no yawning stares,
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No sighs or head-scratchings. Nothing but bounce and stab

And a ravening second.

The first is an extract from Collins's Field Gai.de to Birds of Britain

and Earope; the second is a quotation from Ted Hughes's poem

Thrushes. Each is concerned with reality. Each is realistic within the

limits of what it sets out to achieve: to give an impression or idea of e,

thrush ro the receptor (q.".).So different are the methods employed

that it would be superfluous to point them out.

Fundamentally, in literature, realism is the ponrayal of life with

fideliry. It is thus not concerned with idealization, with rendering

things as beautiful when they are not, or in any way Presenting- rh9T

in any guise as they are not; nor, as a rule, is realism concerned with

presenting the supranormal or transcendental, though, of course, the

writings of Richard Rolle of Hampole, for example, or the mystical

po"*r of St John of the Cross, are realistic enough if we believe in

God and the spiritual order. The writings of the mystic and the vision-

ary perhaps bilong ro a rarher special category which might be called-

",rp.r-reJlity'. 
Onthe whole one tends to think of realism in terms of

the everyday, the normal, the pragmatic. More crudely, it suggests
jackets off, sleeves rolled up, a'no nonsense'approach.

One may suppose that most writers have been concerned with

reality (and therefore with some attemPt at some form of realism) since

the year dot. Much of the world's literature can be accounted realis-

tic; much epic (q.g.) for example, though it is often about suPermen

and improbably heroic deeds; most drama, even when it is very styl-

ized, as in No (q.o.); a Breat deal of lyric (q.rt.\ poetrfi the vast major-

ity of fictional works . . . and so fonh. In general this enormous body

of lit"r"rure displays what H. Levin has described as that 
'willed ten-

dency of art to approximate reality'. However, one can suggest that

some literature is more realistic than other literature. For instance,

most of the poetry written by George Crabbe, Kipling and Robert

Frost is more realistic than most of the poetry written by, say, Spenser,

Keats and Conrad Aiken. The novels of Zola', Gissing and Theodore

Dreiser are much more realistic than the works of Huysmans,Firbank

and Ivy Compton-Burnett. 
'More realistic'in the sense of more down

to earth, closer to everyday life, and thus well within the experience

of the legendary man on the Clapham bus, or Clapham Man.

The use of the terms real and realistic clearly implies their antithe-

ses, like unreal, unrealistic, fantastic, improbable, fanciful, of the dream

world. The imaginative flights of bizarre invention that we find in

some of Lucian's works, in Rabelais, in Voltaire's Candide, in H. G.
'\trflells's 

The War of the Worlds,in Ray Bradbury's science fiction (q.rt.)
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stories, are not realistic, though they are excellent fantasy based on
reality. Occasionally a writer (e.g. Roald Dahl) manages to keep a
beautiful and breathtaking balance on that high wire that joins both
worlds.

In the end realism, as a literary term, is about as clear and bendable
a term as, say, Romanticism(q.a.) and, as it happens, they are the -isms

of rwo very different camps - if not campuses. In the last hundred
years or so there have developed a large number of theories about
realism, and about what is to be regarded as realistic or not. 

'We 
can

hardly avoid using the term on occasions, particularly when we mean
to state or suggest that a work of literature has verisimilitude (q.a.) or
in some way possesses that kind of authenticiry which is generally
believed to be an essential quality in a work of literature, however fan-
tastic or improbable (in some cases) it might be - or seems to be.

The issue has been much confused by the fact that in the rgth c. -

a period almost too fertile in antinomies, schools, movements and, to
use the current jargon, 'cultural fissiparation' - there was a recogniz-
able and conscious movement in literature which was subsequently
tagged'realism'. The French were responsible for this movement. It
began some time in the r83os and had gathered momentum by the
r 8;os. During the latter pan of the century realism was a definite trend
in European literature.

One of the earlier instances of the use of the term le rdalisme is to
be found in the Mercure frangais da XIXe sidcle (rSe6). Here it refers
to a point of view or doctrine which states that realism is a copy of
nature and reveals to us the literature of truth. Realism reiects
Classicism (q.o.), Romanticism and the docrine of art for art's sake
(q.".).

It is clear that the realist thought an artist should concern himself
with the here and now, with everyday events, with his own environ-
ment and with the movements (political, social, etc.) of his time. The
anti-Rornantic movements in Germany also concentrated affention
on the lot of the common man and on the need to present life with all
its warts. In general we can see clearly enough in the works of
Immermann,Balzac and Dickens, for instance, what forms the realist
attitude was likely to take.

Theory combined with practice in the rgth c. to produce a large
body of literature which presented an altogether different view of the
so-called condition burnaine. The practice was almost certainly
influenced by philosophical thought, and most notably by Comte's
Cours de pbilosopbie positive (r83o). Comte's p,ositivism made sociol-
ogy a prime science. Later, the inquiries of Feuerbach and Darwin
induced many people to re-appraise assumptions about their origin
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and to take a very different view of the environment. Later, also,

Comte's theories were applied by Taine to the sphere of literature,

especially in Histoire de k littdrature anglaise (r853-a) and in

Nouoeaux essais de ctitique et d,'bistoire (rS55). One may also suppose

that the invention of photography in 1839 had an immense effect on

the way people looked at the world and existence in general. Here was

precision; the scene, the fact, the episode were faithfully recorded. The

paintings of Courbet, too, had an incalculable influence. Courbet was

strongly opposed to any kind of idealization in art. He rejected both

Classical and Romantic precepts and tastes' and maintained that only

realism was democratic. For him the peasant and the worker were the

fittest and most estimable subjects for a painter. Champfleury in Le

Rdalisrne G}fil,applied Courbet's point of view to literature and sug-

gested that the hero in the novel should be an ordinary man. Here, no

doubt, we have the egg of the so-called anti-hero (q.o.) whose genesis

dppedrs to have been of a later date.
It is a noteworthy curiosiry of this realistic movement that in the

first place realism was either defined negatively or rejected as unde-

sirable. Courbet himself did not like it as a label though he used it

himself. Champfleury expressed disapproval of it in his essays l,e

Rialisme (t8lZ). Baudelaire described it as an 'injure d6goutante' and

as a 'mot vague et 6lastique'. Edmond de Goncourt also expressed

dislike of it in his preface ro Les Frdres Zemganno (t81il. Distaste for

the term seems to have arisen from a fear thatrealism would be regard-

ed as a school or movement, which is how we are inclined to think of

it now. As it happened Champfleury was the prime mover behind a

trend already very apparent in the novels of Balzac and Stendhal.

Champfleury's Le Rdalisrne was viftually a manifesto of a new

doctrine.
In the same year in which Champfleury published this, Flaubert

produced Madame Booary, which was greeted as a great work of

realism (later it was greeted as a great work of naturalism, q.z.).

Flaubert, too, disliked the label. Other so-called realistic novels to

appear at this period were Gerntinie Lacerteax $86) by Edmond and

Jules de Goncourt, and minor works by Ernest Feydeau, who wrote

Fanny (1858), and Duranry, who wrote Le Malbeur d'Heniette
Gdrard (r85o).

The realist novelists paid particular attention to exaff docu-

mentation, to getting the facts right, and in many ways were continu-
ing in a more intensive and conscientious fashion what Balzac had been

doing years before in La Comddie hamaine.Balzacregarded man (and

analysed character) as a zoologist might and he expressed the inten-

tion of following Buffon's worh on zoology in order to write a natural
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history of man. This was a scientific approach which, at times, came
near to the method of the field guide quoted above.

Zola and Maupassant have also been taken as exponents of realism
but it is perhaps more correct to regard them as the supreme analysts
of the school of naturalism. Zola's essays in Le Roman erpdrimental
(r88o) are one of the main statements about naturalism.

Outside France the effects of realism are to be seen in the works of
Tolstoy, Gogol and Gorki, and, to a lesser extent, in Turgenev. Also in
the work of Gissing and the American novelist \Dflilliam Dean Howells.

The long-term effects of what the French writers achieved are
difficult to assess. In recent years attempts at more acute realism have
quite often led to the kind of excesses to which Zola himself proved
vulnerable in, for example, Tbdrise Raqain (1863) and Germinal
(r8Sy). In fact the quest for truth and accuracy has degenerated on
occasions into mere sensationalism, as in Mailer's Tbe Nahed and tbe
Dead (rq+8) andJamesJones's From Here to Eternity (rglr).tUflilliam
Burroughs's 'junky' novels and the masturbatory fantasies of Rothb
Portnoy's Comphint Og6g) provide other instances of realism carried
to extremes. There are scores of other works of less merit but compa-
rable pretensions.

As far as drama is concerned, realism in the rgth c. was a less
extreme form of naturalism. Pleywrights who favoured realism - Ibsen
is a key figure - rejected the concept of the well-made play (q.a.)with
its mechanical anifices and its altogether too slick plotting, and reject-
ed also exaggerated theatricalism. Ibsen's influence was very great,
especially on Shaw and Strindberg and subsequently on a whole gen-
eration of prominent 2oth c. dramatists; not to mention Stanislavsky
and the various adeptations of his teachings in method acting.

\[hat is known as socialist realism (q.".) in the theatre is largely a
Russian phenomenon. Anatoli Lunacharsky (r87y-r%t) invented the
theory of it. This involved the development of specifically Soviet
theatre. Classics were to be interpreted in contemporary terms so that
they became more relevant to the people. New plays should be about
life lived by ordinary people. The effects of his teachings in
Communist countries have been considerable, even where the Kremlin
faith has been thrown over with consequent excommunication - as in
Albania. Now, socialist realism suggests the committed propaganda
(q.r.) of writers submissive to a pafticular political r6gime.

Realism occurs in another important context, namely psychologi-
cal realism. This denotes fidelity to the truth in depicting the inner
workings of the mind, the analysis of thought and feeling, the presen-
tation of the nature of personality and character. Such realism also
requires a fictional character to behave in character. The ultimate in
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psychological realism is the use of the stream of consciousness (q.".)

method. This kind of realism, too, has often resulted in a kind of deca-

dence (q.n.) as authors dig deeper and furcher and with greater relish

into the scatological and orectic chaos of the conscious and subcon-

scious territories. See also RoMAN DocuMENTATRE; sltcE oF LrFE;

VERTSM.

recension A critical revision of a literary work.

reception theory A school of literary theory which is associated par-

ticularly with the University of Konstanz and the iournal Poetik

and Hermeneutik (published from ry6+). One theorist, namely

Hans Robert Jauss, is especially associated with the theory. He is con-

cerned with the general response to literature in terms of reception-

aesthetics rather than the individual's resPonse' and he suggests that
literary work should be studied in terms of the impression or impact

it makes on its contemporary audience, and that literary value is
judged according to how much the view of a text alters over time.
'Aesthetic distance' (q.rt.) is the term used by Jauss to denote the dif-

ference between the contemporary view of a work of art (at the time

of its first publication) and the present-day view. But still the idea

holds that the reader has a contribution to make in the process. So

there is a kind of balance and co-operation between text and what it

provides and what the reader contributes. However, all readers are dif-

ferent and therefore may be supposed to bring a different resPonse to

anv text.
More recently a number of American critics (e.g. Edward Said,

Jonathan Culler and Stanley Fish) have become interested in'reading

communities' and institutions as determining forces in the reading of

texts. Fish, for instance, holds that it is only within a given communi-
ty or institution that the facts of literary study (i.e. genres, periods,

authors, texts) are available, and that these 'facts' are as much a product

of the communiry as they are of the interpreters. Fish contends that

all interpreters are extensions of communities. His collection of essays
Is There a Text in This Ckss? (r98o) is relevant. See ronuALIsM,
RUSSTAN; HORIZON OF EXPECTATIONS; PHENOMENOLOGY; READER-

RESPONSE THEORY.

receptor A jargon term for the person (or group of persons) experi-

encing a work o[. art.

recessive accent This occurs when a word usually accented on its final

syllable is followed by another heavily accented word. For the sake of

meter and rhythm the accent is shifted to the beginning of the pre-

ceding word. A common practice in writing blank verse.
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r6cit (F 'narration, narrative, accounts of events, recital') A form
of fictional narrative which is related to the ncuelk, the Nmtelle,
the roman and the nouvelle (qq.o.). Andr6 Gide, one of its most
notable practitioners, made a clear distinction benreen his ramans
and his rdcits. Les Faax-monnayeurs (t926), for instance, is a romdn;
L'Immoraliste (r9oz) and La Porte Atroite Ugog) are outstanding
examples of the rdcit. Gide theorized about both forms, and debate as
to precisely what a ricit is and is not continues. Typically, a rdcit has
a high degree of compression and concentration and the narrative is
related from one point of view (rwo in La Porte itroite\.It has a single
theme and very few characters, apart from the central character on
whom attention is focused almost exclusively. Events and actions
should speak for themselves and the reader is left to draw his or her
own conclusions. Thus, there is no intervention on the part of the
author to explain motives, pass judgements or draw conclusions.
Gide's ricits combine intimate personal experience with a technique
which is aimed to exclude the presence of the author. His elimination
of the author in some ways prefigures Roland Banhes's celebrated
exposition The Death of the Arthor (see etrnron, DEATH or). In order
to achieve the required effacement he uses the first-person narrator
device, but the first person is 'borrowed'. The author effaces himself
behind his narrator (who is also his hero/heroine or one of the main
characters). \Ufhereas in a novel events tend to unfold in a chrono-
logical sequence and are described as they occur, the events in a rdcit
are depicted by an oblique, reflective and associative method. Rdcits
may be as long as novels and a plot may extend over a longer period
of time than does the single and significant episode of the noraelle.
Therdcit seems to have a kind of intermediary position between novel
andnouoelle. Apanfrom those cited, other examples which might fall
into the rdcit category are Samuel Beckett's Mahne Dics $95r) and
Albert Camus's La Chute (tg16).See also NARRAroLocy.

recognition See eNeohroRrsrs.

recoil A term used when speaking of tragedy (q.".) to indicate that the
protagonist has brought about his own doom.

recto and verso The reaa is the right-hand page in a book; the verso
the left-hand page.

recuesta (Sp 'request') A rype of poetry written on request or corn-
mission by atrovador, the Spanish equivalent of the troubadour (q.o.).
See also PREGUNTA.

redaction The editing or revising oI a work for publication.
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rederijkers Members of the chambers of rhetoric in the Netherlands in

the ryth and r6th c. They were poets and students of poetry and are

comparable to the Meistersingers (q.rt.). Their main interests were dra-

matic and lyric poetry. .See nnrnnrx; nHfronIQUEURs; srocK.

redondilla (Sp 'little round', diminutive of. redondo, 'round, clear,

straightforward'; or'a round, ring, circle') Att eight-syllable quatrain
(q.".) rhyming either abba or abab, but in the latter rhyme scheme

it is usually called sententesio. Sometimes red,ond.ilk is referred to as

redondilla mdyor, ct d.rteta and cuartilk Formerly the term included

the quintiUa (q.v.) and was also applied to any eight-syllable strophe

in which all the verses rhymed in consonance. This is an important

form because it was adapted by one poet after another until Lope de

Vega and Calder6n used it very widely and often for specific PurPoses
(for example, to create mood) in drama. In the verses of King Alfonso

the STise redondillas of pie cruzado are also to be found.

redundant verse See ncnrnlEcrlc.

reduplicatio SeeaNe,orPI-osls.

reference, point of An idea developed by Coventry Patmore (Principle

in Art, r889) and first applied to painting. It was gradually adopted as

a literary term, partly owing to Quiller Couch, and as such now

denotes a figure, a character, who may be regarded as 'normal' or bal-

anced in the sense that he keeps a sense of proportion amidst excess-

es. A sound example is the sane, good and pragmatic Kent in King

Lear. See also tonnt- sPEcrAToR.

referent .See srcurrrcn/srcnrrrrp.

referential language See nuonvE LANGUAGE.

reflexive novel A novel in which the author calls the reader's attention

to the factthathe or she is writing (or has written) a novel. Thus, what

Roland Barthes would call a 'writerly' novel. A classic and early

example of such a work is Laurence Sterne's Tristram Sbandy
(t76o-67), an attempt at autobiography in which virnrally no Progress
is made. Sterne uses many devices to show that there is a discrepancy

between reality/life and art, and that it is not possible to provide a

coherent and rational picture of anything so complex as life and reality.

Other reflexive novels of that period are Fielding's Joseph Andreus

0z+z) and his Torn Jones (tZ+).
In the rgth c. most novelists tried to give form, shape and rational-

ity ro their versions of reality, though this often tended to falsify reality

in the cause of artistic and aesthetic coherence. Periodicallp one can
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see that novelists were well aware of the inherent shortcomings of the
endeavour to impose form on the disorderly or chaotic.

In the zoth c. numerous novelists have developed various forms of
reflexive novel. James Joyce (with Ulysses, ryzz) is an outstanding
example. So is Gide's Les Faux-monndyeurs (t926). Since the r95os we
should also mention the work of Vladimir Nabokot Flann O'Brien,
\filliam Burroughs, Christine Brooke-Rose, Samuel Beckett, Alain
Robbe-Grillet, Thomas Pynchon and John Fowles. This kind of
fiction is also sometimes called 'self-conscious' or 'self-referential'. See
ANTr-NOVEL; NOUVEAU ROMAN; READERLy/WRrrrnry; STREAM OF
CONSCIOUSNESS.

refrain A phrase, line or lines repeated at intervals during a poem and
especially at the end of a stanz . A device of grear antiquiry, it is {ound
in the Egyptian Booh of the Dead, the Bible, Greek and Latin verse,
in Provengal and Renaissance verse and in many ballads (q.".).
Very often it is an exact repetition. Sometimes it serves to work out
an 'argument' (q.a.) in a poem, in which case it will undergo slight
modifications, as this fine lyric by Sir Thomas rU(fyatt:

Disdain me not without desert,
Nor leave me not so suddenly;

Since well ye wot that in my heart
I mean ye not but honestly.

Disdain me nol

Refuse me not without cause why,
Nor think me not to be unjust;

Since that by lot of fantasy
This careful knot needs knit I must.

Refuse me not.

Mistrust me not, though some there be
That fain would spot my steadfastness;

Believe them not, since that we see
The proof is not as they express.

Mistrust me not.

Forsake me not till I deserve
Nor hate me not dll I offend;

Destroy me not till that I swerve;
But since ye know that I intend,

Forsake me not.

Disdain me not that am your own:
Refuse me not that am so rrue:
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Mistrust me not till all be known:
Forsake me not ne for no new.

Disdain me not.

See nrprtEND; REPETITIoN.

refrin (Sp 'refrain') But not a refrain in the English sense. It is, rather,

equivalent to a saying, proverb (q.o.), sav/, or popular maxim (q.o.);

and synonymous with the French dicton.In Spanish verse it often

comprises two short phrases rhyming in consonance or assonance
(qq.o.) and containing alliteration. Usually, too, it has some sonic

device which makes it easily memorable (like the alliteration and asso-

nance in the English phrase 'as cool as a cucumber'). The word may

be of French provenance and came into general use in the r ;th c. Much

Spanish literature of that period stemmed f.rom refranes, which dealt
with many subjects and aspects of life. The poet the Marqu6s de

Santillana (r398-r4y8), at the king's request, made a collection of these
nuggets of wisdom.

refrein A poetic form very popular among the rederiihers (q.rt.) in the

Netherlands. It consists of four or more stanzas of the same length and
.hy* scheme, each of which concludes with an identical line. It

derived from the French refrain (q,o.) and very probably originates in

the French balkd,e (q.".). See srocr.

regional novel A regional writer is one who concentrates much affen-

tion on apafticular area and uses it and the people who inhabit it as

the basis for his or her stories. Such a locale is likely to be rural and/or

provincial. Among the earliest of regional novelists was Maria

Edgeworth (1767-1849), tn Anglo-Irish woman who was one of the

first to perceive the possibilities of relating characters to a particular

environment. Her most notable novels were Castle Rachrenr (r8oo),

Belinda (r8or) and Tbe Absentee (r8rz).

Castle Rackrent is generally believed to have been the first of its

kind. It was followed quite soon by novels by the Irish writer Lady

Morgan Q776-r85). The Scottish novels of John Gah Q779-r8lg)
and Sir \tr?'alter Scott (r77r-r832) were also closely dependent on

regional study and atmosphere. Once established, the regional novel

began to interest a number of writers, and soon the regions described

became smaller and more specifically defined. For example, the novels

of Mrs Gaskell (r8ro-6y) and George Eliot (r8rg-8o) centred on the

Midlands, and those of the Brontd sisters were set in Yorkshire. Other

novelists to concentfate on particular areas were Charles Kingsley

$819-7) and R. D. Blackmore (r825-r9oo), who set their scenes in

Devon, Richard Jefferies (1848-87), who concentrated on his native
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Hampshire (and \il(riltshire), Robert Louis Stevenson (r81o-94), who
wrote about the Highlands and Lowlands, and J. M. Barrie
(t86vt937), who was devoted to Angus.

The four outstanding regional novelists were: Thomas Hardy
(r84o-r928), who re-created the'!U(rest Country (especially Dorset) in
many of his novels and short stories and revived the name \Tessex;
Arnold Bennett (t867-r91r), who centred many of his stories on the
Potteries -'the five towns'; D. H. Lawrence (r885-r93o), who evoked
his native Nottinghamshire; and Villiam Faulkner Q897-r962), whose
main focus was the Deep South in the USA.

There were also 'urban' or 'industrial' novels, set in a particular
town or city, some of which had considerable fame in the rgth c. and
some of which remain major novels. Notable instances are Mrs
Gaskell's Mory Barton (r8aS) and her Nortb and Soatb (rSl+-l),
Charles Dickenst Hard Times (r8l+) and George Eliot's Middle-
marcb $87v2).

The tradition of the regional novel in Britain is by no means
defunct. Latterly, Stanley Middlet6n and Stanley Barstow have both
written a number of such novels; the former about his native
Nottinghamshire and the latter about his native Yorkshire. Alan
Sillitoe has also contributed to this form of fiction.

Other distinguished writers of this kind were the Spanish Countess
Emilia Pardo Bazi,n, who wrote about Galician life in the rgth c.;
GraziaDeledda $87vry6), who qrrote mosdy about Sardinia and its
people; Ivan Cankx $87Gt918), the Slovene dramatist and writer of
short stories whose native Slovenia was the scene of much of his work;
Ivo Andrie $892-t97t), a number of whose novels and short stories
are about his native Bosnia, and in particular the small townships of
Travnik and ViSegrad; and Jean Giono (r89y-r97o), who re-created
the region of Provence in several of his books. ,See coNorTroN oF
ENGLAND NOVEL; COSTUMBRTSMO; LOCAL COLOUR; NOYEL; REALTSM.

register A list of facts or names. A precise record. A volume into which
information is entered systematically. Early examples of registers were
the Doomsday Booh and a bead-roll. See non.

regressio See rpnrveoos.

Reimrede (G 'rhyme speech') A form of poetry comprising continu-
ous rhyming couplets not in strophic form. To be spoken rathers than
sung. Fairly cornmon in the r4th and rtth c.

rejet A term in French prosody which denotes that the sense in one line
of verse is completed in the next; that part 'run over' is the rejet. See
a/so nwleuBEMENT; RUN-oN LrNE.
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relativism In aesthetics the term refers to a situation in which it is logi-

cally possible for two contradictory 
'value judgements'to be true and

known to be true. For instance: (a) this is a good novel; (b) this novel

is bad. Apart from the subiective nature of the critic's opinion and

tastes it must be remembered that sensibility changes from age to aget

and what was regarded as a good novel in rgoo may be thought much

otherwise 6fty years later. See ABsoLUTrsM.

remate (Sp 'end, finish, finishing touch', from the verb rematdr,'to

end, to stop, to finish off') The last and shortest stafiza of. a canci6n or

song. It goes under other names: cornmiato, despido, enztio, conterd,

vuelta, ripressa. See also ENvoI.

Renaissance (F 'rebirth', from Italian rinascenza, rinascirnento) The

original meaning of the Italian rinascimento f.or those who acrually

took part in it was the'rebirth'of Classical Greek and Latin literature.

The term is commonly applied to the historical period which follows

the Middle Ages, but when the Middle Ages ended and when the

Renaissance began has been a source of much debate. A long-

accepted view was that the Renaissance began in the lamer half of the

r4drc. and that it continued throughout the r;th and r6th c. and

perhaps even later. In order to make the issues more manageable his-

iorians have identified periods within the periodl hence, early, middle,

high and late Renaissance.
In the course of time a variety of misconcePtions about the Middle

Ages (as opposed to the Renaissance) developed. These became par-

ticularly apparent in the rgth c. when, among some, there evolved an

image of the Middle Ages as being ignorant, narrow; priest-ridden,

backward, superstitious, uncultured and inhibitied by dogmatic

theology. By contrast, the Renaissance was extolled as learned, civi-

lized, broadminded, progressive, enlightened and free-thinking. The

derogatory view of the Middle Ages was encouraged by such writers

as Jules Michelet Q798-r874), J.A. Symonds (.8+o-gl) and G. G.

Coulton (r8y8-1942).J.A. Symonds was even capable of saying that:
'The arts and the inventions, the knowledge and the books which sud-

denly became vital at the Renaissance, had long been neglected on the

shores of the Dead Sea which we call the Middle Ages.' Moreover, mis-

conceptions about the Renaissance (and, ipso faao, the Middle Ages)

were presented by Jacob Burckhardt (r8r8-97) and 
'Walter 

Pater
(t8rg-+).

Nor have the terms 'medieval' and 'middle ages' by ^y means lost

their pejorative connotations. People still use them to suggest the back-

ward and the primitive. The late SirJulian Huxley was capable of doing

so. Such implied attitudes overlook the facts that the period r roo-r4oo
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produced such men as (and this is a random selection): Abelard,
Hartmann von der Aue, \Ufl'alther von der Vogelweide, \(olfram von
Eschenbach, Alben the Great, St Bernard, Thomas Aquinas, Peter
Lombard, Roger Bacon, Guinicelli, Ramon Llull, Giovanni Pisano,
Vincent of Beauvais, Meister Eckhart, Villiam Langland and Chaucer
. . . And such cathedrals as those of Piacenza" Rochester, Chartres,
Mainz, Lisbon, Modena, Verona, Siena, Notre Dame de Paris, Rheims,
Amiens, Salisbury Burgos, Toledo and Cologne. . .

Opinions like those of J. A. Symonds have been totally discredited
during the zoth c. and in recent years historians' views about the
Renaissance have been considerably modified. Moreover, there has
been a tendency to think in terms of several renaissances, each suc-
ceeding the other and each gathering a kind of momentum from its
predecessor(s). Such a view has, for instance, been put persuasively by
Irwin Panofsky in Meaning in the Visual Arts $9Sy). The beginnings
of the Renaissance have been pushed funher and funher back, even as
far as the rzth c. - and not without justice. At that time Romanesque
architecture was at a high point of development and Gothic architec-
ture was beginning. Vernacular literatures were developing. There was
a revival of the Latin classics, Latin poetry and Roman law. Greek phi-
losophy and Greek and Arab scientific discoveries were becoming
known. The first European universities were being founded. In short,
intellectual and creative activity abounded.

Italy is customarily taken as the starting place of the Renaissance
butauthorities differ as to when. As far as literature is concerned, some
se$le for the r4th c. (even though this omits a considerable part of
Dante's lif.e, n65-4zr). Others prefer the r3th c. and cite the Sicilian
School (q.r.), that group of talented poets who flourished at the
Palermo court of the Hohenstaufen monarchs from c. r2oo.I7e should
also note that there was a modest literary Renaissance in Bohemia (and
other parts of what is now Slovakia and the Czech Republic) during
the r4th c.-

It may be that attempts to identify a beginning to the Renaissance
are nor particularly helpful or fruitful. \U[e might cite the problems
inherent in tracing the development of painting from c. rr;o. For
instance, Cimabue (c. rz4*c. r3oz), Duccio (c. rzyS/5ec. r3r8/ry)
and Giotto (c. n66/7-ry3) are often taken to be important pioneers
of the Renaissance in Italy (and so they were), but what they attempt-
ed and achieved in their work had already been anticipated by court
painters (e.g. Dimitrije, Djordje and Teodor) in the churches built
under the Nemanjii dynasry in the Balkans (usually referred to as the
'Raika School') late in the rzth c. and early in the r3th c., and was later
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often excelled by the successors (e.g. Astrapas, Mihajlo and Eutihije)
of those painters in the late r3th c. and early r4th c.

Broadly speaking it may be said that between c. r2oo and c. r5oo
man's opinions about the nature and structure of the universe (and the
role of man in it) brought about profound and far-reaching changes.
But the gradualness of these changes must be emphasized. Many atti-
tudes, beliefs and convictions which were commonplace in, say, the
rtth c. were sdll widespread in the r7th.'lUfhether these changes were
for good or evil can be argued endlessly.

The gradualness may perhaps be underlined by referring to two
outstanding personalities: Ramon Llull and Sir Thomas More. Llull
was a Catalan; a gifted poet, a scholar, philosopher, linguist, theolo-
gian and encyclopaedist, a prolific author in many fields (his extant
works number 243). He spent between 3o and 40 years of his, for those
days, exceptionally long life, in travelling over Europe and North
Africa in the promotion of the cause of Catholicism. Sir Thomas
More's achievements are too well known to need reiteration. Rarnon
Llull was born in ;:35 and died c. r3r;. More was born in 1478 and
executed in r53y. Llull was beatified by the Church and More was
canonized. One cannot help feeling that, had they been contempor-
aries, they would have found much in common. They were both
'Renaissance men'.

Again, broadly speaking, it may be suggested that a survey of the
achievements of painters, writers, sculptors and architects (not to
mention scientists, philosophers and asffonomers) between say, r2oo
and r6oo, reveals almost continuous creative and intellecrual activiry
of an excellence which may never be equalled. To catalogue the names
is to intone a litany of geniuses.

Among writers those invariably mentioned are: Dante, Petrarch,
Boccaccio, Machiavelli and Sanazzaro in ltily; Erasmus in the
Netherlands; Montaigne, Rabelais and the poets of the Pl6iade
(q.".) in France; Lope de Vega and Cervantes in Spain; Sir Thomas
More, Sir Thomas 

'$flyatt, 
Edmund Spenser, Sir Philip Sidney,

Shakespeare and Sir Francis Bacon in England. See HUMANISM;
SCHOLASTICISM.

renga A Japanese verse form; a kind of linked verse in which succes-
sive half tanha (q.t.) are composed by different poets.

repartee A witry or clever rejoinder, as in the story of Bernard Shaw
meeting a very fat man on a narrow staircase. Shaw shoved his way
past him. 'Pig!'said the fat man angrily. Shaw raised his hat and replied:
'Shaw. Good afternoon.' -
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repetend A repeated element in a poem; a word, a phrase or a line. The
term can be used as a synonym for a refrain (q.o.), but a repetend
is usually more varied than a refrain and occurs at different and
unexpected points in a poem. [t is a kind of echo and a common device.
A number of excellent examples are to be found in T. S. Eliots The
Looe Song of J. Alfted Prufrock. See INcREMENTAL RErETITIoN;
REPETITION.

repetitio SeeeNepHoRA.

repetition An essential unifying element in nearly all poetry and much
prose. It may consist of sounds, pafticular syllables and words,
phrases, stanzas, metrical patterns, ideas, allusions and shapes. Thus
refrain, assonance, rhyme, internal rhyme, alliteration and ono-
matopoeia (qq.o.) are frequent in repetition. Hoarding by Roger
McGough contains some ordinary repetitive elements:

all too busy boarding

thiny year old numbskull
with a change of dirry coats
every single day gets'porridge
but never gets his oats

all too busy boarding
the xmas merry-go-round

old lady sits by the firegrate
knitting a pudding with twine
dreams of brandy sauce
drinks methylated wine

all too busy boarding
the xmas merry-go-round
hoarding hoarding hoarding

girl in the secondhand nightie
with bruises on her brain
dips her thumb in the coldcream
sucks it over again

all too busy boarding
the xmas merry-go-round
hoarding hoarding hoarding
forgodssake giveusapound

This example in lrose comes from the closing pages of Samuel
Beckett's novel Malone Dies:
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This tangle of. grey bodies is they. Silent, dim, perhaps clinging
to one another, their heads buried in their cloaks, they lie together
in a heap, in the night. They ere far out in the bay. Lemuel has
shipped his oars, the oars trail in the water. The night is strewn with
absurd

absurd lights, the stars, the beacons, the buoys, the lights of earth
and in the hills the faint fires of the blazing gorse. Macmann, my
last, my possessions, I remember, he is there too, perhaps he sleeps.
Lemuel.

Lemuel is in charge, he raises his hatchet on which the blood will
never dry but not to hit anyone, he will not hit anyone, he will not
hit anyone any more, he will not touch anyone any more, either
with it or with it or with it or with or

or with it or with his hammer or with his stick or with his fist
or in thought in dream I mean never he will never

or with his pencil or with his stick or

or light light I mean

never there he will never

never anything

there

any more

replevin (OF replevir, f.rom plevir,'to pledge') Of legal origin, it
denotes an inquiry intended to restore to the owner goods which have
been in some way wrongf"lly distrained. As a literary term it denotes
an inquiry intended to secure for a writer recognition which has been
denied.

resolution Those events which form the outcome of the climax of a
play or story. The equivalent of falling action (q.rt.).

rest A metrical term adopted from music. It indicates where a pause
seems to compensate for the absence of an unstressed syllable (or

syllables) in a foot.

Restoration comedy That kind of drama which prevailed between the
restoration of the English monarchy in 165o and the advent of senti-
mental comedy (q.".) early in the r8th c. It is also referred to as
artificial comedy or comedy of manners (q.o.) and was chiefly con-
cerned with presenting a society of elegance and srylishness. Its char-
acters were gallants, ladies and gentlemen of fashion and rank, fops,
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rakes, social climbers and country bumpkins. rUfitty, urbane and some-
times licentious, it dealt with the intricacies of sexual and marital
intrigue and therefore also with adultery and cuckoldry. A five-srar
constellation of gifted playwrights were largely responsible for this
resurgence of theatrical life after the Puritan period. They were
rU(ycherley, Etheredge, Congreve, Vanbrugh and Farquhar. The main
plays were: \(ycherley's The Country Wife ft672 or ft7) end The
Pkin Dealer $614; Etheredge's Tbe Man of Mode $676); Congreve's
The Double Dealer (16g+), Looe for Love Q895) and Tbe Way of the
World (r7oo); Vanbrugh's The Rehpse 06gil and The Proz,oked Wift
(t6gl\; Farquhar's The Recvuiting Offcer (t7o6) and Tbe Beaax'
Stratagem OZoil.These last two were somewhat less mannered and
artificial than their predecessors. See coMEDy; REsroRATroN PERIoD.

Restoration period It is usually taken to apply to the period from 165o
(the year Charles II was re-established as monarch) to the end of
the century. The outstanding writers in this age were John Aubrey,
Dryden, Congreve, Sir John Vanbrugh, Farquhar, Etheredge,
\fycherley, Pepys, George Savile Marquess of Halifax, Orway, Samuel
Butler, the Earl of Rochester, and Sir rUffilliam Temple. Dryden was the
major writer of the period in both verse and prose. See also REsroRA-
TION COMEDX.

resumptio See nPrrseLEPsIs.

retroencha A Provengal lyric form which had a refrain (q.".) at the end
of each stanza.

revenge tragedy A form of tragic drama in which someone (usually

a hero or a villain) rights a wrong. Perhaps the earliest instance of a
kind of revenge tragedy is the Oresteia of Aeschylus. During the
Renaissance period two main 'revenge'traditions are discernible: first,
the French-Spanish tradition, best exemplified in the work of Lope
de Vega Qfiz-rfiy), Calder6n (16oo-8r) and Corneille (16o6-84). In
their reatment of revenge themes the emphasis is on the point of
honour (see ce,roeRoNIAN uoNoun) and the conflict bet'ween love and
dury. English revenge tragedy owed much to Senecan tragedy (q.t.).
The Elizabethan dramatists took Seneca as a model and the Roman
stoic's influence can be seen in a considerable body of drama between
c. r;8o and c. 163o. His plays were sensational, melodramatic and
savage and emphasized bloodshed and vengeance. One of the earliest
English Senecan-type tragedies was Gorbodac (ry6r), in which there
is a revenge element: Porrex, one of the sons of King Gorboduc and

Queen Videna, kills his brother Ferrex. The mother revenges the
murder by killing Porrex. However, it was Thomas Kyd who estab-
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lished the genre of revenge tragedy in England with The Spanish
Tragedy (c. r y86). This play contains many of the basic features of the
genre. It begins with the introducdon of a ghost and with the charac-
ter of Revenge. In the course of the play they function as Chorus (q.o.)
to an elaborate intrigue in which Hieronomo seeks reveng€ for his
murdered son. Hieronomo pretends to be mad and presents a play
in dumb show (q.o.) at court. The Spanish Tragedy was a sensational
play which pleased the Elizabethan taste for blood, melodrama and
rhetoric. It was popular (though ridiculed by writers of the period)
and had a wide influence.

Shakespeare's first attempt at the genre was Titus Andronicus (rSg+).
This is similar in construction to The Spanisb Tragedy and deeply
under its influence. It is one of the bloodiest and most horrific of all
plays. Later,Shakespeare was to raise the genre to its highest level with
Hamlet (r6q-$. He may have been influenced by what is known as
the Ur-Hamlet, a play not extant.

A different kind of revenge tragedy was Marlowe's The Jew of
Maha (c. rSgz), a kind of chronicle history concerned with the siege
of Malta in which the central character is Barabas, a revengeful Jew,
and a Machiavel (q.r.) type. John Marston's Antonio's Reztenge (r6oo)
carried on the Kyd tradition and was unmarked by Marlowe's
influence; but Marston's play Tbe Malcontent Q6o4) - a rare example
of comedy involving revenge in the tragic tradition - has a plurality of
revenging characters and also a revenger in disguise. In Hoffman
(t6oz), Henry Chettle had already achieved a further development by
making his hero revenger a villain (q.".) who has no good cause, who
is morally corrupt and exults in his villainous deeds rather as Iago does
in Othello (r5o4). Othello is not a revenge tragedy but Iago is the
supreme villain of the period.and much of the play is concerned with
the way in which he takes his revenge on the Moor. Cyril Tourneur's
The Reoenger's Tragedy $6o) is the last of the major tragedies in the
tradition of Kyd but the villain revenger is a different kind of person
from any of the villains hitherto. From about this time the villain
became more and more prominent. In many plays the protagonist was
a villain and the themes of revenge and motives of revenge became
more and more complex.

In its decadence revenge tragedy became increasingly sensational
and macabre. Ghosts, apparitions, graveyards, charnel houses, incest,
insanity, adultery rape, murder, infanticide, suicide, arson, poisoning
and treachery were commonplace elements. Moral and political cor-
ruption were displayed in lurid detail. The characters inhabited
microcosms of hell in which the plotting villains went about their
work with sardonic relish, devising ever more bizarre methods of
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destroying people. Death was the main subject on their syllabus and
murder their recreation.

Among other major works which have revenge themes mention
should be made of: George Chapman's The Rwenge of Bussy
D'Ambois (t6o); Tourneurb The Atheist's Tragedy (16r r); 

'\U(Iebster's

The White Desil (16rz) and The Dacbess of Malfi (c. fir3-r4); and
Middleton and Rowley's Tbe Changeling Q6zz).

Of the many minor works in this tradition, some of the more out-
standing are: John Fletcher's The Bloody Brother (c. fifi); Thomas
Drue's The Bloody Banquet Q6zo); Massinger's Tlte Duke of Mihn
(16zo); James Shirley's The Maid's Revenge (t626); and Henry
Glapthorne's Revenge for Honour (164o).

This lcind of drama did not become wholly extinct. Shelley's closet
drama (q.o,) Tbe Cenci (rS19) is in the revenge tradition. So are Victor
Hugo's Hernani (rS3o) and his Ruy Bhs (r83S). In more recent times
Lorca's Blood Wedding (tgf f) continued the form. Anhur Miller's z{
Vieu fro.m the Bridge (tgtltr1ry9d 9f rhe Sicilian point-of-honour
revenge in a modern setting. David Rudkin's Afore Night Come $962)
also contained revenge elements. See TRAGEDY.

rcverdie An OF dance form which celebrated the advent of spring. In
structure it is similar to the chanson (q.o.) and has five'or six stanzas
without a refrain (q.o.).

reversal .Seeppnrpptsh.

reversio SeeexesrnoPnE.

Revesby play A remarkable example of English folk drama which
comes from Revesby, Lincolnshire. It is akin to the Mumming Play
and the Plough Monday play (qq.o). The characters are the Fool and
his sons (Pickle Herring, Blue Breeches, Pepper Breeches and Ginger
Breeches) and Mr Allspice and Cicely. The Fool has a battle with a
hobby-horse and a dragon. The sons perform a ritual killing of the
Fool. But the Fool is revived and there follows a sword dance (q.".)
and the wooing of Cicely by the Fool and his sons. In all probabiliry
this is a dramatic survival of a fertility rite which symbolizes the death
of the old year and the resurrection in the spring. See also PAcE-EGGING
PLAY.

review (a) A short notice or discussion or critical article in a paper,
journal or periodical; (b) A journal or periodical containing articles on
literature, art and philosophy. The Edinburgb Rettieat is a famous
example: so is the Quarterly Reuiew. Publications like Hoizon,
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Serutiny, the London Magazine, Essays in Criticism and Encounter
might well be placed in this category. See also pERroDrcAL.

revolving stage Often called merely a'revolve', it is a turntable stage
which dates from Roman theatres in the rst c. Bc. In modern times it
was first used c. ry6o in the Japanese habnhi (q.".) theatre. In Europe,
the first dates from 1895 in Munich. Such a stage is now a standard
piece of equipment in most large theatres and is a great help in bring-
ing about rapid scene changes.

revue A theatrical entertainment comprising dance, songr sketches,
mime (q.r.) and improvisation It is usually satirical and topical.
Reference to the form is first found in Planch6's Recolleaions $872)
when he claims to have been responsible for the first revue on the
English stage: a work called Success: or, a Hit if You Lihe It (r8zy).

But this was no more than a review (q.t.) of productions in the pre-
vious season. The first revue in the modern sense of the term was
Ilnder tbe Cloch (r8gl), by Seymour Hicks and Charles Brookfield.
In the early zoth c. this kind of entertainment became very popular,
and so it continued to be during the First \$(orld War. In America revue
started up with rhe Ziegfeld Follies in ryo7. Since then the vogue for
revue has waned little. Famous names associated with it have been
C. B. Cochran, Nodl Coward and Herbert Farjeon. Notable succes-
ses have been Apple Sance (tg+o); New Faces (r94o); Rise Abozte It
(rg+r); Sueet and Loa., (tg+l); Oranges and Lemons $949); Airs on a
Shoestring bg1l).

In 196r was produced Beyond the Fringe, a highly successful
attempt at satirical revue which had considerable influence; especially,
for instance, on The Royal Commission Revne (tg6+).

Other well-known instances have been At the Drop of a Hat (rgf6)

and At the Drop of Another Hat $962), both devised and performed
by Michael Flanders and Donald Swann. See also ExTRAVAGANZA.

rhapsody (Gk 'stitch song') In ancient Greece a rhapsodist was an
itinerant minstrel who recited epic poetry. Part came from memory:
part was improvised. A rhapsodist was thus a poet who 'stitched'

together various elements.
In a more general sense a rhapsody may be an effusive and emo-

tional (perhaps even ecstatic) utterance in verse or, occasionally, in
prose. See also cusLAR; scop; sKALD; TRouBADoun; rnouvinr.

rhetoric (Gk rhetar, 'speaker in the assembly') Rhetoric is the art of
using language for persuasion, in speaking or writing; especially in
oratory. The Classical theoreticians codified rhetoric very thoroughly.
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A knowledge and command of it was regarded as essendal. The
major textbooks included Aristotle's Rhetoriq Quintilian's Institutio
Oratoria; Cicero's De Inaertione, De Optimo Genere Oratorum end
De Oratore. Cicero himself was an accomplished rhetorician. So great
was the influence of these men (and, later, of Longinus in the work
ascribed to him, On the Sublime\ that in the Middle Ages rhetoric
became part of the triztiarn, together with logic and grammar.

The rules for oral and written composition (these rules altered little
from Cicero's day until well on in the rgth c.) were divided into five
processes in a logical order: invention, arrangement (or disposition),
style, memory and delivery (each had a large number of sub-divisions).
'Invention' (q.t.) was the discovery of the relevant material; 'arrange-

ment'was the organization of the material into sound structural form;
under 'sryle' (q.n.) came the consideration of the appropriate manner
for the matter and the occasion (e.g. the grand sryle, the middle and
the low or plain); under'memory' came guidance on how to memo-
rize speeches; the section devoted to 'delivery' elaborated the tech-
nique for actually making a speech (q.".).

rhetorical figure An ardul arrangement of words to achieve a pafticu-
lar emphasis and effect, as in apostrophe, chiasmus and zeugma(qq.tt.).
A rhetorical figure does not alter the meanings of words, as a metaphor
(q.".) may do. The repetitions in these lines from Gerard Manley
Hopkins's St Winefred's Well are rhetorical in their emphasis and
echoing:

T. t[(/hat is it, Gwen, my girl?l why do you hover and haunt me?
'!(. 

You came by Caerwys, sir?l
I came ot t"t*ir..,

Some messenger there might have I met you from my uncle.
Your uncle met the messenger - | met mq and this the message:
Lord Bueno comes to night.l

To night, sir!

See nnnroruc.

rhetorical irony A form of irony (q.zr.) in which the attirude and tone
of the speaker or writer is the exact oppgsitg 9f what is expressed- Such
irony is common in the work of Swift, Voltaire, Samuel (Erehuon)

Butler and Anatole France.

rhetorical question Basically a question not expecting an answer,
or one to which the answer is more or less self-evident. It is used
primarily for suylistic effect, and is a very common device in public
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rh6toriqueurs

speaking - especially when the speaker is trying to work up the emo-
tional rcmperature. For example (a politician on the hustings):

Are we going to tolerate this intrusion upon our freedom? Are we
going to accept these restrictions? Are we to be intimidated by time-
serving bureaucrats? Are we to be suppressed by sycophantic and
supine jackals waiting for dead men's shoes?

Or the writer may argue with himself (and in a different way work
upon the emotions of the reader) as Sir Philip Sidney does in the 47th
sonnet of the sequence Astrophi.l and Stelk:

'What, 
have I thus betrayed my libertie?

Can those blacke beames such burning markes engrave
In my free side? or am I borne a slave,

t$(hose necke becomes such yoke of tyranny?
Or want I sense to feele my miserie?

Or sprite, disdained of such disdaine to have?

Another fundamental form of rhetorical question is that to which
an an$wer is at once supplied. A panicularly good example of this is
Falstaff's disquisition on'honour'in King Henry IV,PI I (V, i, 13r).

Two other kinds of rhetorical question (both having something in
common with the above) are: (a) a series of questions in quick suc-
cession for emphasis (e.g. 'Can we make it? If so, will it work? ttrflhere

can we market it? Vhere can we market it cheaply?'and so on); (b) a
question put to another person or oneself which expresses surprise,
astonishment or anger and which is not easily answered. A good
example is Bolingbroke's outburst in Richard II (1, rii, 294) after he
has been banished:

O, who can hold a fire in his hand
By thinking on the frosty Caucasus?
Or cloy the hungry edge of appetite
By bare imagination of a feast?
Or wallow naked in December snow
By thinking on fantastic summer's heat?

See also RHEToRIc; RHEToRTcAL FIGURE; RHEToRTcAL rRoNy.

rh6toriqueurs A group of French poets who flourished late in the r Sth
and early in the r6th c. at the court of Burgundy and in Paris. They
were obscure, difficult poets who went in for complex allegory intri-
cate rhyme and meter, involved rhetoric and a high degree of for-
malism. Among the better ltnown are Alain Chartier, Jean Lemaire de
Belges, Molinet, Cr6tin and Jean Marot. They have no counterparts in
England or elsewhere.
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rhopalic verse (Gk rhopalon,'crdgel') Thus, verse thicker at one end
than the other, by dint of each word being a syllable longer than its
predecessor, or each line a foot longer. So, for example, Crashaw's
Wisbes to His Supposed Mistress begins:

'Sfhoe'er 
she be

That not impossible She
That shall command my heart and me;

The first line is a dimeter, the second a rimeter, the third a tetrameter
(qq.".) - and so the poem continues for forty-two stanzas in all. .See
also prrrnRN PoETRY; PRUNING PoEM.

rhozzum A word of obscure origin which denotes a short humorous
tale (q.a.), often about a local character. They tend to belong (or to

bave belonged) to oral tradition (q.v.). Students of folklore, historians
of folk literature, and anthropologists (among others) have recorded
many of them. They tend also to belong to rural communities and
some are very old indeed. Like many other kinds of folk tale they have
been classified into types and enjoy a degree of universality. A well-
known example is 'The Irishman's Hat' (also called 'The Hat that
Paid' and 'The Hat that Pays f.or Everything'). The theme is guile and
gullibiliry. In various forms it is known all over Europe, Asia and the
New I7orld. Other instances fairly widespread in Britain are: 'The

Farmer and the'Parsono';'The Three Foreigners'(also widely known
in Europe, India and the New \7orld) 'The Deaf Man and the Pig
Trough' (also known in India and Nonh America);'The Borrowdale
Cuckoo' (a very futnty story which has variana in different parts of
Britain and varies in length considerably); and'Growing the Chnrrch'
- known in Somerset, Herefordshire, Oxfordshire and Suffolk as well
as in New York. The rhozzum is a relative of, among other things, the
tall story the shaggy dog story fable, fabliau, Miirchen and fatrasie
(qq.o.).

rhupunt A Velsh syllabic verse form. It comprises lines of three, four
or five sections and each section contains four syllables. All but the
last section rhyme with each other. The last section carries the main
rhyme from line to line.

rhyme The formalized consonance of syllables, rhyme probably
originated in prehistoric ritual, but only in the last millennium has it
come to dominate verse architecture. Most classical verse is blank
(unrhymed), and Old English verse uses assonance and dliteration; but
the Humanist dissemination of Italian stanza-forms prescribing rhyme
established rhyme as, for many people, a defining feature of both verse
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and poetry.In the zoth c. prescribed rhyme-schemes (q.a.) have often
been disavowed, but rhyme has remained a feature of much elite
poetry and continues to dominate popular verse.

A general caution must be taken with regard to regional and nadon-
al accents: rhyme in the mouth and ear is not always as it may seem
on the page, but (with that allowance) may be analysed by degree, type
and position. Full (or perfect) rhyme is the identity of the last stressed
vowel and all following sounds of two or more words or phrases
(fish/dish, smiling/filing). If one or more of the sounds preceding the
last stressed vowel are also identical, it is rime riche (or identical
rhyme) (catfish/cat-dish, designing/resigning), as are homophones
(there/their) and homographs (well [of water]/well [not ill]) (qq.r.).
Conversely if the sounds following the last stressed vowel are not
idendcal it is vowel rhyme (fish/finger, smiling/smiting); and if the
last stressed vowels differ, but the following sounds are identical,
pararhyme (fish/dash, smiling/falling): both are half-rhyme (or near
or sknt rhyme). rtr(eakened further, rhyme frays into the repetition of
the same vowel(s), in assonance, or consonant(s), in alliteration.

Eight major rypes of rhyme are distinguished. If the last stressed
vowel is in the last syllable, the rhyme is stressed (or masculine\
(smile/fiIe, design/resign); whereas if there are unstressed following
sounds the rhyme is unstressed (or feminine) (smiling/filing, design-
ing/resigning). Rhyme on a wrenched accent (melsurgery fsurgeree],
dam/womin) is also wrenched. Non-rhyming homographic endings
creete eye-rhyme (or printer's rhyme) (cough/dough), and rhymed
phrases mosaic rhyme (lot o'news/hypoteneuse, Light Brigade/sight
they made). Notably silly (often unstressed or wrenched mosaic)
rhymes (philosopher/gloss over, opposite/God for spite) are hudi-
brastic. The perfect (non-)rhyme of a word with itself creates
autorhyme (or nall rhyme), and the rhyming of words with related
meanings semantic rhyme.

Positionally, there are internal rhyme, within a line (or other
unit), and external rhyme, berween successive lines/units; though
anaphoric rhyme, the web of autorhymes created by continued rep-
etition of a word or phrase (verbal formulae in psalms, for example)
is liable to blur the distinction. The only internal rhyme now usually
distinguished is leonine rhyme, between the word preceding the
caesura (q.".) and the end-word ('I met a man with a skin of hn', 'His

only cloak it was the smoke'), but external rhyme is extensively
classified. It is usually terminal, on the last words of lines, but may
also be initial or medial. Successive terminal rhymes create first coup-
lets (cat/sat), then triplets (car/sat/bat); longer sequences form
monorhyme. The principal patterns created by separating rhyming
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lines with non- or other-rhyming lines are single-rhyme (car/dog/
bat/sheep), cross-rhyme (catldoglbar/frog), and arch-rhyme (or chi-
asmic rhyme) (c*/dog/frog/bat). Rhymes separated by more than
three places are delayed, and both delayed and acceleratcd rhyme may
be created by varying an established pattern.Irregular rhyme weakens
into dispersed and finally scattered (or occasional) rhyme.

Particular degrees, Tpes, or positions of rhyme have reasonably
particular consequences (though poets are of course always at liberty
to try to work against the grain). Full rhyme will tend to harmonize
with or confirm the sense, while half-rhyme will tend to dissonance
and interrogation of the sense. Stressed (especially monosyllabic)
rhyme will tend to be assertive, maftial, or grave, while unstressed
rhyme (especially when extended) tends to levity. The other rypes all
draw attention to themselves: wrenched rhyme is commonest in forms
for oral performance, while eye-rhyme is restricted to print; mosaic
and hudibrastic rhyme arelargely tools of mock-epic, satire, or broad
comedy; autorhyme (of which Shahespeare and Eliot were
lar masters, and which is prescribed by refrains) is among the most
powerful and delicate conrols on tone; and semantic rhyme is a prin-
cipal skill of poetry. The greater the proximiry of rhymes the greater
the acceleration they induce (consider leonine rhyme or the dimetric
couplet in limericks); and even in couplets the thump of certainty is a
constant danger, while extended monorhyme rapidly becomes comic
or grotesque. Conversely, cross-rhyme sets a steady pace, arch-rhyme
creates a sequence of tightly-closed units, and more delayed rhymes a
drag which usually slows the pace. Even scattered rhymes will echo
and bind for the attentive reader.

Any of these effects may (at least in theory) be combined" but the
terminolory mey equally be combined in pursuit. The longstanding
rhyme of 'love' with 'move' or 'prove', for example, perhaps full-
rhymes in the early seventeenth century are now eye-pararhymes; the
ten lines of Shakespeare's sonnet 87 which end in'-i.g' form wrenched
monorhyme (as well as the prescribed cross-rhyme); and a sequence
such as felllCerberus/barbarous/Hell is a stressed arch-rhyme enclos-
ing an unstressed pararhyme, the whole semantic, See also nttxv^n
SCHEME; RrME.

rhyme counterpoint A poetic device in which line length is opposed
to rhyme scheme. The rhymed lines arc of unequal length; the
unrhymed of equal length.

rhyme royal A" stanza of seven decasyllabic rhyming
ababbcc and so called, in all probability, from its use by James I of
Scotland in Kingis Quair (t+z1). Because Chaucer was the first to use
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it, in Compkint unto Phy it is also known as the Chaucerian st^nze.

Chaucer employed ir in Troilus and Criseyde, The Parlement of
Foules and several of The Canterbury Tales. Other poets who have

experimented with it include Sir Thomas 
'Wyatt, 

Edmund Spenser,
Shakespeare, Michael Drayton, Villiam Morris and John Masefield.
.See rrsprAsrrcH; RHrME; scoTTrsn cHAUcERIANS; SEPTET.

rhyme scheme The abstract pattern of end-rhymes in e stanza, usually
notated with lower-case letters: the 6rst line and all subsequent lines

that rhyme witl it are 'a', the first line not to rhyme with'a' (and all
subsequent lines that rhyme with it) ar'e'b', and so on. Thus heroic

couplets (q.".) are'aabbcc'and so on, a limeick(q.tt.) is'aabba', and
rhyme royal (q.".) is 'ababbcc'.

Prescribed line lengths may also be annotated, by writing the

number of beats after the rhyme-letter: thus a lirnerick might also be
notated as 'a9a9b6b6a9', and the hymnal stanza (q.".) as 'a8b6a8b6' .If

stressed and unstressed rhymes are prescribed, they may also be anno-
hted, by using the sequence of consonants (bcdfghj . . .) for the

stressed rhymes, and of vowels (aeiou) for the unstressed.

rhyming slang A form of cryptic speech devised and used by cockney
people. It is based on a trick rhyme, in which a phrase is substituted
for the word; as in, 'apples and pears' for 'stairs'. Occasionally the
word is twice removed from its name in rhyming slang, as in'use your
loaf' from 'use your head' which rhymes with 'bread'. Other well-
known examples are: trouble and strife/wifei plates of meat/feet;
Hampstead Heath/teeth; titfor (titfonat)/hat; tea-leafl rhief; north and

south/mouth. There are hundreds of such phrases, many of which
have been gathered in Julian Franklyn's A Dictionary of Rbyming

Slang (r95o). See also BAcK sLANG; cANT; cocKNEY RHYMEs; SLANG.

rhythm (Gk 'flowing') In verse or prose, the movement or sense of
movement communicated by the arrangement of stressed and un-

stressed syllables and by the duration (q.v.\ of the syllables. In verse
the rhythm depends on the metrical pattern. In verse the rhythm is
regular: in prose it may or may not be regular. See ceonNcE; FALLING
RHYTHM; METER; RISING RHYTHM; ROCKING RHYTHM; SPRUNG

RHYTHM.

rhythmical pause By some used as the equivalent of a caesura (q,o.),

and thus it occurs during a line of verse rather than at the end of it.

riddle (OE 'opinion, advice') An ancient and universal form of
literature, in its commonest form it consists of. a puzzle question: the

equivalent of a conundrum or an enigma. For example:
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Brothers and sisters have I none.
This man's father is my father's son.
Vho am I?

The earliest known English riddles are recorded in rhe Exeter Book
(8th c.). Some are brief, while others run to many lines of verse.

There are collections of riddles also in Sanskrit, Hebrew, Arabic
and Persian literature, not to mention Greek riddles in the Greeh
Anthologjt and the Latin riddles of Symphosius. Other authors of
Anglo-Latin riddles were Aldhelm of Sherborne, Tatwine, Archbishop
of Canterbury and Eusebius, Abbot of \flearmouth. One of the largest
collections is Nicolas Reusner's AenigmatograP h ia Q 6o z).

riding rhyme A term for the heroic couplet (q.a.) and its meter. So
named in all probability because Chaucer used it for Tbe Canterbury
Tales,related by the pilgrims while riding to the shrine at Canterbury.

rime The word derives from the Greek rhythmos.In Late Latin the
word itbmi was used of accented verse and metra of quantitative
verse. The word rithmas (conceivably influenced by the OHG word
im,'wmber') became rime, By the ryth c. there was a clear distinc-
tion between rhyme and rhythm. But the term rime is by no means
defunct. See nrrvur.

rime cou6e See TAIL-RHYME sTANzA.

rimes crois6es In French prosody the alternation of masculine and
feminine rhymes (qq.a.) for an abab rhyme scheme. See also
ALTERNANCE DES RIMES.

rimes embrass6es In French prosody the alternation of masculine and
feminine rhymes (qq.r.) for an abba rhyme scheme, See also
ALTERNANCE DES RIMES.

rimes €quivoqu6es In French prosody, a scheme in which the rhyming
syllables are identical in spelling and sound but the words they make
up in various combinations are puns. Les rhdtorQtteflrs (q.v.\ were
fond of this kind of word play.

rimes m0l6es In French prosody this denotes a random rhyming
scheme. Even so, the rule pertaining to the alternation of masculine
and feminine rhymes (qq.o.) is still observed. It is common in light
verse, madrigal, fable and chanson (qq.r.) in the rTth c.

rimes plates See errrnxANcE DEs RIMEs.

rimes riches In French (and later English) prosody rhyming syllables
in which accented vowels and the consonants before and after them
sound identical. \fhen spelt the same they are homographs (e.g.
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well/well); when spelt differently they are homophones (e.g.

stare/stair). Also known as identical rhyme. See prnrucT RHYME;
RIIYME.

rimes suffisantes In French prosody, rhyming syllables in which the
accented vowel and one identical consonant sound..See nruts RrcHEs.

rimes suivies See errunNANcE DEs RIMEs.

rimur A form of Icelandic metrical romance (q.r.) which originated
in the r4th c. They were narrative poems based on heroic tales and
composed, for the most part, in alliterative four-line stanzas. They
were complex in meter and the kenning (q.".) occurs frequently.

rionnaird tri-nard An Irish syllabic verse form. It consists of a
quatrain (q.".) stanza with hexasyllabic lines with disyllabic endings.
The second and fourth lines rhyme and the third line consonates
with them. The second couplet has two cross-rhymes.

rising action That part of a play which precedes the climax (q.a.). See
FALLING ACTIoN; FREYTEG'S PYRAMID.

rising rhythm This occurs when the stress pattern is thrown forward
in a line of verse, so that it falls on the last syllable of the feet. Iambic
and anapaestic feet are basic to rising rhythm. Most English verse is
composed in it. The following example comes from the Prologue
to Vernon 'Watkins's Tbe Ballad of the Mari Luyd. 'Midnight' is
trochaic, then he moves into a mixture of iambics and anapaests:

Midnight. I Midnight. I Midnight. I Midnight.
Hirk I it thE hinds | 6f th6 cl5ck:
Ndw d6ad I mEn rise I in thE fr6st | 6f thE st6rs
And ffsts | 6n thE c6flfins kn6ck.
ThEy dr6pped lin their grives lwith6ut | 6ne s6und:
Th6n thEy wEre I st6adi I ind stiff.
Btt n6w I th6y t6ar I thrdugh th6 fr6st I 6f th6 gr6und
As h6rEtic, drunlkird ind thief.

See eNnpeEsr; FALLING RHvTHM; IAMB; TRocHEE.

rispetto (It 'respect') Att eight-line stanze, usudly rhyming abababcc.
Probably of Tuscan origin, it is now general in Italy. \fell-known
Italian poets who have used this form (the themes are often related to
love, honour and respect) are Lorenzo de Medici, Carducci and
Pascoli. See srcruRN ocrAvE; srRAMBorro.

ritornello (It'little return') Two lines (occasionally three) which have
the function equivalent to a refrain (q.r,.) at the end (or beginning) of
a stanza.
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Ritter- und Reuberroman

Ritter- und Riuberroman (G 'knight and robber novel') As the term
suggests, such novels were tales of advenrure and derring-do; basical-
ly historical novels, which were elaborately contrived, melodramatic
and sensational. Some of them vrere extremely successful. The Sturm
und Drang(q.o.) movement had some influence on their development.
Their closest counterpart in Britain was the Gothic novel (q.a.). Some
of the main authors were Benedikte Naubert Q75Gr8r9), one of
the few female novelists of the period, Friedrich Schlenkert (tZtl-
fi26), who wrote Das Petermiinnchen (r79vz), Karl Cramer (1758-
r8r7), author of. Hasper a Spada (rl9r1), and Christian Vulpius
(1762-18z), who wrote the very popular Rinaldo Rinaldini, der
Rii u b erh a uptm ann $ Z g8). .See pr c.nnrs e uE NovEL.

Robinsonade The German term for stories which derived from Defoe's
ever popular The Life and Stange and Surprising Adoentares of

. Robinson Crusoe $V). The first German translation appeared the
following year and there were numerous imitations. Among the
more notable examples were Johann Schnabel's Dic Insel Felsenbarg

$7tt-4t), Johann Campe's Robinson der liingere $779-8o) and

Johann lfyss's Der scbarcizerische Rabinsan (t8n-27) which, as The
Swiss Famtly Robinson, became a much loved classic in Britain. See
DESERT ISLAND FICTION.

rocking lineation See cArsuRA.

rocking rhythm A term used by Gerard Manley Hopkins in his
Preface to Poems (r9r8). A metrical device which occurs when a
stressed syllable comes berween two unstressed syllables, as in the first
of these two lines from the poet's Tbe Wreck of the Deutscbhnd:

Btt hE sc6res it in scirlEt himsdlf 6n his 6wn bEsp6kEn,
BEf6re-time-tikEn, ddar€st prizld ind priced -

See nuwxrNc RHYTHM; SPRUNG RHYTHM.

rococo (F rocaille, 'rock work') An architectural term used to describe
decorative scroll-work. As a literary term it may be used judiciously

to describe something which is light, gay and graceful, and perhaps
embellished by elegant twirls and flourishes of wit, image or verbal
dexterity. The rococo period belongs to the rSth c. Pope's The Rape
of tbe Loch might qualify as a specimen.

rodomontade The term derives from a character called Rodomonte
(literally 'roll-mountain'), a bragging Saracen king in Ariosto's
Orhndo Faioso. As a literary term it can be applied to a style which
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is inflated, bombastic and generally strives for exotic or meretricious
effect. See also BoMBAST.

rogue literature A genre concerned with the underworld and thus with
criminal and quasi-criminal life and acdvities. It was particularly
popular in the rSth and ryth c. and at its best gives a vivid and mem-
orable impression of the seamier sides of existence among vagrants,
vagabonds, beggars, cutPurses, con-men et al. - the Autolycuses of this
world. Some fairly renowned examples are: Hye Way to tbe Spyttel
House (r6th c.) by Robert Copland, Caaeat for Commen Carsetors

US6il by Thomas Harman, A Notable Discottery of Coosnage Q19z)
by Robert Greene and Lanthorne and Candle-light (16o8) by Thomas
Dekker. In the field of modern criminology there is a plentiful litera-

ture in the 'rogue' tradition. Jean Genet's Joumal dn aoleur Q9a) is
a well-known instance.

roll A piece of parchment made into a cylindrical form which usually
bears official records. Thus, a kind of register (q.".).Rolls are to be
found in any public-record office. Famous examples are: The Ragman
Roll,the Pipe Rolls, and the Rolls Series (or Chronicles and Memorials
of Great Britain and lrehnd frorn the Inoasi.on of the Romans.to tbe
Reign of Henry VIII).

roman A word used in most European languages (including the Slav
languages) to denote a novel. French in origin, it first denoted a
common language, as opposed to Latin. There is a reference in 8r3 to
rorndn meaning the vernacular tongue, while Latin was the learned lan-
guage. In literary history one of the earliest dates it appears is rr4o,
when rorndn denoted a story in verse adapted from Latin legends.
Originally, rornAn referred to imaginative works in the vernacularl
mainly the medieval French verse epics. By the r6th c. it was applied
to works in prose.
' In French there are various categories of romanz roman-fleaae
(q.r.), rofitan d tiroirs, rolnan noir, roman-feuilleton, rornan policier
(q.t.), rorndn docurnentaire, nouaedu rornan (qq.r.), rollun i clef (see

LrvRE i crnr) and roman d'aventure. The French also use the terms
rdcit and nouvelle (qq.o) to denote particular kinds of novel. Various
other classifications have come into use in the zoth c.: (a) roman rdal-
iste - which covers romdns sur la guerre, rorna,ns rdalistes i thdse 16oo-
lutionnaire, rornans documentaire s, romans p op aliste s et prol6 tariens,
rornAns rdgionalistes and rornans docurnentaires sar le pays de I'Union
Frangaise et sur les pays 4tangers; (b) roman psycbologique - which
covers psycbologues catholiques, psychologues bamanistes and
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psychalogaes de h passion et de h aolonti; (c) roman d'imagination -

which covers roman merueilleax, romAn d'adventnre, roman his-
torique and roman policier. There is also the roman existentialiste.

roman i clef See r,rvnr i cur.

roman i deux sous French equivalent of a penny dreadful (q.'u.).

roman i tiroirs (F'novel with drawers') A novel (q.o.) which consists
of a series of episodes which have no very obvious connecting link or
theme. A notewonhy instance is Lesage's Gil Bhs de Santilhne, a
picaresque (q.".) romance which came out in four volumes between

ryr1 and ry35.
romance (i) (MedL romanice, 'in the Romantic tongue') In OF

ron ar4nt and rotnan rneant, approximately, 'courtly romance in verse'
or a'popular book'. Thus romances in verse (and to stan with most
of them were in verse) were works of fiction, or non-historical. In the
rSth c. a romance was almost any son of adventure story be it of
chivalry or of love. Gradually more and more romances were written
in prose.

'V'hatever 
else a romance may be (or have been) it is principally a

form of entertainment. It may also be didactic but this is usudly in-
cidental. It is a European form which has been influenced by such col-
lecdons as Tbe Arabian Nigbts. It is usually concerned with characters
(and thus with events) who live in a courdy world somewhat remote
from the everyday. This suggests elements of fantasS improbability,
extravagance and naivery. It also suggests elements of love, adventure,
the marvellous and the'mythic'. For the most pan the term is used
rather loosely to describe a narrative of heroic or spectacular achieve-
rnents, of chivalry of gallant love, of deeds of derring-do.

In medieval romance there were three main cycles: (a) the matter of
Britain, which included Arthurian matter derived from Breton lays;
(b) the matter of Rome, which included stories of Alexander, the
Troian wars and Thebes; (c) the matter of'France, most of which was
about Charlemagne and his knights.

The medieval metrical romances were akin to the cbansons de gestes
and to epic (qq,v.). There were a very large number of them, as we
might expect in a form of popular literature. Chr6tien de Troyes, who
flourished in the latter half of the rzth c., was one of their most dis-
tinguished composers. His works were widely translated and imi-
tated and he showed remarkable skill in combining the love story with
the advenrure story. His characterization was subtle and his style
graceful. He wrote for a well-educated and mostly aristocratic audi-
ence, in which women played an important role. Courtly love was the
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main theme of his poems: Erec, Cligis, Chevalicr i. Charrette,
Lancelot, Yaain and Perceval.

Three r3th c. German poets produced one noable romance each:
Hartmann von Aue's larcin (c. rzq); Gottfried von Strassburg's
Tristan und Isult (c. rzro); and Volfram von Eschenbach's Parziful
(c. rzro).

England produced rwo great romances in the r4th c.: the popular
Lay of Havelole tbe Dane and the aristocratic romance oI Sir Gawain
and the Green Knight. Later came Sir Thomas Malory's prose work
Le Mone D'Arthur in the latter half of the r 5th c., printed by Caxton
in r48y. By this time prose had become increasingly the medium for
romance.

The traditions and codes of romance remained evident during the
Renaissance period, in the poems of Ariosto and Tasso, in Spenser's
Faerie Qaeene and in numerous other works. The Elizabethans had a
penchant for stories of all kinds, especially the folktale sort, and the
many different rather debased varieties of romance. A major pastoral
(q.".) romance of the period is Sir Philip Sidney's Arcadia (r59o), in
prose; a minor work of importance is Greene's Pandosto (ry88), also
in prose. Romance elements are also to be found at this time in some
drama, pdrticularly romantic comedy (q.".).

Near the end of the r4th c. Chaucer satirized romance by means of
burlesque (q.n.) in his Tale of Sir Thopas. Occasionally, after Chaucer,
we find examples of satire on the conventions and sensibilities of the
romance, but not until Cervantes's Don Quixote was the whole idea
and tradition 'sent up'. The first part of Don Quixote was published
in r6oy, the second in 16ry. Itwas published in English rSrz-zo; in
French r614-18; in Italian 6zz-5; in German 1683. This suggests its
wide populafity and helps to explain its influence. Though the book
is many other things besides being a satire it is unquestionably the
principal work to display the incongruities of romance. It does so by
making fun of the conventions of chivalry and conrasting them with
the realities of ordinary life.

Beaumont's comedy The Knigbt of tbe Burning Pestle (c. 16o7) may
well have been influenced by it. However, the preface to the play
claims that Beaumont had the idea of the absurd knight. At any rate
this play is a burlesque of knight-erran$y (the Grocer Errant has a
burning pestle on his shield and is involved in absurd adventures) and
is very probably the first play meant as a parody of another play -

namely Thomas Heywood's Tbe Foure Prentices of London Later in
the rTth c. Samuel Butler modelled his splendid mock-heroic (q.zt.)
poem Hudibras (169, 1664, 1678) on Don Quixote. And in the fol-
lowing century Fielding described his novel/osepb Andreuts (t742) as
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an imitation of. Don Qaixote.In fact, Cervantes's masterpiece had a
considerable influence on the picaresque (q.o,) narrative of adventure
and on the novel in general during the rgth c. In many ways Don

Quixote is an early example of the anti-hero (q.cr.\ - or non-hero.
After Don Quixote romance could never be quite the same; never-

theless, the appetite for the old-fashioned knight-errantry type of
story has remained unsatiated, as much fiction of the zoth c. clearly
proves. And the traditional kind of romance remained popular in the
rTth c., especially in France and England. A notable instance in French
literature is Artamine on le Grand Cyrus (t6+g-S1) by Madeleine de
Scud6ry.

In the r8th c. romance elements are still evident, but the novel is
already tending to concentrate on the everyday, the social and domes-
tic - except when picaresque. Vith the advent of the Gothic novel
(q.".) a new kind of romance appears, one which makes use of the more
bizarre and extravagant characteristics of the medieval romance.

During the Romantic period (q.o.), a more unstable and, at times,
rurbulent age, thi concept of the romance (and what is romantic)
underwent a further modification. In the r8th c. the term 'romantic'

meant something that could happen in a romance (or, to use the French
word, it was roftzanesqt4e) but towards the end of the r8th c. and at
the beginning of the rgth it becomes clear that romance connotes those
flights of fancy and imagination (q.rr.) which had been regarded with
suspicion in the Augustan Age (q.v.). Hence the renewed interest in
ballads, especially the Border ballads, the populariry of Chatterton's
work and Macpherson's Ossianic poems, the interest in folk tales and
fairy tales and in The Arabian Nights, and the rather conscious revival
of medievalism (4.o.) - a revival that was to gather mom€ntum during
the rgth c. It may well be that the modern connotations of 'to

romance' and 'romancing' (i.e. the telling of stories or tales of a tallish
kind in which there is a strong element of make-believe) were estab-
lished during the Romantic period.

At this time a number of major works illustrate a new conception
of the romance as.a revitalizing force. The poets re-create a remote
past, an'old world' of romance which reveals a potent nostalgia and
the considerable influence of Spenser. It is almost as if romance has
come to symbolize something which is at once ancient, ideal and lib-
erating, and, periodically, an evocation of lost youth. 

'We 
can hardly

read Keats'sThe Eae of St Agnes or Coleridge's Kubh Kban or Sir
'Walter 

Scott's Marmion (or indeed any of Scott's long poems) or
Shelley's Queen Mab without receiving a strong impression of an
introspective and imaginative wodd, a paysage intdieur, reminiscent
at times of the illustrations to be found in medieval books of hours,
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the world of 'golden-tongued' romance and all that resounds (to use
Milton's words in Paradise Last):

In fable or romance of Uther's son
Begirt with British and Armoric knights;
And all who since, baptized or infidel

Jousted in Aspramont or Montalban,
Damasco, or Marocco, or Trebisond,
Or whom Biserta sent from Afric shore
Vhen Charlemain with all his peerage fell
By Fontarabbia.

Later in the rgth c. we find other evidence of the long-term
influences of the medieval romance, more especially in Tennyson, who
re-worked the matrer of Arthur in Tbe ldylls of the King - a labour
which occupied him on and off for forty years. \(rilliam Morris, a dis-
tinguished translator of Icelandic sagas and old French romances, also
turned to the traditional sources of romance in The Earthly Paradise

ft868-7o). Morris,like the Pre-Raphaelites (q.v.), was a kind of kuda-
tor ternporis acti,'an extoller of things in the past', and much of his
work v/as an attempt to re-create the medieval as a corrective and alter-
native to rgth c. industrialism and materialism.

In the ryth c. three very different novelists wrote alar..ge number of
works which can be variously classified as kinds of romance. They
were Sir \(alter Scott, Nathaniel Hawthorne and George Meredith.
Most of Scott's historical novels had their roots in the kind of mater-
ial of which older forms of romance were composed but Scott's
approach was realist and he sought to make his characters permanent.
Hawthorne and Meredith set their romances in the contemporary
scene. Hawthorne's more notable works are Tbe House of the Seaen
Gables (r8yr) and The Marble Faun (186o). A good representative
example of the kind of romance Meredith wrote is Tbe adventures of
Henry Richmond (r87r).

By this time realism, to be followed by naturalism (qq.a.), was the
main trend in ficdon, and romance was scarcely compatible with it.
The more popular kinds of 'romance', an entertainment and form of
escapist literature, remained in demand, but more serious novelists,
like H. G. lVells, for example, attemprcd a reconciliation between
romence and realism. Kipps (tgot), Tono-Bungay $9o9) and The
History of Mr PoUy (r9ro) show an acute awareness of the qualities
that enable the circulating library romance to survive, but are also
didactic and 'socially realistic' novels.

There is nothing airy or 'faery' about Conrad's novels but many
would probably agree that Conrad was a supreme 'romancer',
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especially in Lord Jim (r9oo), Romance (rgo) and Tbe Shadou Line
(tgry). No one knew better than Conrad how to relate an extraordi-
nary and improbable tale of adventure. He is an expen in dealing with
the exotic, the remote and the extravagant.

A score of other writers in the last 9o-odd years might be cited as
romancers. Much of their work may be regarded as ephemeral, and
much of it would more or less 6t Congrevel description of romance,
in the preface of his novel Incogniu Q7ry)z

Romances are generally composed of the Constant Loves and
invincible Courages of Heros, Heroins, Kings and Queens, Mortals
of the first Rank, and so forth; where lofty Language, miraculous
Contingencies and impossible Performances, elevate and surprize
the Reader into a giddy Delight whenever he gives of, and vexes
him to think how he had suffer'd himself to be pleased and trans-
ported, concern'd and afflicted at the several Passages which he has

. Read, viz. these Knights Success to their Damozels Misfornrnes,
and such like, when he is forced to be very well convinced that'tis
all a lye.

See also cHANTE FABLE; cEsrA; LAI.

romance (ii) This Spanish term should not be confused with the
English and French words similarly spelled (though the same deriva-
tion is common to all three). In Spanish it is pronounced approxi-
mately ro - mabn - thay,with the middle syllable stressed and the last
very short.

In Spanish the original use of the word was for the language, as in
the English 'romance languages'. 

'$(lhen 
literary poetic forms of

Provengal or French or other LatinJanguage origin arrived in Spain
they were referred to ^s romance for that reason. The term can also
refer to the rype of meter used in the medieval poems.

The background to the rontance is essentially popular, being gener-
ally connected with oral tradition (q.a.), and there is some similarity
with the English ballad and the French balkde (qq.".). As to the origin
of the first romances, there are rwo main schools of thought. Both
Men6ndez y Pelayo and Men6ndez Pidal support the suggestion put
forward in fi74 by Mild y Fontanals that they are surviving fragments
of medieval epic songs. This fits in with the lack of division into stro-
phes, as well as with the rype of assonance. Before t874 it was thought
that the romances had been the precursors of the cantares de gesta -

the counterpart of the French chansons de gestes (qq.rr.).It seems prob-
able that the form developed concurrently with the Spanish language
itself, yet the first mention of the term appears to be c. 1445-8 when
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the Marqu6s de Santillana referred to'those songs and romances the
lower classes so much enioy'.It may well be that the romances devel-
oped along with the growth of Spanish national feeling. From the
second half of the r6th c. onwards a number of poets have composed
romances. They can be broadly classified as follows: romance vieio
(the popular type); ronw.nce artistico (those composed by culrured
poets); rornAnce hist6rico (on various historical periods, in cycles);
romdnce fronterijo (concerned with the 'frontier wars' in which the
Arabs were beaten back from Granada); rornance morisco (similar to
the preceding); and ron dnce juglaresco (on subjects about which the
juglares sang). Some of the better known writers have been Castilleio,
Montemayor, Silvestre and Espinel. Lope de Vega, Cervantes,

Quevedo and, later, the Duque de Rivas andZarrllla, also composed
romances.

romance languages A collective term for the group of languages
descended from Latin. The main ones are: French, Italian, Spanish,
Portuguese, Provengal, Romanian and Romansch

romancero (Sp 'collection of romances') A collection of ballads which
had previously been gathered on loose sheets known as pliegos suehos
(q.".).The first of these was Sepflveda's in r y y r. There were many dif-
ferent types of collection from the highly specialized (e.g. Poerna de
rnio Cid) to rorndnceros generales (16oo onwards).

romance-six A six-syllable line acting as a tail to the octosyllabic
couplet of the OF romance.

roman cycle A series of interconnected novels (but each novel is inde-
pendent and self-contained) with a central hero, heroine or family. It
is kin to the roman-fleuve and the saga novel (qq.o.).$(ell-known

examples are Georges Duhamel's five Salavin novels, Vie et Artentures
de Sakvin (r9zo-12), and his Chronique des Pasquier (ty3-4).

roman documentaire This form of fiction was invented by the

Goncourt brothers, Edmond (t8zz-96) and Jules (r83o-7o), in the
by

1n

r86os. The brothers, in collaboration, set out to write history'which
might have happened'. It was a form of realism and naturalism (qq.v.),

and the Goncourts are often cited in connection with those two -isms.

Using the research methods of the historian and also of the anthro-
pologist working in the field, they aimed for the highest possible
degree of fidelity to life, to fact. They describe their approach in their
famous toumal, which was begun in r 8 5 r and continued by Edmond
afterJules died. An entry for z4 Oct. fi64 reads: 'Le roman actuel se
fait avec des documents racont6s, ou relev6s d'aprbs nature, comme
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l'histoire se fait avec des documents 6crits.' For the most part the
novels were not well received, but they are important in the develop-
ment of fictional techniques. The brothers developed a pafticular style
which they called 1oiture artiste (q.o.).The main novels are Les
Hornmes de lettres (r86o), Sear Philomine (r85r), Ren1e Maapein
(1864), Germinie Lacerteux (1854), Manette Salamon (1867) and
Madame Gentaisais (rS59). In fi79 Edmond published Les Frdres
Zemganno, a snrdy of circus life. Germinie Lacerteur remains one of
the best known; it is a detailed history of their faithful servant who led
a double life: off-duty she devoted her time to debauchery and cor-
ruption. Sear Pbilomine is a remarkable account of hospital life.
Later, Emile Zola was to apply comparable methods of documentery
'fieldwork'to achieve ma:<imum realism and accuracy.

roman-feuilleton A novel published in instalments in a daily paper.
The fashion began c. r83o. In 1835 a translation of the Spanish
picaresque novel l-azarillo de Tormes first appeared in the newspaper
Le Siicle.In the late rgth c. many authors took advantage of such seri-
alization. It is still done occasiondly when a newspeper is absolutely
sure that an author's book is going to sell well.

roman-fleuve A term used in modern fiction for a series of novels, each
of which exists as a separate novel in its own right but dl of which are
inter-related because the characters (some or all) reappear in each suc-
ceeding work. The vogue for this kind of encyclopaedic and epic
chronicle was established in the rgth c.Balzacplanned and in paft exe-
cuted his vast scheme of La Comddie humaine;Zola wrote his twenty-
volume series Les Rougon-Macqnart(r87r-9) and the Spaniard P6rez
Gdd6s produced his monumental Episodios nacbnales (fi7-r9rz),a
cycle of historical novels covering the history of Spain from Trafalgar
(r8oy) to the Restoration (r87y). In the zoth c. four Frenchmen have
undertaken works on a similar scale. Romain Rolland wrote Jean-
Chistophe $9o6-rz) in ten volumes. Later he returned to the roman-

fleaz,e scheme with L'Ame enchantie (t9zz1) in seven volumes.
Proust's monumental A k reclterche du ternps perdu (t9t3-27) con-
sists of seven inter-related sections and occupied him for at least twelve
years. Georges Duhamel began with the Vie et Aqtentures de Sakoin

$gz*32) in five novels, and followed this wirh CbronQue des
Pasquier (tgll-+) in ten volumes. Jules Romains was even more
ambitious with his Les Hornmes de bonne aolontd $932-47), the
generic tide of a series of twenry-seven novels covering a wide range
of French life from r9o8 to 1933. Galswofthy attempted the same sort
of thing with Tbe Fonyte Saga (r9zz). More recently there have been
C. P. Snow's Strangers and Brothars sequence (r94v7o), which gives
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a documentary chronicle of English social history trom ry25; Henry

\flilliamson's A Chronicle of Ancient Sunlight (tg5r-6) in fifteen

volumes; and Anthony Powell's z{ Dance to the Music of Time

$91r-76) in twelve volumes. A number of other novelists have used

the trilogy and the tetralogy (qq.o.) to achieve a comParable continu-

ity. See BTLDUNGSRoMAN; NovEL; sAGA NovEL.

roman h6roique A form of fiction especially popular in France in the

seventeenth century. The novels (often in several volumes) were of love

and adventure. Martin de le Roy Gombenvil.le (16ov74), Gaulthier de

Coste la CalprenEde (r5re-53), and Madeleine de Scud6ry (r5o8-r7or)

were the most eminent practitioners in the genre. Madeleine de

Scud6ry's Artamdne, ou le Grand Cysas (t6+fSi is particularly well
known. See Nowr.

roman noir This term was originally used in France as an equivalent
of the Gothic novel (q.".) but now tends to denote some form of

thriller (q.".).They are often fairly sensational and violent and are con-
cerned with criminals and criminal organizations which the'heroes'
of the story hunt down and desroy. See RoMAN PoLIcIER.

roman policier The French equivalent of the detective story and novel
about crime. It is generally agreed that the first practitioner was Emile
Gaboriau $\z-7). Gaboriau was ahead of his time, for he created a
policeman as his detective, namely Lecoq. He also had an amateur
sleuth in the shape of an old pawnbroker, Pdre Tabaret, called 'Tir-au-

clair'. Gaboriau's long-term influence on British and Amerian writers
of detective fiction was considerable, and in some ways he was the first
to see the possibilities of the police procedural (q.o.), which was not
to be fully developed until the r9;os. His Ie Crime d'Orcioal (t567)

was the first full-length detective novel. This he followed with Le
Dossier no. r13 $85fl, L'Affair Lerouge (rS58) and Monsiear Lecoq
arrd Les Esclartes de Paris (both r869). Later, Fortunri du Boisgobey
wrote stories similar to Gaboriau's, the most notable being his Ie
Cime de I'Opdra (r88o). Another distinguished crime novelist of that
era was Gaston Leroux (1868-1927), who wrote over thirfy crime
novels and is chiefly remembered for Le Mystire de h chambre iaune
(tgo). Better known now than those is Maurice Leblanc. The detec-
tive story was well established in Britain by rgoo and it was beginning
to proliferate in the first ten years of the 2oth c. Sherlock Holmes was
a household name. Leblanc followed English practice in creating his
detective as the hero. Some of his most memorable stories te Arsine
Lupin (tgo7), Arsine Lupin conte Sherlock Holmes (r9o8) and Arsdne
Lupin, gentleman cabrioleur (tgt+).
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Later there was S6bastien Japrisot (r93r- ), a prolific writer of
ingenious crime novels, many of which have been filmed. More recent-
ly Yves Jacquemard (rg+l- ) and Jean Michel Senecal Og+l- ) have
collaborated in crime novels. Easily the most famous writer of rhe poli-
cier is Georges Simenon (r9o31o), whose detective inspector Jules
Maigret has become universally famous, almost as famous as Sherlock
Holmes himself. The Maigret novels were written berween rg3r and
r973.Maigret finally'retired'from fiction on Z Feb. ry73,after he had
become Commissaire at the Quay des Orfbvres, the headquarters of
the Paris police. Simenon also wrote a large number of crime novels
in which there is no particular hero. His total output was huge. See
CRIME FTCTION.

romans bretons Romances (usually in octosyllabic couplets) com-
posed in the period c. rrtetz;o. Their subjects for the most part are
'the matter' of Brittany. Two of the most famous authors were Marie
de France and Chr6tien de Troyes. See also METRIcAL RoMANcE;
RoMANcE; RoMANs couRTors; RoMANs o'ervrrqurr6; RoMANs
D,AvENTURE.

romens courtois A general term which denotes medieval romances,
romdns bretons, romans d'aoenture (qq.o.). Such works were nearly
always in verse and composed in octosyllabic couplets. They were
usually intended to be read aloud, See also usrRIcAL RoMANcE;
RoMANs o'lxrrqurr6.

romans d'antiquit6 Medieval metrical romances (q.v.) whose themes
and subjects were mostly taken from the worlrs of Roman authors.
Notable examples from the rzth c. arc Roman de Troic, Roman de
Tbdbes end Endas. See also RoMANs BREToNS; RoMANs couRTors;
RoMANs D'AVENTURE.

romans d'adventure Fictional narratives of the rzth and r3th c. They
were usually in verse (commonly octosyllabic couplets), but were
sometimes composed in prose, or in a mixture of prose and verse. The
principal themes were love and chivalry and,like most romances (q.a.),

they were intended solely as entertainment (largely for women). In
this period some of the more disdnguished works were: Ipornedon;
Partenopeu; Gailkame de Dole; Aucassin et Nicolette; Le Chfr.telain
de Coucy; Guilkume de Palermei Floire et Bhncheflor; Robert le
Diable. Aucassin et Nicolette is an outstanding instance of the.mixture
of prose and verse. Two well-known prose romances were Conte du
roi Constant l'ernperear and Le Roi Flore et la belle Jeanne. See also
METRTCAL ROMANCE; ROMANS BRETONS; ROMANS COURTOIS; ROMANS

o'RllugutTf,.
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romantic comedy A somewhat vague term which denotes a form of

drama (it may, occasionally, be applied to a novel) in which love is

the main theme - and love which leads to a happy ending, as

in Shakespeare's A Midsarnmer Night's Drea.m, As You Lihe It and

Tarclfth N ight..See courov.

romantic irony Novalis (alias Friedrich von Hardenberg, ry72-t8ot)
described irony as 'genuine consciousness' true Presence of mind'. The

writer who employs what is called romantic irony (a concept for which

Schlegel was largely responsible) exhibits true Presence of mind by

showing an awareness, a sensibiliry, that he does not exPect his work

to be taken wholly seriously - and does not wish it to be. He conveys

this tone and attitude (thus inviting a complementary tone and atti-

rude in his reader) by being at once critically aware of what he is doing

and why he is doing it, even while he may be impelled by a strong

dynamic creative purpose. Thus he is fully conscious of the comic

implication of his own seriousness.
This form of irony is often at its best when the author is showing

us what he is doing while he is doing it, so to speak. It may occur, for
. instance, when he comments on literary composition and perhaps also

on the composition in hand. The novel is the main vehicle of roman-

tic irony, but dramatists and poets have also used it. Notable examples
are: (a) Fielding's interruptions and comments as author in Tom Jones
and Josepb Andrezas; (b) Pirandello's awareness of the ambivalent
nature of drama in Szx Charaoers in Search of an Author, and (c)

Byron's continual breaking of the serious tone in Don Juan.
Among other outstanding exponents of this kind of irony are

Aristophanes, Chaucer, Cervantes, Marivaux, Sterne, Diderot, Goethe,
Hoffmann, Heine, HenryJames, Gide and Nabokov. Perhaps the most

accomplished of all is Thomas Mann, especially in Josepb and seine
Briider and Der Zauberberg where the ironic tone produces a gradual

and cumulative joke, a growing sense of comic innuendo. It is mirth

brought about by subtle and elaborate teasing. See coMEDY; DRA-

MATrC IRONY; rRONY; SATTRE.

romanticism The American scholar A. O. Lovejoy once observed that

the word 'romantic'has come to mean so many things that, by itself,

it means nothing at all. It may seem that repetition has wrung the life

out of the term, yet it still appears to be as Potentially sustaining as a

twist of pemmican. It is a word at once indispensable and useless. The

variety of its actual and possible meanings and connotations reflect the

complexity and multiplicity of European romanticism. lnThe Decline

and Fall of the Romantic ldeal (rg+S) F. L. Lucas counted rr;96

definitions of 'romanticism'. ln Classic, Romantic and Modem i96r)
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Barzun cites examples of synonymous usage for romanric which show
that it is perhaps the most remarkable eximple of a term which can
mean many things according ro personal and individual needs. Barzun
gives:'attractive','bombastic','grves: -attractlve','bombastic','consenative',,emotional', .
'fanciful','formless','futile','heroic','irrational'. .materiali
grves: anractlve-, -bombastlc','consenative','emotional', .exuberant,,
'fanciful','formless','futile','heroic','irrational','materi;listic,, .mys-

terious_', 'nordic' , 'ornamental ' , ' real isdc',  .stupid',  .urrreal ' ,  
a"d'unselfi sh'. To whlch 

""" 
r"ifht 

"aa' 
;.J*";"r;;.T.d*i"i;,:;;;

dinary,,.gailant,,.;ilil;ili:iT;,:,:"j:#1",ff ;liXiis''exrraor---- 
.7 r D---E--r t  r^rvrver srrr4lrv ,  l ,cJJturtd,ug 4l l | ! l  w u(I .

\u[e are 'stuck' 
with the words romantic and rornanticism, which,

today, as- much as ever before, evoke all manner of varied ,.rporrr.,
ranging {r9m r9n}gnarce to enthusiastic approval. In the same way we
are 'stuck'with 

the closely allied rerms classic, ckssicism and neichs-
sicism (qq.".).

The word rornantic (ism) has a complex and inreresting history. In
the Middle A_ges 'romance' denoted ih. tt"* ,rr.rr"..rli larrgrrug.,
derived from Latin - in contradistinction to Latin itself, *hij, J",
the language of learning. Enromancier, rorr?anc6tr, romanz rneant to
c-ompo!9 or rranslate books in the vernacular. The work produced was
then called rornanz, romdn, romanzo and romance (q.zr.j. A roman or
romant came to be known as an imaginative *orL and a .courdy
romance'. The rcrms also signified a 'popular book'. There arc early
suggesrions that fo yt something new, different, divergent. By the
ryth c- in Britain and France, 'romance' had acquired th! d"rogrtory
connotations of fanciful, bizarre, exaggerated, ihimerical. In Frrr..
a distinction was made between ,oiiorrque (also derogatory) and
romantiq u.e (which meant-'tender',' gentle'r-'sentimental' ird 

""i,1. 
tt

was used in the English form in these latter senses in the rgth c. In
Germany the word romantiscb was used in the rTth c. in the French
s9n:se of. romanesque, and then, increasingly from the middle of the
rSth c.,.in the English sense of 'gentle', .m1iancholy,.

_ Friedrich. Schlegel is generally held to have been the person who
first established the term ,omoniisch in literary contexrs. ftowever, he
was.not very clear as ro what he meant by it. That which is romantic
depicts emotional marter in an imaginativi form, he said. It would not
be easy ro be much yaguer than that. At the same time, in fairness, it
should be said rhat rh9 baffling and, very often, iritating part abour
anything to do with rhe romandc and romanticism is tha'tlt js vague
and formless. Schlegel also equated 'romanric'with'christian'. 

ftis
brother August implied that rbmanric literarure is in conrrasr to that
of classicism, thus producing the famous antinomy (q.o.).

Madame de staal lrnew th1 schlegels and rh. 
"pp"l* 

to have been
responsible_for populayzing the term romanteai inliterary conrexrs
in France. she made a distinction berween rhe-literature oithe north
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and of the south. The northern was medieval, Christian and romantic;

the southern, Classical and pagffi.
Many hold to the theory that it was in Britain that the romantic

movement really started. At any rate, quite early in the lSth c. one can

discern a definite shift in sensibility and feeling, pafticularly in rela-

tion to the natural order and Nature. This, of course, is hindsight.

Vhen we read Keats, Coleridge and lil(ordsrnrorth' for instance, we

gradually become aware that many of their sentiments and responses

are foreshadowed by what has been described as a 'pre-romantic

The British influence travelled to the continent via Thomson's

Seasons $7261o), Young's Nigbt Tboaghts (t7+r-t), Blair's The

Graae (tl+t), Hervey's Meditations drnong the Tombs (rZ+8), Gray's
Elegy (r7to), Macpherson's Ossianic poetry much of which was

published in the r76os, and Percy's Reliques (t16il. Most of these

works (and especially Young's Niglt Thoughts) show a PreoccuPation
with death and decay, with ruins and graveyards; they display a griev-

ing melancholy, a mournful reflectiveness and a quantity of self-

indulgent sentimentality. Hence the title 'Graveyard School of
Poetry'@.".).

New modes of feeling are also evident in sentimental comedy,

comddie hrmoyante arrtd the sentimental novel (qq.r.).The novel

is particularly important in racing the history of romanticism.
Especially the following worlcs: Richardson's Pameh (t74o), Chrissa
Harlowe (tz+) and Sir Charles Grandison (tZf 4; Goldsmith's Tbe

Vicar of Wahefeld ft766); Sterne's Sentimental loumey $768); Henry

Mackenzie's The Man of Feeling (rnr); and Henry Brooke's Juliet
Grenoille; or tbe History of the Hnman Heart (tZZ+).On the conti-

nent three major works of fiction are a counterpart - namely: Pr6vost's

Manon Lescaut (rlt), Rousseau's La Nouztelle H4loise (1761) and
Goethe's Die Leiden des jungen'Werthers (tzZd. One should add that

the Gothic novel (q.".) and a considerable revival of Shakespeare's
plays round about the middle of the r8th c. also contributed to the
movement subsequently known as'romantic'.

Other aspects of romanticism in the rSth c. are: (a) an increasing
interest in Nature, and in the natural, primitive and uncivilized way

of life; (b) a growing interest in scenery especially its more untamed

and disorderly manifestations; (c) an association of human moods with

the 'moods' of Nature - and thus a subjective feeling for it and inter*

pretation of it; (d) a considerable emphasis on natural religion; (e)

emphasis on the need for spontaneity in thought and action and in the

exPresslonion of thought; (f) increasing importance attached to natural
genius and the power of the imagination; (g) a tendency to exalt the
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individual and his needs and emphasis on the need for a freer and more
personal expression; (h) the cult of the Noble Savage (q.v.).

In all these connections Rousseau is the major frigr;; in the rgth c.
and his influence in the pr€-romantic period was irimense; especially
through the following works: Discourisur I'oigine de t,ineiatie pari;
les.homrnes (t7r); Du contrdt social e76z);-Ri,ou",,-' do"pro*rnrn,
solitaire (tzzl);-and Les confessiom (published after his death, in rTgr
and 1788). La Nourelle Hdloise has been mentioned above.

Notable works by other authors which expressed a new vision of
man and his role in the world are: Goethe's Gijtz von Berlichingen
Grzi; Herder's stirnmen der vtilher (t77g); schiller's Die Riifrer
(r78r); Bernardin de saint-Pierre's La chaumiire indienne (r79o) and
layl I virginie (1788); chateaubriand's Atak (r8or) and his Ren6
(r8oy).

To these should be added the extremely influential Conjectures on
Original .Cgmpoytion by Young, which was published in ry59 and
published in a German transladon the following year. youngi 

".r-thetic theories considerably affected the so-call Jd'stor- orf,Drorg
(q.a,) movemenr.

The German romandcs belong to roughly two generations known
as the Friibromantile ('Early [omantics') and ihe Hochromantih
('High Romantics'). The Friihromantik formed a group from the late
rzgos until eady in the rgth c. which was based fircio, Berlin and
$9r-r on Jena. The rwo central figures of the group were the brothers
schlegel: Friedrich 9759-r$ot) and August turlilt.tr" 9767-186 ). The
9$..r main personalities in the group w.tr \fackenio dir $7fua\,
Teck (r773-.t89) 

"$. 
Novalis-(r 7)z-r8or). These were'"if ;;.;:

There were also the philosophers schelling and Baader, the theologian
Schleiermacher and the physicist Ritter.

The Hocbromantik group comprised principally Arnim
(r78r-r83r), Brenrano Q77B-tBaz), Chamisso 

^ 
(rigr_r33g),

E_ich-endorff (r788-18y7), Fouqu6 9777-rB4), Heine g797-*je1,
Hoffmann (t776-flzz) and ivtOrike ftBoa-75f.

Grossly to simplify the matter one can say that the earlier group
were the philosophers and aestheticians of th. ,r.* -ov*.ni 

"rirevolution; while their followers practised as poers and writers of
stories more than they preached. Both were ,riou"n .rrts of intense
activity and national importance.

In Britain romanticism was much more diffused and never reallv
associated with a movement, but then literary movemenrs have been
rare in Britain. There was no British romantic campaign and the liter-
ary and cultural revolution was a much more gt"a"d and informal
effair than on the continent. The main fgures issociated with it are
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primarily Coleridge, 
'Wordsworth, 

Keats, Shelley, Byron and Sir
'Walter 

Scott. The political and social beliefs of \U7ordsworth, Coleridge

and Shelley were quite often expressed in their Poems as well as their

prose works.- 
Partly because of the Revolution and panly because of the French

devotion to classicism and neoclassicism, the Romantic movement

came considerably later to France. There the works of Lamartine,

Victor Hugo and de Vigny were the main influence to start with; later

came de Musset and Dumas (pire).

As to the long-term after-effects of romanticism, there is scarcely

more agreement about these than there has been about what it actu-

ally was. Greatly to simplify firo opposite points of view - there are

those who in general support Goethe's later attitude that it was a sick-

ness of the spirit and a disorganizing irruption of subjectivism; others

who hold that it was a kind of renaissance, a rediscovery a wholly

beneficial upheaval, and a much needed rejection of defunct standards

and beliefs which resulted in a creative freedom of mind and spirit. No

doubt the truth, as usual, lies somewhere in between: yet only attain-

able in the ideal reconciliation of opposites. .See penrqnsslANs; PRE-

RAPHAELITES; REALTSM.

Romantic period See noueNTrc REvIvAL.

Romantic revival A term loosely applied to a movement in European

literature (and other arts) during the last quafter of the r8th c. and the

first twenty or thifty years of the rgth c. It was marked by a reiection

of the ideals and rules of classicism and neoclassicism (qq.v.) and by

an affirmation of the need for a freer, more subjective expression of

passion, pathos and personal feelings. As its narrowest, the Romantic

period in Britain is usually taken to run between ry98, the year in

which Coleridge and Vordsworth published the first edition of Lyrical
Balkds, and 1832, when Sir 'Walter Scott and Goethe died and the

Reform Bill was passed. The major British wfiters in this period, aParrt
from Coleridge,'Wordsworth and Scott, were Byron, Shelley, Keats,

Jane Austen, Hazlitt and de Quincey. Abroad, the movement was

widely embracing: Goethe, Schlegel,'Wackenroder, Tieck, Schelling,

Novalis and Holderlin in Germany; Chateaubriand and Madame de

Sta6l in France; Leopardi, Manzoni and Foscolo in ltaly; Espronceda
in Spain; Slowacki in Poland; Pushkin and Lermontov in Russia;

Petofi in Hungary; and Oehenschliger in Denmark. See nouarcr;

ROMANTICISM.

romerfa Of rzth c. Galician origin, a kind of festival at alocal shrine.

The cantiga de rorneria is a type of cossante (q.",) composed by local

minstrels in honour of their shrine.
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rondeau (oF rond, 'round') 
An oF form, consisting of a thirteen- or

fifteen-line poem, usually octosyllabic, in three ,r"ri..r. The openirrg
words became the refrain 

9.".).usually there were only *o ,hyrrr.J
It.was popular in r5th c. France. Among distinguished Frenchio"r,
who have since used it one may menrion clemint Marot, nffred de
Musset and Th6odore de Banville. The form did not catch on in
England until late inthe rgth c. when Dobson and swinburne, among
others, experime_nted extensively with it. The following example, Ii
Rotten Roat, by rf.E. Henley, illustrates the basic princ"iples: 

'

In Rotten Row a cigarette
I sat and smoked, with no regret

ifl :x1i:**Tj:J*i,'"1i.T,?;,
And streaked with shadows cool and wet.
Two sweethearts on a bench were set,
Two birds among the bows were meq
So love and song were heard and seen

In Rotten Row.

A horse or two there was to fret
The soundless sand; bur work and debt,

Fair flowers and falling leaves berween,
Ifihile clocks are chiming clear and keen,

A man may yery well forget
In Rotten Row.

See also RoNDEAU nrpousrf; RoNDEL.

rondeau redoubl6 A rare poetic form akin to oF forms but little used,
apparently, before the r6th c. It consists of six quatrains and only ffio
$y-.r are worked, as in the rondeau (q.v.).l"i"ror, La Fontaine and
Th6odore de Banville are among the f.* po.t, known.to have ex-
perimented with, it.A good,vitty modern example is vendy cope,s
Rondeau Redoubld (in the collection Mahing cocoafor Kingriry akir,
r986).

rondel A French fixed form of considerable antiquity and known from
the r]th c. In its earliest form it appears to harre t"rr, ,r, eightJine
po:m.rhyming-AB 

4 1b AB (A and B represent repeared lires), A
variation was the rond,el doubl| rhyming ABBA abBA abba AB'BA.
The most usual rondelform consitt.d of ihr". srenzas working on two
rhymes, thus: ABba abAB abba (B); a thirteen-line poem in wrhich the
refrain came rwice in the first eight lines and the opening line was
repeated as the last line. If it was of fourteen lines, the rlfrain was
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repeated three times. Among British poets who attempted the form

were 
'W. 

E. Henley, Edmund Gosse, Austin Dobson and R. L.

Stevenson. See also RoNDEAU; RouNDEL.

rondelet A short fixed form, usually consisting of one stanzaof five or

severi lines, on two rhymes. If of seven lines, the first part of the

opening line is used as a ref.rarin (q.v.) thus: abRabbR (R is the refrain).

round character See rrer AND RoUND cHARAcTERS.

roundel As developed by Swinburne and published in his.'{ Century

of Roundels (1883), this form was an eleven-line Poem in three stanzas,

the twice repeated refrain consisting of the opening lines of the poem,

and rhyming thus: abaR, bab, abaR (R is the refrain). Swinburne at

once described and illustrated the form in The Roandel:

A Roundel is wrought as a ring or a starbright sphere,
\flith craft of delight and with cunning of sound unsoughq
That the heart of the hearer may smile it to pleasure his ear

I' roundel is wrought

See also RoNDEAU; RoNDEL.

roundelay A short simple song with a refrain. A kind of ditty (q.r,.)

popular in medieval times, to which people danced. The term also

covers, vanously, fixed forms like rondeau, rondel and aillanelle
(qq.o.) where refrain and repetition are used extensively.

roundlet A short form of roundel (q.".).

Royal Literary Fund A benevolent society founded in rygo to help

authors and their dependants. It began as the Lirerary Fund Sociery

and in r8r8 was granted a royal charter. It added'Royal'to its title iir

r84t. The fund has always depended on donations of one kind and
another. \0'ell-known beneficiaries have been Coleridge, Thomas Love

Peacock, James Hog& John Clare, James Joyce, D. H. Lawrence and
Dylan Thomas.

Royal Shakespeare Company Thanks to the initiative and financial

backing of a brewing family, the Flowers, the first ShakesPeare
Memorial Theatre in Stradord-upon-Avon, 

'\flarwickshire, 
was

opened in fi79,and F. R. Benson (r8y8-1939) was appointed as direc-

tor of an annual Shakespeare festival there. He remained associated
with the theatre until r9r9. The original theatre was destroyed by fire
in ry26 and a second one was opened on the same site in ry32. After

the Second Vorld \(ar the theatre prospered under three distinguished
directors: Barry Jackson, Anthony Quayle and Glen Byam Shaw. In
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r95o the Royd Shakespeare company was formed and peter Hall
was made director. The RSC then-took on the Aldwych rn..rr. in
London. rn ry7o Trevor Nunn replaced peter Halr, whl, in ,973, *.,
to become anistic director of thi National rheatre (q.t.). rrr. nsc
also has a smaller theatre - the other place - at stratfori, it", ,t .,i.-
atres in the Barbican centre (opened in rggz). For the -or, p.r, ,h.
company has concenrrated on presentations of shakespeare, ofien with
great success (e.g. The wars.of the.Roses cyde in i9$, devised by
Peter Hall andlohn Barton); but ar the other plac. 

"rrj 
aithe Barbican

a wide range of work by other playwrigh*, ancienr and modern, has
been produced.

Royal society of Literature .Founded in rgz3 under the patronage of
$eorge IV. It awaq{e_d pensions to 'Associaies' who *eie electj u,
the society's council. It had regtllal meetings at which papers *"r. ,."i
to members and thereafter.published ot fiorrooions.^Tleso.i.ty ii,
Members and Fellows, and also companions (dating f.rom ry6r;

rubi'iyfit (A rubai,'quatrain') A name given to a collection of qua-
trains. The best.k"oy1..*!npleis the dub,i'iy,it of omar Khayy,im,
translated by Edward FitzGeiald. See guer* r*. 

"

Rtihltiicke (G 'melodrama, tear-jerker') A genre of German drama
which had some logye among middle-cla* ih"rrr.-goers l"t. ir, tli.
r8th c. and early in the rgth i. August Iffland e7llrgr4), an out-
standing ector, wrote a number of them; as did August'on'kotzebue
(t76t-r8ry).

rules. In lirerary theor| and history those precepts and conventions
which by cusrom and usage have come to be *g"rd.d 

""a """.fr"J ",norms, if not actually ordained and thus takeri as a body of ;og;;.
For instance, rhose concerned with the dramatic uniries (q.o.),witfr the
gllno-sitign of epic and ragedy, eclogue and sonne t @d.rr.j, wjth the
kind of subject marrer suita6le for, r"y] comedp *ith ifi. ,ppr;p;;-
ness of style to subject matrer (e.g. the gr".td and fully^*io"i."l
manner for_epic; a much 'lower' style for farcicar 

"omrdyi.
. M*r of the. rules originated in classical theory: ior instance,

Aristotle's Poetics, Horacet Ars poetica; and, latea in that work
ascribed to Longinus called on the sublirne.The.rules; of many f";,
and genres were established during the Middle Ages and in the r6th
c., but it was during the rTth c. especially and in ihe first half of the
rSth that writers paid panicular attention to the .rules'. '\trflitness
Racine's devotion to the conventions governing the classical form of
tragedy, or Pop_e's exactingand professional reg:ard for decoru m (q.zt.)
in language and genre (q.a.).
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Since the end of the rSth c. fidelity to the rules has been taken to

be of less and less importance. However, the best writers still tend to

be those who have learnt the rules so thoroughly (this is particularly

true of poets) that they are then in a position to modify them (and

break them) and make rules of their own.

rune (ON and OE ran, 'whisper, mystery') A character of the earliest
Germanic alphabet, ran denoted a cryptic sign signifying something
secret, mysterious or pertaining to hidden lore. It thus had associa-

tions with magic. The Runic alphabet, consisting of twenty-four
letters, was adapted from Greek and Latin and devised by the

Scandinavians and Anglo-Saxons for carving on slabs of beechwood.
The 9th c. poet Cynewulf 

'signed'his name by means of runes'in four

of his poems. The rune names were: cen,'torch',yr,'bow',nedr 
'need',

e ob r'hor se', @!fl ,' joy', ur,' bison', kgn r' sea', fe o h r'wealth'.

running rhythm A term used by Gerard Manley Hopkins in his

Preface to Poems (r9r8). It denotes a rhythm measured by feet of two

or three syllables (excluding imperfect feet at the beginning and end

of lines, and feet which sedm to be paired together and double or com-

posite feet which seem to arise). Each foot has one main stress or

accent. The remaining one or rwo unaccented syllables are known as
'the slack'. The term is synonymous with common English rhythm.

Hoplcins distinguishes this from sprung rhythm (q.o.). See rA'urNo

RHYTHM; RISING RHYTHM; ROCKING RHYTHM.

run-on line A line of verse which runs into the next line without any
grammatical break. Also known as enjambement (q.2l), it is common
in English poetry. This example is from Auden's Letter to Lord Byron:

It is a commonplace that's hardly wofth
A poet's while to make profound or terse,

That now the sun does not go round the earth,
That man's no centre of the universe.

See also REJET.
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saber A Provengal term which, in origin, probably meant'wisdom'and

then came to mean'poetic skill'. It refers to the art of the troubadour
(q.o.), which was codified in the Toulouse treatise Leys d'amours oI
the r4th c. See cAI sABE$ tnouvtnB.

sacra rappresentazione (It 'sacred representation') A dramatic form
originating in medieval Italy, and akin to the Mystery Plays (q.a.) in
England and elsewhere. Its usual subjects were the passion of Christ.
It was a devotional entertainment or diversion which was presented
after Mass and might be accompanied by sermons.

sacred books Literature connected with any specific religion; works of
spirirual guidance, rules, hymn books, liturgies, any kind of record
made of the utterances of holy men, prophets or sages. Obvious
and well-known examples are: the Old and New Testaments; Vedas,
Brabmanas and Upanisbads; rhe Kijoki and, Nihongi; the Talmud; the

Qar'an (or Koran); the Anale,ces of Confucius ; The Rule of St Benedict;
Ifalter Hilton's Tbe Scale of Perfeaion; Thomas i Kempis's Imiation
of Christ. To which might be added The Confessions of St Augustine,
The Cload of Unhnowing, The Steps of Humiliry by St Bernard of
Clairvaux, the works of Meister Eckhan and Jakob Boehme, Nicolas
of Cusa's Vision of God, the Tibetan Book of tbe Dead, Thomas
Traherne's Centaries of Meditation, and the works of St Frangois de
Sales and Villiam Law. See also rtnotocRApHy.

saga (ON 'saw, saying') The sagas were medieval Icelandic and
Scandinavian prose narratives usually about a famous hero or family
or the exploits of heroic kings and warriors. Until the rzth c. most of
them belonged to the oral tradition (q.v.\ and thereafter scribes wrote
them down. They can be divided into approximately five groups: (a)
Sagas of the Kings, mainly about the early Norwegian kings; for
instance, Heimsbringla and Svenis saga. But there are some about the
earls of Orkney known as the Orhneyinga saga. Others are about the
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Danish kings, like Skititdungd sdga and Knftlinga sagl' O1e,1!re

J6msoihingi rogo,treats oltottr Olnish and Norweglan kings. (b) The

icelandic i"gri 
"or".rrr.d 

with the- period wJren Iceland was first

settled; th"t is c. 93vc. ro3o. Some of the more famous Icelandic -sagas
are: Gfsk ,ogo {irrrorori Viga-Gtrtms s78a; Grettf.saga; rytllf:t?'
sasa: Esils sisa; Laxdeh' sa{a; Vatnsdela-sagai Nidk saga; Eyrbyggia

,o'So'; firofrirk togo; and Bandarnannd sdga. These. are anonymous

*ir[, 
"ni "r. 

bdl""d to have been first written down in the first

half of the rzth c. (c) Contemporary Sagas, about Icelandic chieftains

il ttrh"ps. They i"t. fro- the Lnd of th" I2th c. and later, and

ir, ,o*. 
""r"r 

th. authors are known. Moreover the authors were

.o.rr"-po.aries of the people they wrote about._ The main works

are: the Starlunga ,ogi, ti" Islendinga saga and.the Hungruaka'

There are also ,.p"r"ri ,"g", d.uoted to several bishops wh_ose epis-

copal reigns 
"orr.r"d 

the ieriod of c' r r78 to c'.r33o' (d) \fhat.are

known as the Fornaldarsdg.rr, 
"bont 

legendary times, with little his-

iori""l basis. The best knoJr is the Vdlsunga saga. (e) During the rzth

and r3th c. a number of romances were iranslated into Norse. The

main 
--orks 

are: Alexander's saga (a version of a Latin Pogm 01

Alexander the Great; the pihriks"saga (ftom a German original); and

Karlarnagntl.s saga (which-stems mostly from stories jn French about

Ch"rl"*igtr";. ih"r. have been pany _versions of, these sagas in

n"frirrr fii.r"tur., especially by VilliarnMorris. T,ongfellow, too, used

,iJqr;*rhingla ,igo ^, 
" 

b"rir for his Saga of King Okf. See also

scoP; SKALD.

sasa novel So called from the Icelandic sagas (q.o.) because it is a nar-
"-;rt* 

"Lo.r, 
the life of a large family. The most notable example in

n"gfirn [terature is Galswohhy'g Fgrsyte lg.!,.a 
series of novels -

written over a long period - which are all linked together by the

Eorrf* family. ThJ main ones are: The Man of -Prope.rty ft9o6)' In

Chancery Qg'zo), To Let (r9zt) and A Modern Comedy (r9"q)' One

of the -or, ,.-"rkable ,aga ,rorrels of European literature is Thomas

Mann's tetralogy (q.".) Jiseph und seine Briider (t933' 1934' 1936'

ry42). See also BTLDUNGSRoMAN; RoMAN cYcLE; RoMAN-FLEUvE'

sainete (Sp diminutive of sain,'piquant sauce') A term used to describe

orr.-r.i ,ket"h", which *ere^derneloped to form the main kind of

gdnero chico (q.v.). They remain popular in Spain'

salon (F 'reception room') A social gathering and the place where it-- 
;;;"r:. A' irrfor-al meeting of *riters, aitists, scientists et al. at

" 
frirrr," house. The salon wis patticularly popllal.in France in the

,Z"t 
""a 

r8th c. The prototyp. *"r very piobably the H6tel de
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Rambouillet (that is, town house) where, between 16ro and rdyo, lir-
erlu men and aristocrats were wonr to assemble in the .Blue R.oom,
g{ t\" Marquise de Rambouillet. other famous salons *.r. -rr-by
Mesdames de scud6ry scarrori, de Tencin and R6camier. After thl
French Revolution the influence and imporrance of the salon d,eclined,.
In England it 

11s never a popular instiiution, though Mrs Vesey anJ
Mrs Elizabeth Montagu tried to establish it. In Engiand th" p.rb, th.
club and the coffee house were preferred. 

e

samizdat (R sam,'self' + izdatelsno, 'publishing') The rerm now
denotes a form of underground writing ('self-puf,fication,) and has
been in general use since i. ry66 to detr6te anicles and books which
are circulated in rypescript (or are run off on duplicating machines and
then circulated) withoutihe knowledge of the ruthorities and certain-
Iy without their approval. SamizdatiJiterarure which expresses views
contrary to those of the state. In ry66 the trial of Andrei Sinyavsky
revealed the existence_of a large body of underground literaturl @l.o)in the soviet union. In that year sinyavsky ani another *ritrr,'i.rri
Daniel, were sent to prison.for publiihing works abroad under pseu-
donyms. -M9r. famous writers than theJe have incurred the d'isap-
prgv-al of the rJr!. !y. T1S"g use of samizdat. They includid
solz,henitsyn and Andrei sakhaiov. solzhenitsyns Tbe i;rrt C;ntr,
published in English-in 1968, started life as ,rrrd.rgro,rnd literarure.
sakharov published his political reatise progress," coexistence and
Intelleaual Freedom in the same way.

. |..t:I"tse process named tamizdat (R tam, 'there' * izdatelstvo,'publishing') 
is the publication of work in Russian in the \fest. This is

then taken into the Soviet union secretly. pasternak's Dr Zbioago was
banned in the sovict union, then pubiished in Russian in Milan in
1957. Later, copies found their way back into the USSR.

!taq1;.1ad1r denotes material recorded on tapes which are then cir-
culated illegally.

sapphic ode Named after the poetess sappho (7th c.rc). An ode (q.v.)
written in regular st^nzaform. sapphics, as rhiy are called, 

"r. 
*iir..r,

in quatrain (q.v.) stanza with a pirticular metrical scheme thus:

/  v l /  |  l l  u  u ,  l /  u , ,  l l  |  |

repeated thrice, and a fourth line:

/ w , u ' 1 / 1 1

In the fourth and eleventh syllables of the first three lines the foot may
be trochaic or spondaic; and on the last syllable of the founh line the
same applies.
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satanic school

Despite (or, perhaps, because of) the difficulties of this form a large
number of European poets have used it. Among Englishmen the best
known are Sir Philip Sidney, Cowper, 

'Watts, 
Southey, Tennyson,

Swinburne andEzra Pound. This example is Pound's Apparuit, and it
shows the strain of using dactyls and trochees as the basic feet in
English verse:

G6ldEn lr6se th6 | ho'use, in th6 lp6rtil i siw I
the'e, i I mdrv6l, I cirvEn in I stibtl6 I strifl i I
p6rtEnt '""1j;r1';l;1iTJft!L",' tu-n ind I nrck.red' I

Crimson, frosty with dew, the roses bend where
thou afar, moving in the glamorous sun,
drinkst in life of earth, of the air, the tissue

golden about thee.

Green the ways, the breath of the fields is thine there,
open lies the land, yet the steely going
darkly hast thou dared and the dreaded ather

parted before thee.

Swift at courage thou in the shell of gold, casting
a-loose the cloak of the body, camest
straight, then shone thine oriel and the srunned light

faded about thee.

Half the graven shoulder, the throat aflash with
strands of light inwoven about it, loveli-
est of u':Tt?';"nfiflil#:'" ah me!

Clothed in goldish weft, delicately perfect,
gone as wind! The cloth of the magical hands!
Thou a slight thing, thou in access of cunning

dar'dst to assume this?

See also ALcAIcs; oDE.

satanic school The term was originated by Southey in his preface to A
Vision of Judgment (r8zr), a poem which made af.airly violent attack
on Shelley and Keats and, especially, on Byron. In the preface Southey
refers to Byron's works as 'monstrous combinations of horrors and
mockery lewdness and impiety'. Southey attacked these poets because
he thought them immoral (in their lives as well as in their work),
because they rejected onhodox Christianity and because he strongly
disapproved of their interest in the exotic and passionate. Byron got



setrre

his own back with a splendid satirical parody (q.v.) called Tbe Vision
of Judgment (r 8zz). However, Southey was poet laureate (q.o.) and the
law was on his side. Byront publisher was fined.

satire (L satira,later form of satura, 'medley') It may be a cooking term
in origin or, as Juvenal called it, olhpodrida, 'mish-mash', 'farrago'.

Quintilian used the term to refer to the kind of poem written by
Lucilius - a poem in hexameters (q.a.) on various themes; a poem with
the tone of the work of Lucilius and Horace. Later the term widened
its meaning to include works that were satirical in tone but not in form.
At some stage a confusion came about between the Greek sdtyros end
satilrd which led to the word being written satyra and then, in English,
sdtyre. Elizabethan writers, misled by the etymology, supposed that it
derived from the Greek satyr, 'woodland demon'. The situation was
finally cleared up in 16o5 by the French Huguenot scholar Isaac
Casaubon.

In his Diaionary Johnson defined satire as a poem 'in which
wickedness or folly is censured'. This, clearly, is limiting. Dryden
claimed that the true end of satire was 'the amendment of vices'; and
Defoe thought that it was 'reformation'. One of the most famous
definitions is Swift's. 'satire', he wrote, 'is a sort of glass wherein
beholders do generally discover everybody's face but their own, which
is the chief reason for that kind of reception it meets in the world, and
that so very few are offended with it.'In Epilogue to tbe Satires (rZl8),

Pope apostrophized satire thus:

O sacred Veapon! left for Trutht defence,
Sole dread of FollS Vice, and Insolence!
To all but Heav'n-directed hands deny'd,
The Muse may give thee, but the Gods must guide.
Rev'rent I touch thee!

The satirist is thus a kind of self-appointed guardian of standards,
ideals and truth; of moral as well as aesthetic values. He is a man
(women satirists arc aery rare) who takes it upon himself to correct'
censure and ridicule the follies and vices of sociery and thus to bring
conrempt and derision upon aberrations from a desirable and civilized
norm. Thus satire is a kind of protest, a sublimation and refinement
of anger and indignation. As Ian Jack has put it very adroitly: 'Satire

is born of the instinct to protest; it is protest become art.'
In Essays in Satire (1928) Ronald Knox likened the satirist to a small

boy who goes about with a water pistol charged with vitriol. He also
suggests that the satirist is a kind of spiritual therapist whose function
is to desroy the root causes of the major diseases of the spirit, like
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hypocrisy, pride and greed. But the satirist does not necessarily confine
himself to such moral cancers. Juvenal had taken a much wider view
in Satires I (ll. 81-6):

quidquid agunt homines, vocum timor ira voluptas
gaudia discursus, nostri f.arrago libelli est.

Juvenal was particularly severe on the Roman society of his time.
Flowever, very often the satirist does attack on a narrow front (is
highly selective rather than going in for the 'saturation bombing' of

Juvenal), but his chosen targets are sufficiently representative to give
his satire universality (q.o.) and this is all-important. Good examples
are Jonson's ferocious exposure of the evils of cupidity in Volpone,
Molibre's sardonic ridicule of religious hypocrisy in Tartuffe, Pope's
scathing epistle Of the CharaAers of Wornen and Samuel Butler's iron-
ical condemnation of complacency and materialism in The Way of All
FIesb.

The history oI sadre begins with the early Greek poets. \[ith
Archilochus, for example (7th c. nc), and with Hipponax (5th c. nc).
The former is said to have been so savage that one, Lycambes, and his
daughters hanged themselves. Pliny tells us that Hipponax was so
maliciously cruel at the expense of rwo artists who had made a statue
which ridiculed his ugliness that they, too, hanged themselves in
despair. But the great satirist of Greece was Aristophanes (c. 448-c'. 38o
nc), who used invective, ridicule and abuse to exce[ent effect in several
plays.

In Rome satire began, as suggested above, with Lucilius (r8eroz
nc), while Varro, Florace, Petronius and Seneca practised the other
kind, sAtnra, of whom the first composer was probably Ennius
(49-169 nc). There appears to be no satire in the modern sense in his
Sa.tilrd,e. On the other hand we do find some elements of satura in
Lucilius, who had a considerable influence on Horace, who in turn
influenced Persius - the acknowledged'master' of Juvenal. Grossly to
simplify the complex development of a genre, we can say that Horace
and Juvenal between them are the 'father' figures of two basic classes
of satire. Horace is the tolerant, urbane and amused spectator of the
human scene;Juvenal is bitter, misanthropic and consumed with indig-
nation. Pope's Moral Essays are in the tradition of Horace;his Dunci.ad
in that of Juvenal.

From the rst c. AD until near the end of the rzth there appears to
be little satire of any note in European literature, though one can detect
satirical elements and tones here and there in the occasional work. In
medieval literature and thereafter it becomes quite plentiful; in, for
instance, Liare des Manidres (c. rryo) andinfabliaux (q.v.);and in such
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works x Reynard the Fox and Till EalenEiegel. It is plentiful, also,
in Chaucer's Canterbnry Tales (late r4th c.) and Langland's Piers
Ploatman (late r4th c.), in Goliardic verse (q.v.) 

"nd 
in Villon's

Balhdes. Ve find it becoming more overt later in, for example, satire
bernesqae (q.o.), in Brandt's Nanenschrff (t+g+), Erasmus's Moriae
Encomiam (rlog) and Sir Thomas More's Utopia (ry16). Quite sus-
tained satire, though rough and swingeing, and perhaps better
described as invective, is a feature of much verse by Dunbar and
Skelton.

The first adaptation of Classical satire appears to have been Thomas
Drant's Medicinable Morall $566\, two books of translations from
Horace; which he followed in the next year with Arte of Poetrie,
further translations from Horace.

From late in the r6th c. and early in the rTth we find an increasing
propensity towards satirical modes and means, rather than the occa-
sional satire of Dante, Barclay or Cervantes. Examples in English lit-
erature are Thomas Lodge's A Fig for Momts (rt9t), a collection of
satires in the Horatian manner. The satires of Donne, Marston and
Hall are rnore bitter and sardonic and thus nearer toJuvenal. Marstont
pessimism produced some notable satire, particularly in The Scoarge
of Villainie (rlr8).Hall claimed to be the first English satirisg but this
now seems presumptuous on his pan. From this period too we should
mention the'satirical comedy (q.o.) of Ben Jonson.

From round about the middle of the ryth c. the closed or heroic
couplet (q.o.) tends to be the favourite form of the verse satirist. The
couplet was developed by Sir John Denham and Edmund Iflaller and
perfected, in turn, by Mantell, Dryden and Pope. Marvell's satires are
vigorous and denunciatory to the point of being savage. The Last
Instraaions to d Painter (not published until 1689 but written much
earlier) is one of his most notable works. Milton only very occasion-
ally wrote satirical verse.

The major English satirist of the second half of the rTth c. was
Dryden, whose most notable satires were Absalom and Achitophel
(r58r), The Medal (1682), Mac Flechnoe ft682) and Tbe Hind and tbe
Pantber j68); plus his admirable translations of satires by Persius
and Juvenal $6y) to which he wrote an important preface called
'Discourse concerning the Original and Progress of Satire'.

John Oldham, a younger contemporxy of Dryden, wrote some
satires and so, later, did Rochester. During approximately the same

. period Samuel Butler published his mock-heroic poem Hudibras

$6$, t664, 168). In France Molibre was producing a succession of
satirical comedies which have become classics. The finest satire of the
period in verse was written by Boileau. From 165o onwards he pub-
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lished a large number of satires. One of his main works was Ie Lutin
(1674, 1583), a mock-heroic (q.a.) poem.

In European literature, the last part of the rTth c. and much of the
rSth is generally regarded as the golden age of satire. Various reasons
are adduced for this. Those commonly put forward are that it was a
period of fairly highly developed civilization and culture (at any rate,
for a minority) which bred the satirists whose need and purpose was
to protect this culture from abuse, aberration and corruption. The
satirist's aim was to keep it intact by ridiculing and bringing scorn
upon those who threatened to impair it. Thus we find Pope satirizing
materialism, excess and bad writing; Swift ferociously attacking
hypocrisy, pride, cruelty and political expedience; Voltaire ridiculing
credulity, religious humbug and naive optimism; and DrJohnson, with
sombre magnificence, arraigning the world with folly, vanity and affec-
tation. Vith their moral weight and unblinking scrutiny of the truth,
such men sought to be the cleansers and guardians of civilization -

such as it was; for there can be no doubt that the r8th c. (like any other
century) was, for the majoritp from China to Peru, an era of povertS
misery and pain.

One could say that during the period in question one of the major
preferred modes of expression, in prose and verse, was satire. The
debate as to whether verse or prose is the most suitable vehicle for
satire is unresolved. On balance it seems that both have equal claims,
but satirists have tended to use prose more - very probably because it
is very difficult indeed to write good satire in verse.

In the first half of the r 8th c. there flourished the two greatest
satirists in the history of literature; namely, Swift and Pope. Swift
excelled in prose, Pope in verse. The Dean's principal works were z4
Tale of a Tub Q7ol, The Battle of tbe Boohs (t7o4), Gallhter's Traztels

$726) nd A Modest Proposal (ryril.He was also an accomplished
verse satirist, as he showed, for exampl e, in Verses on the Death of Dr
Suift (rZlil.Pope's main works were The Rape of tbe Loch $7r4),
miscellaneous Satires, Epistles and Moral Essays published during the
r73os and The Dunciad (1728, 1729, r74z and ry4;.). Other notable
instances of satire in English literature from the mid-r8th c. onwards
were Fielding's burlesque play Torn Tbumb (t73o) - burlesque (q.a.)
was a particularly favoured means of satire at this time - his Shamela

OZ+t) and his Jonathan Wild (r7a1). To these examples one should
add Johnson's great poems Lond,on (rZ$) and The Vanity of Human
Wisbes (rl+g), Charles Churchill's Rosci.ad, $76r) and The Propbecy.
of Farnine (rfii and other works, and the anonymous Letters of

Junius Q769-7r). In France the greatest prose satirist of the period
was unquestionably Voltaire. Minor verse satirists of the later r 8th c.
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were John $folcot, Christopher Anstey Allan Ramsay and Robert
Burns.

Most of the major poets who flourished at the turn of the century
and during the Romantic period (q.rr.) wrote satire occasionally.
Crabbe, for instance, in his narrative poems; Shelley in Masque of
Anarcby (1832); Keats in his unfinished Tbe Cap and Bells (r8a8).

However, the major satirist of this period was undoubtedly Byron,
who was outstandingly successful in the satiric mode in Don Juan
(r819-24) and The Vision of Judgment (r9zz).

Many rgth c. poets wrote satire on occasions, notably Praed,
Bulwer-Lytton, Tennyson, Browning, Coventry Patmore, and Alfred
,Austin. In France the main verse satirist was Victor Hugo whose col-
lection Les Chitiments (1853) is a major work. For the most part,
during the rgth c. (and thereafter) prose was the chosen medium for
satire. The principal writers were Thackeray, Flaubert, Anatole France
and Samuel Butler. Thackeray's main achievements were Borry Lyndon
(r8++) and Vanity Fair (1847-8). Flaubert's chief satire was Bouvard
et Pdcacher (r88r). Anatole France wrote L'Histoire contemporaine
(t896-t9or) and L'Ile des pingouins (r9o8). Butler's most famous
works were Erewhon Q87z), Ereuhon Reoisited (r9or) and Tbe Way
of All Flesh (tpol).

During the eoth c. satire has been rare. Two of the main reasons
for this lack are that it has been a period of much instabiliry and
violent change, and the humour industry has grown to such an extent
that the satirist can hardly make himself felt except in the caricature
and the cartoon. Sustained verbal satire of merit has been very
unusual. Verse satire is very uncommon, though we find occasional
instances in Belloc, Chestenon, \$flyndham Lewis, \f. H. Auden, Julian
Bell and Hugh MacDiarmid. The only poet to attempt satire on a
considerable scale was Roy Campbell in Tbe Georgiad and Tbe
Wayzgoose.

To these instances we should add some of Aldous Huxley's eerly
novels (e.g. Antic Hoy), several novels by Evelyn S(augh (e.g. Vile
Bodies, Bhck Mischief, A Handful of Dust, Scoop, Pnt Out More Fkgs
and, The Loved One) and George Orwell's Animal Farm - a political
satire in the beast-fable tradition. Anti-utopianism or dystopianism
has also produced a kind of satire: the creation of a futuristic society
whose shortcomings and evils are then exposed. The most famous
examples of these in English literature are Huxley's Braoe Neut World
and Orwell's Nineteen Eigbty-Foar. See also cARIcATURB; HoRATIAN
SATTRE; TNVECTTVE; JUVENALTAN SATTRE; LAMPOON; LUCILIAN SATIRE;

MENIPPEAN SATIRE; UTOPIA.
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satyr play

satire bernesque A type of satire (q.r.) named after the Italian poet
Berni $49o-l135). Its main feature is grotesque caricature of manners,
in which paradox, fantasy and bizarre comparisons are the com-
monest elements.

satirical comedy A form of comedy (q.r.), usually dramatic, whose
purpose is to expose, censure and ridicule the follies, vices and short-
comings of society, and of individuals who represent that society. It is
often closely akin to burlesque, farce and comedy of manners (qq.o.).
Some of the best and eadiest examples of sadrical comedy are to be
found in the plays of Aristophanes, especially his Acharnians, Knights,
Clouds, Wasps, Birds, Frogs and Lysistrata.ln English literature classic
examples of the genre are Ben Jonson's Volpone (t6o6) and The
Alchemist (r5ro); Sheridan's Tbe Scboolfor Scandal (rZZil;Shaw's The
Doctor's Dilemma (t9o6). Apart from Aristophanes and Jonson, the
supreme exponent of satirical comedy in the theatre is Molibre, as in
Les Pricieuses ridi.cules $659); Le Misanthrope (t666); Le Mddecin
malgrd lui $666); Tartffi (t66fi; L'Avare Q66); Le Bourgeois
Gentilbomme ft67o); Le Malad,e imaginaire G6Z). Other such works
include Machiavelli's Mandragok (c. rSzo); Gogolb The Goverwnent
Inspector (r836); Benavente's Gente conocida Q896), La noche del
sd.6ado (t9ol), Los intereses creados (tyoil; Kanin's Born Yesterd.ay
(tg+6); and Sartre's Nehrassov (rg5y). Since the Second \florld War
there have been Nigel Dennis's Cards of ldentity Gyt6), The Making
of Moo (tgSil and August for the People Q96r); Alan Bennetr's Forty
Years On Q968); Tom Stoppard's Jurnpers (ryZz) and Dirty Linen

b gZ 6); David Hare's Te etb' n' Smile s b gZ ); David Mamet's American
Buffalo OgZ) md Ghngarry Glen Ross (1983); Michael Frayn's
Liberty Hall (t9V9); David Hare and Howard Brentont Praoda
(tgSl); and Caryl Churchill's Serioas Money (rg8).

satura See serrne.

Saturnian meter An early Latin meter chiefly used by. Livius
Andronicus and Naevius, and so called because Roman writers related
it to the age of Saturn. There are about r5o examples of it. til(hether it
was scanned accentually or by quantity is not certain.

satyr play The Greek tragic poet was expected to present four plays at
once: three tragedies (whether a trilogy or not) and a saryr play, which
came as a kind of after-piece (q.v.).It was a form of burlesque (q.v.)
in which a mythical hero (perhaps the hero of the foregoing tragedies)
was presented as a ridiculous personage with a chorus of satyrs,
perhaps led by Silenus. The satyrs were creatures that were half man
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and half goat, or half man and half horse, and bore prominent, erect
phalluses. In Greek art and pottery satyri were often depicted thus;
and the goat has for centufies been regarded as a symbol of lust. The
satyr plays were ribald in speech and action as well as in costume, and
their dramatic function was clearly a form of comic relief (q.o.) after
matters of high seriousness. Such a play had the effect of 'earthing' an
audience, so to speak, after it had had the exalting spiritual experience
of tragedy. It was a reaffirmation of the senses and of the sensual plea-
sures of life. Their origin is obscure, though Aristotle contends that
tragedy developed out of the satyric. It is possible that the satyr play
first formed part of the tragic contest instituted by Pisistratus at the
festival of Dionysus.

There were a great many satyr plays. Aeschylus is believed to have
written 9o plays altogether, including about 20 saryr plays. Sophocles's
output is believed to have been rz3 plays all told, including perhaps

30 satyr plays. And Euripides probably wrote 8o plays, r I of which
were satyr plays. Ve may conclude that we have lost over 6o satyr
plays in all. As to what became of them there has been much specula-
tion. Perhaps they were destroyed/repressed for socio-political
reasons; or perhaps they were destroyed/repressed during the early
centuries of Christian culture. Tony Harrison, in his introduction to
his play The Tracleers of Oxyrbynchzs (publ. g9o), suggests that the
laner reason may be the relevant one when he writes:'The unease that
is felt and has long been felt at the idea of the bloated celebrant fol-
lowing hard on the heels of the sufferer, has been responsible, along
with natural oblivion, for the loss of these plays . . .'

Pratinas and Aeschylus were regarded as the masters of the form.
Only one play survives complete, namely the Cyclops of Euripides. In
rp7 Grenfell and Hunt, the Oford classical scholars and papyrolo-
gists, while excavating a rubbish mound at Oxyrhynchus (a former
town about roo miles south of modern Cairo) discovered fragments
of Sophocles's satyr play the lcbneutai.It comprises about 4oo lines.

In ry87 Tony Harrison's remarlcable play Tbe Trachers of
Oxyrhyncbrr was presented at Delphi. This is based on Sophocles's
Ichneutai. and is a free adaptation and development (in verse) of its
ideas and themes in such e w^y as to give them contemporary rele-
vance. In r99xc it was performed at the National Theatre, London.

There is no connection of any kind berween satyric drama and satire
(q.v.); or, apparently, bet'ureen it and Greek comedy. See rsrRALoct.

saudosismo A Portuguese term for a blend of pantheism and the cult
of the Portuguese sentiment saudade or 'yearning'. The movernent,
such as it was, to which the term refers was initiated shortly before
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the First tUforld \Uflar by Teixeira de Pascoais (1878-1952). It was
inspired by a kind of mystical nationalism and was retrogressive in that
it harked back to folklore, fantasy and national myth. Neither realis-
tic nor rational, it promoted the bizarre idea that a'new world' would
emerge under the leadership of Portugal, and was so far out of touch
with realiry that its more eccentric advocates actually thought that
King Sebastian (killed in Morocco in ry78) was destined to return and
lead Pornrgal to greatness in the putative new era. The poet Fernando
Pessoa (r885-r93y) was closely associated with it and his collection of
poems Mensagem (rgl+) expressed some of the cult's fundamental
yearnmgs.

savoyard In the r 8th c. natives of Savoy (near Lake Geneva) were well
known as itinerant musicians with hurdy-gurdy and monkey. Today
the term is more likely to denote a devotee of Gilbert and Sullivan
operas, for which, in r88r, D'Oyly Carte built the Savoy Theatre in
London. He opened it with a production of Patience.

scansion (L scandere, 'to climb') The analysis of the metrical pafferns
of verse. It includes the arrangement of accented and unaccented syl-
lables into metrical feet and the grouping of lines according to the
number of feet. Also, the classification of stanza according to rhyme
scheme and the number of lines per stanza.

There are three basic methods of scanning English verse: graphic,
musical and acoustic. The graphic is the most commonly used. The
conventional symbols are: X or lv to denote a syllable which is
unstressed (or short); / or - to denote a stressed (or long) syllable; I to
indicate a foot division; ll to indicate a caesura (q.rr.).

\Uirhen scanning, the normal practice is to mark in the stressed and
unsressed syllables according rc the natural emphasis in the words.
Thus, this first stanza from Kingsley Amist Beowalf reads:

56, ll b5red with drig6ns, ll hE l6y d5wn t6 sldep,
L6cking fdr gobd ll his m{ssive ho'ard 6f w6rds
(Discriss ind fllistrite), ll f6rg6tting n6w
ThE h6pe 5f herathEns, ll mriddlEd thotughts 6n fdte.

Scansion helps to reveal rhythm and gives the reader a representation
of the 'tune'underlying and supporting the words.

Stanzaic structure may be analysed by indicating the rhyme scheme
in letters and the number of feet per iine in the numbers. For example,
the following stanza from Thomas Hood's A Refleuion:

'When 
Eve upon the first of Men

The apple press'd with specious cant,
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Oh, what a thousand pities then
That Adam was not Adamant.

may be notated thus: abab - x+[+^+S+.
Some prosodists prefer musical symbols, using eighth for unstressed

syllables and quarter or half notes for stressed syllables. Caesuras may
be indicated by musical rests of varying lengths. The acoustic method
has been developed by linguists using the kymograph and the oscillo-
graph. A small minority prefer to indicate rhythmical movements and
sound units by wevy lines and brackets. .lee roor; METER; spRUNG
RITYTHM.

Scapigliatura Derived from the Italian word scoPigliati, 'dishevelled',

it refers to a group of artists and writers who flourished in Milan and
Turin in the r86os. They led an excessively Bohemian life and rebelled
against prevailing literary and artistic modes and conventions. Their
vitality and experimental approach had a considerable influence on the
immediate course of Italian literature.

scatology (Gk'dung knowledge') In pathology, diagnosis
of the faeces. As a literary term, used occasionally for
bawdy literature. See row coMEDy; poRNocRAprly.

scattered rhyme See RHYMT.

scazon .See cnorrerrasus.

scenario An outline of a theatrical or cinematic work,
sequence of scenes, the characters involved and so forth.

by a study
obscene or

giving the

scene A sub-division of ^n act (q.".) in a play or an opere or other
theatrical entertainment.

scDne i faire French for'obligatory scene' (q.v.).

Schauerroman (G 'shudder novel') The German equivalent of the
Gothic novel (q.".) in English and related to the horror story Q.a.).'Shudder' because it is a spine-chiller which gives you 'the shivers'. .9ee
also rttrrr,R- uND nAunrnnouers.

Schauspiel (G 'spectacle, sight') A term f.or any public performance
or visual entertainment. More specifically it denotes t play which is
neither comedy nor tragedy (qq.rt.) but which is a serious play whose
resolution is positive and hopeful or optimistic. It does not end
with the death of the hero or heroine. The term was first used for
the performance of a stage play by Niklaus Manuel (r484-ry3o).
During the r8th c. it acquired its modern sense. Examples of a
Schaaspiel are Goethe's lphigenie auf Tauris (tZZg), Schiller's Die
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Riiuber (r78e) and Brecht's Leben des Galilei (rg+).See alsa DRAME;
TRAGI-COMEDY.

Schelmenroman The German term for picaresque novel (q.".\.

Schicksalstragtidie (G'fate/destiny tragedy') A form of tragedy (q.v.)
which had some vogue in Germany early in the rgth c. In such a play
the hero or heroine (in some instances a complete family) was driven
towards crime or destruction by a kind of fate or nemesis from which
there was no escape. The sequence of tragic events might be the result
of some crime. The victims might be destroyed on a parricular fated
day or through af.ated/fatal weapon (or both). The sombre and doom-
laden quality of these plays owes something to Greek tragedy, the
Gothic novel (q.".) and to the more bizarre extrevagances of Gothic
type romances. Crime and its disastrous consequences were themes
that were to become of increasing interest to writers during the rgth
c., as may be seen in a variety of ficdon (e.g. Newgare fiction and the
detective story qq.rr.). The first example of Scbicksalstragiidie is gen-
erally believed to be Moritz's Blunt, oder der Gast (t78r). Later came
Zacharias \flerner's D er zt ie r un dzan an z ig st e F e b r uar ( r 8 o6). Others are
Der neunundzwsanzigsre (r8r5) by Adolf Miillner and his Die Scbuld
(r8r5). Baron von Houwald wrote Das Bild (r8zr), Die Heimkebr
(r8zr) and Der Leuchtturrn (r8zr). Grillparzer's Die Abnfran (1816)
has also been regarded as afate tragedy. After the r8zos this form of
drama fell into desuetude.

Schliisselroman A German term for a'key novel' or rornan h clef. See
LrvRE A cr.nr.

scholasticism The teachers of the liberal arts in the medieval schools
were known as doctores scholastici; theologians and philosophers were
also so called. Scholasticism now refers, loosely, to the methods and
matter of theological and philosophical thought in the Middle Ages.
St Thomas Aquinas, Duns Scotus, Peter I ombard and Albernrs
Magnus were all scholastics - the principal luminaries in an exceptional
constellation of metaphysicians. The influence of scholasticism since
the Middle Ages has been enormous, and its spirit has been kept alive
in more recent times by T. E. Hulme,Jacques Maritain, Etienne Gilson
and Gabriel Marcel. See also HUMANTsM; RENArssANcE.

school The term may be applied to a group of writers who combine as
an influential unit and who are broadly agreed on rhe principles upon
which their work should be based. Sometimes the principles are pub-
lished as a manifesto (4.o.). A school may produce a movement whose
influence spreads to several countries. Schools are usually shortlived
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their fenilizing irnpact may last many years, especially when

principles which guided them have been of a revolutionary

naruie. Vell-known examples of literary schools are: the Pl6iade,

the Gottinger Dichterbund, the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood, the

Parnassians, the school of Spenser and the Bloomsbury Group (qq.v.).

school drama A term applied to an academic and educational genre of

plays which were written by scholars and performed by schoolboys.

Eaily in the r 5th c. there was a great deal of dramatic activity in schools

and colleges in England. In c. rttS Ralph Roister Doister was written

by Nicholas Udall or Uvedale, headmaster of 
'Westminster, 

and per-

formed by the boys of the school. In r 566 Gammer Garton's Needle,

of uncertain authorship, was acted at Christt College, Cambridge. The

tradition of the annual school play very probably derives from school

drama. One of the best known examples is the annual Greek play at

Bradfield. Originally the plays were in Latin; then the vernacular was

used more and more. The Jesuits, above all, were responsible for the

popularization of this form in Europe and were the maior influence in

the rTth c.; Jesuit drama (q.v.) is a genre of its own. See AcADEMTc

DRAMA; JESUIT DRAMA.

school of Spenser A group of English poets who, in the earlier part of

the rTth c., were considerably under the influence of Edmund Spenser.

The main poets were: Browne, \flither, Giles and Phineas Fletcher, and

the Scots Drummond of Hawthornden and Sir I7illiam Alexander. In

imagery, meter and diction, as well as in theme and subject matter, they

were imitators of Spenser.

Schiittelreim (G 'jolting verse') The German equivalent of the

Spoonerism (q.v.), which depends for its comic effect on the transPo-

sition or 'jolting' of initial letters.

Schwank A German term for an anecdote or tale in a rather simple

literary form. They became popular in the late Middie Ages and

proliferated in collections after the invention of printing. Hans Sachs

composed meny in verse. The jest book (q.v.) is an example. Schailinke

are by no means extinct.

Schwellvers A German term for what are known as expanded lines in

OE alliterative verse (q.".). The verse 'swells'when the normal metri-

cal scheme is departed from and extra syllables and words are Put in.

In these lines from the OE poem The Seafarer the last three are clearly

different from the first two, which are in the basic meter:

SE gestapelade
Eorpan scdatas

st$e grundas,
and fiprodor.

but
the
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Dol bip sE pe him his Dryhten ne ondraedep: cumed him sE deaO

_ unpinged.
Eadig bio se pe Eapm6d leo{a6: cymed him s€o dr of heofonum:
Meotod him paet mod gestapelad, for pon hE in his meahte

gelffed.

science fiction A science fiction story is a narrative (usually in prose)
of short story novelh or novel (qq.r.) length. As to what it is about,
this is not easily classifiable. Such stories are about an emazingvariety
of things, topics, ideas. They include trips to other worlds, quests, rhe
exploration of space, visits to other planets and interplanetary warfare.
Some SF stories are concerned with utopia (q.".) and utopist visions,
and also with dystopia. Others are ser in the future but are not utopian.
Still others are set in the past. Many have a conremporary setring which
is somehow influenced by the arrival or invasion of alien beings (alien-
ation in various ways is a common theme) or by some invention which
profoundly alters normaliry. They are also concerned with techno-
logical change and development, wirh scientific experiment, with
social, climatic, geological and ecological change. Some are concerned
with supernatural forces and agencies. They are often fantastic, though
they may be rooted in reality. They stretch the imagination.

The term 'science fiction' was first used, it seems, in r8y r, the year
of the Great Exhibition, in lVilliam rWilson's A Little Eamest Booh
upon a Great Old Subjecf. Having cited Thomas Campbell's remark
that 'Fiction in Poetry is not the reverse of truth, but her soft and
enchanting resemblance', \Tilson goes on to say: 'Now this applies
especially to Science-Fiction, in which the revealed truths of Science
may be given, interwoven with a pleasant srory which itself may be
poetical and true. . .'

There have been many other definitions of this particular mode of
fiction, including two by one of the acknowledged experrs - Brian
Aldiss (tgrt- ), author of. Billion Year Spree (rgn), which was later
expanded and updated in the sequel Trillion Year Spree (t986). Aldiss
defines thus: 'science fiction is the search for a definition of mankind
and his status in the universe which will stand in our advanced but
confused state of knowledge (science) and is characteristically cast in
the Gothic or post-Gothic mode.' He also defines it more succinctly
as 'Hubris clobbered by nemesis'.

New science fiction titles are published by the hundred each year
and they are bought and read by the million. It is so diversified a mode,
has such a range of form and contenq rhaq ultimately it eludes
definition. AsJohnson said of light (ro April ry76): "We all knoat what
light is; but it is not easy to tell what it is.'
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The term was eventually put into circulation in the late Igzos by

Hugo Gernsback $894-1967), who had originally coined the word
'sciJndfiction'.'science fiction' gradually replaced the term'scientific
romance', and science Gction is quite often categorized as'speculative
fiction'.

The ancestors of modern science fiction are many and various and

they reveal, among other things, mankind's remarkable need and

capacity for inventing'alternative worlds'. Myth, legend, travellers'

tales, the eschatological order. . . all have made their contributions.
There are domains, realms, cities, islands, never-never lands, cloud-

cuckoo lands, castles in Spain, lands of Cockaigne, utopias and

dystopias. In their Dictionary of Imaginary Pkces (r98r) Alberto

Manguel and Gianni Guadalopi listed and described about a thousand

such microcosms, some not so small. 
'$[hether, 

fundamentally, this

propensity and capacity for alternative worlds rePresent an expression

of dissatisfaction with the world men and women actually live in and

on is a debatable issue.
Notable predecessors of modern science fiction are too numerous

to list in full. An early example is the Vera Historia or'True History'
(c. en r 5o) of Lucian of Samosata, a parody (q.a.) of the tall stories
(q.o.) of adventure presented as truth by former historians. The hero

of this worh vtsits the moon and the sun and is involved in interplan-

etary warfare. The 'vision literature' of the Middle Ages was very

popular and widespread in Europe. It is about the exploration of meta-

physical worlds: heaven, hell and purgatory. Especially hell, largelp
' one suspects, because it was more interesting and, anyway, \ras easier

to describe. Trips to the abode of the damned (and conducted tours

therein) were, in some cases, an early form of horror story (q.a.), and

were forerunners of a later kind of 'scientific romance'. Gradually the

attraction of such escapist tales palled, to be replaced by utopianism.

Thomas More's Utopia was published in r 5 16 and was to be a kind of

prototype of all sons of utopia and utopian schemes, plus adventure

qu.rtr, including expeditions into sPace. For instance, Francis

Godwin's The Man in the lv{oone: or, A Discourse of a Voyage Thitber

by Domingo Gonsales Q$8), John Vilkins's Discwery of a Neu.t

Wortd in the Moone (r53S) and the fantastic stories of Cyrano de

Bergerac, namely Histoire comique des 6tats et emPires d,e k Lane

Q6y6) and Histoire comique des 6tats et empires du Soleil (165r). In

fi68 Margaret Cavendish, Duchess of Newcasde, published Tbe

Descviption of a Neat World, called The Bkzing World - an extraor-

dinary \U7ellsian fantasy in the course of which the Duchess advanced

the then improbable idea that mankind might be ruled by a non-

human, animal 'intelligence'. Other ryth c. curiosities among the
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'ancestors' are Kepler's Sornnium Q6y), also concerned with lunar
exploration; and a guided tour of heaven somewhat in the medieval
tradition of vision literature in the form of Kircher's ltinerarium
Exstaticum (t656).In this the author uses Virgil as a guide. To have a
guide had been standard practice in medieval grand tours of heaven,
hell and purgatory.

The rSth c. was no less fecund in the creation of other worlds and
fictional voyages of discovery. Two key works were Swift's Gullioer's
Traoels Q7z6) and Defoe's Robinson Crusoe (tZry). These two books
were to have a profound and long-lasting influence on fiction in
general. Robinson Crusoe was the prototype of a genre of novel sub-
sequendy described as desert island fiction (q.".) and was the progen-
itor of the Robinsonade (q.t.). There were scores of imitations in
Europe during the next two hundred years. Less well known adven-
ture stories of the r8th c. are Ludwig Holberg's A toumey to tbe
World, Und,erground, published in ry4r (he wrote it in Latin under
the title Nicoki Klimii lter Subtertaneum), Robert Paltock's The Life
and Adventwres of Peter Vilhins OZSI) and Ralph Morris's The Life
and Astonishing Adaentures of Jobn Daniel (rZSi.By this stage the
novel of adventure and the travel book (qq.r.) were well established
as separate genres. Voltaire's Candide (rZSg),a philosophical and satir-
ical adventure story was a combination of both. By this srage, too,
there had been a number of utopian fantasies - and many were to
follow.

A key work - perhaps the key work - in the evolution of science
fiction was Mary Shelley's Franhenstelz (r8r8). The long-term effect
of this novel has been extraordinary. Franhenstein is a completely ori-
ginal work, an innovation. The anonymous, identikit monster created
by Dr Frankenstein is the product of scientific research, knowledge
and skills. The doctor imparts life to a composite being constructed
from bits of corpses. The scientific experiment goes disastrously
vrrong and Frankenstein rejects his creation. That is the basis of the
fiction but it is about many other things as well.

Frankensterz produced countless imitations and variations. It was
almost immediately dramatized (and continued to be until the films of
the r93os). Since then the monster has been inseparably associated
with the name of Boris Karloff - a gende and humane man whose prin-
cipal interest was cricket, a game about which he was deeply knowl-
edgeable. During r8o or so years the Frankenstein story has taken
secure hold on the popular imagination, but it is perhaps unfortunate
that Mary Shelley did not give the monster a name; many who know
the basic story but have not read the book refer to itlhim as
Frankenstein.
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During the rgth c. a number of other writers showed a predilection

for the scientific romance, akin to what we might now loosely describe

as science fiction. M"ry Shelley wrote a much less well known book,

The Last Man (1826), there were yet more utopian novels, the

influence of the Gothic novel became pervasive, and Edgar Allan Poe

published a number of stories in which one can see him feeling his

way towards a science fiction mode. Examples are: The Conversation

of Eiros and Charmion, Tbe Unparalleled Adoentures of One Hans

Pfaall,The Balloon-Hoax, Mellonta Tauta andThe Colloquy of Monos

and Una.
By the mid-r9th c. (Poe died in 1849), one could say that science

fiction was on the move; things were happening, so to speak. In an

entry in their Joamal (for 16 July r8y5) the Goncourt brothers
(Edmond and Jules) displayed remarkably asnrte prescience in com-

menting on'a new literary world pointing to the literature of the swen-

tieth century. Scientific miracles, fables on the Pattern A + B; a

clear-sighted, sickly literature. No more Poetry but analytic fantasy

. . . Things playing a more important part than people. . .'

The ever popular Jules Verne (r828-r9o;), who was considerably

influenced by Poe, made a major conffibution to a new kind of fiction

which combined adventure and exploration and the popularization of

science. Immensely prolific, he is now best remembered f.or Voyage au

centre de k tene (1864), Vingt miJle lieaes soas les mers (1869) and Le

Tour du monde en qudtre'vingts jours (rSZl). A major part of Verne's

success was his ability to make scientific expeftise plausible.

Something of a landmark in the evolution of new kinds of fiction

was Colonel Chesney's The Battle of Dorhing (r87r), an account of

an imaginary invasion of England. This produced many imitations of

the war-scare kind. The First V'orld \flar pretty well put an end to that

kind of fiction, but not entirely. In ry78 General SirJohn Hackett pub-

lished The Third World War, which was a best-seller. Such fiction is

of only marginal importance in terms of the development of SF.

Three minor writers (now seldom read) who experimented with

scientific romance at the nlrn of the rgth c. were M. P. Shiel

Q865-r94fl, tilfilliam Hope Hodgson $877-t9fi) andJ. D. Beresford.

One of Shiel's first books was The Yellow Danger (1898), a furure

warlinvasion story (for his generation'the yellow peril'was a realis-

tic threat). He followed this with The Purple Cload (r9or), The Lord

of the Sea $9o1, Tbe Last Miracle (t9o6) and, much later, The YouTtB

Men are Coming (tgZ).Hodgson is now best remembered for his

visionary allegory @.".) The House on tlte Borderland (r9o8) and also

The Nigbt Land, $9rz). Beresford wrote The Hampdenshire Wonder
(tgrz). Kipling, Ouida and Arthur Conan Doyle all wrote stories
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which showed they were ewtre of other possibilities apaft frorn tra-
ditional realism (q.".) in fiction. Doyle's Tbe Lost World (r9rz) is an
obvious example. Grant Allen wrote The Bitisb Barbariam (r89y), a
story about a scientist from the furure working as an anthropologist
in England. In Germany Kurt Lasswitz published a remarkable novel
called Auf zarci Pkneten A\gil about Martians.

In the r89os H. G. \fells, one of the great originators of science
ficdon ideas - many of which have been refashioned by other writers
since - made his impact on the world with such stories as The Time
Machine (r8gl), The WonderfnlVisit (r8lt), Tbe Isknd of Dr Moreau
(r895), Tbe War of the Worlds (rS98) and the First Men in the Moon
(r9or). Vells was prophetic and showed the way to many possibilities
in SF. He had the advantage of being a trained scientist with a pro-
found understanding of scientific matters (he prophesied the atom
bomb and lived to see it a realiry).

Edgar Rice Burroughs (r87y-r9to) was also an important figure at
the beginning of the zoth c. Apart from inventing Tarzan and all
those adventure stories, he wrote many interplanetary fantasies and
popularized his own brand of SF in the early pulp (q.".\ magazines.
Edgar l(allace ft875-t932), better known for his contribudon to the
thriller (q.o.), also wrote SF (e.g. The Day of Uniting,' t926, and
Pknetoid rz7, r9z9), and shonly before he died was responsible for
the screenplay for one of the most notable science fiction film suc-
cesses - King Kong.

The First Vorld \$V'ar affected everyone in Britain to a greater or
lesser degree, not least the creators of futuristic scientific romance.
There was a steadily burgeoning idea (and even a conviction) that
another world war would spell the end of civilization and that
mankind was approaching irreversible disaster leading to another
epoch of barbarianism. This would be the ultimate horror story. More
or less concurrent with this idea was another - that the terminus post
qtrern catastrophe/holocaust/Armageddon, etc. might somehow lead
to the establishment of a new race of human beings; or, that, because
mankind was on the brink of comprehensive disaster, a 'new race'
would be desirable. A further instance of alternative worlds. These
were dominant ideas between the wars. After the Second \ilorld \[ar
the advent of the nuclear/hydrogen bomb age and the increasing pos-
sibility that the whole world might be written off by a lunatic mega-
lomaniac or even by mere carelessness or inefficiency inspired spates
of post-nuclear disaster fantasies, and for years tens of thousands of
schoolboys read the stuff avidly and indulged their speculative povrers
on such themes in their weekly compositions. The spectre of the roo-
megaton'bomb'cast an enormous shadow for some twenty years. By
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the r98os the fact that a single submarine in the Irish Sea had enough
nuclear firepower in its missiles to wipe out all the maior cities of
Europe was taken entirely for granted and hardly raised an eyebrow.

In the inter-war period not a few British authors wrote books con-
cerned with the effects of a new war. Notable examples are Edward
Shanks's People of the Ruins (r9zo), Cicely Hamilton's Theodore
Savage $9zz) and H. G. Vellsb Tbe Sbape of Tbings to Come (rgll\.

The idea of a new race, a new species of humanity, was developed
by a number of writers, and principally by Olaf Stapledon (1886-

ryto). He introduced an ethical and philosophical element - almost a

mystical element - to his extraordinary scientific romances, which

display a cosmic vision et once grand, spectacular and despairing. His

rwo main books were Last and First Men Qyo) - a history of man's
descendants over some billions of years - and Star Maher $y7). He

also wrote Odd tohn (tgl), Siius (rg++), Tbe Fkmes (tg+) and A
Man Diaided (t95o). Other writers to explore comparable themes
about the furure of man were E. V. Odle in The Clockamh Man

Qg4),John GloaginTomonoat\ Yesterday (tgfo), M. P. ShielinThe
Young Men are Coming and J. D. Beresford in What Drearns May

C o m e . . . ( r g + r ) .
By the r92os utopianvisions were unfashionable. Dystopianvisions

began to replace them. For example, Ztmyttin's We (r9zo-zr) and

Muriel Jaeger's Tbe Qaestion Mark (tgrl). Later, in 1932, came
Aldous Huxley's Brave New World: a brilliantly witty and deeply
depressing picture of a possible future society in a book whose pop-

ulariry has remained undiminished after more than sixty years. From

the late rg4os onwards there u/as to corne a succession of anti-utopian
. or dystopian fictions which examined various kinds of repressive

r6gimes. George Orwell's Nineteen Eighty-Four Gy+g) remains
the most famous. Other notable instances . ars H. F. Fleard's
Doppelgangers $94fl; B. n'. Skinnert Walden Tan $948); George R.

Stewart's Earth Abides (tg+g); Kurt Vonnegut's Pkyer Piano (rg1r);

David Karp's One $9g), a most sinister depiction of a totalitarian
system; Evelyn 

'Waugh's 
Loae dmong the Ruins (tglf); Pohl and

Kornbluth's The Space Merchants (tgS); Ray Bradbury's Fabrenheit

4t r Ggfi); Anthony Burgess's A Clochworh Orange $962) and The

Wanting Seed $962); Harry Harrison's Mahe Roorn! Make Rootn!
(t966);lmes Blish and Norman L. Knight's ATonent of Faces Og6Z);

John Brunner's Stand on Zanzibar Q968); and Philip K. Dick's Flow

My Tears, the Policeman Said bgl). Some of these novels are con-

cerned with the nightmare of overcrowding on an over-populated
planet.
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In the r92os scientific romance in America received a big boost
through magazines and through the popularity of, for example, Edgar
Rice Burroughs's space fiction stories, or space operas. Hugo
Gernsback popularized a number of writers through magazines. The
American authors were not much concerned with global catastrophes
or the advantages of a 'new' bomo sapiens, pariy, no doubt, because
the American continent had not been affected by the First \7orld \flar.
They were rnore interested in new technologies and interplanetary
travel. Much of it was pulp literature in the full pejorative sense. In
shoft, it was often naive trash.

During the r93os and r94os American science fiction continued to
be confined to the magazines, but gradually it became more intellec-
tual and sophisticated. This was largely due to the impact of John \fl.
Campbell, a third-rate writer but a fine editor. He took over the mag-
azine Astounding in ry37 and edited it for thirty-four years. It was he
who recruited such writers as Isaac Asimoq Robert A. Heinlein,
Clifford D. Simak, Theodore Sturgeon, A.E. van Vogt and Fritz
Leiber.

Asimov, prodigiously prolific, has been a dominant figure for nearly
frfty years and has written a wide variety of 6ction. His early stories
were the three-volume Foundation series (r942-yo), which came out
in book form in rgyr-3. In r9;r he published what has become a
classic collecdon: I, Robot. He followed with science fiction detective
stories such as The Car:es of Steel (tg1d and Tbe Nahed Snn (t956),
plus robot stories in the collection Tbe Bicentennial Man and Other
Stories OgZ6). Other novels include The Cunents of Space $912),The
End of Etemity (rg1), The Gods Tbemsehtes (t97r), Foundation's
Edge (1982), Tbe Robots of Daatn $9\) and Robots and Empires
(tg8l). Robert A. Heinlein began his long career in the pulp maga-
zines in rg3g. Many of those stories were collected in The Past througb
Tornorrow $96il. He has written numerous novels, including Double
Star (t916), the furure war story Starship Troopers (rg;g) and Stranger
in a Strange Land (t96r). A. E. van Vogt wrote several distinguished
short stories and memorable novels, including Skn (t94o), Tbe
Weapon Sbrps of Isber (t94t), The World of Null-A Gg+) and its
sequel The Paams of Null-A (rg+8-g).Among Simak's best known
books is Way Statinn (tg6).One of Sturgeon's best early novels is
More than Human $9g). Leiber's two outstanding novels are The
Big Time (tgtS) end Tbe Wanderer Gg6+).

Science fiction became even more popular in America with the
arrival of paperbacks. Many short stories were still written, but
the novel (and series of novels) attrarcted writers more and more. The
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American modes of science fiction became dominant in Britain and
elsewhere during the r9;os.

In Britain, C. S. Lewis had already made highly individual contri-
butions in the late r93os with Out of the Silent Phnet (1938) and
Perehndra (rglg) - which he followed with That Hideous Strengtb

Gg+).This trilogy has remained immensely popular.J. R. R.Tolkien's
The Lord of tbe Rings (tgf +-) was read avidly by SF buffs, but
whether or not it is science fiction, however that flexible term is inter-
preted, is debatable. Perhaps it is scientific romance. In the rgtos John
\flyndham published a series of highly original books which combined
elements of the old-fashioned romance with those of more modern
science ficdon. He depicted ordinary people exposed to weird and ter-
rifying circumstances which involve a desperate struggle for survival.
His main and continuously popular novels are The Day of the Triffids
( r 9 t r ), Tb e Kraken Wahes (, g S ), Th e C hry salids Q 9 5 ), Tb e M idaich
Cnchoos (tgsil and Tbe Trouble with Lichen (196o). Even more suc-
cessful was Arthur C. Clarke, whose early work showed the influence
of Olaf Stapledon. Clarke made his name with ChiJdbood's End (rglr)
and The City and the Stars (rgS6).Other notable books have been
Rendezoous uitb Rama (rgl), Imperial Earth $97) and The
Fountains of Paradise GgZil. He is particularly associated with 2oor:
A Space Odyssey (1963) and zoro: Space Odyssey Tan (t982), from
which spectacular films were made. Apart from writing the brilliant
and encyclopaedically knowledgeable surveys of SF already men-
tioned - Billion Year Spree and Trillion Year Spree - Brian Aldiss has
made an outstanding contribution to British SF with a series of adven-
turous novels and many short stories. His first two main books were
Non-Stop (tglS) and Greybeard (t964). Gradually his work became
more and more varied; for example, Hothouse (196z), Report on
Probabiliry A (t968) and Barefoot in the Head Gg6g). His most ambi-
tious and inventive work was the trilogy Helliconia Spring (1982),
Helliconia, Summer (tgSl) and Helliconia Winter (rg8l).J. G. Bdlard
has been scarcely less inventive and original. A specialist in the cata-
strophic, his early novels were The Droamed World (196z), The
Drought (tg6) andThe Crystalworld (1966). He followed these with
the 'fragmented novels' The Atrocity Exhibition (rgzo) and the novel
Crash (tgl).His short stories, collected in Tbe Four-Dimensional
Nightmare (rg6i and The Terminal Beach (tg6+), are generally
regarded as among the best in science fiction.

Basically, since the r9tos, American authors have dominated the
scene - in their dozens. Here there is space to mention only a handful.
For example, Paul Anderson, who wrote Brainwase (tg1d and, much
later,Tan Zero (t97o); Alfred Beston, author of The Demolished Man
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GgS;) andThe Stars My Destinatinn Q956); Clifford Simak, author of
Ring around the Sun (t952) and Time and, Again (rglr); Kornbluth,
author of Wolfbane Q9y9), who collaborated with Frederik Pohl
to write the famous story The Space Mercbants. Pohl also wrote
a number of successful novels in the r97os and r98os - namely, Man
Plus (1976), Gateany (tgZ), tem Q97), Beyond the Blue Esent
Horizon (r98o) and Tbe Years of tbe City $985). A classic SF novel
is r$(/alter M. Millert A Canticle for Leiboatitz (196o). Among James
Blish's best achievements wereTbe Frozen Year $957), Cities in Fligbt

UgZo), A Case of Conscience $958) and Tbe Day after Judgment
OgZt). Ray Bradbury wrote many shon stories, a number with science
fiction themes, which have been published in various collections. Two
of his best known works arc The Martian Cbronicles (r95o) and
Fahrenheit 4t r. Three of Robert Sheckley's most famous books are A

loumey beyond Tomorrow (tg6J), Dimension of Miracles (1968) and
Drarnocles (1983). Robert Silverberg was also proli6c; some of his best
books are Nigbtwings Q967), Dounward to tbe Earth (t97o), A Time
of Cbanges Q97r) and Dying Inside (tgZz).

The ry7o.s saw many more women writers attempting science
fiction. For example, Alice Sheldon, Anne McCaffrey, Kate Vilhelm,
Kit Reed, Josephine Saxton, Marion Zimmer Bradley Vonda
Mclntyre, Suzy Mckee Charnas, Joan Vinge, Pamela Sargent and
Ursula Le Guin. Ursula Le Guin has been pafticularly successful and
highly regarded. Some of her best known works are Tbe Eartbsea
Trilogy (1968-72), The Left Hand of Darhness (t969) and The
Dispossessed, $97$.

New developments in science fiction took place in the mid-r96os
and many of these have been attributed to the so-called new wave
under the influence of Michael Moorcock, who took over the impor-
tant magazine Neat Worlds in ry64. Moorcock wrote some outstand-
ing books, especially his series about J.rry Cornelius. His tetralogy
comprising The Final Programme (t968), A Cure for Cancer (r97t\,
The English Assassin (rgZz) and Tbe Condition of Muzak Q977) was
particularly highly thought of. Moorcock regarded \Xzilliam Burroughs
as a kind of archetype for a new kind of science fiction. The American
Harlan Ellison had some effect on the'new wave' in his anthologies
begun withDangerous Visions Gg6il. Ellison also wrote some notable
short stories, such as I Have No Mouth and I Must Sseam (t96) and
A Boy and His Dog $96). There were many nevr experimental
writers. Among them we should mention particularly: Roger Zelazny,
author of A Rose for Ecclesi.astes $99),Tbe Dream Mash Q966),This
Immortal $966) and Lord of Ligbt (t96il;Philip K. Dick, who wrote
a number of memorable novels, including Tbe Man in tbe Higb Castle
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Q96z), Martian Time-Slip Og6+), Nou Wait for Last Year (1966), Do
Androids Dream of Elearic Sheep? Gg6g) end A Scanner Darhly

QgZil; Thomas M. Disch, author of Camp Concentrdtion $968);
Samuel R. Delaney, author of. Noaa (1968), Dhalgren (rgz) and short
stories collected in the :'itle Diftghss Q97r); John Sladek, who wrote
The Muller-Fohker Effea (tglo); Barry Malzberg, author of Beyond
Apollo (t97r), The Men Inside GgZ) end Herooit's World (tgl);

Frank Herberq who pulished the immensely successful series of
Dune novels in the r96os and r97os; and Kurt Vonnegut, author
of. Slaaghterhoase-S Og6g), which helped to make science fiction
'respectable' on American university campuses.

Professional practitioners of the modern horror story (e.g. Stephen
King) have recendy tended to introduce science fiction elements in

their work. Some writers who have for the most part written fairly tra-
ditional and realistic fiction have also turned to science fiction for
new ideas and techniques. A notable instance is Doris Lessing with
her space fiction series Canopus in Argos: Archioes GgZfS1), which

comprises five novels. Others are Thomas Pynchon, Gore Vidal and

Jeremy Leven. Pynchon's Graoity\ Rainboat GgZi was pafticularly
successful.

scolion A type of Greek lyric poetry. Its etymology and origin are
uncertain, but it seems to have been a kind of drinking song, sung by

choruses and accompanied by a lyre. Tradition ascribes the invention
of the scolion to a famous musician called Terpander, a native of
Lesbos, who lived in the first half of the 7th c. nc.

scop (OE 'jester, one who scoffs') An Anglo-Saxon minstreh also
known as a gleeman. A professional entertainer (poet and singer) of
an ancient and honoured calling.The scopas were the conservers of the
OE oral tradition (q.r.) and they were makers of poetry as well as
reciters. A number of them were members of royal households, like

the skdlds (q.v.). Few are known by name, but in the OE Poem Widsith
'far traveller' we see the scop travelling from court to couft and recit-

ing his lays. The poem Deor 'animal brave' also affords us glimpses of

the scop's life. The art of the scop is still perpetuated by ballad-makers
in many parts of the world, and especially by the guskr (q.t.) in the

South Slav lands. See also Eprc; sAGA; TRouBADoun; rnouvinr.

Scottish Chaucerians The traditional title of a group of Scottish Poets
whose work apparently shows the influence of Chaucer. In fact, the
influence was slight, though it is true that in his poem The Kingis

Quair KingJames I (r394-r a3fl diduse the rhyme royal (q.".) scheme

that Chaucer had used in Tioilus and Criseyde and elsewhere, and
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Robert Henryson (r424?-t5o6?) wrote a fine sequel to Chaucer's
poem in the shape of The Testarnent of Cresseid. Henryson and the
King were two of the main Scottish Chaucerians. The orhers were
rUfilliam Dunbar Q4S6?-tyr3?) and Gawin Douglas (t+lt-t5zz). See
a/so scorrrsH RENArssANcE.

Scottish Enlightenment The term denotes an intellectual movemenr
which originated in Glasgow early in the rSth c. and was thereafter at
its most active in Edinburgh from c. rTto to r8oo. It is mostly associ-
ated with philosophers and scientists, and the leading lights in the
movement had considerable influence in Britain, France and America.
Some of them were: Francis Hutcheson Q694-r745); Thomas Reid

$7r*96); David Hume g7tr76); Adam Smith (r723-9o); Adam
Ferguson ft74-r8l5); and Dugald Stewart (r7y3-r828). See
ENLIGHTENMENT.

Scottish renaissance A movement in Scottish literature which was at
its most active between the wars. Those who belonged to it wished to
revive Scots (or Lallans as it is now called) as a literary language. They
aimed to achieve the revival through the use of regional dialects and
also by harking back to the suyles and traditions of the Scottish poets
of the ryth and r6th c. The principal moving spirit of the movemenr
was Hugh MacDiarmid (1892-1978) - his actual name was C.M.
Grieve - who was politically committed (he was a Communist) and
wanted to re-create Scots as a national language. He also wanted to
reanimate Scottish political and social institutions. By these means
he aimed to counter what he described as the 'English ascendancy'.
Other prominent members of the movement were \filliam Soutar

Q898-r94), Lewis Grassic Gibbon (r9or-3y) and Sorley Maclean
(191196). See also scoTTrsn cHAUcERrANs.

scribe (L scriba,'clerk') A copyist, especially one who copied manu-
script before the invention of printing. In England the term was used
in the rSth c. to denote a secretary or taker of notes. The term also
denotes a public writer, not uncommon in modern society where there
is a high incidence of illiteracy. They may ply for custom on the pave-
ment or in a booth for example. In ry47 in England the editor acted
as a public scribe to illiterate fellow recruits in the army who wanted
to write home. Sometimes journalists describe themselves jokingly as
scribes. See rrecr; ScRTBBLER

Scriblerus Club A club founded c. r7r3 whose principal members were
Pope, Swift, Gay, Congreve, Arbuthnot, Parnell and Lord Oxford. Ir
was so called after an imaginary antiquarian Martinus Scriblerus, a
German of Miinster, who had the reputation of being a man who had
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read almost everything but who had no iudgement at all. He became

the subject of 'memoirs', mostly written by Dr John Arbuthnot, and

published in ry4r. The 'memoirs' were a kind of satire (q.r,.) against
pretentious learning and false tastes.

script (L scviptum,'written') There are five main meanings: (a) the char-

aiters used in a writing system (e.g. cuneiform script); (b) handwrit-
ing; (c) the text of a manuscript; (d) the text of a plry or film or

telivision or radio broadcast; (e) to write a script for a play or film.

See uetuscRlPT.

See rrsrrus; nraornrY/vRrrERlY.

scriptio continua (L 'continuous script') \friting without word-

separation or marks of punctuation, astringoflettersrePresentinga-
stringofsounds. All Vestern writing before the late 7th c. was in

soiptio continadiword-separation was then introduced in lreland, and

over the next century or so spread into the Germanic and Romance
vernaculars, and into Latin. See purcruATroN.

scnPtofiumiptorium (L'writing room') A room in a monastery or abbey which

is devoted to the writing and copying of books.

scripture (L sriptura, 'writing') A sacred text such as
Testament, the New Testament, the Qur'an and the Hindu

Scythians A group of Russian writers and intellecftals led by the

socialist revolutionary Ivanov-Ruzumnik (pseudonym of R. V. Ivanov,

r878-r94) who, with various followers' suPPofted the Bolsheviks in

the ryt7 October Revolution. They stressed the fundamentd differ-

ences between Russia and the \?'est and maintained that the Russians

were not Europeans but Scythians: that is, half Asiatic and half

European. They sought to do aa,ay with European influence and

purge Russia of it. They had mystical beliefs in the nature and furure

of Russia and the Russians, and they gready admired the poetry of

Yesenin (t895-r9z) and Klyuyev (r88y-r937), which presented a

kind of mystical acceptance of the Russian Revolution as the ultimate

destiny of the Russian people. A number of notable writers were

influenced by the Scythians' point of view, including Alexander Blok
(r88er9zr) and Andrei Bely (r88o-r934). See also sLAvoPHrLEs;

\TESTERNERS.

s6adna An Irish syllabic verse form with a quatrain (q.".) stanza of

alternating octosyllabic lines with disyllabic endings, and heptasyl-

labic lines with monosyllabic endings. The second and fourth lines

rhyme. The third line rhymes with the stressed word which precedes
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the final word of the fourth line. In the second couplet there are rwo
crossed rhymes (q.".). Alliteration is also a standard feature of the
form.

sea shanty (F chantez (imperative) 'sing!') Sea shanties were rhe
working songs of sailors aboard the old square-rigged sailing vessels.
Their origins are not known, but it would not be too fanciful to
suppose that sailors have chanted songs to ease their labour since early
times. One can easily imagine the Vikings doing so. The shanty Haul
on the Boailine dates from Tudor times. Most of the best shanties were
recorded in the rgth c., the age of the clippers. Their function was to
co-ordinate group activity and to maintain morale. Their rhythms and
words are therefore dictated by the kind of work being done. Negroes
and Irishmen were particularly good at devising them. Some famous
examples are Hanging lohnny, Blozu the Man Doann, Boney, Haul
Away and Tbe Fair Maid of Amsterdam. See also oxl.:r rRADrrroN.

secentismo (An ltalianism from seicento, 'six hundred' = rTth c.)
Connoting a reaction against classicism and a taste for the elaborate
conceit (q.o.).It was the counterpart of baroque (q.".) and its literary
relations are Gongorism, pr1ciositd and euphuism (qq.o.). In Italian
secentismo is more or less synonymous with Marinism (q.o.) - from
Marino (t169-fizy), who wrote L'Ad.one, a long poem full of
flamboyance and stylistic conceits; a bizarre work in every respect.
Marinism is evident in the work of English writers like Richard
Crashaw and Sir Thomas Browne.

seci A Turkish term for a feature of prose style in which the last words
of a clause or sentence rhyme. The Koran contains a number of exam-
ples of it.

sedoka A Japanese verse form comprising two hatautas (q.v,) with a
syllable count of five, seven, seven, five, seven, seven.

seer One who sees visions of divine things; and, in a broader sense, a
person endowed with precognitive and prophetic powers. Virgil was
credited with the vatic gift because he would seem to have foretold the
birth of Christ in his Fourtb Eclogae:

Ultima Cumaei venit iam carminis aetas;
Magnus ab integro saeclorum nascitur ordo.
Iam redit et virgo .. . (ll. a-6)

('The last age, heralded in Cumean songr is come, and the great march
of the centuries begins anew. Now the Virgin returns . . .')

\(rilliam Blake was often vouchsafed a visionary gleam of the supra-
normal and the divine. H. G. \(ells was a prophet in his writings in a
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more literal sense. One of the most remarkable of all prophetic writers
(at any rate outside the Old Testament) was Nostradamus (ryo3-66),

the Provengal astrologer. His work in verse named Centuries achieved
considerable popularity in his time, and because of the fulfilment of
some of his forecasts of major events in the 2oth c. (e.g. the rise of
Hitler, the assassination of the Kennedys, the flight of yellow men over
London and the death of two Popes in quick succession) his predic-
tions are again under scrutiny.

segrel A Galician term for Castilianiughr, the equivalent of the French
jonglear (q.o.) and the English minstrel.

seguidilla (Sp 'little series', diminutive of seguida, 'series') A Spanish
poetic form of popular origin which may have begun life as a dance
song. To start with, it probably consisted of a four-line strophe with
alternating long and short lines (seven or eight syllables in the long

lines; five or six in the shon). Later, very probably during the rTth c.,

three lines were added and it became established as a seven-line form,

alternating seven and five syllables in the first part, and five, seven, five

in the second. It is regarded as the most elegant of the popular Spanish
metrical forms and is the only generalized form of the seven-line verse.

See rortt.

semantics A branch of linguistics (q.o.) which deals with the meanings

of words, and particularly with changes in the meanings. It involves,

moreover, the study of the relationship between words and things; and
between language, thought and behaviour. That is, how behaviour is

influenced by words uttered by others or to oneself.

semantic rhyme See nnruB.

semic code See coor.

semiotics/semiology Both terms have a common Greek roov semeion,
'sign'. Hence, the science of signs. The basic founders of modern semi-

otics and semiologywere the philosopher C. S. Peirce (t$yrgr$ and

the linguistician Ferdinand de Saussure (t857-r9r3). Strictly speaking,
semiology is the science of signs (and signals) in general; semiotics
refers to the theory of sign systems in language. For all practical pur-
poses they are both concerned with the means of communication as

conventions, with particular emphasis on language. But, not inst hn-
guage. The srudy of animal behaviour is known as zoosetniotics.

Human bodily communication (hinsemics and proxernics) and com-
munication by olfactory signs (i.e. the codes of scent) are branches of
semiotics.
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The term 'semiology' was taken over and used by Saussure in a
manuscript dated r894.He defines semiology as 'a science that srudies
the life of signs within a society'. Semiotics is the older of the rqro
terms and its use is traceable to the ancient Greeks. Broadly speaking,
semiotics is associated with the North American tradition of sign
srudy, whereas semiology is associated with the European tradition.
In literary criticism semiotics is concerned with the complete signify-
ing system of a text and the codes and conventions we need to under-
stand in order to be able to read it.

Peirce made two main contributions to the science: (a) he demon-
strated that a sign can never possess or arrive at a definite meaning;
definition has always to be qualified; (b) he distinguished between
various types of sign; for example, as summarized by Raman Selden
in A Reader's Gaide to Contempordry Literary Theory (r98y): (i) the
'iconic'- a sign which resembles its referent (see srcNrrrrn/srcNrrrro),
as in a road sign for a double bend; (ii) the 'indexical' - when the
sign is associated with its referent: for instance, smoke : firer (iii) the
'symbolic' - when sign and referent have an arbitrary relationship.
Language signs are arbitrary, except in ideographic/ideogrammatic
signs (e.g. those used in Chinese) or in onomatopoeic signs. The above
examples of Peirce's system (which come under his heading of 'triadic

relations of performance') are only three of his nine rypes of sign, all
of which are susceptible to various possible combinations which
would produce, all told, ten classes of sign. Ogden, I. A. Richards,
'Wimsatt 

and the behaviourist and semiotician Charles Morris have all
discussed semiotic schemes related to Peirce's theories.

Saussure's classic work is Cours de linguistiqae gdndrale Q9r) - a
text constructed from students' notes. It was his belief that beyond
language there lies a range of sign systems. He made the primary dis-
tinctions of: (a) kngue and parole (q.o.); (b) signifier and signified
(q.".). His theories have been fundamental to all developments in
structuralism and post-structuralism (qq.r.) and have also influenced
psychoanalytic criticism as developed by, for instance, the French
philosopher Jacques Lacan (r9or-8r). Julia Kristeva, in Tbe System
and tbe Spealeing Subiect, tries to describe a semiotics which goes
beyond Saussure, Peirce and structuralism towards a displacement of
the subject. - h la Freud. 'Semanalysis', as Kristeva calls it, conceives
of meaning not as a sign system but as a signifying process. Jonathan
Culler argues that a semiotics of literature should be concerned
with signifying practices and interpretative conventions which makc
it possible for literary texts to communicate with readers. See
NARRATOLOGY.
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scnarius A metrical line which has six feet or six stresses. The Roman

equivalent of the Greek iambic trimeter (q.a.) and the meter com-
monly used for dramatic dialogue. The alexandrine (q.v.) is its 'descen-

dant'. See also HEXAMETER.

Senecan tragedy The closet dramas (q.".) of the Roman Seneca (4

Bc-AD 6y) had a considerable influence on the Elizabethan tragedians,
who accepted them as stage plays.

The themes of Seneca's plays Hercnles Fnrens, Medea, Troades,
Phaedra, Agamemnon, Oedipns, Hercules Oetaeus, Phoenissae and

Thyestes were taken from the whole field of Greek drama and con-

tained little or no action in the true sense of the word. The characters
rarely voiced feelings similar to those experienced by most human

beings, and Seneca was better fitted to express ideas than put life into
his characters. The illusion of action was evoked by words, and the
whole burden wes thrown on to the language. Rhetorical devices were

plentiful: stichomythia (q.v.) was a favourite device.
The plays had a five-act strucnrre with a Chorus (q.".) marking the

end of each act. The subject matter of these choric speeches, often little
more than mythological catalogues, was often remote from the action
of the play.

Other and important features were: the theme of revenge, usually
introduced by the ghost of a wronged person (obvious Shahespearean
pardlels are Hamlet's father and Banquo's ghost in Macbeth); the mes-

senger figure, whose speeches usually report the culminating activity
or disaster and fall into a stereotyped pattern, e.g. the bleeding caPtain
in Macbeth; enda striving to extract the utmost effect from the spoken
word.

One of the earliest Senecan tragedies was Gorbodnc (t16r) by
Thomas Norton and Thomas Sackville. With its bloody plot, long,

static and declamatory speeches, sensational events and high emotions
its debt to Seneca was obvious; and nowhere more so than in the
purely mechanical juxtaposition of speeches and the constant striving
for balance and counterbalance in language. Thomas Kyd's Tbe

Spanisb Tragedy (c. ryS5) also owed much to Seneca. But Kyd did not
allow Seneca's influence to overcome his own sense of theatrical tech-
nique. The Senecan elements were all present: the revenge theme was

supplied by the death of Horatio, though other characters also called
for revenge; the characters were dispropoftionate and the emotions
were taken too far (Hieronomo kills innocent people as well as those
deserving death); the language was heavily rhetorical. Unlike Seneca,
Kyd presented his atrocities on stage, and he had a good instinct for

ironic juxtapositions. Shakespeare's Titus Andronicus (1594) was con-
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siderably influenced by Kydt play and has a full complement of
blood-curdling deeds.

Tudor and Jacobean dramatists owed many other debts to Seneca,
whose influence extended through Marlowe and Shakespeare to
Vebster, who, like him, was fascinated by states of extreme suffering
and by stoic virtues. For example, inThe Duchess t Molfr (c. 6r j-r4)
'Webster 

followed Seneca in investigating the role of madness in
society; as did Middleton and Rowley in Tbe Changeling $5zz). See
REVENGE TRAGEDY; TRAGEDY; VILLAIN.

senhal A fanciful name used to address people in Old Provengal poems.
Perhaps we should now call it a pet name.

sensation novel See uovrr oF sENsATroN.

sense In the first place it concerns what is said and the meaning of what
is said (e.g. ''What is the sense?';'Does it make sense?'). In critical ter-
minology'sense' has acquired some more fl exible connotations. rilil'hen

we speak of a 'man of good sense'we imply someone whose judge-
ment is sound, a man who has some capacity for appreciation. Good
sense equals more or less the French bon sens. Jane Austen con-
trasted sense with sensibility (q.r.),in Sense and Sensibility.

The r8th c. has been described as 'the age of good sense'- for its
balance, its feeling for proportion, its regard for the superiority
of reason, its good taste and awareness of decorum (q.o.). See also
NEOCLASSICTSM; PROPRIETY.

sensibility 
'The 

term became popular in the r8th c., when it acquired
the meaning of 'susceptibility to tender feelings'; thus, a capaciry not
for feeling sorry for oneself so much as being able to identify with and
respond to the sorrows of others - and to respond to the beautiful.
This quality of empathy was probably a reaction against ryth c. sto-
icism and Hobbes's theory that man is innately selfish and motivated
by self-interest and the power drive. In sermon, essay (qq.r.), fiction
and philosophical writing (in the early rSth c.) it was averred, on the
contrary that man was innately benevolent and thus wished others
well. The Earl of Shaftesbury's Charaoeristicks Q7r) proclaimed this
view. In the periodical Tbe Prompter (t73y) a writer defended
the human attitude that is not content merely with good-narured
actions 'but feels the misery of others with inward pain'. This was
deservedly termed'sensibility'. By mid-cennrry such feelings were an
accepted part of social ethics and public morality. It was a sign of good
breeding and good manners to shed a sympathetic rear, as indeed in
Gray's Elegy (r7to), Goldsmith's Tbe Deserted Village ft77o) and
Cowpert Tbe Task Q78y), not to menrion the various odes to
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sensibility from the ry6os onwards. Two other relevant works in the

history of this attirude were Sterne's A SentimentalJourney (t768) and
Mackenzie's The Man of Feeling (tZZr).'Dear sensibiliry!' writes
Sterne (in an almost ode-like tone), 'source inexhausted of all that's
precious in our joys, or costly in our sorrows!' ln Tbe Man of Feeling
sensibility became self-indulgent. It declined into sentimentalism, and
showed a propensity for 'the luxury of grief'. Jane Austen and Dr

Johnson both criticized it; particularly Jane Austen in Sense and
Sensibi l i ty(r8rr).

In the rgth c. the term was more or less replaced by 'sensitivity',

but the latter never established itself as a literary term. In fact, sensi-
biliry received a renewed and vigorous life in the critical essays of
T. S. Eliot, for whom it represented the creative faculry and the quality

of temperament in a poet. See also SENTTMENTAL coMEDy; SENTIMEN-
TALITY; SENTIMENTAL NOVEL.

sentence .See rrnloo (3).

sententia (L 'feeling, opinion, judgement') Closely related to, if not

actually synonymous with, the apophthegm, maxim and aphorism
(qq.o.), e sententb is customarily a short, pithy statement which
expresses an opinion; hence the term 'sententious', now as a rule used
pejoratively. One of the most famous collections of sententiae is that

by Peter Lombard who was known as Magister sententiaram. His

Sententiae (rzth c.) was an important theological textbook in the later

Middle Ages. See also prNsfE.

sentimental comedy Also known as the drama of sensibiliry it fol-

lowed on from Restoration comedy (q.o.) and was a kind of reaction

against what was regarded as immoraliry and licence in the latter.

Jeremy Collier (t6Ser7z6) severely criticized Restoration comedy in

A Short Vieu of the Immorality and Profaneness of tbe English Stage
(r59S). Sentimental comedy was rather anaemic by comparison and is

seldom produced now. It arose because a rising middle class enjoyed
this kind of drama, in which, as Goldsmith put it, 'the virtues of private

life are exhibited, rather than the vices exposed, and the distresses
rather than the frailty of mankind . . .'. The characters, both good and

bad, were luminously simple; the hero was ever magnanimous and

honourable and hypersensitive to the sensibilities of other people -

rather like the hero in Hampton's The Phihnthropist (t97r). Good
representative examples from the period are Richard Steele's 7"Ee

Conscious Lovers (r7zz), Hugh Kelly's False Delicacy $768),
Goldsmith's Tbe Good-Natured Man bZ68) and several works by
Richard Cumberland - notably The Brothers (tl6g) and Tbe West
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Indian (tZZt).In the same period Sheridan was attempting to revive
comedy of manners (q.v.). See also couEorr LARMoIANTE; sENsr-
BILITY; SENTIMENTAL NOVEL.

sentimentality For the most part a pejorative term to describe false or
superficial emotion, assumed feeling, self-regarding postures of grief
and pain. In literature it denotes overmuch use of pathetic effects and
attempts to arouse feeling by 'pathetic' indulgence. It was not often
found earlier than the r8th c., though Crashaw might fairly be
described as sentimental at times. It showed itself in Cowper and Gray
and, later, in Shelley. It was also evident in sentimental comedy (q.o.)
and in comddie larmoyante (q.o.) and in the sentimental novel (q.".).
It was particularly apparent in the thinking and attitudes of Rousseau
and Shaftesbury. Cowper's poem To Mary illustrates some of its more
obvious characteristics:

The cwentieth year is well-nigh past,,
Since our first sky was overcast;
Ah would that this might be the last!

My Mary!

Thy needles, once a shining store,
For my sake restless heretofore,
Now rust disus'd, and shine no more,

My Mary!

Partakers of thy sad decline,
Thy hands their little force resign;
Yet, gently press'd, press gently mine,

My Mary!

sentimental novel A form of fiction popular in r8th c. England. It
concentrated on the distresses of the virtuous and attempted to show
that a sense of honour and moral behaviour were justly rewarded. It
also attempted to show that effusive emotion was evidence of kind-
ness and goodness. The classic example was Richardson's Pameh, or
Virtue Reasarded U7+o), the story of a servant girl who withstood
every attack on her honour. Comparable but more readable novels
in this category were Goldsmith's The Vicar of Wahefield Q766),
Henry Brooke's Tbe Fool of Qaality $76y-7o), Mackenzie's TIte
Man of Feeling $ZZt) and Maria Edgeworth's Castle Rachrent
(r8oo). Sentimentality (q.v.) was very apparent in Sterne. In this period
scores of sentimenal novels were published and read avidly. See also
BATHos; couforr LARMovANTE; pATHos; sENsrBrlrry; sENTIMENTAL
COMEDY.
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septcnarius (L 'of seven each') A metrical line consisting of seven feet

or seven stresses. More commonly known as the septenary which is

the same as the heptameter and fourteener (qq.a.). The term is now
usually restricted to MedL verse and to ME poems like Orm, Poema
Morale and Robert of Gloucester's Chronicle.

septet A seven-line stanza (Italian sePtette and French septain) of

varying meter and rhyme. A large number of English poets have used
it, including Chaucer, Lydgate, Hoccleve, Skelton, Sir Thomas'Wyatt
and \filliam Morris - plus the Scot, Dunbar. See nrrtlran RoYAL.

sequence A composition sung after the Epistle at Mass. Sequences were
incorporated into the Liturgy at an early stage and certainly by the

end of the rgth c. Many sequences were of impressive beauty.

Serapionovy bratya (R'serapion brothers') A group of young Soviet
writers formed in r9zr. They were followers of Zamyatin (author of

We) andtook their name from E. T. A. Hoffmann's story The Serapion
Brothers, about an individualist who dedicates himself to non-

conformist art. The Serapion fraternity claimed a right to create liter-
ature independent of political ideology. Their articles of faith were
drawn up by Lev Lunts in r9zz. Other members of the grouP were
Zoshchenko, Tikhonov, Fedin, Vsevolod Ivanov, Nikolay Nikitin, and
Slonimiski.

serenade (lt serenata, 'made serene, purified', associated with sera,
'evening') Traditionally a song sung at night beneath a lady's window;
or an imitation of such a song, like Shelley's Indian Serenade. lts

meaning has now become vague, but it is a musical rather than a lit-

ererry term. One should mention Mozart's Serenata notttrnarVaughan
Ifilliams's Serenade to Masic, and Benjamin Britten's Serenade.

serial (L seies,'row, chain, succession') The term serial derived from

Neo-Latin serialis in the r83os. There are three basic usages: (a) a story
occurring in sections in a magazine; (b) a work published or broad-

cast on television or radio in parts; (c) a periodical like a scientific
journal which has numerous parts and is catalogued. In the ryth c.

and the earlier part of the zoth c. many novels were serialized in

magazines. Dickens and Hardy, for instance, made regular use of

serialization.

sermon (L sermo, 'talk, discourse') As a form of literature the sermon

dates from the sub-Apostolic age. One of the earliest examples is the
so-called Second Epistle of Clement (c. roezoo). Throughout the
Middle Ages many of the Fathers (Origen, Basil, Gregory of
Nazianzus, John Chrysostom, Ambrose, Augustine et a/.) helped to
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develop the sermon into something like a work of aft, with definite
rules of composition. By the late Middle Ages the ars predicandi was
something which had to be learnt and worked at (as Chaucer's
Pardoner implied). Hence, in part, the growth of the preaching orders,
like thb Dominicans and Franciscans; and also the number of manuals
for preachers. John Bromyard's Summa Praedicantium (printed in
r48t), for instance, was an encyclopaedic reference work for the
preacher.

The sermon became one of the principal sources of instruction and
'entertainment' in a period when the Church had much control over
the diversions available to the public. The great age of sermon litera-
ture runs from the r jth to the rTth c., and throughout Europe the'lit-
erature of the pulpit' had considerable influence on the establishment
of ethnic languages and the development of allegory, exernplum,table,
dialogue (qq.v.), verse and drama. Religious reformers like \fycliffe
and Luther used the sermon to publicize their beliefs. The invention
of printing allowed countless volumes of sermons to be published,
though there are vast collections of manuscript sermons still lying
unread in the cathedral libraries of Europe.

Between ryyo and r7oo the sermon attained its apogee in England
and France. Notable preachers of the period were Latimer, Lancelot
Andrewes, Joseph Hall, John Donne and Jeremy Taylor in England;
Bossuet, Bourdaloue and Massillon in France. John Donne, as Dean
of St Paul's Cathedral in London, could command an audience of
perhaps ro,ooo at St Paul's Cross, in the open air, with an extremely
learned and closely argued sermon lasting up to two hours or more.

Since those times sermons have been published in large quantities
and have been much read. Among many famous preachers one should
mention Vesley (reputed to have preached over 4o,ooo sermons),
Frederick Robenson, Cardinal Newman and Cardinal Manning. As a
literary from the sermon is almost defunct today, and the extent to
which the art of preaching has deteriorated is shown by the fact that
the average contemporary preacher has difficulry in keeping the inter-
est of a few hundred people for ten minutes in a church equipped with
a microphone and a public-address system. See HoMILy.

sermon ioyeux A kind of mock sermon which was popular in medieval
times, especially in France. It was delivered in churches during the
period associated with the traditional Feast of Fools (i.e. between
Christmas and the Octave of the Epiphany -J"r. r3th). In this period
revels, sometimes of a semi-dramatic nature, were permitted in church.
A serrnon joyeux pleyed. a paft in these and was often a satirical and/or
ribald diversion. Later (by the r yth c.) these profane interpolations in
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the Mass and the Liturgy were abolished and were evenrually suc-
ceeded in the developing drama by farces, Mordiry Plays and soties
(q q. t .). S e e ako cARNIvALrzerr ox/ceRN IvALEseuE.

serpentine verse A line or a stanza of poetry which begins and ends
with the same word.

serranilla (Sp'little highland, mountain') A lyric song which may have
had its origin among highlanders in Spain. It was usually composed in
drte mdyor (q.v.) and the theme was normally the meeting of a
gentleman and a country wench. Such lyrics were common in the late
medieval period. The best hnown were composed by the Archpriest
of Hita (c. rz83-c. 13to) and the Marqu6s de Santillana.

sesquipedalian (L 'of a foot and a half') A term used humorously of
polysyllabic words or verses.

sestet The sub-division or last six lines of the Italian sonnet (q.o.) fol-
lowing the octet or octave (q.o.). Sometimes the sestet resolves the
proposition made in the octave, iust as the final couplet in the
Shakespearean sonnet (q.".) rounds off the propositions in the three
preceding quatrains (q.rr.). See nrxesncH; sEsrINA; sExArN.

sestina A complex verse form first worked out by the troubadours
(q.r.), it consists of six stanzas of six lines apiece with an enttoi (q.o.)

of three lines. The rhyming scheme requires that the same six end
words occur in each stanza but in a different order according to a fixed
pettern. The invention of the form is attributed to Arnaut Daniel (c.

rzoo). It was practised by many Provengal poets and also by Dante
and Petrarch. Examples are to be found in Sir Philip Sidney's Arcadia
(rlgo). From time to time since then various European and English
poets have used it. One of the best known examples in English verse
is Swinburne's Comphint of Lisa. Kipling, Pound, Eliot and Auden
have also cultivated it. See HExAsrrcH; sEsrET; sExAIN.

setting The where and when of a story or play; the locale. In drama the
term may refer to the scenery or props.

sevdalinke Bosnian love-songs. The word is Serbian, based on the
Turkish ser.,dar 'love'. Sez' is love as a verb, sevdali means 'one who is
in love'; so, seadA, seadali. There tre tt least two other words for each
meaning. Reminiscent of the Moorish love-songs, settdalinke aref.eal-
istic in mood and tone, and sometimes bitter. They often exPress a

helpless or hopeless yearning and lament the pangs of unrequited or

disprized love. Their influence on music and song in the Balkans has

been considerable, as any traveller there can verify. In Bosnia itself, in
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such towns as Foda and Sarajevo, one may easily hear modern sen-
d,alinhe. Similarly in Serbia and across Bulgaria and in other parts
where the Ottoman Empire prevailed.

seven arts, the See queonlvluM.

7:84 Theatre Company Founded in ry7r by John McGrath (rqf l- )
and so called on the basis of a then current statistic that 7 per cent of
the British population owned 84 per cent of the wealth. The first pro-
duction was McGrath's Trees in the Wind at the ry7r Edinburgh
Festival. He followed that up with several other plays in the r97os.
Other notable dramatists to have work performed by the company
were John Arden (t%t ) and David Edgar (rg+8- ). ln ry73 the
company was divided into two groups: 7:84 England and 7$4
Scotland. Avowedly political and left-wing, rhe company sought to
bring drama to working-class audiences. See also AcrrpRop DRAMA;
TIIEATRE \TORKSHOP; UNITY THEATRE.

sexain a six-line stanza,also known variously as a sixain, sextain, sextet,
sestet (q.".) and hexastich.

sextilla A Spanish verse form of six octosyllabic or shorter lines with a
varying rhyme scheme.

shadow show A puppet show in a shadow theatre. The puppets are
manipulated between a strong light and a translucent screen. See also
KARAGOZ.

shaggy dog story An improbable kind of yarn, often long and spun
out, which, as a rule, does not have a witry or surprise ending;
but comes, rather, to a deflating and quasi-humorous conclusion.
Colloquially,'a groaner'. A tolerably well-known example concerns
the Australian bee which had a consuming ambition to become a ballet
dancer. It presented itself to the authorities in Sydney and was advised
to go to Covent Garden, London. But how was it to get there?
Evenrually it persuaded a racing pigeon bound for London to trans-
port it. After many hazards (all detailed in the story) they arrived and
the bee made a 'bee-line' for the Covent Garden Opera House. It
explained its ambition and the powers that be were so impressed that
they decided that a 'pigeon-towed' bee would be a unique addition to
the corps. In fiction, Joseph Heller's digressive and crazily funny novel
Catch-zz ft96r) might be taken as an example. See also rtu- sroRy.

Shakespearean sonnet A fourteen-line poem in iambic pentameters
(with subtle variations on the iambic pattern) consisting of three
quatrains (q.".) and a concluding couplet. It is so named because
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Shakespeare was its greatest practitioner. Also known as the English
sonnet, it is a variant of the Petrarchan sonnet (q.".\.It was developed,
particularly, by Sir Thomas \flyatt and the Earl of Surrey during the
Tudor period. The rhyme scheme is normally (a) abab, cdcd, efef, gg;

or (b) abba, cddc, effe, gg. The following example is Shakespeare's 46th
Sonnet:

Mine eye and heart are at a mortal war,
How to divide the conquest of thy sight;
Mine eye my heart thy picture's sight would bar,
My hean mine eye the freedom of that right.
My hean doth plead that thou in him dost lie
A closet never pierc'd with crystal eyes;
But the defendant doth that plea deny,
And says in him thy fair appearance lies.
To'cide this title is impannelled
A quest of thoughts, all tenants to the heart;
And by their verdict is determined
The clear eye's moiety and the dear heaft's paft -

As thus: mine eye's due is thine outward part,
And my heart's right thine inward love of heart.

It will be seen from this that each quatrain deals with a separate aspect
of the theme introduced in the first line, and that the'argument' (q.a.)

is resolved in the final couplet. See soNNET.

sharacans (Ar'rows of gems') Armenian verse forms which consist of

chants and hymns. Composed either in free verse (q.r,.) or according
to metrical schemes, they constitute the main part of Armenian church
music. Most of them were composed berween the lth and the 7th c.

but occasional additions were made up until c. r too. Some of the Poets
are known by name.

Shavian Characteristic of the style, tone and attitudes of George
Bernard Shaw (r8y6-195o). Thus, witty, irreverent, paradoxical, elo-
quent, stimulating and socialist. However, Shaw could also be verbose.

shelta A term of unknown origin, it denotes a kind of cryptic language
used by Irish tinkers and gipsies. Also known among them as sheldrD
and sheher. See also ARGor; cANT; pAToIs; SLANG.

shih (Ch'songs') In Chinese there is no word for poetry but there are
words for different kinds of poetry. Sbih is the basic Chinese verse,
and the term was first used to designate folksongs, 'hymns and' 
libretti. The earliest examples of shih in regular five-word lines date
from c. rst c. Bc.
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shimpa A form of Japanese dance drama which developed late in the
rgth c. and derives in some respects from habahi (q.".).

short couplet A tetrameter (q.o.) couplet, usually either iambic or
trochaic, like the following from Belloc's Henry Kingz

The Chief Defect of Henry King
r$(/as chewing little bits of String.
At last he swallowed some which tied
Itself in ugly Knots inside.

short measure Often abbreviated to SM, in Anglican hymn books, it
consists of a quatraiin (q.a.) rhyming abab or abxb. The first, second
and fourth lines are iambic trimeters (q.o.), the third an iambic tetram-
eter (q.v.), as in the opening stanza of this hymn by Edwin Hatch
(r 83 y-8e):

Breathe on me, Breath of God,
Fill me with life anew,

That I may love what thou dost love,
And do-what thou wouldst do.

See also HvMNAL srANzA; pouLTER's MEASuRE.

short meter See ssont MEAsuRE.

short novel A work of fiction which is longer than a short story (q.t.)
and shorter than a novel (q.".). \Ufle tend to use the Italian word noaelk
(q.".) for this 'middle-distance' type of book. Novelette is another
term sometimes used. Examples are: Conrad's Heart of Darhness and
Aldous Huxley's Two or Tbree Graces. However, many people would
classify these as merely long short-stories.

short story \(rhen it comes m classificadon this is one of the most
elusive forms. It is doubtful, anyway, whether classification is helpful.
Certainly there seems to be little point in measuring it. One is corr-
fronted with the question: how long (or short) is short? In athletic
terms, if we take the nortella (q.".) as a 'middle-distance' booVstory
then the short story comes into the too/zoo metre class. Nevertheless,
there are very long short-stories and very short ones. D. H. Lawrence's
The Fox (tgr) is about 3o,ooo words; Kleist's ghost story Das
Bettelueib oon Locarno (r8ro) is only 8oo words. In his preface to his
Complete Short Stories Somerset Maugham remarks that the shortest
item runs to about r,6oo words and the longest to about 2o,ooo words.
The vast majority of short stories would fall somewhere between the
rwo.
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It may be argued that the forefathers of the short story however
rude in some cases, are myth, legend, parable, fairy tale, fable, anec-

dote, exemplum, essay, character snrdy and Miirchen; plus the ki, the

fabliau and even the ballad (qq.r.). The term 'short story'has relatives
in the shape of the French conte and nouoelle, the Spanish noqtek, the
Italian nooella, the German Novelle and Kurzgeschichte (a word used
to translate the English'short story'), the yarn, the sketch, the mle and
the Russian shaz (qq.r.).

Historically, we find many inset stories or digressions in Classical
literature which amount to short stories. In the Bible the accounts of
Cain and Abel, the Prodigal Son, Ruth, Judith and Suzannah are all
short stories. In the Norse sagas (q.u.) we 6nd inset tales or episodes,
thepattir. Chaucer's Canterbury Tales Q38y-r4oo), albeit in verse, are

short stories. So are the ales in Boccacclo's Decameron (c. r349-tr)
and in Marguerite of Navarre's Heptamdron (c. ry3o). George Pettie's
collecdon A petite Palkce of Pettie bis pleasure $576) is comparable.
In r5r3 Cervantes published his Novehs ejemphres, and these are
short stories more or less as we understand the term today. In France,

a form of the short story the conte (q.v.), was established in the rTth
c. by La Fontaine's Amoars de Ppycb| et de Cupidon (t669) and
Perrault's Contes de ma mire l'Oye G6gil.Later, Cr6billon (fils) fol-
lowed with l,e Sopha $Z+) and other tales. As early as ry72 Denis
Diderot, the encyclopaedist, wrote Ceci n'est Pds iln conte (pullished

in ry84),which anticipates by mo centuries some recent theory of nar-
ratology, reception theory and reader-response theory @q.o.). He
introduces into the story (which he claims at the beginning is not a,

story) a listener, a character whose role is more or less that of the
reader.

In the second half of the rSth c. the short story was being devel-
oped and established in Britain, partly as a result of the popularity of
the oriental tale (q.o.) but more so es a result of the popularity of the
Gothic novel (q.o.).Such was the appetite for the then new kind of
horror story (q.".) and the 'literature of terror" that by c. r 8oo a large

number of short Gothic stories had been published, as well as the
numerous novels. By the end of the rSth c. the German Noaelle (see

Nowrra) had become established both as a term and as a genre of
fiction. In the opening years of the Igth c. the short story as a form

was highly evolved, especially in the shape of the ghost story (q.".)

and the horror story and stories which had to do with the supernat-
ural. The two major influences at this stage were E. T. A. Hoffmann
(1776-18zz) and Heinrich von Kleist OZTZ-r8rr). Hoffmann's 6rst
collection of stories, Fanusiestiicke, eppeared in 1814. He followed
this with several more berween 1816 and r8zr. Kleist's all-important
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stories were collected in two volumes in r8ro and r8rr. One can
scarcely underestimate their contribution to the foundation of the
short story. Other important pioneers were Sir 

'Walter 
Scott

(t77r-t812) and the Americans'\(ashington Irving (r783-r8y9) and
Nathaniel Hawthorne (t8o44$. Scott wrote some excellent ghost
stories. Irving is particularly remembered for his adaptations of
German folk tales (e.g. Rip Van Winkle and Tbe Legend of Sleepy
Hollow) and for his tales inThe Shetch Booh (r8r9-zo). Hawthorne's
short stories were collected in Taice-Told Tales $\7), Mosses from
an Old Manse $8a6) and The Snout-Image and Other Twice-Told
Tales (t8yr).

Edgar Allan Poe (r 8og-+g) was for long regarded (inaccurately) as
the originator of the modern short story. Certainly, as a practitioner
he excelled - especially in the detective story (e.g. Tbe Murders in tbe
Rue Morgue), though he was by no means the first to write a detec-
tive story Q.".).He also excelled with a kind of Gothic spine-chiller
(e.g. The Pit and tbe Pendulum) and composed a form of early science
fiction (q.a.) tale (e.g. The Gold Bng). Poe was affected by the German
romantics and their Gothic stories, and particularly by Hoffmann and
also, of course, by his fellow Americans Irving, Brockden Brown and
Hawthorne. In the mid-r9th c. Poe was a major influence. Tales of tbe
Grotesque and Arabesqt'te appeared in 1839 and The Murders in the
Rue Morgue in r84r. The Gold Bugfollowed in 1843. Among his other
remarkable stories were The Fall of the Hoase of Usber (1839), A
Descent into the Maelstrom (r84r), The Masque of the Red Death and
The Mystery of Maie Roget (1842), and The Cask of Amontillado
(r8a5).

\flith practice came comment and theory. In r84z Poe himself
(reviewing Hawthorne's Taice-Told Tales) expressed some service-
able general precepts on the short story by which he meant a prose
narrative (of indeterminate length) requiring anything from half an
hour to one or rwo hours in its 'perusal'; a story that concentrates on
a unique or single effect and one in which the totality of effect is the
main objective.

In the end the form has shown itself to be so flexible and suscep-
tible of so much variery that its possibilities seem almost endless. For
example, it may be concerned with a scene, an episode, an experience,
an action, the exhibition of a character or characters, the day's events,
a meeting, a conversation, a fantasy. . . And what not? In the course
of the rgth c. many of the possibilities were explored and there was a
great deal of experiment.

Early in the rgth c. the German Novelle rapidly became a devel-
oped form which attracted many writers and also inspired quite a lot
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of theory. Apart from interest in this narrative prose form (of the short

or shorter kittdl, there was also wide interest in German folk tales

and folklore. There were two famous collectionsz Des Knaben

wunderborn (r8o5, r8o8), which comprised songs gathered by Achim

von Arnim and Clemens Brentano, and the Kinder- und Haasmiirchen

(r8rz, r8r4, fizz) gathered by the Grimm brothers. Numerous

Kunstmiirchen (or 'Art' Tales) were composed by such writers as

Brentano, Hoffmann and Tieck. Such stories were often about strange

and mysterious events, and there was a suPernatural element. Later

more realistic stories were written by, among others, Stifter, Keller and

Storm.
The realistic short story also became highly developed in Russia.

Alexander Pushkin was among the first to exploit it in the r83os with

Tbe Tales of Belhin (r83o), 7b, qrrtn of Spades (1834) ̂+4 ThZ
Captain\ Daugbter (1835). Gogol's stories were being published
duiing the sami period. He wrote about everyday things and events
and o"rdinary people. Among his most famous works ate Nertshy
Prospeht (t8il), ^iotrs of a Madman (t83), Tbe,Pomait Q\)' Tbe

Nose (rt16) and Tbe Overcoat (:1842). This last has been regarded as

" 
,"-irr"i story for later writers and evoked Turgenev's celebrated

observation: 'Ve have all come out from under Gogol's oOvercoato.'

Turgenev himself composed some notable srories, namely 4ty! (r 8 5 8),

Firsi Love (186o) and Toffen* of Sping (r87o), and published the col-
lection A Sportsrnan's Shetches (t847-5r), also knowl es A Hunter's
Notes.Tolsioy, too, wrote a number of short stories which are regard-

ed as among the greatest in Russian literature; notabln |"ppy !"\
After(rSlgt Tbe eossachs (r863), The Death of loan llyich (r884) and
ib, Krrri"er Sonata (r89o). Chekhov, who was to have a profound
and universal influence on the short story published several collec-

tions, including Motley Storics (1885) and In the Tanliglr (1888).

Among his greatest are A Dreary Story (r88g), ward No. srx (r892),

Uy t;f, $t9e), Ionych,The Man in a Case, Goosebenies, About Love
(rS9S) and Tbe Lady witb tbe Little Dog (r899).' 

in Fr"n.e the short srory was established in r8z13r with the pub-

lication of a dozen contes by Prosper M6rim6e,, Balzac and Gautier.
There were considerable developments later. Among M6rim6e's main

works were Mosalque Q\3), Colomba Q84r), Nouttelles Q81z) and-
Dernidres Nour.,elfes GSZD.Alphonse Daudet wrote a variery of

delightful short stories, published in his collections Lettres de mon

*oili, (1858), theTartarin burlesques (r872-9o) and Les Contes du

lundi (rszl). Flaubertt contribution was Trois contes $87).-other
notable 

"urhorc 
who were practitioners of the Senre were Alfred de

Vigny,Jules Barbey d'Aurevllly, Arthur de Gobineau, Auguste Villiers
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de I'Isle-Adam and Anatole France. The outstanding French writer of
short stories in the rgth c. was unquestionably Guy de Maupassant,
among whose main collections were La Maison Tellier (r88r),
Mademoiselle Fifi (1882), Contes de k bdcasse (1883), Les Seurs
Rondoli (r 884), Miss Harriet (r 884), Contes du jour et de Ia nuit (1885),
Toine (r881), Yztette (rS8y). Chekhov and Maupassant are generally
accounted the masters of the genre in this period. Their combined
influence has been immeasurable.

By the middle of the rgth c. the ghost story and the horror story
were very well established. Many hundreds of short stories during the
second half of the century were one or the other (or both combined).
There were also hundreds of short stories with supernatural or supra-
normal themes; often tales of suspense and mystery. This popularity
was to continue in the zoth c.

In America, during the second half of the rgth c., eight writers made
a considerable name for themselves in the short story form: Herman
Melville, Mark Twain, Bret Harte, Ambrose Bierce, O. Henry Stephen
Crane, Jack London and Sherwood Anderson. Melville's three most
famous are Bartleby tlte Sohtener, Benito Cereno andTbe Encantadas.
These were published in his collecdon The Piazza Tales (r8y5). One
of Mark's Twain's best known is Tbe Celebrated Ja,mping Frog of
Cahteras County. This is an example of the tall tale or tall story (q.o.),
a kind of fiction which was popular in America in the rgth c. Twain's
main collection is The Celebrated.lwmping Frog of Calaaeras Coanty
and Otber Sketcbes QS6). Francis Bret Harte was a prolific writer of
short stories and helped to popularize the 

'Western 
(q.".). One of his

best collections is Tbe Luck of Roaring Camp and Otber Sketcbes
(r87o). Ambrose Bierce is still well remembered for his collection
Tales of Soldiers and Cioilians (r89r\. Stephen Crane published
rwo distinguished collections - The Open Boat and Otber Tales of
Adventure (r89S) and The Monster and Other Stories (1899). O.
Henry was very prolific and, like many of his contemporaries, wrote
tight, well-crafted stories, almost slick in their adroit contrivance, and
was a master of the surprise ending or 'rwist in the tail'. Among his
main collections are Cabbages and Kings (t9o4), Tbe Four Million
g9o6), Tbe Trimmed Lamp (rgoil and Tbe Roads of Destiny Ogog).
Jack London was equally prolific. Two of his main collections are The
Son of tbe Wolf (r9oo) and Tales of tbe Far Nortb (r9oo). H:is Tuto
Thousand Dozen is one of the best of all tall stories. Sherwood
Anderson's collections include The Triumph of tbe Egg (r9zr) and
Horses and Men (rgr).

Meanwhile, another American, HenryJames, had for some twenty*
five years been writing very different types of short story (including
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remarkable ghost stories) and made a lasting contribution to the genre.

Apart from The Turn of the Screut (1898) there were four main col-
lections: A Passionate Pilgrirn (r8Zt), Daisy Miller G81il, Tales of
Tbree Cities (r88a) and The Aspem Papers (I8S8).

Thomas Hardy, an almost exact contemporary of HenryJames, was
equally active. His four main collections of short stories are Wessex
Tales Q888), / Group of Noble Darnes (r89r), Life's Little lronies
(t8p+) and A Changed Man and Otber Tales (t9r). Many other
writers were active during the same period. In the r89os Anhur Conan
Doyle established the detective story wirhTbe Adzsentures of Sherloch
Holmes (1892) and Tbe Memoirs of Sberlocle Holmes (tSg+). In the
r89os, too, FI. G. Vells burst upon the scene wirhThe Time Machine
(r8gl), which he was to follow with The Ishnd of Dr Moreau (1895)

and The Inoisible Man Q897) and many other compulsively readable

tales, including ghost stories, horror stories and science fiction stories.
The Country of the Blind came out in r9rr. In the same year

Chesterton published a collection of his detective stories, The
Innocence of Father Brown, and E. M. Forster produced his first

collection, The Celestial Omnibus.It was followed in r9z8 by a col-
lection of pre-war stories - The Eternal Moment; in 1972, Posthu-
mously, there was a further collection of earlier stories dtled The Life

to Come.In r9r r, as well, Katherine Mansfield, one of the most impor-

tant figures in the evolution of the short story (her stories were

the first in English to show the influence of Chekhov), published
In a German Pension, which she was to follow wirh Prelude (r9r8),

The Garden Party $9zz) and The Aloe Qyo), plus several other
collectibns.

During the r89os and across the rurn of the century Conrad, R. L.

Stevenson, Kipling, \(/. \(/. Jacobs, George Moore and Saki (pseudo-

nym of H. H. Munro) were all regular practitioners of the form.
Conrad's Tales of [Jnrest came out in r898,vhich he followed with

Youth, Heart of Darkness and Typhoon in r9oz. Stevenson published
The Merry Men and Other Tales in r887. Kipling's main collections
were Traff.cs and DiscoEterie.s (r9o4), Aoions and Reaaions (r9o9) 

""d
A Diversity of Creatures Q9r). $(/. \(/. Jacobs published his first col-
lection Many Cargoes in 1896; there followed Sea Urchins (r898),

Light Freighx (r9or), The Lady of tbe Barge (r9oz) andNightWatches
(tgt+). He is particulady famous for his macabre horror story Tbe

Monleey's Paut. George Moore's collection The Untilled Field (tgof )
showed traces of Turgenev. Saki's short stories, sardonic, witty and

elegant, remain perennially popular. There were four main collecdons:
Reginald (t9o4), Reginald in Rassia (r9ro), The Chronicles bf Clovis
(r9r r) and .Beasts and Saperbeasts (tpt+).
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Scores of other writers were equally industrious at the rurn of the
cennrry exploiting the possibilities of the form and often producing
original work. The advent of the pulp (q.v.) magazine early in the zoth
c. boosted the output of short stories and provided an outlet for many
professional and occasional writers. It was to continue to do so for the
next thirty or more years. Many of the early science fiction short
stories were published in such magazines. The ghost and the horror
story and stories of the uncanny continued to be very popular at this
time, but impressionistic stories of everyday life in the tradition of
Gogol, Turgenev and Chekhov were equally popular. In r9r4 Joyce
published Dabliners, something of a landmark in the genre.
Meanwhile Somerset Maugham had been establishing himself as a
highly accomplished craftsman, very much in the tradition of
Maupassant, and he was to go on writing short stories for nearly fifry
years. In r899 he had produced his first collection, Orientations. This
was to be followed by Tbe Trembling of a Leaf (r9zr) - which
contained the well-known Rain Tbe Casuarina Tree Q9z5),
Cosmopolitans (ty6), The Mixture as Before $94o) and Creatares of
Circumstance (t947).In r9z8 he published his Ashenden stories, which
were important in the evolution of the spy story (q.".).

Two notable European short story writers in the early part of the
2oth c. were the Slovene Ivan Cankar and the Czech Franz Kafka.
Cankar was the Slovene counterpart of Thomas Hardy and wrote
highly original short stories about a variety of people and themes. His
work includes social parables, symbolic and psychological tales and
miscellaneous sketches. There were a number of collections: Vinjete
(r8pg), Knjiga za hhkomiselne ljudi $9ot), Ob zori $9q), Za leriiem
(r9o8), Zgodbe iz doline ientflorjanslee (r9o8), Volja in mot (r9rr) and
several others. Kafka wrote nearly eighty short stories and they display
a remarkable variety of length, style, theme and technique. Some are
barely a hundred words long. They include fable, parable, sketch,
report, letter, dialogue, dramatic dialogue and essay, but all qualify as
short stories. He remains especially famous for Metamorpbosis (r9t t),
Tbe Judgement (rgr1,) and In the Penal Colony Ggry). His weird and
enigmatic vision makes his stories unlike anything else in the genre.
Between them, Cankar and Kafka considerably broadened the possi-
bilities of what might be achieved in the form.

However, for the most part, short story writers have settled for the
realistic or naturalistic manner. Since c. r92o numerous British authors
have made memorable contributions. Between ryt4 and ry34 D.H.
Lawrence wrote and published a large number of short stories which
were presented as a collection in 1934. Some of his main works were
The Prussian Officer, Odour of Chrysanthemutns,Tbe White Stoching,
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England, My England,The Fox andThe Woman Who Rode Away.ln.

rgrr Rldous Huxley published a group of five stories dtled Mortal

Coils, which contained two of his best: The Gioconda Smile and The

Tillotson Banquet.In r9z6 he published his very long short-story (or

nottelk) Two or Three Graces, in company with three others. ln t9z3

A. E. Coppard published The Blach Dog and Otber Tales, and David

Garnett pioducld his well-known Lady into Fox $gzz). Elizabeth

Bowen, a notable practitioner, published her 6rst collection,

Encoanters, in t923. She continued to write short stories for many

years, and her Collected Stories were published in r98o. In 1923, too,

T. F. Powys, a writer of highly unusual and idiosyncratic stories, pub-

lished his'first two collections: The Left Leg and Bkck Bryony.In the

nen year came two others: Mr Tasker's Gods and Marle Only. Later

were to come two more: Bottle's Path (t946) and God's Eyes A-

Twinhle (tg+). L. P. Hartley published his first collection, Night

Fears,in ry24. Both these authors wrote outstanding ghost and horror

stories. Richard Hughes produced three collections: A Moment of

Time $926), The Spider's Pakce (t926) and Don't Bhme Me $94o).
In r93r M. R. James's collected ghost stories came out under the title

Ghost Stoies of an Antiquary. He had begun writing ghost stories in

the r89os and had produced two earlier seParate volumes, in r9o4 and

r9r r. Graham Greene's shoft stories cover some forty years of work,

and there are four collections: The Basement Roorn and Other Stories

(tqll), Nineteen Stories (tg+Z), Tuenty-One Stories (tgSd and May

We- Boroa, Your Husbandl (tg6il.V. S. Pritchem has long been

regarded as one of the finest exponents in the genre, and his ar.e mosdy

inlhe Chekhovian tradition and manner. There have been four main

collectionst The Spanish Virgin and Other Stories (.93o), You Make

Your Own Lift (ryS), When My Girl Comes Home (t96r), The

Carnberutell Beauty (tgZd- plus the rwo volumes of Colleaed Stoies

(1982, rg8l). H. E. Bates also excelled in this form and his main col-

lections arez Tbe Woman Wbo Had lrnagination G%4), The Flying

Goat Qy9), The Beauty of the Dead (r94o), Coantry Tales $94o) and

The Daffodil Shy (tgll). Bates wrote a very good book about the

genre - The Modem Short Story (tl+t). In 1934 Isak Dinesen (Karen

nfixen; published Seven Gothic Tales, which reveal the long-term

influenci of the Gothic novel and Gothic short stories. Sylvia

Townsend 
'Warner 

published rwo main collections: A Garknd of

Strau (tg+) and Museum of Cheats Gg+il. Through the r94os and

rgtos 'Uflil["* Sansom was one of the most prolific authors. His first

coilection, Fireman Flower (tg++), was followed by seven others.

During the same period Angus'Wilson was also active, and had three

main collections: Tbe Wrong Set (rg+il, Such Darling Dodos (tgSo)
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and A Bit off the Map (t957). Dylan Thomas produced Portrait of the
Artist as a Young Dog (t94o) and Adoentilres in the Shin Trad,e OgS).
In the rgtos Elizabeth Taylor published her first accomplished col-
lection, titled Hester Lilly $95$; three more followed: The Blush
(rgl8), A Dedicated Man (tg6) and Tbe Devastating Boys (tglz).
Nabokov's first collection, Nabokoo's Dozen, appeared in r9y8 and
was later followed with Nabohov's Quartet Q966). Muriel Spark also
produced her first collection, The Go-Aany Bird, in r9y8; her col-
lected short stories came out in ry67. Other authors who published
collections in the rg6os are: Joyce Cary (Spring Song and Other
Stories, ry6o); Malcolm Lowry (Hear Us, O Lord, from Heaoen Thy
Duelling Pkce, ry6r); and V. S. Naipaul (A Fkg on the Isknd, ry6il.
Roald Dahl's immensely successful collection Kiss, Kiss (rgSil was fol-
lowed with Switcb Bitcb OSZD. These two collections, plus his first
(Someone Lihe You, r9t4), contain some of the best of modern short
stories: clever, witty, macabre and sardonic. In r97r Susan Hill made
a considerable impact with her first collection - Tbe Albatross and
Other Stories. In the same periodJean Rhys came out with two notable
collections: Tigers are Better Looking (tg68) and Sleep it off, Lady

Ogl6).In the r96os and r97os Kingsley Amis wrote a number of excel-
lent short stories and his Collected Sbort Stories were published in
r98o. Paul Theroux, more British than American, published rwo fine
collections: Tbe Conswl's File (rglil andTbe London Ernbassy $982).
Angela Carter's first collection, Bloody Cbamber, came out in ry79.
In the rgTos and r98os Alex Hamilton was prolific with four collec-
tions; his fifth - Tbe Christmas Pud,ding tbat Shooh the World - was
published in 1988.

Several Irish writers, apart from Moore and Joyce, have made out-
standing contributions to the genre. Namely, Liam O'Flaherty (Spring
Soaing, ry26), Frank O'Connor (Gaests of tbe Nati.on, r93r, plus no
fewer than nine other collections), Sean O'Faolain (Midsumrner
Nigbt's Madness, 191.2), Edna O'Brien (The Love Objea, ry68, A
Scandalous'Woman and Other Stories, 1974, Mrs Reinbardt and Other
Stories, 1978, and Lantem Slides, rygo) and Villiam Trevor (The Day
We Got Drnnh on Calee, ry6g, Angels at the Ritz, 1975, Beyond the
Pale, r98r). One of the leading Scottish writers in the genre has been
George Mackay Brown, who published.4 Calend.ar of Looe 0g6il.
Frank Sargeson, a New Zealander, had two notable collections:
Conversations uith My Uncle $%6) and his Collected Short Stories
(tg6).The Australian Patrick Vhite published The Burnt Ones Q964)
and The Cochatoos (tgZd.

Since the rgzos writers of short stories in America have been scar-
cely less prolific. Among the more famous have been Scott Fitzgerald,
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who publi shed Fkppers and Pbilosopbers (r9zo), Tales of tbe Jazz Age

Qgzz) md AII tbe Sad Young Men (1926); Villiam Faulkner, who
wrote some of the best shon stories in existence, and whose three main
collections were These rj (r93r), Idyll in the Desert (rglt) and Go
Down, Moses, and Other Stoies (tg+t); Katherine Anne Pofter, one
of the most gifted of short story writers, whose main collections were
Flowering Judas (tglo), Hacienda 0%+), Pale Horse, Pale Rider

Oglil and The Leaning Tower (rg++); William Saroyan, who pub-
lished several collections, including The Daring Young Man on tbe
Flying Trapeze (rgl41' Damon Runyon, whose first collection Gays
and Dolls ceme out in r93r and was to be followed by several more;

James Thurber, who published several collections of short stories and
sketches, including The Oail in the Attic, and Other Perplexities
(r9j r), Tbe Seal in My Bedroorn, and Other Predicaments (1932), Tbe
Middle-Aged Man onthe FlyingTrapeze (rgll), Let Yoar Mind Alone

Gglil and The Beast in Me, and Other Animals (tg+8); John Hare,
author of The Doctor's Son and Other Stories (tn), Pal loey (tg+o)

and Pipe Night (rg+);Carson McCullers, whose major collection was

Tbe Balkd of the Sad Cafe (t9t t), which contains the novelh-length
story Tbe Member of the Wedding; Ernest HemingwaS whose main
collection is The First Forty-Nine Stoies (rpf 8); Raymond Chandler,
who producedTrouble it My Business (tgto), Killer in the Rain Q964)
end The Smell of Fear (tg6); Bernard Malamud, whose main col-
lections were The Magic Banel (1918), Idiots First (t9$) and

Rembrandt's Hat Ugz); Isaac Bashevis Singer, who wrote for the
most paft in Yiddish and whose main collections are Girnpel the

Fool $95), The Spinoza of Marhet Street Q96r), Zhteh the Goat

$966) and A Fricnd of Kafha OgZo). Ray Bradbury brilliantly inven-

tive and versatile, published numerous collections, includingz The

Illnstrated Man $9y1, The Golden Apples of the Sun (t953), The

October Coantry Gyst), A Medicine for Melancholy {r95) - in

Britain this collection had the title Tbe Day It Rained Forezter -

The Machineries of Joy (rg6+), Tbe Last Circus and the Electrocution
(r98o) andA Mernory of Murder (tgS+); andJohn Updike, whose three
main collections are Pigeon Featbers and' Other stories (t962),

Museums and Wornen $972) and Problems and Other Stories (tgZil.

Flannery O'Connor had her complete stories published posthumously
in  ry7t .

From the r89os and during the zoth c. a number of Russian authors
have also enriched the genre. Gorki published his first story Makur
Chudra in 1892, which he followed with Chelkash ( r 8g I ) and Tutenty-

Six Men and a Girl $89). Later came his series of stories about New

York called The City of the Yellow Devil $9o6). His contemPorary
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Leonid Andreyev wrote a few which have been regarded as outstand-
ing; for example, Thougbt (r9oz), In Tbe Fog Qgoz), Tbe Govemor

$9o6), Sezten that utere Hanged (r9o8). Ivan Bunin remains famous
for his collection The Gentlemanfrom San Francisco and Atber Stories
(tgr+).Isaak Babel's Red Car.,alry (r94-y) is another notable collec-
tion; as is Andrei Platonov's The Locks of Yepr.fan (tgz).

Somewhat less well known, perhaps, were: Vera Inber, who was
prolific and published her first collection, Tales,in r9z5; Ilf and Petrov
(pseudonyms of Ilya Arnoldovich Fainzilberg and Yergevny Petrovich
Katayev), who published a number, including On the Grand Scale;
Sergei Nikitin, who produced several collections, among them Se,uen
Elepbants (tgt+), Tales $95), Old Men Q958), A Sleepless Night

GgSil and Bonfire in the Wind (t96o); Yuri Nagibin, known for three
main collections: Before tbe Holiday (196o), In Early Spring (196r)
and People, My Friends Q96r);Yuri Laptyev, who also had three main
collections: The People's Court QgS6), Tales and Stories (19y8) and
There is a Little Town ft95t). Konstantin Paustovsky, Yuri Oyesha
and Sergei Antonov also wrote notable short stories.

In ItalS too, the short story has become an established form and
some of the most distinguished zoth c. writers have enriched it. For
example, Carlo Gadda with a number of collecdons, including La
madonna dei filosofi (t9lt), Il castello di Udine G%+) and L'Adalgisa
(tg++). Mario Soldati's main collections were A cena col commenda-
tore (r95o\, La messa d.eivilleggianti $95) and Storie di spettri $962).
Alberto Moravia produced two main collections: Racconti romani

GgS+) and Nuovi racconti romani (tg1il.In ry6o Cesare Pavese pub-
lished I racconti. Two important collections were Vasco Pratolini's Via
de' Magazzini (t942) and Le amicbe (rg+).Natalie Ginzburg pro-
duced her first collection, titled La stada cbe zta in cittd, in t942, and
followed this with Tutti i nostri ieri ftgyz), plus two long stories,
Valentino and La madre, in ry57. Carlo Cassola produced several
volumes of short stories and a big collection 1 racconti in r9y8. Italo
Calvino was also prolific with several volumes, and the collection .I
racconti in ry59.

German writers of the 2oth c. have been no less prolific in the genre.
For example, the East German writer Anna Seghers, a notable expo-
nent of the Noztelle and the short narrative. Some of her collections
are Der Ausflug der toten Miidchen (t9+8), Die Hochzeit oon Haiti
(ty+y), Die Linie (t9to), Fried,ensgeschicbten (rplo) and Die Kinder
(tqlt). Luise Rinser published three collections: Ein Biind,el weisser
Narzissen (rgS6), Vorn Sinn der Traurigheit $96z) and Septembertag
(rg6+).Heinrich Boll wrote some of the best stories in the language,
especially the cycle of short ones collected under the tide Wo warst
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da, Adam? (tgSr), followed by the collecrion Der Bahnhof zton
Zimpren (tgtz), So anrd Abend und Morgen (tgS) and
(Jnberechenbare Giiste OgS6). lVolfgang Borchert's first collection
wx Hnndeblume (tg+il, which he followed with An einem Dienstag

Gg+); and there was a posthumous collection in ry62, titled Die trau-
rigen Geranien.Ingeborg Bachmann wrote a number of notable stories
and she is particularly remembered for the collection Das dreissigste

Jahr (r96t) and Simultan $972), which contains five stories. One of
the most highly regarded writers in this genre in the zoth c. has been
Siegfried Lenz, who has published several memorable collections,
including Jiiger des Spotts (rgt8), Das Feaerscbiff $96o), Der
Spieloerderber Q961) and So war das mit dem Zirhus (t97t). Martin
\flalser's two main collections so far have been Ein Flugzeag iiber dem
Haus (rqll) - where the influence of Kafka is discernible - and
Liigenge scbich ten 0 y6 +).

French writers, it seems, have not been so prolific. Colette, Jules
Supervielle and Vercors all wrote occasional short stories. Marcel
Aym6 wrote quite a few, including some well-known ones for chil-
dren. Jean Paul Sartre's main (and remarkable) contribution was the
collection Le Mur (rglg), which comprised five longish short stories.
Albert Camus wrote six memorable ones gathered together under the
title L'Exil et Ie royaume $957), and Pierre Gascar wrote a number
published under the titles Les Bdtes and Le Temps des morts (tg1),

and Les Femmes (tgl8).
Some others of note are Jean Ferry whose best known collection

was Le Mdcanicien (tlto), Henri Thomas, who published the collec-
rion La Cible in r915, Philippe Sollers, MarcelJouhandeau and Alain
Robbe-Grillet, who wrote the remarkable La Phge (published in
Instantan4s in ry62).

Two Spanish American authors who have attained international
renown are Luis Borges and Gabriel Garcia Mirquez. Borges devised
a form of his own, the,f cci6n; a kind of story-essay. His ideas, themes
and technique are highly idiosyncratic and reminiscent, at times, of
both Cankar and Kafka. His three collections were: Ficciones (tg++),

El Aleph (tg+g) md Labyinths $953). ln ry74 Mirquez published
eleven stories in the collection Ojos de perro azul. Two other collec-
tions were Los funerales de Marni Grande $962) and La inoeible y
triste historia de k c,indida Erindira y su abuek desalrnada (1972).

The Cuban novelist Alejo Carpentier has also published a few short
stories which have been highly regarded.

In ryg4there were well over a hundred general anthologies of short
stories available in English alone (including a f.air number of transla-
tions into English). Regularly, well-established stories, or classics of
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the genre, are recycled in new anthologies, often just cobbled toge-
ther by an editor, with minimal or no introduction, their raison d'dtre
being little more than commercial enterprise.

Short-Title Catalogue Published by the Bibliographical Society in
t9z6; an indispensable guide and reference work to English books
published between 1475 and :f,4o.

sic (L 'so') Put in brackets after a word or expression or even perhaps
a sentence from a quoted passage to indicate that it is quoted accu-
rately even though it may be incorrect, absurd or grotesque.

Sicilian octave An eight-line Italian stanza (rhyming abababab) of hen-
decasyllabic (q.r.t.) verses. Also called strarnbotto (q.".) popokre, ir is
believed to have been used in Southern Italy and Sicily in the r3th c.,
and also in Tuscany. It is related to the medieval French estrabot and
to ottdr)d rima (q.v.), which may have developed from it. It was in
fairly general use in the r yth c. See also xrsprrro; soNNET.

Sicilian School A term applied to a group of poets associated with the
court of Emperor Frederick II (rzze-;o) in Palermo. The poets used
the vernacular and were very probably the first to establish Italian as
a literary language. The school flourished for about fif.ty years.

sick verse Sick verse (the term is a modern neologism) is kin to black
comedy (q.t.); it is queasilS uneasily funny, mordant, sardonic and
occasionally macabre. Its themes are misfortune, death, disease,
cruelty, love-sickness and morbid preoccupations related to mental
illness (sometimes masochistic and sadistic). It is the product of melan-
choly, ennui, despair and nausea of the world. At its strongest it dis-
plays horror and necrophiliac urges. It ranges from the apocalyptically
sombre vision of James Thomson's City of DreadfulNight to the com-
paratively light-hearted jingle of \7. S. Gilbert's Nightrnare.

A very large number of poets have written verse which qualiGes as
sick. Some would find parts of Juvenal's more misanthropic satires
fairly sick, but there is little of note until the r yth c. when the disas-
trous wars and plagues which devastated Europe inspired poets to
express disgust and regret. Some noable examples from this period of
what we might now describe as sick verse are: Villon's Regrets de h
belle heaulmiire, Balkde des dames da temps jadis, and Balkde des
pendas; Chastellain's Le Pas de k Mort; and Olivier de la Marchet
Parement et Triumpbe des Dames. A preoccupation with death, decay
and disease sometimes inspired Elizabethan and Jacobean dramatists
(especially'Webster and Tourneur) to write appropriately sick verse for
some scenes. A macabre and 'sick' element is particularly noticeable
in revenge tragedy (q.rt.).
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Sick verse becomes rare after the middle of the rzth c., but a certain
blackness of spirit and a dwelling upon the gloomy and horrific
reappears towards the middle of the r 8th c. in the Graveyard School
of Poetry (q.o.), and during the rgth c. sick verse of one kind and
another is common. Out of the many examples available one should
mention George Crabbe's Peter Grimes and Sir Eustace Grey; many
works by Thomas Lovell Beddoes (especially his play Death's Jest-
Booh); The City of Dreadful Night by James Thomson, already
referred to, and the same author's Insomnia; Edgar Allan Poe's poems
The Raoen, Tbe Bells, The Conqr4eror Worm, The Sleeper; Robert
Browningt poems Madhouse Cells, Soliloqay of tbe Spanisb Cloister,
Tbe Laboratory, Sibrandas Schafnaburgensis and Cbilde Roknd to tbe
Darh Touter Carne;Swinburne's Faustine and After Death. The works
of some rgth c. French poets also qualify as sick. For instance,
Baudelaire's Les Fleurs du mal and Spleeu Rimbaud\ Le Bateau ivre
and (Jne saison en enfer. In more recent years some of the more
notable contributions have been made by Robert Graves (The Halk
of Bedhm,Tbe Castle,The Suicide in the Copse); Robert Service (The

Cremation of Sam McGee); \f. H. Auden (Miss Gee); John Betjeman
(Death in Ledmington; Late-Flouteing Lnst); Sylvia Plath (Surgeon at
2 d.m.,In Phster). One should also mention Tom Lehrer's witty 'sick'

lyrics. The Pengain Booh of Sick Verse (tgfl), edited by George
MacBeth, is a sufficiently emetic collection. See a/so noxsENsE.

sigmatism A term deriving from the Greek letter sigma, 's'. It denotes
the marked use (or repetition) of the letter is'. In English it is a very
common letter and the use of sibilance, especially in verse, in order to
achieve certain effects is also very common. From among many well-

known instances one may cite tUflordswofth's celebrated description of
skating in Tbe Prelxdez

All shod with steel,
\fe hissed along the polished ice in games
Confederate, imitative of the chase
And woodland pleasures - the resounding horn,
The pack loud chiming, and the hunted hare.
So through the darkness and the cold we flew,
And not a voice was idle; with the din
Smitten, the precipices rang aloud;
The leafless trees and every icy crag
Tinkled like iron; while far distant hills
Into the mmult sent an alien sound
Of melancholy not unnoticed, while the stars
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sillographer

Eastward were sparkling clear, and in the west
The orange sky of evening died away.

See oNouAToPoEIA.

signature The printer's original sheet with four or more pages printed
on it. Folded and bound, this forms a section. See ontnERING.

signifiant,See srcrqtrrnn/srcxrrrrn.

signifi€ See srcNrrtsR/srcNrnrso.

signifier/signified In his classic work Cours de lingaistique gdndrale
(rgtl) Ferdinand de Saussure describes a language system as'a series
of differences of sound combined with a series of differences of ideas'.
In elaboration, he makes the famous distinction between signifiant
('signifier') and signifi| ('signified'). Each sign in language is a union
of signifi.er (i.e. a sound image or its graphic equivalent) and a signifi.ed
(i.e. the referentl the concept referred to). The letters or marks h-o-u-
s-e form a signifier which evoke the signified 'house'. There is no
inherent reason why the letters or marks should mean 'house'. The
association of signifier and signified is the product of linguistic con-
vention and not of any natural link. The relation between the whole
sign and what it refers to (i.e. the referent, or actual house with walls,
roof, doors, windows, etc.) is arbitrary in that there is no natural link
between the sign and the actuality to which it refers. Each sign in a
linguistic system possesses 'meaning' by virtue of the fact that it is dif-
ferent from any other sign rather than because of any linguistic reason
whv this should be so. House is different from 'louse' and 'mouse'.

Thus a word can be identified because of how it is related to, and dif-
ferentiated from, other words in the linguistic system. As Saussure
puts it: 'in language there are only differences without positive terms'.
See orcoNsrRucTroN; LANGUE AND pARoLE; posr-srRUcruRALIsM;

STRUCTURALISM.

siio (K 'melody of the times') A Korean verse form, originally sung or
chanted to the accompaniment of music. A complex form, the con-
ventional sijo comprises three lines, each being composed of four
groups of syllables. The first two lines had either fourteen or fifteen
syllables, the third fifteen. There were slight variations, but a sijo was
usually of forcy-three, forty-four or forty-five syllables. Head rhyme
(q.r.) is common .The sijo is of great antiquity and dates back at least
to the r4th c. It is still used by Korean poets.

sillographer A writer of silloi (Gk'squint-eyed') pieces: poems which
satirize particular schools of thought or an individual's doctrines. A



famous sillographer of antiquiry was Xenophanes of Colophon who

satirized the mythology of Homer and Hesiod. Samuel Butlert
Hudibras Q6g-78) might be descibed as a sillographic work. So
might Pope's Duncia.d (t728-4). Belloc and Chesterton were other
writers who excelled at trenchant debunking of this kind. See also
SATIRE.

silva A Spanish poetic form, apparently 6rst developed in the r6th c.

and related to the canci6n (q.v.).It consisted of hendecasyllabic or hep-

tasyllabic lines arranged in strophic form and with a variable rhyme
scheme. Lope de Vega wrote a number of them.

silver fork school See FAsHIoNABLE NovEL.

simile (L neuter of. similis, 'lilte') A figure of speech in which one thing
is lihened to another, in such away as to clarify and enhance an image.
It is an explicit comparison (as opposed to the metaphor, q.o., where
the comparison is implicit) recognizable by the use of the words 'like'

or 'as'. It is equally common in prose and verse and is a figurative
device of great antiquity. The following example in prose comes from

Graham Greene's Stamboul Train:

The great blast furnaces of Libge rose along the line like ancient
castles burning in a border raid.

And this instance in verse from Ted Hughes's poem February:

The wolf with its belly stitched full of big pebbles;
Nibelung wolves barbed like black pine forest
Against a red sky, over blue snow. . .

See also EPIc SIMILE.

similiter desinens .See nourorrr,EuToN.

similitude (from L 'likeness') For all practical purposes a synonym for

parable and allegory (qq.o.); and thus in the sense 'in the guise of'. As

the prophet Hosea put it (rz: Io): 'I have multiplied visions, and used
similitudes'. Occasionally it is used to mean a simile (q.o.),as Macaulay
intended in his attack on Robert Montgomery's poems (r83o); he
derides the poet for a comparison: ''\fe take this to be, on the whole,
the worst similitude in the world.'

simultan6isme A short-lived movement in French poetry early in the
2oth c. The writers aimed at a kind of 'simultaneousness' of image and
sound to represent or reproduce human sounds mingled with other
sounds (e.g. those made by animals, birds, etc.) and also the sounds of
cities (e.g. traffic). It was an attempt at a complex form of ono-
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skald

matopoeia (q.".) and also at a form of synaesthesia and the kinaesthetic
image (qq.o.). Representative examples are to be found in La Tiilogie
des forces (r9o8-r4) by H.-M. Barzun, the leader of the movement,
and Naissance du podme (r9r8) by Fernand Divoire. See also KINETTc
POEM; PHANOPOEIA; UNANIMISME.

sincerity A term commonly used in the rgth c. to denote a criterion of
aesthetic excellence and truthfulness, even of moral integrity. Matthew
Arnold, for example, held that the test of greatness in poetry was
whether or not it possessed the 'high seriousness which comes from
absolute sincerity'. Later critical thinking dispensed with the term as
being too vague, and because it implied or presupposed a knowledge
of the author's intentigns and feelings which no one but the author
himself could be fully awere of.. See pERsoNAL HEREsy; spoNTANEITy.

single-moulded line An end-stopped line, fairly frequent in early blank
verse (q.r.). Three of the following lines from Marlowe's Jew of Maha,
III, iv (c. r59z) are end-stopped:

Barabas: O trusty Ithamore; no servant, but my friend!"'
I here adopt thee for mine only heir,
All that I have is thine when I am dead,
And, whilst I live, use half; spend as myself;
Here take my keys, I'll give 'em thee anon.""
Go buy thee garments; but thou shalt not want.v"
Only know this, that thus thou art to do:
But first go fetch me in the pot of rice
That for our supper stands upon the fire.

single rhyme A one-syllable or masculine rhyme (q.rr.). For instance:
stuff/muff. See nnvur.

Singspiel A German term for a simple form of opera in which strophic
songs are linked by spoken dialogue. In Germany it dates from the
r8th c. with imitations of John Gay's The Beggar's Opera (1728). The
term also denotes musical comedy. Bertolt Brecht experimented with
t::X, 

;?::s 
tance, M a b a go nny G s z7), desc rib ed as a S o n gsp ie l. S e e

sirventes A Provengal poetic form (not fixed) used by the troubadours
(q.v.).It is like a ca.nso (q.".) but the themes were usually political or
moral, and the intention was very often satirical. Also used for per-
sonal lampoon (q.".).

skald An ON word of unknown origin. A Scandinavian bard or court
singer. Many of them were Icelanders who settled in Norway. Skaldic
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shaz

poetry differs from the Elder Edda lays because most of the authors
are known by name. Much of the poetry deals with the deeds of con-
temporary chieftains and kings. The verse forms are complicated;
mostly the dr6ttkvatt (q.v.). The kenning (q.r.) was used liberally.
Among the better known shalds are: Bragi Boddason (c. 8oeyo);
pj666tfr 6r Hvini (9th c.); porbjorn Hornklofi (c. 9oo); Eyvindr
Finnson (roth c.); Egill Skallagrfmsson (9th c.); Kormikr Ogmundar-
son (roth c.); Gunnlaugr Ormstunga Illugason (roth-r rth c.);
Hallfredr Ottarsson Vandrae Askald (roth-r rth c.); p6rm66r

Kolbrunarskild (rrth c.); Sigvatr p6r6arson (c. 995-to41); Arn6rr
p6r6arsonJarlaskild (r rth c.). From late in the r rth c. the skald became
less and less important. The oral tradition (q.v.) declined and poetry
came to be written down more and more. See also cusLAR; SAGA; scop;
TROUBADOUn; rnOUVinr.

skaz A Russian term (from sleazat,'to tell') applied to a genre of folk
literature. It usually consists of an eyewitness account of an episode
in peasant or provincial life. More specifically it is a narrative related
by a fictitious narator rather than by the author directly. Such a device
allows the author considerable scope in the use of speech forms such
as dialect, slang, neologism (qq.o.), mispronunciation and so forth,
which give a naturalistic vigour and colourfulness which might not be
attainable in a more conventional narrative told solely from the
author's viewpoint (q.o.). The possibilities of this technique
exploited very successfully by Nikolai Leskov (r83r-9y), many
whose ales are told in skaz. Early in the zoth c. the skaz style was
often used as a form of ornamentalism (q.".) and Leskov's influence is
apparent in the work of such authors as Remizov, Babel and
Zoshchenho. See also rrru- sroRY.

skazka Russian folk tales. See sxez.

Skeltonics Or Skeltonic verse (also known as 'tumbling verse', 4.a.),
named afterJohn Skelton (r46o?-rJz9), apoet of the Tudor period. It
is a headlong, kettle-dnrm, tumultuous verse related to doggerel (q.r.)
whose chief stylistic features are short lines, multiple rhyme, allitera-
tion and parallelism (qq.o.). Pejoratively called 'rude rayling',
Skeltonics have become admired and respectable. The following lines
come from The World Noandays (c. r y rz):

So many newes and knack6s,
So many naughty packds,
And so many that money lackds,

Saw I never:

were
rv of
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So many maidens with child
And wilfully beguiled,
And so many places untiled,

S a w I n e v e r . . .

So much striving
For good6s and for wiving,
And so little thriving,

Saw I never:
So many capacities,
Offices and pluralities,
And changing of dignities,

Saw I never:

Various influences have been adduced to explain Skelton's highly indi-
vidual style: some of them may have been the OE rhyming poem and
alliterative verse (q.o.), and medieval rhymed accentual verse.

sketch Two basic categories of sketch may be distinguished: (a) a short
piece of prose (often of perhaps a thousand to two thousand words)
and usually of a descriptive kind. Commonly found in newspapers and
magazines. In some cases it becomes very nearly a short story (q.tt.).
A well-known example is Dickens's Shetches by Boz (t83g), a series
of sketches of life and manners; (b) a brief dramatic piece of the kind
one might find in a revue (q.".) or as a curtain raiser (q.".) or as part
of some other kind of theatrical entertainment. A good example is
Harold Pinter's Last Bus.

The sketch has also been developed into a particular dramatic form,
as a kind of monodrama (q.zt.) by monologists like Hetty Hunt, Ruth
Draper and Joyce Grenfell. The solo mime Marcel Marceau has
worked out his own form of dramatic sketch. See also cHARAcTER.

skit (ON'shoodng') A skit aims to'shoot'or caricature a person or a
style of writing or a mode of performance and interpretation. It is thus
very closely related to, if not actually synonymous with, parody
and burlesque (qq.a.). It is common in musical revue (q.".) and com-
parable enteftainments where famous people are 'taken 

off'by humor-
ous impersonation, or where the style of a composer or author is
'gty.d'.

slack The unaccented syllable(s) in a metrical foot. In a dacryl (q.v.) like
mitricdl, the slack consists of the second and third syllables.

slang (ON s/yzgoA,'to sling') The present meaning comes close to
Norwegian dialect sleigeord,'offensive language'. Slengjenamz means



slang

'nickname', and the phrase slengje hjeften means 'to sling the jaw' -

or utter offensive language - which smacks of slang.
'The world of slang', wrote G. K. Chesterton, 'is a kind of topsy-

rurvydom of poetry full of blue moons and white elephanm, of men
losing their heads, and men whose tongues nrn away with them - a
whole chaos of fairy tales.'

Common to many languages, it is the lingo of the gutter, the street,
the market-place, the saloon, the stable, the workshop, the theatre, the
fo'c'sle, the barrack room and the ranch - indeed almost anywhere
where men work or play. It is the poetry of the common man, the tup-
pence-coloured of everyday life, and is indispensable to the well-being
of a language. A thriving and developing language has plentiful slang.
Slang provides its calories, its energy and its vigour.

One can readily distinguish between slang, formal language and col-
loquial (q.".) language: 'He dresses in a contemporery fashion' is
formal;'He's always got the latest clothes'is colloquiall'He's a snappy
dresser'is slangy.

Again: .We have had a week of many misfortunes'; 'It's been a bad
week'; 'It's been a dark seven'. In the growth of language the move-
ment is thus: - colloquialism > standard speech > idiom > clich6 >

archaism (qq.r.) Take the phrase 'our withers are unwrung' which
Shakespeare uses in Hamlet (III, ii, zyy). Shakespeare may have heard
this, or invented it himself. It could have been a slang phrase. At any
rate, as a result of his usage it became colloqial and passed into stan-
dard speech. Persistent usage gave it the rank of idiom; overusage has
put it in the clichd class; and it may soon become a dead metaphor
(q.".) or an archaism (q.tt.).

So slang is the language of intimacS of everyday conversation, and
much of it is ephemeral. Flowever, if it passes the hard tests of vitali-

ty Mdoriginality it may survive for centuries.lt can date very rapidly,
like fashions in clothes, and the writer, therefore, is obliged to be judi-

cious in his use of current slang in order to remain natural and unaf-
fected. Examples of long-established slang phrases are: smudge :

plumber's black; chancellor" .gg : a day-old barrister; bear : broker
who works to lower the price of stock; haggis debate : discussion on
Scottish affairs; sea pheasant : bloater or kipper; resistance piece :

chief attraction; butter boys : fledgling cabbies; yell play : a bad play
which relies on jokes to keep it going; a man with muscles on his eye-
b rows :as t rongman .

Sex, money, food and drink are responsible for a large proportion
of slang terms. Those relating to sex are so plentiful and many of them
so commonly used that most people may be expected to know them.

One may refer to money as: cash, dough, rhino, folding, green,
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slavophiles

cabbage, ready, bread, spondulicks, blunt, off, splosh, chink, dibs,
plunks, bucks, bones, siller, dust, tin, the necessary the needful, the
wherewithal, lolly or jack; plus, greenbacks (old f r notes), bluebacks
(f 5 notes), brownbacks (old rol- notes). And to food as: nosh, Brub,
scoff, chop, progr chow, chuck, toke, belly-timber, prov. A man may
be intoxicated or drunk, or he may be: canned, smashed, stoned,
squiff5 foxed, blotto, pissed, plastered, sloshed, sozzled, pickled,
corned, raddled, boiled, tiddln stinking, lit-up, groggy, top-heav5
whiffled, screwed, lushy, oiled, muzzft tight, stewed to the eyeballs,
half-seas ovet three sheets in the wind, with back teeth awash, under
the table, drunk as a piper, drunk as a fiddler's bitch, or drunk as a
lord.

Much slang from trades and professions 'graduates' from being
private and esoteric to becoming public and open. However, school
slang has a habit of remaining private. English public schools are well
known for their domestic or parochial slang. Slang has been srudied
in some detail in the 2oth c. and the most celebrated expert on the
subject is Eric Partridge, one of whose main works is A Diaionary of
Slang and Unconoentional Englisb (rgl7; 196r). See also ARGor; BAcK
SLANG; cANT; EUPHEMISM; JARGON; KING'S ENGLISH; PAToIS; RHYMING

SLANG; STANDARD ENGLISH.

slant rhyme A rhyme that is not true. It may be deliberate or the result
of incompetence. In this stanza from Peter Redgrove's The
Archaeologlsr the second and third line contain a form of slant rhyme,
and the first and fourth have pure rhymes:

So I take one of those thin plates
And fit it to a knuckled other,
Carefully, for it trembles on the edge of powder,
Restore the jaw and find the fangs their mates.

.lee Rrrtr"rn.

slapstick Lo*, knockabout comedy, involving a good deal of physical
action and farcical buffoonery like the throwing of custard pies. A
slapstick consisted of two pieces of wood which, when applied, for
instance, to somebody's buttocks, produced a cracking or slapping
sound. It was used by the Harlequin in commedia dell'arte (q.a.).
There may be some connection between this and the tradition of the
Yice (q.zt.) cudgelling the devil; and, further back, the demons of the
medieval Mystery Plays (q.a.) coming on with fire-crackers exploding
from their tails. See also rtxcr; Lov coMEDy.

slavophiles Members of a Russian intellectual movement active from c.
r84o to the r86os. They were in favour of preserving and nurnrring
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slice of life

Russian culrural roots and of maintaining tradition. They were
opposed to many of the influences of Vestern Europe (its culrure,
rationalism, materialism and democratic systems) and were thus
opposed to the contrary movement of the ''Westerners' (q.a.) in Russia.
See scvtHreNs.

slice of life A direct translation of the French phrase trancbe de ztie
(attributed to the French playwright Jean Jullien, r854-r9t9), and
applied to the works of Zole and other 'realistic' writers. It suggests
that a work presents life 'in the raw', factual, visceral and unadulter-
ated by art. It is not a particularly helpful or clear term since it might
be variously applied to Chaucer's Miller's Tale,Def.oe's loarnal of tbe
Pkgue Year (r7zz), George Gissing's Neut Grub Street (r89r), rUflalter

Greenwood's Love on tbe Dole (ty) and John Braine's Room at the
Top (t957), without telling us very much about any of them. See
NATURALISM; REALISM.

Slipslop After Mrs Slipslop, a character in Fieldin g's Joseph And.rear

bl+r). She had a habit of misusing words in a ridiculous way: 'delemy'

for dilemma; 'confidous' for confident; 'indicted to wenching' for
addicted to wenching; and 'ragmaticallest mophrodites' - which is
anyone's guess. This is better known as a Malapropism (q.v.).

slogan The term derives from the Gaelic compound slaagb-gbairm;
sluaghr 'host' or 'army', ghairmr'cry' or'shout'. Thus, a war-cry; the
cry of a politicd p^rty.It is related to watchword and motto.

Sloka A Sanskrit verse form consisting of two hemistichs (4.o.), each of
sixteen syllables organized in four units of four syllables each. It was
used in many epic Sanskrit works.

smithy poets A pejorative term applied to a group of Soviet poets
(formed about rgzo) who wrote crude verse as a sort of jingoistic pro-
paganda (q.".) on behalf of the proletariat. The huznitn'the smithy'
was a branch of the proletarskaya kul'tura (q.".). There were also
'Cosmists' who believed in universal power for the 'proles'. The
Smithies could be better described as 'hammer and tongs'poets.

soap opera A pejorative term for films, television serials and radio pro-
gram{nes which are facile, shallow and melodramatic and, though
superficially realistic, often bear little relationship to the acrualities
of most people's lives (though there are honourable exceptions to
this). Often abbreviated to 'a soap', the term is also applied to fiction
which displays the characteristics listed. The term dates from the
early ry3os when American radio serials were sponsored by soap
manufacrurers.
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Socratic irony

socialist realism A kind of artistic credo, developed in Russia to imple-
ment Mamist doctrine, which spread into other Communist countries.
It requires art to promote the cause of the socialist society and looks
upon the artist (whatever his medium) as a kind of servant of the state,
or, in Stalin's emetic phrase, as''the engineer of human souls'. At its
worst it has produced the so-called smithy poers (q.".) and the prole-
tarshaya kul'tura (q.".); at its best some writers who have succeeded
in transcending many of its impositions (e.g. Alexander Fadeyev and
Mikhail Sholokov). It also produced the notorious colonies of writers,
artists, composers, etc. dedicated to rhe propaganda (q.v.) of social
realism which in Russia has been regarded as a reacrion against natu-
ralism (q.v.) or what is described as bourgeois realism. Opponenrs
maintain that to force the artisr to commit himself to an ideology is to
impugn his freedom. Two famous Russian rebel writers have been
Pasternak and Solzhenitsyn, both of whom were used unashamedly
for propaganda purposes by the 

'Western 
press. The Hungarian

Marxist critic George Lukics has investigated aspects of socialist
realism in Stadies in Earopean Realism (rglo) and The Meaning of
Contemporary Realism $9Q). See also coMMTTMENT; rDEyNosr;
NARODNOST; PARTYNOST; REALTSM; THESTS NOVEL.

Society of Authors It was founded in 1884 by Sir'Walter Besant

$\6-19or) to help authors stand up for their rights, especially in
matters of copyright (q.v.). Vithin thirty years the sociery had
achieved a good deal in the protection of authors, more particularly in
dealing with publishers' contracts. George Bernard Shaw became a
militant supporter, especially over the rights of dramatists. In r93 r the
League of Dramatists was created as an autonomous section of the
society. Other sections were formed in due course. Membership of
the society enables an author to receive h-elp in such matters as raxa-
tion, contracts, libel and social security. The society made an our-
standing contribution in the campaign (which lasted for rwenty-eight
years) to establish the Public Lending Right (q.".).

society verse .See vrns or socrfr6.

sociological novel See rnnsrs NovEL.

sociometry The study and measuremenr of attitudes in various groups.
As far as literature is concerned, study of what sort of readers buy par-
ticular books and why.

Socratic irony So called after Socrates whose favourite device was ro
simulate ignorance in discussion, especially by asking a series of appar-
ently innocuous questions in order to trap his interlocutor into error.
See rnoNv.
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solecism

solecism (Gk soloihismos, f.rom soloiAos, 'barbarous') A deviation from

conventional usage in grammar, syntax or Pronunciation. For example:
'I ain't done nothing'; 'I never ought to have come'; 

'You didn't ought

to do it'.

soliloquy It is possible that St Augustine of Hippo coined this com-

pound in Latin: soliloquiam, from solus, 'alone' and loqui, 'to speak'.

A soliloquy is a speech, often of some length, in which a character,

alone on the sage, expresses his thoughts and feelings. The soliloquy

is an accepted dramatic convention (q.a.) of great importance and the

various uses it has been put to show the strengths and advantages of

such a convenrion. Its advantages are inestimable because it enables a

dramatist to convey direct to an audience important information about

a particular character: his state of mind and heart, his most intimate

thoughts and feelings, his motives and intentions.

In Classical drama the soliloquy is rare, but the playwrights of the

Elizabethan and Jacobean periods used it extensively and with great

skill. They achieved an excellence in the use of this convention which

has not been equalled. Hamlet, Macbeth and Otbello all have major

soliloquies (those in King Lear are somewhat less important), and so

does Marlowe's Dr Faustus.
A panicular use of the convention is to be found in the develop-

mentbf the villain (q.rr.) at this time. The soliloquies given to the vil-

lains are more like prolonged asides and often take the form of a direct

address to the audience. The villains are manipulators of the plot and

commentators on the action. Often they deliver these self-revelatory

statements of invention rather in the manner of the devils in the

Morality Plays (q.o.). Examples are to be found inOtbello (from lago),

The leut of Maha (from Barabas), in Titus Andronicu.s (from Aaron),

Richard III (from Gloucester), The Duchess of Malfi (from Bosola),

The White Devil (from Flamineo), The Revenger's Tragedy (from

Vendice), Antonio's Reztenge (from Piero) and Lust's Dominion (from

Eleazar).
In a modified forni dramatists continued to use the soliloquy during

the Restoration period and during the r8th and rgth c. Vith the advent

of a more naturalistic drama towards the end of the rgth c. it was no

longer feasible, though dramatists who persisted in writing verse plays

stilf exploited its possibilities. In the last eighry-odd years it has been

,rery tare. However, Ieirly recent exceptions may be found in Auden's

The Ascent of F5, Eliot's Murder in tbe Cathedral and Robert Bolt's

A Man for AII Seasons. See uoNolocuE.

somonha AJapanese syllabic verse form. It comprises two tanleos (q.".)

with a syllable count of five, seven' fivg, seven, seven. It is a kind of
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song

epistolary love poem, usually composed by rwo authors. The first part
is a declaration or statement of love, the second part is a reply.

son et lumibre French in origin. A form of theatrical, mixed-media
entertainment, usually out of doors, in which spectacular lighting and
sound effects are combined with music, narration and dramatic pre-
sentation, sometimes with an element of pageant (q.v.).Not infre-
quently used to present major historical events (e.g. the French
Revolution). A famous building, such as \findsor Castle or the Tower
of London, which has a long and colourful history lends itself particu-
larly well to son et lumiire.

song Many poems, even if not set to music, may be called songs (e.g.
Smart's A Song to Dartid; Blake's Songs of Innocence; Robert Service's
Songs of a Sourdough), but the term, in its literary sense, usually
denotes a poem and its musical setting; a poem for singing or
chanting, with or without musical accompaniment. Music and words
may be composed together; or the music may be 'fitted' to the words
and vice versa.

It seems that in the earlier stages of civilization (in many parts of
the world) much of the poetry created was designed to be sung or
chanted (much of it still is) and the oral tradition (q.r.) sustained the
union of music and poetry. In fact, up unril the r5th c., in Europe, poet
and composer/musician were often one and the same. The epic (q.rr.),
the war-song, the ballad (q.o.), the madrigil (q.a.) and the lyjic (q.o.)
were in many cases the works of professional musician/poets
who were also composers (for example, the shalds, scops, troubadours,
troavires and Minnesiinger, qq.a.). During the r5th c. (or perhaps a
little earlier) a kind of fissiparation took place. The poet and compos-
erlmusician began to part company, and the classifying of literary
forms or genres put the song in an individual category. Lyrics were
written in the expectation of their being ser to music and composers
made extensive use of the great variety of poetry available.

Paradoxically, though the poet and composer/musician were
parting company (and the rerm 'song' increasingly meant a lirerary
composition in verse form rather than words for music) the rdth and
ryth c. in England produced a great many good songs for music. Sir
Thomas \flyatt, for example, an important innovator in the Tudor
period, wrote some beautiful songs. These two stanzas are from one
of his better known pieces:

My lute awake! perform the last
Labour that thou and I shall wasre,

The end that I have now begun;
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For when this song is sung and past,
My lute be still, for I have done.

As to be heard where the ear is none,
As lead to grave in marble stone,

My song may pierce her heart as soon;
Should we then sigh or sing or moan?

No, no, my lute, for I have done.

Much of \Vyatt's work (and Surrey's) was published with other Poems
in Songes and Sonnettes, e collection made by Richard Tottel the

publishlr and published in ry57 (this is better known as Tottel's

Miscellany).
Many of the poets of the Elizabethan and Jacobean periods wrote

fine songs as well as poems that might be set to music. The two most

famous composer/poets of the period were Thomas Campion

Q559?-r6r9) andJohn Dowland (r fi3?-r626?). Campion, who was a

theoretician as well as a practitioner (he wrote an interesting treatise

called Obseruations in the Art of Englisb Poesie, t6oz),published four

Boohs of Ayres $6or-ry). The fourth one contained one of his best

known songs 'There is a Garden in Her Face'. Dowland, one of the

most famous musicians and composers of his time, published three

volumes calle8 Songes or Ayres of Foure Partes $t97, 16oo, 16o3)- The

third book contained the anonymous 
''Weep you no more, sad foun-

tains', an exquisite piece which illustrates many of the merits of the

song lyric of the period:.

Weep you no more, sad fountains;
\(hat need you flow so fast?

Look how the snowy mountains
Heaven's sun doth gently waste.

But my son's heavenly eyes
View not your weeping,
That now lies sleeping

Softly, now softly lies
Sleeping.

Sleep is a reconciling,
A rest that peace begets:

Doth not the sun rise smiling
\flhen f.air at ev'n he sets?

Rest you then, rest, sad eyes,
Melt not in weeping
\flhile she lies sleeping
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Softly, now softly lies
Sleeping.

The period immediately each side of r5oo saw a number of other
publications besides those of Campion and Dowland. Among the
more notable were: Villiam Byrd's Songs of Sundry Natures (rlSg);
Thomas Morley's Canzonets or Little Short Sozgs to Three Voices
GSg);John Mundy's Sozgs and Psalms (tSg+);Thomas Morley's First
Book of Ballets to Fipe Voices (rlgl); Thomas'Weelkes's Madrigals of
6 Parts (r5oo); Robert Jones's First Booh of Songs and Airs (16oo);
Tobias Flume's The First Part of Airs (r6oy); and J. \flilbye's Second
Set of Madrigals Q6o).

In the rTth c. many poers composed songs. Suckling, Herrick,
Lovelace, Jonson, Milton and Dryden created some of the best known
of all. In Arcades (r6li and Comus ft634) Milton produced some our-
standing songs. These lines come from the masque (q.".) of Comus -
the song to Echo:

Sweet Echo, sweetest nymph that liv'st unseen
Vithin thy airy shell

By slow Meander's margent green,
And in the violet-embroidered vale

\flhere the love-lorn nightingale
Nightly to thee her sad song mourneth well.
Canst thou not tell me of a gentle pair'That 

likest thy Narcissus are?
O if thou have

Hid them in some flowery cave,
Tell me but where

Sweet queen of parley daughter of the sphere
So mayst thou be translated ro the skies,

And give resounding grace to all heaven's harmonies.

The dramatists of the period ry8o-r64o often used songs in their
plays to sustain or create a particular mood. In many cases the song
was an integral - one might say an essential - part of the dramatic
structure (e.g. Desdemona's 'Villow'song in Otbello; Ophelia's songs
in Hamleu Iago's drinking song in Othello). A large number of the
best and most famous Elizabethan and Jacobean songs are ro be found
in the drama. The following are notable instances (I give the first line
in each case): ''\trflho is Silvia? what is she?' (Tbe Two Gentlemen of
Verona, rtg4-);'lVhen icicles hang by the wall' (Looe's Laboar's
Lost, c. tJ9);'Over hill, over dale' and 'You 

spotted snakes, with
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double tongue' and several others (A Midsummer Night's Dream,

r1gS-6);'Tell me where is fancy bred' (Tbe Merchant of Venice, 1596);
'Sigh no more, ladies, sigh no more' (Mucb Ado About Noth.ing,

rt;}-il; 'Blow, blow thou winterwind'and'It was a lover and his

lass' (z{s Yon Lihe It, c. rJgg);'O Mistress mine! where are you

roaming' and 'Come away, come ewtlt death' (Tarclfth Night, r5oo);
'Take, O take those lips away' (Measure for Measure, c. 16o4); 'Fear

no more the heat o' the Suln' (Cymbeline, r5ro-r I); "f(hen daffodils

begin to peer' and Jog on, jog on, the footpath way' (The Winter's

Tale, fto9-ro); 'Full fathom five thy father lies' (The Tempest, r5r r);
'Orpheus with his lute made trees' (Henry VIII, fir).

Tb this selection from Shakespeare one may add: 'Golden slumbers

kiss your eyes' (Thomas Dekker's Patient Grissell, r5o3); 'Com€,

Sleep, and with thy sweet deceiving' (Beaumont and Fletcher's lle

Woman-Hater, r6o7);'\[eep no more, nor sigh, nor groan'(Beaumont

and Fletch er's The Queen of Cointh, c. r5o8); 'Still to be neat, still to

be drest' (Ben Jonson's Epicene, fio9); 'Take, O take those lips away'

(Fletcher's The Bloody Brother, fi:5);'\fhy so pale and wan, fond

lover?' (Sir John Suckling's Aghara, 1538); 'Hence all you vain

delights' (Fletcher and Middleton's The Nice Valoar, printed in 1647);
'The glories of our blood and state' (]ames Shirley's The Contention

of Aj* and Ulysses,619).- 
fh. influence of the masque on song-writing in the r6zos and r63os

was considerable. Many masques contained good songs (or lyrics) and

the authors were fornrnate in having two English composers who well

understood the techniques of allying music and words. They were

Henry Lawes $596-1662) and his brother Villiam $6oz'4). Later

Purcell was to make an even greater contribution in setting words to

music.
\flhen the theatres re-opened after the Puritan ban, Dryden sus-

tained the tradition of the Elizabethans and Jacobeans in song-writing.

A notable example is 'Beneath a myrtle shade' (The Conquest of

Granada, ft7o); and his Ode for St Cecilia's Day is one of the great

songs in English literature. However, by the end of the rTth c. the Poet
no long.t used the theatre. Dramatic Prose was the desired medium

for comedy of mann ers (q.o.) and the art of song-writing very nearly

died in the r8th c., except, of course, in opera and ballad oPera (qq.r.),

at which Gay and Dibdin excelled, and in the occasional play: for

instance, Goldsmith wrote a successful song'Let schoolmasters puzzle

their brain' for She Stoops to Conquer (t773), and another one for his

novel Tbe Vicar d Wahefeld $766) which begins 'V'hen lovely

woman stoops to folly'. Sheridan, too, showed that he still had the

knack with his rousing catch 'Here's to the maiden of bashful fifteen'
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in School for Scand.al (tzzil. This might have been expected of
Sheridan for he had showed considerable aptitude for the sung lyric
in his comic opera Tbe Duenna $77). Thereafter there is almost
nothing of note, for a long time, in drama. rUflhen Robert Bell pub-
lished his Songs from the Dramatists (t85+) he printed over rhree
hundred songs, and Sheridan was the last author to be represented. In
fact, Sheridan's last song 'Yes, yes, be merciless thou tempest dire' in
his unsuccessful vagedy Pizano Glgg) shows how the art of. song-
making had declined.

This is not to say that the song in general was defunct, but if we
compare the r8th with the ryth c. the former has litde to show for its
efforts - except two major collections of earlier songs: namely, Thomas
D'IJrfey's Pilk to Purge Melancboly (r7tg), which contained over a
thousand songs, and Bishop Percy's Reliques of Ancient English Poetry
G26il.

A handful of poets, only kept the tradition of song-writing alive.
Notable examples are Thomas Moore, Robert Burns, \flilliam Blake,
Thomas Haynes BaylS phis the anonymous makers of ballad and folk-
song (qq.o.). Of the poets just mentioned the two most important are
Moore and Burns. Thomas Moore j779-r852) was a musician as well
as poet, and became the national lyrist of Ireland through the publi-
cation of his lish Melodi.es (t8o7-f l). He also published National Airs
(r8r 5) and Saoed Songs (r8r5). Burns OZty-g6) did for Scotland what
Moore did for Ireland, and wrote some of the finest songs ever created.
M*y of them were published in James Thomsons's .9cots Musical
Museum Q787-r8q) and George Thomson's Selea Colleoion of
Scottisb Airs Q7y-r 8oy).

In the rgth c. there was no revival of song-writing in England,
though Thomas Lovell Beddoes and Thomas Hardy both showed a
considerable gift for the song lyric. In more recent times dramatists
have again become avrare of the importance of songs in plays. The
work of V. B. Yeats, Sean O'Casey, T. S. Eliot, \f. H. Auden, Brendan
Behan and John Arden - among a number of others - illusrrates the
point. See orrrr; LYRrc.

songbook As a rule a collecdon of verses set to music. A famous
instance is the Carmina Burana (q.".). Scores of manuscript collecdons
survive in Europe and many hive been printed. .See e.rn; ceru-
CIONEIROS; CAROL; DITTY; LAUDA; MADRIGAL; MINNESINGER; SONG;

TROUBADOUR.

sonnet The term derives from the Italian sonetto, a 'little sound' or
'song'. Except for the curtal sonnet (q.v.) the ordinary sonnet con-
sists of fourteen lines, usually in iambic penramerers (4.2.) with
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considerable variations in rhyme scheme. The three basic sonnet forms

are: (a) the Petrarchan(q.o.),which comprises an octave (q.".) rhyming

abbaabba and a sestet (q.r.),rhyming cdecde or cdcdcd, or in any com-

bination except a rhyming couplet (q.v.); (b) the Spenserian (q.o.) of

three quatrains and a couplet, rhyming abab, bcbc, cdcd, ee; (c) the

Shakespearean, again with three quatrains and a couplet, rhyming

abab, cdcd, efef, gg.
The Italian form is the commonest. The octave develops one

thought; there is then a 'turn' or volta, and the sestet grows out of the

octave, varies it and completes it.
In the other two forms a different idea is expressed in each quatrain;

each grows out of the one preceding it; and the argument, theme and

dialect (qq.r,) are concluded,'tied up'in the binding end-couplet.
The Petrarchan sonnet probably developed from the Sicilian stram-

botto (q.o.). It consisted of r'wo quatrains to which were added

two tercets (q.v.). The earliest sonnets are attributed to Giacomo da

Lentino (c. tzrt-ll) of the Sicilian School. But the form may have

been invented by another poet at the court of the Emperor Frederick

II in Sicily. At any rate, throughout the later Middle Ages, the form

was used by all the Italian lyric poets, notably Guinicelli, Cavalcanti

and Dante. They usually used it for love poetry and more particular-

ly for that semi-Platonic and semi-religious devotion to the Lady or

Donna which subsequently became a clich6 of love Poetry. It was

Petrarch, more than anyone, who established the sonnet as one of the

major poetic forms. His Canzoniere were a hind of encyclopaedia of

love and passion. Thereafter, several Italian Poets composed sonnets

which have remained famous. They include Serafino dall'Aquila

$466-15oo), Bembo $47tr547), Michelangelo (r471-t564),

Castiglione $478-t529) andTasso OS++l).In the r6th c. there was

also an outburst of sonneteering in France where the most notable

sequences were du Bellay's L'Olive (tS+il and his Regrets and

Antiquitds de Rome (rll8), and Ronsard's Amours (r;12) and his

Sonnets pour Hdldne $y8). Philippe Desportes $546-16o5) was less

important, but Malherbe (r 555-1628) was largely resPonsible for

.rt"blirhittg the alexandrin e (q.tt.) through his sonnets. In Spain the

sonnet was introduced by the Marquis de Santillana (1398-1458).

Notable Spanish sonneteers who followed him were Juan Boscdn

(r49o-lr15i) and Garcilaso de la Vega (r yo3-36). Two poets who estab-

lished the sonnet in Portugal in the r6th c. were Si de Miranda and

Antonio Ferreira. The sonnet did not become established in Germany

until somewhat later and then mostly through the work of \il(eckherlin

( r  y84-r6y3) .
The sonnet came into the English language via Sir Thomas Vyatt
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and the Earl of Surrey early in the r5th c. and it was rhe Petrarchan
form which they imponed. However, it was nor unril the last decade
of the r6th c. that the sonnet was finally established in England.

Surrey established the rhyming scheme of abab, cdcd, efef, gg and
it was this form that was most used in England in the later r5th c.
George Gascoigne described it succinctly in r57S:

Sonnets are of fourteene lynes, every lyne conteyning tenne syl-
lables. The first twelve do ryme in staves of foure lynes by crosse
metre, and the last two ryming together do conclude the whole.

The first major sonnet cycle was Astropbil and Stelk,written by Sir
Philip Sidney (c. r y8o-83) and printed in r y9r. There followed in rapid
succession Daniel's Delia (ttgr), Lodge's Phillis bSg1), Constable's
Diana (rSg+), Drayton's ldea's Minor (tSgi and Spens er's Arnoretti
(rlgl).There were many other sequences of lesser note.

The greatest sequence of all was Shakespeare's sonnets, not printed
until r5o9, but some had circulated in manuscript for at least eleven
years before. He wrote rt4 sonnets, from which I choose No. 94 to
illustrate the form:

They that have power to hurt and will do none,
That do not do the thing they most do show,
Vho, moving others, are themselves as stone,
Unmovbd, cold, and to temptation slow -

They rightly do inherit Heaven's graces,
And husband Nature's riches from expensel
They are the lords and owners of their faces,
Others but stewards of their excellence.
The summer flow'r is to the summer sweer
Though to itself it only live and die;
But if that flow'r with base infecdon meet,
The basest weed outbraves his dignity.

For sweetest things turn sourest by their deeds:
Lilies that fester smell far worse than weeds.

By early in the ryth c. the vogue for love sonnets was already over.
Ben Jonson was not interested in the form, and hardly any lyric poet
in the Jacobean and Caroline periods (qq.r,.) wrore a sonnet of note.
Ffowever, Donne did write nineteen very fine sonners on religious
themes, grouped together under the title of Holy Sonnets.

Thereafter it was not until Milton that the sonnet received much
attention. Milton did not write a sequence and he did not write about
love. His sonnets belong to the genre of occasional verse (q.o.), and
thus are about a pafticular even! person or occasion, like When the
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Assauh uas Intended to the City, To the Lord General Cromutell and

On the Late Massaoe in Piedmont.
After Milton the sonnet was virtually extinct for well over a

hundred years. In the whole of the r8th c. there were few of merit,

apaft from Thomas Gray's Ode on the Death of Richard West,Thomas

\fl"no.r', To tbe Rioer London and \filliam Bowles's At Ostend.

There was a very considerable revival of interest during the

Romantic period (q.v.).S7ordsworth, Keats and Shelley all wrote

splendid sonnets.'Wordsworth's are generally thought to be the best,

especially his Cornposed upon Westminster Bridge, September j, r 8oz,

To Toussaint L'Ouvertr'rre and On the Extinaion of the Venetian

Republic. Vordsworth wrote two sequences dtled The Rhter Duddon

and Ecclesiastical Sonnets - but these must be accounted almost com-

plete failures. Keats's most distinguished sonnets are On First Looking

into ChapmAn's Homer, and his late poem: Bright star! utoald I utere

steadfast as thou art. Shelley also wrote two splendid sonnets:

Ozymandias and England in t8r9.
th. t.r,rtgence of interest in the sonnet during the Romantic period

in England is paralleled in other countries towards the end of the r8th

". 
rnd during the rgth c. In Italy Ugo Foscolo (r778-t827) and

Carducci Q\5,-r9o) were distinguished sonneteers. In France the

sohnet was revived by Th6ophile Gautier $8rr-72) and Baudelaire
(t8zr4). Other French poets who wrote outstanding sonnets were

Leconte de Lisle, Val6ry Mallarm6 and Rimbaud. The sonnet was

revived in Germany by Gottfried Btirger (tZ+ltd and the form was

later used by several German Romantic writers, including Tieck,

Eichendorff and August Graf von Platen-Hallermiinde, whose Sonette

aus Venedig remain highly regarded.
During the Victorian period (q.".) a large number of poets re-

established the sonnet form, and in pafticular the sonnet sequence

about love. The major works ere: Elizabeth Barrett Browning's

Sonnets frorn the Portaguese $847-1o), Robert Bridges' Tbe Groanh

of Loae (t876), Christina Rossetti's Monna Innominata (r 88 r) and her

brother Dante Gabriel Rossetti's The House of Lrfe (r88r). Christina

Rossetti wrote other fine sonnets, especially a sequence of three on her

unhappiness. Her sonnets and Elizabeth Barrett Browning's _have
srgnlignificantly modified sonnet convention by introducing female desire

inio a form traditionally written from a male point of view. There

was also George Meredith's sequence Modern Love Q85z). Meredith

used a sixteen-line form, and this was a departure; but the main

innovator in Victorian times was Gerard Manley Hopkins, whose

poems were not published until after his death, in r9r8- His experi-

ments with the sonnet are extremely interesting and he made some-
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thing new in the form. Particularly remarkable works of his are
Spelt from Sibyl's Leaves (an experiment in combining the alexandrine
with sprung rhythm, 4.o.), and four poems whose first lines are
respectively:

No worst, there is none. Pitched past pitch of grief,

I wake and feel the fell of dark, not day.

Patience, hard thing! the hard thing but to pray,

My own heart let me more have pity on; let

In the 2oth c. a number of poets writing in English have composed
a variety of sonnets on many different themes. Those by Rupert
Brooke are little read now, but his droll tour de force Sonnet Reversed
(r9r r) is well worth noting. It is a kind of anti-sonnet, beginning with
a couplet, which sends up the tradition of idealized love (Verlaine had
preceded him in writing such 'inverted sonnets'). Robert Frosr, John
Crowe Ransom and \(. H. Auden all composed memorable sonnets.
Some of Auden's best are on public affairs and famous men: for
instance, The Sbip, his sonnets on A. E. Housman, Afthur Rimbaud
and Edward Lear, and his Sonnets from Cbina (rgt). Dylan Thomas
and George Barker also wrote notable sonners, as did Robert Lowell
(e.g. his sequence Tbe Dolphin). The Scottish poet Edwin Morgan
achieved two fine long sequences with Glasgout Sonnets $972) and
Sonnets frorn Scotknd (tg8+). The Irish poet Parrick Kavanagh com-
posed a score or more of great merit. Two other distinguished r.nodern
poets who have composed sequences are Geoffrey Hill and Seamus
Heaney. Hill's are Funeral Music (in King Log, 1968) and Lacbrimae
(in Tenebrae, ry78). Heaney's are Gknmore Sannets (in Field Worh,
r97il and Clearances (in Tbe Haat Ldntern, ry9il. Apart from those
Hill also wrote Tarc Formal Elegies for the Jeax in Earope, Requiem

for the Phntagenet Kings, Asmodeus (in For tbe Unfallen, r9j9),
Annanciations (in King Log) and Apology for the Revival of Christian
Arcbitecture in England (in Tenebrae). Some of Heaney's other
sonnets are Tbe Forge and Requiem for the Croppies (in Door into the
Darh, ry69), Tbe Lead Cutters, Strange Frait and Act of Union (in
Nortb, r97t), plus In Memoriam: Robert Fitzgerald and The Old
Team (inThe Haan Lantern).In the late t97os Tony Harrison emerged
as an outstandingly talented sonneteer. His sonnet sequence 7/e
School of Eloquence $gZB) takes language as a kind of 'site' in the class-
war conflict. Many of his best sonnets are concerned with his native
Yorkshire land and there are especially moving ones about his father.
He is particularly skilled in the use of colloquial and idiomatic lan-
guage. James Fenton composed a number of fine sonnets in Our
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Western Furniture (1958), and we should also mention Roy Fuller's

M ytbological Sonnets 0g6g).
During over Zoo years the 'narrow room of the sonnet' has been

adapted to a remarkable variety of experiment and development and

an astonishing range of feeling and themes. Its aPPerendy limidess

inherent posibiliti"s have been recently revealed once again: by John
Updike in his clever and laconic'love' sonnet which begins:

In Love's rubber armor I come to you,

and thereafter has no words, but merely the rhyme scheme ingeniously

contrived and punctuated to create onomatoPoeic effects which

suggest coition.
One of the most remarkable of all modern experiments in sonnet

form is Vikram Seth's The Golden Gate (1985). This verse-novel (q.".)
- it tells a story - comprises r3 chapters and t9o sonnets. The form of

sonnet used is that of the Onegin stanza (q.o.), first devised by Pushkin

for hisverse-novel Eagene Onegin. A somewhat less exigent use of the

sonnet as stanza is to be found in yet another verse-novel, Les

Murray's The Boys Who Stole the Funeral (r98o). See also cRovN oF

SoNNETS; QUATORZAIN; SONNET CYCLE.

sonnet cycle A series of sonnets on a Particular theme to a particular

individud. Love is the commonest theme and the advantages of the

cycle are that it enables the poet to explore many different aspects and

moods of the experience, to analyse his feelings in detail and to record

the vicissitudes of the affair. At the same time each individual sonnet

lives as an independent poem. Of the many cycles the following are

the most famous: Dantet Vita Nuorta (rz9z-4), in which there are

extensive prose links; Petrarch's Canzoniere (c. ry28-7+); du Blll"y t

L'Olive 6S+il;Ronsard's Amonrs (r I lz); Sidney's Astrophil and Stelk

(rlgr); Spenser's Amoretti (tlgl); Shakespeare's Sonnets $5og);
Donne's Holy Sonnets (t6l1l); Vordsworth's Ecclesiastical Sonnets

(r8zz); Rossetti's The House of Lrf, (r88r); Elizabeth Barrett

Browning's Sonnets frotn the Portuguese (r85o); Rilke's Sonette an

Orpbeus (tgr). See also cRovN oF soNNETs; cURTAL SoNNET;

SONNET.

soraismus (Gk 'mingle-mangle') A mixture of terms from various

tongues, usually used for comic effect. A particularly good example is

Skelton's Speale, Parrot (r 5zr), from which this example comes:

Moderata juztant,bvt toto doth exceed:
Discretion is mother of noble virtues all.
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Myden agan in Greeke tongue we read.
But reason and wit wanreth their provincial
\Ufhen wilfulness is vicar general.

Haec res a.cu tangitur, Parrot, par ma foy:
Taisez-vous, Parrot, tenez-ztous coy !

See rernasrE; MAcARoNrc.

sotadean A verse form named after Sotades, an Alexandrian poet of the

3rd century nc. Basically an ionic (q.o.) rerramerer (q.n.).

sotie (or sottie) The term derives from the French sot, sotte) 'fool', and
applies to a kind of dramatic entertainment which was popular in
France in the late Middle Ages. Nor genuine farce (q.r.) but a knock-
about satirical jollification which sometimes served as a curtain raiser
(q.".) to Mystery and Morality Plays (qq.".). The actors wore fool's
costume and derided society, manners and political events. Two well-
known soties were: LeJea du Prince de Sots et Mdre Sotte (r5rz) and
Les Trois Pilerins (c. r;zr). At the end of the rgth c. Andr6 Gide
brought his individual genius to the crearion of a new kind of sotiei ̂
type of rdcit (q.22.) 'arbitraire et volontiers bouffon'. Examples are
Paludes (t896), Le Promdthde rnal enchatnd (tSgg) and Les Caves da
Vatican (rgr+).

source-book Any work from which an author has 'lifted' 
or borrowed

an idea, plot or story. Holinshed's Chronicles GSZil was a much used
source-book for Elizabethan dramatists. See also prtotARrsM.

spasmodic school A group of minor rgth c. poers who achieved con-
siderable popularity in England and America in the r84os and r8;os.
The three main ones were P J. Bailey, Sydney Dobell and Alexander
Smith. Among their better known works are Bailey's epic drama Festas
(t8j9), Dobell's The Rornan (r8yo) and Alexander Smith's A Life
Drama (t8ll). These turgid verse plays of inordinate length were
written in an extravagant, bombastic 'neo-romantic' verse and they
had little formal discipline or strucrure. In r8y3 Charles Kingsley
described their work as 'spasmodic'. Later \filliam Aytoun parodied
and derided them successfully in Firmilian, or, Tbe Student of Badajoz:
A Spasmodic Tragedy (.Sl+). He also attacked them in Blacbwood's
Magazine.

speech acts See prnroRMATrvE urrERANcE.

speech, divisions of These divisions were first laid down by the
Classical rhetoricians. They did not all agree, but the basic parts are:
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Spenserian sonnet

(a) introduction - (proem or exordium); (b) statement of the case; (c)

argument (or agon); (d) conclusion (epilogue or peroration). Some

sub-divided 
'statement' into: (i) agreed points; (ii) points in contro-

versy; (iii) points the speaker intends to establish. 'Argument'is some-

times sub-divided into: (i) proof; (ii) refutation. These divisions are still

taught today. See eRcuIrlENT; RHEToRrc.

Spenserian sonnet Developed by and named after Edmund Spenser; it- 
has a rhyme scheme abab, bcbc, cdcd, ee. It is also known as the link

sonnet - because of the rhyme scheme. It has the binding couplet of

the Shakespearean sonnet (q.".\ at the end. This example is No. LXX

from Spenser's sonnet cycle Amoretti (tlll)t

Fresh spring, the herald of love's mighty king,
In whose coat-armour richly are displayed
AII sorts of flowers, the which on eafth do spring,

In goodly colours gloriously arrayed;
Go to my love, where she is careless laid,
Yet in her winter's bower not well awake;
Tell her the joyous time will not be stayed,
Unless she do him by the forelock take;
Bid her therefore herself soon ready make,
To wait on Love amongst his lovely crew;
Ifhere every one, that misseth then her make,

Shall be by him amerced with penance due.
Make haste, therefore, sweet love, whilst it is prime;
For none can call again the passEd time.

See prtnencHAN soNNET; SoNNET; SoNNET cYcLE.

Spenserian stenza A form invented by Edmund Spenser and an impor-

tant innovation in the history of English Poetry. It consists of nine

iambic lines, the first eight being pentemeters and the last a hexame-

ter or alexandrine (qq.v.), with a rhyme scheme ababbcbcc. Spenser

invented it for his long allegorical Poem The Faerie Qneene (tt89,

rtg6). This is the last st^nza from Canto III in Book I:

Nought is there under heavent wide hollowness'
That moves more dear compassion of mind,
Than beauty brought to unworthy wretchedness
Through envy's snares, or fornrne's freaks unkind.
I, whether lately through her brightness blind,
Or through allegiance, and fast fealty,
'Which I do owe unto all womankind,
Feel my heart pierced with so great agony,
Vhen such I see, that all for pity I could die.
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Oddly enough, this stanza form, which is related to ottand rima (q.'u.),
and the octave used by Chaucer in The Monh's Tale, was little used
in the rTrh c., though the Fletcher brothers, Giles and Phineas,
attempted it; and it was not unril the r 8th c. that its possibilities in
narrative were fully appreciated. Three works from thar period display
notable use of it: namely, Shenstone's Tbe Schoolmistress (r74r),James
Thomson's Castle of Indolence (1748) andJames Beattie's The Minstel
(Book I, r77r; Book II, ry74). The Romantic poets proved its most
successful exponents, their major works being Byron's Cbild,e
Harold\ Pilgrirnage ( r 8 r z, r 8 r 6, r 8 r 8); Keats's Eve of St Agnes ( r 8zo);
Shelley's Revoh of Islam (r8r8) and Ad,onais (r8zr). See also MoNK's
TALE STANZA.

Spielmannsdichtung (G 'minstrel poetry') A general term for medieval
German epics of the more popular kind which, it was formerly
believed, were composed and written down by itinerant and profes-
sional poet minstrels.'\Ufell-known examples are Herzog Emst, Kiinig
Rother, Orendel, Ortnit and Salman und, Morolf $zth and r3th c.).

spondee (Gk 'libation') A metrical foot of two stressed or long sylla-
bles, so named because it was used in Greek melodies accompanying
libations. Not particularly common in accenrual verse (poems written
wholly or mostly in spondaics are very rare), bur often used sparing-
ly to slow the rhythm of a line, thus making it 'heavier' for a particu-
lar effect. There is skilful use of spondees ro suggesr dead weight in
this extract from Ted Hughes's View of a Pig:

ThE pig I l6y 6n i I b6rr5w de'ad.
It werrghed, I thEy said, I is mrich I is thre'e m6n.
Its 6yes I cl6sed, pink I white 6yellishEs.
Its tr6tlt6rs stuck I straight 6ut.

Srich weight I ind thick I pink brilk
S6t in de?rth I se'emed n6t I jirst de.ad.
it wis l6ss I thin lffelEss, I fiinhEr 6ff.
it wis lfke I i sick | 5f wh6at.

See also DTsPoNDEE; Foor; scANSroN.

spontaneity As a critical term,linked with the idea that the creative act
is (or should be) unpremeditated, a sudden precipitation of verse or
prose. Perhaps what Shelley had in mind when he described the
skylark pouring forth im full heart in 'profuse strains of unpremedi-
tated art'. In fact, poets of the Romantic period (q.o.) regarded spon-
taneity as one of the more reliable marks of the rrue poet. The most
celebrated remark on the matter was \flordswofth's, that'Poetry is the
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spontaneous overflow of powerful feelings.' Coleridge, rather more

cautiously, distinguished berween poets who write from inspiration

and those who do it by an act of will.
This attitude has long been unfashionable and has been replaced by

the view that the poet is much more like a Patient and painstaking

artificer or craftsman; that the poem is shaped, worked at, revised over

and over again until it is well wrought. Auden averred you may have

a few lines'given'to you, but the rest is just'plugging away': a point

of view that Shelley would have deplored. It was error, Shelley

claimed, to assert that 
'the finest passages of poetry are produced by

labour and srudy'.
The term may still be used judiciously, perhaps to describe what

anears to be unpremeditated. See ooNxfn; rNsprnerloN; LIGNE

ooxNfn; SINcERITY.

spoof A neologism (q.o.) invented by the comedian Arthur Roberts
(r852-r933). Originally it described any sort of hoaxing game, or jape-

Also applied to a round game of cards in which certain cards when

occurring together are called 'spoof'. As a literary term it may be

used of the sort of hoax that pokes fun by use of parody satire and

burlesque (qq.".). Sflell-known examples are: ro66 and All Tbat (ryr)

by \fl. C. Sellar and R. J. Yeatman; Richard Armour's It All Started

aitb Columbns (rg;1), and several other'it all started'books by that

author; R. M. Myer's From Beoarulf to Virginia Woolf (rglz); Robert

Nathan's The Weans (196o); and Nabokovt novel Pale Fire (1962).

Spoonerism So called after the Rev. rU[. A. Spooner (r844-r93o), dgan- 
and warden of New College, Oxford. It consists of a transposition

between the consonant sounds (especially the initial sounds) of two

words; a practice to which Spooner was addicted. 'The queer old dean',

for'the dear old queen'is a famous example attributed to him. So are

these valedictory words he is alleged to have addressed to an under-

graduate pupil 'You have tasted your worm, hissed my mystery

lecrures, and you must catch the first town drain.'

sporting verse/fiction There is a modest corPus of such verse in British- 
and American literature. In view of the fact that the British have been

responsible for the invention and develoPment of a high ProPortion
of ihe world's games and sports, the surprising thing is that there is

not more of it; and also that it is not of better quality.
If we except the splendid description of the hunt in Slr Gaanin and

the Green Knight (r4th c.), there is not much of note until the r8th c.,

from which period date a few anonymous Poems on curling, boxing

and bowls. The only memorable poem of the period about a game is
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Cricket byJames Love (r7zz-T4.Itcelebrates Kent's victory over All-
England at the Artillery inJune ry44.The poem comprises three short
books each prefaced by an argument (q.a,). Love adopts an epic
'stance'and, naturally, writes in the standard heroic couplets (q.o.) of
the period in which the influence of Pope's Rape of the Loch (7ta) is
easily discernible.

Most sporting verse is about cricket, hunting, curling, swimming,
running, football and boxing. From the rgth c. date a number of
broadside (q.".) poems about pugilism and notable prize-fights of the
era, and such legendary pugilists as Tom Cribb, Dick Curtis, Mendoza,

John Randall, James Burke, 'Bendigo' Thomson, Villiam Perry 'the

Tipton Slasher', Charles Freeman, Brassey, Caunt, Tom Sayers and

John Heenan.
The most prolific sporting poet of the rgth c. was George \flhyte-

Melville (r8zr-78), who was an authority on field spons and wrore
copiously about them, especially fox-hunting. He was a facile versifier
capable of the occasional memorable descriptive piece.

Many distinguished poets have sometimes composed on a sporting
theme, or a theme very closely related to a spoft or game. A roll-call
of names is impressive: \(ordswofth (on skating), Coleridge (climb-
itg), Byron (swimming), Swinburne (swimming), Andrew Lang
(cricket), Francis Thompson (cricket), \f. B. Yeats (horse-racing),

John Masefield (fox-hunting), Alfred Noyes (swimming), J. C. Squire
(ruSby union), Ezra Pound (fencing), Hart Crane (swimming), John
Betjeman (go10, Louis MacNeice (cycling), John Arlott (cricket),
Norman Nicholson (cricket), Gavin Ewart (cricket), Vernon Scannell
(boxing), Alan Ross (cricket), Dannie Abse (football), James Kirkup
(rugby league), Ted Hughes (football), Douglas Dunn (running) and
Roger McGough (tennis).

There are some quite ingenious examples of concrete poetry Q.rr.)
on sports and games. For example, Roger McGough's 4o-Lozte,
Maxine Kumin's 4oo-Meter Freestyle, Stephen Morris's Higb lum?
Poem and Long Jump Poem and Michael Horowitz's The Game.

Only rwo sportsmen of national or international fame have dis-
played any facility whatever as poets. They are John Snow, the Sussex
and England fast bowler, and Muhammed Ali, whose jingles are no
more than self-advertisements for'the Greatest'.

A handful of writers have written sporting novels. There have been
few of distinction. However, R. S. Surtees made the world of fox-
hunting his own and produced a number of fine comic novels (which
at their best rival those of Dickens), including Handley Cross (r8+l),
Mr Sponge's Sporting Tour (1853) and Mr Facey Rornford's Hounds
(r85y). Of his many comic characters three are oursranding: Jorrocks,
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the sporting cockney grocer, James Pigg, his dour and morose hunts-

man, and Mr Soapy Sponge. George Vhyte-Melville also wrote a

number of sporting novels of merit, especially Marhet Harborougb
(r85r); like Surtees he was especially interested in and knowledgeable

about the hunting scene.
In the roth c. there has been little of note in fiction (apan from a

few good short stories such as Edmund Blunden's The Flower Sboa.t

Matih), but David Storey's This Sporting Life $96o) was a novel of

considerable distinction. He also wrote Tbe Changing Room (t972)'

aplay which, like This Sporting Life,is set in the world of rugby league

football.

Sprachgesellschaften German literary societies founded in the ryth c.

Their aim was to'purify'the German language and encourage its use

in poetry. The main ones were: the Fruchtbringende Gesellschaft
(founded firy); the Tannengesellschaft G6+); the Teutschgesinnte

Genossenschaft $6+l); the Hirten- und Blumenorden an der Pegnitz

(t6++) and the Elbschwanenorden (166o). It should be noted that Latin

and French prevailed in Germany early in the ryth c.

Sprcchspruch Seespnucn.

Spruch (G 'saying, epigram') A short lyrical Poem set to music.- 
I7altlrer von der Vogelweide (c. r r7o-rz3o), generally regarded as the

best of the Miniresingers (q.o.),wrote a number of them.

The Sprach has to be distinguished from the Sprechspruch, a form

for gnomic verse (q.o.) designed to be spoken and read. The Spriicbe

firsiappear in the rzth c., and there was a r3th c. collection called

Beschiidenheit,'modesty', which remained popular until the r6th c.

Other poets who composed Spriiche were Goethe and Stefan George.

sprung rhythm The thing is old but the term is comParatively new.- 
The rerm was invented by Gerard Manley Hopkins to describe. his

own metrical system, and his re-discovery of the techniques involved

in sprung rhythm have had a wide influence on the development of

fnglish poetry. Hopkins's own words on the subject (in Preface ro

Poems, r9r8) can hardly be improved upon:

[It] is measured by feet of from one to four syllables, regularly,

and for particular effects any number of weak or slack syllables may

be used. It has one stress, which falls on the only syllable, if there

is only one, or, if there are more' then scanning as above, on the

first, and so gives rise to four sorts of feet, a monosyllable and the

so-called accentual Trochee, Dactyl, and the First Paeon lqq.zt.).
And there will be four corresponding natural rhythms; but nomi-

nally the feet are mixed and any one may follow any other. And
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hence Sprung Rhythm differs from Running Rhythm fq.v.l in
having or being only one nominal rhythm, a mixed or 'logaoedic'

one, instead of three, but on the other hand in having twice the flexi-
biliry of foot, so that any rwo stresses may either follow one anorher
running or be divided by one, two, or three slack syllables . . . It is
natural in Sprung Rhythm for the lines to be rove oner, that is for
the scanning of each line immediately to take up rhar of the one
before, so that if the first has one or more syllables at its end the
other must have so many the less at its begin.irg.. . Two licences
are naturel to Sprung Rhythm. The one is rests, as in music. . . The
other is hangers or outride.s, that is one, rwo, or three slack sylla-
bles added to a foot and not counted in the nominal scanning. They
are so called because they seem to hang below the line or ride
forward or backward from it in another dimension than the line
itself .  .  .

Some analysis of his poem Hany Ploughman may help to clarify
the main points:

Hird as hurdl6]rrrrr, -frh.-" br6th of g5ldish flrie
Bre6thed rorind: thg__rac! Jf rfbs; the sco6ped flank; lQgk
R5pe-over thfgh; kh6e-nave; and bdrrelled sh6nk -

H6ad and f6ot, shduld6r and shink -

By a gr6y.frTTF.a st6ered wdll, one cr6w, fall to;
SAnd at str6ss. Each lfmb's b6rrowv brdwn. his th6w
T6;one*EEre cfrdd, onewt&e zucked or sink

^ S6dred 5r s6nk -,

T6;Gh;-" be6chb6le fi.-, Fnd, hilaiJia r6li cill, rank
And feitures, fn flesh, whit de6d h6?ach must d5 -

His sfnew-s6rvice where do.

He leans toI, Harry bends, lopk. Back, elbow, and liquid *At
In h!n, all quffl to the walloiling olhe plough: 'S che6k

crimsons; ctirls
\[ig or cr6ssbridle, ifrl wiid lffted wias!!6cqd -

S e6 hli wi" d lilyl o. k-s - I ic e d ;
Chriilsgrace, to_o, child of Amansslrength, how it hangs or hfrls
Thegt_ !rc?d in bluff hfde his fr6wning fe6t l6shed! raced
\rtr;l""glE.m, cr6giroi-uruGiiid cZl:! fritts - 

-

\{rith-a-fountain's shining- sh6r
furls.

The symbols used by Hopkins indicate the following:

(") '  :  metr icalstress.

G) n: strong stress.



sPy story

( c ) .  :
( d ) - =

( e ) ^  =

(0- :

a pause or dwelling on-a syllable. .
a qulver or clrcumflexion; a drawing out of one syllable to
make it almost two.
slur; a tying or binding together of syllables into the time of
one.
hanger or ouride.

(g) --. over adjacent words indicates that, though one word has the

metrical stress and the other has not, in recitation they are to be taken

as more or less equal.

This re-discovery of Hopkins (sprung rhythm was not unknown in

OE and ME alliterative verse) has had a considerable influence on the

work of, among other, T. S. Eliot, Dylan Thomas and Ted Hughes.

See also Foor; Icrus; INscApE AND rNsrREss; scANsIoN.

spy story A form of fiction devoted to various kinds of espionage. Since

late in the rgth c., and increasingly so since the r9zos, it has been kin

to novels of adventure (e.g. Anthony Hope's Tbe Pisoner of Zenda,

r894; Baroness Orczy's The Scarlet Pimpernel, rgoJ), the thriller (e.g.

the stories of Edgar \{rallace), and the politico-military thriller (e.g.

some works by Eric Ambler, some of Graham Greene's 'entertain-

ments', q.v., and novels by Lionel Davidson, Frederick Forsyth and

Francis Clifford). In fact, the spy story has subsumed many of the best

elements of such tales, and has evolved into a specialized and sophis-

ticated form of fiction which, at its best, is skilfully ploned, contains
well-drawn characters, exciting action and a high degree of suspense
and tension, and is extremely authentic in all technical detail. In the

hands of an accomplished writer like Len Deighton it becomes a dis-

tinguished sub-species of the novel (q.a.).

The use of spies is an ancient practice. There is evidence of it in the

Bible, in ClassicalandByzantine history; and it becomes more evident
in the history of the late Middle Ages and the Renaissance period. For

example, the rival states of Renaissanceltaly used spies continually for

military and political purposes. The diplomatic corps of Europe then
(as now) were frequendy involved in espionage. Ambassadors, legates

and envoys were known to be agents for their governments and

accepted as such. In England, in the r6th c., Valsingham built up a

very efficient and ruthless secret service organization. The Church,

too, used priests as spies and these in turn were spied upon by anti-

papal agents. It became a commonplace for people to sPy upon each

other. Kings, princes and tyrants, guided by the needs of expediency,

employed agents to watch their enemies. Like Macbeth, in every house

they kept an agent fee'd.
From that time forwards espionage of all kinds has proliferated in
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most countries, until, in the zoth c., we find huge secret service
agencies and secret police organizations operating all over the world.
A world influential pioneer of such organizations was Fouch6,
Napoleon's chief of police. He was a gifted secret agent and built up
a powerful system of espionage. In the East spying has been an
accepted practice for centuries. Perhaps the earliest z,ade rnecum (q.v.)
of all on the skills of espionage and the arts of war was rhe Chinese
Ping Fa (5 ro nc) by Sun-t20. This has remained required reading for
Chinese agents arrd was even issued in translation (suitably abridged
and simplified) to the RAF in Ceylon during the Second Vorld'War; 

though it is by no means clear why the RAF there should have
been so favoured. From China, too, came San Kuo by Lo Kuan-
chung (rz6o-134r), a novel much concerned with espionage. It is
said that Mao Tse-tung and the Vietcong guerrillas consulted it fre-
quendy. In China, the study of the literature of espionage is part of
general education.

The industrial revolution, a succession of wars in the rgth c., and
more and more wars in the zoth c. have meant the develoDment of ever
more sophisticated weapons and lethal substances. Inevitably there has
been a genuine threat of secret documents being stolen: a favourite
theme in espionage novels. In fact, to adapt Parkinson's law, one could
say that spies have accumulated to fill the roles that technology
requires of them. It is not surprising, therefore, that the spy story has
matured concurrently.

One of the earliest examples of such a story is The Spy (r8zr) by

James Fenimore Cooper. It is not of much merir, but it made clear that
spying was a hazardous activity for which the penalty was very likely
to be execution - usually without trial. After Cooper, there is little of
note (except for Dickens's A Tale of Tuo Citiei 1859, which con-
tributed to the development of the genre) until the tales of \Ufilliam Le

Queux $864-t9zz), who was probably a spy himself. His first book,
Grrhy Bonds (r89o), described the intricacies of political conspiracy.
His second, A Secret Sentice (1896), dealt with anti-Jewish activities
after the assassination of Alexander III. Other works included
England's Peril Q899), Tbe Invasion of rgro (tgol) and Spies of tbe
Kaiser (tgog); in this last he warned of a German invasion in rhe near
future. Out of the hundred odd books which Le Queux wrore, some
thirry were concerned with espionage, but they are seldom read now
and most of them are poor stuff. However, he was a pioneer of the spy
story.

In r9o5 Baroness Orczy (t861-r947), creator of the improbable
hero Sir Percy Blakeney, achieved great strccess with her espionage
romance The Scarlet Pimpeme,/, set during the French Revolution. She
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followed this with several other Pimpernel yarns: I Will Repay (r9o6),

Eldorado (rlrl) and Srr Perqt Hits Bach (tgril. ln rgzr Rafael

Sabatini $875-r95o) published Scaramonche, ̂  sPy tale in the Orczy

style. Such books are more or less unreadable now (except as curiosity
'period pieces'), but they enjoyed a great vogue at the time.

A much more distinguished author was Erskine Childers
(r87tr9zz), who wrote Tbe Riddle of the Sands (r9oi), one of the

first spy stories to gain respect in literary circles. He was the first to

provide the expert technical background and knowledge of the kind

which is now commonplece (and expected) in spy stories.
Edgar Vallace Q87y-t932), who wrote r73 books, also contributed

to the development of spy fiction - particularly with his story Code

No. : (t9t6), which anticipates the technological advances of a later

period. \(/allace also wrote a series of secret service stories in which

the central character was Major Haynes.
In the pre-war period Joseph Conrad $857-r9za) published rqro

books about revolutionary agents, both of which involved espionage

and secret service activities. The first wes The Secvet Agent (r9oz),

an account of anarchist activities in London; the second wes Under

Western Eyes (t9rr). The spies in both books (Verloch and Razumov)

were Russians and double agents; and in both books Conrad was more

interested-in the depiction of 'the very soul of things Russian' than in

spying.- 
The First \(orld \Uflar produced a number of spy stories of nadon-

alistic and right-wing tone in Britain, in whictr, inevitablS the

Germans were the 'baddies'.'This is noticeable in the books of John
Buchan (t871,-r94o) and Sapper - pseudonym of Herman Cyril

McNeile (1888-1937). Among Buchan's best known sPy stories are

The Thiny-Nine Steps $9ry) and Greenmantle Q9t6), which he fol-

lowed with others of considerable quality. Sapper published Bulldog

Drummondin ryfi.Bulldog Drummond must rank as one of the most

ludicrous and disagreeable characters ever invented: a PrototyPal male

chauvinist pig, right-wing, racialist and Fascist. Sapper was a very Poor
writer, but his Bulldog Drummond series (later to be continued by

Gerard Fairlie, t899- ) was extremely popular.
In r9z8 Somerset Maugham Q874-r965) published his Asbenden

stories, something of a landmark in the genre. They were based on the

author's experiences as an intelligence officer and are notable for their

demchment and neutrality and also for their quiet tone. Maugham pre-

sented spies who were very ordinary and quite amiable people doing a
job. There is a complete absence of anything sensational in the stories.

Between the world wars several other writers published spy fiction

of varying quality. For example, Taffrail, pseudonym of Capt. Henry
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Dorling, RN (r883-r968), who put his experience of sea and warfare
to good use in several readable spy stories, among them Tbe Lonely
Bungalow Gg1,t), Operation 'MO' (tgf8) and Tbe Sbetknd Pkn

Gglil. Another was Francis Beeding, the pen-name of a partnership
of two authors: John Palmer (r88 t-r944 and Hilary Saunders
(r898-r9yr). As Francis Beeding they wrote some forty novels,
including the Granby secret service stories - such as Tbe League of
Discontent (r9lo), Tbe Tbree Fisbers (tgjt), Tbe Four Arrnourers
(t93r), Take It  Crooked (t%r),The One Sane Man (tgl+),The Bkch
Arrouts (tgl8) and The Seoet 

'Weapon 
(r94o), this last being very

topical since it concerned a quest for the formula of one of Hitler's
secret weapons. A third was Sydney Horler (r888-1954), a popular
thriller writer who produced a spate of spy stories in the r93os, and
Bernard Newman (t897-t968), who concentrared on espionage in
Europe with a series of topical but not particularly well-written
stories.

Others active during the r92os and r93os were: E. Phillips
Oppenheim (t866-r946), who was immensely prolific but an indif-
ferent writer; Valentine Villiams (r883-?), who published a number
of successful secret service stories; Martha McKenna (c. fiy-t969),
who was a spy in the First tWorld \ffar and wrote a dozen successful
novels; Sax Rohmer (r883-r9y9), author of the notorious (and idiotic)
Dr Fu Manchu seriesl and John Creasey (t9o8-7), who wrote 562
books, a handful of which were devoted to espionage.

Between the wars some of the very best spy stories were those by
Eric Ambl er (r9o9- ) - especially Tie Dark- Frontier gy6), Epitaph

for a Spy Qy8) and The Mask of Dirnitrios (tgtil.Ambler's books
remain compulsively readable. He was original because of his detach-
ment and his exceptional gift for creating and sustaining tension
without being melodramatic.

As good, but different in his approach, was Graham Greene
(r9o4-9t), who classified his spy stories (like some of his other books)
as 'entertainments'. England Made Me (rgl) contains some
espionage. Tbe Conf.dential Agent (rglil was more successful, and
Ministry of Fear (tg+) showed Greene as a supremely capable con-
triver of a wholly realistic spy story.

Together, Maugham, Ambler and Greene deglamorized the spy
and the whole business of espionage, buq even so, the realism begun
by Maugham was somewhat reversed during the Second'World'War,
which produced mush third-rate 'nationalistic' 

spy fiction. An excep-
tion to this generalizationis Tbe Secret Vanguard (ry+o) by Michael
fnnes, a novel in which orders are provided by way of an additional
stanza to Swinburne's Forsahen Garden.
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In the rgtos there began the James Bond era of spy fiction written

by lan Fleming (19o8-64). In many ways unreadable, the Bond

stories achieved enormous success, first as books, then as films. As a

character Bond was only marginally less ridiculous than Bulldog
Drummond. Some of Fleming's books werc Casino Royale (rysi'

Moonraher 0g1,1), Diamonds are Foreaer (rg16), From Russia with

Loae Q9S7), Doaor No (r9y8) and Goldfinger $9y). In 1958 a salu-

tary contrast to these melodramatic excesses was Graham Greene's

Our Man in Haoana, a fine piece of droll comedy which'sent up' the

secret agent business. Twenty years later he published The Hnman

Factor5 e very different account of secret service activiry.
From the r9;os the spy story burgeoned, and so it was to con-

tinue for the next thirty or more years. Dozens of writers (most of

them British) applied themselves to ales of espionage. Many produced
good or excellent novels, but there were quantities of run-of-the-mill
derivative sruff in which there was far too much granritous violence

and brutality - plus gratuitous 'sex'. The burgeoning took place along-

side extensive coverage in the media of actual spy 'scandals' of one

kind and another. There were lurid stories of defection, treachery and

exposure. The Burgess and Maclean affair was plugged year in, year

ow; there were also the levanting of Philby and the unmasking of

Blunt. Numerous books about the CIA, MI;, DI;, MI5, DI5 and

secret service activities in generd were published. In 1988 there was a

big controversy about Spycatcber - and so on.
By 196o, if not earlier, many people had had more dhan enough of

James Bond; certainly most writers interested in spy fiction had had

enough. During the r96os an anti-Bond image developed; in fact a Lind

of anti-hero (q.o.) agent/spy/operator evolved. This was noticeable in

the fiction of Len Deighton bgzl_ ) *d John Le Can6 (rglr- ).
Both excellent writers (Deighton having dhe finer style), they between
them established an even more realistic form of spy story than that

conceived by Maugham, Ambler and Greene. Thty revealed the

squalor, cynicism, treachery, expediency and corruption of the world

of espionage and in their novels confirmed the actualities of that world

in real life. Some of Deighton's best known books arez Tbe Ipoess File
(tg6), Funeral in Berlin (tg6+), Billion Dollar Brain $966),Tainkle,
Twinkle, Little Spy $976) and the trilogy Game, Set and Matcb $986)-

John Le Carr6 made his name wirJr, The Spy Who Came In from tbe

Cold Q9g), and followed this success with The Loohing-Ghss War
(tg6), A Small Town in Germany Q968), Tinher Tailor, Soldiea Spy

GgZd, Smiley\ People (r98o) and A Pedect Spy ft956)
Since the late rgtos numerous other writers have produced notable

spy fiction (the list that follows is in no pafticular order of merit or
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spy story

chronology), for instance: Richard Condon (tgtl- ) - The
Mancburian Candidate $95); Edward \fleismiller (rgtf- ) - Tbe
Serpent Sleeping $962); Adam Bell Qgzo- ) - The Quiller
Memorandum (196r), which he was to follow with Berlin
Mernorandnm, Quiller's Run and Tbe Pekin Target (r98r); Helen
Maclnnes b9o7- ) - The Venetian Affair (rg4), Tbe Salzbarg
Connection Q968); John Gardner (1927- ) - The Liquidator (tg6+)
and several others; Francis Clifford (tgrZ-Z) - The Naked. Runner

9966) andTbe Blind, Side ft97r); Ted Allbeury Q9ry- ) - A Choice of
Enemies GgTr), The Man uith the President's Mind (rgZil, Tbe Judas
Factor (rg8+), Children of Tender Years (rg8l), AWild.erness of Mirvors
(r98S); Charles McCarry G9r9- ) - The Miemik Dossier (rgZ+), Tears
and Autumn $97), Tbe Secyet Looers (rgZ); Evelyn Anthony

Q9z8- ) - Tbe Tamarind Seed $97r), No Enemy but Time $987),The
House of Vandelia.s (1988); \filliam Haggard UgoZ- ) - The Arena
(t96r), The Unqaict Sleep Q96z), The Antagonists (rg6+), Tbe
Conspirators (t967), Tbe Protectors (rg7z); Anthony Price (1928- ) -

Our Man in Camelot (tgZ) and several others; Nicholas Luard

GglZ- ) - Tbe Robespiene Serial (tgZ),Traztelling Horsernan (rgl),
The Orion Line $976), The Dirty Area (1977); Gerald Seymour
(t9+r- ) - Harry's Game (tgly), In Honour Bound (tg8+), Field of
Blood (rp8t), At Close Quarters (tg8il;Alan'Williams (r93 5- ) - The
Beri.a Papers (tgZ), Gentleman Traitor (tgZ); Brian Freemantle

Ugl6- ) - Charlie M"ffi, OgZil; Frederick Forsyth (r58- ) - The
Odessa File (t972); Brian Garfield Oglf ) - Hopscotch Q97$;
Kenneth Follett (rg+g- ) - The Shakeout (rgZ ), Tbe Bear Raid $976);
Trevanian - The Eiger Sanction (t972), The Loo Sanaion GgZ).

Apart from these, many other writers in the zoth c. (not a few of
whom also produced detective stories, thrillers and miscellaneous tales
of mystery and suspense) have been attracted to the possibilities of
espionage in fiction. Some o{ them have been what are loosely called
'popular novelists'who could turn their hand to pretty well anything
and were immensely prolific. Obvious examples are Peter Cheyney
(t876-r91r), Dennis \(heatley (r897-r97fl and Leslie Charteris
(tgo7-%), who all wrote spy stories of variable quality.

Others - by and large less well known - are: Simon Harvester
(tgog-7il, Kenneth Benton (rgo9- ), Robert Harling (r9ro- ),
Ronald Seth (r9rr- ), Victor Canning (r9rr- ), Stephen Coulter
(rgt+- ), Chapman Pincher G9t+- ), Philip Atlee (r9tt* ), F{arry
Hossent (t9$- ), Sarah Gainham (r9zz* ), Donald Seaman (tgzz- ),
John Leasor (1923- ), Leon Uris (1924- ),'Walter\J(ager (1924- ), R.
\flright Campbell 09zl- ), Angus Ross (rgz7- ), NoEl Behn
(1928- ), Vilson McCarthy (r%n ), Douglas Hurd (r%o- ), well
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known as a politician, Eric Clark (tgll- ), Andrew Osmond
(rgf S- ), John Howlett G94v ) and Diana \Uflinsor Og+G ).

Hurd and Osmond collaborated successfully with three
which ^re basically political (or politico-military) thrillers
espionage undertones. The partnership produced Send Him Viaorioas

1r9ft1, Smile on the Face of the Tiger Og6g) and Scotch on the Rochs

Gglr).Hurd also wrote The Truth Game GgZz) and Vote to Kill

GgZ). Osmond's best novel was Sahdin (rgl).
Very surprisingly, the spy story has not flourished in other lan-

tuages and literatures. In fact, the British (and, to a lesser extenq the
Americans) have been and are overwhelmingly the main Practitioners.
Between the wars the only continental Europeans were Darwin and
Hildegarde Teilher The former wrote some spy novels in the r93os.
As a partnership they produced some more in the r94os. Two solitary
Frenihmen have also contributed to the genre: Hubert Monteilhet

$928- ) and Pierre Nord, who were both quite prolific in the r96os
and r97os. One Communist-bloc author has made some name in the
genre. In about r95o Andrei Gulyashki, a Bulgarian novelist, was
'invited'by the KGB to refurbish the image of Soviet espionage which
had been tarnished by the successes of James Bond (a figure who,
incredible though it may seem, was acrually taken seriously by some
members of the KGB). Gulyashki very sensibly accepted the KGB
'invitation' (otherwise he might have had twisted moshonhfi and
created a proletarian Bond in the shape of Avakum Zal<hov, a crack
spy, one of whose main missions was to liquidate ooz. Gulyashki's
most successful novelwas Aoahum Zakhoo oersus o7 $ic), published
in 1966. See cnrlrc FIcTroN; THRILLER.

stege directions Notes incorporated in or added to the script of a play

to ittdicat. the moment of a character's appearance, character and

, manner; the style of delivery; the actor's movements; details of

location, scenery and effects. Printed texts of Elizabethan and

Jacobean dramatists keep them to an absolute minimum (e.g. Enter

two servants; Music; Dies; Exir; Sings; Manet; Exeunt omnes; Stabs

him). Over the years they became more detailed and complex and by

the end of the rgth c. dramatists were providing elaborate directions

and instructions. Shaw, perhaps more than anyone, exploited their

possibilities very skilfully and usually at considerable length, often

indicating exactly how he wanted anything to be said or done. In

recenr years there has been a reaction against this kind of elaboration.

Some dramatists have gone to the other extreme and pared direction

to an austere simplicity. A notable exponent of such frugal practice is

Harold Pinter.
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Stationers' Company

standard English That English, spoken or written, which is regarded
as generally accepted and correct in grammar, syntil( and spelling,
and which is a fit model for imitation. See col,r.oeurAt.rsM; KrNG's
ENGLTSH; SLANG.

stanza (It'standing, stopping place') A group of lines of verse. It may
be of any number but more than rwelve is uncommon; four is the com-
monest. A stanza pattern is determined by the number of lines, the
number of feet in each line and the metrical and rhyming schemes. The
stanza is the unit of structure in a poem and most poets do not vary
the unit within a poem. Exceptions can be found in Spensert
Epithakmion and Coleridge's Rime of the Ancient Mariner. Earlier
English terms are batch, fit and stave (qq.v.). See a/so ceNto; orrAvA
RIMA; QUATRAIN; RHYME ROYAL; SPENSERIAN STANZA; TERZA RIMA;

VERSE PARAGRAPH; PUNCTUATION.

stasimon (Gk 'stationary song') An ode (q.v.) sung by the Chorus
(q.".) in a Greek play after taking its position in the orchestra. The
stasima alternated with dialogue delivered by other actors.

statement A division of a speech (q.o.). Also used by I. A. Richards in
a special sense to refer to a scientifically verifiable discourse. See
PSEUDO-STATEMENT.

Stationendrama (G 'station drama') The walls of Roman Catholic
churches are usually adorned by pictures or carvings (customarily
fourteen in number) which represent the stages of Christt journey to
Calvary the 'Stations of the Cross'. Thus, they are a series of tableaux;
separate but inter-related episodes. This form of representation is
analogous to the Stationendrama,which was basically expressionist.
Among the better known exponents were Georg Kaiser $878-194),
Reinhard Sorge (t892-r9t6) and Ernst Toller $$y-ry).

Stationers' Company The London craft guild of printers, incor-
porated by Mary in 1557. The Stationers had exclusive right to print
anything that was intended for sale in the realm. Members were
required by the Company to record prospectively in the Stationers'
Register any publications they proposed to print; not everything so
recorded was published. The Register is an important source of infor-
mation about literary activity from its inception through the rTth c.
The original purpose of the incorporation of the Stationers and the
keeping of their Register had been to prevent the spread of seditious
publications, but during Elizabetht reign Register entries became (not
very effective) attempts to secure copyright;in ryo9 the descendant of
the Register, in the form of the first English Copyright Act, started to
establish more formally the rights of writers and publishers.
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stave

stave A back formation from stdnes, plural of suff. A synonym for
stanza (q.a.). See retcx; cANTo; FIT; vERsE PARAGRAPH.

stemma (Gk 'garland') The term has come to denote the recorded

genealogy of a family; hence, family tree. By transference, it also

denotes the tree of descent or lineage of a text (q.a.). A manuscript
(q.o.) may exist in several versions. There are'good'texts and 'bad'(or

'Corrupt') texts. A scholarly edition of a text will nke into account all

the available data, readings, versions and emendations. A published

text may in turn be subject to re-editing, hence recession and redac-

tion (qq.v.). See also rorto; TExruAL cRITIcIsM.

stichomythia (Gk 'line talk') Dialogue of alternate single lines,

especially in drama. Usually a kind of verbal parrying accompanied

by antithesis (4.2.) and repetitive patterns. It is highly effective in the

creation of tension and conflict. It is frequent in Classical drama, not

so common since. r$(/ell-known examples occur in Hamler (III, iv)

end Ricbard III (IV iv) and in many scenes in Lor'te's Labour's

Zosr. Molibre used it several times in Les Femmes scn)dntes (III, v) and

he sometimes used double lines. The following example comes

from Milton's Coma.r (1634):

coMus: \(rhat chance good lady hath bereft you thus?
LADI: Dim darkness, and this leavy labyrinth.
coMus: Could that divide you from near-ushering guides?
LADx: They left me weary on a grassy rurf.
coMus: By fdsehood, or discourtesy, or why?
LADI: To seek i' the valley some cool friendly spring.
coMus: And left your fair side all unguarded lady?
LADI: They were but twain, and purposed quick return.
coMus: Perhaps forestalling night prevented them.

See errsncATro; AMoEBEAN; HEMIsrrcH; SENEcAN TRAGEDY.

stichos (Gk'line, row') A line of Greek or Latin verse. A single line or

a poem of one line. Verse is stichic when composed in homogeneous

lines (e.g. .iambic pentameters) in which case it is not stanzaic. See

STANZA.

stock The identical line which ends each stanza of the refrein (q.a.) in

the poetry of the rederijkers (q.".).It contains the rnain theme of the

Poem.

stoclr character A recurrent type, like the miles gloriosns in Roman

drama, the Bomolocltos, or buffoon, in Greek Old Comedy (q-v.),thi

characters in commedia dell'arte (q.r,.) and the villain and heroine in
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strambotto

melodrama (q.zr.). Other examples are the golden-hearted whore,
Colonel Blimp, the oaf, the clown, the coward, the hypochondriac,
the procrastinator, the nagging wife, the absent-minded professor and
the man whose life is always beset with misfoftune. A writer of
creative originality can take such stock figures and transform them
into individuals. Falstaff vras the outstanding example of the braggart
soldier; the braggadocio (q.".). Jonson's Volpone was the supreme
instance of the miser. See also ARcHETypE; FABULA; FLAT AND RouND
CHARACTERS.

stock response A reaction on the part of a read,er or spectator accord-
ing to a standard paffern of behaviour. No critical judgement is
involved. Obvious examples are cheering the hero and booing the
villain.

stock situation A well-tried, recurrent pattern in fiction or drama. For
example: mistaken identity; the eternal triangle; dramatic irony (q.t.);
deception based on disguise; imposture. See also trcnnrypE.

storm and stress See stunu uND DRANG.

storm of association A phrase used by'\trfordsworth in connection with
the power of inspiration (q.a.). He sugges$ that a kind of external
force impels or compels the poet to write. In this respect he believes
in the traditional idea of the Muse (q.".).

stornello (It 'turning aside') An Italian folk verse form of three lines,
often beginning with an invocation to a flower. It originated in
Tuscany in the rTth c. and thereafter spread through much of Italy.
See also FoLKsoNG.

story within a story An enclosed narrative; a story which occurs as
part of, or as a digression in, a longer story. Of many examples one
may mention Tbe Arabian Nights, Voltaire's Zad,ig and Dickens's
Nicboks Nichleby. See rnnur sroRy; RAHMENERzAHT,uNc.

stracitti (It 'over or across city') A form of literary movement in Italy
which developed after the First \florld Var. The leader of the move-
ment was Massimo Bontempelli (t878-r96o), who elaborated a
literary creed known as nooecentismo. He advocated a break with tra-
ditional rgth c. forms and attitudes and sought for what he called
'magic realism'. Yet another attempt to elucidate the essence of reality.
See also sTRAPAEsE.

strambotto (It strambo, 'eccentriq 
eu€er, whimsical') One of the oldest

of Italian verse forms, it is a one-stanza composition in hendeca-
syllables (q.o.); usually either an octave (q.".) or a sestet (q.o.). See
oTTAVA RrMA; RTSPETTO; STCTLIAN OCTAVE; SONNET.
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strepaese (It 'across, over country') An Ialian literary movement

which attained some prominence in the r92os. Its origins aPPear to

have been related to the Nationalist Party manifesto of ryo4 by

Giovanni Papini. Its principal periodical was Il Sebaggro, and one

of its leading lights was the Roman novelist Curzio Malaparte

$878-195). See a/so srnecrrri.

strategy A jargon (q.".) term which appears to have come into literary

criticism some time in the r93os. It can mean either (a) an author's

attirude towards his theme and subiect; or (b) his method or technique

of dealing with it. See svlranoI.lc AcrIoN.

stream of consciousness A term coined by VilliamJames in Pinciples

of Psychology (r89o) to denote the flow of inner experiences. Now an

almost indispensable term in literary criticism, it refers to that tech-

nique which seeks to depict the multitudinous thoughts and feelings

which pass through the mind. Another phrase for it is'interior mono-

logue' (q.".). Something resembling it is discernible in Sterne's

Tristram Shandy $76e4), and long self-communing Passages to be

found in some rgth c. novels (e.g., those of Dostoievski) are also kin

to interior monologue (q.o.).In rgor the German playwright and nov-

elist Arthur Schnitzler published a Nooelle cdled Lentnant Gastl, a

satire on the official code of military honour. In this the interior mono-

logue technique is highly developed. However, it seems that it was a

*ittot French novelist, Edouard Dujardin, who first used the tech-

nique (in a way which was to prove immensely influential) in. Les

Lauriers sont coa?6s (1888). James Joyce, who is believed to have

known this work, exploited the possibilities and took the technique

almost to a point ne plus uhrain Ulysses (rgzz),which PurPorts to be

an account of the experiences (the actions, thoughts, feelings) of two

men, Leopold Bloom and Stephen Daedalus, during the twenty-four
hours of 6June r9o4, in Dublin. The following lines give some idea

of the method:

Yes. Thought so. Sloping into the Empire. Gone. Plain soda

would do him good. \(here Pat Kinsella had his Harp theatre before
\Thitbread ran the Queen's. Broth of a boy. Dion Boucicault
business with his harvestmoon face in a poky bonnet. Three Purty

Maids from School. How time flies eh? Showing lorig red pan-

taloons under his skirts. Drinkers, drinking, laughed spluttering,
their drink against their breath. More power' Pat. Coarse red: fun

for drunkards: guffaw and smoke. Take off that white hat. His

parboiled eyes.'Where is he now? Beggar somewhere. The harp that

once did starve us all.
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The climax to this extraordinary work is the forty-odd page
interior monologue of Molly Bloom, a passage which has only one
punctuation mark.

The beginning of Joyce's A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man
(1916) is an early indication of his interest in this technique.

Meantime, Dorothy Richardson had begun to compile her twelve-
volume Pilgrimage $915-6) and Marcel Proust was at work on the
equally ambitious A la recherche du temps perda $913-27). Henry

James and Dostoievski had already indicated, through long passages
of introspective writing, that they were aware of something like the
stream of consciousness technique. So it seems that several original
minds had been working, independently, towards a new method of
writing fiction.

Since the rgzos many writers have learned fromJoyce and emulated
him. Virginia rUfloolf (Mrs Dalloa)ay, r92t; To the Ligbthouse, rg27)
and Villiam Faulkner (The Soand and the Fary, r%i are two of the
most distinguished developers of the sream of consciousness method.
There have been hundreds of others and it has long been a common-
place literary technique. See also ANTr-NovEL; DRAMATTc MoNoLocuE;
FREE ASSOCTATION; TMPRESSIONISM; NOUVELLE VAGUE; VTETTPOINT.

street songs Most of these are anonymous and some are very old,
though not many are extant from earlier than the rTth c. Unhappily,
they are also dying out though tradidonal ones may still be heard very
occasionally in markets or in the old-fashioned pub where locals
gather for a sing-song. Cockneys tend to know them more than most
people. At their best they are racy, witty and slangy, as this first stanza
from z{ Leary Mot suggests:

Rum old Mog was aleary flash mot, and she was round and fat,
Vith fwangs in her shoes, a wheelbarrow too, and an oilskin round

her hat;
A blue bird's-eye o'er dairies fine - as she mizzled through Temple

Bat
Of vich side of the way, I cannot say, but she boned

Tar - Singing tol-lol-lol-lido.
from a

Other fairly well-known ones are The Ploughman's Wooing,
Unfortunate Miss Bailey, Tbe Ratcatcher's Daughter, She uas poor but
sbe uas honest, Under tbe Drooping Willoa; Tree, Bang Your Eye,
Polly Perhins, Darhy Sunday School, The Man on tbe Flying Trapeze
and Vot Cher! or, Knocked 'em in the Old Kent Road. The last two
were certainly music-hall songs. .See nerreD; FoLKsoNc; JINGLE;
NONSENSE; PATTER.
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stress As a metrical term, stress is interchangeable with accent (q.v.). A

metrical foot usually comprises one stressed syllable and one or more

unstressed syllables; for example, the dacryl @.".) v'. See BEAr;

FOOT; rCTUS; PRIMARY AND SECONDARY ACCENT; QUANTITY; SCANSION.

stressed rhyme See nnvur.

strict meter poetry A r4th c. Velshman, Einion the Priest, is

regarded as the first person to have analysed the meter of Velsh Peotry.
He defined twenty-four different meters and classified them under

three categories: aaill, cyarydd, englyn (qq.o.). These are known as

strict meter poetry..See rnrn METER.

strophe (Gk'turning') Originally the first part of a choral ode (4.2.) in

Greek drama which the Chorus chanted while moving from one side

of the stage to the other. It was followed by the antistrophe (q.v.), e

reverse movement, and then by the epode (q.o.), of a different metri-

cal structure, which was chanted by the Chorus when standing still.
The term came to be used as a synonym for stanza (q.ot) especially in

the ode (q.o.). More recently it has been applied to a unit or verse

paragraph (q.o.) in free verse (q.rr.).

structural metaphor See oncervlc METAPHoR.

structuralism A movement of thought in the human sciences, wide-

spread in Europe, which has affected a number of fields of knowledge

and inquiry - especially philosophy, anthropology, history sociology

and literary criticism. It has led to a fundamental reconsideration of

mankind's and womankind's position, behaviour, function and attirude

historically - and now.
Broadly speaking it is concerned with'language' in a most general

sense: not iust the language of utterance in speech and writing. It is

concerned with signs and thus with signiGcadon. Structuralist theory

considers all conventions and codes of communication; for example,

all forms of signal (smoke, fire, traffic lights, Morse, flags, gesture),

body language, clothes, aftefacts, stanrs symbols and so on. In theory

^t any rate, it is to do with any or all of the means by which human

beings convey information to each other: from a railway timetable to

a thumbs-up sign; from a PR brochure to a siren.
The biologist's and zoologist's study of animal, insect,6sh and bird

behaviour, for instance, is equally concerned with'language'signs and

signification (zoosemiotics). In the non-human order communication
is astonishingly refined and complex, not least through scent. For

example, the female silk moth (Bornbyx mori) secretes a chemical sub-
stance (a pheromone) into the air whose scent is so alluring that it can

attract a male moth over a distance of half a mile; and the secretion
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weighs but the thousandth part of a gram. Indeed, even the a.ntennde
of a d,isernbodied male, monitored by electrodes, will respond to a
mere molecule of Bombykol.

Everything, then, in the theory of structuralism, is the product of a
system of significadon or code (q.v.).The relationships berween the
elements of the code give it signification. Codes are arbitrary (all signs
are arbitrary) and without them we cannot apprehend reality.

As far as literature and literary criticism are concerned, structural-
ism challenges the long-standing belief that a work of literarure (or any
kind of literary text) reflects a given realiry; a literary text is, rarher,
constituted of other conventions and rex6.

Structuralism began in the science of linguistics and, more particu-
larly, in the work of Ferdinand de Saussure (t8t,,7-r9r), whose most
influential text is Cours de linguistique gdndrale $9ry), a treatise which
forms the basis of zoth c. linguistics and which has ultimately
influenced much literary criticism.

Saussure made a number of important original contributions: (a) the
concept of language as a sign system or structure whose individual
components can be understood only in relation to each other and
to the system as a whole rather than to an exrernal 'reality'; (b) a
distinction between langue and parole (q.o.), kngue representing a
language as a whole (e.g. French, English, German), and parole repre-
senting utterance, a particular use of individual units of langae; (c) a
distinction between diachronic and synchronic (q.o.), diachronic
denoting the historical study of the growth and development of a lan-
guage (namely through philology), and synchronic denoting the smdy
of a language as a system at any given moment of its life (Saussure put
most emphasis on synchronic study); (d) a distinction between the
signifier and signifi ed (q.2.,.).

The concept of language as a sign system was developed in the
science of semiotics (q.zt.), and especially by the American founder
of semiotics, C. S. Peirce (r83ry9r4). Saussure's ideas were further
developed by Charles Bally Q865-t94), by the Geneva School (q.a.)
of phenomenology (q.r,.) and by the Prague Linguistic Cricle (q.".).
The theories of Russian Formalism (q.t.) are also associated with
structuralist theory.

Claude L6vi-Strauss (r9o8- ) developed a structural theory in a
consideration of myth, ritual and kinship, especially in his classic work
Antbropologic stactwale (rgt8), and in his earlier Elementary
Stractures of Kinship (tg+g). He sees social structure as a kind of model
and is at pains to show that the behaviour patterns of kinship and
the existence of institutions depend on methods of communication
that are all characteristic of how the human mind works. Thus, he
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analyses modes of thought as well as modes of action, looking for the

system of differences which underlie practice, rather than the_ir origins

and causes. His theories about myths had considerable influence in

the development of the theory of narratology (q.a.), a further asPect

of structuralism.
The structuralist theories of Roland Barthes (r911-8o), expressed

in, for example, Mythologics (tg1) arnd Systdme de h mode Qg6il,
reveal i yery general interpretation of the term 'language' as social

practice. Early Banhes is Manrist and he had a rather different view

of myth and kinship - perhaps more as bourgeois ideology. He is also

concerned with, for instance, haate cuisine and clothes. His quest is

for a kind of 'grammar' and 'syntax' of such modes of communica-

tion. He interprets social practices involving food and clothes as sign

systems which function on the same model as language. Thus, he

eiaborates the idea that there is a 'garment system'which works like

a language. Garments in general are the system (what Saussure would

cill kngie and Chomsky would call 'competence'); a Particular set of

garments is the equivalent of a 'sentence' (what Saussure denotes as

parole and Chomsky as 'performance'). The same distinction applies

to food. Foodsruffs in general consdrute the system; aParticular menu

and meal consdnrte the'sentence'. It should be added that after 1968

and his celebrated discourses S/Z Q97o) nd The Death of the Author
(r958), Barthes was associated with post-structuralism.

Noam Chomsky (1928- ) made another contribution to struc-

turalist theory which is of importence in linguistics and should be

mentioned here. He made a distinction between'surface structures'

and 'deep structures'. A surface structure consists of the collection of

words and sounds that we artic-ulate and hear in a sentence; a deep

strucnrre is the abstract and underlying structure in language. A single

sentence may have many different surface forms and features and yet

have the same meaning. The undedying or deep structure regulates the

meaning. These are central theoretical distinctions in generative

grammar (q.".). The main current theory as summarized by David

Crystal, is that'a grammar operates by generating a set of abstract deep

strucnrres in its phrase-structure rules, subsequently converting these

underlying representations into surface structures by applying a set of

transformational rules'. Crystal points out that this rwolevel concep-

don of grammatical structure has been questioned.
A theory of structuralist poetics has been developed by Jonathan

Culler in his book Struauralist Poeti.cs: Struouralism, Linguistics and

the Stndy of Literature (r97). He advances the idea that the real obiect

of poetics 'is not the work itself but its intelligibility. One must
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attempt to explain how it is that works can be understood; the im-
plicit knowledge, the conventions that enable readers to make sense of
them, must be formulated . . .'Culler focuses on the reader rather than
the text, suggesting that whereas it is possible to determine the rules
which govern the interpretation of texts, it is not possible to determine
the rules which govern the composition of texts. Thus, the structure
resides in the system that underlies the reader's interpretation or
'literary competence'rather than in the text. The idea of 'literary com-
petence' is questionable, but Culler does not seek to identify a set of
predictable rules of reading through it; as an articulation of a theory
of codes and conventions it is internalized.

The work of Roman Jakobson (1895-1982), especially his two
essays Linguistics and Poetics (196o) and Tuo Aspects of Language

GgS6), provides other forms of structuralist theory. He developed
a rheory based on the concept of binary opposition (q.".) in
the structure of language. He was particularly concerned with the
metaphor/metonymy (q.o.) opposition and its implicarion in the
analysis of realism and symbolism. In Tbe Mod,es of Modem Writing

GgZil Professor David Lodge applies the theory to modern literature,
and in his fine comic novel Nice Worh (r9S8) he makes some drolly
witty 'pl^y' with the concept. See also DEcoNsrRUcrroN; posr-

STRUCTURALISM.

structuralist poetics See srnuctuRAlrsM.

structure The sum of the relationships of the pafts ro each other; thus,
the whole. Even as the Germans speak of. Gestah (q.r.),we can speak
of the stnrcture of a word, a sentence, a paragraph, a chapter, a book,
and so fonh. The formal structure of a play consists of its acts and
scenes and their interdependent balance. The non-formal structure
comprises the events and actions which take place. John Crowe
Ransom makes a distinctive use of the term when he holds that the
structure of 4 poem is its central statement or argument (its logical
strucrure) while everything else (the words, their sounds, the images,
the connotations suggested by the 'inload' of the words, etc.) is texture
(q.".) or 'local texture'. .See ronu; sryr-E.

Stuart period t6o3-t7r4, during which time the Sruart family ruled
England (except for the Cromwellian period). See cARoLTNE;
cAvALTER; JAcoBEAN; REsroRATroN (rrnroos).

Sturm und Drang (G'storm and stress') The phrase first occurred in
the title of the play Der Wintoan, oder Sturm und Drang $776) by
Friedrich Maximilian von Klinger (r752-r83r). It gave its name to the



revoludonary literry movement which was stirring in Germany at

that time. Adherents of anti-Enlightenment and anti-Classicism, its

supporters preferred inspiration to reason. They were also unduly
nationalistic. A number of famous German authors were influenced
by the movement, including Goethe, Schiller, Herder and Lenz. See

clAssrcrsM/noueNnclsM; ENLIGHTENMENT; corrrxcrR DIcHTER-
BUND; ROMANTICISM.

style The characteristic manner of expression in Prose or verse; how a

panicular writer says things. The analysis and assessment of style
involves examination of a writer's choice of words, his figures of

speech, the devices (rhetorical and otherwise), the shape of his sen-

tences (whether they be loose or periodic), the shape of his paragraphs
- indeed, of every conceivable aspect of his language and the way in

which he uses it. Sryle defies complete analysis or definition (Remy de

Gourmont put the matter tersely when he said that defining style was

like trying to put a sack of flour in a thimble) because it is the tone

and 'voice' of the writer himself; as peculiar to him as his laugh, his

walk, his handwriting and the expressions on his face. The style, as

Buffon put it, zi the man.
However, sryles have been roughly classified and these crude cate-

gories are sometimes helpful: (a) according to period: Metaphysical,
Augustan, Georgian, etc.; (b) according to individual authors:

Chaucerian, Miltonic, Gibbonian,Jamesian, etc.; (c) according to level:

grand, middle,low and plain; and (d) according to language: scientific,
expository poetic, emotive, referential, journalistic, etc. See also

DECORUM; PROPRIETY.

stylistics Akin to linguistics and semantics (qq.o.), it is an analytical
science which covers all the expressive aspects of language: phonology,
prosody, morphology, syntex and lexicology.

sub-culture All societies are diverse in that none has a common or

uniform system of values, codes, rituals, conventions, taboos, ethics,
behaviour, dress, food, ideologies, religious beliefs, worship, recre-

ations, creative activities, artefacts . . . And so on. The list might be

considerably extended.
One may refer loosely to the culrure of, sap England, Japan and the

Caribbean islands and by so doing imply that the civilizations of those
regions are very different from each other in scores of ways that might

be described, analysed and explained, and any educated Person may

be supposed to have some inkling of fundamental points of contrast

and comparison. However, culture is a 'hold-all' term which may

subsume any and every aspect of the way of life of a society. It is not
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surprising that Hans Johst remarked, .Sil'hen I hear the word culture
I reach for my gun.'The term 'sub-culture'

anything resembling defi nition.
is even less amenable to

The prefix 'sub-' inevitably implies something going on below or
underneath . . . A culrure below the surface of an overall, prevailing or
'first-order' culture. There is a connotation of it being different from,
apart from, that other and prevalent culture. It also carries with it the
concepts of 'alternative' and secrecy; and it includes an idea of popular
culture.

A classic and historical example of a sub-culture developing and
being maintained during every long period is that of Slovenia. Despite
Germanic influence (sometimes very repressive) extending over the
greater part of a millennium, the Slovenes kept intact their own lan-
guage, literature, conventions, customs, raditions, etc. Another and
rather different instance is the sub-culrure nurttrred by the Catholic
Church in Poland during the ruthless Nazi r6gime. For example, the
Polish 'identity' and the education of Polish children were kept alive
during the Nazi occupation, and in some respects this was achieved
literally underground. Yet another instance is the samizdat (q.".) orga-
nization of publishing in the USSR and elsewhere.

More generally speaking, sub-culture pertains to miscellaneous
social groups within a society. For example, ghettos tend to produce
sub-culrures. So do ethnic minorities. And so do many institutions
(e.g. the prison system, schools). Sub-culrures are to be found in fairly
'closed' or tightly knit groups and communities associated with apar-
ticular activity (e.g. coal-miners). Specialist minorities tend to develop
a kind of sub-culture (e.g. rat-catchers, bookies). There are also orga-
nizations (e.g. the services, the police force), and the 'learned' profes-
sions (whose members are, traditionally, lawyers, doctors, clergymen
and teachers). To these few one might add the'Turf'; the whole world
of horse-racing has a kind of sub-culrure. And there are all the pro-
fessionals who operate on 'circuits' (in fact, rather 'closed' circuits),
such as snooker players, golfers and tennis players. To these one might
add hippies, punks, mods, rockers, skinheads, flower peoples and the
Beat generation(q.zt.), whose influence, through many followers, went
far beyond regional and social boundaries.

\flhat sub-cultures tend to have in common are their own slang,
jargon, argot, patois (qq.o.),scale of values, accepted and typical codes
and modes of dress and behaviour, ethical conventions, recreations and
creative activities (e.g. in music, poetry, song and dance).

In some instances, a sub-culture is a real or symbolic resistance to
a real or imagined authority or establishment, and all those who are,
willy-nilly, upholders of conformity and radition.
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The term is also associated with youth, with pop culture, and with

related terms such as 'counter-culture', 'alternative society', 
'alterna-

tive literature' (q.o.) and 'alternative theatre' (q.v.). See also uNDER-

cRouND LTTERATURT/postnv.

subdued metaphor .See rrrrscoPED METAPHoR.

subintellectio See srNrcoocHE.

subiectivity and obiectivity The terms subjective and objective were

imported into England from the post-Kantian German critics of the
late r8th c. and are, in many ways, as Ruskin put it, 'two of the most

objectionable words . . . ever coined by the troublesomeness of meta-

physicians'. Subjectivity, when-applied to writing, suggests. that the
writer is primarily concerned with conveying personal experience and
feeling - as in autobiography (q.o.) or in fiction which is thinly con-

cealed autobiography (".g.Joyce's A Portrait of tbe Artist as a Young

Man, Samuel Butler's Tbe Way of All Flesh and Thomas 
'Wolfe's 

Looh

Homeanrd,, Angel). Objectiviry suggests that the writer is'outside'of
and detached from what he is writing about, has expelled himself from
it, is writing about other people rather than about himself, and by so
doing is exercising what Keats called 'negative capability' (q.rt.), and
preserving what is described as 'aesthetic distance' (q.tt.). The novels

of Henry James and, to a certain extent, the poems of Philip Larkin

show marked objectivity.
In fact, any writer of any merit is simultaneously subiective and

objective. He is subjectively engrossed in his work and the quality and
intensity of his personal vision will be dictated in a subjective way. At

the same time he must be removed from and in control of his mate-
rial. Thus he is involved in a paradoxical activity: an intellecrually cre-
ative bdancing act in which invention (q.o.) and judgement coalesce
or co-ordinate to achieve and preserve equilibrium. .See a/so prnson-

AL HERESY; VIETTPOINT.

subject of enunciation/subiect of enunciating Terms used in linguis-

tic theory to denote two concepts of the pronoun 'I'. For instance, in

the sentence 'I am writing this sentence' there are two 'I's: (a) in one
sense 'I' is a point of reference, a self-designation by the use of the
pronoun ('I' here is thd 'subject of enunciation'); (b) in another sense

the 'I' stands for what might be called the aggregate of the self, the
sum total of the entire being - of all that 'I' am (this is the 'subiect of

enunciating'). This second 'I' is self-evidently permanently elusive by
virnre of the fact that it is 'plurisignificative' (i.e. it bears meanings
which are multiple).

The French linguist Emile Benveniste discusses the matter at length
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in Problems in General Linguistics $966). He distinguishes between
the 'personal' and 'apersonal' aspects of language. In one sense 'I' is
personal; in another, apersonal. \fhen apersonal, 'f is nothing other
than 'the person who utters the present instance of discourse con-
taining the linguistic instance nf' '. Roland Barthes elaborates on
Benveniste in his discourse Tbe Deatb of the Author,pointing out that
linguistically the author is never more than'the instance writing, just

as 1 is nothing other than the instance saying .I: language knows a
osubject", not a "person", and this subject, empty outside of the very
enunciation which defines it, suffices to make language 'hold toge-
thero, suffices, that is to say, to exhaust it'.

It is perhaps worth noting that this is a matter of narrative theory
and also of psychoanalytic/ideological criticism. The 'theory of the
subject' in literary theory is anti-Cartesian. The 'I' is an ideological
construct associated with the individualist ethos of capitalistic and
bourgeois society; so, the redefinition of the 'I' is part of a critique of
a realist aesthetic. See also NARRAToLocy.

subjunctio Seerprznuxrs.

sublime (L'elevated, lofty') As a critical and aesthetic term it owes its
existence to a treatise, On the Sublime, originally entitled in Greek
Pei Hypsous (hypsos,'height', 'elevation'), ascribed to Longinus.

The idea of sublimity stems from the rhetoricians' distinctions of
various styles of speech: namely, high, middle and low. From the rTth
c. onwards it held a particular fascination for people. As an intellec-
tual concept and as an attainable quality in art and literature it was
especially attractive to writers during the rSth c. and during the
Romantic period (q.o.). Sublimity came to connote a surpassing excel-
lence, an Everest of achievement, where great thoughts, noble feeling,
lofty figures (i.e. figurative language), diction and arrangement (the
five sources of sublimity established by Longinus) all coincided.
Edmund Burke's A Philosopbical Inquiry into tbe Origin of our ldeas
of the Sublime and the Beautiful (rZSil was an important contribu-
tion to thinking on the subject and the ideas were of great interest to
literary critics and those concerned with aesthetics. Burke distin-
guished between the sublime and the beautiful. The former is associ-
ated with the infinite, solitude, emptiness, darkness and terror; the
latter with brightness, smoothness and smallness.

The sublime also came to be associated with powerful emotions,
with spiritual and religious awe, with vastness and immensity, with the
narural order in its grander manifestations and with the concept of
genius (q.".).

Vhat Burke had to say about terror and the inspiration of terror
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and the terrible in his Inquiry excited people's imaginations and this
was to have some influence on the Gothic novel (q.o.), which became
extremely popular in the last forry-odd years of the r 8th c. During
that time there was a kind of cult of the sublime, considerably stimu-
larcd by Macpherson's Ossianic poenls. James Macpherson (t76-96)

created a sensation with these fake poems in Gaelic and, in company
with Homer and Milton, he was regarded as one of the great poets of
the sublime. His works were widely read, not least in Germany, where
Goethe, Schiller and Klopstock, among others, praised them loudly.
Artists, too, were inspired by the sublime (e.g. Fuseli,Brrry, Mortimer,
Salvator Rosa and the madJohn Manin). The Grand Tour (q.".) intro-

duced people to sublime scenery: the Alps, abysses, forests, mountain
ravines and torrents. Travellers waxed lyrical on the grandeurs of
Nature: the more awe-inspiring it was the better.

Many writers were affected by the cult, which was to have a far-
reaching influence during the Romantic revival (q.a.).In r78r Kant

developed Burke's ideas in his Critique of Pure Reason and equated
beauty with the finite and the sublime with the infinite. As Byron was
to put it later in Childe Harold:

Dark-heaving - boundless, endless, and sublime,
The'image of eterniry.

Shelley and \U7ordsworth were particularly susceptible to intimations
of the sublime and were profoundly stirred by the mysteries and
dynamic forces of Nature.

submutatio Seerrrperr,AcE.

sub-plot A subsidiary action in a play or story which coincides with
the main action. Very common in Tudor and Jacobean drama, it is
usually a variation of or counterpoint to the main plot. For example,
the comic sub-plot involving Stefano and Trinculo in The Tempest;
and the serious one involving Gloucester, Edmund and Edgar in King
Lear. The sub-plot became increasingly rare after the rTth c. See pror.

subscription publishing A method or system by which authors get
together a list of buyers who are prepared to pay for their books in
advance. In other words, before publication and, conceivably, before
they even embark on writing. r$(/illiam Caxton (c.4zz-9r), the English
printer, is known to have got advances, or at ainy rate promises, of
money for some of his major works. Early in the rnh c. Joht Minsheu
achieved the same for his lexicograplncal Gaide into Tongaes (1617).
The system became popular in the r8th c. and worked tolerably well,
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partly through the influence of patronage (q.o.). In this period writers
issued what were called 'Proposals' for books and toted for sub-
scribers. Pope and Johnson both did this; so did many others.
Subscription publishing has worked sporadically since then with
varying success and is still used by authors who produce specialist
books on, perhaps, arcane subjects which would have a very limited
readership.

substitution fn verse, the replacement of one kind of metrical foot
(q.v.) by another. Usually done as a deliberate variation in order to
produce a particular counterpoint (q.v.) effect of sound and sense. A
common form of substitution in English verse is putting a trochee
(q.".) for an iamb (q.a.) at the beginning of a line. In this first stanza
from Geoffrey's Hill's God\ Little Mountain the basic foot is an iamb
(though there are one or rwo variations), but the first word of the third
line is a trochee carefully placed for emphasis:

BEl6q I thE rflv& scrimlblEd like I I go6t
Disl6dlging st6nes. I ThE mo'unla-rn stdmpedlits faiot,
Shiking, I is fr6m I i trince. I And I lwls shrit
\I(/ith w6ds | 6f s6und lintd I sridld6n qufEt.

See also cHoLTAMBUS; DEMorIoN.

sub-text The'under'or'below'text; what is not said or done. The term
has a wide application to literature in general; particularly, perhaps, to
the novel and short story and other fictional genres, and to poetry. A
reader tends to construct a sub-text for herself or himself, imagining
or interpreting what is not said or not done (and how it is not said or
done), what may be implied, suggested or hinted, what is ambiguous,
marginal, ambivalent, evasive, emphasized or not emphasized - and so
on. In doing all this the reader exercises insight into the'unconscious'
elements in the work itself and thus elicits additional meanings.
Psychoanalytical criticism involves a quest for such concealed or par-
tially concealed meanings.

The term is often associated with drama to denote the unspoken in
aplay;what is implied by pause and by silence. And perhaps also what
Harold Pinter means by 'the pressure behind the words'. The term
may also apply to the shape of the plot and the patterns of imagery.

Another and perhaps somewhat arcane concept of the sub-text is to
be found in the work of two prominent Marxist critics: Pierre
Macherey and Fredric Jameson. Macherey is concerned with the
'silences' or 'gaps' in a text which both conceal and expose ideologi-
cal contradictions, and he believes that the critic's task is to reveal the
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ter<t's unconscious content. Jameson is concerned with the 'political

unconscious' of a text: that sub-text which, historically and ideologi-
cally, constitutes the 'unspoken', the concealed and repressed. See
HERMENEUTIC OF SUSPICION; INDETERMINACY; MARXIST CRITICISM;

RECEPTION THEORY; THEATRE OF SILENCE.

succls (F 'success') A srccls d'estime means that the critics have given
their blessing; succds fou is a popular hit. succds de scandale, a popular
hit because of some notoriery or scandalous element. A roman i clef

or liare n clef (q.v.) might produce a succis de scandale.

suggestion The term covers those ideas, feelings and impulses that a

word or an arrangement of words may evoke over and above their
actual sense and sound. Suggestion may be achieved by literary asso-

ciation (and, perhaps, allusion) as well as through subjective links in

the receptor (q.v.) - to use a jargon (q.zr.) term. Much writing is 'sug-

gestive' in various ways for different people, especially in the use
of allegory (q.v.), symbol (q.r.), and particular images. Both the

poet and the writer of prose may 
(suggest'. 

It is largely a matter of sub-
jecaviry @.o.).Ihese lines from John Berryman's The Dispossessed
might trigger all sorts of associations through suggestion for various
readers:

'and some.hi.g that. . . that is their - no longer ours'
stammered to me the Italian page. A wood
seeded & towered suddenly. I understood. -

The Leading Man's especially, and the Juvenile Lead's,
and the Leading Lady's thigh that switches Er warms,
and their grimaces, and their flying arms:

ot4r erms, our story. Every seat was sold.
A crone met in a clearing sprouts a beard
and has a tirade. Not a word we heard.

Movement of stone within a vroman's heart,
abrupt 6c dominant. They gesture how
fings really are. Rarely a child sings now.

My harpsichord weird as a koto drums
adagio for milight, for the storm-worn dove
no more de-iced, and the spidery business of love.

The Juvenile Lead's the Leader's arms, one arrn
running the whole bole, branches, roots, (O watch)
and the faceless fellow waving from her crotch,
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Stalin-unanimous! who procured a vote
and care not use it, who have kept an eye
and care not use it, percussive vote, clear eye.

See also coNNorATroN.

summary A pr6cis (q.o.) or r6sum6 of the main points of a book or
part of it. Also known as a synopsis. To be found in abridged works
and also by way of introduction. It used to be a common practice but
is now fairly rare. See ARGUMENT.

superfluous man (R lisbni chelozteh) The name given to an important
and recurrent character type in rgth c. Russian literature. It denotes
an idealistic but inactive hero who is aware of and sensitive to moral
and social problems but who does not take action; in part because of
personal weakness and lassitude, in part because of social and politi-
cal restraints to freedom of action. Pushkin was the 6rst to use the
word lishni in this sense, in so describing the character Onegin in
Eugene Onegin (r823-3r). Eugene is regarded as the prototype,
closely followed by Griboyedov's Chatski in Woe from Wit (r825).
Pushkin's Onegin influenced Lermontov in his creation of Pechorin
in A Hero of Our Times (r84o). A development of the type was
achieved by Turgenev in Rudin (Rudin, r8y6). Turgenev's short story
Tbe Diary of a Superfluoas Man (r8yo) popularized the term. His
character Rakitin in his play A Montb in tbe Country is a comparable
type, as is the character in The Hamlet of tbe Sbcbigroosky Distict in
Sketches from a Hunter's Alburn. Turgenev tried to document and
justify the existence of this type in Russian society, seeing him as a
kind of tragi-comic 6gure, a compound of Hamlet and Don Quixote,
unable to reconcile the impulses of heart and head, given to ovgr-much
introspectiveness, intellectualizing and indecision. Perhaps the most
famous of all superfluous men is the endearing and totally ineffectual
Oblomov in Goncharov's Oblomoo (fi5fi. Descendants of Onegin er
al. are to be found in Tolstoy (e.g. Count Vronski in Anna Karenina,
r87y-6) and in Chekhov's plays and stories, where they abound. By
contrast, the heroines involved with superfluous men were strong,
determined and decisive (e.g. Taryana in Eagene Onegin and Natalya
in Rudin). A contrast was aesthetically desirable and necessary
anryay; hence the energetic and ebullient figure, Stolz, in Oblomozt.
See also cHARAcTER; FABULA; srocK cHARAcTER.

supernatural story A very comprehensive term which may be applied
to any sort of story which in some way makes use of ghosts, ghouls,
spectres, apparitions, poltergeists, good and evil spirits and things that
go bump in the night; not to mention magic, witchcraft, marvels,
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talismans, the eerie atmosphere and the presence of the uncanny; any-
thing supranormal, and beyond sensory perception; what makes the
flesh creep and the hair stand on end; the'spooky', the numinous; that
which conveys the sense of the preternatural (to use Coleridget word)
powers. In short anything which belongs to that world so powerful-
ly suggested by Milton in Comu.r when he wrote of:

Calling shapes and beckoning shadows dire,
And airy tongues that syllable men's names
On sands, and shores, and desert wildernesses.

In verse, of the thousands of examples available, one may mention the
supernatural and supranormal elements in Beoatulf, Sir Gaanin and
tbe Green Knight, Sir Orfeo, Spenser's Faerie Queene, Milton's
Paradise Lost and Comas, Coleridge's Rime of the Ancient Mariner
end Chisubel, Keats's La Belle Dame Sans Merci, E.A. Poe's The
Raoen, Browning's Childe Roland to the Darh Toarcr Came, 

'Walter

de la Mare's The Listeners, V.t$(. Gibson's Fknnan Isle, Alfred
Noyes's Shenuood, Vernon'Watkins's Tbe Balkd of the Mari Lutyd,
as well as a large number of ballads (e.g. Tbe Wee Wee Man, Tbe Wift
of Usber\ Well, The Daemon Lozter).

Two classic collections of supernatural stories are Tbe Arabian
Nigb* and the brothers Grimm Fairy Tales. Mention should also be
made of Perrault's collection of fairy stories which includes Sleeping
Beaury Cinderella and Red Riding Hood; Defoe's True Rehtion of the
Apparition of one Mrs Veal; Horace lValpole's Castle of Otranto; Ann
Radcliffe's Mysteries of Udolpho; M.G. ('Monk') Lewis's The Monh,
andThe Castle Speare;C. R. Maturin's Mebnoth the Wandere4Mary
Shelley's Franhenstein; Hoffmann's Tales; Poe's Tales of Mystery
and Imaginatian; Flawthorne's The Scarlet Letter; James Hogg's
Confessions of a tnstifed Sinner, Dostoievski's The Possessed;
Dickens's A Christmas Carol; Stevensont DrJekyll and Mr Hyde and
The Bottle Imp; Oscar \[ilde's The Piaure of Dorian Gray; Ambrose
Biercet An Occurrence dt Ozul Creek Bridge; W. \$(/. 

Jacobs's Tbe
Monkey's Pau; Sheridan Le Fanu's In a Gkss Darhly (a collection
which contains the famous Green Tea);Henry Jamest The Tum of tbe
Screu; Conan Doyle's The House of the Basheruilles; H. G. 

'W'ells's

The Inoisible Man. Plus a large number of stories by French and
Russian rgth c. writers - principally Gautier, M6rim6e, Villiers de
I'Isle-Adam, Huysmans, Balzac, Gogol, Pushkin and Turgenev.

More recent writers of note who have made memorable use of
supernatural elements are: G. K. Chesterton, 

'Wglter 
de la Mare,

Algernon Blackwood, H.P. Lovecraft, tV. F. Harvey, A. M. Burrage,
A. N. L. Munby, Georges Bernanos, L. P. Hanley, M. R. James (his
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Gbost Stories of an Antiquary is a classic), Dennis rWheatley, Ray
Bradbury and Roald Dahl. See also cHosr sroRy; corurc
novnr/rrcrroN; HoRRoR sroRY.

superreader See nreonR-REspoNsETHEoRy.

superstructuralism A term coined by Richard Harland in
Superstracturalism: the Pbilosophy 

"f 
Structuralism and, Post-

Structuralism (r98). He uses it to cover the whole field of structur-
alism, post-structuralism, semiotics (qq.r.), Althusserian Marxists,
Foucaultians, etc. He suggesm that in relation to structuralism,'super-
structuralism' appears as 'super-Structuralism' - a larger intellectual
phenomenon over and above structuralism (taking 'super' in its strict
Latin sense). He also suggests that the term can be read in another and
more important sense, as'suPerstructare-alism', and elaborates the idea
that'superstructuralism' invert our ordinary'base-and-superstructure
models until what we used to think of as superstructural takes prece-
dence over what we used to think of as basic'.

suppl6ment The French word suppl6er means 'to take the place of, to
substitute' as well as 'to supplement'. The noun suppl1rnent can mean
'substitute' as well as 'addition'. The term sappl1rnent is used by the
French philosopherJacques Derrida to denote, for example, the unsta-
ble equilibrium and thus a constantly shifting relationship which exists
between speech and writing. Each term both replaces and supplements
the other. But not only this relationship or opposition. The idea of
'snppl6menr' is part of a Derridan critique of the simple structuralist
binary opposition (q.".) in which a term is defined by its opposite.
Derrida uses the idea of the supplement to emphasize that there is no
priority in any of these oppositions but only dffirance (q.".). Speech,
neture, truth, for instance, are themselves supplements, substitutions
and deferrals of ffaces; they are not smble or logocentric in the way
that structuralists use them. ln Of Grarnmatology Q967, trans. 1976)
Derrida writes: 'It is the strange essence of the supplement not to have
essentiality: it may always not have aken place. Moreover, literally it
has never taken place: it is never present, here and now. If it were, it
would not be what it is, a supplement, taking and keeping the place of
the other.' In the same book his reading of Rousseau depends on the
ambiguity of the word snppl4menr, in relation to the nature/culrure
opposition which Rousseau discusses. In Deconstruaion: An
Advanced Reader,Vincent B. Leitch clarifies:'Derrida notes the emer-
gence of an undecidable concept (the supplement), tracing its perva-
sive operations throughout the text of Rousseau. The effect is to
deconstruct nature and culture, showing that culture does not
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supplement narure but that nature [sic] is always already a supple-
mented entity.'The point is that since the term'nature'needs its oppo-
site 'culture' in order to exist, the supplement is always already there.
It is not simply that the supplement comes afterbut that the supposed
priority of the term nature is itself supplementary (i.e. the process of
the supplement is an aspect of dffirance, difference and deferral). See
DECONSTRUCTION; LOGOCENTRTSM.

sura A section or 'chapter' in the Koran. Each sura contains a variable
number of verses.

surface structure See onnp srRUcruRE; LINGUIsrIcs.

surfiction A term coined in ry7 by Raymond Federman. His original
statements titled 'surfiction - A Position'were reprinted in a collec-
tion of essays called Surf,aion: Fiction Nout . . . and Tomorrow (rgZ).
Broadly speaking, the term denotes fiction which makes little or no
attempt to be realistic or naturalistic, and it emphasizes its fictional
stanrs. It may not be intended to'mean'anything.

surprise ending The mist in the tail of a stor/i a sudden and unex-
pected turn of fortune or action. Some writers of the short story (q.a.)
have proved expert at this device; notably, O. Henry and Maupassant.

surrealism This movement originated in France in the r92os and was
a development of Dadaism (q.".). The surrealists attempted to express
in art and literature the workings of the unconscious mind and to syn-
thesize these workings with the conscious mind. The surrealist allows
his work to develop non-logicdly (rather than illogically) so that the
results represent the operations of the unconscious.

The term 'super-realism' was coined by Guillaume $.pollinaire
(r88o-r9r8), but it was not until ry24 that the poet Andr6 Breton
issued the first manifesto (there were three altogether) of surrealism,
which recommended that the mind should be liberated from logic and
reason. Breton had been influenced by Freudian analysis and had
experimented with automatic writing under hypnosis. The surrealists
were particularly interested in the srudy and effects of dreams and hal-
lucinations and also in the interpenetration of the sleeping and waking
conditions on the threshold of the conscious mind, that kind of limbo
where strange shapes materialize in the gulfs of the mind. In his second
manifesto (tgtg) Breton explained how the surrealist idea was to revi-
talize the psychic forces by a 'vertiginous descent' into the self in quest
of that secret and hidden territory where all that.is apparently contra-
dictory in our everyday lives and consciousness will be made plain.
There was a'point'in the mind, he thought, where, beyond realism,
one attained a new knowledge.
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sword dance

Distinguished writers who experimented with surrealistic methods
were mostly Frenchmen: principally (apart from Breton) Louis
Aragon, Paul Eluard, Benjamin P6ret and Philippe Soupault. The main
surrealistic painters have become much more famous: chiefly, Chirico,
Max Ernst, Picasso and Salvador Dali.

The long-term influence of surrealism all over the world has been
enormous. Apart from poetry it has affected the novel, the cinema,
the theatre, painting and sculpture. A great many writers have con-
tinued to explore the territories of the conscious and semiconscious
mind; delving into and exposing the private chaos, the individual hell.
In doing so they have often experimented with stream of conscious-
ness (4.2.) techniques. Surrealistic poetry is now rare, but plays and
novels often show the influence of surrealism. From the scores of
examples available, one may mention the work of Antonin Artaud,
Eugbne Ionesco, Jean Genet, Samuel Beckett, Villiam Burroughs,

Julien Gracq, Alain Robbe-Grillet, Nathalie Sarraute, Alan Burns and
B. S. Johnson. See also ExpREsstoNrsM; NoNsENsE; pATApHysrcs;

REALTSM; THEATRE OF THE ABSURD; VORTTCTSM.

suspended rhyme See nlretvsED RHvME.

suspense A state of uncertainty, anticipation and curiosity as to the
outcome of a story or play, or any kind of narrative in verse or prose.
The suspense in Hamlet, for instance, is sustained throughout by the
question of whether or not the Prince will achieve what he has been
instructed to do and what he intends to do. See pror.

r"l?r"1 Sanskrit term for (a) a mnemonic rule; (b) a poetic treetise in

sweetness and light A phrase probably used for the first time by Swift
in his preface ro The Battle of the Books Q69):'Instead of dirt and
poison we have rather chosen to fill our hives with honey and wax;
thus furnishing mankind with the rwo noblest of things, which are
sweetness and light.'Matthew Arnold, inCulture and Anarchy (t86fi,
regarded these as the basic contributions of the artist: '. . . He who
works for sweetness and light united, works to make reason and the
will of God prevail.'

sword dance A dramatic rirual of ancient origin; in the first place prob-
ably a fenility rite symbolizing the death and resurrection of the year.
It is widespread in central Europe. In England also, especially in
Yorkshire, Durham and Northumberland. Often enough the practice
of the dance survives in mining areas. There are many variations. An
element common to a large number of them is the symbolic death of
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syllaba anceps

one of the characters and his revival. There are some stock characters
(q.o), notably a Fool and a man dressed in woman's clothes. The
sword dance is one of the origins of the Mumming Play (q.o.). A
famous European example is the Moreiha, a traditional dramatic spec-
tacle at least a thousand years old, performed on the Adriatic island of
Kordula (it also used to be done at Split, Zadar, Dubrovnik, Vis and
Budva). It is performed by the young men of the island (boat-builders,
farmers, masons et dl.) and is basically an amalgam of masque, melo-
drama (qq.".) and dance. One form of it symbolizes the war between
the Christians and Arabs, to which there is a more or less peaceful
ending; the other a struggle between Moorish forces (hence the name
Moreiha) and the Turks, at the end of which the Moorish leader is con-
quered. The latter version is the one staged on Kordula. See FoLK
DRAM$ PLOUGH MONDAY PLAY; REVESBY PLAY.

syllaba anceps (L 'rwofold, flucruating syllable') A syllable that may
be read as either long or short according to the requirements of the
meter. This especially refers to a syllable at the end of a line of verse.

syllabic verse Verse measured not by stress (q.rr.) or quantity (q.o.)but
by the number of syllables in each line. The more conservetive English
poets, like Dryden, Pope and Johnson, were feirly strict about the
number of syllables they would allow in the pentameter (q.a.) line.
The term is also applied to a type of verse which became fairly
common in the late i95os and r95oJ which was based merely on a syl-
lable count, regardless of duraion (q.o.). Among well-known poets
who experimented were W. H. Auden, Thcim Gunn and George
MacBeth. Roy Fuller's Oanls and Artificers $97r) is a discussion of
syllabics. See also roor; scANsIoN.

syllepsis (Gk'a taking together, comprehension') A figure of speech in
which a verb or an adjective is applied to two nouns, though appro-
priate only to one of them. A well-known example occurs in Henry
V when Fluellen says, 'Kill the poys and the luggage'. The verb 'kill'

cannot apply to luggage. See zrucrrre.

syllogism (Gk'reckoning together') Deducdon, from rwo propositions
containing three terms of which one appears in both, of a conclusion
that is true if they are true. A stock example is: All men are mortal;
Greeks are men; so all Greeks are mortal. 'Men' is the middle term.
'Mortal', the second term in the conclusion, is the major term and the
premise in which it occurs is the major premise. 'Greeks'is the minor
term and its premise the minor premise.

symbol and symbolism The word symbol derives from the Greek
verb symballeinr 'to throw together', and its noun symbolon, 'mark',
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symbol and symbolism

'emblem'r'token'or'sign'.It is an object, animate or inanimate, which
represents or'stands for'something else. As Coleridge pur it, a symbol
1is characterized by a translucence of the special [i.e. the species] in the
individual'. A symbol differs from an allegoricai (see arirconv) sign
in that it has a real existence, whereas an allegorical sign is arbitrary.

Scales, for example, symbolize justice; the orb and sceptre, monar-
chy and rule; a dove, peace; a goat, lust; the lion, strength and courage;
the bulldog, tenacity; the rose, beauryi the lily puriry; the Stars and
Stripes, America and its States; the Cross, Christianitli rhe swasrika
(or crooked Cross) Nazi Germany and Fascism; the gold, red and
black hat of the Montenegrin symbolizes glory blood and mourning.
The scales of justice may also be allegorical; as might, for instance, a
dove, a goat or a lion.

Actions and gestures are also symbolic. The clenched 6st symbol-
izes aggression. Beating of the breast signifies remorse. Arms raised
denote surrender. Hands clasped and raised suggesr suppliance. A slow
upward movement of the head accompanied by a closing of the eyes
means, in Turkish, 'no'. Moreover, moJt religious and feniliry rites are
rich with symbolic movements and gestures, especially the Roman
Mass.

A literary symbol combines an image with a concept (words them-
selves are a kind of symbol). It may be public or private, universal or
local. They exist, so to speak. As Baudelaire expressed it in his sonner
Correspondancesz

La Nature est un temple ori de vivants piliers
Laissent parfois sortir de confuses paroles;
Lhomme y passe i travers des fordts de symboles . . .

In literature an example of a public or universal symbol is a journey
into the underworld (as in the work of Virgil, Dante and James Joyce)
and a return from it. Such a journey may be an interpretation of a spir-
irual experience, a dark night of the soul and a kind of redemptive
odyssey. Examples of private symbols are those that recur in the works
of \il(i'. B. Yeats: the sun and moon, a tower, a mask, a tree, a winding
stair and a hawk.

Dante's Dbina Comrnedia is structurally symbolic. In Macbeth
there is a recurrence of the blood image symbolizing guih and vio-
lence. In Hamlet weeds and disease symbolize corruprion and decay.
In King Lear clothes symbolize appearances and authority; and the
storm scene in this play may be taken as symbolic of cosmic and
domestic chaos to which 'unaccommodated man' is exposed. The
poetry of Blake and Shelley is heavily marked with symbols. The
shooting of the albatross in Coleridge's Rime of the Ancient Mariner
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symbl and symbolism

is symbolic of all sin and stands for a lack of respect for life and for a

proper humility towards the natural order. In his Four QuartetsT.S.
Eliot makes frequent use of the symbols of Fire and the Rose. To a

lesser extent symbolism is an essential part of Eliot's Ash Wednesday

(especially Pt III) and The Waste Land.
ltt p.or. works the great white whale of Melville's Moby-Dic& (the

'grand god') is a kind of symbolic creature - a carcass which-symbol-

h.ttrterJhrne been dissecting for years. Much of the fiction of !filliam

Golding (especially Lord of the Flies, Pincber Martin md The Spire)

depends upon powerful symbolism capable of more interpretations

than one. To these examples should be added the novels and short

stories of Kafka, and the plays of Maeterlinck, Andreyev' Hugo von

Hofmannsthal, Synge and O'Neill.
In all these works we find instances of the use of a concrete image

to express an emotion or an abstract idea; or, as Eliot Put it when

explaining his term 'objective correlative' (q.o.), finding- 'a set of

ob-jects, a situation, a chain of events, which shall be the formula of

that particular emotion'.
There is plentiful symbolism in much rgth c. French Poetry.

In Oeuvres complArc.s (r89r) Mallarm6 explained symbolism as the

art of evoking an object'little by little so as to reveal a mood' or, con-

versely, 'the an of choosing an object and extracting from it an 6tat

d'am;'. This 'mood', he contended, v/as to be extracted by 'a series of

decipherings'.
Mallarm6's follower Henri R6gnier made the additional point that

a symbol is a kind of comparison between the absract and the con-

crele in which one of the terms of the comparison is only suggested.

Thus it is impliciq oblique; zot spelt out.
As far as particular objects are concerned, this kind of symbolism

is often private and personal. Another kind of symbolism is known as

the'tra*cendental'. In this kind, concrete images are used as symbols

to represent a general or universal ideal world of which the real world

is a Jhadow. Sir Thomas Browne, long before rheories of symbolism

were abundant, suggested the nature of this in his magnificent neo-

Platonic phrase: 'The sun itself is the dark simulacrum, and light is the

shadow of God.'
The 'transcendental' concept is Platonic in origin, was elaborated

by the neo-Platonists in the 3rd c. and was given considerable vogue

in the r8th c. by swedenborg. In the rgth c. there developed the idea

that this 'other world' was attainable, not through religious faith or

mysticism, but, as Baudelaire expressed it in Notes nonvelles s-ur Edgar

Poe,'dtravers la po6sie'. Through Poetry the soul perceives 'les splen-

deurs situ6es derribre le tombeau'.
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Baudelaire and his followers created rhe image of the poer as a
kind of seer (q.v.) or aoydnt, who could see rhrough and beyond the
real world to the world of ideal forms and essences. Thus the task
of the poet was to create this 'other world' by suggestion and sym-
bolism; by transforming realiry into a greater and more permanent
realiry.

The attainment, in transcendental symbolism, of the vision of the
essential Idea was to be achieved by a kind of deliberate obfuscation
or blurring of reality so that the ideal becomes clearer. This, accord-
ing to symbolist theory could be best conveyed by the fusion of
images and by the musical quality of the verse; by, in shorr, a form of
so-called pure poetry (q.".). The music of the words provided the re-
quisite element of suggestiveness. Verlaine, in his poem Art podtique

082d, for instance, says that verse must possess this musical quality
'avant toute chose'. Such a point of view was also expressed, in other
words, by Mallarm6,Yallry and Rimbaud.

Theory and practice led the French symbolist poers to believe that
the evocativeness and suggestiveness could best be obtained by verse
forms that were not too rigid. Hence z,ters libirds anduers libres (qq.r.).
Rimbaud and Mallarm6 were the main experimenters in these forms;
Rimbaud the chief practirioner of the 'prose poem' (q.".). Such verse
enabled the poet to achieve what Val6ry described as 'cene h6sitation
prolong6e entre le son et le sens'.

The definitive manifesto of symbolism was published in September
r885 in an article in Le Figaro byJean Mor6as, conrending that roman-
ticism, naturalism and the movement of les Pamassienr were over and
that henceforth symbolic poetry 'cherche i vOtir l'id6e d'une forme
sensible'. Mor6as founded the Symbolist School whose progenitors
were Baudelaire, Mallarm6, Verlaine and Rimbaud; and whose disci-
ples were, among others, Ren6 Ghil, Stuart Merrill, Francis Vi6l6-
Griffin and Gustave Khan.

Some of the major symbolist poems by Baudelaire xe
Correspondances, Harmonie du soir, Spleen, La Chevelure,
L'Inoitation da noyage, Bdnddiction, Au lectear, Moesta et Enabunda,
El1oation, Les Sept Vieilkrd,s, Le Voyage, Le Cygne. His main work
is the collection known as Les Fleurs du mal G85il.

From Verlaine's work one should mention Podmes satumiens
$866), Fdtes gakntes $869), La Bonne Chanson (t872), Romances
sans paroles (t8Zd and Sagesse (r88r). From Rimbaud Le Bateaa irtre
(r87r), Une saison en enfer $82) end Les llluminations (fi86). From
Mallarm6, these poems particularly: Apparition, Les Fen€tres, Sonnet
all6gorique de lui-m4rne, Ses purs ongles, (Jn coup de dds, Grand
oeaore. His main collection is Podsies (rS87).
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symbolic action

These poets were later to influence the work of Val6ry very co-n-

siderably, as can be seen from a study of. Le Cimetiire main, L'Abeille,

Le Ramenr, Palme, Les Grenades, La Jeane Parque and in various

poems in the collection Charmes Qgzz).
Other influences of symbolist theory and practice are discernible in

Lautr6amont's prose poem Chants de Maldoror (1868, I869), in several

works by Laforgue, in a number of plays by Villiers de l'Isle Adam,

Maurice Maeterlinck and Claudel, in J.-K. Huysmans's novel -r{

rebours (1884), and, most of all, in Proust's A h recberche du temPs

perdu $9r3-z).
The main 

'heirs' of the symbolist movement outside France are
\Uf. B. Yeats, the Imagist group of English and American poets (espe-

cially T. E. Hulme and Ezra Pound), and T. S. Eliot; and, in Germany,

Rainer Maria Rilke and Stefan George. The ideas of the French sym-

bolism were also adopted by Russian writers in the r 87os and the early

years of the 2oth c.; notably by Bryusov, Volynsky and Bely. See also

ALLEGORY; CORRESPONDENCE OF THE ARTS; IMAGERY; IMAGISTS;

IMPRESSIONISM; METONYMY; PARNASSIANS; PRIMITMSM; SUGGESTTON;

SYMBOLIC ACTTON; SYNECDOCHE; TROPE.

symbolic action This jargon term denotes the conscious or uncon-

scious 
'ritual'.lvhich the writer experiences while creating a work. The

work is a'strategy' (q.o.) for controlling his own problems. The writer

disguises his identity and, by so doing, performs a symbolic action.

Foi example, a writer may 'write out of himself' aggressive impulses,

guilt complexes, sex complexes, through the symbolic action. These

theories were introduced and elaborated by Kenneth Burke in

Attitades towards History F%il andThe Philosophy of Literary Form:

Stadics in Symbolic Aoion (tl+t).

symbolic code See coor.

symbolistesr les See stunol AND sYMBoLIsM.

sympathy Seetr"rPltHr.

symposium (Gk'drinking together') The term derives from the most- 
famous of Plato's Dialogues, The Syrnposiam, and, by transference, it

now applies to a collection of essays or articles by various scholars on

some ipecial topic. Sometimes such a collection of monographs is pre-

sented to a person as a homage volume. See also FEsrscHRrFT.

synaeresis (Gk'seizing together') It occurs when two normally sepa-

rate vowels are combined into one syllable. For example: 'see-est'

becomes'seest'. See corvrnecrroN; ELrsIoN.
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synaxarron

synaesthesia (Gk 'perceiving together') The mixing of sensations; rhe
concurrent appeal to more than one sense; the response through
several senses to the stimulation of one. For instance: 'hearing' a
'colour', or 'seeing' a 'smell'. Dr Johnson once rerriarked on the dis-
covery of a blind man that scarlet represented 'the clangour of a
trumPet'.

It is probable that the word was first used by Jules Millet in r89z
in a thesis on Audition colorde. Before that, Huysmans's character Des
Esseintes and Rimbaud had consciously attempted synaesrhetic
effects. Earlier, Baudelaire had deliberately attempted the same sort of
impression in many of his poems. As he pur it in his sonnet
Correspondances:

Les parfums, les couleurs et les sons se r6pondent.

Il est des parfums frais comme des chairs d'enfanrs,
Doux comme les hautbois, verts comme les prairies

Synaesthetic effects are frequent in Baudelaire's Les Flears du mal,
especially in those poems addressed to Jeanne Duval. But there was
nothing new about synaesthesia, except that it had not been theorized
over so intensely before or so consciously used. Homer, Aeschylus,
Horace, Donne, Crashaw, Shelley and dozens of other poets had used
synaesthetic effects. 

'We 
use them in everyday speech when we talk of

'a cold eye'r 'a soft wind'r 'a heavy si lence', 'a hard voice', 'a black
look', and so fonh. See also coRREspoNDENcE oF THE ARTs;
LOGOPOETA; ONOMATOPOETA; TONE COLOUR.

synaloepha (Gk'coalescence') In Classical prosody the contraction of
a long vowel or diphthong at the end of one word with a vowel or
diphthong at the beginning of the next. Thus, the making of one long
syllable. In effect, elision (q.r,.). In Spanish verse sinalefa is more
complex and has been known to combine six vowels. Spanish has
rather more words beginning with vowels and ending with them than
other languages.

synathroesmus (Gk 'collecdon, union') An accumulation of words of
different meaning in a sentence or a sequence of clauses, as in these
lines from Macbetb (rr, iii):

Vho can be wise, amaz'd, temp'rate and furious,
Loyal and neutral, in a moment?

synaxarion In the Eastern Church, a brief accounr of a saint or feast
appointed to be read at the early morning service of Orthros. It also
denotes the book which contains such passages, arranged according to



synchronic

the Calendar (the Greater Synaxarion). Synaxaries therefore belong to

hagiography (q.2,.). See also cALENDAR.

synchronic See DIAcHRoNtc/svxcHnoNIc.

syncopation (MedL 'striking together') In verse and in music it occurs- 
whin the metrical pattern goes contr^ry to the natural stress of normal

speech. Common in ballad meter, as in these two opening stanzas from

Sir Patrich Spens:

The King sits in Dumfermline toune,
Drinking the blude-red wine:

'O whar will I get a skeely skipper
To sail this ship o'mine?'

Up and spak an eldern knicht,
Sat at the king's richt kne:

'Sir Patrick Spens is the best sailor
That sails upon the se.'

'sailor' in line 7 is a trochaic word, but the meter clearly requires the

stress to fall upon the second syllable, making it iambic. See roor;

RI{YTHM; SCANSTON; VRENCHED ACCENT.

syncope (Gk'cutting') The cutting short of a word by omitting a lener
or syllable, as in'e'er'for'ever', 'e'en' for'even'. See cor*1.n-6crloN;
ELISION.

synecdoche (Gk'tahing up together') A figure of speech in which the

part stands for the vhole, and thus something else is understood

*ithit the thing mentioned. For example: in'Give us this day our daily

bread', 
'bread' stands for the meals taken each day. In these lines from

Thomas Campbell's Ye Mainers of Enghnd,'oak'represen* the war-

ships as well as the material from which they are made:

tUflith thunders from her native oak,
She quells the flood below.

Synecdoche is common in everyday speech. In 'Chelsea won the

match', Chelsea stands for the Chelsea Football Team. See also

ANTONOMASIA; METALEPSIS; METONYMY.

syneciosis (Gk 'lining of opposites') An antithetical device quite- frt-

quent in satire (q.t,.) which was often used by practitioners of the

heroic couplet (q.".). This example comes from part of Dryden's

description of Shimei in Absalorn and Achitophel:
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s ynta gma tic / p ar adigmatic

His Cooks, with long disuse, their Trade forgot;
Cool was his Kitchen, tho'his Brains were not.

.See nxrrrrrEsrs; oxyMoRoN; ZEUGMA.

synizesis SeesrNeroEPHA.

synonym (Gk'together name') A word similar in meaning ro another.
It is rare to find an exact synonymous meaning. It is usually a matter
of 'shades' of meaning, as in: insane, mad, demented, daft, loopy, psy-
chotic, barpoo, crazy, nutty, maghnoon, off one's coconut, etc. See
ANTONYM.

synonymous parallelism Jargon for a couplet in which each line
expresses the same idea in different terms.

synopsis .Seesulvrunny.

syntagma ticlparadigmatic The structuralist Ferdinand de Saussure
(t857-r9r) described language as 'a system of interdependent rerms
in which the value of each term results solely from the simultaneous
presence of the others'. From this principle or premise he elaborates
the idea that there are two dimensions in the relationships of words:
(a) the syntagmatic or'horizontal'relations; (b) the associative or'ver-
tical' relations, more usually described as paradigmatic. By this dis-
tinction he means that each word has a linear relationship with the
words that may go before it and com€ after it. It is axiomatic that in
any linguistic communication terms are arranged in sequences. For
example, in the sentence 'The batsman hit the ball to the boundary'
there is a perceptible relationship between each word. The paradig-
matic relationship entails a consideration of the fact that each word
in, say, a sentence (like the one above) has a relationship with other
words that are not :used but are capable of being nsed - and by being
capable are thus associated. Obvious associative words in this instance
would be pads, gloves, bat, bowler - or even the whole concept of
cricket.

ln A Suntey of Structural Linguistics (rgZr) G. C. Lepschy analy-
ses the distinction very concisely:

A sign is in contrast with other signs which come before and after
it in a sentence. It has with the preceding and following signs a syn-
tagmatic relationship. This is a relationship in praesentia, i.e.
between elements (the sign in question, and the preceding and fol-
lowing ones) which are all present in the message. But a sign is also
opposed to other signs not because they are in the message but
because they belong to the language; it is associated (through
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similariry or difference) with these other signs, it has with them an

associative relationship. This is a relationship in absentia, i.e.

between the element in question which is there, and other elements,
which are not there in that pafticular message.

Thus, the syntagmatic is concerned with combination; the paradig-

matic with substitution.
The concept of the 'language of presence' and the 'language of

absence' creates a kind of fundamental opposition or antinomy (q.2,-),

which Jacques Derrida has been at pains to question; he sees no reso-

lution, only an insabiliry. See orecrrnoNrc/svxcHRoNlc; DIFFERANcE;

cRAMMAToLocy; untepxon/METoNYMY; srcwrnrn/sIGNIFIED.

syntax (Gk'together arrangement') Sentence construction.

synthesis Seeaxnrvsrs.

synthetic rhyme This occurs when words are distorted in any way in

order to give an approximate phonetic identity. It is common in

humorous verse. For example, Odgen Nash's Requiem:

There was a young belle of old Natchez
Vhose garments were always in patchez.

lUfhen comment arose
On the state of her clothes,

She drawled,'Vhen Ah itchez Ah scratchez'.

And:

For the over fifties
And the not-so-nifties
A discotheque
Is a risk to tek. (J.A. Cuddon)

synthetic rhythm The repetition of a word or phrase to fill up a line.

It is common in folksong, nonsense verse and ballad (qq.v.). The

second and third stanzas ftom The Wrf, of [Jsher's Well illustrate the

effect:

They hadna been a week from her,
A week but barely ane,

Vhen word came to the carline wife
That her three sons were gane.

Th.y hadna been a week from her,
A week but barely three,

Vhen word came to the carline wife
That her sons she'd never see.

See also INcREMENTAL REPETTTIoN; REFRATN.
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system In Greek prosody, a sequence of coh (q.v.) in the same merer
(q.o.)-

systrophe A rhetorical device which contains an accumulation of
definitions, or repetition by definition. A classic example is Macbeth's
apostrophe (q.a.) to Sleep (Macbeth,II, ii.).

syzygy (Gk'yoke') A term in Classical prosody to describe the com-
bination of two feet into a single metrical unit. Phonetic syzygy
describes consonant sound patterns and repetitions not covered by
alliteration (q.".). See also coNsoNANcE; rAMBrc TRTMETER.
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tableau (F 'little able, picture') Primarily a theatrical term, though

deriving from graphic art. Current from the rgth c. and frequently

used initage diiections in rgth c. plays. To create a tableau actors took

up positions and held them until the cunain came down or applause

nnisnea. Sometimes, when the curtain went uP again, the actors would

be regrouped into another tableau. Sometimes an actual picture was

copied and there would be a copy of the picture on stage for rehearsal

to-guide the performers. The musical My Fair Lady (adapted from

Shiw's Pygmalion) has a fine tableau for the Ascot scene, which is not

in the original play. See also ovv^n sHov.

tableaux vivants A development of the tableau (q.o.) in the theatre in

the rgth c. and also frequent as a form of elegant private entertainment
(in a drawing room, foi instance). A mythical topic, a notable work of

art or a famous historical event was 'dramatized'in a series of fixed

tableaux. The whole thing was highly'theatrical'. Attitudes and group-

ings were exaggerated and authentic costume was an important Pft 9f
the presentation. A kind of static choreography was needed. Vivid ani-

mation was essential. Nelson's mistress, Lady Hamilton, was a well-

known presenter of. tableaux ttioants and as a form of private

entertainment they became popular. Frances Trollope (mother of the

novelist Anthony) in The Mother's Manual (1842) actually recom-

mends the tableau ttivant as an acceptable way of luring suitors to

marriageable daughters. In the theatre James Robinson Planch6

ft796-r88o), who designed extravaganzas (q.o.) for Madame Vestris

(t797-fi56), and Gilbert and Sullivan made use of them. In the r8zos

Andrew Ducrow presented 'living statues' at Astley's Amphitheatre.

During the r83os Ubleanx vivants were a fearure of music-hall enter-

tainments, where they were called Poses phstiques. In the long run

their influence is easily discernible in zoth c. musicals, in chorus-line

routines and in the kind of film musicals that Busby Berkeley excelled

at creating.
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table-talk A form of literary biography (q.".) which consists of a
person's sayings, opinions, obiter diaa (q.a.), apergtrs, etc. These are
recorded by the person to whom they are addressed. Table-talk may
constitute extremely valuable material for biographers (e.g. the biog-
raphy of Ben Jonson would be meagre without his conversarions
recorded by Villiam Drummond of Hawthornden).

This type of literarure (often known as '-ana', q.o., asinWalpoliana)
is of great antiquiry. A notable paradigm in Greek literature is
D eipnosophistai ('Sophists at Dinner' or'Connoisseurs in Dining'), by
Athenaeus (c. no zoo), a work of fifteen books in which rwenry-rhree
learned men meet at dinner in Rome on various occasions and discuss
food and other subjects. The author was a diligent gleaner of excerpts,
conversations and anecdotes which he reproduced in the form of dia-
logue; rather as Landor did in his Imaginary Conversd.tions.In Latin
literature the Nocres Atticae of Aulus Gellius (c. zoo) is a collection of
writings in'essay' (q.".) form based on quorations, conversations, dis-
courses. Comparable are the 'Lectures' (Diatribai) of Epicterus (c.
6e-r4o), which are verbatim notes on Stoic writings; and the lives of
eminent philosophers compiled by Diogenes LaErtius (c. zoezlo).
The works of Athenaeus and Gellius are more akin to dialogue (q.o.)
- as in Oliver Vendell Flolmes's 'breakfast table' series of conversa-
tions - but they are a form of table-talk and we find not dissimilar col-
lections in several European literatures, and also in Persian, Hebrew,
Arabic and Turkish literature.

Two early instances of table-talk in modern European literature
were De Dictis et factis Alphonsi regis Aragont4rn (i.e. Alphonso of
Aragon) compiled by Antonio Beccadelli c. r41;, and the Facezie et
mohi arguti (c. t+Z) which was ascribed to Poliziano; but by far the
most important of the early records of table-talk, brutally frank and
intimate, were Maftin Luther's Tischreden or Colloqaia Mensalia

Q566)-
In 1618 Ben Jonson visited (on foot) Villiam Drummond of

Hawthornden in Scotland. The laird recorded many of his observa-
tions and left them in manuscript. Though not published in full undl
1833, they comprise one of the earliest and most valuable instances of
table-talk in English literature.

A vogue for recording table-talk established itself during the rTth
c. For instance, in ft27 was published a collection (made by J. L. S.)
of observations made by James I, entitled Flores Regii. Or Proaerbs
and Aphorisms, Diztine and Moral, of tames.L Another collection of
the King's sententiae was made by his servanr Benjamin Agar and pub-
lished in fi43 x KingJames His Apophthegms; Or Table-Talk (r6+f).
In 16;o came out \0'orcester's Apophthegn s or Witty Sayings of the
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Right Honourable Henry kte) Marquess and Earl of Worcester; end

in-fi67, the'Essays and Discourses Gather'd from the Mouth of my

Noble Lord and Husband', which are contained in the fourth book of

The Life of William Dahe of Nearcastle.
Clearly, by now, table-talk and '-ana' vrere 'in', and it is worth

noting that as far back as c. r 169 the term 'table-talk' meaning con-

versation at the dinner able had been used, and in Camden's Remains
(r5oy) the term'table-talker' occurs. It is also worth noting that during

the rTth c. the practice of keeping diaries, journals and notebooks

became widespread. To this time belong the famous diaries of Pepys

and John Evelyn, also various collections of apophthegms,p ensdes and

aphorisms (qq.".). Even John Aubrey's Brirf Liaes are almost a form

of table-talk because Aubrey, as a biographer, depended so much on

his ears and therefore on what people said, rather than on books and

what people wrote.
The greatest table-talker of the I 7th c. was John Selden $ fi 4-fi S 4),

a friend of Jonson's. Fortunately, his secretary Richard Milward had

spent tvrenty years in the assiduous collection of his master's obiter

dtAo. These, for diplomatic and political reasons, were not finally

published until 1589 under the title of Table-Talh: Being tbe Discourses

o1 1ott" Seld,en Esq; or His Sense of Various Matters of nlgb

aonseqaence Rehting Es?eciaWy to Religion and Sute. These dis-

co,rrsei, in Dr Johnson's opinion, were better than all the French
'-ana'put together.

There wap already a fashion for '-ana' because of the publication in

ft66 of Scaligerana, a collection of the sayings of Joseph Scaliger made

by Frangois Vernrnien the physician, and Scaliger's friend. These were

followed by Penoniana, Tbuana and Colomesiana.The gathering of
'-enr-'was by this stage becoming popular in France where friends

of distinguished scholars were in the habit of collecting their conver-

sations and publishing them as tributes. One notable example is

Mdnagiana 06g), the cherished verbal crumbs of M6nage, who was

renowned as a scholar and conversationalist. Acruallf,' -ana' remained

predominantly a French fashion and few English scholars have been

io well reported as were M6nage, Charpentier and Boileau. However,

the fashion began to die out fairly early in the r8th c. in France and

by c. rTyo '-ana' were so ddrnodds that collectors disguised them as
'Recueils' or 'M6langes'. Mdknges were much more like Festschriften
(q.".) or 'homage volumes': collections of essays by colleagues and-

quondam students (e.g. Mdlanges de philologie offerts i Ferdinand

Brunot).
Meanwhile, in England, Joseph Spence (r69yr768) was gathering

material for his Anecdotes, many of which were rePorts of things-that
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Pope had said. They were eventually published in r8zz under the title
Anecdotes, Obsentatians, and Characters of Men. Collected from the
Conversation of Mr Pope, and otber erninent Persons of his time.

In ry63 Boswell began laying down the vintage Johnsoniana and,
not to be outdone, also bottled his own Bosarcllia,na - es well as the
abrasive remarks of his caustic wife which he titled [Jxori,ana. At
Strawberry Hill Horace \flalpole had his Boswell in the shape of J.
Pinkerton, who published Walpolianain ry99. Two other famous r8th
c. English writers went into the books of the 'Ana-ists'. Samuel Foote
was recorded by \flilliam Cooke, who published Mernoirs of the Life
of Samuel Foote (rZl8) and Memoirs of Samuel Foote Esq. (t$o).
The dramatist Sheridan was reported by KellS who published
Sherid,ania,na; Or, Anecdotes of tbe Life of Richard Brinsley Sberidan;
his Table-Talh, and Bon Mots in r825. Richard Porson, the Classical
scholar, also had a kind of Boswell in William Maltby, whose
Porsoniana were published in Recolleoions of the Table-Talh of
Samuel Rogers in r8y6. In the same year Dyce produced Recolleaions
of the Table-Talh of Samuel Rogers.

Sydney Smith, one of the wittiest of all English talkers, had much
reported by his daughter Lady Holland in A Memoir of the Reverend,
Sydney Sry.ith (t 8 t l), and by Thomas Moore, whose Mernoirs,loumal,
and Conespond.ence was published in r8y6. At about the time that
Smith was most famous Eckermann arrived in lVeimar (c. r8z3),
and when Goethe was already an old man. However, Eckermann was
able to jot down many of the sage's most interesting observations
before the poet died in fi32. The 6rst rwo volumes of the
Conversations were published in 1836, the third in 1848. Again at
about the same period H. N. Coleridge was recording the table-talk
of S.T. Coleridge. Specimens of this came out in r83y. Apart from
Selden, Johnson and Goethe, Coleridge was about the best table-talker
of all time.

Three other notable collections of table-talk dating from the first
half of the rgth c. arei Hazlitt's conversations with James Northcote
the painter (which Hazlitr had published in r83o under the title
Conoersations of lames Northcote Esq. R 4), Thomas Medwin's record
of things said by Byron when the poet was at Pisa in tSzr-z (which
was published in r8z4) and Leigh Hunt's Table-Talk (r8yr). Leigh
Hunt, table-talking on table-talk, provides us with a pleasing and ser-
viceable description of what it is at its best:

Table-talk, to be perfect, should be sincere without bigotry dif-
fering without discord, sometimes grave, always agreeable, touch-
ing on deep points, dwelling most on seasonable ones, and letting
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everybody speak and be heard . . . The perfection of conversation-

al intercourse is when the breeding of high life is animated by the

fervour of genius . . . Luckily for table-talkers in general, they need

be neither such fine gentlemen as Chesterfield, nor such oracles as

Jonson, nor such wits as Addison and Swift, provided they have

nanrre and sociabiliry and are not destitute of reading and

observation.

See also ANEcDoTE.

tabloid (a conflation of tabl/et and -oid) A newspaper whose Pages are

half the size of a broadsheet and usually five columns in width. The

term derives from the pharmaceutical industry where it is used to

describe a form of pill. Lord Northcliffe introduced the term to

describe the Daily Minorwhen it was re-launched in r9o4 in half size.

Originally the term implied the contents of a tabloid paperwere a'con-

centrate'of good things (like a tabloid pill), and the term'tabloid jour-

nalism'was complimentary. Graduallp especially since the t96os,it has

beconte a pejorative term - to the point of derision and contempt.

Tabulatur The code of rules which regulated the composition of

Meistergesdng (q.v.). The rules were on a board (tabula) or Tafel.

Tafelspel A dramatic form popular in the Netherlands from the r lth to

the r8th c. It was a kind of interlude (q.o.) during a banquet or a

wedding and appears to have been connected with festivals like the

Epiphany.

tag Something added to a piece of writing by way of ornament; com-

monly a quotation. It may also apply to a saying proverb or adage.
The addition of a quotation is quite a common device among modern

poets. T. S. Eliot made good use of ft.EzraPound was addicted to the

practice, as can be seen in his Cantos.

Tagelied (G'dawn song') A form of German Minnesang derived from

the alba of the troubadours. The earliest example dates from the rzth

c. and rUflolfram von Eschenbach (c. rzoo) is generally regarded as one

of its finest practitioners. See AUBADE.

tail-rhyme A tailed caudate rhyme is our term for F ime coade (L

rbytbmus caudatus).It denotes a unit of verse in which a short line,

followed by a group of longer lines, e.g. couplet, triolet or stanza
(qq.o.), rhymes with a preceding short line. The tail-rhyme stanza has

a number of variants. Vell-known instances can be found in Chaucer's
S ir Th op as, Drayton's B allad of Aginco urt and Shelley's To N ight, from

which the following example is taken:
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Swiftly walk o'er the western wave,
Spirit of Night!

Out of the misty eastern cave,
'Where, 

all the long and lone daylight,
Thou wovest dreams of joy and fear,
\flhich make thee terrible and dear, -

Swift be thy flight!

See ceuon; cAUDATE soNNET.

tale A narrative, written (in prose or verse) or spoken. rVhen in prose,
barely distinguishable from a short story @.".).If there ri a difference,
then a tale perhaps suggests something written in the tone of voice of
someone speaking. Usually the theme of a tale is fairly simple but the
method of relating it may be complex and skilled. Much depends on
the writer's viewpoint (q.2,.).One might perhaps say that the kind of
narratives which R. L. Stevenson, Rudyard Kipling, \(/. \Uf. Jacobs,
Joseph Conrad, Somerset Maugham and Villiam Faulkner liked to
write and excelled at are tales, whereas the kind preferred by Henry

James, E. M. Forster, Aldous Huxley, Katherine Mansfield and
Elizabeth Bowen are short stories. However, any such classifications
may be wholly misleading, and such a division would not be ser-
viceable in classifying the shofter works of Poe, Saki, Chekhov,
Maupassant and D. H. Lawrence or a dozen other writers.

The tale in verse has a long and venerable history in English litera-
ture (the term includes ballad, epic and lay, qq.rr.) from Chaucer's
Canterbury Tales to C. Day Lewis's The Nabara. Among shorter tales
the following are notable: Thomas Parnell's The Hermir, \flilliam
Cowper's;Iohn Gilpin, George Crabbe's Peter Gimes, Robert Burns's
Tam o'Sh anter, \Iordswoftht M ich ael, Coleridge's Ancient M ariner,
Byront Prisoner of Chillon, Keats's Eae of St Agnes, Macaulayt
Tbe Keeping of the Bridge, Tennyson's Maud and Morte d'Artbar,
Browning's Cbilde Rohnd, to the Darh Tower Came, Matthew
Arnold's Sohrab and Rustutn, Drnte Gabriel Rossetti's Tbe Wbite
Slrp, Swinburne's St Dorotby, Dobson's The Ballad of 'Beau Brocade',
Hardy's The Saoilege, R. L. Stevenson's Trconderoga, Kipling's
Tomlinson, Robert Service's The Shooting of Dan Macgreat, Laurence
Binyon's The Battle of Stamford Bidge, Masefield's The Rider at the
Gate and Reynard,Alfred Noyes's The Highutayman (notto mention
many by Sir \Uflalter Scott and William Morris) - plus: Edmund
Blunden's Incident in Hyde Parh, r\oj, \f. S. Grahamb The
Nigbtfisbing, Patrick Kavanagh's The Great Hunger, Anthony
Cronin's RMS Titanic, Vernon W'atkins's Tbe Balkd of the Mari
Laryd, and a considerable number of poems by Robert Frost. See also
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CONTE; FAIRY TALE; FOLK TALE; NARRATIVE VERSE; SHORT STORY; TALL

sToRY; YARN.

tall story A story which is extravagant' outlandish or highly improb-

able. Usually regarded as false, however good it may be. They are of

the same family as fantasy and fairy rale (q.o.). The epic (q.o-) tradi-

tion, and especially the primary epic, contains a good many episodes

which are classifiable as tall stories: e.g. the deeds of Odysseus,

Beowulf's swimming match with Breca, the feats of Marko Kraljevii

in the South Slav narodne Pesme (q.".) and the exploits of Skandarbeg

in the Albanian epic cycles. They abound in legend and hagiography
(qq.a.). Often enough the 'traveller's tale'is virnrally the same as a tall

siory. E*ly and very entertaining examples of these are to be found

in Pliny the Elder's Natural History (rst c. eo), and in Lucian's

Dialognes (znd c. eo), particularly IcaromeniPPus. Medieval 'Vision'

literature is full of splendid tall stories (e.g. the r2th c. Vision of

Tundale) and medieval collections of exemPh, like the Gesta

Romanorum, also contain many. Some of the early authors (especial-

ly Pliny) believed them. Sir John Mandeville's Booh of Traaeh (t+!h

c.) is a classic of its kind. Chaucer's Miller's Tale is as good an example

as one can hope to meet. In Rabelais's Gargantua and Pantosrnel

$fi4, rfiz) we find some of the more prodigious instances of the tall

story. Another Renaissance writer to make much of its possibilities

was Cellini, in his Aatobiography (t. r 56o). Utopian literature also

provides memorable instances, for example Gabriel de Foigny's La

Tene Australe Connue Q676). But for sustained invention, wit and

panache it is difficult to find anything to equal Voltaire's Zadig (rz+z),

at d, eoen bener, Candide (rzsil. That age which, for all its devotion

to reason, took much delight in fantasia also produced Raspe's Baron

Mancbausen: Nanatiae of bis Maruellous Tiaoels (tZS). There have

been few taller stories than Munchausen's tale of the horse that was

cut in rwo, drank from a fountain, and was sewn up again.
More recent examples are:T. B. Thorpe's Tbe Big Bear of Arhansas;

Sheridan Le Fanu's The Ghost and the Bone-Setter; Francis Bret

Hartet Pkin Language from Truthful James; Mark Twaint Tbe

Celebrated Jumping Frog of Cakveras Connty; Jack London's One

Thousand Dozen (i.e. eggs); John Russell's Tbe Price of the Head;

T. F. Powys's Lie Thee Down, Oddity;Villiam Faulkner's A Rose for
E*rb;Stephen Vincent Ben6t's Tbe Devil and DanielWebsterMarcel
Aym6's The Ubiquitous Wift; James Thurber's The Catbird Seat; and

J. G. Ballard's The Lost Leonardo - a brilliant tour de force (q.a.) of.
the genre.
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Ambrose Bierce wrote twenfy-three'tall tales'which he called'neg-
ligible' stories. They are satirical, blackly comic and inclined to
the grotesque and in some cases are extremely funny. His tale An
Imperfeo Confkgratinn begins: 'Early one morning in June r87z I
murdered my father - an act which made a deep impression on me at
the time . . . My father and I were in the library of our home, dividing
the proceeds of a burglary which we had committed that night.'Other
notable contributors to the genre are O. Henry J. C. Powys and
\(rilliam Saroyan.

The tall story has also flourished in the environments and armos-
pheres of frontier life, 'bad lands', pioneering endeavours (e.g. the
Gold Rush in the Yukon and Australia), among sporting fraternities,
among fishermen and sailors, and in general in rural areas (hence, for
instance, the rhozzun, Q.o., which is kin to the tall tale). A very large
number of folk tales, which are usually the product of rural environ-
ments, have all the raditional elements of a good tall one (e.g. Jack the
Giant Killer). Not a few of the best belong to oral tradition (4.2.), such
as this famous one from the Second Vorld \Var: the Luftatffi,seeking
to deceive the RAR put wooden dummy planes or, ,orrr. oliheir majoi
airfields. RAF reconnaissance photographed these planes. Bomber
Command were not impressed by them as dummies. At the next
opportunity a bomber squadron attacked the airfields - dropping
high-explosive on the installations and arcod,en bombs ontbe dummies.
The Germans were not amused.

The ghost story (faa rather than 6ction), the Russian sleaz and the
Chinese p'ing hua (qq.o.) are also sources of tall tales. See also rour
LITERATURE; SHAGGY DOG STORY; \fESTERN; YARN.

tamizdat See seurzper.

tanka A Japanese lyric form of thirty-one syllables, in lines of
five/seven/five/seven/seven syllables. Also known as a Waha or an utA,
it originated in the 7th c. and is regarded as the classic Japanese poeric
form. It has not had so much influence on'Western poetry as the haihu
(q.".). A few poets (e.g. Amy Lowell and Adelaide Crapsey) have imi-
tated it.

tantra (Skt'thread, fundamental doctrine') Any of a number of Hindu
and Buddhist writings of a religious didactic nature. They give ritual
instructions, including the use of incantations and diagrams. Many
tdntds are ascribed to Buddha and thousands have been composed
since c. too AD. The Tibetan Booh of the Dead (8th c.) - a spirirual
guide for the dying - contains numerous tantra,s.
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tapinosis (Gk 'lowetitg') A figurative device, expression or epithet
which belittles by exaggeration; for instance, Pope's lines about

Timon's villa in Moral Essays, Epistle IVz

Greatness, with Timon, dwells in such a draught
As brings all Brobdignag before your thought.
To compass this, his building is a Town,
His pond an Ocean, his parterre a Down:
\$7ho but must laugh, the Master when he sees,
A puny insect, shiv'ring et abreeze!
Lo, what huge heaps of littleness around!

See rrvprnBolE.

teste I(e first find the word used as a critical term towards the end of
the rTth c. La Bruylre, for example, in Les Caractdres (1688) argued
that in artistic matters 'il y a, donc un bon et un mauvais go0t'. Joseph
Addisoru in his Speaator papers on taste (r7rz), defined it as 'that

faculuy of the soul which discerns the beauties of an author with plea-
sure, and the imperfections with dislike'. The term became well estab-

lished in the rSth c. and, in criticism, was thereafter used in a
bewildering variety of senses especially in the philosophy and science

of aesthetics. How bewildering may be gauged from Coleridge's
definition of it as 'the intermediate faculty which connects the active
with the passive powers of our nature, the intellect with the sensesl

and its appointed function is to elevate the images of the latter, while
it realizes the ideas of the former'. In fact, the history of the word

exemplifies the truismi qrot bomines, tot sententiae.
Every man may be expected to possess at any rate an inchoate idea

of aste, about which, in all probabiliry there can be no dispute - or a
great deal. To establish a polariry: some hold that matters of taste are
subjective; others that they are objective. In either case the judgements

may be universally valid, but it is more than likely that, owing to what
Dr Johnson referred to as 'the wild vicissirudes of taste', few works
survive to pass a hypothetical absolute test of excellence or inferior-

iry; that is, the test of universality (q.a.). Even Shakespeare's works
have been regarded as lacking in taste, and have suffered a period of

being 'out of fashion'. The issue is further complicated by the fact

that any arbiter is immediately vulnerable when he arrogates to himself

the power of discriminating between what is in good or bad taste. See

VULGARITY.

tautology (Gk 'the same saying') Redundant words or ideas.

Repetition of words or ideas, as in the common phrase 'I myself per-

sonally'. See also PERIPHRASIS.
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tawddgyrch cadwynog A Velsh syllabic verse form similar to the
rbupunt (q.".).

telescoped metaphor Also known as a complex metaphor. In such a
figure of speech the vehicle of one metaphor becomes the tenor of
another (see rrxon AND vEHrcrr). Consider the following lines from
King Lear (IV, vi, r4r-8):

And the creature run from the cur? There thou mightst behold
The great image of authority: a dog's obeyed in office . . .

. . . The usurer hangs the cozener.
Through tatter'd clothes small vices do appear;
Robes and furr'd gowns hide all. Plate sin with gold,
And the strong lance of justice hurtless breaks;
Arm it in rags, a pigmy's straw does pierce it.

The vehicle here may be taken as the image or concept of authority
whose shortcomings can be concealed by rich apparel (a thematic
image in King Lear arnd an idea central to the tragedy; thus it is doubly
an organic metaphor, q.v.). This vehicle becomes the personification
of sin armoured in gold like a knight at tourneyl or, again, like a beggar.
Thus we have one vehicle elaborated in three tenors.

The passage also contains what are sometimes called 'subdued

metaphors'; in this case they are implied images of justice in a court
of law, and the conflict in a jousting tournament. The interlocking
images support each other; the 'sword' of justice becomes a lance and
then a straw..Sae rMecrRy; METAeHoR.

telescope word See pontuANTEAU \roRD.

telestich See ecnosrrc.

Tel Quel school In ry6o the French novelist and critic Phillipe
Sollers (tgl6- ) founded the literary periodical Tel Qael, and later he
outlined its objectives in his discourse Logiques Q968). The aims
are basically ideological and activist, as well as aesthetic. One of its
aims is to restore to language its original revolutionary power; and
it advances the principle that 'literature is language made with lan-
guage'. The school, which has been influenced by, among others,
Roland Barthes, and also by theories of semiotics and semiology (q.v.),
has been particularly concerned to promote interest in and more
understanding of such French writers as the Marquis de Sade
(r74tt9r$, St6phane MallarmE $842-98), Lautr6amont j846-7o)
and Antonin Artaud (t896-tg48), who had a considerable influence
on theatre and drama in the 2oth c. See also poiTE MAUDTT; THEATRE
OF CRUELTY.
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tema con veriazioni (It'theme with variations') A musical term occa-

sionally used in literary criticism to denote a humorous verse or

parody (q.".).

tenor and vehicle Terms coined by I. A. Richards. By'tenor' he meant

the purport or general drift of thought regarding the subject of a

metaphor; by 'vehicle', the image which embodies the tenor. In these
lines from R. S. Thomas's A Bkchbird Singing the tenor is the bird's

song, its tune; the vehicle is the fine smelting image in the fifth and

sixth lines:

It seems wrong that out of this bird,
Blach bold, a suggestion of dark
Places about it, there yet should come
Such rich music, as though the notes'
Ore were changed to a rare metal
At one touch of that bright bill.

tension A term used in a particular sense by Allen Tate to designate the

totaliry of meaning in a poem. He derives it from the logical terms
'extension' and 'intension' by removing the prefixes. Extension :

literal meaning; intension : metaphorical meaning. The simultaneous
co-existence of these sets of meaning constitutes tension. It may also

refer to 'conflict structures'. For example, the counterpoint (q.t.)

berween the rhythm and meter of a poem and speech rhythms; or

between the concrete and the abstract. Some critics, following the

theories of Anaximander and Heraclitus, take it to mean the balance
of mental and emotional tensions which help to give shape and unity

to a wodr.

tenson A rype of poetic composition (also known as tenzone and

tencon) which originated in Provence in the r2th c. It usually consist-
ed of a debate between two poets, or with a poet versus an imaginary
opponent. The subjects were various: love, politics, literary criticism.
It developed into the partimen (q.o.) and the jeu parti (q.".) and as a

poetic device spread to Italy and Sicily. See ortsla,

ten-year test A term devised by Cyril Connolly to denote a book
(usually a novel) which, ten years after its first publication, is still
regarded as being of unusual lirerary merit, is still being widely read,

and is still well thought of in literary md critical circles. Instances in

English have been \Tilliam Golding's Lord of the Flies $91$, Kingsley
Amis's Lucky Jim Qgy$, V.S. Naipaul's A House for Mr Biswas

$96r), J. G. Farrell's Tbe Siege of Krishnapur (1973), Malcolm
Bradbury's Tbe History Man $975) and Iris Murdoch's The Sea, tbe

Sea (1978). See also BEsr-sELLER.
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tercerilla In Spanish prosody a three-line stenza of arte rnenor (q.o.),
two to eight syllables of one or more rhythmic stresses.

tercet (F 'triplet') A stanza of three lines linked by rhyme, as in terza
rirna (q.zt.). Also as one of a pair of triplets which makes up the sester
(q.".) of a sonnet (q.v.) or as three consecutive rhyming lines (known
as a triplet in a poem which is largely written in couplets). These tercets
are from Tennyson's Two Voices:

A still small voice spake unto me:
'Thou art so full of misery,

Were it not better not to be?'

Ihen to the still small voice I said:
'Let me not cast in endless shade

What is so wonderfullv made.'

terminal rhyme See nsvr"m.

tern A group of three stanzas, especially in a ballad,e (q.".) consisting
of a tern and an envoi. (q.o.). See trncnt.

ternaire (F'three at one time') A three-line stanza on one rhyme. The
French poet Auguste Brizeux (r8o3-11) claimed to be the first to use
it.

tertulia A type of Spanish literary salon (q.r.) which gradually replaced
the formal literary academy of the r8th c. The term is believed to
derive from the word tertulia,ntes - the educated classes and clergy
among theatre-goers. They were so called because they frequently
quoted Terrullian, and the tertulia in a theatre was an upper circle or
gallery. Tertullian (born c. r 1o) was one of the most famous early
Christian writers in Latin. He wrote Apologeticus Ggil and a number
of treatises on the Christian life.

terza rima (It 'third rhyme') The measure adopted by Dante for his
Diaina Comrnedia, consisting of a series of interlocking tercets (q.zr.)
in which the second line of each one rhymes with the first and third
lines of the one succeeding, thus: aba, bcb, cdc. At the end of the canto
(q.n.\ a single line rhymes with the second from last: wxyx, as in the
conclusion of the first canto of the inferno:

Ed io a lui: Poeta, io ti richieggio
per quello Dio che tu non conoscesti,
acciocch'io fuggt questo male e peggio



tcrzi rima sonnct

Che ru mi meni li dov'or dicesti,
si ch'io vegga la porta di san Pietro,
e color cui tu fai cotanto mesti.

Allor si mosse, ed io li tenni retro.

Terza rimi was also used by Petrarch and Boccaccio. Chaucer used it
for part of A Compkint to bis Lady, but it was Sir Thomas \(yatt who
pioneered its use in England. This example com€s from the beginning
of his Second Satirez

My mother's maids, when they did sew and spin,
They sang sometimes a song of the field mouse,
That for because her livelihood was but thin

Vould needs go seek her townish sister's house.
She thought herself endured to much pain:
The stormy blasts her cave so sore did souse . . .

Because it is a difficult form to manage (few Italian poets have used it
successfully) it has never been very adaptable or popular outside ltaly.
A few rgth and zoth c. Dutch and German poets employed iq some
French.(notably Gautier); and some English - principally Byron in
Tbe Prophecy of Danre, Shelley in Pince Atbanese, The.Triumph of
Life nd Ode to tbe West Wind, Browning in the The Sutue and Th;e
Bust.More recently, Auden attempted it (with variations) in The Sea
and the Minor. See also cApIToLo; TERZA RrMA soNNET.

terza rima sonnet A term occasionally used to describe a quatorzain
(q.o.) whose rhyme uses the interlocking method of. terza ima (q.rt.).

The rhyme pattern of aba, bcb, cdc, ded, ee (the same form as the sec-
tions in Shelley's Ode to the West Wind) is similar to the Spenserian
sonnet (q.v.).

terzina An Italian term for a st^nze of three lines, especially in terza
ima (q.o.). Also applied to a continuous (non-stanzaic) Poem rhymed
aba, bcb, cdc, and so on. Fairly common in early Romance languages
(q.o.), but rare in English.

testament (L 'witnessing') A document which bears witness; an
affirmation. For instance, the Old and New Testaments. A number of
well-known secular works come into the category. Among the better
Itnown are: Thomas lJsk's allegorical prose work The Testament of
Love (ry87); Henrysont beautiful Testament of Cresseid QSth c. but
printed in r1y); Villon's highly personal Petit Testament (1456) and
Grand Testament (c. ry6r), both of which (and especially the first)
contain a stront element of mockeqy; Bridgest philosophical poem
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texture

The Testarnent of Beauty ft929).In view of the general meaning of the
term, numerous other writings might be put into this genre. For
example, St Augustine's Confessions, or Newman's Apologia pro Vita
Sna, or Camus's remarkabl e Lettres i un ami allernand,. See also coN-
FESSIONAL LITERATURE.

tetralogy (Gk'set of four') Four plays (three tragedies and a satyr play)
were submitted for the prize in tragedy (q.".) at the drama competi-
tions in Athens in the ;th c. The term may now be applied to any four
connected works. Eight of Shakespeare's ten History Plays are some-
times divided into two tetralogies: (a) Henry V1(Pts I, II and III) and
Richard III; (b) Richard II, Henry /V (Pts I and II) and Henry V See
also sanvn PLAY; TRrLocY.

tetrameter (Gk 'of four measures') A line of four metrical feet. In
English verse usually iambic or trochaic. Used extensively by many
English poets, including Milton, Scott and Byron. These lines are from
Milton's L'Allegro:

Flaste thee nymph, and bring with thee

Jest and youthful Jollity
Quips and Cranks, and wanton wiles,
Nods, and becks, and wreathed smiles

t6tramitre The twelve-syllable French Classical alexandrine (q.v.). It
was already in use in the r2th c. and is seen at its best in the ragedies
of Corneille and Racine. See also rnruirnr.

tetrapody (Gk 'four feet') A group or line of four feet.

tetrastich (Gk 'four lines') A group, stanza or poem of four
synonym for quatrain (q.zt.).

text (L texere, textarn, 'to weave') A number of meanings may be dis-
tinguished: (a) the actual words of a book in their original form or any
form they have been transmitted in or transmuted to; (b) a book of
such words; (c) the main body of matter in a book - apart from notes,
commentary glosses, index, appendices, etc.; (d) a short passage taken
from the Bible as the theme or subject or a sermon. See MANUscRrpr;
TEXTUAL CRITICISM.

textual criticism A branch of scholarship which is devoted to the study
and analysis of extant texts in order to determine authorship and
authenticity and, where there is a multiplicity of texts of one work, to
determine which one is the'best'or the'original'.

texture A jargon term derived from the plastic afts which denotes the
surface qrialities of a work, as opposed to its shape and structure. In

A
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Thditre de Complicit6

modern literary criticism it tends to designate the concrete qualities of

a poem as opposed to its ideas; thus, the verbal surface of a work, its

sensuous qualities, the density of its imagery. In these lines from John
Crowe Ransomt Dog (Ransom, incidentally, uses 'texture' to refer

also to the variations on the basic metrical pattern or structure) the

texture varies a good deal:

Cock-a-doodle-doo the brass-lined rooster says'
Brekekekex intones the fat Greek frog -

These fantasies do not terrify me as
The bow-wow-wow of dog.

I had a little doggie who used to sit and beg,
A pretry little creature with tears in his eyes
And anomalous hand extended on his leg;
Housebroken was my Huendchen, and so wise.

Tentative analysis suggests that the general springiness and resilience

of the rhythms is varied by a certain abrasiveness in 'brekekekex', a

plumpness in 'fat Greek frog', and a pronounced brialeness in'a pretry

litde creature'. The alliteration in the fourth line of the second srenza

helps to knot the line together; while the nap on the mellifluous third

lini of that stanza is relieved by slight asperity of intertexnrre' in the

word'extended'.

Thditre de Complicit6 A London-based theatrical comPany founded

in 1983 by Annabel Arden, Simon McBurney and Marcello Magni.

The company has developed a highly experimental form of total

theatre (q.a.) which makes extensive use of mime, clown techniques,
improvisation, the techniques of. commedia dell'arte (q.o.), acrobatics
and most traditional theatrical styles and modes, including No (q.o.).

Movement is taken to be as important as the text, and performance

makes much use of the absurd. Tragedy (q.".) is regarded as basic ma-

terial - for that is where the comedy lies. In 1988 a notable version of

Dtirrenmatt's The Visit $916) was presented. See also rr.ntrRE oF THE

ABSURD.

theatre-in-the-round A form of theatrical presentation in which the

acting area is surrounded by the audience. It is far from being a new

idea, though it has had some vogue since the r93os. It seems very prob-

able that some of the Cornish Mystery Plays were performed in the

open air with an audience ranged round the actors on banks. One may

suppose, too, that Mumming Plays (q.".) and related dramatic enter-

taitt-rttm were thus presented. In modern times theatre-in-the-round
achieved prominence in Russia in the rgios where Okhlopov, using
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theatre of cruelty

his fealistic theatre, even involved the audience in the drama. At that
time, too, Robert Atkins was producing Shakespeare in The Ring at
Blackfriars. In America it has been a particularly popular form of pre-
sentation, especially in the universities. Margo Jones was the main
American exponent. In France, also, it has had some success, particu-
larly in the hands of Andr6 Villiers who, in r9y4, founded the Th6itre
en Rond in Paris. In England the leading light and dedicated crusader
was Stephen Joseph, who established something of a tradition for
theatre-in-the-round at Stoke-on-Trent. Joseph also worked on it in
London, Southampton and Scarborough.

Theatre Laboratory A Polish theatre company founded in ry19 under
the directorship of lerzy Grotowski (tgll- ). It was highly experi-
mental and many of the productions were adaptations of classic Polish
works little known outside Poland. Grotowski created a troupe with
aaant-garde (q.".) attirudes and his techniques had considerable
influence on the Living Theater and the Third Theatre (qq.o.), and on
such directors as Peter Brook. The company became defunct in 1984.
See also TorAL TI{EATRE.

Th66tre Libre A theatre company created by Andr6-L6onard Antoine
(r8y8-1943) in Paris in r887. It lasted for ten years and was to have an
immeasurable influence on playwrights, directors and actors for a very
long time; it was thus an important landmark in the evolution of
the modern theatre. It was highly naturalistic in presentation and per-
formance and concentrated on 'slice-of-life' (q.v.) plays known as
cornddies rosses ('cynical comedies'). EugEne Brieux (r818-r932) wrote
a number of these. Antoine also presented work by Ibsen, Strindberg,
Verga and Hauptmann, and his achievement helped to bring about the
formation of similar theatres - such as Otto Brahm's Freie Biihne (q.o.)
in Berlin.

Thditre Nationale Populaire The theatre was founded in r9zo, when
Firmin G6mier Q865-r93) chose it as the name of his touring
company. In ry37 it was established at the Palais de Chaillot. Jean Vilar
(r9rz-7r) became director in r95 r. As a state-subsidized theatre it was
and is expected to provide a wide variety of 'popular' theatre in many
parts of France. Georges Vilson was director from ry63 to r97r, and
in ry72 Roger Planchon G%t- ) took the post.

theatre of cruelty This derives from the theories of the French drama-
tist Antonin Artaud (1896-1948), who, in 1938, published Le Tbditre
et son double, in which he formulated his principles. In his view the
theatre must disturb the spectator profoundly, pierce him heart and
soul in such a way as to free unconscious repressions and oblige men
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theatre of panic

to view themselves as they really are. In it mime (q.zr.), gesture and

scenery are more important than words, and the director is a kind of

maker of magic, 'a master of sacred ceremonies'. Much depends on

spectacle, lighting effects and the exploitation of the full range of the
'theatrical'. Prior to 1938 Artaud had published two manifestos (in

ry23 and ryt1) and also had produced Les Cenci (rgl), based on ver-

sions by Shelley and Stendhal, which was an attempt to put his theo-
ries into practice. Anaud's influence has been very considerable,
especially on the work of Adamov, Genet, Camus and Audibeni.
English dramatists have not been affected anything like as much. A

recent and well-known example of Thdhtre de Ia ouaatd is 
'Weiss's

drama The Persecution and Assassination of Marat as Performed by the

Inmates of tlte Asylum of Charenton under tbe Direaion of the

Marquis de Sade Og6+). See also cRAND GUIGNoL; MELoDRAMA.

theatre of panic The term th4itre paniqae was invented in ry62 by the

Spanish-born dramatist Fernando Arrabal (rgtr- ), a playwright of

the theatre of the absurd (q.v.) who writes in French. Arrabal, who

was much influenced by Samuel Beckett and Antonin Artaud, sought

to create a kind of ritualistic drama which combines elements of

tragedy and buffoonery with religious (or quasi-religious) ceremoni-

al. It is intended to surprise and frighten as well as to arouse laughter.

Two notable examples of such drama have been The Arcbitect and the
Emperor of Assyria (tg6) and And They Handcuffed the Floanrs
(tg6g). See also cRAND GUIGNoL; THEATRE oF cRUELTY.

theatre of silence A theory of drama, more accurately called the theatre

of the unspoken (Thdktre de I'inexpim| devised by Jean-Jacques
Bernard (1888-1972) in the rgzos. In his view dialogue was not

sufficient; equally important was what characters could not and did

not say. Though this may always have been obvious, and certainly has

been since Bernard's experiments, very few dramatists had delibe-

rately exploited the possibilities of silence before. Chekhov is a clear

exception. Bernard's influence has been considerable. Some of his

main works are: Le Feu qui reprend mal (r9zr), Martine (r9zz), Le

Printemps des autres (r9r4), L'Ame en peine $926). Among recent

English dramatists the master of the prolonged pause (q.tt.) and

sustained silence is unquestionably Harold Pinter (especially in

Landscape and Silence, ry7o). See sun-rnxt.

theatre of the absurd A term applied to many of the works of a group

of dramatists who were active in the rgtos: Adamov, Beckett, Genet,
Ionesco and Pinter. Among the less knov.tn were Albee, Arrabal,

Gi.inter Grass,'Pinget and N. F. Simpson. The phrase 'theatre of the
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theatre of the absurd

absurd' was probably coined by Manin Esslin, who wrote The
Theatre of tbe Absurd Q96r).

The origins of this form of drama are obscure, but it would be rea-
sonable to suppose that its lineage is traceable from Roman mime
plays, through to aspects of comic business and technique in medieval
and Renaissance drama and commed,ia dell'arte (q.v.), and thence to
the dramatic works of Jarry Strindberg and Brecht. The work of Jarry
is vital and the possibilities of a theatre of rhe absurd are already app^r-
ent in Ubu Roi $896), Ubu Coca $897-S) and Ubu enchatnd (c. r 898);
as they are also in Apollintire's Les Marnelles d,e Tirdsias (completed
in ryr7). Moreover, it is conceivable that the increasing popularity of
nonsense verse (q.t.) from about the mid-rgth c. onwards is con-
nected with this concept of the absurd. Almost certainly dadaism and
surrealism (qq.o.) influenced the development of the theatre of the
absurd, and so have Artaud's theories on the theatre of cruelry Q.".).

In the evolution of a new vision of mankind in relation to his envi-
ronment and the universe one may expect to see a large number of
cross-fertilizing influences. Clearly, the idea that man is absurd is
by no means new. An awareness of the essential absurdity of much
human behaviour has been inherent in the wprk of many writers.
Aristophanei, Plautus, Terence, Chaucer, Erasmus, Cervantes,
MoliEre, Swift, Pope, both Samuel Butlers, Anatole France, Balzac,
Dickens, Goncharov, Thurber, Chesterton, Belloc, Damon Runyon,
\flilliam Saroyan - to cite only a handful - have all shown an acure
feeling for man's comicality.

However, the concept of. bomo absurdas has acquired a rather more
specific meaning in the last hundred years or so. This is partly, no
doubt, owing to the need to provide an explanation of man's appar-
ently purposeless role and position in a universe which is popularly
imagined to have no discernible reason for existence.

Mathematically, a surd is that which cannot be expressed in finite
terms of ordinary numbers or quantities. Hence irrational rather than
ridiculous. It is in the mathematical sense that the 'philosophy' of the
absurd has been mostly expressed. But it is a percasive attitude rdther
than a systern of thought.

In his La Tentation de l'occident Q9z6) Andr6 Malraux, who has
expatiated at length about'the human condition', remarked that'at the
centre of European man, dominating the great moments of his life,
there lies an essential absurdity'. The theme recurs in a number of
works by Malraux, and is apparent, particularly, in the works of Sartre
and Camus. The latter's collection of essays The Myth of Sisypbus

Gg+z) contains some of the most interesting statements on rhe theme.
Camus expounded in some detail a vision of li{e which was essentially
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Theatre Vorkshop

absurd, without apparent pulpose, out of harmony with its surround-
ings, sad to the point of anguish, and at the same time, in a laconic

fashion, funny. He stresses the destructive nature of time, the feeling
of solitude in a hostile world, the sense of isolation from other human

beings. The dominant symbolism of the title is perfectly appropriate.
In the early ryps many diffused conceptions of the absurd began

to be resolved and articulated in a series of remarkable plays which

dramatized the kind of vision which Camus had projected
fundamentally, human beings struggling with the irrationality of expe-
rience, in a state of what has been described as 'metaphysical anguish'.
The plays themselves lack a formal logic and conventional structure,
so that both form and content support (while emphasizing the

difficulty of communicating) the representation of what may be called
the absurd predicament. The major works are: (the dramatists in alpha-
betical order) La Parodie and L'Invasion (t95o), Le Professeur Taranne
(tg1r|,, Le Ping-Pong Ggf l), Paolo Paoli (tg1) by Adamov; Waiting

for Godot (rg1), Endgame (tg17), HoPPy Days $96r) by Becketg Ze

Balcon (rg1il, Les Nigres G9t9), Les Paraoents (196r) by Genet; La

Cantatice chauzte (t9to), La Legon (tgtt), Les Cbaises (1952),

Amddde (tg1i, Le Nonaeau Locataire UgS), Rbinocdros (196o), Le
Roi se meilrt $96t) by Ionesco; Lettre Morte Q96o), La Manioelle
(t96o) by Pinget; The Room (t9tZ), The Birtbday Party Q918), The

Durnb Waiter and The Caretaher $96o), The Homecoming (tg6S),

Landscape and Silence (tglo) and No Man's Land (tgZ) by Pinter;

Next Time I'll Sing to Yon $962) by James Saunders; A Resoanding
Tinhle (rgS7), Tbe Hole (rptS) and One Way Pendulum Q95) by

N. F. Simpson; to these should be added minor works, narnely: Pique'

nique en camPagne $912) by Arrabal; The Lrnatic View (tgS) by
David Campton; The Sport of My Mad Motber Qg58) by AnnJellicoe.
See also FARcE; HArrENING; pATAPHYsrcs.

Theatre Vorkshop A theatrical company founded in ry45 by Joan
Littlewood (rpr+- ) and Ewan MacColl $9r5'r98g). From 1953 its

headquarters were at the Theatre Royal, Stratford East, London. It was

a notable success and proved a life-giving force in the theatre for over

tqrenty years. The policy was that left-wing writers and writers with

working-class backgrounds were given special encouragement. One of

its most famous and memorable productions was Ob!What a Loaely

War! Q96).

theatricalism A concept and theory of dramatic presentation which

developed in Russia and Germany in the early years of the 2oth c. It

was strongly opposed to naturalism (q.a.) and was in favour of the

principle that theatre ls theatre and is a representation of life - and is
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thesis play

not life itself. Nevertheless, naturalistic drama (q.rr.),
made play (q.o.), has continued to be popular.

the well-

theme Properly speaking, the theme of a work is not its subject but
rather its central idea, which may be stated directly or indirectly. For
example, the theme of Othello is jealousy. See r-rrtuoTlF; MorrF.

theogony A Greek term for an account of the origin and genealogy of
the gods. Probably the most famous is the Theogonia, a poem in hexa-
meters attributed to Hesiod (8th c. nc). In it he recounrc the genealo-
gy and mythological history of the gods.

thesaurus (Gk 'treasure') A repository of information, like a dic-
tionary or encyclopaedia (qq.".). \flell-known examples are: the
Thesaurus Linguae Latinae, the German dictionary of the Latin lan-
guage begun in r9oo. Roget's Thesaurus of English'Words and Phrases,
first published in r8;2, has been revised and enlarged m ny times

thesis Three meanings may be distinguished: (a) a long essay (q.zt.) or
treatise (q.".) presented for a degree; (b) a proposition to be proved;
(c) the unstressed syllable of a metrical foot (e.g. thesis itself is a
trochaic word on which the second syllable is unstressed). See ARSrs.

thesis novel One which treats of a social, political or religious problem
with a didactic and, perhaps, radical purpose. It certainly sets out to
call people's attention to the shortcomings of a society. Some out-
standing examples of the genre are: Charles Kingsley's Alton Loche
(r81o); Harriet Beecher Stowe's Uncle Tom's Cabin (r812); Dickens's
Hard, Times (rSl+); Charles Reade's Hard Cash (t$g); Samuel
Butler's Tbe Way of All Flesh (t9q); Upton Sinclair's The lungle
$9o6); Robert Tressell's Tbe Ragged Trousered Philantbropists (r9r4,
abbreviated text; full text, ryj)t'Walter Greenwood's Loae on tbe
Dole Qy3); Vinifred Holtby's South Riding (tgl6);John Steinbeck's
The Grapes of Wrath (rglg); and Alan Paton's Cry, tbe Beloaed
Country Gg+8).Some would include Villiam Golding's Lord of the
Flies $g54) in this category. Utopian and dystopian visions in fictional
form might also be included. See also IRoLETARIAN NovEL; THEsrs
PLAY; UTOPIA.

thesis play A drama which deals with a specific problem and, very
probably, offers a solution. This form appears to have originated in
France in the rgth c. Both Dumas (f.k) and Brieux wrote a consider-
able number between r85o and r9oo. Elsewhere Ibsen was a major
influence on the genre, for example A Doll's House GgZg).In England
Shaw (Widowers' Hoases, :'892, Mrs'Warren's Profession, r9oz, Major
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third theatre

Barbara, rgor) and Galsworthy (The Siloer Box, t9o7, Strife, rgo9,

Jastice, rgro) made notable contributions. This type of drama is also

known as a problem or propagande play. Arnold Vesker has also
written something approximating to thesis plays (e.g. Chichen Soup

with Barley, r9i8, Roots, t91g, and, I'm Talhing abont terusalem,
ry6o). A sub-species of the problem play is what has been called the
'discussion play'. This is more like a debate in which characters put

forward different points of view. Shaw employed this method of dra-

matizing issues in Getting Manied, Tbe Apple Cart and in Act III of

Man and Superman - perhaps the best known example.
During the r95os and from then onwards, some playwrights devel-

oped a rather different approach to the problem play about a social
isiue, very different from the intense but narrow focus achieved by,

for instance, Ibsen in An Enemy of the People (r882). They have been

concerned with broad political and social issues and have been

influenced by the example of agitprop drama, the Living Theater,

documentary theaffe and the Living Newspaper (qq.rt,) and by such
dramatists as Brecht and Ewan MacColl. The dramatists have

addressed themselves (often in a spirit of protest and reform) to such
matters as'the class system in Britain, racism, sexism, chauvinism,
Thatcherism, crime, violence, moral values, poverty and the condition
of the deprived, the press, and political corruption and hypocrisy.

M*y of the plays have thus been about 'the state of Britain'.

Outstanding among these playwrights are John McGrath, David

Edg"r, Howard Brenton, David Hare, Edward Bond, Howard Barker

and Caryl Churchill.

third theatre A term coined in ry76 by Eugenio Barba (ryG ) to

describe his own thearical groupr the Odin Teatret founded in ry64
in Oslo. So called by analogy with the term 'Third \[orld'- deprived,
neglected and short of money and resources. It is a kind of fringe (q.".)

theatre company and has a good deal in common with Theatre

Laboratory and Total Theatre (qq.v.).

threnody (Gk'wailing song') Originally a choral ode (q.tt.), it changed

to a monody (q.tt.) which was strophic in form. It can now be applied
to any lamentation; for instance, Tennyson's In Memorian (l8yo) has

been described as 'the greart threnody of our language'. See

COMPLAINT; DIRGE; ELEGY; EPICEDIUM; LAMENT; UBI SUNT.

thriller A vague term, perhaps no longer particularly useful for pur-

poses of categorization, yet frequently used for a wide variety of

fiction, and also for plays and films. In fiction it is a tense, exciting,

taudy plotted and sometimes sensational rype of novel (occasionally a
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short story) in which action is swift and suspense continual. Sex and
violence may often play a considerable part in such a narrative, and
they have tended to do so (often gratuitously) since the ry6os. Very
broadly speaking, such fiction might include the crime novel, the
police procedural, the roman policier, the cloak-and-dagger story
some ghost and horror stories, a multirude of novels of adventure
(qq.r.) and, of course, what is known as the politico-military (thriller).
Most of the best spy stories (q.".) are ipso faoo thrillers. Some detec-
tive stories, or forms of detective story might also be described as
thrillers; particularly, perhaps, those belonging to the 'hard-boiled

school' of private-eye detection at which Dashiell Hammett and
Raymond Chandler excelled. But the classic type of detective story as
practised by, for instance, Agatha Christie and Dorothy L. Sayers,
does not rcilly qualify as a thriller though it may be very tense and
exciting. There are also nurnerous novels which do not fall readily into
any particular category but which depend to a high degree on sus-
pense, mystery and adventure. 'Suspense writer'and'mystery writer'
are sub-species, as it were, often so described in reference books.

In the broad sense the thriller is one of the most remarkable
literary phenomena of the zoth c. Since the turn of the rgth c. more
than six hundred writers (the vast majority of them British and
American) have written thrillers of one kind and another. Some of
them have been immensely prolific, publishing a hundred or more
titles in their professional careers (|ohn Creasey is thought to have
produced over six hundred books). Not a few have used several
pseudonyms. Thriller writers in languages other than English can
be counted on a few hands.

Professionalism has been an increasing feature of thriller writers
(many of whom make a good living from their work), and a large, well-
informed and critical reading public which includes many thriller
addicts (just as there are detective story addicts) has come to expect
certain standards from their writers. Output on a vast scale has
inevitably meant a superfluity of potboilers (q.a.) and there has been
a great deal of hackwork which has sunk without trace. Some thriller
writers who were famous in the first half of the zoth c. have been out
of print for many years. r

The origins of the thriller go back to the Gothic novel (q.o.) and the
'literature of terror'which was so pupular during the latter part o{ the
r8th c. and at the beginning of the rgth c. From that period its evolu-
tion can be plotted via the development of the crime story the ghost,
horror and detective story the so-called novel of sensation (q.a.) and
what came to be known as Newgate fiction (q.".).It was particularly
developed by Edgar Allan Poe in his short stories and by Vilkie
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Collins in such novels as The Woman in Wbite (186o) end The
Moonstone (1868). Collins was something of an expert in mystery
suspense and crime.

Near the turn of the century Rider Haggard achieved great popu-
larity (it has waned little in a hundred years) with some fine adventure
novels, especially King Solomon's Mines (r8S5) and She (rS87).
Anthony Hope, too, had great success with his two famous Ruritanian
adventure stories: Tbe Prisoner of Zenda ( r 8g+) and its sequel Rupert
of Hentzaa $898). His contemporary Stanley 

'Weyman 
produced a

succession of romances and advenrure novels of the thriller kind. In
fact, at this time the modern thriller was coming of age, so to speak.
A. E. \f. Mason was a prolific writer of them; for example, The Four
Featbers (r9oz), At the Vilh Rose (r9ro) end Tbe House of the Anow
(rgr+). Contemporaneous, too, was E. W. Hornung (brother-in-law
of Anhur Conan Doyle), who wrote a number of successful
thriller/crime short stories as well as novels. He invented one of the
better known characters in such fiction: A. J. Raffles, the public school,
cricketing, gentleman burglar - intended in part as a contrast to
Sherlock Holmes, who, by r9oo, was becoming world famous. All
these writers could tell a 'rattling good y^rn' (q.a.).

Roughly contemporary with them, John Buchan became a special-
ist in comparable tales. For instance: The Watcher by tbe Threshold
(rgoe), Prester Jobn (19ro), The Thirty-Nine Steps (r9rt),
Greenmantle $gt6), The Tbree Hostages Ggz+) and a number of
others. In r9o3 Erskine Childers published his single work of fiction,
Tbe Riddle of the Sands, which remains a classic of the thriller genre.
Childers later joined the IRA and was caught and shot in r9zz. During
the early part of the eoth c. the supreme exponent of the 'pure' thriller
was Edgar \fiallace, an immensely prolific writer who made his name
wirhThe Fonr lnst Men (19o6) and followed this up with a succession
of gripping stories, including Sanders of the Rhter, Tbe Angel of
Terrar, The Green Archer, The Mind of Mr J. G. Reeder, The
Fellousbip of tbe Frog, The Darh Eyes of London md The Hand of
Power.In his era the novel of espionage and the detective story were
fully established and the pulp (q.a.) magazines fearured miscellaneous
kinds of thriller. Raymopd Le Queux's thrillers (now very dated) had
a great vogue early in the zoth c., as did Nathaniel Gould's 'racing'

thrillers. Eventually (from ry62) Dick Francis was to take on Gould's
mande and become tlte'racing thriller'writer, producing a series of
highly accornplished stories in which the world of the 'Turf is an
important or central element (Francis himself was a distinguished
jockey).
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In the inter-war period Sydney Horler, Sapper, Sax Rohmer and
Dornford Yates, to name a few, all achieved fame, but much of their
work soon became very dated and is scarcely readable now - except
for curiosity and period interest.

An outstanding mlent to come to the fore in the r93os and r94os
was Eric Ambler. Regarded by many (including Graham Greene) as
'the master' of the genre, he produced, over a period of fifty years, a
succession of finely written and well-constructed thrillers. He remains
particularly famous for The Mash of Dimitios (rpjp), but there are a
number of other excellent books: The Schismer Inheritance (1953),
The Nigbt-Comers (tgS5), Passage of Arms (rgSg), The Ligbt of Day
(t962), The Intercom Conspiracy (tg6g), Tbe Lepanter $972) and
Care of Time Q98r). Greene himself also wrote some good ones: z4
Gun for Sale (ry6), Ministry of Fear (rg+l) - which he classed as
'entertainments' (q.v.)i plus The Third Man (rg5o) and the comic espi-
onage thriller Our Man in Havana (tgl8). Their slightly older con-
temporary, Geoffrey Household, became famous with Rogze Male

Ggtil - long regarded as a classic of the genre. He never quite matched
this novel, but in the course of his eighty-eight years wrote others of
distinction, including Roagh Sboot (t9tt), Watcher in tbe Shadows
(t96o) rnd Summon the BrigbtWater (r98r).

In America, in the r92os, Dashiell Hammett established the private-
eye type of crime thriller (the 'hard-boiled school' of detective fiction
with the'hard-nosed' detective). Besides many short stories Hammett
wrote five novels: Red Hantest 0929), Tbe Dain Carse Q9z9), Tbe
Mahese Falcon (tglo), The Gkss Key Qyr), The Thin Man (rgl+).
Of these The Mahese Falcon has gradually established itself as a classic
of its kind. Hammett had many imitators, most of whom have long
since sunk without trace. His most distinguished 'successor' in the
private-eye thriller form was Raymond Chandler. Chandler began
with pulp stories, but his reputation rests on seven novels, of which
the following are probably the best: Tbe Big Sleep (rglg), The Higb
Windoat Gg4r), The Little Sister (rg+g), The Long Good-Bye (rg1).
Farewell, My Lovely (tg+o) is also highly regarded. Chandler's repu-
tation has grown steadily'and he has made many a so-called serious
novelist with greater pretensions look very ordinary.In turn, he has
had many aspiring imitators. Latterly, among American writers, Ross
Macdonald and Elmore Leonard have shown they are unusually gifted
in the Chandler tradition.

Less talented contemporaries of Ambler, Household and Chandler
were Peter CheyneS John CreaseS Rex Stout, James Hadley Chase,
Leslie Charteris, Erle Stanley Gardner, Dennis rU(rheatley, Nevil Shute,
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Nigel Balchin and George Bagby. All were highly successful and in

some cases extremely prolific.
Since the rgyos alarge number of other thriller writers have become

prominent or famous. Julian Symons and Hammond Innes were by

then well established. Symons published his thriller Brohen Penny

in 1953 and thereafter tended to write his particular kind of crime

novel, often very exciting. He also published an excellent history of

crime fiction: Bloody Murder (tgZz).Innes specialized in the adven-
ture/thriller novel and had steady success. The l9los was the era of

Ian Fleming's James Bond stories, a species of cloak-and-dagger and

espionage. Averaging about fifteen clich6s per page' they were

scarcely readable then and became even less so as the years went by.

Their phenomenal success was compounded by the universally
popular Bond films. The Bond film industry was still flourishing in

the r99os.
Many of the best thrillers from the rgyos onwards have been con-

cerned with espionage. Pre-eminent in this field are Len Deighton and

John Le Carr6 (see srr sroRy for details). Of these two Deighton

proved to be somewhat the better writer. During the sixties Lionel

Davidson made a big impact with several well-written and witty

thrillers, such as Tbe Night of Wencesks (t96o), Tbe Rase of Tibet

$962), A Long Way to Sbiloh ft966) end Mahing Good Again (1968).

In the r97os Frederick Forsyth achieved enormous success with

several brilliantly constructed, well-researched and complex thrillers,
notably Tbe Day of the Ja&al (r97t), The Odessa File (t972) and Tbe

Dogs of War (tgld. Later books such as Tbe Dettil's Alternatizte and

The Fourth Protocol were somewhat disappointing. Francis Clifford

also wrote a number of excellent spy novels and thrillers, and he is

particularly remembered for The Nahed Ranner Q956), Amigo,

Amigo (rgl) end Drummer in tbe Dark (tgZ6). Also during the r97os

Gerald Seymour became well known with such thrillers as Harry\

Game (tgZil nd Red Fox Q979). Douglas Hurd (who later became
British Home and then Foreign Secretary) wrote some good political

thrillers in collaboration with Andrew Osmond, namely Send Him

Victoious (1968), Smile on the Face of tbe Tiger (ry6g) end Scotcb on

the Rochs (tgZt).Hurd's solo efforts were Tbe Trutb Game $972) and

Vote to Kill $97). A consistently high standard has been set by

Patricia Highsmith in her suspense thrillers: stories which feature the

anti-hero (q.v.) Tom Ripley. Adam Hall has also been prolific, as have

Jack Higgins and Gavin Lyall. In Lyall's earlier books aviation played

an important role. Three of his better known novels are: The Wrong

Sid.e of the Shy (r95r), Jadas Conntry Ggl) and The Secret Sentant
(r98o). James Barlow, who died premanrrelS wrote one outstanding
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thriller in the shape of The Patriots (t96o). \filliam Garner, Robert
Ludlum, James Leasor and Martin Cruz Smith are others who have
written a variety of notable thrillers. Scores of other writers active,
with varying degrees of success, since the r9;os might be cited. The
public demand for such fiction appears unabated.

In the theatre the thriller derived from the rgth c. tradition of melo-
drama (q.2,.). There has been a large number of successful plays of the
thriller kind in the zoth c. Here again Edgar \(allace excelled withThe
Ringer (1926), On tbe Spot $yo) and The Case of tbe Frigbtened
Lady (tqlr).Other notable instances wereJohn Villard's The Cat and
the Canary $9zz); Frederick Lonsdale's The Last of Mrs Cheyney
(tgz); Patrick Hamilton's Rope (tgr9), Gaslight (tglS) and The
Govemess (tg+); Emlyn'$flilliams's Night Must Fall Ggl) and Some
One Waiting (rglf); Barr6, Lyndon's The Amazing Dr Clitterbouse
(tgl6); Frederick Knott's Dial 'M' 

for Murder (tglr); Agatha
Christie's Ten Little Niggers $g+), Tbe Mousetrap (t952) - a play
still running forty-six years later - and Witness for tbe Prosecution
(tgll).Since the r95os good stage thrillers have been rare, but Simon
Gray's comedy thriller Stage-struch (rgZil was a success. See cnrMr
FICTION.

time novels A term used occasionally to denote those novels which
employ the stream of consciousness (q.v.) technique and in which the
use of time, and time as a theme, is of pre-eminent importance. Famous
instances are: Proust's z{ la recherche d,u ternps perda $9ry-27),
Dorothy Richardson's Pilgrimage (t9r1-6); Joyce's Ulysses (r9zz)
and Thomas Mann's Der Zauberberg (tgz+). More recently there
has been Anthony Powell's twelve-volume series A Dance to tbe Music
of Time (named after Poussin's painting), which began with z{

Question of Upbinging $95r) and concluded with Heari.ng Seoet
Harmonies GgZ). Time is thematically central to the sequence.
Nicholas Jenkins, the narrator, observes that all human beings are
driven 'at different speeds by the same Furies'. .See also nttovNcsRo-
MAN; KUNSTLERROMAN; ROMAN CYCLE; ROMAN-FLEUVE; SAGA NOVEL;

TIME PLAY.

time play A loose category for a form of drama which in some way
exploits chronological sequence by various means: the flashback, and
what might be called the'flash-forward'. It entails the exploitation of
dramatic convention (q.2,.). Numerous playwrights have used various
devices. For instance,inThe Winter's Tale the Chorus asks us to accept
the fact that sixteen years have elapsed since Perdita was 'lost'. 

J. B.
Priestley (r894-1984) is the most notable example of a dramatist who
experimented with the space/time continuum. In this he was
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influenced by J.t$f. Dunnet theories expounded in An Experirnent
aith Time (tgz) end The Serial Unioerse (rgl+).Priestley wrote
four plays in which he experimented with space/time: I Haae Been
Here Before (t937), Time and tbe Conatays (1937), Johnson
tordan (rglil and An Inspeaor Calls (t9a6). In Time and
Conways, for instance, he ingeniously allows eighteen years to elapse
between Acts I and II, and in the third act reverts to tgrg. Many
writers have been deeply interested in the nature of time. H. G. Vells
is an obvious example. Another is Graham Greene, who, in his

autobiographical Ways of Escape, wonders whether or not it is pos-
sible to take symbols from the future as well as from the past.'Sfriters
of science fiction (q.a.) are pafticularly preoccupied with the question
of time.

tirade (F 'volley of words') A long speech, usually vehement, and
perhaps abusive and censorious. Timon delivers several remarkable
tirades in Act IV of Shakespeare's Timon of Athens (c. fio).

tmesis (Gk 'a cutting') The separation of the parts of a word by the
insertion of another word or words. Not unusual in abusive speech.
For example: 'Neverthebloodyless, I won't accept that.'

toddaid A tWelsh syllabic verse form comprising quatrain (q.".) stanzas
which alternate berween nine- and ten-syllable lines. Cross-rhyming
is characteristic.

tonada See roNe.orrre.

tonadilla Tonad,ais a Spanish term for a type of ballad poem performed
in the intervals between acts of aatos sdcrarnentales (q.tt.). They were

often bawdy or obscene. The diminutive tonad.ilh came to denote an
operetta with fi/o to four characters and lasting about fifteen minutes.
They were presented between the acts of serious plays in the rSth c.
See also sNTREMfs.

tone The reflection of a writer's attitude (especially towards his'readers), 
manner, mood and moral outlook in his work; even, perhaps,

the way his personality pervades the work. The counterpart of tone of
voice in speech, which may be friendly, detached, pompous, officious,
intimate, bantering and so forth. For example, in the following poem
by David Holbrook Liaing? Our Supentisors WiJl Do Tbat For Us!
the skilfully contrived rhythm almost slouches and preserves the tune
of slightly jerky, elliptical speech. The shrugging, 'throw-away' lan-
guage, very colloquial, suggests laconic detachment. As a sketch of two

contrasting characters it is most adroit in its economy and largely sym-
pathedc to both:
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Dankwerts, scholarship boy from the slums,
One of many, studied three years for the Tripos,
Honours, English; grew a beard, imitated the gesture
And the insistent deliberate (but not dogmatic)
'There!' of his supervisor. For a time
The mimesis was shftling. Dankwerts knew
Uncannily what was good, what bad.
Life and earning a living, extra muros, for a time afterwards,
Left him hard up: people in their ambiguity
Nuisances. A bracing need for self-justification
(And spot cash) drove some of the nonsense out of him:
He found a foothold in films, the evening papers,
\$[ith his photograph, up to the ears in steaks, or ivy,
In'art' magazines. Passing over the metropolis
He ejaculates like a satellite, evaporates, and falls,
Albeit on to a fat bank balance of amoral earnings.

\Thereas his supervisor can be seen any Friday
Valking up Trumpington Street with an odd movement of the

feet,
Still looking like an old corm, lissom, and knowing
Uncannily what's good, what's bad,
And probably rather hard up out of the bargain.

tone colour Jargon for the auditory quality of speech sounds, what
Ezra Pound meant by melopoeia (q.zt.). It covers kinaesthetic and
synaesthetic experience. For instance, despair may be a 'black'word;

hope, a'white'. \(e speak of a'hard'tone and a'soft'tone.'Words may
seem 'smooth' or 'rough'. Mellifluous is 'soft' and euphonious,
whereas oag is'hard' and harsh. See rupHoNy; LocopoEIA; oNo-
MATOPOEIA; SYNAESTHESTA.

tongue-twister Associated with nonsense verse, nursery rhyme and
patter songs (qq.o.) the tongue-twister is an alliterative jingle (q.a.) of
some antiquity. Also known as a tongue-tripper. The following is a
fairly well-known example:

Theophilus Thistledown, the successful thistle sifter,
In sifting a sieve of unsifted thistles,
Thrust three thousand thistles
Through the thick of his thumb.
If, then, Theophilus Thistledown, the successful thistle

sifter,
In sifting a sieve full of unsifted thistles,
Thrust three thousand thistles



topographical poetry

Through the thick of his thumb,
See that thou, in sifting a sieve of unsifted thistles,
Do not get the unsifted thistles stuck in thy tongue.

topographical poetry \flriting of Denham in Lives of the Poets
(r77g-8t)lohnson aptly {escribed this genre as 'local poetry of which
the fundamental subject is some particular landscape, to be poetically
described, with the addition of such embellishments as may be sup-
plied by historical retrospection, or incidental meditation'. One of
the earliest examples was, in fact, Sir John Denham's Cooper's Hill
$642).In the next r to years the genre flourished in England (it seems
to be a very English phenomenon) like a counterpart to landscape
painting. Not a few of them are what are known as 'prospect poems':
the poet views a broad scene from a high vantage point and describes,
for instance, a park or estate (perhaps in the hope of gaining patron-
age from a rich and powerful owner who was very likely to belong to
the peerage). Apart from one or two slight pieces by Lady \flinchilsea
(e.g. Fanscomb Barn), some of the principd works were: Popet
Windsor Forest GZr1); Samuel Garth's Chremont QZt); Dyer's
Grongar Hill $726), one of the most agreeable poems of the kind;
James Thomson's delightful poem Tbe Seasons (r7zG3o), which
'S(ordsworth 

later remarked offered new images of 'external nature';
Gray's Ode on a Distant Proryea of Eton Colhge GZ+z); Collinst
Ode on the Popuhr Saperstitions of tbe Highlands of Scothnd (written
in ry4g,but not published until r 788); Richard J ago's Edge-bill (tfiil;
Goldsmit}'s The Deserted Vilhge (tlzo); plus several works by
George Crabbe, who might be described as a regignal poet of East
Suffolk most notably,Tbe Vilhge (rZ8l), Tbe Parisb Register (r8o7),
Tbe BoroagE (r8ro), Tales $8rz) and Tales of tbe Hall (r8r9).
\flordsworth also wrote topographical poetry; an obvious example is
Tintern Abbey OZgg).After 

'Wordsworth 
and Crabbe few seriously

attempted the form on any scale. However, one encounters the occa-
sional poem which is in the general tradition, not infrequently dis-
playing nostalgia and elegiac regret for a vanishing rural scene, and in
the zoth c. Sir John Betjeman (who remarked on his 'topographical

predilection') achieved something of a revival of such poetry with
many evocative descriptions (tinged with melancholy) of rural, urban,
suburban and provincial scenes. Ted Hughes also wrote two memo-
rable poems of the topographical rype in the shape of. Remains of
Elmet (rgZil and Rioer (rp8l). See also pAsroRAL; cHoRocRApHy;
TOPOTHESIA.

topothesia (Gk'description of a place') The description of an imagi-
nary place. See crronocRAPr{Y.
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tornada A short concluding stanze, similar to-the envoi (q.rr.), added
to Old Provengal poems by way of complimentary dedication to a
patron or friend. See also cHANsoN.

total theatre The German term Totaltheater was first used in the mid-
rgzos for a form of theatrical presentation planned by'Sflalter Gropius
for the director Erwin Piscator $8y-r965). Piscator's approach was
highly individual. He altered texts to suit his own ends and wes the
first to introduce film and animated cartoons on stage to speed up the
action. FIe was in favour of spectacle to get his messages (often pro-
pagandist) across. The text was subordinated to effects which could be
achieved by arresting lighting, music, dance, acrobatics, startling sets
and costumes. All the mechanical resources of the theatre were put to
use. Total theatre developed into epic theatre (q.".). In France the
concept of total theatre was put into practice by Jean-Louis Barrault
in the r9tos. One of his notable productions was Claudel's Cbristopbe
Colombe (t9lr). More recently the Italian director Luca Ronconi has
enlarged the possibilities of total theatre by involving spectators and
audience in the action. For example, his travelling version of Ariosto's
Orlando Furioso (tgZo).In England the leading exponent was Joan
Littlewood at the Theatre \Uflorkshop. One of her most successful pro-
ductions was Ob! What a Lovely'War! (tgfi). There have been many
others in the total theatre style. One of the most brilliant and spec-
tacular was Bill Bryden's version of the Wakefield Mystery Pkys in the
promenade productions at the National Theatre and the Lyceum in

ry854-

touchstone A touchstone is a dark flinty schist, jasper or basanite, and
so called because gold is tried by it. Matthew Arnold used the word
in his essay The Study of Poetry (r88o) in connection with lirerary
criteria and standards:

Indeed there can be no more useful help for discovering what
poetry belongs to the class of the truly excellent, and can therefore
do us most good, than to have always in one's mind lines and
expressions of the great masters, and to apply them as a touchstone
to other poetry. Of course we are not to require this other poetry
to resemble them; it may be very dissimilar. But if we have any t ct
we shall 6nd them, when we have lodged them well in our minds,
an infallible touchstone for detecting the presence or absence of
high poetic quality and also the degree of this qualiry in all other
poetry which we may place beside them.

Arnold goes on to quote lines from Homer, Dante, Shakespeare and
Milton to demonstrate his point. He suggests that his touchstone
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method should be the basis of a'real'rather than an'historic'or'per-
sonal' estimate of poetry. He also contends that a passage has 'high

poetic qualiry' if it has high seriousness and the grand sryle. Such a
view is now regarded as somewhat limiting and exclusive.

Arnold was by no means the first critic to have suggested such cri-
teria. John Dennis $657-173$ had presented a comparable point of
view in The Adaancement and Reformation of Modem Poetry (r7or)
and The Grounds of Criticism in Poetry (tlo+).

tour de force (F 'turn of force') As a literary term it may be applied to
a work which provides an outstanding illustration of a writer's skill
and mastery; a sort of 'one-off'brilliant display. Among modern exam-
ples one might suggest: Hemingway's shoft story Tbe Sbort and
Hony Lrf, of Francis Macornber (rglS); Arthur Koestler's novel
Darkness at Noon (tg+o); Orwell's fable Animal Farm (rg+);
Anthony Burgess's novel A Clochutorh Orange Q96z);Daniel Keyes's
short story Floarcrs for Algernon Gg6); and Vikram Seth's extraordi-
nary'novel' The Golden Gate (t986) - a narrative which consists of

t9o sonnets in rhyming tetrameters.

trace A term used in a particular sense by the French philosopher

Jacques Derida (t%t ) to signify his view that there is no simple
sense in which linguistic signs are either present or absent. According
to Derrida, every sign (e.g. a word such as'dwelling') contains a'trace'
of other signs which differ from itself. But, paradoxically, the 'trace'

is not there; itis potentia.lly inberent, or present by airtae of its absence,
just as absence denotes the possibility of presence. No sign is complete
in itself. One sign leads to another via the 'trace'- indefinitely. The
word/sign 'dwelling' carries with it scores of traces (i.e. connotations)
and other signs associated with dwelling. The'trace'is one aspect of
Derrida's theory of dffirance (q.v.).In his discourse Positions (rg7r,
trans. r98r) he elaborates:

The play of differences involves syntheses and referrals lrenvois)
which prevent there from being at any moment or in any way ^
simple element which is present in and of itself and refers only to
itself. Vhether in written or spoken discourse, no element can
function as a sign without relating to another element which itself
is not simply present. This linkage means that each element -

phoneme or grapheme - is constituted with reference to the trace
in it of the other elements of the sequence or system . . . Nothing,
in either the elements or the system, is anywhere ever simply

Present or absent.
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See coNNorATroN; DEcoNsrRUcrIoN; DENoTATIoN; DTSsEMTNATIoN;
posr-sTRUcTuRALrsM; srcNrrrnn/srcNrFrED; srRUcruRALrsM; syNTAG-
rvrerr c/peneDr cMATrc.

tract Usually a short pamphlet (q.rr.) on a religious or political subject.
Two famous examples are the Marprekte Traas issued in 1588-9,
which were an attack on the bishops and a defence of Presbyterian dis-
cipline, and Traas for the Times (r833-4r), a series on religious sub-
jects written by, among others, Cardinal Newman, Keble, R. H.
Froude and Pusey. Their object was to revive certain doctrines of the
Church. See oxponD MovEMENT.

tractarian movement See oxFoRD MoVEMENT.

tradition This denotes the inherited past which is available for the
writer to study and learn from. Thus, the writer's native language, lit-
erary forms, codes, devices, conventions (q.v.) and various cultures
from the past. \fe may, for example, refer to the Neoclassical tradition
or the French Classical radition or to the tradition of the English
essay, or the Irish tradition of dramatic comedp or the Scottish ballad
tradition, or the Velsh tradition of religious lyric poetry and many
others, and in each case mean something fairly specific in spirit, matter
and style. Anything traditional is established, has often been tried and
is constantly returned to.

And all writers begin with some sort of tradition behind them (even
if only that provided by their own language) and every writer in some
way modifies or influences that tradition, even when being imitative.
Though some poems by Keats might have been written by Milton, and
some by Dylan Thomas are almost indistinguishable from work by
Gerard Manley Hopkins, there are differences.

Arbitrary classification of writers according to differing tradidons
is obviously a more perilous undertaking, but, bearing in mind the
primary meaning of tradition (that which is passed down from gener-
ation to generation through custom and practice), we may distinguish
certain traditions in English poetry (or poetry written by English
speaking peoples). Basically, there are (a) the native tradition, as
exemplified in the work of Chaucer and the Scottish Chaucerians,
'Wyatt, 

Shakespeare (and the majority of his contemporary poets and
dramatists), Donne and most of the tTth c.lyric poets, and, thereafter,
Burns, Blake, Clare, Barnes, Browning, Hopkins, Yeats, Pound, Eliot,
\f. H. Auden, Dylan Thomas and Ted Hughes - to mention only some
of the major writers, and; (b) the Italianate tradition of Surrey, Sidney,
Spenser, Milton, Keats, Shelley, Tennyson, Matthew Arnold and
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Francis Thompson. Linking these two, and owing a good deal to both,
is the Neoclassical tradition from the Renaissance through to the rSth
c., whose finest representatives are Dryden, Pope, Johnson and
Crabbe, though all four are peculixly EnglisD poets. Pope, for
example, is much nearer in spirit and style to Donne than to Tennyson.
As always there are poets who appear not to belong to (or who are
not easily identified with) any specific tradition. 

'Wordsworth,

Coleridge and Byron are obvious examples.
Among prose writers definite traditions are much less distinguish-

able. For example, in the novel the main tradition seems to lie through
the work of Jane Austen, George Eliot, Charles Dickens, Thomas
Hardy, Henry James, Conrad, Arnold Bennett and D. Ff. Lawrence,
but clearly this is not a tradition in which one could include major
writers like James Joyce, Dorothy Richardson, Virginia Voolf,
\ililliam Faulkner and Samuel Beckett, and dozens of others who have
flourished recently.

traductio See penoroMAslA; PUN.

tragedy (Gk'goat song') In the first place it almost certainly denoted
a form of rirual sacrifice accompanied by a choral song in honour of
Dionysus, the god of the fields and the vineyards. Out of this ritual
developed Greek dramatic tragedy.

In his Poetics, Aristotle defined tragedy as:

The imitation of an action that is serious and dso, as having mag-
nitude, complete in itself; in language with pleasurable accessories,
each kind brought in separately in the pans of the work; in a dra-
matic, not in a narrative form; with inciden$ arousios piry and fear,
wherewith to accomplish its catharsis of such emotions.

Later he spoke of the plot:

Plots are either simple or complex, since the actions they represent
are naturally of this twofold description. The action, proceeding in
the way defined, as one continuous whole, I call simple, when
the change in the hero's fornrnes takes place without Peripety or
Discovery and complex when it involves one or the other, or both.
These should each of them arise out of the structure of the Plot
itself, so as to be the consequence, necessary or probable, or the
antecedents.

Subsequently, Aristotle spoke of the tragic hero:

There remains, then, the intermediate kind of personage, a man
not pre-eminently virtuous and just, whose misfortune, however, is
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brought upon him not by vice and depraviry but by some error bf
judgement, of the number of those in the enjoyment of great repu-
tation and prosperiry; e.g. Oedipus, Thyestes, and the men o{ note
of similar families. The perfect Plot, accordingly, must have a single,
and not (as some tell us) a double issue; the change in the hero's for-
tunes must be not from misery to happiness, but on the contrary
from happiness to misery; and the cause of it must lie not in any
depravity, but in some great error on his part; the man himself being
either 6uch as we have described, or better, not worse, than that.
(Bywater's translation)

There is little of note between him and the writers of the
Renaissance period. Diomedes (4th c. eo), for example, remarks that
tragedy is a narrative about the fonunes of heroic or semidivine char-
acters. Isidore of Seville (c. 6th-7th c.) observes that ragedy com-
prises sad stories about commonwealths and kings. John of Garland
(rzth c.) describes tragedy as a poem written in the grand style about
shameful and wicked deeds; a poem which begins in joy and ends in
grief. And Chaucer, in the prologue to The Monk's Tale, gives a .rep-

resentative medieval view:

Tragedie is to seyn a certeyn storie,
As olde bookes maken us memorie,
Of hym that stood in greet prosperitee
And is yfallen out of heigh degree
Into myserie, and endeth wrecchedly.

Later, Sir Philip Sidney eloquently refers to 'high and excellent
Tragedy' that opens the greatest wounds and displays the ulcers
covered with tissue; tragedy which makes kings fear to be tyrants and
tyrants to 'manifest their tyrannical humours'. Sidney goes on to say
that it stirs 'the affects of admiration and commiseration, teacheth the
uncertainty of this world, and upon how weak foundations gilden
roofs are builded'.

In the end it becomes fairly clear, from both theory and practice,
that, hitherto, tragedy has tended to be a form of drama concerned
with the fornrnes and misfomlnes, and, ultimately, the disasters, that
befall human beings of title, power and position. For example:
Oedipus, Agamemnon, Antigone, Hecuba, Romeo andJuliet, Antony
and Cleopatra, Hamlet, the Duchess of Malfi, Samson, Phbdre, Jaffrer
and Belvidera, Cato, Don Carlos, Brand, Deirdre. . .\U(hat makes
them tragic figures is that they have qualities of excellence, of noble-
ness, of passion; they have virnres and gifts that lift them above the

.ordinary run of mortal men and women. In tragedy these attributes
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are seen to be insufficient to save them either from self-destruction or
from destruction brought upon them. And there is no hope for them.
There is hope, perhaps, after the tragedy, but not duing it. The over-
whelming part about tragedy is the element of hopelessness, of
inevitability. This aspect of tragedy is nowhere better expressed than
by the Chorus at the beginning of Anouilh's play Antigonez

. . . The machine is in perfect order; it has been oiled ever since
time began, and it runs without friction. Death, treason and sorrow
are on the march; and they move in the wake of storm, of tears, of

. stillness . . . Tragedy is clean, it is resrful, it is flawless . . . In tragedy
nothing is in doubt and everyone's destiny is known. That makes
for tranquillity. There is a sort of fellow-feeling among characters
in a tragedy: he who kills is as innocent as he who gets killed: it's
all a matter of what paft you are playing. Tragedy is restful; and the
reason is that hope, that foul, deceitful thing, has no paft in it.

Tragedy is the disaster which comes to those who represent and
who symbolize, in a peculiarly intense form, those flaws and short-
comings which are universal in a lesser form. Tragedy is a disaster that
happens to other people; and the greater the person, so it seems, the
more acute is their tragedy. Put at its crudest - the bigger they are the
harder they fall.

In a way also, tragedy is a kind of protesq it is a cry of terror or
complaint or rage or anguish to and against whoever or whatever is
responsible for'this harsh rack', for suffering, for death. Be it God,
Nature, Fate, circrrmstance, chance or just something nameless. It is a
'cry'about the ragic situation in which the tragic hero or heroine find
themselves.

On the plane of realiry the life and death of Christ have dl the basic
traditional elements of tragedy - especially inevitabiliry. His death was
foreseen and forecast, and was a 'foregone conclusion'. And even
Christ was very nearly without hope. His cry of agony and despair
from the Cross was the final proof, so to speak, of the authenticity of
his human natur€.

By participating vicariously in the grief, pain and fear of the tragic
hero or heroine, the spectator, in Aristotle's words, experiences
piry and fear and is purged. Or, again crudely, he has a good cry
and feels better. But then, comedy (q.".) purges, too - through
laughter. And laughter and tears are so closely associated physically
and physiologically that often we do not know whether to laugh or
to cry. And comic relief (q.v.) in tragedy serves many purposes, not
least preventing the spectator from being overcharged with tragic
emotion.
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Classical Greek tragedy is almost wholly devoid of comedy (though
the occasional grim observation or rejoinder might raise a laconic
smile), but the Greek tragedians made up for this by having a satyr
plry @.v.) to make the fourth part of the tetralogy (q.v.) and this was
a kind of palliative burlesqu e after the full cathaftic experience of pity
and fear.

The Greeks were the first of the tragedians and it was upon their
work only that Aristotle formed his conclusions. Unhappily, owing to
Aristotle's immense prestige and authority, his theories were later mis-
applied and misused: either by trying to make them 6t all forms of
tragedy; or by doing the opposite and excluding all those works which
did not fit his descriptions. Both misapplications were equally
harmful.

The principal writers of tragedy before Aeschylus, Sophocles and
Euripides, were Phrynicus, Pratinas and Choerilus, and the semi-
legendary Thespis (fl. r. lt4 Bc). Thespis is believed to have made a
major innovation by introducing an actor into tragic performances
which formerly were given by a Chorus (q.v.) alone. To this Aeschylus

$rS-+56 nc) added a second, and Sophocles (495-4o6 sc) a third;
namely protagonist, deuteragonist and tritagonist (qq.r.). Both these
playwrights and Euripides (48o-4o6 nc) made other modifications and
improvements to the structure of tragedy.

Aeschylus wrote about ninety plays of which seven are extant,
namely: Suppliants, Persians, Seaen Against Thebes, Prornetheus
Bound, and the Oresteian trilogy which comprises Agamemnon,
Choepbori and Eumenides. Sophocles was even more prolific. He is
credited with rzo plays and at the dramatic festivals won eighteen
times with eighteen different tetralogies. Only seven of his works are
also extant, namely: Antigone, Oedipus Tyrannus, Eleara, Ajax,
Tracbiniae, Pbiloaetes and Oedipus at Colonus. The output of
Euripides was almost as great. Eighty or ninety plays are ascribed to
him, and eighteen of these (if we include Rhesus) survive. Of these the
main works are: Alcestis, Med,ea, Hippolytus, Trojan Wornen, Orestes,
Iphigenia at Aulis, Bacchae, And.romacbe, Hecuba, Electra and
Ipbigeni.a in Tauis.

By 4oo, nc Greek tragedy seems to have run itself ouq but a
hundred-odd years had produced a tragic corpus that has certainly not
been surpassed.

There is relatively little of note in Roman tragedy except for the
work of Seneca which, fifteen hundred years after his death, was to
have a very considerable influence on Elizabethan tragedy.In z4o nc
Livius Andronicus first presented rough adaptations of Greek tragedy,
and he continued to do that. Naevius, a younger contemporary
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composed tragedies on Greek subjects and themes, and elso fabuhe
prdetextae (see renure). His main successors were Ennius, Pacuvius
and Accius who also wrote occasional Prnetextae. After them tragedy
declined and it was not until the age of Nero that Seneca (c. 4 Bc-AD
55) made any notable contribution to the genre. He was a prolific
writer of tragedies who took the bulk of his subjects from Greek
sources; but his tragedies were not intended for the shge.

Thereafter, for r,;oo years, there appears to be no tragedy of any
kind anywhere. It seems almost incredible that a thousand years of
Byzantine civilization produced no drama. 

'We 
can only surmise that

the lirurgy of the Church satisfied the dramatic and histrionic needs
of the Byzantine Greeks.

In the Middle Ages Classical drama was not known; nor were
Aristotle's theories. In that period tragedy was a story of the kind that
Chaucer described in his Prologue to Tbe Monk's Thle. The greatest
tragedy of all (namely the Passion and death of Christ) had been
played in real life. From it grew the richly complex, symbolic drama
of church ritual. In the absence of drama this must have been theatre
and spectacle enough. However, out of the Mystery Plays (q.t.), some
of which dealt with the Passion and Death of Christ, the secular drama
evolved; and in the Elizabethan period tragedy as a form was revived.
Seneca provided the model for a formal five-act play in a rhetorical
sryle.

An early and important example of this was Gorboduc (ry6r) by
Thomas Sackville and Thomas Norton. Often regarded as the first
Elizabethan tragedy, it was also a kind of political Mordiry Play (q.v.)
on the proper government of a kingdom.

The Senecan model produced approximately two kinds of tragedy:
academic drama (q.tt.), based on Classical rules and often using a
Chorus (q.rr.) of the type used by the Greeks and Romans; and the
much more important genre of revenge tragedy (q.rt.). A notable early
instance of the latter is Thomas Kydt Spanish Tragedy (c. r y86). To
this tradition and convention also belong Marlowe's Tbe lew of Maha
(c. rygz), and Shakespeare's Titus Andronicus (r59$ and Hamlet (c.
r(,q-4). There are many other well-known instances.

During the latter part of the r5th c. and until approximately t64o,
dramatists paid less attention to the Classical rules and conventions
and worked out what was suitable for their individual needs. In fact
we find a large number of tragedies in this period whose form and
structure show considerable variations. In rough chronological order
some of the more famous and notable works are: Thomas Preston's
Cambyses (tS6g); Marlowe's Dr Faustu.r (c. r588), a play which used
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some of the convendons of the Morality; the anonymous Ard,en of
Faaersltam (c. rSgz), a very early instance of what has been described
as domestic tragedy (q.o.); several major works by Shakespeare,
namely: Romeo and Juliet (t. ,rg), Othello (t6o4), King Lear $6o6),
Macbeth (c. 6o6), Antony and Cleopatrd (c. 6o6-7) and Corioknas
(c. r5o8); George Peele's David and Bethsabe (t59); John Marston's
Antonio and Mellida ft6oz) and his Antonio's Revenge (t6oz);
Chettle's The Tragedy t Hoffrnan Q6oz); Thomas Heywood's I
Wornan Killed witb Kindness (r6q); Ben Jonson's Sejanus (r6o3) and
his Catiline (16rr), both of which were influenced by Classical
models; Chapman's Bussy D'Arnbois (t6o7), Tbe Reoenge of Bussy
D'Ambois (1613), Caesar and Pompey Qgr) and Tbe Tragedy of
Chabot G6lil;Tourneur's The Revenger's Tragedy Q6o) andhis The
Atheist's Tragedy (r5r r); 

'Webster's 
The White Devil (c. r6o8), Appius

and Virginia (c. 16o9) and The Dachess of Malfi (c. r5r3-r4); the
anonymous ;{ Yorkshire Tragedy (16o8), a curiosity in its way;
Beaumont and Fletcher's The Maid's Traged,y (c. 16ro), plus several
other works by this very prolific pair of partners; Middleton'sWomen
Beuare Women (c. ftzr); Middleton and Rowley's Tbe Changeling
(16zz); Massinger's The Roman Aoor Q6z6);John Ford's Tbe Broken
Heart (t6l) and his 'Tis Pity She's a Whore (t5lf ).

During approximately the same period tragedy burgeoned in Spain,
where the main writers were Lope de Vega Q56z-635), Molina
(t57:r_1648) and Calder6n (r5oo-8r), and just as a declension began
in England and Spain so the form began to flourish in France where
the two finest exponents were Corneille and Racine. This was tragedy
in a traditional grand manner, in an heroic manner. As Racine
expressed it in his Preface to Bdrdnice $668)z 

'Ce n'est point une n6ces-
sit6 qu'il y ait du sang et des morts dans une trag6die; il suffit que I'ac-
tion en soit grande, que les acteurs en soient hdroiques, que les passions
y soient excit6es, et que tout s'y ressente de cette tristesse majestueusg
qui fait tout le plaisir de la trag6die.'And both these dramatists con-
ceived the tragic form in Classical terms. The major works of Corneille
are: Mddde (r5jl), Le Cid $96), Horace, Cinna and Polyeuae (all
fi4o), La Mort de Pomp1e Q6q?), and Rodogune (t6++).Those of
Racine are Androrna.que ft66), Iphigdnie b6ld, Phddre 062il,
Britannicu.s (1569), Bdrdnice $67o), Mithridate (16Z), Esther (1589)
and Atbalic $69r).

In the latter part of the rTth c. there was a slight revival of tragedy
in England, but it was very slight. The most notable work of the period
(belonging to the caregory heroic drama, q.o.) was Dryden's All for
Loae Q678), a highly successful re-working of the story of Antony
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and Cleopatra. Minor works were Milton's Samson Agonistes Q67r);
Thomas Otway's Venice Presented (1682); and Thomas Southernet
Tbe Fatal Maniage (16g+).

It is a commonplace of dramatic history that from c. rToo onwards
reladvely little tragedy of note was written; or, to put it another way,
little that has survived has proved of durable interest. There seems
to be a definite connection between the decline of verse drama and
the inferiority of tragedy. In the r8th c. playwrights tended to
write under the influence of Classical rules and models, or they
attempted something like domestic or bourgeois tragedy. Prose and
verse were used. But verse drama was seldom successful. This is true
also of the rgth c. Dramatic prose was usually senriceable; verse
was too often like an unconscious parody or deliberate imitation of
Elizabethan and Jacobean blartk verse (q.a.).These faults are very
noticeable in the works of, for example, quite a talented dramatist like

James Sheridan Knowles (1784-1862), whose best tragedy was Caius
Graccbus (r8ry), and in plays by Keats, Tennyson, Browning and
Swinburne.

Nevertheless, during the r8th and rgth c. a large number of
European playwrights did experiment with tragic formulae, and in
some cases with considerable or varying success. Among the more
notable achievements one should mention Nicholas Rowe's The Fair
Penitent (rlo) and his Tbe Tragedy of Jane Shore (rZt+); Addison's
Cato (t7ry); Lillo's The London Mercbant GZlr); Johnson's lrene
(tZ+il; Edward Moore's The Gamester Q7g); Lessing's Miss Sara
Simpson (r7y1);John Home's Doughs (tll6); Lessingt Emilia Galotti

Gzlz) and his Nathan the Wise (rzSt); Alfieri's Saul (t784) and his
Mina $786); Schiller's Doz Carlos (r28il; George Colman the
Younger's The lron Cbest (tlg6); Schiller's Maria Stuart (r8oo);
Kleist's Penthesilea (r8o8) and Pince of Hornbrrg (r8rr); Shelley's
Cenci (written in r8r8, but first performed in 1886); Victor Hugo's
Hernani (r83o) and Ruy Bks Q\8); Biichner's Danton's Deatb (r8ll)
and his incomplete Woyzech $\6-).

Near the end of the rgth c. two Scandinavian dramatists brought
about a wholly unexpected revolution of tragic form and subject. Their
works displayed the tragedy of disease, of eccentriciry of bad hered-
iry of madness and more or less psychotic and emotionally morbid
states. Their tragic vision revealed a sociery that was diseased; spiritu-
ally and morally corrupt and decadent. In Ibsen's case the vision gave
great and bitter offence. rUflhat he exposed was too near the truth for
almost anybody's comfort. One can say that their tragedies were
unlike anything written hitherto, and, like many that followed, far
removed from Classical and Aristotelian concepts. Some of their major
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works in the tragic mode were: Strindberg's Tbe Father (r8S7) and
Miss Jutie (rSS9);1bsen's.r'l Doll's House (rSZil, Brand. (r8Sy), Hedda
Gabler (r89r) andJohn Gabriel Borhman G\g).

Since then a large number of dramatists have attempted different
kinds of tragedyl or serious plays which are tragic in rone, import and
intention. Notable instances are: Synge's Riders to tbe Sea Q9o4) and
his Deirdre of the Sorrozos (r9ro) dranville-Barker's Wasti (r9o);
Eugene O'Neill's Emperor lones (r9zo) end All God's Cbillun (tgr+);
O'Casey's luno and tbe Paycock (rgr+); Lorcat Blood Wedding
(tgti, Yerma (tgl+) and Tbe Hoase of Bemarda Alba (t9a); T. S.
Eliot's M arder in th e C ath e dral ( t gl I ); Maxwell Anderson's Winterset

Ggt); Clifford Odem's Gold,en Boy (ty); Anouilh's Antigone
(, g + +); Tennessee \Ufilliams's A S tr e e t car N ame d D e s ir e (, g +il; Arthur
Miller's Death of a Salesrnan $948) and his A Vieat from tbe Bridge

OgS); John Arden's Serjeant Musgraoe's Dance (tg1g); and John
McGrath's Eztents afiile Gaarding the Bofors Gun (t966).

If tragedy, like other major art forms, is to be taken as an expres-
sion and reflection of man's nature, and his vision of the universe and
his role and position in it, in any society or period, then the concepr
of tragedy has changed greatly since the r5th c. The scale and tone of
tragedy or anything resembling it has been modified. Ve now have
the grief, the misery the disaster, of the ordinary man. Not a king
or a queen or a prince, but an everyday mother, tramp, peasant or
salesman.

Two powerful influences in the zoth c. theatre have been the Theatre
of the Absurd and the Theatre of Silence (q q.v.). Nowadays the poten-
tially ragic dramatist is more likely to express the sadness and
wretchedness of man's position by understatement; even to the point
of saying nothing. \(hat a world of difference rhere is between the
magnificent, ar-ticulate, self-conscious and deeply moving valedictory
speech of Othello, and the broken, barely articulate concluding words
of Davies in Pinter's Tbe Caretaker - a farewell which just rambles
^way into a long silence (the stage direction is Long Silence).See eNec-
NORISIS; DRAME; HAMARTIA; HUBRIS; METATHEATRE; PERIPETEIA;

TRAGIC FLAV.

tragedy ofblood See nrvsNGE TRAcEDv.

tragic flaw Traditionally that defect in a tragic hero or heroine which
leads to their downfall. To all intents and purposes a synonym for the
Greek hamartia (q.v.).The locus chssicus is Hamlet,I, iv, 4-36. See
also nvsxls; TRAGEDY.

tragic irony See rnor.ry.
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tragi-comedy The term derives from a reference by Plaurus (214-184

nc; to the unconventional mixture of kings, gods and seryants in his

own play Arnphitruo as tagico-comoedia. However, the idea of tragi-

co-edy was not new even then since Euripides's Alcestis and lphigenia
(both tragedies) had happy endings; and Aristotle had made it clear in

Poetics that audiences preferred the kind of endings where Poetic
justice (q,n.) was seen to be done.

From the late Middle Ages (or early Renaissance) there are two

roughly identifiable genres of tragi-comedy in drama: the Neoclassical

and the popular. Some Italian playwrights, of whom the best known is

Giraldi Cinthio, wrote several tragedies with happy endings, which he

called tragedie miste ('mixed tragedies'). Others wrote what Polonius

might have called tragical comedies (or comical tragedies), which had

re.io,s main plots and comic sub-plots (q.o.). By the end of the r6th

c. these two kinds had drawn together and were more or less indis-

tiguishable. By this time, anyway,we find an increasing mingling of

uagic and comic elements, the use of comic relief (q.r.) in tragedy, and

what might be called tragic aggravation or heightening in comedy.

A different kind of tragi-comedy was that devised by the Italian

Guarini $g7-t6tz), author of the Pastoral drama Il pastor fido
(c. 1181). Guarini drew on the pastoral (q.".) tradition. Like Cinthio

he had characters of rank and nobility and also tragic elements; but

he also presented comic episodes and characters and used appropriate
. comic diction. His play had a mixed reception and some critics

attacked it. As a result he wrote his Cornpendia delh poesia tragicorn-

ica $6ol to defend and explain what he was aiming at. He stressed

particularly the need for a style of poetry which should bc midway-bet*een 
that suitable for tragedy and comedy. Il pastor fidohad a con-

siderable vogue in England in the ryth c.It was often translated and

also acted in a Latin version at Cambridge. The dramatist most

influenced by Guarini in England was John Fletcher, whose version

of Guarini was The Faithful Shepherdess (c. 16o8). His preface,

following Guarini, describes the genre: 'A tragicomedy is not so

called in respect of minh and killing, but in respect it wants deaths,

which is enough to make it no tragedy,yet brings some near it, which

is enough to make it no comedy. . .'Beaumont and Fletcher between

them created several tragi-comedies for courtly audiences in private

theatres.
Shakespeare also wrote tragi-comedies. All are different from each

other and from anything that preceded them: namely Troilus and

Cressida (t6oz), All's Well that Ends Well, Measure for Measure ft6o4),
The Winter's Tale (16o9-ro), Cyrnbeline (c. 16ro) and The Tempest
(c, firr). Ben Jonson seems not to have approved of tragi-comedy (he
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describe it as 'mongrel') but late in life he wrote Tbe Sad Sbepherd

(164r), of which only two acts were completed, and this is a tragi-

comedy. Other works of note were: Beaumont and Fletch er's Phihster,

or Looe Lies Bleeding (c. firc) and chapman's Tbe widoat's Tears

(16rz). John Marston, Thomas Heywood, Massinger, Shirley, Dryden

and Davenant also wrote tragi-comedies.
It is noticeable that by the rurn of the r5th c. something like a theory

of tragi-comedy is evolving. Ve find John Florio referring to 'tragi-

comedia' and Sir Philip Sidney in his Apologie for Poetrie (rsgt),

speaking of 'mungrell Tragi-comedie'. In r5o3 Samuel Harsnet alludes

to Plautust classification thus: 'Our Daemonopoiia or Devill-fiction

is Tragico-Comoedia, a mixture of both as Amphitryo in Plautus

is . . .'-And 
'!flilliam 

Drummond of Hawthornden refers to this

tragi-comedy called life.
fhe pioneer of tragi-comedy in France was Robert Garnier

Gt++-go), who wrote Bradamante (r582). Thereafter the genre was

developed by Jean Schelandre, who wrote Tyr et Sidon, first produced

in 16o8 and later rewritten under the influence of Alexandre Hardy

(c. t169-t632.), a prolific writer of tragi-comedies who borrowed

his plot materials from Spanish sources: notably Cervantes, who had

been influenced by the novel Tragicomedia de Calisto y Melibea.

Something like two hundred tragi-comedies were produced in France

in the period c. r6zt7o. Outstanding examples were Rotrou's Doz

Bemard de Cabrdre (t647), Corneille's Don Sanche d'Aragon Q6a9)
and MoliEre's Le Misanthrope $666).

Vith the demise of verse drama, dramatic tragi-comedy virtually

disappeared, but occasionally a playwright has combined tragic and

comic elements in such a way as to warrant his work being called tragi-

comedy. Notable examples are Rostand's Cyrano de Bergerac Q|g);
Chekhov's lJncle Vanya (r9oo) and The Cberry Orchard (r9oa); J. M.

Synge's The Shadoa, of the Glen (rgol); Ashley Duke's Jeu Siils

(igig); Giraudoux's La Folle de Chaillot Gg+); Marcel A,ym6's The

Count of Clerembard $95o); Brendan Behant Tbe Quare Fglloat

(tgl+); and Samuel Beckett's Waiting for Godot (tgtl), which the

author described as a tragi-comedy. More recently, David Hare's Seset

Rapture (rgSg) might also come into the category.

but distinctions between tragi-comedy, black comedy (q.o.) and

what Jean Anouilh calls pidces noires and pidces gingantes are difficult

to make. From the r8th c. onwards the French have tended to use the

rcrm drame (q.a.) to denote a serious play which contains some

comedy; and there are literally hundreds of plays extant from, say,

rSoo which are now loosely called 'dramas' because they do not fit

into any easily identifiable category.
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One may conclude that the Elizabethan and Jacobean concePtion

of life as a tragi-comedy was an attemPt to balance and reconcile a

conflict of vision. This would help to explain the mordant wit and the

more macabre elements; also the sudden and sombre events which

unexpectedly overshadow the radiance of plays like Much Ado About

Notbing.It is a commonplace that surprisingly little tragedy of note

has been produced since the ryth c. whereas there have been many

excellent plays with tragic qualities and tragic potentialities.
It should also be noted that since early in the zoth c. the theatre of

the absurd (q.v.) has been a major influence in drama; perhaps panly

as a result of this the 'darker' comedies of the Elizabethan and

Jacobean playwrights have become particularly popular.

tranche de vie See srrcr oF LIFE.

transcendentalism A New England movement which flourished from

c. r83y to r85o. It had its roots in romanticism (q.n.) and in Post-
Kantian idealism by which Coleridge was influenced. It had a consid-

erable influence on American art and literature. Basically religious, it

emphasized the role and importance of the individual conscience, and

the value of intuition in matters of moral guidance and inspiration. The

actual term was coined by opponents of the movement' but accepted

by its membels (e.g. Ralph Valdo Emerson, r8o3-82, one of the

leaders, published Tbe Transcendentalist in r84r). The group were also

social reformers. Some of the members, besides Emerson, were famous

and included Bronson Alcott, Henry David Thoreau and Nathaniel

Hawthorne.

transferred epithet See rrvpert.AcE.

transgressio See nvpunnetoN.

translatio SeeIvruePson.

translation Despite the truth of the Italian aphorism'traduttore tradi-

tore', there have been many praiseworthy and successful (and, in some

cases, superlative) translations across alarge number of languages - not

least from foreign tongues into English. Three basic kinds of transla-

tion may be distinguished: (a) a more or less literally exact rendering

of the original meaning at the expense of the syntax' grammar, collo-

quialism and idiom of the language into which it is put (e.g. Lang, Leaf

and Myers' famous ranslation of the lliad, 1883); @) an attemPt to

convey the spirit, sense and style of the original by finding equivalents
in syntax, grammar and idiom (e.g. Dryden's Virgil, ftgil; (c) a fairly

free adaptation which retains the original spirit but may considerably
alter sryle, strucfllre, grammar
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free versions of six of Calder6n's plays, r8y3; the same aurhor's version
of Omar Khayy,im, r8lg).

Notable landmarks in the history of translation are: King Alfred's
translation of Boethius's De Consohtione and of Bede's Ecclesiastical
History @th c.); Luther's version of the Bible (tpz1$; \Tilliam
Adlington's translatio n of Th e Golden Ass by Apuleius (t 1 66);Nonh's
version of Plutarcb's Lioes (t1Zil; Marlowe's of Ovid's Elegies (t lgo);
George Chapman's of the lliad $;98-r6rr); Florio's of Montaigne's
Essays (r5o3); The English Authorized Version of the Bible (r5rr);
Dryden's Virgil $68); Pope's lliad (t7rl-zo); Schlegel's Sbahespeare
(r797-t8ro); Jowett's version of Plato (r87r). Other outstanding
translators are: C. M. R. Leconte de Lisle, Ezra Pound, Arthur \(aley,
Scott Moncrieff, E. V. Rieu and Robert Graves.

transmutatio SeeNrutoNyMy.

travel book A neglected and much varied genre of great antiquiry to
which many famous, more or less professional or 'full-time' writers
have contributed, but which has also been enriched by a number of
occasional writers. For the most part these have been diplomars,
scholars, missionaries, soldiers of fortune, doctors, explorers and
sailors. The genre subsumes works of exploration and advenrure as
well as guides and accounts of sojourns in foreign lands and
includes such various works as: Pausanias's Helkdos Periegesis or
'guide' to Greece (znd c. eo); Giraldus Cambrensis's ltinerarium
Cambriae (c. rr88); the extravaganzas of Sir John Mandeville or
Jean d'Outremeuse (namely his Travels, printed 1496), and Baron
Munchausen (namely, Narrative of bis Maruellous Trazsels by Rudolph
Raspe, rZSl); Friedrich Humboldt's immense output of travel narra-
tives combined with scientific reporrs (thirty volumes in all, produced
in the rgth c.); Curzon's classic work on Persia (Persia and tbe Persian

Question, tSgz); Scott's record of Polar exploration (Tbe Voyage of
tbe Discooery, rgot);D. H. Lawrence's personal and highly subjective
account of a brief trip to Sardinia (Sea and Sardinia, rg4); and the
well-documented and scholarly descriptions of his journey's in Russia
and the Balkans by Sir Fitzroy Maclean (Eastem Approaches, rg4g).

Some of the earliest records of travels come from Egypt; for
instance, an anonymous r4th c. Bc record known as Tbe Joarneying
of the Master of the Captains of Egypt; and an accounr by Cosmas of
Alexandria (c. ao ya8) of travels in Ethiopia and the Indian Ocean.
From China we have edrly accounts of travels in India by Fa-Hian (c.
N j99-4r4), and by Shaman Hwui-Li (c. eo 53o) of journeys in the
Far East. The Histories of Herodotus (c. 485-425 nc) are a fascinating
record of extensive travels in Egypt, Africa and elsewhere. And in
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Greek literagure there is the almost epic narrative of Xenophon (c. +io
nc) about the return of the Ten Thousand from Sardis. Among Roman
authors Horace (61-8 nc) has left a record of a iourney to Brundisium,
and there are interesting accounts by Gaius Solinus (3rd c. eo) of jour-

neys to Britain and Asia. A notable Arabian traveller was Ibn Battutah
(r3o4-78), who for twenty-eight years travelled round the Far East,
India" Africa, South Russia, Egypr, Spain and elsewhere and who in

r j t4 compiled a copious description of his journeyings. In the r5th c.
Al Hassan Ibn Mohammed Al Vezas Al Fasi (a Moor), later known
as Leo Africanus, left an account of his travels in the Mediterranean.
Two Persian travellers of importance were Abd-Er-Rezzak

Samarqandi (r4r3-82) and Don Juan of Persia (r;6er6oy). The

former described a journey to Samarkand; the latter, an expedition to
Muscovy. One of the earlier German travellers was Albert de
Mandelslo (c. rfi$ whose record of a trip to Muscovy and Persia
is particularly interesting. An enterprising Russian traveller of the
Middle Ages was the man known as Abbot Daniel of Kiev (c. trc7)

who recorded a journey to the Holy Land. Among Dutchmen one

should mentionJan Huygen van Linschoten (c. t163-r6rr), who made

a long trip to the East Indies in tg6. One of the earlier travellers of
French origin was St Silvia of Aquitaine, who, c. AD 4oo, made an

extensive journey to the Near East. And in the r4th c. a French friar,

Jordanus of S6verac, also went to the Near East, Armenia and India.
Apan from Columbus and Vasco da Gama, an early Pornrguese trav-
eller of some note was Francisco de Alvarez (c.461-r;4r) who set

off c. 487 for the land of the legendary Prester John. In the r6th c.

another Portguese, Fernlo Mendes Pinto (r1oa83), travelled to the
Far East. A much more famous contemporary of. his, the Jesuit Fr
Mathew Ricci (r 112-r6ro),went to China and spent many years there.
He left an absorbing account of this, which a modern writer, Vincent
Cronin, used in his equally interesting narrative called The Wise Man

frorn tbe West. A well-known ryth c. Pornrguese explorer and

traveller was Jeronimo Lobo $93-1678), who ventured to Ethiopia.
Early Spanish travellers have also left us memorable accounts of their
voyages. Ruy Gonzillez de Clavijo, for example, who also took that
legendary 'golden road' to Samarkand c. r4o3; and Antonio de

Herrera y Tordesillas (r 55y-r6z), who travelled to Darien, and the
great Cort6s (r48y-r 547), the conqueror of Mexico. A contemporerft
Garcilaso Inca de la Vega, also left an account of travels in Central
America - c. rt3g-42. Another contemporary was a man who

signed himself 'A Gentleman of Elvas' and gave a version of Don
Ferdinando's travels in Florida (c. ty4e4z). Among Italians one

should mention the record of John of Pian de Carpine's journey to
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Russia (in rz4). This was written by a man known as Friar Benedict
the Pole. A little later the legnedary-Marco Polo (c. r2t4-t,. r 1,24) made
his famous journeys to the East. In the middle of the r4th c. John de
Marignolli travelled to see the Emperor of the Tatars. In the follow-
ing century and a half the Cabots (John and Sebastian) made their
journeys to the South American seas and the Far East. And in the
r6th c. Cellini wrote extensive accounrs in his Mernoirs of his various
peregrinations.

These are only a handful of the many who, in Classical rimes, in the
Middle Ages and during the Renaissance period, explored the then
known world and opened up the unknown.

From the r6th c. onwards the Near East, the Middle F.ast and the
Far East, Asia and parts of Africa were increasingly explored and
travelled, and the world of the Americas was gradually charted. As
the world became more navigable and better known, so travel books
of every kind proliferated. Here there is only space to mention a few
of the hundreds that exist.

One of the earliest extant accounrs of an Englishman's travels
abroad is that concerning one Villibald who ser our for Rome
with his father, brother and sister in c. eo 7r8. This record is
anonymously written by a nun of Heidenheim.

But it is not until the r6th c. that we find plentiful narratives by
Englishmen travelling abroad. For example, Anthony Jenkinson's
account of a trip to Russia in 1557; and Thomas Dallam's account of
a journey to Constantinople in r5g9. Dallam was organist to Queen
Elizabeth.

In the last half of the r6th c. a number of accounts of explorarory
journeys began to appear. A random selection of these is: Martin
Frobisher's Third Voyage to tbe North-We.sf (r y78); Barlowe's account
of the Discovery of Virginia (rl8+); John Davis's Voyage to the Straits
of Magelkn $59v); Henry Mayt Voyage to the East andWest Indies
(rlpt-+); Richard Hawkins's Voyage in the Pacif.c 0590; Raleght
account of the discovery of Guinea (tlgl); Fynes Moryson's trip
to the Levant (r1g6-il; James Lancaster's Voyage to the East Indies
(16or-3); Sylvester Jourdan's account of the discovery of the
Bermudas Q6o); and Habbakuk Prickett's narrarive of Hudson's lasr
voyage about the return of the Discooery from the norrh-west (r6r r).

From this period two great collections of travel records survive. The
first is Hakluyt's Pincipall Navigations, Voiages, and Discoaeies of
the Englisb Nation (tlg8); and the successor to this work, known as
Hakluytus Posthumus, or Purcbas bis Pilgrimes, contayning a History
of tbe World in Sea Voyages and Land Travell by Englishrnen and
otbers $62). Purchas made use of MSS left by Hakluyt.
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Other works from the rtth to the rTth c. worthy of panicular
mention are: Pero Tafurt Las andancas e ttiajes (r+ll-); Flavio
Biondo's ltalia Instaurdtd (c. r Soo); Nicolas de Nicolay's Quatres
Premiers Linres GS6il; The Travels of John Sanderson in the Leoant
(1184-16oz); A Rehtion of a Jonrney begun An. Dom. 16ro Q6r)by
George Sandys; Coryat's Crudities and Coryat's Cramb (16rr) by
Thomas Coryat; A voiag of ambasad (t6fi) by John Tradescant; The
Totall Discourse of the Rare Adaentares and Painefull Peregrinations,
Etc. of Villiam Lithgow 06lz); A Voyage into tbe Levant by Sir
Henry Blount $616); A New Voyage aroand the World Q69) by
rVilliam Dampier, which he followed with Voyages and Destiptions
(t698) and A Voyage to New Holknd (rZolt); A Joarney from Aleppo
to Jernsalem at Easter AD 1697 by Henry Maundrell (c. ryq); A
Faitbful Account of the Religion and Manners of the Mahometans

GZo+) byJoseph Pitts; and, perhaps the best of all ryrhc. travel books,
the ten volumes written by Evliya Celebi in the course of his travels
through the Ottoman Empire in Europe, Asia and Africa. Evliya was
born in Istanbul in 16r r and died in r68e. He is one of the great travel-
writers and his works give an extraordinary amount of information on
the history geography, customs, folklore, etc. of the many countries
he visited.

Travel became easier in the rSth c. (hence the popularity of the
Grand Tour, q.o.) and tlus there is a steadily increasing number of
works. The following are a few of the more notable instances: Aaron
Hilfs Account of tbe Present State of the Ottoman Empire (r7o9);Jean
Chardin's Voyage en Perse dt autc Indes Oricntales ft7rt); I(roodes
Rogers's A Cruizing Voyage roand tbe World (c. ryzo); Montesquiel's_
Lenres Persanes $7zt); Defoe's A Toar tbroagh the Whole Isknd of
Great Briuin (r7244);Thomas Shaw's Tratsels or Obsentations rekt'
ing to Several Parts of Barbary and the Lawnt (rZf 8); The Earl of
Sandwich's A Voyage performed. . . round the MediterYdnean in the
Years r78 and Ing G7jil; Charles Perry's A Vieat of tbe Levant

OZl};Richard Pococke's A DescviPtion of the East (t743-y); Roben
\flood's The Rains of Palmyra (tl1), and the same author'sThe Ruins
of Balbec (tz1il; Henry Fieldingt Joamal of a Voyage to Lisbon

OZS1); Lady Mary 'Vortley Montagu's Letters . . . Duing Traoels in
Eilrope, Asia and. Africa (tZ6l-);Smollet's Trartels in France and ltaly

ft766); Sterne's Sentimental Joumey tbrougb France and ltaly Q768);
James Boswell's An Account of Corsica (t768); Bougainville's Voyage
dutou,r du monde (rZlt);James Cookt accounts of his voyages, pub-
lished in t773, 1777 nd r784;Johnson'sJoarney to the Western Isknds
of Scotknd, (tZZ);Henry Swinburne's Travels througb Spain (tlZS4),
and the same author's Travels in the Tuo Sicilies $77y8a); Boswell's
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loumal of a Tour to tbe Hebrides GZ8); Arthur Young's Travels in
France (tZgr); Mungo Park's Tiaoels in the Inteior d Africa (rZgil;
plus many other works by European writers.

Early in the rgth c. Alexander von Humboldt, the great German
explorer, geographer, botanist and mineralogist, began to publish
the voluminous accounts of his global travels. All told they amount
to the biggest body of travel literature in existence composed by a
single person. Between r8o8 and fi27 he published thirty-five
volumes, finally gathered together under the title Voyage aux rdgions
dquinoxiales du Nouaeau Continent.These were translated by Helen
Villiams in the period fir4-29. Humboldt wrore several orher travel
books apart from this rnagnurn opus.

In the rgth and 2oth c. there is a positive flood of one sort and
another which shows no signs of abating. Since the Second rU(orld \Var,
'arm-chair'travelling has become an occupation for many people; and,
as travelling has become easier and easier, so people read more books
about the places they have heard of, have been to or are going to.

Here follow some of the outsanding works of the last r9o-odd
years: Nikolai Karamzin's Letters of a Russian Traveller (r8or), trans-
lated into English in ry57; Abraham Parsons's Traaels in Asia and
Afim (r8o8); James Morier's A Joumey tbrough Persia, Armenia and
Asia Minor to Constdntinople in tbe Years t 8o8-t 8o9 ( r 8 r z) and his ,,{
Second Joumey througb Persia (r8r8); Prince Ptickler-Muskau:s
Letters frorn a Dead Man (r83o), later published as Tbe Adventures
of Prince Piickler-Maskau in England, Wales and lreknd; Vrilliam
Cobbett's Rural Rides (r83o); George Sand's Lettres d'un r.toyageur

$\a4); \flilliam Beckford's Recolleoions of an Excursion to the
Monasteies of Alcobaga and Batalha (t8f l); Lamartine's Souaenirs,
Impressions, Pensdes et Paysages pendant iln aoyage en Orient (t8ll);
E. \f. Lane's Account of the Manners and Custorns of tbe Modem
Egyptians (r835); James \?'ellstead's Traoels in Arabia (r33S); Charles
Darwin's Voyage of the Beagle (t8fg); Richard Dana's Tano Years
before the Mast (r84o); George Borrow's The Bible in Spain (r8+l);
Kinglake's Eotben (,8++); Eliot 

'Warburton's 
Tbe Crescent and the

Cross (r8+l); Richard Ford's A Handbook for Traoellers in Spain
(rS+l); Thackeray's Comhill to Grand Cairo (rSa5); Robert Curzon's
Visits to Monasteies in the Leaant (r8+g); Sir Richard Burron's Scinde,
or Tbe Unhappy Valley (r8y r); Edward Lear's Joamal of a Landscape
Painter in Southem Calabria (r8yz); Laurence Oliphant's A Jonmey
to Khatmandu (t852) and his The Russian Shores of the Bkch Sea
(r8lf-+); Alfred \0'allace's Travels on the Amazon and Rio Negro
(r8lf); Sir Richard Burton's Personal Narrative of a Pilgrimage to El-
Medinah and Meccah (tS5l); C. T. Newton's First Footsteps in East
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Afriro (rSy5); David Livingstone's Missionary Traaels in S. Afica
(r8lZ); George Borrow's Wild Wales (r862); J. H. Speke's Joarnal of
the Disco,rlery of tbe Source of the Nile $89); David Livingston e's Tbe
Zambesi and its Tributaries (I861); Lady Duff Gordon's Letters from
Egypt (r863-y); lUf. G. Palgrave's Nanatiae of a Journey througb
Central and Eastem Arabia (1861); C. T. Newton's Travels and
Discoz.teies in tbe Levant (1869); Alfred \Uflallace's The Mahy
Archipekgo (1869); Sir Henry Stanley's Hou I Found Liaingstone
g87z); Sir Richard Burton's Unexplored Syria Q87z); Sir Arthur
Evans's Througb Bosnia and Herzegooina on Foot during tbe
Insunection r87y $876); R. L. Stevenson's Inknd Voyage (r878); Sir
Henry Smnley's Througb the Darh Continent (rS78); Sir Richard
Burton's Goldmines of Midian and Ruined Mi.dianite Cities (1878),
and that author's The Land of Midian Resisited (t82il; R. L.
Stevenson's Travels witb a Donhey OSZil; Sir Adolphus Slade's
Traoels in Turhey, Greece, erc. (1883); \(/.H. Hudson's The Parple
Land (rS8y) and, Idle Days in Patagonia $8y), plus, later, Ins Afoot
in Enghnd (tgo9); C. M. Doughry's Trartels in Arabia Deserta (r888);
Nansen's The First Crossing of Greenkad (rSS8); Lafcadio Hearn's
Tuo Years in the Frencb West Indies (r89o), Glimpses of Unfamiliar
Japan (t8q+) and Oat of the East $89); tUfi. g. Harris's A Joarney
tbrorgh tbe Yemen (r8gl); Pierre Loti's Le Ddsm (r8gl); D. G.
Hogarth's Awandeing Schohr in the Levant (1896); M"ry Kingsley's
Tratrck in West Afri* (tSgil; Hilaire Belloc's Path to Rome $gor);
Pierre Loti's Vers lEahan $9o4); Edith Durham's The Burden of the
Balkans (rgol) and Higb Albania (tgog); Genrude Bell's Tbe Desert
and the Sown (rgoil;V. H. Davies's Antobiograpby of a Srper-Tramp
(r9o8); H. M. Tomlinson's The Sea and tbe langle $gtz);Pierre Loti's
Un p6l6in d'Angleor $9rz); R. F. Scott's Scott's Last Erpedition
(rgtl); If. H. Hudson's Far Aany and, Long Ago (t9fi); Norman
Douglas's OId Calabria $9t t); H. St John B. Philby's The Heart of
Arabia Qgzz); Apsley Cherry Garrard's Tbe Worst Jonrney in the
World (tgzz); Aldous Huxley's testing Pikte $926); H. St John B.
Philby's Arabia of tbe Wahabis (r9e8); Olive Murray Chapman's
Aooss Laphnd (rglz); Bertram Thomas's Arabia Felix $yz); H. St

John B. Philbyt Tbe Empty Quarter (tgl);Peter Fleming's Brazilian
Adventure (tgll); Aldous Huxley's Acvoss the MexQne Bay (tgl+);
Anne Lindbergh's Nortb to tbe Orient (rgl); T. E. Lawrence's Tbe
Seoen Pilkrs of Wisdorn (rg5); Geoffrey Gorer's Afuo Dances

Qgl); Freya Stark's The Sonthem Gates of Arabia' Ggl6); Peter
Fleming's N ew s from Thrtary Q g I 6); Ella Mailla rt's F orb i.dde n J o urne y

Gglil; Robert Byron's The Road to Oxiana (rgt); Graham Greene's
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Lawless Roads (tglil; Freya Starkt Winter in Arabia (tp+o); Henry
Miller's Tbe Colossus of Maroussi $94); Rebecca W'est's Bkch Lamb
and Grey Falcon (tg+t); Denton Velch's Maiden Voyage Ug+); H. St
John B. Philby's A Pilgrirn in Arabia Gg+6); Evelyn \faugh's Wben
the Going was Good Gg+6) - a selection of all he wished ro preserve
from four previous travel books; Gerald de Gaury's Arabia Pboenix
(tg+6); R. A. B. Hamilton's Tbe Kingdorn of Melchior Og+g); Andr6
Dupeyrat's Mitzinari (rg+g); Thor Heyerdahlt The Kon-Tihi
Expedition (rglo); Laurens van der Post's Venture into tbe Interior
GgSr); Sir Arthur Grimble's A Pattem of Islands (rg1r); Heinrich
Harrer's Seoen Years in Tibet (tg1l); Peter Mayne's The Alleys of
Manahesh (tgS); V. S. Pritchett's Tbe Spanish Temper (r9y4); Lord
Kinrosst Within tbe Taurus (tg1d; Vincent Cronin's The Gold,en
Honeycomb (rgS0; Alberto Denti di Pirajno's A Cure for Serpents
GgS); Eric Newby's Tbe Last Grain Race (1956); Lawrence Durrell's
Bitter Lemons (tg1il; Gavin Maxwell's A Reed Shahen by tbe Wind
Gglil; Gerald Brenan's South frorn Granad.a (tg1); Laurens van der
Post's Tbe Lost World of the Kakbari (rgl8); Patrick Leigh Fermor's
Mani (tg1il; Thor Heyerdahl's Ahu-Ahu $958); Eric Newby's .r{
Sbort Walh in tbe Hind,a Kush 9958), which he followed with Sloa.tly
Down tbe Ganges (t966) end Tbe Big Red Train Rid.e (t978); J.A.
Cuddon's The Oail's Watchsong (t95o); \flilfred Thesigert Arabian
Sands (tg1g) and several others; James Morris's Venice (196o), plus
several others; V. S. Naipaul's An Area of Darkness Gg64), which he
followed with.,{ Tum in tbe South (rgSg); John Hillaby's Joumey to
tbe Jade Sea $96$ and toumey tbrough Bitain (1963); Sir Harry
Luke's Cyprus, a Portrait and Appreciation Gg6); Patrick Leigh
Fermor's Roumeli (t966); \flally Herbert's Acrass the Top of tbe World
(tg6g); Geoffrey Moorhouse's Calcatta and Tbe Fearful Void $97$;
Paul Theroux's The Great Railuay Bazaar (rgZ) and Tbe Old
Patagonian Express (tglil; Patrick Leigh Fermor's A Time of Gifts
(tglil, the 6rst volume of an autobiographical account of his travels
which he followed with Betarcen tbe Wood.s and the 

'Water 
(r9S5);

Gavin Young's Retum to the Marshes (rgZil, followed by lraq: Land
of Two Rioers (r98o), Slou Boats to China (r98r) and Slou Boats
Home (rp8l); Bruce Chatwin's In Patagonia $975) andThe Songlines
Gg8il;Jonathan Raban's Old Glory (r98r); Colin Thubron's Among
the Rassians (1983) and Behind tbe Wall (tg8il,plus some on the Near
East; Philip Glazebrook's Joumey to Kars (tp8+); Redmond
O'Hanlon's Into the Heart of Borneo (tg8+) and In Trouble Again
(1988); Michael Asher's Impossible Joumey (r9S8); Ronald Sinclair's
Adoentures in Persia: To India by the Back Door (1988), written in
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Sinclair's ninety-eighth year about travels made in the r92os; Richard
'West's 

The Diamonds and tbe Neckhce (Iq8f); and Villiam

Dalrymple's In Xanadu: A Qaest (tg8g).

This selection suggests the remarkable richness and variety of travel
literature. There are, in addition, numerous books by explorers,
navigators, mountaineers, anthropologists, archaeologists et a/. Plus an

increasing number of books on hoan to travel, as it were. These are the
'survival-kit' books for those venturing into out-of-the-way places.

The classic and compendious ttade mecun (q.a.), a ProtosyPe of this

kind, is still Francis Galton's handbook Art of Trartel; or Shifts and

Contrhtances Avaikble in Wild Countries (fi72). This includes advice

for virnrally every conceivable need and contingency, ranging from

how to write in the dark or how to use a disused termites' nest as

an oven to the 'Management of Savages', who, as Galton points out,
'are not half such fools as strangers usually account them'. See also

GUIDEBOOK.

travesty SeenunrnsQuE.

treatise A formal work containing a systematic examination of a
subject and its principles. The commonest subjects are philosophical,
religious, literary political, scientific and mathematical. Notable exam-
ples of the genre are: Aristotle's Poetics md Meupbysics (4th c. rc);

Quintilian's Institutio (rst c. eo); Peter Lombard's Sententia.e (Liber
Sententiarurn) Gr4t-to); Calvin's Institation de h religbn chrdtienne
(r lll); Sir Philip Sidney's Apologie for Poetrie (t lf t); Francis Bacon's
Noaum Organum $6zo); \Tilliam Flarvey's Exercitatio Anatomica
de Motu Cordis et Sanguinis in Animalibus (1628); Isaac Newtont
Principia Mathematica $68fl; Locke's Essay concerning Human
(Jnderstanding (t69o); Bossuet's Traitd de h connaissance de Dica
et de soi-m1me $7zz); David Hume's Treatise of Human Natare

$Zlf+o);Montesquieu's Esprit des lois;Rousseau's Du Contat Social
g76z);Bentham's Introduction to Principles of Morals and Legishtion

GlSg); Malthus's An Essay on tlre Pinciple of Popuktion (t798); J. S.
Mill's System of Logic (t8+l) and his Principles of Political Econorny
(r8a8); Darwin's Origin of Species (r8lg); A. N. \Thiteheadt u{
Treatise of [Jniversal Algebra (rS98) and his The Concept of Nature

$9zo); Louis Aragon's Traitd du Style (1928). See also rRAcr;
PAMPHLET.

tremendismo A characteristic of some Spanish fiction since the late

r94os. Authors using treme.ndistatechniques stress violence and terror,
the violent tendencies of modern society and the damaging influences
of social and religious upbringing on behaviour. Early notable
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trimeter

examples of novels of this kind are Camilo Jos6 Celat La familia d,e
Pascaal Dnarte (tg+r) and Carmen Laforet's Nad,a (tg++).

treno The Spanish term for threnody (q.r.).

triad (Gk 'three') In Classical Greek poetry a group of three lyric
stanzas: strophe, antistrophe and epode (qq.o.). This arrangement
was probably introduced by Stesichorus (c. 55o-c. ttt Bc) and was
followed by Simonides and Pindar..See oor.

tribe of Ben Or the sons of Ben. A title adopted by a group of English
poets early in the rTth c, who were considerably influenced by Ben

Jonson - and thus by Classicism (q.".).Their lyrics were often epi-
grammatical, witty and satirical and were modelled on the lyrics of
The Greeh Anthology. The main members of the 'tribe'were Herrick,
Careq SirJohn Suckling, Lovelace, Randolph and Godolphin. See also
METAPHYSICAL; SCHOOL OF SPENSER.

tribrach (Gk'three short') A metrical foot containing three unstressed
syllables: v \., \.r. Usually a resolved iamb or trochee (qq.v,) and
seldom found as an independent foot.

trilogy (Gk 'set of three') A group of three tragedies presented by
individual authors at the drama festivals in Athens in the yth c. nc.
The practice was introduced by Aeschylus, whose Oresteia is the
only complete trilogy extant from that time. More recent examples are
Shakespeare's Henry VI (c. rJgz); Schiller's Wallenstein (tZgil; Eugene
O'Neill's Mouming Becomes Electra (r9jr), which was a reworking
of the Oresteian theme; and Arnold \Vesker's Chicleen Soap utith
Barley, Roots tnd I'rn Talhing about Jerasalem Q96o). The term may
also be applied to a group of three novels linked by a common theme
and characters. A good modern example is Joyce Cary's Herself
Surprised, To be a Pilgrim and The Horse's Mouth Q94t-4). See
TETRALOGY.

trimeter (Gk'three measure') A line of verse containing three metrical
feet, as in the second and fourth lines of these verses from \ilfl. S.
Gilbert's The Yarn of the 'Nanqt Bell':

'Tkas on the shores that round our coast
Fr6m D6al I t6 Rimslgite spin,

That I found alone on a piece of stone
A" ettaarty ndvil min.

His hair was weedy, his beard was long,
And w6eldf ind l6ng I wis h6,

And I heard this wight on the shore recite
in i sfnlgulir mfln6r k6y:
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trimltre

Line z contains three iambs; line 4 an iamb, an anapaest and an iamb;
line 5 is the same as line 4; line 8 is anapaest, anapaest, iamb. .gee
ANAPAEST; IAMB.

trimltre A French metrical term for the twelve-syllable alexandrine
(q.".) which has three divisions to the line. Commin in the r6th c., it
was later used by MoliEre and La Fontaine, and extensively revived by
the rgth c. romantic poets.

triolet (F 'little three') A French fixed form, it has eight lines and rwo
rhymes. The first line is repeated as the fourth, and the second and
eighth are alike. The first and fourth lines are repeated in rhe seventh.
It has been used occasionally by various poets, mostly French:
Deschamps and Froissart in the late Middle Ages, La Fontiine in the
rVh c., Daudet and Th6odore de Banville in the rgth c. Few English
poels have attempted it, but Austin Dobson,If. E. Henley and Robert
Bridges all experimented quite successfully. The following piece is by
Bridges:

I$(hen first we met, we did not guess
That Love would prove so hard a master;

Of more than common friendliness
Iflhen first we met we did not guess
Iflho could foretell the sore distress,

The inevitable disaster,
Iflhen first we met?'We did not guess

That Love would prove so hard a master.

An agreeable recent example is !ffendy cope's Tiiolet (in Mahing
Cocoa for Kingsley Amis, 1986).

triple mctgr This occurs when a metricd scheme requires a three-
syllable f9ot. Il is common in anapaesric meter, and also with daeryls;
though dacrylic metrical schemes are fairly rare. see ANApAEsT;
DACTYL; DUPLE RHYTHM.

triple rhyme Multiple or polysyllabic rhyme. A three-syllable rhyme,
like prettily/wittily, rosily/cosily. Rare excepr in comic and bawdy
verse. Four-syllable rhymes, like risibiliuy/visibiliry are rarer still but
can be found or invented.

triple rhythm A synonym for triple meter (q.".).

triplet A run of three lines in the same pattern, as 4 stanza, an individ-
ual poem, or, in particular, in a poem whose basic scheme is different:
especially three successive rhyming lines in a poem of rhyming
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trobar clus

couplets. Dryden was fond of the occasional triplet, as in Absalom
and Achitopbel, Pt I, r yo:

Of these the false Achitophel was first,
A name to all succeeding ages curst:
For close designs and crooked counsels fit,
Sagacious, bold, and rurbulent of wit,
Restless, unfixed in principles and place,
In power unpleas'd, impatient of disgrace;
A fiery soul, which working out its way, I
Fretted the pigmy body to decay l
And o'er-informed the tenement of clay. I

The interlinking sestine of Dante's Dioina Commedia is the major
example of triplet composition. Other notable users of it are Donne,
in his verse epistles; ShelleS in Ode to the West Wind and The Triumph
of Life;and Villiam Carlos Villiams inTbe Desert Music. See nnvIvrc;
TERCET; TERZA RIMA; TERZINA.

tripody A line of three feet or three feet treated as one unit. .See
TRIMETER.

trisemic (Gk 'of three time units') The term denotes the principle
whereby three syllables are equivalent to three morae. See uone.

tristich (Gk 'three rows') A group of three lines of verse or a stanza of
three lines, as in a triplet (q.o.).

tritagonist (Gk 'third contestant') The third actor in Greek tragedy,
probably introduced by Sophocles. .See ANrAGoNrsr; pRorAGoNIsr;

TRAGEDY.

triversen stanza A stanza with three lines which comprise a complete
sentence. The sentence is broken into three parts, each part being
one line. This form was developed by vWilliam Carlos Villiams
(r  883-r953) .

trivium See queonlvruM.

trobar (Pr) The profession, act or art of composing poetry. The word
appears to derive from the Latin troPdre, 'to make ffopes'. See tnonen
CLUS; TROPE.

trobar clus (Pr) An esoteric form of rzth c. Provengal poetry marked
by complex language, enigmatic treatment and ingenious rhyming. In
many cases technical virtuosity seems to have been more important
than having anything to say. This style was opposedto tobar chr, or
'open' writing. .See tnoren.



trochee

trochee (Gk'running') A metrical foot containing a stressed, followed
by an unstressed, syllable: / .r. The reverse of an iamb (q.".) and thus
producing a falling rhythm (q.a.) as opposed to a rising rhythm (q.".).

In Classical verse trochaics were used from the time of Archilochus
onwards, especially in lyric and drama. The commonest form was the
trochaic tetrameter (q.".) catalectic - known as the septenaias by
the Romans. Not much used in English verse before the r6th c., the
trochee (also known sometimes as a cboree) was used increasingly
thereafter in blank verse to provide variations in the iambic line. Many
subtle examples of this substitution (q.o.) can be found, for instance,
in Milton's L'Allegro and Il Penseroso.It is rare to find English verse
composed exclusively of trochaics. \[hen employed as the basic foot,
as in Longfellow's Hiawatha, the effect can become monotonous. In

these two lines from Robert Lowell's Tbe Holy Innocents the first
words are trochaic:

LfstEn, lthE hriy-b6lls I dnklE f is thE cdn
lVdvErs | 6n rfblbEr tfres I il6ng I thE tir

Troilus stanza See nnvIrrc RoyAL.

trope (Gk'turn') In general it still denotes any rhetorical or figurative
device, but a special development in its use occurred during the
Middle Ages when it came to be applied to a verbal amplification of
the lirurgical text. An early example was the elaboration of the Kyri,
eleison:

Kyrie,
magnae Deus potentiae,
liberator hominis,
transgressoris mandati,
eleison.

However, the most famous instance of such an interpolation was the

Qnem qaaeitis (q.a.) trope preceding rhe Introit on Easter Sunday.
This developed into a dramatized form and became detached from the
sacred Liturgy. See urunclcAl DRAMA; MYSTERY PLAv.

tropism A term popularized by the French novelist Nathalie Sarraute
(r9oz- ) which refers to mental and imaginative life as perceived by
her. Thus perceived, it comprises millions of tiny little responses to
innumerable stimuli. In her experimental fictional narratives, such as
Tropismes Oglil - regarded as one of the prototypes of the nouaeda
romltn (q,".) - she attempts to translate her vision of reality with a
highly unconventional use of language to give the impression of a
different kind of realiry. See also sTREAM oF coNsclousNEss.
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tumbling verse

troubadour (Pr 'finder, inventor') The troubadours were poets who
flourished in the South of France between c. r roo and r3 5o. They were
attached to various courts and were responsible for the phenomenon
known as courtly love (q.o.). Most of their lyrics were amorous; some
satirical and political. They cultivated five main genres: the canso
d'amor (see cHnrsoN); the pastorek (see pAsrouREr.rn); the alba (see
nuneor); the tenso,partirnen or jeu parti (q.o.); and the sintentes (q.".).
Some troubadours were known by name: Guillaume d'Aquitaine,
Arnaut Daniel and Bertrand de Born. The troubadours (who com-
posed in kngue d'oc) had a very considerable influence on Dante
and Petrarch, and indeed on the whole development of the lyric
(q.rr.), especially the love lyric, in Europe..See urNnrsrNGER; pAyADA;

tnouvinr.

trouvEre (OF 'finder, inventor') A medieval poet of northern France,
especially Picardy. The trouztdres, who were contemporary with the
southern troubadour poets, wrote lyrics on similar topics rn kngue
d'oil.They also composed cbansons de gestes (q.t,.) andrornans bretons
(q.".). As with the troubadours, some were known by name: for
instance, Jean Bodel, Blondel de Nesle, Conon de B6thune. See
MINNESINGER; PAYADA; TROUBAD OUR.

truncation Seecntemxrs.

Tudor period The period of 148;-16o3 during which the Tudor family
ruled England. Among the hundreds of writers who flourished during
this time of almost unparalleled creative activity in literature, the fol-
lowing are some of the most famous: John Lydgate, \Uflilliam Caxton,

John Skelton, \flilliam Dunbar, Alexander Barclay, \flilliam Tyndale,
Sir Thomas More, Sir David Lindsay, John Bale, John Heywood,
Sir Thomas Elyot, Sir Thomas rUflyatt, Nicholas Udall, Roger Ascham,
the Earl of Surrey, George Puttenham, Thomas Sackville, George
Gascoigne, Thomas Deloney, Sir Philip Sidney, Richard Hakluyt,
Edmund Spenser, Sir \(alter Ralegh, John Florio, John Lyly, Richard
Hooker, Robert Greene, Thomas Kyd, George Peele, Thomas Lodge,
George Chapman, Sir Francis Bacon, Robert Southwell, Samuel
Daniel, Michael Drayton, Christopher Marlowe, \6lliam Shakespeare,
Thomas Campion, Thomas Nashe, Henry Chettle, Barnabe
Barnes, Thomas Dekker, Thomas Middleton, Ben Jonson, John
Donne, Thomas Heywood, John Marston, Robert Burton, Cyril
Tourneur, John Fletcher, John Vebster.

tumbling verse A term apparently first used by James VI of Scotland
in Reulis and Cautelis (rlSl) to describe a four-foot line of
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turning point

trisyllabic feet (dactyls and anapaests); a line form which developed
from the alliterative verse (q.v.) of the Middle Ages. Skelton, among
others, experimented with this. The following stanza comes from
Speah, Parrot (r yer):

My name is Parrot, a bird of Paradise,
By nature devis6d of a wonderous kind,

Daintily dieted with divers delicate spice
Till Euphrates, that flood, driveth me into Ind;
tVhere men of that count"i by fortune me find

And send me to greate lady6s estate:
Then Parrot must have an almond or a date.

Most of the feet are dactylic or anapaestic.
However, the term is also applied to another kind of verse at which

Skelton again was particularly adept. It consists of shorr lines of rwo
or three stresses which move at a brisk, almost helter-skelter (one

might say helter-Skelton) pace, as in his Colin Clout QStyzo). See
DOGGEREL; SKELTONICS.

turning point The observable moment when, in a story or a play (or

indeed in many kinds of narrative), there is a definite change in direc-
tion and one becomes aware that it is now about to move towards its
end. This is a change of fortune; what Aristotle described as peripeteia
(q.rr.),or reversal. It is the equivalent of reaching a peak and beginning
the descent beyond. In tragedy (q.rr,), especidly, one is conscious of
this crucial or fulcral point. Thomas Hardy, for example, underlines
the momentin The Mayor of Casterbridge:

Small as the police-court incident had been in itself, it formed the
edge or turn in the incline of Henchard's fornrnes. On that day -

almost at that minute - he passed the ridge of prosperity and
honour, and began to descend rapidly on the other side.

In the same way, Chaucer, when he begins Book IV of Troilus and
Criseyde, makes it clear that the wheel of fornrne is about to nrrn:

From Troilus she fFornrne] gan hire brighte face
Awey to writhe, and tok of hym non heede,
But caste hym clene out of his lady grace,
And on hire whiel she sette up Diomede;
For which right now myn herte gynneth blede,
And now my penne, allas! with which I write,

Quaketh for drede of that I moste endite.

.9ee crruex; FREYTAG'S PYRAMID.
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tz'tt

typological See enrcoRy; coNcErr. '

tz'rt A Chinese poetic form created during the T'ang period. It was a
kind of song libretto with a tonal pattern similar to that found in the
lu-sbib (q.r.), and its meters were irregular.
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ubi sunt (L 'where are theyl') The opening words of a number of
MedL poems, they are now used to classify a particular kind of poem
that dwells on and laments the transitory nanlre of life and beauty.
Sometimes the words open a poem, or begin each stanza, or serve as
a refrain (q.".).The elegiac mood to which they are a keynote is present
in some early OE poems like The Seafarer and The Wanderer, and in
ME lyrics like the r3th c. Ubi Sount Qui Ante Nos Faerount, which
begins:

LJuere be pey beforen us weren,
Houndes ladden and hauekes beren
And hadden feld and wode?

be riche leuedies in hoere bour,
pat wereden gold in hoere tressour
ITip hoere brigtte rode. . .

A number of French poets made considerable use of the motif. In
the r4th c. Deschamps composed several balkdes on the theme. In the
ryth c. Chastellain used it in a long poem called Le Pas de h Mort,
and in the same period Olivier de la Marche worked it through the
allegorical Parement et Triumpbes des Darnes. Probably the best
known of all is Villon's Balkde d,es Dames du Temps tadis (also of the
r lth c.) with its famous refrain 'Mais oi sont les neiges d'antan?'The
modf recurs regularly in Tudor and Elizabethan lyric poetry and
nowhere more eloquently than in Thomas Nashe's magnificent In
Time of Pestilence whose third stanza nrns:

Beauty is but a flower
Vhich wrinkles will devour:
Brightness falls from the air,

Queens have died young and fair,
Dust hath closed Helen's eve.

Followed by the knell-like refrain:
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unanrm$me

I am sick, I must die.
Lord have mercy on us!

The motif is present in many elegies, but today one is unlikely to find
it except in a fixed form; as in, for example, Edmund Gosse's Balkde
of Dead Cities. See also cARpE DIEM; coRoNAcH; DANsE MAcABRE;
DIRGE; ELEGY; EPICEDIUM; LAMENT; THRENODY.

Ultra Grupo A group of seven Spanish poets who began the uhraismo
movement in ryr9 and published a manifesto the following year. The
name was invented by Guillermo de Torre, one of the poets. The
others were Xavier B6veda, Cdsar A. Comet, Pedro Garfias, Fernando
Iglesias Caballero, J. Rivas Panedas and J. de Aroca. Like many such
movements of that period it aimed at a complete break with the past
and traditionalism, and advocated the creation of the 'pure' poem
without formal or narrative structure and without any eroticism.

ultraism A radical attitude whose quest and objective in literature (and
art) is for a kind of reductio ad absurdurn, orfor an expression of expe-
rience which seeks to go beyond the limitations of themedium. Hence
phenomena like 'happenings', the use of different coloured pages in a
novel to suggest tone and mood, gimmick books in which the pages
can be re-arranged as the reader wishes. In the 2oth c. there have been

' 
many experiments in ultraistic modes. If we accept that language is
'public' but that 'private' languages are also possible, then Joyce, in
Finnegans Wake, was pushing language near the limits of comprehen-
sibility in the 'public' sense. Orwell was clearly experimenting 'ultra-

istically' in Nineteen Eigbty-Four. Likeurise Anthony Burgess with
nadsat in A Clochworh Orange; and B. S. Johnson in several of his
novels. Ultraism is particularly noticeable in the Theatre of the Absurd
(q.rr.). See also DADAIsM; ExpREssIoNrsM; NADsAT; suRREALrsM.

unanimisme A French poetic movement developed c. r9o8-r r byJules
Romains. It was probably inspired by Vhitmant concepts of univer-
sal brotherhood and had a kind of didactic and reforming purpose and
spirit: to reveal the soul of the group and the collective society. Hence
the idea of unanimity. There were several poets involved, principally
Georges Duhamel $884-1965), Luc Durtain, Charles Vildrac, Ren6
Arcos and Georges Chennevibre. They favoured what was called
'po6sie imm6diate', a poetry shorn of anphing symbolic or allegori-
cal, without assonance (q.v.) or end-rhyme (q.v.) and possessing dis-
tinctive accentual rhythms. The main statements of intention and
practice were Notes sur h techni4ae podtiqae (r9ro) rnd, Petit traitd
de versification (r9z). Jules Romains explained his ideas in Les
Homrnes de bonne ztolontd (tglr-+il.
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unconscious, the

unconscious, the A region or state of mind assumed to exist without

any evidence other than that adduced by conscious action.
Alternatively, by assumption, the sum of the dynamic elements which

constitute a personaliry (the individual may be aware of some of these
and unaware of others). Or, again by assumption, a mental process
wholly different from a conscious process but at the same time one
which influences and modifies the conscious processes; also known as
endopsychic processes.

The term 'unconscious', like subconscious and, to a much lesser

extent, pre-conscious, co-conscious and extra-conscious, has become
a part of literary critical jargon; for example, in the phrase 'creative

unconscious', which Koestler says works by a 'bisociation of
matrices'.

underground literaturclpoetry The adjective'underground' suggests
something illegal, subversive and clandestine. This is all true of samiz-
dat (q.rr.) literature but does not accurately describe the work of a
number of British writers active from the late r9;os to the r97os
to which the term 'underground' has been applied. Some of the
writers so classified are Alexander Trocchi Q9z1'84), Adrian Mitchell

Gglr- ),Jeff Nuttall (rgll- ), Heathcote Villiams (r94r- ) and Tom
Pickard Gg+G ). Plus the Liverpool Poets (q.o.), whose works have
for many years been esteemed in the most conservative classrooms.
There was a time when the writings of the Beat generanon(q.o.) might
easily have been described as 'underground'. They have long since
been 'mainstream'.

The so-called underground poets were predominantly anti-war,
anti-establishment, non-traditiond and experimental, and quite often
wrote a kind of poetry of protest which was clearly influenced by tra-
ditional folhsong. The poets tended to reach their audiences through
public readings and they published their work in little magazines
(q.rr.).This was deliberate policy; they declined to go through the stan-
dard publishing channels. A notable one was Neat Depdrtures,
founded in ryg and edited by Michael Horowitz.He also published
an anthology of their work titled Cbildren of Albion: Poetry of the
'Underground' in Bitain (tg6g). See also !^zz poETRy; suB-cuLTURE.

understatement Seerrrorrs.

Union of Soviet'S7riters Formed in April ry3zbyorder of the Central
Committee of the Communist Party. By decree all existing literary
organizations were abolished, and a new uniform, literary policy was
established. Socialist realism (q.".) was to be the dogma. Those who
did not conform were to be expelled from the union. If you were
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Unity Theatre

expelled you could not function as a writer. If you toed the Party line
then you could expect good working conditions, a high salary rewards
and respect. See a/so ronvr'rosr; NARoDNosr; pARTyNosr.

unities Aristotle was the first to consider the problem of the dramatic
unities of action, time and space, but he did not invent them. In Poetics
(writing of action) he says: 'The fable should be the imitation of one
action, and of the whole of this and the parts of the transactions should
be so arranged, that any one of them being transposed, or taken awtft
the whole would become different and changed.' Of time he writes:
'Tragedy endeavours to confine itself to one revolution of the sun, or
but slightly to exceed this limit.' On space he is less explicit, merely
saying (when contrasting epic and tragedy, qq.I).) that ragedy should
be confined to a narrow compass.

In the r6th and r1th c. Neoclassic critics of the drama in Italy and
France required adherence to the unities. In all probabiliry it was Jean
Mairet (16o4-86) who established the doctrine of unities (though
Ronsard and Jean de la Taille had made earlier statements) which
French dramatists were to follow (almost unquestioningly) for two
hundred years. Mairet's play Sophonisbe (t6ld was the first French
play to conform strictly to the unity rules.

The supporters of the Classical precepts required that a play should
be a unified whole, that the time of acdon should be limited to twenty-
four hours (though some allowed thirty-six) and that the scene should
be unchanged (or at any rate confined to one town or city).

These rules were largely ignorerd by English and Spanish drama-
tists - probably to the lasting gain of drama - though, oddly, the
French called them les wnitds scaligdriennes af.ter Julius Caesar Scaliger,
the eminent classical scholar, who had referred to them in Poetices
Libri Septem $56r) when speaking of verisimilitude (q.r.). See coN-
VENTTON; UNTTY.

unity The concept of artistic unity was first worked out by Plato in
Phaed,rus. A work which possesses the quality of unity has an inter-
nal logic of structure wherein each part is interdependent. The work
coheres, is self-contained and is free of any element (digression, orna-
ment or episode) which might distract attention from its main purpose.
The concept of perfect unity presupposes a work from which nothing
can be taken away without marring it, and to which nothing can be
added without introducing a blemish. See also pLAToNrsM; uNIrIEs.

Unity Theatre An amateur membership theatre group of great enter-
prise founded in r%t4 as a result of a merger of Red Radio and the
Rebel Players. It was a left-wing companyt part of the Labour
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universality

movement, and based in London. The policy was to present socialist
and Communist plays and the group pioneered the Living Newspaper
(q.zt.) in England. Its first production was a version of Clifford Odets's
Waiting for Lefty (rqf l). ln ry37 the group took over and converted
a missionary hall at St Pancras, London, where, in r938, they presented
Brecht's Sefiora Carrar's Rifles - the first Brecht play to be produced
in Britain. In the war members of Uniry gave entertainments to people
sheltering from the blitz in London mbe stations. During and after the
u/ar numerous regional branches were established. Notable produc-
tions were: Blacle Magic (tg+il, Matchgirls (r9+il, Cyanamide (rgSZ),
British premiires of plays by Brecht and Sartre, and Adamov's Sping
'7r.In 

ry75 Unity became defunct when its theatre was burnt down.
See ecrrpnop DRAMA; coMMITMENT; rRonAGANDA.

universality That qualiry in a work of art which enables it to transcend
the limits of the particular situation, place, time, person and incident
in such ^ w?y that it may be of interest, pleasure and profit (in the
non-commercial sense) to all people at any time in any place. As it was
expressed in the ffeatise On the Subbme - 'lofty and true greatness in
art pleases all men in dl ages'. The writer who aspires to universdiry
therefore concerns himself with, primarily, aspects of human nature
and behaviour which seldom or never change. Thus the good satirist
concentrates on the major diseases of the mind and spirit - like pride
and.avarice, ervyr hypocrisy and lust for power. This explains why the
satires of Aristophanes, Juvenal, Erasmus, Ben Jonron, MoliEre,
Dryden" Swifq Voltaire, Pope and Samuel(Ereafion) Butler are so suc-
cessful. See also euoD sEMpER euoD uBreuE; TAsrE.

univcrsity wits A name given to a group of writers who flourished in
London in the last twenry years or so of the r6th c. The most nomble
members (all Odord or Cambridge men) were: Marlowe, Nashe,
Greene, Lyly, Lodge and Peele. They are reputed to have used the
Mermaid Tavern in Bread Street off Cheapside. Shakespeare was not
a university man and in his romantic comedy Looe's Labour's Lost (c.
rtgt) there is a certain amount of minh and wit at the expense of the
university wits..

unstressed rhyme See nrrvlvrt.

untranslatableness A word used by Coleridge in a fairly famous
passage in Biographia, Literaria (Chap. XXII): 'In poetry in which
every line, every phrase, may pass the ordeal of deliberation and delib-
erate choice, it is possible, and barely possible, to attain rhat uhima-
tum which I have ventured to propose as the infallible test of a
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utopia

blameless sryle; namely; its untransktableness in words of the same
language without injury to the meaning.'

urbanitas See asrersrvrus.

LJr-text The German term for an original version of a text. The pre-
fix 'ur' denotes '6rst', 'original' and carries with it the idea of
earlier/primitive. It is likely to denote a version of a text that is lost
but which may be reconstructed by texftal criticism. For example,
Shakespeare's Hamlet may have been based on an earlier text not
extanq this is called the'Ur-Harnlet'.

usage The generally accepted mode of expression in words, as estab-
lished by custom, tradition and practice. \flords, idioms, colloqui-
alisms, syntax, grammar in common everyday use. Two classic works
on the subject are H. \fl. and F. G. Fowler's The King's Englisb (19o6)
and H. \U(. Fowler's A Diaionary of Modern English Usage (1926). See
KING'S ENGLISH.

utopia Sir Thomas More was the first to apply this word (from Gk
otJ,'not' + topos,'place') to a literary genre when he named his im-
rginary republic Utopia (r 5 r5), a pun on eutopia, 'place (where all is)
well'.

The idea of a place where all is well is of great antiquity. In the
Sumerian epic of Gilgamesh, for example, of the second millennium
Bc, we find a description of a kind of eanhly paradise: 'The croak of
the raven s/as not heard, the bird of death did not utter the cry of
death, the lion did not devour, the wolf did not tear the lamb, the dove
did not mourn, there was no widow, no sickness, no old age, no lamen-
tation.' Homer described the Elysian Fields in the Odyssey. So, later,
did Lucian in a slightly more comic fashion. There were various ver-
sions of the Greek myth of the Isles of the Blessed, which Hesiod
described (also Pindar and Horace). Christianity reinforced the notion
of an attainable paradise which, in St Augustine's terms, was the heav-
enly city (as opposed to the earthly city) and for the next thousand
years at least, in both 'official' and popular literature, the kingdom of
heaven was a more than possible objective. The Church exhorted the
faithful to lead holy lives in order to go there. The popular concep-
tion was fed on visions of paradise and accounts of journeys there, iust
as it was nourished on extremely dissuasive accounts of hell and pur-
gatory. Many of the paradises are reminiscent of garden cities and the
descriptions are materialistic in tone.

It is probably no coincidence that as traditional religious beliefs
were modified, so the number of earthly utopian schemes proliferated.
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Since More's Utopia, which (if we except Ramon Llull's utopia in
Bknquerna, c. tzBS) can probably be taken as the first of modern
times, there have been at least a hundred similar ideas. Some are mere
pipe-dreams, little more than Butlin castles in Spain; others are care-
fully thought-out working models.

Long before More, however, the very 6rst ideal commonwealth was
devised by Plato. In his Republic (4th c. nc), Plato depicted a state in
which rulers are philosophers, goods and women are communally
owned, slavery is taken for granted, and the breeding of children is
controlled on eugenic lines. There was to be no art or drama and next
to no poetry. It was a Spartan utopia; indeed, the protorype of the
totalitarian state.

More's welfare state was also communistic. No private propefty,
free universal education, six hours' manual work a day, utility clothes,
free medical treatment, meals in civic restaurants (meals accompanied
by reading or music). All religions were to be tolerated, but the penal
code, especially in sexual matters, was harsh; adultery led to slavery;
repeatd offences to death.

The next utopian plan of note was the Christianopolis (r5r9) of
Andreae and this was not dissimilar to More's conception. A remark-
able feature vras the town-planning scheme which provided houses
with bathrooms. Campanella's La Citti del Sole $64) has many fea-
tures of Plato's and More's r6gimes, but the ruler is an executive - O
or Metaphysic - assisted by three subordinates named Love, Power
and Knowledge. In 16z6 Francis Bacon published his Neat Athntis,
which is akin to a treatise on political philosophy in the form of a fable
and is particularly notewofthy because it contains the 'blueprint' for
the Royal Society and mentions inventions which suggest the future
development of aeroplanes, submarines and telephones. In Samuel
Gott's New ternsalern Q648) there is great emphasis on ided educa-
tion, and in Gerrard'Vinstanley's The Laat of Freedom in a Phtforn

G6+g) there are detailed plans for communal property and free edu-
cation. Ifinstanley and others were leaders of. a ryth c. grt,up of
Levellers (called 'Diggers') who were in favour of applying commu-
nistic principles to land ownership. From this period also dates
Hobbes's Leviathan (161r) and Harringtont Oceana (1656). Hobbest
work is a treatise on political philosophy; Oceana a counter and a con-
trast to it, a kind of political romance (q.".).

From this time on, many contributions to utopian literature were
made (not a few of them frivolous and extravagant) but there is
nothing of great importance or merit until the rgth c. when there was
not only a spate of literary utopias, but an increasing number of exper-
iments in putting utopian schemes into actual practice.
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The influence of the French and Industrial Revolutions suggested
again that some form of earthly paradise was attainable. For example,
Southey and Coleridge were stimulated by the concept of Pantisocracy
(a utopia in which all rule and all are equal).

The most original utopias srere created towards the end of the
century: Bulwer Lytton's The Coming Race (r8r7); Edward Bellamy's
Looking Bachanrd (rSS8); Villiam Morris's A Dreatn of John Bull
(r88S) and his utopian romance Neax from Nowhere (r89o); Theodor
Hertzka's Freeland, a Socinl Anticipation $89r). But the major con-
tribution was H. G. Vells's A Modem Utopin (tgol). 'Wells was the
first to conceive utopia as a world state: international government;
central bureaucracy; state-controlled land, capital and industry; and
population control. This global utopia *as rulei by a voluntary ;nobil-

ity' called Samurai - the equivalent of Plato's guardian Philosophers.
'Vells, a compulsive utopist, followed this up with Men Lihe Gods
(rgzj), a further plan for harmonious living. ln ry62 Aldous Huxley
published Isknd, a genuinely constructive utopia which has been
misunderstood.

The seeming impossibiliry of utopia (and the many failures to create
it) has produced its converse: dystopia or anti-utopia; in some cases
almost chiliastic forecasts of the doom awaiting mankind. They range
from the whimsical fantasy of Joseph Hall's Mund,us Alter et ldem
(r6oo), very probably the first of its kind, to the unrelievedly depreqs-
ing vision of Orwell's Nineteen Eighty-Four (tg+g).In between come
Zamyarin's My (t9zo), a'S(ellsian fantasy set in the z5th c., Aldous
Huxley's Braae Neat World (r%r), the wittiest and most urbane of all
anti-utopian worlds, and Ape and Essence (tg+g). Political dystopia is
also well represented by Orwellt Ani.mal Farm (rg+) and David
Karp's One (t9y).

In some instances utopian worlds are almost indistinguishable from
those in SR desert island fiction (qq.r,.) and tall traveller's tales of the
kind that Pliny, Lucian and Sir John Mandeville delighted in (and
sometimes combine elements of all three). Some works which owe a
good deal to the classic examples of utopia are: Francis Godwin's TDe
Man in the Moone (1638); Gabriel de Foigny's La Tene Aastrale
Connue $676); Samuel Butler's Ereathon $872); H. G.'Wells's When
the SleeperWahes (r8g9), Tbe Tirne Machine (rSgl) andTbe First Men
in the Moon (r9or); E. M. Forster's The Macbine Stops (tg+il; M"ry
McCarthy's A Source of Embanassment (tqlo); Evelyn \flaugh's Looe
among the Ruins (rg1); Villiam Golding's Lord of tbe Flies (tg1fl;
and John \Tyndham's From Pilkr to Post (rg16). Since the rgyos new
visions of dystopia have flourished in the cinema and in somewhat
apocalyptic fiction, often of considerable and disturbing power.
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ut pictura poesis

Examples in fiction are: Kurt Vonnegut's Phyer Piano (1952), F.
Pohl and C. M. Kornbluth's The Space Merchants (rgl3), Anthony
Burgess's A Clochatorh Orange (1962), Villiam Burrough's Noaa
Express (rg6+) and J. G. Ballard's Tbe Terminal Beach Oy6+) and The
Disaster Area Q967). See also tpoctLYPTIc LITERATURE.

ut pictura pocsis (L 'as is painting so is poetry') A phrase invented by
Horace (Ars Poetica 36r), though the idea was not neq/, suggesting that
painting and poetry are comparable or similar arts. The idea provoked
some discussion during the r6th, rTth and r8th c. Shaftesbury may
well have been right when, in Phstics (r7rz), he remarked that com-
parisons 'between painting and poetry are almost ever absurd and at
best constrained, lame and defective'. As an aesthetic theory (it was
probably little more than a casually tentative obiter dirtum by Horace
- like Aristotle's remarks on the dramatic unities, q.v.) it is not often
held now. See connuspoNDENcE oF THE ARTS; EKpHRAsIs.
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vade mecum (L 'go with me') A manual (q.".) or handbook carried for
frequent and regular reference. For example, The Fisberrnan's Vade
Mecum (rg+r) by G.V. Maunsell. Field guides for birds, trees,
mammals, insects, etc, are a"lso oade tnecams. See also curDEBooK.

variable syllable One which may be stressed or unstressed according
to the needs of the metrical pattern. Also known as'distributed stress'
and 'hovering accent'. Take these lines from the beginning of Pope's
Second Epistle: Of the Cbaraoers of Women:

Nothing so true as what you once let fall,
Most'Women have no Characters at all.
Matter too soft a lasting mark to bear,
And best distinguish'd by black, brown or fair.

The first line is regularly iambic, except for the substituted trochaic
foot at the beginning ('nothing'is trochaic) and scans thus:

N6thing I s6 tru6 | is whit I y6u 6nce I lEt f6ll,

The second line, however, might be scanned in three different ways,
according to where the emphases are placed in order to get a particu-
lar sense:

M6st \[6lmdn hive n6 I ChirictErs I it 6ll.

That is: spondee/tribrach (which is rare)ldactyl/iamb. Or:

M6st V6lmdn hive n6 | Chirictdrs I it ill.

That is: iamb/anap aest/ dacryl/iamb. Or:

M6st w6lmEn h6ve n6 I Chiricters I it 6ll.

That is: spondee/bacchius (which is rare)/dactyl/iamb.

The third line is exactly the same as the first, with a substituted
trochaic 'matter'. The fourth has a variable syllable in 'distinguish'd'.

The line may be scanned either:
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And best I distingiish'd I by blick, I br6wn 6r ffir.

That is: iamb/bacchius/iamb/cretic (or amphimacer). Or:

And b6st I distfnguish'd I by blick, I br6wn 5r fiir.

In this version 'distinguish'd is an amphibrach.
It should be noted that each of the above lines has ten syllables

and that in each the basic stress pattern tends to comprise 6ve stres-
ses per line - as one would expect in iambic pentameters. But Pope
had such a sensitive ear for the delicate nuances of words that he often
eludes scansion, and technical exegesis of the kind displayed here
verges on impertinence. See ounarloN; Foor; HovERINc srREss;
SUBSTITUTION.

variorum (Shon for, 'an edition with the notes of various persons'
from L editio cam notis vaiorum) A eariornm contains the complete
works of an author accompanied by the notes of previous commenta-
tors and editors; and, in all probabiliry indications of the textual
changes made during successive printings. An outstanding recent
example is the Taichenham Edition of Pope's works.

Varronian satire See urr*rppEAN sATIRE.

vates (L 'poet, bard') Especially one of the theopneustic or prophetic
kind. Hence vatic means characteristic of a prophet or seer. A class of
Gaulish druids were known as aates. Perhaps the most famous of
Classical times was the Sibyl. Virgil has been credited with vatic
powers because, in the Fourth Eclogae, he prophesied the birth of a
boy under whose rule the world would be peaceful. This was later
interpreted as a prophecy of the birth of Christ.

vaudeville (Shortened alteration of OF cbanson du ztau de Vire, 'song

of the vale of Vire') In all probability the term derives from the fact
that, in the r ;th c., Olivier Basselin, who lived in the valley of the river
Vire in Calvados, Normandy, wrote satirical songs. Such songs were
later incorporated in comedies; thus, comedy with vaudevilles. Later,
it was adopted in America to describe comic, musical and acrobatic
turns in the theatre; the equivalent of the British music hall. The period
of its greatest populariry coincided with that of the music hall (c.

r89o-r93o). Thereafter vaudeville could not compete with the cinema.
The term is still used in France and England to describe light, theatri-
cal entertainment of a knockabout kind, with musical interludes. See
also znxzuu-e,.

vehicle See rrwon AND VEHIcLE.
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venedotian code An extremely complex code dating from the r tth c.
which lays down the rules of \Uflelsh versification and classifies twenty-
four different measures.

Venus and Adonis stanza So named because Shakespeare used it for
Venus dnd Adonis (t1y). A six-lined st^nza rhyming ababcc. But a
number of poets had used it earlier, e.g. Sidney in Arcadia (t lgo).
However, it has a 'curiosity' interest because Shakespeare used it in
Loae's Labonr's Lost (c. rtgt) aurrd Romeo and Juliet (c. ry91) where
its effect is to produce dramatic stylization of an almost operatic kind.

verbocrap A typ. of jargon (q.tt.) language commonly used by ver-
bocrats, and thus dear to bureaucrats and semi-literate officials o{ all
kinds. It is marked by polysyllabic circumlocutions, crude syntax,
faulry grammar and a self-important, orotund tone; what A. P. Herbert
called'Jungle English'or'Dolichologia'. An example (from an ILEA
educational publication) is:

Due to increased verbalization the educationist desires to
earnestly see school populations achieve cognitive clariry ^!racy,
literacy and numeracy both within and without the learning situa-
tion. However, the classroom situation (and the locus of evaluation
is the classroom) is fraught with so many innovative concepts (e.g.
the problem of locked confrontation between pupil and teacher)
that the teaching situation is, in the main, inhibitive to any mean-
ingful articulacy. It must now be fully realized that the secondary
educational scene has embraced the concept that literacy has to be
imparted and acquired via humanoid-to-humanoid dialogue. This
is a break-through.

One may well ask - from what and to what. See also oFFIcTALEsE;
PERIPHRASIS.

Verfremdung See ermxnrroN EFFEcr.

verisimilitude Likeness to the truth, and therefore the appearance of
being true or real even when fantastic. But then fantasy is, or should
be, rooted in reality. \fhat might be called the inherent authenticity of
a work (as well as its intrinsic probabiliry), having made allowances
for premises, conventions and codes, will be the criterion by which
its 'truth' can be assessed. If the writer has done his work well, then
the reader will find the result an acceptable presentation of reality.
Thus, works which may strain ordinary credulity (e.g. Rabelais's
Gargantaa and Pantagruel, Swift's Gullioer's Travels, Voltaire's
Candide,'Wells's Tbe First Men in tbe Moon) will be as credible as
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those which purport to be mundanely realistic (e.g. most of the novels
of writers like Jane Austen, Zola, Thomas Hardy, Henry James and
Arnold Bennett). In the end, verisimilitude will depend as much on
the reader's knowledge, intelligence and experience (and his capacity
for make-believe) as upon the writer's use of those same resources. See
srBr.rsfeNcEs; MIMEsIs; VRAISEMBLANcE.

verism The doctrine that literature or aft should represent the truth
(reality), however disagreeable that truth might be. A verist believes
this. See REALIsM; vERIsMo.

verismo A literary movement in Italy which occurred late in the rgth
c. and early in the zoth c. In part it derived from the movement of nat-
uralism (q.e.) in France. Theories of naturalism had been discussed by
Francesco De Sanctis (rSr7-83) in his two works La scienza e k vita

Q87z) and Studb soPrd Emilin Zok Q878), but the chief theorist in
the oeismo movement was Luigi Capuana (r831r9ry). The main
emphasis was on'truthfulness', truth et arny price, so to speak. This in
effect meant e great deal of stress on the more squalid aspects of life:
povert)f despair and violence, among other things. The main novelists
involved were Giovanni Verga (r84e-r9zz), De Roberto (t86Gr9z7)

and Capuana himself. The term aerismo was also applied to the rather
violent and melodramatic operas composed by Puccini and Mascagni
c. r9oo.

vernacular (L vernaculas,'domestic, native, indigenous') Domestic or
native language. Now applied to the language used in one's native
country. It may also be used to distinguish between a 'literary' lan-
guage and a dialecq for instance, r$(/illiam Barnes's 'vernacular poems',
an outstanding example of didect (q.tt.) poetry.

r'ers A kind of song in Old Provengal. Almost indistinguishable from
the cbanson (q.v.),but oers is the older term.

vers de soci6t6 Literally 'society verse', a sub-species of light verse
(q.".). It is usually epigrammatic or lyrical verse dealing with the
superficial problems and events of a sophisticated and polite society.
It is often satirical and charactenzed by technical virtuosiry wit, ele-
gance and a conversational tone. Often intricate forms llke triolet, nil-
hnelle and rondeaa (qq.o.) are used. The ballads, the limerick and the
clerihew (qq.rl) are also favourite forms. A great many English poets
have produced such verse; outstanding among them are Alexander
Pope, Matthew Prior, rVinthrop Mackworth Praed, Theodore Hook,
C. S. Calverley, \$[. E. Henley, Andrew Lang, Austin Dobson, tV. S.
Gilben, Hilaire Belloc, G. K. Chesterton, A.P. Herbert, John
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Betieman and \U[. H. Auden. Less notable contributions have been
made by George rVither, the Cavalier Poets (q.o.),John \flilmot Earl
of Rochester, and Thomas Gray. Among Americans the better known
are Ogden Nash, Morris Bishop, Phyllis McGinley and Richard
Armour. Many French poers have essayed oers de soci6t6, including
L6on-Paul Fargue, Jules Laforgue, Tristan CorbiEre and Th6ophile
Gautier.

Betjeman's In Westminster Abbey is a good modern example of the
genre. The first verses run:

Let me take this other glove off
As the oox hamana swells

And the beauteous fields of Eden
Bask beneath the Abbey bells.

Flere, where England's statesmen lie,
Listen to a lady's cry.

Gracious Lord, oh bomb the Germans.
Spare their women for Thy Sake,

And if that is not roo easy
Ve will pardon Thy Mistake.

But gracious Lord, whare'er shall be,
Don't let anyone bomb me.

Keep our Empire undismembered
Guide our Forces by Thy Hand,

Gallant blacks from far Jamaica,
Honduras and Togoland;

Protect them Lord in all their fights,
And, even more, protect the whites.

Think of what our Nation stands for,
Books from Boots'and country lanes,

Free speech, free passes, class distinction,
Democracy and proper drains.

Lord, put beneath Thy special care
One-eighry-nine Cadogan Square.

A more recent witty example is Philip Larkin's Vers de Socihtd (in High
Windoar, ry74.

verse Three main meanings may be distinguished: (a) a line of metrical
writing; (b) a stanza (q.tt.); (c) poetry in general.

verse-novel A narrative poem, often in several books (q.a.), chapters
or cantos (q.r.), which deals with the substance of everyday modern
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life in much the same way as a work of prose fiction (q.v.). Most verse-
novels are set in a contemporary world with characters who are nat-
uralistic rather than mythical or heroic; there is usually a good deal of
quotidian detail, some attempt at credible dialogue and interest in the
issues of the day; the conventions of the prose novel are often to be
felt in the plot construction.

The genre probably owes a debt to those poets of the ancient world
who chose to stress the domestic at the expense of the heroic. (One
thinks of the epyllia (q.v.) of Theocrirus and Ovid.) But the genre
seems to have arisen during the Romantic period (q.2,.) in response
to the new success of the prose novel. In some examples of the genre
there is evident anxiety to compete with the novelist and envy of the
larger canvas available to him or her. At the same time, most verse-
novelists recognize the necessity of retaining the emotional power
of poetry through music, imagery and concentration if the work in
question is to remain a poem. It must be said that. few verse-novels
wholly avoid diffuseness, dilution and a tendency to fall berween two
stools.

The earliest example of the genre is probably Goethe's bourgeois
idyll (q.v.) Hermann und Dorotbea Q797). Though not consistently
novelistic, Byron's DonJuan (r824) possesses many of the key char-
acteristics and undoubtedly influenced many of the key practitioners,
notably Pushkin in his Eugene Onegin (r83r) and the Polish master
Adam Mickiewicz in his Pan Tadeu.rz (1834). The most fully devel-
oped English example is Elizabeth Barrett Browning's Aurora Leigh
(r8lZ), which is wrinen in rr,ooo lines of blank verse (q.".) divided
into 9 books. It purports to be the autobiography of a woman poeq
struggling to establish herself as an independent writer in the largely
hostile circumstances of a man's world. There is also a sub-plot (q.o.)

which deals with the class conflicts of mid-r9th c. England. Both
l7ordsworth's autobiographical poem The Prelude (r8yo) and
Charlotte BrontE's prose novel Jane Eyre (tl+il are intermittently
evident as sources.

Barrett Browning has two main rivals among her contemporaries.
Her husband Robert Browning's The Ring and the Booh (r858-9), a
book-length murder mystery in verse, is novelistic in scope, though
not in method. It is in f.ect a series of dramatic monologues (q.v.), each
dealing with the sarne narrative material from a different point of view.
As such, it was an important influence en prose fiction (q.".) through
the novels and tales of HenryJames, an avowed admirer. It also slight-
ly anticipates the stream of consciousness (q.rr.) method, as employed
in (for instance) \flilliam Faulkner's As I Lay Dying (tplo). Barrett
Browning's other rival, Arthur Hugh Clough, wrote two verse novels
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in an imitation of the Latin hexameter (q.o.), The Botbie of Tober-na-
Vuolich (r8aS) and Amours de Voyage (rS5S). These achieve greater
concision, and therefore more poetic consistency by appropriatLg the
method of the epistolary novel (q.2,.), a method which, like Robert
Browning's, provides opportunities for playing with point of view.
This is especially true of Amoars de Voyage, an ironic tale of English
tourists in Rome, which uncannily anticipates both the international
novels of Henry James and the ineffectual personde (q.",) who speak
the poems of Jules l.aforgue and the young T. S. Eliot.

Despised by the Modernists for its supposed prolixity, the genre
went into eclipse in the early zoth c. but has been successfully revived
in recent years. Notable examples of this late flowering are Les
Murray's The Boys Wbo Stole the Funeral (t98o), Vikram Seth's The
Golden Gate (t986) and Derek \(alcott's Omeros (tggo). The last of
these examples reconnects modern fiction with the Homeric origins
of European literature. See AUToBrocRApHy; Eprc; NARRATTVE vERsE;
NOVEL; ONEGTN STANZA; SONNET CYCLE.

verse paragraph A group of lines (often in blank verse) which forms a
unit. Common in long narrative poems, like Milton's Paradise Lost
and Vordswofth's Prelude.In fact, Milton developed the verse para-
graph so skilfully that it is unlikely that anyone will ever surpass him.
See rerssr; vERsET.

verset A form derived from the kind of verse formations to be found
in the Old Testament (e.g. The Song of Songs). Usually several long
lines forming a group or'parrgraph', the whole characterized by a
strong rhythm and many figurative and rhetorical devices. A number
of European poets have explored the possibilities of this flexible
form. Notable instances are Hcilderlin, P6guy, Rimbaud and Claudel.
Among poets writing in English: \U(alt'Whitman, T. S. Eliot and D. H.
Lawrence. These lines from Lawrence's Kangaroo give some idea of
the verset:

Still she watches with eternal, cocked wistfulness!
How full her eyes are, like the full, fathomless, shining eyes of an

Australian black-bov
lVho has been lost so many centuries on the margins of existence!

She watches with insatiable wistfulness.
Untold centuries of watching for something to come,
For a new signal from life, in that silent lost land of the South.

Vhere nothing bites but insects and snakes and the sun, small life.
Vhere no bull roared, no cow ever lowed, no stag cried, no leopard

screeched, no lion coughed, no dog barked,
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But all was silent save for parrots occasionally, in the haunted blue
bush.

\fistfully watching, with wonderful liquid eyes.
And dl her weight, all her blood, dripping sack-wise down towards

the earth's centre,
And the live linle-one taking in its paw at the door of her belly.

Leap then, and come down on the line that draws to the earth's
deep, heavy centre.

See vsnss PARAGRAPH.

versicle Usually a liturgical term. Four meanings can be distinguished:
(a) a shon sentence said or sung antiphonally; (b) a little verse; (c) a
verse of the Psalms or Bible; (d) a shon or single metrical [ine.

versification Three meanings may be distinguished: (a) the action of
composing a verse (q.zr.) or the art or practice of versifying; (b) the
form of a poetical composition - its strucnrre and meter; (c) a metri-
cal version of some prose work.

vers lib6r6s (F 'freed verse') The French symbolister, rnost notably
Verlaine, c. r88o, introduced new metrical forms and modifications of
traditional ones. The intention was to free French versification from
Classical conventions. But this 'liberated'verse was still syllabic and
still rhyme d. See also rxne vERsE; vERs LIBREs; syMDoL AND syMBoLIsM.

vers libres (F 'free verse') (t) A term used to denote verse forms
commonly employed in the rTth c. in which there were subtle
variations of line and stanza length and alternations of masculine and
feminine rhymes in order to achieve special effects. La Fontaine's
Fables (t6681$ contain many examples. See also FREE vERsE; vERs
urfn6s.

(z) An important innovation in French prosody dating, like vers
lib1rds (q.o.),from c. r88o. It abandoned certain traditional principles;
especially the rules which prescribed recurrent metrical patterns and a
certain number of syllables per line. Rhythm, and the division of verse
into rhythmical units, was held to be the essendal foundation of poetic
form. This rhythm was to be personal, the particular expression of the
individual poet. Thus, his own voice or tune. The rhythm had also to
be appropriate to the subject. Aty poet wofthy of the name had always
been keenly aw;ire of the nature and importance of rhythm, and any
poet anyway has his own voice and tune. The theories of the French
poets and prosodists helped to enforce a heightened awareness of the
essential; and the innovations were, in many cases, beneficial.
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Among the earliest poems to be written in tters libres were two
by Rimbaud: namely, Marine end Mou'uement (c. r87z-). Other
important oers-lib*tes were Paul Verlaine, Jules Laforgue, Edouard
Dujardin, Francis Jammes, Henri de Regnier and Emile Verhaeren.
The innovations had considerable influence upon American and
English poets. How much is a matter of dispute; but it is a fact that
Iflalt Vhitman,Ezra Pound, T. S. Eliot and D. H. Lawrence (among
many others) were all, at some stage or another, affected by them.
Poets continue to experiment with oers libres. For example: Gregory
Corso, Lawrence Ferlinghetti, Allen Ginsberg, Roger McGough,

John Berryman, Ted Hughes, Michael Hamburger, Peter Redgrove,
Thom Gunn, Sylvia Plath and Anne Sexton - to name a handful of
American and English poets. Their counterparts on the European
continent are as numerous.

verso piano (It'plain verse') In Ialian prosodp any line that has a fem-
inine ending (q.v.) with the stress on the penultimate syllable. Verso
piano is the basic narrative line in Ialian verse, corresponding to our
iambic pentameter. See rAMB; rENTAMETER; vERso scIoLTo; vERso
TRONCO.

verso sciolto (It'free, easy, loose verse') An unrhymed hendecasyllabic
line with the main accent on the rcnth syllable. Italian poets were using
it in the r3th c. and by the Renaissance period it was established as the
equivalent of the Classical hexameter (q.".) used for epic poetry. It
served as the basis for blank verse (q.r.t.) in English poetry. See also
VERSO PrANO; VERSO TRONCO.

verso sdrucciolo (It 'sliding, slippery verse') In Italian prosodl a line
with the principal accent on the tenth syllable and ending with a word
accented on the antepenultimate syllable - thus giving the line twelve
syllables.

verso tronco (It'truncated verse') In Italian prosody, any line ending
with an accented syllable, especially one with the principal accent on
the tenth syllable and a masculine ending. See also vERso prANo; vERso
SCIOLTO.

Verstehen A German term used from late in the rgth c. to denote
understanding achieved from within by means of empathy (q.o.).kis
commonly associated with hermeneutics (q.o.).

Vice, the A kind of fool or buffoon who appeared as a character in the
Interludes and Morality Plays (qq.o.) in the r6th c. The Vice was often
borne on the devil's back and he carried a dagger of lath or a stick. See
a/so srepstrcr.
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Victorian period

Vctorian period The era of Queen Victoria's reign (r 837-t9or). The
period is sometimes dated from r83z (the passage of the first Reform
Bill). A period of intense and prolific activity in literature, especially
by novelists and poets, philosophers and essayists. Dramatists of any
note are few. Much of the writing was concerned with contemporary
social problems; for instance, the effects of the industrial revolution,
the influence of the theory of evolution, movements of political and
social reform. The following are among the most notable British
writers of the period: Thomas Love Peacock, Keble, Carlyle, Villiam
Barnes, Cardinal Newman, Disraeli, R. S. Surtees, Bulwer Lytton,J. S.
Mill, Elizabeth Barrett Browning, Kinglake, Tennyson, Charles
Darwin, ThackeraS Roben Browning, Edward Lear, Dickens,
Aytoun, Charles Reade, Trollope, Charlotte Bront6, Emily Bront6,
Anne Bront6, Charles Kingsley, George Eliot, Ruskin, Matthew
Arnold, 'Wilkie Collins, T. H. Huxley, George Meredith, Dante
Gabriel Rossetti, Christina Rossetti, Lewis Carroll, Villiam Morris,
Lord Acton, Samuel Butler, Swinburne, Pater, Dobson, Thomas
HardS Gerard Manley Hopkins, Andrew Lang, Alice Meynell,'$f. E.
Henley, Robert Louis Stevenson, Henry Arthur Jones, Oscar 

'tU7ilde,

Pinero, Francis Thompson, Rudyard Kipling, Synge.
Famous American writers of the period were Emerson, Hawthorne,

Longfellow, Melville, Mark Twain and Henry James.

vidalita A Spanish verse form common in gaucho literature (q.v.).lt
consists of four- or six-line stanzas of four, six or eight syllables each.
The rhymes are customarily on the second and fourth lines, or the
third and sixth.

viewpoint The position of the narrator in relation to his story; thus the
outlook from which the events are related. There are many variations
and combinations but three basic ones may be distinguished. Firstly,
the omniscient - the author moves from character to character, place
to place, and episode to episode with complete freedom, giving himself
access to his characters' thoughts and feelings whenever he chooses
and providing information whenever he wishes. This is probably the
commonest point of view and one which has been established for a
very long time. Chaucer used the method very successfully in Troilus
and Criseyde (c. rl8l); Fielding employed it in Torn Jones (tZ+il;
Huxley in Braue New World (tglr); Gabriel Fielding inThe Birthday
King $962). Such a point of view does not require the author to stay
outside his narrative. He may interpolate his own commentaries.
Secondly, the third person - the author chooses a character and the
story is related in terms of that character in such a way that the field
of vision is confined to him or her alone. A good example of this is
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Strether in Henry James's The Ambassad.ors (tgol). Thirdly first
person narrative - here the story is told in the first person by one of
the characters. Vell-known examples are Defoe's Moll Fknders,
Melville's Moby-Dich, Dickens's Great Expeaations, Mark Twain's
The Ad,rtentures of Huchlebeny Finn,Conrad's Heart of Darkne.ss and
Scott Fitzgerald's The Great Gatsby. This method has become increas-
ingly popular and has been used by many authors during the zoth c.
A.recent instance is Graham Greene's Traoels uith My Aunt Gg6g).
Various combinations of these methods have been attempted by many
authors; in some cases deliberately; in some, apparendy, haphazardly.
For example: Dickens shifts his viewpoint continually in Bleah House
(1812-3). So does Tolstoy inWar and Peace Q865-72).In many cases
the viewpoint is restricted to a minor character within the story.
Examples of this method are to be found in Emily Bronr6's Wathering
Heights $8+il, Conrad's Victory (rgr l) and Somerset Maugham's The
Razor's Edge 0g++).

Percy Lubbock's Tbe Craft of Fiaion (t926),E. M. Forsrer's Aspeas
of the Novel Ogzil and HenryJamest prefaces to his novels (eventu-
ally collected and published as The Art of the Novel, ry1.d are impor-
tant discourses on the matter of point of view. Since those days theory
on this aspect of the novelist's art, and, indeed, of the story-teller's art
in general, has proliferated. See also AEsrHETrc DrsrANcE; coNFEs-
sroNAL NOVEL; EPISTOLARY NOVEL; NARRATOLOGY; NARRATOR; NOVEL;
PERSONA; n6Crr; STREAM OF CONSCTOUSNESS; SUBJECTTVTTY AND
oBJECTTVTTY.

vignette (F 'little 
vine') A small ornamenral design on a blank page in

a book, especially at the beginning or end of a chapter. Today it may

also be applied to a sketch or short composition which shows consid-
erable skill (e.g. Virginia W'oolf's short story Kew Gardens). Moreover,
it may describe part of a longer work (e.g. Faulkner's exrraordinary
description of the wild spotted horses in The Hamlet). A further
example is Turgenev's Shetches of a Sportsman (1847-5 r), vignettes of
country life in Russia.

villain The wicked character in a story and, in an important and special
sense, the evil machinator or plotter in a play. Not to be found in
Classical literature, the villain, as a particular character type, was devel-
oped in the r6th c. in drama. During this period the devils who played
a prominent part in the medieval Mystery Plays (q.".) and the Tudor
Moralities (q.".) suffered a kind of metamorphosis into the full-scale
villains of Elizabethan and Jacobean tragedy (the majoriry of the vil-
lains are to be found in revenge tragedy, q.v.).ln effect the devils were
humanized and the villains diabolized. This process of evolution, in
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which two of the major formative influences were the concept of
'senecal man' and the philosophy of expediency culled from
Machiavelli (hence Machiavel, q.a.,Machiavellian), can be seen in the
Digby Phys (c. t t rz), The Castell of Persever*nce (r+zt), Mind, Will
and Ilnderstanding (r45o), in Bale's Tbe Temptation of Our Lord
b1+il, in 

'Wever's 
Lrsty Juaentus (c. r1y9), in The Conflirt of

Conscience (t 16l), in Fulwell's Like Will to Like (ry68), in Luptont
All For Money (t lZ8) and in Marlowe's Dr Faustu.r (c. r t8S) - plus a
number of other works. In most of these (and in similar plays) the
devils are comic or semi-comic figures - devils continued to appear as
devils in comedy until late in the r5th c. and early in the rzth c., e.g.
Greene's Friar Bacon and Friar Bnngay (r1g+), Haughton's Gim the
Collier of Croydon (16oo), the anonymous The Merry Deoil of
Edmonton (r5o8), Dekker's If this be not good the Deoil is in it (16ro),
BenJonson'sThe Devil is an Ass Q6l6) and the anonymousThe Witch
of Edmonton j64); but Dr Faustus is one of the few tragedies of
the period in which the devil appears as a denil. Other examples are
Barnabe Barnes's Devil's Cbarter (t6ofl and Chapman's Bussy
D'Ambois $6o).

The villains (and some of the villainous characters) of Elizabethan
and Jacobean tragedy (q.v.) exhibit the characteristics of devils incar-
nate. Of the many instances that might bb cited the following are
among the most notable: Barabas in Marlowe's Tbe ltt of Maha
(c. rtg2), Aaron in Shakespeare's Titus Andronicus Q594), and
Gloucester in his Ricbard III (c. rJ94), Piero in John Marston's
Antonio's Reoenge (tnil, Hoffman in Chetde's Tragedy of Hoffman
(c 16oo), Eleazar in Last's Dominion (16oo), Iago in Shakespeare's
Otbello (16o4), Vendici in Tourneur's Tbe Revenger's Tragedy (t6o7),
Flamineo in Sfebster's Tbe White Dwil (c r5o8), the husband in
the anonymous Yorksbire Tragedy (16o8), D'Amville in Tourneur's
Tbe Atheist\ Tragedy $6o7-rr), Bosola in Vebster's The Duchess of
Malfi (c. l/l3-14), De Flores in Middleton and Rowley's Tbe
Cbangeling $6zz) and Eleazar in \6lliam Heminge's Tbe leue's
Tragedy (c.l,53:).

In these plays, and in many others of the period, the dramatists
explored and exploited the possibilities of the evil antagonist as some-
thing like an incarnate devil, thus achieving an increased realism.

The summit and apotheosis, so to speak, of the villain in literature
(and a devilish villain at that) is attained in Milton's portrayal of Satan
in Paradke Lost $66). Satan, as a figure and character, combines
many of the characteristics of the devils and villains of the preceding
three hundred years.
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Thereafter, the villain as a character is not prominent until rgth c.
melodrama when, for the most paft, he has deteriorated into a
grotesque if not buffoonish'baddy' to be hissed and booed. The out-
standing exception to this generalization is the Mephistopheles of
Goethe's Faast (Pt I: r8o8; Pt II: r83z), but this character does not
really belong to the same tradition of the Elizabethan and Jacobean
vi[ain. See ssNBcAN TRAGEDv; sor"rr.oeuy.

villancico A Spanish song and verse form believed to derive from the
Arabic zdjel (q.v.) and often used by Spanish court poets in the early
Renaissance period. The term derives from ailkno, 'villeinr p€4srnt'
and so we may suppose that it has a rustic origin. It is a popular poetic
form often with a religious content which is sung in churches at
Christmas and on other feast days. In some cases it can be taken
as a kind of carol, though, properly, a Christmas carol is oerso de
Nochebuend or nerso de Naoid,ad.

villanelle (It 'rural, rustic' from vilhno,'peasant') Originally used for
pastoral (q.".) poetry in various forms. Jean Passerat (r t j4-16oz) very
probably fixed the standard form: five three-lined stanzas or tercets
(q.o.) and a final quatrain (q.o.). The first and third lines of the first
tercet recur alternately in the following stanzas as a refrain (q.v.) and
form a final couplet. A number of English poets have experimented
with it, notably Oscar \{rilde, \Uf. E. Henley and \U[. H. Auden. Auden's
If I Could tell You is a good example:

Time will say nothing but I told you so,
Time only knows the price we have to pay;
If I could tell you I would let you know.

If we should weep when clowns put on their show,
If we should srumble when musicians play,
Time will say nothing but I told you so.

There are no fortunes to be told, although,
Because I love you more than I can say,
If I could tell you I would let you know.

The winds must come from somewhere when they blow,
There must be reasons why the leaves decay;
Time will say nothing but I told you so.

Perhaps the roses really want to grow,
The vision seriously intends to stay;
If I could tell vou I would let vou know.
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Suppose the lions all get up and go,

And all the brooks and soldiers run ^:way;
Ifill Time say nothing but I told you so?

If I could tell you I would let you know.

.See cnetn vERsE.

vireli A Provengal verse form (it also appears as airehi, ttirehis) which

varies in length and the number of stanzas. There are two kinds:

vireli ancien and aireli noal)ettt4. A rare form. Austin Dobson

experimented with it.

virgule, virgula A slanting stroke / often used to mark foot divisions

in a line of verse. See puNcruenoN; scANsIoI{.

visa Half-line unit in ON poetry.

vocalic assonance See vovrl RrrYME.

voice See xenneroR; PERsoNA; vrEvPorNT.

volapiik An anificial international language invented by J. M. Schleyer

ii r879.It was superseded by Esperanto (q.v.). See also BAsIc ENGLIsH;

TDO.

Vollsbuch A German term for'popular'literature of the Prose narra-

tive type. The term was coined byJohann Giirres, who in r8o7 put-

lished Die teutschen Volbsbiicher. Volhsbiicher w'ere very popular

during the r6th c. and remained so until well on in the rSth c. M11ry

derived from French and German verse romances of the Middle

Ages. During the Romantic revival (q.v.) there was renewed interest

in them.

Volksbiihne (G 'people's stage') A German theatre association founded

in r89o by Bruno rWille.which was of considerable importance in the
'people's theatre' movement of the period. It opened a theatre in r9r4

in Blrlin, where Erwin Piscator $8y-rg65), the pioneer of epic and

documentary theatre (qq.o.), became director in ry24. The Nazis sup-

pressed the theatre but it reopened after the war. Until October r99o

ih.t. was one Volhsbiibne in rufl'est Berlin and one in East Berlin.

volkslied (G 'folk poem./song') A poem of unknown origin belonging

to oral tradition (q.rr.). Usually in a simple st^nza (q.".) form rhyming

abab, abcb. The term was invented by the great German scholar

Johann Herder and first used in his essay Aaszug dus einem

Biefutecbsel iiber Ossian und die Li.eder aher Vt;lher (t77).Interest

in this kind of poetry became widespread in the late rSth c. (it was an

aspect of nationalism) and was to continue in the rgth c. Percy's
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Reliqaes of Ancient Englisb Poetry Gfi) had a considerable influence
in Germany and elsewhere. Herder published a collection of folksongs
in ry78-9 and many were to follow through the work of others.

Volksmirchen (G'folk tale') A tale which belongs to the oral tradition
(q.o.),and thus differs from the Kunstmiirchen (q.a.), which is written
down.

Volksstiick (G 'folk play') A play in local dialect for 'popular' audi-
ences. Volhsstiiche originated in Vienna early in the r8th c. There were
two main forms: the 'magic play' or Zauberstiick; and the Lohalstiick
(q.".).The former presented a somewhat extravagant and fairy-like
world in which the central character was the 'common man'; perhaps
an ordinary Viennese tradesman, somewhat dim-witted or something
of a comic, who would experience various adventures. The latter
tended to be broad or knockabout comedy, with plentiful jokes at
the expense of local society, characters, celebrities, fashions, customs,
language and so forth. A development of the genre vras the
B e s ser un gs st ii ck (q. a.)

Such plays (which were often presented with elaborate stage
machinery and scenic splendour and often included music and song)
remained popular until the turn of the rgth c., and were always
particularly associated with Vienna and its environs. Karlweis
(r8yo-r9or), a Viennese railway inspector, was one of the last drama-
tists to write them successfully.

volta (It 'turn') The change in thought or feeling which separates
the octave (q.".) from the sestet (q.".) in a sonner (q.v.). See also
MILTONIC SONNET.

vorticism A movement in art and literature begun c. r9r2 by the painter
and writer Iflyndham Lewis. It produced a magazine, Bkst: Tbe
Revieu of tbe Great English Vortex, which came out twice, in ryr4
and r9ry. These publications carried the manifestoes of 

'Wyndham

Lewis, the poet Ezra Pound and the sculptor Henri Gaudier-Brzeska.
Some of the early poems of Pound and T. S. Eliot were also published
in Bkst and Pound used it to elaborate his theory of the image.
The movement lost momentum after r9zo. See also IMAGTsTs;
SURREALISM.

vowel rhyme 
'S(hen 

two words rhyme because their vowel or vowels
are the same. For instance: boot/roof; ease/peace. Some accept it as a
form of rhyme in which any vowel sound is allowed to agree with any
other. Emily Dickinson used it quite often, as in these fwo stanzas
from z{ bird came down the walh:
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. . . Cautious,
I offered him a Crumb,
And he unrolled his feathers
And rowed him softer home -

Than Oars divide the Ocean,
Ioo silver for a seam -
Or Butterflies, off Banks of Noon,
Leap, plashless, as they swim.

See also AssoNANcE; RHYME.

vraisemblance The French equivalent of verisimilitude (q.a.). rTth c.
French criticism distinguished between nraisembhnce ordinaire and
extraordinaire.The former covered appropriateness of behaviour and
motive; the latter, supernatural or extraneous action - the element of
surprise in plot or word. See srBNsfANcEs.

vuelta (Sp 'turn, return') In the Spanish zdjel (q.o.) the aueha is a founh
line which follows a rhymed triplet called rhe mudanza (q.a.).

vulgarity Of the large number of synonyms available in English for
vulgar, 'loud', paftly because of its sartorial associations, is one of the
most suitable. Vulgarity in literature usually occurs when a writer
strains himself and protests too much. He then becomes boorish, ill-
bred, bullying, crude, conceivably tawdry or just plain silly or absurd.
Thus vulgarity occurs where there is a serious discrepancy bemreen
tone, matter and form; where there is incongruiry; where the feelings
ere contrived or forced; where the language is not apt for the emo-
tional content; where there is pretension or self-indulgence in the
shape of meretricious ornament, effect for the sake of effect, and
'display' of emotions which are not really felt.

A good deal of dramatic verse written during the Elizabethan and

Jacobean periods is in poor taste because it is bombast (q.o.). This kind
of vulgarity was skilfully parodied by Shakespeare on a number of
occasions (especially, for example, in the Players'speeches in Hamlet,
and in Pistol's rant in Henry IV and Henry V). Crashaw, in his more
syrupy moods (there are a good many instances inSteps to the Temple,
1646, and Tbe Deligbts of the Muses, fi46), is also guilty of vulgarity.
For example, these lines from Tbe Weeper:

Upwards thou dost weep,
Heav'n's bosom drinks the gentle streem,

\flhere the milky rivers creep
Thine floats above, and is the cream.

. 
'S(aters 

above the heavens, what they be,
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Ve're taught best by thy tears, and thee.
Every morn from hence,

A brisk cherub something sips,
lVhose sacred influence

Adds sweetness to his sweetest lips,
Then to his music, and his song
Tastes of this breakfast all day long.

Crashaw was a poet susceptible to the more bathetic forms of vulgar-
ity, and so were a number of poets and novelists during the r8th c., a
period when writers were particularly sensitive to what was fitting,
and to aberrations from decorum (q.".). An attitude and sensibility
(q.rr.) conveyed in Lord Chesterfield's remark that audible laughter
was illiberal and ill-bred, and in Johson's obiter dictum that cow-
keeper and hogherd were not to be used in our language (though, he
added, there were no finer words in the Greek language). Thomas
Parnell, a minor r8th c. poet, conveys the then prevailing view
tersely at the beginning of his Essay on tlte Different Styles of Poetry

Qv):
I hate the vulgar with untuneful mind;
Hearts uninspir'd, and senses unrefin'd.

To the same century belongs a particularly good example of a cercain
kind of vulgarity - Dyer's The Fleece (ry5i. He begins his four-book
poem on sheep farming in the high and serious manner of Virgil and
Milton:

- The care of sheep, the labours of the loom,
And arts of trade, I sing. Ye rural nymphs,
Ye swains, and princely merchants, aid the verse.

And so on. Some lines at the beginning of the second book are a good
example of a discrepancy between style, tone and matter:

Through all the brute creation, none, as sheep,
To lordly man such ample ribute pay.
For him their udders yield necrareous streams;
For him the downy vestures they resign;
For him they spread the feasq ah! ne'er may he
Glory in wants which doom to pain and death
His blameless fellow creafirres.

The vulgarity of over-much sentimentality is a notable feature of some
r8th c. novels, especially Richardson's Pamek (tZ+o) and Mackenzie's
The Man of Feeling (tZZt).

Some of the more flamboyant'musicesque'poems of Edgar Allan
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Poe display another kind of vulgariry. Consider the beginning of
Uhlume Q84):

The skies they were ashen and sober;
The leaves they were crisped and sere -
The leaves they were withering and sere;

It was night in the lonesome October
Of my most immemorial year;

It was hard by the dim lake of Auber,
In the misty mid region of rVeir -

It was down by the dank tarn of Auber
In the ghoul-haunted woodland of \[eir.

This anapaestic word-thumping is crude.
M*y other examples can be found. Swinburne often tries strenu-

ously to be 'poetical'. Balzac, frequendy a bad writer, is quite often
Soilry of vulgariry (for example,in Sdraphita, r8f+-l). So is Dickens,
especially in the death scene of Litde Nell in The Old Cuiosity Sbop
(r84r). Hardy comes perilously near to 'overdoing it' in the horrors
of lade the Obscare $89). Among more recent writers examples can
be found in the work of Henry Miller, Lawrence Durrell, \Wriiliam
Burroughs and Ian Fleming; not to mention many instances in the pur-
veyors of cheap, popular 'p,tlp' (q.t.) literature: the third-rate erotica
and the fourth-rate thrillers. See resru.
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waka A Japanese verse form related to the tanha (q.r.) consisting of

alternate five- and seven-syllable lines. The anka form was standard
for hundreds of years and survives.

Valdeinsamkeit (G 'forest loneliness') A 'mode' word (apparently

coined by Tieck) during the German romantic period, which was fre-
quently used. It implies a turning away from reality into a dream
world, a yearning for distant countries (of the mind as well as of acru-
ality), a yearning for remoteness of time and place. The concept of the
forest is important because forests are remote, wild, dark, lonely places
where the spirit may commune with Nature. A good deal of poetry
and fiction of the period dwells on this quasi-mystical longing. It is
apparent in the work of, among others, Novalis (r772-fior), Ludwig
Tieck (t77-r8;. 1) and Clemens Brentano(1778-1842). Goethet poem
Wanderers Nacbtlied is a well-known example of the expression of the
feelings involved. See also RoMANTIcISM; RoMANTIc REVIVAL.

Vappendichtung See xrnorDsDrcHTUNG.

war literature See ven PoETs.

war poets, the A title ultimately bestowed on, primarily, a number of
writers who 'soldiered' in various capacities during the First \(orld
'W'ar 

and who recorded very memorably their feelings about their
experience. Some sevenf,y British poets wrote about that war and more
than fifty of them were actively engaged in it. Not a few of them were
killed. A handful (e.g. Rupert Brooke and Julian Grenfell) expressed
patriotic and quasi-romantic views. The majority expressed varying
degrees of disgust, disenchantment, cynicism, revulsion, anger and
horror. It was often poetry of protest and it deglamorized war for ever.
The strongest feelings were often leavened by a grim and laconic
humour. Pre-eminent among the poets were (and are) \flilfred Owen,
Siegfried Sassoon, Edmund Blunden, Charles Sorley,Isaac Rosenberg,
\f. N. Hodgson, Edward Shanks, Edward Thomas, Robert Nichols,
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\flilfred Gibson, Alan Seeger, Herbert Asquith and David Jones. One
of the major poems is In Parentbesis Gglil by David Jones. It is on
an epic scale and was begun by him in ry27. Passages of prose are com-
bined with the verse.

The Second Vorld'!trflar, and its aftermath, was recorded (somewhat
less memorably) by another generation of writers: notably Sidney
Keyes, Keith Douglas, Alun Lewis, Roy Fuller, Roy Campbell,
Charles Causley and Alan Ross.

Most of the poets of both world wars have been well represented
in a number of fine anthologies. Two of the best concerned with the
First 'Vorld Var are Up the Line to Death (rg6+), edited by R. B.
Gardner, and Men Who March Auay Og6il, edited by I. M. Parsons.
The Second \7orld \U7ar yieldedTbe Poetry of War: r%frg4t Og6),
edited by I. Hamihon,The Components of the Scene Q966), edited by
R. Blythe, nd The Tenible Rain Q966), edited by R.B. Gardner. It
is noticeable that all five anthologies appeared within two years of each
other in the t96os, nearly fifty years after the First \7orld I[ar ended
and mrenty years after the end of the Second \?'orld \(ar. This is some
indication of the length of the shadow that both cataclysms cast across
the world. In 1988, the seventieth anniveisary of the origind armistice
yex, half a dozen volumes of verse and prose about the r9r4-r8 war
were published.

Not a few of those classed as warpoets also contributed to a copious
quantiry of literature (novels, short stories, autobiography, biography,
diaries, journals, qq.o., memoirs, and stories of escape from prisoner-
of-war camps) which appeared steadily in the inter-war period and
continued unabated from the late r94os onwards. Three writers in par-
ticular published memoirs of the First \Ufiorld \(rar which, over the
years, have become more or less esablished as classics of their kind:
namely, Undertones of War (1928) by Edmund Blunden, Goodbye to
AllThat (tgzg) by Robert Graves rnd Memoirs of a Fox-Hanting Man
(1928) by Siegfried Sassoon. Two lesser known works of considerable
merit are Frank Richards's Old Soldiers Nezter Die (ty) and With a
Macbine Gun to Cambrai Gg6g) by George Coppard (a brother of
A. E. Coppard). See also LITERATURE oF EscApE; Losr cENERATToN.

weak-ending One that is unaccented. .See FEMININE ENDING.

well-made play EugEne Scribe (t79r-r86r), the French dramatist, is
usually credited with the concept of the well-made play. The term is
now normally pejorative and refers to a neatly and economically con-
structed play which works with mechanical efficiency. Scribe was a
very successful dramatist and exerted considerable influence in the
theatre for many-years. I$flell-made plays were sdll common in the
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rgjos and not infrequent until the late fifties. There may always be a
commercial market for them.'Witness the phenomenal run of Agatha
Christie's The Mousetrap (rg1r).

Veltanschauung (G 'world outlook') As a literary term it may be used
judiciously in reference to a particular author's attitude to rhe world,
or to the prevailing spirit and vision of a period. For instance, Thomas
Hardy's view of the human being as the victim of fate, destiny, imper-
sonal forces and circumstances; or rhe disillusioned and laconic cyni-
cism so often expressed by poets in the r93os. \Uf. H. Auden, Lluis
MacNeice, Stephen Spender, Cecil Day Lewis, \filliam Empson,
Francis Scarfe, Michael Roberts, Bernard Spencer, Norman Cameron,
David Gascoyne and others.

Veltliteratur A tergn coined by Goethe which means, approximately
(Goethe did not define it), that literarure which is of all nations and
peoples, and which, by ^ reciprocal exchange of ideas, mediates
between nations and helps to enrich the spirit of man. Carlyle spoke
of '\(orld literature'. See also coMpARATrvE LTTERATURE.

'sfeltschmerz 
(G'world pain') Vague yearning and disconrenr, a weari-

ness of life, and a melancholy pessimism. Many of the poems of
Giacomo Leopardi $7g8-r\7) suggest such a feeling of unease and
despair. The term may also apply to rhe spirit of a period like the ryth
c. when there was widespread despondency and pessimism through-
out Europe: feelings frequently manifest in the literature and art of
that time. See also \TELTANScHAUUNG; zErTGErsr.

w6n and wu The two main classes of traditional Chinese drama. W1n
denotes civil, and wa military drama. The 'book' for these plays is
more like a roughly outlined scenario than a dramatic rext as we under-
stand it in the Vest. In China the actors fill out the scenario frame-
work as required, and this gives flexibility. The palys are a mixrure of
dialogue in prose and verse, acrobadcs, dancing, mime and operatic
singing. They are divided into many different scenes of variable length
and are usually performed on a square srage. The dramatic conven-
tions are prescribed and elaborate. Stage props are simple and sym-
bolic: a table, for instance, may represent variously an altar, a wall, a
bridge, a hill or a judge's bench; four black flags waved vigorously rep-
resent a strong wind; a hat done up in red cloth signifies a decapitated
head; a cube wrapped in yellow silk is an official seal - and so on.

There are four main types of character: shAng- males in general; tan
- females in general; ching or hua-lien - srrong, vigorous men whose
faces are painted like masks; cb'ou - comedians. \6thin these cate-
gories there are a number of sub-divisions.
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Vendepunkt

Both speech and song are delivered in a high-pitched voice, though
the comedians render a kind of bass. The noises are reinforced
by not dissimilar musical accompaniment from a fiddle; but the
Chinese orchestra (which is on stage) also has brass and percussion
instruments.

Costume and make-up are of the greatest importance. Costumes
tend to be lavish and are adapted from the styles of the T'ang, Sung,
Ytian and Ming dynastic periods. Convention prescribes the
significance of particular colours (emperors wear red, important
officials yellow, and so fonh) and also prescribes particular uses of the

clothes (for example, a sleeve held up to the eyes denotes weeping).

Comparable rules apply in the use of complicated make-up. Character
and temperament are expressed by lines on the face and varied com-
binations of colour. For instance, white denotes a treacherous dispo-
sition; red, loydry and courage; black, candour and integrity; yelloq
guile; green for demons, brigands and outlaws. . . and so on. The
beard, an important prestige and stanrs symbol in ancient China, is
also an integral pan of make-up. A very long beard signifies heroism

and wealth; a blue or red beard signifies a supernaturd being.
The movements of the actors are according to convention and their

tempo is set by the orchestra.
Most of the aftn anduu pleys are based on traditional material like

legends and historical events. Th.y tend to point a moral, or give that
impression. They possess a timeless qudity in that they depict Chinese
life over many centuries, and they are as stylized as Nd (q.o.) and
puppet-theatre like haragdz (q.2,.).

Vendepunkt (G 'turning point') An important element in the theory
and practice of the Nooelle. See nowue.

\Pertherism An-ism deriving from the title of Goethe's Die Leiden des
jungen Werthers G7Z+), an autobiographical and epistolary novel and

also a kind of Kiinstlerroman (qq.'u.). The hero,'Werther, is a hyper-
sensitive, highly strung and melancholy young man who is a social
misfit and is engaged in a hopeless love affair; the protorype of the
pale, love-lorn, rom4ntic,'interesting' yout!. T!. novel was an enor-
mous success rn Europe and created a cult which influenced male
fashion (a blue coat and yellow breeches were de rigneur among young
men who were well-off) and such artefacts as China tea-sets, which
were decorated with scenes and motifs from the story. '\Tertherism'

became a popular term in English. A young man suffering from
'\Ufiertherism' was subject to fits of melancholia, and what Goethe
described (in the novel) as Weltscbmerz ('a feeling of being ill-at-ease
with the world') and lchschmerz ('a feeling of self-dissatisfiction').
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Vestern A genre of fiction - usually in short story or novel (qq.".) form
- associated with the western states of the USA (sometimes called the
''\fild'\U(test'), and more particularly the South-west (i.e. the region

encompassing the border states of Arizona, New Mexico and'Western
Texas) and what was known as the'Old South-west', which included

the area berween the Savannah River and the Mississippi which formed

the south-western frontier from colonial times to the rgth c. It is also
associated with the great plains and prairies of Nebraska, Kansas,

Oklahoma and Texas, plus parts of Montana,'Wyoming Colorado, the

western parts of North and South Dakota, and New Mexico. These

territories were inhabited by famous tribes of American Indians.

Vhite pioneer settlers (some of whom were called 'crackers' because

their chief diet was cracked corn) created a folklore of the regions. This

in turn produced frontier stories and sketches about hunting, trapping,
ranching, cowboys, conflicts with Indians, cattle-rustling, sheriffs,

gun-law, prospecting, brigandage and so forth. There were also ballads

and other verse which were part of local gaucho literature (q.zt.), and

many a tall story @.".) or tall tale.

James Fenimore Cooper $789-r85r) was one of the first to write

of such ways of life memorably - especially in his Leatherstocking
' 

Tales (q.v.) - between r8z3 and r84r. A number of other lesser known

writers contributed numerous stories, sketches and yarns which were

forerunners of the traditional and timeless'Western that proved such

a boon to the cinema industry. Some of these writers were cowboys.
Among the better known were Davy Crockett $786-r\6), A.B.

Longstreet Q79tr8zo), Sol Smith (r8or-69), J. M. Field (r8ro-15),

G. \Uf. Harris Q8r4-69), author of the Sut Looingatood Yarns (t86),

Joseph Baldwin (r8r1-54), J.J. Hooper (r8r t-62) and T. B. Thorpe
(r8ry-78), author of the famous tall story Tbe Big Bear of Arkanslts.

Francis Bret Harte (1836-19oz) made a considerable contribution
to the genre. In 1858 he helped to establish Ooerknd Montbly as an

outlet for \Testern writers and he printed a number of his own stories

in ir In r87o he published The Luch of Roaring Camp and Otber

Shetches - a collection of 
'Western 

stories about frontier life and the

fornrnes and misfortunes of the individual in frontier society. Harte
(and the other writers mentioned above) were eventually to have some

influence on Mark Twain and, much later, rUflilliam Faulkner.
One of the best known writers of a traditional type of 

'Western 
was

Andy Adams (r8y1r93y), author of The Logof a Couboy $gq),Tbe
Outlet (tqol) and Cattle Brands $9o6). Eugene Manlove Rhodes

$869-t934) wrote ten or more novels on comparable themes. Another

who became popular was Harold Bell I(right $872-t944), author of

Tb e S h ep h erd of th e H ills (t go7), Tb e Calling of D an M attb ew s ( t pog)
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Vesterners

and When a Man's a Man (r9r6). The most famous in the zoth c. has

beenZane Grey (t872-r93), who wrote over sixty novels and is par-

ticularly remembered for Riders of the Parple Sage (r9rz), To the Last
Man (tgzz), Nevada (1928), Wild Horse Mesa (1928) and Code of the
West (r91$. He presents the 

'West 
as a kind of moral landscape in

which and against which characters fight and struggle. Their destruc-
tion or salvation/redemption depends on how they cope with and
respond to the codes of violence which prevail. Over a hundred
\Testern films were based on Grey's stories, and during the rgzos and
rgjos he was the most popular author in America. Latterly Jack
Shaefer has written books in the same tradition; for instance, The

Big Range (tg1i.Other recent writers who have contributed are:
Iilinifred Blevins, Bill Gulick, Donald Hamilton, Dorothy M.

Johnson, Louis L'Amour and Peggy S. Curry.

Vesterners Russian intellectuals who created a movement c. r84o.
Th"y were opposed to the ideoloy of the Czar and to the Russian
Slavophiles (q.v.). These rwo groups were in contention over the
matter of Russia's relationship with the \Uflest. The Vesterners main-
tained that it was essential to belong to European civilization, to be a
part of its.culrure and to use its progressive forms of government and
technological progress. Turgenev's novel Smoke (r56il depicts the
controversy fqom the point of view of the V€sterners. Other
''Westernist'writers were Nikolai Ogaryov (r8ry-7), Yakov Polonski
(r89ra8) and Alexander Druzhinin $82a4$.

wheel See ros AND vHEEL.

whodunnit An illiterate form of 'who did it?' (i.e. the crime). A crime
story closely akin to the thriller, the detective story and the roman
policier (qq.o.), and often synonymous with these terms. See cnrlrar
FICTION.

willing suspension of disbelief One of the most famous phrases ever
coined. Like 'negative capability' and 'dissociation of sensibility'
(qq.".) it has almost the utility of an indispensable talisman. Coleridge
invented it and used it in Chapter XIV of. Biographia Literaria to
describe that state of receptivity and credulity desirable in a reader or
member of an audience (in current jargon, 'the receptor'). The reader
must 'grant' that he or she is about to read a story; a person in the
audience is 'asked' to accept the dramatic conventions of the theatre
and stage. In explaining one of the more remarkable aPergus in liter-
ary criticism Coleridge writes:

In this idea [he has been speaking of two possible subiects for
poetry] originated the plan of the LIRIcAL BALLADs; in which it was
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agreed, that my endeavours should be directed to persons and char-
acters supernatural, or at least romantic; yet so as to transfer from
our inward narure a human interest and a
sufficient to procure for these shadows of imagination that willing
suspension of disbelief for the moment, which constinrtes poetic
faith.

It is possible that Coleridge got the original idea from the French
sceptic Frangois de La Mothe le Vayer Q188-r672), who composd a
number of dialogues and discourses (e.g. Les Probldmes scepti.qaes,
lf,66, Les Solitudes sceptiques, fi7o) and referred to the wisdom of the
sceptic in his phrase 'cette belle suspension d'esprit de la sceptique'.
See also ALs oB.

wit (OE witan, 'to know') The word has acquired a number of accre-
tions in meaning since the Middle Ages, and in critical and general
use has changed a good deal. \fit formerly meant'sense' or'the five
senses'; thus common sense. (Cf. the phrase 'out of one's wits'.)
During the Renaissance period it meant 'intelligence' or 'wisdom';

thus intellectual capacity; even, perhaps,'genius' (q.".). Roger Ascham
and Lyly, for example, associated quick wit with intellectual liveliness.
To Sir Philip Sidney it suggested an aptitude for writing poetry. Later,
during the r 7th c., the word came to mean 'fancy', dexterity of thought
and imagination. Boyle and Locke understood it in those tenns.
Hobbes, however, in Leviathan $6y r) thought that judgement rather
than fancy was the main element. Judgement without fancy is wit, but
fancy without judgement not.' Dryden, Cowley and Pope (among
others) held that wit was primarily a matter of propriety. As Pope put
it in his Essay on Criticism (he uses the term forty-six times in at least
five different senses):

True wit is Nature to advantage dressed,
\(hat oft was thought, but ne'er so well expressed.

Johnson, however, growled disapprovingly at Cowley's conception
and referred to his 'heterogeneous ideas . . . yoked by violence to-
gether ...'Hazlitt distinguished bemeen wit, which is artificial, and
imagination, which is valid. During the rgth c., imagination was the
term generally used to designate the ability to invent and find resem-
blances. 

'Sflit 
was associated with levity. Matthew Arnold would not

allow Chaucer or Pope on his list of the greatest poets because of their
wittiness, and lack of 'high seriousness'. T. S. Eliot adjusted the balance
by preferring witty poets like Donne and Marvell because they were
able to combine wit with seriousness. The majority of modern critics
agree with Eliot. For the most part wit now suggests intellectual
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wrenched accent

brilliance and ingenuity; verbal deftness, as in the epigram (q.tl).

S[it is commonly verbal, while humour need not be. See FANcY AND
IMAGINATION; JEU D,ESPRIT.

wrenched accent This occurs in verse when the requirements of met-
rical stress prevail over the natural stress of a word or words. Common
in ballads, as in this verse from the rSth c. Scots ballad Mory Hamiltonz

He's courted her in the kitchen,
He's courted her in the ha',

He's courted her in the laigh cellar,
And that was warst of a'.

Celkr is a trochaic word, but for the sake of the stress pattern is here
made iambic - thus celLir. A rhyme dependent on a wrenched accent
is known as a wrenched rhyme. See RHxIvte.

writedy .SeenreoBnrv/wnrrnnrt.
'Vriterc'Guild 

of Great Britain Founded in ry59 as the Screenwriters'
Guild. It is the writer's trade union, affiliated to the TLJC, and repre-
sents writers'interests in film, radio, theatre, publishing and television.
It is by constirudon non-political, has no involvement with any po-
litical p^rty and does not pay a political levy. There is an executive
council of twenty-nine members and regional committees represent
Scotland and lfales and the Nonh and \flest of England.
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Xanaduism A form of academic research which entails the quest for
sources behind works of imagination. John Livingston Lowes set a
fashion for it in ry27 with the publication of Tbe Road to Xanadu,
which was inspired by Coleridge's 'visionary'poem about Xanadu.

Xenophanic Xenophanes (6th c. nc) was a native of Ionia and an itin-
. erant poet who visited many parts of the Greek world. He was also

a sillographer (q.v.). Thus 'Xenophanic' may be used to describe a
wandering poet with a witty and satirical talent. The Goliards were
Xenophanic. See also eot-rtRDlc vERsE.
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Yele School A group of literary critics associated with deconstruction

(q.r.) in America, centred on Yale University, Connecticut, and also,
more recendy, at Irvine, California (Irvine is a branch of the Universiry
of California). The Yale School flourished particularly during the
rg7os. The chief luminaries were Harold Bloom, Paul de Man,
Geoffrey Hartman,J. Hillis Miller and the French philosopherJacques
Derrida. The so-called Yale Manifesto to which all 6ve contributed
essays was published in ry79 under the title Deconstrnction and
Critirism.The essays were all initially responses to Shelley's poemThe
Tiumpb of Ltfe. Th.y were much influenced by Freud and by the
deconstruction theories of Derrida.

yarn A story or tale (q.v.).The term derives from the nautical slang
phrase 'to spin a yarn'. It often has the connotation of a tallish
or slightly improbable story. One who 'yarns' is inclined to be a
romancer, with the anitude of 'believe it if you will'. Among the many
distinguished yarners in English and American literature one should
mention R. L. Stevenson, Rudyard Kipling, \f.\Uf. Jacobs, Joseph
Conrad, Somerset Maugham, A. E. Coppard, John Masefield, T. F.
Powys, Mark Twain and rU0illiam Faulkner. Some poets, too, have been
fine yarners. For example: John Masefield, Robert Frost, Robert
Service; plus the Australian poets Charles Flarpur, Adam Lindsay
Gordon, A. B. 'Banjo' Paterson, Henry Lawson and Christopher
Brennan. See snonr sroRy; TALL sroRy.

year book In particular the repofts of English Common Law cases for
the period rzg2-r y34. These were succeeded by the Law Reports. In
general e year book is an annual publication; usually a reference work
- like Tbe Witers' and Artists'Year Booh.

yellow-backs Cheap editions of novels bound in yellow boards, includ-
ing the 'railway novels' of the latter years of the rgth c.

Yellow Book, The An illustrated quarterly which appeared in fi94-7.
Many distinguished writers and artists contributed. Among the better
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yiieh-fu

known were Aubrey Beardsley, Ma>r Beerbohm, Henry James and
Valter Sickert.

yellow journalism A name given to a particularly sensarional kind of
journalism which flourished in America in the r88os. The term derives
from an r89; number of the New York World in which a child in a
yellow dress ('The Yellow Kid') was the central figure of a cartoon.
This was an experiment in colour printing. In England the term
'yellow press' is applied to sensational periodicals.

yiieh-fu (Ch 'music bureau') A form of Chinese poerry so named
because the music bureau collected popular songs and ballad-rype
lyrics. Theyiieh-fupoems were in mixidirr.t"r, anJ short lines (a 6ve-
word line was common), and the number of stanzas was variable. The
poem usually consisted of monologue or dialogue which presented, in
dramatic form, some misfortune.
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zrny (lt zani, zanni;a Venetian form of Gianni or Giovanni) A servant-
clown in commedia dell'arte (q.v.). More generallp any kind of jester
or clownl also a comedian's stooge. Currently used on occasions to
describe an idea (or person) which is off-beat, odd, crazily funny.

zapadnichestvo See wnsrrRNERs.

zarzvela (Sp, after laZarzuela, a hundng lodge near the Pardo Palace
near Madrid) A form of. ryth c. Spanish drama first composed by
Calder6n de la Barca with the help of composers such as Juan Risco.
Zarzueks were a form of musicd comedy (q.rr.) in one to three acts.
Thus a sort of hybrid of drama and opera. Music became an increas-
ingly important element in which recitative alternated with song. The
themes were usually mythological and the plays were srylized in struc-
ture and language. Early examples (both by Calder6n) were El mayor
enuffito amor (16ll) and El jardin de Falerina. In the r5;os the plays
were performed at the hunting lodge. Zarzuehs became particularly
popular in the r7th c.After a period of desuetude in the rSth c. they
were revived in the rgth and continue to be popular to this day.

Zaubersttick See vorrssrucK.

zaum A Russian term for'trans-sense'language (zaurnny yazyk),ilan-
guage which would be'beyond sense'. For example, neologisms (4.2.),
onomatopoeic effects, arbitrary combinations of sounds, and play with
the morphological components of ordinary words. It was a notable
fearure of work produced by Russian Futurist poets, especially
Khlebnikov and Kruchenykh. See FUruRrsM; NoNsENsE.

7*itgeist (G 'spirit of the time') The trend, fashion or taste of a
partrcular penod. for rnstance, a preoccuPatron wrtn
morbid aspects of dying and death was characteristic

ith the more
of some

particular period. For instance, a

English literature in the Jacobean period (q.o.), especially in the
works of dramatists like V'ebster and Tourneur. See also onctoENcE;

in the

VELTANSCHAUUNG.
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Zhdanovshchina

Zeitroman (G'era, period, times, novel') In German the term denotes
a novel which is mainly concerned with an author's critical analysis
of the age in which he or she lives. There are many such novels.
Notable examples in German literature are Gutzkow's Die Ritter vom
Geiste (r85o-5r), Freytag's So// nnd Haben (t855), Thomas Mann's
Der Zauberberg (r9r+), and Gtinter Grass's Dze Blechtrommel

OgSil and his Aus dem Tagebuch einer Scbnecke (1972). See abo
BILDUNGSROMAN.

zfliel A Spanish poetic form (believed to be of Arabic origin) which was
popular in Spain in the late Middle Ages. It consists of an introduc-
tory strophe (q.a.) followed by a series of strophes. At its simplest the
strophic form is four verses rhyming aaab, cccb. The b rhyme runs
throughout See a/so rsrnrsrr,r,o; MUDANZA; vuELTA.

ienske pesme (S 'women's songs') Songs or poems of oral tradition
and of the ballad (qq.t.) rype frequently sung and chanted by South
Slav women, especially peasant women. Their themes are often love,
death, marriage, home life and romance. See yuNedrE pEsME; NARoDNE
PESME.

zeugma (Gk'yoking, bonding') A figure of speech in which the same
word (verb or preposition) is applied to two others in different senses.
For example: 'she looked at the object with suspicion and a magnify-
ing glass'; or 'Miss Bolo went home in a flood of tears and a sedan
chair' (Charles Dickens); or Evelyn's description of Charles I as
'Circled with his royal diadem and the affections of his people'. See
a/so svrrnpsrs.

Zhdanovshchina (R'the Zhdanov time') The period of ry46-8 during
which Andrei Zhadanov, secretary of the Central Committee in
control of ideology, brought heavy pressure to bear on prominent
Soviet writers who were deemed not to be following Party doctrine.
Among the most prominent were Anna Akhmatova, Mikhail
Zoshchenko and Boris Pasternak. Later, comparable pressures were
put on Alexander Solzhenitsyn, who in ry59 was expelled from the
Union of Soviet 

'Writers 
(q.v.) and in ry74 was deported to 

'West

Germany. See also DTSSIDENT \rRrrERs.
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Language Play David Crystal

We all use language to communicate information, but it is language
play which is truly central to our lives. Full of puns, groan-worthy
gags and witty repartee, this book restores the fun.to the study of lan-
guage. It also demonstrates why all these things are essential elements
of what makes us human.

Swearing Geoffrey Hughes
'A deliciously filthy trawl among taboo words across the ages and the
globe' Ohserver.'Erudite and entertaining' Penelope Lively, Daily
Telegraph

The Language Instinct Stephen Pinker
'Dazzling. . . Pinker's big idea is that language is an instinct, as innate
to us as flying is to geese . . . Words can hardly do justice to the super-
lative range and liveliness of Pinker's investigations' Independent.'He
does for language what David Attenborough does for animals,
explaining diflicult scientific concepts so easiiy that they are indeed
absorbed as a transparent stream of words' John Gribbin

Mother Tongue Bill Bryson
'A delightful, amusing and provoking survey, a joyful celebration of
our wonderful language, which is packed with curiosities and
enlightenment on every page' Sunday Express. 'A gold mine of
language-anecdote. A surprise on every page . . . enthralling' Observer

Longman Guide to English Usage
Sidney Greenbaum and Janet Whitcut

Containing 5000 entries compiled by leading authorities on modern
English, this invaluable reference work clarifies every kind of usage
problem, giving expert advice on points of grammar, meaning, style,
spelling, pronunciation and punctuation.
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LITERARY CR,ITICISM

Thc Penguin History of Literature

Published in ten volumes, The Penguin History of Literature is a
superb critical survey of the English and American literature covering
fourteen centuries, from the Anglo-Saxons to the present, and written
by some of the most distinguished academics in their fields.

Ner Berrinp in English Poetry F. R. Leavis
'New Bearings in English Poetry was the first intelligent account of the
work of Eliot, Pound and Gerard Manley Hopkins to appear in
English and it significantly altered critical awareness . . . Leavis gave to
literary criticism a thoroughncss and respectability that has never
since been equalled' Peter Ackroyd, Spectator.'The most influential
literary critic of modern times' Financial Times

Thc Uses of Litcracy Richard Hoggart

Mass literacy has opened new worlds to new readers. How llar has it
also been exploited to debase standards and behaviour?'A vivid inside
view of working-class culture and one of the most influential books of
the post-war era' Observer

Epistemobgy of tbe Clocet Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick

Through her brilliant interpretation of the readings of Henry James,
Melville, Nietzsche, Proust and Oscar Wilde, Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick
shows how questions of sexual definition are at the heart of every form
of representation in this century. 'A signal event in the history of late-
twentieth-century gay studies' Wayne Koestenbaum

Dengerous Pilgrimages Malcolm Bradbury
'This capacious book tracks Henry James from New England to Rye;
Evelyn Waugh to a Hollywood as grotesque as he expected; Gertrude
Stein to Spain to be mistaken for a bishop; Oscar Wilde to a rickety
stage in Leadsville, Colorado . . . The textbook on the the transatlantic
theme' Guardian
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The Practice of Writing David Lodge

This lively collection examines the work of authors ranging from the
two Amises to Nabokov and Pinter; the links between private lives and
published works; and the different techniques required in novels, stage
plays and screenplays. 'These essays, so easy in manner, so well-built
and informative, offer a fine blend of creative writing and criticism'
Sunday Times

A Lover's Discourse Roland Barthes
'May be the most detailed, painstaking anatomy of desire we are ever
likely to see or need again . .. The book is an ecstatic celebration of
love and language . . . readers interested in either or both ' . . will enjoy
savouring its rich and dark delights' Washington Post

The New Pelican Guide to English Literature Edited by Boris Ford

The indispensable critical guide to English and American literature in
nine volumes, erudite yet accessible. From the ages of Chaucer and
Shakespeare, via Georgian satirists and Victorian social critics, to the
leading writers of the twentieth century, all literary life is here.

The Structure of Complex Words William Empson
'Twentieth-century England's greatest critic after T- S. Eliot, but
whereas Eliot was the high priest, Empson was the enfant terrible ...
The Structure oJ'Complex Words is one of the linguistic masterpieces
of the epoch, finding in the feel and tone of our speech whole
sedimented social histories' Guardian

Vamps and Tramps Camille Paglia
'Paglia is a genuinely unconventional thinker . . . Taken as a whole, the

book givesin exceptionally interesting perspective on the-last thirty
vears o[ intellectual life in America, and is, in its wacky way, a

lelebration of passion and the pursuit of truth' Sunday Telegraph
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How tbe Mlnd Works Steven Pinker

This brilliant and controversial book explains what the mind is, how it
evolved, and how it allows us to see, think, feel, interact, enjoy the arts
and pondet the mysteries of life. 'To have read [the book] is to have
consulted a first draft of the structural plan of the human psyche. . . a
glittering tour de force' Spectator

The Uses of Enchrntment Bruno Bettelheim
'Bruno Bettelheim's tour of fairy stories, with all their psychoanalytic
connotations brought out into the open, is a feast of understanding'
New Statesman & Society.'Everything that Bettelheim writes about
children, particularly about children's involvement in fiction, seems
profound and illuminating' Sunday Times

Evolution in Mind Henry Plotkin
An Introduction to Evolutionary Psychology

Evolutionary theory holds a vital key to understanding ourselves. In
proposing a more revolutionary approach to psychology, Professor
Plotkin vividly demonstrates how an evolutionary perspoctive brings
us closer to understanding what it is to be human.

The Men Who Inved r Poler Bear Robert U. Akeret
'Six fascinating case histories related with wit and humanity by the
veteran psychotherapist Robert Akeret ... a remarkablc tour to the
wilder shores of the human mind' Daily Mail

hivate Mytlrs Dreann and Dreeming Anthony Stevens
'Its case for dreaming as something more universally significant than
a tour across our personal playgrounds of guilt and misery is
eloquently persuasive . . . [a] hugely absorbing study - its surface criss-
crossed with innumerable avenues into science, anthropology and
religion' Spectator
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Closing the Asylum Peter Barham
'A dispassionate, objective analysis of the changes in the way we care
for the mentally ill. It offers no simple solutions but makes clear that
"care in the community" is not so easy to implement as some seem to
believe' The Times Educational Supplement

Child Behaviour Dorothy Einon

Covering the psychology of childcare, this book traces every key
theme of child behaviour from birth to adolescence. Dorothy Einon
discusses what, at any age, it is reasonable to expect of a child, how to
keep things in perspective, and the most interesting and rewarding
aspect of parenthood - bringing up a happy, well-adjusted child.

Bereavement Colin Murray Parkes

This classic text enables us to understand grief and grieving. How is
bereavement affected by age, gender, personal psychology and
culture? What are the signs of pathological grieving which can lead to
mental illness? And how can carers provide genuine help without
interfering with the painful but necessary 'work' of mourning?

Edward de Bono's Textbook of Widom

Edward de Bono shows how traditional thinking methods designed by
the 'Gang of Three' (Socrates, Plato and Aristotle) are too rigid to
cope with a complex and changing world. He recognizes that our
brains deserve that we do better with them, and uses his gift for
simplicity to get readers' thoughts to flow along fresh lines.

The Care of the Self Michel Foucault
The History of Sexuality Volume 3

Foucault examines the transformation of sexual discourse from the
Hellenistic to the Roman world in an enquiry which'bristles with
provocative insights into the tangled liaison of sex and self' The Times
Higher Education Supplement
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The Penguin Dictionery of the Third Reich
James Taylor and Warren Shaw

This dictionary provides a full background to the rise of Nazism and
the role of Germany in the Second World War. Among the areas
covered are the major figures from Nazi politics, arts and industry, the
German Resistance, the politics of race and the Nuremberg trials.

The Penguin Biographical Dictionery of Women

This stimulating, informative and entirely new Penguin dictionary of
women from all over the world, through the ages, contains over 1,600
clear and concise biographies on major figures from politicians, saints
and scientists to poets, lilm stars and writers.

Roget's Thesaurus of English Words and Phrascs
Edited by Betty Kirkpatrick

This new edition of Roget's classic work, now brought up to date for
the nineties, will increase anyone's command of the English language.
Fully cross-referenced, it includes synonyms of every kind (formal or
colloquial, idiomatic and figurative) for almost 900 headings. It is a
must for writers and utterly fascinating for any English speaker.

The Penguin Dictionery of International Relations
Graham Evans and Jeffrey Newnham

International relations have undergone a revolution since the end of
the Cold War. This new world disorder is fully reflected in this new
Penguin dictionary, which is extensively cross-referenced with a select
bibliography to aid further study.

The Penguin Guide to Synonyms and Related Words
S.I.  Hayakawa
'More helpful than a thesaurus, more humane than a dictionary, the
Guide to Synonyms and Related Wordsmaps linguistic boundaries with
precision, sensitivity to nuance and, on occasion, dry wit' The Times
Literary Supplement
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The Penguin Dictionary of Troublesome Words Bill Bryson

Why should you avoid discussing the weather conditions? Can a
married woman be celibate? Why is it eccentric to talk about the
aroma of a cowshed? A straightforward guide to the pitfalls and hotly
disputed issues in standard written English.

Swearing Geoffrey Hughes
'A deliciously filthy trawl among taboo words across the ages and the
globe' Valentine Cunningham, Observer, Books of the Year. 'Erudite

and entertaining' Penelope Lively, Daily Telegruph, Books of the
Year.

Medicines: A Guide for Everybody Peter Parish

Now in its seventh edition and completely revised and updated, this
bestselling guide is written in ordinary language for the ordinary
reader yet will prove indispensable to anyone involved in health care:
nurses. pharmacists, opticians, social workers and doctors.

Media Law Ceoffrey Robertson QC and Andrew Nichol

Crisp and authoritative surveys explain the up-to-date position on
defamation, obscenity, offi cial secrecy, copyright and confidentiality,
contempt of court, the protection of privacy and much more.

The Penguin Careers Guide
Anna Alston and Anne Daniel: Consultant Editor: Ruth Miller

As the concept of a Job for life' wanes, this guide encourages you to
think broadly about occupational areas as well as describing day-to-
day work and detailing the latest developments and qualifications
such as NVQs. Special fdatures include possibilities for working part-
time and job-sharing, returning to work after a break and an
assessment of the current position of women.
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Abbreviations
Ancient History
Archaeology
Architecture
Art and Artists
Astronomy
Biographical Dictionary of

Women
Biology
Botany
Building
Business
Challenging Words
Chemistry
Civil Engineerins
Classical Mythology
LOmputers
Contemporary American History
cunous and Interesting Geometiv
Curious and Interestin! Nu.Grr'
Curious and Interestini Wor*
Prien and Designers
ECOnomlcs
Eighreenrh-Century History
Electronics

Ingflt.t and European History
English ldioms
Foreign Terms and phrases
French
Geography
Geology
German
Historical Slans
Human Geosr;Dhv
I nforma t ion tectrnology

International Finance
I nternational Relations
Literary Terms and Literarv

Theory
Mathematics
Modern History lTgg_lg4l
Modern euotations
Music
Musical performers
Nineteenth-Century World

History
Philosophy
Physical Geography
Physics
Politics
Proverbs
Psychology
Quotations
Quotations from Shakespeare
Religions
Rhyming Dictionary
Russian
Saints
Science
Sociology
Spanish
Surnames
Symbols
Synonyms and Antonyms
Telecommunications
Theatre
The Third Reich
Third World Terms
Troublesome Words
Twen tieth-Cent ury History
Twen tieth,Cen r ury euota[ions
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